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Car Cleaning by the Transportation Department or the

Mechanical Department

The question often arises as to how far the responsibility

of the department in charge of the maintenance of the rolling

stock shall extend, and in what condition the cars shall be

turned over to the transportation department. On some sys-

tems the car cleaning is carried out by the transportation de-

partment, and again this work is found in charge of the

master mechanic. There are good arguments for and against
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both practices. When the car is on the road the conductor

is usually held responsible for the cleanliness of its interior,

and especially of the floor. If he 'tries he can prevent con-

siderable dirt being brought into the car, can stop spitting

on the floor, and he can, and on many roads is compelled to,

sweep the floor at frequent intervals. The conductor, of

course, is under the superintendent of transportation, and if

the cleaning of cars comes under the transportation depart-

ment he can be censured directly when it is found that he is

not keeping his car in proper condition. But if the master

mechanic's department has charge of the work and cars come

in unusually dirty, any complaint as to the condition of the

cars as regards cleanliness must be sent through several

channels before it reaches the man at fault, consequently

much of the effect of the complaint will be lost through the

attendant delay. * Again, all complaints from patrons of the

line concerning the conduct of trainmen and the condition

of the car usually come direct to the superintendent of trans-

portation, and when the car-cleaning force is under him this

superintendent may personally reprimand those at fault.

On the other hand, so far as the cleaning concerns the up-

keep of the car this work rightfully belongs to the car main-

tenance department. It is well known that the car cleaner

can keep the dirt off the car at a reduced cost if he has no

regard for the varnish or the paint. The fact that the trans-

portation department is not responsible for the condition of

the paint and varnish is likely to result in lack of care as to

the nature of the cleaning compounds used. We do not

mean that the operating department will injure the varnish

intentionally, but in many cases as vigorous efforts to avoid

injury will not be made as when the car cleaning and car

maintenance departments are under the same head.

On city lines when, during the morning and evening rush

hours, all of the available cars are in service, and when at

all other hours the yards are full of cars, there is an addi-

tional advantage gained by putting the car cleaning depart-

ment in charge of the car maintenance department. When
the departments are distinct the car cleaners are often idle

during the rush hours because there are no cars in the yards

to be worked upon. When the cars begin to come in after

the rush hours the car inspectors and the cleaners are likely

to get into difficulties due to the fact that both want to work
on the same car at the same time.

When the inspectors, repair men, and cleaners are under

the same head, the men may be taught to inspect cars and do
repair work on them as well as to clean them. They may
then be made to change from one kind of work to another

in order to keep busy. During the rush hours the cleaners

may be kept at repair work on the disabled cars in the shop,

and when the cars begin to come in they can assist the regular

repair men and inspectors to set the cars.

The cleaning of cars, moreover, is usually done in a repair

house or in an adjacent building. At any rate, the men of the
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shop department proper and of the cleaning department are

usually working side by side, and it is therefore desirable to

have them under one head.

A Standard Brake -Shoe

The adoption of a standard brake-shoe that is now under

consideration is a problem of no mean proportions, owing to

the multiplicity of conditions that have to be considered.

Laying aside for the present the matter of form, which

should be such that it is applicable to all classes of trucks

and diameters of wheels, a discussion on the character of the

metal to be used may not be out of order. According to the

best experience the proper composition of a brake-shoe varies

according to local conditions, of which the chief are the class

of service in which the shoe is to be used and the type of

wheel to which it is to be applied.

In the first place, people are apt to confuse friction with

abrasion. The common illustration of frictional resistance is

that of a number of saw teeth being dragged over each other

and the lifting of the point of one over the point of the other.

If these teeth mesh with each other the lift is naturally higher

and the consequent resistance greater than where they do

not mesh. Hence the coefficient of friction is naturally

greater between similar than between dissimilar substances.

The resistance of abrasion is that due to the wearing away of

the points of these saw teeth. Of course there can be no

frictional action without some abrasion, but it is a delicate

point to determine just where the resistance due to one leaves

off and that of the other begins.

We know, for example, that the coefficient of resistance of

a soft cast-iron shoe is approximately .28, while that of a

hard one is .18. We also know that for the same pressure

and service performed the wear of the soft shoe is about 16

per cent greater than that of the hard. These figures are

given for the purpose of comparison only because, as a matter

of fact, the soft cast-iron shoe is not used widely in practice,

because of its rapid rate of wear and short life. But this very

extreme shows what exists to a less degree through the

several brake-shoe metals and marks the fact that the cost of

the metal abraded and the time required to effect renewals,

due to the frequency of the same, are elements affecting the

advisability of using one or the other from the commercial

standpoint of the cost of brake-shoes, while the final solution

is complicated by the relative wear of the wheel as subjected

to the action of the two. On this latter point we have com-

paratively little information.

In the elaborate series of brake-shoe tests made under the

auspices of the Master Car Builders' Association a number of

years ago, the idea of weighing the wheels after the service

test was abandoned on account of the difficulty of accurately

determining the loss of a small weight from so great a mass

as a pair of wheels with their axle. Casts were made, how-

ever, of the treads, and these seem to indicate that, on chilled

cast-iron wheels, there is but little, if any, difference in wear

with plain shoes of different qualities of metal, though where

there were inserts that could form cutting edges that of steel

wheels was markedly increased, while the chilled cast-iron

wheel remained about the same. Whether these results

would be confirmed in a test on street cars where track con-

ditions are different remains to be seen, though it seems

probable that they would, because of the essential duplication

of steam railroad experience in urban service along other

lines affecting the wear of wheels.

As far as the coefficient of friction is concerned, it is a

matter of comparatively minor importance. Of course it is

desirable on general principles that this coefficient should be

as high as possible, so that a corresponding reduction may be

made in the diameter of brake cylinders and the weights of

the operating parts. But when it comes to efficiency, the

same retarding force can be obtained with a brake having a

low coefficient of friction as with one that is high by merely

making a corresponding increase in the pressure with which

it is applied: the chief point being that the narrowest safe

margin possible shall be left between the retarding effect of

the shoe and the adhesion of the wheel to the rail.

As for the best form of shoe, the experience of the steam

roads should have an influence; though, perhaps, it may not

be well to let it act as an exclusive guide. The beauty of the

M. C. B. Christie brake-shoe is its symmetrical design with a

central lug always of the same height and width and opening,

so that no matter what brake head has to be attached to a

variety of beam connections, that part of the head which

engages the lug of the shoe is the same in all heads, and the

same brake-shoe can be applied to all heads. As the shoe

is symmetrical as regards the head connection, it can be used

on either end of the brake beam. With this arrangement

the waste of metal in the worn shoe is apparently reduced to

a minimum, while recent designs have made it possible to so

strengthen the shoe that breakages even when worn exceed-

ingly thin are very rare. The difficulty that arises in the

adoption of this sort of a shoe in street railway work lies in

the persistency with which street railway officials are squeez-

ing the wheel, base of the trucks and the equal persistency

in insisting upon inside-hung brakes. In a great many cases

it may be necessary to detach the brake head as well as the

shoe, in removing worn shoes and applying new ones, for the

reason that there will not otherwise be enough room to slide

in a flange shoe between the head and the wheel. But the

adoption of a uniform design of shoe and head connection to

receive the shoe will simplify things wonderfully. From an

operating standpoint the inside-hung brake is undoubtedly to

be preferred to the outside-hung pattern in decreasing the dis-.

agreeable features of brake application, but it is doubtful if

the short wheel base is a paying proposition.

An investigation will undoubtedly show that the long wheel

base truck will pass curves as easily if not more easily than

one where the distance between wheel centers is less than the

gage of the rails, so that, under ordinary working conditions

there is no advantage to be gained by cutting the wheel base

down to less than 5 ft. If this is found to be the case, then

it would seem that the committee of the Engineering Associ-

ation which has this matter in charge is warranted in deciding

upon a design of shoe regardless of the requirements to be

met in many of the trucks of exceedingly short wheel base

that have been built. This is not saying that the Christie

design, adopted by the Master Car Builders' Association, is

the one best adapted to urban service, but that its essential

characteristic of an easily removable and renewable shoe is

one that should and probably will receive most careful con-

sideration. The shoe can be made so as to be applied on

either side of the truck; and if it is found that a shoe on one

side is wearing tapering it may be reversed and applied on the

other side of the truck so as to get the full wear from the

shoe before scrapping.

So while the problem of the selection of the best form and

substance for a standard brake-shoe is not one that can be
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solved offhand, it does seem that there are enough data at

hand upon which a wise and satisfactory recommendation

can be based, the adoption of which will tend to the economic

advantage of the railroads and which can be changed if, at

any time, any additional data may be obtained from experi-

ence or observation that will make a modification of the stan-

dard advisable.

The Farmer and the Interurban

The American farmer is a rather conservative personage,

and this fact is no doubt largely responsible for the opposition

he formerly showed to proposed interurban roads. Of course

those farmers whose land lay in the immediate path of the

road were the most vigorous in discouraging the new road,

but others a mile or mqre away from the right of way also

declared themselves in many cases as objecting to its con-

struction. We are glad to note, however, that this opposition

is being rapidly replaced in the Middle West, where the ad-

vantages of interurban lines are best recognized and where

they have received their fullest development, by offers of

special inducements to have a proposed line budt. In fact, in

some communities the farmers are so enthusiastic that they

make every effort to get a road through districts that are not

thickly enough settled to support a road. Moreover, instead

of trying to get the road built across their neighbor's land

they often endeavor to have it pass through their own and

within a few hundred feet of their residence. The only ex-

ception to this rule is that they do not want the right of way

to pass diagonally through their farms. To this plan almost

any farmer will object seriously. All prefer rectangular

fields, and nothing will call forth condemnation more quickly

than a scheme to cut their farms up into angular patches.

The change in the attitude of the farmers through the

Middle West has come about simply through learning how

such roads benefit the agricultural interests in the com-

munities through which they have been built. Such informa-

tion has been gained by general reading, as in newspapers

and periodicals of various kinds, and farm journals have

teemed with the subject during the last few years.

Some interurban systems, we must acknowledge, are not

of much use to the farmers along the line. We refer to those

roads which cater particularly to through passenger service

and offer few if any special inducements for the farmer to

use the road. Such roads are of little more benefit to him

than the steam railroad with its two or three trains a day

which stop at his station. Again, some interurban roads

make the mistake of not going after the farmers' business in

the proper manner. As we have just said, farmers are con-

servative. It has been their habit probably for years gone

by to drive 10 or 15 miles to town once or twice a week.

Such a trip requires a day's time of both farmer and team.

Unless an agent of the road gets out among the farmers and

shows up to them in dollars and cents just how much they

are losing by driving to town when they could drive to an

interurban station, board the car, make the required trip to

town and be back again in one-third the time required to drive

in, the farmer is likely to continue to pursue his old method.

But if he can be broken of the habit, the passenger receipts

of the road will be increased materially. And after he fully

appreciates the convenience of and the saving effected by the

interurban, certainly the road will have no warmer friend

than he.

Cutting Down the Sub-Station Labor Item

In the last few years sub-station apparatus has been im-

proved and automatic devices have been developed to such a

point that very little training is required by a man of ordinary

intelligence to operate a rotary converter sub-station as long

as there are no derangements of the apparatus or as long as

nothing goes wrong. As a consequence we frequently find

employed in the smaller sub-stations men who have no elec-

trical training whatever and who know practically nothing

about the machinery, other than the operations they are told

to go through when starting up or shutting down the ma-

chinery. The employment of such men reduces considerably

the cost of labor, as they can usually be obtained at a much
lower price than men with some mechanical and electrical

knowledge. These cheaper men, however, should not be em-

ployed where serious results will follow if the station is

unexpectedly shut down for an hour or two at a time.

There are many small roads upon which the schedules are

slow, the runs short, or layovers at the ends of the line of such

duration that the cars can be operated with very little incon-

venience when one of the sub-stations is shut down for a few

hours, and in such a case it is often a very sensible and very

economical move to employ cheap labor in the sub-stations.

But when this is done the man employed should be given

to understand thoroughly that he is not to attempt to repair

apparatus in case anything goes wrong. If he were to make
such an attempt his ignorance of the machinery upon which

he is working might cause him to endanger himself and prob-

ably cause him to injure the apparatus to such an extent that

it would have been more economical to have employed a

higher-priced man in the first place. He should be instructed

simply to telephone for help when anything out of the or-

dinary happens to the machinery, and then to sit down and

wait patiently for its arrival. And, too, when such men are

employed, frequent and thorough inspections of the sub-

stations should be made by competent men in order to catch

any loose connections, loose bolts, undue wearing of parts or

anything of a like nature which might with a few weeks'

neglect result in serious damage.

Rather than employ the cheapest labor obtainable and run

the risk of getting the densely ignorant type of man who at a

critical moment is likely to do exactly the wrong thing, it is

better, where possible, to combine the sub-station man's work

with some other duties so that the sub-station labor item

can still be kept low, yet a man of intelligence can be left ii.

charge. Often it is possible to build the sub-station in con-

nection with a freight and ticket office, and in such an in-

stance the agent can operate the sub-station machinery.

Whenever the operation of the cars is dependent entirely on

one sub-station, it is of course very necessary that the man in

charge have a general electrical knowledge and that he know
the connections and the switchboard thoroughly, so that he

may be able to make repairs of a temporary nature or change

connections without delay when necessary in order to keep

the station in operation. Such a man, of course, demands
fair wages. But a man of this type is usually capable of

doing electrical repair work of the better class, and as there

is always plenty of this to be done on the system, the cost of

operation of the sub-station can be cut down by bringing

such work to him and charging a portion of his wages to

other accounts. Wherever possible, this plan in general ap-

pears to be the better one, and in the long run it may be

found to be the cheapest.
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THE GROTON & STONINGTON STREET RAILWAY

When the Groton & Stonington Street Railway Company

was organized in the spring of 1903 to build a line from

Groton, Conn., to Westerly, R. I., it was freely predicted

that the project would not pay, owing to the small population

along the line and the fact that the towns to be served were

already connected by a steam railroad. That there was some

ground for this opinion is apparent from the population sta-

ROUTE OF THE GROTON & STONINGTON STREET RAILWAY,
ALONG THE CONNECTICUT SHORE LINE, SHOWING ALSO

CONNECTING TROLLEY LINES AT NEW LONDON

tistics, which show a total of about 18,000 inhabitants for

the 18 miles of the route, or 1000 per mile, including the ter-

minals. But in this instance conclusions based on such data

proved misleading, for the scenic features along this line

are so attractive that it has since been noted many people

will travel 10 to 20 miles on connecting lines to enjoy a trip

on the Groton & Stonington. Hence the tributary population

may be considered as extending to within several hours' ride

of the terminals to such towns as New London (17,548),

Norwich (24,637) and Willimantic (8937). In fact, one of

the most popular trolley excursions in Connecticut is to travel

down from Willimantic by way of Norwich to New London

along the west bank of the beautiful Thames River, and thence

cross by ferry to Groton to continue the trip to Westerly and

Watch Hill.

A glance at the accompanying map, while showing the

irregularity of this portion of the coast line of Connecticut,

conveys no adequate idea of the picturesque character given

to it by the numerous estuaries of the sea, the rocky penin-

sulas of the islands and the quaint villages. It will be noted

that the Groton & Stonington Street Railway is so laid out

as practically to follow the coast. Naturally a line with such

a tortuous course is not one to attract patronage by giving

a high-speed service, nor was the attainment of such speed

the intention of the projectors. In general the public high-

way is used, so that nearly all the inhabitants of the region

are within easy reach of the railway. The many bays and

water courses made a straighter route prohibitive from the

standpoint of cost aside from the fact that much of the

charm of the ride -would be lost if the line did not follow

the many twists and turns of the shore and climb up hill and

down dale in the manner so relished by those who ride for

pleasure rather than for business. Of course, as this class

of traffic is of importance only for a few months, it must not

be supposed that means for securing good all-year business

are neglected. Connecticut towns are famous for their manu-

facturing industries, and the mill workers must be trans-

ported to and from their homes morning and evening. Be-

sides this, the maintenance of a liberal and accurate schedule

during the rest of the day attracts many short-distance riders.

Starting from the Groton ferry opposite the prosperous

town of New London, the Groton & Stonington Street Rail-

way passes through long stretches of quiet woods and pleasant

homesteads; past the granite shaft and bust erected to John

Avery, of Puritan fame; over the half-forgotten battle fields

of the Pequot Indians, thence to the shipyards at Noank and

Mystic; along the "rock-bound coast" and over hills from

which are obtained glimpses of Fisher's Island, Block Island,

Long Island and famous Watch Hill; into the quaint town of

Stonington, and finally to the State line to Westerly, the

home of Rhode Island's granite industry. From Westerly,,

connections can be made with a line running to Watch Hill.

TRACK AND OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION

The line is single track except for five turnouts, and totals

20.7 miles for the 18 miles between Groton and Westerly.

Seventy-lb. T-rails are used throughout, laid on gravel ballast

on standard wood ties and double bonded with "Protected"

bonds. Despite the fact that the line follows the shore high-

way so closely, quite a number of short trestles and bridges

had to be erected in addition to the three overgrade and two

undergrade steam railroad crossings. The general type of the

bridge and trestle work is shown in some of the accompanying

illustrations.

The overhead construction is principally of side-span type

WAITING FOR THE CAR NEAR DEVIL'S FOOT HILL, JUST
BEYOND NOANK

with wood poles spaced 125 ft. The trolley wire is No. 00

The poles carry a telephone wire and 500,000-circ. mil feeder

cables, two running each way from the power house.
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CAE HOUSE AND ROLLING STOCK

The car house is adjacent to the power station, and has

six tracks, affording room for eighteen cars. For general in-

spection two of the outer tracks are furnished with pits and

one corner of the building is walled off as a room for minor

repairs. The number of cars operated by the company is too

small to make it worth while to have a winding room. The

company has just purchased a Wright lathe, however, which

will be used for a variety of purposes, in-

cluding the turning of steel wheels. This

machine has a 40-in. swing on a 16-ft. bed,

and will be run by a 5-hp Crocker-Wheeler

motor. Owing to the many curves on the

line the company has found it advisable

to use on its closed cars the steel wheels

made by the Standard Steel Company ; on

the open cars 500-lb. Griffin wheels are

used with good results. The first pair of

steel wheels was put on in July, 1905,

and is still in service, having been re-

turned. At present 58 wheels are in use,

but the experience with them on a mileage

basis has not been long enough to al-

low the presentation of any conclusive

data.

The original rolling stock consisted of

eight closed cars and the same number of

open cars, all made by the Jewett Car

Company. These cars are mounted on Peckham M. C. B.

swivel trucks No. 18 C X, furnished with Westinghouse 68-C

motors and corresponding controllers, Ham sand boxes, Bar-

bour-Stockwell gray cast-iron brake-shoes, Climax combina-

tion arc and incandescent headlights, Wilson trolley re-

trievers, etc. Four of the closed cars are of the convertible

te company started on Oct. 1 with three trips

dav.

POWER HOUSE
The power house is located at Mystic, which is about the

middle of the line. As the distance to the terminals is

therefore less than 10 miles each way, and only a few hun-

dred kilowatts capacity are required for the service, a direct-

current station was deemed better than an alternating-current

type and four of the regular winter type, all being 29 ft. 4 ins.

over the body and 40 ft. over all. Four of the original open

cars have thirteen benches and the others fifteen benches.

Owing to the heavy travel this season two fifteen-bench open

cars have been added.

In addition to these cars the company ' owns a Taunton

double-truck, four-motor snow plow and an old passenger car

which is used for repair work. This car has been replaced by

a new work-car and is now used for the express package busi-

\ND SCENE NEAR MIDWAY

plant with sub-station. The building is located along the

bank of the Mystic River and is constructed of brick walls

resting on a natural rock foundation. The boiler room is

located at a lower level than the engine room, and is 71 ft.

long by 37 ft. 6 ins. wide. The equipment consists of three

hand-stoked Stirling boilers, each of 200-hp capacity. In an-

other room on the same level and alongside

the boiler room are located the feed pumps
and heaters which, together with the jet

condenser placed in the basement of the

engine room, are of the Stillwell-Bierce

& Smith-V aile type. Next to this room
is installed one Green fuel economizer,

containing 2304 sq. ft. of heating surface.

The economizer is composed of thirty-two

sections, each section containing six tubes,

49-16 ins. external diameter by 9 ft. long,

connected at the top and bottom by head-

ers, and provided with self-acting, triple-

bevel edge scrapers, lifting bars, guards,

rods, chains and improved scraper gear

with positive reversing lever. It is guar-

anteed to show a saving of at least 8

per cent in fuel, under the consump-

tion required when operating the plant

without the economizer in service. The
scrapers are operated by a 2-hp Crocker-

Wheeler motor. This economizer has

been installed nearly two years, and to

date the company has not been obliged to

make any repairs to any part of the apparatus. The Custodis

chimney erected outside of this room is 11 ft. 8 ins. in diame-

ter at the base and 1:25 ft. high.

The engine room is no ft. long and 50 ft. wide. At present

it contains two 485-hp Cooper-Corliss cross-compound en-

gines each connected to a 325-kw Westinghouse generator

giving 600 volts d. c. at 100 r. p. m. These units are set on
concrete piers resting on bed rock. It will be seen from the

plan of the power station that space has been reserved for
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additional equipment. This free area is on the side nearest

the river, where a large opening has been left in the wall.

The transportation of heavy parts is effected by a Maris crane

which runs the entire length of the engine room. Although

rated at 15 tons this crane has frequently handled pieces

weighing 19 tons.

The switchboard is composed of seven white marble panels

with a total width over all of 10 ft. 8 ins. The four feeder

panels are each furnished with a Cutter I-T-E 300-750-amp.

circuit breaker, 700-amp. Weston ammeter and switches. On
the fifth panel is mounted a voltmeter and Thomson record-

ing wattmeter. The generator panels each carry the neces-

Amount
Wages $353-48

Fuel (211. 5 tons) 846.04

Water 58.68

Lubricants and waste 30.00

Miscellaneous supplies and expenses 15.00

Light 5-39

Total $1,308.59

Wattmeter reading in kw-hours, 106,400.

Mileage, 32,531-33-

Cost per kw-hour, .012 cents.

Cost per car-mile, .0402 cents.

These figures vary considerably according to the amount

PLAN OF POWER HOUSE OF THE GROTON & STONINGTON STREET RAILWAY COMPANY, SHOWING THE LAYOUT OF THE
STEAM AND ELECTRICAL GENERATING MACHINERY AND PIPING. THE BLANK AREA SHOWN IS RESERVED FOR

ADDITIONAL APPARATUS

sary switches, a 300-1000-amp. circuit breaker and 1200-amp.

ammeter of the types mentioned. The board was built by the

Crouse-Hinds Company, of Syracuse, N. Y.

The excellence of the apparatus installed and the careful

manner in which it is maintained have kept the power cost

quite low for a station of this size and load factor. The coal

used is Georges Creek bituminous, which is delivered in

barges alongside the station at $3.70 a ton, but as the cost of

handling by mast and gaff to the coal pile is 30 cents, the

actual cost at the boilers is $4. On an average the coal con-

sumption is 4 lbs. per kw-hour, dropping, however, to 3% lbs.

under good load conditions. The power statistics are care-

fully compiled on the form reproduced in one of the illustra-

tions and afterward made up as a monthly report like the

following typical one for March of this year

:

of power required, but the costs per kw-hour and car-mile are

fair averages.
DESPATCHING SYSTEM

All despatching is carried on by telephone with headquar-

ters at Mystic. Telephone boxes are located at each of the

five turnouts, at the ends of the line and at the Wequetequock

Casino. The turnouts are about fifteen minutes apart. The

telephones used are of the special outdoor type No. 278-A,

made by the Western Electric Company. They are so con-

structed that the key used to open the box cannot be taken

out until the telephone door is shut.

The despatcher has in his office a board containing a num-

ber of pegs corresponding to the different conductors on the

line, these pegs being moved from point to point as the cars

advance. When a conductor reaches a turnout he telephones
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the despatcher, who then orders him to go ahead if all is

well. If there has been any delay, the despatcher uses a

second board which is set for a difference in time of half an

hour. The conductors are given orders to wait at a turnout

Power Stations Daily Report.

GROTON AND STONINGTON ST. RV. CO.

system according to which every record to be filed is first

divided under a number of main headings, such as "General,"

"Executive," "Finance and Accounts," "Railways and Struc-

ture," "Equipment of Shops," "Transportation and Storage,"

QUOTATION 9

BOILERS RUN.

Power Station

ENGINES RUN.

WATT METER READINGS

WATER METER READINGS.

FILING CARD FOR KEEPING TRACK OF COMPETITORS'
PRICES FOR SUPPLIES

"Traffic Rates," etc. These classes are each assigned an even

number in the hundreds, such as 400 for "Maintenance and

Equipment." The first sub-heading may be taken as "Rolling

COAL USED.

BLANK FORM OF DAILY REPORT SENT
TO GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT BY

ENGINEER OF POWER STATION
:RESTLE NEAR NOANK, ON THE LINE OF THE GROTON & STONINGTON

STREET RAILWAY COMPANY

until they meet a certain car. In case two cars are following

one another in the same direction, between the same turn-

outs, the car going the other way is not permitted to go ahead,

OVERHEAD BRIDGE ON THE GROTON & STONINGTON STREET
RAILWAY, EAST OF POQUONNOCK, CONN.

the first car holding the turnout until the following one comes
in sight.

FILING SYSTEM

For filing records the company uses an adaptation of the

Railroad Correspondence File Index devised for steam rail-

roads by W. H. Williams. This is a decimal classification

Stock," and to this a classification in the tens is given like

410. This heading in the case of electric railways can be

given a sub-heading "Motors" and a number 400. The prin-

cipal "Motor Parts" would come under 411.1, and any-

thing composing these parts under 411. 11, 411. 12, 411. 13, etc.

In this way everything coming up in the work of a railway

r

GROTON & STONINGTON CAR CROSSING BRIDGE BETWEEN
WEQUETEQUOCK AND CLARK VILLAGE

company can be classified to the smallest detail. In filing a

package of data according to this system, the top of the

envelope is marked in a manner similar to the following:

Wheels, Rolled Steel, 410,313. In addition to this filing

method, the company keeps a set of quotation cards of the

type shown in one of the accompanying illustrations.

(
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AMUSEMENT TRAFFIC FROM LOCAL SOURCES

The splendid scenic features of this line have already been

mentioned, but besides this incentive for pleasure riding-

there is. about half way between Stonington and Westerly, a

popular casino which contains the largest and finest dancing

pavilion in that part of the country. This casino is not

owned by the railway company, but the latter derives as

much benefit therefrom as if it did, since the extra traffic in-

duced often amounts to 500 or 600 passengers, most of whom
have to ride through several fare zones. At present the

[Vol. XXVIII. No. 14.

ments, although a number of benches are placed on the

grounds, the idea being to give the concert on some favorite

hill from which the visitors can enjoy the beautiful scenery

as well as the music.

The company also offers special cars to picnic parties at

60 cents and 75 cents a car-mile, according to the capacity of

the car.

FARES AND TICKETS

The 18 miles of route operated by the Groton & Stonington

Street Railway Company between Groton and Westerly are

divided into six five-cent fare zones. The Groton zone, how-

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.

casino affords opportunities for dancing and boating only,

but next season a theater and other attractions will be added.

Most of the patrons are summer visitors who are glad to ride

a considerable distance to reach the one large amusement

resort in this territory. The only extra expense to which

the railway company has been placed has been the erection of

ever, includes the privilege of crossing on the ferry to New
London on the next boat after the arrival of a car, or vice

versa. To prevent the transfer abuses common with the old

ticket printed in small type, the management adopted the

accompanying transfer which is too plain to admit abuse.

The boat-to-car and the car-to-boat transfers are alike in

GROTON AND STONINGTON ST. RY. CO.

THAMES FERRY CO.

6. I S. ST. RY CO.

Good only for

NOT TRANSFERABLE

12
TRANSFERS RECEIVED_

TOTAL TRANSFERS SOLD

TOTAL FARES OOLLECTED

JOTAL_PASSES

TOTAL FARES REGISTERED

CONDUCTOR

THIS REPORT MOST Bt CORRECTLY FILLED OUT. AND DEPOSITED WITH ALL MONEY, TICKETS,

CONDUCTOR'S DAILY REPORT

TRANSFERS^ EACH DAY

I a handsome shelter near the casino, aside from the free trans-

( portation of the casino employees.

|
With this season the company inaugurated the scheme of

giving free concerts along the line every Sunday afternoon

Sduring pleasant weather. One time the concert is given near

Ithe Westerly terminus and the next time near the New Lon-

idon end. For this reason a large number of passengers pay

'three or four fares to reach the grounds. The musicians,

«ome twenty in number, are local amateurs who regard these

"entertainments in the light of an outing and are therefore

willing to play for a nominal amount and their transportation.

•No special buildings have been erected for these entertain-

their main features, but worded in accordance with-their uses

and differently colored.

The company is now preparing a reduced rate ticket book

for the run between Stonington and Westerly.
t

These tickets

will be sold in books of 80 for $3, making the fare 3^4 cents

to the holder of the book. In consideration of the reduced

rate, the tickets will be good between 5 a. m. and 7 p. m. on

week days only. This reduction is popular with the working-

classes, but as most of the pleasure traffic comes on Sundays

and evenings the earnings will not be appreciably affected.

It is likely that the increased riding will more than make up

for the reduction.
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The company also sells for $1.50 a fifty-ride ticket book for

school children. This is good between the hours of 7 a. m.

and 5 p. in. Aside from this, a few complimentary tickets are

given out and a pass good for six rides a day for thirty days.

It will be noted from the accompanying reproduction of this

pass that every number covers an area divided in six parts,

each corresponding to a fare zone.

For the convenience of prospective patrons the company

publishes a forty-page booklet, 4^ ins. x yy2 ins., containing

GROTON & STONINGTON ST.RY.CO.
WORTHLESS IF DETACHED
Public School Scholar's Ticket

50R I 88 48
Good between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m.

—Subject to Conditions on Cover.—

Groton & StoDington St, R'y Co.

100R 26 7 42
COMPLIMENTARY.

Good only when presented with a

Ticket of same number

SPECIMENS OF SCHOOL AND COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS,
WHICH ARE FURNISHED IN LOOKS

a brief description of the route, numerous views taken along

same, and time tables of its own and connecting lines-. This

booklet is recognized as an excellent advertising medium, and

is therefore well stocked with notices which more than cover

the cost of publication. The advertisement privilege on the

ferry transfer also defrays the cost of the latter.

MISCELLANEOUS OPERATING DETAILS

Many a nickel that should wander to the coffers of a rail-

way company has been turned to other uses because the

prospective passenger found no convenient place to wait for

a car. The Groton & Stonington Street Railway cannot lie

reproached for lack of foresight in this respect. Convenient

stations have been built at Noank and Stonington ; comfort-

able waiting rooms fitted up at Mystic, Groton and Westerly,

and seats and shelters placed along the roadside.

A move which met the cordial approval of the men was

the adoption of khaki uniforms for the conductors and motor-
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men during the summer months. These uniforms do not soil

or show dust as quickly as the regulation blue, and as they

cost only $6 the extra men put on during the rush season are

not obliged to make a heavy outlay.

ORGANIZATION AND TRAFFIC STATISTICS

The Groton & Stonington Street Railway Company was
organized Dec. 19, 1903; placed the line to Mystic in service

on Dec. 19, 1904; to Stonington on April 8, 1905, and to the

State line at Westerly on May 6, 1905. The property is

largely held by local interests represented It}- the following

officers: President, Thomas Hamilton; vice-president, B. F,

Williams; treasurer, Costello Lippitt; secretary, C. D. Noyes,

and attorney, C. W. Comstock. The operation of the line is

in charge of J. B. Crawford, general superintendent, whose
administration has proved so successful that the directors at

the annual meeting last August declared a y)A per cent divi-

dend on the preferred stock. The company hopes next year

to pay a 3 per cent dividend on the common stock if business

continues to improve as in the past year. From this it is

plain that the company has succeeded beyond expectations.

Comparison of the following figures for the years ending

June 30, 1905 and 1906, will show that increases in the com-
pany's business (due partly to the completion of the line)

have been coupled with decreases in the cost of the different-

traffic units

:

1906 1905
Passenger car mileage 419,910 150,902
Passenger car hours 29,444 12,789
Car earnings per car-mile $0,266 $0,232
Car earnings per car-hour 3794 2.74
Net earnings per mile run 0.16 0.1134
Net earnings per car-hour 3.828 1.338

Operating expenses per car-mile 0.108 0.119
Operating expenses per car-hour 1-542 1.408

Per cent of operating expense to gross earn-

ings 40.292 61.27

LOW STEAM RATES HAVE HELPED OHIO ELECTRICS

There are fresh evidences that the 2-cents-a-mile rate en-

acted for Ohio steam roads by the last Legislature of that

State is not working to the disadvantage of the electric roads,

but rather otherwise. At first the electric railway operators

feared that they would lose much of their business on the

longer trips because the difference in fare was no longer

greatly to the advantage of the electrics. One of the most

advantageous instances for studying this effect was that of

the Lake Shore Electric Railway on its 120 miles from Cleve-

land to Toledo. The electric line charged $1.75 for the one-

way trip, while the steam road rate under the old conditions

was $3.20. The 2-cents-a-mile law cut the steam rate to

$2.15, or a difference of only 40 cents where formerly it was

$1.45. For a time it was feared that the long-distance busi-

ness would be badly affected, but the electric company held

its ground, and instead of cutting rates it improved the service

by cutting off fifteen minutes from the running time by put-

ting on two additional limiteds each way and installing new
cars for the service. Figures now given out by the company
demonstrate that this policy was the right one and that the

steam reduction was not sufficient to get the business in the

face of fast and regular service and the advantage of landing

in the center of the business district of the large city. It is

stated that where a year ago with three limiteds each way
the cars were averaging 40 cents a car-mile, with five limiteds

at present they are earning 50 cents a car-mile, the number
of through passengers being much more than a year ago.

That the steam roads are greatly disappointed with the results

of the reduction in fare is further evidenced by the fact that

the railroads are cutting out many of their slow accommoda-
tion trains. The railroad editor of the Cleveland "Plain

Dealer," in commenting upon this point, says:

Managers state that there are several accommodation trains

on every railroad out of Cleveland that are being operated at a

loss. These trains run to cities 50 miles to 100 miles distant, and
have been operated partly to accommodate the people living be-

tween these points and to keep the passenger traffic from going
to the electric lines. Some of these trains, it is said, do not
make money enough to come anywhere near paying the train

crews. A prominent official states that the average passenger
train must earn $2 per mile to he on a paying basis, and added
that some of the roads out of Cleveland were operating trains

day after day which have not been averaging more than 10 cents

a mric, which is hardly enough to pay the brakeman's wages.
The loss which these trains sustain has been made up by the

increased earnings on some of the best trains, hut the roads

have now reached a point where they are going to cut out these
unprofitable trains.
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NEW DOUBLE-DECK CAR OF THE TWIN CITY RAPID

TRANSIT COMPANY

The Street Railway Journal of Nov. 5, 1904, contained

a description of a type of double-deck car built at that time

by the Twin City Rapid Transit Company for service on the

lines between St. Paul and Minneapolis. The upper deck of

this car was so constructed that it could be put on or removed

IF THE NEW DOUBLE-DECK CARS BUILT BY THE TWIN CITY RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY

from the standard car in use in Minneapolis and St. Paul with

very little difficulty, and consisted of a framework of one-

inch gas pipe bolted to 2j4-in. x 5-in. sills, which rested on

special fittings built permanently in the roof. The top was

covered with awning material and the space between the posts

was provided with curtains. This type of double-deck car,

however, was found unsatisfactory, due largely to the fact

that it did not offer sufficient protection from the weather,

and the one that was constructed was not put into regular

service.

However, the company is now constructing thirty double-

its use is not required, but it is built in a much more sub-

stantial manner, its construction being similar to that usually

employed in the ordinary closed car. The sides and ends are

sheathed in the usual manner up to a rail corresponding with

the arm rest. The side posts contain curtain grooves and pan-

tasote curtains fitting close up to the posts and provided with

frequent stiffening rods effectually closing the openings

against the entrance of water during a rain storm. The

front windows, however,

are provided with sash fit-

ted with glass after the

manner followed in the

construction of the lower

portion of the car body.

Composite wood and steel

carlines extend overhead

from opposite side posts

and form a support for

purlines over which the

canvas top is stretched.

The upper compartment is

provided with slat seats

running crosswise of the

car and resting directly on

the roof of the lower por-

tion, which is provided

with a grass carpet. The

seats, however, do not ex-

tend the full width of the car, but space is reserved on one

side for an aisle as shown in one of the illustrations. The
second deck is well lighted by lamps placed over each win-

dow opening just above the curtain, and other lamps sup-

ported by carlines in the front and rear. The upper deck

seats 65 people.

One of the illustrations shows the stairway over the front

vestibule, by means of which access is gained to the upper

portion of the car. No stairway is provided in the rear, the

idea being that the motorman will observe the people passing

to the upper deck, while the conductor will take care of those

DECK SEEN FROM THE FRONT OF
THE CAR

INTERIOR OF DOUBLE-DECK CAR, SHOWING THE SIDE
GIRDERS OF THE STEEL BOTTOM FRAMING

deck cars of the type shown in the accompanying illustrations

for service on the interurban line to Lake Minnetonka, on

which during the summer months the traffic is extremely

heavy. The cars are being built in the shops of the company

in Minneapolis under the immediate supervision of W. J.

Smith, master mechanic of the system, to whom this paper

is indebted for the details. As with the previous car of this

type, the upper deck is so constructed that it can be removed

from the lower portion of the car during the winter when

in the lower portion of the car. Just in front of the stairway

and immediately over the motorman's cab is a comparatively

large space which will be utilized for the storage of baggage

and lunch baskets of picnic parties. The upper deck adds

about 5000 lbs. to the weight of the car, while the height of

the car with the second story added is 16 ft. 8 ins. As the

trolley is placed 20 ft. above the track there is a clearance of

3 ft. 4 ins. between the trolley and the roof of the car. The

ordinary type of trolley pole will be used.
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The cars upon which the upper decks are being fitted are

built in the shops of the company and are constructed on

steel floor framings, of which a short description was given in

the Street Railway Journal of July 1, 1905. Some of

these steel bottom framings are shown in an accompanying

view of construction work in the shops. The sides of the

framing are high enough to serve as girders and eliminate

the necessity of additional trusses for supporting the car body.

These girders serve as the inside finish of the car, and the

angle-bar riveted to the top is utilized both as a foot-rest and

as a means of protecting the heater pipes, which are carried

on light malleable iron castings bolted to the girder. In the

construction of the car a sufficient space is left between the

girder and the outside sheathing to form pockets into which

the side sash drop to within a few inches of the bottom of the

framing. This construction is well shown in one of the

accompanying illustrations.

The steel bottoms upon which the present cars are being

constructed differ slightly from those described in the Street

head-on view of the twin city rapid transit
company's double-deck car

Railway Journal, and upon which thirty-three cars were

built during the year 1905. The later framings are built for

a car 6 ins. wider and 12 ins. longer. The additional width

of the new cars is placed in the aisle and in the door openings,

and the additional length is added to the platforms, where

it is utilized in widening the entrances. These entrances, of

which there are two, are 27 ins. wide, and are provided with

the Minneapolis type of gate. The doorway leading into the

body of the car allows for an opening of 3 ft. 9 ins. in the

clear. To provide for the addition of the upper deck and the

load on the roof the body framing was built somewhat heavier

than otherwise. The width of the corner posts was increased

VIEW FROM THE REAR OF THE UPPER DECK, SHOWING
SIDE CURTAINS AND FRONT SASH

STAIRWAY ON THE FRONT PLATFORM LEADING TO THE
UPPER DECK

and the roof carlines were reinforced, so that with the full

load in the upper deck the deflection by actual test does not

exceed 1-16 of an inch. At every post the wood carlines are

reinforced by steel carlines measuring % in. x 2,^/2 ins. In

the forward portion of the car, where the presence of the

sign necessitates an extra width of upper-deck window, the

steel carlineS measure 1 in. x 2^/2 ins.
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In the construction of the car, precaution has been taken

to guard against the arcing or burning of electrical apparatus

underneath the body setting fire to the car. The whole sur-

TAKE NEW DOUBLEDECKER
TO LAKE MINNETONKA

shop. Two extra trucks equipped with motors will be pro-

vided for eveiw twenty-five cars. The trucks are fitted with

rolled steel wheels mounted on an axle 6 ins. in diameter at

the gear and wheel seat. The tires of the

wheels are 4 ins. wide and are provided with

a 2%-in. tread.

LATEST, NEWEST, UP-TO-DATE

ELECTRIC CAR IN ALL AMERICA!

Great Way to Enjoy Great
Trip to a Great Lake

Leaves Hennepin Ave. and Sixth St., MINNEAPOLIS, for EXCELSIOR
and BIO ISLAND PARK at 6:04 am. and every two hours to 10:04 pm.

IMPORTANT CHANGES IN BALTIMORE

A SPECIMEN OF THE ADVERTISING POSTER USED TO CALL
THE DOUBLE-DECK CARS

face of the under side is lined with >6-in. transite board.

While this adds about 350 lbs. to the weight of the car, it re-

moves the possibility of the floor and the car catching fire.

The motor and resistance wires are run in asbestos tubes

cleated to the under side of the car. The cast steel bolster

used permits the wires to run through an opening in it im-

mediately over the king bolt. This avoids the necessity of

dropping the cables down under the bolster as is frequently

done. The king bolt extends only through the lower portion

of the bolster, and is held in place by a pin driven through

it. Baldwin trucks are employed, and these are fitted with

adjustable side bearings so that the trucks can be changed

without the necessity of shimming up or lowering the side

bearings. This adjustment is made by employing rollers of

different sizes as is frequently found in steam road car con-

STEEL BOTTOMS OF DOUBLE-DECK CARS IN THE SHOP

struction. It is the intention to change trucks when a car

is brought into the shop with disabled motors, and thereby
shorten the time the car body is required to remain in the

L. B. Stillwell has just taken a contract

to reorganize and complete the power sta-

tion of the United Railways & Electric

Company, of Baltimore. The work will be

along the same lines as those undertaken

by Mr. Stillwell several years ago for the

Niagara Falls power plant, viz : the com-

pletion of the construction of the power

plant and the organization and training of

an operating force for its proper operation.

This is a specialty of Mr. Stillwell, as he

considers the organization and training of

a competent operating force as a very es-

sential part of the work in connection with

the construction of power plants. In Baltimore he has under-

taken to accomplish this in a year.

On Oct. 1 Horatio A. Foster, the well-known consulting

"ENTION TO

F CAR, S

IDE GIRDER
FOR clea:

,'ING HOW TOSTS ARE FITTED OVER
AND THE HAND HOLES IN GIRDER
TNG OUT THE WINDOW POCKETS

and mechanical engineer and author, of Philadelphia, became
associated with Mr. Stillwell and moved his office to Balti-

more to become resident engineer in charge of this work,
with offices in the Continental Building.
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THE LOWELL & FITCHBURG RAILWAY

An example of the rapidly developing demand in New
England for thorough trolley connections, with fast schedule

and the most advanced type of heavy interurban construction,

is afforded by the recent installation of the Lowell & Fitch-

burg Street Railway Company. This railway by its comple-

tion directly unites an important connection between the

large cities of Lowell and Fitchburg, Mass., and in conjunc-

tion with other entering lines to these cities

makes available through trolley connections as

far as Worcester and beyond to the south,

to Nashua, N. H., and other points in its terri-

tory on the north and into Fitchburg, Lowell

and Boston. While largely subsidiary to Bos-

ton, the large industrial communities about

Lowell and Fitchburg as centers have much

in common, commercially and socially. Hith-

erto there has been a lack of the ready trans-

portation facilities such as this railway will

afford.

The present line of the Lowell & Fitchburg

Railway Company's track is 18 miles long

from its meeting point at Ayer with the Leo-

minster, Shirley & Ayer line now operating

into Fitchburg, to its physical connection with

the line of the Boston & Northern Railway at

the outskirts of Lowell, over the tracks of

which company it operates 4^2 miles to the

heart of the city and through its center at Merrimac Square,

thus making 17)4 miles of operation in all. While crossing

a rough section of country a generally low gradient has been

established with cuts opened and fills shouldered to standard

steam road practice. Where to any advantage of alignment

or grade, private way has been secured, and outside of town

Xo. 0000 protected type bonds at each joint laid under Weber
joints and with No. 0000 flexible cross-bonds every 500 ft. A
double-grooved No. 0000 trolley has been used on extra heavy

1
1 -ft. guy and strut bracket arms, all malleable fittings and

placed on 35-ft. chestnut poles, except in streets where span

construction has been adopted. Garton lightning arresters

have also been placed on line every 1000 ft.

From the Lowell power house of the Boston & Northern

Railway to Forge Village, Mass., and about centrally located

or village entrances, the location is principally upon the right

of way with a small amount of highway location.

Standard heavy interurban construction has been adapted,

a 70-lb. A. S. C. F. T-rail being used with 9-in. Pennsylvania

girder where paving has been laid down. Standard oak and

chestnut cross-ties 6 ins. x 8 ins. x 8 ft. on 24-in. centers

with local gravel ballast for 18 ins. under these constitute the

substantial roadbed. This track has been bonded with 2-in.

^R HOUSE, SHOWING PLOW AND STANDARD CAR

on the railway, a high-tension feeder line of three No. o bare

and covered wire has been installed, following the railway on

private poles of the company to North Chelmsford from

whence it enters on heavy pole line to the Boston & Northern

Railway power house. Two 225-kw Westinghouse rotaries,

transformers, etc., with full equipment on both a. c. and d. c.

side, have been installed in

brick station, from whence

current for operation is sup-

plied.

At present five equipments

are owned by this railway.

Four cars are in active oper-

ation. The car bodies were

built by the John Stephenson

Company, of Elizabeth. N.

J., and are of the Brill

grooveless post semi-convert-

ible type. The length over all

is 40 ft. ; inside height, 8 ft. 4

ins. ; width of seat, 35 ins.

;

width of the aisle. _'4 ins.

The seating capacity is 44
with cross reversible rattan

chair seats.

Outside storm windows

which by special device can

be quickly placed or re-

moved, allow of the maxi-

mum flexibility of operation

for these bodies, either as open cars in summer, which

can he momentarily converted, through the convertible

device, to closed cars for shower protection or with storm win-

dows placed permit of double sash and greatest enclosure from

cold in winter. They are mounted upon Brill 27 E. I. steel

trucks with 33-in. wheels, carrying 2*4~in. steel tires, with 5-111.

axles. These trucks arc equipped with four Westinghouse

93 A. motors per car, and with the multiple unit control com-
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plete. This allows the operation of the cars in trains up to three

cars in number. The new type of Westinghouse automatic

air brake with the improved graduated release has also been

adopted with proper connections to allow of this feature of

train operation. There are also installed combination arc and
incandescent headlights of the Millen type, illuminated over-

head destination signs, international registers, Climax heaters,

STANDARD CAR

and Knutson retrievers. Oil lubrication for journals with

wick feeds is entirely used.

The railway also possesses one large Smith & Wallace
double-nosed plow, which has also been provided with a

similar quadruple motor equipment and control, but with a

somewhat lower gear ratio. The trucks of these plows are

arranged on the swivel bolster plan between trucks transmit-

ting any shocks of service to each truck equally and thence

to the steel girders of the plow body. This ensures great

rigidity under heavy service and has proved its utility in heavy
snow-bank work.

A six-car frame house is located at Ayer with concreted

TYPICAL FILL

pits and machine shop floors, while a separate brick oil and
furnace house has been provided at the rear. The house
tracks have been arranged to allow of the use of this as a

"through" house, eliminating as far as possible all idle mileage
in and out of switches.

While principally built as a through connection the popu-
lation served by this railway as to local patronage is of a gen-
eral industrial character and considerable in amount. Lowell,
the City of Spindles, and of 95,000 inhabitants, is its greater
terminus, though Fitchburg and Leominster at its western

connection represent a community of 43,000. The towns of

Chelmsford, Groton, Graniteville, Forge Village and Ayer are

directly served, while Shirley, Leominster, Mitchellville and
others are sources of traffic through its Ayer connection to

Fitchburg. The greater part of these are smaller manufac-
turing centers, woolen goods and machine parts being greatly

produced. The aggregate population entirely along the line

SNOW PLOW, WITH NOSES REMOVED, USED AS LOCOMOTIVE

and with its termini represents by the 1900 census approxi-

mately 160,000, which had increased during the previous

decade about 30 per cent, showing a healthy industrial growth.

This population represents a constant source of traffic, while

a number of lakes and the abundance of high pine wooded

hills have made this section an attractive vacation ground

available to many who daily travel to Boston and its vicinity.

Ayer, the present terminus, is the junction of several inter-

secting lines of the Boston & Maine Railroad system, and

from this fact alone has also proved as especially valuable

point of connection.

An hourly schedule is now being maintained between all

points from Merrimac Square in Lowell to the center of Fitch-

burg, and with farther operation an improved schedule will

be perfected to bring out the full capacity of the equipment

and maintain a fast schedule of not less than 25 miles per hour

for entire distance outside of terminal residences. An excel-

lent lake and park resort will be opened at Nabnasset Lake,

the nearest attractive body of water of its kind to Lowell,

and which, while admittedly possessing great physical attrac-

tion, has hitherto lacked means of adequate access commen-
surate with its value as a park and water resort.

The railway has been running since June, 1906, but contem-

plates an increased operation of 5 miles more track this fall

which is now under construction, and also through its present

franchise possesses an opportunity for greater extensions

which, it is expected, will be taken in the immediate future.

These are also of very promising character, and should their

execution be brought about, will, in the near future, make the

present existing railway but the nucleus of a considerable

and very valuable system of electric transportation in Boston,

Lowell, and Fitchburg field.

The present offices are at Ayer, Mass., in charge of J. P.

Satterlee, as managing superintendent. Philadelphia, Pa.,

capitalists have been the builders through the A. L. Register

& Co., of that city, who have engineered and financed the

property, and are at present carrying forward its farther

extensions.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company has begun running

trains over the elevated structure from Brooklyn Bridge via

the Myrtle Avenue line and the old Bushwick Railroad

through Ridgewood to the Lutheran Cemetery, in Queens.
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READING CLIPPINGS IN ALBANY

Practically every large street railway company has arrange-

ments by which articles which relate to the road appearing

in the daily papers in the territory traversed are brought to

the attention of the manager. Sometimes this is done by a

clerk who marks the articles in which he thinks the manager
will be interested and hands them to him. Sometimes the

notices are clipped and laid on the manager's desk. Often

they get no farther. On most roads the manager will call

the attention of the heads of his departments, or some partic-

ular head, to any clipping which concerns that department,

but quite as frequently the clippings are either consigned to

the waste basket or else are pasted in a large book after they

have passed the manager's desk.

The method of handling clippings by the United Traction
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Company, of Albany, is interesting. The company's lines ex-

tend into several counties and are operated in four divisions.

All of the local papers in the different towns, that is, in

Albany, Troy, Rensselaer, Cohoes and Watervliet, are taken

by the company and are distributed among the division super-

intendents. Each division superintendent thus receives two

or more daily papers which he is expected to go over thor-

oughly every day. The superintendents make the clippings

from the daily papers and send them to the general office,

where they are edited by a clerk, so that the same matter will

not be put on twice, unless it is handled in a different manner

by the different papers. They are then pasted on a piece of

stiff manila paper measuring 12V2 ins. wide by i6y2 ins.

high. This sheet is called the "Bulletin," and a sample is

reproduced on page 509.

In the lower right-hand corner of this bulletin are seven

blank lines, and in these blanks the general manager, super-

intendent, treasurer and attorney and any others to whom the

manager may send the card sign their names, but these offi-

cers always read the bulletin. Finally it is returned to the

superintendent's office for filing. The articles are then in-

dexed by a clerk in a regular index book which is kept with

the files.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY CONDITIONS IN VERMONT

BY H. S. KNOWLTON

The study of electric railway development and operation

in sparsely settled territory is full of significance to the trans-

portation engineer who is familiar with purely urban propo-

sitions. The contrast between the resources and facilities

for doing a prosperous business on a great city system and

those which handicap a small road operating in thinly in-

habited districts is too great to be passed by without com-

ment. As electric railway practice in great cities has de-

veloped, there has been no lack of means to secure the best

possible service which money can buy, and while the ex-

penses of larger urban systems are enormous, there should be

no question of financial success as long as the traffic density

remains high. The manager of a small road, on the other

hand, is handicapped at the very start by the reduced tribu-

tary population of his territory. Every expenditure must

be watched with the keenest discrimination of what will cer-

tainly pay and what may be of doubtful value. There is little

room for costly experiments. Although a nickel means as

much in itself to the large city system, operated according to

the most modern ideas, as it does to the small road, yet the

relative value is far different, when it comes to experimental

service. When one finds thoroughly good service, therefore,

in a small community, there should be given the fullest credit

to the management which makes it possible. The difficulties

of the systems are often unrealized.

In a recent trip to Vermont, the electric railway situation

was one of the most interesting subjects of the journey. The

conclusion was emphatically favorable to the electric road

as a factor in the industrial well being of the inhabitants of

the State, and the general character of the service given to

the public was good in the cities and towns visited. Con-

sidering the financial status of some of the companies in the

State, it is manifestly impossible to give the very best service

found in large cities, but there is not the slightest question of

the value of the electric railway to the communities which it

serves, and in some cases it is remarkable that anything like

as good service should be given. Vermont has no large cities,

its most populous community having but 2r,ooo inhabitants.

After Burlington, Rutland, the second city, has about 16,000,

including East Rutland. The total completed electric railway

mileage in Vermont is now 94.16, divided as follows:

Miles

Barre & Montpelier Traction Company 9 r8

Bellows Falls & Saxton's River 6.25

Bennington & Iloosick Valley 8.25

Brattleboro Street 4-

Burlington Traction Company 10.76

Military Post Street (leased to Burlington) 4.64

Mt. Mansfield Electric 10.50

Rutland Street 23.30

Springfield Electric '. 4-58

St. Albans 12.70

Total 9416

Within the last two or three years there has been little or

no increase in mileage in these systems, though an important

line is now under construction between Bennington and

Northwestern Massachusetts by the New York, New Haven

& Hartford interests. At the present time the Burlington and

the Springfield systems are the only roads paying dividends,

but the Rutland system has been reorganized as a component

of the Rutland Railway, Light & Power Company ; its busi-

ness is rapidly increasing, and on Sept. 1, 1906, the first bond

interest coupons of this road were paid, with a prospect of

dividends in the near future, as the earnings are now more

than sufficient to pay the fixed charges. This property was

originally composed of the Chittenden Power Company, the

Rutland Street Railway Company, and the People's Gas

Light Company. It had a total capitalization of $2,750,000

and a bondecKindebtedness of $1,650,000. In March, 1906,

the Railway. Light & Power Company was organized, with a

bond issue of $1,200,000, and a stock issue of $1,500,000. The

present company has expended about $75,000 in improve-

ments and is now practically out of debt. A description of

the power plant improvements of this road is reserved for a

later issue.

The last biennial report of the Vermont Railroad Commis-
sion, published in 1904, .gives the earnings and expenses of

four respective roads for the year ending June 30, 1903, as

follows, and the figures for the year ending June 30, 1905,

are appended by the courtesy of Hon. Fuller C. Smith, chair-

man of the Commission, in the table on the opposite page.

In all of these roads comparable in 1903 and 1905, the gross

earnings showed gratifying increase; thus the Barre &
Montpelier gained 18 per cent, the Burlington 17.7 per cent,

and the Bennington 5 per cent. The Burlington, Rutland

and Springfield systems are improving both physically and

financially, according to the best opinions. The latest avail-

able gross operating expenses and net earnings of the above

roads per mile of track (1905) are:

Gross.
Operating
Expense. Net.

Barre & Montpelier $4,530 $3,2O0 $1,330
Burlington 7,950 5,5°o M5o
Rutland 3>75o 2,440 1 ,3 I°
Hoosick Valley (Bennington) 5,050 3,800 1,250

The Barre & Montpelier road is essentially an interurban

line, although it handles a considerable local traffic. The
Rutland Street Railway operates a suburban line about 16

miles long to Fairhaven and Lake Bomoseen, which accounts

for its relatively low earnings per mile of track. These fig-

ures exhibit considerable room for improvement, in point of

stimulated traffic, but they are not as far below those of other

roads serving relatively small cities as some deprecators of

Vermont urban traction securities would have one believe.

Thus, the Burlington gross earnings compare very favorable

per mile with those of the Worcester (Mass.) Consolidated

Street Railway system in 1905, which were $9,930; the Barre
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& Montpelier gross shows up pretty well against the noted

Boston & Worcester interurban earnings of $6,100, as do

those of the Bennington & Hoosick Valley. Burlington's net

earnings per mile are somewhat better than the figures for

Pittsfield, Mass., a city of about the same size. These figures

represent the more favorable situations in Vermont at this

time, and it is of course true that on most of the roads other

than those mentioned in the dividend or close-to-dividend

class, the traffic density is not as yet sufficient to create a

thoroughly profitable business.

The physical status of the electric railways in Vermont

varies considerably. Without any desire to draw invidious

comparisons, it is apparent to the visitor that the urban lines

are, on the whole, in better shape than the lines serving the

remote country districts or the small villages. This is to be

expected from the considerations outlined at the beginning

of these comments. The Barre & Montpelier road competes

very successfully with a steam railway branch line which con-

nects these two points; it supplies a 30-minute service in each

direction against a much less frequent service on the steam

line, and the running time of the latter is scarcely better than

50 per cent faster, on account of the numerous stops which

are made in the run. The fares are the same in each case.

This road is the possessor of five grade crossings, which are

protected by special electric hand operated semaphores.

The rolling stock in Burlington, Rutland and Montpelier

dally, luit it would seem that there are a good many points

which could he connected profitably with the city centers in

the not distant future. The famous marble town of Proc-

tor, only about 7 miles from Rutland, has no electric connec-

tion with the latter city. The granite quarries near Barre

are relatively inaccessible from that enterprising city. The

market, gardening and dairy business near Rutland is an im-

portant industry, and there would seem to be a field for the

carriage of light freight in this region. The main range of

the Green Mountains is so accessible by carriage from the

Burlington and Rutland regions that in time there ought to

he a summer business of consequence here. All these de-

v-elopments must be handled cautiously, but with the improve-

ment of local urban systems and the gradual expansion of

lines into the surrounding country there ought to be good

returns in the future, even though the immediate present may
lack incentive for expansion. If the State develops steadily,

the rural systems will doubtless become links in through

routes. There seems to be no very great demand for high

speed at present, and the track layout seldom permits it. The

great point is this : without the electric railway, the urban

citizens and many of the rural dwellers of Vermont would be

sorely handicapped by being forced to walk between the

points at issue, or else travel by team—always a serious ex-

pense—or by the infrequent steam roads. The total mileage

of the State is very small, of course, but that mileage should

TABLE SHOWING REPORTS OE FOUR ROADS IN VERMONT

Barre & Montpelier. Burlington Traction. Rutland. Bennington & Hoosick Valley.

1903 1905 1903 1905 1905 1903 1905^

Gross Earnings #35,339 $41,676 $72,878 $85,700 $«7,574 $39,610 $41,672
Operating Expenses 25.148 29-303 47,371 59,323 56,907 28, 3 t 4 31,236

Net Earnings 10,191 12,373 25.507 26,377 30.667 11,296 10,436
Deductions from Income 5.799 9,468 36,814 10,195

10,191 6,574 25.507 16,909 *6,i47 1 1,296 241

is maintained well, and the service in the cities is thoroughly

acceptable. It is certain that the withdrawal of electric trac-

tion in any of the communities visited would be regarded as

little short of a calamity by the public. It is unfortunate that

the system of accounting used by many of the companies is

so unsatisfactory that their reports are imperfect and fur-

nish no sufficient data upon which to base a comprehensive

report of their financial operation or condition. The law

requiring such reports from electric railways to the Railroad

Commission is not sufficiently specific to justify the Commis-

sion's enforcing the forms prescribed by the Street Railway

Accountants' Association of America and approved by the

National Association of Railroad Commissioners.

Among the improvements which it is desirable to effect on

some of the Vermont roads may be mentioned the better sur-

facing and alignment of the roadbed and track, and the es-

tablishment of more settled standards of examination in the

selection of car service employees. Power brakes are com-

ing into wider and wider use, the rolling stock is in several

cases superior to many of the cars found on more prosperous

and larger city systems, and in every city visited, the power

supply was found to be derived from a hydro-electric gen-

erating station. There should be no difficulty, therefore, in

securing a thoroughly reasonable power cost.

As for the future of the electric railway in Vermont, pre-

dictions are always uncertain in great detail, but there is no

reason to doubt the increasing value of all the urban systems,

if the present development of the cities continues. The rural

systems cannot be expected to make as good a showing finan-

be worked for all it will yield. It is certain that the use of

publicity methods of traffic stimulation would be a good plan

on the Vermont trolley systems. In this rather frank dis-

cussion of present conditions in Vermont electric railway

practice, the writer's sole object has been to endeavor to show
the situation as he found it. If there are discouragements on

some of the roads because of the sparsely settled territory

which they serve, there are many hopeful signs for the future

of the urban systems, and the smaller roads cannot hut share

in part, the prosperity of the State at large.

BROOKLYN " L " LOOP PLAN ADVANCED

Controller Metz, of New York, triumphed last Thursday

w hen the committee on plans and contracts of the City Coun-

cil instructed George L. Rives to prepare a formal resolution

laying out the route of the elevated loop plan to connect the

Brooklyn and Williamsburg bridges, which will be submitted

for adoption by the Rapid Transit Commission. With the

adoption of this resolution by the commission and concurrent

action by the Board of Estimate, application can be made
to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court for the ap-

pointment of a commission if it be found that the necessary

consents cannot be secured from the abutting property own-
ers. The action just taken means that the Rapid Transit

Commission intends to give the Stevenson plan equal con-

sideration and place it on the same basis with the subway

loop plan.
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ACCIDENT BULLETINS

BY F. W. JOHNSON,

Claim Agent Connecticut Railway & Lighting Company.

Some operating men have a fondness for sitting up late at

night devising ponderously complicated rules and regulations

for the guidance and instruction of their employees, and

guaranteed to cover every possible contingency and emer-

gency with which they may be confronted in this world or in

the next. These regulations are embodied in nicely-bound

Rule Books, one of which is given to every employee. The

idea presumably is that each man will carefully study his book

and thus become conversant with all of the company's rules

and regulations. At least one man in every hundred does

this conscientiously. The accident man of the company also

apparently has the same object in mind, for we find him

grinding out instructive material to an extent sufficient to

qualify every one of his readers as a full-fledged claim agent,

surgeon and expert accountant if he should read his disserta-

tions carefully—which he won't.

The principal trouble with books of this character is that

they shoot straight over the heads of those for whom they are

written. They're too ponderous, too complicated and too

involved. They fall of their own weight. They lack brevity,

force and simplicity, and invariably attempt to cover far too

much territory.

After all, the accidents which occur with the greatest fre-

quency and which a concern fears the most are comparatively

few in number. For this reason the field for work is for-

tunately limited, and accident instructions should not attempt

to spread out over the entire map of the accident problem.

There is a certain middle of the road policy in accident

work which offers the richest field for their prevention, and

it will be found that the other branches will follow in easily

and logically after you once have a good foundation laid.

The idea of attempting the entire instruction of railway

employees in the work of preventing and of handling acci-

dents by giving them one or more books on the subject and

in then dropping the matter is like handing a man a set of

medical books and expecting him to qualify himself as a phy-

sician without any opportunity of asking questions or of

DANGER POINTS. MOTORMEN CONDUCTORS.

w gethcr the most successful si

for the results have been splendid.

It is but a simple matter for us to instruct you concern-

ing the handling of, and the prevention of accidents. The

actual work comes in successfully carrying into execution

those instructions.

And so we say, the credit for the good results achieved

thus far this.season, belongs entirely t<> our Conductors, Motor-

men and Inspectors. . We take this means of assuring you

that your careful work has been greatly appreciated by this

We are now on the last quarter

for this year. The summer is the m
the year in our business. Naturally \

to keep up the fine work for the bala

danger

of the

Within we offer you a few timely suggestions to refresh

your recollection of the danger points. We wish that you

would personally read these.

Heads up all along the line and let every man do his

level best to finish out the summer season with a slashing

good record for careful work on our cars.

ang the gong. It prevents accidents.

cep your eye on the children in the streets.

'atch the autos. They're reckless cusses, you kno

Passing standing cars. Speed of

your gong on the jump.

of the laborers for tin

?n switches. Approach every switch with great care.

Make sure that it is right before you go into it. Open
switches pave the way for terrible accidents.

Kead this one again.

Passing teams going in the same direction as your car. Slow-

down, clout your gong and pass in safety. He will pull

across in front of your car when you least expect it. Be
on the safe side. Be careful..

Following, the car ahead. Rear-end collisions result from

careless work in this respect. Hold back hold back

give that car ahead a whole block if possible. We
warn you against rear-end collisions caused by following

the car ahead too closelv.

Mumd.uio

1 .00k the carefully before starting.

"Wait until the car stops." And roar it out.

Keep yourself supplied with Witness Packets.

On your life, don't be careless with your signals.

Several Conductors badly injured this summer in falling fron

the running-boards.

Keep a sharp eye on the passengers on your running-board

Don't want any of them raked off by poles, teams or ob

1 structions of any sort.

Tracks or streets under repair. Dangerous for passenger

alighting from cars. Women especially liable to be hurt

Caution and assist them.

Lower that running-board before you put up that side-hai

And let down that side-bar before you turn up the run

ning-board. No exceptions.

Don't take'

person's life is sacrificed

iid they always

cstcrday while

;k. It takes but two

ething of interest for y

ped from your car

be claiming to-day

ere getting off.

and get your witnesses and lots of them, and thus

:t yourself and the Company from these grafters.

THE THREE-PACK MONTHLY BULLETIN ISSUED DURING AUGUST

All of this system is very beautiful to look upon, but its

practical value to a two-dollar-a-day man is somewhat ques-

tionable, if you're looking for results. The man who reports at

the car house for work at 5 a.m. will accept your bound volume

of "The Universal Encyclopedia of Accidents" with a cheer-

ful smile, but if you fondly imagine that he is going to sit up

nights struggling through that book with the aid of a dic-

tionary and by the light of a tallow dip, you're doomed to

disappointment. Not that the book will go to waste, for you

may be sure that the man will find it handy to use in keeping

his day-card, or for the purpose of jotting down little mem-
oranda upon its blank leaves. The old hands aren't going to

wade through that volume, for while they appreciate your

thoughtfulness, they realize down deep in their hearts that

they themselves really know as much about the subject as

does the author. And the new employee, to whom every-

thing in railroading is new, and who is working early and

late, has trouble enough on his mind without sitting up nights

reading a lot of stuff that is all Greek to him.

receiving the benefits of other people's ideas and suggestions.

Accident instructions to conductors and motormen must be

given by degrees and in a systematic manner. Men who are

able to acquire proficiency in any particular branch of the

world's work at a single stroke are not working on trolley cars.

To the virtues of brevity, force and simplicity in your in-

structions should be added that of "stick-to-it-iveness." For

unless you keep pounding away at the points which you are

endeavoring to drive home, constantly disguising your real

objective points in order to cover the same ground repeatedly

without losing the interest of your readers, you're going to

lose ground. You've got to hold the older men right up to

the mark while you are bolstering up and educating the new

men.

Unquestionably the most powerful battery in the work of

preventing accidents is that of verbal instruction. It is, how-

ever, with the problem of holding ground so gained, and of

keeping in constant touch with the men, that we are now
concerned.
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You've got to get into direct communication with the men

on the firing-line, and what is more, you've got to keep there

in order that they may realize that you are hot on their heels

in this work ; that you're going forward, and not backward.

Your information, suggestions and warnings must be hot off

the bat, right up to the minute and straight from the shoulder.

An outgrowth of this idea has been the development of the

weekly accident bulletin, so called. This bulletin has proven

of immense advantage in educating conductors and motormen

in the work of preventing and of the proper handling of

accidents.

The accident bulletins deal entirely with the accident situ-

ation, giving advice, suggestions and warnings adapted to

the classes of accidents occurring or anticipated during the

various seasons, and are couched in short, sharp language,

plain and to the point. They are written in the every-day

language of the men themselves as nearly as possible, and

every effort is made to make them interesting and readable.

The success or failure of the bulletin idea depends abso-

lutely upon the style in which the bulletins are written.

They've got to hit straight from the shoulder without being

in any way sensational or offensively personal. They must

contain no dry matter or stilted language, yet they must pre-

serve a certain dignity to command the respect of the men.

The bulletins are issued regularly on a certain day each

week. They are printed upon a good quality of heavy white

paper, in good readable type, with wide spacing between para-

graphs. The paragraphs are short, that the idea may be

easily grasped, and surrounding all is a good wide margin of

several inches to set it off well. The bulletins average from

150 to 400 words, the idea being to make them short, sharp

and to the point.

These weekly bulletins are immediately posted upon special

bulletin boards of a simple but pleasing design, conspicuously

placed in all car houses, offices and lobbys where they may

HUSTLER.S
During the past week the accident reports have, almost without exception,

been of exceptionally good calibre.

Below we call attention to some of those which appealed to us as being

even above the general high average for the week.

On the next accident that happens on your car, let's see what you can do

in the way of securing an abundance of witnesses and in making out a

good report.

Conductor J. Kelley, Waterbury Division, turns in EIGHTEEN witnesses

on a recent accident.

Motorman Fred'k K. Miller, Norwalk Division, landed SIXTEEN wit-

nesses on a recent accident, while his conductor, John A. Seymour, ran

him a close second with FIFTEEN witnesses on the same accident. That's

going some.

Conductor J. C. Laird, Waterbury Division, secured FIFTEEN witnesses

out of nineteen passengers. Good work.

Conductor H. F. Smith, Derby Division, turns in FIFTEEN witnesses.

All right.

Conductor Peter Aspell, Derby Division, keeps his general high average

by landing THIRTEEN witnesses on his last accident.

Motorman G. N. Rempp, New Britain Division, breaks into fast company
with THIRTEEN witnesses, though he had but three passengers on his

car at the time. He nailed them right and left on the street.

Motorman M. J. Nolan, Norwalk Division, gathered in TEN witnesses on
a recent mishap.

Motorman F. C. Kirley, Waterbury Division, gets NINE witnesses on a

recent accident.

Conductor C. Fleuwellin, Norwalk Division, turns in EIGHT witnesses,

though he had but one passenger on his car.

Conductor John J. Carroll, Derby Division, had a slight accident recently.

After its occurrence I tendered him an additional witness packet. Much to

my surprise and gratification, he produced three spare packets, making a

total of four in all.

He was well supplied with witness cards, and didn't propose to be put out
of business by one lone accident.

Compare with him the man whom we occasionally discover who hasn't

foresight enough to carry even one packet when on duty.

Remember that we cannot give credit for exceptionally good work unless
you sign your own name on the front of every witness packet that you hand
in with your accident report.

P. A. B. No. 54. F. W. JOHNSON, C. A.
Aug. 29, 1906.

OPEN CARS
1. Many people are hurt in jumping onto and off of open cars.

2. Shout at them "WAIT UNTIL THE CAR STOPS."
3. When you see women, children, aged persons or foreigners trying to

jump from your moving car, grab them and hold them on, regardless of

what they think about it.

4. Foreigners are especially adept at jumping off backwards from moving
cars. Shout at them, and hold them on if possible.

5. Don't start your car while people are BOARDING or ALIGHTING.
6. Don't start your car on ONE BELL.
7. In passing standing cars, sound your GONG loudly, and have your

car under complete control.

8. Side-bars. NEVER put up your side-bar while your running-board

is turned UP on the same side.

9. Keep your platform gates and chains closed on their proper side.

10. On EVERY accident, a good report and a good lot of WITNESSES.
Eight to ten is good work.

We've had a grand good record this past winter in our freedom from
serious accidents, and we are looking forward to an equally successful

summer's work.

P. A. B. No. 35. F. W. JOHNSON, C. A.

May 2, 1906.

DERAILMENTS
In passing moving cars on turnouts and double-lrack lines, clang your

GONG vigorously. For this reason

—

It warns the passengers of both cars of the danger. It is a safeguard

to the passengers against broken arms, legs and crushed skulls.

You recall the accident which happened recently on the New Haven
Road, where a woman passenger was instantly killed by reason of her

head being crushed between two passing cars.

EASY on your curves. We've been having quite a number of derail-

ments of late. Dry rails on curves should be reported AT ONCE.
Had a serious derailment recently due to the fact that a motorman gave

more attention to getting into his rubber coat than he did to the operation

of his moving car. (A word to the wise, you know.>

Last week Conductor Thomas Fenton, of the Bridgeport Division, wit-

nessed an accident on one of our cars, from a window of his home. He
immediately turned in a full report of the affair, together with some ex-

cellent witnesses. Good work.

Conductor John Carroll, of the Derby Division, turned in seventeen wit-

nesses on a recent accident. That's going some.

Always sign your name on the front of each witness packet envelope that

you turn in. In no other way can we tell who is doing the good work in

the way of securing witnesses.

If you are not able to secure any witnesses to an accident, you do not

hand in your envelope of blank cards.

Go after the witnesses strong. We've got to have them.
P. A. B. No. 46. F. W. JOHNSON, C. A.

July 11, 1906.

SPLENDID
Hats off to the men of the Westport Division.

The month of August proved to be the biggest month in the history of

their division, and they achieved the remarkable distinction of handling
this traffic without a single accident.

That doesn't mean that they had accidents and failed to report them. It

means that they had no accidents of any description.

Superintendent Purdy and his boys are to be complimented upon such
fine work, and our company is to be congratulated upon having such
careful men in its employ.

For many months past the streets of New Britain have been torn up in all

directions due to excavations for sewer pipes. The conditions have been
particularly dangerous.

We were pleased to note a recent article in the "New Britain Herald"
complimenting the men of this division upon their splendid work in safe-

guarding their passengers from these dangers.

Nothing but the most vigilant work under such trying conditions made
possible so splendid a record, and the compliment paid Superintendents
Risley and Foss and the conductors and motormen of the New Britain

Division by the "Herald" was well deserved.

The hustlers during the past week in the work of securing witnesses to

accidents proved to be:

Conductor E. M. Flood, Waterbury Division, who takes the flag with
TWENTY-THREE witnesses on a recent mishap.
Conductor Asa Loundes, Norwalk Division, lands FIFTEEN witnesses

on an accident, and then just to show his friends how easy it is, he nailed
TWENTY witnesses on a second accident. Both mishaps were unavoidable.
Motorman C. Ethier, Norwalk Division, secured NINE additional wit-

nesses on Conductor Loundes' first accident, while Motorman H. C. Mar-
shall, of the same division, likewise got busy on Conductor Loundes'
second accident, and rounded up FIFTEEN additional witnesses.

There's some team work for you to think over.

Motorman J. J. Forbes, of the Bridgeport Division, had no difficulty

in securing THIRTEEN witnesses in addition to those secured by his

conductor on a recent accident.

Conductor P. A. Parmelee, of the Bridgeport Division, also secured
THIRTEEN witnesses on a recent mishap.

Car ahead. You know the answer.

P. A. B. No. 55. F. W. JOHNSON, C. A.
Sept. 5, 1908.

TYPICAL WEEKLY BULLETINS
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catch the eyes of the men. Nothing but these bulletins ever

appear upon these particular boards. When a new one is

printed, trie preceding one is removed, that attention may be

directed to but one at a time. An outgrowth of this weekly

accident bulletin idea is the monthly accident bulletin, which

is founded upon practically the same principles, with these

exceptions : The monthly bulletin is an individual affair,

being much smaller in size, and being delivered personally to

every conductor and motorman by the paymaster on pay-

day once a month. Its objects are somewhat similar to those

of the Government's weather forecast. It sounds a warning

concerning the character of accidents which are likely to

occur during that particular month, and suggests certain cau-

tionary measures. It also furnishes an additional opportunity

to pound away on any special subject desired. Furthermore,

it is an effort to reach the men who are not reading the

weekly bulletin, for it must not be supposed that every man
will read them.

It is possible that the following hints and suggestions perti-

nent to the issuing of accident bulletins may be of interest:

Hit from the shoulder, but don't knock.

Avoid sermons, sarcasm, ridicule, offensive personalities

and dry rot.

Your one object should lie to secure the interest of the men

so that they will work with you and not against you.

Make them always optimistic in tone; always working for

a better showing next month. If one division is doing rank

work, compare it with the division which is doing well.

Don't be afraid to show enthusiasm in your work. It may
prove infectious.

Be versatile in your subjects and original in your manner

of handling them.

Use the bulletins to arouse a spirit of friendly rivalry be-

tween different divisions or houses in their efforts to do good

work.

Make the word CAREFUL your guiding star and hurl it

at your readers at every opportunity.

Put a printed card in the pay envelope occasionally, briefly

calling attention to your bulletins.

Watch the returns carefully and don't be afraid to give

credit in the bulletins to the men who are excelling in the

good work.

Experience has shown that a good word in the bulletin to

a man who has hard luck in his work helps a whole lot in

getting him back onto his feet-

Hold up men who have been discharged for careless, reck-

less or incompetent work, as "horrible examples." But finish

strongly with appreciative words for those who are doing their

best for you.

Drive a single point home solidly, rather than confuse your

readers with a number.

Your bulletins should be of such length that they may be

read through and easily understood in from two to three

minutes.

Advise your readers that your office is always at the im-

mediate service of any conductor or motorman who may
desire further information or assistance in the work. And
don't say it in such a way that none of them will ever dare to

seek needed explanations.

Use the bulletin to call attention to serious accidents on

other roads in any part of the country—explaining the cause

of the mishap—then follow it right up with your warning.

Remember that it is human nature to feel pleased with a

word of commendation in appreciation of careful work.

Issue bulletins prior to all holidays or big riding days, call-

ing attention to the expected rush of business, and asking for

particularly careful work on these days.

Adopt the practice of using a single word as a head-liner.

Make it short, sharp and energetic. Have the type of a clean-

cut block letter.

Your opening paragraphs have got to be of sufficient in-

terest to arrest the attention of your reader, or he will not

stop to go through the bulletin.

A bonus offered the men in appreciation for excelling in

any particular branch of the work can be used to splendid ad-

vantage in your bulletins by continually referring to the con-

test and thus keeping alive the interest and friendly rivalry.

Have your bulletins absolutely clean and neat. If one be-

comes soiled before the week is out, tear it down and put up a

clean one. No one reads a dirty sign.

Keep your bulletin boards clean and attractive for the same

reason.

DISTRIBUTION OF MOTORS ON TRUCKS
.

BY CALE GOUGH

When two motors are to be used on double-truck cars a

question always comes up as to the best location of the mo-
tors ; whether the two shall be mounted on the same truck

or on different trucks, and if on different trucks whether on

the inside or the outside axles. The two principal questions

for consideration are: what arrangement gives the best trac-

tion for acceleration? and, what is the most convenient ar-

rangement as regards motor inspection, repairs and the gen-

eral mechanical features of the car? Usually the first ques-

tion is of more importance.

To get at exact results as to traction with different dis-

positions of the motors requires a more extended consider-

ation of the subject than is usually made. The following

analysis, though by no means exhaustive, may help to throw

some light on the subject and to outline the methods by

which the problem can be solved for any given case.

The per cent of the total weight of the car resting on the

drivers when the car is at rest must first be determined.

This must then be corrected by having added to or subtracted

from it the effects due to acceleration and to the action of

the motors. Conditions will first be analyzed for inside-hung

motors (that is, motors hung between the axle and the truck-

bolster), and then for outside-hung motors.

INSIDE-HUNG MOTORS—WEIGHT ON DRIVERS WITH CAR
AT REST

With inside-hung motors and the car at rest the greater

percentage of weight may be shown to rest on the drivers

when the motors are both mounted on one truck. In any

case one-half of the weight of the trucks and of the car body

rests on the drivers and, in addition, if the motors are inside-

hung and are on separate trucks, probably four-fifths of the

weight of the motors is on the drivers. The weight of the

motors is distributed in about this proportion since the center

of gravity of the motor which is near the center of the

armature shaft lies about one-fifth of the length of the wheel

base of the truck from the driving axle. On a double-truck

car with two motors the weight of the motors is approxi-

mately 20 per cent of the weight of the complete car. The

total weight on the drivers when one motor is placed on

each truck is then one-half the weight of the car exclusive

of motors, or 40 per cent; to which must be added four-fifths

of the weight of the motors, or 16 per cent. This gives a

total of 56 per cent of the weight of the complete equipment

on the drivers when the motors are so distributed. When
both motors are placed on the same truck, it is evident that

the total weight of the two motors must be added to one-half

the weight of the car without them, to obtain the weight on
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the drivers. This gives 60 per cent on the drivers, an in-

crease of 4 per cent over the other method of distribution.

Usually this percentage is further increased by the fact that

when both motors are mounted on one truck the free truck

is of lighter design. This not only decreases the total weight

of the car, but it also throws a greater per cent of the total

weight on the drivers. If the car is built to operate in one

direction only, further increase in the percentage is usually

secured by the fact that the controller, if of the drum type,

and the heater, if it is a car heated by hot water, are in the

forward portion of the car, and as the front truck may be

made the motor truck, the benefit of the weight of controller

and heater is obtained. However, the weight of an extended

rear platform may overbalance this increase, but in the later

designs of cars the increased weight of such a platform is

often taken care of by placing the rear bolster nearer to the

end of the car body than in the case of the front truck.

From the standpoint of the repair man it is better to hang

both motors on one truck. When so arranged it is necessary

to remove only this one truck from under the car when the

motors are repaired from above. Moreover, if the car is to

be operated in one direction only, the wiring may be sim-

plified by putting the motors on the forward truck. It is

then not necessary to run the motor leads the full length of

the car.

An argument against placing both motors on one truck is

that the rear motor is not cooled by the atmosphere as much
as it would be were it not located immediately behind the

forward motor. In some tests of a car with both motors

mounted on the forward truck the following temperatures of

the armatures were obtained after runs of 110 miles: At

the conclusion of one test the temperature of the forward

motor was 70 deg. C, while that of the rear was 72.5 deg. In

another similar test the temperature of the forward motor

was 61 deg. while that of the rear motor was 66.5 deg.

Another test gave forward motor 60 deg. ; rear motor, 74 deg.

Some figures within the writer's knowledge regarding the

weight on the drivers of a car with both motors mounted on

the forward truck may be of interest. An interurban car

weighing 63,100 lbs. had 40,300 lbs. on this truck, as was

determined by actually weighing the car. This was more

than 63 per cent on the drivers. In this case the motor truck

weighed 9565 lbs., the motors 5500 lbs. each, and the trail

truck 6670 lbs. The percentage of weight on the drivers was

further increased by the fact that the weight of the controller

(of the L-2 type) and the hot-water heater was carried largely

by the front truck.

WEIGHT ON DRIVERS WHEN CAR IS ACCELERATING
The percentages of the weight of the car on the drivers as

shown thus far hold true only when the car is standing still

or when it is in uniform motion. When the car is acceler-

ating, forces are created which tend to change these percent-

ages. One of the two most important forces is that due to

the inertia of the car body and acts on the center bearing.

The other force is caused by the tendency of the pinion to

travel around the gear. To determine what effect these

forces have in altering the weight on the drivers during

acceleration, it is necessary to assume a certain maximum
tractive effort. The traction that can be exerted in starting

a car without causing the driving wheels to slip will be as-

sumed to be 162-3 Per cent ) or one-sixth of the total weight

on the driving wheels. For dry rails 25 per cent, or one-

fourth, is usually assumed, but in street railway practice

where the most adverse conditions prevail at times, one-sixth

will probably give more exact results. The following figures,

while only approximate, are believed to be sufficiently accu-

rate for practical purposes.

MOTORS MOUNTED ON THE REAR AXLE OF EACH TRUCK

It will first be assumed that the motors are hung on the

rear axles of each truck, between the axles and the bolsters.

In this position the weight on the drivers, when the car is

standing still, has been shown to be 56 per cent of the total

weight of the car. The maximum tractive effort that can be

exerted without slipping the wheels under these conditions is

9.33 per cent of the total weight of the car, and is obtained by

taking 162-3 per cent of the weight of the car on the drivers,

or of 56 per cent. The weight of the car body is usually

about one-half that of the total weight of the car, and if it is

assumed that all the tractive effort is expended in acceler-

ating the car (which, however, is not true, since some is

used in overcoming friction), the pull on the car body at the

center bearings is one-half the tractive effort, 9.33 per cent,

or 4.66 per cent of the total weight of the car. This is

divided between the two trucks so that the pull on each

I
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bolster is one-half this amount, or 2.33 per cent of the total

weight of the car.

Fig. 1 shows this force acting at the center bearing in a

direction restraining the motion of the truck, the center

bearing being assumed as 10 ins. above the line joining the

centers of the axles and the wheel base of the truck, which is

6 ft., or 72 ins. The percentage of the total weight carried

by each pair of wheels when the car is standing still is also

shown. The other truck, of course, carries the remaining 50

per cent.

This retarding action of 2.33 per cent, acts with a lever

arm of 10 ins. tending to revolve the truck around the rear

axle. It is opposed by the weight resting on the front wheels

at a distance of 72 ins. from the rear axle. The turning

moment of this retarding action at the front wheels, given in

the per cent of the total weight of the car, is 2.33 per cent

multiplied by 10, the lever arm in inches, and divided by 72,

the wheel base in inches, or 0.32 per cent. This force acting

upward at the front wheels of course reduces the weight on

these and adds it to the weight on the rear wheels. The

weight is then distributed on the wheels as shown in Fig. 2.

The other force changing the weights on the drivers,

that due to the tendency of the pinion to climb around the

gear, will now be investigated. This force tends to raise the

motor and through the motor suspension to raise up the

front of the truck. At a distance from the center of the axle

equal to the radius of the wheels this force is the same as the

tractive effort, which has been assumed to be equal to 16 2-3

per cent, of the weight on the drivers. The weight on the

drivers of each truck, considering that due to the retarding

action of the car body, is 28.32 per cent of the weight of the

car. Taking 162-3 Per cent °I tn ' s giyes 4-72 per cent of

the weight of the car as the turning moment exerted by the

pinion at a distance from the axle equal to the radius of

the wheels, or say 16.5 ins. This tends to lift the weight of

the car body and truck resting on the front axle, and at this

distance its moment is 4.72 per cent multiplied by 16.5 and

divided by 72, the distance in inches between the axles,
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which gives 1.08 per cent. This result is in per cent of the

total weight of the car and, like that due to the retarding

action of the car body, must be subtracted from the percent-

age resting on the front wheels and added to that on the

rear wheels. Adding it to 28.32 per cent, the weight already

computed as being on the rear wheels of the truck, 29.4 per

cent is obtained as the total weight on these wheels. The
total weight on all of the drivers is then double that on one

of the sets, or 58.8 per cent of the weight of the car.

It was assumed in starting the explanation of the forces

that the weight on the drivers when the car was standing

still was 56 per cent of the total weight of the car. More
accurate results would be obtained by another similar process

I /
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of reasoning using 58.8 per cent (the result just obtained)

instead. The final result would be increased by an amount
equal to about 2 per cent of 3 per cent, or .06 per cent,

bringing the total to 58.86 per cent. It will be seen, how-
ever, that the result is still lower than the percentage on the

drivers when both motors are placed on one truck, and it is

considerably lower than the figures given of the car where
a lighter rear truck and the location of the controller and
heater increase the percentage.

BOTH MOTORS ON ONE TRUCK
The question at once arises as to what is the effect of the

forces created by the acceleration of a car having both

motors mounted on one truck. That force due to the inertia

of the car body which acts at the center bearing has the

same effect as with the method of distribution just analyzed.

The force clue to the tendency of the pinions to climb around
the gears is also the same. The effect of the rear pinion is

of course the same as when no motor is mounted on the front

axle, that is, it throws additional weight on the rear wheel.

As the pinion of the forward motor is on the opposite side

of the axle relative to the direction of motion of the car, the

force it exerts is in the opposite direction or upward on the

wheel and is almost equal to that exerted by the rear pinion.

In other words, it lifts up the front wheels and throws more
weight on the rear wheels. Both pinions then tend to lighten

the load on the front wheels. Owing to the increased weights

on the drivers the forces are slightly greater than when the

motors are distributed between trucks, and these forces, to-

gether with the effect of the inertia of the car body, give a

total reduction of weight on the front wheels of about 2.78

per cent.

Assuming the case cited in which 63 per cent of the total

weight was on the drivers, the forward wheels in accelerating

bear a weight equal to one-half of this, less about 2.78 per

cent or 28.72 per cent, and this is a fraction less than that

carried by the rear axle of a truck when the one motor is

used per truck and is mounted on this axle. If then we con-

sider that 60 per cent of the weight of the car is carried on

the drivers, which would be the case on a double-end car

with trucks of equal weight and both motors on one truck,

the weight on the front wheel during full acceleration would

be 27.33 Per cent.

MOTORS ON LEADING AXLES OF EACH TRUCK
When the motors are distributed between trucks and placed

on the leading axles, the force due to the inertia of the car

body acting at the center bearing decreases rather than in-

creases the weight on the drivers. Another objection some-

times made against placing the motors on these axles is that

there is nothing ahead of the driving wheels to clean dirt

from the track as is the case when the leading wheels are

not drivers. Against this argument, however, it is stated

that in case of snow the front wheels if they are not the

drivers simply crush the snow into ice, causing the reai

wheels of the truck to slip more than the front ones would
if they were drivers. When the front wheels are the drivers,

it is claimed they grind off the snow rather than crush it.

It is readily seen that when both the motors are hung on

the lead or on the trail wheels of the trucks of a car operated

in both directions, one very objectionable feature is encoun-

tered. When operating in one direction the forces due to

the inertia of the car body and the action of the pinion

increase the weight on the drivers. On reversing the direc-

tion of the car, however, these forces decrease the weight on

the drivers in the same proportion. Hanging the motors on
either the inside or outside axles of both trucks causes these

forces to counterbalance each other so far as the whole car

is concerned, so that with the car operating in either direction

the same percentage of the total weight remains on the

drivers. But this is distributed unequally between the two
driving axles, the greater percentage alternating between the

two axles as the direction of the car changes

OUTSIDE-HUNG MOTORS-ONE MOTOR ON EACH TRUCK
When motors are outside hung and both are placed on one

truck, the forces due to acceleration have the same effect as

with inside-hung motors. When one motor is placed on
each truck, however, the results as worked out for inside-

hung motors do not apply exactly. The effect of the inertia

of the car body is the same, but the effect of the pinion thrust

is much increased. In the following treatment of outside-

hung motors all dimensions and percentages are assumed to

be the same as in the treatment of inside-hung motors except

that the wheel base of the trucks is considered as being 4 ft.

6 ins. The weight of each motor will be, according to the

previous assumption, 10 per cent of the weight of the car.

Instead of but four-fifths of this weight resting on the axle,

as with inside-hung motors, all of it bears on this axle and

in addition, by reason of the motor being hung outside of the

axle, its weight tends to tip up the opposite end of the truck

and thereby throw more weight on the drivers. The center

of gravity of the motor may without appreciable error be

assumed, as before, to be at the armature shaft or at about

[4 ins. from the axle. The moment exerted by the weight of

the motor at the front wheel in per cent of the weight of the

car is then 10 per cent multiplied by 14 and divided by 54
(which is the length of the wheel base in inches), or 2.6 per

cent. The total dead weight on each of the pairs of drivers

when the car is standing is the sum of one-fourth of the

weight of the car without the motors or 20 per cent of the

total weight of the car, the actual weight of one motor, 10

per cent, and the amount lifted from the front wheel by the

weight of the motor 2.6 per cent, giving a total of 32.6 per

cent. The total weight on the two sets of drivers is double

this percentage or 65.2 per cent.

The pull due to the inertia of the car body and its effect

may be obtained in the same manner as before. Taking one-

half of 162-3 Per cent °f tne total weight on each driver

when the car is standing or 32.6 per cent, as in the previous

case, 2.27 per cent is obtained as the pull by the car body on

each center bearing. The lifting moment at the front wheel
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is 2.72 per cent multiplied by 10 and divided by 54, or .503

per cent. Added to the percentage of total weight already on

the rear wheels and subtracted from that on the front ones,

33.103 per cent is obtained as the weight on the rear and

26.89 Per cent 011 tne front wheels. The tendency of the

pinion to climb around the gear adds still more weight to the

driver. Since the pinion is on the rear side of the axle, it

tends to pull the rear end of the truck down and with the

rear axle acting as a fulcrum to raise the front end. The

force exerted by the pinion at the tread of the wheels is equal

to 16 2-3 per cent of 33.1, or 5.5 per cent of the weight of the

car. This tends to lift the front of the truck by a force

in per cent weight of the car equal to 5.5 per cent multiplied

by 163^, or the radius of the wheel in inches, and divided by

54, the length of the wheel base, or with a force of 1.68 per

cent.. This percentage added to that already considered as

being on the drivers gives 34.78 per cent as a total of the

percentage of weight of the car 011 each set of drivers when
accelerating forward. On the two sets of drivers there is

consequently a total of 69.56 per cent. This is far above that

obtained for inside-hung motors. When accelerating back-

ward, the acceleration of the car body and the thrust of the

pinion take weight off the drivers amounting in all to about

the bum of .503 per cent and 1.68 per cent, or 2.18 per cent,

which when done gives 30.4 per cent.

TWO OUTSIDE-HUNG MOTORS MOUNTED ON ONE TRUCK

When both motors are mounted on one truck and are out-

side hung, the effect of the lever action of the dead weight

of the motors is lost, since the weight of one motor counter-

balances that of the other. The forces of the pinion and of

the car body are the same as for inside-hung motors except

for the difference in the wheel bases of the trucks used, and

in like wise these forces throw increased weight on the rear

axle. Figured in the previous manner, 33.48 per cent is

obtained as the total weight on the rear wheel and 26.52 per

cent as that on the front wheel when the car is accelerating.

EFFECT OF DIFFERENCE OF WEIGHT ON THE TWO SETS OF
DRIVERS

A consideration of the action of motors when connected in

series makes evident the fact that the greatest total weight

on all of the drivers does not always give the best starting

effect. The least weight on one of the pairs of drivers is in

reality the determining factor, as this weight determines the

point of slipping or spinning of one pair of wheels. When
this spinning occurs, the rapidly revolving motor driving

them builds up such a large counter electromotive force as to

seriously cut down the current and to lessen the torque on the

other motor.

The accompanying table gives the results obtained by the

previous reasoning for inside and outside-hung motors dis-

tributed in different ways. The first column gives the axles

upon which the motors are hung, considering the axles num-
bered from the No. 1 end of the car. The second column is

the percentage of the total weight of the car on the drivers

when the car is standing still. In the third column is given the

weight on the drivers when the car is accelerating in one

direction, and in the fourth column are tabulated the weights

when the car is accelerating in the opposite direction. No. 1

axle being in front for the forward direction and No. 4 axle

in the same position for backward acceleration. The two

remaining columns give the minimum weight on any driver

for both forward and backward acceleration of the car. These

latter figures are regarded as the ones that determine the

spinning point of the wheels.

The figures show that on a single-end car the best results

should be obtained with outside-hung motors mounted on the

rear axles of the trucks. The minimum weight on either of

the pair of driving wheels is then 34.7 per cent. With inside-

hung motors the same arrangement has a slight advantage

over that of placing both motors on the front truck and tak-

ing advantage of a lighter rear truck, the percentages being

29.4 against 28.7, the minimum weights on any set of drivers

in each instance. When a car is to be operated in both

directions, if the motors are to be outside hung they should

be mounted on separate trucks on axles 1 and 3 or 2 and 4.

Percentage of Total Weight on Drivers. Minimum Weight (Percent-
age) on Any Pair of Drivers.

Axles.
Car

Standing.
Car

Accelerating
Forward.

Car
Accelerating
Backward.

Car
Accelerating
Forward.

Car
Accelerating
Backward.

[nside

Hung

Motors.

1 and 2

1 and 3

2 and 4
1 and 4

2 and 3

3 and 4

60.
56.
56.
56.
56.
60.

60.
53.2
58.8
56.
56.
60.

60.
58.8
53.1
56.
56.
60.

27.3
26.6
29.4
26.6
26.6
27.3

27.3
29.4

26.6
27.3

1 and 2* 03. 63. 63. 28.7

Outside

Hung

Motors.

1 and 2
1 and 3

2 and 4

1 and 4

2 and 3

3 and 4

60.
65.2
65.2
65.2
65.2
60.

00.
60.8
69.5
65.2
65.2
60.

60.
69.5

65^2
65.2
60.

20.5
30.4
34.7
30.4
30.4
20.5

26.5
34.7
30.4
30.4
30.4
26.5

Note.—Weights are given in percentages of total weight of car. *Special case of a
single end car with light rear truck

.

When the motors are so mounted the car, in traveling in one

direction, will have a less total weight on the drivers than

would be the case if they were mounted on axles i and 4 or

2 and 3, but the minimum weight on any set of drivers is no

lower and in the opposite direction the minimum weight is

greater.

With inside-hung motors on a double-end car it is some-

what advantageous to mount them both on one truck. This

advantage becomes greater when the rear truck is made of

lighter design.

In conclusion it may be stated that, considering tractive

effort alone, it is better to mount the motors on axles 1 and 3

or 2 and 4, except in the case of a double-end car with inside-

hung motors, when they should both be mounted on one

truck.

INTERURBAN ROADS INCLUDED IN TARIFF RULING

The Ohio Railroad Commission has included interurban

railways in its call for the filing of tariffs with the commis-

sion covering freight, passenger and express rates. Explan-

atory of its position the commission says : "The Railroad

Commission of Ohio has given consideration to the question

of tariff publishing and filing by the carriers of Ohio, and

has come to the conclusion that it were best not to require

the filing of tariffs immediately, but that it were only fair to

give the carriers a reasonable length of time for preparation.

The commission realized just now that the railroads are un-

certain as to what the Interstate Commerce Commission will

require under the new federal law, and that considerable

time and a vast amount of work will be necessary to prepare

the tariffs under the regulations that will be prescribed by that

body. The commission, in consideration of these conditions,

has decided to allow the railroads and express companies

operating in Ohio until Jan. 1, 1907, to get ready. The State

commission therefore requests that the railroads and express

companies of Ohio file with the Railroad Commission of

Ohio between Dec. 22 and Dec. 28, 1906, one copy each of

all tariffs, classifications, rules and regulations, State or in-

terstate, affecting charges for freight, passenger and express

transportation, that will be in effect Jan. 1, 1907."
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OBJECTS TO BE SOUGHT IN STANDARDIZING AXLES

BY WARREN L. BOYER

Standardization of axles, especially those of the M. C. B.

type where raised gear seats and solid gears are used, is a

point that would be of great advantage to everybody con-

cerned in their use. In an article on standardizing trucks, the

Street Railway Journal for March 3, 1906, the writer

called attention to the importance of standardizing the di-

TliN port i.>n (o 1><

a Straight Taper

> 3 from center to center of Journals

'total length over all

.-STANDARD STEAM RAILWAY AXLE

mensions for centers of truck frames. If this is done, it will

set the standard for length over all for a given journal, so a

standard for the rest of axle would be sure to follow. The
present article is intended merely to bring out points in con-

struction which are encountered every

day, and to which not a great deal of

attention has been given.

At present there is no standard for

diameters of axles at the different

points excepting at the journal, mo-

tor bearing and gear seat, where a

split gear adapted to electric service

is used. The Master Car Builders'

Dictionary gives standards for types

of axles used in steam railroad

work, and these dimensions are re-

produced in Fig. 1, but they cannot be followed in

electric service on account of providing for motors

and gears. As an illustration, take an axle ordered to

following dimensions: Length over all, 7 ft. 1% ins.; center

to center of journals, 6 ft. 4 ins.; journals, 4*4 ins. x 8 ins.;

diameter at motor bearing, 5 ins. ; diameter at gear seat, 5*4

to obtain the same pressure. This, as will be noted, is y2 in.

smaller than is specified in the Master Car Builders' Dic-

tionary for a 4j4-in. x 8-in. journal. The dust guard bearing

and the button on the end of the axle cannot be finished to a

larger diameter than the finish bore of the wheel, or 5 15-64

ins., or the wheel will mar the bearing when being fitted.

This is 1-64 in. smaller than M. C. B. practice, and the

variation is so small that very few people notice it, but

is a point to be considered. There is a variation from the

M. C. B. standard in this case, which is one of many, and

every truck building company or

firm fitting axles seems to follow

its own convenience regardless of

what anyone else is doing.

There is another point in the

design of motors which affects the

axles and which offers an oppor-

tunity for the manufacturers to

work in harmony. Take the motor

mentioned, the G. E. 73-C, which

requires 48 ins. between the fin-

ished hubs of the wheels. The mo-
tor bearings and gear fit against

the hub of the wheel are bored straight and no provision is

made to fit the fillets required on the raised wheel and gear

seats. This makes it necessary to run a fillet in the axle

under the wheel or gear as far as the size of the fillet requires

4?
ff'

-4-from center to center of Journals

7; lK~total length over all

WEAR ON BRASS BEARING At
HUB OF WHEEL

ins.; to be key-seated for a G. E. 73-C motor; solid gears to

be used, pressed on at not less than 35 tons or more than 40

tons pressure
;
gears to be furnished by Com-

pany, and are to be finish bored 534 ins. exact. The

gear bore in this particular case will govern the diameter of

the axle at the gear seat, which now will be 5 17-64 ins., in-

stead of 5*4 ins., if we assume that 1-64 in. is allowed for

fitting to obtain a proper pressure. The wheel seat can now
be turned to 534 ins. exact and wheel bored to 5 15-64 ins.

Street Ry. Journal

ELECTRIC RAILWAY AXLE FITTED FOR G E 73 C MOTOR

to give a full bearing for the gear or motor bearing, as the case

may be. The wheel or gear projects over its seat as much as

l/2 in. in some cases, and this gives a very poor bearing for

the side thrust of the motors. This is annoying to operators

because the gear cases will wear against the gears where not

enough bearing has been provided for this side motion. Some
of the latest motors are constructed to overcome this trouble,

and in time no doubt provision will be made on all motors

to overcome this trouble. The standardizing of the axle will

do more to bring this about than anything else, for neither

motor nor axle can be changed without affecting the other

at these points. Fig. 2 has been drawn to suit the dimen-

sions previously mentioned, and does not show the latter

point mentioned above as forcibly as a diagram would in

which the gear and wheel seat were drawn larger in propor-

tion to their diameter at the motor bearings. Fig. 3 is drawn

to a larger scale, and shows how the brass wears under the

gear or wheel hub.

The shoulders and buttons on M. C. B. journals are not any

too large at present to provide a substantial bearing for the

end thrust, which is shown by the way the brasses wear in

service. It is a very common occurrence to see the brasses

worn on their end enough to allow for over an inch of side

thrust, and is a very serious point well worth considering.

The strain which this puts on brake hangers, links, etc., espe-

cially where a flanged shoe is used, can hardly be estimated

and probably is never considered as a cause for broken

hangers or bent links when really caused by this side
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thrust. Short links suffer most from this thrust. This side

thrust is very severe on high-speed work, especially so where

heavy motors are used, the latter being a condition that was

not considered when the M. C. B. design was adopted as

standard. An axle could be designed for electric service

which would allow enough difference in diameters for raised

wheel and gear seats, so that if either wheel or gear were

changed, it would not require a change in the button and dust

guard bearing to suit, which would be necessary in the axle

shown in the sketch.

New trucks, also of the Fox pressed steel type, with 7-ft.

wheel base, 6l/2 -\n. axles and 38-in. wrought center, steel-

tired wheels, have been provided for the motor coaches of

these trains.

Automatic quick-acting air brakes have been substituted for

ELECTRIFICATION OF OLD COACHES ON THE LONDON
METROPOLITAN RAILWAY

When electric traction was inaugurated on its lines the

Metropolitan Railway Company, of London, found itself pos-

sessed of nine trains, each of seven coaches, built as recently

as 1900, and which, having been designed for steam haulage,

were at first thought practically useless. It was recently de-

termined to make the experiment of electrifying these trains

and thus again bringing into service rolling stock which

would otherwise have to be written off as a loss. A contract

was placed with the British Thomson-Houston Company,

Ltd., of Rugby, and the experiment was made with two trains

which have now been operating satisfactorily for some time.

The trains at present contain seven coaches, consisting of two

motor coaches and five trailers. An extra trailer may be

added later when the platforms at the stations have been

lengthened sufficiently to accommodate the extra length of

train. Each motor coach is equipped with four GE-69 mo-

tors which are rated at 200 hp each, thus giving a total of

1600 hp per train, a power which is capable of driving the

train at a maximum speed of 45 m. p. h. on the level and of

making a schedule speed of 16 m. p. h. The method of
OF ALTERED UNDERFRAME UPON WHICH CAR-

BODY RESTS

STANDARD SI RAM CAR NOW E( > 1
1

1 1'1'ED WITH MOTORS

control is by the Sprague-Thomson-Houston multiple-unit

system.

The weights of the train, unloaded, are as follows

:

Complete seven-coach train 383,620 lbs.

Single motor coach 83,880 lbs.

Single trailer coach 42,052 lbs.

Each train has a seating capacity for 400 passengers, di-

vided between 280 third-class passengers and 120 first-class.

The length over buffers of the complete seven-coach train,

coupled, is 289 ft. 7 ins. The height to top of roof from

surface of running rails is 11 ft. 6 ins. The under side of the

floor of the coach is 14 ins. above the center plate of the

trucks. The original trucks, which are of the Fox pressed

steel type with 7-ft. wheel base, 5-in. axles and 40^-in. Man-

sel wheels, have been retained under the trailer coaches.

vacuum brakes, formerly in use

on these trains, and a hand brake

is also provided in each driving

compartment. The air com-

pressors used are the B. T. H.

CP-22 type.

The underframes of all the

cars are identical, being made of

9-in. x 3-in. x y2 -'m. steel chan-

nels in the usual way. No
change whatever has been made
in the underframes of the trailer

coaches, and in those for the mo-

tor coaches 7-in. x 3-in. x J^-in.

longitudinal channels have been

substituted for the diagonals on

either side of the bolsters over

the center of the trucks in order to facilitate the inspection of

the motors and to allow of a better arrangement of the

wiring.

All wires and cables are enclosed in cold-drawn, solid steel

tubing with standard thread and fittings, and all connections

and joints in the wiring are made of special connection boxes

containing connectors mounted on slate bases. The entire

under sides of the floors of the motor coaches are sheeted

over with y2 -in. uralite, while the upper surface is provided

with a 24-in layer of Paris cement, such as is used for flooring

surface in steel car construction. The surfaces of the floors

of the trailer coaches are similarly treated, and that portion

of the under side directly above the steel tubes containing the

train line wires is also protected by uralite sheeting.

In each motor coach there are four third-class compart-
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ments providing seating accommodation for forty passengers,

and there is also a luggage compartment. The two trailer

coaches attached immediately to the motor coaches each

contain seven third-class compartments with seating capacity

for seventy passengers. The middle trailer coach contains

six first-class compartments with seating accommodation for

sixty persons. The two trailer coaches, on either side of

STANDARD SEVEN-CAR TRAIN

the middle coach, each contains three first-class and three

third-class compartments with seats for 60 persons. The

first of these two trains went into service on July 11, and has

been making an average of about 200 miles daily.

^»
NOTES ON THE WATER TANK LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

FOR STREET RAILWAY CIRCUITS*

BY A. M. BALLOU,
Chief Electrician, Denver City Tramway Company

On account of the large amount of damage during elec-

trical storms to the railway motors operated by the Denver

City Tramway, the company concluded in the spring of 1904

to try the water-tank lightning arresters on the cars. A
number of experiments were then conducted to determine

the size of box, the amount of water and the current leakage.

A size of tank was finally determined on, which was 18 ins.

high, 13 ins. long and 6 ins. wide. This held about 5 gallons

of water without splashing from the tank, and it was found

that a carbon plate of 11-32 in. x ifs ins. by 8 ins. long hang-

ing down completely submerged near the surface of the water

would allow iy2 amps, at 500 volts to flow to a galvanized

iron ground plate fastened to the bottom of the tank. The

water in the tank was of sufficient amount to allow the circuit

to be closed for fifty minutes before it would boil over the

sides of the box. This it was thought long enough for the

arrester to be in circuit, as few electrical storms were of

longer duration than forty minutes. The warmth of the

water in the tank after use is a check on whether the motor-

man used the tank during a storm.

The cost of making and placing these arresters on all the

cars, 225 in number, was $2,081.

In operating, the attention they required was to see that

the tank had the proper amount of water and that it had not

become dirty by use, and that the carbon was inserted in the

tank when a storm came up.

During the first year of operation the trial showed that the

damage to armature and fields had been greatly lessened,

although the electrical storms were somewhat more frequent

and more violent than the year previous and the motors,

having been a year longer in service, would be more easily

damaged by static, discharges.

* Abstract of paper read before the Colorado Electric Light, Power and
Railway Association, Denver, Sept. 20.

In 1904 the damage to motors caused by lightning was

$4,876. In 1905 with the tank arresters in service the damage

from lightning was only $2,022.

In 1906 the electrical storms in this locality were not so

frequent or violent, but the arresters at the power stations

showed a large number of discharges from the feed lines.

The company's records show that the cost of replacing motors

damaged by lightning was $380. To summarize

:

In 1904, tanks not on, lightning damage $4,876

In 1905, tanks in use, lightning damage 2,022

In 1906, tanks in use, lightning damage 380

This shows the value of this type of arrester, and although

it is not an absolute protection it certainly protects, the mo-

tors from a large number of disruptive discharges, and the

company considers it has more than paid for the cost of its

installation on the cars.

In connection with the tank arrester there is the regulation

ten-turn kick coil, but there does not seem to be any benefit

from these inductive circuits which are used to force the

lightning discharge through a predetermined path to earth.

Damage to the car armatures by lightning has been re-

ported where it had to pass through five kick or inductive

coils before it reached the armature of the motor; these in-

ductive coils consisting of, first, the kick coil on the tank

arrester; second, the magnet coils on the car circuit breaker;

third, the series coils on the car wattmeter; fourth, the ten-

turn coil for the regular standard car lightning arrester
;
fifth,

the large magnetic blow-out coil of the car controller, then

along the car wiring to the armature. If there is benefit in

these coils on grounded circuits it is hard to find it.

Lightning arresters for street railway circuits have not

TANK LIGHTNING ARRESTER USED ON DENVER CARS

reached that point of perfection where manufacturers will

guarantee the company against motor burn-outs; there may
be a company who will guarantee to replace all arresters

damaged by lightning if a very large number are placed on

the lines. At the price they get for the arresters they can

afford to do it.

The accompanying drawings show the construction of the

device. The carbon plate with insulating tape wrapped

around one end is kept hanging in the motorman's vestibule.

When a storm comes up he sticks it in the tank, the brass clip

through which he inserts it making the contact.

In conclusion I would say the company only hoped, in

placing the tank arrester on the cars, to stop some of the

damage done to the motors and be able to run the cars a

while longer after the storm begins and keep the power on

the line until the storm was at its height. This it has been able

to do, and does not shut down until the arresters at the station

show that the discharges are getting severe.
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GRID STARTING COILS

BY HENRY SCHLEGEL

Inspection of control devices on cars of a large railway

system composed of smaller absorbed systems suggests the

paradox that bad devices may do as well as good ones, owing

to attention given the former and gross neglect of the latter.

Low-class devices are expected to give trouble, and main-

tenance precautions are taken to forestall them; high-class

devices are expected to look after themselves. Passing from

general to particular, no device has been more improved in

the last few years than the starting coil in its change from

band to grid-iron construction. A grid-iron coil is almost a

certainty as to condition at sight; if it is bad, that fact can be

seen and corrected at small cost. A band-iron coil knows no

certainty beyond that of becoming bad sooner or later—gen-

erally sooner. A grid coil well selected, properly constructed,

safely installed and sanely connected, seems to stand almost

any amount of operating abuse. A band-iron coil that would

do as well would probably be carried on a trail car provided

for that purpose.

Facts about grid coils can be considered under four heads

:

Selection, construction, installation and connection ; we think

that any one sufficiently patient to bore through the tale to

be told would hate to be a grid.

Selection.—Includes the initial choice of iron to start

smoothly and safely and accelerate a car of given motive

power and weight ; and the more commonplace but often

abused selection of a frame to replace a defective one. A
coil that starts a given car without undue impulse and oper-

ates without excessive heating, would start a lighter car with

a jump, and a heavier car probably would not start on the

first notch. The former condition inconveniences passengers

on the first notch, and the latter on subsequent notches, be-

sides subjecting the coil to prolonged heavy duty, owing to

the greater weight requiring greater current X time to ac-

celerate to full motion.

If the weight and motive power of a car be doubled, the

weight and current capacity of the coil must be doubled and

its resistance halved, if equal degrees of safety to the coil and

comfort to the passengers are to obtain. Thus, assuming a

certain coil to start a given car satisfactorily, if two such cars

be coupled and operated synchronously, the combination will

have the characteristics of a car of twice the weight and

motive power; both starting coils will be in use and, as they

are in parallel, the resistance will have been halved and the

current capacity and weight doubled. This example con-

demns the practice of indiscriminately applying the same

coil to cars of widely different weights, simply because their

motive powers are the same. A manufacturing company
recommends for a 200-hp equipment on a 25-ton car, a coil

resistance of 2.5 ohms ; for the same equipment on a 20-ton

car, the resistance recommended is 3.5 ohms—a difference of

40 per cent in resistance for a difference of 20 per cent in

weight. These conditions are often actually reversed and

with the result to be expected. The writer's experiments do

not verify the necessity of such a great difference, but they do

verify the possibility of much greater difference and in the

wrong direction where the practice is permitted of installing

any coil that fits the hangers. To be strictly consistent, the

gear ratio, size of car wheels and line voltage should be con-

sidered, but where the line voltage varies from 300 volts to

600 volts, the matters of gear ratio and car-wheel size pale to

insignificance, and the adaption of the coil to the prevailing

voltage variations calls for consideration of an average based

on "facts of the imagination." On such a line, some cars

are bound to start with more impulse than others, the coil

being adapted to the prospect of the line voltage eventually

being regulated within reasonable limits of 450 to 550 volts.

Assuming the average of 500 volts, without any specifications

as to car weight, the total resistance is generally made such

that the first notch will admit a current of from one and a

half to two times the full-load current of one motor on a two-

motor car.

Excessive current is needed to give the motors sufficient

torque to move the car under all conditions of load and grade
;

necessarily, then, if a coil starts a heavy load smoothly on a

steep grade and on the first notch, the start will be impul-

sive on a level. As a compromise it is customary to make the

resistance such that the car starts with maximum allowable

impulse on a level, on a grade it will then be necessary to

move the controller beyond the first notch to start. The

greater the permissible impulse at starting, the greater will

be the speed on the first notch, the less violent the current

changes on subsequent notches and the less the maximum
current demand of the car. A coil that admits a large start-

ing current, then, will permit the car breakers to be set at a

lower value, thereby tending to constrain the motormen to

careful handling and limiting the maximum current per line

section to a lower value. On the other hand, a car that

starts with maximum permissible impulse on good rail, will

certainly spin wheels on snow rail, and this is a factor to be

considered, especially on eight-wheel cars with but two

motors.

A consideration of the preceding statements leads to the

conclusion that the conflicting conditions preclude the possi-

bility of a starting coil that will give entire satisfaction ; such

a conclusion needs to be modified. It is well known that the

problem of smooth acceleration is much simplified by using

a controller that has many resistance notches, and the more

the notches the greater can be made the total starting coil

resistance to cover wide variations in line voltage. It is

only with a starting coil of many sections that maximum ac-

celeration can be obtained with minimum inconvenience to

passengers
;
indeed, with enough notches the rate of accelera-

tion could be kept just within the limit fixed by the car wheel -

rail adhesion. While practical difficulties might make the

realization of this ideal unprofitable and undesired, the ad-

vantage of a middle course that would enable a car to start

satisfactorily under all conditions of voltage, load, grade and

rail, cannot be disputed. It might be offered in rebuttal, that

with a high resistance coil of many sections there would

exist the objection that all notches on which a car fails to

start are uneconomical notches. In reply, it can and may be

said, that any modern motorman who cannot be relied on to

pass quickly over all notches on which a car fails to start is

truly a wonder, and not such a wonder has ever come within

the writer's observation. An indirect advantage of the high

resistance coil is that the current is reduced before the final

break and the controller contacts saved.

Assuming a starting coil properly selected for existing

conditions, it is by no means certain that the units of this

selection will be maintained intact. On the contrary, it is

almost certain that they will not. The coils provided, even

to-day, are composed of so many different frames and the

frames of so many kinds of grids, that to keep a safe margin

of each 1 in stock requires attention seldom provided. The

result is that if the frame or grids required are not available,

"the nearest thing to it" will be used to get the car on the

road. As the nearest thing to it is often not very near,

confusion must and does result, and in a few years inspection

will not reveal what was originally intended as the starting

coil combination. The solution of this kind of trouble lies in

the adoption of a standard resistance unit of which all start-

ing coils should be composed. Even if a total coil is much
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heavier than what is required by theoretical design, a frame

composed of heavy grids gives much less trouble than a

frame of lighter ones. Where the variety of capacities is

such that the available space on some cars will not permit the

adoption of a single unit, then adopt two resistance units—

•

the smaller unit to be used for high resistance and the larger

for current capacity. With two resistance units in force on

a system operating from six to ten kinds of equipment, the

cost of maintenance will be reduced 3 to 1, and but one or

two kinds of grids need be kept in stock. By using the same
starting coil combination on approximately similar equip-

ments, conditions are further simplified.

The unit into which resistance grids are assembled is

called a "box" or "frame." To assemble a box or frame cor-

rectly is easy; to assemble one incorrectly is equally easy, as

inspection of several hundred in operation will show. The
master condition of assembly is that current entering at one

FIG. 1 FIG. 2

end of the frame shall traverse every grid before leaving at

the other end. As simple as this condition may seem, it is

too often ignored either through fault of the man who as-

sembles the frame or that of the man who connects it to

other frames under the car. Connection faults will be con-

sidered elsewhere ; construction faults will be considered here.

1. The frames must be sound and straight; the grids must

have no cracks, warps or burrs and should be of standard

resistance per grid. Factory-made grids meet these condi-

tions
;
locally-made grids may or may not, especially in the

matters of resistance and thickness through the grid eye.

The thicker the grids, the greater the trouble to get the re-

quired number into the given length between the end plates.

If this length be increased it will be at the risk of having

to drill new holes in the resistance hangers. Grids of the

right resistance are the result of experience and trial in mak-

ing the patterns from which they are cast. The manufactur-

ing companies have passed through the necessary experi-

mental stage and anyone wishing, in a hurry, grids of standard

resistance will do well to avoid home talent until the hurry

shall have passed.

2. The contact surfaces of adjacent grid eyes should be

squared with the hole through which passes the mica insu-

lated rod on which the grids are assembled, otherwise when
the frames are tightened, the lower ends of some of the grids

will be drawn toward each other, with the resulting possi-

bility of contact when the grids heat and expand. Final

tightening of the frame should be done in a horizontal posi-

tion so that the grids hang vertically ; this will avoid a gen-

eral deflection of the grids toward one end of the frame where

the tendency to flash over is greatest. Fig. 1 is an exaggerated

side view of part of a frame that was tightened while resting

on end. Fig. 2, of a frame composed of grids not squared to

the hole. Fig. 3 indicates part of an assembly correct in both

respects—center lines a-b and c-d are square with each other.

3. When terminal eyes for the car connections are cast in

the grid and a set of frames is composed entirely of such

grids, the responsibility of connecting the car wires to the

frames in the correct relation does not rest with the assem-

bler; where separate terminals are assembled with the grids,

however, the assembler can make mistakes which will cut

out one or more grids, according as the grids are assembled

in series or in parallel. If in series, there will never be more

than two grids between mica washers; if assembled two or

three in parallel there will be four or six between mica

washers, except at the two starting places on the ends of the

frame. Fig. 4 shows a top view of a frame composed of ten

grids with terminals a and b so arranged that current enter-

ing at a must traverse every grid to leave at terminal b-

To bring the terminals further from the end plates and

thereby reduce the chances of a flash to the frame, it is

customary to insert the terminals in the positions indicated by

the dotted lines x and y. It will be noted that the first mica

washer still comes between the terminals and the second grid

on either end. In shop practice the mistake is often made of

inserting the terminals on the opposie side of the mica washer,

the result being to cut out two grids on each end of the frame.

If the terminals be inserted at the places indicated by the

FIG. 4 FIG. 5

double arrow heads, the result is to cut out one grid on each

end of the frame. Where the abused section contains many
grids in series, the result is not so serious, but in parallel

frames it will cause unequal division of current and not only

will the frame deteriorate, but the effect will be felt in the

controlling notching.

Fig. 5 shows a frame composed of twelve grids so assem-

bled that the current enters at one end and traverses the grids

two in parallel ; in this case, except at the ends, there are four

grids between every pair of mica washers ; this follows from

the fact that since the current zigzags across the frame two

grids at a time, on that side where two pairs come together,

there must be four grids. These characteristics are useful in

telling at a glance whether a frame is a series frame or a par-

allel frame, or, in General Electric parlance, whether it is an

A frame or a B frame. With the terminals at a and b, cur-

rent entering at a crosses over on the first two grids, returns

on the second two, recrosses on the third two, comes back on

the fourth two, goes over on the fifth two to finally come to ter-

minal b on the sixth two after having traversed every grid

in the frame. The terminals can be inserted anywhere be-

tween the positions indicated and the first mica washer on

the same side because those points are electrically the same.

If the terminals are inserted at the points indicated by the

dotted lines, the result will be to cut out four grids on each

end ; if inserted at the places indicated by the double arrow

heads, a very common mistake, the result will be to cut out

two grids on each end. The cutting out of a few grids may
amount to little or much; inasmuch as the grids are there

and there for a purpose, they should be connected to be ac-

tive—otherwise leave them out to make room for more in-

sulation.

Assuming that a frame is to be composed of a number of

grids in series, for current entering at one end to pass through

all grids before leaving at the other, any two adjacent grids

must touch or be otherwise connected on one side of the

frame, but on the other side of the frame, they must be sepa-

rated by an insulating washer. If the grids are supported by

a third insulated rod passing down the center of the frame,

every grid should be insulated fro mthe grid next to it. So far

as the frame itself is concerned it is immaterial on which side
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the first mica washer is inserted. In laying out a starting

coil to be composed of several frames that are to be connected,

however, it is desirable that the connecting jumpers between

frames shall be short and straight ; in such a case the frames

must be assembled to suit the local conditions, otherwise it

will be found impracticable to arrange them so that termi-

nals that are to be jumped together will be next to each other

under the car. Many conditions are simplified by so section-

ing the complete starting coil that all terminals will be on the

same side of the coil. This obviates the necessity of machin-

ing more than one side of the grid makes it possible to have

a neat, safe connection under the car and minimizes the

chances of a wrong connection. If the frames are composed

entirely of grids having terminals and but one or two kinds of

grids are used and these are assembled into adopted stand-

ards, only one or two kinds of frames will be needed to meet

the demands of all manners of equipment.

Having completed a frame, it should be suitably marked

with a tag under one of the nuts or with a name plate. The

G. E. method of designating frames is a good one because it

is descriptive. The G. E. grids are numbered by casting; for

example, one grid of a certain section is called 26.507, another

smaller one of half the resistance per grid is numbered 26,510

and so on, the resistance per grid approximately doubling

every third smaller number and having every third larger

number after the manner of the B. & S. wire gage. If a G. E.

frame is composed of twenty-four grids of the section known
as 26,511 and the grids are all in series, the complete frame

would be marked 11-A-24; the 11 indicates the size of grid,

the A indicates that all of the grids are in series, and the 24,

that twenty-four of the grids are used. If the twenty-four

grids were assembled two in parallel and twelve in series,

after the manner of Fig. 5, the complete frame would be

designated and marked as n-B-24, the B indicating the

grids to be assembled in parallel. The same method can be

applied to the Westinghouse frames: thus a frame composed
of twenty grids of Westinghouse section No. 7468 in series,

would be marked 68-A-20 ; a frame composed of twenty grids

of section 21 19 ten in series and two in parallel, would be

marked 1-B-20 and so on.

MEETING OF THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION

The Central Electric Railway Association held a most in-

teresting meeting at Ft. Wayne, Ind., Sept. 26 and 27. Fol-

lowing the custom adopted last year for the first meeting after

the summer vacation, this meeting was in the nature of an

outing, and in the neighborhood of fifty ladies attended.

BAGGAGE REGULATIONS

On Wednesday afternoon the traffic representatives of some
fifteen roads met and discussed the subject of interline check-

ing of baggage. Some weeks ago the Schoepf properties in

Ohio and Indiana announced free checking of 150 lbs. of

baggage with an excess above that weight of 20 per cent of

the one-way fare for each 100 lbs. or a fraction thereof, with

a minimum charge of 25 cents for excess. Other Ohio lines

have been falling into line on this subject, the latest an-

nouncements coming from the Western Ohio, Dayton &
Troy and Toledo Urban & Interurban, forming the connect-

ing lines between Dayton and Toledo. These roads adopted

the same schedule as used by the Schoepf roads. While this

places the bulk of the roads in the three States on the list of

free checkers of baggage, the charge for excess is not uni-

form. The 550 miles of lines in the Electric Package Com-
pany's system charge 15 cents per hundred weight excess

above 150 lbs., for any distance. The Toledo & Indiana,

Toledo & Western and several other roads in the northern

part of the State also follow this rule. There is, of course,

a necessity for uniformity of practice on this point before

interline checking of baggage can be made satisfactory. The

Detroit United system in Michigan, including the Detroit,

Monroe & Toledo, continues to charge 25 cents a trunk. The

Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside also has this rule. An
effort was made at this meeting to secure uniformity of prac-

tice, but the Detroit United showed no inclination to change

its ruling, and the Electric Package Company was without

representation, so that unless amicable arrangements can be

made later, Toledo will be a dividing point on settlements,

and baggage passing through that point will have to be re-

checked. Secretary Merrill was instructed to confer with the

various roads and undertake an adjustment. Free transfers

of baggage have been arranged for in Indianapolis, Ft.

Wayne, Lima, Springfield, Cleveland, Toledo and Columbus

except with the Scioto Valley in the latter place, where a

charge of 25 cents is made for transfers. At Dayton the

passenger must pay 25 cents where it is necessary to transfer

between any of the four passenger stations in that city.

WHEEL, JOURNAL AND BRAKE-SHOE STANDARDS

Wednesday evening a number of mechanical men held a

meeting at the Aveline Hotel to discuss and suggest stan-

dards for city and interurban practice on brake shoes, jour-

nals and journal boxes, wheel treads and flanges and rails.

This meeting was called by President E. C. Spring with a

view to placing the association on record as suggesting cer-

tain standards in these equipments before the standardization

committee of the American Street & Interurban Railway

Association at its meeting in Columbus next month. W. H.

Evans, of the Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Company,

who is a member of the national committee, presided.

Mr. Evans said that the subject of standardization of cer-

tain forms of equipment first introduced at the Philadelphia

convention of the national association was daily growing

more important to the interurban lines that are operating

over city tracks. In order to secure speed and safety, the

interurbans are adopting heavier equipment of all kinds, but

they have been hampered in this movement by the use of

lighter and smaller standards by the city companies over

whose tracks they operate. The National Association ap-

pointed a committee to canvass this subject, and in view of

the importance of the interurban roads in the district covered

by the Central Electric Railway Association, it was deemed

advisable that the members should voice their views and

wishes. The national committee has sent out lists of ques-

tions covering the various topics mentioned, so that it was

thought best that the recommendations of the Central Associ-

ation should be broad and general rather than specific.

Mr. Evans said that the subject of standard brake shoes

was most important. The recent amalgamation of numerous

properties in Ohio and Indiana developed that there were

innumerable varieties of brake-shoes, making it difficult and

unsatisfactory to make repairs where cars of one company

were used on another road. While this subject was not to be

considered at the present meeting, he thought it important

that some sort of a standard height and type of draw-bars

should be arranged for as soon as possible, and recommended

that it be taken up at at early meeting. He thought that the

M. C. B. standards of brake-shoes and heads, journal bearings

and axles should be adopted. While a standard of wheel

treads and flanges was difficult to get now on account of

variations of city rails and special work, he suggested that

some sort of a standard wheel, a compromise between street

car practice and M. C. B. standard, be adopted. In rails and
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special work he thought that the securing of a standard suit-

able to accommodate the interurbans was largely a matter of

influencing the city railways, but he thought that the city

companies were willing to co-operate in this matter to secure

a reasonable standard. He thought that if efforts were made

in this direction it would soon be possible to drop the M. C.

B. name for street railway practice and adopt a list of stan-

dards covering both street and interurban practice. He
urged especially the use of the T form of rail on city streets.

He said that the work of the national committee was neces-

sarily slow and tedious because the committee was scattered

and all work must be done by correspondence, so that there

was an especial urgency for the Central Electric Railway

Association, whose members are interested in the subject, to

clearly define their position. The subject was then open for

discussion.

L. M. Jaques, master mechanic of the Ft. Wayne & Wa-
bash Valley, thought it impractical to secure uniformity of

practice on brake-shoes until a standard of wheels had been

adopted ; then the brake-shoes could be made to fit the wheel.

While he would like to see somewhat larger dimensions, he

suggested a compromise which he thought would suit the

majority of interurban roads and which he considered per-

fectly safe : a wheel having a 3-in. tread flange % in. high

x 1 3-16 ins. thick.

Mr. Bloss, of the Budda Foundry & Machine Company,

thought that the suggested wheel was safe and ample. The

3-in. tread, if adopted by city companies, gave better traction

and less pounding on special work' and a greater life to the

wheel.

The subject was discussed by several others, and it was

decided that a flange y% in. deep formed a compromise which

was safe, especially so with steel-tired wheels, and would be

satisfactory to the companies.

Mr. Evans said that at the Detroit convention a T-rail 7

ins. high with 3-in. head had been recommended for adoption.

He said that where properly paved with a nose or special

brick adjoining the inside of the rail it made a very satisfac-

tory paving, and that while some city councils objected to

this track he thought they could be convinced if shown the

experiences in Indianapolis, Ft. Wayne, Dayton, Lima, Find-

lay, Sandusky and many other cities in the Central West.

He said that the T-rail gave less trouble in its own mainten-

ance and the maintenance of equipment than any other type,

and it provided for ample flanges on interurban cars. On
motion it was decided to recommend this type.

Mr. Jaques moved that the M. C. B. form and dimensions

(in brake-shoes be recommended. As a great many com-

panies had special hangers for brake shoes, it would be neces-

sary to make a form of head to fit the hanger, but it would

be possible to come to a standard on the portion of the shoe

which comes in contact with the wheel, which is the most

important point.

Mr. Bloss agreed that it would be a great deal of trouble

to get a standard head. He thought it would be well enough

not to touch on the hanger feature in the recommendation

until more of the roads could get together. The M. C. B.

form of shoe was adopted for recommendation.

On the subject of journals and journal boxes, Mr. Evans

said that these necessarily took into consideration the diame-

ter of axles. He said that some years ago the Master Car

Builders' Association adopted a standard of ins - x 7 ins -

for journals. Later, for 60,000-lb. cars a standard of 4 T4 ins.

x 8 ins. was adopted. Since then for heavier cars 5 ins. x

9 ins. and in some cases 5J2 ins. x 10 ins. have been used.

His company uses 5 ins. x 9 ins. on some of its cars. He
thought that the three sizes of M. C. B. boxes should be

recommended,

Mr. Jaques moved that the standard suggested be adopted.

He said that they had been thoroughly tried out by steam

roads and there could be no objection to them for use on in-

terurbans. He urged that operators get together on one size

of axle and on one of the sizes of journal boxes mentioned as

a standard for the heavier interurban cars. He said that,

while the numerous varieties now prevailing had come from

the truck manufacturers, he thought that a standard could be

arrived at if the roads specified the M. C. B. dimensions.

W. W. Rosser said that the steam roads in their passenger

equipments presented even more of a chaotic condition than

the interurban roads, but that the standards on freight equip-

ment had been clearly defined and closely held to, and he

saw no reason why the interurbans could not do likewise.

Mr. Evans' suggestion was adopted.

The report of this committee favoring the recommenda-

tions above mentioned with reference to wheel dimensions,

brake-shoes, journals and journal boxes and T-rails caused

some little discussion when it was presented at the open

meeting of the association.

L. C. Bradley, of the Scioto Valley Traction Company, in-

quired as to what conditions made necessary the recommenda-

tion on wheel dimensions. He thought that a 3-in. x %-in.

x 1 3-16-in. flange was entirely too small for heavy inter-

urban service. He said that the recommendation should be

for the future and not to accommodate conditions which

exist on city tracks at the present time. He thought that in

renewing tracks city companies should be urged to allow for

large flanges, and while he appreciated that the M. C. B.

flange l}£ ins. deep probably could not be secured for a long

time to come, that at least 1 in. should be recommended.

He thought that city councils would use this recommendation

as a club and would decline to allow for larger flanges.

George S. Davis, of the Street Railway Journal, said

that he had recently called on a large number of roads in

Ohio, and found that a number of them traversing the city

streets were using wheels having flanges 1 in. to i
1/^ ins.

deep with 3^-in. tread. He thought that the tendency was

for a wheel having a deeper flange than J4, m - Two other

gentlemen agreed with Mr. Bradley that it would be better to

recommend a deeper flange.

Mr. Evans, chairman of the committee, said that the wheel

dimensions were in the nature of a compromise between

city and interurban lines. There were conditions in a num-

ber of cities which made it impossible to secure a deeper

flange than % in. Admitting that all would prefer to use the

M. C. B. dimensions, he thought that the dimensions men-

tioned were ample for safety. He said that certain steam

roads were finding a flange 1% ins. deep more than was

necessary, and they were reducing to 1 in. He thought that

where steel-tired wheels were used the %-in. flange was safe

and ample.

F. A. Bundy, of the Lima & Toledo Traction Company,

said that they were operating perhaps the heaviest equip-

ment in Ohio at a speed of 60 m. p. h. He could see no

object in having a greater depth of flange than % in., and

thought that 1 3-16 ins. width was ample for cast-iron wheels

as well as steel-tired wheels. While he did not recommend

cast wheels for high speed, he saw no necessity for a deeper

flange even with this type. He said that if for any reason

a car was derailed he did not believe that an extra % in. on

the flange would have saved it. He strongly urged the rec-

ommendation of T-rail for city tracks, saying that grooved

and girder rails were dangerous to operate over and increased

the maintenance account.

H. A. Nicholl, general manager Indiana Union Traction

Company, said that he considered the dimensions recom-

mended as ample for heaviest equipment. They had been
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using a 2 l/2-m. tread on city tracks and were now increasing

to 3 ins., as it was found that it reduced the pounding on

special work. Their interurban cars operate at highest speed

and they never had a derailment on account of %-in. x 1 3-16-

in. flange.

J. C. Gillette, master mechanic of the Columbus, Delaware

& Marion, thought that it would be undesirable to attempt to

secure the adoption of larger flanges than city companies

could now accommodate. He thought that the city com-

panies thoroughly understood the desirability of allowing for

larger wheels on interurban cars and would increase the

dimensions on rails and special work as rapidly as possible.

He thought that the dimensions suggested were ample and

would not be apt to be considered too radical by the city

companies.

L. M. Jaques, master mechanic of the Ft. Wayne & Wa-
bash Valley, agreed with him and moved that the recom-

mendations be adopted as outlined.

The motion was carried.

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

C. R. McKay, acting chairman of the committee appointed

to investigate the subject of high-tension lightning protection,

presented a paper on that subject.

Mr. McKay first reported that his committee, composed of

several prominent railway engineers and representatives of

leading manufacturers of electrical appliances, had been ap-

pointed to compile information on this subject which was of

vital importance to traction operators. The idea was to send

out lists of questions to railway operators and secure reports

of actual observations during the coming season. Few roads

have any comprehensive method of reporting lightning trou-

bles. The manufacturers appreciate that the present forms

of lightning protection are not wholly satisfactory. The

leading manufacturers have made numerous laboratory and

field experiments to determine the conditions surrounding

lightning troubles, but such experiments have not been wholly

satisfactory or comprehensive, because experts could not be

on the ground when the actual troubles occurred. It is pro-

posed that the association shall send to its members suitable

blanks so that all lightning disturbances may be reported in

details. The blanks will be of very simple form and will be

of several classes to be filled in by station engineers, sub-

station men and linemen. He urged that the various com-

panies co-operate with the association and require that their

employees make these detailed reports where the occurrences

take place. In this way the members will secure detailed

evidence of what actually took place and not mere scattered

opinions. The committee will classify and summarize these

reports, placing the data freely before the members of the

association and the manufacturers of protective apparatus.

Mr. McKay said that members of his committee had com-

piled suggested lists of questions, and these will be condensed

and arranged into forms for various classes of employees at

a meeting of the committee to be held, in Columbus during

the National Convention. As soon as possible thereafter the

blanks will be sent to the various roads, and Mr. McKay
urged that the members give the matter careful attention,

stating that if the members responded they will promptly

reach the benefits, otherwise it could not be expected that the

manufacturers would be able to produce the satisfactory

results demanded and expected of them.

Mr. McKay's paper was in part as follows

:

"The most serious obstacle to the continuous operation of

interurban railroads and transmission plants is the interrup-

tion of their high-tension line, and apparatus connected there-

to, by lightning discharges and disturbances of similar nature.

Tnterurban roads are more exposed to lightning troubles than

city roads, and since the transmission lines linked together

the entire electric apparatus, the damages may put the entire

road temporarily out of service, causing heavy loss. The
protection afforded by known methods or apparatus has not

been wholly satisfactory to operating companies or to manu-
facturers. The report of the National Electric Light Asso-

ciation committee on protection from lighting during 1905,

which segregates data of voltages from 10,000 volts and

upward, is a step in the right direction and furnishes informa-

tion of an interesting and practical character. Twenty-nine

high-voltage plants reported, aggregating 140,500 kw ca-

pacity. Thirty-eight per cent of these plants, or 60 per cent

of the total capacity, suffered damage during 1905. Thirty-

five per cent of a total of 1100 miles of transmission lines suf-

fered serious interference, and but 39 per cent escaped inter-

ruption. Forty-five per cent of the companies using choke

coils suffered serious damage, an equal portion escaping.

Thirty-eight per cent of the companies not using choke coils

suffered serious damage, 67 per cent escaping. The figures

as to the use of overhead ground wires for protection of

pole lines are not very conclusive. In reply to inquiries as

to whether their high-tension arresters were satisfactory, 35

per cent answered 'yes' and 65 per cent answered "no.' Of
those answering 'yes,' 78 per cent had suffered no damage.

Of those answering 'no,' 53 per cent had suffered serious

damage. The report shows clearly as to high-tension light-

ning protection that great improvement is still possible on

devices for this purpose. It also indicates that the com-

panies reporting on high-tension plants formed their con-

clusions more largely from the absence of occurrences of

trouble than from an actual study of the conditions affecting

the success or failure of the protective devices. This is but

natural, and the cause and remedy will be considered later.

"To most of us the word lightning means a visible dis-

charge of electricity between clouds or between a cloud and

the earth. This impression is incomplete and misleading.

Dr. Steinmetz has defined lightning as being any abnormal

voltage condition on the transmission line whether produced

by atmospheric electricity or by internal abnormal surges of

electricity.

"Observation shows that the internal condition of the circuit

may be such as to respond with a dangerous internal surge

to a light, harmless inductive stroke from a cloud. Atmos-

pheric electricity may become manifest either in gradual

static accumulations due to wind, rain, induced charges or

direct stroke. Static induction may charge the line to an

abnormal voltage, whether produced by cloud lightning or

by the sudden charging of an adjacent line. Surging or the

creation of voltage waves of successive maximum value's may
be caused by the opening of a switch on a loaded line, by

voltage waves of higher frequency than the impressed volt-

age, by arcs between the line and isolated conductors, or

between one phase and the ground, by short circuits in trans-

former or generator coils, or again by the sudden interruption

of the short circuit at the instant of the current wave max-

imum. The causes producing abnormal voltage effects in

transmission circuits develop many different characteristics

of discharge. The discharge may vary in frequency from

1000 cycles per second to one billion cycles per second, ac-

cording to the time element of the circuit traversed by the

discharge, and which rarely, if ever, twice has the same

constant. Much laboratory experimenting has been carried

out and much has been learned therefrom, but much must

also be learned from experience under actual operative con-

ditions, and that experience hitherto has taught but little

because it has not been carefully collected, preserved and

delivered to those fitted by training and study for the logical

deduction of profitable conclusions therefrom. The various
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frequencies obtainable from static discharges produced by

plate machines, inductoriums, condensers, etc., give a wide

range for experimentally determining the best designs for

general work, and some allowance can be made for such aux-

iliary strains as are produced by the increased capacity, in-

ductances and output rating of generators, the reinforce-

ment of higher harmonies, disintegration from brush dis-

charges, and mechanical depreciation. There is, however, a

large field of investigation still open in which the operator

and engineer, as well as the manufacturer, should work. The

laboratory cannot include in its equipment leagues of trans-

mission lines, thousands of kilowatts of apparatus, dozens of

voltages and frequencies, and real lightning storms with a

hundred observations for each.

"Among the principal high-tension alternating current pro-

tective devices in present use are

:

"First, overhead grounded wires; second, series resist-

ances ; third, air gaps without and with resistances.

"The advisability of installing overhead grounded wires

depends largely upon the particular conditions of each indi-

vidual system. Opinion is much divided as to their effective-

ness, but there seems good reason to believe that when prop-

erly installed and frequently grounded they do offer a ma-

terial degree of protection to the pole line itself as distin-

guished from the apparatus connected with the transmission

line, which use involves high first cost and its value would be

doubtful in protecting a transmission line constructed upon

steel supports properly grounded.

"The series resistance arrester in one prominent form con-

sists of grounded streams of water directed against the trans-

mission wires. This type of arrester seems to have little

value in protecting apparatus against high-frequency dis-

rupted discharges. It is effective, however, in discharging

gradual static accumulations. The stream has variable re-

sistance and presents objectionable inductance to high fre-

quency discharges. The air-gap and resistance type of ar-

rester appeared in many and various forms.

"Both abroad and on the Pacific Coast the horn arrester,

with and without resistance, is much used. This type with-

out resistance will maintain an arcing short circuit lasting

several seconds, causing bad line surges and throwing out

of step synchronous apparatus connected to the line. When
used with series resistance the results are improved, but the

use of series resistance offers the serious disadvantage of

inability to successfully pass a heavy discharge. Under a

light discharge it will generally operate satisfactorily, and by

limiting the flow of current will aid in extinguishing the arc

across the air gap. Series resistance, furthermore, generally

possesses considerable impedance, thereby tending to force

the discharge across some alternative path with possible re-

sulting damage to apparatus.

"The multi-gap arrester when used without resistance is

objectionable in that it offers little obstruction to the unlim-

ited passage of current when the arc has been once established

across the gap. The fundamental feature of the present

form of multi-gap arrester is a series of metallic cylinders of

less than 1 in. in. diameter, placed side by side, with spark

gaps of above 1-32 in. intervening. By adding more cylin-

ders, a higher voltage is required to discharge across the

series of gaps, and it is therefore at a given frequency not

difficult to experimentally determine the number of cylinders

necessary for a lightning arrester suitable for use on any

given potential. There is, however, danger of too much cur-

rent flowing across the arrester, and thereby using dis-

turbance on the system, and in order to prevent this suc-

cessive current flow during a discharge more gaps are re^

quired than would primarily be necessary to prevent a dis-

charge from a normal line voltage. The continual flow of

a large quantity of current during a discharge will of course

melt and roughen the surface of the cylinders, changing the

sparking distance and, in extreme cases, fuse the cylinders to-

gether. At the initial discharge a large quantity of current

will flow, but it is necessary to interrupt this current at the

end of the first half-cycle, and this is accomplished by the non-

arcing metal used in the construction of the cylinders. In

order to properly limit the current, a large number of gaps

in excess of those required for what may be termed "volt-

age protection" has been found necessary. The increased

first cost due to this multiplicity makes an arrester thus built

commercially impractical. Auxiliary means for lessening the

current flow were therefore investigated. The introduction

of resistance in series with the gaps gives questionable re-

sults, as stated above.

"When a shunted resistance is used in conjunction with a

series resistance, it is customary to reduce the value of the

series resistance and thus detract slightly from the common
faults of the multi-gap series resistance type. For light dis-

charge, both the series and shunt resistance will be operative,

and for heavy discharges the shunted gaps are automatically

cut in. The addition of the shunt resistance does not, as

stated above, eliminate entirely the troubles encountered with

the plain series resistance. The fact still remains that we
have a series resistance, which of itself offers considerable

opposition to heavy discharges.

"In using the shunt resistance without the series, the best

condition of affairs is approached because all light strokes

traverse the shunt resistance, whereas a stroke of large quan-

tity and high frequency will balk at the inductive path af-

forded by the resistance at high frequency and will discharge

across the shunted gaps. The shunt resistance, however, if

properly adjusted, will extinguish the arc in the shunted gaps,

and the shunt resistance then acts in series with the series

gaps to interrupt the line current. It should be noted that

the shunt resistance comes into action only after the light-

ning stroke is past. Shunting a large percentage of the gaps

with just a sufficient resistance to prevent excessive current

from flowing across the series gaps under ordinary dis-

charges, and to serve as a by-pass for the excessive current

accompanying a heavy discharge, seems to satisfactorily meet

the requirements. A gradual elimination of arrester types

proved ineffective by experience under the excessively severe

tests of high-voltage transmission has left by two or three

types for serious consideration. The multi-gap type is most

generally favored, and nearly all lightning protection for

voltages exceeding 600 is effected by devices based upon the

multi-gap principle in combination with resistance. The

chief improvement made during the present year in this type

of arrester has been the construction and adjustment of the

shunt resistance. Experience shows that the lightning

strokes on the line are usually not too heavy to be discharged

through the series resistance. Relatively few strokes appear

to be of sufficient quantity and frequency to be greatly im-

peded by the series resistance, but it is essential to pass these

heavy discharges when they do come. The resistance is, there-

fore, so arranged as to include series resistance in the usual in-

ductive stroke of lightning, but it is virtually cut out for the

heavy strokes. An instance of the value of this arrangement

was furnished by two strokes occurring on a high potential

transmission line which were so heavy as to cause reports

like artillery in the station. Both these strokes were dis-

charged by the multi-gap arresters without damage to the

apparatus. This form of arrester is adaptable to all com-

mercial voltages, since by building up the cylinders in groups

on porcelain bases they may be combined to any desired

number with the required resistance in shunt. Porcelain
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bases appear preferable to marble for preventing" discharges

across or through the base.

"A form developed by the General Electric Company has

the cylinders in two straight lines, on each unit, the lines

being placed 'V shape and reaching to the edge of the por-

celain base on each side. When these units are placed ad-

jacent to each other the two sides of the 'V almost touch,

making the proper gap between the adjacent units. There

are in the standard forms twenty-four cylinders per unit.

"In the multiplex arrester, a path from line to line is pro-

vided with the same number and arrangement of gaps and

resistance as from line to ground. Observations made to de-

termine the advantage of the multiplex connection show that

frequently the high potential disturbances pass from line to

line across the multiplex connection, thus equalizing abnor-

mal strains between the lines without traversing the gaps to

ground. In circuits having considerable resistance it is some-

times necessary to increase the number of gaps between line

and line, to reduce the danger of an arc forming and holding

over the line gaps. The design of the multiple arrester with-

out series resistance fulfils all laboratory requirements and

provides for greater security under operating conditions than

previous types. It protects from minor static disturbances as

well as being always ready for the severest surge or external

stroke, and approaches a practical solution of the lightning

and static strain problems which now influence long-distance

transmission systems.

"It is pertinent to refer to the grounding of protective ap-

paratus, although in recent years much improvement has been

made in this direction. Its importance is being more gener-

ally realized, but there are many plants wherein a weak link

in the lightning protection is found between the visible por-

tions of the ground circuit and the earth itself. Wherever

possible the ground wire should be straight, and therefore

the ground itself should be directly under the lightning ar-

rester. In designing a new power station this condition can

generally be made possible. In older stations with grounds

already installed at some distance from the arrester, it is

advisable to make an auxiliary earth connection as nearly

beneath the arrester as possible. This is advisable even

though the resistance of this auxiliary earth may consider-

ably exceed that of the main earth. The ground wire should

be attached to a copper plate having an area of at least 4 sq.

ft., embedded in charcoal or coke and surrounded by moist

earth. The earth surrounding the pit containing the coke

can be kept moist by embedding a vertical perforated iron

pipe in the coke. The ground wire may run down beside

this iron pipe and the plate may consist of a copper strip

about 6 ins. wide and as long as convenient, bent lengthwise

around the pipe. Either ground wire or plate may be sol-

dered to the iron pipe. Water can both drain or be poured

into the perforated pipe, and will percolate through the soil

and coke, keeping the 'ground' perfect under most adverse

circumstances.

"Generally speaking, we to-day lack conclusive data show-

ing the specific values of various high-tension protective de-

vices, the causes of failures, the relative liabilities to trouble

with various voltages, frequencies, topographies, and methods

of construction. More particularly is the knowledge limited

as to what actually occurs where and when a lightning dis-

turbance takes place. We must thoroughly understand the

nature of the disease before we can cure it. It is frequently

assumed that manufacturers of electrical apparatus should be

held as fully responsible for the production of effective pro-

tective devices as they have been for the production of effi-

cient and rugged dynamos, motors and transformers. The

growth of long electric railways and transmission during the

past few years has been so rapid that practically all of our

attention has been concentrated upon building, starting and

extending the systems, while the equally important question

of insuring their continuous operation has been compara-

tively neglected. The manufacturers have been conscious of

this condition but unable without assistance to remedy it.

Consequently there is even to-day a lamentable lack of ac-

curate and intelligent reports upon the actual service per-

Ground til/re

APPROVED GROUND CONNECTION FOR LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

formance of high-tension protective apparatus. The manu-
facturer seeking among operators for accurate information

on these matters finds it almost impossible to obtain consistent

or valuable statements. Different operators utilizing iden-

tical protective apparatus under apparently similar conditions

give wholly contradictory reports regarding their effective-

ness. Companies having the least trouble frequently assume

that they have the best protection. No assumption could be

less justified. The remedy for this condition lies chiefly in

the hands of the operating staffs of the stations and the trans-

mission lines. It cannot be questioned that the existing lack

of practical data covering these matters has been due to the

failure of the operating company to report, record and pre-

serve it, and this failure is doubtless due largely to a lack of

understanding on the part of operators and their employees

as to just what information is requisite and valuable. It is

hardly conceivable that operators would be so blind to their

own interests as to neglect this question were they fully

posted as to the character of the information required and

the ease of obtaining it. The labor involved in taking and

recording the necessary observations is negligible, and tech-

nical knowledge is unnecessary. What is wanted are certain

facts visible to the operating employees of the stations and

lines. These men are the ones who see the phenomena at first

hand and the men first on the spot after a breakdown, and it

is only through the data thereby obtained that a true concep-

tion can be obtained of the nature of the discharge and the

causes of such failures as occur. It is well understood that

lightning strikes repeatedly in the same spot, but a very small

percentage of its discharges come under the observation of

engineers qualified to translate what they see into useful rec-

ommendations. The great variety and the wide distribution

of relieving points for the different classes of strains, renders

it impractical for any one man to make a series of observa-
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tions. The importance of getting the information at first

hand in some suitable shape for future tabulation should be

clearly realized. It is desirable and essential to distinguish

between the actual observations and the conclusions that may
be drawn from these observations ; in their relative import-

ance detailed evidence stands first, opinions second. The
universal adoption and use by the members of this associa-

tion of a suitable information blank covering the nature of

each disturbance witnessed would, when answered, compiled

and tabulated into a suitable report, provide a vast quantity

of data immediately useful in determining the best method of

installation, and the most suitable device to meet the condi-

tions of any particular system. The use of tell-tale papers

properly located in the arresters, and perhaps operating with

a time movement, will be of great value in connection with

the other observations, especially in furnishing some record

of occurrences taking place in too rapid sequence for the eye

and brain to catch and note them. In no other manner can

so much valuable- information on the subject be so quickly

obtained and so effectively utilized."

President E. C. Spring said that he thought the subject of

great importance to all railway operators, and he urged that

everyone co-operate with the committee in securing and com-
piling the information desired.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
In a general address to the convention, President Spring

urged the attendance of the members at the National Con-
vention to he held in Columbus this month. He said that

the national organization had recognized the association in

a most complimentary manner by extending an invitation to

the president to deliver the opening address of welcome and

by delegating to prominent members of the association the

delivering of papers on such important subjects as "Express

and Freight," "Limited Service," "Tickets and Rates," "Ties,

Poles and Posts," and "Distinctions between City, Suburban,

Interurban and Railroad Traffic." He thought it up to the

association members to do all they could in the way of enter-

tainment and affording facilities for the inspection of their

properties. He suggested that managers go to the meeting

in their private cars to as great an extent as possible, this

being a novel and instructive possibility for the Columbus
meeting. General Manager Adams, of the Indiana, Colum-
bus & Eastern, whose line will be traversed by nearly all cars

going to the meeting, has notified the president that his com-
pany will be glad to handle the cars of members, and re-

quested managers to notify him as to the width of their cars.

Cars 9 ft. wide or less can be handled through Dayton and
other cities without difficulty. The Columbus Railway &
Light Company, operating the city lines, extended a similar

invitation, stating that 1300 ft. of double track would be

available for storing private cars. Cars up to 62 ft. can be

accommodated on all curves in Columbus.

President Spring reviewed some of the work of the secre-

tary's office during the past few months, stating that, while

he did not have time to go into full details, he felt sure that all

appreciated the value of that office. Several meetings of

traffic men have been held during the summer months, which

brought about improved conditions in interline traffic. Im-

portant work had been done on interline traffic sheets, but

unfortunately much of this had been rendered valueless

through the consolidation of a number of roads and a change

of rates and routes. The work is going on with promise of

lasting benefit. Statistics on the sale of interline tickets have

been compiled, but they were incomplete owing to the failure

of some of the roads to report. The report for August shows
that sales of interchangeable tickets increased $3,700 over

July-

Considerable work has been done in the way of compiling

statistics on other subjects, but this, too, has been held up by

the inability to secure prompt replies. President Spring

scored the delinquents, saying that it was an injustice to

those who were paying their money, not to receive complete

and prompt data on subjects inquired about.

The secretary's financial report showed the organization

had sufficient funds to carry it through the first year and

would have a neat balance if all the members paid their ob-

ligations. The secretary reported that Ohio companies were

being assessed by municipalities for street sprinkling during

the past summer, and he said he had numerous inquiries

as to the authority for this assessment. Mr. Merrill read

House bill Xo. 25, covering this subject, passed by the last

Ohio Legislature.

ENTERTAINMENTS

The presence of the ladies and the entertainments provided

through the courtesy of General Manager Emmons, of the

Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company, made this

the most enjoyable meeting ever held in the two States. Mr.

Emmons was unable to be present on account of illness, and

the convention sent him a telegram of regret, but his arrange-

ments were most ably carried out by Auditor H. E. Vorde-

mark and Superintendent of Transportation C. F. Shelton.

The sessions were held in the theater building at Robinson

Park, the company's beautiful amusement resort, situated 7

miles north of Ft. Wayne on a pretty little stream. During

the morning session the ladies enjoyed steamboat rides on

the river. At noon the meeting adjourned for a delightful

old-fashioned chicken dinner served in the dancing pavilion.

Then followed a baseball game between the "Hoosiers" and

the "Buckeyes." To the majority this was the star attraction

of the da)'. The "Hoosiers," under the captainship of

Pitcher H. A. Nicholl, had practiced for the event and came

armed with all the paraphernalia of the game, but they were

vanquished by the heavy batting of the "Buckeyes." The

features of the game were the fine work behind the bat of

Catcher Charles Clark, of Cleveland, and a wonderful double

play by First Baseman L. C. Bradley, of Columbus. George

Dusinberre was umpire. The score was 6 to 3 in favor of

Ohio, and the "Hoosiers" only escaped a more crushing de-

feat through the calling of the game so that the spectators

might go to the vaudeville show prepared for the occasion.

A very interesting programme was augmented by a number

of brand new stories related by E. Wickwire, of the Ohio

Brass Company, and C. Palmer, of the Cincinnati office of

the General Electric Company, who are famous in the dis-

trict as the champion story tellers of the street railway trade.

They were presented with a pair of palm trees by enthusi-

astic admirers.

THE PARK SEASON. OF THE DETROIT, MONROE &
TOLEDO SHORT LINE

The Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line closed its sea-

son at Monroe Piers a few weeks ago. Through the medium

of good service, refined attractions and liberal advertising

throughout a wide district, the company has made this resort

one of the most popular in the lake region. Interurban

roads all over the district ran numerous excursions to the

resort, taking cars' directly to the Piers over the Short Line.

The number of visitors this season was more than double any

previous year, and it is figured that additional equipment will

have to be purchased to handle the business another season.

It is probable that several attractions will be added to the

resort next year.
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SINGLE-ROPE GRAB-BUCKET CRANE A SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CAR FOR PIKL'S PEAK

A single-rope grab bucket for loading and unloading ballast

has recently been installed by the Cleveland Electric Railway

Company, and is shown in operation in the engravings here-

with. It is used with a derrick which is employed for other

purposes, and for this reason it was inconvenient to employ

a bucket with a trip line. The single-rope bucket, however,

has given satisfaction. When the derrick is required for

other kinds of hoisting the bucket is simply unhooked, and

there are no extra ropes to be taken care of. The cost of

handling broken stone with this bucket swinging it from one

About a month ago there left the works of the American

Car Company a car destined for operation on what is in many

respects the most wonderful railway in the world—the Man-

itou & Pike's Peak Railway, more familiarly known as the

"Cog Wheel Route." Much has been said and written about

Pike's Peak and the means employed for reaching the summit,

and as this article goes to press Colorado and the United

States government are uniting in the celebration at Colorado

Springs of the centennary of the discovery of Pike's Peak;

consequently, in addition to a description of the car, which is

Ĵ
2

car to another has been found to be 8 mills per ton. The

bucket was manufactured by the Brown Hoisting Machinery

Company, of Cleveland.

A paper was read by G. W. Holtord, general manager of

the Salford Municipal Tramways, on the bases on which de-

preciation and renewal funds were provided for in municipal

undertakings, at a meeting of the Municipal Tramways Asso-

ciation of Great Britain, held at Leeds, Sept. 19 to 21. Mr.

Halford presented statistics from seventy tramway systems.

Of these 18 have no depreciation of renewal funds; 14 turn

over all of their net profits to the fund, and 13 have no system

in regard to charging off for the renewal fund. Each of the

remaining 15 companies has a different basis, as the following

replies indicate : Three per cent, less cost of renewals ; not

yet settled ; track £300 per mile, overhead 5 per cent, cars

10 per cent, depots 3 per cent; £170 for cars; intend to use

all profits; track £500 per mile, poles, etc., 3 per cent, cars

y
l/2 per cent, depots 2]/2 per cent ; 3 per cent of total capital

expenditure; 3 per cent on cars and tools; track £11,565,

overhead 2^/2 per cent, cars 5 per cent, depots, nil ; track £400

per mile, overhead £50 per mile, cars 5 per cent, depots nil

;

act of Parliament provides that no contribution can be made
to other funds until renewals fund amounts to £5,000 ;

£20,-

000; £1,053; £6,400; i.47d. per car-mile.

of a novel type for this road, brief mention is made of the

railroad itself.

The line climbs over 14,000 ft., and the road is within a

fraction of 9 miles long from Manitou, the starting point, to

the summit. It is standard gage with a roadbed that is all

in point of excellence that it is possible to make it. Where

it is not cut in the solid rock it is very heavily ballasted. On
the heavy grades the track is securely anchored at frequent

intervals to guard against any possible displacement from the

effects of extreme variations of temperature ; the mean grade

is 16 per cent; the maximum 25 per cent (a rise of one foot

in four), and the sharpest curves are 16 deg. The outside

rails are of the ordinary T pattern which serve merely to

guide the train and bear its weight; it is the rack rails in the

middle of the track upon which the propulsion and safety of

the train depends. The rack rails are doubled every inch of

the way and are made from Bessemer steel and are extra

heavy on the steepest grades. The locomotives which draw

the cars are of four-cylinder type, weighing about 30 tons

each.

Two double cog wheels underneath the locomotive en-

gage the toothed rack rails. Everything has been done to

guarantee the absolute safety of passengers by the abundance

of brake power—hand brakes, steam brakes, water brakes

and automatic brakes. There are five of these engines in
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the road's equipment, and seven passenger coaches complete

the rolling stock. These latter precede the locomotive on the

ascent—which is a distinct advantage from the standpoint of

observation—and follow them in the descent ; thus the

coaches are always protected by the engine. The two, how-

ever, are never coupled, and the coaches are provided with

powerful individual brakes that operate through cogs on the

rack rail. By this arrangement a coach can be stopped in-

stantly and independently of the locomotive. There are six

stations on the lines besides the terminals, each situated at

some special point of interest along the scenic route. Three

water tanks are met with, as the engines require considerable

water.

Word pictures of the scenery on the climb up Pike's Peak

have been framed too often to need repetition in this article,

but it may be mentioned that, although there are higher

peaks, there are few other accessible elevations on earth that

afford so extended a range of vision or a view so varied and

inspiring as that from the summit of Pike's Peak, the reason

for this being that the other accessible mountains, having

elevations approaching that of Pike's Peak, are in the midst

of a chain of mountains; consequently the views from their

TYPE OF CAR FOR THE MANITOU & PIKE'S PEAK RAILWAY

summits are uninterruptedly mountainous and the range of

vision is restricted by the surrounding heights.

The terminus at Manitou is situated at the end of the Colo-

rado Springs & Manitou Electric Railway, near the famous

Ute iron springs, and it can be reached directly by no less

than eight steam railroad lines. The round trip can be made

from Denver to Pueblo in one day, and from. Manitou in four

hours. Manitou with its 35,000 inhabitants is, as is well

known, one of the most famous resorts in the West, its great

scenic beauties having earned for it the title of the "Switzer-

land of America." The waters of its mineral springs are now

shipped to all parts of the world. The United States ob-

servatory at the summit of Pike's Peak is one of the most

interesting places on the journey. Sunrise excursions which

are run weekly by the railway in the latter part of the sum-

mer are exceedingly popular, sometimes the entire equipment

of the road being required to handle the crowds, who are well

provided for over night at Summit Hotel.

That the officials of this road were wise in adopting a car

containing the Brill grooveless post window system will be at

once apparent. As the summit of the mountain is ap-

proached and the train rapidly gains in elevation and jagged

rocks take the place of the sylvan scenes which have gone

before, the air grows chill and windows must be closed and

outer wraps donned to keep out the cold. Almost a parallel

is established in the ease with which the changes in the car

and its occupants can be performed, as nothing could be

sinTpler than the mechanism that has been devised to operate

the sash of the grooveless-post semi-convertible car, conver-

sion from an open car to a closed car or vice versa being the

work of a very few minutes. The sashes may also be held

at five distinct heights if so desired. Another feature of the

car that will appeal to the tourist is the low window sill which

will enable him to have a far greater line of vision than would

be allotted to him in a car having the ordinary drop-sash. In

short, it would be impossible to find a car better suited for ob-

servation purposes and excursion travel than this type.

Coat hooks will be found over each seat, as no traveler will

board the car without first providing himself with an over-

coat or wrap. The seats, which are upholstered in plush, are

so arranged that they can adjust themselves to a horizontal

plane when the car is on a 11 per cent grade. The plain

arched roof will be noted, as also the steam-car type of ven-

tilators. A saloon with the usual requisites is provided.

The car interior is finished in cherry. The car has port-

able vestibules, that at the front end having doors to close

the step openings, the rear platform being left open. The

chief dimensions are as follows : Length over the end panels,

33 ft. 4 ins., and over the vestibules 41 ft. 4 ins. ; width over

the sills, 8 ft. 3^2 ins. The same

figures will apply to the width

over the posts at the belt; from

the center to the center of the

posts is 2 ft. 8 ins.
;
height from

the floor to the ceiling, 8 ft. ; size

of the side sills, 4 ins. x 7% ins.,

and the center sills consist of six

I-beams filled with yellow pine;

intermediate sills, 4^4 ins. x 5

ins. ; end sills, 4 ins. x 7^4 ins.

;

sill plates, }i in. x 12 ins.; thick-

ness of the corner posts, tfA ins.

;

side posts, 2>Ya ins - '> length of the

seats, 35% ins. ; width of the

aisle, 22y2 ins. The car is

mounted on No. 27-G trucks

which are well suited to withstand

the severe strains that will be

No. 21-E single truck is anotherplaced upon them. The

type used by this road.

TRANSPORTING DOGS IN TACOMA

The question of transporting dogs has been dealt with by

the Tacoma Railway & Power Company as follows in a recent

circular

:

"Commencing Sept. 1 and until further notice, dogs will be

carried on the rear platforms of the cars of this company,

and will be in charge of and looked after by the owner. A
charge of 10 cents will be made for carrying each dog for any

distance upon the cars of the Spanaway, Puyallup, Steilacoom

or American Lake lines. Upon the cars of other lines, for

any distance, 5 cents, and in no case will transfers be given

for dogs.

"Conductors will not ring up on their registers the amount
collected for carrying dogs, but note on their trip sheet, 'one

dog, 5 cents,' or 'one dog, 10 cents,' or 'two dogs, 20 cents/ as

the case may be.

"The number of dogs allowed on a car at one time will be

left to the discretion of the conductor. When a car is

crowded to such an extent that the dogs will be decidedly in

the way of, or inconvenience passengers, they will not be

carried on the cars.

"On early morning cars, or any trip where the travel is-
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light, where hunters desire to take their dogs with them,

there may he six or seven dogs to be cared for, the conductor

will use his discretion and accommodate passengers desiring

to carry the dogs.

"While it is the desire of the company to accommodate

patrons, both during the hunting season and at other times,

who wish to have their dogs accompany them, we also wish

to discourage the practice of carrying dogs upon the cars

during the rush hours, when it will inconvenience passen-

gers."

NEW CARS FOR THE WASHINGTON, ALEXANDRIA & MT.

VERNON RAILWAY

The trailer car shown in the illustration is one of seven

built for the Washington, Alexander & Mt. Vernon Railway

by the J. G. Brill Company, and which will be hauled by

motor cars of generally similar design and appearance being

built at present by the same car company. A large portion

each side of the aisle, the car seating fifty-two passengers;

the end seats arc made a trifle shorter to accommodate the

single swinging door. The windows raise in the ordinary

manner
;
top sash is stationary.

The cars are mounted on the No. 23 truck, having a wheel

base of 4 ft. The chief dimensions are as follows : Length over

the end posts, 33 ft., and over the vestibules, 42 ft. ; width over

the sills, including the sheathing, 8 ft. 3 ins. ; distance be-

tween the centers of the posts, 2 ft. 5 ins.
;
height from the

track to the top of the floor, 3 ft. t>Ya ms
- !

height from the

track to the top of the platform, 2 ft. 6^ ins.
;
height from the

track to the top of the step tread, 17L+ bis.; size of the side

sills, 4 ins. x 7^4 nis - >
s 'ze °f tne end sills, 534 bis. x 6J4, ins.

;

sill plates, ^ in. x 15 ins. ; thickness of the corner posts, 3^
ins. ; of the side posts, 2^4 ins.

BUS BAR INSULATOR

A new bus-bar in

Manufacturing Com;

herewith. It is one

ulator made by the Locke Insulator

any. of Victor, N. Y., is illustrated

of those useful things that when an

engineer wants he wants \-ery badly, and often lias to spenc

1

1 1

EZZIZ
*

j

CROSS SEATING IN TRAIL CAR FOR THE WASHINGTON.

of passengers carried on this line is composed of sightseers,

who, having visited the capital, wish to see the historic towns

such as Arlington, Mt. Vernon, etc., which line the route

of the Washington, Alexander & Mt. Vernon Railway. The

cars will be operated in trains and the ends of the vestibules

ANDARD TRAIL CAR FOR THE WASHINGTON,
VERNON RAILWAY

are therefore left open to form the passageway between cars;

a chain blocks the entrance when necessary.

The steam-coach style of roof is adopted, and the interiors

are richly appointed with comfortable high-back seats up-

holstered in leather of a shade to harmonize with the ma-

hogany stained woodwork. The aisle is laid with linoleum;

the ceilings are of sheet metal painted and decorated in an

appropriate manner. There are thirteen transverse seats on

BUS-BAR INSULATOR

a good deal of time and money in getting up something of

his own for the purpose. It will be noted that the insulator

is mounted on the pin at the bottom and

on top of the insulator is a cast-iron cap.

Above this is a wrought-iron strip secured

by a pivot at its center to the cast-iron cap.

That turns freely on the pivot, so that if

the bus-bar is not wide enough to fill up

the entire space between the threaded

posts at the end of the strip, the whole

strip can be turned so that the posts will

come in contact on either side as shown,

and then the strip across the top of the

bus-bar is held securely against the bus-

bar by screwing down the nuts on the

posts. This makes it impossible for the

ut of position or tip over. Hence the device

holding: a bus-bar of any width securely.

ALEXANDRIA & MOUNT

bus-bar to get

is available ft

The Indiana Union Traction Company has joined with

other merger lines of Indiana in reducing the fares for chil-

dren. After < )ct, 1 half fare only will be charged for children

between 5 and 12 years of age.
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LONDON LETTER

{From Our Regular Correspondent.)

The fifth annual conference of the Municipal Tramways As-

sociation was held during the past month in Leeds, Mr. J. B.

Hamilton, general manager of the Leeds City Tramways, hav-

ing been president of the association for the past year. There

was a record attendance, and the delegates were welcomed to

the city by the Lord Mayor in the Town Hall, who kindly placed

a room at their disposal for the holding of the conference. Mr.

Hamilton in his presidential address, said that he thought the

time had now come when, with an idea to mutual protection

from harassing legislation, they ought to concentrate the whole of

the tramway interests, both municipal and company, into one

association. It is to be regretted, however, that such is evi-

dently not the view of the delegates representing the Town
Councilors, and such an amalgamation between the Municipal

Tramways Association and the Light Railways & Tramways
Association has not taken place, and it does not appear likely

that it ever will take place. Mr. Hamilton also referred to the

statistics of the year of all the tramways, and spoke strongly in

favor of arbitration in all labor troubles between municipalities

and their servants. The following papers were then read:

"Municipal Tramway Operation; Some Points of a Committee's

Policy," by Councilor R. A. Smithson, of the Leeds Tramways
Committee ; and in the afternoon a paper on "Car Brakes," by

Mr. Henry Mozley, general manager of the Burnley Corpora-

tion Tramways. In the evening a dinner was extended to the

delegates and their friends at the invitation of the Leeds Cor-

poration, the dinner being held in the Town Hall, which had

been handsomely decorated with shrubs and trees for the occa-

sion, the Lord Mayor, Mr. Edwin Woodhouse, occupying the

chair. The usual loyal toasts and those of "The Municipal

Tramways Association," "Leeds City Tramways," "Kindred As-

sociations and Our Guests," were all eloquently proposed and

replied to, and a most enjoyable evening was spent.

On the second day of the conference the business meeting of

the association was held, and it is sufficient to state here that

Mr. J. M. McElroy. of Manchester, who, since the inception of

the association, has been its valuable secretary, has now resigned

that position and has been appointed president of the association

for the ensuin gyear. Mr. A. R. Fearnley, of Sheffield, was

duly appointed secretary to take the place of Mr. McElroy, after

which, and after the conclusion of other business, the following

papers were read : "Tramway Track Work," by Mr. R. C. Bul-

lough, general manager of the Colchester Corporation Tram- *

ways. This paper elicited considerable discussion, especially as

to the suggestion that the curves and points and crossings should

be made of softer material than what they are at present made
of, and that manganese steel was much too hard for such work,

Mr. Bullough preferring that the curves and crossings should

wear out rather than wheels. This was vigorously opposed in

the discussion, most of the managers present thinking that such

a policy would be fatal. The subject of the other paper was
"Depreciation and Renewals Funds in Relation to Tramway
Undertakings," by Mr. G. W. Holford, general manager of the

Salford Corporation Tramways. This paper is briefly digested

elsewhere and, of course, elicited a never-ending discussion on

the subject of depreciation and sinking funds, in the handling

of which there appears to be much difference between Scotch

and the English tramways. Mr. Dalrymple, of Glasgow, made
a most emphatic statement that the sinking fund was an abso-

lutely different matter from depreciation, and that until a tram-

way undertaking had paid off entirely its sinking fund, the city

could not really be said to possess its own tramways. In the

afternoon special cars were provided by Mr. Hamilton, and visits

were made to the tramways power house and the various works

of the Leeds City Tramways. An interesting opportunity was
also afforded for seeing about a T 4-mile of double track which

is now being laid for the corporation by the Romapac Tramway
Construction Company on its method of renewable rails, a

system which was described some months ago in our columns.

An opportunity was also afforded for seeing very successful

thermit welding, a method of welding rails which has been largely

adopted in Leeds. In the evening a most enjoyable reception was

tendered to the delegates and their friends by the Lord Mayor
at the City Art Gallery, which was largely attended, and we ought

perhaps to say also that during the two days of the conference

the ladies were well taken care of by Mrs. Hamilton and other

ladies, one of the most pleasant functions being a garden party

by Mrs. J. B. Hamilton, at Hotham House, Headingley.

As has come to be customary on such occasions, the final day

was given up entirely to pleasure. A special train was provided

to take the delegates and their friends to Ripon, where motor
char-a-bancs were in waiting, and a visit to Ripon Minister was
made, after which the party proceeded to Studley Park, from
which point they walked through the park to Fountains Abbey,

the grounds having been kindly thrown open on this occasion by

the Marquis of Ripon. Luncheon was served at the Abbey and
after having satisfied themselves with the beauty of the place,

the party returned to Ripon station to enable members and their

friends to catch such trains as they desired.

Perhaps the most striking circumstance which would occur to

a visitor to London at present, were he to find himself in the

vicinity of the Thames embankment, would be to discover at

least a third of its surface on the river side in the hands of the

contractors (Messrs. Dick, Kerr & Company of London) and all

torn up, and a multitude of men busily engaged in laying down
the conduit system of tramways which has become so familiar

to the Londoner. In a very short time, it is hoped by Christmas,

the vast population of London will be able to use the embank-
ment for the first time as a medium of transportation in a tram-

way car. Very little time has therefore been lost since the

royal assent was given to the bill which the London County
Council successfully passed through Parliament during the past

session, and as soon as the material could be provided the con-

tractors at once began to tear up the side of the road next to

the river. It was expected that the work would proceed in

record time, but it has been discovered that certain culverts ex-

isting under the road will have to be replaced, so that perhaps

a little longer time will elapse than was hoped for. The work is

proceeding apace, however, and is attracting a large amount of

interest. It will be remembered that at the same time powers

were obtained for running tramways over both Blackfriars

Bridge and Westminster Bridge. No tramway work will be

commenced on Blackfriars Bridge for a considerable time, per-

haps two or three years, as it will be necessary to widen that

bridge before tramways can be put on it. Westminster Bridge

is, however, already in the hands of the contractors, and the foot-

paths or pavements at either side have been narrowed so as to

give more room to the tramways on the roadway. The embank-

ment tramways, therefore, will start, in the near future, from

the north end of Blackfriars Bridge, and proceed down the

embankment to Westminster Bridge, where they will cross and

join the existing system which goes out to Tooting, Streatham,

Balham, etc. It will thus immensely relieve the congestion of

traffic at the south side of Blackfriars Bridge, so far as traffic

toward these southern portions of London is concerned. The
connection between the embankment tramways and the Aldwych
subway is also now being undertaken, so that before long it will

be possible to travel in a tramway car from the southern suburbs,

across Westminster Bridge, up the Victoria Embankment,
through the Aldwych subway and on to Islington, though when
the northern system is completed it will practically link up the

entire north and south.

A remarkable development of the Lancashire tramway service

has just been completed, by means of which the two great cities

of the north—Liverpool and Manchester—and fifteen other

smaller urban centers are linked together, and a population of

over five millions served. The line, 32 miles long, is controlled

throughout its entire length by the Lancashire United Tramway
Syndicate, which has a combined capitalization of £850,000.

The system brings into intimate touch with each other the great

seaport of Liverpool, the wide agricultural district stretching

from there to St. Helens, and a large number of colliery and

cotton manufacturing towns which lie between St. Helens and

Manchester. At present the line is only available for passengers,

but powers are to be sought to construct a double line, in order

that a service of light goods trams may be run. Negotiations are

also proceeding to arrange between the Lancashire United Tram-

ways Company, the Liverpool Corporation, the Manchester Cor-

poration, and the new St. Helens Tramways Company for a

clearing house system, so that a through booking may be offered

to the public from one end of the service to the other.

Judging from the correspondence which it has evoked, a very

keen interest is taken in the reopening of the question whether

the Corporation of Birmingham should include Harborne in the

scheme of tramways which is now being rapidly developed

throughout the city. When this scheme was first projected,

the feeling against the invasion of Edgbaston thoroughfares by

tramway lines was so strong that a general powers bill proposed

in 1901 was rejected by the ratepayers.

As a result of this, and of a canvass of Harborne taken later,
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proposals for a tramway to that suburb were judiciously omitted

by the Council from the tramways bill of 1904. Harborne has,

however, had its experience of motor buses, and now an in-

fluential canvass of the residents is being made in favor of the

tramways, the City Council has practically pledged itself not to

move in the matter unless there is an indisputable preponderance
of public expression in favor of its so doing.

Eastbourne, one of England's most beautiful towns by the sea,

has not as yet enjoyed a system of electric tramways, but the

question is now a burning one. A service of motor 'buses has

been started, but considerable objection has been made to them
on account of noise, dust and bad smells, not to mention the

frequent breakdowns. As far as tramways are concerned, it is

contended that they would not pay, as there are no populous

outlying districts, and as it is largely a residential town for vis-

itors, it is contended that the trams are not desired, as they

would spoil the quiet restfulness of the place. The residents of

Harrogate, the popular health resort in Yorkshire, are also much
perturbed at present about the same question, as the Knares-
borough Urban Council has received recently proposals from an

outside company to construct a tramway from Harrogate to

Knaresborough. The Harrogate Town Council has, however,
opposed any tramway system for the present, as the inhabitants

do not wish to make Harrogate too "towny" which, they claim,

instead of attracting visitors would have the effect of driving

them away. Motor 'buses have been mentioned in connection

with the argument, but there is much grave objection offered,

as the experiences of other towns have not been of the most
pleasant character.

During the past month, there have been several tramway dis-

putes between tramway officials and tramway men, and in two
cases they have led to strikes and much unpleasantness. In the

case of the Halifax strike, it appears that the men are demand-
ing the reinstatement of the driver who was held responsible

for the recent accident in that city, and though every effort was
made to arrange the matter, the men eventually decided to go
out, and the tramway committee were forced to import men
from other cities. There has also been an important strike on
the Mansfield & District Railway, caused by the issuing of a

new duty sheet, changing the working hours of the men. This

strike resulted in most unpleasant incidents, but the dispute has

at last been amicably settled and the men have now all returned

to work.

The carrying of parcels on the tramway cars of the system of

the Manchester Corporation has not been a financial success, the

loss during the first year's working being as much as £5,5,00.

Some of this, of course, is attributable to the expense in starting

the scheme, and also to litigation which it immediately brought

forth by the opposition of a firm of carriers in Manchester. The
tramways committee is now considering seriously whether it is

worth while to continue the service or not.

We referred last month to the very bad report which the Dis-

trict Railway Company recently brought out, and to the im-

mense losses which they had incurred, chiefly and most surpris-

ingly owing to the largely increased cost of operating the sys-

tem electrically. For some years past all fares in transportation

circles in London have been decreased, but the directors of the

District Railway have now come to the decision, as we mentioned
last month, that they are much too low, and they have accord-

ingly increased their rates very largely. They have brought

down upon their heads a storm of disapproval, and meetings in

many of the towns served by the railway, notably Wimbledon
and East Ham, have been held protesting against this increase.

There is much to be said, of course, in their favor, as many
residents in these towns have been tempted to go there by the low
fares, and it is extremely aggravating after having taken on
leases of houses to find that their traveling expenses to and from
the city should have been increased from 50 per cent to 150 per

cent. On the other hand, the railway claims that as it is making
a loss it must do something to retrieve that loss, as the com-
pany is by no means a philanthropic institution. Most of the

extra expense in operating comes from the fact that so many-

men are needed on each train, the old style of English railway

coach having been given up and the American type of open
coach substituted, necessitating a man at each of the gates. We
understand that the railway company is now experimenting with

a new type of train by which two men will be able, to open and
close all the gates of the six or seven carriages. There is no
doubt that the English public does not take kindly to the Amer-
ican type of open coach, as they appear to be much more shaky

and drafty. A few trains are still being run over the system

composed of old English type railway stock and hauled by elec-

tric locomotives, and it is easy to see that these are much more
popular than the open type, which seems to rattle the very bones
within one.

According to a return which has just been issued by the Board
of Trade, the length of railway line in equivalent of single track

which was worked at the end of last year solely by electricity

was 14054 miles, while that worked partly by electricity was
170^2 miles. The number of miles run by electrical trains in 1905
'was 9,667,429. The total quantity of electrical energy used for

electrical train running and other purposes was 100,977,467 kw-
hours, Board of Trade units. The first-class passengers showed
an increase of £38,000; second-class a decrease of £211,000;
third-class an increase of £247,000, and season-ticket holders an
increase of £141,000.

The sub-committee appointed to consider a scheme for the

electrification of the Accrington Tramways has prepared a re-

port. After visiting various towns where there is electric trac-

tion, the overhead system has been chosen as the most suitable.

It is recommended that the Corporation should operate the sys-

tem direct by its own staff rather than lease it. The estimates

are: Construction of new and existing tramways, £50,800; cost

of electrical equipment, £33,300; total, £84,100.

There is evidently a boom in tramways in Fifeshire since their

introduction into Kirkcaldy a few years ago. A line of tram-
ways has been laid between Leven and Kirkcaldy, which is al-

ready in working order. In connection with the proposed line

of tramways for Dumfernline to Lochgelly work is to be com-
menced shortly, while another scheme is in contemplation which
will include a line from Lochgelly to Lochore, and another from
Lochgelly, passing through Bowhill, Kinglassie, on to the Kirk-
caldy and Cupar Road, through Thornton, and joining the Kirk-
caldy Tramways at Gallatown.

The revolt against the motor omnibus has assumed formidable

proportions in the Manchester district. There are outlying

suburbs of the city not yet touched by the excellent electric tram
service of the corporation, where the vehicles of the Manchester
District Motor Omnibus Company ply for hire under the licenses

of the local authorities concerned. In Wilmslow and Leven-
shulme, however—two suburbs on the south side of Manches-
ter—petitions have been extensively signed in favor of a cessa-

tion of the motor omnibus services, the ground of compliant

being that the noise, smell, vibration and dust caused by them
constitute an intolerable nuisance. These petitions have been

presented to the district Councils. The result is that the Lev-
enshulme Council has decided unanimously to cancel the motor
omnibus licenses already issued.

The construction of a light railway to connect Woking and
Bagshot stations of the London & South-Western Railway is to

be commenced immediately. The overhead system is to be used,

and the line at Woking is to join the London & South-Western
goods sidings. The districts of Horsell, Chobham and Windle-
sham will be touched by the new railway, which is to cost £150,-

000. Messrs. Johnson & Phillips are the engineers.

According to the annual report of the manager of the Brad-
ford Corporation Tramways, the undertaking in that city suffers

seriously on account of the gradients. Two heavy items of ex-

penditure are directly attributable to this fact—namely, power
and car repairs. In a level city the consumption of power per

car-mile is, roughly, 1 unit as against 1.9 units in Bradford.

This would mean a difference of nearly £20,000. Car repairs

in a level city were generally about 5d. per car-mile, as against

8d. in Bradford, a difference of 3d. per car-mile, amounting,

roughly, to £6,300, so that to the gradients an extra expenditure

of £26,000 was directly attributable.

The system of tramways which the Leyton Council has pur-

chased and transformed from horse to electricity was recently

opened on the route via High Road, Laytonstone and Whipps
Cross to Epping Forest. Both Leyton and Walthamstow now
offer a direct route by tramcar from London to Epping Forest.

A. C. S.

CAR HOUSE DESTROYED IN BOSTON

All the cars and equipment at the Washington Avenue car

houses of the Boston & Northern Street Railway in Chelsea

were destroyed Thursday morning, Sept. 27, in a fire that caused

an estimated loss of $300,000. In the houses were stored forty-

two open cars, twenty-four closed cars and twelve of the new
semi-convertible cars that had never been used. Not one of

these was saved. So fiercely did the fire burn that it was im-

possible to remove anything from the building, and long before

the Chelsea Fire Department' arrived on the scene it had com-
municated to nearly every car in store there.
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PARIS LETTER

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

The dispute between the various tramway companies operat-

ing in Paris and its suburbs and their employees, which was

temporarily patched up last year, was referred to the Prefect of

the Seine and M. Musset, the expert of the Prefecture, who
have rendered a decision. It includes the following recommenda-*

tions as desirable : Minimum daily wages, $1 ; limitation of day's

work to ten hours ;
right to four days' rest per month and ten

clays' annual holiday with pay; retention of 1.8 per cent of the

wages of the men to form a sick fund and indemnity for time

lost in military service; payment of a further 6 per cent of the

wages into an old age pension fund. The referees, however,

admit that from the companies' standpoint the plan is imprac-

ticable, especially for the Cie Generale des Omnibus, the largest

company in Paris, whose revenue would have to be very ma-

terially increased before these wages could lie paid. As a result,

the plan will probably be held in abeyance until the franchise

expires, which will occur within a year or two.

M. Auvcrt, the chief electrical engineer in the service of the

P. L. M. Railway, recently read a paper at Lyons, before the

French Association for the Advancement of Science, in

which he gave certain explanations relative to the current rec-

tifier on which his force has been working. By means of this

rectifier, which he states can be built compact and strong enough

to lie mounted on an electric locomotive, high-tension single-

phase current can be transformed 6n the locomotive to direct

current. It consists, he stated, of revolving and stationary-

parts, but it is not necessary to transform the electrical

energy into mechanical work and back into electrical

energy, as in the motor generator type of machine. The
only mechanical work required is that required to over-

come inertia and friction, and this expenditure of power is

constant whatever the state of load of the machine. He calls

the machine a governor rectifier, because it not only transforms

the alternating current but regulates the potential of the direct

current without changing the alternating current potential, sim-

ply by a modification of the collector brushes on the revolving

part of the machine. A trial of a 400-kw machine in Paris has

given an efficiency of 88 per cent, all losses included, for this

output, and 86 per cent for half that output. The machine is

considered to be of great flexibility, and with its use, by return-

ing to the line the energy thus generated, the trains may be

slowed or stopped without the use of any mechanical brakes.

M. Auvcrt, who has been aided in this development by M. Far-

rand, of the same department, considers that the machine will go

far toward solving some of the questions of long-distance electric

traction. The communication made by M, Auvert has attracted

considerable attention in view of the announcements he has al-

ready made on the subject of availability of electric traction for

long-distance lines.

STANDARDIZATION OF RAILS, JOURNALS AND
JOURNAL BOXES

The committee on standardization of the Engineering Associa-

tion has issued the following notice:

"Committees from both the 'American' and the 'Engineering'

Associations were appointed at the 1905 convention to investigate

the general problem of standardization and to undertake such

work of this nature as might be considered advisable at the

present time. The active work of making the standards de-

volves upon the Engineering Association committee. This com-

mittee has decided to devote its attention at present to the stand-

ardization of brake-shoes, journals and journal boxes, tread and

flange of wheels, and rails for street and interurban railways.

"Considerable work has been done along all four lines of

standardization, but the present communication relates only to

the subjects of rails, journals and journal boxes. Data sheets

Nos. 12 and 13, covering these subjects, will be found enclosed,

and you are respectfully requested to have these blanks carefully

filled out and return one copy promptly to Bernard V. Swenson,

secretary, American Street & Interurban Railway Association,

60 Wall Street, New York City. Please note that the data sheets

ask for sketches with dimensions, and we would call your atten-

tion particularly to this matter. It is quite essential to the latter

work of the committee that the material asked for is prepared

and sent in by the various companies. The information obtained

will be carefully collated by the engineering committee, and, to-

gether with other material upon these subjects, will form the

basis of the report of this committee on the standardization of

rails, journals and journal boxes.

"It is confidently expected that the work now under way will

be of much value to the street and interurban railway interests,

but this can only result through the hearty co-operation of the

general managers and engineers of the individual companies."

The questions follow :

RAILS

(1) Company. (2) City. (3) State. (4; Number miles of track; (a) single,

(b) double, (c) total.

(5) Gage of track. (6) Average speed of cars. (7) Maximum speed of

cars (approximately). (8) Single-truck cars; (a) number operated, (b)

weight of heaviest car complete, (1) without load, (2; with load. (9)

Double truck cars; (a; number operated, (b) weight of heaviest car com-

plete, (1) without load, (2) with load.

(10) Wheel-base; (a) single-truck cars, (b) double-truck cars (each truck).

(11) Give smallest radius of curves over which cars operate; (a) single-

truck cars, (b) double-truck cars. (12; Types of rail used for— (A) Urban
lines. Give manufacturer's name, catalog section, number and miles of

track for each of the following: (a) Plain and grooved girder rails, (b)

girder guard rails, (c) high T-rails, and (d) standard T-rails. (B) Give

the same for interurban-line service.

(13) Are standard or high T-rails prohibited in municipalities through

which you operate? If so, give names of such municipalities. (14) Give

sections of track construction used in connection with the various types of

•-ails. (15) Kindly send dimensioned sketch showing what you considei

would lie a good standard for rails for— (a) urban lines, (b) interurban

lines, (c) both urban and interurban lines.

JOURNALS AND JOURNAL BOXES

(1) Company. (2) City. (3) State. (4) Number miles of track; (a)

single, (b) double, (c) total.

(5) Gage of track. (6) Average speed of cars. (7) Maximum speed of

cars (approximately). (8) Single-truck cars; (a) number operated, (b)

weight of heaviest car complete (without load and with load). (9) Double-

truck car; (a) number operated, (b) weight of heaviest car complete (with-

out load and with load). (10) Wheel-base; (a) single-truck cars, (b) double-

truck cars (each truck). (11) Give smallest radius of curves over which

cars operate; (a) single-truck) cars, (b) double-truck cars.

(12) Journals: Give for— (a) Single-truck motor cars, (b) single-truck

trailer cars, (c) double-truck motor cars, (1) motor axle, (2) pony axle, and

(3) trailer-truck axles, and (d) double-truck trailer cars, the following in-

formation: (A) diameter of journal when new, (B) length of journal when

new, (C) distance from end of journal to outside lace of wheel hub, (D)

distance from end of journal to outside end of wheel seat, (E) diameter of

wheel seat, (F) diameter of collar (if any) when new, (G) thickness of

collar (if any) when new, (II) radius of fillet at inner end of joprnal, (I)

load on each journal (car loaded) on heaviest cars. Also give the following:

(J) Material of which axles are made, (K) tensile strength of the material

in axles, in pounds per square inch, (L) elastic limit of the material in

axles, in pounds per square inch, (M) normal lateral play that the journals

are allowed,' (N) maximum lateral play that the journals are allowed.

(13) Journal boxes, all dimensions to be measured with new brasses.

Give for— (a) single-truck motor cars, (b) single-truck trailer cars, (c)

double-truck motor cars, (1) motor axle, (2) pony axles, and (3) trailer-

truck axles, and (d) double-truck trailer cars, the following information:

(A) Opening in jaw of pedestals when new, (B) width of pedestal jaw

when new, (C) clearance above top of journal-box when car is loaded, (D)

clearance between bottom of journal-box and pedestal tie-bar when car is

light, (E) vertical distance from center of journal to outside top of journal-

box, (F) vertical distance from center of journal to outside bottom of

journal-box, (G) outside dimension from outside end of journal to back of

journal-box, (H) dimension from center of journal to inside top of journal-

box. (I) dimensions from center of journal to inside bottom of journal-

box, (J) material of which journal-boxes are made.

(14) Journal bearing: Give for the same classes of trucks mentioned in

(12) and (13) the following information in regard to the journal bearing:

(A) Thickness of bearing at center when new, (B) width of bearing at

center when new. (C) length of bearing when new, (D) maximum wear

allowed on thickness of bearing. (E) material of which bearing is made,

viz.: (a) solid brass, (b) tinned brass, (c) filled bearing.

(15) Keeper: Give for the same classes of trucks mentioned in (12) and

(13) the following information in regard to the keeper: (A) Thickness at

center of keeper or wedge, (B) width at center of keeper or wedge, (C)

length of keeper or wedge, (D) material of which keepers are made.

(16) Outline sketches: (A) Give outline sketch (with dimensions) of

your various types of journal-boxes complete, with brass, keeper, etc.,

stating if used on single or double-truck cars, and whether on motor

trucks or trailer trucks; note on sketches with what journals the boxes are

used. (B) Give outline sketches with dimensions of your various types of

journals, marking on each journal the load on same (car loaded). (C) Give

outline sketch with dimensions of pedestals, showing features which limit

dimensions of journal boxes.

(17) Suggested standard: Kindly send dimensioned sketches showing

what you consider would be good standard for journals and journal-boxes,

considering different loads.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF PHILADELPHIA RAPID

TRANSIT COMPANY

The report of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company for

the year ended June 30, 1906, as presented at the recent animal

meeting of the company, of which mention has been made before

in the Street Railway Journal, follows, together with an ab-

stract of the general statement of President Parsons of the con-

dition and prospect of the company:

Year Ending June 30 1906 1905

402,893,245

$16,188,645

8,183,437Operating expenses, 52.36 per cent 9,153,603

$8,329,541

193,103

$8,005,208

185,979

Taxes and licenses, paid and accrued

$8,522,644

1,075,216

$8,191,187

966,535

$7,447,428 $7,224,652

7,116,442

$303,996 $108,210

Operating expenses, including taxes and licenses, 58.50 per cent.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE PHILADELPHIA RAPID
TRANSIT COMPANY, JUNE 30, 1906

Assets

Cash $429,957.93

Cash in agents' hands 12,500.00

Fire insurance fund 850,000.00

Advanced to leased lines 580.315.66

Supplies 746,858.93

Construction and equipment 19.S63, 238.51

Real estate 891,668.97

Accounts receivable 8,845.16

Sundry stocks 2,597,500.00

Franchise account 115,325.44

$26,096,210.60

Liabilities

Capital stock $12,850,060.00

Accounts audited, but not due 490,955.19

Fixed charges and taxes accrued 631,906.59

Open accounts 3,347,328.29

Proceeds sale of bonds underlying companies.. 7.712,000.00

Profit and loss 1,063,960.53

$26,096,210.60

All of which is respectfully submitted, by order of the board of direclors.

JOHN B. PARSONS, President.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF THE PHILADELPHIA RAPID
TRANSIT COMPANY l<OR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1906

Baiance as per report, June 30, 1905 $1,976,230.20

Receipts

Passenger receipts $17,472,792.59
( 'liartprpd pars 10 352 20

AHvprtisinir 99.583.38

43,413.42

Rents, real estate 21,753.44

Interest 11,560.93

521,914.91

877,740.00

Market Street Elevated Passenger Railway

3,675,000.00

Darby & Yeadon Street Railway Co. bonds 37,000.00

2.700.000.00

25,471,110.87

$27,447,341.07

Disbursements

Pay rolls $6,880,473.54

Operation, construction and equipment ac-

counts 10,235,288.56

Advance to agents 3,000.00

Sundry advances 4,850.00

Advances to leased lines 78,107.23

Taxes and licenses 1,634,866.69

Fixed charges 8,065,623.71

Real estate purchased 115,173.41

27,017,383.14

Balance $429,957.93

R. B. SELFRIDGE, Treasurer.

The receipts from all sources for the year were $17,711,598.88:

cost of operationj licenses, taxes and fixed charges, $17,407,602.23.

showing a net profit of $303,996.65.

The gross receipts of your company show a considerable in-
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crease as compared with last year. The expenses of operation

have been heavier, owing principally to the relaying of consider-

able mileage with the heavy girder rail, to the increase in the

number of cars operated, to the additional cost of heating all

cars in operation and to the thorough overhauling of all cars

and snow equipment, and the heavy increase in the payments of

accidents settled.

There was built during the year 7.37 miles of new tracks,

being extensions to existing lines and the tracks in the subway
from Twenty-Ninth Street to Fifteenth Street.

During the year 42 miles of track were relaid with the new
heavy rail (141 lbs. to the yard), these tracks being on streets

wdiere the traffic is heavy.

The total trackage of your system is 563 miles.

The tracks of the Darby & Yeadon Railway Company running

from Sixty-Fifth and Kingsessing Avenue to Darby are in course

of construction, and when completed will give you a second rail-

way into Darby.

That section of the Market Street subway from the bridge

over the Schuylkill River to Fifteenth Street was opened for

traffic Dec. 15, 1905, by the placing in operation of certain of the

surface cars through the subway.

The steel work on the Market Street elevated structure is all

erected, and the work of cementing the deck of same and the

laying of the rails is progressing rapidly.

The large terminal buildings, car houses, inspection shops, etc.,

for the Market Street Elevated Road are nearing completion.

The power generating plant to operate the elevated and sub-

way and to furnish additional power for increase on the surface

lines is in progress of erection at Laurel and Delaware Ave-
nue, and by November one machine of 6000 kw capacity should

be in operation. There has been added to the power generating

machinery during the year 6600 kw ; the total capacity of all

your power plants is 48,025 kw.

Car equipment has been added as rapidly as cars are received

from the builders, and there are still on order a large number of

cars. The snow equipment has been entirely overhauled, and a

large number of the small motors replaced by improved and
heavier ones.

The following amount of paving has been maintained by the

company during the year

:

Square Yards
Belgian block 4,318,918

Asphalt 1,509,829

Macadam 499,072

Brick 344,814

Cobble 27,699

This paving has been maintained in addition to the payments
of $1,075,216.57, being licenses and taxes paid and accrued to the

city and State.

On Oct. 1, 1905. there fell due an issue of $132,100 of 7 per

cent bonds of the West End Passenger Railway Company; these

bonds were extended for thirty years at 4 per cent per annum.
On April 1, 1906. there fell due an issue of $246,000 West

Philadelphia Passenger Railway 6 per cent bonds ; these bonds
were extended for fifty years at 3^2 per cent.

FIRST ELECTRIC TRAIN INTO NEW YORK OVER NEW
YORK CENTRAL LINES

On Sunday, Sept. 30, the first electric train was run from High
Bridge to the Grand Central Station, New York, passing en route

through the Park Avenue tunnel. The party that made the trip

was composed of engineers and railroad men. They gathered at

High Bridge to enter the train, made up of two private cars

and five Pullman coaches, drawn by electric engine No. 3406. The
unofficial time of the run for the 7

T
-J miles is given as 18 minutes.

W: J. Wilgus, vice-president of the New York Central, acted as

motorman. The forward and the second car carried the guests of
the railroad, who had been invited to witness the test. Among
them were: A. H. Smith, general manager of the road: O. F.

Smith, general superintendent ; J. F. Deems, general superinten-
dent of motive power; Bion J. Arnold, Frank J. Sprague and Ed-
ward B. Katte, electrical engineers of the electrification corps

; J.

H. Hoist, Azel Ames, Jr., Victor Spangberg, W. H. Knowlton.
G. A. Berry and G. A. Harwood, of the construction department ;

J. Carstensen, vice-president; E. C. Carter, chief engineer of the

Chicago & Northwestern Railroad; C. Loom is Allen, vice-presi-

dent of the Mohawk Valley Railroad, and E. W. Rice, (i. H. Hill,

J. R. Lovejoy, A. F. Batcheller, F. D. Priest and H. B. Dawks,
of the General Electric Company.

STREET RA1EWAY JOURNAL.
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A BOSTON-NEW YORK PROJECT

The latest long-distance electric railway to be projected in the

East is the Boston & New York Electric Railroad. Announce-

ment of the plan to build a line between the cities named in the

title of the company was made in Boston last week. S. D.

Reynolds, 35 Congress Street, Boston, made the formal announce-

ment regarding the project. He estimates the cost of the road

and its equipment at about $20,000,000, and said there would be

no difficulty whatever in securing the necessary funds. He was

not at liberty to define the proposed route beyond the boundaries

of Massachusetts, except to say that the line would tap Provi-

dence and the other important business centers of Rhode Island

and Connecticut. While it is not the intention to pass through

the centers of the larger cities, it is proposed to have branch

lines from them to connect with the main road and thereby per-

mit them to enjoy all the benefits that the new line is expected

to give. While nothing definite has been decided upon as to a

schedule of rates, assurances are given that they will be con-

siderably lower than those now charged by the steam line. The
road will be double tracked its entire length, will run on pri-

vate right of way, be entirely fenced in and bridged at every

street and railroad crossing so as to eliminate all grade cross-

ings. The route is the shortest possible between terminal points,

the distance being 190 miles, as against 233 by way of the "Shore

line" and 213 by way of Willirriantic and Middletown.

The new organization presents the following list of well-

known capitalists and business men, who have made application

to the Board of Railroad Commissioners for a certificate to show

that a public exigency exists for the construction of such a road:

A. B. Leach, of South Orange, N. J., of A. B. Leach & Com-
pany (formerly Farson, Leach & Company), investment securi-

ties, of New York, Chicago, Boston and Philadelphia
; James G.

Campbell, of South Orange, N. J., of A. B. Leach & Company

;

William O. Blaney, of Boston, president of the Commercial

National Bank; Elwyn G. Preston, of Woburn, Mass., treasurer

of the R. H, White Company, formerly secretary of the Boston

Chamber of Commerce ; S. W. Reynolds, of Brookline, vice-

president of the Tezlutian Copper Mining & Smelting Company,
and formerly president of the Mexican Central Railway Com-
pany, Ltd. ; Harry M. Howard, of Brookline, of the Eastern

Leather Company ; Edward C. Sherburne, of Boston, of the

Boston Plate & Window Glass Company ; James M. W. Hall, of

Cambridge, of Hall Lumber Company, director of the National

Bank of the Republic ; Theodore N. Vail, of Lyndonville, Vt,
director of the American Telephone Company, chairman of the

board of directors of La Capital Traction Company, owning an

electric railway in Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic.

PURCHASE OF THE PECKHAM BUSINESS BY THE NEW
YORK CAR & TRUCK COMPANY

The New York Car & Truck Company, of Kingston. N. Y., has

purchased the entire plant of the Peckham Manufacturing^Com-
pany, together with all patent rights.

It will manufacture the Peckham system of single trucks, me-
dium and high-speed double trucks, as well as rotary snow plows.

The following gentlemen comprise the board of directors : E.

R. Thomas, president Brockville, Westport & Northwestern
Railway; E. R. Chapman, vice-president Alabama Iron & Steel

Company ; O. F. Thomas, banker ; Frederick Steigerwald, presi-

dent Lyons Sugar Refining Company, and Aleck Thompson, late

president Republic Iron & Steel Company. It will be seen that

the personnel of the company is such as to place it in a position

to carry out its contracts in full and to assure prompt delivery of

trucks, snow plows and supply parts.

The company also announces that Warren L. Boyer, formerly

with the Peckham Manufacturing Company, has been engaged as

superintendent of the works of the new company at Kingston,

N. Y. Mr. Boyer is well known to street railway engineers

throughout the country as a contributor to the Street Railway
Journal on various engineering topics.

" MINNEAPOLIS " GATES AS A MEANS OF PREVENTING
ACCIDENTS

Mayor Dunne, of Chicago, after a visit to Minneapolis, was so

impressed with the gates used on the cars of the Twin City

Rapid Transit Company that he made inquiry as to their efficacy

in avoiding accidents. He has received a report from the Twin
City Rapid Transit Company to the effect that although the

gates are considered a nuisance by some passengers, only 259

persons were injured in getting on and off cars in 1904, whereas

in 1894, with no gates and half as many passengers, the number
of such accidents was 1655.

+++

IMPORTANT LINE ANNOUNCEMENT AT TACOMA

The Tacoma Railway & Power Company and the Puget

Sound Electric Company will build an interurban railway con-

necting Tacoma, Puyallup, Sumner and Orting, the work to

begin just as soon as the franchises can be secured. The line

between Puyallup and Sumner will be built first, and will be

connected with the present Puyallup-Tacoma line until the line

running out of the valley from the end of Puyallup Avenue can

be constructed. Manager Dimmock says the company has been

preparing for this announcement for about a year, by purchasing

rights of way and laying out the line. Work, he says, would

have been under way long ago had it not been for the large

amount of other work that had to be done first. The material

for the Puyallup-Sumner part of the line is here and all other

material has been ordered. It is intended to maintain a service

something like the Renton-Seattle service, two cars to the train,

and as the road runs through a private right of way, high speed

will be allowable. The line will be 21 miles long. Between

Puyallup and Orting, via Sumner, it is said the road will be one

of the most beautiful in the West. It crosses and recrosses the

Puyallup River, and there is always an imposing view of the

mountains. The line between Tacoma and Puyallup will follow

the interurban until it has crossed the Puyallup River. The
course is then almost straight up the valley to Puyallup.

CONVENTION OF THE COLORADO ELECTRIC LIGHT,

POWER & RAILWAY ASSOCIATION

The fourth annual convention of the Colorado Electric Light,

Power & Railway Association was held at Denver, Sept. 18, 19

and 20. The first session was called to order at 11:20 Tuesday
morning. President FreuaufT stated in his address that the as-

sociation had now in this its fourth year an active membership of

thirty-two companies and an associate membership of thirty-two.

The recent amendment to the bylaws whereby companies from

adjoining States could come in has served to cause several such

companies to join the association. At 2 p. m. E. P. Dillon, of

Colorado Springs, read a paper on "Transformer Testing and

Line Records for Transformers." Following this, W. A. Carter,

ot Denver, read a paper on the "Use of Polyphase Motors in Out-

lying Districts," in which he described some changes from direct

to alternating-current service recently made in some parts of

Denver. The remainder of the session was taken up with a dis-

cussion of the questions in the Question Box.

Wednesday morning was largely devoted to illuminating en-

gineering. On Wednesday afternoon C. C. Chapelle, of Denver,

read a paper on "Steam Turbines," and the Question Box was

then taken up for the remainder of the session. After adjourn-

ment the Denver City Tramway Company placed a car at the

disposal of the visitors for the purpose of taking them to its

power station in the northern part of the city.

Thursday morning the Question Box was again taken up.

After an extended discussion of the questions a paper on "Volt-

age Regulation" was presented by Leonard Wilson, of Denver,

which gave a comprehensive review of the methods of voltage

regulation used on alternating-current circuits. A. M. Ballou,

of Denver, gave a paper on "Water Type Lightning Arresters,"

describing a novel practice of the Denver City Tramway Com-
pany in placing a tank lightning arrester on each car to be cut

in during severe thunderstorms. This paper is published in ab-

stract elsewhere in this issue.

On Thursday afternoon a brief session was held to elect of-

ficers and hear the reports of committees. The following

officers were elected on recommendation of the nominating

committee: President, George B. Tripp, of Colorado Springs;

vice-president, W. G. Matthews, of Denver; secretary and

treasurer, John F. Dostal, of Denver. Executive Commit-

tee—The officers and F. W. Frueauff and John A. Beeler, of

Denver. Finance Committee—John F. Vail, of Pueblo; William

Mayher, of Greely, and E. P. Dillon, of Colorado Springs. Mem-
bership Committee—J. W. Stearns, of Denver; F. C. Webber,

of Leadville, and M. T. Morrell, of Golden. Advisory Com-
mittee—W. J. Barker, of Denver; Irving Hale, of Denver; L.

M. Cargo, of Denver ; W. T. Wallace, of Canon City, and V. D.

Sickman.
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PRESIDENT MELLEN OF N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. EXPLAINS

TROLLEY SALE IN ANNUAL REPORT

In presenting the annual report of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad, made public Wednesday, Sept. 26, Presi-

dent Mellen of the company made the following interesting ref-

erence to the sale by the company of its electric railway interests

in Massachusetts, to which reference has been made before in

the Street Railway Journal :

Owing to opposition in Massachusetts to the ownership by

this company of the securities of certain street railway compa-

nies in that State, a sale was made on June 25, 1906, of all of

such securities (except those of the Worcester & Webster

and Webster & Dudley Street Railway Companies, which

are also held under lease approved by the properly constituted

authorities of the State) .to a voluntary association known as

the New England Investment & Security Company. Promissory

notes were given for the payment of a sum equivalent to the

cost of such securities and the association issued its common and

preferred shares to a banking house in sufficient amount under

contract of sale to pay said notes as the shares are disposed of.

Hereafter the interest of the Consolidated Railway Company
will be limited to the securing of payment of the notes which

were given for the securities sold and to limiting its liability

upon its indorsement upon the preferred shares of the associa-

tion. An option of call at 105 upon said preferred shares was

given in consideration of the endorsement of the same, and it is

believed the association will within a reasonable time develop

sufficient financial strength to enable such call to be exercised

and such endorsement to be canceled. The securities were ac-

quired in the hope and opinion that the union of the lines in

question into one company through the construction of certain

connecting links and feeders which were under consideration,

would have developed sufficient earning capacity and economy of

operation to have made the securities desirable investments. It

was useless, however, to continue the investments and be the

target of attack and misrepresentation that would have been the

result, and it was thought better to retire without loss than en-

gage even in successful litigation for a profit that at the best

was only prospective.

PERSONAL MENTION

MR. FRANK W. CURTIS, formerly with the Rhode Island

Locomotive Works, has been appointed general sales manager
of the New York Car & Truck Company, with his headquarters

at 29 Broadway, New York.

MR. H. BALUSS has been appointed general superintendent

of the Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth Railroad, succeed-

ing Mr. H. E. Sawyer, resigned. Mr. Baluss will also assume
the duties of freight and passenger agent.

MR. F. H. FROELICH, for several years chief engineer of

the Patrick Hirsh Company, of Toledo, has opened an office at

309 St. Clair Building, that city, and will follow his profession

of consulting and mechanical engineer. Portions of the Toledo
& Indiana Railway and the partly constructed Toledo, Ann Arbor
& Detroit were built under Mr. Froelich's direction.

MR. JOHN B. COX, of the traction department of the British

Thomson-Houston Company, is enjoying a vacation of two
months in this country. He has been connected with the British

Thomson-Houston Company for the last six years, during which
he has been engaged in traction construction in France, Portugal
and England. Previous to going to Europe Mr. Cox was as-

sociated with the General Electric Company.
MR. N. McD. CRAWFORD, recently appointed first vice-

president in charge cf operation of the Indiana, Columbus &
Eastern Railway Company, has been making an inspection of the

roads under his charge. He was tendered a reception and din-

ner by citizens of Lima a few nights ago. Mr. Crawford will

relieve Mr. W. Kelsey Schoepf of a great bulk of his work in

the operation of the Schoepf properties in Ohio.

MR. CHARLES A. BARTON, superintendent of equipment
of the Worcester Consolidated Street Railway, has resigned to

become superintendent of motive power of the Rio Janeiro Street

Railway, Light & Power Company, of Rio Janeiro, Brazil, of

which company Mr. Frederick A. Huntress, formerly of Wor-
cester, is general manager. Mr. Barton has been connected with
the Worcester company twelve years. To fill the vacancy at

Worcester, Mr. A. J. McPherson has been promoted from fore-
man of the Market Street car shops.

MR. PHILIP FERDINAND KOBBE, director and assistant

secretary of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, died at his summer home at Stockbridge, Mass., on Friday,

Sept. 21, aged sixty-four years. Mr. Kobbe was one of the

pioneers in the electrical business, his efforts always having been

devoted to the financial end. In 1883 he was elected treasurer

of the United States Electric Lighting Company, which position

he held until 1890, when the United States Electric Lighting

Company was absorbed by the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company, at which time Mr. Kobbe was made treas-

urer of the latter company. In 1896 Mr. Kobbe was made vice-

president in addition to his duties as treasurer, and in 1902 he

became a director of the company. Mr. Kobbe was born in New
York, Oct. 24, 1842, and received his education in Germany.

MR. R. E. DANFORTH, general manager of the Rochester

Railway Company, has announced a number of changes in the

personnel of the company. Mr. J. W. Hicks, superintendent of

transportation, is now assistant general manager ; Mr. E. J. Wil-

coxen, former superintendent of Sodus Bay division, is trans-

portation superintendent, and Mr. B. C. Amesbury, who has

been supervisor of the Sodus Bay division, has been promoted to

the place left vacant by the appointment of Mr. Wilcoxen to his

new post. Mr. Hicks is the oldest employee of the company in

point of service, having been in its employ continuously for forty

years. He started with the company when he was seventeen

years old as a driver. Mr. Wilcoxen was with the Rochester &
Sodus Bay road during its construction and has been superin-

tendent since it was built. Before he came into the service of

the present company he was employed by the Wagner Palace

Car Company. Mr. Amesbury has also grown up with the com-
pany, having started in as a motorman several years ago. He
was for a time foreman of the track department of the Sodus

Bay division and later was made supervisor.

MR. WILLIAM WAMPLER has resigned from the New
York Car & Truck Company, successor to the Peckham Manu-
facturing Company, to accept a position with the American Loco-

motive Company, in charge of sales of electric trucks. He will

supervise the exhibit of the company at the Columbus conven-

tion. Previously Mr. Wampler acted as New York representa-

tive of the Stuart-Howland Company, of Boston, dealers in

electrical supplies and specialties. Mr. Wampler, who is thirty-

eight years of age and a native of Crawford County, Pa., has

had an experience of sixteen years in electric railway work. His

first connection with the business was with the roads in Pitts-

burg, and before he left that city he was a division superinten-

dent. Then for a year and a half he was mechanical superin-

tendent of the Union Railway Company, of New York, but

resigned that position to accept that of master mechanic of the

Atlantic Avenue Railway Company, of Brooklyn, now a part of

the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company. He continued with

this company till 1894 when lie accepted the position of superin-

tendent of rolling stock and equipment of the Union Traction

Company, of Philadelphia, which at the time had 2800 complete

car equipments. He remained with that company four years. In

1898 he joined the forces of the Peckham Manufacturing Com-
pany, for whom he served as general sales agent. Mr. Wampler
is widely and favorably known in the electric railway field.

PROF. DUGALD CALEB JACKSON, of the University of

Wisconsin, has been called to the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology to become the head of the course in electrical engi-

neering. He is to fill the chair left vacant two vears ago by the

resignation of Prof. Louis Duncan. The chair has been tempo-

rarily filled by Prof. Clifford, who will continue at his post until

the beginning of the second term, when Prof. Jackson will

begin active duty. Prof. Jackson was born in Kennet Square, Pa.,

in 1865. In 1885 he was graduated from the Pennsylvania State

College, and continued his studies further in a two years' gradu-

ate course in electrical engineering at Cornell. For two years he

was vice-president of the Western Engineering Company, of

Lincoln, Neb. Then he became affiliated with the Edison Com-
pany's interests as assistant chief engineer o^ the Sprague Elec-

tric Railway & Motor Company. Later he became chief engi-

neer of the central district of the Edison General Electric Com-
pany. During this period he designed, built and operated many
of the largest electric railway and lighting plants in the West.

He is now advising engineer for several large corporations. He
was a member of the international jury of the World's Colum-
bian Exposition in 1803, and was also a member of the Associa-

tion of Scientists at the Pan-American Exposition in 190T. He
is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers, of the Societe Internationale

des Electriciens, and of many other scientific societies.
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TABLE OF OPERATING STATISTICS
Notice These statistics will be carefully revised from month to month, upon information received from the companies direct, or from official sources.

The table should be used in connection with our Financial Supplement " American Street Railway Investments," which contains the annual operating

reports to the ends of the various financial years. Similar statistics in regard to roads not reporting are solicited by the editors. * Including taxes,

t Deficit.

AKRON, O.
Northern Ohio Tr. is

Light Co

CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
Illinois Traction Co.

CHARLESTON, S. C.

Charleston Cons. Ry
Gas & Elec. Co

CHICAGO, ILL.
Aurora, Elgin & Chi

cago Ry. Co

Chicago & Milwaukee
Elec. R. R. Co..

CLEVELAND, O.
Cleveland, Painesville

& Eastern R. R. Co

Cleveland & South=
western Traction Co

Lake Shore Electri

DAVENPORT, IA.

Tri City Ry. & Lt. Co

DETROIT, MICH.
Detroit United Ry

DULUTH, MINN.
Duluth St. Ry. Co.

EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

East St. Louis & Su=
burban Co

FT. WAYNE, 1ND.
Ft. Wayne & Wabash
Valley Tr. Co

FT. WORTH, TEX
Northern Texas Tr. Co

GALVESTON, TEX.
Galveston Elec. Co

GREENSBURG, PA.
Pittsburg, McKees
port & Greensburg
Ry. Co

Aim., '(Hi

" '05
" '06

100,402

102,71

7

075,002
028,245

50,200

51,585
32s,5oi
:<,imi :,(r_

13.5,70 s

122
141,465
301,382

lii7,oso

67,838
530, 3s7

:.i 17.07

1

04,85(1

55,540
41 8,203
347,73s

'.17,124

87,645
473,31
414,27

1 »:»,o57

I Hi, 545
659 023
583,837

576,813
511,04

3, s 10, 754
3,365,01 1

75,47(1

64,461
431,7ms

1M1.S27

87,287
619,126
5(17,421

106.

93,855
604,146
520,(114

OW

July '06 81,758
'05 59,874
'06 757,620
'05 615,949

July '06 33,441
'05 27,664
'06 202,300
'05 260,829

Aug. '06 26,324
'05 23,160
'06 140,422
'05 123,487

53,

50,210
361,28
336.1.-.

'
I
10 055

* 100,(100

1,053.200
*S30,062

36,147
31,540
10S.S55

17(1,750

64,07
55,470

232,402
203,07 1

35,615
25,181

212,804
150 000

29,

2.30,20s

200.47S

*45,7SO
*40

*272,Mls
*23s,OI7

83,765
70,872

410,887
37(1,522

*327,
*281,865
2.252.705
2,MM 1 ,572

32,0011

30,(137

224,466
107,502

67,11
50,322

370.563
320,826

*4S,21M
*.35,124

*407.450
*357,30'

*17,472
* 15.24S

*lsl,S20
*

1
'.ID 535

56,303

52,508
313.721
202,004

I 30, SI 1

111,334
.84.3.25s

600,003

20,143
2M.045

120
126,740

70,826

66,857
208,072
187,408

71,474
42,657

323,403
107,005

17,058

1 3,563
82,600

31,5(12

26,258

I 78,065

51,343

46,
"

201,203
175,:

50,20 2

45,673
248,136
213,315

42,48(1

34,424
207,242
171,701

55,561

51,147
204.613
300.021

33,540

24,750
200.1 711

258.557

15.060

12,417
110,570
70,204

22.007
23,207

18 1,601

184,131

13,017

13,267

77.051

78.351

20.2 11

132.025
107.05s

7,126
6,778

51,600
48,306

45,887
42,553
100,210

20,428
20.

142.852

1 42,828

92,3
756,2
736,2

30.0 15

26.45(1

58,441
32.530

1 52

137
810,753

627,

24,603
17.063
84,313
5.3.761

HANCOCK, MICH.
Houghton Countv St

Ry. Co

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Kansas City Ry. &
Lt. Co

LEEC HBURG, PA.
Pittsburg & Alleghany
Valley Ry. Co

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Milwaukee Elec. Ry
& Lt. Co

4,167
4,167

50,000
35,~"

12 030
10,758
64.405
65,318

23 607

14,812
170,801
144 536

NEW ORLEANS, LA
New Orleans Rv. &
Lt. Co

PEEKSKILL, N. Y.|
Peekskill Lt. & R.R
Co

ST. LOUIS, MO.
United Railways Co.
of St. Louis

TERRE HAUTE, IND.
Terre Haute Tr. &
Lt. Co

TOLEDO, O.
Toledo Rys. & Lt. Co

22.0OI

21,301

212,707
166,340

65.205

57,431
440,014
383.167

51

47,003
561.564
459,1

(60 022
4.33.672

,395,
,268.055

325.342
277

2,302
2.1(16,708

60,724
454,058
370,207

522,050
435,105

3,077,.--

2,606.575

300,278
262,(100

2,704.048
2,443,

433,457
358,375

3 776,377

14.83

12.157
05,265
80,068

706.561
751,810

5.00 1. 040
5,524.750

56,41
618,807
57M.01

171,004
1,143,471
1.007 7ss

5(1,253

40,637
386,411
316,131

'32,480
*26,S27

* 352, 311

*286,49J

*207,0I(
*2 11,5,8:

h-820,7
I 1

('737,481

150,008

124,

1,137,037
1,034.355

27.071
24,265
177,801

170,746

187,053
1,450.5(10

1,226

15,8,415

136,100
1.686,760

1,531,038

251
215,070

2,056,084

6,137
40,538
(0,385

0,088
8,308

68,253

2, 1 53

14.052

16,704
62,603
67,036

18,677
21,080

200.252

202,006
102,000
575.173
530,575

175,334
152,853

1,165,646

I 072,353

52,007
45,450

277,157
226,461

248.052
.627,050
370,005

18 1,626

1 43,305
1,710,303

6,020

45,727
.34,583

'('403,226

*447,915
*3,711,270 2,270,770
*3,50S,768 1,025,001

3 33,678
*3M,()37

('373 330

*37.401
*35.051

1 800

*S0,(i46

*84,S73
*50s,40:

*54s,010

26,850

26,374
245,567
210,224

38,700

20,941
287,162
207,000

01,323
87,121

544.070
510,17s

3,010

3,732
46,123
41,085

7,602

8,783
00.274
102,055

03.273
79,677

697
600.00 1

31.163
23,636

207,834
105,400

50,4 30
35.

434,240
267,

163,617

,241,353

6,079

4,576
22,130

t39,833

10,085

12,297
100.077
70,580

82,061

73,176
467,778
463,349

20,904
21,823
60.323
61,052

172,213
144,844
852,422
680,403

82,435
90,341
673.030
615,401

108,026
108,840

I 5S5 27

1

I 503.017

11,523
10,554

131,311
120,034

105,300

105,055
604,405
332,07 1

15,327

15,820
114,256
113,291

24,443
10,194
112.705

48,538
44,015
248,473
222,257
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Ottr Convention Souvenir Issue

Our convention issue this year differs from any which we

have published in previous years in that it takes up analyti-

cally the practice of the electric railways in a special section

of the country, rather than in one city. The national asso-

ciation, in arranging the program for the Columbus conven-

tion, has made the subject of interurban railway practice

—

particularly in the States of Ohio, Indiana and Southern

Michigan—the key note of the meeting. For this reason,

our convention issue this year is devoted to interurban rail-

way practice—not 111 the way of publishing descriptions of

interurban lines, but in summarizing the methods of twenty-

six different roads in construction and operation, in this

analysis it has been impossible, of course, to cover the entire

range of interurban practice within the covers of a single

issue of this paper. A selection of subjects had, therefore,

to be made, and this was done by the inclusion of the follow-

ing topics
: Way and way matters, rolling stock design and

equipment, generation and transmission of power, lines and

cables, car houses, schedules, speeds, limited service, fares,

freight and express, interurban railway economics, and par-

ticulars of the apparatus used in the territory under examin-

ation.

It was manifestly impossible to include all of the inter-

urban roads in this district in the investigation, and a selec-

tion of roads, as well as of subjects, had to be made. In

choosing the twenty-six roads treated in the tables and the

text, the publishers realize that they have omitted many im-

portant roads whose methods are well worthy of attention

and study. But our space did not permit us to take all, and
in making a choice, certain systems in Ohio, Indiana and
Southern Michigan were selected which were considered to

be typical and representative of all departments. All of the

roads covered in the convention issue were personally vis-

ited by the editors of this paper for the purpose of securing

the data upon which the tables and conclusions are based.

It will be noticed that the analyses in the text are largely

based on groups of roads. For instance, the practices in

Ohio, Indiana and Michigan have been treated more or less

independently, and in the tables a further division of the

roads into groups has been made in the case of the Ohio
properties. This treatment has been followed for several

reasons. Primarily, the territory to be covered is so exten-

sive that a grouping of roads was thought advisable, both for

the convenience of the compiler and the reader, and that by

States seemed the most logical and natural. This treatment

also serves to bring out the fact that the development of

interurban work has been from certain centers out into the

adjoining territory, and is almost comparable to the en-

larging circles on a body of water. We find, therefore, con-

siderable similarity in practices among the roads around each

center, the differences growing more pronounced as we get

away from the centers of the circles. And, as the methods
of different States are taken up, the differences become more
pronounced. These variations are particularly noticeable in

such matters as handling freight and express, schedules, lim-

ited service, rates of fare, despatching, etc. For this investi-

gation, seventeen roads were selected in Ohio, seven in

Indiana and two in Michigan.

Of course, Columbus, as the convention city, will be of

special interest, and one chapter has been devoted to a de-

scription of the city system, and another to an account of the
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operating practices of one of the latest interurban roads

extending out of that city. The city system of Columbus is

a prosperous one, and will be found well worthy of study by

the convention delegates next week. It possesses additional

interest from the fact that it is historical ground from an

electric railway standpoint. It was on the Columbus system,

in 1887, that the late Professor Sidney H. Short, then a com-

paratively recent graduate of the Ohio University, con-

structed about two miles of electric road on his original series

system. This was one of the first Short trolley lines, and,

while the series system did not prove as desirable as the

parallel method of power distribution for electric railways,

this early road excited great interest at the time, and can

logically be regarded as the progenitor of the vast system of

interurban lines which center in Columbus.

In the chapter of the convention issue, following the de-

scription of the Scioto Valley system, a brief outline is

published of the district and the roads treated. The maps

presented of various sections showing the interurban railway

systems have been prepared largely from original sources,

and are believed to be as nearly accurate as is possible, in

view of the many changes that are constantly taking place in

interurban development in this territory. In the fifty-two

plates of half-tone engravings will be found many interest-

ing views illustrating different phases of interurban work.

In arranging these illustrations, the endeavor has been made

to group the views, in so far as possible, so as to set forth

clearly and "comparatively the latest ideas with regard to

each subject treated.

It may not be out of place to say a word about the part that

the manufacturers and supply houses have played in supply-

ing the needs of the interurban systems of the Central West.

The unprecedented development of these systems has brought

to the front many problems calling for special materials and

apparatus in every phase of the work, and the manufacturers

and supply houses, as well as the railway companies, may
well feel proud of the results that have been secured in

the Central West. A note on this point should also per-

haps here be inserted by way of explanation. In handling

the subject matter of our convention issue, no attempt has

been made to mention every item of equipment used on every

road, and, in fact, scant reference has been made to trade

names. This omission is due not to any lack of appreciation,

but primarily to the lack of space, and also to the impossi-

bility of doing justice to all in the space available.

We believe our convention issue this year is something

more than the current issue of a weekly publication, and,

whatever its shortcomings, will be used as a comprehensive

treatise and book of reference for some time to come. So

far as we know, it is the most complete practical handbook

on interurban practice that has yet been attempted.

Rolling Stock Design and Equipment

While the latest practice in rolling stock design among the

interurban roads of Ohio, Indiana and Southern Michigan

presents many points of similarity, there are differences

equally as wide which do not seem to be entirely warranted

by the existing conditions. In fact, a study of the rolling

stock of the territory under consideration indicates that, as in

other branches of the work, standards in design are by no

means entirely settled. The interurban electric railway is so

modern that it is not surprising that the best type of car for

limited and local service should not have been absolutely de-

termined, and the article on this subject in our convention

issue indicates changes in sentiment and opinion even during

the five or ten years in which interurban railroads have been

in use as to the proper length of cars, the most desirable

kinds of seats, and in many other points. In certain direc-

tions, on the other hand, there has been an easily recognized

unanimity of opinion, and here there is an indisputable ap-

proach toward steam railroad practice.

One of the first points of difference between the interurhan

and the city car which strikes attention, outside of dimen-

sions and external appearance, is the height of the floor above

the rail. The necessity for a high-speed truck has forced

up the car floor fractions of an inch at a time, and has

deepened the step until the floor has reached the height

standard in steam practice. This has resulted in increasing

the height of the first step above the rail to more than

double that of the horse car, which was considered to be as

high as it could possibly be made with comfort to passengers

and without actually cutting down the patronage. This sub-

ject has recently attracted the attention of the New York

State Association, by which an attempt has been made to

standardize certain heights for each of the different steps.

A comparison of this standard with those used in the roads

in the Central West will show that the New York standard

is not used on any of the roads under consideration, where a

low riser, or no riser at all, is used between the platform and

the car floor, and where several companies have adopted the

three-step idea. It should be remembered, however, that the

Ohio and Indiana cars are designed for longer runs and

higher speeds than the majority of those in New York State,

so that a difference of conditions prevails, and that there is

not the same necessity for keeping down the car-body or

avoiding the use of three steps to the platform. Another

point which strikes the observer in this connection is that

the heights of the car floors above the rail range from 26 l/2
ins. to 54 ins., with possibly a majority in the neighborhood

of, though not exactly at, 40 ins., and that the highest cars

are not always the longest, showing that the evolutio'n is not

yet complete.

A more serious variation in dimensions, so far as practical

service is concerned, is in the width over all, and to this the

interurban railway managers of the Central West have de-

voted a great deal of consideration. As shown in the table,

these widths vary from 8 ft. 1 in. to 9 ft., and the narrower

dimensions have been adopted, as explained in the text, be-

cause of the narrow devil strips between the city tracks in the

terminal cities in which the cars run. This variation has

formed such an obstacle to the operation of through cars

that upon occasions, when wide foreign cars have occa-

sionally been run over roads with narrow devil strips, the

expedient has been adopted of mounting the car-body a few

inches off center to allow the cars to pass. It seems difficult

to introduce any reform in this direction, because such a

step would necessitate a change in the location of the

city tracks, which would not only be very expensive, but

would require permission from the city authorities, and this

exemplifies one instance only of the difficulties under which

the interurban managers in Ohio and Indiana have labored.

The tables show, however, certain directions in which

.more uniform practice might be adopted to advantage, and

this is perhaps especially manifest in the choice of wheel
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diameters. Speaking broadly, there is no reason why a uni-

form wheel diameter should not be used upon all of these

cars; yet we find this dimension ranging from 33 ins. to 39

ins. The larger diameter wheel was evidently adopted to

secure more easy running, but it is doubtful whether the ad-

vantages to be gained by it are not lost in other ways. Thus,

one road uses a 33-in. cast-iron wheel with a weight of 450

lbs., while a steel-tired, 39-in. wheel used elsewhere weighs

900 lbs., adding 100 per cent to the cost and weight to be

accelerated. Apparently, too, no final decision has been

reached as to the metal best suited to the wheel for interur-

ban work, for cast iron is still decidedly holding its own,

though the steel-tired and the solid-steel wheel are very

much in evidence. It is evident also that the light flange in

use on ordinary street traffic has been found to be inadequate

to the interurban work with heavy cars, for we find a varia-

tion of depth of flange from Y\ in. to 1 5-16 ins., a thickness

of flange from % in. to i
1
/^ ins., and a width of tread from

zy2 ins. to 4>4 ins. These dimensions are, of course, set

largely by the type of rail used in the city tracks, but the

Central Electric Railway Association has recently recom-

mended as standard a tread of 3 ins. and a flange Ji in. deep

and 1 3-16 ins. thick. At present the table shows no apparent

consistency so far as actual strength of wheel flange is con-

cerned, for we find a J^-in. flange under a 32-ton car in one

instance and one of ij4 his. under a 35-ton car.

A final point of interest .in connection with the wheels is

the estimated life that is given. This ranges from 40,000

miles for a cast-iron wheel to 350,000 for one with a steel

tire. Even taking the life of a cast wheel at 50,000 miles,

the difference is seven to one in favor of the steel, a point that

cannot fail to attract attention wherever renewals and the

service of a car is of value. The probability is that if an-

other review of this subject upon these same roads were to be

made five years from now, we would find a much greater

uniformity of practice, and that the striking variations to

which attention has been called will have passed away as the

result of intervening experiences.

Coming now to the electrical equipment, we find that four-

motor equipments are practically universal, and that there is

a decided tendency toward the adoption of multiple-unit con-

trollers. This method of control has been selected evidently

not for its primary object of ability to couple the cars into

trains, but almost entirely owing to the fact that the circuits

are broken by contactors under the car, and the danger from

controller burn-outs is eliminated. So far, the use of the

multiple-unit controller has not had the effect of running the

cars in trains, principally on account of the difficulty en-

countered in city service, but whether this will prove a bar

in the future is another question.

Line Construction for Railway Transmissions

Our analysis of railway transmission practice throws con-

siderable light on the subject of high-tension power trans-

mission in general. The common practice of carrying the

high-tension feeders on the same poles which support the

trolley wire removes the pole line itself from special consid-

eration, its spacing and dimensions being determined rather

with reference to the trolley structure and heavy low-tension

feeders than according to the requirements of the high-ten-

sion circuits. The occasional deviations from this rule of

common use of the pole lines are mainly due to the necessity

of dodging local difficulties in the way of crowded streets and

large shade trees. The high-tension lines themselves pre-

sent considerable variations in general arrangement. Per-

haps the greatest variation from special transmission prac-

tice lies in the spacing of the lines. The ordinary railway

transmission by reason of the common use of poles for

several purposes allows less space between wires than is gen-

erally found desirable. All high-tension line work has suf-

fered from too close adherence to the old precedents set by

telegraph and telephone lines with their multiplicity of light

wires. Of course, it is possible to operate with 10,000 volts

to 15,000 volts even on the old 14-in. spacing, but as expe-

rience has been gained in high-voltage work, the spacing has

gradually increased, for various reasons. So far as mere

striking distance is concerned, moderate spacing is suffi-

cient, even taking surging into consideration. It is found,

however that a widely spaced line is much safer from acci-

dents than one laid out on less liberal principles. Twigs

blown from trees would many times shut down a line with

18-in. spacing, where one with 36-inch spacing would escape,

and the same principle holds for various other casual sources

of short circuiting.

It is well, therefore, that railway practice is changing, as

we have pointed out, in the direction of wider spacing. With

respect to the location of the wires upon the poles, most

roads adhere to the usual triangular construction. Some re-

cent lines have put all the wires in the same horizontal plane,

however, acting on the principle that the advantages of the

other arrangements are largely theoretical. So far as railway

transmission goes, the electrical difference between the two

arrangements is probably negligible, and in so far the change

in construction is quite justified. There is, however, a con-

siderable practical gain in the triangular arrangement with

the vertex up in immunity from short circuits. A flat rank

of wires at the top of the pole affords altogether too good a

chance for the lodgment of things that will produce short

circuits. The same things would often fall through the tri-

angular arrangement without holding an arc long enough to

do any material damage. At the voltages commonly used in

railway transmissions the triangular spacing with not less

than 3 ft. between wires would seem to be generally advisable,

and 4 ft. is safer than 3 ft. As regards the pole material, it

is worth noting that pins on these systems are exclusively

wooden ; in the later lines, extra long, and treated with in-

sulating material. This is in general good practice, although

very many lines are now built with steel pins, and for that

matter, with steel poles. The railway transmission systems

here considered use, however, exceptionally small con-

ductors and rather moderate voltages. The mechanical and

electrical strains are therefore rather small, and there is no

need of insulators too massive to be readily supported on

wooden pins, and no very great strain due to the weight of

the lines themselves. There has been, therefore, no object in

going to steel construction, since the wooden one is amply

strong and possesses some advantages in the way of extra

insulation. The voltage of most of the railway transmis-

sion lines here considered is hardly high enough to bring up

the difficulty sometimes encountered by the disintegration of

wooden pins, even were they not treated. Apparently there

has been some little difficulty with burning, however, which
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may be expected, since few of the lines are specialized for

high voltage beyond the insulators and pins.

The modest voltage of most railway transmissions is quite

sufficient excuse for the lack of noticeable novelties in the

transmission work. Most of the voltages are under 20,000,

and so easily taken care of with very little specialization.

One hardly need expect any extraordinary difficulties below

40,000 volts or so, and hence unusual precautions are un-

necessary. Even in the matter of lightning protection noth-

ing out of the ordinary is recorded so far as the high-tension

lines are concerned. Altogether, power transmission at

20,000 volts or so has become so much of a commonplace

that it is rare to find novelties. The coming of a. c. railway

motors will probably bring high-voltage work into greater

prominence, and will doubtless produce plenty of engineering

novelties. For the present, transmission lines vary most in

the soundness of the mechanical design.

Standard Voltages for Transmission

Examination of the tables summarizing the practice of the

railway transmission plants shows a most extraordinary vari-

ation in the voltages employed. In considering this varia-

tion, we have indicated some of the causes which operated to

produce it. We are not over enthusiastic on the question of

standardization, for experience has often shown that people

get together and settle upon standards just about the time

that improvements come along and sweep the standards

away. Yet it is certainly desirable that there should be some

accepted course of practice in such a matter as transmission

voltages to facilitate the interchange of current when neces-

sary, if for no better reason. It certainly seems needless to

find eleven different transmission voltages on a total of

twenty-two transmission systems. The upward progress of

voltage on strictly railway transmissions has been rather

slow. As appears elsewhere in the discussion of this sub-

ject, most railways carry their transmission lines on the same

poles that also bear the trolley-wire supports and the low-

tension feeders. Such pole lines of necessity follow the rail-

way in its course through towns, and meet considerable

obstructions in the way of trees, to say nothing of frequent

objection to the stringing of high-tension wires. As a mat-

ter of fact, such objections are generally ill founded, since

transmission lines are, from the necessity of the case, con-

structed with especial care and with large factors of safety,

and very rarely have caused any trouble by breaking and fall-

ing upon other wires. When other wires break and fall, it

matters little whether they hit 5000 volts or 25,000 volts, and

experience shows that the most 'generally dangerous circuits

are those for arc lights, which run all over a city at small

elevation and through an indefinite number of trees. But a

feeling of caution has certainly kept railway transmission

down to exceptionally low figures as compared with others

installed for work over similar distances.

Transmissions for interurban railways are, upon the whole,

rather above the average in length, and naturally call for high

voltage. The extreme difficulty of getting a clear, straight-

away line while utilizing the trolley poles is the limiting

factor. This, more than anything else, accounts for the com-

mon use of pressures as low as from 10,000 volts to 13,500

volts. The variation through this range really marks the

successive improvements in high-voltage generators, and the

upper limit is at the present time safe and conservative.

There is little object in using raising transformers at this

pressure, and for the work of roads of moderate length it is

sufficient and particularly easy to operate. When a great

system is to be considered, requiring for economy the trans-

mission of power 20 miles to 40 miles from the generating

stations, and in emergencies even more, these moderate

means are insufficient. General transmission practice indi-

cates that after leaving voltages which can be generated

directly it is good policy to go well up in the scale, certainly

into the region between 30,000 volts and 40,000 volts, unless

there are specific reasons to the contrary. There are fifty or

more American plants working at above 30,000 volts, and

their experience has been altogether favorable. Fully half

this number are working at above 40,000 volts with excellent

results. Whenever an independf pole line can be used

so as to give a line that can r°auily be kept clear there is

no good reason why railway transmission should not be

pushed as high as any other. Nobody has now or at any

time paid much attention to the A. I. E. E. so-called stan-

dards of 10,000, 15,000 and 20,000 at the receiving end of

the line, the actual tendency being, perhaps on account of

the 10:1 transformer ratio in general use for lighting to run

to somewhat higher figures. The receiving end of the line

is certainly the proper basis for comparison, since the pressure

at the sending end varies with the intended drop, which may

be 5 to 15 per cent according to the economic conditions.

The really important matter is unification of the sub-station

voltage so that from whatever source current may be derived

that pressure may be uniform within operative conditions.

Something, of course, depends on the nature of the rotaries

and the varying trolley voltages desired, but on a 30:1 ratio

with primaries conveniently arranged to go from multiple to

series and give 60:1 most of the conditions could be fairly

well met.

The two obvious shifts with transformers are from par-

allel to series primaries and from A to Y connection. Start-

ing from the ordinary requirement of 375 to 400 volts at

the sub-station secondaries one reaches in the parallel stage

the common range of voltage for high-tension generators,

i. e, 12,500 to 13,500 volts. The next or series stage comes

after the high-tension generators are out of the game, and

gives a transmission at say 25,000 - 27,000 volts initial. The

voltage resulting from Y connection of primaries in parallel,

i. e., about 22,000 volts, is not enough lower to help out much

in insulation, but hits a not uncommon transmission voltage

in plants for general service. The final stage brings the

transmission voltage to a little above 40,000, but still well

below the debatable ground where special difficulties are likely

to be encountered. In other words, it seems worth while

in leaving the pressure which can be readily generated in

a dynamo to go at once to double voltage. Intermediate

pressures have very little to recommend them from any point

of view
;
40,000 - 45,000 volts is a figure high enough for

any ordinary interurban network. It would usually require

a separate pole line, which indeed is desirable as a matter of

convenience upon any circuit above 10,000 to 15,000 volts.

More and more large railway systems will come to using

separate transmission circuits to save distance, as stations

are likely to serve networks composed of lines running in

various directions and not necessarily radiating from the sta-
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tion. All small variations of voltage can be taken upon

transformer taps, so that a comparatively simple general

equipment can give all the necessary range of voltage. The

tendency of working pressures in power transmission is

steadily upwards. Sixty thousand is the highest figure yet

reached in regular working, and the cases are few in which

more can be advantageously used, for at this figure the me-

chanical strength of the line already indicates a conductor

capable of transmitting a great amount of energy, far more

than is likely to be needed in a single set of high-tension

feeders from a railway generating station. Railways are

likely to come in touch with such voltage only in taking

power from distant hydraulic plants, and such cases are, and

are likely to be for a long time to come, exceptional enough

to call for special treatment. It must not be forgotten that

the coming of alternating-current motors for railway service

is not unlikely to oversi ' the accepted canons of voltage

and overhead construction, sfo that one should just at this

time go rather cautiously in advising any extensive changes

tending toward standardization. A few years may make very

considerable differences in the average requirements of power

transmission.

Other Matters Treated

Space will not be taken here to comment upon all of the

subjects covered in our Souvenir issue. As a matter of fact,

the different chapters themselves are virtually comprehensive

reviews of the various matters treated, and in the prepara-

tion of the text endeavor has been made to point out what

may be considered standard practices, or at least to indicate

the trends of practice toward uniformity. Where this could

not be done, we have contented ourselves with pointing out

the differences in practice.

•As far as track construction is concerned, we will not be

contradicted in saying that most of the interurban roads are

now well built. Possibly this statement would have been

open to question a few years ago. The interurban roads as

a class, in the territory under discussion, have just emerged

from a vital metamorphosis. Like the early city railway

properties and like the steam roads before them, the modern

electric interurban has had to pass through a stage when the

ideas of the promoter were apt to outweigh the recommenda-

tions of the engineers. Speaking frankly, all too many of

the early interurban roads were built to sell, and operation

was more or less of a secondary matter. This, of course, was

not true by any means of all the early roads, but there are

unfortunately a number of properties that are just recovering

from the effects of misguided economy in their early stages.

Happily, broader gage views are now in the ascendency, and

the development in interurban work has in the last year or

two been little short of marvelous.

As pointed out in the chapter on way and way matters, the

70 or 72-lb. T-rail A. S. C. E. section is now looked upon

with the greatest favor by interurban operators and builders

and may almost be considered the standard. The old-fash-

ioned fish-plate seems still to hold its own, although various

forms of mechanical joints are coming into favor as giving

promise of reducing the cost of track maintenance.

Comment should also be made upon the decided tendency

toward locating interurban roads upon their own private right

of way at some distance from the highways. Although the

development to the present-day high-speed interurban from

the early interurban road, which was nothing more than a

spur or branch from some city system, has been so rapid

as to obliterate to some extent the relation between the two,

a bit of retrospection will show the various steps in the

evolution. The suburban road was usually built in the high-

way. As the demand for longer distance .runs and higher

speeds increased, the tracks were laid along one side of the

highway, but it seemed difficult for the interurban builders

to get away from the fact that the electric road must depend

upon the pick-up business along the highway. In the latest

development of the strictly interurban road it is now recog-

nized that a more profitable traffic, formerly believed to

belong entirely to the steam roads, awaits electric interurban

roads, which while keeping reasonably close to the homes

of the country people can at the same time give a fast and

frequent service between the larger centers of population.

For this reason the latest roads have left the highway and

the builders now endeavor to locate on purchased right of

way directly across country, near enough to the highways

to be within easy reach, but far enough away to give high

speeds and more direct routes.

Another conspicuous feature about the interurbans of the

Central West is the greater attention that is being paid to

safety precautions. There is still much to be done in this

direction, but there is a widespread recognition of the need

for making safety the first consideration and there is an

honest endeavor to introduce rules and devices that will give

a higher factor of safety in the operation of the roads. For

instance, although most of the roads are still single track,

there is a growing tendency toward double-tracking the

heavier portions of the line and to formulate precautionary

rules for the guidance of crews at turnouts. A number of

roads, including the Schoepf properties, have recently put

in force the rule that cars must head in and back out of

switches. This operation takes more time than when cars

run straight through, but it is believed it ensures greater

safety. Derailers and other precautions at railroad and high-

way crossings are now the rule instead of the exception.

In the same direction a great deal of thought is being given

to methods of despatching, and while some of the methods

still appear somewhat crude, great progress has been made
in this direction.

A conspicuous feature about schedules is the fact that but

few of the companies have regarded anything but hourly

schedules as practical. We are somewhat at a loss to explain

this practice of sticking to hourly service seemingly regard-

less of length of line or volume of traffic, except perhaps that

the turnouts were originally located for hour intervals and
it would be inconvenient to change. Perhaps, too, most of

the operators have felt that it was a big advantage to have

cars leave terminals on the even hour or on the even half hour,

as a matter of public convenience. This practice is quite

contrary to the prevailing idea in the East, where under
normal conditions it is generally assumed a road should not

be built unless it will warrant at least a half-hour service at

the start with a fifteen-minute schedule as an early possibility.

In this matter of schedules one is also impressed with the

higher rates of speed now common in interurban operation.

Schedule speeds of 30 miles an hour calling for running
speeds of 60 and 65 miles an hour are general, especially

where limited cars are in service.
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THE WHEELING TRACTION SYSTEM

From early in its history Wheeling has occupied an im-

portant position in the field of commerce and manufacture.

It is the metropolis of West Virginia, which is now the fuel

State of the Union, being first in the production of natural

gas and petroleum and second in the output of coal. Lo-

cated, as Wheeling is, upon the Ohio River, with cheap and

abundant fuel, excellent shipping facilities by railroad and

water, and with large markets to both East and West, it is

not surprising that the city should enjoy remarkable pros-

perity. The city proper has a population of about 45,000

inhabitants, but this does not fairly represent its size, inas-

much as it is surrounded by numerous thriving suburbs which

are practically a part of the city but are not included within

its corporate limits, Some of these towns are on the West

Virginia side and some on the Ohio side of the river, and

added to the population of Wheeling give 85,000 people in

the immediate vicinity and 125,000 within a radius of 25 miles,

which will take in Martins Ferry, Bridgeport, Bellaire, Bar-

ton, St. Clairsville and Steubenville in Ohio and Wheeling,

Benwood, Moundsville and Wellsburg in West Virginia.

The products for which the city is best known are

those connected with iron, steel and tin industries, and the

manufacture of glass, pottery and tobacco, the latter partic-

ularly in the form of stogies.

The Ohio River in this part of its course flows past bluffs

of considerable height, which confine the m mufacturing and

residential districts to a comparatively narrow strip along

the bank, so that the district around Wheeling is an excellent

one from a street railway standpoint. In this respect it is

similar to the territory just north of it, served by the proper-

ties centering about East Liverpool and Steubenville, which

were described in a recent issue of this paper.

The city of Wheeling is divided by the main chan-

nel of the Ohio River, on the east side of which the busi-

ness and manufacturing districts, together with the larger

part of the population, are located. The west side of the

main channel of the river is what is known as Wheeling

Island. This island is about 1.6 miles long by j/2 mile

wide, and is almost exclusively residence property. The

back river forms the boundary line between West Virginia

and Ohio, and directly opposite Wheeling Island on the

Ohio side Bridgeport is located. Four public fridges span

the river in and from Wheeling, and are owned by two dif-

ferent companies, that is, each company owns a bridge over

each channel. One of the bridges from Wheeling to Wheel-

ing Island, owned by the Wheeling & Belmont Bridge Com-

pany, is a suspension bridge 1400 ft. in length, and is main-

tained for ordinary vehicle and pedestrian traffic alone. Over

the other three bridges the Wheeling Traction Company
operates its cars under leases. The city of Wheeling is

served by two electric railway systems, as shown on the ac-

companying map, but this article will describe only the sys-

tem of the Wheeling Traction Company and its allied cor-

porations, shown by the heavy line on the map.

THE WHEELING TRACTION COMPANY
The Wheeling Traction Company has been in existence

since 1900, when it was incorporated under the steam railroad

laws of the State of West Virginia for the purpose of effecting

a consolidation of several independent street radways then

operating in the city of Wheeling and surrounding country.

The corporate names of these several companies were

:

Wheeling Railway Company ; Citizens' Railway Company

;

Moundsville, Benwood & Wheeling Railway Company, and

Bellaire, Bridgeport & Martins Ferry Railway Company. In

1901 the Wheeling Traction Company purchased all of the

capital stock of The Steubenville, Mingo & Ohio Valley Trac-

;

.
Proposed Steubenvil'e & Wheeling Trac. Co. V--

-**
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tion Company, an interurban line extending from Steuben-

ville, Ohio, to Brilliant, Ohio, which will form an important

link in the through line from Wheeling to Steubenville now
under construction along the west side of the Ohio River

from a connection with the Wheeling Traction Company in

Martins Ferry to Brilliant. This new line is being built by

the Steubenville & Wheeling Traction Company, an Ohio

corporation, of which all capital stock to be issued will belong

to the Wheeling Traction Company.

Another line, now partially completed, virtually a part of

the Wheeling Traction Company's system and operated under

lease, but controlled by interests friendly to Wheeling Trac-

tion Company, extends from a connection with the Wheeling

Traction Company at Wheeling Creek, Ohio, to Barton,

Ohio, and contemplates in the near future an extension to St.

Clairsville, the county seat of Belmont County, Ohio. The
above system when completed will embrace a total of 85 miles,

single track, and will operate in two States and four coun-

ties, connecting the. four county seats. It will serve thirteen

municipalities, with an aggregate estimated population of

125,000 and so distributed as to render unusual conditions for

street railway operations. The companies' lines are operated

with the following car service

:

Line.
ance

nd

Trip

.

Miles.

ning

Time

nd

Trip, E s-

iii t

Regular

Operated.

.? i H a 3 c
"a «1

0«t/i

Benwood & North Wheeling IO.3T 77 6 13
Benwood & F. Gds IO.I5 77 20 4
Moundsville 26 160 20 8

Wheeling Island .85 8 4 2

Wheeling & Martins Ferry via
North Bridge " 8 67 64 16 4

Martins Ferry & Wheeling via
Bridgeport 8.77 64 13 6

Wheeling & Bellaire 14-25 loo 10 10
Wheeling & Barton 20.32 120 3° 4
Steubenville & Brilliant 19. I20 20 6
Wheeling & Wellsburg 35- 120 30 4

four miles of Wheeling, like Benwood, Bellaire, Bridgeport,

Martins Ferry, Wheeling Creek, is 5 cents. On the Wheel-

ing and Barton line three fares are collected, aggregating 20

cents from Wheeling, Bridgeport, Martins Ferry or Bellaire

to Barton. On the Moundsville line three fares are collected,

aggregating 15 cents from Wheeling, Benwood or McMechen
to Moundsville. During Chautauqua and camp meeting at

Moundsville special round-trip tickets are sold from Wheel-
ing to camp grounds, 25 cents; from Benwood to camp
grounds, 20 cents. Transfers are issued in Bridgeport on

MAIN POWER STATION

FILL ON CUT-OFF TO STEUBENVILLE, WITH CONCRETE RETAINING WALL AT FOOT

The fares are charged on the zone system with 5 cents as

the minimum fare. The company does not give transfers in

the city of Wheeling. The fare to the towns within three or

5-cent fares from Martins Ferry

to Wheeling Creek or Bellaire, or

vice versa. This is the only trans-

fer point on the system.

WHEELING POWER STATION

The main power house of the

company is located on the Ohio
River bank at Forty-Second Street,

in South Wheeling. It is a well-

constructed brick building, 100 ft.

x 115 ft., with heavy brick walls,

stone trimmings, wood and steel

truss with slate roof. A brick wall

divides the building into boiler

room and engine room respect-

ively, a small office finished in

natural wood being provided for

the superintendent's office in the

northwest corner of the engine

room. An octagonal brick stack-

So ft. high and three 70-ft metal

stacks give draft to six boilers of

the Stirling water tube type, ar-

ranged as follows: Two 360-hp
boilers operating as a battery, and one 342-hp and
three 550-hp boilers operating singly, all connected with
the same steam main, initial steam pressures being
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kept at 140 lbs. High-pressure gate valves are provided be-

tween the boilers and the steam main. In addition to the

above the boiler-room equipment consists of one 2000-hp

Webster vacuum feed water heater, two Snow duplex feed

water pumps 14 ins. x & l/2 ins. x

14 ins., one Worthington high-

pressure pump, one 8-ft. x 8-ft.

steel water tank.

Natural gas is used as fuel with

especially designed burners. The
fire boxes and grate bars are kept

in readiness so that operation by

hand firing with coal may be re-

sorted to in an emergency. A
supply of coal is also kept in stor-

age at all times convenient to the

boiler room. It has not been

necessary to resort to the use of

coal during the past three years.

The water supply is obtained from

either one of two driven wells, one

located in the river channel and

the other just outside of the boiler

room. In addition to these wells wori
belonging to the company the sta-

tion is connected with the city mains, which could be used in

case of necessity. Water from the wells is lifted by com-

pressed air into the receiving tank located in the boiler room.

All boilers and other machinery in the boiler room were

below and single windows immediately above in the end

walls. The engine room is equipped with a six-ton Yale &
Towne hand-power traveling crane. The main steam line is

85 ft. in length, 20 ins. in diameter and elevated 14 ft. above

TANGENT ON NEW CUT-OFF

installed in 1903, except one unit of 550 hp which was in-

stalled in 1898.

About 5 ft. in the rear of the boilers an 18-in. division

wall separates the boiler room from the engine room. The
latter is 50 ft. x 115 ft., well lighted with double windows

N PREPARING NEW ROADWAY ON CUT-OFF

the floor. It has one division valve at the center. The fit-

tings are of cast steel double extra heavy, and were furnished

by the Pittsburg Valve, Foundry & Construction Company.

The pipe is also double extra heavy with all peoned flanges.

Following are the sizes of all units in the

station which are operated in multiple as the

load conditions require: One Cooper 34-in.

x 60-in. engine, 75 r. p. m., direct connected

to an 800-kw Westinghouse compound-

wound generator installed in 1898; two

Cooper 32-in.x48-in. engines, 90 r. p. m., di-

rect connected to two 600-kw Bullock com-

pound-wound generators installed in 1903;

one 20-in. x 27-in. Russell automatic four-

valve engine direct connected to a 175-kw,

600-volt d. c. Westinghouse generator. All

engines except the Russell are equipped

with butterfly valves to increase the safety

of operation. A gravity oil system of lubri-

cation is employed on all engines. In ad-

dition to the engines and generators men-

tioned the engine room contains two steam-

driven air compressors of the following

makes, which furnish air for pumping and

general cleaning purposes about the dyna-

mos and switchboard : One Smith-Vaile

air compressor, 12 ins. x 12 ins. x 14 ins.;

one Ingersoll-Sergeant air compressor, 10

ins. x. 10 ins. x 10 ins.

The switchboard is of slate and has thir-

teen panels occupying the south wall of the

engine room, and is well lighted front and

rear by neighboring windows. There are

four generator panels, one totalizing panel

and three feeder panels. The switchboard

equipment consists of I. T. E. circuit break-

ers, Weston individual and station amme-

ters and voltmeters, and projecting Cutler-

Hammer rheostats. The totalizing panel has a 5000-amp

capacity Thomson recording wattmeter continuously in ser-

vice. Pedestal equalizing switches are set upon the floor in

front of the switchboard. All the interior cables and wiring

are arranged under the flooring and along the side walls.
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The total rated capacity of the station is 2175 kw, with a max-
imum demand of approximately 1800 kw and an average load

of approximately 1000 kw.

BRILLIANT POWER STATION
The Brilliant power station is located near the south end

of the town of Brilliant, from which is furnished current

for the Steubenville and Brilliant line, the Pan Handle Trac-

tion Company (operating between Wellsburg and Wheeling),

the local line in Wellsburg (independent), and all coal mines

between Wellsburg and Wheeling. This station will also fur-

room equipment is 48 ft. x 100 ft., and the equipment consists

of three 500-hp. Stirling water tube boilers with independent

steel stacks 60 ft. high; two Stillwell-Bierce 12-in. x 7-in. x

15-in. duplex boiler feed pumps; one Worthington high-

pressure pump used for pumping water to the coal mine
near the station; one 2000-hp Stillwell feed-water heater; one

8-ft. x 8-ft. steel receiving water tank. The steam header,

14 ins. in diameter and 70 ft. long, is located immediately

back of the boilers, and all engine leads are taken from this

header. The station has two driven wells, one in the river
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nish current for the S. & W. T. Company line when built, and
the station belongs to this latter company. The building is 100
ft. x ioo ft., of corrugated iron construction, supported by
wooden trusses on heavy concrete foundation, designed to
carry brick or stone walls. The space occupied by the boiler-

channel and one just outside the boiler room, from which
feed water is obtained. The water is lifted direct from the
wells to the steel tank in the boiler room by compressed air.

Coal is used for fuel, being delivered from a mine back of the
station in dump cars.
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The engine room, 52 ft. x 100 ft., contains the following

equipment : Two 30-in. x 42-in. Cooper Corliss engines di-

rect connected to two 500-kw, 600-volt d. c. Westinghouse

generators ; one 20-in. x 27-in. Russell automatic four-valve

AR HOUSE AND REPAIR SHOP IN W

engine, direct connected to 175-kw, 600-volt d. c. Westing-

house generator; two Smith-Vaile Class A air compressors,

12 ins. x 12 ins. x 12 ins., utilized for lifting water from the

river for boiler feed.

The switchboard consists of six marble panels, three gener-

ator, one totalizing and two feeder panels, with Westinghouse

breakers and switches, Weston ammeters, voltmeters and

recording wattmeters. Equalizers are set on the floor imme-

diately in front of the switchboard. The total rated capacity

of the station is 1 175 kw, with a maximum demand of 500 k\v

and an average load of 300 kw.

TRACK CONSTRUCTION

Like every other consolidated company, the Wheeling

Traction Company has a large number of types of track con-

struction varying from a 9-in. grooved rail to a 60-lb. T-rail.

The latest standard city construction is 9-in. girder rail.

During the past three years all tracks in Wheeling and on

a greater part of the system in and between other towns,

have been rebuilt. The standard construction of the tracks

in city streets provide for the paving of the bottom of the

trench to its full width (1 ft. in excess of the length of the

the brick from turning end up under heavy wagon loads.

The latest type of interurban construction will be described

quite fully in a section of this article descriptive of some

recent work in eliminating grades and curves.

OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION

The overhead work is

both bracket and span

construction. In Wheel-

ing proper as well as in

all other municipalities

span construction is used

almost entirely, while on

country roads bracket

construction is used. The
greater part of the over-

head work, including

poles, brackets and trolley

wire, line breakers, etc.,

has been renewed during

the past two years.

The feeders vary in size trom No. 0000 to 500,000 circ. mils,

and the company has considerable submarine cable under the

Ohio River. There is also a negative submarine cable of

750,000 circ. mils that serves as a return for all lines operating

in Ohio. This cable is carried directly, into the power house

and terminates on a common generator bus-bar at the switch-

board.

ELIMINATING GRADES AND CURVES

Owing to its location in the narrow Ohio Valley, the com-

pany's lines have a great many curves and grades. Originally

the tracks were laid over the hills, but since the consolidation

the reduction of these grades has been a matter for a great

deal of thought. As a result the company recently inau-

iN CUT-OFF

ties) with brick. From 8 ins. to 15 ins. of crushed limestone

and gravel, mixed, is placed under the ties, and the same

mixture is filled in between the ties and up to 3 ins. above

the ties. This ballast is then all thoroughly rammed and

upon it the sand and paving brick are laid. Wood filler is

used on either side of the rail to pave against and to prevent

gurated a policy which, though expensive in initial invest-

ment, will effect important economies in operation. This

policy consists of reconstructing and in some cases relaying

a number of the important lines with the double object in

view of giving better schedules and at the same time reducing

the number of cars necessary to maintain the service on these
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particular lines. In the opinion of the management of the

Wheeling Traction Company, this whole question of the

amount of money that can be spent prudently and judiciously

in reducing grades and curves on any line simmers down to

a definite operating proposition and is a matter of capitalizing

the saving in operating expenses.

As a noteworthy concrete example of how this policy can

be worked out, the following notes are given relative to the

rebuilding of the company's line running from Mingo Junc-

tion to Steubenville. In 1902 the company took over a

single-track line which had been built in 1901 between Mingo

and Steubenville, and which took a very circuitous and hilly

route over the mountain. Although the distance by air line

between the two cities is only about 2 miles, this route meas-

ured 4.2 miles from terminal to terminal, and with the excep-

tion of a short stretch on top of the mountain, practically the

entire line was built on an average grade of 7 per cent, the

heaviest grade being 10 per cent. The plan and profile of

this old route are shown on the drawings on page 547.

Some of the extraordinary curves and grades encountered

on this line are evident from these diagrams.

On this hill line the company has maintained a 20-minute

schedule. In order to enable it to perfect a through route

now nearing completion between Wheeling and Steubenville,

of which the stretch between Mingo Junction and Steuben-

VIEWS ON OLD LINE TO STEUBENVILLE, SHOWING STEEP
GRADES AND SHARP1 CURVES

ville is an important link, and to secure a material reduction

in running time, the company has built a cut-off between

Mingo Junction and Steubenville and will use this shorter

line as a substitute for the hill-line for all travel between

these points. The plan and profile of this cut-off are shown

on page 547 in comparison with the hill-line, and the

saving brought about is strikingly revealed. The distance

of the cut-off is 2.1 miles, as against 3.9 miles, which is the

length of the hill-line between the same two points, making

a saving in distance of 1.8 miles. The reduction in grades

and curves is also made clear by these comparisons.

In the building of the line between Mingo and Steuben-

ville, up to Sept. 1 unclassified excavation, that is to say, rock,

coal and earth, amounted to 82,233 cu - yds. ;
masonry, in-

cluding rubble and concrete, 9105 cu. yds. The estimated

amount of excavation yet to lie made amounts to 15,000 cu.

yds., and the estimated amount of masonry yet to be put in,

600 cu. yds. This covers a distance of 8400 ft. out of the

total length of the new extension of 2.27 miles, the remain-

ing distance having been graded and the necessary walls

built by the County Commissioners and the traction com-

pany some two years ago at a cost of $48,000. The estimated

cost of the new connection between Steubenville and Mingo,

8400 ft., is calculated at $150,000. This sum, of course, only

covers the building of the track and overhead equipment, and

does not include any expense for power station equipment,

feeder w ire, or rolling stock.

The saving in running time between Mingo Junction and

Steubenville made possible by the cut-off amounts to twenty

minutes for each trip, as the time can be reduced from forty

minutes via the hill-line to twenty minutes by the cut-off.

This enables the company to give exactly the same schedule

service with two cars less. For the purpose of working out

the policy with respect to grade elimination the management
has assumed that it costs $5,000 a year to operate a car over

this particular line, or in other words if the same service

can be given with two less cars the actual saving to the

company will be $10,000 in operating expenses. This is the

direct saving. As indirect factors in determining the amount
of money that could be profitably spent in building this cut-

oft, the management also took into consideration the savings

that could be made by operating longer and heavier cars on

the cut-off, the saving in car mileage and power, and also the

reduced accident hazard.

From the preliminary surveys it was found that the build-

ing of the cut-off would be rather a difficult engineering

problem, as the Ohio Valley is very narrow at this point and
the strip of bottom land between the river and the bluffs

is already occupied by a steam road and by manufacturing
plants, making it absolutely necessary if a new line was to

be built to cut a ledge along the face of the hill for practically

the entire distance. However, it was estimated that the work
could be done for approximately $150,000, which was equiva-

lent to capitalizing the direct and indirect saving of 10 per

cent. This was considered a good investment, especially as
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the traffic will undoubtedly increase due to faster and better

service. Accordingly the work was authorized and is now

nearing completion.

The task involved the cutting of a ledge or shelf 35 ft.

wide in the hillside for the entire distance of 2 miles, in

order to provide width for a single-track line as well as for

the highway at the side of the track. This made it necessary

to cut into the face of the hill to a height above the roadbed

ranging from a few feet to 80 ft. in order to give banks with

an average slope of from iy2 to 1. This required some rock

cutting, but the greater part of the distance was shale forma-

tion which required extra precautions to prevent the side

of the hill from sliding on to the roadway in the future,

and also to guard against possible cave-ins on the lower side

of the roadbed. At all places where the formation gave

indication of future trouble, retaining walls were built, and

and is 55 ft. high with a width of 22 ft. at the bottom and 5

ft. at the top and is 150 ft. long. This wall was built of con-

crete reinforced with old 7-in. girder rail, cost $16,000, and

retains a fill of 20,000 cubic yards. These particular situa-

tions under other conditions would perhaps have called for

bridges, but in view of the fact that there was no place to

dispose of the material excavated from the hillside without

long hauls, it was deemed expedient to use this material for

filling at these locations.

The same principle of capitalizing estimated economies in

operation and making the necessary investments to bring

about these economies is being applied on several other lines

in the system. For instance, on the Moundsville line running

between Wheeling and Moundsville the company is entirely

reconstructing the track with heavier rails in order to permit

of a faster schedule. It is also relocating the switches and

APPROACH TO STEUBEN VILLE ON CUT-OFF

the difficult nature of the work will be understood from the

fact that in the stretch of two miles it was necessary to

build in all 3000 ft. of retaining walls, equivalent to one-fourth

of the total distance. These walls range from 100 ft. long to

the longest, which is 1600 ft. long, and from 9 ft. to 55 ft.

high. The heaviest walls were formed of mass concrete and

the lighter walls were built of masonry.

The available location for the line also made necessary a

number of heavy fills, one in particular at a point known as

"Callagan's Crossing" probably being one of the heaviest fills

ever undertaken in the construction of an electric railway.

The gulch at this point required 30,000 cu. yds. of material

to bring the road to grade. To hold this filled material in

place a masonry retaining wall 250 ft. long and 35 ft. high

was built along the lower side. Another wall deserving of

mention on account of its dimensions and unusual cost in

electric railway construction is located at Whiteman's Leap

building a long stretch of double track midway between the

terminals in order to equalize the schedule and eliminate some

of the delays caused by cars waiting on turnouts. This work

is being carried out at an approximate cost of $50,000, but

when finished it will save the operation of one car without

changing the headway, by reducing the running time from

one hour and twenty minutes to one hour and ten minutes.

It will thus be seen that the investment is being made to save

ten minutes on each trip, but it so happens that the saving

of this ten minutes will, as stated, permit of the same schedule

with one less car. It is also estimated that the traffic on the

line will be considerably increased by reason of the faster

running time. At another location plans have been made

for building a bridge over the back channel of the Ohio River

at an expenditure of $125,000 in order to reduce the running

time and save the operation of one car on the line from

Wheeling to Bellaire. The building of this bridge will give
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a cut-off which will shorten the length of the line from 46

minutes to 36 minutes.

In building new interurban or suburban lines, the company

has adopted the policy of acquiring a private right of way,

and using the highways only where the topography of the

country renders it absolutely necessary. It has the only en-

trance possible into Martins Ferry from the north and into

Steubenville from the south, mostly over private right of

way which gives it the undisputed possession of the territory

between Wheeling and Steubenville on the Ohio side of the

river. In the construction of this line, right of way sufficient

in width for double track has been secured, although but a

single-track line is being built at this time. The construction

is of the heaviest and most permanent throughout. All

bridges are of steel, with concrete foundations, no wood being

used whatever for bridges or trestles. Culverts are all of con-

crete, and in the eight-mile section of the line nearing com-

pletion there will be but one highway crossing at grade, all

others being overhead.

The standard construction consists of 85-lb. A. S. C. E.

rail, laid on from 12 ins. to 18 ins. of crushed stone; white

oak ties 6 ins. x 8 ins. x 8 ft., spaced 2 ft. centers; 10-in.

STEAM SHOVELS AT WORK ON CUT-OFF

No. 0000 rail bonds, with compression terminals, placed under

36-in. six-bolt angle-plates, with a No. 0000 cross-bond placed

every 500 ft.

The overhead work is of ordinary type of bracket con-

struction, with No. 000 round trolley and 500,000-circ-mil,

weather-proof cable on highways and bare copper cable cn

private rights of way.

CAR HOUSES AND SHOPS

The company has one storage and three operating car

houses located in Wheeling, McMechon, W. Va., and Steu-

benville, Ohio, with the following capacities. The largest

car house of the system, located at the corner of Zane and

Huron Streets, on Wheeling Island, with the general repair

shops in the rear, to be described later. The building occu-

pies a space of 120 ft. x 300 ft., is built entirely of brick and

steel trusses, with tar and gravel roof ; it is divided by a fire-

proof wall into bays, the north bay being used for operating

purposes only, with six tracks its full length, of which four

tracks have pits 190 ft. long. This bay has a capacity of 60

cars averaging 30 ft. in length, and accommodates all cars of

the different divisions of the system operating in Wheeling
and suburbs, with the exception of the Moundsville division.

Bay No. 2 is used for storage purposes and has six tracks

with no pits. At the north end of this bay, occupying the

corner of Zane and Huron Streets, is the general office build-

ing of the company, which consists of a two-story brick

building with conductors' room, despatcher's office, superin-

tendent and engineering offices on the first floor, and the

manager and accountants' offices on the second floor. The

car house building is well lighted from windows and sky-

lights, and is equipped with several fire hydrants and hose,

special fire alarm box and fire extinguishers to comply with

the Board of Fire Underwriters' Rules.

The car shops are located in the rear of the Island car

house. They are of brick with slate roof, being 60 ft. x 120

ft., and are divided by fireproof walls into five departments,

known as the blacksmith and machine shop, armature room,

woodwork and paint shop. These different departments are

fully equipped with necessary tools and motor-driven ma-

chinery for keeping up all classes of repairs incident to the

operation of the system, and include the following: One

New Haven Manufacturing Company 16-in. swing screw and

thread-cutting lathe, taking 10-ft. work and operating at four

speeds; one New Haven Manufacturing Company 10-in.

swing, screw and thread cutting lathe, which takes 5-ft. work;

one drill press from Dietz, Lange & Co. ; one emery wheel

from Diamond Machine Company; one shaper from Gould

& Eberhardt, of Newark, N. J. ; one hydraulic wheel press,

80 tons on 6-in. ram, from the J. T. Schaffer Manufacturing

Company, Rochester, N. Y. ; one band saw, one drill press

and mortising machine and one grind-

stone, all from the American Wood Work-

ing Machinery Company, New York City

;

one variety saw table from Frank Mc-

Clement Company, Rochester, N. Y.

The McMechen car house is located in

the town of McMechen, W. Va., about

equal distances from' Wheeling and

Moundsville, from which cars of the

Moundsville & Wheeling Division are

operated. The building, 80 ft. x 80 ft., is

of corrugated iron with steel trusses sup-

ported by brick piers. Only one-half of

this building is now used, but will be en-

tirely equipped for operation in the near

future. All present tracks, eight in num-

ber, accommodating 24 cars, one-half of

which have pits their full length, and all

small repairs on cars operating on the Moundsville division

are made at this car-house.

The storage car house is located at Forty-Second Street in

the city of Wheeling, built of tile, wood trusses with cor-

rugated iron roof, 50 ft. x 100 ft., is used for storage purposes

only, and has a capacity of twenty-four cars.

The Steubenville car house is located in Steubenville, Ohio,

from which are operated the cars of the Steubenville & Bril-

liant line, built of brick with steel trusses and slate roof, 70 ft.

x 100 ft., and divided with fireproof wall into two bays, one

being used for operating and the other for shops. The office

building, a one-story brick building, is located on the same lot

as the car house, and provides facilities for the superintendent

and despatcher. The capacity of the car house is eleven cars.

All the shops are equipped for making small repairs.

The company owns 133 car bodies which have been

supplied by the St. Louis Car Company, John Stephenson

Company, Jewett Car Company, J. G. Brill Company, Amer-

ican Car & Foundry Company and others. Its standard type

of double-truck car is Brill's grooveless semi-convertible, 40

ft. 9 ins. over all and equipped with a Germer hot-water

heater. The single-truck cars are mounted on 21-E Brill, Co-

lumbia and Peckham trucks, and the double-truck cars on the

27-G Brill truck with 4-ft. 6-in. wheel base. The motor equip-

ments represent types 52, 67, 800 and 1000 of the General

Electric Company; No. 38, No. 49, No. 12 and No. 101B
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of the Westinghouse Company, and No. 13 of the Lorain

Steel Company.

PARKS

The company owns one amusement park located on Alta-

mont Hill, between Steubenville and Mingo. The site is one

of the most attractive for an amusement resort obtainable

along the Ohio River.

MANAGEMENT

The management of the property for the past three years

has been in the hands of Geo. O. Nagle, formerly general

manager of the Savannah Electric Company and previously

superintendent of the Chicago City Railway Company. The
road is owned largely in Wheeling, Philadelphia and Cleve-

land. The other officers are : T. H. Conderman, president

;

B. W. Peterson and J. J. Halloway, vice-presidents; W. A.

Shirley, secretary and treasurer ; C. M. Marsh, superintendent

of transportation; W. A. Underwood, superintendent of

tracks
; J. P. Alexander, purchasing agent ; A. G. Mersing,

chief engineer of power station ; J. H. Crawford, master me-
chanic ; C. W. Fawcett, chief civil engineer of construction,

and Louis Lipphardt, right of way and claim agent.

THE NEW TERMINAL BUILDING OF THE INDIANA UNION
TRACTION COMPANY AT MUNCIE, INDIANA

The Indiana Union Traction Company is erecting very

complete passenger and freight stations in several of the

cities at junction points on its lines. Thus, a freight and
passenger station was completed at Tipton during the present

year; a terminal station has just been completed at Muncie,

and another station will be constructed at Logansport within

a short time.

The terminal station at Muncie is probably the finest of

its kind to be found, with the exception of those in the larger

cities, such as Indianapolis, Toledo and Milwaukee. It

serves as a passenger and freight terminal for the four in-

terurban lines radiating from Muncie, three of which are

operated by the Indiana Union Traction Company. The
fourth line, which runs northeast out of Muncie to Portland,

BUILDING
STREET

OUTH MULBERRY

GENERAL VIEW OF STATION FROM EAST HOWARD STREET

Ind., is operated by the Muncie & Portland Traction Com-
pany. The station also contains the division offices of the

Indiana Union Traction Company and a portion of it is

rented for stores and offices. Its location, which is on East

Mulberry Street between South Charles and East Howard
Streets, is at practically

the center of the business

district of Muncie.

The passenger station

proper is built on a plan

resembling in general

features the plan of the

interurban terminal sta-

tion at Indianapolis.

Waiting rooms, ticket

offices and stores occupy

a building on one side of

the train shed. Baggage

and freight rooms as

well as the division of-

fices of the company are

located in an extension

south of the passenger

terminal building proper.

The passenger terminal

building measures IOO ft.

x 50 ft. It is of steel

construction with walls

faced with Columbus hy-

draulic pressed brick of
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a dark gray color. Provision has been made in the strength

of the foundation and in- the design of the structural steel

work for a building six stories high, but at present it consists

of two stories and a basement only. The exterior lines are

simple and dignified, and in general architecture may be said

to follow the simpler lines of the Renaissance period.

The principal entrance of the building is on Mulberry

Street. This entrance leads into a small lobby on one side

of which is a stairway leading to the second floor. Opposite

the stairway provision has been made for two elevators.

These, however, will not be installed until the additional

stories contemplated are constructed.

A large portion of the first floor is taken up by a general

waiting room which is finished in brick. A ticket office with

three windows to the north of the waiting room is so located

with reference to the baggage room that the ticket agent

can, during a portion of the day, attend to the duties of bag-

gage master. For the convenience of passengers a passage-

way from the waiting room communicates with the baggage

room. Quite a portion of the first floor is taken up by five
EAST CHARLES STREET FRONT OF TRAIN SHED, SHOWING

CANTILEVER CONSTRUCTION OF TRUSS

SOUTH MULBERRY STREET FRONT OF TERMINAL BUILDING AND FREIGHT HOUSE

stores, all of which have show

windows and passageways open-

ing out into the waiting room.

From the waiting room two

separate stairways lead to sepa-

rate ladies' and gentlemen's wait-

ing rooms in the basement. Two
stairways are provided with the

idea of separating to as great an

extent as possible the two waiting

rooms. Sanitary drinking foun-

tains are located in each of the

basement waiting rooms as well

as in the general waiting room
on the first floor. In "addition to

the two waiting rooms the base-

ment contains a boiler for the

Norwahl vacuum steam heating

system, storage space for fuel,

and a room which serves as a

general workship. The entire

second floor of the passenger sta-

ELEVATiON OF TRAIN SHED, MUNCIE
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tion has been leased to the Central Union Telephone Com-

pany, and has been arranged especially for the convenience of

this company.

A passageway 15 ft. wide separates the train shed from the

waiting room. This shed, which is 62 ft. wide and 138 ft.

long, contains four tracks. The pitch roof is covered with

interlocking tile and is supported by ten light steel trusses

resting on steel columns on either side. A peculiar construc-

tion was resorted to in the front truss of the train shed on

East Charles Street. The fact that the tracks curve towards

the west before coming out from under the train shed made

it necessary to eliminate one of the supporting columns in

order to get clearance of cars, and one end of the first truss

is carried by a cantilever construction. In designing the

train shed special attention was given to securing proper

clearance between columns and cars. This is done to

avoid the possibility of accidents at times when excur-

ing, is reserved for baggage. The freight room is served

by two tracks, one along each side of the building. On the

east side a platform has been constructed to facilitate the

unloading of freight from cars. Wagons are loaded and

unloaded on the west side and at the north end of the build-

ing. The arched doorways through which freight is handled

are provided with rolling steel doors.

The floor above the freight room, which contains the di-

vision offices of the Indiana Union Traction Company, is

reached by way of an outside stairway leading from the

passageway between the train shed and the passenger station

building. The whole south end of this floor is taken up by

a reading room for trainmen and other employees. To the

east of a hallway leading to the reading room are the offices

of the division passenger and ticket agent and the despatch-

ed room. In the despatcher's room provision has been made
for four despatcher's telephone lines and four general lines.

St. ify. Journal

Mulberry St.

FIRST-FLOOR PLAN OF MUNCIE TERMINAL BUILDING

sions are being run and on other occasions when large crowds

are being handled. The center line of the outside columns of

the train shed is 9 ft. from the outside rail of the adjacent

track, and the inside columns are 6 ft. away from the track

rail. Between the two centrally located tracks a concrete

passageway 13 ft. 6 ins. wide extends the full length of the

train shed. The pairs of trucks on either side of this passage-

way are about 10 ft. between centers. Across the center of

the train shed is a concrete walk 24 ft. wide. The remainder

of the space between the tracks and rails is paved with brick

resting on a cushion of sand and a bed of concrete.

The freight depot, which is two stories high, measures 25

ft. x 98 ft. The greater portion of the first floor is used as a

freight room, but a room 14 ft. wide, extending the full width

of the building and adjacent to the passenger terminal build-

The despatcher at this point will despatch cars on the lines

east to Union City, west to Anderson and north to Bluffton.

Opposite the despatcher's room is the office of the local super-

intendent, while behind this is the office of the division en-

gineer and the division electrician. This room will be pro-

vided with a testing board by means of which tests can be

made on all of the telephone lines entering the building. A
large locker room for the use of trainmen, dressing room,

shower baths and toilet facilities take up the remainder of

the second floor. All of the rooms on this floor are finished

in hard pine.

Alfred Grindel, of Muncie, was the architect and superin-

tendent of construction of the building, and to him this paper

is indebted for much of the information in this article as well

as for the drawings of the building.
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THE TOLEDO & CHICAGO INTERURBAN SINGLE-PHASE compensated motors capable of operating on both a. c and

RAILWAY d. c. The road is equipped throughout with General Electric

apparatus.
BY JOHN R. HEWETT POWER HOUSE

The opening of the Toledo & Chicago Interurban Railway The power house is situated at Kendallville. It was put

marks another important step in the advancement of high- into commission on July 1, and will be, in all probability,

tension single-phase interurban railways; both the physical when finished, the most complete and up-to-date single-phase

FIG. 1.—MAP SHOWING ROUTE OF TOLEDO & CHICAGO INTERURBAN RAILWAY COMPANY

and technical characteristics of the road make it from the

outset one of the most interesting and useful additions to the

excellent system of electric railways existing in the Middle

West.

The map published herewith will serve as a graphical

explanation of the physical importance of the road. At pres-

ent it extends from Kendallville to Garrett via Avilla and from

Garrett to Butler via Auburn and Waterloo, while the section

connecting Auburn and Fort Wayne has been in daily opera-

tion since the middle of May. A new company, the Kendall-

ville & Goshen Traction Company, under the same director-

ship and involving the same interests, has been incorporated

to construct a line from Kendallville to Goshen, with branch

lines joining Rome City and Albion. The necessary fran-

chises and rights of way are now being secured for this road.

The proposition of connecting Butler and Bryan by the

Toledo & Chicago Interurban Railway is now under con-

sideration. There is every possibility, therefore, that within

a year or eighteen months Goshen and Bryan will be con-

nected by a high-speed single-phase road operated by the

same company. When this is an accomplished fact, Chicago

will be connected to Toledo by an unbroken chain of inter-

urban roads, because on the one hand Goshen and South

Bend are already connected by the lines of the Indiana Rail-

way Company, and a line is at present under consideration

from South Bend to Chicago, and on the other hand the To-
ledo & Indiana Railway already connects Bryan with Toledo.

GENERAL SCHEME OF ELECTRIFICATION

The general scheme of electrification can be briefly sum-

marized as follows:

Single-phase current is generated in the power house at

3300 volts, at which pressure it is fed direct to the trolley for

those sections of the road nearest the power house. For the

more distant sections the generator voltage is stepped up by

transformers in the power house to 33,000 volts and fed to

the sub-stations over the transmission line before being re-

duced to the trolley voltage.

The equipment of each car consists of four GEA-75-hp

FIG. 2.—EXTERIOR OF POWER HOUSE

railway power house in existence. Fig. 2 is an external view.

The principal dimensions are as follows

:

Ft.

Total length of power house no
Total width of power house 95
Length of turbine room no
Width of turbine room 46

Height of turbine room 43
Length of boiler room 110

Width of boiler room : 49
Height of boiler room 41
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At present two Curtis turbines are installed, and a third will

be put in operation when the conditions demand. Each turbine

is rated at 800 kw when running non-condensing and 1000

kw when condensing. These machines have four stages,

each consisting of two rows of revolving buckets and one of

stationary blades. They are designed to run at 1500 r. p. m.,

and to take steam at 150 lbs. pressure.

The guaranteed steam consumption is 21 lbs. per kw-hour

when the turbine is supplied with dry saturated steam at 150

lbs. pressure, and the absolute exhaust pressure is equal to

2 ins. of mercury.

The generators connected to these turbines are two-pole

revolving field machines. They are "Y" connected and gen-

erate current at 3300 volts. Although the windings are of the

three-phase type, the generators are normally connected for

single-phase operation. While by this arrangement only two-

thirds of the copper is active, there is a spare phase for use in

.case of an accident to any winding.

The exciter sets consist of 25-kw Curtis turbines of the

horizontal type, direct-connected to two-pole General Electric

d. c. generators running at 3600 r. p. m. and delivering 200

amps, at 125 volts at normal full load.

The boilers are of the Stirling water tube type ; three have

already been installed and provision has been made in the

3-hp induction motor which runs at 1500 r. p. m. These

pumps discharge directly into the feed water heater, and

make-up water is supplied from the service water line. Air

is removed from each of the condensers by a 6-in. x 12-in. x
12-in. dry vacuum pump with mechanically operated air

valves, and the discharge is connected to the main atmos-

pheric exhaust line The circulating water for each unit is

handled by a 10-in horizontal volute pump direct-connected

to a 7-in. x 10-in. Russell enclosed engine which is self-oiling;

M—

•

FIG. 4.—PLAN AND SECTIONAL ELEVATIONS OF SUB-STATION

boiler room for the reception of three similar units. Each
boiler is rated at 415 hp, has 4135 sq. ft. of heating surface,

and a grate area of 71 sq.. ft. The smoke connections are

made at the bottom in the rear of the settings, the gases pass

through dampers to an underground flue which leads to the

stack outside the building. At present the boilers are hand
fired, but it is planned to install mechanical stokers later.

The condensers were built by the Worthington Company.
They are of the surface type, constructed to produce a high

vacuum, and are provided with an inner cooler for dealing

with the air and other non-condensible gases. Each con-

denser has 2800 sq. ft. of cooling surface. The condensed

steam is removed from the hot well by a 2-in., two-stage

turbine pump located beneath the condenser and driven by a

both pump and engine are mounted on a common iron sub-

base.

A standard Cochrane feed water heater and purifier has

been installed and is of sufficient capacity for the present

boiler equipment. It receives exhaust steam from all the

auxiliary machinery and the water from the condensers.

The boiler feed pumps, two in number, are of the Laidlaw-

Dunn-Gordon Company's make. Each has a 12-in. steam

cylinder, 7-in. plunger and a 10-in. stroke. They are duplex

pumps with outside center packed plunger, and each is capa-

ble of feeding boilers of 1600-hp capacity when operating at

25 per cent overload.

The stack seen so prominently in Fig. 2 is of the self-

supporting steel type with a^ internal diameter of 90 ins., and
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is 160 ft. high. The base is flared to a diameter of 16 ft. A
protective lining of fire brick is built inside the stack for a

height of 60 ft. The design of the power house building was

made by the Arbuckle-Ryan Company, of Toledo, Ohio, and

FIG. 5.—WIRING DIAGRAM OF SUB-STATION

this company was also the contractors for the installation of

the boilers, auxiliary machinery and piping.

SUB-STATION

A typical sub-station of the Toledo & Chicago Railway is

illustrated in Fig. 4. Ultimately tliere will be four sub-

stations situated respectively at Garrett, Hunterstown, Water-

loo and Albion, but at present only one has been built. The

Garrett sub-station has been in operation since July I. The

equipment of these sub-stations consists of

—

Two 200 kw, 33000/3300-volt oil cooled, 25-cycle transformers,

room being provided for a third

transformer of like rating.

Type K-6 oil switches for the 33,-

ooo-volt line.

Type K-2 oil switches for the 3300-

volt trolley.

The necessary complement light-

ning arresters.

The scheme of connections is

shown in Fig. 5. A three-phase

transmission will ultimately be em-

ployed on the Toledo & Chicago

road, but for the sake of clearness

the third phase is omitted in the

illustration ; the third phase sim-

ply passes through the sub-station

and has an oil switch in circuit to

enable its being broken if required.

THE TRACK

The track when completely bal-

lasted will be free from any severe

grades, as the maximum incline

amounts to 1 per cent. With but

one exception there will be no

severe curves. This exception oc-

curs in the town of Garrett where

the line branches to Fort Wayne, and excluding this there is

no curve of less than 10 per cent on the whole system.

The rails are of the standard A.S.C.E. cross-section. Gen-

eral Electric rail bonds are employed throughout. These

bonds are 10 ins. in length, have a current-carrying capacity

equal to that of a No. 0000 trolley wire, and are furnished

with solid copper terminals % in. in diameter. The ties,

FIG. 6.—CATENARY CONSTRUCTION ON SIDE BRACKETS
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which are of oak and cypress, are of standard dimensions,

6 ins. x 8 ins. x 8 ft. There are from 2640 to 3000 ties per

mile of track. The line is constructed for single track only,

and turn-outs and sidings are provided where necessary. The

track is well ballasted. The company owns a large gravel pit

on the Fort Wayne section of the road, and it is expected

when all construction work is done the ballasting will be com-

pleted in a manner that will compare favorably with steam

railroad practice.

OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION

The overhead construction is typical of a modern high-

speed interurban road. The trolley wire is of the catenary

FIG. 7.—SISTER HOOK—MECHANICAL CLIP

FIG. 8.-EYE HOOK-MECHANICAL CLIP

details of the bracket construction as now installed, and Fig.

10 shows the form of construction to be adopted on the new

section of the road. In both of these illustrations the "Steady

brace" device is also shown. The trolley is supported 20 ft.

above the track. Fig. 11 is an illustration of the type of in-

sulator used. It is of porcelain, 5 ins. in diameter and 3^
ins. in height, and has a surface distance of 7^ ins. These

insulators weigh 3 lbs. each and were tested to withstand 40,-

FIG. 9.—BRACKET AND STEADY BRACE USED NOW

FIG. 10.—BRACKET AND STEADY BRACE FOR USE ON
EXTENSION

FIG. 11.—INSULATOR

suspended type and is insulated to withstand a test pressure

of 40,000 volts, although the working pressure is but 3300. A
very considerable saving is effected by the adoption of this

type of construction, an important factor being that the poles

are spaced at 150 ft., whereas 100 ft. is the usual spacing in

d. c. operation.

The trolley line consists essentially of a grooved copper

wire and a steel messenger cable. The former is of No. 000

hard-drawn copper and the latter is composed of seven

strands of No. 11 steel wire. The diameter of the messenger

cable is }i in. and it is made of a special grade of steel having

a tensile strength of 70,000 lbs. per sq. in. The trolley is sus-

pended every 50 ft. from the messenger cable by means of

the mechanical clips, of which two forms are used. That

illustrated in Fig. 7 supports the trolley midway between the

poles, at the point where the amount of messenger sag is a

maximum, and is attached to the messenger by means of the

sister hooks seen. That shown in Fig. 8 is used at other

points and is suspended from the messenger by means of flex-

ible steel wire or rigid distance pieces.

The bracket arms are made of 2^-in. external diameter

structural steel piping. They are fastened to the poles

by means of a flange and two lag screws, and are sup-

ported by a 5^-in. guy rod. Fig. 9 gives all the essential

FIG. 12.^HICKORY STRAIN INSULATOR

000 volts pressure. They are attached to the malleable iron

pins by means of cement.

All guy and anchor wires are insulated by means of special

wooden strain insulators, as shown in Fig. 12. The body is

of selected hickory subjected to a special compound vacuum

process which impregnates every portion of the wood, and

not only excludes all moisture and prevents the absorption of

moisture, but also increases the strength and toughness of the

wood. The wood of which these insulators are made is split

into sticks before being turned to insure a straight grain. The

ends are furnished with eyes of malleable iron which are

attached to the shank by hydraulic pressure. As shown in

Fig. 13, these insulators are also used for city work where the

span construction is adopted.

Lightning arresters are installed at intervals of approxi-

mately half a mile.

The poles are 35 ft. and 40 ft. in length, the longer being

used where the telephone line is carried on the same poles.

The poles are planted to a depth of 6 ft. or 7 ft., according to

the nature of the soil.

MOTORS

It has been previously stated that each car is equipped with

four GEA-605-A motors, which are a modification of the

GEA-604 motor. They are of 75 hp each, and are wound
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for a maximum of 250 volts. The air gap of these motors

between the armature and pole piece is somewhat smaller

than the standard d. c. motor of the same output, and the

speed as compared with a standard d. c. machine of the same

rating is about 10 per cent higher. No trouble whatever has

occurred owing to operating with a small air gap. This is

FIG." 13.—SPAN CATENARY CONSTRUCTION USED THROUGH TOWNS

undoubtedly owing to the fact that the increase in armature

speed is small.

Considering the armature more in detail, it is of the iron-

clad type and bar wound with .one turn per coil and three

coils per slot, the bars being connected to form a series drum

winding. It is removed from the field frame by removing

one of the frame heads.

The field structure is quite different from that of a d. c.

motor, as there are no inwardly projecting poles, and the

entire field winding can be removed and readily replaced by a

duplicate set of windings should any acci-

dent result in their being damaged. This

feature will be understood from an exam-

ination of Fig. 14, whicli shows the motor

casing open and the inner portion of the

field removed. The two outer steel cast-

ings, on being bolted together, hold the

inferior field ring rigidly in position. This

inner portion of the field is a metal ring

built up of laminations insulated from one

another by japan and securely bolted to-

gether by long through bolts. The punch-

ings are of such shape as to form four poles

of the requisite size. Slots are provided in the poles for the

reception and retention of the compensating windings.

The exciting windings are of copper strip. They are con-

nected in parallel for a. c. running, and therefore reduce the

self inductance at high currents, and are connected in series

for d. c. running to increase the torque per ampere and to

permit the motors being run two in series when operating on

standard 600-volt circuits.

The compensating winding, the function of which is to

counteract the armature inductance, provides a relatively high

power factor throughout the range of a. c. operation, and fur-

ther improves the commutation on both a. c. and d. c. opera-

tion. It also reduces the field distortion. As the exciting wind-

ings are connected on the grounded side of the circuit in

series with the armature, they take current at a low potential

and therefore do not require to be heavily insulated. The

motor is oil - lubricated

and has four brushes.

Fig. 15 shows a GEA-
605 motor complete and

ready for mounting on

the truck.

The characteristic

curves of the GEA-605
motor, as in operation on

the Toledo and Chicago

roads, are given in Figs.

16 and 17.

The following data will

give the more important

weights and character-

istics of these motors

:

Weight complete with

gear and gear case, 4500

lbs.

Weight of motor with-

out gear and gear case,

4200 lbs.

Weight of armature

alone, 1200 lbs.

Clearance with 36-in.

wheels, 4.875 ins.

Clearance with 33-in.

wheels, 3.275 ins.

Maximum diameter of

axles, 5.5 ins.

Net efficiency when
operating alternating current, 80 per cent.

Net efficiency when operating direct current, 83.5 per cent.

THE CONTROLLER
Fig. 19 illustrates the controller, which is of the T-33 type.

For d. c. operation the control is rheostatic and therefore

needs no description. When operating on an a. c. section of

the line "potential control" is used, that is to say, a vari-

able potential is applied to the motor terminals through the

medium of a step-down transformer or compensator. Five

taps are brought out from the compensator winding, reducing

FIG. 14.—HOUSING AND INNER RING OF MOTOR

the trolley voltage of 3300 volts to 400, 490, 590, 690 and 800

volts, and as all four motors are connected in series, each will

take one-quarter of these pressures during acceleration. No

starting resistance is used for a. c. operation, and therefore

each point of the controller is in a running position. A
small section of cast grid rheostat is put in circuit during the

transition from step to step to prevent short circuiting a sec-

tion of the compensator when between points. The d. c.

trolley finger in the controller is insulated for 5000 volts to

withstand the high-tension alternating voltages. Fig. 18
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shows the arrangement of all the controlling apparatus in

the cab.

COMMUTATING SWITCH

For transferring from an a. c. to a d. c. section of the line

and vice versa, a commutating switch is employed to change

the connections from the rheostatic leads to the compensator

taps and also to make all necessary changes in the lighting,

heating and air compressor circuits, as well as to put the ex-

citing fields of both the main and air compressor motors in

series or parallel as the case may be. As can be seen in Fig.

18, this switch is located in the cab beside the M

controller and is operated by the reverse

handle.
COMPENSATOR

The compensator is illustrated in Fi;

SWITCHES AND PROTECTIVE DEVICES

Two motor cutout switches are furnished, one for each

truck. They are placed beneath the car adjacent to the

motors they govern. They are operated by the reverse han-

dle of the controller.

The main a. c. switch is a standard oil-cooled switch

adapted to the requirements of the service. This switch was

GEA-60-5-A f?0i/wau motor
Cnar&cter/stic Curves

Alternating current 2Sci/c/es 250ro/ts

FIG. 15.—MUTOR COMPLETE

Amperes

-CHARACTERISTIC CURVE

Amperes

FIG. 17.—CHARACTERISTIC CURVE

It consists of a transformer with both primary and secondary

windings connected in series. It is oil-cooled and is con-

tained in an iron case. The ends are made of cast iron, and

the sides of corrugated sheet metal. The several taps are

brought out through the cast-iron ends and made oil tight by

means of stuffing boxes. Special insulation is used to prevent

damage by vibration.

FIG. 18.—CONTROL APPARATUS IN CAB

illustrated in the Street Railway Journal of May 6, 1905,

page 814. It is enclosed in a sheet-iron box and suspended

beneath the car. It is closed by hand and is retained closed

by a coil energized from the 400-volt tap of the compensator.

The main d. c. switch is also contained in a sheet-iron box

and suspended beneath the car; it is closed by hand from the

cab and is retained closed by the line current. This switch,

which is illustrated in Fig. 21, is

somewhat similar to an electrically-

operated circuit breaker, minus the

overload device, with its line ter-

minal insulated for the high-ten-

sion a. c. voltage. The circuits for

both the main a. c. and d. c.

switches are interlocked in the

commutating switch and are con-

trolled by a double-pole, single-

throw switch located in the cab.

Either switch will open automat-

ically on approximately one-third

line voltage, and either may be op-

erated at any time by the double-

pole, single-throw switch in the

cab.

The high-tension alternating

current line is protected by an ex-

pulsion fuse of the type shown in

Fig. 22, which is located on the

roof of the car, while the d. c.

circuit is protected by magnetic

blowout copper ribbon fuses also

on the roof. The common circuit,

that leading from the controller to

the motor, is protected by another

magnetic blowout copper ribbon
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fuse placed beneath the car which is designed to open in case

of any motor trouble. The auxiliary circuits have individual

fuses of the cartridge type. Both the a. c. and d. c. circuits

are protected by suitable lightning arresters.

a double cotton waterproof braid. They are installed in brass

piping, all of which is carefully grounded. The other cables

are insulated according to ordinary practice.

CHANGING FROM A. C. TO D. C. OPERATION

Changing from a. c. to d. c. operation or vice versa is ac-

complished by means of a dead section in the trolley wire

which is made as long as possible without exceeding the span

on the two trolley poles. At the instant the car enters this

dead section, whichever main switch is closed will

open, owing to the fact that the circuit energizing its

retaining coil is broken. The car can run over this

dead section at full speed, and all the motorman has

to do to make the proper connections is to throw the

commutating switch and close the main a. c. or d. c.

switch, as the case may be.

In the event of the motorman closing the wrong
main switch it will open the moment his hand is

removed, since its retaining coil will not be ener-

gized. No harm will result from a motorman's

closing the wrong main switch. If the a. c. switch

is closed on the d. c. trolley the high-tension fuses

will immediately open the circuit. Again, if the d.

c. switch is closed on the a. c. trolley, resulting in the

trolley fingers of the commutator switch being sub-

jected to 3300 volts, no damage can be done, as
pIG 22._EXPULSION FUSE

they are insulated for 5000 volts. (high-tension a. c.)

FIG. 21.—MAIN D. C. SWITCH

FIG. 19.-T-33 CONTROLLER

WIRING

All cables subjected to high-tension alternating current

have suitable rubber insulation and are further protected by

COMl'ENSAT< >R

TROLLEYS

The trolley base, poles and wheels are of the standard

US-6 type. Special insulation is provided for the base, which

has a sub-base of impregnated wood, mounted on molded

insulators designed for 10,000 volts.

AIR BRAKES

The air-brake system comprises a standard General Electric

straight air-brake equipment with all its necessary adjuncts.

The compressors are of the CPA-52-A type with herring-bone

gears. The motors are designed to operate with both a. c.

and d. c. current, and the governors are GE standard d. c.

governors which have already been described in these col-

umns.

CARS

At the present time the rolling stock of the Toledo &

Chicago Railroad consists of ten fully equipped cars—six

52-ft. passenger cars, two 45-ft. passenger cars and two ex-

press cars. The car bodies were supplied by the Niles Car

& Manufacturing Company, of Niles, Ohio.

Fig. 23 illustrates one of the 52-ft. cars. They are of

handsome appearance, being painted with Pullman green.
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Each of the 52-ft cars has a seating capacity of forty-six

persons, and their general dimensions are as follows:

Ft. Ins.

Length over buffers 52

Length over vestibule 50

Length between corner posts 40

Width over panels 8 6

Weight of body, about 28,000 lbs.

These cars are mounted on Baldwin Locomotive M. C. B.

trucks of type No. 167, each weighing about 8500 lbs;, and

designed for a working load of 25,000 lbs. The wheels are

33 ins. in diameter and the wheel base is 6 ft. 10 ins.

The 52-ft. passenger cars are single-ended, and the forward

vestibule is of sufficient capacity for handling baggage and

light express. A smoking compartment and toilet is provided

on each car. The roofs and hoods are of steam coach pat-

tern and the ceilings of the semi-empire style, handsomely

decorated. The lamps are placed singly in the roof to in-

sure an even distribution of light. The 45-ft. cars are double-

ended and one is provided with a baggage compartment. The

express cars are 52 ft. in length and are double-ended.

The Toledo & Chicago Railway Company anticipates doing

a considerable business in freight haulage, and has secured

both passenger and freight terminals in Kendallville, Garrett,

Auburn and Fort Wayne. The General Electric Company
is now building a freight equipment for use on an electric

locomotive which will be capable of hauling at least twenty-

five loaded freight cars.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion it is interesting to note that the work of

constructing the line was under the direct supervision of the

general manager, and no contractors were employed with

the exception of those already cited when dealing with the

power house. The officials of the Toledo & Chicago Inter-

urban Railway are as follows : President, Arthur B. Shep-

ard; general manager and treasurer, F. Perkins; secretary,

F. L. Welsheimer.

SINGLE-PHASE EQUIPMENT FOR THE WASHINGTON,
BALTIMORE & ANNAPOLIS RAILWAY

The announcement that the Washington, Baltimore & An-

napolis Railway has finally adopted the single-phase system

and has placed contracts for the entire electrical equipment

required for this line will attract considerable interest in en-

gineering and railway circles, not only on account of the fact

that this is one of the most important orders placed for alter-

nating-current equipment in this country, but also because

the original promoters of this line were the first to adopt the

single-phase system. The original contracts for the construc-

tion of this line were let some three years ago, but due to

financial difficulties the road was not built at that time and

has since passed to other owners.

Some 60 miles of road will be operated by the new com-

pany. The main line will be that between Baltimore and Wash-

ington, with a branch from a point on the main line near

Odenton, extending to Annapolis. This station on the new

line will be known as Academy Junction. Over the main

line between Baltimore and Washington an express and local

service will be established, express cars being operated under

a fifteen-minute headway and making the run in seventy-two

minutes. The roadbed will be double-tracked throughout,

with sidings arranged at suitable intervals so that the locals

may be side-tracked to enable the expresses to maintain

schedules. The rolling stock equipment is to be very com-

plete. Nineteen express cars, capable of making 60 m. p. h.

on a tangent level track, will be operated. In addition two

work-cars will be equipped, each sufficiently powerful to haul

a train of five ordinary passenger coaches at 45 m. p. h.,

while four lower powered cars will be used for local service.

These last mentioned cars will be run at a speed of 45 m. p. h.

The express and work-cars will each be equipped with four

GEA-603 (125 hp each) a. c.-d. c. motor equipments with the

Sprague-General Electric type-M train control. The local

cars will be similarly controlled but will be driven by two

instead of four GEA-603 motors.
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Power for the new road will be purchased from the Po-

tomac Electric Company at Washington, D. C, and will be

delivered by that company at 6600 volts three-phase to a

transformer sub-station located about 3 miles from Chesa-

peake Junction. In order to obtain a balanced load on the

three-phase generators, the current as received at the sub-

station will be changed from three-phase to two-phase by

groups of two transformers connected, three-phase on the

6600-volt primary side and two-phase on the secondary side.

Half of the transformers will have the secondaries wound for

6600 volts and the other half for 33,000 volts. The 6600-

volt windings will all be connected in parallel on the same

phase supplying single-phase current to the trolley as far as

Academy Junction. The 33,000-volt secondary windings will

all be connected in multiple on the second phase to the 33,000-

volt transmission line, which will supply current to a step-

down sub-station located at Academy Junction. The Chesa-

peake Junction sub-station will contain seven 800-kw, water-

supply direct current to the motors in the repair shops located

at this point.

Government regulations within the District of Columbia

prohibit the use of the track return, so that within this section

the cars will be operated with a double trolley. This portion

of the tracks, as well as that within the city of Baltimore, is

at present operated by direct current, and the new cars are

designed to operate on direct current over these sections of

the line.

As already stated, the present Washington, Baltimore &
Annapolis Railway Company which is constructing the line

is quite distinct from the initial corporation. The new com-
pany, under the head of its president, Geo. C. Bishop, has

considerably broadened the former plans. Land has been

purchased for a wider right of way along the route, and new
bridges are being built so that the roadbed will be excellent.

The engineering work is in charge of the Roberts & Abbot
Engineering Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, and contracts

END AND SIDE VIEWS OF DETROIT PARLOR CAR

cooled transformers, three with 33,000-volt secondaries and

four with 6600-volt secondaries, one of the latter transformers

forming a reserve.

At Academy Junction there will be four water-cooled trans-

formers, 25 cycles, 800 kw, reducing the single-phase, 33,000-

volt current of the transmission line to 6600-volt current suit-

able for delivery to the cars. These transformers will supply

the current necessary for the Baltimore and the Annapolis

sections of the line.

The sub-station at Academy Junction will be located ad-

jacent to the car houses. For greater safety in inspecting

and handling the cars, all of the trolley circuits in the car

house will be arranged for 600-volt direct current, and for

this purpose two 300-kw motor generator sets will be in-

stalled in the transformer sub-station, changing the 6600-volt

alternating current to 600 volts direct current. The motor

end of these motor generator sets will be connected direct

to the trolley circuits, one phase being fed from the trolley

coming from Chesapeake Junction and the other from the

Academy Junction transformers. A feeder regulator will be

placed in one phase so that the motor generator sets will act

as balancers, permitting the Academy Junction transformers

connected on phase B to feed into the trolley line supplied

by the Chesapeake Junction transformers on phase A. In

addition to acting as balancers and to supplying current to the

cars in the car houses, the motor generator sets will also

have been placed with the General Electric Company for the

complete electrical equipment. The construction and opera-

tion of this road will be watched with great interest, as it is

one of the largest and most important installations of the

single-phase railway system ever undertaken.

PRIVATE CAR OF THE DETROIT UNITED RAILWAYS

In the construction of the private car of the Detroit United

Railways the mistake of dividing the car into too many com-
partments, and thereby destroying the roominess and com-
fort of the car, has been avoided. This car was recently con-

structed in the shops of the Detroit United Railways for use

of the officials of the system. It is 51 ft. 10 ins. in length

over bumpers, and 8 ft. 4 ins. in width over all. A large

observation room takes up the greater portion of the front of

the car. Behind this, and opening into a side aisle, is a bed

roftm measuring 7 ft. 9 ins. by 5 ft. 5 ins., and to the rear of

this is an office of the same size. A fully equipped kitchen

measuring 343^ ins. by 5 ft. 5 ins., as well as a toilet room is

provided.

The rear platform is 6 ft. 2 ins. long, and is provided with

a grilled bronze balustrade surmounted by a brass rail. A
swinging gate on one side closes the platform

The car is mounted on Baldwin trucks equipped with steel-

tire wheels. It is provided with four Westinghouse No. 121

motors and Westinghouse electro-pneumatic control system.
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NEW ALL STEEL CARS

Since the adoption of all steel cars by the Interborough

Rapid Transit Railway Company in its subway service the

advantages of the steel car as to strength, resistance and ulti-

mate operating economy have attracted the attention of many

parts such as posts, panels, etc., to conform to the ordinary

wood finish. Fig. 1 gives a general view of the car, which

seats forty persons, and the general dimensions are as

follows

:

Length over all, 40 ft. 6 ins.

Length over closed part of car, 13 ft. 2 ins.

FIG. l.-STEEL EDDY FOR COMBINATION CAR. SAN FRANCISCO

surface and elevated railway managements.

The first strictly city railway to install a

steel car was undoubtedly the New York
City Railway Company, but since that was

put in operation other practical examples

of the all steel car have appeared for sur-

face and elevated traction. Several of

these, built by the Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany, of Pittsburg, are illustrated here-

with.

The first car turned out of the new plant

of this company was completed in the

early spring of the present year for the

United Railways of San Francisco, an all

steel street car of the "California" type.

This car so greatly resembles a wooden
car in outside appearance that it requires a

practiced eye to distinguish one from the

INTERIOR OF CLOSED COMPARTMENT OF SAN
FRANCISCO STEEL CAR

other. This similarity of external appearance was effected

by covering practically all the rivets on the outside of the car

body with special drawn moldings and graining all the steel

;. 2.—STEEL FRAMING OF SAN FRANCISCO CAR

Distance from center to center of trucks, 23 ft. 6 ins.

Width over side sills, 7 ft. 10}A ins.

Width over side sheets at belt rail, 8 ft. 2^4 ins.

Height from top of rail to top of roof, 11 ft. 5^2 ins.

The underframe, side sheets, outside finish to eaves of

closed section of car and the platform posts in open sections

are made of steel in the form of plates, rolled or pressed to

suit requirements. The interior finish, such as doors, window

sash, floor mats and deck moldings, are of wood. The floor

is of 3-32 steel plates with one course of wooden flooring;

the lower and upper-deck ceilings consist of steel sheets. The

carlines and purlins are made of rolled angles. The under-

frame consists of 6-in. rolled center sill channels. The side

sill construction is built up of Z-bar and pressed angle plates;

the bumper is of 8-in. rolled channel pressed to shape.

To carry the load and weight of the car entirely on the side

construction, care had to be taken in providing openings

for steps next to the closed car section between trucks without

weakening the car at these particular points. This part has

been successfully worked out by placing reinforcing angles

along the side of the step opening extending past the body

bolster. The longitudinal seat supports in closed car section

are built up of steel plates and angle construction. The body

bolster is made of steel truss construction, and to take Peck-

ham 14-B-3S trucks and 33-in. wheels. The equipment also

includes Wood's patent gates, walkover cross seats in the
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open-car sections, and longitudinal rattan seats and backs in

the closed compartment.

The next steel cars built in the new passenger car plant

of the Pressed Steel Car Company consisted of three steam

railway passenger coaches for the Southern Railway, all of

which have been delivered, and forty all steel passenger car

bodies for the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, the

greater part of which have now been completed and delivered.

The trucks for the latter were built by the Tate Manufactur-

ing Company and applied by the railroad company.

One of the Southern Railway coaches was exhibited at the

convention of railway mechanical officials at Atlantic City in

June, and was illustrated and described in that connection in

the Street Railway Journal for June 23. End and in-

for the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company and shown in

Figs. 6, 7 and 8. These forty cars are for service on the

Market street elevated and subway line, and the reproduction

FIG. 4.-END VIEW OF SOUTHERN RAILWAY CAR FIG. 6.—INTERIOR OF 1'TI I LAP ELl'HI A SUBWAY CAR

FIG. 8.—STEEL CAR FOR ELEVATEP ANP SUBWAY SERVICE IN PHILADELPHIA

terior views are presented in Figs. 4 and 5. In this case the

purchaser desired wooden finish above the window rail, but

the framing of the car throughout is of steel, the vestibules

all steel and outside sheathing to window rail of steel plate.

Of particular interest here, however, is the type of car built

in Fig. 8 gives an idea of the pleasing external appearance of

the car. The design is of steel throughout with non-com-

bustible flooring composition, and it is to all intents shock and

fire proof. The outside sheathing is of cold rolled steel and

the underframe consists of deep fishbelly side sills, with cross-
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bearers and connections in girder form,

sions are as detailed below:

Length over platform (over all), 49 ft. 7K ins-

Length over door posts, 40 ft. 6J4 ins.

The general dimen-

FIG. 7.—END OF STEEL CAR FOR PHILADELPHIA ELEVATED
AND SUBWAY SYSTEM

Length inside of car (end lining), 39 ft. 6% ins

Width of car outside of side sheets, 8 ft. 7 ins.

Width of car inside, 7 ft. 7% ins.

Height from rail to top of floor, 3 ft. 10 ins.

Height from floor to ceiling center, 8 ft. 6 l/2 ins.

Height from rail to top of car, 12 ft. 7 ins.

Opening for vestibule side door (between door posts) , 2 ft. 9 ins.

Width of end door opening, 3 ft. 2 l/2 ins.

Width of center door opening (side), 3 ft. 4 ins.

Distance from center to center of trucks, 34 ft. 6 ins.

Width over eaves—upper deck, 5 ft, 6}i ins.

Width over eaves—lower deck, 8 ft. 8$/$ ins.

Width of vestibule end door opening, 2 ft.

Several details of equipment and interior fittings follow

:

Automatic air brakes complete with automatic air couplers

;

also bevel-geared vertical hand brakes on each end of car.

Twelve carlines per car composed of V/i-vn.. x i
l/2 -'m. steel.

Van Dorn coupler and draw-bar. Pantasote curtains with

Forsythe ring fixtures No. 48. Mahogany doors, lower half

paneled, upper half with one light of ^-'m. plate glass. The

side doors and those at the center are arranged for opening

and closing by pneumatic devices from either end of the car.

The vestibule side and center doors have elastic strikers.

The electric lighting equipment consists of twenty-five single

fixtures, one headlight and two markers on each end. There

is a complete system of electric heating and apparatus for

power for control. The lighting, heating and control ap-

paratus were furnished by the purchaser and the last two

items were installed by the railroad.

The underframe is covered with corrugated steel sheets and

Monolithic flooring composition. The interior finish is of

straight-grained mahogany. There are two motorman's cabs

on each car, at diagonally opposite corners, right-hand side.

The roof is constructed of tongue and groove poplar y2 in.

thick and covered with 8-oz. cotton duck. There are two

safety chains on each end, equipped with 4-in. diameter

springs. Pantagraph safety gates are applied on platform

corners opposite the motorman's cabs. Mason safety treads

are applied at each end door. The seating arrangements con-

sist of four longitudinal seats for nine persons each and eight

cross seats in center of car for two persons each. Each car

is fitted with twelve pairs standard automatic ventilators, and

there are twenty-four side windows per car, eighteen of which,

have upper sash movable and lower sash stationary. The

cars are painted Tuscan red with gold stripes.

A NEW STEAM MOTOR COACH

The Kobusch-Wagenhals Steam Motor Car Company, of

St. Louis, has just completed a steam coach developed by W.

G. Wagenhals, in partnership with George J. Kobusch, presi-

dent of the St. Louis Car Company. The car is 82 ft. 6 ins.

long; height from rail to top of stack, 15 ft. 2 ins.; width,

10 ft. over all; weight, 178,560 lbs., which is stated to be at

least 40,000 lbs. heavier than previous cars of this type.

The underframing is of steel and the body construction and

fittings are of the standard steam coach type except the ma-

chinery and engineer's section, which is constructed of steel.

There are fifty-two seats in the main compartment. Ad-

jacent to the engine compartment, which is 12 ft. long, is a

10-ft. baggage room.

The power section contains a marine type water-tube boiler

END VIEW OF STEAM MOTOR CAR

placed over the motor truck. This boiler is 77 ins. in width

and breadth. It has 1215 sq. ft. of heating surface, 43.5 sq.

ft. of grate area, and carries a working pressure of 250 lbs.

per sq. in., though built for a cold-water test of 500 lbs. It

is fired with crude oil through five burners. One thousand

gallons of this oil are carried in a tank underneath the car

body. In this tank the oil is heated by a portion of the exhaust

steam and a pressure of air, obtained through a reducing

valve from the main reservoir of the brake system, forces the

oil up to the burners, where it is sprayed by either eteam or

air or both, as may be desired. Two thousand gallons of

water are carried in two tanks also under the body of the

car, and the feed water passes through heating coils at the

top of the boiler before entering the boiler proper. In addi-

tion to the boiler and its attachments, the compartment con-

tains a Westinghouse 9^2-in. air pump and a complete E-T
brake equipment. Steam is conveyed to the engines by a
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flexible steam pipe consisting of ball joints and an expansion

joint, which arrangement has been found to prevent steam

leakage even at 300 lbs. pressure.

A novel departure of this car is the motor truck, which is

designed along electric railway lines, the engine being hung

on the axle in the same manner as electric motors. Side rods

have been added to utilize all four wheels. The engine, which

is rated at 275 hp, has piston valves and 11-in. x 12-in. cylin-

through small pipes. The exhaust is used to heat the coach

and the fuel oil through it is directed out the stack when

not required for these purposes.

The wheels are 42 ins. in diameter, and with the present

pinion and gear a tractive effort of 8000 lbs. or a speed of

40 miles per hour is secured. The truck center casting and

frames are of cast steel and the axle bearings are equipped

with locomotive type boxes and cellars. The trailer truck is

ders. The frame of the cylinder end is hung on a single point

spring suspension just back of the truck center casting. At

the other end the engine frames are extended beyond the

crank shaft so as to rest on and be supported by the axle of

the forward wheels. This affords a three-point suspension

END VIEW OF TRUCK

for the engines, while a still further extension of the engine

frames enables the two to be rigidly connected by a heavy

shouldered bolt. A pinion on the crank shaft meshes with

a gear wheel on the axle, as in the gearing of electric motors.

Both engines are enclosed in crank cases so as to be self-

oiling as well as protected from dust, etc., and the gears are

also encased. The oil cups of the other parts are located out-

side the truck frame and reach their particular bearings

of the standard M. C. B. four-wheel type, with its center 53

ft. from that of the motor. It has a wheel base of 8 ft. and

36-in. diameter wheels.

The hauling capacities of this car at various speeds are as

follows: At 5 miles per hour on level, 538 tons; at 5 miles

per hour on 1 per cent grade, 299 tons ; at 5 miles per hour on

2 per cent grade, 172 tons; at 5 miles per hour on 3 per cent

grade, 120 tons, and at 41.6 miles per hour on a level, 205

tons. The above includes the weight of motor car.

The absence of vibration from the engine is a noticeable

feature of this car. This is due to the separation of the

motor truck from other than a center casting connection with

the car. Only three or four simple disconnections are re-

quired to enable the truck to be run out from under the car

for repair or exchange with another truck. Within a few days

the car will be sent on a demonstration trip around the coun-

try, after which it will be put into regular service on the

Missouri Pacific Railway.
^»

The Lake Shore Electric Railway has just issued a unique

folder showing a lithographic map in several colors of its

own line and connecting lines in Northern Ohio. It contains

a time table of the Lake Shore and of the electric connections

at all points. It is a handsome piece of lithographic work.

An unofficial statement of the traffic over the lines of the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company for the recent Mardi Gras

week at Coney Island says the figures are unprecedented in

the history of the company and probably in the transportation

world. The celebration began Sept. 17, and is said to have

resulted in an average daily increase in earnings for the

month of $5,600 over those of a year ago, this in spite of

unfavorable weather and the discontinuance of the parade

on Saturday night. Figures for July, August and September

show daily and monthly gains respectively for these months

of $2,000 for July with a total of $62,000 as the increase for

the month; $4,000 for August with a total of $124,000 for the

month, and $5,600 for September, with a total for the month

of $168,000.
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EXHIBITORS AT COLUMBUS

The following is a list up to Oct. 8 of those manufacturing

companies which have applied for and been assigned space

in the Columbus Convention exhibit buildings. The diagram

on the inset herewith shows the location of the different ex-

hibits within the buildings. The number, 1, 2, 3, etc., refers

to the number of the building. The letter, A, B or C,

designates the section. Those having track space are given

in the second list.

3 A Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

6 A American Advertising Indicator Company, St. Joseph, Mo.

3 B American Brake-Shoe & Foundry Company, Mahway, N. J.

3 B American Instrument Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

1 B American Railway Supply Company, New York.

6 C American Water Softener Company, Philadelphia.

3 B Anderson, A. & J. M., Manufacturing Company, Boston,

Mass.

4 B Atlas Railway Supply Company, Chicago, 111.

4 C American Mason Safety Tread Company, Boston, Mass.

4 C American Steel & Wire Company, Chicago, 111.

3 A Atha Steel Castings Company, Newark, N. J.

4 B Adams & Westlake Company, Chicago, 111.

4 A Acme Automatic Street Indicator Company, Cleveland,

Ohio.

3 B Bache & Company, Semon, New York.

2 D Baldwin Steel Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

6 B Baldwin & Rowland Switch & Signal Company, New Haven,

Conn.

4 B Bayonet Trolley Harp Company, Springfield, Ohio.

4 C Berry Brothers, Ltd., Detroit, Mich.

6 C Bird, F. W., & Son, East Walpole, Mass.

3 A Blake Signal & Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.

3 B Brown, Harold P., New York City.

4 B Buckeye Engine Company, Salem, Ohio.

1 B Brady Brass Company, New York.

4 C Bowser, S. F., & Company, South Bend, Ind.

4 B Booth, L. M., Company.
6 C Buckeye Third-Rail Shield Company, Columbus, Ohio.

6 A Buhne Metal Company, New York.

2 C Cambria Steel Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

2 A Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

6 A Cary Automatic Coupler Company, Chicago.

6 B Carey, Philip, Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

6 A Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111.

6 B Chase Foundry & Manufacturing Company.
6 C Chase-Shawmut Company, Newburyport, Mass.

2 C Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

6 B Climax Stock Guard Company, Chicago, 111.

4 B Coleman, Emil, & Company, New York.

6 C Columbia Machine Works & Malleable Iron Company,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

4 A Consolidated Car Fender Company, -Providence, R. I.

4 C Consolidated Car Heating Company, New York.

4 A Cook's Railway Appliance Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

6 B Crouse-Hinds Company, Syracuse, N. Y.

6 B Consolidated Engine Stop Company, New York.

6 C Cook, C. Lee, Manufacturing Company, Louisville, Ky.

1 C Creaghead Engineering Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

1 B Curtain Supply Company, Chicago, 111.

6 B Davis Pressed Steel Company.

4 A Dearborn Drug & Chemical Works, Chicago, 111.

4 B D. & W. Fuse Company, Providence, R. I.

1 A Duff Manufacturing Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

3 B Dayton Manufacturing Company, Dayton, Ohio.

4 C Dixon, Jos., Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.

1 B Duplicate Transfer & Rebate Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

3 A Dossert & Company, New York.

1 C Edwards. O. M., Company, Syracuse, N. Y.

1 C Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

3 B Earll. Chas. I, New York.

1 A Electric Service Supplies Company, Chicago, 111.

3 B Eclipse Railway Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

4 A Electrical Review, New York.
6 A Electric Railway Improvement Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

4 B Elliott Brothers Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

6 A Fay, J. A., & Egan Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

4 B Franklin Car Heating Company, Syracuse, N. Y.

4 B Franklin Electric Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn.

4 C Felt & Tarrant Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.

4 A Galena Signal Oil Company, Franklin, Pa.

3 B Garton, W. R., Company, Chicago, 111.

3 A General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

4 A Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company, New York.

1 A Goldschmidt Thermit Company, New York City.

1 B Globe Ticket Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

2 D Griffin Wheel Company, Chicago, 111.

3 B General Systems Company, Dayton, Ohio.

6 A General Railway Supply Company, Pittsburg.

2 D Grip Nut Company, Chicago, 111.

4 B Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

4 B Harrison, F. P., Electric & Manufacturing Company, Inc.,

New York.

6 B Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

4 B Hastings, George S., & Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

4 B Haywood Bros. & Wakefield Company, Wakefield, Mass.

6 B Heany Fireproof Wire Company, Chester, Pa.

1 B Helios Manufacturing Company, New York.

6 B Home Rubber Company.

2 D Indianapolis Switch & Frog Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

1 B International Register Company, Chicago, 111.

1 C International Sprinkler Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

6 B Interurban Railway Journal, Indianapolis, Ind.

6 A International Fence & Fireproofing Company, Columbus,
Ohio.

2 C Jones & Laughlin Steel Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

6 A Jenkins Automatic Fender Company, The, Toronto, Ont.

4 C Johns-Manville, H. W., Company, New York City.

1 C Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

3 B Keystone Brake-Shoe Company, New York.

3 B Kinnear Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio.

1 B Lagonda Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Ohio.

3 B Liberty Bell Company, Bristol, Conn.

6 C Lanning, G. Frank, & Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

2 E Lorain Steel Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

3 B Lord Electric Company, Boston, Mass.

4 B Lord Company, George W., Philadelphia, Pa.

2 D Lumen Bearing Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

6 C. Magann Air Brake Company, Ltd., Detroit, Mich., and

Toronto, Can.

3 B MacDonald Ticket & Ticket Box Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

6 B Matthews, W. N., & Bro., St. Louis, Mo.
4 B Massachusetts Chemical Company, Walpole, Mass.

4 C Masury, John W. & Son, Brooklyn, N. Y.

1 C Miller Anchor Company, Norwalk, Ohio.

1 A McGraw Publishing Company, New York City.

2 D National Brake Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

3 C National Brake & Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

4 C National Carbon Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

1 B National Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J.

1 A Nuttall Company, R. D., Pittsburg, Pa.

2 D National Car Wheel Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

6 A New York Switch & Crossing Company, Hoboken, N J.
6 B Novelty Lamp Manufacturing Company, Inc.

1 B Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio.

3 B Ohmer Fare Register Company, Dayton, Ohio.

1 B Pantasote Company, New York City.

2 C Peerless Rubber Company, New York.
2 F Pennsylvania Steel Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

6 C Perry Side Bearing Company.
1 A Pittsburg Insulating Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

6 A Pittsburg Steel Company, Pittsburg, Pa.
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6 A Power Specialty Company, New York.

6 C Pontius, W. H., Company, Columbus, Ohio.

2 C Rail Joint Company, New York City.

2 C Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

1 C Recording Fare Register Company, New Haven, Conn
6 C Riverside Metal Company, Atlantic City, N. J.

3 B Ridlon Company, Frank, Boston, Mass.

4 A Roeblings, John A., Sons Company, Trenton, N. J.

3 B Ryerson, Jos. T., & Son, Chicago, 111.

4 A Sherwin-Williams Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

4 A Southern Exchange Company, New York City.

1 B Speer Carbon Company, St. Marys, Pa.

4 B Standard Paint Company, New York City.

1 A Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, Pa.

4 B Smith, Peter, Heater Company, Detroit, Mich.

4 B Security Register & Manufacturing Company, New York.

4 B Standard Varnish Works, New York.

1 B Star Brass Works, Kalamazoo, Mich.

1 A Sterling Varnish Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

2 C Symington Company, he T. H., Baltimore, Md.
2 C St. Louis Car Wheel Company, St. Louis, Mo.

3 B Sterling-Meaker Company, Newark, N. J.

1 A Street Railway Journal, New York City.

3 B Sjoberg, J. P., & Company, New York.

2 D Standard Brake-Shoe Company, Aurora, 111.

2 D Standard Motor Truck Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

6 C State Manufacturing Company.

1 B Taylor Electric Truck Company, Troy, N. Y.

4 B Trolley Supply Company, Canton, Ohio.

1 C United States Metal & Manufacturing Company, New York.

1 B United States Engineering Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

6 C U. S. Electric Signal Company, West Newton, Mass.

6 B United Copper Foundry Company, Boston, Mass.

3 B Van Dorn Company, W. T., Chicago, III.

2 D Van Dorn & Dutton Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

6 B Wagonhurst, J. H., Company.

4 B Wallace Supply Company, Chicago, 111.

4 C Watson, Stillman Company, New York.

4 B Western Electric Company, Chicago, 111.

3 C Westnghouse Companies, Pittsburg, Pa.

2 A Wharton, William, Jr., & Company, Philadelpha, Pa.

1 B Wheel Truing Brake-Shoe Company, Detroit, Mich.

1 C Wilson Company, The, Chicago, 111.

6 B Wilson, J. P., Company.

3 A Yale & Towne Manuacturing Company, New York.

TRACK SPACE

The following companies will also have track space

:

American Locomotive Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Brill Company, J. G.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Jewett Car Company, Newark, Ohio.

McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.

Niles Car & Manufacturing Company, Ohio.

Pedric Company, A. B.

Pressed Steel Car Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

St. Louis Car Company, St. Louis, Mo.

ENTERTAINMENTS AT THE COLUMBUS CONVENTION

The Manufacturers' Association, which has charge of the

social side of the Columbus Convention, has made elaborate

arrangements for the entertainment of the ladies during the

day time and for that of all the attendants in the evening.

A complete program of this portion of the convention is to

be published and will be distributed at Columbus. The fol-

lowing, however, are the main features which have already

been decided upon

:

Tuesday Evening—Reception and ball at Memorial Hall.

Wednesday Evening—One theater party at the Southern

Theater in the play "She Stoops to Conquer" ; also another

theater party at the Shubert Theater in the play "Fantana."

Thursday Afternoon—Reception to the ladies at the Ar-

lington Country Club.

Thursday Evening—Annual banquet at the Southern

Hotel.

Friday Evening—Vaudeville entertainment at the South-

ern Theater.

In addition there will be interurban trolley parties, auto-

mobile rides, golfing and a number of other forms of amuse-

ment, most of which will be specially arranged for the ladies

in attendance at the convention.

ELECTROSE HIGH-TENSION INSULATORS

At the recent annual convention of the Canadian Electrical

Association, Harold W. Buck, chief electrical engineer of the

Canadian Niagara Power Company, gave a description of the

insulator used on the transmission line to Fort Erie, which

line will supply current to Buffalo. The length of the line,

which is of 37-strand aluminum of 500,ooo-circ'.-mils section,

is 15 miles, the voltage being 24,000.

The material of the insulator which is shown in the accom-

HIGH-TENSION INSULATOR

panying cut is made by Electrose Manufacturing Company,

Brooklyn, N. Y. "Electrose" is an insulating compound

which has been largely used in telephone, telegraph and elec-

tric railway work, and is now being employed for high-tension

insulation. Mr. Buck states that this material is a very good

insulator, is very strong mechanically and is entirely free from

cracks and other defects which are common in glass and

porcelain. Similar insulators have been used on the Buffalo

transmission lines of the Niagara Falls Power Company for

the past three years, and they are the only insulators on those

lines which have caused no trouble. Mr. Buck adds that

it is impossible to shatter Electrose insulators by stone throw-

ing, and they will frequently turn a rifle bullet without being

damaged seriously.
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THE STEAM GENERATING EQUIPMENT OF THE SPRING

STREET STATION, COLUMBUS

A brief description is published in Section II. of this issue

of the Spring Street station of the Columbus Railway & Light

Company. This station is perhaps the most interesting of all

the stations in Columbus, partly because it generates most of

the railway current used, and partly because it is equipped

INDUCED DRAFT AT SPRING STREET STATION, COLUMBUS

with both natural and mechanical draft. An account of the

steam generating equipment may therefore not be out of

place. The station contains two 1000-kw, one 850-kw and

two 500-kw direct-current generators driven by Green-

Wheelock compound engines, also two 500-kw alter-

nating current turbo-generators supplying current

for lighting. Steam at 175 lbs. gage pressure is

supplied by four Babcock & Wilcox boilers con-

nected to a brick stack and six served by mechanical

draft fans. Four more boilers, which are to be con-

nected to the mechanical draft fans, are being in-

stalled.

Each of the four boilers connected to the stack

contains 168 tubes, 4 ins. in diameter and 18 ft. long.

There are also two 42-in. drums, 23 ft. 5^ ins. long,

so that the total heating surface of each boiler, as-

suming that half of the cylindrical surface of the

drums is in contact with the hot gases, is 3424 sq. ft.,

equivalent to 311 hp at a rating of 11 sq. ft. per

horse-power or 342 hp on a 10 sq. ft. per hp rating.

These four boilers have Dutch ovens, two at present

fired with gas and the other two hand-fired with

coal. The brick stack drawing the gases from these

furnaces is 203 ft. high, including a 50-ft. extension

added a short time ago. Between the boilers and
the stack is a Green economizer of 800 tubes, aggre-

gating 2200 sq. ft. of heating surface, or a little

more than 50 per cent of the boiler surface with

which it is connected.

The mechanical draft part of this plant at present

comprises 2100 boiler horse-power, although boilers

now being put in will bring this up to 3500
hp, for which capacity the fans were designed.

The furnaces of these boilers have travelling chain

grates, and although the same coal is burned as in the

Dutch ovens with natural draft, namely, coarse slack

costing about $1.25 per ton, there is less smoke from the

short funnel into which the fans discharge than from the tall

stack. The fans were supplied by the Green Fuel Economizer

Company, and are shown in the accompanying engraving.

As they are located in the main engine room, the housings

are covered with magnesia plaster to prevent radiation. The

overhung wheels measure 18 ft. x 6 ft., and are driven by

center-crank engines, the two water-cooled fan bearings for

each wheel being supported on the engine foundations. At

the rear of the housing is a sliding damper which shuts off

either fan as desired, one standing as a "spare." Similarly,

there is a two-way butterfly damper in the discharge

passage, operated by a rope in reach of the engine-

room floor. The draft is regulated by varying the

cut-off of the engines while running by means of a

hand wheel which shifts a block in a link of the

valve gear.- This method is considered more

economical than regulation by throttling either the

engine or the draft. Between the fans and the boiler

are two Green fuel economizers, one of 600 tubes

and one of 300 tubes, or 10,800 sq. ft. of economizer

surface altogether, which is about 78 per cent of the

boiler surface. Recording thermometers register

the temperature of the water on entering and leaving

the economizers and the average rise in temperature

of the feed water with the present boiler capacity is

about 90 per cent.

The main engines exhaust into a Wheeler surface

condenser, the exhaust passing through a Cochrane

oil separator on the way. Although the con-

densation is returned through open feed-water

receiving the exhaust of the pumps and fan

directly to the boilers, no traces of oil have

appeared in the latter, which are cleaned every sixty to eighty

days. The condenser circulating water is taken from the

heaters,

engines

CHART SHOWING TEMPERATURES AND DRAFTS, COLUMBUS

Scioto Aiver, and after leaving the condensers discharges into

an overflow tank from which the "make-up" for the boilers is

drawn.

A chart for June 21, 1906, from one of the Bristol record-

ing thermometers, is shown above, the records from other

charts being superimposed, so that the one diagram shows for
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simultaneous moments, (1) the temperature of the flue gases

entering the economizers, (2) the temperature of the gases

leaving the economizers, (3) the temperature of the feed

water leaving the economizer and entering the boiler, and (4)

the intensity of the draft in inches of water. It will be no-

ticed that the gases leaving the boilers are above 500 deg.

practically all of the time except from midnight to 6 a. m., and

that the economizer reduces, this temperature by 150 deg. on

the average. The mean of the feed-water thermometer read-

ings is 227 deg., although the actual average temperature of

the water cannot be stated in the absence of hourly readings

of the water meter. As the average temperature of the feed

water entering the economizer from the heaters is about 150

deg., this corresponds to an average rise of temperature of

about 75 deg., which in turn indicates a fuel saving of 7 per

cent. The average hourly evaporation from the boilers

served by this fan is 63,000 lbs. of water. The above plant is

in charge of F. R. Brosius, chief engineer, to whom this paper

is indebted for the Bristol chart. There is a complete ash

and coal handling equipment and the plant is a model in

many respects.

held in insulators 12 ins. in length supported in brackets every

10^ ft. The joints in the indurated fiber covering are made
by a 2-in. lap joint of the same material, as shown in Fig. 2,

and a wider covering, illustrated in Fig. 3, is used at points

where the third rail is bonded. One great advantage pos-

sessed by this material for this class of work is that it is much

FIG. 1.—UNDER-
RUNNING THIRD-
RAIL COVERING

FIG. 5.—NEW YORK CITY CON-
DUIT RAIL COVERING

INDURATED FIBER FOR INSULATING PURPOSES

Plans and description of the under-running third-rail system

adopted by the New York Central Railroad Company for its

electric zone were published in the Street Railway Jour-

nal for Sept. 2, 1905. At that time the company was plan-

ning to protect all of its third rail with a wooden covering.

During September, 1905, however, a portion of the New York

Central experimental third-track system at Schenectady was

cheaper than the wood covering, principally for the reason

that it can be installed much more easily, as it has simply to

be slipped over the rail. The elasticity of the material will

then hold the covering in place.

Two other applications of this material to electric railway

work are also illustrated. Fig. 4 shows the section of a pro-

tecting covering used on the Manhattan Elevated and Sub-

way systems in New York. The subway third rail, it will be

remembered, has a timber protection which prevents acci-

dental contact from above, but as originally laid the third

rail was not protected on the side. The indurated fiber pro-

tector is molded to fit the base of the rail between the ties

and is carried up on the inside of the rail in the way shown.

J
FIG. 2.—UNDER-RUNNING THIRD RAIL, SHOWING METHOD OF COVERING JOINTS IN COVER SECTIONS

FIG. 3.—COVER FOR A BONDED JOINT

covered with sections of indurated fiber made by the In-

durated Fiber Company, of Lockport, N. Y., and the ma-

terial has proved so satisfactory that a considerable portion

of the New York Central tracks in its electric zone near New
York is being equipped with this material. It is also being

used on the under-running third-rail system which the West

Shore Railroad is installing between Utica and Syracuse, and

which will be put in operation about Dec. 1.

Indurated fiber has been in use for a long time for the

manufacture of pails, jars and other household goods, and

for such purposes has been found to be strictly water and

weather proof, and will stand the elements for years. Its

application to electrical work, however, is comparatively re-

cent. Nevertheless it is an excellent insulator. When Y%

in. thick the material, it is claimed, will stand 23,000 volts

without puncturing or breaking down ; when % in- thick it

will stand 35,000 volts, and when ^ in. thick, 46,000 volts.

As used on the New York Central & West Shore the in-

durated fiber is molded in sections 43^ ins. long, so that it

takes three sections to cover the third rail, as the latter is

FIG. 4.—SUBWAY AND ELEVATED
PROTECTOR

Its elasticity permits it to be slipped over the base of the rail,

after which it holds itself in position.

Another application of this material to railway work has

been made by the New York City Railway Company on its

Thirty-Third Street Crosstown line, between First and Sec-

ond Avenues. On Oct. 6, 1905, 90 ft. of the conduit con-

ductor rail was covered with the special form of indurated

fiber molding shown in Fig. 5, which surrounds the rail with

the exception of the flat surface on which the shoe of the

plow slides. The installation of the conductor in this case

was made not so much to protect the rail against accidental

contact as against corrosion and ammonia salts from the

street. For this purpose it has answered excellently.

Indurated fiber is also being manufactured as a covering

for wire of any size, especially when in exposed places. For

this purpose the elasticity and insulating and weather-proof

properties of the material commend it. It is also being em-

ployed for battery jars, transformer jars and covers, and for

oil switch jars. The Western Union Telegraph Company is

also employing it for its resonators.
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PNEUMATIC DOOR OPENER

}, E. Osmer, master mechanic of the Northwestern

Elevated Railroad Company of Chicago, has invented a

pneumatic door opener, which will be put on a number of

new elevated cars in Chicago.

SECTION OF OPENER

Fig. 1 shows the apparatus complete as it will be installed

under a seat in one end of a car to operate a corner door

which slides back into the side of the car. Figs. 2 and 3 are

drawings showing the details of construction. Referring to

the sectional view, Fig. 3, it will be noted that there is a

small high-pressure cylinder at the left end and a low-

pressure cylinder at the right. Between the high and low

pressure piston heads is a rack which engages a pinion.

On the same shaft as this pinion is the lever which

operates the door. The slide valve which controls the

operation of the device is located on top of the low-

pressure cylinder at the right. To close the door, the aii

is admitted through a port in this slide valve to the high-

pressure cylinder at the left. This forces the high-pressure

piston from left to right to the limit of its travel. This holds

the door closed, air pressure being kept on the piston until it

is desired to open the door. To open the door, a movement

of the slide valve cuts off the air supply from the air control

line or reservoir from which it is obtained and allows the

air in the high-pressure cylinder to exhaust into the low-

pressure cylinder. The pressure in the

two cylinders, therefore, equalizes, and

the area of the low-pressure piston being

greater than that of the high-pressure. I

the low-pressure piston will be forced

from right to left and the door will be

opened. The beginning of the latter

movement to open the door is, of course,

accomplished with a high-air pressure

. but a little below the control-line press-

ure. At the end of the stroke the air has

expanded down to a pressure which will

give about 16 lbs. at the end of the door-operating lever. Sev-

eral sizes are made, but the following is an example of the one

giving a 40-in. door movement. The small piston is 1.5 in. in

diameter and 1.76 in. in area. With 70-lb. pressure in the

control line from which the air supply is obtained, this will

give a piston force of 123 lbs. The pinion diameter is 5 ins.

and the lever arm is 20 ins. long, so that 15.4 lbs. is available

at the end of the lever to move the door and hold it closed.

The large low-pressure piston has an area of 7.04 sq. ins., or

lour'times that of the small cylinder. Therefore when air is

admitted to the low-pressure cylinder from the high, a force

of 123 lbs. in the small cylinder is balanced against 492 in the

large, with a resultant force of 369 lbs. to open the door.

The stroke of the piston is 1 1 ins. At the end of each stroke

there is a spring cushion. The piston head Strikes a pin at

the end of the stroke. This pin is cushioned by a spring.

The exact end of the stroke can be adjusted by means of a

plug and set nut on the end of the cylinder.

The amount of air required for two move-

ments, that is for closing and opening the

door, is 24.64 cu. in. To prevent a person's

hand from being injured by catching in the

door when it is shut there is a spring in the

connecting rod between the lever and the door

which permits the door being opened 2}4 ins.

with a reasonable pressure. One very strong

feature of this device is that there are no

stuffing boxes, the only moving joints being

the piston heads and slide valves. As now-

made there are no keys or set screws to work

loose. Reducing valves are not needed with

this device. The shaft on which the pinion

and lever are placed is i-in. square steel with

bearings turned down upon it. Although de-

signed primarily for use on corner entrance

fhich have the door sliding back in the side of the car,

, of course, be adapted to cars with platform gates or

pneumatic door opener as applied

FIG. 4.—OPENER COMPLETE

to a folding door, Fig. 5 showing the door closed and Fig. 6

the door open. When the door is closed the lever forms a

toggle joint which makes it impossible to force the door open

until the joint is moved off center either by compressed air or

FIG. -DIAGRAM SHOWING OPERATION OF OPENER

by hand. The particular device shown in Figs. 5 and 6 is not

the one which will ultimately be used on folding doors, as it

is too long to fit in the corner of the vestibule. The small

machine will be only 18 ins. long. Also one 13 ins. total

length, 4)4 piston travel, 1% ins. diameter small cylinder.

i}4 ins. large cylinder, the same to be used as a door check

and opening and closing device.

Fig. 4 is from a photograph of the device ready to put on a

car. To take it off the car the only thing necessary is to

unscrew the legs from the floor and disconnect the lever.

Summed up. the principal advantages of the devices are a
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saving of air over previous pneumatic door-operating devices,

and the absence of stuffing boxes, set screws and a multiplicity

of small parts likely to get out of order.

A SECTIONAL DUMPING GRATE

Freedom from frequent repairs and time-saving in cleaning

are two of the features claimed for the dumping grate designed

by the Gibson Iron Works Company, of Jersey City. These

claims appear to have a substantial basis, as will be evident

pin, take out the damaged bar and insert a new one without

much difficulty.

When the fire needs cleaning, the live fire is pushed from

the front to the rear part of the furnace and the clinkers

and ashes dumped into the ash pit; the grates are then

leveled, the live fire brought forward, and the rear section

dumped in the same manner. After the fire is leveled and

fresh coal added there is a clean, bright fire secured so

quickly that the operation may be repeated as often as the

condition of the fire requires, since there is practically no loss

of steam or fuel in the operation. Tt is possible to clean and

FIG. 5.—OPENER ON FOLDING DOOR

from the construction of the grate as well as the fact that it

has been adapted by such large power users as the Brook-

lyn Heights Railroad Company, of New York, the New
York Edison Company, Pennsylvania Railroad, and others.

The construction and assembling of the grate is performed

in small units, each bar consisting of a number of straight-

running ribs with a center tongue which depends from the

middle of the body of the grate and fits into the pocket of the

rocker shaft, thus making the grate strongest at the point of

greatest strain. The company has not followed

other grate designers by cutting up into the back-

bone of the grate in order to fit over the rocker

shaft; instead, it has reinforced its grate at the

place of maximum strain by casting a tongue

onto the cross-wall of the grate, which joins the

webs together, increases the strength of the grate

sections and distributes the metal evenly in the

same, thus combining strength and durability.

The body of the grate sits in a frame, and the

rocker shafts which support the grate sections

rest in the sides of the frame. In the rockers is

cast a pocket which extends from one end to the

other and which receives the tongues of the grate

sections. A section complete consists of eight to

ten bars, securely pinned through the rocker,

thereby allowing the expansion to take place in

several small units and avoiding all warping and

jamming in the furnace.

The accompanying cut illustrates the dump-

ing arrangement under the grate, whereby two

of the forward sections are dumped to the

center and two rear sections are dumped likewise,

showing the latitude allowed by the use of this grate,

by which any single section can be dumped at will, or the

whole fire may be dumped if the occasion requires it. In

case a bar needs repairing it is an easy matter to knock out the

FIG. 6.—OPENER ON FOLDING DOOR

coal one part of the grate without disturbing the balance 01

the fire.

The operation of cleaning the fire is positive and complete,

and the clinker is not mixed through the fire as is the case

with other grates. A fireman can clean a fire in one-fourth

the time required for stationary grates, thus saving furnace

walls and boilers from much damage by contraction and ex-

pansion, as less cold air is admitted in cleaning the fires. The

simple operation of this grate will commend itself to almost

all, and especially to those wdiose boiler rooms are too short

to properly clean a fire.

The contract for the Sixth Avenue subway extension of the

Hudson Tunnel Company, of New York, has been awarded.
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NEW EQUIPMENT FOR LAKE CHARLES STREET

RAILWAY COMPANY

It was in the summer of 1905 that the old horse line at

Lake Charles, about 2 miles in length, was electrified. The

management adopted the best track and overhead construc-

tion, using creosoted ties and span poles 60 ft., 60-lb. rails with

American continuous joints, and 00 trolley wire with double

galvanized span wire. On Feb. 3 of this year, after' having

completed three lines with a total trackage of 8 miles, the

company began operating five Brill full convertible cars, two

ceiling, 8 ft. 4^ ins.
;
height from the track to the platform

step, 1 ft. 27-16 ins.; the side sills measure 2>Y& ms - x 5 ins.;

the end sills, 3^ ins. x ins. ; sill plates inside, 3^-in. x
6-in. x -Hs-in. angle-iron; length of the seats, 35 ins.; width

of the aisle, 24 ins. The car bodies are mounted on the No.

21-E single trucks with a wheel base of 7 ft.

In speaking of its new semi-convertible cars, the Lake

Charles Railway Company states that it has had ample

opportunity to test the extra large carrying capacity of this

type of car, having carried as many as 143 passengers on one

car at a time. Such a load would be impossible with an

A VIEW ON RYAN STREET, THE PRINCIPAL BUSINESS AVENUE OF LAKE CHARLES, LA.

on the Goosport line, the patrons of which are mostly con-

nected with the large lumber mills and manufacturing in-

terests which border this line ; one on the Hodges Street line,

which passes through the residential portion of the city, and

two on the Shell Beach line with a terminus at Shell Beach,

where is located a fine pier, the destination of a great many of

the passengers who patronize the Shell Beach line. On the

pier every form of amusement is provided, and the waters of

the lake afford excellent bathing, boating and fishing. A
stage is now being constructed in connection with the danc-

ing hall on the pier, and it is the purpose of the management

to provide theatricals during the winter months, and it is

expected that this new enterprise will stimulate winter travel

in a marked degree.

The company recently added to its rolling stock three

Brill type grooveless-post semi-convertible cars built by the

American Car Company, of St. Louis. The new cars meas-

ure 20 ft. 8 ins. over the end panels and 30 ft. 1 in. over the

vestibules ; width over the sills, 7 ft. 9^ ins., and over the

posts at the belt, 8 ft. 2 ins.
;
height from the floor to the

ordinary drop-sash car with its restricted aisle space. The

illustration shows Ryan Street, the principal thoroughfare of

Lake Charles, on which will be seen one of the full convert-

ible cars in operation.

The Springfield, Troy & Piqua Traction Company is now
operating six limited cars daily between Springfield and Troy.

At Troy the cars connect with the limited cars on the Dayton-

Toledo interline service. This makes possible direct service

between Springfield and Toledo of about six hours.

Ohio interurban lines show a gain of about 163^2 per cent

in the taxation assessment for 1906 as compared with 1905.

The returns made to the State Board of Equalization for

railroads show an appraisement for interurban lines of about

$11,650,000. Last year the total appraisement was about

$10,000,000. A number of hearings was granted by the State

board on an application for reductions for some of the smaller

roads, and in several cases reductions were made.
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A NEW SWITCH STAND FOR 1NTERURBAN RAILWAYS

The three switch stands of different heights shown in the

accompanying cut have been designed by the Ramapo Iron

Works, of Hillburn, N. Y., for service on interurban rail-

ways. These stands are known as automatic return stands

No. 11, No. 12 and No. 13. No. 11 being the high stand, No.

13 the low stand, and No. 12 the medium height stand for

general use. These stands are said to be as nearly ideal in

their simplicity and reliability as is possible to have any

mechanical appliance. Fig. 2 is a sectional view showing

the automatic mechanism, which is the same in the three

stands. The maker of these switches has introduced a num-

ber of safety features into their construction, as will be de-

scribed in this article.

The spindle to which the target and lamp tip are secured

is one solid piece extending through the stand base to the

sure indication that the switch has been completely thrown

and locked.

The safety block as shown in Fig. 2 is held in position by a

roller in an equalizing bar; the latter being held by two

springs. The roller eliminates friction and the safety block

is so shaped as to give the same effective pull on the switch

throughout an entire automatic movement, returning the

switch points to their original position.

The safety block is attached rigidly to the spindle by a

square block fitting in the top of it below the lever handle; but

when the lever handle is raised the square block is raised and

the spindle is then free for operation of the stand by hand.

The springs on the spring bolts can be tightened or loosened

by putting on or taking off washers back of the nut and

cotter, to give greater or less effective strain on the switch

points according to their length, weight of rail section, etc.

This insures the switch points always being held snugly

against the stock rail, and does not throw increased strain

on the points when they are thrown wide open automatically

by trailing car.

Each stand is furnished with an adjustable throw and an

adjustable moving rod, and they will fit switches of any

throw. The connection of the switch moving rod to the

switch stand spindle is through a large eye-bolt; a half turn

of the eye-bolt will affect the throw of the stand about 1-16

in., and any desired throw can be obtained. As a switch

wears under service the throw slightly increases, but with

these stands the throw can always be readily adjusted to the

switch. The adjustable moving rod consists of a round rod

with turn-buckle jaw on one end and a rigid jaw on the other

end, and this adjustment will permit of all lost motion in the

switch being readily taken up without moving the switch

stand. With the adjustable throw and adjustable moving

rod no further adjustment in the switch is necessary, and

rigid switch tie-bars are desirable.

-SHOWING THREE TVI'ES OF SWITCH STANDS FIG. 2.—DETAILS OF SAFETY-BLOCK MECHANISM

eye bolt to which the moving rod connecting the switch is

attached, giving a perfectly rigid connection between the

switch points and targets and lamps. As the throw on spring

switches is usually made as small as practical, 3 ins. to 3^
ins., a slight movement of the switch points gives a decided

angle to the target or lamp, showing a definite indication of

danger to the approaching car if points are held partly open

by an obstruction.

The lever handle for throwing the switch stand as shown

in Fig. 1 is attached rigidly to the spindle, and consequently

to the switch points. To throw the switch the operator in

lifting the lever handle raises a square block from a square

hole in the top of the stand, and cannot lower the handle

again until a quarter turn has been made, that is, a complete

throw of the switch. If there was any obstruction in the

switch preventing the points closing tight against the stock

rail the operator could not make the quarter turn or lower

or lock the lever handle, and consequently would look for the

obstruction. When the stand is thrown and locked it is a

Several features of these stands have been well proven by

many years' use in the old-style Ramapo safety stands de-

signed for steam railroads. The new style Ramapo switch

stand for steam railroads is the same as styles Nos. II, 12

and 13 referred to in this article, with the exception of the

safety block, which is made to snap switch points entirely

over to the opposite track by car trailing instead of returning

them to their original position. For steam railroads it is not

thought desirable to have each pair of wheels of a long train

operate the switch and stand automatically, but to have the

first pair of wheels snap the switch points over to a correct

position, the target and handle being locked in new position.

This is accomplished entirely automatically without the aid

of an operator.

A lively interest in these switch stands has already been

manifested, and the maker believes that their general use

throughout the United States and Canada is assured. Thou-

sands have already been distributed throughout the United

States, Canada, Mexico, the Philippine Islands, etc.
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A DETACHABLE TROLLEY POLE

An invention for which important claims are made has

recently been added to the time-saving devices of the Bayonet

Trolley Harp Company, of Springfield, Ohio. It is known

as a detachable trolley pole clamp and arm. The device is

very simply constructed, consisting of two principal parts,

an arm and pole clamp or base. The lower part of the arm

A is designed to fit any style of base, but has a trough-like

extension, defined by marginal flanges, and at the upper and

lower end of this extension, and forming part of the flanges,

are sets of hook-like projections oppositely directed toward

each other. The lower set of projections receive the trun-

nions of an abutment collar, C- The upper set receives the

POLE

studs and projections on either side of the clamp B. This

clamp is also provided with an extension or tail piece which

is designed to pass through the opening in the abutment

collar C, and forms a guide and support for the lock spring

G, which is coiled thereon and secured thereto by means of a

spiral groove in another collar at the union of the tail piece

and clamp proper. When the pole clamp B is in working

position the lock spring G rests against the abutment collar

C and holds the clamp studs into engagement with the upper

set of hook-like projections with a pressure of over 100 lbs.

Un the under side of the clamp is a locking projection which

extends through the slot in the arm and engages the spring

safety latch D. This safety latch is not a necessity, but a

precaution in case of backing the trolley. The pole is re-

moved by holding back the latch D and pressing the pole

down and forward steadily until the clamp studs disengage

the upper set of hook-like projections, when the tail-piece of

the clamp is withdrawn from the abutment collar C. On re-

versing the operation the pole is on again. No tools what-

ever are required to remove or replace the pole.

Not the least important part of this device is the means of

lining up the pole, which is done in the car house. The
trunnion rack or frame, F, is placed on any plane of sufficient

length to accommodate the pole fitted with harp and wheel.

The clamp B is placed in the rack with the studs in their

bearings, then the pole with the wheel flanges resting on the

other end of the plane is laid in the clamp and fastened with

four bolts as in the ordinary way. It has been fully demon-

strated that this method of lining up the wheel and pole in-

sures a more perfect alignment than it is possible to get on

top of the car.

As this alignment can be done in the car house in five

minutes' time and the poles exchanged on top of the car in

only one minute, every railroad man who has ever taken note

of the time lost in renewing broken poles will realize the

value of this contrivance from a time-saving standpoint. The

manufacturers expect to give daily demonstrations at the

Columbus convention of this device.

A NEW GRIP NUT

The most important of a car inspector's duties is to see

that all nuts on the car body, trucks, and motors are kept

tight. Several styles of lock nuts have been devised to pre-

vent nuts coming loose, but in many cases their cost or the

lack of simplicity has prevented their general adoption. The

"grip nut" made by the Grip Nut Company, of Chicago, 111., is

claimed to overcome both of these objections. This nut, which

is made of special steel by automatic machinery, is intended to

be used as a second nut. At first glance it has much the ap-

pearance of an ordinary nut, and the reason for its peculiar

holding power becomes evident only when the threads are

examined. These are cut in such a manner that the bolt is

gripped tightly whether or not the nut is screwed up against

its mate.

NEW GRIP NUT

The "grip nut" has been in use in connection with rail

joints on steam road rails for several years. At crossings

which are subjected to heavy traffic and where previous to

the application of the "grip nut" it was necessary to tighten

the nut every day or two, the nut has demonstrated its

ability to hold under the most adverse conditions. The nut

is applied like the ordinary type and requires no special

thread, hole or slot or other change in a standard bolt. It is

made in all sizes from % in. to i-)4 ins. and with special

threads.

The enforcement at Savannah, Ga., of the State law rela-

tive to the separation of the races on street cars, as well as

railway trains, has had the same effect in that city that it had

in other Southern cities when first attempted—a boycott by

the colored people of the trolley cars. Since the day that the

enforcement of the law was commenced the number of col-

ored passengers riding, even on the suburban lines, has been

less than 10 per cent of the number of passengers formerly

carried. Successfully to carry out the boycott independent

hack lines, carrying colored passengers to any part of the

city for 10 cents, have been established, and this has been

carried to such an extent that at least two members of the

Council have threatened to introduce an ordinance making

the maximum charge for carrying passengers in the city 10

cents.
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A WEDGE BRAKE SHOE ADAPTED FOR STANDARD-

IZATION

When deciding upon a brake-shoe for a given service it is

desirable to have, besides a body metal giving the best braking

coefficient, a construction that will permit the braking metal

to be worn down to the limit without the danger caused by

broken pieces falling out of the head. To secure these results,

the Keystone Brake Shoe Company, of New York, N. Y.,

has brought out a novel wedge-type brake-shoe capable of

The face of the wedge brake-shoe has a tapering keystone

mortise on a concave surface, as shown in Fig. 2, for retaining

the metal until it is entirely worn out. The convex construc-

tion for the back and the concave for the face of the shoe

gives such strength to the sides that they are much more

liable to wear away than to break. As the shoe is divided in

two parts (Fig. 3) it is flexible enough to conform to the

tread of the wheel. When the shoe is worn so thin that it is

time to remove it from the head, the old shoe may be applied

to the face of a new one where it will form a lap joint as

shown in Fig. 4.

The constructional feature which enables this shoe to be

readily adapted for different forms of brake-shoe heads is

obtained by an intermediate brake-shoe head. This is made

SHOWING LAP JOINT

using any kind of braking metal and easily adaptable to any

type of car truck or wheel.

Despite the numerous improvements in brake-shoes, it is

still true that the scrap, though largely reduced, has not been

eliminated. A large number of shoes are held only by a

of malleable semi-steel and is divided near the middle. Its

weighi varies from 4 lbs. to 7 lbs. according to the design of

the back, and requires a space of one-quarter to three-quarters

of an inch between the shoe and usual head. This interme-

diate head gives a flexible, removable steel back that does not

scrap, besides enabling railways to adopt one standard shoe

FIG. 2.—ONE-PIECE SH(

G. 5.—SECTION OF PLANED FIG. 6.—SECTION OF MOR
FACE ON FIRST APPLI- TISED FACE FOR CONTIN-

CATION UOUS APPLICATION

middle lug, the proportion being 13 ins. of braking metal to

i l/2 ins. of lug. This means that hardly more than 11 per

cent of the shoe is secured unless the brake-shoe is bolted top

and bottom to the brake-shoe head or keyed to prevent the

broken parts from falling. This dangerous condition is reme-

died in the Keystone shoe by having a tapered keystone tenon

on a convex back for nearly the entire length of the shoe as

shown in Fig. 1. It will be noted from the cut that the key-

stone tenon is wider and thicker near the middle than at the

SHOE FOR ASSEMBLING

ends. As this tenon is about 12 ins. long it holds the braking

metal for about 93 per cent of its entire length, thus increas-

ing the factor of safety over the single-lug construction by

800 per cent. It is evident, therefore, that a shoe thus se-

cured can break any number of times without having the

pieces fall out. The tenon becomes a tight wedging fit in

service, so that rattling is impossible.

without discarding their present heads. Of course, with new
equipment, the standard Keystone brake-shoe can be em-
ployed.

NEW JACK BOX FOR INTERURBAN RAILWAYS

The telephone is recognized as the most efficient instrument

for the despatching of trains—steam as well as electric. But

up to the present time it has been an expensive proposition to

equip a line with a telephone system, because of the fact that

booths had to be constructed at great expense at frequent

intervals. A 'phone had to be installed and kept under lock

and key, each conductor having a key, which necessitated

his getting off the car and consuming valuable time in un-

locking and locking the booth, with the chance of forgetting

the last operation. The booths were not infrequently de-

stroyed by grass fires or overturned by wind storms. They
were always subject to frequent repairs because of the action

of the elements, rodents, woodpeckers, etc.

Very recently, however, Geo. H. Metheany, a practical

telephone man from the interurban railway district of Ohio,

invented the Lima jack box, which enables the train crew

to obtain instant connection with a despatcher without the

delay of lock and key and without leaving the car. Fig. 1

shows the jack box ready for instant use within convenient

reach of the car; Fig. 2, the ease of "plugging in" for con-
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nection to portable 'phone, and Fig. 3 the parts of the Lima

jack box grouped in the order they are assembled. The

way the spring jack holder is completely insulated from the

outside casting deserves particular notice. The spring jacks

are made especially heavy and are mounted on a fibre-block.

The connections pass through mica bushings and are soldered

to the weather-proof wire on the back of the spring jack

holder. As a still further precaution the jack plug is equip-

ped with a fuse which will blow if a high voltage were to get

through, thus protecting the conductor and the telephone

from accident. The plugs have

long handles and are so con-

structed as to leave no metal parts

exposed or uninsulated in the

jack box. There is absolutely no

chance of a short circuit or

ground. The lock washer shown

at the bottom of Fig. 3 securely

holds the spring jack holder in

the casing and cannot be re-

moved without special tools.

This prevents the possibility of

irresponsible persons tampering

with the inside of the box.

Figs. 4 and 5 show a cross-section of the jack box and

the way the parts look when assembled. Fig. 4 shows the

plug engaged and ready for conversation, and the manner of

displacing the metal ball. Fig. 5 shows the plug being with-

drawn and how the ball drops back into the opening and

closes it perfectly against the entrance of dust, moisture, and

insects. The cone-shaped mouth of the plug opening guides

the plug instantly to its position. This mouth, in conjunc-

FIGS. 4 AND 5.—JACK BOX
PLUG IN AND OUT

The patents and rights of manufacture of the Lima jack

box and plug have recently been purchased by W. N.

Matthews & Bro., of St. Louis, who are prepared to furnish

them to other electric railway companies. They will have a

working exhibit of the Lima jack box in section B, space 18

and 19, building 6 at the Street Railway Convention at

Columbus.

THE FRANKLIN WATER-TUBE BOILER

Water tube boilers have been manufactured for so many
years that it seems impossible to introduce in their design

any very radical features. The Franklin Boiler Works Com-
pany, of Troy, N. Y., does not assume to do this, but rests

its claims for public confidence on the good results already

given by its boiler as a steam generator in many classes of

service. Its electric railway customers include among the

interurban railways the Scioto Valley Traction Company, of

Columbus, Ohio, and among city companies the Utah Light

& Railway Company, the Public Service Corporation of New
Jersey and others.

The boiler is constructed of wrought steel throughout and

consists of one or more drums having openings in the bottom

near the front and rear heads, covered by water-legs riveted

to the shell. These water-legs are connected by tubes parallel

to and under the drums, which tubes are expanded into the

tube plates of the water-legs. The water-legs are made of

wrought steel plates which are flanged to fit the drums and

riveted together with butt straps, thus permitting unrestricted

areas for the water to circulate through them and into and out

of the drums. The boiler proper is tested at the factory and

FIG. 1.—JACK BOX READY FOR USE -PLUGGING IN FOR PORT-
ABLE 'PHONE

PARTS OF JACK BOX

tion with the outer cast-iron shell of the receptacle, forms a

double petticoat which effectually sheds off the rain, sleet

and snow.

This jack box has been in constant use on the lines of the

Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Railway Company for over a

year and a half. The company has one installed every half

mile, so that the crews do not have to go more than a quarter

of a mile at any time to obtain instant communication with

the despatcher's office. They are also installed over the lines

of the Muncie & Portland Traction Company and others.

shipped complete in one section, which eliminates assem-

bling, completing and testing at destination, and greatly facil-

itates erection and setting.

When set the boiler is slightly inclined, the water filling

the tubes, water-legs and half of the drums, the remaining

half of the drums being steam space. When heat is applied

the water circulates up the inclined tubes, then vertically

through the front water-leg into the drum, whence it passes

down through the rear water-leg and into the tubes again,

the steam being disengaged in the drum. The areas being
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unrestricted at all points, the water is continually traveling

in this circuit over all of the heating surface and absorbs the

maximum amount of heat.

Fire brick tiles rest on the bottom row of tubes, extending

from the front water-leg to within a few feet of the rear

water-leg, forming the top of the furnace and combustion

chamber. Similar rows of tiles, resting on the top row of

tubes, extend from the rear water-leg to within a few feet of

the front water-leg. Rows of side tiles lest on the walls of

the setting and tile-bars riveted to each side of the drum

and extend from the front water-leg to the cross wall which

forms the front of the uptake chamber. The gases pass

under the bottom tiles to the rear over the bridge wall into

the combustion chamber, whence they pass upward and for-

ward among the tubes under the second row of tiles to

the front, where they leave the tubes and pass back under

the drums and side tiles to the uptake chamber. The bottom

tiles being white hot, radiate high temperature in the furnace

and combustion chamber, insuring complete combustion of

the gases before they come in contact with the rest of the

CROSS-SECTION OF WATER-TUBE BOILER

tubes. The gases in traveling three times the length of the

boiler impart the maximum amount of heat to the water, and

the greater part of the soot is deposited in the combustion

chamber, from which it is removed through the rear cleaning

door.

Each water-leg has hollow stay-bolts so arranged that a

steam blower can be inserted through them to blow away
any soot which may collect on the tubes and tiles in the

combustion chamber. This can be done while the boiler is

in operation without admitting cold air into the setting. In

the outside plate of each water-leg hand holes are placed

directly opposite the ends of each tube, and are fitted with

plates and gaskets so constructed that the internal pressure

keeps them tight. For a thorough cleaning of the inside of

the tubes, it is only necessary to remove the front hand-hole

plates to admit the scraper, which pushes the scale into the

rear water-leg, from which it can be taken by removing a few

of the hand-hole plates in the bottom row. Inspection can

be made in a similar manner by inserting a torch in the rear

water-leg through the opening in the drum, which is amply
large for the purpose. No cleaning is done from the sides,

so any number of these boilers can be set in one battery

without wasting space for cleaning aisles.

The steam nozzle is near the front end of the inclined

drum where it is at the greatest distance from the water, and

a steam separating device, consisting of a perforated dry pan

and deflection plate, is placed between the nozzle and the

water, which insures dry steam even when the boiler is heav-

ily overloaded.

A mud drum of thin steel is placed inside the drum below

the water line. Into this the feed water enters and there
1

deposits incoming impurities. These are blown off at inter-

vals through blow-off pipe extending through rear head.

This mud drum being submerged in water at high temper-

ature, the feed water is heated before leaving it and does not

come in contact with the shell while at a low temperature.

The front end of the boiler is supported on cross beams

resting on and bolted to steel columns which extend to the

foundation. A lug is riveted to the front head and bears

on a roller set in a roller chair placed on the cross-beam.

The rear end of the boiler is supported on the rear founda-

tion wall, which is carried up for the purpose. On this wall

are set plates and rollers on which rests the back water-leg.

This method of supporting the boiler, independent of the

setting, provides for any change fn the inclination of the

boiler and for expansion and contraction.

The upright columns and cross-beams form the frame-

work of the front. Small cross-channels are bolted to the

upright columns and support the upper half of the front.

The lower half consists of wrought steel plate panels to which

are bolted the frames for the fire and ash doors. This con-

struction provides for the removal of all or any part of the

lower half of the front without disturbing the supports or

the upper half, and also provides for the installation of stokers

without other change.

NIGHT REBONDING AT OAKLAND, CAL, WITH THE
PLASTIC PLUG RAIL BOND

Nearly every electric railway finds after a few years of

operation that its traffic greatly exceeds the original esti-

mates. The number of cars operated has been increased;

more dynamos and engines have been installed and more

overhead feeders put up, but the expense of tearing up the

pavement around the joint plates, removing and replacing

same, frequently prevents proper rebonding. It was a

problem of this kind that confronted the Oakland Traction

Consolidated Railway at Oakland, Cal., after the earthquake

last spring. San Francisco's terrible disaster had caused

a large increase in the population of Oakland and sur-

rounding towns, and trains running at 40 miles per

hour were so frequent on the company's Key Route

that it was impossible to do any track work during the day.

The problem was still further complicated by the fact that

heavy guard rails on each side of the service rails prevented

the easy removal of the joint plates and made it practically

impossible to hammer them back into place if they were

removed. The management finally decided to apply the Har-

old P. Brown "plastic plug" rail bond, which among other

advantages avoids any necessity of removing the angle plates,

as in paved streets the exposure of only a few inches of rail

joint is required in order to put the bond into place.

On the Oakland work, two large air-brake compressors

with their motors and reservoirs were mounted upon a car

and operated four different sets of air drills. With this

apparatus the gang of nine men were able to bond 150 joints

per night. Careful tests have shown that these bonds, when
applied to both angle-plates per joint, have practically the

same conductivity as the unbroken rail.

The Eckles & Smith Company, of San Francisco and

Portland, supplied the Chicago pneumatic drills used for

this work, done under the supervision of J. Q. Brown, the

assistant manager and engineer of the road. After installing
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these bonds and giving them a thorough test under severe

conditions, further orders have been placed for other portions

of the road, as the bonds have given entire satisfaction.

The bond itself is extremely simple. Between the first and

the second bolt holes from the end of each rail a hole from

Y% in. to 7/i in. in diameter is bored diagonally downward

through the flange of the angle-plate, into, but not through,

the base of the rail. The hole is nearly at right angles to the

the seal, a piece of flexible waterproof insulating material is

fastened to the angle-plate over the hole with a waterproof

cement. After the bond is applied, the rail and angle-plate

may move on each other of an inch or more in any direc-

tion without breaking the contact through the plastic alloy.

Even if the plastic alloy above the level of the to pof the

hole in the rail base should escape, there is still enough

retained in the hole to maintain a direct contact, and this

cannot be jarred out, since it is absolutely inelastic and ad-

heres tightly to the steel and to the amalgamated copper

spiral. The current passes from one rail through the plastic

plug to the angle plate, then through the second plug

to the next rail. A bond formed by a pair of j^-'m.

plugs into each angle-plate on a 70-lb. T-rail joint of A. S.

C. E. section has practically the same conductivity as that

of the unbroken rail. This bond is especially designed for

rebonding work where the joint-plates, bolts and nuts have

firmly rusted into place. The bond is also very effective in

new work, but to secure durability on new work the manu-

facturers recommend that lock washers should be used under

all of the track nuts.

RAIL SECTION, SHOWING APPLICATION OF PLASTIC
PLUG BOND

plate flange and as near the vertical web as possible, as shown

in the illustration. In doing a small amount of work, an ordi-

nary ratchet drill and a J-shaped clamp passing under the base

of the rail are the only tools necessary. When desired, a port-

able electric drill can be supplied, with which from 100 to 200

joints per day can be bonded by one mechanic and two

helpers. The hole is usually drilled to within i"- from

the bottom of the rail base. The drill chips are removed

with a permanent magnet, and the proper depth of the hole

determined by a template or by a collar fastened to the drill

stock. If desired, the plates may be

drilled to a slightly smaller size before

being distributed along the road for new

work; this more than doubles the number

of joints which can be bonded in a day.

After the hole is drilled it is amalgamated

by filling with water and rubbing with the

end of a rod of solid alloy. This instantly

coats the steel with a layer of bright amal-

gam, which will not rust, nor will it permit

the steel below it to rust.

On bonds of large diameter, a spiral of

flat amalgamated copper wire is placed

into the hole to seal completely the crack

hidden between the meeting surfaces of

the rail and angle-plate. This is not

necessary with small sizes. The hole

is then partly filled with the new process

plastic alloy, which adheres closely to the

amalgamated surfaces of the steel and

forms a conducting path of very low re-

sistance between the rail and the angle-

plate. Unlike the old type of plastic

alloy, this material will not leak away

even though a crack should be left between the rail

base and the angle-plate. The bond hole is closed by

an amalgamated metal disc which is locked in place by a

hammer blow on a blunt chisel, making a burr in the angle-

plate just above the top edge of the disc. To further insure

LARGE STEEL VENTILATING FANS

The Allis-Chalmers Company, for some years past, has

made a specialty of large ventilating fans with diameters

varying from 12 ft. to 35 ft. These are of the double-intake,

center-draft type. They are built up of sheet steel and an-

gles, the blades being rigidly fastened to sheet-steel arms,

which are in turn clamped between two cast-iron centers, so

shaped as to present the least possible resistance to the air

as it enters the fan ; the blades are also well braced to insure

their running true. The sides of these fans are enclosed,

from the periphery of the intake to the periphery of the out-

side or top blades, by steel plates reinforced by angle rings

on the outside and by angles on the sides of the blades on

the inside.

This construction insures a strong, rigid fan for heavy

NG FAN, DRIVEN BY DIRECT-CONNECTED ENGINE

duty, and also prevents all loss of air due to clearance be-

tween the fan and the side of housing, and also reduces the

friction for the same reason. The fan is usually mounted

upon a hammered iron shaft secured to it by heavy keys.

Then large set collars in halves are placed one upon either
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side against the fan centers and clamped in recesses turned

into the shaft; these prevent the fan from working upon the

shaft. A bronze bushed water-jacketed bearing is placed

upon either side of the fan, and these bearings, braced by

suitable columns, are supported on long sole plates, the ends

of which rest on the foundation and are securely bolted to it.

These fans may be arranged for direct connection to the

motive power or provided with pulleys for belting, depending

upon the conditions of service, but in either case the ap-

paratus is made exceptionally compact and combines maxi-

mum efficiency and durability with minimum bulk and weight.

When the fans are required to be placed in damp and dirty

passages, the direct-connected unit has many advantages, for

the use of belting under such conditions is far from desirable.

The limited space available in such cases is also another ar-

gument in favor of this arrangement. The fans may be

driven either by small "Reliance" Corliss engines or by mo-

tors, preferably induction motors, where alternating current

can be supplied.

THE UEHLING GAS-COMPOSIMETER

It is well known to all steam engineers that prime mov-

ers, turbine as well as reciprocating, in their highest develop-

ment have reached a state of perfection that only very small

additions to steam economy may be hoped for in this di-

rection. On the other hand, there is still room for large

gains in economy in the boiler room in generating the

steam required. From 20 per cent to 40 per cent of the heat

developed by the coal is still lost up the chimney, due to in-
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judicious or careless firing. This loss can be reduced to a

minimum only by having a positive control over the fireman

and by giving him the means of knowing the condition of his

fire at all times, thus enabling him to supply the coal and reg

ulate the air in such a manner that maximum efficiency

results.

The best index of efficiency for the furnace of a steam

boiler is the percentage of carbon dioxide (CO
a )

in the

products of combustion. It is of easy calculation to deter-

FIG. 2.—SINGLE TYPE OF GAS COMPOSIMETER

mine how the loss up the chimney increases as the C0
2

in

the products of combustion decreases. Fig. 1 graphically

illustrates the relation between the loss of heat, i. e., waste

of fuel, and the per cent of C0
2

in the chimney gas. The

logical conclusion is, therefore, that if the CO., contained

in the products of combustion can be continuously observed

the fire can be so regulated that maximum efficiency results.

Several instruments have been devised to indicate continu-

ously the CO.,, others to record the same, but none of these,

it is claimed, accomplishes the two important results secured

by the Uehling gas-composimeter, namely, that the fireman

shall at all times be able to see what he is doing in the way of

efficient firing, and the superintendent have a continuous

record of what he did-—and thus have a check on his work.

TheUehling gas-composimeter indicates the CO., at the boiler

front or other conspicuous place for the fireman's guidance,

and at the same time makes a continuous record of it in the

office of the superintendent or other convenient place. This

instrument is made by the Uehling Instrument Company, of

Passaic, N. J., and can be furnished in single, double or mul-

tiple form, adapted to serve one or more boilers up to eight
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in one system, indicating and recording the C0
2

for each

boiler.

Fig. 2 illustrates the instrument in single form. Fig. 3 shows

two records, of which the upper one is an example of bad

firing and the lower of average good firing. The latter shows

an economy of more than 12 per cent in fuel over the former.

Neither the fireman nor the proprietor were aware of how

badly they were doing until the fact was revealed by the

gas-composimeter.

This company also makes a combined pyrometer and gas-

composimeter. Fig. 4 shows two records made by this in-

strument. The temperature was taken near the bridge wall

mm v

Record of.. _C Py . . ."ft ^V^**-. ^

m

FIG. 3.—GRAPHIC COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OF GOOD
AND BAD FIRING

of the boiler furnace, the C0
2
of which was simultaneously

recorded. A comparison of these records shows the temper-

ature of the furnace is also a measure of efficiency, but that

the per cent of CO„ is more Sensitive to excess of air and

hence waste of heat than the temperature. It also shows that

after cleaning the fire it was possible by careful regulation to

attain close on to the theoretical per cent of C0
2

in the

products of combustion. Since the loss of heat is directly

proportionate to the stack temperature, a continuous record

of the latter is of greatest value and always advisable to have.

The Indiana, Columbus & Eastern, acting with the Indian-

apolis & Eastern, is soon to resume the operation of fast lim-

ited service from Dayton to Indianapolis. The schedule will

call for 108 miles in four hours, which is considerably faster

than the schedule of the Interstate Limited, which formerly

ran over this route, but which was abandoned some time ago

when the Schoepf interests were unable for the time being to

buy the Dayton & Western, which operated the cars.

INDESTRUCTIBLE FIBER FURNISHINGS FOR NEW YORK
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CARS

One of the most interesting facts in connection with the

rolling stock for the New York Central's electrified division

at New York City is the use of a new indestructible fiber

instead of wood for the headlinings and roofs of the 180

cars ordered jointly from the American Car & Foundry Com-

pany and the St. Louis Car Company. In view of this im-

portant order it may be of interest to describe the qualities of

this fiber.

This material, known as "Durite," is made by the Inde-

structible Fibre Company, of New York, from a specially

treated wood pulp on paper-making machinery. When
finished it has a very hard, smooth, wood-like surface, and

is so compact and non-absorbent that it is very easily finished

and decorated. Another variety is waterproof, which will be

FIG. 4.—SIMULTANEOUS RECORDS MADE BY A COMBINED
PYROMETER AND GAS COMPOSIMETER

especially adapted to trolley equipment. This fiber can be

made in any desired thickness and bent into various shapes

;

will hold nails and screws; does not splinter; takes less coats

of paint and varnish than wood. Unlike the latter, however,

veneered fiber panelings will not crack, warp or peel, as they

do not absorb moisture as readily and are less affected by

changes in temperature.

From the qualities mentioned it is apparent that this ma-

terial has a wide field of usefulness. In car construction

alone it is being employed for ceilings, panels, headlinings,

roofs (with canvas protection), seats, seat backs, etc. In the

form of tiling it makes an excellent covering for the walls of

power stations, waiting rooms and the like.

The Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company has won
an important decision before the Supreme Court in the mat-

ter of grade crossing assessment in Akron.
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EMERGENCY VALVE AND THE NEW TYPE OF GOVERNOR
FOR AIR BRAKES

The peculiar advantage of the straight air brake system is

its simplicity and the fact that the brakes may be released

gradually. The system, however, is deficient in that it puts

the control of the brakes in the hands of the motorman alone

;

and, moreover, when two or three cars are run in a single

train, if the train should break apart, the brakes are not set

automatically as with the automatic air brake system. The

National Brake & Electric Company has put into service an

emergency valve which eliminates the deficiencies of the

straight air brake system by giving to it the automatic feature

in case of separation of the cars of a train and by putting the

control of the brakes in the hands of the conductor as well

as in the hands of the motorman.

The valve which is attached direct to the head of the brake

cylinder has connections with the main reservoir, the auxil-

iary reservoir, the train pipe line, and an emergency pipe

line as well as with the brake cylinder. The emergency pipe

line is continuous throughout the length of the train, and takes

the place of the customary equalizing pipe line used to bal-

ance the pressures in the reservoirs on the separate cars.

In ordinary operation, the system is essentially a straight

air brake system. Air from the main reservoir on the for-

ward car is admitted through the ordinary type of straight

air brake engineers' valve, the train pipe line and the emer-

gency valve to the brake cylinder

A phantom view of the emergency valve is shown in one

of the illustrations. It consists of a slide valve and piston

moving in an air chamber. The auxiliary reservoir is con-

nected with the slide valve chamber and the main reservoir

with the piston chamber. Of the three ports controlled by the

slide valve, the one to the left leads to the brake cylinder, the

middle one is connected to the train pipe line, and the port

on the right has a connection with the emergency line.

The valve is shown in the normal position, that is, for

straight air operation. Pressures in the auxiliary and main

reservoirs and in the emergency pipe line are equalized

through the small port shown to the right of the slide valve,

and the piston and valve are held in the position shown by a

spring which exerts a pressure equivalent to a pressure of

about 15 lbs. per sq. in. on the back of the piston. With the

valve in this position, air from the train pipe line enters the

central one of the three ports controlled by the slide valve,

passes through a connecting port in the valve and enters the

brake cylinder through the port to the left. If the train

should separate or the conductor should pull his emergency

valve, air escapes from the emergency line and the pressure

behind the piston is reduced. This causes the piston and

valve to be forced to the right by the auxiliary reservoir

pressure in the slide valve chamber. When this occurs (1)

the port to the brake cylinder is uncovered and opened to

the slide valve chamber, and as this chamber is connected to
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the auxiliary reservoir, the pressures in the brakes are set

by the equalization of pressure in the auxiliary reservoir and

the brake cylinder; (2) the train pipe line is connected direct

to the emergency pipe line through the slide valve and the

emergency pipe line is given an additional opening to the

atmosphere
; (3) the small port to the left of the valve seat is

covered by the valve and air is prevented from passing to the

emergency line from the auxiliary reservoir; (4) the connec-

tion between the main reservoir and the emergency line is

cut off by the seating of the piston so that no air can pass

into the emergency line from the main reservoir.

To release the brakes after they have been set by a reduc-

tion of pressure in the emergency pipe line, the openings of

the emergency line to the atmosphere are first closed and the

engineer's valve is thrown to the emergency position. Air

then passes from the main reservoir through the engineer's

valve and train pipe lines into the emergency pipe line, which

is connected to the train pipe line through the port in the

slide valve. The increase of pressure in

the piston chamber which is connected

with the emergency pipe line and the

pressure of the spring previously men-

tioned causes the piston and valve to

move in the normal position. When
this occurs the engineer's valve may be

thrown to release position and the brake

cylinder will be vented to the atmosphere

through the train pipe line. At the same

time connections are restored between

the emergency pipe line and the

auxiliary and main reservoirs and the

pressures in these are equalized.

In addition to adding the advantages of the automatic air

brake system to straight air brakes, the application of the

emergency valve has several other desirable features. Unless

the straight air train pipe is closed the brakes cannot be

released until the train is brought to a full stop, as sufficient

pressure cannot be obtained in the emergency line to reverse

the piston. The emergency pipe line serves to balance the

pressure between the reservoirs of each car, as the reservoirs

are all connected to the emergency pipe line through the

emergency valves. Should the pressure in any of the main
reservoirs drop suddenly, due to breakage of pipes, the brakes

will be set. As the emergency valve acts only in cases of

emergency, there will be very little wear on the parts and the

expense of maintenance will consequently be a minimum.
The type-N pump governor is another new feature Qf the

brake equipment of the National Brake & Electric Company.
The governor is extremely simple in design, has few working

parts, and occupies very little space. The essential features

of the device are a cylinder r}4 ins. in diameter which is con-

nected direct to the main reservoir ; a piston working in the

cylinder is acted upon on one side by the pressure of the air

in the main reservoir and on the other by the tension and

compression of springs. Movement of the piston throws a

toggle joint over its center and causes a hammer to strike a

switch-arm which makes or breaks the circuit to the air

pump.

The working parts are all contained in a box 8 ins. long,

5^2 ins. wide and 4 ins. high. The box is filled with oil,

which not only keeps the working parts lubricated but also

serves to extinguish the arc caused by the breaking of the

circuit. A tightly fitting cover prevents leakage of oil.

When filled with oil the governor weighs but 12 lbs.

The device is rightfully named a pneumatic governor, as

the only electrical features about it are the two terminals

and the switch-arm which makes the connection between

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.
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the terminals. The pressure at which the governor cuts in

and out is regulated by changing the position of two ad-

justable nuts on the piston rod. The governor has been in

practical operation on cars for more than a year.

AN INCANDESCENT LAMP FOR RAILWAY USE

The Franklin Electric Manufacturing Company, of Hart-

ford, Conn., has recently put on the market a new lamp de-

signed especially for street railway and other work where

there is much vibration. In this lamp the filament is an-

chored at its lowest point

and is supported directly

from the stem. As will be

noted from the accompany-

ing illustration, this is ac-

complished by a small glass

column extending from the

stem past the upper por-

tions of the filament coil.

The filament is securely

fastened to an anchor wire

welded in said glass col-

umn, and the greatest pos-

sible rigidity of filament

support is thus obtained.

Through this improved

method of construction the

street railway type sustains

vibration equally at all

parts of the filament, and

not at one point as in the

case of ordinary incandes-

cent lamps. All possibility

of the filament drooping or touching the bulb is removed.

It is impossible for the filament coils of the Franklin street

railway lamp to short-circuit and destroy the lamp.

Especially selected materials are used throughout, and the

lamp is constructed to resist the hard usage which is unavoid-

able in certain lines of service. The lamp will be exhibited

at the Columbus Convention with a vibrating machine de-

signed especially to reproduce the conditions under which

lamps operate in railway service.

A PNEUMATIC DOOR OPENER
*

Pneumatic door openers in passenger elevator service it

has been proven effect a saving of from 25 to 35 per cent in

the average duration of the stops at floors. Definite figures

as to the time saved by the use of these devices in elevated

and interurban railway service where stops are frequent are

not available, but it is reasonable to presume that the time

saved is considerable. The accompanying reproduction from

a photograph shows the Burdette-Rowntree pneumatic door

opener as applied to an elevated car. These openers are in

use on cars of the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad,

Chicago ; the Boston Elevated System, the Old Colony Street

Railroad, of Boston, and several other systems. The pneu-

matic door opener consists primarily of an air cylinder the

piston rod of which carries a rack having teeth which mesh
with the teeth of a pinion placed above it. The pinion carries

a lever of a length equal to about half that of the door open-

ing. A long arm attached to the lever at one end and at the

other to the door to be operated opens and closes the door.

To open the door the guard or motorman operates a small

valve similar to an air brake valve. Air from the air-brake

reservoir is then admitted to the crank end of the cylinder and

the movement of the piston causes the door to be opened. To
close the door the air-valve handle is thrown in an opposite

direction. The air in the cylinder is discharged into the

atmosphere and at the same time air is admitted to the head

end of the cylnder. The door is closed and latched, and

PNEUMATIC DOOR OPENER

moreover is held closed and is kept from rattling by the air

pressure which remains in the cylinder. The fact that the

crank is at the etreme end of its travel causes the final move-

ment of the door in either opening or closing to be made -very

slowly, and slamming of the door or the danger of injuring

passengers is thereby avoided.

The cylinder and operating device is usually placed behind

the seats of the car, but in some instances they are installed

immediately above the door opening.

TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF METROPOLITAN STREET RAIL-

WAY ASSOCIATION

The tenth anniversary of the Metropolitan Street Railway

Association, composed of employees of the Metropolitan

Street Railway Company, of New York, was celebrated at

Carnegie Hall Saturday evening, Oct. 6, the employees of

the company and their families all being present. A vaude-

ville program of ten numbers was arranged for the entertain-

ment of those present, and in addition Marshall P. Wilder

again volunteered his service and gave a short talk. Music

was furnished by the Metropolitan Street Railway fife, drum

and bugle corps, composed entirely of employees of the com-

pany. As president of the association, President Vreeland,

of the company, addressed those present in part as follows

:

Friends and Families:—This is the only opportunity in the

year that I have of speaking to the families of the members—the

men I see every first Saturday night of the month during eight

months of the year, although I always regard this annual meet-

ing of men and their families as completing the large family

group. I view this gathering together of the men's families as

indicating the deep interest they take in the association. No one
knows what the benefits morally and physically are better than

the wives, mothers and sisters of members of the association.

You all know of the close touch and relationship that it brings

between the officers of the company and the men. A railroad

operated by men who believe in, and rely upon, the management,
caring for their interests and welfare, is always a harmonious or-

ganization. Loyalty of employees to the management and loyalty

of the management to the men, is always the key-note of har-

mony and success.

The work of the association has grown wonderfully during the

past year. During the year ending September 19, 1906, $35,265

has been paid out for sick benefits and death claims. The treasury

ot the association is in a prosperous condition as is shown by the
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printed statement of the treasurer, which will be found in every

seat. The indications are that during the coming year the mem-
bership will be largely increased, and next year I hope to see the

association not only largely increased in membership, but largely

increased in prosperity and scope than it is at the present time.

The benefits of the association are restricted by certain pro-

visions of the constitution and by-laws, and to some extent by

the limitation of funds of the association for entering into the

broader field. A friend of mine, and of yours, having this in

mind and anxious to help the situation in relieving sickness and

distress when such exists outside the functions of the association,

has placed a large sum of money in my hands for distribution, to

be used in procuring surgical instruments and appliances and

special treatment, etc. Most all of the cases where such benefits

are dispensed would not be known were it not for the associa-

tion and its physicians.

The welfare of the employees of the New York City Railway

Company and the association is constantly the care of the officers

of the road. This fact will be noted in connection with the recent

voluntary increase in the wages of the operating employees of

the road. No request was made by the men for this increase;

none of them knew that it was being considered, and were pleas-

antly surprised when the announcement of the increase was posted

upon the bulletin boards at the various depots. This is one of

the best assurances that we can give our men of the interest we
take in their well-being. The wages now paid by the New York
City Railroad Company are the highest paid to operating men
upon any surface railroad in the United States.

During the thirteen or more years that I have been connected

with the management of the surface railroads in New York City,

we have had no labor disturbances. Whenever the men had any

misunderstanding or grievances of any kind they came to me,

knowing that I would treat their differences as justly and as im-

partially as a court of arbitration. In this way, which is the only

way, the faith of the men has remained unshaken in my promises

and agreements.

It is my earnest wish and desire that the men employed on the

lines of the New York City Railway Company and the members
of the association continue to maintain the happy harmonious
family relationship that has existed for so many years ; that each

forthcoming year, I may see the faces, old and familiar to me,

each more loyal and earnest in his endeavor to make the railroad

on which he is employed a model one for efficiency, courtesy and

general attractiveness to the public, and that each and every man
feel safe in the assurance that his welfare and that of his family

is in the fair, just and kind hands of officers whose records are

unblemished and whose promises have always been fulfilled.

I hope that next year we may meet under the same happy con-

ditions as to-night.

I wish you all health and happiness during the year, and hope

that you may enjoy the evening's performance.

Briefly the condition of the association may be summarized as

follows

:

Total

1906 1905 Increase to Date

°» hand *2;^
3

q

9

q

«*>t.04

Investments 34,822.99 27,577.84

Dues and initiation fees 31,918.00 30,866.00 1,052.00 224,387.99

Entertainments, interest, etc. 11,632.71 10,344.10 1,288.61 70,617.06

Sick benefits and death

claims paid 35,265.00 31,695.00 3,570.00 207,604.68

Membership, 4824.

THE PENINSULAR RAILWAY UNDER CONSTRUCTION

The Peninsular Railway Company, controlled by people promi-

nently identified with the Southern Pacific Company, is building a

double-track electric railway, 50 miles long, connecting Los Gatos

and San Carlos. The road will run along the lower slopes of the

foot hills of the Santa Clara Valley, opening up a beautiful subur-

ban district. Ten thousand tons of steel rails have arrived at San

Jose and Los Gatos, and the actual work of construction will be

pushed as fast as possible. The right of way has been acquired

and is all on private property. It is planned to build three new

towns along the line. One of these will be located at the junction

of the branch railroad, which runs to Meridian and thence to

San Jose, and will be about 9 miles distant from San Jose.

Another will be opposite Mountain View Station of the Southern

Pacific line. The Peninsular Railway recently acquired the elec-

tric line running from San Jose to Los Gatos, and to Saratoga

Springs, completing a triangle about 28 miles long. The line

known as the San Jose & Los Gatos Railway Company was sold

by O. H. Hale, of San Jose, and others, because it had become

involved in financial troubles.

THE DETROIT FRANCHISE QUESTION

At a session of the Council franchise committee Thursday

evening, Sept. 27, Mayor Codd submitted the two amendments

which he secured from the Detroit United Railway earlier in

the day. One provides for the coterminus expiration of all

franchises on car lines that are within the city limits in 1924. The

other provides that the city has a right to purchase at that time

all such lines. The first amendment results in an extension of

three franchises that expire respectively in 1917, 1919 and 1920

till 1924 and for the termination on the same date of the Fair-

view franchise, which extends to 1935, such expiration and ex-

tension, of course, to be conditional upon annexation to the city

of territory containing these lines. To the amendment, which ap-

plies to the municipal purchase clause, is added the condition that

the city must assume the obligations undertaken by the Detroit

United Railway relative to tracks in territory that is later made

a part of Detroit. For instance, the Fairview franchise provides

that residents of that village shall enjoy a single fare within the

village limits. In the event of Detroit ownership of a part of the

village line and Detroit United Railway ownership of the balance

within Fairview, then villagers would have to pay car fare to

two street railway systems, namely, the Detroit United Railway

and the Detroit municipally owned system if the latter should

come into existence. But this amendment protects Fairview and

other suburban residents by requiring the city of Detroit to as-

sume the obligations.

At the meeting of the Common Council Tuesday, Oct. 2, the

franchise, as amended by the committee on franchises, with one

amendment passed by the Council, was adopted and laid on the

table, and the election commission was instructed by resolution to

place on the official ballot:

"Do you favor a settlement of the street railway controversy

under the terms embodied in the franchise submitted by the

Mayor?" The question will appear twice, with a square and

the word "yes" opposite one insertion and a square and the word

"no" opposite the other.

The report of the committee on franchises was adopted prac-

tically in its entirety. The only exception was the amendment

offered by Alderman Gutman, making the time within which

transfers shall be accepted 15 minutes instead of 10. The com-

mittee explained, through Alderman Grindley, that it was under-

stood that the present franchises give only 10 minutes, but a read-

ing of the old Detroit Railway franchise disclosed that 15 minutes

is allowed.

Aside from the transfer time amendment, the original franchise

as submitted by the Mayor stands amended as follows

:

1. The Common Council reserves the right to make such new regula-

tions for the interest, safety, welfare or accommodation of the public as may

be deemed necessary.

2. All franchises on lines included in the city in 1924 shall expire in that

year, no matter by whom granted.

3. The company must make extensions when ordered by the Council

after property owners residing along the route petition for them.

4. The company must use air brakes.

5. The old cars on the present 3-ce.nt lines must be replaced by modern

ones within two years, and not at the company's pleasure.

6. The Council reserves the right to regulate the speed of cars.

7. The city's members of the board of arbitration on the purchase of the

lines shall not be three Aldermen, but three persons appointed by the

Council on the nomination of the Mayor.

8. Extensions of certain routes shall not be delayed until grade separa-

tion is achieved, but must be made within a year after the Railroad Cross-

ing Board gives leave to cross at grade.

9. Iron poles shall be used in all parts of the city, not alone within the

2-mile circle.

10. The ten-for-a-quarter tickets to be named "industrial tickets."

11. City not to purchase the "good will" of the company in the event of

the purchase of the system in 1924.

12. Immediate repeal of franchise if rate of fares is arbitrarily increased.

13. If the city purchases annexed suburban lines in 1924, the city must

take over the conditions and obligations of the township or village grants.

(In addition to the above, several amendments were made to the routes

which were proposed by the railway company. New routes were laid out

and certain portions of present routes were discontinued.)

Important concessions asked for, but not obtained, by committee:

A publicity clause.

Uniform rate of eight tickets for a quarter.

Transfers on transfers.

A higher rate of taxation.

Uniform rate of fare after annexation of suburban lines.
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THE PLANT OF THE HOPE WEBBING COMPANY

The plant of the Hope Webbing Company, located on the out-
skirts of the city of Providence, R. I., illustrates in an interesting

manner how an industrial establishment expands under the in-

fluence of steadily increasing business. About fifteen years ago
the first building of the company on the present site was erected;

to-day about 1 150 employees are at work on the premises, and
about 800 looms are in operation. The company manufactures
narrow woven fabric of cotton, worsted, silk, etc., devoting a

large share of its attention to tapes and webbing, varying in

width from % in. to 6 ins. A considerable portion of the tape

output is devoted to electrical insulation purposes.

The factory buildings are of substantial mill construction with
brick walls, concrete foundations being used in the newer por-
tions. There are five principal structures. Of these, three are one-
story weave sheds 453 ft. long each, and from 77 ft. to 85 ft. in

width ; one is a preparing mill built in five stories 223 ft. x 84 ft.,

while the fifth is about 320 ft. long, 60 ft. wide ana three stories

in height, used for offices, the shipping and finishing departments.
The latest structure to be completed is one of the weave sheds
mentioned, including an 85-ft. addition to the northern end of

the office building. The latter building extends perpendicularly
across the ends of the three weave sheds, and parallels Main
Street, which is one of the direct routes between Providence and
Pawtucket. The plant is located at the intersection of Main
Street and Warren Avenue, which is about 3 miles from the retail

business district of Providence. Provision for further expansion
exists on the south and west and the latter portion of the com-
pany's property adjoins the main line of the New Haven system
passing between Boston and New York.

Raw cotton, silk, jute and worsted yarns enter the plant via the

preparing mill building, a large storage capacity being provided
on shelves in the basement of the latter structure. About 150
looms are devoted to the manufacture of electric tape. Of the

total number of looms in the mill, half are double-shuttle looms,
made by the Crompton & Knowles interests in Worcester, Mass.,

according to patents owned by the Hope Webbing Company.
Looms of this type have twice the output of an ordinary loom,
and this is one of the most valuable assets of the company. The
product leaves the factory at the opposite side from which its en-

trance occurs. The weave sheds are all provided with central

monitors and the entire establishment is liberally equipped with
windows to facilitate careful work under the best of daylight con-

ditions. Tar and gravel roofs are employed and all the ma-
chinery except that in the original weave shed is group-driven by
electric motors. Of these, about twenty-five are in service, the

makes being General Electric, Westinghouse, Sprague and
Holtzer-Cabot machines.

The power plant is a steam-driven installation and the boiler

room is a 39-ft. x 21-ft. structure, located between the original

weave shed and the preparing mill. There are four Corliss up-
right boilers, two being rated at 150 hp each and two at 125 hp
each. The operating steam pressure is no lbs. The prime mover
of the plant consists of a 14-in. x 36-in. Corliss engine of the non-
condensing type, speed 94 r. p. m. ; an 18-in. x 48-in. Corliss en-

gine, speed 83 r. p. m. and a 9-in. x 12-in. Russell engine, speed
280 r. p. m. All the engines are of the horizontal type. The
first two drive line shafts, from which are belted a 9-E 46-kw 116-

volt direct-current generator, speed 975 r. p. m., and a 150-kw
600 r. p. m. 9-E 240-volt three-phase alternator. The Russell en-

gine is direct-connected to a General Electric 45-kw 115-volt di-

rect-current generator. All these units are controlled from a

seven-panel marble switchboard set up near the belted generators.

A Tirrell voltage regulator is included in the switchboard equip-

ment, and a service connection is available from the circuits of

the Narragansett Electric Light Company. The lamps and motors
in the mill are divided between the 235-volt a. c. circuits and the

115-volt d. c. wiring. There are two feed-pumps; one, a Gould
triple power-driven pump of 1640 gallons per minute capacity, and
the other an 8-in. x 5-in. x 12-in. Warren steam pump, capacity

3000 gallons per hour.

The mills are heated by the Sturtevant hot-air system; six sets

of fans and coils being in service. All but one of the heaters
employs exhaust steam. The sixth heater uses live steam through
a reducing valve, on account of its distance from the boiler room.
The Rhode Island sprinkler system is installed, and city water at

108 lbs. pressure is available at the mills. A special fire-alarm box
is located at the main office entrance.

The product undergoes a rigid inspection, both by machine
methods and by observation before shipment. In case a flaw in a

tape appears, the roll-dinding machine comes to a full stop auto-

matically. Gaps in webbing are sewed instead of pinned together,

arid the company is prepared to supply tape correct in thickness

to within .005 in. A new sleeving department has just been

opened for coverings of armature and commutator connecting

wires.

The officers of the company are : President, Fenner H. Peck-

ham; vice-president, Joseph Belfield
;
treasurer, Charles Sisson;

secretary and assistant treasurer, Willis H. White; superinten-

dent, Oscar A. Steere.

LARGE INSTALLATION OF GAS ENGINE-DRIVEN UNITS

FOR WISCONSIN COMPANY

Contracts have recently been placed by the Milwaukee Northern
Railway Company for the electrical equipment of its line to be

built out of Milwaukee to Port Washington as the present north-

ern terminus. Grading for this portion of the line is now prac-

tically completed, and it is expected that cars will be in opera-

tion over this section by June, 1907. The Comstock-Haigh-
Walker Company, of Detroit, is acting as engineer and contractor

for the company.
The equipment ordered comprises three horizontal twin tandem

Allis-Chalmers gas engines, each with a rated capacity of 1500

hp, direct connected to three 1000-kw, three-phase, 25-cycle Allis-

Chalmers alternators, together with gas driven exciter sets and
complete equipments for eight sub-stations.

The main power house is to be at Port Washington, and sites

for sub-stations have been provided at Burleigh, Cedarburg,

Georgia Avenue, Marblehead, Brown Deer, Cedar Grove, West
Bend and Campbellsport. As soon as the grading and construc-

tion work between Milwaukee and Port Washington are com-
pleted, work will be begun on the extensions from Port Washing-
ton to Sheboygan and from Cedarburg to Fond du Lac.

The route from Port Washington to Milwaukee is over private

right of way for practically the entire distance and in almost a

straight line. Between Port Washington and Grafton there is a

single curve only of 2 degs. There will be no grade crossings.

At the points where the new right of way intersects the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul and Northwestern Railroads, in four dif-

ferent places, the new company has made preparation to trestle

over or tunnel under. Trestles will be built over the St. Paul
tracks at Grafton and in the town of Mequon, and tunnels under
the Northwestern will be built at Port Washington and in the city

of Milwaukee.
The power equipment, furnished by the Allis-Chalmers Com-

pany, of Milwaukee, will be of standard Allis-Chalmers design,

both for gas engines and alternators. The electrical features of the

equipment may be briefly described as follows : Three-phase alter-

nating current will be generated in the power house, at 405 volts

and 3000 alternations, by the three direct-connected alternators,

each of 1000 kw normal capacity, driven at 107 r. p. m. by twin

tandem gas engines. The power house is designed for a future

installation of an additional 1000-kw unit to complete die plant.

The current generated will be delivered to a six-panel switchboard
having three generator panels, one exciter panel and two trans-

former panels.

From the switchboard the current will be carried to the step-up

transformers and also to the rotary transformer switchboard.

There will be seven oil-filled water-cooled step-up transformers

of 500 kw each, arranged in two banks of three each, with one
transformer as a reserve. These transformers will raise the

voltage from 405 to a maximum of 22,000, with intermediate taps

to allow the voltage to be varied if desired. The current will be

carried from each bank of transformers to the high-tension bus

through three oil switches, of 40 amps, capacity each, in each

circuit, and in addition to plug switches at each transformer to

allow for speedily cutting out any transformer in case of break-

down. From the high-tension bus three- transmission lines will

be led away, each with automatic oil circuit breakers of 40 amps,

capacity in circuit. The station apparatus will be protected from
lightning by means of an equipment of low equivalent lightning

arresters and oil-immersed choke coils connected to the high-

tension bus.

• There will also be installed in the main power house two com-
pound-wound rotary converters of 300 kw normal capacity, at

650 volts direct current, connected to a six-panel switchboard,

having two alternating-current rotary panels, two direct-current

rotary panels and two direct-current feeder panels with two feeder

circuits, which will contain all the necessary switches, circuit

breakers, instruments, etc., for handling and regulating the cur-

rent and apparatus.
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Of the eight sub-stations, two will have two 400-kw each, com-

pound wound, 650-volt rotary converters and six 125-kw,

22,000/405-volt step-down oil-filled, self-cooled transformers. The
remaining six sub-stations will each have two 300-kw compound
wound, 650-volt rotary converters and six 100-kw, 22,000/405

step-down oil-filled, self-cooled transformers.

Each sub-station will be protected against lightning by means
of three 22,000-volt, low-equivalent lightning arresters and three

22,000-volt oil immersed choke coils, and will have an eight-panel

switchboard, having two alternating-current rotary panels, two
alternating-current starting panels, two direct-current rotary

panels and two feeder panels, except in the Cedarburg sub-station,

where there wil be three feeder panels.

All sub-stations will have 22,000-volt, 20-amp. automatic oil

circuit breakers on outgoing transmission lines, and on the trans-

former circuits, except at Cedarburg, which will have 40-amp.

breakers on outgoing transmission lines. The Cedarburg sub-

station will also have 22,000-volt, 40-amp. oil switches on the

incoming transmission lines and three 22,000-volt, 20-amp. auto-

matic oil circuit breakers on the high-tension equalizing bus. The
low-tension cables are to be triple braided, weatherproof wire,

supported on insulators, the insulated covering being relied upon
only for protection from accidental contact and as a spacer. All

high-tension wires will be bare, mounted on proper insulators.

EXPLOSION IN PHILADELPHIA SUBWAY

Eight men were killed and nearly two-score of persons were
injured Oct. 5 by the explosion of illuminating gas in the Market
Street subway at Sixth Street. The street caved in, halting

traffic, but damage to neighboring buildings was confined to

broken windows. That section of the subway in which the acci-

dent happened is being built by the Millard Construction Com-
pany for the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company. The exact

cause of the explosion has not yet been determined. On Oct. 4
workmen in the excavation discerned the odor of gas, and the

United Gas Improvement Company, whose conduits run through
the tunnel, was notified. A man was sent by the company Oct. 5

to find the leak and repair it, and it was while he was making his

investigation at 6:35 o'clock that the explosion occurred.

EXTENSIONS IN A SUPPLY BUSINESS

The Watts & Uthoff Supply Company, of St. Louis, has re-

cently enlarged its quarters, having leased the entire double three-

story building and basement at 310 and 312 Market Street, which
will make more prompt shipments possible. The company reports

a very large increase in business during the present year, show-
ing a net gain of over 50 per cent for the corresponding months
in the years of 1906 and 1905. This concefn started in business
in 1902, but has progressed rapidly and now claims to be the

largest exclusive electric railway supply house west of the Mis-
sissippi River. It has just arranged to open branch offices in

Kansas City, Denver and Dallas, and expects to carry stock in

each city as soon as proper arrangements can be effected.

This company is the general western agent for the Ohio Brass
Company, handling that company's well known line of overhead
material, rail-bonds, etc., and in addition makes a specialty of all

kinds of car-equipment material, so that it is in a position to fur-

nish everything, as the managers aptly say, "from trolley to

track."

THE NEW WORKS OF THE D. & W. FUSE COMPANY

The D. & W. Fuse Company, of Providence, R. I., has recently
become re-established in a new factory on Hathaway Street in

that city, off Elmwood Avenue. This well known electric

specialty concern was organized in 1897 to manufacture enclosed
fuses for electric lighting and power service. At that time the
enclosed fuse was unknown as a commercial article, either in this

country or abroad, and the total floor space occupied by the com-
pany in its first shop was but 320 sq. ft. Two men were sufficient

for the work at the beginning. The new plant has a total floor

area of 80,000 sq. ft. and employs about 300 men. Besides en-

closed fuses and cut-outs, the company manufactures the new
product known as Deltabeston wire, which has come to the front

within the past year in connection with railway motors and other

work, where specially treated asbestos-insulated wire has been

successfully applied.

The new property has a land frontage of about 1080 ft. on the

shore line tracks of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road, the average width of the lot being 350 ft. The total area

of the premises is 7.8 acres. There are four principal factory

buildings, including the office. The two main shops are built

parallel to the railroad, and a special side track facilitates ship-

ment by rail to or from the plant. All the shop buildings are two-

storied, with basement, and brick walls with heavy mill construc-

tion was used throughout. The builders were Messrs. Hartwell,

Williams & Kingston, of Providence.

The main factory building is 284 ft. long by 50 ft. wide, and it is

divided into three sections by means of hollow fire walls running
from the basement to the roof. It is devoted to the manufacture
of fuses, cut-outs and fuse boxes. The second large shop is 203
ft. long by 47 ft. wide and is devoted to the manufacture of wire

insulation. The boiler house, engine room, brass foundry and
enamel shop occupy a separate building 98 ft. x 50 ft. in dimen-
sions at the north end of the plant, power being electrically trans-

mitted to the shops. The main line shafting in each department is

driven by a separate motor, so that any portion or the entire fac-

tory can be operated and controlled from the engine room. The
enamel shop is 40 ft. x 58 ft., the engine room 40 ft. x 25 ft., and
the boiler room 40 ft. x 25 ft.

The boiler room contains two 100-hp Babcock & Wilcox water-

tube boilers, each having fifty-four 4-in. tubes 16 ft. long. The
working steam pressure is 135 lbs., and the boiler-feed is handled
either by a Deane single-cylinder feed-pump or a Gorting in-

jector. Coal is dumped from the railroad into an area just out-

side the boiler room, whence it is wheeled to the furnaces in hand
barrows. All fuel is weighed before being fired. In the engine

room are two generators. One is a 20-kw Crocker-Wheeler 110-

volt direct-current machine direct-connected to a Westinghouse
vertical compound engine, which also drives by belting a 50-kw
500-volt power d. c. generator of the Crocker-Wheeler make. The
20-kw machine's speed is 300 r. p. m., while the belted unit makes
1000 r. p. m. The engine size is 10 ins. x 18 ins. x 10 ins. The
switchboard in the engine room is provided with a double-throw
lighting switch so that the current of the Narragansett Electric

Light Company can be utilized in case of a breakdown. A brick

stack surmounts the power house, and the power and steam sup-

ply for the factory is carried in pipe tunnels from point to point.

The fire protection is particularly well organized in the new
plant. A hand hose wagon is kept in a small house on the prem-
ises ready for instant service

;
city water is available at yard

hydrants, and there is also a special city fire alarm box on the

premises. A 20-000-gallon sprinkler tank is installed in the yard on
a tower which brings the bottom of the tank 50 ft. above the yard
and 17 ft. above the highest sprinkler head of the interior fire

protection system. All the lighting of the factory is electric.

The motors are all 500-volt d. c. Crocker-Wheeler machines,
and there are two Rhode Island Elevator & Machine Company
electric elevators in each mill. About a dozen motors are in

service, the largest size being 25-hp. All the tools are group
driven. The company also operates an electro-plating plant,

equipped by Hanson & Van Winkle, of New York. The principal

electro-plating generator has a capacity of 4 kw, giving from 666
amps, at 6 volts to 333 amps, at 12 volts.

The offices of the company are installed in a commodious build-

ing 50 ft. x 40 ft. at the south end of the plant. The first floor

contains the main office and a handsomely appointed directors'

room. On the second floor are private offices, a drafting room
and a laboratory for experimental work, where both electrical

and chemical tests can be made. The laboratory is equipped with
a large variety of chemical reagents, alternating and direct cur-

rent, special thermometers, regulating rheostats and transformers.

Instrumental tests are made regularly upon the different lines

of fuses, and the data secured enables exceedingly accurate pre-

diction to be made as to the behavior of the product in regular

and emergency service. The company has made fuses of 4 amps,
capacity for 20,000-volt circuits, and of 800 amps capacity for

250-volt lines. The smallest fuse thus far turned out regularly is

for 0.1 amp. The company makes no open fuses whatever.
Deltabeston wire is now being used for armature coils and arc

light magnets, besides its older feed-coil service. The D. & W.
fuse is rated at the load the fuse will carry continuously and will

blow at about 15 per cent excess of its rating.
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EXTENSION TO JOINT WORKS

The enlargement of the steam rolling mill of The Rail Joint
Company, at the city of Troy, N. Y., known as the Albany Iron
& Steel Works, has been completed. The rolling mill building is

400 ft. long, independent of the machine shops and other build-
ings. The electric conveying crane, which has a run over 600 ft.

in length, carries steel billets from the yard and constantly feeds
the furnaces so as to supply two 21-in. trains that are in opera-
tion day and night rolling rail joints for T and girder rail sec-

tions. The Troy mill has a capacity to roll over 125 different

sections of rail joints, and there are over 350 men employed in

its operation. A railroad siding or switch, of the New York
Central & Hudson River Railroad Company now runs around the
property, bringing raw material, coal, and steel billets into the
yard, and taking out the finished products.
While The Rail Joint Company owns the works at Troy, N. Y.,

it has nine other distributing points where its patented machinery
and devices are used to produce the rail joints under contract
with other mills for the convenience of their customers, thus the
company makes deliveries from Buffalo and New York City,

N. Y.
;
Newark, N. J. ; New Castle, Del. ; Steelton and Pittsburg

Pa.; Ch icago and Joliet, 111., and Milwaukee, Wis. The com-
pany maintains fourteen branch selling agencies.

THE NEW FACTORY OF THE MACALLEN COMPANY

One of the best examples of recent factory construction in

Boston may be seen in the plant of the Macallen Company, lo-

cated at Division and Foundry Streets, South Boston. The old
establishment of this house was located on Congress Street on the
east side of Fort Point Channel, and the growth of the company's
business recently demanded a move to more commodious quar-
ters. The company is the manufacturer of a great variety of
insulating material, including railway line equipment, gas fittings,

arc lamp insulators, joints for air-brake apparatus, fixture joints,

canopy insulators, steam insulators, etc.

The new factory is of mill construction with brick walls and
concrete foundations, six full stories in height. It is 188 ft, 10 ins.

long by 158 ft. 10 ins. wide, and occupies about one-third of the
land owned by the company at the new site. About 300 men are
employed, and each of the six floors has 16,000 sq. ft. area, ex-
clusive of toilet rooms, columns and elevator wells. The ground
area occupied is 17,400 sq. ft. Very little steel work was used
in the construction of the building, with the exception of some
special work in the boiler-house roof and blacksmith shop. The
company operates a complete modern brass foundry in the new
factory, and its forge shop is fitted with "American" gas annealing
furnaces.

A large number of new and more powerful tools were added
to the installation in the new factory, including two toggle
presses, a 750-ton folding press, a new 300-hp engine, new boilers

and a 48-in. swing lathe; also a 1000-ton accumulator for heavy
press work. Every room in the factory has an admirable supply
of natural light from either the north or south sides. The ma-
chinery is all driven by belt and line shafting, operated by a
300-hp, 20-in. by 42-in., horizontal single-cylinder, Harris-Corliss
four-valve engine, which is supplied with steam by a battery of
two 200-hp Robb-Mumford horizontal return tubular boilers,

operating at go lbs. steam pressure. Coal is hauled to the plant
by wagons and dumped directly into the boiler room after being
weighed on a set of platform scales just outside the building. The
factory has no basement. There are two Deane feed-pumps, of the
horizontal duplex type, with 6-in. x 6-in. x 6-in. cylinders.

Ample testing facilities are provided for the inspection of the
various products and electrical tests of insulation are made by
means of a 110/220-volt, J^-hp belted alternator, which is wired
to a transformer located beneath the testing table. Solid mica
insulating joints are tested to 4000 volts, and railway line ma-
terial to 5000 volts. The tests are easily made by an operator who
swings an insulated handle on a spindle carrying one terminal of
the circuit radially over the product, which is packed immedi-
ately after passing the insulation test. A high-potential testing

set capable of giving 50,000 volts will soon be installed. The new
factory has at least double the production power of the old one,
and the possibility of extension to three times the present area,

insures room for the future business of the company for some
time to come. The architect was M. D. Safford, of Boston, and
the builder, C. A. Dodge & Company, Boston. The officers are:
President, Thomas Allen; treasurer, Louis McCarthy; secretary,

Gardner W. Prouty.

PERSONAL MENTION

DR. CARL GOLDSCHMIDT, of the Goldschmidt Thermit
Company, Essen, Germany, is on a short visit to this country.

MR. FRANK COOLEY has been appointed superintendent of

employment and inspection of the various companies comprising

the Brooklyn Rapid Transit system.

PROF. H. E. CLIFFORD, of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, who has temporarily been directing the affairs of the

electrical engineering department, will now be relieved from this

executive work, through the recent appointment of Prof. Jackson
to the electrical engineering department, and is planning to devote

considerable time to consulting engineering.

MR. H. A. DUNCAN, electrical engineer in charge of the elec-

tric lighting department for the Interborough Rapid Transit Com-
pany, has resigned to go with the Citizen's Railway & Light Com-
pany, of Ft. Worth, Tex. This company has recently been formed
by the consolidation of several railway and lighting properties by

a syndicate headed by Mr. Warren Bicknell, of Cleveland.

MR. EDWIN M. HAMLIN has resigned from the Lord Elec-

tric Company, of Boston, which on Nov. 1 will establish head-

quarters in New York. Mr. Hamlin is cognizant of the special

advantages of this change in location by the company, but in spite

of his appreciation of New York as a center of industry and
opportunity, business interests of his in Boston demand that he

reside in the latter city for the present at least.

MR. C. W. RICKER, formerly engineer of power houses, sub-
stations and electrical distribution for the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company, of New York, has become associated with the

Cleveland Construction Company, of Cleveland, as electrical

engineer, in charge of the electrical end of the work on several

lines which this company is now building in the Central West.
Mr. Ricker will have his headquarters in the Schofield Building,

Cleveland, Ohio.

MR. J. H. KINNEY, who recently retired as general manager
of the Steubenville Traction & Light Company, Steubenville,

Ohio, was tendered a dinner at Stanton Park by his former asso-

ciates recently, at which he was presented with a fine diamond
stick-pin as a token of their esteem. Mr. Kinney goes to Salt

Lake City to become superintendent of the Utah Gas, Light &
Coke Company, a position under General Manager J. C. Ross,

who was formerly general manager of the Steubenville Company.

MR. C. N. DUFFY, for several years auditor of the Chicago

City Railway Company, has been made comptroller of the Mil-

waukee Electric Railway & Light Company. Since the retirement

of Mr. Mackay and the death of Mr. Wheatcroft the duties of

treasurer and auditor have been performed by Mr. Frank Boehm,
former bookkeeper, and now assistant secretary and treasurer,

and by Mr. George M. Kalweit, as acting comptroller and auditor.

The position of comptroller has now been separated from the

other departments and that place will be filled by Mr. Duffy.

MR. FRANK H. BOWEN, division superintendent of the Pub-
lic Service Corporation, of Elizabeth, N. J., has accepted a position

as division superintendent of the Pawtucket Street Railway system

of the Rhode Island Company. Mr. Bowen fills the position made
vacant by the resignation of Mr. Raymond R. Smith, who went
to Evansville, Ind., last July. Mr. Bowen was born in Paw-
tucket, and was educated in the public schools of that city. He
started in the railroad business in Worcester, Mass., fifteen years

ago last February, as a conductor. He was promoted to the car

house, where he was in charge, later going to Elizabeth, N. J., as

an inspector and working his way up until he became division

superintendent.

MR. C. F. BAKER has been engaged by Mr. L. B. Stillwell

as superintendent of power and construction in connection with

the engineering and operating contract which Mr. Stillwell has

recently executed with the United Railways & Electric Company,
of Baltimore. Mr. Baker is well known to the engineering fra-

ternity and the railroad world. He has filled the office of Presi-

dent of the American Railway Mechanical and Electrical Asso-

ciation; and has taken a prominent part in the councils of that

body, of the New England, Railroad Club, and of the New Eng-
land Street Railway Club. For many years Mr. Baker was with

the West End Street Railway Company, of Boston, and the

Boston Elevated Railway Company, in charge of the construction

and operation of their power plants and rolling stock. He is

regarded as one of the ablest and most experienced, practical men
in this line of work.



Plate I



Plate II

VIEW OF COLUMBUS, LOOKING EAST FROM BROAD AND HIGH STREETS, SHOWING RESIDENTIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SECTIONS



Plate III



Plate IV

INTERURBAN UNION STATION ON WEST GAY STREET, COLUMBUS



Plate V

THE COURT HOUSE. COLUMBUS HARRISON BUILDING, COLUMBUS, ONE OF THE
CITVS SKYSCRAPERS



Plate VI

ENTRANCE TO UNION STATION, COLUMBUS



Plate VII

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY,
AT COLUMBUS

THE "ARMORY" OR GYMNASIUM, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
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Columbus, the capital city of Ohio, is in the geographical cen-

ter of the State and practically in the center of population of

the United States. The population is upwards of 150,000,

and although the city has no water transportation facilities its

commercial and manufacturing development has been remark-

able. Its growth is due in no small measure to its electric in-

terurban and its steam railroad connections. Eight interurban

systems radiate from the city and twenty-one railroad systems

now have entrance here, placing the community in direct touch

with the surrounding territory in all directions. Within a night's

ride are Chicago, Detroit, Buffalo, New York, Philadelphia,

Washington and St. Louis, and within the range of a smaller

circle are Cleveland, Pittsburg, Wheeling, Cincinnati, Indian-

apolis and the entire Ohio, Indiana and Southern Michigan dis-

tricts.

Columbus is in close touch with the great coal fields of the

Central West and is the shipping point for many of the important

clay and ore fields in the district.

The excellent railroad shipping facilities have attracted many
important manufacturing and industrial establishments, the city

being noted for its products of heavy machinery, road scrapers,

shoes, dairy products, uniforms, church and lodge room furnish-

ings, proprietary medicines, buggies, wagons, etc.

The city is a place of level streets, the absence of grades hav-

ing no little bearing on the street railway situation, as well as on

the commercial development of the community, as the absence

of grades materially reduces the cost of transportation and

of trucking.

There are twenty-two banks in Columbus, including six na-

tional banks, and these banking institutions are regarded as among
the strongest in the country. There are 1 ,500,000 people

who make their homes within two hours' ride of Columbus.

Exclusive of public schools, the city has twenty-six educational

institutions, including the Ohio State University, one of the best

institutions of learning in the West.

There are seven libraries, and an elaborate Carnegie library

and art gallery have just been completed.

The city cares for its feeble-minded, its sick, its poor and its

malefactors in asylums, hospitals, alms houses and penitentiaries,

which, in architectural features and excellent management, are

not surpassed by any city of its size.

The State capitol stands in the centre of the city. Archi-

tecturally, the building is famous among the State capitols

of the country. The capito! grounds are overrun with

tame grey squirrels—wards of the people of Columbus.

In late years a number of "skyscraper" office buildings have

been erected on High and Broad Streets.

The city is said to have more miles of well-laid brick paving

than any city of its size in the country.

All the railroads entering Columbus use the Union Station,

which is conveniently situated with reference to the hotel and

business sections.

Columbus produces fifty newspapers and magazines.

There is an abundant supply of natural gas at low rates, and

coal is cheap.

The area of public parks is 1 96 acres, and, in addition, there

are a dozen or more private parks and recreation resorts. One
of the most important amusement resorts is Olentangy Park, lo-

cated on the extreme northern limit of the city. Here are a well-

equipped theatre, figure-eight coaster, scenic railway, "Fair

Japan," old mill, circle swing, house of mirth, refreshment booths

and other attractions. Indianola Park, also in the northern sec-

lion of the city, in addition to the usual park attractions, has

an artificial swimming tank covering an area of 30,000 sq. ft.

—

a favoritie resort in summer. The interurban lines also render

accessible a number of parks in the surrounding country, notable

among which is Buckeye Lake, on the Columbus, Buckeye Lake

& Newark Traction system.

A prominent and unique feature of the city is the method of

lighting High Street, which is the main thoroughfare. A series

of light steel arches have been erected from curb to curb about

every 250 ft., and each arch contains fifty 1 6-c. p. incandes-

cent lamps. The lamps are placed in a galvanized trough or

hood attached to the under side of the arch and running the full

length of the span, this hood acting as a reflector to throw the

light downward. The lamps project below the edges of the

reflector, and at night each individual lamp is visible from a

considerable distance, the long stretch of lighted arches giving a

peculiarly artistic and pleasing effect.

Columbus was the scene of some of the pioneer experiments

in electric traction. In 1887 the late Sydney H. Short, who
was born in Columbus and graduated from the Ohio State Uni-

versity, laid down and operated with considerable success an

electric line about 2 J/2 m ''es >n length, using the overhead series

system of electric traction. From a description published at the

time, it appears that "On the trial road at Columbus it requires

a 1 6-hp engine to drive two cars. Each car is 27 ft. long,

and, with its load, weighs 10 tons."



THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYSTEMS

OF COLUMBUS
Columbus in many respects is an ideal street railway city.

The streets are laid out in the form of a Latin cross, the long

stem being represented by High Street, which is the main busi-

ness thoroughfare and runs practically north and south for a

distance of 7 miles. The cross-arm is represented by Broad

Street. The development of the city has been north and south

and east and west along these two main lines, but the growth

of the city is gradually filling up the corners made by the arms

of the cross, so that eventually the city will represent a long and

rather narrow rectangle.

This lay-out is conducive to short hauls, as the trends of traffic

are to and from the outer ends of the main lines and the inter-

section at Broad and High Streets near the State capitol.

In arranging routes, it is the practice to run through cars, that

is, cars start at the outer ends of the lines, carrying one load

to the center of the city, where they discharge and pick up a

new load, continuing on through the center of the city and out

to the terminal on some other line.

From the intersection of High and Broad Streets, which is

the geographical and commercial center of the city, seven parallel

lines go east, four go north, two go west and two go south,

thus serving the entire city and reaching every point direct. This

concentration of cars on a section of High Street renders this

line one of the heaviest street railway lines in the country, and,

although the section of congestion is not as long as is found in

other cities, High Street for several blocks north and south of

the company's offices, during the rush hours, closely resembles

Broadway, New York, as far as the number of cars passing in

each direction is concerned. During the average day the sched-

ule calls for about 2500 cars past this point in eighteen hours,

and at peak hours cars pass at the rate of about three a minute.

The traffic chart on Plate XVII. gives the distribution of cars

over the system as called for by the evening hour schedule.

There are not less than six amusement grounds in the south

and southeast sections, and there are two important parks in the

north and northeast sections, namely, Olentangy and Indianola.

The State Fair Grounds are also near these two last-mentioned

parks, which makes an advantageous location for handling the

large crowds during Fair Week. The company has handled to

the Fair Grounds as many as 1 ,250,000 people in five days.

Fair Week comes in the fall, after the principal parks are closed,

so that the copper feeders and rolling stock which are required

for handling the summer park business are utilized to good ad-

vantage during Fair Week.

The Columbus Company some years ago inaugurated a sys-

tem of profit sharing with its employees, and it is believed this

scheme has resulted not only in increasing the cordial relations

prevailing between the men and the management, but has also

tended to increase the efficiency and esprit de corps of the em-

ployees. The profit sharing dividend is paid on total amounts

of wages earned at the same ratio of per cent as is paid to stock-

holders on the stock. The profit sharing extends to the em-

ployees of all departments of the organization. To be entitled

to the dividend employees must have worked six months contin-

uously prior to a dividend paying day, and an employee by leav-

ing the service forfeits any further participation in the profit shar-

ing. Both the management and the employees are enthusiastic

over the results that have been achieved by this method of allow-

ing the rank and file of the organization to participate in propor-

tion to their wages in whatever profit the company may earn.

Within Outside

City City

Limits Limits

67.086 .894

10.542 7-I9I

17.099

1.cos 2783

78.633 27.967

TRACK CONSTRUCTION

Until recently the entire street railway mileage in the city of

Columbus was operated by two independent companies, namely,

the Columbus Railway & Light Company and the Central Mar-

ket Street Railway Company. The first named company was

chartered in 1 903 as a consolidation of certain prior companies,

and its system includes all of the original street railway lines in

the city. Practically all of these lines are 5-ft. 2-in. gage.

The Central Market Street Railway Company was formerly a

part of the "Appleyard System" and its tracks were laid pri-

marily to give an entrance for the interurban lines into the city

of Columbus. These tracks are 4-ft. 8'/2-in. gage. Since July 1

of the present year, the Columbus Railway & Light Company
has been operating the Central Market system for the owners.

The Columbus Railway system comprises 106 ^2 miles, meas-

ured as single track, and the Central Market system comprises

29 J/2 miles, giving a total of 136 miles. The accompanying

table sets forth the distribution of the mileage on the wide gage

lines.

STATEMENT OF MILEAGE, COLUMBUS RAILWAY & LIGHT
COMPANY

Paved streets

Unpaved streets

Roads
Park and Pr. R. of W.

Total

Total for system, 106.604 miles.

In Columbus will be found various styles of track construc-

tion, the system in this respect being somewhat out of the ordi-

nary. The inset following page 594 illustrates graphically the dif-

ferent forms of track construction and the approximate quantity

of each kind. The color scheme on this map illustrates the

five predominating forms of track foundations, which are as fol-

lows: Concrete girder and steel angle bar tie construction;

oak ties embedded in concrete, i. e., the timber has a foundation

of 6 ins. of concrete, which extends upward and between the

ties and is surfaced to a height to accommodate the kind of pave-

ment to be laid ; oak ties ballasted with crushed rock and a layer

of cement concrete laid over the ballast to form the pavement

foundation; oak ties ballasted with gravel and filled with gravel

to form the pavement foundation; track construction in unim-

proved streets. The particular rail sections used in different lo-

cations are noted along the sides of the lines on the map.

The construction which has been followed during the last

three or four years on the wide gage tracks in paved streets com-

prises a modified "Trilby" rail with concrete girders and steel

angle-bar ties. This is now regarded as the standard track con-

struction for city lines. The details are shown in the drawings on

page 593. The procedure in laying this construction is about

as follows:

After the old track work and pavement have been removed

the grading is completed, in cases where brick pavement is to

be laid, 1 1 ins. below the surface of the finished street, after

which ditches or troughs are excavated under the location of

each rail to a depth of 1 ins. below the bottom of the rail, the

ditches being 1 8 ins. in width. The track work is then assem-

bled and surfaced upon oak blocks cut from old oak ties. The
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material for the concrete is then delivered by dump cars and

piled along the side of the track. The dump cars travel over

the rails that are supported on the oak blocks, and during this

delivering of material the blocks settle into firm bearings under

the track. When all the material has been delivered the track

is gone over and shimmed to a true surface and line, care being

taken to block the track work into line from the sides to prevent

the heat of the sun from kinking the track. When all is ready

for the concrete, the concrete boards are placed upon the rails,

where the mixing is done by hand and the boards are pushed

along upon the track as the work progresses. In connection

with this work it has been found very important to leave the

ends of the rails free, so that expansion will not create undue

stresses while the concrete is being laid and is setting.

Construction similar to this was laid on State Street, from

High to Fourth Streets, on the south track in 1 898, and the track

is in excellent condition to-day. This track was laid with or-

dinary six-hole standard joint plates. On more recent work the

track is laid with continuous rail.

[

ROLLING STOCK

The Columbus Railway & Light Company owns about 300
cars of various designs and dimensions. The standard open

car measures 40 ft. 9 in. The standard closed car measures

42 ft. over all.

All of the regular cars of the company are mounted on Brill

maximum traction trucks. This type of truck has been adopted

in Columbus, owing to the fact that the tracks are wide gage.

The company also has a large number of single-truck cars which

it uses on peak loads and during Fair Week.
It is necessary, owing to the climate in Columbus, to have a

complete double equipment of open and closed cars for summer
and winter service. The motor equipments are mostly G. E.

67, mounted two to the car. The company also has motors

of the G. E. 52, 44 and 800, Westinghouse 49 and 12 types.

The company has recently worked out an ingenious method

of running cars in trains in order to lessen the congestion on the

principal streets, as well as to increase the carrying capacity

during rush hours. Each car is equipped with two motors, and
the first car of each train is provided with a multiple-unit con-

troller. The rear car has a controller of the K- 1 drum type,

and the motor circuits of the two cars are connected by means

of jumpers between the cars.

The type M controller on the first car is the regular multiple-

unit equipment for four motors. The wiring of this controller

is identical with that of an ordinary four-motor equipment, with

the exception that the leads for motors No. 3 and No. 4, in-

stead of going to motors, are divided into a bus line extending

the full length of the car and terminate in receptacles on each

dash. On the rear car, wires leading from the receptacle on

the dashes are tapped in on the motor leads, and other than

this addition no changes from the usual K-10 controller wiring

is made. The chief advantage of the use of the two different

kinds of controllers is that the extra expense of installing a multi-

ple-unit controller on the rear car is avoided.

SHOPS

The main repair shops for the Railway & Light Company
are on Rose Avenue, about two miles east from the center of

the city. In addition to the main shops and houses at this point,

there are six operating houses scattered over the local system,

in which it is the practice to do considerable inspection and light

repair work. As the company has a complete equipment of

open and closed cars, it is the practice to thoroughly overhaul

the rolling stock once a year, during the change of seasons. All

the regular repair work is done in the day time, and each car

is pulled in not less than every two days for inspection and repair.

The main shop at Rose Avenue consists of a group of three

buildings. The pits and truck room are located in the front

wing. The machine shop occupies the ground floor of a three-

story building, formerly an old horse-car barn. The second

floor of this building contains the armature and field-coil rooms

and the stock room. The carpenter shop is in a wing at the

rear of the main building. The paint shop, foundry and black-

smith shops are in separate buildings a short distance from the

main building. The plant has been developed with the growth

of the system, and although all departments are now somewhat

cramped, the rolling stock is kept in excellent condition. The
machine shop equipment includes a wheel press, boring mill, sev-
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eral lathes, drills, bolt cutters, etc.

In the carpenter shop are a com-

plete set of tools, including a

wood-worker, rip and cut-off

saws, planer, etc. The paint shop

has a capacity for only a few

cars at a time, but here is done all

the painting and retouching on

300 cars, and the excellent ap-

pearance of the rolling stock on

the streets speaks well for the sys-

tem used.

The shops are equipped with a

number of labor-saving devices,

of which, perhaps, the most inter-

esting are the air hoists and cranes

over the inspection pits for han-

dling the truck and motor parts.

There are two 6-in. air hoists

which travel on circular cranes.

These two circular tracks cover

the entire width of the shop, the

diameter of each circle being 24

ft., thus making it possible to pick

up parts and material and deliver

them at any point in the pits or on

the floor. Each crane has two

arms extending from the center to

the circumference, these arms

being pivoted at the center, with

travelers at the outer ends. On
the arms are also travelers from

which the air hoists are suspended.

These outfits were built in the

company's shops and cost $240

each complete, including air hoists

and connections. The circular

tracks are made from 8-in. I-

beams, which are bent into proper

shape on a wheel press. These

circular cranes have the advantage

of avoiding the necessity of posts

in the center of the room. The

cranes are of particular value in

changing motors from one truck to

another when the change from

open to closed cars is being made.

A direct-connected compressor

supplies the hoists with air. A
smaller circular crane of the same

type is used in the armature room.

In addition to the circular trav-

elers there are eight 9-in. hoists

traveling on overhead tracks, for

raising cars when trucks are to be

changed.

A small but well-equipped

brass foundry takes care of a re-

markably large amount of work,

and the company produces prac-

tically all of the brass castings re-

quired in the operation of the sys-

tem, including rail bonds, trolley

ears, trolley wheels, controller

parts, etc.

The repair shop for the Cen-

tral Market system is located in



Plate IX

THE SWIMMING POOL, BATH AND DANCING PAVILION, INDIANOLA PARK, COLUMBUS



Plate X

A BIT OF NATURE CAUGHT FROM THE CAR WINDOW ON THE COLUMBUS, NEWARK & ZANESVILLE LINE



Plate XI



Plate XII
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Plate XIII



Plate XIV

CONCRETE GIRDER CONSTRUCTION IN COLUMBUS—DELIVERING MATERIAL WITH SIDE-DUMP CARS. ONE MOTOR CAR
WILL PULL TWO DUMP CARS



Plate XV

CONCRETE GIRDER CONSTRUCTION IN COLUMBUS. ASPHALT DOUBLE-GAGE TRACK IN COLUMBUS
PAVEMENT COMPLETED, EXCEPT TOP COAT IN ONE TRACK

CAR SHOP, SHOWING CIRCULAR CRANES AND TRANSFER AUTOMOBILE STORAGE BATTERY STATION MAINTAINED
TABLE BY COLUMBUS RAILWAY & LIGHT COMPANY



Plate XVI

TWO-CAR TRAIN. WITH TWO MOTORS TO EACH CAR AND MULTIPLE-UNIT CONTROLLER ON FIRST CAR-USED IN
CITY SERVICE BY COLUMBUS RAILWAY & LIGHT COMPANY

TICKET-COUNTING MACHINE USED BY COLUMBUS, SIDE VIEW OF TICKET-COUNTING MACHINE
NEWARK & ZANESVILLE
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another part of the city and is used by some of the city cars, and

by the interurbans, for such repairs as have to be made at this

terminal. The shop is well equipped with tools and labor-

saving devices.

The Columbus Railway & Light Company is using in its hurry-

up repair service a gasoline automobile tower wagon, which has

given satisfactory results for strictly city service, and is said to

held in reserve and is used only on peaks and in emergencies, a

500-kw National motor- generator set having been installed at

this station for the purpose of taking current from the other sta-

tions and delivering direct current to the system in this district.

All of these stations are thoroughly tied together by a. c. and

d. c. tie-lines, giving the greatest degree of flexibility and per-

mitting of a number of combinations in the generation of current

GiLyStredt Statidn

*sl M H pel H

Chloride lattery

New Building

a& MM B

DIAGRAM SHOWING ALL TIE LINES BETWEEN POWER STATIONS. COLUMIiUS RAILWAY & LIGHT COMPANY

make better time than horse-drawn tower wagons at an expense

somewhat less than for teams.

POWER

The Columbus Railway & Light Company has four distinct

power services, namely, 5 5 0-5 80-volt, d. c. current for railway

purposes; 1 1 5-230-volt, d. c. current for Edison lighting sys-

tem ; 4 1 00 a. c. current for lighting, and an independent insu-

lated 550-volt power supply. The company owns four power

houses, namely, Spring Street, known as Station No. 1 ; Gay
Street, known as Station No. 2 ; Milo, known as Station No. 3,

and a station formerly owned by the Central Market system,

known as Station No. 4.

Most of the current for railway purposes is generated at Spring

Street. Most of the current for lighting is generated at Gay
Street. The generating apparatus at the Milo station is now

that assure economy and efficiency in the power supply and prac-

tically preclude the possibility of interuption to the railway, light-

ing or power service, through failure of lines or apparatus at any

station.

The diagrammatic representation of the power lay-out given

on this page, together with the map on Plate XVIII., showing

the tie-lines between stations, will make clear the general power

scheme.

In brief, it will be noticed that the Spring Street station con-

tains five railway units, two of which are 500-kw, two are 1 000-

kw and one is a 840-kw unit. These machines handle the

bulk of the railway load. There are also in this station two

500-kw Curtis turbo-generator sets which deliver alternating cur-

rent at 4100 volts. There is room for an additional I 500-kw

turbo-generator set. The high degree of flexibility previously
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referred to is greatly increased by the use of motor-generator

sets in the various stations. In the Spring Street station there is

one 500-kw General Electric motor-generator set and one 300-

kw General Electric motor-generator set, which can be used

either to deliver railway current to the railway feeders or alter-

nating current to the lighting system, as conditions may require.

There is also one 1 50-kw General Electric booster-set, which
can be so connected as to boost through any feeder panel at this

station. This booster is used chiefly on the park lines in sum-

mer. The railway units at this station are driven by Green-

Wheelock engines.

The Gay Street station contains the following generating ap-

paratus :

Two 480-kw General Electric double-current machines,

which can be used either to deliver direct or alternating current

as required.

One 400-kw General Electric 1 1 0-volt, direct-current ma-
chine and one 1 000-kw General Electric, 275-volt, direct-cur-

rent machine for supplying the Edison lighting system.

There are also three other units, two of them consisting of

two 60-kw Edison bipolar machines and one consisting of two
1 00-kw Edison bipolar machines for use on the Edison system.

In addition to the generating apparatus at this station there

is one 500-kw, three-unit General Electric motor-generator set,

the motor taking alternating current and driving the other two
machines as generators, delivering 125-210 direct current to the

Edison system. There is also one 500-kw General Electric

two-unit motor-generator set, which is used in the same way.

These sets can, of course, be reversed so as to take direct cur-

rent and deliver alternating current.

To further increase the flexibility and efficiency of the power
supply there have been installed at the Gay Street station two

storage batteries, one comprising a 320-ceIl "Chloride Ac-
cumulator" battery, which may be used either to deliver 550
volts d. c. to the railway or 220 volts d. c. to the Edison lighting

system. This is accomplished by operating the cells in series

for railway work and in parallel sections for lighting. The bat-

tery in railway work has a capacity of 880-kw.

There is also a smaller battery, consisting of 1 50 cells, used

on the Edison lighting system and supplied by one 50-kw, two-

unit motor- generator set.

The possibilities that lie in this combination of d. c. and a. c.

generating apparatus, motor-generator sets and storage batteries

in securing any kind of current required, smoothing out peaks,

and, at the same time, maintaining a good load factor on all

machines, will be very evident.

As stated, at the Milo station, the generating apparatus, which

consists of two 200-kw and one 400-kw railway generators, is

held in reserve, and the station is used principally as a sub-station,

there having been installed a 500-kw motor-generator set sup-

plied by the National Brake & Electric Company. This set

is of the three-bearing type, and consists of a 750-hp, three-

phase, 60-cycle synchronous motor receiving current at 4 1 00
volts and driving a 500-kw direct-current generator, which gen-

erates current at 575 volts and 870 amperes. This motor-

generator set supplies the nearby territory and also feeds the line

to Westerville. To improve the power situation on this Wester-

ville line there is a 230-cell storage battery located about 8'/2

miles from Milo station, and which is used as a floating battery

on the line.

The apparatus in the Central Market station consists of two
325-kw and one 250-kw Westinghouse railway generators.

There is also at this station a 240-kw storage battery, which is

fed from a motor booster set, and is used for taking care of load

fluctuations at this power house.

COLUMBUS AS AN INTERURBAN CENTER

Columbus is one of the principal interurban centers in the

Central West. Eight lines radiate from the city in eight different

directions, bringing it into intimate touch with the territory within

a circle of 75 miles radius. Columbus is connected by through

electric railway routes with Cincinnati and Indianapolis, and

with only short links remaining to be built with Cleveland, To-
ledo, Detroit and Buffalo. The development of the interurban

lines centering in Ohio's capital city has been so great that it

is hard to realize the growth has taken place virtually within a

period of four years. These lines give hourly passenger service,

and are well built, well equipped and well managed. In a

multiplicity of ways this frequent and close connection between

the country and the city has had an enormously stimulating in-

fluence upon the development not only of the capital city itself,

but also of the country districts and towns as well. The ear'v

morning cars bring in many people employed in the commei

of the city, and the cars later in the day bring in retail ai

wholesale purchasers from all the surrounding country, whi

thousands of the city people use the interurban cars in summe

and in winter for pleasure and recreation, and as an importan

agency in their social life. Most of the lines maintain a freight

and express service, bringing to the city the farm produce and

products, and in exchange carrying to the farms and the country

towns the manufactured articles and supplies furnished by the

larger city.

Within a circle drawn around Columbus with a radius of

75 miles there are eighteen counties wholly included and twenty

others partially so. Within this area there resides an estimated

population of a million and a half of people, which, through the

agency of the interurban lines, might, with no great stretch of

the imagination, be included as the city's population, so close

and intimate is the relation established. Within the circle there

are thirty country seats and more than 1 00 additional towns and

villages.

The following are the interurban roads immediately centering

in Columbus: Columbus, Delaware & Marion Railway Com-
pany; Scioto Valley Traction Company; Columbus, London &
Springfield Railway Company; Columbus, Newark & Zanes-

ville Electric Railway Company (controls the Columbus, Buck-

eye Lake & Newark Traction Company) ; Columbus, Grove

City & Southwestern Railway Company (operated by the Co-

lumbus, London & Springfield Railway Company) ; Columbus,

Urbana & Western Railway Company; Columbus, New Al-

bany & Johnstown Traction Company; Westerville and Arling-

ton lines of the Columbus Railway & Light Company.

Many of the construction and operating features of these sys-

tems are reviewed in the following pages.



THE DISTRICTS AND THE ROADS TREATED
In the following pages the attempt has been made to give a

resume of interurban practice in the Central West. For the

purpose of determining in so far as possible the latest methods

and standards in interurban construction and operation in this

section, a number of representative roads in Ohio, Indiana and

Michigan were selected and a personal investigation of these

roads was made by the editors. It is realized that the practices

on roads other than those visited are well worthy of study, but

owing to the lack of time and space it was impossible to include

all the systems in this district, and it is believed the roads selected

offer the basis for a resume of the latest and most typical prac-

tices. For the purposes of the investigation eight roads were

selected in Northern Ohio, nine in Central and Southern Ohio,

seven in Indiana and two in Michigan.

In the tables under each chapter are given in detail the latest

practices in the various departments. In the text the attempt

has been made to point out the latest standards where practices

have been standardized. Where no definite standards have

yet been reached the endeavor has been to indicate tendencies

toward uniformity in practice, and where this could not be done

the variations and differences are stated and the need for uniform-

ity pointed out. In the pages containing the half-tone engrav-

ings, the arrangement has been to group together in so far as

possible views that would show the latest and most represent-

ative practices in the matters treated.

INTERURBAN DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TERRITORY TREATED

The year 1 906 will go down as an epoch-marker in the his-

tory of interurban railways in Ohio. The consolidations of

many roads and the completion of new lines have made numer-

ous changes in the interurban map of the greatest interurban

State in the Union. At present there are in operation 2600
miles of strictly interurban roads in the State, of which 1 95 miles

have been completed this year.

One of the most important incidents was the completion of

the Western Ohio extension from Lima to Findlay. A golden

spike presented by the STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL was the

finishing touch in the line which linked together more than 4000
miles of interurban roads in the five States of New York, Penn-

sylvania, Ohio, Michigan and Indiana. The completion of this

link was soon followed by the institution of limited service from

Dayton to Toledo, 162 miles, and in connection with other

roads giving limited service it rendered possible a fast trolley

trip from the central part of Michigan across Ohio to all the

numerous points in Indiana, or from the eastern part of Ohio

to Indiana points.

The early part of this year saw the consummation of the

plans of the Widener-Elkins-Schoepf syndicate for the con-

solidation of numerous lines in Ohio. This syndicate acquired

the Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark and the Columbus,

Newark & Zanesville. At receiver's sale it acquired the Colum-

bus, London & Springfield; Columbus, Grove City & South-

western; Dayton, Springfield & Urbana; Urbana, Bellefontaine

& Northern and the Springfield & Western, known as the Ap-
pleyard systems. By purchase it also acquired the Dayton &
Northern and the Dayton & Muncie, and by lease it secured

the Dayton & Western. A steam road, known as the Colum-

bus & Lake Michigan, was purchased, and will probably be

electrified. These various properties have been grouped to-

gether under one head, known as the Indiana, Columbus &
Eastern. In addition, the syndicate owns the Fort Wayne,

Van Wert 4c Lima, the Cincinnati Northern and the Cincinnati

Interurban. It has under construction a line from Lima to

Toledo, part of which will be placed in operation this year and

will be completed next year. In all, the syndicate has in Ohio

about 5 1 miles of operating interurban lines, where a year ago

it had less than 1 00. Its system of interurban and city lines

in the two Stales of Ohio and Indiana embraces about 1 300

miles. In Ohio it plans to build from Bellefontaine to Lima,

which, with the Lima & Toledo, will give it a continuous line

from Cincinnati to Toledo independent of any other interests.

The almost entire reconstruction of the Cincinnati Northern, with

double track on private right of way, a new power station and

new rolling stock capable of giving very fast service between

Dayton and Cincinnati, will have an important bearing on the

through Cincinnati to Toledo service.

This year witnessed the complete reconstruction of the Everett-

Moore system larger and stronger than it was at the time of the

embarrassment four years ago. This rebuilding of a scattered

system demonstrated the remarkable persistence of the Cleve-

land syndicate and its belief in the future of interurban traction,

in that while it sold its telephone properties and one of its city

properties, the Cleveland Electric, its chief aim was to get back

the interurbans and enlarge the system. The first step was the

repurchase of the Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line, the

connecting link between the Michigan and Ohio properties.

This has been added to the system of the Detroit United Rail-

ways, giving it 620 miles of road, of which about 420 is in-

terurban mileage. The syndicate then purchased the Cleve-

land, Painesville & Ashtabula, which it originally promoted,

adding it to the Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern. Last month

saw the consolidation of the Canton-Akron, Canton-New Phila-

delphia and the Tuscarawas Traction into the Northern Ohio

Traction & Light, making the mileage of the system 205

miles. The Lake Shore Electric, another of its properties, will

shortly merge under its charter the Lorain Street Railway and

the Avon Beach & Southern. It is building lines from San-

dusky to Fremont, from Fremont to Tiffin and from Fremont to

Fostoria. This last-mentioned line will form a very direct route

between Cleveland and Dayton and Cleveland and Indianapolis,

and the extensions mentioned will bring the Lake Shore Electric

system up to 225 miles. These extensions with city lines will

give the syndicate 1 300 miles of connected roads, not including

some isolated properties in other sections.

The Pomeroy-Mandelbaum syndicate, owning the Western

Ohio and Cleveland & Southwestern, is building an extension

to Mansfield, thus connecting with the Ohio Central and giving

the system about 320 miles in the State. The Columbus,

Delaware & Marion is building an extension from Marion to

Bucyrus, which, with the extension above mentioned, will com-

plete a through line from Columbus to Cleveland, a result which

has long been talked of. In the eastern part of the State the

Youngstown & Southern and the Youngstown & Ohio River

companies are working together on a line from Youngstown

to East Liverpool. This line, with extensions which the Ely

syndicate is building south of East Liverpool and connection

with the Wheeling Traction Company, will make a continuous

line from Wheel'ig to Youngstown. This will doubtless be

placed in operation next year.

The Eastern Ohio Traction Company has practically

completed its refunding plans and will extend its Garrettsville

division to form a connection with a line which the Mahoning
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& Shenango Valley Traction Company will build from Leavitts-

burg to Garrestville, and the two will be operated together,

forming a high-speed line from Cleveland to Youngstown. With

extensions under way in Pennsylvania, next year may see through

service from Cleveland to Pittsburg over this route.

Several interests have projects well under way to connect

is going on in an unprecedented manner. The interurbans are

now getting a considerable share of the long-distance business,

and the links which are now being forged will turn much more

of this class of business in their direction.

In Indiana at the present time several new roads are being

constructed, and several of the roads which have been operating

TABLE I.—GENERAL INFORMATION PERTAINING TO PROPERTIES TREATED (See also Opposite

NAMES OF COMPANIES.

System of Control.

Number and Type of Motors
per Car.

Type of Control.

Northern Ohio Group.
Cleveland & Southwestern Tr. Co

Lake Shore Electric Ry

Eastern Ohio Tr. Co

Toledo & Indiana Ry
Toledo & Western Ry

Toledo, Pt. Clinton & Lakeside Ry
Stark Electric Ry
Canton-Akron Ry

Central and Southern Ohio Group.
Western Ohio Ry

Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Tr. Co
Dayton & Troy Electric Ry
Dayton, Covington & Piqua Tr. Co
Scioto Valley Tr. Co

Cincinnati & Columbus Tr. Co
Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland Tr. Co

Interurban Ry. & Terminal Co., Cincinnati.

.

Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth

Indiana Group.

Indiana Union Tr. Co

Indianapolis & Northwestern Tr. Co

Indianapolis & Cincinnati Tr. Co

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Tr. Co..

Terre Haute Tr. & Light Co

Kokomo, Marion & Western Tr. Co
Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Tr. Co

Michigan Group.
Rapid Rv. Svstem (Detroit United)
Detroit, Vpsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Ry

; Cleveland and Norvvalk

I
Cleveland and Wooster

( Cleveland and Toledo
: Cleveland and Sandusky
'Cleveland and Garrettsville . .

[Cleveland and Chardon
Toledo and Bryan

I
Toledo and Pioneer
Toledo and Adrian, Mich. . . .

Toledo and Marblehead
Canton and Salem
Akron and New Philadelphia.

I Lima and Celina
\Findlay and Piqua
Lima and Ft Wayne
Dayton and Piqua
1 layton and Piqua

J
Columbus and Lancaster., .

'iColumbiis and C'hillii tilt-

.

Cincinnati and Hillsboro. .

.

Cincinnati and Hlanchester
I Cincinnati and New Richmond
Cincinnati and Bethel

[Cincinnati and Lebanon.
Cincinnati and Russelville.

( Indianapolis and Munice..
Ind. and Logansport and Peru

[ Anderson and Marion
'Indianapolis and La Fayette

(Lebanon and Crawiordsvi Ik-

Indianapolis and Kudiville .

: Indianapolis and Shelbyville

Indianapolis and Columbus, I

I
Terre Haute and Clinton....

(Terre Haute and Brazil

! Terre Haute and Sullivan. . .

[Terre Haute and St. Mary's.
Kokomo and Marion

(Ft. Wavne and Log. m-port
\Ft. Wayne and Bluffton

Detroit and Pt. Huron.
/Detroit and Jackson..

\Ypsilanti and Saline.

.

Four West., Nos. 112, 93, 70 and 50

Four West., Nos. 121 & 76, G.E. 57

Four Lorain, No. 34
Four West., No. 56

Four West., No. 76, Lorain, No. 34
Four Bullock, Nos. 50 and 75
Four West., Nos. 76 and 56
Four G.E., No. 73

Four West., No. 56
Four West., Nos. 85 and 121
Four West., No. 70
Four G.E., No. 67

Four G.E., No. 66
Four G.E., 75h.p
Four Bullock, 50

Four West., Nos. 49 and 56

Four West., No. 56

Four West, No. 85

Four G.E., No. 73

Four West, No. 106A
Four G.E., No. 57H

Four G.E., No. 73

Four West, No. 93

Four West, No. 121

Four West, No. 112

Four West., Nos. 70 and 93A

Type M, L4

Type M
K14
K14

K6, Lorain 4
Bullock
K14, L4..:
Type M

K14
Type M
Ki4.! .\y^'.

Type M
Type M
Bullock

K12, KI4

K14

L4

Type M
Electro pneumatic.
K14

Type M

K10

Electro-pneumatic.

Electro-pneumatic .

.

H'ity and Inttrurba

Marion and Findlay and Bucyrus and Fostoria, either of which

would complete a very direct route from Columbus to Toledo,

another long talked of through line.

The Sandusky, Norwalk & Mansfield is building from

Plymouth to Shelby, which, in connection with the Mansfield-

Shelby line, will give Mansfield connection with Cleveland over

two routes.

In the western portion of the State the Toledo & Indiana

has surveys completed and plans ready for extending its line

to Fort Wayne, thus giving another very direct route from To-

ledo to numerous cities in Indiana. In the southern end of

the State the Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth is work-

ing to complete its line to West Union, and then it will go on

to Portsmouth. The Cincinnati & Columbus and the Cincinnati,

Milford & Loveland are both heading for Columbus, the former

by way of Chillicothe, making connection with the Scioto Valley,

and the latter by way of Washington, to make connection with

the Columbus, Grove City & Southwestern.

A number of other lines which look promising are being

projected, and, in a word, the completing of unconnected links

for a number of years are building extensions. The Terre

Haute Traction & Light Company has, within the past few

months, completed an extension south from Terre Haute to Sul-

livan, a distance of 26 miles. In the extreme southwestern

part of the State in the vicinity of Evansville two lines have re-

cently been completed. One of these, the Evansville & Mt.

Vernon Traction ompany, now operates southwest out of

Evansville to Mt. Vernon, Ind., a distance of 1 7 miles. The
Boonville extension of the Evansville Suburban & Newburgh

Railway Company has been built within the last year. Its

terminus is Boonville, a town of about 5000 people, lying 1 7

miles east of Evansville. The Winona Interurban Railway dur-

ing the past summer began operation between Winona and

Goshen, a distance of 28 miles. The same company is now
building south from Warsaw to Peru. At about the beginning

of the year the extension of the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Trac-

tion Company west from Rushville will be completed. This

extension, which will eventually form part of the connecting road

between Indianapolis and Cincinnati, is 19 miles long and has

its eastern terminus at Connersville.
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On the Shelbyville division of the Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Traction Company considerable construction has been in

progress during the past season. The whole line is being changed

from direct current to an alternating-current system. Only a few

months ago the Fort Wayne, Bluffton & Marion Traction Com-
pany was put in operation as far as Bluffton, 23 miles south of

Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company. The Muncie

& Portland Traction Company also began operation during the

year, as did also the Indiana Northern Railway Company on

its St. Joseph extension from Fort Wayne north to St. Joseph,

Mich. The Marion, Bluffton & Eastern Traction Company
is now operating over a portion of the line between Marion and

TABLE I.—GENERAL INFORMATION PERTAINING TO PROPERTIES TREATED—Concluded.

NAMKS < )I" COMPANIES.

Voltage Generated.

Average Schedule Service.

Northern Ohio Group.
Cleveland & Southwestern Tr. Co

Lake Shore Electric Ry

Eastern Ohio Tr. Co

Toledo & Indiana Ry
Toledo & Western Ry

Toledo, Pt. Clinton & Lakeside Ry
Stark Electric Ry
Canton-Akron Ry

Central and Southern Ohio Group.
Western Ohio Ry

Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Tr. Co
Dayton & Troy Electric Ry
Dayton, Covington & Piqua Tr. Co
Scioto Valley Tr. Co

Cincinnati & Columbus Tr. Co
Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland Tr. Co

Interurban Ry. & Terminal Co., Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth

Indiana Group.

Indiana Union Tr. Co

ndianapolis & Northwestern Tr. Co

Indianapolis & Cincinnati Tr. Co

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Tr. Co

Terre Haute Tr. & Light Co

Kokomo, Marion & Western Tr. Co
Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Tr. Co

Michigan Group.
Rapid Ry. System (Detroit United)
Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Ry

390 A.C

390 A.C., 16,500 A.C.

650 D.C

13,500 A.C
13,200 A.C

375 A.C
360 A.C

13,200 A.C

420 A.C

Buvs power f

650 D.C
650 D.C
375 A.C

380 A.C
400 A.C

10,000 A.C

360 A.C

385 A.C

390 A.C

2,300 A.C

370 A.C

2,200 A.C. and 600 D.C.

2,300 A.C
13,200 A.C. , 16,500 A.C.

390 A.C
390 A.C. and 650 DC

10,500.

13,000.

Hourly, 6 Ltds..

Hourly, 5 Ltds..

Hourly, 2 Ltds..

20,000.
JJ.IMMI.

13,200.

Hourly, Ltds. & Locals Alternate
Hourly, No Ltds

Hourly, 2 Ltds .

Hourly
Hourly, 3 Ltds..

33,000
650 D.C, 950 D.C
650 D.C
27,000

Hourly, Ltds. & Locals Alternat

Hourly, Ltds. & Locals Alternate
Hourly, Ltds. every 2 hours.

.

Hourly

10,000.

15,000.

15,000 and 30,000.

30,000

33,000

15,000

22,000 and 11,000.

Hourly, Ltds. & Locals Alternate

Hourly, 4 Ltds

Hourly

Hourly

Hourly

Fort Wayne. This road is operated by the Fort Wayne &
Wabash Valley Traction Company. The La Fayette & Lo-

gansport Traction Company is building between La Fayette and

Logansport. This company is closely identified with the Fort

Bluffton, and the work of extension to Bluffton will be completed

within a few months. Construction work on the Indianapolis

Coal Traction Company, extending west of Indianapolis towards

Terre Haute, is also being pushed rapidly.



SOME PRACTICES ON THE SCIOTO VALLEY
TRACTION SYSTEM

The property and operating methods of the Scioto Valley

Fraction Company, whose headquarters are in Columbus, form

one of the most interesting subjects for study presented anywhere

to builders and operators of interurban railways. Few traction

lines have been so widely discussed, and perhaps so little under-

stood, as this property. The first and only third-rail property in

the great interurban district embracing the two States of Ohio

and Indiana, it was built on lines which at the time were

deemed by many to be too elaborate and too expensive for the

territory and the character of business apparently in sight.

The system, at present embracing about 80 miles, extends

from Columbus in a southerly direction with double track 6 miles

to Obetz Junction, the main line continuing almost due south to

Chillicothe, 48 miles, and a branch extending southeasterly from

the junction to Lancaster, 25 miles. The populations of towns,

exclusive of Columbus, which has a population of 1 60,000, ac-

cording to the latest estimates, is as follows

:

CHILLICOTHE DIVISION

Chillicothe 14,000

Kingston 900
Circleville 7,500

Ashville 1,000

Intermediate 1,500

24,900

LANCASTER DIVISION

Lancaster 10,500

Carrol 500
Winchester 800
Groveport 750

Intermediate 1,000

13,550

Total 38,450

Columbus 160,000

The road was built entirely on private right of way, away

from the highway, through the country districts and through a

number of the small towns, whereas a number of the roads in this

district used pike location or were built at the side of the highway,

where land was cheaper and easier to obtain. All railroad

crossings at grade were eliminated by the use of expensive over-

grade or undergrade crossings, a precaution not considered neces-

sary by many. Grades were kept down to 1 J/£ per cent, and all

curves can be taken at full speed. This is true even at an over-

grade crossing, where it was necessary to construct an enormous

S-shaped fill to secure the desired result. The cars weigh 44

tons and are equipped with four 1 25 hp motors. In addition

to having much heavier capacity per mile of track and per car

operated than the majority of roads, the power station was

equipped with a fuel and ash conveyor, fuel crusher, automatic

stokers and other accessories not usually considered necessary

by the majority of roads in the district. Handsome little station

buildings were built in towns, and in a number of instances the

sub-stations were separated from the passenger and freight sta-

tions, it being the opinion of the company that sub-station at-

tendants should attend exclusively to the sub-station, forming

another departure from accepted practice. In brief, the road in

all its details was built on a broader gage and more liberal policy

than was usually considered necessary for a road of this character.

It should be stated here that the enterprise was financed and

built by local people, who had lived in the district all their lives

and were thoroughly familiar with the conditions. Frank A.
Davis, president and general manager, and E. R. Sharp, secre-

tary and treasurer, with their associates, control the property and

still hold the bonds, preferring not to market them until the prop-

erty has developed its full earning power. For an operating

man they selected L. C. Bradley, then superintendent of the

Seattle-! acoma Interurban Railway, in Washington. In addi-

tion to being an experienced operator under the third-rail sys-

tem, Mr. Bradley was in accord with the ideas of the owners in

matters of high-grade service and maintenance of equipment.

After two years of operation, the property has fully justified

the policy of its builders, and the financial results have been grati-

fying. It may be said the road earns more per mile of track

than the majority of roads in the district, which have been in

operation for a longer period, and its earnings per capita of popu-

\

^COLUMBUS
£ Reynofdsburj

Grove City

MAP SHOWING SYSTEM OF SCIOTO VALLEY TRACTION
COMPANY

lation in the country are considerably larger than the average road

in this vicinity.

It appears that, as the builders foresaw, the territory is better

than the average. The valley of the Scioto is the oldest and

most fertile portion of Ohio. Chillicothe was one of the first

settlements in the State, and was its first capital. While both

divisions of the road are closely paralleled by steam roads, the
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latter have not catered to the local business and have given in-

frequent service, with slow and poorly equipped trains. By
giving the frequent service with fine, high-speed cars, which

actually make better time between terminals than the steam

trains, then by giving a fast and efficient freight service at low

rates, and finally by maintaining the track and equipment from

the start, the company secured the bulk of the business in the

territory and gained the good-will of the people.

It has not been the policy to force the operating expenses

below the usually sought for 50 per cent, but rather to keep the

equipment up to a high stage of efficiency and to make many

needed improvements out of earnings.

Last year the company spent $2 1 6 per mile for track main-

tenance, including ballasting, painting bridges, fences and cattle

guards, salaries of section foremen, etc. The road is divided

into six sections of 1 2 miles each, having a force of five to eight

r/i£ \sc/oro v/ui£/ r/?*cr/OA> co,

P/an of Organization — Operating department

PLAN OF ORGANIZATION, OPERATING DEPARTMENT, SCIOTO
VALLEY

men, according to season. Each sectionman must coyer his

track daily. The track is kept free from weeds by cutting off

the roots with scuffle hoes as often as they grow up. There

are twenty iron bridges, ranging from 30 ft. to 480 ft. in length,

and these have been repainted this year, although but two years

old.

This year stations have been erected at all stopping points.

Those in the larger towns are artistic brick buildings with con-

crete foundations and floors and tile roofs, with ticket office,

passenger room, baggage and freight room and covered platform.

It was figured that it was economy to erect buildings of this

character and carry no insurance on them rather than to build

frame buildings. In two or three instances the stations are

combined with sub-stations, but separate attendants are provided

for the two departments. In small towns there are neat frame

stations of the type illustrated on one of the plates herewith,

while at country stops, which average about 1 mile apart, shel-

ter stations are provided with gravel platforms 1 00 ft. long and

8 ft. wide. Each station is illuminated, and is provided with a

semaphore for flagging trains, displaying a green arm by day

and a green light by night. One of these crossing stations,

showing the semaphore and signs and the method of entering

the right of way to the platform, is also shown in this issue.

For a time the company used the union waiting room in

Columbus, but the inadequate facilities and the delays in passing

around the interurban loop caused it to abandon this arrange-

ment and establish a station of its own, where both freight and

passengers could be handled to advantage. The station is three

blocks from the State Capital, so located on the interurban loop

that it is not necessary to traverse the loop, and at the same

time the cars of all other lines pass the door. The building, a

large two-story house, formerly used as a school, was thoroughly

rebuilt, to provide ample facilities for passengers and freight,

baggage room, ticket oceffi, etc., the second floor being fitted

up for the executive and operating officers and train despatcher.

Superintendent Bradley differs from many operating men in

the belief that the operating office should be in the large terminal

city, instead of being located on the line. The greater portion

of the business originates in the large city, the majority of pur-

chases are made there, and he prefers to keep in close touch with

the executive officers. While he believes in making frequent trips

over the road and keeping an eye on all that is going on, he be-

lieves that better and more efficient service is secured from heads

of departments where they are not under constant supervision

and are taught to take their own initiative in every-day matters.

For very similar reasons, he believes that the train despatcher

should not be out on the line. He reasons that a despatcher can

keep closer watch of his train sheet and the position of the trains

if he is at one end of the line. The superintendent aims to keep

the crews away from the despatcher, rather than have him hand

orders directly to the men, as is done by many roads.

In addition to handling the trains, the despatchers figure train

mileages and keep a record of the number of passengers on each

car, the conductor making this report each trip. In this way

the despatcher can order out more cars if needed and regulate

the service to better advantage.

The trip reports are compiled and weekly and monthly re-

port sheets are computed. The daily earnings are computed in

two ways; by taking the actual earnings as reported for each

trip and by multiplying the average earnings per passenger over a

considerable period by the number of passengers handled.

The management does not believe in more frequent service

than hourly headway. The two divisions are operated sepa-

rately, the main line cars leaving Columbus on the hour and the

Lancaster division on the half hour. It is claimed that when

half-hour service is put on in the summer months people just

become accustomed to the half-hour cars when the added cars

are taken off. It is claimed that the half-hour cars are always

lighter, for the reason that people are not familiar with the half-

hour leaving time. Instead, the company runs two-car or three-

car trains. Its cars are all equipped with Type M train control,

and have both straight and automatic air brakes. They have

a special coupler with 9-ft. beam, so that they make the right

angle curves in the city without difficulty. With train opera-

tion the labor cost is, of course, reduced, although it is the

practice to have a conductor on each car, which not only in-

creases the safety of operation, but insures getting all the fares.

Freight service on this line was started on Dec. 1 of last year.

The freights also operate in trains, but trailers are used in this

service. The company has three motor express cars, which are

fitted with the same electrical equipment as the passenger cars.

There are also two trailers which were rebuilt from mail cars

purchased from a steam road. The doors were made larger

and the cars were fitted with automatic air brakes. They have

a somewhat larger capacity than the motor cars. There are

two regular trips a day in the freight service over each division,

and usually a trailer is used on one of these trips. In comput-

ing the operating expenses of freight cars, it has been found that a

loaded freight, with trailer, consumes 2 kw-hours per car-mile

more than the passenger cars. Before the freight service was

started, it was found that the consumption for passenger cars over

a period of a year was 3.1 kw-hours per car-mile in summer

and 3.5 kw-hours per car-mile in winter, the large power con-

sumption in winter being due to the presence of snow and the
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Plate XVII



Plate XVIII



Plate XIX

S Angola Railway & Power Co.
28 Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg &

Aurora Electric St. Ky. Co.
J6 Dayton & Muncie Traction Co.

(Operated to Union City by the
Indiana Union Traction Co.)

23 Dayton & Western Traction Co.
33 Evansville & Eastern Electric

Ry. Co.
31 Evansville & Mt. Vernon Electric

Ry. Co.
29 Evansville & Princeton Traction

Co.
32 Evansville, Suburban

burgh Ry. Co.
11 Fort Wayne & Springfield

Railway Co.
9 Fort Wayne & Wabash Va

Traction Co.
10 Fort Wayne, Van Wert &

Traction Co.
1 Hammond. Whiting & East

Chicago Electric Ry.
26 Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Traction Co.
21 Indianapolis & Eastern Rai

Co.
24 Indianapolis & Martinsville

pid Transit Co.
15 Indianapolis ,V Northwestern

Traction Co.
19 Indianapolis & Western Tractio

Co.
20 Indianapolis Coal Traction Co.
25 Indianapolis, Columbus &

Southern Traction Co.
12 Indiana Union Traction Co.
14 Kokomo, Marion & Western

Traction Co.
18 Lebanon-Thorntown Traction Cc
30 Louisville & Southern Indiana

Traction Co.
17 Muncie & Portland Traction Co
13 Muncie, Hartford &

Wayne Ry.
j(Operated by the Indiana Union I

Traction Co.)
2 Northern Indiana Ry. Co. Ij

22 Richmond Street & IntcrurK ->" 1

Railway Co.
4 St. Toseph Valley Traction Co
3 Southern Michigan Ry. Co. !

27 Terre Haute Traction & Light
Co.

8 Toledo & Chicago Interurban
Ry. Co.

7 Winona & Warsaw Rv. Co.
j

6 Winona Interurban Ry. Co. I



Plate XX

OHIO
SHOWING INTERURBAN RAILWAYS

SCALE OF MILES

Ashtabula Rapid Transit Co.
Camden Interstate Ry. Co.
Canton-Akron Ry. Co.
Cincinnati & Columbus Traction Co.
Cincinnati. Georgetown & Portsmouth R. R. Co.
Cincinnati, Eawrcnccburg & Aurora Electric

St. Ry. Co.
Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland Traction Co.
Cincinnati Northern Traction Co.
Cleveland, IViinesvillc & Ashtabula R. R. Co.
Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern Ry. Co.
Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Co.
Columbus, Delaware & Marion Ry. Co.
Columbus, London & Springfield Ry. Co.
Columbus, New Albany & Johnstown Ry. Co.
Columbus, Newark & Zanesville Electric Ry. Co
Columbus Ry. & Light Co.
Columbus, Urbana & Western Ry. Co.
Conneaut & Erie Traction Co.
Dayton, Covington & Piqua Traction Co.
Dayton & Muncie Traction Co.
Dayton, Springfield & Urbana Electric Ry. Co.
Dayton^ S: Troy Electric Ry. Co.
Dayton" & Western Traction Co.
Dayton & Xenia Transit Co.

Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line Ry. Co.
East Liverpool Light 6c Traction Co.
Eastern Ohio 'traction Co.
Fairfield Traction Co.
Inter-Urban Ry. & Terminal Co.
Lake Erie, Bowling Green & Napoleon Ry. Co.
Lake Shore Electric Ry. Co.
Lebanon & Franklin Traction Co.
Lima & Toledo Traction Co.
Mahoning & She^ango Ry. & Light Co.
Mansfield Ry. Light & Power Co.
Maumee Valley Rys. & Light Co.
Northern Ohio Traction & Light Co.
Ohio Central Traction Co.
Ohio River Electric Ry. & Power Co.
Ohio Traction Co.
Parkersburg, Marietta & Interurban Electric

Rv. Co.

36 Pennsylvania & Ohio R. R. Co.
3 Portsmouth St. R. R. & Light Co.

57 Scioto Valley Traction Co.
59 Springfield & Xenia Ry. Co.
22 Springfield, Charleston, Washington & Chi!

cothe Ry. Co.
58 Springfield, Troy & Piqua Railway Co.
00 Stark Electric Ry.
28 Steubenville Traction & Light Co.
J4 Tiffin, Fostoria & Eastern I-Zlectric Ry. Co.
50 Toledo & Indiana Rv. Co.
42 Toledo eS: Western Ry.
48 Toledo, Fostoria & Findlay Electric Ry. Co.
70 Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside Ry. Co.
18 Toledo Urban & Interurban Ry. Co.
37 Western Ohio Ry. Co.
20 Wheeling Traction Co.
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Plate XXIII

COMBINATION FREIGHT, PASSENGER AND SUB-STATION AT KINGSTON, SCIOTO VALLEY



Plate XXIV



Plate XXV

STANDARD CAR, SCIOTO VALLEY

BAGGAGE CAR, SCIOTO VALLEY

THREE-CAR TRAIN USED FOR HANDLING HEAVY TRAFFIC, SCIOTO VALLEY. THIS TRAIN HAS SEATING CAPACITY OF
210 PASSENGERS



Plate XXVI

INTERIOR POWER STATION, SCIOTO VALLEY

EXTERIOR POWER STATION, SCIOTO VALLEY
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use of heaters. Thus the company is enabled to make a very

close estimate of the cost of freight operation, which is some-

thing the majority of roads have not been able to do.

Although the freight service has been operated but a short

time, it has exceeded the expectations of the management. The
freight cars have averaged 36.5 cents receipts per car-mile for

several months, which is considerably better than the passenger

car earnings. Rates are in strict competition with the parallel

steam roads, the official classifications being used. Of course,

the cheaper classes of heavy freight are not handled, nor are

standard steam freight cars hauled. About 25 per cent of the

business is in small packages, with a minimum charge of 25

cents. The average rate on all freight is about 1 1 cents per

hundred pounds, so that a train with 1 or 15 tons makes a

very good showing. The average mileage of each freight car

year. These, with individual 30-day commuter books giving

a rate of 1 1-5 cents per mile, are sold largely to the country

people, and as tickets are sold in all towns there are compar-

atively few cash fares on the trains.

In computing daily earnings on ticket sales, only the actual

earnings are considered; that is, only such portions of round-

trip tickets, coupon books, etc., as are actually collected on that

day are considered in the earnings for the clay, and the tickets

sold and not redeemed are carried on a balance sheet as a

liability. This liability is not computed each day, but in the

monthly balance sheets the liability for outstanding tickets is

taken into consideration. It is believed that this is the only

method to keep a uniform record of earnings per car-mile and

per month.

This is illustrated by a condition existing on this road recently.

THE SCIOTO VALLEY TRACTION COMPANY
DAILY REPORT OF EARNINGS.

Date

FORM USED FOR MAKING DAILY REPORT OF EARNINGS, SCIOTO VALLEY

is 121 miles, as compared with 407 miles a day for passenger

cars. The advantage of the service is that it is practically ex-

press service at freight rates, and the cars are unloaded in the

business district convenient for the commission houses, who re-

ceive and originate a considerable portion of the business. The
traffic is about equally divided between goods shipped from

Columbus to the country merchants and produce and manufac-

tured articles originating in the towns along the lines. There

is considerable interchange with other interurban roads, and

foreign cars frequently run into the company's yard to make

transfers.

All agents are on a salaried basis. The company has a

freight solicitor, and agents solicit business in the towns. All

blanks, records and claim adjustments follow closely those used

on steam roads.

Passenger rates are 2 cents a mile, but they are usually about

5 cents under the steam road rate at each point, because the

steam road mileage is longer to reach the same points. The in-

terurban gives a reduction of 1 per cent from double the one-

way rate for round trips, which is not done by the steam roads.

Baggage to the extent of 150 pounds is carried free. Mileage

books with a reduction of 1 6 2-3 per cent are sold with prac-

tically no restrictions, except that they must be used within a

During August the round-trip ticket sales were very heavy, due
to county fairs, for which special rates were made with a re-

turn limit of 1 5 days. The round-trip ticket sales may be

stated as approximately $40,000, of which about $4,000 worth
of tickets were used both going and coming that month. Of
the remainder, $36,000, the going coupon was used in August
and the returning in September. Assuming that the service

and operating expenses were equal both months, and with only

the average number of round-trip sales in September, the credit-

ing of the whole of the $40,000 for the round-trip sales above

mentioned to August would show an enormous gain in earnings

for that month and probably a deficit for September, and the

car mileage earnings would go to opposite extremes, although

the mileage and traffic were practically the same.

TRAIN SERVICE

As the operating conditions on this road are practically

equivalent to those on steam roads, it was considered necessary

to adopt equivalent precautions for the safe and prompt handling

of trains, and to that end the train service rules in effect upon
steam roads were adopted and are strictly adhered to.

This made it necessary to employ trainmen familiar with such

rules, and the company adopted the policy of securing locomo-
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live engineers as far as possible. About 90 per cent of the

motormen are experienced locomotive engineers and the balance

are experienced conductors, any one of whom is competent to

handle a train in any district on any steam railway in this country.

In the preparation of this article, Mr. Bradley was asked if

it was possible to secure the better class of locomotive engineers,

or if, as has often been intimated by other traction operators

who do not favor the employment of steam men, the engineers

that can be obtained for the wages paid are the off-scourings of

the steam service, who cannot secure a job because of in-

competence.

Mr. Bradley stated emphatically that this was not the case.

In the first place, his company pays the highest wages in the dis-

trict, motormen receiving 25 cents an hour, and the runs are

arranged so that they work ten hours. A number of the men
came from the competing steam roads, and were anxious to se-

cure the positions because they were enabled to be home with

their families every night and did not have to pay for lodgings

at distant terminal points.

Mr. Bradley does not consider that because a man is dis-

charged for carelessness by a steam road, he will not make a

to handle trains. He is then assigned to the shop department

for a period usually ranging from seven to ten days, where he

is given thorough and practical instruction upon the equipment

and its care and maintenance. After having been given a certifi-

cate of competency by this department, he is then assigned to

regular service. As a rule, four weeks are required in this train-

and "breaking in" before his application is formally accepted

and he is assigned to regular service.

The requirements for employment of conductors are not so

strict, although great care is used to select men thoroughly

competent for this work. Conductors are in line for promo-

tion as motormen, when they prove themselves competent to

pass the examinations and fill the requirements of the more re-

sponsible position, and this will probably require from two to

three years' experience.

Reproductions of train orders, forms "19" and "31," clear-

ance cards and registering tickets, are shown in this connection.

A portion of the time card is also shown.

Columbus, Obetz Junction, Lancaster and Chillicothe are

registering stations, at which points all trains, regular and extra,

are registered in a book provided for the purpose, showing num-

safe man for an interurban road. A man is frequently dis-

charged for the good of the service and the incident proves a

warning to him, so that he is not likely to repeat the act on

some other road. In matters of discipline, he has no fixed rule

for demerits or layoffs. Usually in cases of carelessness the at-

tention of the man is called to the incident, and only after the

second or third offense is he given a layoff for five to ten days.

It is not considered desirable to give a longer layoff than this,

as the loss of pay usually falls on the innocent family and it

makes the man unfriendly against the company. Only for con-

tinued carelessness or for an error on the rights of a train is a

man discharged. The smell of liquor on the breath or visiting

a saloon or taking a drink while on duty are also causes for in-

stant dismissal, and a man guilty of these offenses or of dis-

honesty will not be recommended to another road.

1 o secure positions, motormen are required to pass written

examinations on train service rules, and must show an absolutely

clear understanding of all the rules. The examination includes

some seventy-five questions, which are designed to develop the

man's knowledge as to the import and meaning of the company's

rules and regulations. The questions are not reproduced here,

owing to lack of space, but they are well worth the attention of

interurban operators.

After having successfully passed the required train service

and physical examinations, the applicant is put on the road to

"break in" with regular motormen, until he is judged competent

ber of train, direction, number of car, name of conductor and
motorman, time of arrival and departure, and whether carrying

signals for sections or not. The crews of all trains consult this

register for the purpose of ascertaining if all trains due have ar-

rived and departed. No train may leave or pass a registering

station except upon clearance from despatches

From Columbus to Obetz Junction, a distance of 7 miles, is

double track. The latter station is the junction point of the

Lancaster and Chillicothe divisions.

Yard limits extend from Obetz Junction to Rees, at which
point the repair shops and storage yards are located. Between
these points extra cars in switching, etc., are moved by clearance

from despatcher.

Train order signal boards are located at all points where
agents are assigned and are used for stopping trains for orders.

No train may pass a train order board, which is displayed against

them, without obtaining orders or clearance stating that there

are no orders for that train.

To illustrate the movement of regular or time-card trains,

reference may be made to illustration of time card and to the fol-

lowing explanation

:

Take, for example, train No. 106, from Columbus, south-

bound for Chillicothe. This train is given clearance at Colum-
bus, upon which it proceeds on its time card rights to Obetz
Junction, the first registering station and end of double track.

At or north of this point this train is due to meet No. 105,
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north-bound. All trains are required to register at this station,

by "registering ticket." After registering his own train and

consulting the register to ascertain that all trains due on his divis-

ion have arrived and departed, the motorman calls the despatcher

and obtains a clearance for his train.

This tram may then proceed on its time card rights to

Rhoads, which is the next meeting point.

All crews are required by rule to call despatcher by telephone

immediately upon arrival at meeting points, if opposing train has

not arrived.

Another rule requires that when a train becomes five minutes

late the crew must notify despatcher from first telephone station.

These telephone stations are located at each passing track, with

permanent wall telephone in each booth.

After having met train No. 107 at Rhoads, No. 106 pro-

ceeds on its rights to next meeting point, and so on to destination.

Upon arrival at Chillicothe, the motorman of this train notifies

despatcher by telephone of his arrival, and also registers his train

in train register provided for this purpose. Before proceeding

north under another train number, he is again required to obtain

clearance from despatcher.

All train orders given to crews upon the road are trans-

mitted to motormen, who make two copies at one impression,

and upon repeating the written order to despatcher and obtain-

ing "Complete" for same, he retains the original copy, giving

carbon copy to his conductor, who repeats it aloud in his pres-

ence.

When orders are transmitted to operators, motormen and con-

ductors are both furnished copies of the order, or orders, to-

gether with clearance giving the numbers of all orders for their

train.

All freight trains are operated as "Extras"; that is to say, by

train order only, and are not represented on time card.

For example, a freight train leaving Columbus for Lancaster

would be given an order, "Motor No. 1 4 will run extra, Colum-

bus to Lancaster." The same rules regarding clearances and

registering apply to extras as to regular trains. All extra trains

are required to clear time of regular trains five minutes, both in

following them out of switches and also in making meeting points,

unless meeting point is fixed by train order. Ordinarily an extra

train proceeds as far as possible to clear a regular train five

minutes at a siding, and, after the train to be met has arrived,

proceeds again in the same manner.

The following extracts are made from the "Book of Rules"

of this company:

TRANSPORTATION RULES
DEFINITIONS

84. Train: A motor, with or without trailers, equipped with train

signals.

Regular Train: A train represented on time-table. It may consist of

sections.

Section of a Train: A portion of a regular train which either carries

signals or for which signals are carried, as per rule 105.

Extra Train: A train not represented on the time-table, designated as:

Extra: For freight or passenger-train extra.

Work Extra: For work train.

Superior Train: A train having precedence over other trains. A train

may be superior to another train either by right or by class.

Right is superior to class.

Train of Superior Right: A train given precedence by train order.

Train of Superior Class: A train given precedence by time-table.

Schedule: That part of a time-table which prescribes the movement of a

regular train, its direction, class, number, days when run, times at stations,

stopping, meeting and passing points.

Single Track: A track upon which trains are operated in both directions

by time-table or by train orders.

Siding: An auxiliary track for meeting or passing trains.

Yard: A system of tracks within defined limits, provided for the making
up of trains, storing of cars and other purposes, over which movement not
authorized by time-table or by train order may be made, subject to pre-

scribed signals and regulations.

Pilot: A person assigned to a train when, in the judgment of the proper
authority, motorman or conductor, or both, are unacquainted with the

physical characteristics or running rules of the road, or portion of road,

over which the train is to be moved.
The responsibility oi a pilot is the same as that of the motorman or

conductor, or both, whom he pilots.

Station: An assigned location at which times for trains are stated on the

time-table.

STANDARD TIME.

85. Central standard time, obtained from Western Union Telegraph Com-
pany, will regulate clocks hourly.

86. Watches that have been examined and certified to by a designated in-

spector must be used by conductors and motormen. The certificate in pre-

scribed form must be filed with the superintendent before assignment for

duty, and must be renewed and filed on the first of each quarter. Watches
must be submitted to inspector monthly for comparison.

TIME-TABLES

88. Each time-table, from the moment it takes effect, supersedes the pre-

ceding time-table. A train of the preceding time-table shall retain its train

orders, and take the schedule of the train of the same number of the new
time-table.

A train of the new time-table, which has no corresponding number on the

preceding time-table shall not run on any district until it is due to start

from its initial point, on that district, after the time-table takes effect.

Trains in each district date from their initial point on such district.

89. Not more than two times are given for a train at any point; where
one is given it is, unless otherwise indicated, the leaving time; where two,
the arriving and the leaving time are given.

90. Regular meeting or passing points are indicated on the time-table by
figures in full-faced type.

Both the arriving and leaving time of a train are in full-faced type when
both are meeting or passing times, or when one or more trains are to meet
or pass it between those times.

When there are more trains than one to meet or pass a train at any
point, attention is called to it by special note.

In all cases trains are required to clear and follow as per rules 118, 120
and 121.

Special rules published on a time-table, at variance with those rules and
regulations, are effective only during the continuance of such time-table.

SIGNAL RULES
91. Signals must be used strictly in accordance with the rules, and train-

men and all concerned must keep a constant lookout for signals. Those
giving signals must locate themselves so as to be plainly seen, and make
them so as to be plainly understood.
The utmost care must be exercised by trainmen to avoid taking signals

that may be intended for other trains. Unless conductor and motorman
are positive that signals given are for them, they will not move their trains
until communication is made by words. In backing a train, the disappear-
ance from view of trainmen, or lamp by which signals are given, will be
construed as a stop signal.

Employees whose duties may require them to give signals must provide
themselves with the proper appliances, keep them in good order and ready
for use.

92. Flags of the prescribed color must be used by day, and lamps of the
prescribed color by night.

93. Night signals are to be displayed from sunset to sunrise. When
weather or other conditions obscure day signals, night signals must be used
in addition.

VISIBLE SIGNALS
94. Color Signals:

CoI°r Indication
(a) Red stop.
(b) White Proceed, and for other uses pre-

scribed by the rules.
(c) Green Proceed with caution, and for other

uses prescribed by the rules.
(d)_Blue See rule No. 108.

95. A fusee on or near the track burning red must not be passed until
burned out.

95a. Fuses must not be thrown off on or near bridges or trestles.

96- HAND, FLAG AND LAMP SIGNALS
Manner of Using Indication

fa) Swung across the track Stop.
(b) Raised and lowered vertically Proceed.
(c) Swung vertically in a circle across the track, when

the train is standing Back.
(d) Swung vertically in a circle at arm's length across

the track, when the train is running Train has parted.
(e) Swung horizontally in a circle, when the train is

standing Apply air-brakes.
(f) Held at arm's length above the head when train is

standing Release air-brakes.

97. Any object waved violently by anyone on or near the track is a
signal to stop.

AUDIBLE SIGNALS
98. Air-whistle signals.

Note.—The signals prescribed are illustrated by "O" for short sounds;
" " for longer sounds. The sound of the whistle should be distinct!
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with intensity and duration proportionate to the distance the signal is to be

conveyed.

Sound Indication.

(a) O Stop. Apply brakes.

(b) Release brakes.

(c) Flagman return from south.

(d) Flagman return from north.

(e) O O O O O O Flagman go back and protect rear

of train,

(f) O O Answer to any signal not otherwise

provided for.

(g) O O O When train is standing, back. Answer

to signal to back.

(h) O O O O Call for signals.

(i) O O To call attention to signals carried

for a following train.

(j) O O Approaching highway crossings and

obscure places.

(k) Approaching stations, railroad cross-

ings and junctions.

(1) Train parted, when running.

(m) A succession of short sounds of

whistles is an alarm for danger

ahead.

99. A torpedo, placed on the rail, is a signal in addition to the usual

signals. The explosion of one torpedo is a signal to stop immediately,

the explosion of two not more than 200 ft. apart is a signal to reduce speed

immediately, and look out for a stop signal. See rule No. 133 (H).

100. BELL-CORD SIGNALS

Sound Indication

(a) One When train is running, stop at once.

(b) Two When train is standing, go ahead.

(c) Three When train is running, stop at next station.

(d) Three When train is standing, back the tram.

(e) Four Next siding is meeting point.

TRAIN SIGNALS

103. The headlight will be displayed to the front of every train by night,

but must be concealed when the train turns out to meet another and has

stopped clear of main track, or is standing to meet trains at the end of

double track or at junction points.

104. Two (2) red-marker lamps must be displayed at the rear of every

train by night.

105. Two (2) green flags by day, and two (2) green lights by night, dis-

played in the places provided for that purpose on the front of a train,

denote that the train is followed by another train, under the same schedule.

All sections except the last must display these signals.

Motormen, when carrying green signals, should invariably call attention

to conductors and motormen of trains met or passed, as per rule 98 (i),

which must be acknowledged, as per rule 98 (f). When the response is not

given, the train giving the signal must stop and give notice.

105. Motormen will similarly call attention of section men and bridge-

men to signals carried. When trains being met or passed also have signals,

they will acknowledge signals called, and then call attention, to their own
signals, which will be acknowledged by the opposing train. The train

being met or passed is not relieved from responsibility for not noticing

signals or passing trains.

106. Two (2) white flags by day, and two (2) white lights by night, dis-

played in the places provided for that purpose on the front of a train,

denote that the train is an extra. These signals must be displayed by extra

trains of all kinds.

107. One flag or light displayed as provided in rules 105 and 106 indi-

cates the same as two; but the proper display of all train signals is re-

quired.

109. A signal imperfectly displayed or the absence of a signal at the

place where a signal is usually shown, must be regarded as a stop signal

and the fact reported to the superintendent.

Where lights are not used at night on day office telephone signals, all

trains will positively ascertain position of signal before passing.

111. When a signal (except a fixed signal) is given to stop a train or
reduce speed, it must be acknowledged, as provided for in rule 98 (f).

CLASSIFICATION OF TRAINS
113. Trains of the first class are superior to those of the second; trains

of the second class are superior to those of the third, and so on. Extra
trains are of inferior class to regular trains of whatever class.

On single track, all southbound trains have the absolute right of track
over all northbound trains of the same class.

For time-table purposes the direction of trains is made arbitrary, either

north or south, such direction being specified on time-table.

Note.—See rule 127.

MOVEMENT OF TRAINS
114. A train must not leave its initial station on any division or junction,

or pass from double to single track, until it has ascertained that all trains

due, which are superior to it, have arrived or left.

115. A train leaving its initial station on each division, or leaving a
junction, when a train of the same class running in the same direction is

overdue, will proceed on its own schedule, and the overdue train will run
as provided in rule 121.

116. A train must not start until the proper signal is given,

117. An inferior train must keep out of the way of a superior train.

118. At meeting points between trains of the same class, the inferior

trains must clear the main track before the leaving time of the opposing

train, and must pull into the siding when practicable. If necessary to back

in, the trains must first be protected as per rule 121, unless otherwise

provided.

119. Trains must stop at schedule meeting or passing points, if the train

to be met or passed is of the same class, unless the switches are right, the

track clear and trains are positively identified to each other.

120. The place at which a train should slop is the switch used by the

train to be met or passed in going on the siding. If the expected train of

the same class is not found at the schedule meeting or passing point, the

superior train may proceed on its rights, the inferior train thereafter clear-

ing the superior train at least five minutes.

At meeting points between trains of different classes, the inferior train

must take the siding and clear the superior train at least five minutes, and

must pull into the siding when practicable. If necessary to back in, the

train must first be protected as per rule 133 (a) unless otherwise provided.

An inferior train must keep at least five minutes off the time of a

superior train moving in the same direction.

121. Trains moving in the same direction must keep at least five minutes

apart, except in closing up at stations or at meeting and passing points.

122. A train failing to clear the main track by the itme required by rule

must be protected as provided in rule 133 (a).

123. A train, must not arrive at a station in advance of its scheduled

arriving time.

A train must not leave a station in advance of its leaving time.

124. A regular train which is delayed, and falls back on the time of an-

other train of the same class, will proceed on its own schedule.

125. A train which overtakes a superior train or a train of the same class

so disabled that it cannot move, will pass it if practicable, and, if necessary

in order to proceed, will assume the schedule and take the train orders of the

disabled train, proceed to the next open, telephone office, and there report

to the superintendent. The disabled train will assume the schedule and
take the train orders of the last train with which it has exchanged, and
will, when able, proceed to, and report from, the next open telephone

station.

126. Should a train be held by another between telephone stations, the

conductor of the train thus delayed may require the first train passing

him to carry signals or a flagman on the train to the next telephone sta-

tion, if an important train will not thereby be delayed. Precautions must be
taken, to stop in such manner as to block the switch until the opposing

trains are notified that they are flagged and held for following trains.

127. Regular trains, two hours or more behind their schedule time, lose

both right and class.

128. A train must not display signals for a following train, nor an
extra train be run, except as per rule 126, without orders from the super-

intendent.

129. When signals displayed for a following train, are taken down at any
point before the following train arrives, the motorman must inform the

operator, if there be one at that point, unless there be some other pro-

vision to that end. The operator—or, if there be no operator, the switch-

tender; or, in the absence of both, a flagman left there for the purpose-
must, unless otherwise directed by the superintendent, notify all opposing
trains of the same or inferior class leaving such point that the train for

which the signals were carried has not arrived.

130. Work extras will be assigned working limits. When protected as

provided by rule 133 (a) they may occupy main track until arrival of second
class and inferior trains, clearing them after arrival with the least delay.

131. All trains must approach terminals, the ends of double tracks,

junctions, railroad crossings at grade and drawbridges, prepared to stop,

and must not proceed until switches or signals are seen to be right, or the
track seen to be clear. Where required by law, all trains must stop.

(b) Speed of all trains over junction switches, railroad crossings at grade,

drawbridges and trestles must be under such control as to insure safety.

(c) Trains must not stop on grade crossings of other railroads except to

prevent accident.

(d) Unless protected by interlocking signals and derails, all trains be-

fore passing over railroad crossings or drawbridges will come to a full stop,

and in all cases the flagman or conductor will precede the train to the
crossing or bridge.

132. (a) Cars will not be left on main track at night without placing
lights on them or taking other precautions to make them conspicuous to

other yardmen, motormen and trainmen, (b) When a train is occupying the
main track between switches at stations, no signal will be sent out except
where delay is unusual, view is obstructed or when weather is such as to
prevent seeing far enough ahead to avoid accident, in which case both
trains are equally responsible in case of rear collision. Inferior-class trains
must protect against superior-class trains.

It must be understood as a general rule that responsibility for rear col-

lisions at stations rests with the approaching train.

(cl Trains doing work at commercial spur located at other than regulai
stations must be protected as per rule 133 (a).

(d) Extra trains, unless running on schedule order or definitely advised
of position of preceding trains by telephone train orders, will look out for
fully rated freight trains ahead.

Speed of all trains will conform to special rules; will be so reduced de-
pending on braking power and distance of vision at all points where slides
or obstructions may be expected as to insure absolute safety, and at no
place exceed a rate which, in the judgment of motorman, is safe and proper.
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133. (a) When a train stops or is delayed under circumstances in which

it may be overtaken by another train, the flagman must go back im-

mediately with danger signals a sufficient distance to insure full protection.

When recalled, he may return to his train, first placing two torpedoes on

the rail when the conditions require it. The front of the train must be

protected in the same way when necessary.

(b) The general rule for protecting a train or obstruction by flag re-

quires that the flagman proceed back rapidly with danger signals for a dis-

tance of one-quarter to one-half mile (15 to 25 telephone poles), the dis-

tance increasing for descending grades, and until he can have an unob-

structed view of an approaching train for at least one-eighth of a mile

beyond, where he must remain until called by the whistle of his train, as

per rules 9S (c and d), or if an approaching train is within sight or hearing,

until it has stopped.

(c) At the point to which it is required to proceed, or on the approach

of a train before that point is reached, he will display proper danger signals,

and, in addition, place two torpedoes on the rails opposite each other, so

as to make one report.

(d) Should he be recalled before the arrival of an approaching train, he

will take up the. torpedo on one side and place it on the rail on the other

side, 60 ft. (two rail lengths) from the other, and will, when the view is

obstructed by fog or otherwise, place a lighted red fuse on the track and

one or more, as may be necessary, at other points, to fully protect his

train while he is returning. If first-class train is due within five minutes,

flagman will remain out until train arrives, and motorman should not till

then give signal to call in flagman.

(e) Should a flagman be recalled before reaching the required distance,

he must, before returning, place two torpedoes, 60 ft. apart, a sufficient

distance from his own train to protect it while he is returning. When it is

necessary to protect the front of a train, or if any other running track is

unsafe or obstructed, the same precautions will be observed.

(f) Should the speed of a train be reduced or its rear endangered,

making it necessary to check the following train before a flagman can get

back, lighted red fuses shall be thrown to the track at intervals.

(g) Responsibility for the protection of a train rests with conductor and

motorman, and they must know that their trainmen and flagmen are con-

versant with and fully understand the application of all rules relating to

the protection of train, and comply therewith.

(h) Motormen, hearing one torpedo, will at once bring their trains to a

full stop, and then for a distance of 1 mile proceed only with extreme

caution. Should there be two explosions, they will immediately reduce

speed, proceeding for a distance of 1 mile with trains under full control.

Failing to find flagman or obstructions within a distance of 1 mile, they

will assume that line is clear, and resume usual speed.

134. Trains will not be backed, or detached cars run over public cross-

ings or highways except at slow speed, and when there is a trainman on or

in advance of the leading car, with light at night, who will protect those

using the crossing.

135. Messages or orders respecting movement of trains or condition of

track or bridges must be in writing.

136. Caution must be used by motormen of trains approaching stations

where any train is receiving or discharging passengers, and will approach
same under full control.

137. (a) Switches must be left in proper position after using. Conductors
will be held responsible for the position of switches used by them and
their trainmen, except where switch tenders are stationed.

(b) Whoever opens a switch shall remain at it until it is closed, unless
relieved by some other competent employee.

(c) When there is more than one train to use a switch, it must not be
left open unless one of the trainmen of the following trains is there and
takes charge of it.

(d) At meeting and passing points, in case train backs off of a main
line, motorman will personally see that switch is properly returned to main
track.

(e) At meeting or passing points the employee attending switch will,

after locking it to main track, take position of at least ten (10) ft. from
switch stand, remaining there until train has passed.

(f) The employee who opens a switch must see that there is no obstruc-

tion between switch points and stock rail, and when switches are closed

the same precaution must be taken. The employee who locks a switch
must pull the chain to see that the lock is securely fastened.

(g) Flying switches must be avoided whenever possible. When abso-
lutely necessary, the utmost precaution is required, motor to be given the

straight track when practicable.

138. Both conductors and motormen are responsible for the safety of

their trains, and, under conditions not provided for by the rules, must take
every precaution for their protection.

139. In all cases of doubt or uncertainty, the safe course must be pur-

sued and no risks run.

140. (a) Motormen of all trains will register their trains in the train

register, at points designated by time-table.

(b) At points designated by the superintendent, motormen will not
consult register, but will be furnished (on blank form) a copy of register,

over the signature of the operator, showing register of trains affecting the
right of his train.

(c) No train will leave a registering station which has telephone service

without an order or clearance.

(d) Bulletins will be posted in books or on boards provided for the pur-

pose.

(e) Conductors and motormen will consult bulletins before departing,

receipting for the last and all previous bulletins by recording the number

of the last bulletin in the place provided, and will be held accountable for

all bulletins posted prior to their departure.

(f) Time posted will be endorsed on face of each bulletin, and officer

issuing advised that bulletin has been posted. Telephone bulletins affecting

safety of trains will be repeated to insure accuracy.

141. In case several trains meet at a station, and it is found necessary

to "saw by" or do other work, directions will be given, in order to expe-

dite preference train by the senior conductor.

142. Trainmen will not leave cars standing alone on main line or on

grades. One man must remain with cars under such conditions.

143. Work trains, when laying up, will take down classification signals,

and after dark will indicate their position by blue signal or signals, dis-

played conspicuously for approaching trains from all directions.

On arrival of a work extra at destination or on quitting use of road

when authorized to run back and forth, prior to the expiration of its

orders, motorman will notify superintendent to that effect in writing, using

the following form:

"Tied up at M," after which all

rights expire. Operator will forward to despatcher, who will copy in

train order book, and repeat back to operator, who, if correctly repeated,

will give "O. K.," which will be recorded with time by despatcher. Oper-

ator will file with office copies of train orders.

144. Except within yards, no cars will occupy main line until position

of all regular trains is ascertained by train register, telephone order, or

regiser ticket form and its rights to main track are determined.

145. Whenever trains are run over any portion of road without a con-

ductor, the motorman will be regarded and act both as motorman and con-

ductor, and will make and return the conductor's running reports.

146. Except as provided in rule 125, motormen will not assume rights or

take time of another train without special orders from the superintendent.

In case motormen or conductors change off before completion of trip,

they must exchange all unexpired orders that they may have, and know

that they are fully understood by the parties with whom they are changing.

Trainmen will not be permitted to change off on road without authority

from the superintendent.

147. When trains meet by special order, each train must be positively

identified to the other.

148. Care must be taken, in handling all trains to avoid rough usage of

equipment or contents.

149. On doing work in cities and villages, all ordinances or laws must be

observed, and where, by city ordinance, fines are imposed for blocking

crossings, trainmen are personally liable, unless they can show that block-

ing was unavoidable.

150. Freight trains authorized to carry passengers will be designated by

bulletin or by special order of superintendent.

151. When two trains pass at a siding or leave any point on the line at

the same moment, the south-bound train shall have the right of way in

starting, and the north-bound motorman shall not throw his motors into

full multiple until the south-bound train has been in motion at least twenty-

five (25) seconds. In other words, no two motors shall start at the same

moment from the same place.

If current should cease, lights will go out. When lights are again per-

fectly bright, wait for several seconds before proceeding.

When current ceases, all trains must be brought to an immediate stand-

still, and in no case permit train to coast until current returns.

152. Trains running on double track will keep to the right.

MOVEMENT OF TRAINS BY TRAIN ORDERS
153. For movements not provided for by the time-table, train orders

will be issued by authority and over signature of the superintendent. They

must contain neither information nor instructions not essential to such

movements. They must be brief and clear; in the prescribed forms when

applicable, and without erasure, alteration or interlineation.

154. Each train order must be given in the same words to all persons or

trains directly affected.

155. Train orders will be numbered consecutively each day, beginning

with No. 1 at midnight.

156. Train orders must be addressed to those who are to execute them,

naming the place at which each is to receive his copy. Those for a train

must be addressed to the conductor and motorman and also to anyone who

acts as pilot. Conductors must acquaint their trainmen with all orders.

Annulment and cautionary orders may be addressed to all trains, specify-

ing direction- Annulment orders must also be addressed to agent at initial

station of the train annulled.

157. Each train order issued must be written in full in a book provided

for that purpose at the superintendent's office, and with it recorded the

names of those who have signed for the order, the time and the signals

which show when and from what offices the order was repeated, and the

responses transmitted.

These records must be made at once, and never from memory or memo-

randum.

Transfers of orders from one despatcher to another will be made in

writing, in a book provided for that purpose, dated and timed, with a com-

plete statement of unexpired orders, addressed to the relieving despatcher,

and over the signature of the relieved despatcher.

If for any cause a change is desired in any order already sent, and be-

fore "X. O. K." or "complete" has been given, the order must be de-

stroyed and another order under another number sent in its stead.

158. Regular trains will be designated in train order by their schedule

numbers, as "No. 10" or "2d No. 10;" extra trains by motor numbers, kind

of extra as per definition and direction, thus "Extra 204 east," "Work

extra 351," and all other numbers by figures; time will be stated in words
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and figures, except in schedule orders. When train is handled by motor
belonging to another company, initial will be used in addition to number.
Form "31" must be used for orders restricting the rights of trains. Form

"19" may be used for orders assisting trains of inferior right or making
meeting points between trains.

169. When a train is named in the train order, all its sections are in-

cluded unless particular seclions are specified, and each section included

must have copies addressed and delivered to it.

A train, or any section of a train, must be governed strictly by the

terms of train orders addressed to it, and must not assume any right not

conferred by such orders.

171. Train orders once in effect continue so until fulfilled, superseded or

annulled. Any part of a train order specifying a particular movement may
be superseded or annulled. Train orders held by or issued for a regular

train become void when such train loses both right and class, as pro-

vided by rules 88 and 127, or is annulled.

172. (2) A fixed signal must be used at each train-order office, except

district terminals, which shall display red when there are orders for trains.

When there are no orders the signal must display white. The signal must

not be changed to white until the object for which red is displayed is

accomplished. When red is displayed no train will proceed without re-

ceiving a clearance card of the prescribed form addressed to such train,

stating over the operator's signature that he has no orders for it, or stating

that he has orders, the numbers of which will be shown thereon, together

with all of the orders, the numbers of which are so shown. No train will

depart from registering station which has telephone service without orders

or clearance.

Note.—On account of space, the standard forms of train orders governing

movement of trains under all conditions, together with detailed instructions

for same, are omitted in this article.

194. (a) Despatchers will issue orders for the movement of trains in the

name of the superintendent, in full compliance with the rules herein con-

tained, and see that they are transmitted in the order prescribed. In addi-

tion to the records otherwise provided herein, they must keep a record

showing the time of arrival and departure of trains at open telephone sta-

tions, such record to be carefully filed for subsequent reference.

(b) They must not move a train of inferior right, relying upon motor-

man of a train of superior right to report for clearance.

(c) They must not depend on train order signal to stop trains for

orders at any station during a snow storm, blizzard or other severe storms.

(d) They must not go off duty until relieved by another despatcher, to

whom they will give a written transfer of all train orders outstanding, and

all other information necessary for his guidance.

(e) When two or more sections of a train are running on a road, and

one of the following sections is going only to a junction or non-registering

station, notice to that effect must be sent to all trains of the same or in-

ferior class, running in the opposite direction.

The company has also worked out a complete set of instruc-

tions for the use of multiple-unit control; and in view of the in-

creasing use of train operation, these rules are reproduced here

as being of interest to other interurban operators.

SPECIAL RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATION OF
CARS EQUIPPED WITH SPRAGUE-GENERAL ELECTRIC

SYSTEM OF MULTIPLE-UNIT TRAIN CONTROL.
DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

The Sprague-General Electric type "M" system of train control is used,

and is such that cars may be operated singly, or that two or more cars

may be coupled together as a train and operated simultaneously. When
combined as a train, the circuit connections are so arranged that the mo-
tors on each or all of the motor cars may be controlled from either end

of any motor car.

CONTACTORS

The train control apparatus consists in general of two parts.

1. (2) The -electrically operated switches, or contactors, which are

suspended under the cars, for the purpose of controlling the speed of the

cars by effecting the various combinations of motors, and varying starting

resistance. There are twenty-six contactors under each motor car, com-

prising two sets of thirteen each; each pair of motors having its own set

of contactors. The contactors in each set are numbered from 1 to 13, in-

clusive. Following are the numbers of the contactors which are cut in on

the respective notches on the master controllers:

First Notch—Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 11.

Second Notch—Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 11.

Third Notch—Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 11.

Fourth Notch-Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 11.

Fifth Notch—Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11.

Sixth Notch—Nos. 1, 2, 4, 12 and 13.

Seventh Notch—Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 12 and 13.

Eighth Notch-Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 12 and 13.

Ninth Notch-Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12 and 13.

Tenth Notch—Nos. 1, 2. 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 13.

REVERSERS
1. (b) The electrically operated reversers, one located on each side of

car, between the contactors and the motors they control (the reverser

nearest each set of motors is the one which controls that set). These re-

versers control the direction of movement of the cars by changing the

direction of flow of current through the motors.

MASTER CONTROLLERS
2. Two master controllers, one located in cab at either end of motor

cars, by means of which the contactors and reversers tre operated.

TO PREPARE TRAIN FOR SERVICE
175. Ends of cars will be numbered 1 and 4, respectively. Motors Nos.

1 and 2 are on the No. 1 end of car, and motors Nos. 3 and 4 are on. No. 4

end of car. This is to avoid confusion betwen No. 2 motor and end of car

usually known as No. 2 end.

(a) Close main power switches (No. 1) on all motor cars.

(b) If running on third rail, third-rail switches (No. 2) should also be
closed. Always open third-rail switches when running on trolley.

(c) Close main control circuit switches (No. 3) on all motor cars.

(d) Close master controller switch (No. 4) in No. 1 end of car, or No. 5

in No. 4 end of car (according to end from which car is to be operated) on
motor car from which the train is to be controlled.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN CARS
(e) Great care must be taken in making the electrical connections be-

tween cars when making up trains. Always be sure that perfect con-
nection is made by these couplers, and see that plugs are fastened securely
into sockets.

The electrical connections between cars consist of the following: (1) One
bus-line connection for feeding power from one car to another. (2) One
for control circuit.

AIR COMPRESSORS
(f) The air compressor feed-wire is connected to open side of main

power switch. This is done to insure the starting and operation of com-
pressor as soon as the cars are cut in for service. When main power
switch (No. 1) is closed air compressor should immediately start if main
reservoir pressure is below eighty (80) pounds. If air compressor does not
start, the cause must be determined before starting car. After closing mait.

power switch (No. 1) air compressor will continue to pump until train
line pressure reaches seventy (70) pounds (indicated by black hand), and
main reservoir pressure reaches ninety (90) pounds (indicated by red
hand). Do not start car or train until main reservoir pressure reaches
eighty (80) pounds.

AUTOMATIC AIR GOVERNORS
(g) Pressure in main reservoir is regulated by an automatic governor.

Should governor fail to start compressor when main reservoir pressure
falls below eighty (80) pounds, or fail to stop compressure when main
reservoir pressure has reached ninety (90) pounds, and trouble with gov-
ernor cannot be remedied, motorman should govern the compressor by
pulling out and replacing air compressor fuse (No. 35), as pressure falls

below or exceeds the amounts at which the governor should operate.

BRAKE VALVES
(h) Always see that automatic brake valve on end from which car is to

be operated is on release position when compressor is pumping. Always
cut out train line pipe on opposite end from which car is to be operated,
by means of cut-out cock under automatic brake valve.

TO TEST BRAKES
(i) To Test Brakes: Motormen will apply brakes by moving handle to

graduated application notch until a reduction of 10 lbs. has been made in

train line; then, after placing handle on lap position,, motorman or con-
ductor will proceed throughout the train, and see that cylinder piston of

every car has moved out to such distance as to indicate that brakes are
properly applied on all cars of the train; then release brakes and be care-

ful to see that the cylinder pistons on all cars have moved back to full re-

lease, thus indicating that all brake-shoes hang free. This test must be
made with both automatic and straight air-brakes.

RULES FOR OPERATION
There are two running positions on the controller, series (fifth notch)

and multiple (tenth notch). Short notches on controller are for accel-

eration only, and must not be used for running points. There are five

graduation points on steps from "off" position to series running point, and
five more from series running point to multiple running point.

ACCELERATION
176. In regular service, after having received "go ahead" signal, press

down controller handle, which closes automatic cut-out device; then move
handle to first notch and continue moving from notch to notch until con-

troller is either on series or multiple running point. Acceleration from
"off" position to multiple running point should require at least fifteen (15)

seconds.

177. Motorman must keep his hand on the controller handle at all times,

except when it is on "off" position. This prevents the automatic cut-out

device from operating. Motormen must never allow automatic cut-out

device to operate unless necessary to quickly stop the train to prevent
accident, such as collision, or to save life.

SHUTTING OFF CURRENT
178. In shutting off current, move the controller handle quickly back to

"off" position.

179. Motorman are required to give close attention to coasting. To
save power, shut off the current as soon as possible after full acceleration

is obtained, and still keep your train on time; in other words, coast as

much as possible. Under ordinary conditions, when train is up to speed
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and on time, the train should be allowed to coast from 800 ft. to 1500 ft.

after the controller is thrown to "off" position, before applying brakes in

making station stops. Judicious coasting will effect a great saving in

power, wear and tear on machinery, and will prevent overheating of

motors.

SWITCHING AND YARD MOVEMENTS OF TRAINS
180. Great care must be taken in yard movements of train or cars, in

switching or coupling, or in other shifting movements around yards, or

over switches, in order to avoid overheating resistance. The controller

handle should be moved one or two notches toward series running point,

and then back to "off" position, this being repeated until the required

movement is made. Controller handle must never be kept on resistance

points longer than three or four seconds.

REVERSING MOTORS
181. Motormen must never reverse motors except as a last resort to pre-

vent collision or to save life. Under no circumstances must motors be re-

versed while brakes are applied, as this would simply blow the main

power fuses and make the motors inoperative.

182. Always shut off current at road crossings unless the shoes bridge

the gaps in third rail without a break.

183. In accelerating after having thrown off current for gap in rail, when

train is up to speed, controller handle may be moved directly from "off"

position to sixth notch, and about two or three seconds' time should be

used in feeding from sixth notch to multiple running point.

184. Shut off current while passing under sectional insulators and in-

sulated trolley cross-overs.

BRAKES
185. Never leave air-brakes applied when train is standing at terminals

or for any length of time at other places; if necessary, set hand-brake to

hold cars.'

HEATING AND LIGHTING OF CARS
1SG. Conductors will regulate the heating and lighting of all cars. Ther-

mometers have been installed in all passenger cars, and temperature should

be kept as nearly as possible at from 55 degs. to 60 degs., and must not

exceed 65 degs. at any time.

187. All motor cars have been equipped with "insulating boards" and

"third-rail" circuit breakers

INSULATING BOARDS
(a) Location of insulating boards is as follows: Passenger cars, two in

closed seat box in each end of car, making four on each car; baggage cars,

two in center of each car. These insulating boards are to be placed be-

tween third rail and third-rail shoes in case of electrical fire on the car, or

for cutting off all current from the car for the purpose of making repairs

while on the road.

THIRD-RAIL CIRCUIT BREAKERS
(b) Third-rail circuit breakers are made of flat bar iron, with wooden

handle, and are suspended underneath cars, near the brake cylinders. These

circuit breakers are to be used in case of serious electrical fire on or near

the car, or in case of wrecks, when the safety of car or passengers is in

any way endangered by the third rail. The circuit breaker is to be placed in

such cases, with the point under the ball of the running rail, and on top

of third rail, and held firmly so as to give good contact. In all cases the

circuit breaker should be placed between the car and the main power sta-

tion, at Reeses, and removed as soon as fire is extinguished or danger

removed. When through with the circuit breaker it must in all cases be

replaced in the holders provided on the car.

LIST OF SWITCHES AND FUSES

No. 1 Main power switch.

2 Third-rail switch.

3 Main control circuit switch.

4 Controller switch, No. 1 end.

Controller switch, No. 4 end.

|
Light switches.

Vestibule light switch, No. 1 enc

Vestibule light switch, No. 4 end

Headlight switch.

i-Heater switches (passenger cars only).

senger cars only),

snger cars only).

Motor cut-out switch, No. 1 motor circuit.

Motor cut-out switch, No. 4 motor circuit.

Main fuse (GOO amp.). No. 1 motor circuit.

Main fuse (600 amp.), No. 4 motor circuit.

Main control circuit fuse (25 amp.)

[-Branch control circuit fuses (4 amp.), No. 1

Z6 J

25 Lr
26

[

27 J

circuit fuses (4 amp.), No. 4 control circui

28 Light fuse (4 amp.)

29 Light fuse (4 amp.) (passenger cars only).

30 Headlight fuse (4 amp.)

fuses (15 amp.) (passenger cars only).

34

35 Air compressor fuse (5 amp.) (passenger cars only).

Air compressor fuse (15 amp) (baggage cars only).

36 Contactor box containing contactors Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for No. 1

control circuits.

37 Contactor box containing contactors Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 for No. 1

control circuits.

38 Contactor box containing contactors Nos. 11, 12 and 13 for No. 1

control circuit.

39 Contactor box containing contactors Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for No. 4

control circuits.

40 Contactor box containing contactors Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 for No. 4

control circuits.

41 Contactor box containing contactors Nos. 11, 12 and 13 for No. 4

control circuits.

42 Reverser for No. 1 circuit.

43 Reverser for No. 4 circuit.

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES
The following tools and supplies will be furnished on each motor car

before leaving shops:

1 Hammer.
1 Combination pipe and monkey wrench.

1 Pair pliers.

1 Cold chisel.

2 25-amp. main control circuit fuses.

2 15-amp. heater fuses (except baggage cars).

2 4-amp. headlight fuses.

2 5-amp. air compressor fuses (except baggage cars).

2 15-amp. air compressor fuses (baggage cars only).

2 4-amp. branch control circuit and light fuses.

2 600-amp. ribbon fuses for main motor circuits.

1 Van Dorn coupling link.

1 Double-heading coupling link.

2 Van Dorn coupling pins.

1 Ordinary coupling link (baggage cars only).

1 Ordinary coupling pin (baggage cars only).

3 Incandescent light globes.

1 Switch rod.

1 Broom.
1 Motorman.'s stool.

2 Destination signs (passenger cars only).

1 Headlight (for each train).

1 Headlight dimmer.

1 Headlight globe.

2 Marker lamps.

2 Classification signal lamps (extra trains only).

2 Red flags.

2 White flags and holders.

2 Green flags and holders.

4 Insulation boards, to place between third rail and third-rail shoes in

case of electrical fire, or for cutting off all current from car for the pur-

pose of making repairs while on the road (baggage cars, two each).

1 Third-rail circuit breaker, made of flat bar iron, with wooden handle,

to be placed under ball of running rail and on top of third rail, in case of

serious electrical fire, or to deaden third rail in case of wrecks, etc.

1 Pad, form 19, train orders.

1 Pad, "report of condition of cars."

INSPECTION OF CARS
188. (a) Motormen taking cars from shop will make inspection of cars

as early as possible after received, and report on "report of condition cars"

any article missing. Motormen of relief crews must note carefully the re-

ports turned over to them by the crews relieved, and will check same at the

earliest opportunity. Responsibility for brooms carried on. cars will rest

entirely with conductors. Shop foreman will see that hostler checks each

car turned into shops, as per above list, making report of such inspection

to the master mechanic.

(b) Motormen will, upon arrival at each terminal examine each bearing

and the entire brake rigging and other equipment of cars, and make any

necessary repairs.

This must be done under all cc

If anything is found which you
telephone to the shop department before leaving terminal. The responsi-

bility for proper working condition of cars while upon the road rests en-

tirely upon the motormen.
189. Under no circumstances must blown fuses, burned-out lamps, or

damaged supplies of any kind, be put back in tool boxes. Blown fuses must
be marked to show number of circuit and car on which they are blown,

and left with despatcher, who will forward them to master mechanic, with

advice regarding name of motorman by whom they are turned in.

190. (a) When it is necessary to change a brake-shoe while upon the

road, put a tag on the shoe removed, and leave shoe under seat inside of

car by the side of tool box. This tag should show plainly the wheel from
which the shoe was removed and whether from gear or commutator side of

motor.

(b) All other damaged supplies will be left in closed seat box.

whether train is on time or not.

repair properly, report same by
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REPORT OF CONDITION OF CARS
191. Report of condition of cars will be filled out by all crews, on form

provided for that purpose. Crews turning cars over to relief crews will

fill out this report and turn same over to relief crews. Relief crews will

leave this report, together with their own report, in the tool box. This

report must cover all damage, defects or trouble with cars, their equip-

ment and supplies, including fuses blown, lamps burned out, brake-shoes

renewed, etc.

TO RETIRE TRAIN FROM SERVICE
192. When retiring a car or train from service at terminals or at other

points, when car or train is not turned over to hostler or shop force, the

following instructions will be observed:

(a) Set hand-brake securely on all cars.

(b) Pull down trolley or break third-rail contact by putting third-rail

insulating boards between third rail and third-rail shoes.

(c) Open switches Nos. 1, 2 and 3.

(d) Remove controller reversing handle and straight and automatic

brake-valve handles, and place same in switch cabinet No. 1, end of car.

(e) During the winter months, open the drain-cocks on main, auxiliary

and whistle reservoirs, and thoroughly drain same.

One very radical departure is made in the handling of train

crews. All crews change runs every two weeks from day runs

to night runs and from one division to another. In this way all

trainmen become familiar with the operating conditions at day

and at night, and it entirely eliminates disputes as to seniority,

which sometimes occasion considerable trouble. Another rather

novel practice is to require all trainmen to submit a letter every

sixty days asking five or more questions relative to matters in

connection with their duties, or to make suggestions of improve-

ment in operating conditions. These are answered in writing

and copies of questions and answers are sent to all trainmen.

SHOP PRACTICE

The company adopted the policy of thoroughly inspecting

and keeping up the maintenance of its rolling stock from the

start. It is claimed that an immense amount of trouble has

been saved by this method. A temporary frame shop building

was erected, but the equipment of tools includes a list of ma-

chinery which is well up to that of the average interurban road

in the State. The company is preparing to erect a very elab-

orate shop layout, which will follow the lines of a locomotive

roundhouse.

It is the practice to keep six cars in the shop every day for

inspections and repairs. In this way the passenger cars are in

the shop every other day. Usually sixteen men are employed

in various kinds of work about the shop. The work is divided

up so that each man attends to a certain duty. One man and

an apprentice attend to the electrical equipment. One man cares

for the air brake equipment. One man, who is a carpenter, at-

tends to any necessary carpenter work and takes care of the trol-

leys, which on this line is, of course, a small duty. Another

man, who is a blacksmith, inspects motors and trucks, running

gears, third-rail beams and shoes, in addition to any necessary

blacksmith work. Five men attend to the cleaning of cars.

Cars are cleaned thoroughly, inside and out, every second day.

This work costs $1.08 per car. Oiling of all the bearings is

done by the leading man at night. A card record is posted on

the wall, showing the numbers of cars as they come in, and each

man must designate by signature in the proper column that he

has completed his work before the car can go out.

As showing the difference between the cost of maintaining

the third-rail and trolley systems, it is stated that the seven miles

of trolley wire costs more than twice as much to maintain as

the entire third-rail section. Third-rail shoes and installing cost

$19.49 for the past six months, and about half a dozen trol-

ley wheels were used up in that time. In periods of severe snow
or sleet, it has been quite a problem to keep the third rail clear

of ice. Calcium chloride, lamp black and oil, and several kinds

of preparations, besides a large number of varieties of metal

cutters, have been tried, but without much success. Fortunately,

the weather in this valley is comparatively moderate and the

trouble is not serious. Altogether, last year, the company lost

seven hours from this cause, the longest period being two hours.

In case of trouble with cars on the road, both the motorman

and conductor turn in to the superintendent and the train master

reports of damages, and a record of troubles is kept against the

motorman. Special attention is paid to the record of fuse cir-

cuits blown out. The motorman is allowed only two fuses

for any one circuit. If the two go out in succession, the mo-

torman is required to lay up the car to determine the trouble.

Actual mileages are kept on motors, axles, brasses, armature

bearings, brake shoes, third-rail shoes and steel-tired wheels.

Each article is numbered, and a book is kept showing the num-

ber of each article and a record of all changes. Similar re-

cords are being started on gears and pinions. Recently the

master mechanic adopted a flangeless brake shoe. These shoes

weigh 26 pounds when new and scrap at 8 pounds. They

show a life of 5600 miles. It was found that the life of steel-

tired wheels, especially with the flanges, has increased surpris-

ingly since this change. Formerly wheels were run four to
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five months before turning; now they run eight months. Mo-
tormen are required to inspect all bearings, brake shoes and

brakes at the end of each trip, there being a 1 0-minute layover

at each terminal. They are also required to lubricate and put

new brake shoes if necessary.

Special attention is paid to lubrication. The company uses

the best grade of oil at 20 cents a gallon, and the entire car

lubrication for journal bearings, motor bearings and armature

bearings is 22 cents per thousand miles, not including waste.

In oiling the bearings, the attendant is required to be sure that

the oil gets to the proper place by removing the packing cover

to see that the waste touches the bearing. All the parts must

be wiped off carefully, so that the dirt does not get into the

bearings.

In two years the road has never changed a journal bearing,

a condition that is due to careful inspection, ample power and

careful acceleration. Nor has any trouble been experienced

with armatures from electrical causes, and it has not been neces-

sary to turn a commutator in two years. If an inspector allows a

commutator to get down onto the pole pieces, it is cause for

dismissal. The road has never broken or reset a car spring,

which speaks well for the track. Gears and pinions are num-

bered in pairs as they are put on, and when any changes are

made they are kept together, which insures an even mesh. The
gear ratio is 25 to 53, the gear being 22 inches in diameter, the

cars having a speed of 60 miles an hour.

It is the practice to paint and varnish cars once a year
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throughout, except the head linings. FIoois are painted every

four months.

The company is very liberal in the matter of transportation

to employees. Trainmen and shopmen have passbooks unlim-

ited as to time, and good between certain points. Linemen,

general office employees and heads of departments have pass-

books good over the entire road. Section foremen have books

good between certain points, and they detach slip for the

laborers. Each employee is entitled to two passes a month

for any member of a family dependent upon him. This is not

limited to wives of employees, as with many roads, the man-

agement believing that it is better to be liberal on this point

than to have conductors deadhead members of their family.

The third rail on this line is unprotected, except at station

platforms and highway crossings, where it is broken. Great

care is used to see that fences and cattle guards are properly

maintained. The fencing used is fine mesh to keep out small

animals. When the road was first built, there was consider-

able anxiety on the part of farmers for fear that the third rail

would be dangerous to pedestrians and stock. In two years'

operation but one man has been killed, and he was an employee

who fell across the rail while running to switch a car. It was

found that he had heart trouble, which was undoubtedly the

cause of his falling. About eight or ten animals of various

descriptions have been killed, but the company has never had

a lawsuit due to a third-rail accident.



WAY AND WAY MATTERS
RAILS

Ohio interurban roads generally are using T-rails commonly

known as A. S. C. E. standards. The 70-lb. rail is looked

upon as standard, although a few roads believe that a 60-lb.

section is sufficiently heavy. But two roads of those considered,

namely, the Toledo & Indiana and the Scioto Valley, are

using heavier than 72-lb. rail. As to length of sections, the

majority of roads are using 30-ft. and 33-ft. lengths, but some

companies in their later construction work have specified 60-ft.

lengths. The advantages of the longer sections are, of course,

that the number of bonds and the number of joints to be in-

stalled and maintained are correspondingly reduced. With

60-ft. sections it has been found necessary to leave a trifle more

space between the ends of the rails to provide for expansion,

and one or two roads which did not do this at first found

trouble with kinking of rails.

In Indiana and Michigan 72-lb. rails are usually employed

in interurban construction. Occasionally, however, the question

of delivery necessitates the substitution of some other weight of

rail. The heaviest rail used in the two States mentioned is

probably 80-lb., which was used in the construction of the

track of the Indianapolis Northern Traction Company, between

Indianapolis, Logansport and Peru. Rails in 60-ft. sections

have been used on several roads, but difficulty has been ex-

perienced in keeping them aligned, due to expansion in hot

weather. In cities, however, where the paving prevents the

rail from getting extremely hot and helps to keep the rail in

position, 60-ft. rails are usually found.

Rails of both 60-ft. and 33-ft. lengths are in use by the In-

diana Union Traction Company. On this road it is consid-

ered that the difficulty in keeping track laid was 60-ft. rails in

alignment more than offsets the decreased expense of keeping up

the few number of joints and the lessened cost and maintenance

of the bonds.

The standard rail used by the Fort Wayne & Wabash Val-

ley Traction Company is 30 ft. long, but some 33-ft. rails are

used.

A 70-lb. rail is preferred on the interurban lines of the De-

troit United Railways. The preferable length is 30 ft., it hav-

ing been found that the expansion and contraction of 60-ft rails

either pulls the splices apart or buckles the rail. Where 60-ft.

rails are used, a slip joint giving a 3-in. movement is placed at

intervals of 1 000 ft.

Rail braces are found on the curves of several roads. An
accompanying illustration shows the method of bracing the rail

on curves of the Indiana Union Traction Company. The same

type of brace was found in use on several other systems. The

Terre Haute Traction & Light Company double spikes the rail

on curves.

JOINTS

The majority of Ohio roads are using either 4 or 6-bolt fish

plates, and in a few cases 8-bolt plates at joints. The Cin-

cinnati & Columbus Traction Company, the Canton-Akron

Railway, the Toledo Urban & Interurban, and others are

equipped with mechanical joints, and the management of these

roads believe that the joints will keep tight longer and will give

a longer life to the track sufficient to pay for the added invest-

ment.

Of the 1 7 roads considered in Ohio, 9 support the joint with

ties, while 8 use the suspended method. The majority is

clearly in favor of the broken joint, but 2 roads placing the joints

opposite and 1 5 favoring the staggered scheme.

In Ohio a number of the roads do not consider it necessary

to use anchoring devices or schemes for holding tracks in gage

on curves, although some of them do so on special heavy curves.

Six of the roads use tie plates and 7 of them use rail braces.

I wo of them combine both methods on specially heavy curves,

while one road, the Stark Electric, uses a number of tie rods on

curves. Few of the roads in this district have been in opera-

tion long enough to suffer from broken joints or the necessity

for relaying rail.

Twenty-eight miles of track on the Indianapolis & North-

western are laid with joints opposite. The remainder of the

road is laid with broken joints, and this latter construction is

preferred. Track on the Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern

Traction Company is laid with broken joints, as is also the latest

built track of the Terre Haute Traction & Light Company and

the track of the Kokomo, Marion & Western Traction Com-
pany. Both kinds of joints are found on the tracks of the Fort

Wayne 6c Wabash Valley Traction Company. However, op-

posite joints are preferred on straight track, as it is believed the

car is racked less. On curves broken joints are preferred be-

cause of the lessened trouble in keeping the track in alignment.

Broken joints are used in interurban construction by the Detroit

United Railways and the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor &
Jackson Railway.

Practically all of the track inspected had joints suspended

between two ties rather than supported. The chief reason for

this construction is, of course, that the weight on the joint is

supported by two ties rather than by one.

Some roads in Indiana give very close attention to keeping

joints tight. Others are somewhat lax in regard to this. The
Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley system tightens joints in the

spring and in the fall. On the Detroit United Railways joints

are inspected about once a week. It is the practice on the De-

troit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway to go over curves

and gage thern up once a week. In the spring and fall all of

the fish-plates are tightened. Practically no trouble is ex-

perienced by any of the roads from breaking of joints.

Several roads follow the practice of elevating the outer rail

on curves 1 in. per degree of curvature. One road left the

elevation of the rail to the track foreman. In general, Traut-

wine's formula for elevation is followed by the Indianapolis &
Cincinnati Traction Company. On the Detroit United Rail-

ways the outer rail is not given as much elevation on curves as

was formerly the custom. A full-speed curve of 300 ft. radius

is given an elevation of 4 J/* ins. On the Fort Wayne &
Wabash Valley Fraction Company all curves are spiraled in

accordance with the length of the curve. The rule followed

is to allow 60 ft. for each degree of curvature. The track is

level at the point of spiral and the outer rail has its full eleva-

tion at the point of curve. The interurban lines are elevated for

a speed of 50 miles per hour.

T-RAILS FOR CITY STREETS

For city work, the interurbans, wherever possible, have laid

6-in. or 7-in. T-rails, and where this has been prevented by

local conditions or local ordinances, they have used high girder

rails. The requirements of the authorities in some cities and

villages, who have insisted that track be laid with grooved rails,

have been responsible for perhaps more trouble than any other

feature connected with the entrance of interurban roads into

city streets. The grooved rail necessitates cutting down wheel

flanges to a degree that is sometimes actually dangerous for roads

operating at high speed, especially where the road has many
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curves. It is also claimed by some interurban managers that it

is impossible to secure good braking effect with grooved rail

because the wheels have a tendency to slide on their flanges

in the groove. The objections offered against the use of

T-rails in paved streets are that it is said to be difficult to

lay pavement next to the rail in such a manner as to present

a smooth surface for vehicles driving in the track or crossing it.

Laying aside the question of the right of teamsters to drive in

car tracks, especially in streets frequented by heavy interurban

cars, there is no question but that a street can be paved and

properly maintained as well with the high T-rail as with the

grooved rail. Experience has shown that this is solely a mat-

city have been trimmed below a point that is desirable by the

interurban managers. In Detroit the entering tracks of some

of the interurbans are equipped with shallow grooved rails, and

this condition is responsible for the failure of an arrangement to

operate through limited cars from Cleveland to Detroit, the Lake

Shore Electric declining to trim its wheels to size necessary to

accommodate this rail.

In Indiana the Kokomo, Marion & Western Traction Com-
pany uses a high T-rail and nose brick in city construction. At
the time the track was laid there was vigorous objection to the

use of such a rail on the part of the cities, but during the sev-

eral years it has been in use no fault has been found with it.

TABLE II.—SUMMARY OF LATEST PRACTICE IN TRACK CONSTRUCTION ON ROADS TREATED.

NAMKS OF COMPANIES.

Northern Ohio Group.
Cleveland & Southwestern
Lake Shore
Eastern Ohio
Toledo & Indiana
Toledo & Western
Toledo, Pt. Clinton & Lakeside.

Stark Electric

Canton-Akron

Central and Southern Oh:
Group.

Western Ohio
Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima. .

.

Dayton & Troy
Dayton, Cov. & Piqua
Scioto Valley
Cincinnati & Columbus
Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland .

Interurban Ry. &T., Cincinnati.

Cincinnati, Georgetown & P

Indiana Group.
Indiana Union Traction
Indianapolis & Northwestern
Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Indianapolis, Columbus & South'n
Terre Haute Tr. & 'Lgt

Kokomo, Marion & Western
Ft. Wayne & Wabash

Michigan Group.
Rapid Kv., Detroit
Detroit, Vpsilanti, A. A. & J .

Type of Joints.

Angle plate..

Angle plate..

Angle plate..

Angle plate..

Angle plate..

Angle plate..

Angle plate..

Mechanical.

Angle plate..

Angle plate..

Angle plate..

Angle plate..

Angle plate..

Mechanical.
Mechanical.
Angle plate..

Angle plate..

Angle plate

Mechanical
Angle plate

Mech. & angle pla

S. >1< l. i't cl, brazed, roniealed.
Soldered, concealed
Con> ealed
Soldered
Ribbon
Soldered
Si ildered, ribbon
Concealed

Concealed, soldered

.

Com ealed, soldered

.

Concealed
Stranded wire
Concealed
Soldered
Concealed
Concealed
Soldered

Soldered
Compressed and soldered.

Where
Applied
On Rail.

Base, under plate

Ball.

Under plate

Ball
Under plate

Ball
Ball, under plate.

Under plate

Ball, under plate.

Ball, under plate.

Under plate

Under plate

Under plate

Head
Under plate
Under plate

Ball

Under plate..!..

Bail'.'.'.'.'.'.!!;]!!

Flange concealed

Ball

1,(1(10

500
1,000

1,700

''•SMS
lixSxN

lix.Sxs

tixNxN

6x8x8
6x8x8

Cedar, oak
Cedar, oak . .

.

Chestnut, oak

.

Chestnut, oak

.

Oak, cedar
Cedar, oak.. .

.

Oak
Oak

< )ak, ceda
Oak
Oak
Oak
Oak
Oak
Oak
Oak
Oak

Treated oak.
Chestnut
Oak
Oak

All the roads included in this table

ter of building a good foundation in the first place and then

providing a trough along the inside of the rail so that the wheel

flange will not bear on the edge of the brick and tip them up,

thereby destroying the smooth surface of the pavement. This

can be accomplished either by arching the pavement between

the rails and placing a course or two of narrow brick length-

wise along the rail, or by using a beveled brick. High T-rails

are used in Findlay, Lima, Dayton, Indianapolis, Sandusky and

a number of other cities and towns, the city ordinances of some

of these cities providing that T-rail shall be used exclusively.

In Columbus the interurban roads have long been opposed

to the grooved rail used on the loop which was built around the

heart of the city for terminal purposes. This loop is constantly

crowded with large cars, and considerable trouble has been ex-

perienced when the groove becomes filled with snow. Recently,

however, permission has been given to lay 7000 ft. of T-rail on

this loop. Some trouble of a similar nature has also been ex-

perienced in Cleveland, and the flanges on cars entering that

All of the franchises of the Wabash Valley Traction Com-
pany grant the right to use T-rails in cities. The rails used are

in 60-ft. lengths. Both 6-in., 72-lb., and 7-in., 70-lb. rails

are employed. A special type of nose brick, which was laid

in Richmond, Ind., eleven years ago, is used.

The city ordinances in Detroit will not permit T-rail to be

used, but it is used in several of the smaller cities entered by the

interurban lines of the Detroit United Railways. It is also

used in the greater number of cities entered by the Indiana Union

Traction Company.

BONDS

The question of the most desirable bond is one that is causing

much controversy on Ohio roads. The majority of the earlier

roads were equipped with some of the numerous forms of bonds

which are attached to the ends of the rails by compression and

placed under the fish-plate. This type is still very popular with

many operators who are building new roads or new extensions,
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but the soldered type of bond is undoubtedly gaining ground.

There is a difference of opinion as to the best place for the

soldered bond. Several roads, notably the Cleveland & South-

western, have placed the bonds on the base of the rail. This

probably gives a better contact and renders it somewhat more

difficut to steal the bond than where it is placed on the ball

of the rail, but it is also more difficult to inspect. The ease of

application makes the ball of the rail a most desirable place, but

roads that are using steam locomotives or cars having wide tread

have found that there is a tendency to knock off the bond when

it is placed in this position. It is also more accessible for the

copper thief, and it is undeniably a fact that the depredations

the rail, the engineer believing that this serves the purpose of

tying the rails together, and it does not furnish a desirable asset

for the copper thief. Little information is obtainable as to the

conductivity of joints, few roads collecting figures on this sub-

ject or paying a great deal of attention to it beyond seeing that

joints are frequently inspected, although one or two roads keep

a man busy with hand instruments making tests.

The greater number of the roads visited in Indiana were
equipped originally with compression or plug bonds. As in

Ohio, however, there is a marked tendency towards the

adoption of soldered bonds, but trouble has been experienced

by soldered bonds coming off, due to faulty application. In

TABLE II.—SUMMARY OF LATEST PRACTICE IN TRACK CONSTRUCTION ON ROADS TREATED.

Roadbed and Ballast.

Character of Ballast.
5 §

Grades and Curves.

Cinders, gravel, stone .

.

Gravel and stone
Gravel and slag
Gravel
Gravel and stone
Stone and screenings.. . .

Gravel and cinders

Gravel and cinders

Gravel and stone
Gravel and stone. . ....

Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Gravel
Stone
Wash gravel and stone .

.

Gravel
Gravel

Gravel
Gravel
Gravel and stone
Gravel and stone

Lim», rock and gravel. .

.

Gravel and cinders

35c.
50c.

40-50,
.

35-45c.

lit
I* to 1

14 to 1

H to

lito :

li to 1

lit
'

li to 1

lito 1

li to 1

li to I

1 to 1

10 to

6

6

to 50
50

40 to 60

20 to 60
I to 120
40

; to 100

700
200

1,000
1,000

1,200
4,50(1

2,l'4()

1,200

1.200

1,200

120

1,500

"600
500
700

60-ft.

45-ft.

Hoth
S

Both

of this class of miscreants have increased since the soldered bond
placed on the ball of the rail came into general use. One
road, the Western Ohio, has had so much trouble of this kind

that it is now changing all its soldered bonds from the ball of

the rail and placing them under the fish-plate. A new welded

bond is attracting considerable attention, as it gives high con-

ductivity and is difficult to remove. It is being used largely

by the Canton-Akron and the Cleveland & Southwestern. Of
1 7 roads considered in Ohio, 9 are using soldered bonds partially

or exclusively, while 1 are using concealed bonds partially or

exclusively.

Methods of cross bonding vary greatly. Two roads, the

Western Ohio and Cleveland & Southwestern, do not consider

it necessary to cross bond except around railroad crossings and
switches. The Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima cross bonds

every 800 ft., while other roads run from that up to one-half

mile apart. The Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth uses

a soft iron rod bent under the rail and soldered to the side of

general, it might be said that the testing of bonds is not carried

on in as systematic a manner as the importance of doing so war-

rants. Cross bonding of tracks occurs at intervals of from 800
ft. to one-half mile.

The plug bonds installed on the Indianapolis & Northwestern

tracks when the road was built three years ago are still in good
condition. The bonds were recently tested by means of the

Herrick bond-testing car. The tracks of the Indianapolis &
Cincinnati Traction Company are cross bonded only at inter-

vals of one-half mile. The fact that this is a single-phase sys-

tem with 2300 volts on the line removes the necessity of fre-

quent cross bonding. Twenty-seven miles of the tracks of the

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Company are

bonded with a plug bond and 1 3 miles with a compressed ter-

minal bond. The original bonding was done five years ago

and the bonds are still in good condition. Repairs are being

made with soldered bonds.

On the Kokomo, Marion & Western Traction system 1
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miles of track is bonded with 4-0 compressed bonds, while on

the remaining 1 8 miles 4-0 soldered bonds are used. Some

of the latter type came off, due to faulty application.

Soldered bonds are also used on the tracks of the Terre Haute

Traction & Light Company. Some are placed on the flange

of the rail, some underneath the flange and some are concealed.

Concealed bonds are preferred. Compressed and pin bonds are

used on the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley tracks. At the

present time, however, soldered bonds are being tested. Some

soldered bonds are being applied by healing with an electric arc.

Pin bonds, with special application and compression bonds,

are in use on the interurban tracks of the Detroit United Rail-

ways. At the present time experiments are being made

with different types of soldered bonds. One test for such

bonds is to note the number of pounds pull required to pull them

off.

TIES

In Ohio the white oak tie is usually secured wherever possi-

ble, and it is almost universally used on curves. A number of

roads are using chestnut ties on straight tracks, while others

prefer cedar on tangents. Few of the roads in this district have

as yet been obliged to replace ties. The Eastern Ohio, now

doing some of this work, reports the life of 7'/i years on oak and

1 years on cedar, and the Cleveland & Southwestern has been

taking up some oak ties after 8 years of use. The standard

6-in. x 8-in. x 8-ft. tie is almost universally used, and hewn ties

are in the majority. The Cincinnati & Columbus Traction

Company uses 7-in. x 8-in x 8'/2-ft. ties on all grades and

curves. Spacing of ties on 2-ft. centers is almost universal,

although the Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside uses 18 ties

to each 33-ft. rail. None of the interurbans in Ohio has tried

wood preservatives or concrete or steel ties, preferring to let the

steam roads do the experimenting in this direction.

It is also almost universal practice on interurban lines in In-

diana and Michigan to space the lies with centers 2 ft. apart.

The ties are usually 6 in. x 8 in. x 8 ft. in size. Definite fig-

ures as to the life of ties could not be obtained, as the roads

have not been built long enough to necessitate replacing ties.

In only one instance have preservatives been adopted. Cedar,

oak and chestnut ties are used.

Hewn oak ties are in use on the Indiana Union Traction

system. On the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction system

the ties are cedar on straight track and of oak on all curves of

over 1 degree radius. On the main track they are hewn, but

on sidings sawn ties are used.

The Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Com-

pany, on the extension which it is now building from Columbus

to Seymour, is using black and red oak ties. These are being

treated with zinc chloride. On the Kokomo, Marion & West-

ern system hewn oak ties are used almost altogether, but a few

sawn ties are laid. There is no special preference for the hewn

other than the fact that the quality of the tie can be more easily

seen. The Detroit United Railway uses cedar ties on inter-

urban track and white oak ties on city track. It was stated

that in cinder ballast cedar ties had a life of from five to seven

years and in gravel ballast a life of from seven to ten years.

On the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson system white

oak ties are used on curves and switches and cedar ties on all

other portions of the roadway.

BALLAST

The character of ballast depends largely upon the most avail-

able material in the vicinity of the road. Stone is preferred by

many builders, on account of the stability of the track produced,

the cleanliness and the fine appearance of the track. There ap-

appears to be little doubt but that a track stays in place better

with a good stone ballast than with any other material. The

Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line, Western Ohio, Inter-

urban Railway & Terminal Company, Columbus, Delaware &
Marion and Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside use stone almost

exclusively, and their tracks are noted for smoothness and easy

riding quality. The last-menlioned road covers the broken

stone with rock screenings, which pack down after having been

wet, making almost a concrete roadbed. On the other hand,

the Scioto Valley, Lake Shore Electric, Dayton & Troy and

several other roads maintain excellent roadbeds with coarse

gravel.

The Dayton & Troy has an especially fine track and uses

very coarse washed gravel. Operators who have had long ex-

perience in the business believe that a gravel track, if properly

maintained, gives a smoother and easier riding surface than any

other material, but there is no denying that it requires more at-

tention than rock ballast. The Eastern Ohio, Cleveland &
Southwestern and Stark Electric are using their power house

cinders for ballast, and find that this material makes an excellent

foundation. The last-mentioned road traverses a district where

theie are many potteries and uses broken tile quite extensively

on its tracks. Furnace slag is used by one or two of the roads.

The character of ballast, cost, depth under ties, slope of banks,

width of grade, etc., are shown in the accompanying table.

The majority of roads are paying more attention than formerly

to the matter of securing good drainage. The aim is to con-

struct good ditches on both sides of the track and keep them

open. Several roads are engaged in raising their tracks. The

Toledo Urban & Interurban has elevated its tracks 8 ins. to 1

ins. since the road was built, and the Dayton & Troy and sev-

eral others are doing the same. Under highway crossings and

for small streams, the Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside uses

tile sewer pipe up to 20 ins. and concrete culverts over that

size. The Interurban Railway & Terminal Company uses 1 8-

in. and 24-in. vitrified pipe in many places and concrete culverts

where necessary. This company has stayed a number of banks

with 30-ft. oak piling with steel points. The Toledo & In-

diana laid 4-in. drain tile the full length of all track in towns.

At one point the Scioto Valley built a sewer a mile long to

drain a low place on its road.

LOCATION

The cross-country private right of way location is growing

in popularity. Many of the earlier roads were built on pike

location under county grant. Some of these have quite ad-

vantageous arrangements. The Lake Shore Electric, for in-

stance, for over about a third of its route traverses the Perrys-

burg turnpike, which is 1 ft. wide. The Columbus, Buckeye

Lake & Newark, the Columbus, London & Springfield, the

Dayton, Springfield & Urbana and the Dayton & Western,

which are now parts of the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern sys-

tem, were built for considerable portions of their lengths along

the national pike, a wide thoroughfare extending entirely across

Ohio. In many places they have the advantage of a ditch and

pole line between the track and the highway. The use of pikes

is practically obsolete for new work, however, and several of

the roads, notably the Northern Ohio Traction Company and

the Cincinnati Northern, are buying private right of way and

throwing their tracks over to new locations. The short life of

franchises, the inability to secure good drainage and grades,

and the dangers of operation are the chief drawbacks to

the pike road. After the pike road came the line built on

private right of way adjoining the turnpike. In securing right

of way, it was easier in most cases to secure a strip from a man's

farm adjoining the highway than it was to cut through his farm

and divide it. The advantage of being close to the farmer's

home and securing his business also prompted many builders to
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seek this location; but of late years, with the advent of high-

speed limited cars and the desire of some of the roads to operate

freight trains, the cross-country location enabling the road to

fence on both sides of the right of way and to suit its own con-

venience in matters of grade, drainage and speed, is becoming

the almost universal practice. The popular scheme, wherever

possible, is to parallel closely the right of way of a steam road.

The Scioto Valley, Toledo & Indiana, Fort Wayne, Van Wert

& Lima, Lima & Toledo and the new portion of the Western

Ohio follow this scheme almost entirely. It is found that it enables

the road to limit its stopping points to suit its own convenience,

and the old idea that there is likely to be a loss of local trade

seems to have been disillusionized by the experience of these

roads.

Early builders insisted that, to be successful, a traction line

must run through the main streets of villages. This also has

become an exploded theory. The Scioto Valley, Dayton &
Troy, Columbus, London & Springfield and other high-speed

roads have thrown their tracks away from the centers of vil-

lages and towns wherever practicable, and find they get just

as much business and avoid the loss of time and dangers of ac-

cidents incident to street operation. The Cincinnati, George-

town & Portsmouth, a reconstructed steam road, owns every

foot of ground traversed by its tracks, and its operation condi-

tions are most advantageous. The private right of way away
from turnpikes and village streets enables the road to eliminate

sharp curves, which are dangerous for high-speed operation and

the running of trains. The accompanying tables show that

many of the roads have reduced their curves and grades to a

very marked extent.

More attention is being paid to the matter of banking outer

rail on curve. Curves are being lengthened and raised 5 ins. or

6 ins. in some cases. A number of roads are laying guard rails

on all curves over a certain radius.

Grades are not as severe as in many portions of the country,

the western part of Ohio and all of Indiana being remarkably

level. However, there are some severe grades, which well

demonstrate the remarkable hill-climbing qualities of the electric

motor over the steam locomotive. For instance, the Northern

Ohio Traction Company has on its main line a grade of 2700 ft.,

with from 1 to 12^ per cent rise. The Cincinnati, George-

town & Portsmouth has a grade averaging 2 per cent for 2'/2

miles; for a portion of this distance it is about 8 per cent.

Through the eastern and central portions of Ohio there are

numerous heavy cuts and fills, the Columbus, London & Spring-

field having a fill of 1 1 0,000 cu. yds. There is but one tun-

nel in the district, that on the Columbus, Newark & Zanes-

ville, about 400 ft. long through solid rock.

TURNOUTS

Reference to the table on this subject shows that there is but

little double-track line in Ohio at the present time. Up to very

recently none of the roads has felt that it had sufficient busi-

ness to warrant double tracks. Few of them have had better

than hourly headway, but with the advent of numerous limited

cars and freight trains, double tracking is becoming absolutely

necessary. The Northern Ohio Traction & Light has about 1 8

miles of second track in the 37 miles between Cleveland and

Akron. The Lake Shore Electric is double tracking from Cleve-

land to Lorain, 27 miles. The Dayton & Troy has 10 miles of

double track in 31 miles, and the Cincinnati Northern is now
double tracking a considerable portion of its line between Cin-

cinnati and Dayton. These are the nearest approach to fully

double-tracked lines in the district. To improve the situation

many roads are increasing the number of sidings and lengthening

them. Especially is this being done by roads that are hauling

freight in trains with electric locomotives. Sidings 1 000 ft. long

are being installed to enable the roads to handle trains of con-

siderable length. While the average steam road operator and a

great many electric road managers look upon it as a crude and
cumbersome method, there is no doubt that the stub type of

switch is gaining in favor, and that, too, with the speediest lines

in the district. The subject of through or stub switches is one

which is receiving much attention. The arguments in favor of

the stub switch are that it reduces the number of facing switch

points and the number of switches requiring attention. It re-

duces the chances of splitting switches and side swiping cars, and

in general accidents, resultant from misunderstanding or confusion

of orders. Against it are the undeniable facts, that it causes a

loss of time in backing out and changing trolleys, and it is es-

pecially cumbersome where several cars are operated in a train.

Among the roads which have recently adopted this method, are

the Western Ohio, Cincinnati & Columbus, Fort V/ayne, Van
Wert & Lima, and several of the roads recently merged into the

Indiana, Columbus ck Eastern. The practice of operating, how-
ever, is different. The Western Ohio, for instance, requires that

the first car which arrives at the passing point shall take the siding.

Some of the other roads mentioned require that the car going in

the direction facing the switch shall take the siding and back out

after the other car has passed. The 'Schoepf" roads have re-

cently adopted the rule of heading in and backing out of all

sidings, whether stub or through.

Spring vs. throw switches is another subject which has been

widely discussed of late. Earlier roads quite generally adopted

the spring switch as a simple and time-saving device, but there is

no denying that in Ohio it is losing favor, although some of the best

operated high-speed lines in the district continue to use it with

perfect satisfaction. The Lake Shore Electric, Cleveland &
Southwestern, and Dayton & Troy, all operating limited cars at

a speed of 60 miles an hour, are fully equipped with spring

switches and have never had an accident by reason of them.

The Dayton & Troy does not even require its cars to slacken

speed approaching these switches. Frequent and careful in-

spection and keeping the switch point in condition, it is claimed

by these roads, render this type of switch perfectly safe. The
1 oledo & Indiana recently removed all spring switches because

a freight train was derailed at one of them, caused by a piece of

coal dropping into the point. Considering what might have hap-

pened had it been one of his 60-mile an hour limiteds, the man-
ager immediately ordered a change. A few of the roads using

throw switches do not lock them, but the majority, including the

roads above referred to as having adopted stub turnouts, re-

quire that the switches be kept locked. Practice is about equally

divided between the low-stand switches and the high-stand

targets, several roads believing that the high target gives an extra

precaution.

Some of the very best roads in Ohio do not illuminate their

switch stands or sidings, depending upon the headlight of the

car to show the location. The Toledo & Indiana, Stark Elec-

tric, Lake Shore Electric and Toledo & Indiana and several

others illuminate switch stands with incandescent lights. The
lights are usually low voltage and low candle-power lamps placed

six or seven in series. The Toledo & Indiana, for instance,

places five in a telephone booth and one in each switch light.

The Interurban Railway & Terminal Company, Canton-Akron,

and Dayton & Troy have lights in the telephone booth and a

cluster over the switch, but none in the targets. Some of these

roads leave the switch lights burning all the time, believing it

more economical than to require the train crews to stop and

turn them out. Others require the first crew passing them in the

evening to turn them on, and the last crew at night to turn them

off. The Scioto Valley lights switches with oil lamps burning

seven days. The Canton-Akron, Scioto Valley and several

other roads have clusters of lights over all stopping points with
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a spring switch on the pole, which is thrown by any passenger

who desires to stop a car.

The Columbus, London & Springfield has a circuit of five

lamps at each switch; two at the targets, two at the locks and
one in the telephone booth. At railroad crossings it has red

lights at the derailers, notifying the motorman to stop, and green

lights 150 ft. from the crossing notifying him to get the car

under control, and white lights over all crossings. The Lake
Shore Electric has large illuminated signs showing the word
"Derailer" at all railroad crossings. The Dayton, Covington &
Piqua has red lights 400 ft. from all derailers.

In Indiana the average distance between sidings on the roads

visited, varies from about 2J4 to 4'/2 miles. Both spring and
throw switches are used at sidings. The fact that spring switches

may be partly opened by the action of heat on hot days or may
not be completely closed by the springs, has discouraged several

roads in the use of this type of switch. The switches are usually

of the standard steam-road type. With few exceptions the

switch stands are lighted at night. On several roads electric

switch lights are employed.

On the Indiana Union Traction Company's system two 300-

volt incandescent lamps are placed in the lanterns on the switch

stands. Trainmen turn the lights on and off by means of a

switch in a box on a pole near by. On this system cars are

always headed into switches and always backed out when pass-

ing each other. This regulation is followed, notwithstanding the

fact that time would be saved by permitting the car taking the

siding to pass the length of the siding and back on the main

track at the other end. The rule of heading in and backing out

makes it impossible for a switch to be left open. All of the

switches on the Indiana Union Traction system are of the throw

type. Spring switches were formerly used at one end of sidings,

but these were thought to be directly responsible for two serious

accidents in one day, and since that time the use of throw switches

has been discontinued.

Both stub and through sidings are used by the Indianapolis

& Northwestern Traction Company. The sidings vary in length

from 250 ft. to 525 ft. The switches are of the lever throw type

and are lighted with oil lamps. East-bound trains take sidings

for those west bound, and the rule of heading in and backing out

is followed.

On the Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction system,

the sidings are about 200 ft. long, and at approximately 3-mile

intervals. Those at regular passing points are of the through

type, while the others are stub end. Spring switches are used

at regular passing points, those at stub-end sidings being of the

throw type. The switch stands are provided with a target, but

no switch lights are employed. It is a rule that a car heading

towards a turnout shall take it. As a precautionary measure,

cars slow up while passing switches.

Sidings at meeting points on the Kokomo, Marion & Western

system are about 4 J/2 miles apart and about 300 ft. long in the

clear. At regular meeting points the sidings are of the through

type, but the remainder are stub end. Throw switches alone

are used. The switches have no semaphores, but are lighted

with electric lights. Three 200-volt lights are used in the cir-

cuit. At double-end sidings one light is placed on each of the

switch stands at each end of the siding, and the third lamp is

located in the telephone booth. At stub-end sidings two lamps

are placed in the booth. Trains head in and back out at stub-

end sidings, but at through sidings the train taking the siding

continues on through and passes out on the main track at the

other end. As on the Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern

system, trains slow up when passing sidings.

The sidings on the interurban divisions of the Terre Haute

Traction & Light Company are about 3 miles apart and 1 00 ft.

long in the clear. The switches are always locked and no switch

lights are employed on the switch stands. Cars take sidings

when ordered, but when a train having a second or third section

following it meets a single car the latter takes the siding.

The sidings on the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction

Company average about 4 J/2 miles apart. They are of both the

through and the stub-end type and are provided with throw

switches. The switch stands are lighted by electricity. The
circuits upon which the lamps are placed run into the sub-stations

and other central points and the lights are turned on from these

points. An unusual feature in the use of sidings is that cars

meeting limited trains are due at sidings 4 minutes ahead of the

limited. This gives the trainmen time to get their own orders

and clearance orders for the limited.

On the Rapid Railway division of the Detroit United Rail-

ways the sidings are located to suit the schedule, but are ap-

proximately 3 miles apart. They are of the through type and

are provided with spring-trailer switches at one end and throw

switches at the other. Switches at meeting points are left open.

The first car takes the siding and passes on through it and out

the other end.

Sidings are 2J4 miles apart on the eastern portion of the De-

troit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway, and 3 miles

apart on the western portion. They are 150 ft. long in the clear.

Those at meeting points are of the through type, while all of

the others are stub end. Spring switches are used at meeting

points and the switch stands are lighted by electricity.

RAILROAD AND HIGHWAY CROSSINGS

Interurban builders in Ohio have, as a rule, endeavored to

avoid as many grade crossings with railroads as possible. The
steam roads have usually been willing to assist the electrics in

building overhead or undergrade crossings. The severe grades

usually made necessary at such crossings have made them un-

popular with some engineers, but experienced managers after a

number of years of operation are of the opinion that the illumina-

tion of grade crossings by stationary lights or illuminated signs is

a good investment in the long run. Crossing accidents are elimi-

nated, time is saved in making the crossing, and it has been dem-

onstrated by experiments that the power consumed and wear and

tear on the machinery in making stops at derailers more than

compensates for the extra power on stiff grades at such cross-

ings.

Derailers are almost universally used at grade crossings by

Ohio interurbans. The derailer handle is placed beyond the

railroad track so that the conductor must cross the track to

throw it. The Lake Shore Electric, Western Ohio and Toledo

& Western each have one or more half interlockers where a tar-

getman throws a derailer on the electric and a semaphore on the

steam line. The Toledo & Western has two full interlockers

where the two roads have equal rights and protection, while the

Toledo & Indiana has all its crossings thus protected by an ar-

rangement with the steam road which it closely parallels. Sev-

eral Ohio roads use warning signs at all highway crossings. Four

of the roads are using metal signs, which are deemed more dur-

able than wood. The method of working has received some at-

tention. Some of the roads use the words "Look Out For The

Cars," while others say, "Railroad Crossing, Stop, Look and

Listen." It has been held in the courts that a man must show

that he did all three of these precautionary acts or he cannot hold

the road for contributory negligence. The Columbus, Delaware

& Marion and one or two others have erected alarm bells at es-

pecially dangerous crossings, the alarm circuit being closed by a

trip in the trolley wire.

Several of the roads have special "Slow," "Whistle" and

"Stop" signs at points where such precautions are considered

necessary or desirable.
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BRIDGES, TUNNELS AND CULVERTS

There is a growing tendency on the part of Ohio interurbans

to build their own bridges crossing large streams instead of using

highway bridges as many of them did in the earlier days. The
increasing weights of cars, the desire to haul freight trains and

the delays from team traffic were responsible for this. One of

the finest traction bridges in the country is that of the Toledo

Urban & Interurban over the Maumee River, near Toledo. It

consists of five steel spans, resting on concrete piers with steel and

timber approaches, in all about 1 800 ft. long. This bridge is

said to have cost about $75,000. The Northern Ohio Trac-

tion & Light Company recently built a double-track bridge at

the Gorge, south of Cleveland. It is about 800 ft. long and 1 00

ft. high, and eliminates a very heavy grade and two severe

curves. It cost $50,000. The Cleveland, Painesville & Ash-

tabula has a 1 200-ft. bridge over Grand River at Painesville,

which was rebuilt from two steam railroad bridges. It is amply

strong for interurban cars, but was discarded by the steam road

when it began running fast Pullman trains. The Lake Shore

Electric Railway has a similar bridge on its Elyria branch. The

Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside has an interesting swing

STANDARD CATTLE-GUARD AND WING FENCE, FORT WAYNE
& WABASH VALLEY

heavy freight, designed its bridges to carry two 1 00-ton loco-

motives coupled together. The Toledo, Port Clinton & Lake-

side figures its bridges to carry 62 tons on single span. The
Toledo & Indiana figures bridges for 65 tons, and the Interur-

ban Railway & Terminal Company for 1 00 tons.

Some little work has been done in this district in the way of

solid concrete bridges. The Lake Shore Electric, Western

Ohio, Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line and other roads

have a number of concrete culverts and there are a few 30 ft.

to 40-ft. highway crossings of solid concrete, but the usual prac-

STANDARD CROSSING DANGER SIGN, FORT
WAYNE & WABASH VALLEY

LAYOUT FOR STANDARD SIDING, FORT WAYNE & WABASH VALLEY

bridge, the high tension lines being carried over the top of the

swing portion on towers. The tower over the center span has

a pole set on a revolving center so that while the bridge revolves

the pole remains stationary. The Cincinnati, Georgetown &
Portsmouth, the Scioto Valley, the Dayton, Covington & Piqua

and the Cleveland & Southwestern each have some noteworthy

steel bridges. Many of the roads in their earlier periods had

numerous wood trestles or trestle bridges, but the practice is to

fill at these places as rapidly as possible. The Lake Shore Elec-

tric and the Western Ohio have each filled several trestles, while

the Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth, which a few years

ago had forty-one trestles in 50 miles, now has but eleven, and

is rapidly filling these. The Toledo & Western, which handles

tice is to use concrete only for the supporting walls with a steel

span for the track. Concrete has been used extensively in build-

ing piers for larger bridges and in building retaining walls. Some

unusually heavy work in the way of retaining walls is being done

by the Cincinnati Northern in the reconstruction of its line be-

tween Cincinnati and Dayton.

BLOCK SIGNALS

Block signals on interurban roads are not as popular in this

district as they were two or three years ago. This is not due en-

tirely to the unreliability of the block signals themselves, but be-

cause the roads which used them, as a rule, attempted to place

the entire dependence for train handling upon these signals.
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Later, as more cars were added, and freight cars with their ir-

regular habits, and limited cars with their higher speed came into

prominence it was found necessary to install despatching systems

with train orders and the use of the block signals was dispensed

with. This was the case with the Toledo Urban & Interurban,

the change being made to accommodate the fast cars of the

Dayton-Toledo service. Several of the roads are experimenting

with block signals of various types.

The Columbus, Newark & Zanesville management is working

out a system for operating block signals. This includes a stretch

of third rail at the entrance to each turnout and a third-rail shoe

or contact maker on the car truck. By establishing contact be-

tween the car and the section of third rail, a positive and quick-

acting medium for automatically actuating the signals will be

weeds. After that they are cut at intervals as often as they

grow beyond a certain height. The Toledo, Port Clinton &
Lakeside burns weeds with hand torches early in the spring and

cuts them twice during the summer. The Interurban Railway

& Terminal Company has used weed exterminator sprinkled

over the line with a sprinkling car with considerable success, the

cost being about $20 per mile for material and labor. The
Dayton & Western tried this plan, and while it killed the weeds

it also killed several cows that had browsed on the right of way,

bringing the cost of weed killing up to a prohibitive figure. The
weed-burning car designed by Manager Darrow, of the Toledo

& Indiana, described in the STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL for

Aug. 4, 1 906, is reported to be giving excellent satisfaction.

The cost of exterminating is said to be but $3 a mile. Man-

secured irrespective of the rate of speed at which the car is mov-

ing. This third rail is shown on one of the engravings accom-

panying this chapter.

MISCELLANEOUS WAY MATTERS

Considerable attention is now being paid to fencing and main-

taining fences along private right of way. Roads which follow

or parallel pikes, as a rule, are permitted to fence only on one

side, but the cross-country lines almost without exception are

fenced on both sides. In one or two cases, notably on the To-

ledo & Indiana, where the right of way adjoins that of the Lake

Shore (steam) Railroad, the roads by mutual agreement have

dispensed with the fence between the rights of way, and they

co-operate in the maintenance of a common ditch. Woven wire

fences are used by practically all the roads. Several roads use

a fence having a fine mesh below and a large mesh above, the

smaller mesh keeping out small domestic animals. Several roads

use iron posts for fence posts.

The roads are about equally divided between the use of vitri-

fied clay cattle guards and wood guards. One road is using a

stamped metal cattle guard.

Some tremendous crops of weed have been grown on the

rights of way of interurban roads this year and the destruction

of them with the small track forces which the majority of roads

can afford has been one of the chief sources of worry for the

operating men of late. Various methods have been pursued to

get rid of weeds. The Lake Shore Electric, Cleveland & South-

western and several roads pull their weeds in the spring and then

cut them two or three times during the year. The Dayton &
Troy has a force at work all summer and the men go over the

entire track about once in three weeks pulling the weeds. The

Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima covers its line once in four

weeks, and the Canton-Akron once in five weeks during the

summer months. The Scioto Valley goes over the route twice

during the spring with scuffle hoes cutting off the roots of the
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ager Franklin, of the Toledo & Western, is building a weed

burner of somewhat different type. The floor and sills of the

car will be of metal, and there will be an iron fire-box hung

under the car. This will be bricked and heated red hot by oil

sprays and sprays of oil will be sprinkled over the track in front

of the burner, the oil being ignited as the burner passes over it.

Manager Mowrey, of the Stark Electric Railway, is also getting

out plans for a weed burner.

While methods and appliances may have some bearing upon

the condition of a track, the securing of a fine roadway depends

more than anything else upon the number of track men con-

stantly employed in track work. The writer was recently going

over a line which closely paralleled the main line of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad. The difference in the appearance of the two

tracks was most marked, and with a sigh the manager of the elec-

tric road remarked that he hoped some day his track might look

like the beautiful stretch adjoining. "How many track men

do you employ was the inquiry." "That is the whole story,"

he replied. "The Pennsylvania has four men to the mile, and

we have one to about every 4 miles." The Dayton & Troy
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maintains its fine track by employing forty-one men on 31 miles.

The Western Ohio, with heavy heavy rock ballast in which

weeds do not grow readily, has a man to the mile. The Lake

Shore Electric has about the same, while the others in the dis-

trict vary from that on down to one poor road which has seven

men for 50 miles; small wonder if the weeds rub the motors, and

the passengers are troubled with seasickness. The Dayton &
Troy and Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima use hand cars for

track men and have section houses for storing of tools and track

supplies. The latter road bought a number of small school houses

adjoining its right of way for this purpose. The Toledo &
Western, Springfield, Troy & Piqua, and one or two other roads

use gasoline cars for inspection work. The Dayton & Troy em-

ploys track walkers who cover the entire road and inspect all

switches daily.

One of the points looked after by roads anxious to develop

apolis, Los Angeles, Milwaukee and several other centers, but

two years from now conditions will be different in a number of

large Ohio cities. Plans have been completed for a very fine

station in Toledo. The work is being held up temporarily owing

to the action of the city on refusing a franchise for the necessary

turnouts to enter the site selected ; a blind and senseless policy of

obstruction in view of the tremendous amount of business brought

into the city by nine interurbans centering there and the incon-

venience to the public of the present inadequate method of land-

ing passengers from a street station. Plans for the proposed To-

ledo station were illustrated in the STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL
for Feb. 3, 1906. In Cleveland the interurbans have a fine

union freight station with adequate facilities for future growth,

and they own a tract adjoining where it is probable that a union

passenger station will be erected within a year or two. Pre-

liminary plans for such a station have already been made. The

_:_-[[ -Dipped Stingles
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SHELTER STATION AT GROUNDS OF COUNTRY CLUB, FORT WAYNE & WABASH VALLEY

their business is the erection of suitable station buildings and

shelter houses in all towns and way stations. The Scioto Valley

has particularly fine buildings in all towns, a number of them in

connection with sub-stations, while in other towns the company

has erected neat frame buildings, heated in winter by stoves.

The smaller stations at cross-roads are not heated, although they

are enclosed. The Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth has

twenty-one station buildings with agents in 50 miles of track,

with small enclosed station buildings at other points giving an

average of five stops to the mile. The Western Ohio, Lake

Shore Electric, Dayton & Troy, Fort Wayne, Van Wert &
Lima and several roads have their own station buildings in all

towns, with small, open or enclosed buildings at stopping points.

In a number of instances, the roads assist the farmers in the erec-

tion of way stops and shelter houses. Groups of typical way
stations in the districts are shown in this connection.

TERMINAL STATIONS

At the present time there are no terminal stations in Ohio,

which compare with the magnificent stations erected in Indian-

Cleveland interurbans at present radiate from the Public Square

and have the advantage of a large shelter house and public com-

fort station erected by the city at a cost of $1 2,000. The cars

are permitted to lay up in front of the station, and there is a

ticket office opposite the building. This arrangement was de-

scribed in a recent issue of the STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL
The Interurban Railway & Terminal Company, of Cincin-

nati, owns a large three-story building with train shed for both

passenger and freight cars, which is used by its three lines and

by the Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland Traction Company.
The terminal has the disadvantage of being laid with broad-

gage track and the standard gage roads are unable to reach it.

Plans of the station are shown on another page.

The union station at Columbus has long been inadequate to

accommodate the numerous interurbans. Last year the Scioto

Valley withdrew from the arrangement and established its own
station, which is referred to in another part of this issue. The
Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Railway has had under consider-

ation the erection of suitable terminal stations in Columbus,

Springfield and Dayton, and if built they will doubtless be
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designed to accommodate

all of the roads entering

these centers. Dayton has

long felt the need of a union

station, and the establishing

of such a station has only

been held up by the inabil-

ity to make satisfactory ar-

rangements between three

city companies and seven

interurbans. Now that the

Schoepf syndicate controls

several of these roads, the

plan will doubtless be car-

ried out. The important

terminal station at Indian-

apolis was fully described

in the Street Railway

Journal for Nov. 1 2,

1904.

WAY STATIONS

All the interurban sys-

tems visited in Indiana and

Michigan provide small

shelters at the more impor-

tant slops in the country,

and in towns several com-

panies have elaborate pas-

senger and freight stations.

On the interurban lines

of the Detroit United Rail-

ways an open way station,

measuring 12 ft. x 12 ft., is

erected at all highway

crossings. At the larger

towns combination passen-

ger and freight stations are

built.

A small enclosed square

building is erected at stop-

ping places on the Indiana

Union Traction system.

The building, which has a

hip-roof, is without orna-

mentation. At some of the

larger towns on this system

large combination freight

and passenger stations are

erected. The front portion

of the station at Kokomo

contains division offices,

ticket office and waiting

room, and in the rear are

freight sheds .

Ail scheduled stops on

the Indianapolis & North-

western system are pro-

vided with platforms meas-

uring 8 ft. wide and 30 ft.

long. Signal lamps for sig-

nalling the cars are located

on a nearby pole, the switch

for lighting the lamps be-

ing secured to the pole a

few feet above the platform.

At country stops where the

number of passengers war-

rants it enclosed stations,

n n
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measuring 8 ft. by 10 ft., are erected. The overhanging

pagoda roof of these shelters adds much to their appearance.

On the Kokomo, Marion & Northwestern system a very small

enclosed building is erected at all stopping places. On the

Sullivan division of the Terre Haute Traction & Light system

the line. Where sub-stations are usually located at towns, a

combination sub-station and passenger and freight station is

erected. These stations, one of which is at Roanoke, are so

arranged that the duties of sub-station operator and ticket and

freight agent can be attended to by one man.

GROUND-FLOOR TLAN, INDIANAPOLIS TRACTION TERMINAL BUILDING

a small building, enclosed on three sides and provided with

seats, is placed at points where traffic warrants them.

The standard type of way station of the Fort Wayne &
Wabash Valley Traction Company are painted a lemon yellow.

A sign, bearing the name of the station and the distance in miles

from Logansport and Fort Wayne, is suspended from the eaves

of the building. Several private stations have been erected along

At the unimportant stops on the Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Traction system is built a small shelter with a gable roof. The

building is enclosed on three sides. At the more important

stops combination freight and passenger stations are being con-

structed by the management. These structures are one and

one-half stories in height and are built back a short distance from

the track.



LATEST PRACTICE IN ROLLING STOCK DESIGN
AND EQUIPMENT

The earlier interurban railway builders showed a wide dif-

ference of opinion as to the most desirable types of cars for

interurban service. Limited service had not been attempted at

that time and the work to be performed was substantially the same

on the majority of roads, i. e., that of taking care of the country

trade and the business from town to town. Of course the popu-

lation tributary to the road was considered somewhat in deter-

mining the sizes of car, but in the main, the service on various

roads was very similar. Ideas on the best type of car as on many

other subjects seem to vary with the locality. For example, the

roads around Columbus and through the central portions of

Ohio adopted extremely long cars. The greater portion of the

rolling stock in this section measure 60 ft. and weigh from 40

to 60 tons. The operators went on the theory that it was better

to run a less frequent service and to provide ample seating facilities

for all the people that might want to ride. Roads out of Cincin-

nati and Cleveland went to the other extreme and while, as a

rule, they had better territory than the roads in the central por-

tion of the State, yet cars above 45 ft. in length were unknown

in these cities up to four years ago. Motor equipment did not

run above 200 hp to the car and car weights were usually under

30 tons. The theory of these operators was that it was better

to give more frequent headway or run double-headers during

certain portions of the day, or even to crowd passengers at times,

than to run large cars practically empty during certain portions

of the day.

While at the present time there are undoubtedly roads in

Ohio that have business sufficient to warrant the use of 60-ft.

cars, there are a number of successful operators who believe that

the low net earnings and financial embarrassments of some of the

roads in Ohio can be attributed to the unwarranted use of ultra

heavy, power-consuming rolling stock.

The earlier roads bought numerous combination cars, usually

having but two compartments, the baggage compartment being

designed to handle the express and freight business which was just

commencing to develop. Smokers were accommodated by plac-

ing folding side seats or camp stools in the compartment with

the trunks and market produce. A year or two later as the

freight and express business increased to a point where better

facilities were necessary, the majority of roads put on exclusive

express cars, and the combination car declined in favor as against

the straight passenger coach with a special smoking compartment.

Within the past two or three years there has come the limited

car, stopping only at towns and competing with the steam roads

for the long distance and town to town business. For a time the

operators debated as to the best type of car for this service and

different ideas were put into practice. Some of the roads figured

that they did not want to carry baggage on these cars because of

the delays in handling and the space consumed by the baggage.

Others found that a goodly portion of the patronage on the lim-

ited cars was made up of traveling men desiring to make quick

jumps from town to town, to whom the electric service was of no

advantage unless they could take their trunks and sample cases

along with them. Hence the necessity for a baggage compart-

ment. At the same time the smoking public demanded accom-

modations, and on the long through-trips they were not satis-

fied to sit on the hard benches of a combination car. These

contingencies resulted in the building of the three-compartment

car. The great popularity of the limiteds and the necessity for

higher speeds, together with the demand for smoking and bag-

gage facilities, necessitated the designing of a longer and heavier

car, so that the 55 to 60-ft. car is now making its appearance

on roads which had tabooed it a few years ago.

The present popularity of the larger type of car is shown by the

fact that out of the seventeen roads in Ohio investigated, thirteen

have cars of 50-ft. length or over (three of them having cars

60 ft. or over), and on nine of these roads three-compartment

cars are used for local as well as limited service. On some of

the roads the smaller cars are kept for the local runs and the

longer for the limiteds. To take care of the increased business

and limited service, the Western Ohio Railway is taking all of

its cars apart and adding a baggage compartment. The cars

were originally 48 ft. 1 ins. over all, and they are being in-

creased to 52 ft. 10 ins. The floor framing is strengthened by

inserting four I-beams the whole length of the car, all the work

being done in the company's own shop at Wapakoneta. The
cost of the work is about $255 per car, including refinishing, and

this gives the road practically a new car. A view of one of

these lengthened cars is shown on Plate XL.
It is the aim of every traction manager to secure as wide a

car as possible in order to provide comfortable seats wide enough

for two passengers, but the aims in this direction are frequently

thwarted by local conditions. City companies have less need for

wide cars and the "devil strips" are usually altogether too

narrow to suit the ideas of interurban managers. Cincinnati and

Dayton have many "devil strips" only 3'/2 ft. wide, so that the

cars of the Interurban Railway & Terminal Company and Cin-

cinnati, Milford & Loveland are only 8 ft. 1 in. and 8 ft. 3 ins.

respectively. The Dayton, Covington & Piqua cars are like-

wise 8 ft. 3 ins. By entering on another street in Dayton, the

Dayton & Troy was able to get a car 9 ft. wide. The Toledo,

Port Clinton & Lakeside entering Toledo has some cars 9 ft.

wide, but two of them cannot pass on the same street, which is

sometimes inconvenient. For 4-ft. "devil strips" found in the

majority of cities an 8-ft. 6-in. car is looked upon as standard,

although some cars exceed this width.

Increased weights of cars and higher speeds necessitate greater

strength of floor framing. The large majority of cars now being

built for interurban service in Ohio have two or three, and in

some cases four I-beams extending the full length of the car with

channels or plates for side sills. The latest cars for the Lake

Shore Electric have four 6-in. I-beams and two 7%-in. x ^-in.

steel plates, bolted between oak sills, one of them 5 ins. x 8 ins.

and the other 2 ins. x 6 ins. Other cars of equal strength

have been built for several Ohio roads.

Some interesting cars of a distinctive type have been built for

the limited service on the Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima, and

Lima & Toledo lines. They are 62 ft. over all and weigh 45

tons. They have rear platforms 9 ft. long with cosy-corner

leather seats on the platform, a passenger compartment 27'/2

ft. long fitted with sixteen high-back plush seats, a smoking

compartment fitted with eight leather upholstered chairs and a

couch, and a baggage compartment 9 ft. 2 ins. in length in con-

nection with the motorman's cab. These cars were illustrated

and described in the STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL for June 1 6,

1906.

The best location for the toilet room is an open question with

certain managers. It is somewhat more obscure when placed

at the rear of the car and it cuts up the car less than when

placed between the compartments or in the forward portion of

the main compartment, but many managers prefer the central

location because the trucks do not become dirtied and there is
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less opportunity for a dishonest passenger to

secrete himself in the closet and escape paying

his fare, a trick which is frequently worked

where the toilet room is in the rear. There

is a growing tendency to carry water flushers

and to improve the sanitary conditions by the

use of rubber or enameled sheet metal for

floor and sides, so that the car cleaners can

turn the hose into the toilet room and wash it

out thoroughly. The carrying of disinfec-

tants in toilet rooms is also becoming common
practice with the best roads.

The designing of steps so that they will not

extend out too far beyond the side of the car

and at the same time keep the rear platform

wide enough for safety is quite a problem.

The use of heavier equipment has raised the

cars to such an extent that a third step is

often desirable, the 1 8-in. or 1 9-in step used

by a number of roads being a source of an-

noyance to ladies, especially where mount-

ing in the country where tracks are elevated.

The Dayton & Troy Electric has equipped

all its cars with a folding step which is dropped

at each stopping point. The Stark Electric

provides each car with a small stool or box

and the conductor is supposed to place it on

the ground at each stop, the same as is done

by a Pullman porter.

Interurban cars on the roads visited in In-

diana and Michigan vary in length from 51

ft. 6 ins. to 61 ft. 6 ins. over bumpers. The
longest cars are those in limited service over

the tracks of the Indiana Union Traction

Company and the Fort Wayne & Wabash
Valley Traction Company between Fort

Wayne and Indianapolis. Most companies

in these districts appear to favor a car about

53 ft. long for local interurban service. How-
ever, the cars of the Indianapolis & North-

western Traction Company, which are 60 ft.

8% ins. over bumpers, have been in use

three years and have been found well adapted

to ordinary interurban service. New cars

recently purchased by the company are of

practically the same length. The new cars

recently put in service by the Fort Wayne &
Wabash Valley Traction Company are 55
ft. long. The older cars of the Detroit,

Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway

are being lengthened in the shops of the com-

pany to an over-all length of 51 ft. 9 5/g ins.,

which is the length of new cars purchased by
the company. The usual width of cars over

sills is about 8 ft. 6 ins. This brings the

width over all to about 8 ft. 8 ins. or 8 ft.

1 ins. The cars of the Terre Haute Trac-

tion & Light Company, which are 8 ft. 5

ins. over sills, were the narrowest found.

The width of 8 ft. 6 ins. over sills is gen-

erally conceded to be too narrow, but has

been adopted because of the width of the

devil strip in cities. Although the Winona
Interurban Railway Company, operating be-

tween Winona and Goshen, Ind., was not

one of the roads visited for the purposes of this

investigation, it might be mentioned that in the

construction of the cars for this road quite a
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departme from usual practice was made. They

measure 9 ft. 4 ins. over all, and this width and

the manner in which the sides of the car are con-

structed give the interior of the car a width only 3

ins. narrower than a standard Pullman car. The

extra width was permissible by reason of the fact

that the cars do not at the present time enter any

city where the tracks are double. As for the

future, it is believed by the management that within

a few years the devil strip in cities will be widened

to accommodate wider interurban cars.

All of the passenger cars of the roads visited in

Indiana and Michigan have two compartments and

some of them have three. The limited cars of

the Indiana Union Traction Company and the

reguliar cars of the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor

& Jackson Railway are the only ones not having

baggage compartments. With one exception the

construction of all of the cars is patterned much

after steam coaches. They have the steam-coach

type of hood and the side windows raise instead of

dropping. The one exception is the interurban

car of the Terre Haute Traction & Light Com-

pany. The construction of this car follows closely

that of the usual type of car for heavy city service.

The roof is of the monitor type, the side windows

drop, the letter board is absent and the ceiling is

lower than usually found in interurban cars.

The cars of the Terre Haute Traction & Light

Company are intended for double-end operation.

The interurban cars of all of the other systems are

intended to be operated in one direction only.

The platforms of cars are usually about 5 ft. long.

In some cases, as on the cars of the Indiana Union

Fraction Company, the front platform, which is

used exclusively for a motorman's cab, is a few

inches shorter than the rear platform.

There is a tendency to build the floors of the

platforms at the same level as the car floors. 1 he

new limited cars used between Fort Wayne and

Indianapolis are constructed in this manner, as are

also the cars of the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor

& Jackson Railway. This construction permits

the sills to be run through from bumper to bumper.

In many cases the rear platform alone is dropped.

This drop is usually about 6 ins. The bottom of

the sills of the cars is usually from 40 ins. to 43

ins. above the rail. With a drop platform this

necessitates two steps of from 1 1 ins. to I 3 ins.,

the lower step being about 1 7 ins. above the rail.

When the platform is not dropped, three steps are

often used.

The rear platforms of the interurban cars of

the Detroit United Railways are open. They
are constructed similar to open platforms of city

cars and are provided with a safety gate on one

side.

The older cars of the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann
Arbor & Jackson Railway also have open rear

platforms. On this system, however, closed vesti-

bules are preferred, and all new cars are being pur-

chased with closed vestibules, and the platforms on

the older cars are being enclosed.

The height over all of cars in these States is

usually about 1 3 ft. The Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann
Arbor & Jackson cars measure 12 ft. 1 1 Y% ins.

to the top of the trolley plank; the new cars of the

Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Com-

3
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pany, 1 3 ft. 1 in. ; those of the Terre Haute

Traction & Light Company, 12 ft. ; and those

of the Indiana Union Traction Company, 1 3 ft.

6 ins. to the top of the roof.

There is very little relation between the total

weights of the cars as given and the seating ca-

pacity. This is partly accounted for by the fact

that the baggage compartment in some of the cars

reduces the number of seats. The heaviest cars

found, which were those of the Indianapolis &
Northwestern Traction system, weigh 82,000 lbs.

The weight of the new cars of the Fort Wayne
& Wabash Valley Traction Company is estimated

at 80,000 lbs.

It is interesting to note that the weight of inter-

urban cars, as usually constructed, is about equally

divided between the body and the trucks and mo-

tors. Of the total weight of 76,000 lbs. for the

Indiana Union Traction Company's car the body

weighs 38,000 lbs.

The floor framing is either of wood construction

entirely, or, as is more cusiomary, the center sills

consist of I-beams sandwiched between wood fillers.

The side sills are also sometimes of compound

construction. The cars of the Indianapolis &
Northwestern system have solid wood center, and

intermediate sills and side sills consisting of two

pieces of yellow pine with a J/2-in. plate sand-

wiched between. The cars of the Indiana Union

Traction Company have compound center sills,

solid intermediate sills, and the wood side sills rein-

forced by a steel plate. The center and inter-

mediate sills of the Terre Haute Traction & Light

Company's car are of compound I-beam con-

struction, and the side sills are reinforced by an

8-in. x 8-in. steel angle-bar.

In Indiana and Michigan the rear of the car is

the usual location of the toilet room. Frequently

the most serious objection to this location, the re-

stricting of the passageway at this point, is avoided

by placing the rear door to one side of the car and

omitting a seat opposite the toilet. One objection

to placing the toilet room in the forward portion

of the car is that the view ahead is restricted.

Usually the toilet room is fitted with a dry hop-

per, but the interurban car of the Terre Haute

Traction & Light Company is provided with a

hopper flushed with water, a tank being provided

in the roof of the car. The new car of the Winona
Interurban Railway, in addition to being fitted

with a hopper flushed with water, is lined with

enameled steel, which adds to the sanitation.

The same is true of the new cars of the Detroit

United Railways.

SEATS

On a majority of latest cars in Ohio the seats

are being made stationary, this, of course, only

being possible on single-end cars. While the

reversible type of seat allowing a party of passen-

gers to face each other is admittedly very con-

venient for the passengers, it affords a chance for

the selfish passenger to occupy more than his share

of the room, obliging others to stand. Besides

with the high head-roll seats which usually have

considerable rake, it is impossible to place them

back to back without reducing the seating capacity

of the car. Sentiment is about equally divided
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on the subject of seat coverings. Leather or

pantasote is being used in the latest smoking compart-

ments and several roads are using one or the other

throughout. The cane seat is preferred by many on

account of its cleanliness and durability and is largely

used for local service. While high-back roll-top plush

upholstered seats are preferred by a number of roads

for the long-distance service, several roads combine the

two, placing plush seats in the main passenger com-

partment and leather seats in the smoking. Chair seats,

which were used by a number of roads in their limited

service a year or so ago, are being given up because

of the reduction in seating capacity of the car.

The passenger compartments in Indiana and Mich-

igan are usually equipped with reversible or walkover

seats. Wicker chairs are frequently found in the

smokers of limited cars. The seats in the passenger

compartment, with one exception, are covered with

plush. Rattan or leather serves as a covering for the

seats in the smoker.

A few years ago the interior of cars was usually

finished with cherry. Within the last few years ma-

hogany has largely been used for the interior finish.

At the present time there is a tendency to change to a

dark oak finish. The cars of the Indianapolis, Colum-

bus & Southern Traction Company are finished in oak,

as are also those of the Kokomo, Marion & Western

Traction Company, and the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann
Arbor & Jackson Railway.

CAR COLORS

Painting of cars is no small item in the maintenance

account. Many Ohio roads are following the exam-

ple of the steam roads in respect to colors and are adopt-

ing the Pullman type of green, which is thought by

many to be the most durable color. Ten roads out

of seventeen in Ohio considered for this article are

using this finish. 1 he Toledo & Western formerly

finished its cars dark red, but now uses the green.

It reports a saving of about $25 on the finishing of the

car, and the finish is said to be 25 per cent more

durable. The Western Ohio has made a similar

change.

A number of roads believe it to be a good adver-

tisement to have a distinctive color. The Toledo &
Indiana, Lake Shore Electric and Dayton & Troy

favor the "Big Four" orange with brown trimmings for

this reason. This finish is also said to be very durable

as compared with some other colors. The Cleveland

& Southwestern is known everywhere as the "Green

Line" by reason of its light green finish. The Cin-

cinnati, Milford & Loveland uses a dark blue and is

known as the "Royal Blue Line" in Cincinnati. Sev-

eral of the Everett-Moore lines out of Cleveland and
Detroit use Pennsylvania red with gold trimmings.

Pullman green has aiso been adopted by several

companies in Indiana as a body color for cars. This

color is used by the Indiana Union Traction Company,
the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Com-
pany, the Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Trac-

tion Company and the Kokomo, Marion & Western
Traction Company. Its lasting qualities and the at-

tractive appearance which it gives the car are argu-

ments in its favor.

The cars of the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction

Company are painted a maroon, and the Indianapolis

& Cincinnati Traction Company is advertised as the

"Red Line" in all of the company's literature. Brown
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has been adopted by the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann
Arbor & Jackson Railway. Pullman green

was formerly used, but peculiar atmospheric

conditions or some other cause prevented this

color holding up. Brown was adopted after

a series of tests, in which it was found that this

color lasted better.

TRUCKS

With a reduction in curves on high-speed lines

there has come a chance for trucks of longer

wheel base, giving steadier riding qualities to the

car. The Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima,

Lake Shore Electric and Cleveland & South-

western, on their latest cars are using the heaviest

type of M. C. B. trucks with 7-ft. wheel base.

The interurban cars of all the roads examined

in Indiana and Michigan are mounted on trucks

of the M. C. B. type. Both forward and rear

trucks are usually of the same type, as all four

axles carry motors.

Within the last few years the weight of trucks

has been gradually increased and each truck, ex-

clusive of motors, will now weigh from 1 0,000

lbs. to 1 2,000 lbs. The trucks under the cars

of the Indiana Union Traction Company weigh

10,500 lbs. each. A few years ago the wheel

base of trucks for interurban cars was usually

found to be 6 ft. The use of larger sizes of

motors, however, necessitated lengthening the

truck, and at the present time either 6 ft. 6 ins.

or 6 ft. 10 ins. is the usual length of wheel base.

1 he lengthened wheel base has introduced no

difficulties in taking curves, but it has been neces-

sary to design the under side of the car so as to

provide for the greater swing of the truck.

WHEELS

With the increase of speeds there has come a

tendency on the Ohio roads to increase the di-

ameter of wheels. With the larger wheel it is

not necessary to increase the gear ratio to obtain

the higher speeds, and it is believed it gives an

easier and steadier riding effect. The 36-in.

wheel is now looked upon as standard by the

high-speed roads, while a few of them have

gone beyond this, the Ft. Wayne, Van Wert &
Lima and Lake Shore Electric using a 37'/4-in.

wheel, and the Dayton & Troy going to the

extreme of 39-in. wheels for its limited cars.

But few roads in Ohio have used steel wheels

long enough to determine their exact life. The
Dayton & Troy removed some wheels with 2'/2-

in. steel tires after 250,000 miles, and it is be-

lieved that the 3|/2 -in. tires will give 350,000

miles or better, and the 4-in tire probably 500,-

000 miles. The actual life depends a great

deal upon the methods of treating the wheels

and the diameter to which they are turned.

Some roads are turning wheels down to within

a quarter of an inch of the tire depth, while others

believe that J/^ in. or %-in. margin is safer from

an operating standpoint. Whether to allow

wheels to run until they are all out of shape, or

"take the stitch in time" and trim them frequently

is also a debated question. The Dayton &
Troy ran part of its wheels 40,000 miles and

turned off J4 while others ran 60,000 miles
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and turned Yl in. It rather favors the first mentioned plan,

although this necessitates more shop work. Other roads are

allowing wheels to run 70,000 and 80,000 miles before

turning them, and while this plan reduces the amount of

shop work, it undoubtedly reduces the life of the wheel, be-

cause it is necessary to take deeper cuts to get the wheel

back into proper shape. The Columbus, London & Springfield,

Canton-Akron, Dayton & Troy and several other roads have

designed simple heating outfits for shrinking steel tires onto the

centers. They consist of circular gasoline burners built of tubing

having fine holes drilled on the inner circumferance so as to give

an even heat all the way around the tire. The axle with center

attached is lowered into the rim by means of a chain hoist.

A wheel which has a special locking ring for the tire is being

used with success by several roads, while the bolted tire has also

been found very satisfactory.

Rolled and forged-steel wheels have many friends with some

of the best high-speed roads. The Cleveland & Southwestern

reports 200,000 miles with forged wheels, while the Western

Ohio ran wheels of this type 60,000 miles before turning.

In spite of the widespread use of the steel wheel and the re-

markable mileages shown, there are a number of roads which

claim that the cast iron chilled wheels are fully as safe and

more economical in the long run. The Toledo & Indiana, whose

limiteds are as fast as any in the two States, formerly used steel

tires and has gone back to the chilled wheel. Manager Darrow,

of the company, reports 50,000 to 60,000 miles with chilled

wheels at less than one-seventh the cost of steel-tire wheels. Un-

evenness of wear and the necessity for turning off heavy cuts on

some wheels and lighter ones on others are among his objections

to the steel wheel. The Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland feels

well satisfied with 55,000 miles for chilled wheels.

As intimated in another column, many of the interurbans have

been obliged to keep their wheel flanges down to a point that is

undesirable, owing to the unsuitable tracks and special work on

city entrances. There is a tendency on the part of a number of

city roads to consider this matter in laying new track and special

work. The Cleveland Electric Railway, for instance, in its

new work aims to permit the interurbans to use flanges 1 J4 ins.

wide, which gives an excellent margin of safety, especially where

steel tires are used. On account of city pavements it has been

necessary to reduce the tread to 3 J/4 ins. or 3 Yl ins- in most

cases. The Scioto Valley and the Cincinnati, Georgetown &
Portsmouth use practically M. C. B tread, and the latter uses a

standard 1 J/2 in. x 1 J/4-in. flange. The practice of the various

roads investigated is shown in Table III.

With one exception steel wheels or steel tire wheels are used

on the roads visited in Indiana and Michigan. The Detroit,

Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson uses chilled wheels. Good re-

sults are obtained with them and the company has seen no cause

to adopt steel tires. An average mileage of 40,000 miles is ob-

tained. The cars operate over the tracks in Detroit and the

depth and width of flange is 7/& 'n-> vet no trouble is experienced

by broken or chipped flanges. This is partly due to the fact

that the girder rails in Detroit have been well grooved out. An
all-steel wheel weighing 590 lbs. is used by the Terre Haute

Traction & Light Company. Rolled steel wheels are also used

by the Detroit United. Wheels of diameters varying from

3 7 J/4 ins. to 33 ins. are used. The larger diameter has been

adopted by the Indiana Union Traction Company and the Fort

Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company, while the smaller

one is employed by the Terre Haute Traction & Light Com-
pany. Flanges range in depth from % in. to 1 Y& ins. and the

width of tread varies from 2 Y2 ins. to 3 ins. Both special

fasteners and double-lipped riveted retaining rings are used

in connection with steel tirees. In one instance where double-

lipped rings are employed, preference was expressed for the

fasteners, the objection to the double-lipped rings being the

breaking of the edge of the tire when worn thin, and also the ne-

cessity for putting the wheels in the lathe and turning the edge

of the tire to make possible the removal of the retaining rings.

In another shop where double-lipped retaining rings were used,

they were thought better than the special fasteners.

Axles were found to vary in diameter from 5 ins. to 6Y1 ins.

The heaviest car had a 5J/2-in. axle. With one exception axles

are made of steel. The axles of the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann
Arbor & Jackson Railway, however, are of iron.

Heavier axles and larger journals on the interurbans in the

Central West are becoming the rule. The Scioto Valley and

Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima with their heavy equipment

are using 6 l/2-in. axles. The Stark Electric, which has a 34-ton

car and 50-hp motors uses a 6-in. axle with a 7-in. gear seat.

Journals on the latest Cleveland & Southwestern cars are 5 ins.

x 9 ins. In Indiana lengths of journals varied from 3 J/2 ins. to 5

ins. and widths from 7 ins. to 1 ins. The smallest journal, 4 J/4

ins. x 7 ins., was found on a car weighing 65,000 lbs. The
largest, which measures 5 ins. x 9 ins., was in use on the Fort

Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company and the Indian-

apolis & Cincinnati Traction Company.

The variety of sizes of journals emphasizes the necessity for

standardization of journals and journal boxes.

LUBRICATION

Babbitted brass journal bearings are used on the greater num-

ber of roads. The Terre Haute Traction & Light Company,

however, uses a composition bearing, and the Indianapolis &
Northwestern Traction Company an all-brass bearing. The
general practice is to lubricate journal bearings by packing the

boxes with oil and waste, although two or three roads in Ohio

continue to use grease for journals.

BRAKES

Straight air brakes are almost universally used by Ohio roads.

The Scioto Valley has its cars equipped with both straight and

automatic air to provide for train operation. The Dayton &
Muncie uses a storage air system, as does also the Detroit, Mon-
roe & Toledo Short Line. While the storage systems have been

found convenient and economical, they possess the disadvantage

of rendering it impossible for these roads to send their cars

over other lines, a decided handicap since interline excursion busi-

ness is becoming quite prevalent in this district.

Without exception, air brakes are employed on the interurban

cars of the roads visited in Indiana and Michigan, and practi-

cally all use straight air equipments, notwithstanding the fact that

several are equipped with multiple-unit control systems.

It seems to be universal practice to hang the brake shoes be-

tween the pairs of wheels of a truck rather than outside. A few

years ago many outside-hung brakes were to be found. The
change in practice has been brought about partly because of the

tendency of outside-hung brakes to pull the ends of the truck

frame down and increase the chattering of the shoes.

BRAKE SHOES

The practice on the different roads varies widely with regard

to brake shoes. Plain gray iron shoes without inserts and with

steel or wrought-iron inserts, as well as composition filled shoes,

are used. Steel back shoes are also being employed. The argu-

ment in favor of the steel back shoe is that it can be worn

down very thin without danger of it breaking and causing de-

railment of the car. There is very little in the service on dif-

ferent interurban roads, and there are no local conditions that

necessitate a difference in practice with regard to brake shoes

on different roads, yet a wide variety in practice exists. The

shoes are invariably used with a holder or head. A few years
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ago shoes were frequently made with lugs on them, so that the

shoe itself could be attached to the truck lever. However, this

method increased the weight of that portion of the shoe that

goes into scrap, and it also required more time in changing

shoes. The chief reason for the shoes being made in this man-

ner was probably because of the limited space between the

wheels. 1 he lengthening of the wheel base a few inches has

removed the difficulty, and the brake-shoe head has been gen-

erally adopted.

The original weight of shoes is found to vary from 24
lbs. to 35 lbs. Where the space is not limited it would seem-

ingly be good practice to use the heavier shoe. This would

remove the necessity for frequently changing the shoes. In sev-

eral instances the weight at which shoes were discarded could

not be given. The figures given for discarded shoes varied

from 8 to 1 6 lbs. The lowest figure was for a well-worn

steel back shoe. This figure was given with the added state-

ment that this was the weight to which it was intended that

the shoes should be worn.

In general, it might be said that the weight at which shoes

are discarded could with advantage be given considerably more

attention than is customary. The scrap heap offers convincing

evidence of this. Shoes are frequently found worn thin at one

end while the other end has not been in contact with the wheel,

and it is safe to say that not more than two-thirds of the avail-

able metal is usually worn away. The fault usually lies in the

length and adjustment of the brake hangers. Varying loads on

the cars make it impossible to keep the brakes in exactly the

proper position, but, judging from the manner in which dis-

carded shoes are worn, the opinion is formed that in some cases,

at least, improvements could be made in the brake apparatus

so as to get more even wear of the brake shoes. Very few

figures were obtained as to the mileage of brake shoes. On the

Detroit United Railways new brake shoes cost 0.043 cent per

car mile. This figure, however, does not include credit for

the scrapped shoes. The number of stops and the weight of

cars differ so widely on different systems that widely varying

brake shoe mileages are obtained. Figures as to the mileage of

shoes on the Marion Special, which operates over the Indiana

Union Traction system, and makes but two scheduled stops in

72 miles, would be high, as compared with similar cars in local

service. The mileage of shoes, in fact, offers very little grounds

for comparison of the results on different roads. Difference

in operating conditions is probably largely responsible for the

wide difference in brake shoe mileage obtained on the Indian-

apolis & Northwestern Traction Company and the Fort Wayne
& Wabash Valley Traction Company. On the former road

a mileage of 1050 is obtained with a 27-lb. shoe, and on the

latter 3500 miles are secured with a 26-lb. shoe. The brake

levers are usually proportioned to give a braking pressure of

from 80 to 90 per cent of the weight of the car.

Seven roads in Ohio favor outside-hung brake shoes, while

ten roads believe best braking results can be obtained from

hanging the brakes between the wheels. Few roads in Ohio

have given much attention to the subject of most desirable brak-

ing pressure or to the life of brake shoes. Hardly a road keeps

accurate mileages on brake shoes. The Stark Electric is using

a soft iron shoe v/eighing 45 lbs., and reports 6000 miles wear.

Others say their shoes wear less than 1 000 miles. Five roads

favor the use of inserts in brake shoes and eleven favor the plain

type.

The tendency to run cars in trains has occasioned a demand
for drawbars which will allow the close coupling of cars, and, at

the same time, enable them to take the right angle curves in

city streets. The Scioto Valley and the Lake Shore Electric

have their latest cars equipped with drawbars especially designed

for train operation.

SINGLE END OPERATION

Preference for single end operation is on the increase. Roads
out of Dayton are obliged to use double end cars, as there are

no loops available in that city, but several of these roads would

change if they could. The ability to run a car in either direc-

tion and from either end is undoubtedly an advantage, and the

claim is made by several master mechanics that motors, gears

and pinions show better life where they run in both directions,

but, as a rule, the objections are thought to overbalance the

advantages. The Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima has con-

trollers at both ends, so it is possible to run cars in either direc-

tion, but the operation is in one direction only. The argu-

ments advanced by roads favoring single end operation are nu-

merous. This practice enables the arrangement of cars to re-

main the same at all times, so that ladies are not obliged to

climb over a lot of trunks, or pass through obnoxious smoking

compartments to get to their seats. Where this is necessary,

it is claimed that it necessitates longer stops for ladies desiring

to leave the car. Aside from the saving in cost in dispensing

with one set of controllers, the controller on the rear platform

is apt to be tampered with, besides which it takes up space,

necessitating a longer platform. The coming type of car is that

in which the sides are carried continuous to the forward end,

giving a car without front platform. This type enables the

motorman to have a cab by himself where he cannot be an-

noyed by passengers and where he is in close proximity to the

baggage compartment, enabling him to readily assist in load-

ing. Single end operation eliminates the necessity for placing

fenders or pilots at both ends, and, on the whole, a more

symmetrical car can be built with this arrangement than with

the other. Of the Ohio roads investigated, eleven have single

end operation and six double end.

With one exception, cars of the roads visited in Indiana and

Michigan are built for operation in one direction only. The one

exception is the system of the Terre Haute Traction & Light

Company. The cars of the Indianapolis & Northwestern Trac-

tion Company, as well as those of the Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Traction Company, while built for operation from one end only,

are fitted with controllers at both ends, to facilitate the move-

ment of cars in switching and at other times when occasion may
require.

MOTORS AND CONTROLLERS

Four-motor equipments are universal in Ohio on interurban

roads. Two or three years ago the Lake Shore Electric used

two motors, one on each truck, and for a long time the Indiana

Union Traction Company used but two motors, placing both

on the rear trucks.

The use of larger cars, higher speeds and longer runs has

resulted in the use of larger motors. The 75-hp may be said

to be the standard equipment in this district, although some

of the roads in recent purchases for high-speed cars have gone

beyond this. The new Lake Shore Electric cars have four

85-hp motors, and the Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima has

adopted similar equipment. The Scioto Valley is the only

road which has gone beyond this, and it uses 1 00-hp motors.

On the other hand, the Toledo & Indiana and the Western

Ohio, both operating at speeds of 60 miles an hour, believe

that the 50-hp equipments are heavy enough and more eco-

nomical in power consumption than the larger motors. The

experience of the Western Ohio is interesting. Its cars cover the

run from Dayton to Toledo and return, 320 miles, in 1 2 hours,

with practically no layovers, a number of stretches calling for

60 miles an hour, and it is claimed there is no heating of the

motors and that they are not overworked. It is claimed that

tests have shown that the cars consume 2.43 kw-hours per car-

mile, while it is said that the cars of another road in the same
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service in making the same schedules consume 3.01 kw-hours

per car-mile, the cars being practically the same weight, 31

tons.

1 here is a decided tendency towards the adoption of multi-

ple-unit controllers. In adopting these controllers probably the

future operation of cars in trains has been considered, but evi-

dently the avoidance of controller troubles has been the main

consideration. The direct controller is generally conceded as

being ill suited for controlling the larger types of motors. Flash-

ing in the controller when the circuit is broken necessitates con-

stant attention to the controller to keep it in operating condition.

On one of the roads visited which has a direct controller on

large cars it is the custom to throw oft the current by means

of the circuit breaker whenever the car is not up to speed. This

practice usually results in the circuit breaker being put into such

condition that it cannot be relied upon to care for overloads.

On the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction provision is being

made to change the wiring on some L-4 controllers that are

in use in such a manner that the circuit will be broken through

contactors underneath the car.

The multiple-unit system of control is now used on the latest

cars of six of the roads in Ohio, although only two of these,

the Lake Shore Electric and the Scioto Valley, are using train

operation in regular service, and that, too, only on occasions of

especially heavy traffic. The Scioto Valley, Western Ohio,

Springfield, Troy & Piqua and Dayton & Troy frequently

haul trailers behind their express cars, the trailers being equipped

with air brakes, with train control of brakes, but no motor

trailers are used in the express service. The Stark Electric

owns a number of old Manhattan Elevated cars, which have

been equipped for trailers, but the train control system is not

employed.

After experimenting with several different types of rheostats,

the grid type has been generally adopted. It is considered

the standard on all of the roads visited. Fhe adoption of this

type has reduced the maintenance cost of rheostats, as well as

increased the reliability. Where the proper number of rheo-

stats are provided and rheostats are properly proportioned, very

little trouble is experienced with them.

While the cars on some systems are equipped with multiple-

unit controllers, the practice, in Indiana and Michigan, of run-

ning single cars instead of cars in trains is followed entirely. On
the Detroit United Railways a train is sometimes divided into

two or three sections. Difficulty in getting in and out of cities

is probably largely responsible for the practice of operating cars

singly, but there are several other reasons which combine to

make the practice preferable. The Indiana Union Traction

Company has several trail cars of about the same length as the

motor cars, and on special occasions some of the cars are oper-

ated with trailers. To avoid cutting down the schedule when
trailers are used, it is at times the practice to divide a train into

two sections, the front section having the trailer, while the rear

section consists of a single car. The first train makes only a

few stops, and is thereby enabled to run on scheduled time and

to stay ahead of the rear section, which makes all of the local

stops.

As far as Indiana and Michigan are concerned, a few years

ago the cars of several interurban systems were equipped with

two motors, but this practice seems to have been generally aban-

doned, and all of the later types of cars are supplied with four

motors. The better traction obtained by having all of the

wheels drivers was probably the reason most influencing the

change, yet there were, in fact, no great advantages in em-

ploying but two motors. The total horse-power of the motors

under the cars varies from 200 to 400. Several of the cars are

equipped with four 75-hp motors, which size seems to give very

good satisfaction.

LUBRICATION OF ARMATURE AND MOTOR BEARINGS

Oil lubrication of amialure and motor bearings, as well as

journal bearings, is becoming the popular method in Ohio.

Some of the roads are simply using the receptacles provided on

the motors, plugging up the slot provided where grease was

formerly used, and filling the chamber with waste or wicking

and oil. Others are using special oil cups designed for this

purpose. Several of the roads in the district have given con-

tracts to leading oil concerns for the entire lubrication of their

cars on a flat rate of so much per thousand miles with very

satisfactory results. Others prefer to do their own experiment-

ing and design lubricating devices to suit their particular re-

quirements. The quality of oil used in this service varies. The
Stark Electric Railway uses a red engine oil, costing 1 4 cents

per gallon, packing the lower surface with cotton waste and

using wool waste above. Its expense for lubrication, exclusive

of waste, is about 1 OJ/2 cents per thousand miles. The Scioto

Valley reports that its entire car lubrication cost is 22 cents

per thousand miles. It uses oil at 25 cents a gallon, and, of

course, its equipment is much heavier and speed considerably

higher than the other road mentioned.

The Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside uses grease on its

motor bearings and oil cups on its armature bearings. Five

roads use grease exclusively.

In Indiana there is a tendency to abandon babbitted motor

axle bearings. Brass bearings without babbit lining are used

on the Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern system, the Indian-

apolis & Northwestern system and the Fort Wayne & Wabash
Valley system. Where babbitt is used it is usually only a thin

lining of about 1-16 of an inch. The same practice with re-

gard to babbitting is followed in armature bearings. With
such a lining, should the bearings get hot and the babbitt melt,

the armature will not fall down far enough to touch the pole

pieces. The shell is either of brass or a composition metal.

Bronze shells are used by the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley

Fraction Company. Both motor armature bearings and motor

axle bearings m the later types of motors are lubricated by means

of oil and waste packed in housings. With some of the older

types of motors special oil cups are inserted in the grease cups.

TROLLEY WHEELS

The little trolley wheel probably makes more trouble for the

average master mechanic than any other single piece of mech-

anism in the equipment of the road. While there are a num-

ber of very excellent wheels on the market, a fortune awaits

the man who can invent a trolley wheel which will do the work

demanded of it and show a life approaching to that of other

wearing parts of the equipment. While the average life of sev-

eral well-known makes of wheels is very creditable, it is the

great variation of results which annoys the master mechanic.

Some wheels of a certain lot will show surprising results. Wheels

which have run 6000 to 8000 miles are found frequently,

yet the next few wheels of the same lot may develop soft spots

or may not be perfectly round, and they go to pieces in a few

hundred miles.

The high-speed limited service, with its rapid acceleration

and heavy flow of current, is extremely hard on trolley wheels.

On the Dayton-Toledo limited run of 320 miles of almost con-

tinuous operation, at speeds frequently reaching 60 miles an

hour, it is no uncommon thing to have to stop once or twice

to change trolley wheels. This, in spite of the fact that it has

become the practice to place a new trolley wheel on limited

cars each day and then change them to the local cars after

the day's run.

In justice to trolley wheel makers, it should be said that the

life of a wheel is almost directly proportional to the speed of
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cars and to the tensions placed upon the wheel. Roads oper-

ating at high speeds have increased the tension higher and

higher, so that the trolley wheel will not leave the wire, and,

quite naturally, the wheel suffers. This will be seen in the case

of the Dayton & Troy, where on local cars the tension is 28

lbs. and the average mileage 4200 miles, and on limiteds 34

lbs. and the mileage 3000 miles. The Fort Wayne, Van
Wert & Lima, with 45-lb. tension, gets 2500 miles, while

the Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland, with speeds not exceeding

45 miles an hour and 18 lbs. tension, gets 7500 miles. The

Lake Shore Electric and the Toledo & Indiana make their own

trolley wheels; the latter averages only 1500 miles on its lim-

ited cars, using a tension of 43 lbs.

Other conditions have an important bearing upon the life

of the trolley wheel. Oil reservoirs should be kept filled and

the holes admitting the oil to the bearing should be large enough,

or numerous enough, to admit sufficient oil to keep the bearing

well lubricated at highest speed. An attempt to save oil on

trolley wheels is usually a poor investment. Bearings should be

inspected frequently and pins changed when they become

worn. An excessive amount of play between the pin and the

bushing causes an arcing effect, and the bearing runs dry and

the wheel quickly wears out.

Some master mechanics believe that a free-playing trolley

base which allows the pole to swing at every curve will increase

the life of the wheel, and the roller or ball-bearing base is

preferred for this reason.

Several roads are experimenting with iron wheels. An iron

wheel has been used for the past year by the Stark Electric

Railway, with an average mileage of 4000. This wheel is

said to be made of a magnetic metal whose base is iron, giving,

it is claimed, a conductivity approaching closely to copper. It

is claimed that the wheel will not injure the wire and that there

is no arcing effect. The low cost of the wheel renders its use

advantageous, it is claimed.

Interurban roads in Indiana seem to have gotten well away

from the small sized trolley wheel. A few years ago many roads

were using the small wheel usually found on city lines. All

the roads visited, however, are now using a 6-in. wheel. The

mileage obtained varies more than the differences in scheduled

speed, current consumption and other influencing factors seem

to warrant. The extremes are 500 to 5000 miles, and, more-

over, these extremes are obtained with the same type of wheel,

with practically the same scheduled speeds and with very little

difference in the weight of the cars. In one instance where

short mileage is obtained, the equipment, as well as the track

and overhead construction, are comparatively new, and this may

be partly responsible for the difference. On another road,

where short mileage is obtained, the tension carried is rather

high. On the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction system the

trolley wheel question is of minor importance, as the wheel trol-

ley is used only about one-tenth of the time. This road, it

will be remembered, is operated by single-phase, alternating

current, and a bow trolley is used, except in towns and cities.

The trolley retriever has been substituted for the trolley

catcher on most roads in the Central West. Where the

catcher is still used, no objection was found to it. On the

Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway it was

stated that it was not deemed advisable to abandon the catchers

in use for retrievers, because it was a rare occurrence for the

trolley to leave the wire, and this is due largely to the fact that

trolley bases are given close attention and kept in good condi-

tion.

TROLLEY BASES AND POLES

Objection to ball-bearing trolley bases was made by one

road on the grounds that the grooves soon wore out and pre-

vented the base from operating properly. On another system

where such bases were used they were giving entire satisfaction,

the statement being made that when the ball-bearing base was

given proper attention no difficulties were experienced. The
usual length of trolley pole is 12 ft. This length is used by

seven of the nine roads visited in Indiana and Michigan. In

view of the fact that the height of the trolley varies from 1 8 ft.

to 22 ft., and the height of the cars varies also, it would be ex-

pected that different length poles would be used.

On the Terre Haute Traction & Light system poles 14 ft.,

1 3 ft. and 1 2 ft. in length have been tried. The best results

have been obtained with a 1 2-ft. pole. The trolley wire is

1 9 ft. high and the roof of the car is 1 2 ft. above the rail.

This gives a difference of 7 ft. between the roof and the trolley.

Practically the same difference between the car roof and the

trolley exists on the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction

Company, yet a trolley pole 1 3 ft. 6 ins. long is used. The
cars are about 1 3 ft. from rail to roof and the trolley is 20 ft.

high, giving a distance between roof and trolley of about 7 ft.,

as on the Terre Haute Traction & Light Company.

On the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Company the

cars are 1 2 ft. 9 ins. high and the trolley is 1 8 ft. above the

rail. There is, consequently, a difference of 5 ft. 3 ins. between

the roof and the trolley. A 1 2-ft. pole is used. There is

evidently some angle between the trolley pole and the wire that

gives best results, but the foregoing figures show that widely

varying angles exist on different roads. Some close attention

to this detail of practice might result in some very valuable in-

formation as to the most suitable length of trolley pole.

There has within the last few years been quite a change in

Indiana and Michigan in practice regarding the tension on the

trolley pole. Where, a short time ago, 1 5 to 25 lbs. was the

prevailing pressure, 30 to 40 lbs. is now found. This is an-

other matter which warrants attention. The condition of the

overhead construction and the speed of the cars are about the

only reasons for a difference in pressure being used. On the

roads investigated, while the usual tension was about 30 lbs.,

there was a variation of from 25 to 40 lbs., and this wide

range existed on roads upon which the scheduled miles per

hour are practically the same. The mileage of a trolley wheel

is shortened considerably when a pressure greater than that ne-

cessary is used, and as the maintenance of trolley wheels is quite

an item, the question of the proper tension to be used with

given speeds would bear investigation. Many companies, evi-

dently underestimating the importance of having the trolley pole

tension right, allow the repair men to set the tension without

the use of scales. What may appear 30 lbs. pull to one man
may actually be 50 lbs. There are, no doubt, cars operating

on one system with a 1 00 per cent difference of tension.

To guard against this a spring balance is used by C. M.
Bange, master mechanic of the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor &
Jackson Railway, to test the trolley tension. The trolley rope

is caught by a grip on the balance so that the necessity of re-

moving the rope from the trolley catcher is avoided. The ten-

sion on all cars is tested at frequent intervals. A tension of

from 25 to 30 lbs. is carried, and this is about the lowest

found on any of the roads visited.

HEATERS

The hot water type of heater is favored by thirteen out of

seventeen Ohio interurban roads. The Canton-Akron Rail-

way builds its own hot water heaters. The electric heater is

preferred by a number of the roads on account of its cleanliness,

uniformity of heat and the ability to turn it off immediately

when it is not needed. The Scioto Valley finds that the cars

consume about 4-10 of a kw-hour per car-mile more in win-

ter than in summer, but, of course, all of this cannot be charged

to the heaters, part of it being due to the heavier traction on
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account of snow. Eight roads in Ohio using hot water heaters

place them in the front vestibule adjoining the motorman, while

four place them in the baggage compartment. The motorman

usually appreciates the heat in extremely cold weather, but fre-

quently at times it is altogether too hot for comfort. The Cin-

cinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth places its heater in the rear

end and the conductor takes care of it.

The hot water heater also has been generally adopted by

interurban roads in Indiana and Michigan. The cost of opera-

tion has had influence in determining practice with regard to

heaters, but the fact that the car may be heated should it be

left out on the line by the cutting off of the current has been con-

sidered also. One company, the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor

& Jackson Railway Company, uses electric heaters. It is ac-

knowledged that the cost of operating these is somewhat greater

than for hot water heaters, but the company regards the ap-

pearance and the cleanliness of the car as of sufficient importance

to compensate for the increased cost occasioned by the electric

heaters. The increased carrying capacity of the car is consid-

ered also. Care has been taken to provide enough heaters to

keep the car at a comfortable temperature in the coldest weather

encountered.

The proper location of hot water heaters is as yet an un-

decided question in these districts. The front portion of the

car, either the smoking compartment or the motorman's vestibule,

appears to be the most frequent location. The value of the

space occupied by the heater is evidently appreciated more than

it was a few years ago, as on many of the systems the heater is

so installed that it can be readily removed in winter and the

space utilized either to increase the seating capacity of the car

or to carry baggage.

GEARS

Solid gears are being used by the great majority of roads in

Ohio and others are adopting them as rapidly as possible.

The breaking of bolts, or the loss of nuts on split gears, has been

the source of annoyance and accidents on a number of high-

speed roads. The Toledo & Western Railway is using a sec-

tional gear on which the rim may be detached and replaced

with a new one when it becomes worn. The central portion is

made in two sections, one of which is pressed onto the axle

like a solid gear and held by a key. A shoulder of the disc

fits into a groove on the gear. A locking disc is threaded onto

the hub section of the gear by means of a special wrench and

a shoulder on this fits into a corresponding groove in the gear.

It is possible to take off the locking disc several times and insert

new gear sections without removing the center from the hub.

The gear has never worked loose, and it is believed to furnish

a source of economy in the life of gears. Few roads attempt

to keep any mileages on gears. The Dayton & Troy and

Cleveland & Southwestern report about 300,000 miles on solid

gears with 5 -in. face.

Interurban systems in Indiana and Michigan seem to have

gotten entirely away from city car practice with respect to

gears. On all the roads visited solid gears are used, the use

of split gears having been abandoned. The gears and pinions

are usually either of 5 in. or bYi-m. face, and the diametral

pitch is usually 2 Yi in. Figures as to the life of gears and

pinions are hard to obtain, due partly to the fact that on many

roads the gears originally furnished with the motors have not

been worn out. The life, moreover, varies greatly with the

attention they receive. Moreover, when cars are operated in

both directions the life is increased somewhat, due to the fact

that both sides of the teeth are worn. On the Detroit United

Railways the cost of gears on both city and interurban cars

for a period of 2,250,000 miles was 0.03 cent, per mile. On
the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Company gears have

a life of about 1 50,000 miles. The cars are operated in one

direction only, but Mr. Clarke, master mechanic of the sys-

tem, gets more mileage than would otherwise be obtained from

them by turning them so that the other side is worn when a

new pinion replaces a worn one. This practice has another

good feature. When one new gear is used with an old one,

the teeth do not mesh properly and their operation is attended

with more or less grinding. By turning the gear when a new
pinion is supplied, so far as the meshing of the teeth is con-

cerned, the effect is practically the same as is obtained with both

a new gear and pinion.

GEAR CASES

Wood gear cases have caused much discussion among mas-

ter mechanics. But four roads out of seventeen in Ohio are

using them. One or two roads have tried them and say they

are not satisfactory for high-speed service, the claim being that

they soon wear out, the screws shake out and they fall to pieces.

The advocates of wood cases claim that, if properly made, they

hold together and give excellent satisfaction, and they point the

finger of scorn at the metal gear cases and say that nuts work
off and the covers drop down, sometimes tearing the gears to

pieces, but that when the wood gear cases drop off, no dam-

age is done. There is no uniformity of ideas as to how a

wood gear case should be made. The master mechanic of the

Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland saws oak strips lengthwise,

places them overnight in the feed-water heater at the power

station, and then bends them over a steel gear case, forming

them the proper shape for the top. He uses galvanized iron

for the sides, bending it over the top and securing it with plenty

of screws. This case costs about $2.50. The Toledo &
Western makes the sides of one piece of rough wood and nails

on a galvanized iron top, the whole being painted black. The
cost is but $1 .05. The Toledo & Indiana makes cases entirely

of wood, the sides being of one piece and the tops of half stuff

glued together at a total cost of about $1 .50.

Several of the roads in Indiana are using both sheet steel and

wood gear cases. Sheet steel gear cases have been found very

satisfactory by the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company.
The Terre Haute Traction & Light Company is also using gear

cases of this type. The Detroit United Railway has adopted a

wood gear case made in its own shops. On the Detroit, Ypsi-

lanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway, a sheet steel gear case is

used, which was formerly made by the mechanical department.

It is now obtained from a local metal shop. The corners are of

angle-iron, while the surfaces are of No. 1 4 sheet steel. The
sheet steel is riveted to the angle-iron corners at frequent inter-

vals with cold rivets. These cases have been in use on the

system for several years and are preferred to cast cases largely

because the danger of derailment of the car by the dropping

down of a gear case is avoided.

HEADLIGHTS

Electric headlights have almost entirely superseded oil lamps,

although it is believed many motormen prefer a good oil lamp on

account of the absence of shadows and the failure of the arc

lamp when the trolley comes off, which is often at a critical

moment. This has been remedied by one road by the use of a

storage battery on the car. The tendency of large cities and a

number of small towns to require that arc lights shall be shaded

is a source of considerable annoyance. The combination arc

and incandescent lamp supplied by two or three makers obviates

this difficulty. The Western Ohio Railway has equipped all of

its headlights with a simple curtain device, the motorman simply

pulling a string attached to the curtain when passing through a

town and releasing it when in the country.

The combination arc and incandescent headlight is being gen-

erally adopted in Indiana. This headlight is preferred on many

roads because city regulations will not permit the undimmed arc
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to be used inside city limits. The combination arc and incan-

descent headlight removes the necessity of screening. One of

the illustrations presented shows the "Marion Flyer" of the In-

diana Union Traction System wkh the headlight mounted in the

hood of the car. While it was most probably located in this

position in order that the approach of this car might be more

easily distinguished from regular cars, it is stated that there are no

serious drawbacks to this location.

SIGNAL LIGHTS

As more of the roads adopt steam railroad regulations in their

train operation, there has come an increased use of signal lamps.

The majority of high-speed roads in Ohio now use either oil or

electric signal lamps, and among those which have adopted a

new electric system of electric classification lamps are the Toledo,

Port Clinton & Lakeside, the Lake Shore Electric, the Canton-

Akron and the Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima.

On several systems in the other States mentioned, the old style

of oil classification lamps and markers is being replaced by the

electric classification lamps. Oil lamps must be given consider-

able attention to keep them in order. Electric marker lights

have heretofore had the objection that in case the trolley came

off or the current was cut off for any reason, the lights were ex-

tinguished. The new system of classification and marker lights

has a small storage battery so connected in the circuit that the

lights will burn several hours without being supplied with cur-

rent direct from the trolley. The lamps are of very small candle-

power and are placed behind concentrating lenses of proper

colors.

The classification lights of the Indianapolis & Northwestern

Traction System cars are mounted inside the car instead of on

the front corner post. They are located just back of the for-

ward window so that there is no loss in the brilliancy of the light.

In addition to the usual marker lights, the Detroit United Rail-

ways use what is termed a stereopticon lamp. This has a con-

centrating lense about 6 ins. in diameter and is lighted by an

electric lamp. It is hung in the center of the rear platform. As

classification signals, the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jack-

son uses white for extra cars and red for car following. Instead

of the customary flag during the daytime, round sheet metal discs

are employed. A reproduction from a photograph presented in

this issue shows the head end of the standard car of this system

with this disc placed in a socket on the bumper. The objection

to the use of flags is that they are hard to discern when the car is

going at high speed.

FENDERS AND PILOTS

Owing to the objections of the city authorities in Toledo,

Cleveland and Cincinnati, the interurban roads entering these

places are unable to use built-up pilots and use fenders. The

majority of roads centering from Dayton and Indianapolis and

two of the Cincinnati roads which do not enter the center of

the city, use solid built-up timber pilots, similar in shape to those

used on locomotives. The Canton roads use a peculiar half-

pilot, illustrated on another page. The Scioto Valley has two

types of pilot, both of iron. One is very short and is built of

tubing, permitting the cars to be coupled together, and the other

is a large strap iron affair with a projecting front. These are

shown in Plate XLII. The Columbus, Delaware & Marion

has a fender which is attached to the car by means of bolts

dropped through the bumper and braces extending back under the

car. The bolts holding the braces are provided with springs so

that any obstruction raises the front of the fender slightly, thus

relieving the jar. The fender can be removed and carried to the

other end by simply lifting out the pins in the bumper. A num-

ber of the roads use their pilots for snow plows, placing a board

or sheet metal covering over the surface.

Heavy fenders are used by the Eastern Ohio, Cleveland &

Southwestern and Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside and several

other roads in Ohio. The Western Ohio and Dayton & Troy
carry fenders on one end and pilots on the other on the cars used

in the Dayton-Toledo limited service, to comply with the Toledo

ordinance.

The Lake Shore Electric, Detroit, Monroe & Toledo and To-
ledo & Indiana use a heavy sheet iron fender resembling a huge

"grid iron," by which name it is known. The Springfield, Troy
& Piqua and Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company use a

tilting fender. This is valuable in cities, and it is said to have

picked up objects practically uninjured and without much dam-

age to the fender at speeds up to 35 miles an hour.

Three of the nine systems visited in Indiana equip their cars

with a wood pilot of the steam locomotive type. The angle of the

bottom timbers of these pilots is usually about 45 degs. The
staves are usually mortised in the top and bottom timbers, and

the pilot, as a whole, is secured to the car by bolts through the

bumpers and by braces running up from the bottom timbers to

the platform timbers. Pilots are usually carried at from 8 to

1 2 ins. from the rail. On the Indianapolis & Northwestern

system, clearances permit them to be carried 7 ins. from the rail,

but 2-in. margin is allowed and they are hung 9 ins. above it.

A mistake sometimes made when this type of pilot is adopted, is

that the pilots are built too weak and are not secured to the car

body properly. They should be constructed of oak and the

staves should always be mortised into the upper and lower

members and further secured by bolts passing through the stave

and the members to which they are fastened. Frequently, lag

bolts alone are depended on to secure the staves. The pilots

should be constructed with a view to removing heavy obstruc-

tions from the track, but instead they are frequently built so that

they crush under the car when such obstructions are encountered.

The Indiana Union Traction System was one of the first roads

to use this type of pilot and they are now used on all of the in-

terurban cars of the system. The Indianapolis, Columbus &
Southern Traction Company uses a fender of heavy construc-

tion. The interurban cars of the Detroit United Railways are

equipped with a special drop fender manufactured by the com-

pany. The Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Rail-

way also uses a special type of fender, built in its own shops.

The general design of these fenders may be observed in the

photographs of head ends of cars presented on Plate XLII. in this

issue.

SANDERS

Air sanders are used on the cars of nearly all of the systems

visited in the three Stales. One objection to the manner in

which sanding devices are frequently installed on cars is that

the sand is not thrown close enough either to the rail or to the

wheel. A great deal of the sand does not strike the rail, and

some of that which does is jarred off or blown off before the

wheel reaches it. The Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction

Company is using a sanding device, by means of which the ob-

jections mentioned are removed. The pipes conducting the

sand to the track throw the sand under the wheel. This device

which is essentially an air sander is made in the shops of the

company and it has many features to recommend it. The sand

is carried in a heavy galvanized iron can in one corner of the

motorman's cab. The can is covered by a wood-box which

forms a seat and a protection for the can. The bottom of the

can is of heavy oak. Bolts extending through the wood secure

a heavy pipe flange to the bottom with a piece of metallic in-

sertion packing between the flange and the wood bottom. A
1 -in. pipe connection which is screwed into the flange leads to

a mixing device under the car immediately below the sand-box.

This device consists primarily of an ordinary cross-pipe fitting of

which the bottom opening is plugged. The opening on one side

is connected to an air valve in the cab by a connection which
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terminates in the cross-connection in a '/^-in. pipe. From the

other opening a pipe and a rubber hose lead to a long sweep

double-branch elbow and from this the two 1 -in. delivery pipes

carry the sand to the rail. The admission of air through the

valve in the cab blows the sand out of the mixer through the

connecting pipes. The siphon effect produced, aided by gravity,

causes sand from the box to fall into the mixer. A dividing ap-

pliance inside the double-sweep elbow divides the sand equally

between the two delivery pipes. The cab is believed to be the

proper place for the sand-box on account of the lessened lia-

bility of the sand to become damp. One idea in having the can

holding the sand enclosed in a wood-box is to reduce this lia-

bility. With this arrangement no trouble at all is experienced

with moist sand.

The Detroit United Railway uses a lever sander of its own
make. The Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway

also uses a lever sander.

REGISTERS ON INTERURBAN CARS

There is a tendency to abandon registers on interurban cars

having long runs. Some of the fares are beyond the range of reg-

isters usually in use at the present time and cash-fare receipts must

be given for them. Since this is necessary for a portion of the

fares on some roads, it is considered better to give receipts for

all cash fares. The Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Com-
pany uses a register only for registering 5-cent fares charged for

going into and out of Indianapolis. Cash-fare receipts are given

for purely interurban fares. The Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor

& Jackson Railway follows the same method.

On the Brazil division of the Terre Haute Traction & Light

System cash-fare receipts are given for through fares and the

fares are also rung up on the register. At the end of the route

the cash-fare receipts are collected. Other than through fares

are collected by 5-cent sections and rung on the register. On the

Sullivan division a double register is used. One side indicates

1 0-cent fares and the other side cash collected for baggage.

SIGNS

Practice with respect to destination signs seems to vary ac-

cording to location. The Cleveland roads all use a stenciled metal

sign in a slot on the dash and illuminated at night by lights. On
the Lake Shore Electric, the Sandusky limiteds show yellow,

and the Toledo limiteds, red. The Northern Ohio Traction &
Light Company, the Eastern Ohio and Cleveland, Painesville

& Eastern have large board signs carried on the side of the

deck giving names of the principal towns. The Columbus roads

nearly all have plain metal signs on both front and rear, cars in

this city being all double enders. The majority of the Dayton

roads and the Western Ohio Railway do not carry any destina-

tion signs beyond the name of the road on the side of the car.

At terminals they depend upon announcers to get people onto

the right car. Limiteds on these roads are designated by large

signs in front. The Canton-Akron Railway carries a revolving

illuminated sign at one side of the front of the car above the

motorman's head. It contains the names of all the routes on the

system and is changed by turning a hand roller. The Interurban

Railway & Terminal Company and the Cincinnati, Milford &
Loveland have the names of towns printed on the deck win-

dows with an illuminated revolving sign carried on the hood in

front. Practically all roads operating limiteds carry board signs

below the windows at the sides. Destination signs in Indiana

are usually carried on both the front vestibule and the sides of

the car near the rear door. Usually the signs bear the names of

the terminal cities as well as of one or two of the intermediate

towns. Wood signs are in many places being replaced by those

of sheet steel. This is especially so for the signs on the front

vestibules as the vestibules are frequently curved and necessitate

the use of a curved sign. Some systems paint the names of the

terminal cities directly on the vestibule dash. This method can

only be adopted where the cars are always operated over one

division.

CAR INSPECTION AND CLEANING

The importance of keeping the interior of cars clean and of

making frequent inspections of the trucks and electrical appa-

ratus is generally recognized by all of the roads visited. On
the majority of the systems it is customary to clean the cars and
inspect them after runs of from 80 to 200 miles. The runs are

usually so arranged that after a car has made this mileage it is

taken into a terminal house for a layover of an hour or more.

On the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction System a

2-minute inspection is made of cars every trip of 60 miles. This

inspection is made as the cars pass the shops at Lebanon by an

inspector located in a small house near the track who occupies

his spare time in cleaning headlights, marker and classification

lights. The inspection made by this man includes trucks and
bearings, trolley wheeh, lights, etc. This inspector also keeps

the water cooler filled. Every three days or after a mileage of

about 1 380 miles, the cars are brought into the shops for oiling

and for a general inspection of electrical apparatus.

The Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Company
give a great deal of attention to the cleaning of cars. The runs

are arranged so that after each round trip from Columbus to

Indianapolis the cars are laid over in the car house at Columbus.

Two extra cars are kept at Columbus and this permits 2 hours

to be spent in cleaning each car. Five men are employed to

clean the cars and the cost per car is about 66 2/3 cents per day.

When the cars are brought in after each round trip, the car

house foreman inspects the controller and rubs a little vaseline

on the dry segments. The truck inspector inspects and oils the

bearings and changes the brake-shoes when necessary. He also

inspects the motors and the brushes. Another man cleans the

windows, while another cleans the outside of the car body.

Usually this is wiped with dry cotton waste, but when the body
is unusually dirty, the waste is saturated with a cleaning com-

pound and the car body is afterwards wiped dry. The floor of

the car is mopped after each trip, the woodwork and light fixtures

are cleaned and the seats are blown out with air. A 3/16-in.

round air nozzle is used. Flat nozzles have been tried but round

ones are preferred. The floors are painted about once in two
months. Every six months all the seats are removed from the

car and these as well as the car are given a thorough cleaning.

The cars are touched up and revarnished once each year.



THE GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION OF POWER
A few years back, when most of the interurban roads were

promoted and built by separate groups of promoters, the prac-

tice was to build a separate power station for each road. In-

dividual engineers followed their own ideas as to designs of sta-

tions and methods of generating and transmitting current, and

the result of these numerous individual and disconnected efforts

was that up to a year or two ago there were in Ohio a large

number of comparatively small power stations, each supplying

in its own way a single property regardless of conditions nearby.

Direct-current generation and transmission were used on the

majority of the earlier lines, and as late as four or five years ago

direct current was advocated and used on new roads of less than

30 to 35 miles. As a matter of fact, the direct-current scheme

of transmission still has many advocates among the operators of

the shorter lines, who, while they are paying somewhat more per

kw for current generated and have heavy investments in

copper, which must some day be replaced, yet it cannot be de-

nied they enjoy a comfortable feeling of security in times of high

winds and severe storms, and they are inclined to view with

sympathetic amusement the high tension and sub-station troubles

of their larger neighbors.

Several of the earlier roads in Ohio using alternating current

transmission employed a potential of 1 0,000 to 1 3,000 volts,

but later years have seen a growing tendency towards larger sta-

tions, larger units and higher voltages. Six years ago witnessed

the building of the Toledo, Fremont & Norwalk Railway, now

a part of the Lake Shore Electric Railway, with a 2000-kw

station, 65 miles of road and 1 6,500 volts transmission. This

was the most ambitions interurban project attempted in the dis-

trict up to that time, and the layout represented the highest de-

velopments in the art. A little later came the Stark Electric

and the Cleveland & Southwestern, with 22,000 volts and

24,000 volts transmission, respectively. Then came the West-

ern Ohio with an 80-mile line, 3300-kw station and 33,000-

volt transmission lines. This high potential was looked upon

with some skepticism at the time, but it has since been adopted

by the Toledo Urban & Interurban, the Fort Wayne, Van
Wert & Lima. Cincinnati Northern, Columbus, Delaware &
Marion and the Cincinnati & Columbus.

The consolidation of interests and the grouping of systems

which have been going on during the past two or three years

have led to the abandonment of many of the smaller stations and

the increasing of capacities of the larger ones, enabling power to

be furnished over a number of connecting links from a single

station.

The economy of large plants and the advantages of cen-

tralization of power have become generally recognized and

there are several small roads in the district that are buying their

power at a flat rate instead of producing it themselves. Thus,

the Lake Shore Electric supplies the Sandusky, Norwalk &
Mansfield; the Western Ohio supplies the Wort Wayne, Van
Wert & Lima; and the Springfield, Troy & Piqua supplies the

Springfield & Xenia and Springfield & South Charleston.

The St. Mary's power station of the Western Ohio takes

care of 177 miles of road. The Cleveland & Southwestern,

with 1 35 miles of road, has a single station, and it is the inten-

tion to add 86 miles to its load. The Medway power station

of the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern supplies about 1 65 miles,

and a considerable mileage will be added to this. The Schoepf

syndicate, in completing its system from Cincinnati to Toledo,

plans to supply power with three and possibly two power sta-

tions, while its line from Indianapolis through Dayton and Co-

lumbus to Zanesville will eventually be taken care of by either

two or three stations. In view of the centralization and con-

solidation plans now under way, it is quite possible that five

years will see 3000 miles of interurban roads in Ohio operated

from ten and possibly fewer power stations where at present there

are fifty interurban stations in the State.

Of seventeen roads in Ohio, three still use the direct current

system transmission. These three are among the smaller

systems, and are independently owned and operated. One
large road rents its power, while the others employ transmission

voltages ranging from 10,000 to 33,000 volts. Eight gen-

erate at low voltage alternating current and step-up to the de-

sired transmission voltage. Five generate at the high voltage

and transmit without the use of step-up transformers. A potential

of 1 3,500 volts has been considered the maximum voltage at

which current should be generated, but the Lake Shore Elec-

tric has one large unit generating at 16,500 volts. The roads

using the higher voltages generate at a low voltage, usually about

400, and then step-up. The longest transmission at this voltage

is that of the Western Ohio, which transmits 95 miles from the

station. The Lake Shore Electric supplies about 225 miles

of road from its two stations. This line has a single stretch of

1 20 miles, and its stations, which are approximately the same

size, are located at suitable distances from the ends of the line to

distribute the loads between the two stations to best advantage.

This company believes that two generating stations are better

than one for a road of this length. The transmission lines are

all tied in together and one station can assist the other in cases

of emergency, even to the extent of handling the entire load if

necessary. Of course, under normal conditions each station

takes care of its half of the load, and the longest transmission is

not more than 35 miles on the main line. The Western Ohio

has its St. Mary's station practically in the center of its system,

with lines radiating in four directions. The Cleveland & South-

western station at Elyria is also well centered, transmission lines

extending in three directions.

Sizes of units have increased with the growth of stations.

In the earlier stations the 500-hp engine was looked upon as the

most economical size. Later, in providing for additional equip-

ments, many of the roads installed 1 000-hp units instead of two

500-hp, while in the new power houses on roads of 60 to 75

miles, two 1 000-hp units have been selected. New and addi-

tional equipments of more recent date have consisted of 1250-

hp engines in the cases of the Cincinnati & Columbus and the

Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside, 1 500 hp for the Scioto Val-

ley and 1 600-hp engines in the cases of the Lake Shore Elec-

tric and the Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark.

Steam turbines have been installed to some extent, and

what are said to have been the first turbines used on electric roads

were installed in Ohio. The first large installation of Westing-

house-Parsons turbines was that of the Cleveland & Southwest-

ern, which has had two 1250-kw units in use for more than

three years. One of these turbines commenced operation Dec.

20, 1903, and the other was started Aug. 4, 1904. The

station also has two large direct-current reciprocating units, which

take steam from the same steam lines and supply to common bus-

bars. On several eight-hour tests with the turbines running alone,

the fuel consumption has been 3 lbs. of coal per kw-hour. On
ten-hour tests, with one engine and one turbine running, the fuel

consumption was 3.8 lbs., while for a twenty-four-hour run,

with all machines in service, the consumption was 4.25 lbs. per

kw-hour. There has been no opportunity for making tests of

the fuel consumption over a period of twenty-four hours with

turbines alone in service. Under average conditions the station

generates current at about 5 Yi mills per kw-hour. The two

1250-kw turbines occupy one end of the engine room in the
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station, while the other

end is occupied by the

two 500-kw reciprocat-

ing engines, and there is

space in the turbine end

for a third unit.

The Canton - Akron
Railway Company has

a 2000-kw Curtis tur-

bine which has been in

service about six months.

The advantage of econ-

omy in space is particu-

larly marked in this

installation, as the ma-

chine was placed be-

tween two other ma-

chines without enlarging

the station, which would

not have accommodated

another reciprocat i n g

unit, and the capacity of

the station was increased

from 1 600 kw to 2600
kw by the new machine.

The cost of current at

this station is less than

AYi mills per kw-hour.

On one occasion the tur-

bine carried the entire

load of the system for

eight days without as-

sistance.

The Northern Ohio

Traction & Light Com-
pany has a 500-volt,

direct-current Curtis tur-

bine at Akron, and is

installing a large a. c.

turbo unit at the present

time.

The Columbus, Dela-

ware & Marion Rail-

way has a 2000-kw
Curtis turbine in service

and is installing a second

one.

The Ohio Central

Traction Company has

a 1 50-kw De-Laval tur-

bine, which has been in

service for three years.

The Lake Shore Elec-

tric Railway is installing

a 2000-kw Parsons tur-

bine in its Beach Park

station, and plans are

being laid to install a

similar unit in its Fre-

mont station.

Water-tube boilers of

the Stirling or B. & W.
type predominate. The
tendency is towards the

use of larger units, in

order to economize space

and labor. In the later

installations 450 and
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500-hp units are the popular sizes.

Up to a year or so ago very few

plants in the district were equipped

with stokers, probably because most of

the roads were built with limited in-

vestment. As lines have been extended

and power stations made larger, the

theories have undergone a change. It

has been found that for a plant of over

2000 hp stokers will usually effect a

saving in fuel and labor accounts which

will more than pay for the added invest-

ment.

Eight out of seventeen plants investi-

gated are now equipped with stokers

and two or three others are figuring on

such equipment.

The same condition applies in a

more limited degree to the use of

fuel handling outfits. Engineers for

the larger stations are becoming con-

vinced that it is economy to have

some sort of apparatus which will

take the fuel directly from the cars,

pass it through crushers and then

distribute in into overhead bunkers

so that it will flow by gravity or by

means of conveyors to the stokers.

Some interesting comparisons may
be made from the columns in the

accompanying tables showing the rated

capacity of various power stations per

mile of track supplied, and per car opsr-

ated on an average schedule. It will

be seen that there is a wide variation in

these data results. The table shows
that several roads are badly handi-

capped by a shortage of power. The
average rated capacity of seventeen sta-

tions per mile of track was 24.1-kw,

and the average per car operated on an

average schedule was 1 56.2 kw. The
size of cars and the frequency of service

of course causes a variation in the results

of the second mentioned table; for in-

stance, while the Lake Shore Electric

approaches closely to the average on the

miles of track supplied, its frequent ser-

vice and high-power cars reduce the

power station capacity per car operated

to the low figure of 88.3 kw. It might

be stated, however, that this company
is largely increasing its power equipment

at the present time.

The data on current consumption per

car-mile also show some interesting vari-

ations. The results were obtained by
dividing the station output for the year

by the car mileage. Several roads do
not keep accurate records, hence it was
impossible to secure figures from all of

the companies. The average for ten

roads was exactly 3 kw per car-mile,

but as will be seen there was consider-

able variation from this. It was
intimated to one manager that his fig-

ures were considerably above the aver-

age. He admitted this and explained
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that the line losses were excessive, due to insufficient feed-

ers and poor bonding. He said that this condition

was being corrected as rapidly as possible. The West-

ern Ohio, while operating at very high speed, reported a

current consumption of 2.97 kw per car-mile, showing the re-

sults of smaller motors than the average, and the advantage of

liberal installations of feeders, bonding, sub-stations and general

power conditions. The Scioto Valley, with ample power,

plenty of feeders and good bonding, shows but 3.1 kw-hours

per car-mile in spite of the use of 40-ton cars and 400-hp motors

to the car. Low grades and few stops also improve conditions

for this road. The Dayton, Covington & Piqua, v/hich had a

low mark of 2.1, has only 35-hp motors, very light cars, and its

feeders and return circuits are ample.

REORGANIZATION AND STANDARDIZATION OF POWER EQUIP-

MENT OF THE SCHOEPF-M'GOWAN SYNDICATE ROADS

The Schoepf-McGowan Syndicate now controls a large ma-

jority of the electric railway mileage in Central and Western

Ohio and practically all of the roads of Central Indiana center-

ing in Indianapolis. These roads include the following prop-

erties :

Cincinnati & Northern Traction Company; Indiana, Colum-

bus & Eastern Traction Company; Lima & Toledo Traction

Company; Dayton & Muncie Traction Company; Richmond

Street & Interurban Railway Company; Indianapolis & East-

ern; Indianapolis & Western; Indianapolis & Northwestern; In-

dianapolis Coal Traction Company; Indianapolis & Martinsville

Rapid Transit Company; Indianapolis Traction & Terminal

Company; Indiana Union Traction Company; La Fayette-Lo-

gansport Line.

The Indiana, Columbus 6k Eastern is a consolidation of the

Dayton & Western; Dayton & Northern; Dayton, Springfield

& Urbana; Urbana, Bellefontaine & Northern; Columbus, Lon-

don & Springfield; Grove City & Southwestern; Central Mar-

ket; Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark; Columbus, Newark &
Zanesville; Zanesville Railway & Light Company, and Colum-

bus & Lake Michigan Railway.

The Lima & Toledo Traction Company includes the Fort

Wayne, Van Wert & Lima, the Lima Railway & Light Com-
pany and the new line between Lima and Toledo.

The syndicate's system, consisting, as it does, of the con-

solidation of a very large number of small properties built under

independent auspices, contains a wide variety of small power

stations which, naturally, lack uniformity, and the syndicate is

now actively engaged in standardizing the power equipment of

the whole system, which, when completed, will present a uni-

form scheme of power transmission at 33,000 volts pressure.

The accompanying map shows the lines owned by this syndi-

cate, as well as the new lines under construction. The present

plans of reorganization include the building of new stations at

Fort Wayne and at Lindenwald, a suburb of Hamilton, Ohio,

the addition of new machinery at Zanesville, Hebron, Medway,
Indianapolis and Lima, and the abandonment of about a dozen

smaller direct-current stations, which will be either entirely dis-

mantled or re-equipped for sub-stations. As far as possible, the

standards to be adopted in all the new work and additions to

the old stations which have been retained include the use of

1500-kw Westinghouse turbo-generator units and 33,000-volt

transmission lines. The standard car equipment will consist of

four 75-hp Westinghouse motors per car, operated by the unit

switch system of multiple control.

THE FORT WAYNE POWER STATION

The most important work of reconstruction includes the new

power stations at Fort Wayne and Hamilton, both of these sta-

tions, in conformity with the plans for standardization, being al-

most identical. The accompanying illustrations show a cross-sec-

tion of the Fort Wayne power house and coal-handling appara-

tus, from which the general design of the plant may be readily

seen. The chief feature of the design is the placing of the tur-

bine room above the boiler room.

The main building is a two-story structure, the foundation

being of concrete and the superstructure of red pressed brick.

1 he lower floor is used as a boiler room and the second floor

for the steam turbines and generators. The equipment of the

generator room includes two 1 500-kw, 25-cycle Westinghouse

turbo-generators; one 400-kw, 25-cycle Westinghouse turbo-

generator; six 375-kw, oil-insulated, self-cooling transformers,

and three 500-kw, 25-cycle rotaries. In addition to the above-

mentioned equipment, which is for interurban railway purposes,

the station will also contain two 1500-kw, 60-cycle, 2300-volt

Westinghouse turbo-generator units, one 500-kw, 60-cycle

turbo-generator for lighting purposes, and one 300-kw, 60-

cycle rotary transformer for power purposes. The location of

these units is indicated on the plan of the engine room shown
herewith. It will be seen that the capacity of the station can

be indefinitely increased by extending the length of the building

and adding as many similar units as may be required.

The boiler equipment consists of ten 400-hp Babcock & Wil-

cox boilers, which will carry 1 75 lbs. pressure, and contain

superheaters for superheating the steam to 75 degrees. The
boilers are equipped with Roney stokers, and the ashes are de-

livered to a pit beneath the furnaces and underneath the boiler

room floor. These ash pits communicate by means of doors with

a passage under the boiler room floor running the full length of

the building, and a track will be provided in this passage-way

for cars into which the ashes from the pits can be emptied and
carried away. The boilers are fed by two Yough pumps built

by the Boyts-Porter Company, of Connellsville, Pa. These

have 20-in. and 1 2-in. cylinders by 30-in. stroke. These

pumps are located m the passage-way back of the boiler room,

which runs the full length of the building.

Each of the 1 500-kw turbine units exhausts into a pair of

24-in. Bulkley twin condensers. The 500-kw turbine is con-

nected to an 1 8-in. condenser and the 400-kw turbine to a 16-

in. condenser of the same make. The circulating pumps for all

of the turbine units are of the same make as the boiler feed pumps.

Those for the large units are 20 ins. and 36 ins. by 48 ins., and

those for the small turbines are 1 2 ins. and 20 ins. by 48 ins.

AA\ of the station auxiliaries exhaust into two Piatt Iron Works'

heaters of 3000-hp capacity each. There are also two tank

pumps of 1 2 ins. and 1 2 ins. by 1 8-in. stroke for pumping

water from a hot-well to an overhead tank for the house sup-

ply. This tank is of 25,000 gallons capacity, and was built by

the Chicago Bridge & Iron Works. The Custodis chimney is

located in the rear of the building near the center, and is 1 2 ft.

inside diameter by 1 85 ft. in height.

The generator, rotary converter and exciter switchboards are

arranged parallel to one side of the station in front of the gen-

erating units on the second floor. The generator room is faced

with white enameled brick, and contains a 20-ton traveling

crane built by the Niies Tool Works. The generating sets are

provided with casings from which a supply of cool air from out-

doors circulates. This air is taken in through a duct extending

the full length of the building underneath the floor of the gen-

erator room, and the air, after circulating around the generator

units, is discharged into the boiler room. It was found that the

amount of air required for cooling purposes corresponded almost

exactly to the amount necessary for the boilers, so that, by dis-

charging it into the boiler room, it was easily and conveniently

disposed of.

The water supply for this station is taken from a river near

which the station is located by means of a concrete intake pas-
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sage extending the full length of the building, and a branch from

this running out at right angles to the river. A crib was built

at the intake end of this passage and water from the river flows

into the lowest level of the passage. The hot water is discharged

at a higher level in the same passage-way, on the down-stream

side of the crib, at some distance from the point of intake, so as

to avoid any return of the hot water for condensing purposes.

One of the most interesting features of this plant is the coal-

handling device, which is shown in cross-section in one of the

accompanying illustrations. A large concrete pit for coal stor-

age is built at one side of the station, extending the whole length

the generator room, and all of the high-tension wiring is to be

run in ducts.

LINDENWALD POWER STATION

The other new station is located at Lindenwald, near Ham-
ilton, Ohio, and is so generally a duplicate of the Fort Wayne
plant that the buildings were erected after the same drawings.

Almost exactly the same arrangement of machinery will be found

in the latter station, except that there are no lighting units at

Lindenwald.

This station contains three 1 500-kw and one 750-kw West-

inghouse turbo-generator units, and eight 400-hp Babcock &

of the building. This pit has a capacity for storing 7500 tons

of coal, and is entirely open overhead. It is surmounted by a

traveling gantry crane built by the Fairbanks, Morse Company,

which has a track gage of 60 ft. The crane carries a 1-ton

Kester bucket, into which the coal is raised from the pit and de-

posited in a single-roll McCaslin coal crusher on the side of the

crane next to the power house. The gantry crane has a travel

of 1 80 ft., which is the full length of the building, and the coal,

after passing through the crusher, is delivered into a bunker ex-

tending the full length of the building and having a capacity of

about 400 tons of coal. From this bunker chutes pass down in

front of each boiler and feed the coal into the stokers.

The coal is delivered to the pit from a railroad siding, the cars

passing directly overhead on the tracks. By means of this ar-

rangement no overhead coal storage is required in the station

building, which greatly reduces the cost of coal storage equip-

ment. Furthermore, the fire risk to the station is greatly re-

duced by having all the coal stored in the open air, where, in

case of fire, no damage to the building would result.

The step-up transformers are located in vaults at one side of

Wilcox boilers with superheaters. The same type of auxiliaries

is used here as at Fort Wayne, and, as their location and arrange-

ment is exactly the same, a detailed description is unnecessary.

ADDITIONS TO OLD PLANTS

The present plant at Medway, Ohio, has been enlarged by

the removal of one 325-kw, direct-current generator and the

addition of one 1 500 and one 750-kw Westinghouse turbo-

generators. The current from these machines is stepped-up to

33,000 volts by three 70-kw Westinghouse oil-insulated, self-

cooling transformers. The section of the road adjacent to the

station is supplied by means of one 300-kw Westinghouse rotary

converter and three 1 1 0-kw transformers, which have also been

recently installed.

The boiler room of this plant has been extended 39 ft., and

two 525-hp Babcock & Wilcox boilers with superheaters are to

be added. A new red brick stack is now in course of erection,

which will be 9 ft. in diameter at the bottom, 8 ft. at the top,

and 150 ft. high. Wheeler surface condensers and centrifugal

pumps are being installed for the new units, which make the

total electric capacity of the station 4500 kw.
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At the Indianapolis station there are being added two 1 500-

kw. Westinghouse turbo-generator units and four 500-kw

Westinghouse oil-insulated, self-cooling transformers, one of

which is held in reserve. The turbo-generators deliver current

at 390 volts, which is stepped-up to 33,000 volts for the over-

head distribution. One 1 500-kw rotary is also being installed

to feed about six miles of the interurban line now building west

of Indianapolis. i he boiler room is being enlarged by the addi-

tion of 2400-hp Babcock & Wilcox boilers with superheaters,

the boilers being in 400-hp units. Baragawanth condensers

are being installed for the new units, and the condensing water

will be supplied by Boyts-Porter pumps. All of the boilers are

provided with Roney stokers, and the new units have settings

faced with white enameled brick.

As the water in this station is bad, especially at certain sea-

sons of the year, a water-purifying plant has recently been in-

stalled, which is giving excellent results. This plant was built

by the United States Wind & Engine Company, of Batavia,

111., and consists of three tanks, each having a capacity of 77,-

000 gallons. Water from the river is pumped into these tanks

and is thoroughly aerated by means of compressed air, and to

each tankful of water is added 1 1 lbs. of lime and 29 lbs. of

soda ash. Each tank is alternately filled and allowed to set-

tle, after which the water is found to be perfectly clear and soft.

In order to care for that part of the new interurban line be-

tween Lima and Toledo, which was recently opened as far as

Leipsic, the power plant at Lima is being enlarged by the addi-

tion of one 375-kw, 550-volt Westinghouse direct-current gen-

erator, which is direct connected to a 530-hp Buckeye tan-

dem engine.

The length of line just opened on this road is about 30 miles,

and, as no high-tension alternating current is available at this

point, a booster set has been added to the Lima station, to take

care of the farther end of this line. The booster set consists of

a 220-hp, 550-volt Westinghouse motor and a 1 50-kw, 250-

volt, 600-ampere Westinghouse generator, which raises the

feeder pressure to 800 volts. There are two 400-hp Babcock &
Wilcox boilers to be added to this plant, which is designed to

take care of the new extensions until final plans for the proper

development of this section have been completed.

The capacity of the station at Hebron is being increased by

the addition of more boilers, and at Zanesville a 500-kw West-

inghouse motor-generator set and a 300-kw rotary transformer

are being installed to provide for the extreme eastern end of the

system.

It is the aim of the Schoepf-McGowan syndicate to standard-

ize its lines and equipments throughout, as far as possible. The
plant of the Indiana Union Traction Company, which contains

five 1 000-kw Westinghouse alternating-current generators, is the

only one of the interurban power plants which is to be retained

without some changes. This is an entirely modern and up-to-

date equipment, and has already been thoroughly described in

the technical press, so that further details at this time are unneces-

sary.

When the present additions and changes have been completed

the company will have attained a remarkably uniform plan of

power development and distribution, which will not only greatly

simplify the operation of the system as a whole, but will largely

decrease the amount of spare apparatus and repair parts which

must always be carried in stock.

STORAGE BATTERIES

Many of the interurban roads in Ohio and Indiana are

equipped with powerful storage batteries, used to improve the

operation of the systems, as well as for reducing the operating

costs. These storage batteries are usually installed wiih plates,

merely sufficient to meet the demands of the load at the time that

they are put in. The containing tanks, boosters and other ac-

cessories are, however, often considerably larger, so that as the

load grows the battery may be increased in size by the addition

of plates; and, as to giving an idea of the great extent to which

batteries are used in this class of work, it will be interesting to

know that at the present time there are over 25 installations in

the State of Ohio and 1 6 or more in Indiana, making a total

of over 40 for the two States on interurban work alone. These

have been furnished by the Electric Storage Battery Company,

of Philadelphia. These aggregate an initial capacity of 9376
kw at the 1-hour rate of the battery and 1 1,710 kw-hours when

the batteries have been increased to their ultimate capacity.

The Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company has a bat-

tery with an initial capacity of 1 92 kw and an ultimate capacity

of 288 kw operating at its Bedford station. Before this battery

was installed it was necessary to operate two 250-kw gener-

ators to carry the load at all times. Since the battery was in-

stalled the road has operated a large portion of the time with

but one generator, which has resulted in a large saving of coal.

Another battery, with a capacity of 1 40 kw, is operated on the

Revenna division as a line battery. This installation has resulted

in maintaining a minimum voltage of 400 volts on this line,

whereas previously it fluctuated between 1 00 and 500 volts.

The Cincinnati Northern Traction Company has a battery

of 1 20 kw in glass jars installed at its Dwyer sub-station. This

battery, by removing the fluctuations due to starting and stop-

ping of cars, climbing grades, etc., enables the station to be

operated a very large portion of the time with one rotary.

The Dayton & Northern Traction Company was the pioneer

of Ohio in the use of storage batteries for interurban work. It

was the first to equip its road in this manner, and the installations

at Brookville and Arcanum each consists of a 260-kw battery

operating in sub-stations. This road was especially designed

with a view to the use of batteries, and it was, therefore, enabled

to install smaller generators and rotaries than had the batteries

been omitted.

VOLTAGES

In the table showing the voltages used on interurban systems

in the States visited, it will be seen that there is considerable

difference in the figures, and that the reason for these differences

is not obvious. There has been a steady increase in the voltage

of three-phase transmission lines, and even at the present time

there appears to be nothing to check this increase.

Sixty-six hundred volts was at one time considered to be about

the limit for this work, and a little later this figure was doubled,

giving the well-known figure of 1 3,200 volts. In the mean-

time, one or two systems had started operation at 1 1 ,000 volts.

Soon after some installations began operating at 1 3,200 volts

a few roads were projected, which, on account of their length,

required transmission voltage higher than this figure, and it was
again doubled, making the figure 26,400 volts. In the mean-

time, other plants found it advisable to double the figure 1 1 ,-

000, giving some plants operating at 22,000 volts, and in cases

where this was insufficient 33,000 volts had been used; and

there were also a few plants where I 1 ,000 volts appeared to

be insufficient, and where 22,000 was higher than seemed ne-

cessary. These plants split the difference and adopted the

voltage 16,500. It will be noticed that all of these figures are

multiples of 110, the well-known figure for incandescent lamps.

It will also be found that many of the railway plants have

voltages which do not fall exactly on these figures, but come

more or less closely to one of these—e. g., the 26,400 may be

either as low as 25,000 or as high as 27,000, and there are

many intermediate figures between 1 0,000 and 1 3,200.

These latter variations in voltages are partly due to the various

interpretations which are placed on the standardization recom-

mendations of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

which read as follows: "In alternating-current, high-pressure
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circuits, at the receiving end the following pressures are in gen-

eral use, and are recommended : 1 000 volts, 2000 volts, 3000
volts, 6000 volts, 10,000 volts, 15,000 volts, 20,000 volts."

As these figures were stated as being the voltage at the receiving

end, the voltage at the generator, or step-up transformers, was
a variable quantity, such as 5, 1 or 15 per cent greater, de-

pending on the slide rule calculations and assumptions of the

engineer in charge of the transmission. Consequently, one man
winds his generator for 1 0,000 volts, while others wind for 1 0,-

500, 1 1,000, 1 1,500 or 12,000, or intermediate figures, and
all of these people believe they are following the Institute

standard.

It is also a matter of pride with operating engineers to have

the voltage of their system higher than their neighbors, so that

they will always mention the voltage of the generator or step-

up transformers rather than the voltage at the receiving end.

Also, the number of plants which generate at one point and
have their load concentrated at a single point are extremely

few, so that the receiving voltage must be graded all the way
from the generating station to the most distant point, where
the line drop is greatest.

With few exceptions, 25 cycles is the standard frequency for

railway rotary converter work, and a tabulation of the plants oper-

ating at this frequency will show that there are more operating

at 1 3,200 volts than at any other figure. The usual practice in

railway work, not only at this voltage, but at the higher voltage,

is to wind all the transformers at the full line potential, adding

taps (usually four) giving 10 per cent range in 2'/2 per cent

steps. This arrangement makes the transformers interchange-

able, and permits of adjustment to compensate for as much as

10 per cent line drop, this figure being rarely exceeded in rail-

way transmissions, and, in fact, cannot be greatly exceeded

without the chance of starting pulsation of converters. The
taps also have the additional advantage of compensating for dif-

ferences in ratios of transformers and converters of the same or

different manufacture.

It is obviously desirable to have in general use as few different

voltages as will meet the various requirements, as this should

not only mean better prices and deliveries on main apparatus,

but also on auxiliary apparatus, such as switches, current and

potential transformers, insulators, lightning arresters, cables, etc.

At the present time there is a general tendency to make use

of 33,000 volts on systems where 1 3,200 volts is not enough.

If these transformers are made Y connected for 33,000 volts

they may be connected delta at approximately 19,100 volts, in

case the length of transmission or the load are such as to make
operation at the higher figure unnecessary. Two lines of trans-

formers, therefore, namely, 1 3,200 volts and 33,000 volts, Y
connected, would appear to be sufficient to meet most of the

railroad requirements at the present time, and the proposed use

of any other voltage on 25-cycle railway work should be ques-

tioned. The cases where other voltages are justified are cases

v/here nearby systems are already in operation at other figures.

In these cases the inevitable extensions and consolidations will,

sooner or later, make it desirable to operate the two systems

either from one large power house or interchange power for

greater flexibility and reliability in operation, e. g., as has been

done in large city works. For instance, Chicago has an ex-

tensive system in operation at 9000 volts. Buffalo and New
York City have railway systems operating at I 1 ,000 volts, while

most of the other large cities—San Francisco, St. Louis, Min-
neapolis and St. Paul, Baltimore, Philadelphia and others

—

operate at 1 3,200 volts.

In the State of Ohio there are a number of roads operating

at 26,400 volts, and others at 33,000 volts. The latter and

higher figure is in better standing and of more general use, but

there may be locations where the possible purchase or inter-

change of power would justify standing by the lower figure.

The transformer is a very flexible piece of apparatus, and

while this has advantages it also has disadvantages—e. g., a man
having transformers wound for 33,000 volts may decide that

this voltage is too high for his needs and decides to operate at

16,500 volts by parallel connection of primary coils. An-
other man under the same conditions, instead of parallel con-

nection, may change from Y to delta connection and operate

with this same apparatus at, roughly, 1 9,000 volts. Another

engineer, finding that his road has outgrown the original 1 3,200-

volt transmission, will change his transformer from delta to Y
and operate at approximately 22,800 volts. This flexibility of

connections, while at times convenient, is obviously the direct

means of introducing a large number of new "standard" volt-

ages. It is apparent, therefore, that any recommended figures

for standard transmission voltages which do not take into ac-

count the same transformer connected both Y and delta, will have

little following. This ratio is V 3, ( 1 .73) in the case of chang-

1

ing from delta to Y, or V— ' (0.58) in the case of changing

3

from Y to delta. A consistent line of transformers, therefore,

would take these ratios into account—e. g., 1 1 ,000 volts, 19,-

100 volts, 33,000 volts, 37,000 volts, 100,000 volts. Each
of these figures is 1.73 times the next lower and 58 per cent

of the next higher. The figure 1 00,000 is forecasting the future

a little ; but, approximately, the figure 5 7,000 is already in con-

siderable use. Even if these figures were taken as standard, and

transformers built only to meet these voltages, there would be

nothing to prevent the purchaser from halving any of these fig-

ures by connecting coils in parallel, and again connecting the

paralleled coils in Y, which would immediately make a lot more

of "standard" voltages.

On 1 3,200-volt plants it is common practice to generate

directly at this figure, thus dispensing with the use of step-up

transformers. This is by no means the possible limit of direct

generation, as one road in Ohio generates directly at 16,500

volts; but 13,200 is the highest figure for direct generation in

common use. Where the voltage must be higher than this,

such as 33,000 volts, the generators are usually wound for

2200 volts, unless there happen to be rotary converters in the

same building with the generators, in which case three-phase

generators, operating at approximately 370 volts, give the de-

sired direct-current voltage of 600.

Twenty-two hundred volts is selected on account of the mod-

erate size cables required, and also because switches and other

accessory apparatus are developed and in general use at this

figure. Twenty-two hundred, like the other figures, is also

a multiple of 11, and, therefore, the high-tension voltages of

1 3,200, 33,000, etc., are multiples of the low-tension voltage.

Three hundred and seventy volts, while quite satisfactory for

the smaller generators, requires very cumbersome connections,

cables, switches, bus-bars, etc., as soon as the generator gets to

be as large as 1 000 or 2000 kw. On account of the sim-

plified switching equipment, many roads regard generator and

bank of transformers as single unit, making low tension

connections permanently between the two, and thus dispensing

with large low-tension bus-bars and switches. In fact, this

simplification and saving is so great that some roads are found

with converters in the same room, making use of both step-up

and step-down transformers to feed these converters. While

this means increased losses and increased transformer expense,

the simplified switching is considered to justify the arrange-

ment.

A few years ago more or less publicity was given to a con-



Plate XLIII



Plate XLIV

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL ENGINES IN HEBRON STATION
OF COLUMBUS, NEWARK & ZANESV1LLE

VERTICAL TURBINE IN STRATFORD STATION OF COLUMBUS,
DELAWARE & MARION



Plate XLV

COMBINED SUB-STATION AND RESIDENCE, WESTERN OHIO COMBINATION SWITCH TOWER AND SUB-STATION,
TOLEDO & WESTERN

CONCRETE BLOCK SUB-STATION, TOLEDO & INDIANA SUB-STATION, COLUMBUS, NEWARK & ZANESVILLE



FORESTVILLE COMBINED PASSENGER AND SUB-STATION, INTERURBAN RAILWAY &
TERMINAL COMPANY, CINCINNATI
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venient rule for determining transmission voltages. This was
to take 1 000 volts for every mile of transmission. This rule

is very easily applied, and, while not far from general practice,

it doubtless was responsible for much of the special apparatus

and unusual voltages.

The advantages of recognizing as small a number as possible

of different voltages as standard for railway work are so obvious

as to require no further comment.

SUB-STATIONS

Opinions differ considerably among engineers and operators

as to the most desirable sizes of sub-station equipment and the

distance between sub-stations. Some engineers figure that it is

better to use a number of small stations and place them at fre-

quent intervals, claiming that the voltage is better maintained and
that the loss of one or two sub-stations on a line affects the

service less than where the stations are further apart and the size

of rotary converters larger. The Toledo & Western has an
average distance between stations of 8'/2 miles, and the capacity

of each station is either 250 or 300 kw. The company makes a

practice of cutting out one or two of its intermediate sub-stations

during hours of lightest travel. The Lake Shore Electric has an
average distance between sub-stations of 1 miles and on one
end of its system these stations are equipped with two 200-kw
rotaries, while on the other end there are one or two 400-kw
rotaries. The company advocates the use of the larger machines
as they provide a greater reserve, being capable of greater over-

loads during periods of peak loads. The company is planning

to place larger rotaries in several of the stations now equipped
with 200-kw units, and it will probably transfer some of the

smaller machines to other stations, giving some of the stations a

large and a small machine ; the larger machine to be used during

normal condition and the smaller one to help on peak loads or

to handle the load alone on very light load. The Western Ohio,
with sub-stations averaging 1 2 miles apart, also has two 200-kw
machines in the majority of its stations. While its power con-

ditions are excellent, the company rather advocates the use of

larger machines. The Toledo & Indiana, with an average dis-

tance of 1 2 miles, takes an intermediate position, and uses

360-kw rotaries. The Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland, Cin-

cinnati & Columbus and Interurban Railway & Terminal Com-
pany each use 400-kw rotaries with but one in the sub-station.

The Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside and the Scioto Valley
using Bullock apparatus were extremely liberal in the equipment
of their sub-stations, which average 10 miles apart and are

equipped with 450-kw rotaries.

The working voltage through which current is reduced in sub-

stations also varies considerably. Two roads, the Stark Elec-

tric and the Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth, both using

Westinghouse apparatus have a secondary voltage for the trans-

formers of 350. The Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside and the

Scioto Valley with Bullock apparatus reduce it to 375 volts.

The Western Ohio, with Westinghouse apparatus, reduces to

420, and the Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima, with General

Electric transformers, to 440 volts. The sub-stations on the

Canton-Akron, Cincinnati & Columbus, Toledo Urban & In-

terurban and the Medway and Hebron stations of the Indiana,

Columbus & Eastern, equipped by the General Electric Com-
pany, have transformers cooled by air supplied by motor-driven

fans. In the majority of the General Electric Company's
latest installations in this district, oil-cooled transformers have

been used. The Toledo & Indiana has one station equipped

with oil-cooled transformers, built by the Kuhlman Electric

Company, of Elkhart, Ind. These transformers are unusually

large for the capacity and have plain cases. Below each trans-

former is a tank, into which the oil can be drained in case of

fire or other emergencies.
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With reference to the best sites for sub-

stations in general, there are two distinct

ideas on this subject. One is to place sub-

stations in villages and have the attendant

perform the varied duties of station at-

tendant, ticket agent and freight agent.

This necessitates the designing of buildings

to accommodate all of these requisites, and

it might be said that this practice has been

largely followed. Lately, however, there

has been an inclination on the part of soma

roads to isolate their sub-stations by placing

them in the country and allowing the at-

tendant to give his exclusive attention to the

sub-station apparatus. The theory is that

when something goes wrong, the man

should be on the spot to remedy the diffi-

culty as quickly as possible, and it is

claimed that he cannot always do this if he

is out selling tickets or checking baggage.

The growing tendency in small towns to

object against the passing of high-tension

lines through their streets also has a bearing

on this point. The Scioto Valley believes

in isolating its sub-stations and machinery,

and although in a number of places its sta-

tions are in towns, the ticket office and

freight station are in another building and

have a separate attendant. The Western

Ohio has several isolated sub-stations and

for these it has built very attractive two-

story brick residences, fitted with all the

conveniences of a modern home, and the

attendant lives there and is on duty prac-

tically all the time. The Toledo & West-

ern has several combined residences and

stations, but they are all in towns and the

agent divides his duties.

In Indiana the average distance between

sub-stations on the roads visited varies from

21 to 12 miles. The greatest distance

was found on the Indianapolis, Columbus

& Southern, where there is but one sub-

station in addition to one in the power

house. A distance of about 1 5 miles is

the average for all of the roads visited.

On the Indianapolis Northern division

of the Indiana Union Traction Company,

sub-stations are, with one exception, 1 7

miles apart. This is a somewhat greater

distance than on the older portion of the

system, as on this the stations are from 7 to

1 1 Yl miles apart.

Usually the locations of sub-stations are

not the most economical ones so far as the

line losses are concerned. In most every

instance they are located in small towns

along the line with a view, in some cases,

to combining the sub-station attendant's

duties with others. The sub-stations of the

Indianapolis & Northwestern system, how-

ever, are located 1 6 miles apart irrespective

of towns.

The step-down transformers in the sub-

station range in size from 300 kw to 150

kw. With few exceptions they are of the

oil-cooled type. Those of the Indianapolis

& Northwestern system are air cooled.
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These transformers, moreover, are peculiar in that they have two

separate secondary circuits so that two rotary converters can be

supplied from one set of transformers. Rotary converters range

in size from 350 kw on the Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern

system to 200 kw.

The earliest sub-stations were designed with the high-tension

switches, lightning arresters and transformers in a room separate

from that in which the switchboard and rotaries were installed.

However, there is a decided tendency to abandon this practice.

Practically all of the stations erected in the last few years have

all of the apparatus in one room. In many instances the high-

tension apparatus has no railing, screen or protection of any kind

around it. The new stations of the Fort Wayne & Wabash

Valley Traction Company have protecting screen about the

high-tension switches and transformers. On the Rapid Railway

division of the Detroit United Railway the high-tension appa-

ratus is separated from the balance of the room by a railing and

in some instances it is on an elevated platform. The sub-sta-

tions 'of the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway

are provided with an entrance tower and in this and immediately

underneath it all of the high-tension apparatus is installed so that

it is partially isolated.

There is no generally adopted method of bringing the high-

tension wires into the sub-station. On the Terre Haute Trac-

tion & Light system the wires are brought in through the center

of 1 2-in. drain tiles. The inner end of each tile is provided

with a disc of plate glass and the wire is carried through a 3-in.

hole in the center of this. The high-tension wires are brought

into sub-stations through porcelain tubes on the Indianapolis,

Columbus & Southern system.

The sub-stations of the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction

Company were the only ones found in which motor-operated oil-

break high-tension switches are employed. The Westinghouse

"stick" type combination fuse and switch is used by the Indiana

Union Traction Company, the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley

Traction Company and by several other of the systems visited.

The Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Company employ Stan-

ley hand-operated oil switches. In the sub-stations of the In-

dianapolis & Cincinnati system no automatic switches are pro-

vided. This road is operated by single-phase current and the

sub-stations are merely transformer stations. As no attendant is

required, the breakers are placed in the power house only.

On the Indiana Union Traction system, as originally laid out,

fourteen sub-stations are fed from six circuits. Additional Sub-

Street Ry.Journal
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stations of roads operated by this company will be fed from these

circuits within a short time. Two circuits are usually run to

those sub-stations nearest the power house. 1 wo sub-stations

of the Indianapolis & Northwestern system are fed from one

circuit. The longest transmission at high voltage in Indiana and

one of the longest in existence where the current is not gen-

erated by water power is that of the Indiana Union Traction

Company between Anderson and Logansport, a distance of

about 60 miles, and from Anderson to Hill Top, about 61

miles. For the greater portion of the distance to Logansport two

No. 6 transmission lines are employed. The Fort Wayne &
Wabash Valley Traction Company will transmit 50 miles when
present plans are put into operation. On the Detroit, Ypsi-

lanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway system current is trans-

mitted 41 miles, and on the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction

system current is carried from the power house at Rushville to

the city limits of Indianapolis, about 40 miles distant.

The power distribution system of the Indiana Union Traction

Company is the most extensive one in the Middle West. For

the past two years fifteen sub-stations have been fed from the

one generator station at Anderson. Within a few months seven

sub-stations will be fed from the Rushville power house of the

Indiana & Cincinnati Fraction Company and the distribution

system planned for the Fort Wayne & V/abash Valley Trac-

tion Company will include seven sub-stations.

FLOATING OR PORTABLE SUB-STATIONS

Portable sub-stations are used extensively on the longer roads

in Ohio. 1 he uses to which they are put, however, are not

identical in every case. Several roads which had rather in-

definite plans for extensions when the original installations were

made adopted the idea of placing the sub-stations in cars, so

that they might be moved if later extensions were made and a

change in the distribution system found desirable. Thus, the

Toledo & Western, (he Toledo & Indiana and the Cleveland,

Painesville & Ashtabula each had two or three portable sub-

stations. These were laid up on convenient sidings and served

the purpose of permanent sub-stations. This practice has since

undergone some change on these roads. The Toledo & Indiana

had one of its cars struck by lightning, the oil transformers ex-

ploding and completely destroying the car and its equipment.

The difficulty of placing suitable protecting apparatus in so lim-

ited a space necessarily constructed of wood caused the com-

pany to abandon the idea of using it for a permanent station, and

a concrete building was substituted. The Toledo & Western

uses one of its portable sub-stations practically all of the time,

while the other is side-tracked for use in cases of emergency. It

is believed that this later use is the true function of the floating

sub-station.

In addition to the roads mentioned, the Cleveland & South-

western, Cincinnati & Columbus, Toledo, Port Clinton & Lake-

side and the Dayton & Muncie have floating stations used in

this way. On occasions of heavy loads on certain parts of the

road, such as fairs or base-ball games, or on longer periods of

exceptional traffic, these cars are placed on the most advantage-

ous side track and assist the regular sub-station in that district

in carrying the load. An illustration on another page shows a

portable sub-station placed on a side track adjoining one of the

permanent stations, the two operating in parallel and providing

double the output ordinarily needed for that section of the road.

In cases of accident to one of the permanent sub-stations the

portable apparatus is quickly shifted to that locality and the ser-

vice is maintained without interruption. The longer roads which

own such stations as a rule believe that the added investment

for the sub-station equipment is well spent, as it provides an as-

surance against interruption of traffic which could not otherwise

be obtained. In several instances the floating stations are sim-

ply old freight cars strong enough to carry the weight, while in

others special cars were designed. The floating sub-station de-

signed for the Cincinnati & Columbus Traction Company shows

unusual attention to details in that it is equipped with complete

systems of oil switches and high-tension lightning arresters, which

some of the earlier cars did not have. This outfit was de-

scribed in the STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL for July 8, 1905.

It contains a 440-kw rotary in one end, larger than is found in

other floating sub-stations, and at the other end is one tri-phase

transformer, this outfit being lighter and smaller than where three

single-phase transformers are used. In the rear of the trans-

former are the lightning arresters and lever operated oil switches,

potential and current transformers, etc. The high-tension lines

enter through an anchorage at the same end of the car, so that

no high-tension apparatus passes in front of the transformer, in-

suring safety to the sub-station attendant. The transformer is

of the air blast type, and the current of air passes through a

chamber below the car floor, in which are also the low voltage

and direct-current wiring. The Columbus, Newark & Zanes-

ville was recently called upon on short notice to handle an un-

usually large excursion at Buckeye Lake, and the manager, in

solving the power problem, arose to the occasion by dismantling

one of the permanent sub-stations, loading the sub-station appa-

ratus on a flat car and placing this improvised portable sub-sta-

tion on a siding near the lake, where it distributed direct current

to the line as required.

With the exception of the Indiana Union Traction Company
and the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company,

none of the systems visited in Indiana employ sub-station cars

to serve as reserve capacity. The Rapid Railway Division of

the Detroit United Railways has ample reserve capacity in each

sub-station in permanently installed apparatus, as do several

other of the systems.

The Indiana Union Traction Company has two portable

sub-stations. One of these is contained in a box car, 21 ft.

6 ins. long and 8 ft. 8 ins. wide, and consists of three 87'/2-kw,

oil-cooled, step-down transformers and a 250-kw rotary con-

verter. The transformers are located in one end of the car,

the converter in the opposite end, while the switchboard oc-

cupies the space in the center. The second portable sub-sta-

tion is mounted in a car somewhat longer, but containing prac-

tically the same apparatus as the first one. The roof of the

second car is arranged so that it can be lifted off in two sec-

tions. This is to facilitate changing the transformers should it

be necessary. In such an event it is intended that the car shall

be run under the crane in the power house so that the roof and

the apparatus can be handled by the crane. This portable

sub-station of the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Com-
pany consists of a 200-kw rotary converter and three oil-cooled

transformers mounted in a car of practically the same dimensions

as are the sub-station cars of the Indiana Union Traction Com-
pany. The cars on both systems are used when, for any reason,

traffic on any portion is exceedingly heavy. They are also used

whenever it is necessary to repair the regular sub-station appa-

ratus.



LINES AND CABLES
Practically every road in Ohio carries its high-tension lines on

the poles supporting the trolley wires and direct-current feeders.

In other words, there are few separate transmission lines except

in several instances cross-country lines have been built to provide

short cuts from power stations to sub-stations. In the case of

the Toledo Urban & Interurban, which was equipped with

high-tension transmission several years after its original road was

built, on some sections separate poles have been erected for the

high tension. Poles are uniformly 35 ft. or 40 ft., except in a

number of instances where poles of 50 ft. and 60 ft. were em-

ployed to carry the high-tension wires over the tops of trees.

Roads following highways and passing through villages in Ohio

have been greatly troubled by the presence of trees, which, as

a rule, owners were unwilling to have trimmed. There are

a number of instances where pole lines were carried to the rear

of lots in order to avoid trees, and nearly every road has one or

two places in which it was obliged to carry its transmission

lines to the rear of towns in order to avoid the trees and accom-

modate the ideas of village authorities.

Methods of arranging and attaching high-tension wires to

poles have furnished another subject for wide discussion among

engineers, but it may be stated that notions which were prevalent

a few years ago are now being dispelled and the various roads

are coming nearer to a standard on their transmission lines. This,

of course, is largely the result of combinations of interest and the

necessity for putting various lines together.

For example, one prominent engineer provided in his specifica-

tions that there should be no iron of any kind at the tops of the

poles, all pins, bolts and braces being of hardwood. In later

construction on this same road this idea has been modified, as

it was found that such precautions were unnecessary, and that

the line was not as strong as where metal was used more freely.

Up to two or three years ago the majority of engineers held

firmly to the belief that three-phase transmission lines should be

arranged in an equilateral triangle and that they should be

transposed at regular intervals. The majority of Ohio operat-

ing men now believe that these two ideas were the result of too

much theory and not enough practice. The latest transmission

lines are attached to cross-arms, according to the arrangement

which is most convenient, and there is no transposition of wires.

While the triangular arrangement is still used, it is largely the

result of the desirability of using two sets of transmission lines,

and two cross-arms are employed, one, shorter than the other,

carrying two insulators on its ends, and the other carrying four

insulators. On some of the roads the longer arm is placed

above, while in others the opposite arrangement is followed.

On the matter of spacing circuits, however, one point is be-

coming impressed on roads using the higher voltages, and that is

that there should be ample space between the wires to avoid

short circuits and jumping across in case of overloads. The

Western Ohio, for example, formerly had 32 ins. between wires

for 33,000 volts transmission. It is now spreading these, and,

at the same time, strengthening its construction, using 1 0-ft. arms

for four pins and 8-ft. arms for two pins and providing for a

minimum distance between wires of 36 ins. Pins are 1 5 ins.

long instead of 10 ins., as formerly used. The Fort Wayne,

Van Wert & Lima and the Toledo & Lima follow this prac-

tice quite closely in their new work. The Cleveland Construc-

tion Company, which is building several new lines, is provid-

ing for a spacing of 42 ins. between wires, and it uses 1 6-in. pins

boiled in carbo-Iinium. It might be stated here that wood pins

are almost universally used.

The idea of placing one pin on the top of the pole and the

other two on a cross-arm below it where but a single transmis-

sion line is provided for, is losing favor among some of the best

engineers. The pin and insulator on the top of the pole almost

invariably gives more trouble than the other two. There are,

of course, several methods of attaching this pin. The Toledo,

Port Clinton & Lakeside uses a metal ridge pin with four heavy

lag screws, which is undoubtedly a strong form of construc-

tion. On the Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland and several other

roads a wood block is attached to the side of the pole and the

pm is batted to this. On a number of roads the top of the pole

is drilled and the pin set in. The objection found to this is

that moisture gathers in the hole and the pole rots in the center.

On several roads this has been partially overcome by boring

"weep" holes for the moisture to drain out and by placing

porcelain plates around the top of the pole, but after trying these

various devices there are a number of prominent engineers who
believe it is best to get the insulator off from the top of the pole

and place all these v/ires on a single cross-arm. This has been

done on recent construction work on the Western Ohio and the

Toledo & Indiana, using one insulator on one side of the pole

and two on the other. The Cleveland & Southwestern on

some recent work used two short cross-arms with an insulator on

the end of each, the fourth insulator being for a spare wire which

is used in case of breakage to any of the other three. Tell-tale

devices in the sub-stations tell which wires are dead, and the

spare wire can be thrown instantly into service in case of acci-

dent. This device has saved a tie-up on several occasions. A
variation from usual forms of cross-arm braces was used in this

work, a triangular shaped block of wood soaked in carbo-

lineum to prevent cracking, being used instead of metal braces,

which had given trouble.

Copper lines are used by the great majority of roads, although

considerable aluminum has been used during the past two or

three years. During the past twelve months, however, builders

of roads have been unable to secure proposals from manufac-

turers of aluminum wire because they are too busy with other

work, hence it is not being used on roads under construction.

One of the chief advantages found for aluminum is that sleet

does not stick to it, in spite of the larger area of surface, and

aluminum lines have gone through the most severe sleet storms

without interruption, where copper lines have broken down in

many places. The lower fusing point of aluminum, as com-

pared with copper, and its liability to break when coming in

contact with electric light or telephone wires, are, of course, dis-

advantages which perhaps more than compensate for the ad-

vantage mentioned. At times when copper has been high in

price aluminum has been considerably lower for the same carry-

ing capacity, and, as a rule, it is always a trifle lower in price,

the price being based upon the price of copper. On long spans,

aluminum has been known to stretch considerably when first

erected, but one of the advantages frequently pointed out for

aluminum is that the manufacturers have always insisted upon

inspecting all erection work, requiring that the feeders be strung

at the proper tension and in the most substantial manner pos-

sible.

The Scioto Valley Traction Company uses seven-strand

aluminum of No. 2 capacity for its lines, and has had excellent

results. The Western Ohio, Lake Shore Electric and Cleve-

land & Southwestern have secured very satisfactory results from

aluminum.

Lines of No. 4 capacity are used by the majority of roads

of medium length, while the roads with heavier equipment,

longer transmission and higher voltages use a larger conductor.
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The Canton-Akron Company's system is about equally divided

between No. 2, No. 4 and No. 6, starting out of the house

with the larger conductor and tapering down to the smaller at

the ends. The Western Ohio uses No. 2 and No. 4, with the

to adopt this on extensions and new lines, in order to secure ample

capacity to handle the road from some other station in case the

usual base of supply is interrupted.

Glass insulators are being used by several roads with the

TABLE VII.—SUMMARY OF PRACTICE IN HIGH TENSION TRANSMISSION LINES ON ROADS TREATED.

NAMES OF COMPANIES. Matciial of Line. Size of CodaUh tors.

Distance
Apart of

Transmis-
sion Poles

in Ft.
2 M- ;

Arrangement

Circuits.

Northern Ohio Group.
Cleveland & Southwestern
Lake Shore Electric

Eastern Ohio
Toledo & Indiana
Toledo & Western
Toledo, Pt. Clinton & Lakeside
Stark Electric

Canton-Akron

Central and Southern Ohio Grc
Western Ohio
Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima
Dayton & Troy
Dayton, Covington & Piqua
Scioto Valley
Cincinnati & Columbus
Cincinnati, Mil ford & Lovcland
Interurban Ry. & T. Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth

Indiana Group.
Indiana Union
Indianapolis & Northwestern
Indianapolis & Cincinnati
Indianapolis, Columbus >V Southern..

.

Terre Haute Tr. & Lgt
Kokomo, Marion Western
Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley

Michigan Group.
Rapid Railway System, Detroit
Detroit, Ypsilanti, A. A. & J

10,500

13,000
13,500
13,500

15,000
11,00(1 and L-J.OOO

11,000
10,500 and 13,200

Copper and al

Copper and al

Copper
Copper
Copper
Copper
Copper
Aim ,1 and copper

No. 4

.

No. 2

.

No. 4.

No. 4.

No. 4

.

No. 4.

No. 4.

Stranded aluminum .

Copper
Copper
Copper
Ir.suhited copper. . . .

No. 2.

No. 4.
No. 4.

No. 4

.

No. 4.

Copper
Phosphor bronze
Copper
Aluminum
Aluminum and copper.
Aluminum
Copper

No. 0, copper equivalent

.

No.' 2"'.7"'i.;; v.'.'.','.'.

No. 2

'I riangle.

Triangle.

Flat.

Flat.

Triangle.
Triangle.
Triangle.

Triangle.

Triangle.
Triangle.

Triangle.
Triangle.

Triangle.

2 triangular, 1 fl

Triangular.
Two-phase flat.

Triangular.
Triangular.
Triangular.
Triangular.

L'nion Traction Company of Indi ad Indianapolis Northern Traction Company only considered.

TABLE VII.—SUMMARY OF PRACTICE IN HIGH TENSION TRANSMISSION LINES ON ROADS TREATED.

—

Concluded.

NAMES OF C( >M PAXILS.

Northern Ohio Group.
Cleveland & Southwestern
Lake Shore Electric

Eastern Ohio
Toledo & Indiana
Toledo & Western
Toledo, Pt. Clinton & Lakeside. .

.

Stark Electric

Canton-Akron

Central and Southern Ohio Group
Western Ohio
Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima
Dayton & Troy
Dayton, Covington & Piqua
Scioto Valley
Cincinnati & Columbus
Cincinnati, Milford & Lovcland
Interurban Ry. & T. Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth..

.

Indiana Group.
Indiana Union
Indianapolis & Northwestern
Indianapolis & Cincinnati
Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern.
Terre Haute Tr. & Lgt
Kokomo, Marion &; Western
Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley

Michigan Group.
Rapid Railway System, Detroit

.

I listam e

Between
Wires of

Circuit

in Ins.

Not transposed

.

Twice on road.

.

Every 3d mile . .

2 miles. .

3J miles

.

Every mile
Not transposed

.

Not transposed

.

Not transposed

.

Every 90 poles.

.

mile .

Not transposed

.

Not transposed

.

Type of

High-tensioi
Insulators.

7-in. porcelain, 8-in. gla

7-in. glass
7-in. porcelain
7-in. glass
5-in. white porcelain, 7-:

7-in. porcelain

8-in. porcelain.

8-in. porcelain

.

7-in. porcelain .

7-in. porcelain

.

7-in. porcelain

.

75-2-in., 9 in. glai

Erown porcelain

.

Brown porcelain

.

Glass insulators..

Porcelain
5-in. porcelain . .

.

Porcelain

celain

.

Replacing glass with porcelain .

.

How Are
ilators Attachi
> Cross Arms.

Wood pins .

Wood pins

.

Wood pins

.

Wood pins.

W'ood pins

.

Wood pins

.

Wood pins

.

Wood pins

.

Wood pins

.

Wood pins

.

W'ood pins

.

lli-in. locust pins

Iron pins and stud bolts

Wood pins
Wood pins
llj-in. locust pins
Locust pins

Iron pins..

Wood pins

.

How is High-tension
Line Protected

Against Lightning.

Am sters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.
Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

Arresters.

I Fuse arresters in power house, sub-
> stations and other points where there

j is competent attendance.

* Union Traction Company of Indiana and Indianapolis Northern Traction Company only considered

same arrangements. The Lake Shore Electric has all No. 2,

in order to render it possible to run all the sub-stations from one

power house if necessary, necessitating a transmission of about

1 00 miles. The Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima has No. 2

throughout, and there seems to be a tendency among other roads

medium voltages of from 1 2,000 to 1 6,500, but the roads using

the higher voltages of from 20,000 to 33,000 seem to prefer

porcelain insulators, the usual size being 7 ins. The Lake

Shore Electric, with 16,500, uses 7-in. glass with most satis-

factory results, while the Cleveland & Southwestern has a num-
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ber of stretches of 8-in. glass insulators, which are giving ex-

cellent service. The Toledo Urban & Interurban and the Cin-

cinnati & Columbus, with their 33,000-volt transmission lines,

use 8-in. x 8-in. porcelain insulators designed for 90,000 volts,

and the tendency is in this direction.

Considerable interest is being displayed in high-tension light-

ning arresters placed on poles, but as yet they have not been

adopted by any of the roads in the district. The Detroit, Mon-
roe & Toledo and Toledo Urban & Interurban string a gal-

vanized iron barbed wire at the top of the pole and ground it

at every tenth pole, which is said to be an excellent protection

against lightning. Other engineers who have considered this

scheme say that while it may be some protection, the compara-

tively short life of galvanized iron wire, as compared with copper

wire, is likely to cause a great deal of trouble when the barbed

wire commences to rust through and break, falling on the high-

tension lines.

The majority of roads are now taking unusual precautions

to protect their wires against telegraph wires at railroad crossings.

In a number of places cradles have been erected below the trans-

mission wires so that they cannot fall onto the telegraph wires.

At one undergrade crossing, the Toledo & Western has insulated

its high-tension lines and carries them under the crossing. The
Dayton & Muncie in one place has erected 1 00-ft. lattice iron

poles to cany the high tension over telegraph wires. At Lo-

rain, crossing a navigable stream where vessels with tall masts

frequently pass, the Lake Shore Electric has erected two 350-ft.

towers and passes the wires over with a thousand-foot span,

stranded aluminum wire being used.

In the other States visited copper is used for high-tension con-

ductors in the majority of cases. Aluminum conductors are

used by three systems, and in one instance the conductors are of

phosphor-bronze. High-tension conductors vary in size from

1-0 copper equivalent to No. 5. The smallest size is used on

the older portion of the Indiana Union Traction Company. On
this system the two sub-stations between Anderson and Indian-

apolis are fed by one line, consisting of No. 5 copper conductors.

Each of the sub-stations contain two 250-kw rotaries, and one is

1 3 miles and the other 24 Yl miles distant from the power sta-

tion. On practically all of the new work of this system the

high-tension wires are of No. 3 copper. On all the systems

visited, with the exception of the Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Traction Company, the high-tension circuits are carried on the

trolley poles. On this system, however, a second and separate

pole line, placed on the opposite side of track from the trol-

ley poles, is used. The majority of the systems use transmission

poles 40 ft. long. The size, however, varies greatly, as poles

with tops varying from 6 ins. to 1 ins. are used. On all of

the systems visited the poles are placed 1 00 ft. apart.

Disposition of the high-tension wires in the form of a triangle

was found in every instance, with the exception of the single cir-

cuits on the Indiana Union Traction system. The wires of

these single circuits are all on one cross-arm, two being on one

side of the pole. Wide differences were found in the distance

between the separate wires of high-tension circuits. The dis-

tances range from 1 8 ins. to 40 ins., and, moreover, the

greatest width was found on that system having the lowest trans-

mission voltage. On the systems carrying the highest voltage

distances of 35 ins. and 36 ins. between wires are usually em-

ployed.

The practice of transposing high-tension wires is adhered to

by some companies and is not followed by others. Three sys-

tems were found having high-tension wires transposed. In two

instances the transpositions are made every mile and in another

they occur every 9000 ft.

Porcelain high-tension insulators are used on all but two sys-

tems visited. On one system on which glass insulators are

used it was stated that no trouble whatever is being experienced

with them except their occasional breakage by boys, but on an-

other system glass insulators are being replaced by porcelain

whenever breakage occurred. On the Rapid Railway division

of the Detroit United Railways, and also on the Indianapolis

& Cincinnati system, the high-tension insulators are carried on

iron pins secured to the cross-arm by stud bolts. On all the

other systems visited wood pins, usually locust, are used.

Several recent installations throughout the country have ground

wires on the cross-arms carrying the high-tension wires as a pro-

tection against lightning. i his practice was not found on any

of the systems visited.

OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION

Grooved, or Fig. 8, wire is used for trolley by the majority

of Ohio roads. There is a growing tendency to equip with

double trolley wire and reduce the size of the d. c. feeders.

On the Toledo & Indiana, Cincinnati & Columbus and several

other roads where the sub-stations are ample and fairly close to-

gether, the use of d. c. feeders was dispensed with, the trolley

wires being used exclusively for carrying the direct current.

The Canton-Akron Railway Company uses a special trolley

wire, known as the Myers special, which is a modification of

the Fig. 8, except that it is flat on top. It is believed that it

gives the ear a better gripping surface, but, as it is unique, there

is some difficulty in getting new ears and repair parts.

As with high-tension lines, aluminum has been used by a

number of roads for d. c. feeders, and the same conditions

apply as with the high-tension wires. The majority of the

roads using a. c. transmission and having No. 000 single trol-

ley use a 300,000 c. m. d. c. feeder. The Cleveland & South-

western uses a 300,000 c. m. feeder where it has double trol-

ley and 500,000 c. m. to 600,000 c. m. with much of its

single trolley. A portion of this system has direct-current trans-

mission, and on these sections it uses 60,000 c. m. The Day-

ton & Troy, with d. c. transmission, has No. 00 trolley and

1 ,000,000 c. m. feeders.

Practically all the work done in Ohio in the past two years

has been bracket construction for single track. The older por-

tions of the Lake Shore Electric, Eastern Ohio Traction, Cin-

cinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth and Toledo, Port Clinton

& Lakeside are cross suspension, but later extensions were built

with bracket construction, which has been found cheaper to

build and to maintain. Span construction is used on prac-

tically all of the double track in the State, there being but very

little center pole construction. The height of trolley above

rail varies from 1 6 ft. on the Cincinnati & Columbus to 2 1 ft.

on the Dayton & Troy, the usual practice being 1 8 ft. This

is a point which ought to be adjusted, in view of the growing

tendency to run cars over other lines. Soldered and clinch ears

are about in equal favor, with possibly a growing sentiment in

favor of the former. There is an increasing tendency to use longer

and heavier ears, many 1 5-in. and 1 6-in. ears now being used.

Line voltages vary from 550 to 650, with a growing

tendency toward the higher voltage. In figuring feeders, the

usual rule is to allow for a maximum voltage drop of about 25

per cent, although several roads estimate copper upon a drop of

only I 00 volts.

Pole lightning arresters are used by all the roads. Arresters

are placed from 1 to 6 to the mile, and it might be stated

that there is a growing tendency to use more arresters and to

see that they are maintained in order. Six out of seventeen

roads visited ground the arresters to the rail exclusively, three

ground to an iron rod driven into the ground, two ground to a

copper plate and six use a combination of these methods, ground-

ing both to rail and earth.

Bracket trolley construction is followed in practically all of
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the new work in Indiana and Michigan. Both

round and Fig. 8 trolley is employed, but there is a

tendency towards the abandonment of the Fig. 8

section. Three sizes of wire, No. 00, No. 000
and No. 0000 trolley, are used, the smaller sizes

being employed when a double trolley is employed.

Opinion varies in this section as to the advan-

tages and disadvantages of single and double trol-

ley wire. The Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley

Traction Company is building all new work with

Mngle trolley, although the old lines are of double

trolley construction. On the Detroit United Rail-

ways system, upon which most of the construction

is with double trolley, this construction is preferred.

On the several roads visited the height of the

trolley above the rail ranges from 18 ft. to 20 ft.

There is a tendency to place the trolley a little

higher than is absolutely necessary, with a view to

accommodating higher cars should these be adopted

at any time in the future. It would seem that

neither difference in the height of cars nor operating

features would warrant the wide variation found

in the height of the trolley. On the Terre Haute
Traction & Light Company system, which uses the

car of least height, the trolley is 1 9 ft. high, while

on the Indianapolis & Northwestern system the trol-

ley is 1 ft. lower and the cars are about 9 ins.

higher. Other similar examples lead to the belief

that one standard height of trolley could be adopted

by practically all systems.

Where 500 or 525 volts was the pressure for-

merly carried on the trolley, 600 to 625 volts pres-

sure is now found. Of the systems visited in In-

diana the lowest voltage is carried by the Terre

Haute Traction & Light Company and is 550
volts. Several d. c. systems carry 650 volts.

Practice differs greatly in Indiana as to the num-
ber of lightning arresters necessary for proper pro-

tection to the line. From two to five per mile are

used. Various methods of grounding arresters are

in use. On the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction

system the arresters are grounded to a galvanized

iron pipe driven I ft. into the ground. None of

them is grounded to the rails. On the Indian-

apolis, Columbus & Southern Traction system every

fifth arrester is grounded to the rail. Arresters on
the Kokomo, Marion & Western Traction system

are all grounded to Y$-in. rods driven into the

ground. In addition to this, the ground wire from

each arrester is connected alternately to one rail

and to the other. Ground plates are used by the

Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company.
On the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson

Railway some of the arresters are grounded to the

rail and some to ground plates. The grounding

wires consist of wire from old motor field coils.

The Detroit United Railway system grounds

each arrester to both rails and to ground rods. In

addition to gap arresters, this company places fuse

arresters in the power houses, sub-stations and at

other points where there is competent attendance.

These arresters consist of several No. 22 cotton-

covered wires connected in multiple between the trol-

ley and ground terminals in such a manner that the

insulation of the wire prevents the passage of the

current. A lightning discharge, however, jumps

across this insulation. Fusing of the wire breaks

the current after a discharge.
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Direct-current feeders of about 500,000 c. m.

are usually employed. On the Detroit United

Railway system No. 0000 feeders are preferred,

several being placed in multiple when necessary.

The great advantage of a feeder system consisting of

this size of feeders is its flexibility. Whenever con-

ditions of load change some of the feeders may be

taken down and replaced on other portions of the

line where the load demands.

The frequency of feeder taps varies on the dif-

ferent systems. On the Indianapolis, Columbus &
Southern Traction system within five miles of sub-

stations two taps per mile are made. At greater

distances there are five taps per mile. The spacing

of feeder taps on the Detroit United Railway sys-

tem is governed by the demands for load. In level

country the taps are 1 320 ft. apart. On curves,

or where the service is extremely heavy, they are

from 700 ft. to 800 ft. apart.

The collection of drawings on page 657 forcibly

illustrates the lack of uniformity in pole and over-

head construction. There seems to be no stan-

dard rule whatever for number or dimensions of

cross-arms, methods of attaching the arms to the

poles, and arrangement of high-tension wires, d. c.

feeders and telephone wires.

In reference to telephone wires, it may be stated

that the trouble with telephone circuits carried on

the same poles with high-tension circuits, which was

freely predicted when high-tension work was first

suggested, has not been serious. It is now quite

the common practice to carry the company's own

telephone wires on the railway pole line, and no

serious difficulty due to the high-voltage circuits is

encountered, even when, as is now common prac-

tice, the power circuits are not transposed. Some

companies as an extra precaution against noisy tele-

phone lines transpose the telephone wires at frequent

intervals. On a number of roads the telephone

wires are carried on pins let into the pole instead

of on cross-arms, and in cities where span construc-

tion is used it is common practice to carry the tele-

phone wires on the span wires.

Of the roads treated eleven use chestnut poles,

cedar coming next in favor. Diameters of poles at

the top range from 6'/2 ins. to 8 ins., with 7 ins.

predominating. Lengths range from 25 ft. to 40

ft. and spacing of poles varies from 48 to the mile

to 60 to the mile with 52 a good average.

The Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth has

had an excellent opportunity of testing the theory

that the escaping gases from steam locomotives is

injurious to the feed and trolley wires of the over-

head electric railway system. This road handles

part of its freight business with steam locomotives,

and it has watched this point with some anxiety;

but after three years of constant and frequent freight

train service, it has been unable to discover that

there is any unusual deterioration of insulation, or

breaking off of soldered connections due to this

cause. The only effect noticed is a heavy coat-

ing of soot on the entire overhead and feeder system.

In Tables VII. and VIII. are given the details of

high-tension transmission lines and overhead con-

struction on the twenty-six roads investigated in

Ohio, Indiana and Michigan. These tables are

worthy of study as setting forth the latest ideas and

practices in designing transmission lines and over-

head construction for interurban roads.
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CAR HOUSES AND SHOPS
A number of the early interurban builders in Ohio "saved

money" by either not building shops at all, or else putting up the

cheapest forms of buildings with practically no equipment be-

yond a few hand tools. Cars were jacked up with hand jacks,

and motors lifted out by man power. In one or two instances

interurban roads equipped with the most expensive type of cars

and power equipment actually did all their repairs on an open

track with a hole in the ground for a pit and a small shack in

which to keep a few hand tools and repair parts. Needless to

is provided at the start with tools for taking care of the work in

a rapid and efficient manner, the item of maintenance in the long

run is surprisingly smaller than by the other method. Unfortu-

nately, while the majority of master mechanics and managers

fully appreciate these facts they find it difficult to impress these

conditions upon directors and stockholders who are anxious to

have the roads pay dividends soon after they commence opera-

tion.

For the reason that the repair shop has too often been looked

ELYRIA CAR SHOPS, CLEVELAND & SOUTIIWKSTKKN

DETAIL OF PITS, ELYRIA SHOPS

say, the work performed by workmen laying on their backs in

snow and water, with weather hovering around zero, was not of

a character calculated to give the highest class of service, and

while the directors of the roads themselves probably could not

understand why their maintenance expenses were high, an ex-

perienced manager could doubtless have demonstrated the situa-

tion in short order. It is almost invariably the case that when an

inexperienced lot of men build an electric road and buy good

rolling stock, they labor under the delusion that it should not

wear out for a long time to come and they see no reason for

providing elaborate shop layouts at the start. The experienced

operator knows that the old saying of "a stitch in time saves

nine," is nowhere more applicable than in caring for the rolling

stock of a traction line. If the equipment is allowed to run down,

even for a very short period, it is difficult to get it back to its

original efficiency and it depreciates very rapidly. On the other

hand, if the equipment is thoroughly inspected at regular and

frequent intervals and kept up from the very start, and if the shop

DETAIL OF WASH TRACK. ELYRIA SHOPS

upon as a needless expense, complete, not to say elaborate out-

fits are the exception rather than the rule in Ohio, even at this

late date. There is, however, a decided tendency for the better

in this direction. Roads have outgrown their old shop equip-

ments, which in the first place were designed for the then small

properties and are preparing to erect more elaborate plants, while

several new companies are planning to provide better facilities at

the start than were formerly considered necessary. The group-

ing of roads into larger systems is also necessitating the erection

of more elaborate and better equipped shops, where heavy work
for a large system can be taken care of.

The Schoepf syndicate has commenced work at Lima on a

very large shop and headquarters building for its four lines radi-

ating from that city. It will be designed to take care of repairs

for about 300 miles of road. The layout for these buildings is

shown on page 664.

A very modern shop layout is being erected by the Cleve-

land & Southwest Traction Company at Elyria. It was designed
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by C. N. Wilcoxson, general manager, and follows somewhat

the arrangement of the Western Ohio shops, hereafter described,

of which road Mr. Wilcoxson was formerly superintendent.

The shops occupy a triangular shaped piece of property of thir-

teen acres, the main line of the road extending along one side a

distance of 1 200 ft. The entering tracks to shops and yard all

lead from the apex of the triangle, so that there are practically no

curves or special work in the layout. The building has an out-

side measurement of 250 ft. x 1 79 ft. The building is divided

into three sections, the central section having a peaked roof, sup-

ported by steel trusses. The central portion contains the inspection

room in front and the machine shop proper in the rear. There

are two flat-roof wings, one containing the carpenter shop and

The Western Ohio Railway was not one of those that over-

looked the value of a good shop. Its layout at Wapakoneta,

erected three years ago, is one of the best exclusively interur-

ban shop in Ohio at the present time. The main portion is the

machine shops proper. There are open concrete inspection pits

with a transfer table traveling across three tracks. There is an

air hoist in the center for elevating one end of a car so that

the trucks can be run off onto the transfer table and shifted to

another track for inspection and repairs. An extra set of trucks

is kept on hand and the trucks are substituted so that a car is

usually out of service only a very short time. A swinging crane

covers the transfer table, a wheel press and a large wheel lathe

for turning steel-tire wheels. Among other tools are a

&'t. By- Journal

CAR SHOPS AT ELYRIA, CLEVELAND & SOUTHWESTERN

the paint shop and the other the men's locker room, offices and

storekeeper's room, stock room, blacksmith shop, lamp room and

sand and coal room. The building is admirably lighted with sky-

lights over the wings and central section.

There are four pit tracks for repairs in the main room, the

pits being built of concrete. The pit tracks rest on 1 0-in. x

1 2-in. sleepers, bolted through into anchors in the concrete. One
side of the pit is hollowed out for heating pipes and wiring, and

on this side the sleepers rest on concrete posts. Air hoists will

be provided adjoining the pits for elevating car bodies. One of

the tracks is a wash track with a V-shaped section 1 ft. wide

with a depth of 1 7 ins. below the rail in the center. The tracks

rest on timber and concrete sleepers and the rails are bolted

through into concrete, and the track is drained at a number of

points. The machine and carpenter-shop equipment will be of

the most modern type, and air will be used for tools and hoists

and for cleaning.

bolt threading machine, drill grinder, drill presses, bending ma-
chine, etc. Pits are provided with air hoists and air is con-

veyed to all parts of the shop for operating drills and blowing out

machinery and car seats. The blacksmithing, babbitting and
armature winding departments are fully equipped. A large

carpenter shop in the rear of the machine shop is equipped with

all necessary machinery for building as well as repairing cars.

As stated in another part of this issue, the company is engaged

in lengthening all its cars, about half of them having been com-

pleted. Two very substantial freight and express trailers have

recently been built. In connection with the shop are recreation

room, locker and wash rooms for the crews, large stock room
and separate offices for the master mechanic, general superin-

tendent and train despatchers. Several tracks adjoining the

buildings provide trackage for all the cars of the system, it being

the policy to store cars out of doors when not in service.

The Canton-Akron Railway Company has a well-equipped
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shop at Canton, although it was built up piecemeal. It adjoins

the company's large car house for the city and interurban cars,

and, of course, work for both branches of the service is taken

care of. Originally it consisted simply of a large room for ma-

chine shop with carpenter and paint shop in the rear. Special

buildings with suitable equipments have recently been built for

these departments with provision also for blacksmith shop and

babbitting department, while the rear of the storage house has

been partitioned off for a machinery room, leaving the main shop

open for inspection and general overhauling. There is a transfer

table with pit tracks provided with air jacks, and a large air hoist

covering a considerable portion of the room. The machinery

room in addition to the usual run of tools contains a wheel

grinder, a boring mill for boring wheels and turning wheels, a

vise for straightening axles and armature shafts, a tire-shrinking

heater, taping machine, dipping tubs and electric bake oven for

armature and coil work.

The Toledo & Indiana, Dayton & Troy, Toledo & Western,

Indiana, Columbus & Eastern, Lake Shore Electric and several

other roads also have rather complete shop layouts. The last

mentioned road is said to be preparing to erect an elaborate

plant to take care of its enlarged system.

A very interesting and novel shop layout has been planned by

L. C. Bradley, superintendent of the Scioto Valley Traction

Company. He was formerly a steam road man and follows

steam road practice as closely as possible in all branches of the

operation of his road, and he sees no reason why the round-house

idea of a repair shop and storage house, which through many

years of practice has been demonstrated to be the best for loco-

motive repair work, is not applicable for car maintenance work.

The accompanying plan will probably be carried out wholly or

partially in shops which the company will build within a year.

Space for all of the cars may not be provided at once; possibly

only half of the building shown will be built at first. It will be

seen that each car has an individual stall. Mr. Bradley be-

lieves that the great objection to nearly all shops of the usual

type is that too much shifting of cars is necessary. A car goes

into the shop and other cars are placed in front of it and it is

necessary to shift these cars before the first car can be gotten out

or another placed in the desired position for repair work. Under
the round-house plan, ordinary inspection and the lighter classes

of repairs will be taken care of in the stalls. The plans pro-

vide for space for working around the cars in the stalls, and

there will be an overhead traveling crane for carrying any heavy

parts around the rear of the cars through the general repair shop

and into the machine shop, with tracks to some of the tools. The
general repair shop will have pits for two cars with hoists for

lifting car bodies. The various tools will be in a section by them-

selves. The paint shop, with capacity of two cars, will be back

of the general repair shop, and the store room, master mechanic's

office, locker room, etc., in the rear of the machine shop. A
motor operated turntable will provide access to the various stalls,

and there will be operating switches at several convenient places

near the entrances so that the table can be turned for any de-

sired track by an employee without the necessity of going to the

turntable.

The various approaches to the turntable are long enough for

one car each, if it is desirable to allow a car to stand there.

Separate entrance and exit tracks will avoid delays in entering

or leaving the shop.

Mr. Bradley claims that this type of layout will occupy no

more space than a rectangular shop of similar capacity and be-

lieves that in many ways it will be more convenient and eco-

nomical to work in. Although not shown in the plan, provision

is made for a large water tank and pipe line extending around

the rear of the round house and through the various shops.

Each stall will have a fire-proof folding door and it is possible

that fire-proof walls may separate some of the stalls.



SCHEDULES, LIMITED SERVICES, SPEEDS, FARES,

DESPATCHING AND MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS
DETERMINING SCHEDULES

Most of the early interurban roads in the Central West pro-

vided for hourly service, and schedules were prepared to have cars

leave terminal points on the even hour. This practice is still fol-

lowed by a number of roads, but the theory that it is always the

most satisfactory method of handling the business is losing ground.

It is convenient for the public to know that cars leave on the even

hour, and the people become accustomed to it and expect it, but

this plan is very often a losing proposition for the road. For

instance, if cars leave on the even hour, it frequently is necessary

for a car to lay up at a terminal for from ten to forty minutes.

Wages of crews, interest and other expenses go on, but the car

is earning nothing during a very considerable portion of the day.

In such cases it is better to have the car leave one of the terminals

at some uneven fraction of the hour, and thus keep the car earn-

ing a greater portion of the time; frequently it is possible to dis-

pense with one car and a crew on a line by this method. The
idea, too, that all cars should run through over the entire line is

meeting with less favor. On a number of roads the traffic on

an extension is not sufficient to warrant the frequent service that

is demanded on other portions.

In some portions of Ohio, near Cincinnati, for instance,

the roads have abandoned almost entirely the idea of giving even-

hour service, and they lay out their schedules as do railroads,

running trains at times of day when the business demands. This

is directly opposed to the old street car and suburban railway

plan, but it is a question that is receiving serious consideration.

Reference to the table on page 667 will show that the Cincin-

nati, Georgetown & Portsmouth, for instance, runs trains at very

irregular intervals. There are periods in the middle of the day

when trains are one and one-half to two hours apart. In the

morning there are three times as many trains into the city as are

going in the other direction, while in the evening there is frequent

service out of the city and but few trains in the other direction.

A portion of the trains run about half the length of the road;

seven a day go through to Georgetown, while only four a day

go beyond that point to Russellville. This company follows the

idea of polling trains at intervals; that is, the conductor takes a

vote to see whether the passengers are pleased with the time of

departure and arrival of the train, or whether some would prefer

to have it a little earlier or a little later. If it is found that a

train is not paying, it is taken off and tried at some other time

of day.

This scheme, of course, necessitates liberal advertising of time

tables, and it might not work out satisfactorily on a line running

between two large cities.

The question of operating cars at more frequent intervals than

hourly headway has been much considered of late. The busi-

ness of a number of roads has grown to a point where more fre-

quent service is demanded, and some of them have put on half-

hourly cars between certain points. Usually the half-hour cars

are operated only in summer. A number of roads argue that

there is little advantage in this plan, claiming that the public does

not become acquainted with the fact that half-hourly cars are in

operation until it is time to take them off in the fall, and that the

traffic on the hourly cars is relieved but little by this method.

Again, people board the half-hourly cars and are disgruntled to

find that they only go part way to their destination and they

must lay up at some intermediate point. The majority of oper-

ators believe that it is a much better plan to handle increased

traffic by running double headers. In this way on rainy days,

or during unpleasant weather, the extra car need not go on, thus

saving much mileage as compared with the plan of having the

extra car leave always on the half hour. It is claimed also that

this is much safer from an operating standpoint, because, as a

rule, it is considered undesirable to operate half-hourly headway
on single track roads with infrequent turnouts, especially as a

number of the roads are operating numerous freights and lim-

iteds in addition to the local cars. While a number of the roads

have cars equipped with train control apparatus, only the Scioto

Valley, the Stark Electric and the Lake Shore Electric are oper-

ating cars in trains, and the two latter only at infrequent inter-

vals. Many of the roads would be glad to solve the problem in

this way, but the objections of city councils, right-angle turns in

towns, and, in some cases, weak bridges, make train operation

impractical. The tendency is in this direction, however.

The Lake Shore Electric has a very flexible arrangement for

varying its service on the main line between Cleveland and To-
ledo. The heaviest traffic is, of course, in and out of the large

cities. During the summer months the company runs half-hourly

service out of Cleveland to Lorain, and this part of the road has

been double-tracked for this service, while out of Toledo it runs

occasional half-hour cars. These, of course, are in addition to

through hourly cars and five through limited trains a day.

For its winter schedule, it has announced a change which

greatly reduces its mileage, but, at the same time, maintains the

service in very good shape. There are hourly local cars out

of both terminals, as in summer; but the cars which precede the

five limiteds a day out of Cleveland and Toledo run only to

Lorain and Fremont, respectively, at which points they are passed

by the limiteds in the same direction. In this way there is full

hourly service between the points of heaviest traffic, with the

limiteds on the heaviest half hours, while between Fremont and

Lorain, where the business is light, there is a car every hour, but

the limiteds, of course, only make the city stops. The Canton-

Akron system operates hourly cars from Akron to New Phila-

delphia, while between Canton and Massillon and between Canal

Dover and New Philadelphia there are additional cars, which

give 30-minute and 1 5-minute service.

The frequency of stopping points is another subject that is

being much discussed. The earlier roads figured on getting the

bulk of their business from the farmers, and in order to secure

rights of way they put in about as many stopping points as were

demanded. The tendency is now very much in the other direc-

tion. Long experience has shown that the country people are

short-distance riders as a rule, and that the making of frequent

stops is often the cause of severe loss to the company. The
actual cost of stopping and starting a heavy interurban car is

considerable, and the rider who stops a car and rides only to the

next stopping point for five cents is an unprofitable customer.

Several roads have located their stopping points a mile apart and

make a minimum charge of ten cents between stations. The
Scioto Valley makes but one stop to the mile, while the Cin-

cinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth and the Dayton, Covington

& Piqua have five stopping points to the mile. The difference

in their service is apparent from their schedules, which are indi-

cated in the table on page 667. The Lake Shore Electric

has reduced its stops to two to the mile, and the Toledo In-

diana has followed the same practice. Indiana roads make less

frequent stops. The Indianapolis & Northwestern has its stop-

ping points three-quarters of a mile apart, while the Indianapolis&
Cincinnati has them a mile apart. Trains on the Kokomo,
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Marion & Western stop at all

road crossings. On the Ft.

Wayne & Wabash Valley sys-

tem there are 1 04 scheduled

stops in 75.9 miles, making an

average of about one and one-

half stops per mile. 1 he fran-

chise of the Detroit, Ypsilanti,

Ann Arbor & Jackson system

compels it to stop trains at any

point along the line where the

signal may be given. As a re-

sult, there are a great many pri-

vate stops, and stops are also

made at all cross-roads. The
tendency of most of the systems

is to avoid private stations and

to stop only in towns and at

important road crossings.

LIMITED SERVICE

Out of 26 leading Ohio, In-

diana and Michigan interurban

lines investigated for this article,

1 7 are giving limited service.

Methods of running these cars

and the objects in view differ

somewhat. One of the first

roads in the district to run lim-

ited service was the Cleveland,

Painesville & Eastern, which,

about six years ago, commenced
the operation of a fast car from

Painesville into Cleveland in the

morning and returning in the

evening. It stopped only at

certain points, and was designed

to accommodate the commuters

of Painesville and the more dis-

tant points on the line. The In-

diana Union Traction Company
was also one of the first to

give a limited service, the idea

being to accommodate the peo-

ple of the larger towns. This

idea has been followed largely

by other roads, and several of

the high-speed roads are giving

a service designed to attract the

long-distance traveler. These

cars do not stop in the smaller

towns and make only station

stops in the larger towns, and

they compete very closely with

the steam trains making a similar

number of stops. The institution

of this class of limited service has

brought to the interurbans a

large amount of business which

they could not otherwise get.

The plan recently adopted of

running limited cars over two or

three connecting lines and giving

fast service between the import-

ant centers has also brought the

roads a large amount of new
business, while the practice now
being generally adopted by
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roads giving such service, of providing schedules which

will allow for close connections, is rapidly building up the

long-distance traffic to a point where the electric lines of

Ohio, Michigan and Indiana are becoming serious compet-

itors of the steam roads on journeys of from I 00 to 300 miles.

Such trips are already common occurrences, and plans for new

limited services over new routes are constantly enlarging the pos-

sibilities in this direction. As yet the idea of traveling 200 or

300 miles on a stretch on electric cars is apt to be sneered at by

professional traveling men and those who live much of the time

in steam railway coaches, but all the objections are being rapidly

overcome. However, it is not the commercial men alone to

whom the interurbans are catering for long-distance business. The
occasional traveler, or the tourist who enjoys seeing the country

and the numerous villages, towns and cities passed through, those

to whom time is not an all-important factor, and those to whom
the saving of money is an important consideration, are the ones

that are being attracted to the possibilities of long trips offered

by the electrics.

The entire absence of smoke and dust and the pleasure of

riding through the country at high speed, with the windows open

and arriving at destination without being covered with soot and

cinders, are some of the strongest arguments in favor of electric

travel, and they are arguments which almost invariably result in

a new patron for the electric lines once a person is induced to try

such a trip.

It is not intended to convey the idea that the bulk of the busi-

ness on limited trains in this district comes from the long-haul

passengers. In fact, the contrary is true, but the long hauls form

a new class of patronage, and a very profitable one, to the inter-

urbans. It can probably be stated without offense that a num-

ber of operators rather overestimated the possibilities of getting

this class of business when the long-distance services were first

started. Some of the roads believed that by offering service

de luxe they could secure a considerable portion of the class of

passengers who travel in parlor cars on steam roads. I hey

started out by offering all the comforts of the finest Pullman

trains, chair seats, Brussels carpets, reading tables and literature,

and, in one or two instances, buffet service. As far as Ohio

roads are concerned, these ideas have been pretty largely dis-

pelled. The chair seats necessarily reduced the seating capacity

of the cars; there was an objection to the excess fare, which the

roads felt obliged to charge for the superior' service; and while

the cars secured considerable new business, they shut out those

who really wanted the faster service, but did not care to pay for

the high-class accommodations.

The standard practice for this class of service has settled down
to a longer car, with comfortable roll-top upholstered or leather

seats and larger seating capacity; and, so far as the Ohio roads

are concerned, the excess fare has been entirely eliminated. This

is, of course, due partially to the two-cent fare law on steam

roads, which made necessary closer figuring for the electrics, but

it was mainly due to the reasons above mentioned that the special

accommodations were abandoned.

In Indiana the idea of charging a graduated excess fare, run-

ning from 5 to 25 or 30 cents, according to distance, is the rule.

The chief object of this is to keep off the local traffic going from

one town to the next, and it is practical because the rates in that

State are considerably lower than in Ohio and the steam roads

have not been forced down to the lower rate.

The Indiana Union 1 raction Company and the Fort Wayne
& Wabash Valley in their Indianapolis-Fort Wayne service

afford facilities for light buffet lunches, and, as this is one of the

longest runs in the district, it is fairly well patronized. The
cars used on this run have chair seats in the smoker, but not in

the main passenger compartment.

The practice of making every other car a limited, adopted at

first by the Indiana roads, has recently been taken up on some

of the Ohio properties, but the scheme more generally used in

Ohio is to run from two to five limited trains a day, in addi-

tion to the regular local hourly service. A more detailed

description of some of the limited services offered in this district

follows:

Cleveland-Toledo.—While not the longest nor perhaps the

speediest service in the district, the facilities offered by the Lake
Shore Electric Railway are worthy of first mention. This was
the first road to demonstrate that people could be induced to

ride in electric cars for distances over 60 to 75 miles. The ser-

vice was started three years ago; and, in the face of the finest

steam road service in the country and day and night boat lines

eight months in the year, the venture has been a tremendous

success. Originally there were three fast through cars a day
at a schedule of 5 hours for 1 20 miles, an hour faster than the

local cars. This was reduced to 4^4 hours and then to 4'/2

hours, and plans are under way for a still further reduction in

time, which will be made possible by the building of a cutoff and
by the important double-tracking work now under way. This

speed is really very creditable when all the circumstances are con-

sidered.

The cars make 1 2 station stops and 1 3 stops for derailers,

while stops are frequently necessary at passing points. They
traverse 21 miles of city streets, including terminals, for which

147 minutes are allowed. This leaves but 2 hours and 3

minutes for the 99 miles of high-speed track, requiring an aver-

age speed of 48.2 miles an hour. There are numerous stretches

which are covered at better than 60 miles an hour to accomplish

this. The cars show a remarkably creditable record for being

on time, much better in this respect than the trains of the steam

road. 1 he cars used in this service were described and illus-

trated in a recent issue of the STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.
They have leather upholstered seats, and, in order to give a

maximum seating capacity, the baggage department was dis-

pensed with on the latest cars. Two-car trains, or double-

headers, are frequently necessary on these runs. The cars have

four 85-hp motors and can make 65 miles an hour.

A year ago the earnings per car-mile for all of the limiteds

was 38 cents. At the present time, with two additional lim-

iteds each way, all limited cars are averaging a trifle over 50
cents a car-mile—an earning capacity which probably cannot be

equaled in the district.

Dayton-Toledo.—The longest interurban run in the district

is the Dayton-Toledo service operated in conjunction by the Day-
ton & Troy,Western Ohio and Toledo Urban & Interurban lines.

For two years the first-mentioned roads gave limited service from

Dayton to Lima, 80 miles, in 2 hours and 30 minutes. The
completion of the Western Ohio extension to Findlay made pos-

sible the new service this summer, and by an alliance with the

last-mentioned road it was extended to Toledo. The parlor

car excess fare service which was given on the shorter trip was
abandoned, and each road now furnishes two special cars for

the service. There are seven limited trains a day each way, of

which six cover the entire route. On the Western Ohio and

Toledo Urban & Interurban the cars superseded regular local

cars, but the Dayton & Troy, with heavier traffic, continues its

hourly local service. The cars run through without change,

but each road operates the car while on its line. The long run

and the fact of operating over three roads made it desirable to

give more time than the trip could actually be made in, under

different operating conditions. Five minutes layover is allowed

in each of the division points—Findlay, Lima and Piqua—and

this allowance of 1 5 minutes enables the roads to make a very

creditable showing in the way of keeping the cars on time. The
scheduled time for the 162 miles is 6 hours. Including the

allowances for layovers and for 1 6 scheduled stops, the cars
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spend 1 44 minutes on 26 miles of city track, which calls for a

speed of approximately 40 miles an hour for the remaining 1 36

miles. The schedule calls for 60 miles an hour on a number of

4-mile and 5-mile stretches. The cars have practically no lay-

over in Toledo, and the round trip of 324 miles of continuous

running is a severe test as to the standing up and heating qualities

of the modern interurban electric motor. Baggage is carried on

these cars, no charge being made, a practice which has very

recently been adopted. The one-way fare for the through trip

is $3, which is but 5 cents cheaper than the railroad fare since

the 2-cent law went into effect, but the round-trip rate is 75

cents less than that of the steam road. The through business is

proving very satisfactory to the companies concerned, while the

town-to-town business, which is, of course, the bulk of the traffic,

gives the cars an earning capacity of 2 to 3 cents a car-mile better

than the local cars on the lines concerned. Two days a week

the roads have been giving cheap excursion rates—$3 round

trip from Dayton to Toledo and $4.25 round trip to Detroit

or the Lake Island resorts, the latter being under an arrange-

ment with the lake boat lines. These excursions are run from

all points on the system with corresponding rates.

Indianapolis-Fort Wayne.—The most noteworthy service of

this class in Indiana is that between Indianapolis and Fort

Wayne, a distance of 1 38 miles, which is operated jointly by

the Indiana Union Traction Company and the Fort Wayne &
Wabash Valley Traction Company. The one-way trip is made

in 4 hours and 40 minutes. This service was described at some

length in the STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL for June 1 6, 1 906.

The one-way fare between Indianapolis and Fort Wayne on this

limited service is $2.45. Three-compartment buffet cars are

employed. The rear compartment is for passengers, and the for-

ward compartment, which includes the motorman's cab, is a

baggage room. Between these is a smoking room. Light re-

freshments are served from the buffet, consisting of sandwiches,

eggs, bread and butter, lea and coffee, etc. Sixteen scheduled

stops are made between Indianapolis and Fort Wayne. When
limited service was first inaugurated on Indiana railway lines,

in order to cut down the running time, very few stops were

made; but at the present time limited trains on the majority of

the roads stop at all the towns of any size. The gain in running

time is made by cutting out the cross-road and other country

stops. This change in practice is well illustrated on the Indian-

apolis & Muncie division of the Indiana Union Traction Com-

pany. When limited service was first inaugurated on this sys-

tem the only stop made between Muncie and Indianapolis, a

distance of 56 miles, was at Anderson. At the present time

ten town stops are made. C. A. Baldwin, superintendent of

transportation of the Indiana Union Traction Company, states

that in his experience the best returns from limited service are ob-

tained when stops are made at all the principal towns. The only

exception to this practice made by the Indiana Union Traction

Company is in the operation of the "Marion Flyer," which

makes but two scheduled stops between Marion and Anderson,

a distance of 72 miles. The Indiana Union Traction Company

has gone into limited service rather extensively. On the Indian-

apolis & Muncie division the limited cars and regular cars mak-

ing all stops are alternated, the limited cars being run at two-

hour intervals. The same is true on the Indianapolis Northern

division of the road. On these limiteds a fare slightly in ex-

cess of the regular fare is charged, and the cars used are always

the newer ones and are furnished somewhat better than the regu-

lar cars. The object in charging the excess fare is largely for

the purpose of excluding the shorter-haul travel. It is believed

that by excluding this element from the regular cars, many peo-

ple who would otherwise travel by the paralleling steam roads

are induced to patronize the electric line. With the exception

of the cars in the Fort Wayne special service, the limited cars

of the Indiana Union Traction Company are not equipped for

carrying baggage, and the baggage of a passenger traveling on the

limited cars is carried on the regular train either preceding or the

one immediately following the limited car.

On the Indianapolis & Northwestern system limited cars are

run at about three-hour intervals. The run between Indianapolis

and La Fayette, over a distance of 68.75 miles, is made in 2

hours and 30 minutes, the regular cars making the run in 3 hours

and I 5 minutes. The gain in time is made by cutting out the

stops at the small country towns and having the limited trains

make only three regular town stops and four flagged stops. An
excess fare of 20 cents is charged between Indianapolis and La
Fayette, the regular fare being $1.05. Baggage is carried on

the limited trains, as the cars in this service are of the same type

as those in regular service and are provided with baggage com-

partments. One limited train in each direction is run in the

morning and in the evening on each division of the Indianapolis

& Cincinnati Traction Company. The limited trains on the

Rushville division make three scheduled stops between Indian-

apolis and Rushville, a distance of 41 miles. The run is made
in 1 hour and 32 minutes, or at the scheduled speed of 27 miles

per hour. An excess fare of 1 5 cents is charged to Rushville,

the regular fare being 60 cents. Baggage is carried on the

limited cars. On the Kokomo, Marion & Western system lim-

ited trains are run in each direction every three hours and no

excess is charged on them. The only limited service given on

the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley system is that of the Fort

Wayne special, which, as has previously been said, is operated

jointly by the Indiana Union Traction Company and the Fort

Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company.

Limited trains are operated over all of the interurban divisions

of the Detroit United Railways. To the company the operation

of these trains is simply a matter of creating new through busi-

ness. The rate is the same on the limited as on the local cars.

Henry Bullen, general superintendent of the system, is of the

opinion that it is a mistake to charge excess fare on limited cars.

Fie believes that it is due to the fact that no excess is charged

that the limited cars operated by the company always carry full

loads and are the source of a great deal of revenue. Four lim-

ited trains are operated daily in each direction over the Toledo

division, two over the Flint division, and three over the Port

Huron division. The time from Detroit to Port Fluron, a dis-

tance of about 68 miles, is 2 hours and 1 5 minutes, which gives

a schedule of 28 miles per hour, and this is practically the same

schedule as that of the Fort Wayne special between Fort Wayne
and Indianapolis. Limited cars of the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann
Arbor & Jackson Railway make two stops at all large towns,

one stop being in the east end of the town and the other in the

west portion. Seven limited trains are operated daily in each

direction. The run between Detroit and Jackson, a distance of

76 miles, is made in 2 hours and 30 minutes. An excess fare

is charged on the limiteds and no baggage is carried on them.

The Toledo & Indiana Railway has an unusual scheme for

limited service. During the summer months it operates parlor

cars, making the 56 miles from Toledo to Bryan in 1 hour and

45 minutes. These cars are in addition to the regular hourly

service and an excess fare is charged. They secure the better

class of through business and pleasure traffic. During the winter

months the parlor cars are retired from the service, more stops

are made by the limiteds, and the time is increased to 2

hours, the cars alternating with the local cars. Manager Dar-

row, of this company, finds that there is not the demand for the

parlor cars in winter, and the scheme reduces the mileage in the

winter months. No excess is charged in winter.

The Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima gives very fast service

between Fort Wayne and Lima with five cars each way, making

the 62 miles in 2 hours and 1 minutes. The service competes
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very closely in time with the parallel steam road. The cars are

duplicates of those used on the Indianapolis-Fort Wayne service.

The Cleveland & Southwestern has increased its business

tremendously the past summer by frequent limited service. On
its western division it ran hourly limited cars as far as Oberlin,

four a day going through to Norwalk, in addition to hourly

local cars to Norwalk and Wellington, leaving Cleveland on the

half hour. It also has three limiteds to Woosler on the southern

division in addition to hourly local cars. No excess is charged

on limiteds and free baggage is carried. The Northern Ohio

Traction Company, acting in conjunction with the Canton-Akron

Company, which it now controls, has recently started limited ser-

vice between Cleveland and Canton. This is in addition to lim-

ited service between Cleveland and Akron, started some months

ago. The cars cover the 60 miles in 2 hours and 40 minutes,

of which 1 hour is spent on 10'/2 miles of city track. The

round trip rate is $1 .65, as compared with $2.30 on the parallel

steam road. The Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern and the

Cleveland, Painesville & Ashtabula recently started joint lim-

ited service between Cleveland and Ashtabula, making the 60

miles in 2 hours and 30 minutes. Very fine cars are being

delivered for this service. The Toledo, Port Clinton & Lake-

side runs two cars each way a day between Toledo and Marble-

head, 52 miles, in two hours. The Eastern Ohio has a lim-

ited car each way on each of its two divisions. The one on the

eastern division runs to and from Gates Mills and presents an

unusual arrangement. It is known to the country people as

the "Blue Blood Special," being in reality a chartered car run

for the benefit of wealthy suburbanites, who clubbed together

for its operation. It makes no city stops, and only at points in

the country where members of the club, who designate their

membership by holding up a yellow card, desire to board the

car.

The Schoepf syndicate has announced that it is soon to resume

the operation of limited cars between Dayton and Indianapolis.

Before the consolidation of the properties on this route, the three

roads operated what was known as the "Interstate Limited,"

giving parlor buffet service with excess fare. This was aban-

doned some months ago. It is understood that the new cars

will be similar to those on the Indianapolis-Fort Wayne service,

and that the 1 08 miles will be covered in 4 hours, 1 5 minutes

better than the previous service.

It seems quite probable also that the Schoepf syndicate will

resume limited service between Dayton and Columbus, and pos-

sibly between Columbus and Zanesville. These services were

abandoned some months before the sale of the properties to the

Schoepf interests on account of poor power conditions. These

conditions are now being improved and it is reasonable to sup-

pose that the service will be resumed, as it is needed to complete

the chain across Central Ohio and Indiana. Fast service will

also doubtless be given between Dayton and Cincinnati as soon

as the improvements on the Cincinnati Northern, now well under

way, are completed.

The Scioto Valley Traction Company and the Cincinnati &
Columbus Traction Company do not give special limited ser-

vice, but their local service is very fast, the former running 49
miles in 1 hour and 40 minutes, equal to about 28 miles an hour,

while the latter has a schedule of 2 hours and 5 minutes for 52

miles, or a fraction under 26 miles an hour. These roads have

but one stopping point to the mile.

LONG DISTANCE TRIPS

Four hundred miles in a day is now possible on the regular

every-day limited cars of this district. From Indianapolis to

Cleveland by electric cars is a roundabout ride, but it can be

covered in a day. Here is the proof, taken from the time cards

of the various roads concerned. Under present conditions it

is not a trip that is likely to be taken except for amusement, but

another year will see cutoffs in operation which will reduce the

time and distance by more than 25 per cent.

Indi;

Lima-Toledo Lid

Toledo-Cleveland Ltd.

Total

Lv. Indianapolis. .

.

7 .00 a.m. 1 i34
Ar. Ft. Wayne. . . , . 11.40 "

J

Xv. Ft. Wayne. . . . . 12.05 p.m. 1 65
Ar. Lima 2.10 "

j

Lv. Lima 81
Ar. Toledo : J:S

"
}

Lv. Toledo • 7-3° ' \ 120
Cleveland . 1 2 . 00 "

J

A large number of trips above 250 miles can be made on
traction lines in less time than they can be made on steam roads,

because of the infrequency of steam road service and long delays

in making connections for isolated points. Tickets are sold every

day out of Cleveland for Detroit, 1 80 miles, and it is possible to

continue on from that point to Port Huron, Mich., 250 miles,

with better connections than can be made by steam. Tickets
are frequently sold out of Dayton for Port Huron, Mich., a

trifle under 300 miles, and people have frequently gone from
Zanesville, Ohio, to Indianapolis and points beyond, 250 to

300 miles, actually making better time than by steam roads for

the reasons mentioned.

Last year the majority of the roads in Ohio raised their rates

to approximately 2 cents a mile for one-way cash fares, and, in

spite of the recent reduction of the rates on steam roads in Ohio,
to 2 cents a mile, this basing rate is still retained by the

majority of electric roads. As a matter of fact, there are

two instances where the interurban roads are getting more than

2 cents a mile, and there are several instances where the rates be-

tween certain points on electric roads are now a trifle higher than

rates of the parallel steam roads, due to shorter mileage on the

latter. The fact that the interurban roads are maintaining prac-

tically the same rates as the steam lines on single one-way trips

offers a remarkable commentary on the advantages of interurban

electric roads, namely, frequent service and the operation of cars

to convenient points in the business centers of large cities. The
situation was watched with considerable anxiety after the passage

of the 2-cent fare bill. It was feared that the electrics would be
forced to go back to their old rates and might even be obliged to

cut below the comparatively lower rates in force in Indiana and
Michigan, but after six months of the lower competition, it has

not been found necessary to change this basing rate, and almost

without exception the roads have shown greater increase in earn-

ings than in any similar period in their histories.

On a number of roads this has been effected largely by im-

proving the service through the purchase of new rolling stock

and by faster schedules and more frequent limited trains. The
growth of the systems and the ability to make better connections

have also had much to do with this result. Steam roads have

found that the short-haul travel was not profitable at the lower

rates, and have cut off many of their local rains, thus improving

conditions for the electrics. On the majority of the longer hauls the

interurbans have been holding their own or making gains. This

is evidenced by the experience of the Lake Shore Electric, whose
Cleveland-Toledo limiteds have been increased from three to five

a day and they have been earning about 50 cents a car-mile,

where a year ago they earned less than 40 cents a car-mile.

The Lake Shore Electric, Stark Electric, Interurban Railway

& Terminal Company, Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth

and several other roads make a reduction of 5 to 10 per cent on

one-way ticket fares as compared with cash fares paid on the

car. This is, of course, to encourage the sale of tickets at ticket

offices.
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The Toledo & Indiana makes the increased rate of 5 cents

flat above the ticket rates to any point, and issues a cash

receipt, which is good for a rebate of five cents at any ticket

office. The Dayton, Covington & Piqua does not sell tickets.

Much of the success of the Ohio interurbans in holding their

own against the new competitions is due to the fact that, as a

rule, they are making considerable reduction on round-trip tickets,

whereas the steam roads in Ohio have cut off all reductions on

round trips. An example of this is furnished in the case of the

through Dayton-Toledo service, where the one-way rate is $3
and the round-trip rate $5.25. The steam rate is $3.05, with

no reduction for round trip. The reductions made vary con-

siderably. In the case of the Scioto Valley, Cincinnati & Co-

lumbus and Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland, the round trip rate

is 1 .9 cents, while on the Cincinnati, Georgetown & Ports-

mouth it is but 1 .35 cents per mile.

years ago nearly all of the roads sold mileage books, but at pres-

ent only 5 out of 1 7 roads in Ohio have such books.

The interchangeable coupon book of the Central Electric

Railway Association has been pretty generally adopted. This,

of course, gives the reduction of 1 6 2-3 per cent from the one-

way cash fare rate. The sales of this form of book have been

increasing steadily during the past few months, the gain for

August being $3,700 over the previous month. Ten roads sell

school tickets. In the northern and eastern parts of Ohio

the rate is 1 cent a mile, the tickets being good on school days

only. The roads around Cincinnati seem to make a considerable

reduction in this, the Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland selling

such tickets at 0.60 cent, and the Cincinnati, Georgetown &
Portsmouth at 0,61 cent per mile.

There is a considerable difference of opinion as to the ad-

visability of making special rates on Sundays and holidays. Some

TABLE X.—-RATES OE FARE IN CENTS PER MILE ON ROADS TREATED (See also Following Page).

NAMES OF COMPANIES.

Northern Ohio Group.
Cleveland & Southwestern

Lake Shore Electric

Eastern Ohio

Toledo & Indiana

Toledo & Western
Toledo, Pt. Clinton & Lakeside
Stark Electric

Canton-Akron

Central and Southern Ohio Group.
Western Ohio
Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima
Dayton & Troy
Dayton, Covington & Piqua
Scioto Valley

Cincinnati & Columbus
Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland

Interurban Ry. & T. Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth. . .

Indiana Group.
Indiana Union
Indianapolis & Northwestern
Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern

Terre Haute Tr. & Lgt
Kokomo, Marion & Western

Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley

Michigan Group.
Rapid Railway System, Detroit

Detroit, Ypsilanti, A. A. & I

Cash
Fare

Per Mill,

in Cents.

5c. more than lickci

reel, redeemed.
2.00
1.75

1.50
1.50
1.50

Ticket
Rate

Per Mile,

in Cents.

1.50
1.50
1.50

Round Trip
Rate

Per Mile,

1.61

1.71

15c. reduction to Col-
umbus, 41 miles.

No.
5c. reduction for fares

Family
Commutation.
Rale Per Mile

in Cents.

1.40
No.

No.

1 X',

1 . 07
_No limitations.

No.
.66

< )ne month only.

1.57

Interchangeable <

pons good for fai

No.
No.

No.

$10 book at J reduc

Individual
Commutation.
RatcfPer Mile

in Cents.

1.10
t 30 days.

1.60

1 .17

10-trip bo.

1.42
30 days.

16£% rcducti.

round trip

No.

About lc. per

Mileage
Books.

Rate Per Mile,
in Cenls.

There is little uniformity of practice in regard to the sale of

commuter and mileage books, each road governing its prac-

tice by the local conditions and the competition offered; but, as

stated, many of the roads are finding their positions stronger than

formerly through the cutting off of local steam trains. Family

commuter books are sold by ten out of seventeen roads in Ohio.

They are limited usually to six months or a year, but the ten-

dency is to drop all other limitations, making the books prac-

tically wide open for any one who desires to use them. The

rates vary from 0.66 cent per mile on a monthly family book

sold by the Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland, to 1 .83 cents on

the Eastern Ohio for this class of book. Individual commuter

books are not so generally used. The Toledo & Western and

the Cincinnati & Columbus give as low as 1 cent a mile on

such books, which are good for thirty days, with no rebate for

unused portions. Several roads have books selling at the rate

of about 1.25 cents per mile, with sixty-day limitation. Several

of the roads, particularly those in the western part of the State,

make a rate of 1 1-3 fare for round trips on special days, while

the roads in the Cleveland district feel that they can get all the

people they can carry at the regular rates. Week-end rates

with tickets good for three days are made by several of the roads,

but the general sentiment is against this. Under the head of

"other rates" there are several peculiar schemes. The Toledo

& Indiana makes a rate of 1 cent a mile for evening rides after

six o'clock. The Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside makes

all its rates 5 cents cheaper in summer than in winter. The

Dayton & Troy and Western Ohio run semi-weekly long-dis-

tance excursions at the very low rate of 1 cent a mile. Char-

tered car rates vary considerably; but, as a rule, they are based

on 1 1-3 fare for a party of twenty or more. Several roads

make a flat rate for the use of cars between certain points.

The rates of fare over the roads visited in Indiana and Mich-

igan vary from 1 to 2 cents per mile, the lowest rates being on
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the Brazil division of the Terre Haute Traction & Light Com-

pany and on the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Rail-

road east of Ann Arbor. On the eastern end of the latter road

the charge is made by townships, the fare being 5 cents per town-

ship, which usually means a distance of about 5 miles. This

low rate is the result of franchise requirements. On that portion of

the road west of Ann Arbor the franchise permits of a 2-cent-

per-mile fare, and this fare is charged. This road, therefore,

represents the two extremes of interurban fares of the roads visited.

Tickets are sold by practically all of the systems. Usually

no reduction is made from the regular fare paid on the train for

a ticket fare, the only exception to this rule being the Detroit,

Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway, which sells tickets

over that portion of the road west of Ann Arbor at a slight re-

duction from the fare when paid on the train.

The State laws of Indiana are said to practically prevent the

tion Company gives a 5 -cent reduction when the one-way fare is

more than I 5 cents.

The interchangeable coupon book of the Central Association

is used by all the Indiana and Michigan roads visited, with the

exception of the Terre Haute Traction & Light Company, the

tracks of which are not yet connected to those of any other sys-

tem, and the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Rail-

way, which uses a mileage book not limited to the use of one

person. The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company
issues a special contract by which the interchangeable coupon

book of the Central Electric Railway Association may be used

on I he lines of the company by the purchaser or by members of his

family or firm. It may also be used in payment of the personal

fare of any traveling companions for whom it may be presented.

The Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley uses, in addition to the

interchangeable coupon book, an individual mileage book. This

TABLE X.—RATES OF FARE IN CENTS PER MILE ON ROADS TREATED .

—

Concluded.

NAMES OF COMPANIES.
changeable
Coupons,

Rate Per Mile

Northern Ohio Group.
Cleveland & Southwestern

Lake Shore Electric

Eastern Ohio

Toledo & Indiana

Toledo & Western
Toledo, Pt. Clinton & Lakeside

Stark Electric

Canton-Akron

Central and Southern Ohio Group.
Western Ohio
Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima
Dayton & Troy

Dayton, Covington & Piqua
Scioto Valley
Cincinnati & Columbus

Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland

Interurban Ry. & T. Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth.. .

Indiana Group.
Indiana Union
Indianapolis & Northwestern

Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern

Terre Haute Tr. & Lgt
Kokomo, Marion & Western
Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley

Michigan Group.
Rapid Railway System, Detroit

Detroit, Ypsilanti, A. A. & J

1.53

No.

School days

S 1 1 .d,

00

School days.
.87

School days.

School days.

fare round trip limited I

certain hours.
Discontinued.

1.00

No.

No.

No.

Where rate is over $1,
day rate is made $

lc. per mile to Indiana
only.

From

per

Summer rates 5c. cheaper

20 party rate 1.33c. per mile.
20 party rate 13i miles for

15c. each person.

Long distanc

twice a week, lc. per

One-way coupon bonks, 25

round trips, not trans'ble.

No.
Working book J off rcg. fare

charging of excess fares on trains. In order to charge excess

for cash fares a ticket agent must be at the window of the ticket

office constantly for one-half hour before the departure of trains,

in order that passengers may buy tickets if they so desire. As
the duties of ticket agents are usually combined with those of

freight agent, and occasionally with the duties of sub-station man,

to comply with the law it would be necessary to employ addi-

tional help, the cost of which would often more than offset the

excess obtained from cash fares. Usually a reduction is made
from the regular fares when round-trip tickets are purchased.

On the Indiana Union Traction Company the round trip fare is

about 80 per cent of the double one-way fare. The Indian-

apolis & Cincinnati Traction Company gives a 1 0-cent reduc-

tion from the double one-way fare on round trip tickets on the

Rushville division, and from 5 to 1 5 cents reduction on the

Shelbyville division. The Kokomo, Marion & Western Trac-

is made up of 5-cent coupons, and a book of $10 worth of

coupons is sold for $8, giving a 20 per cent reduction, or re-

ducing the fare to 1 .6 cents per mile. A one-way coupon book

of twenty-five round trips is sold over the Indianapolis, Columbus

& Southern road. The coupons are good only for thirty days

and are not transferable.

The only system using a family commuter ticket is the Detroit

United Railways. A $10 book of fares is sold at a reduction

from the regular rate of about 30 per cent. On the Indian-

apolis & Northwestern system a 20-ride commutation ticket

is sold at round trip rates. An individual commutation ticket

is sold on the Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Com-

pany at a reduction of 1 6 2-3 per cent under the round trip

fare. This ticket is good only between stations designated by

several of the systems. There is no uniformity of the regula-

tions governing the use of such tickets on the different roads. The
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Indianapolis & Northwestern system issues school tickets to per-

sons under eighteen years of age at 1 cent per mile. A certifi-

cate, to the effect that the purchaser is a student or scholar, is

required from the superintendent of the school. A school ticket

of 1 00 5-cent coupons is sold by the Indianapolis & Cincinnati

Traction Company for $2.50. This is at a reduction from the

regular rates of 50 per cent. The teacher must give a certificate,

and the tickets are accepted only between the hours of 7 a. m.

and 5 p. m. The Kokomo, Marion & Western Traction Com-

pany sells school tickets at a reduction from the regular rates of

33 1 -3 per cent. The tickets are not limited to hours or ages,

but are good only during school terms. School tickets are sold

at the rate of one fare for the round trip by the Detroit United

Railways. The tickets are issued to students in schools rang-

ing in grade from kindergartens to high schools and are limited

to certain hours. No school tickets are issued by the Detroit,

Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway. They were for-

merly issued, but were recently discontinued.

The majority of the roads visited make no special Sunday

rates. The Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Company,

however, makes a slight concession by charging a maximum fare

of $1 on Sundays. Special Sunday rates are frequently made

on the Kokomo, Marion & Western Traction Company. Very

few Sunday rates are made by the Fort Wayne & Wabash Val-

ley system, but they are made on special occasions.

The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company makes a

Sunday rate of 1 cent a mile from all points on the Rushville

division to Indianapolis. Travel in the opposite direction is

taken care of by "week-end excursion tickets," which are sold

at the Indianapolis terminal ticket offices on Saturdays and Sun-

days for all stations on the Rushville division, and are good re-

turning either on Sunday or on Monday.

The Kokomo, Marion & Western Traction Company issues

a "work book," which sells at a reduction of 33 1-3 per cent

from the regular fare. However, it is good only between the

hours of 5 and 8 a. m. and 4:30 and 7:30 p. m. All of the

systems make special rates for special cars. These rates, how-

ever, are made on different bases by the different roads. Some

base the rates on the mileage, some on the time the car is in use,

and some consider the number of passengers carried, as well as

the mileage and the period of time the car is in service.

The Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway

charges $75 for a special car between Jackson and Detroit, a

distance of 76 miles. The party carried is limited to sixty peo-

ple. No extra charge is made for the layover in Detroit. On
the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley system a charge of 60 cents

per car-mile is made. The party is limited to the comfortable

loading of the car. In addition to the mileage, a charge of $1

for each hour of layover is made. The minimum rate for a

special car is $10.

TRAIN DESPATCHING

In spite of the fact that the average operator in speaking of

his train despatching system claims that it is exactly like steam-

road practice, there is a remarkable lack of uniformity on this

important subject. There are variations in the methods of trans-

mitting messages, methods of receiving them, methods of record-

ing them and many variations in the methods of handling trains.

The telephone is of course used by all Ohio roads in transmitting

messages, but the Toledo & Western offers a variation from this

in that many of its orders are transmitted by telegraph to the

agents the same as in steam road practice, but the orders de-

livered to crews at sidings along the line are by telephone. There

is a considerable difference of opinion as to the advisability of

allowing agents to handle messages. The roads which come the

nearest to genuine steam practice of course transmit orders through

agents. The Lake Shore Electric, Toledo & Western, Toledo,

Port Chester & Lakeside, Cincinnati, Georgetown & Ports-

mouth, Dayton & Troy and several other roads deliver many of

their messages in this way. The Dayton & Troy delivers mes-

sages through agents, and all agents not only keep a record of

the passing of trains, but report each train to the despatcher.

The advantages claimed for the plan of having agents to handle

messages is that it saves the time of crews and avoids the neces-

sity for the crews calling at certain points when there may be no

orders. It is possible also when agents are maintained at stations

to reach crews at critical times.

On the other hand, the Scioto Valley, Stark Electric, Eastern

Ohio, Cleveland & Southwestern and several roads do not be-

lieve in having the station agents pay any attention to the hand-

ling of trains, preferring to limit the transmission of messages to

direct conversation between train crews and despatchers. The
Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth, Cincinnati, Milford &
Loveland, Cincinnati & Columbus, Interurban Railway & Ter-

minal and several roads in the central part of the State do not

require written orders. The claim is made that it takes too much
time to write the orders, and that in fact written orders do not

afford any greater check against the train crews, as in case of

accident from mistakes orders can be altered to suit the occasion.

Verbal orders are strongly criticised by many operators, and

in a number of cases unusual precautions are taken to insure a

careful check on all who have any connection with the handling

of orders. The Stark Electric crews take their orders in triplicate

by means of carbon-backed slips, one order going to the motor-

man, another to the conductor and the third remaining in a book

in the telephone booth. The Cleveland & Southwestern affords

even a closer protection through the use of the Egery automatic

register in both the despatcher's office and the telephone booth.

By this method copies of the order are locked in the register in

both the despatcher's office and the telephone booth, and they

are accessible only to the train master or superintendent. On
the Scioto Valley, Dayton & Troy and the Toledo 6k Indiana

the despatcher keeps a record book of each order issued in addi-

tion to the usual train sheet, which is used by practically all of

the roads.

Ideas as to the best method of receiving orders at passing

points dirter considerably. On the Stark Electric, the conduc-

tor takes the order and reads it to the motorman who must be

at the booth at the time ; the conductor reads it back and the des-

patcher in closing gives the time. Both the motorman and con-

ductor sign the order; as stated, these orders are in triplicate.

Practice on the Canton-Akron is very similar, except that the use

of station booths has been abandoned and portable 'phones are

carried on all cars. The Fort Wayne, Van Wert & Lima also

has portable 'phones. On the Interurban Railway & Terminal,

the motorman takes the order and repeats to the conductor and

the conductor repeats back to the despatcher; the Dayton &
Troy has a similar practice.

On the Lake Shore Electric the conductor takes the order

and reads it aloud to the motorman who hangs it on a hook in

front of him. On the Scioto Valley this plan is reversed; the

motorman takes the order and reads it to the conductor, the idea

being that the motorman is the one who should be most im-

pressed and as he is the responsible party the order should be

taken by his hand.

The kind of order issued also shows wide variation. The

Western Ohio requires that calls shall be made at every passing

point. The first crew arriving calls, and if there are no orders

for the other car it is given the "high ball." Local cars clear

limiteds by 2 minutes at sidings so that limiteds seldom have to

stop for orders. Express cars run extra and clear times of pas-

senger cars by 4 minutes. On the Eastern Ohio the order car-

ries the car past two or three meeting points and the crew is then

required to call. The numbers of cars to be passed and passing

points are indicated in the order.

On the Lake Shore Electric, cars when on time are given
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clearances between certain points. Limiteds call only at four

points on the line, but orders may be issued to them at other

points through the station agents. The form usually used is

known as No. 1 7 in steam-road practice. Express cars when on

time run as second sections of local cars and make the same

schedule. When off time they are required to call at every sid-

ing. Orders are issued by number, using the train number and

car number. Sidings are known by names, not by numbers;

numbered sidings having been found a cause for mistakes. The
Lake Shore is divided into two divisions with two sets of des-

patches.

The Scioto Valley has certain calling points where all trains

must report and register. The Cincinnati, Georgetown & Ports-

mouth has reporting points 1 5 miles apart. On this line all west-

bound trains have superior rights over east bound. On the Day-

ton, Covington & Piqua, written orders are issued only at the

despatcher's office at the center of the line. Cars run on a time

card and if 4 minutes late at a siding they call for orders. On
the Stark Electric, written orders are issued at Alliance, the

center of the line, giving clearance through to either terminal if

the cars are on time. If 2 minutes off time, the first car reaching

a regular passing point calls for orders. Orders are also issued

through sub-station attendants. The company hires only steam-

road despatchers of experience.

On all of the roads visited in Indiana it is the practice to run

trains on despatcher's orders, these orders being given over the

telephone. The method of receiving the orders and the man-

ner in which they are given, however, differ on the several roads.

Sometimes the motorman receives the order and repeats it to the

conductor. On some roads, the conductor receives the order

and repeats il to the motorman. Some roads are run on verbal

orders, but I he majority use written orders. On some of the

systems attempt is made to keep the despatcher and trainmen

from associating together, with the idea that the less feeling of

personal friendship that there is between them, the greater will be

the respect of the trainmen for the despatchers' orders

The Indiana Union Traction Company has a separate tele-

phone line for the transmission of train orders. Two despatchers

are employed, one located at Anderson and another at Tipton.

Each despatcher has charge of more than 1 00 miles of track.

An order book is used by the despatchers and all orders given

are numbered and recorded. The orders are received by the

motorman, are then written on order blanks by him and are then

read to the conductor. The motorman's filled order blanks are

turned in at night and are compared with the orders of the same

number in the order book of the despatcher. If there is any dis-

crepancy in the orders, the motorman's order is pinned over the

order in the book and the discrepancy is investigated later. On
the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction Company, the con-

ductor receives the order and repeats it to the train despatcher.

On the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company, either the

motorman or the conductor receives the order, but both sign it.

At night the order blanks filled by the trainmen are turned in for

comparison with those in the order book of the despatcher.

Verbal orders are used on the Indianapolis, Columbus &
Southern system. At designated points the motorman receives

the orders and at other points the conductor goes to the tele-

phone. This practice is followed in order to save time, as at

some points it is more convenient for one of the trainmen to go

into the telephone booth than for the other to do so. Telephone

booths are used, but telephones are also carried on the cars as a

precautionary measure. At the present time one telephone line

is used both for despatching and for company business, but an-

other line will be installed shortly. Telephone jacks, to which

connection can be made with the car 'phone, are installed at in-

tervals of 1 000 ft.

On the Terre Haute Traction & Light Company it is the

custom for the motorman to receive the orders and to repeat

them to the conductor. Both trainmen are held equally re-

sponsible.

Telephone booths are erected at all regular meeting points on

the Kokomo, Marion & Western system. The usual car tele-

phone is carried and jack boxes are located on poles at inter-

vals of 1 mile. The motorman receives and writes the orders

which he turns in to the despatcher at night. These are verified

by the despatcher, who then sends the blanks to the superinten-

dent.

On the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley system two copies of

orders are taken by the trainmen. The order is received by the

motorman. One copy is signed and is given to the conductor,

while the motorman holds the original copy. On heavy excur-

sion days, the orders given by the despatcher are practically all

meet orders. This avoids the necessity of the conductor being

compelled to study the time-table to locate meeting points at a

time when his attention is absorbed in taking care of unusually

large crowds. The despatchers on this system handle the cars

on 1 00 miles of track.

On the Detroit United Railway system, car telephones have

not been found entirely satisfactory and telephone booths have

been installed at all terminals and switches. This road is one

of those upon which verbal orders are given. The conductor

receives the order from the despatcher, but the motorman is re-

quired to be at the booth so that he can hear the conductor re-

peat the order to the despatcher. This practice is followed in

order that if there is any doubt in the motorman's mind as to the

meaning of the order, he can make his doubts known before the

receiver is hung up.

A system which is probably the safest, but which consumes

more time is in use the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor &
Jackson Railway. Verbal orders are given. The motorman

goes into the booth while the conductor is required to stay at

such a distance from the booth that the conversation in the booth

cannot be overhead. If there are no orders, the motorman

simply informs the conductor of the fact. If orders are given,

the motorman receives them and then sends the conductor to the

telephone while he himself goes beyond hearing distance. After

the conductor has received the order, the two trainmen compare

the orders given, and if they are not identical, the despatcher is

again called up for further information.

EXAMINATION AND REQUIREMENTS OF TRAINMEN

Practically all of the interurban roads require trainmen to pass

comprehensive examinations before they are put in charge of

interurban cars. Where city lines are operated, the most promis-

ing motormen and conductors on these are selected to operate

the interurban cars. For such men a short period of instruction

in regard to runs, time-tables and methods of handling the cars

is usually sufficient.

On the Kokomo, Marion & Western traction system, the in-

terurban motormen are selected from those in service on the city

lines. One of the best motormen decides whether or not the ap-

plicant is fitted to take an interurban run. C. A. Baldwin, super-

intendent of transportation of the Indiana Union Traction sys-

tem, requires all applicants for positions of motormen and con-

ductors on interurban cars to pass a thorough examination on

schedules, signals, handling of cars and the meeting of emergen-

cies. Mr. Baldwin examines the men personally. Most of the

motormen in the employ of the Indianapolis & Northwestern

Traction Company are old steam-road engineers. In addition to

examinations on schedules, signals, and the operation of cars,

the men are required to pass a very thorough examination on the

electrical and air equipment of the cars. The examination with

regard to car equipment and the handling of the cars is in charge

of Leverett M. Clark, master mechanic of the system, who has

prepared a very comprehensive set of questions for the purpose.
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These questions do not go into the details of the apparatus,

but are concerned almost entirely with the meeting of emer-

gencies. Some of the questions admit of very definite answers.

General answers apply to others. The list is prepared particu-

larly to cover the operation of L4, K14 and type M control

systems and automatic air-brake systems. A study of the air-

brake manual with which each man is supplied aids much in ac-

quiring the knowledge required to answer the questions with

regard to air brakes, but an intimate knowledge of the apparatus

is absolutely necessary. An applicant is expected to answer cor-

rectly about 90 per cent of the questions.

NOVEL METHOD OF COUNTING TICKETS

As many interurban roads have found the problem of count-

ing city, park and other forms of tickets a rather expensive and

somewhat annoying matter, there is illustrated on Plate XVI. a

counting device, developed by W. A. Gibbs, general manager

of the Columbus, Newark & Zanesville Traction Company.

This particular machine was designed especially for count-

ing street railway tickets and transfers, and its method of opera-

tion is as follows: The pipes are connected to an exhaust fan

or an air pump, which creates a suction in them. The dash

pot shown on the front of the machine, which carries the square

nozzle extending down into the ticket feed-box, is simply a means

for bringing the air suction into contact with the pack of tickets

in the ticket box. It is connected to the crank shaft in the

machine by an arm extending back to the vertical shaft and has a

reciprocating up and down motion.

The ticket is lifted off from the top of the back by the air

suction and carried through separators in order to separate tickets

that might be stuck together. It is taken off from the nozzle on

the dash pot by the stripper, which is the sleeve shown in the

engravings, through which the extension on the lower end of the

dash pot passes. The stripper fits this end of the dash pot closely

so that the air suction is maintained on the ticket to hold it on

the lower end of the stripper, while the dash pot raises up high

enough to allow the carriage time enough to pass in and out in

order to take the ticket away.

The clamping arrangement shown on the front side of the

machine is a gaging device, which is so adjusted that should

the tickets fail to separate, they cannot be carried back by the

carriage, but are held in the same position that they were lifted

up in, and are carried back down through the separators until

only one ticket comes up, when it will pass through the ma-

chine.

The fingers on the machine are so arranged that if a ticket is

not taken off, they drop down through slots, and the machine

does not register. This feature of the machine being unable to

count if a ticket does not pass through it, together with the ar-

rangement for preventing two from passing through at one time,

makes the device absolutely correct in its count. It is not neces-

sary to stop the machine in order to place the tickets or trans-

fers in it. The machine may be operated continuously and the

method of filling is simply to open the doors of the feed-box and

set in as many tickets as may be desired to count at one time.

The feed-box can be made of any length, so that as high as

2000 or 3000 tickets may be put in at one time if desired. It

then requires no attention from anyone, as it will run the tickets

off, and cease counting immediately as soon as the supply is ex-

hausted. The machine is built in sections 8 ins. wide each. As
many sections may be supplied as desired to suit various sizes of

tickets. It is estimated that one person can count 50,000 tickets

per hour on this machine if they are put in in packages averaging

500 tickets each.



FREIGHT AND EXPRESS
As much thought has probably been given to the working out

of plans for the best methods of handling commodities as to any

other subject connected with the operation of electric roads.

1 he business, or rather two branches of business, which on

steam roads has settled down to the handling of package and

bulk freight on freight trains, and express matter which is cared

for in express cars, usually by a company operating over a

number of roads and with delivery and collection service in-

cluded in the rate, has been jumbled by electric road operators

in the Central West into a confused variety of methods and

rates until at present hardly any two managements handle this

service exactly alike. There are not less than eight distinct

methods on Ohio roads at present, and, in addition, a num-

ber of roads have slight variations from what may be considered

these general plans of handling the business. The majority of man-

agers, in discussing the different phases of freight and express,

maintain that the best methods of handling the business depend

upon the district to be served and the local conditions surround-

ing it. While this is doubtless true to a certain extent, it is

also a fact that certain roads have decided to handle express

matter at strictly express rates, while others are handling the same

matter at competitive steam freight rates in districts where the

conditions appear to be almost identical.

A resume of the methods used by some of the various roads

is most interesting.

First and foremost in Ohio, in bulk of matter handled and

length of time it has been in the business, is the Electric Package

Company, of Cleveland. The methods of this company and its

equipment have been described in these columns on several oc-

casions. A little explanation renders its position more appre-

ciable. The name company is a misnomer. It is not a com-

pany, but an association representing five Cleveland properties.

Each road furnishes its own equipment and crews and main-

tains them, the Package Company furnishing a messenger on

each car. The Package Company operates over about 550
miles of road. It has 40 wagons in various cities and towns, and

53 agents, who either devote their time exclusively to its service

or divide it between the railroad and the Package Company, and

14 messengers. The organization is managed by an executive

committee of three, representing various roads, and is operated

by C. A. Kenworthy, general superintendent. The earnings on

each road are kept separate, and, after the operating expenses

of the Package Company are deducted, the net amount goes

to the road. From this net each road must pay its train-oper-

ating expenses and maintenance. The Package Company
handles the baggage of the various roads, and is credited with 1

cents a trunk. On some of the roads, notably the Cleveland

& Southwestern, the milk business, while handled in package

cars, is unloaded on the outskirts of the city, and the entire

earnings go to the road itself, and not to the Package Company.

The receipts of the Cleveland & Southwestern from the Elec-

tric Package Company last year were $20,909. The operat-

ing expenses of the Electric Package Company, not including

the car operation, are about 50 per cent of the receipts. The
Cleveland & Southwestern's milk business of $ 1 9,44 1 made
a gross of $61,239. The operating expenses, including the

car mileage, estimated at 1 2 cents a mile, an arbitrary figure, as it

is not known just what the cars cost to operate and maintain,

give a total charge to operation of 62 Yl per cent, and the

gross earnings per car-mile are 46 cents. On the Lake Shore

Electric, while the earnings from express amounted to more

than on the Southwestern, the earnings for milk amounted to

very little, thus bringing the earnings per car-mile down to 42
cents, and increasing the charge for operation to 76 per cent.

Rates made by the Electric Package Company are higher

than those made by electric roads elsewhere. It has two classes

of rates, one covering fruit, poultry, eggs and produce, which
is usually I cents lower than the regular rate on commodities

and other goods. Its lowest rate is 30 cents a hundred for the

special class within 35 miles, and its highest rate is 75 cents

for Toledo, 1 20 miles. Its average rate is, of course, con-

siderably higher than on the majority of roads. It handles car-

load stuff occasionally, but bases the rate on 50 cents a car-

mile for the haul, including the return of the empty car.

By reason of high rates, the company is debarred from se-

curing a large amount of farm produce and heavier, bulkier

freight, such as are handled by other roads. The advocates of

lower rates who have studied Mr. Kenworthy's methods claim

that his great fault is that he tries to charge the jobber and the

farmer with the cost of delivery and collection service when
they do not v/ant it, having teams of their own. Mr. Ken-
worthy replies that his cars run on passenger schedules, that his

wagon service is equal to that of the best express companies, and

that he is not catering to cheaper freight. He admits that

cheaper freight might be desirable on roads traversing farming

districts or going through numerous small towns, but on these

systems the great majority of the towns range from 3000 to

50,000, and it is profitable to operate wagon service in nearly

all of them. The company frequently interchanges business

with other express companies and does a large amount of in-

terlining with the lake boat lines. Its business has increased each

year, and the territory is constantly expanding by the absorp-

tion of old lines and the building of new. The gross earnings

last year were more than $200,000, and the roads in the ar-

rangement appear to be well satisfied.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that the Lake Shore

Electric Railway formerly operated a freight business on its

Norwalk-Toledo division, while the Cleveland-Norwalk divi-

sion was handled by the Electric Package Company. This

gave an excellent opportunity to study both methods, and it

has been claimed that while the freight end handled consider-

ably more bulk and its gross earnings were larger, the net

earnings were less, due to the operation of more cars, the slower

speed and higher operating expenses.

Directly opposed to this experience was that of the Western

Ohio and the Dayton & Troy, whose business was formerly

handled by the Southern Ohio Express Company, but who re-

cently changed to freight rates in competition with steam rates.

The Southern Ohio Express Company conducts a business very

similar to the Electric Package Company, but at present it oper-

ates only on the Cincinnati Northern. It is stated that last

year it did a business of approximately $85,000. It has agents

and wagon service in all towns, and its rates are about the

same as express rates. In addition to the express business, the

Cincinnati Northern does quite a freight business on a portion

of its line, hauling standard freight cars with an electric loco-

motive.

To go back to the Western Ohio and Dayton & Troy,

these roads are now engaged in building up a freight business

in competition with the steam roads. They are not attempt-

ing to handle the cheaper and lower classes of goods, such as

coal, ore, ice, hay, etc., but are pushing the package freight

business not only for points on their own lines, but for all points

in the two States where they can make arrangements with other
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electric lines. Working arangements have been made between

the following lines: Dayton & Troy; Western Ohio; Toledo,

Bowling Green & Southern; Toledo & Indiana; Fort Wayne,
Van Wert & Lima; Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley; Spring-

field, 7 roy & Piqua ; Schoepf lines between Dayton and Colum-

bus ; Schoepf lines between Columbus and Zanesville ;
Dayton &

Western ; Indianapolis & Eastern ; Indianapolis & Northwestern

;

Indianapolis Coal Traction; Indianapolis & Martinsville, and

Indiana Union.

In the joint tariff sheets each road is designated by a letter,

and the route sheets for agents show the through rates from

the home point to the various towns touched by these roads, ar-

ranged in alphabetical order. Six classes of rates are given

and the official steam road classification is used. Carload

freight is handled by special arrangement only. The Spring-

field, Troy & Piqua, Western Ohio and the Dayton & Troy
have trail cars, which they send over each other's line with car-

load goods. The two last mentioned roads bought some Man-
hattan Elevated cars and rebuilt them for the service. The
other road mentioned built several trailers, following closely on

steam road lines. Standard steam cars are not used. The
three roads in question also operate trains over each other's

lines. For instance, the service of the Dayton & Troy includes

a through train from Dayton to Springfield over the Springfield,

Troy & Piqua and a train to Findlay over the Western Ohio,

in addition to which each of the roads has its own local cars.

The Dayton & Troy has a well-equipped freight station in

Dayton, which is the transfer point for goods east and west,

while the Western Ohio station at Lima is a transfer point for

goods north and northwest into Indiana. As soon as other

roads in the district secure trailers, the interchange of carload

lots will be extended, but at present the carload lots have to be

transferred at the points mentioned. This through service has

been in effect only since the first of the year and it has hardly

developed, but the roads are getting about all they can handle

with three trains a day each way over the main lines and the

use of trailers on many of the runs. The Western Ohio esti-

mates that its earnings per car-mile are about 32 cents, and the

Dayton & Troy about 38 cents. The Dayton & Troy figures

that it costs about 40 per cent of the gross receipts to handle

the business, charging a portion of the agent's salary to freight.

It is claimed that the cars themselves cost less than passenger

cars to maintain and operate, as the stops are less frequent and

cleaning and interior maintenance are less. The Western Ohio

still continues an express business on a small scale, with wagon
service in some of the larger towns and rates about equal to

standard express rates.

The freight business of the Scioto Valley is referred to in

detail in the special article on that road. It gives competitive

rates and uses trail cars. It figures that its earnings per car-

mile are about 36 cents. It has no interchange with steam

roads and does not handle steam freight cars.

The freight business of the Toledo & Western and the To-
ledo & Indiana have been described at length in this paper.

Their methods are very similar, but the territories differ consid-

erably. The Toledo & Western extends into a rich farming

district which has no other transportation facilities, therefore it

gets about all the business there is in the district, while the To-
ledo & Indiana is closely paralleled over its entire length by the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, one of the greatest freight-

carrying roads in the country. Both of the electric lines operate

standard freight trains on regular schedules handled by electric

locomotives. These trains, of course, do not go into the city

over the tracks of the city company, but cars are delivered to

a steam belt line which encircles the city of Toledo and delivers

them to other steam roads, or delivers them to its own terminal

station in the center of the city. The belt line makes a switch-

ing charge for handling the cars and delivering them to steam

roads, and by this means the electric lines are enabled to make
through shipments to distant points and receive foreign cars.

The Toledo 6c Western, not coming into competition with the

steam roads, has pro-rate and interchange arrangements with a

number of the steam roads in the district.

In addition to the standard freight trains, these roads operate

package cars which run to the Toledo freight station under an

alliance with other interurbans entering the city. Rates on the

package cars are the same as those on the standard freight cars

for broken lots. The service is, of course, faster, and no de-

liveries or collections are made. The Toledo & Western Com-
pany believes that its rates on the fast freight into Toledo freight

station are too low to insure very much profit on this alone, but

as it gives an excellent service by means of the standard freight

trains between points along the line outside of the city, it does

not feel inclined to throw a burden of higher rates on business

between the country districts and the center of the city.

The Toledo & Western freight business for both classes last

year amounted to more than $75,000, or about 40 per cent of

the gross earnings of the road. Revenue earning, standard

freight car lots handled last year numbered 4478, of which
725 were stone, 720 sugar beets, 525 live stock, 421 coal and
coke, and 308 grain.

The two roads mentioned of course have freight stations in

all towns and long sidings where a number of cars can be stored.

The Toledo & Western has numerous stock pens, unloading

platforms for sugar beets, and three grain elevators. A large

beet-sugar plant has just been completed on its line, and this

business will show a large increase in another year. The To-
ledo & Western's rolling stock includes 3 electric locomotives,

75 standard freight cars of various descriptions and several

cabooses.

The Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside, which traverses a

fruit and farming district, is following the example of the two
roads mentioned. It is hauling standard freight cars with an

electric locomotive, but as yet has no entrance to the city for

these cars. During the summer months, its express cars running

into the center of the city handle large quantities of fruit. It

has not followed the example of the other Toledo roads in mak-
ing competitive steam rates on this class of business, its rates

being 1 to 15 per cent higher. Owing to its fast service, it

gets a very fair proportion of the business and its net results are

better. Its cars earned 38 cents per car-mile the past six months.

The Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth handles freight

in an unusual manner in that it really has four classes of busi-

ness, and a portion of its freight traffic is handled by steam loco-

motives. It has a rich farming and fruit country with practi-

cally no competition. Standard steam freight cars handle about

two-thirds of the business. It has a carload lot rate and a

broken lot rate for its freight trains, which operate on regular

schedules. The cars are turned over to the Pennsylvania Rail-

road on the outskirts of the city and go to its freight terminal, or

to other roads. It also operates package cars on which it gives

two classes of service known as "fast freight" and "express."

The express matter is delivered by its own wagons, and inciden-

tally, it has a large automobile truck for this service, while the

fast freight is delivered at its Carroll Street station only. The
road has interchange and pro-rating arrangements with all steam

roads and is classed as a steam road, which it was up to three

years ago, when it was electrified. It operates two steam loco-

motives and one electric locomotive. It might be stated here

that, while the management believes there is some economy in

the cost of operating the electric locomotive, it does not favor

its use except for through trains where there are few stops and

little switching to be done. It is claimed that the electric loco-

motive is more cumbersome for switching, as it is necessary to
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make frequent changes of the trolley, while the periods of accel-

eration with heavy-loaded freight cars throw an uneven and

greatly varying load on the power station.

The Interurban & Terminal Railway Company, of Cincin-

nati, has two classes of business, one known as express, and the

other as freight, but in neither case do the rates correspond with

steam road rates, the freight being higher than steam freight

and the express lower than steam express. The distinction be-

tween the two is that express is handled on combination cars;

every other car on the system being a combination, thus giving

frequent and fast service. Express rates do not include collec-

tion or deliveries, although the company has an arrangement

with a transfer company for deliveries, an extra charge being

made. Heavy and slow shipments are made in express cars.

This business has grown tremendously on this system, and last

year it necessitated the building of a freight station in Cincin-

nati. The building adjoins the passenger station in the center

of the city, the general plans of which are shown on page

622. The company does a very heavy business in farm pro-

duce of all kinds. Something of an innovation is the extensive

handling of live calves and sheep, which are shipped in crates

built for the purpose at the company's shop. These are just

high enough to prevent the animal from getting out, and are

without tops, the animal being held in by straps passing over

the back. This affords a convenient and sanitary method of

handling small live stock. A supply of these crates is kept on

hand at each station and are dropped off when the customer

'phones or writes for them.

The Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland and the Cincinnati &
Columbus also follow the scheme of handling express matter in

combination cars at frequent intervals, and freight on package

cars on single daily trips. Both express rates and freight rates,

however, are somewhat higher than with the other company, the

express rates closely corresponding to steam express rates and

the freight rates being somewhat higher than steam rates.

Radiating from Canton, the Stark Electric and the Canton-

Akron lines offer both freight and express service. Both classes

of goods are handled in the same cars, and the express includes

deliveries and collections in the larger towns. The Canton-

Akron has an arrangement with the Electric Package Company
for through shipments to Cleveland and all points on the Package

Company's system. Owing to the recent consolidation of the

Canton-Akron with the Northern Ohio Traction & Light Com-

pany, it is probable that the freight service will soon be aban-

doned and the entire business turned over to the Electric Pack-

age Company, as has been done with other roads. The Stark

Electric has but two rates for any distance on its line; 15 cents

for freight and 40 cents for express, the latter including delivery

and collection. The Stark Company has an arrangement with

the Canton-Akron for joint service in Canton and for the through

shipment of goods to points on the Canton-Akron system. The

four roads last referred to have no interchange with steam roads

and do not handle steam freight cars.

The Dayton, Covington & Piqua does quite an extensive

business in both freight and express. Both classes are com-

petitive to the corresponding rates on steam roads. The ex-

press is handled on combination cars every other trip and the

freight in a special car. The bulk of the business is in farm

produce, shipments to the country merchants, live stock and

tobacco. The last mentioned crop furnishes a very considerable

part of the business during the season. The company has sta-

tions in several towns, which are designed for tobacco ware-

houses, so that the producers can deliver shipments at the station

as soon as they are ready and then make shipments when sales

are made. Quite a little business has been worked up in the

sale of ice, which is purchased from an artificial ice plant in

Dayton and delivered to merchants in the towns in 100-lb. or

200-lb. cakes. A special galvanized iron platform with drain-

pipes has been placed in one of the cars for this service.

The Eastern Ohio Traction Company, of Cleveland, is not

in the Electric Package arrangement. It traverses a dairy and

farming country and has practically no steam competition, and

it gives what it terms express service at freight rates. Originally

the rates were as low as steam road rates, but a year ago it

found that it was not making money and raised the rates, so

that they are now about 25 per cent higher than steam rates,

but still considerably below express rates. Goods are handled

on express cars running to the Electric Package Company's sta-

tion, the company having leased a portion of this station for its

service. About two-fifths of its freight receipts come from

milk. It also does a considerable carload lot business, transfer-

ring standard steam freight cars from connections with steam

roads at several points to points on its line, using a powerful

express car for a locomotive, the cars being attached on the regu-

lar runs wherever possible. For this service it makes a switching

charge, having no pro-rate arrangement with the steam roads.

CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing presents in general the different operating

schemes used in Ohio to derive a revenue from the handling of

commodities. It will be noticed that none of the roads follow

the scheme quite generally adopted by Eastern roads of dividing

the business into three classes and handling it all on the same

car. On these roads, the first-class rate applies to goods which

are both delivered and collected, or, in other words, use the

wagon service at both ends. The second class applies to goods

where there is wagon service at one end only, while the third

class applies to goods where there is no wagon service. The
first class is insured prompt shipment on the first car leaving the

station. The second class is guaranteed for delivery that day,

while the third class insures no specified delivery except that it

will be handled as soon as possible, and of course it is to the

benefit of the company to carry out this plan. This scheme

gives the shipper a wide range of rates, and the service is gaged

accordingly. It does not require the man who has facilities for

deliveries to pay for something he does not get, and it provides

for those who want wagon service at one end only. The ar-

rangement enables the companies to keep their cars full and

gives a better average rate per car-mile or per ton-mile, than

where exclusively express or freight rates are used. The ex-

clusively express roads in Ohio seldom are enabled to fill their

cars to their full capacity. They may do so occasionally, but

not on the average trip. They cannot handle the low-grade

commodities of the farmer, because their rates are too high. The
roads which make a rate between freight and express cannot

compete with the steam roads on the lower grades of stuff, and

they take a lower rate on the higher grades of commodities and

those requiring quick shipment than they could command if they

had an express service. The exclusive freight road also misses

the high rates which it might get, and it is too often the case

that it gets too much of the low-grade commodity and actually

loses on many carloads handled.

While the foregoing is a resume of the various methods used

by Ohio roads, it is appreciated that the results shown come a

long way from pointing out which road has hit upon the most

profitable scheme or how much money the roads are netting on

this branch of their business. As a matter of fact, the great

majority of the roads do not know accurately how much money

they are making on freight and express, and some of them do

not even know whether they are coming out ahead or losing

money in this department. A few of them attempt to figure it,

but at best it is largely guesswork, and there is a wide variation

in methods of figuring and allowances made for certain charges.

On a steam road, it is an easy proposition to determine the fuel
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that goes into the freight locomotives, the expenses of the freight

stations and station employees, and freight department forces,

with a division of track maintenance along well established rules,

thus entirely separating the operating expenses of the freight and

passenger departments, but on an electric road it is a very differ-

ent proposition. It is almost impossible to separate the power

station expenses on any kind of a fair basis. Freight cars, and

especially heavy freight trains operated by electric locomotives,

running at irregular intervals, produce variations in the power

consumption, which render it extremely difficult to figure how
much should be charged to the freight service, making an allow-

ance for the fact that the cost of power is higher and the size

of the power station equipment necessarily larger than where

there is a comparatively steady load, as in passenger service.

The majority of roads employing station agents divide the

expense of the agent equally between freight and passenger ac-

counts, which is seldom a fair proposition, because an agent

will spend more time handling a heavy shipment of freight bring-

ing perhaps $1 than he will in selling a number of $1 tickets.

The division of office help is also a hard point to settle. The
majority of roads have small office forces, and as a rule it takes

more time to look after the details of a lot of freight and express

shipments, bringing in a small amount of money, than does the

accounting of the larger passenger receipts. Where combina-

tion cars are used, it is a much mooted question as to how to

separate the earnings of the compartments. The Lake Shore

Electric in charging car-mileage on combination cars, figures

one-quarter against the express and three-quarters against the

passenger, although the passenger compartment may be full and

the express compartment have nothing in it. The question of

track and overhead maintenance are of course difficult to adjust.

Some claim the freight cars do more damage to the track, be-

cause of their greater loads, while others believe they do less

damage on account of their slower speeds and less frequent stops.

Repair shop expenses are also difficult to adjust, owing to the

failure of the majority of roads to keep mileages on various

parts. The companies know that so many gears, trolley wheels,

armatures and wheels wear out in the course of a year, but few

of them know which cars they should be charged to.

The Lake Shore Electric makes an estimate that its express

cars cost about 1 2 cents per car-mile to operate, due to less fre-

quent stops and smaller interior maintenance. As stated in the

reference to the business of the Electric Package Company, the

operating expenses of the company, exclusive of car operation,

are 50 per cent of the receipts. At 42 cents a car-mile esti-

mated earnings, this would make the receipts of the company

21 cents a car-mile, or 9 cents a car-mile after paying operating

expenses, interest and taxes.

The Cleveland & Southwestern, on the same basis, shows net

earnings for freight cars of about 1 1 cents a car-mile.

The Scioto Valley Traction Company has estimated that

freight cars consume about 5 kw-hours per car-mile, as com-

pared with 3.1 kw-hours for passenger cars. If current deliv-

ered at the car costs 1 cent per kw-hour, which is considered a

fair rate for large stations in this district, the cost of power would

be 2 cents more than for regular passenger cars. The com-

pany knows the consumption of current on passenger cars from

experience before the freights were placed in operation, and by

making a careful estimate of other expenses it is able to satisfy

itself that it is making a good profit on this department. Un-

fortunately, it is unwilling to go into the details, beyond saying

that the cars earn an average of 36 cents a car-mile.

The Toledo & Indiana has found that its electric locomotive

consumes 4 kw-hours per car-mile. Each loaded car adds

2 kw-hours per car-mile. Current at the car costs about 1 cent

per kw-hour. The freight trains make 1 00 miles a day, and

average five cars to the train, but all the cars do not cover the

entire length of the road. The cars average 30 miles each way,

or 60 miles per car, equivalent to 300 car-miles per day, or

7500 car miles per month. The trains earn an average of $75
per day, or $1,875 per month, equivalent to gross receipts of

24 cents a freight car-mile. However, the earnings per freight

train-mile are 75 cents, because the train itself makes the full

mileage. The earnings of express cars running into Toledo are

$1,750, and the cars make 5600 miles per month, so that the

earnings per car-mile are 3 1 cents.

There is a very good profit in this one train, but it would be

impossible to operate several of these trains a day without inter-

fering with the fast passenger service and necessitating much

larger equipment in the power station. The Toledo & Indiana

package cars which operate into the city last year handled

4,600,000 lbs. of freight matter, of which 3,800,000 lbs. was

outbound, and 800,000 lbs. incoming. This indicates that the

bulk of this class of business is in goods shipped by the city

jobbers to the country merchants, rather than incoming produce.

In this connection it might be stated here that the idea that

the traction lines are taking the place of the farmer's wagon and

are hauling his goods to the city is somewhat of a fallacy. While

a number of roads undoubtedly secure a large amount of this

business, the trend of traffic is in the other direction, i. e., from

the big city to the country stores. The tendency of the roads that

secure a lot of this business is not to stop at the farmer's door

and take on a load of his produce, but to induce the farmer to

go to the nearest town and sell to a shipper. This serves the

double purpose of giving the road large shipments and with no

delays to pick up small lots, and it also keeps the merchants in

small towns in a better frame of mind, because they want the

farmers to come to town.

The experience of the Toledo & Western with trainload lots

is very similar to that of the Toledo & Indiana. It averages

more cars to the train, and its earnings per train-mile are 85

cents. Its locomotives are heavier and probably consume some-

what more than 4 kw-hours per car-mile.

The Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth reports $1.30

gross earnings per train-mile, and 34 cents per car-mile for ex-

press cars. It figures operating expenses on both classes at 68
per cent, and does not attempt to separate them.

It is more difficult to obtain figures from roads handling freight

at freight rates in single cars or two-car trains. The Dayton

& Troy estimates earnings at 38 cents per car-mile and operating

expenses at 45 per cent. The Dayton, Covington & Piqua

figures its earnings at 42 cents per car-mile and operating ex-

penses at 52 per cent. The other roads of this class make no

attempt to separate the freight operation from the passenger.

Car-mileage earnings of several roads are shown in Table XI.

MILK

The interurbans in Ohio are constantly increasing their milk

business. The fast and frequent service and the usually con-

venient location of the lines, and their willingness to stop for

small quantities, induce the farmers to turn the business over to

the electrics. There would be a milk famine in Cleveland were

the package cars to stop running. The Eastern Ohio, which

traverses a rich farming district, handles 5000 to 6000 gallons

daily, and its receipts from milk last year were $25,480. The

company makes a flat rate of 2 cents a gallon for any distance,

which places the farmers 40 miles away on an equal footing with

those nearby, thus increasing the bulk of the business. Cans are

returned free. The company encourages farmers to build milk

platforms and will stop for any number of cans above three.

Tickets are sold and must be attached to cans.

The Cleveland & Southwestern comes a close second to the

Eastern Ohio, hauling an average of 800 cans a day. Milk re-

ceipts last year were close to $20,000. The bulk of this is de-

livered to wagons at the city limits, which gives the company all
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the receipts. Rates vary from % cent to 2 cents, according to

distance. A higher rate is charged for cream, as it was found

some time ago that farmers were separating the milk from the

cream and shipping the cream, the milkman making it back into

milk after it got to the city.

The Toledo & Indiana gets an unusually large amount of

milk which it takes to two large condensing plants on its line. It

makes a rate of 1 .3 cents per gallon to these plants.

The Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside and the Toledo &
Western handle large quantities of milk into Toledo, while the

Interurban Railway & Terminal, Cincinnati, Georgetown &
Portsmouth, Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland and the Cincinnati

& Columbus assist greatly in serving Cincinnati. Their rates are

shown in Table XI.

Practically all of the roads visited in Indiana and Michigan

handle more or less milk, but statistics on the general freight

business of these roads are not so complete as to allow an analysis

such as given of the Ohio freight traffic. The milk handled

varies from a few cans a day on some roads to such a quantity as

to require special milk trains, as on the Detroit United Railway

system. There is no uniformity as to basis for charges. Some roads

base their charges on the distance and the size of the cans. Others

charge the same price for all sizes of cans and for long or short

hauls. The Indiana Union Traction Company handles milk on

a three-part ticket as does also the Indianapolis & Northwestern

Traction Company. One part of the ticket is torn off by the

conductor, another serves as a receipt for the consignee and the

third portion is for the return of the empty can. On the Indian-

apolis & Northwestern system, about 1 000 gallons of milk are

handled per day. A charge of 1 to 3 cents per gallon is made,

the charge increasing with the distance. At the present time,

the cans are hauled in the baggage compartment of the regular

passenger cars, but within a short time a special milk train will

most probably be put on.

A charge of 1 Yl cents per gallon is made by the Indianapolis

& Cincinnati Traction Company for handling milk. This charge

is made regardless of the distance hauled. Three-part tags are

sold for cans of three, four, five and eight gallons capacity. Tags

for cans of different capacities are distinguished by different colors.

These tags are sold to farmers in quantities of not less than $3

worth at a time. Loading platforms are built at all the towns

where the shipments justify the expense. Private loading sta-

tions are erected by the shippers. All the milk is carried in

express cars.

About 2000 gallons of milk are handled per day by the

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Company. For

hauls less than 1 miles, a charge of 1 cent per gallon is made.

Above this distance 1 Yl cents are charged. This charge in-

cludes the return of the empty can. Cans of five, eight, seven

and one-half and twelve gallons capacity are handled. Ship-

pers are compelled to buy 1 00 tickets at a time and are re-

quested to erect their own platform. These may be erected at

any point on the line.

For shipments of milk over the lines of the Terre Haute Trac-

tion & Light Company no tags are employed. Milk is billed in

the same manner as is freight. Farmers are supplied with blank

bill heads which they fill out for each shipment. Settlement is

made at the office of the company on Saturdays when the farmers

come to the city. A charge of 1 cent per gallon is made for

carrying milk.

The Kokomo, Marion & Western Traction Company has

handled some milk, but as there are no large cities on the line,

there is very little shipped. A three-part tag is sold in quanti-

ties of fifty at one time.

About 500 gallons of milk are handled by the Fort Wayne &
Wabash Valley system per day. The shipper makes out a bill

of lading and leaves it on the shipping platform with the can.

The train crew picking up the can make out the way bill.

Monthly settlements are made with shippers, the charges being

10 cents per full can and 2'/2 cents for the return of the empty

can. This charge is made regardless of the distance hauled.

A milk tram is operated on each of the interurban divisions of

the Detroit United Railway system. Milk is also carried in the

early morning baggage cars. A motor car and a trailer make

up the milk train on the Flint division. The cars are especially

fitted for carrying cans, racks being built on each side of a cen-

tral passageway. The charge per gallon is based on the length

of the haul and varies from 6 to 1 cents for a ten-gallon can.

The same price is charged for smaller cans. A two-part tag is

used. One part is taken from the full can by the conductor,

while the remaining part is left on the can and serves for its

return when empty. Creamery companies which buy up milk

throughout the country are the purchasers of a large quantity of

tickets. To private shippers any number of tickets will be sold

at one time, but usually the purchases are in from $2 to $5 lots.

About 250 cans of milk are handled each morning by the

Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway. A two-

part ticket is employed and cans are carried in freight or express

cars. A charge of 1 cents per can regardless of the distance

hauled is made.

EXPRESS CARS

As has already been intimated, the idea of handling express

and freight matter on combination cars is on the decline, except

in the case of a few roads which distinguish between freight and

express and do a small amount of fast express business on the

combination cars. Practically all the roads now have special

express cars for this service. Ideas as to the best design of car

for the service differ almost as much as in passenger cars.

One of the most substantial cars in service is that of the Cleve-

land & Southwestern. It is 54 ft. long, built with very heavy

floor framing and bumpers and is designed to carry 20 tons. It

has two double doors on each side and doors at each end, which

are very convenient for loading long, bulky articles, such as poles,

scenery, etc.

The Dayton, Covington & Piqua Traction Company has a

56-ft. express car of exceptionally strong and heavy construc-

tion, and in addition to being of large capacity and very ser-

viceable, it is fitted with an adjustable platform on the roof so

that it may be used as a line car.

The various branches of the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern

have several 60-ft. express cars with large carrying capacity.

The express motor cars built for the Scioto Valley Traction Com-
pany are but 45 ft. long and they were equipped with 1 25-hp

motors and train-braking system for handling one or more trailers.

The trail cars used for this service are described in another

column, as are also the Manhattan elevated cars transformed into

freight trailers by the Western Ohio and Dayton & Troy lines;

a very convenient auxiliary equipment which costs but little. The

express cars of several roads are illustrated on Plates L. and LII.

U. S. MAIL

Nearly all the roads in Ohio handle mail in bags and derive

some little income from the Government on a basis of a fixed

amount per mile per sack. Three roads, the Eastern Ohio, the

Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth and the Toledo &
Western, which cover districts not touched by steam roads have

contracts for regular mail-car service. They furnish a special

compartment of 10 ft., which is fitted up for the distribution of

mail en route, and for this they receive 7 J/2 cents per car-mile,

and 3 cents per mile per sack for pouch mail. The Toledo &
Western and the Eastern Ohio carry the mail on a passenger car,

while the Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth has a 56-ft.

express car with one end partitioned off for the mail. Traction

lines generally are endeavoring to secure more of this business

and incidentally they think they ought to get better rates. It ap-

pears, however, that the entire appropriation to electric railways

is a ridiculously small amount, and it is difficult to persuade the

Government to raise it.
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FREIGHT TERMINALS AT COLUMBUS, SCIOTO VALLEY TERMINAL STATION, ELECTRIC PACKAGE COMPANY,
AT CLEVELAND
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OLD MANHATTAN ELEVATED CAR REBUILT FOR ENPRESS AND FREIGHT SERVICE,
WESTERN OHIO RAILWAY



INTERURBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY ECONOMICS
The gross receipts per mile of track and the gross receipts

per inhabitant (or per capita) in the district served are the

units generally used in comparison of the earning power

of electric roads. To the mind of the banker or financier,

the operating expenses are of secondary consideration, because by

proper management they can be reduced to a fairly fixed quan-

tity, depending on the service given. But the gross receipts re-

flect primarily the judgment of the promoters in locating the line

and the riding proclivities of the people in the territory through

which the road runs.

From statistics, the patronage to be expected by a city railway

can be approximated very closely, and it is safe to say that with

an interurban railway proposition some rules can be evolved, but

the conditions make the process more difficult. Thus in the city

property, the rides per inhabitant have been found to increase

pretty constantly in a certain ratio, depending on the population,

and the figures on population can easily be obtained from the

census. With an interurban railway it is safe to assume that the

traffic increases with the population served, but it is a very much

more difficult undertaking to determine satisfactorily the number

of people who are served by the road. The first obstacle is in

connection with the terminal city. Most interurban lines have

one large community at their termini and this fact has a large in-

fluence on the traffic, on account of the people in the country who
wish to visit the city and those in the city who ride out into the

country. Both statistics and common sense show, however, that

it is improper to consider that the entire population of the terminal

city is being served by an interurban railway extending from one

direction only out of the city, or if so included and counted in

the tributary population, they should not be given the same weight

as the residents of the smaller communities directly on the line of

the road. Again, it is difficult to obtain any exact enumeration

of the tributary interurban population. Strictly speaking, the

facility with which people living along the line use the road is

in inverse proportion to the distance at which they live from the

line. Practically the usual way is to include all of the popula-

tion within 2 Yl miles of the line. To this there is again a prac-

tical obstacle unless a house to house canvass is made, because

the population is irregularly distributed throughout the different

townships. Part of it is in towns and villages whose population is

given in the governmental census reports, and part of it is in scat-

tered houses of whose inhabitants there is no enumeration outside

of those covering the entire township. As a result, a variety

of practices is followed among those who, like consulting engi-

neers, have been obliged to make investigations into the probable

earning capacity of interurban railways.

None of the largest engineering or financial houses, so far as is

known, counts in the entire population of the terminal city in-

variably in any estimate of the population served. Some include

in the entire population of the terminal city if it is below 50,000.

Above this figure they credit the terminal city with the number

50,000 plus a gradually decreasing percentage of additional in-

habitants. Others follow the same plan but have a different

limit. Still others, and these are probably greater in number,

seemingly have become so discouraged in endeavoring to find a

satisfactory law for the extent to which the terminal city should

be included, that they boldly throw out the population of the

terminal city altogether. There is, it is true, an argument for

this course. Advocates of this plan claim, first, that all interur-

ban roads have a terminal city, so that in one sense a comparison

would not be incorrect if the population of this terminal city was
ignored. The second point made is that while the terminal city

is on the route, the traffic under ordinary conditions comes

mostly from the inhabitants along the line visiting the terminal

city rather than vice versa. Of course in amusement park on the

line of the road would make an important exception, as this park

would be visited principally ' city residents, but if a special al-

lowance is made for the tra\ to this park, the ordinary traffic

can be figured exclusively from the population along the line.

The interurban electric railways in Ohio and Indiana have

been in operation for a longer period than those of any other sec-

tion of the country, and interurban railroading has received its

highest development there. In this form of road Ohio led, and

in the early history of interurban railroading it was gravely as-

serted in many quarters that the conditions for this class of road

in Ohio were so peculiarly favorable that a road built in that

State would earn from 20 to 25 per cent more per mile than one

in the neighboring States of Indiana or Pennsylvania under the

same conditions. The reason given was that Ohio was more of

a manufacturing State than any of its neighbors, and that its in-

TABLE XII.—SHOWING EARNINGS, ETC., FOR TWENTY OHIO ROADS FOR THE YEARS ENDING APRIL 30, 1905 AND 1906.

Cincin., Milford ft Loveland Trac. Co
City Railway Co., Dayton
Cleveland Electric Ry
Cleveland, Painesvillc ft Ashtabula. ..

Cleveland, Painesvillc ft Eastern

Columbus Ry. & Light
Dayton, Covington & Piqua
Eastern Ohio Traction Co
Lake Shore Electric Ry
Lorain Street Ry

Ohio River Elec. Ry. & Power Co
SpniiL'hrld Ry. Co
Springfield >V Xcnia Ry
Tiffin, Fostoria ft Eastern
Toledo, Fostoria & Findlay

Toledo ft Indiana Ry
Toledo Railways ft Light Co
Toledo Urban ft Interurban
Youngstown Park ft Falls Street Ry .

.

Youngstown ft Sharon

$1,650,000
2,597,100

23, 400,(100

1,1100,000

1,006,000

12,400,000
1,100,000
2,500,000
7,500,000
750,000

300,000

1,51111,0(10

1,2011,000

1,0110,0110

200,000
712,500

$300,
65,000

8,026
850,000

1,402,000

7,479,000
510,000

2,500,0110

4,897,000
550,000

443,000

1,500,000
I0,80i;,ooo

800,

194,000
662,500

107.
34.
82.79

28.71
1.4
2.

12.37

2.2

$419,936
4,838.085

83,800

204,201

1,366,361
73,075

160,944
003,351

105,849

38,546
212,00:

54,425
46,257
45,609

$470,727
5,425,515

99,387

223,994

1,487,549
187,845
103,852

770,718
132,442

44,325
5230,53!!

58,025
49,292

151,327
1,337.049
240,844

70,418
135,

$28,054

*ll',663

6,209
1 1,825
51,047
23,550

1,441

5,107

'

1,677

833.3 I

1,550
10,229

133,2 15

11,028

2,370

4,754
3,244

39,727

20,349

10,003

8 32.238
29.854

927
15,203

344,250
137

6,287
12,427

950

3,61

83:

822
760

1,196

S22.9 35

19,511

350,754
801

9,853
19,647

464

5,772
740
696
602

58,8.622

62,763
1,049

221,278
099,340
108,240

47,264
213,839
50,74 4

5193,1,.;/

5,517,751
101,504
253,735

1,843,585
102.324
237.82(1

823,011
134,534

55,836
231,280
01,991
54,048

65,057

191,054
1,920,272
323,957

71,467
1 45,704

21, 833, 303
355,976
870,786

6,037,949

T452.245
272,000

300.480
1,204,441

247,778

Net from operating express company, f Year ending June 30. J Include mail earnings. § Including freight and express. H Including 40,012 freight car-miles.
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habitants were more inclined to travel than the agricultural pop-

ulation of Indiana. This idea has disappeared with the rapid

development of the Indiana interurban railways, seeming to prove

that a prosperous agricultural population is as ready to use

transportation as one devoted to manufacturing.

A student of economy values is handicapped in studying elec-

tric transportation problems in both of these States, as compared

with electric railroading in most of the Eastern States, from the

fact that comparatively few of the companies in either State

make public their complete annual reports. For a number of

years the Ohio railroad companies have been obliged to file with

the Secretary of State at Columbus certain figures relating to

their gross receipts, but the systematic and itemized statements re-

quired by the Railroad Commissioners in such States as the New
England States, New York and Pennsylvania are not obligatory.

The fiscal year for these Ohio reports hitherto required is that

ending April 30. During the past year, however, a change has

been made in the Ohio law by which these reports are no longer

filed with the Secretary of State, but with the Commissioner of

Railroads and Telegraphs. Owing to this fact, there has been

a delay in issuing the proper blanks to the street railway com-

panies, and as a result these figures for the fiscal year ending April

30, 1906, are not available for publication in most cases.

Through the courtesy of a number of companies, advance copies

of the reports which have been or will be filed with the Com-

missioner, but which have not yet been made public, are pre-

sented in Table XII., together with the 1905 figures.

INDIANA STATISTICS

Certain reports are required of the Indiana electric railway

companies by the State Auditor, but up to the present, none has

been available in published form outside of the report of the Indi-

ana State Board of Tax Commissioners, which gives the assessed

value of main trunk, second track, side track, rolling stock and

improvements on right of way of the different electric railway

companies, but no figures on gross receipts. During the last year,

however, reports have been required from the State Bureau of

Statistics of all of the roads in Indiana, and while individual

figures have not been made public, the totals are available through

the courtesy of Joseph H. Stubbs, State Statistician of Indiana.

These figures are presented in Table XIII.:

Table XIII., showing statistics of all of the electric lines in In-

diana for the year ending June 30, 1 905

:

EARNINGS AND EXPENSES
Gross earnings $6,757730.22

Grand total expenses 4.679.027.57

Gross income $2,078,702.65

EARNINGS IN DETAIL
From passengers $6,308,653.95

From freight 120,770.37

From express 66,522.48

From mails 3,74i- I7

From rents 82,033.60

From all other sources 176,008.65

Grand total earnings $6,757,730.22

EXPENSES IN DETAIL
Maintenance of way and structures $405,039.43

Maintenance of equipment 369,265.60

Conducting transportation 1,798,928.91

General expenses 1,078,236.19

Additions and betterments 1,027,557.44

Grand total expenses $4,679,027.57

DISBURSEMENTS IN DETAIL
Total expenses as above $4,679,027.57

Interest on funded debt 2,078,302.01

Taxes for Indiana 294,619.00

Taxes for other States 55.748.17

Rentals 267,001.68

Grand total disbursements $7,374,698.43

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT BUSINESS
Total number of passengers carried

Total tons of freight and express

MILES OF TRACK
Number of miles of main track in Indiana

IN umber of miles of side track in Indiana

WAGES—1905

Number
Employees in Indiana Employed

General officers 51

Other officers 38

General office clerks 140

Station agents 66

Other station men 29

Motormen 806

Conductors 803

Other trainmen 119

Machinists 33

Carpenters 39
Other shopmen 265

Section foremen 90

Other trackmen 524

Flagmen and watchmen 16

Operators and despatchers 23

All other employees 295

?38,o65

33.2i6

84749
34-25

Totals 3,337

ACCIDENTS
From Causes Beyond
Their Own Control,

Passengers

Employees
All others.

Totals ....

Killed Injured

Total Yearly

Compensation

$115,141.83

65,875.68

70,889.64

23,255.00

13,340.00

489,291.35

489,235.38

90.35174

23,093.61

26,231.54

151,490.16

51,991-99

199.271-05

8,040.55

13.31520

172,346.30

$2,003,161.02

From Their

Own Carelessness,

Killed Injured

10 1,869

3 129

26 2,288

39 4,2861 60

DAMAGES
The amount paid in damages during the year 1905 for acci-

dents was $96,061.30.

OHIO STATISTICS

In view of the impossibility of obtaining figures from all or a

greater part of the Indiana roads, it was deemed preferable to de-

vote the analysis of the gross receipts of the electric railway com-

panies in the district under consideration to those in Ohio, and

several diagrams are presented herewith. For the purpose of this

analysis, twenty-eight roads were selected. Of these, five have

their chief terminal in Cleveland, six in Columbus, seven in Day-

ton, four in Toledo, and six have been selected at large through

the State from among those roads which do not directly enter one

of the very large cities of the State. The figures on population

have been taken from the latest Governmental Census Report,

which is that of 1 900, and the figures on earnings are given in

column 2, and are either for the year ending Dec. 31 , or, where

these figures were not obtainable, are for the year ending April

30, 1905.

An explanation should also be given of the method of secur-

ing the figures on tributary population. While not entirely satis-

factory, it is probably the best available outside of an enumera-

tion of the houses along the line. It was assumed first that the

contributing territory to be taken should be that approximately

2Y2 miles on each side of the route of the railway. This dis-

tance was adopted partly because it is the figure often employed

in calculations by financial houses, and partly because of the

fact that the townships in Ohio, as a rule, are 5 miles square, so

that the figure lent itself very easily to the approximations on

population. Where a line extended through the center of a

township, therefore, its entire population was taken as the num-

ber of people served. Where a line extended through only the

corner of a township, a different plan had to be followed. In

this case the number of inhabitants in the towns on the line of

route were first added to the population served. The popula-

tions of these towns were then deducted from the population of

the township. If there were any large communities in the town-

ship which were not served by the railroad, their populations
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were also deducted from the total population of the township.

It was then assumed that the remaining population was equally

distributed throughout the township, and the proportion which

the area of a strip 2'/2 miles each side of the track in the town-

ship bore to the whole population of the township was then taken

as the proper proportion of the residual population of the town-

ship served by the interurban railway.

Tables XIV. to XVIII. have been compiled for each of the

main groups of roads in Ohio. As will be seen, earnings per mile

of track have been given for both passenger earnings and total

earnings. The average passenger earnings have also been calculat-

ed per inhabitant in three ways, viz. : ( 1 ) including the terminal

cities; (2) excluding the main terminal city, and (3) excluding

both terminals where the road connects two large cities. The
gross earnings have also been estimated on the basis of the in-

habitants served, inclusive of the terminals. The roads have been

divided into groups so that those roads entering the same city,

and hence operating under the same conditions so far as main

terminal city is concerned, could be compared more closely than

would otherwise be possible. To understand the local condi-

tions under which each of these lines operates, the following sum-

mary is given:

CLEVELAND GROUP

Lake Shore Electric:—The main line extends to Toledo with

branches to Sandusky, South Lorain, Gibsonburg, and a line

Middlefield, 1800; the Garrettsville division goes to Chagrin

Falls, 2000; Hiram, 1 500, and Garrettsville, 2000. This dis-

trict is a rich farming and dairy country and there is no compe-

tition to Cleveland. Freight and milk business is very heavy.

The traffic to Gates Mills, a summer town for wealthy Cleve-

landers, is very heavy, and the company gives a half-hourly

service to this point. The earnings per mile of track for the cal-

endar year of 1905 were $2,681.

Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company:—The lines of

this company touch Cuyahoga Falls, 2500; Akron, 5000, with

a branch line to Barberton, 7000, and another branch to Kent,

1 500, and Ravenna, 2500. The through travel between

Cleveland and Akron is very heavy and the line is double track

with half-hourly service. The company also operates 20 miles

of city lines in Akron with local service to Cuyahoga Falls. It

does an extensive express and milk business, and there are several

resorts on the line which attract the summer travel.

Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern:—The line of this com-

pany extends easterly out of Cleveland in two divisions as far as

Willoughby, with one line on to Painesville, 30 miles. The
main line goes out Euclid Avenue, which is lined with homes of

citified farmers to Willoughby. The Shore Line follows the

Lake Shore through Collinwood, 7000, passes a number of lake

resorts and derives large travel from hampers and those who have

summer homes on the lake front. Milk and express amount to

TABLE XIV.—SHOWING STATISTICS OF THE INTERURBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS CENTERING IN CLEVELAND.

1 2 3 4 G 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

s-M- _ & .9 ing
als.
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1
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B
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C
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Mile
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Track.
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Inhab.

Including

Term.,

Col.

14

-H

Col.

8

A
Cleveland.

Apr. 30
Apr. 30
Apr. 30
Apr. 30

15 145
133
81

160 $4,146
3,302
1,987
7,453
4,662

3,750
3,428
4,544
4,570
9,243

$1.15
.91

.41

1.61
.50

541
707
112

$7.66
5.65
17.70
11.03
8.83

541
579
112
238
529

$7.65
5.65

$4,370

S3.744
2,732
9,118
5,260

$1.16
1.08B Cleveland & Southwestern 133

81C 17.70
31.19
8.83

.56
1.95
.57

D 30 98 674
529E Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern .... 1 42.8 43.8

103.2 $4,310 5,107 .91 512 10.17 399 14.2 $5,045 1.06

from Norwalk to Sandusky. It touches Lorain, 30,000 ; Elyria,

15,000; Sandusky, 20,000; Norwalk, 7000; Fremont, 8000;
Cleveland, 500,000; Toledo, 225,000. It has a very large

amount of through passenger traffic, and in summer an extensive

park travel to no less than thirty resorts along the lake shore and

the islands near Sandusky. Its express business is quite an im-

portant item. The company also operates city lines in Sandusky

and Norwalk, but their earnings do not constitute a very im-

portant proportion of its gross. The company's gross earn-

ings per mile of track during the calendar year of 1 905 were

$4,927 and this year will probably reach $5,625.

The system of the Cleveland & Southwestern has two main di-

visions which extend out of Cleveland to the south and west.

The southern division goes to Medina, 2500; Seville, 1 500, and

Wooster, 2500. The western division extends through Elyria,

15,000, and Oberlin, 3500, to Norwalk, 7500. It also has

branches to Lorain, 30,000; North Amherst, 1500; Grafton,

1500, and Wellington, 2500. It gets considerable through

travel between the terminal points and has a large express and

milk business. It owns Puritas Springs and enjoys considerable

summer traffic. The earnings per mile of track for the last cal-

endar year were $4,024, and this year will probably reach

$4,825.

The system of the Eastern Ohio Traction Company also has

two divisions, both of which extend out of Cleveland. The
Eastern division goes to Chardon, 2000, and has a branch to

quite an item. Since the first of the year the company has been

operated in connection with the Cleveland, Painesville & Ash-

tabula, and through cars are now operated between Cleveland

and Ashtabula, 60 miles, The road is handicapped consider-

ably by having a haul of nearly 9 miles on city track, from which

it derives very little revenue.

Examining again Table XIV. and referring to the different

roads by their distinguishing letters to avoid repetition, it will be

seen that the passenger earnings per mile vary between $3,300

and $4,660, with the exceptions of road D, which is consider-

ably higher than the average, largely on account of its Akron

system, and road C, which is considerably lower than the aver-

age on account of its comparatively low population per mile of

track outside of Cleveland. If, however, we examine the total

earnings per mile of track as given in column 1 4, this percentage

of variation is much decreased on account of the large freight and

milk business on road C. In population per mile of track includ-

ing terminals (column 8) the figure for road E is considerably

higher than the average, because it is a short line and the popu-

lation of Cleveland is consequently a large factor in the total

population. This is shown in the Cleveland curve in Fig. 1 , in

which the populations are plotted as ordinates and the earnings

per mile of track as abscissae. The form of the curve is quite ir-

regular, as C and E are lower than the average for the reasons

mentioned, and D is considerably above the line.

Column 1 in Table XIV. gives the population per mile, ex-

cluding Cleveland, except that in the case of the Lake Shore
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Railway (road A) the population of Toledo has also been

taken out for the reason that this city might be considered as

bearing the same relation to the traffic that Cleveland does. We
then get passenger earnings per inhabitant varying from $5.65

to $1 7.70, and the Cleveland curve shown in Fig. 2, in which

the points have a much more rational distribution than in Fig. 1

.

The principal exception is D, which is much above the average

for the reasons already outlined. In column 12, the population of

both terminals has been excluded. Here, A, C and E have the

same figures as in column 1 0, because Toledo has already been

deducted from A, and C and E have no other large termi-

nals. The tributary population B has been reduced by the omis-

sion of Lorain, and D by the omission of Akron. Column 12

shows that with both terminal cities omitted, three of the roads,

A, B and E, have population figures very closely approximating

each other. It is interesting to note in diagram Fig. 3, in which

these values are plotted, that with the exception of D, which is

extraordinarily high, the figures are within a comparatively nar-

3700, to Springfield, 40,000; traverses a good farming district

and receives much through business to Springfield and to Dayton

over connecting lines.

Scioto Valley Traction Company:—This line now has 81

miles of track and, as described elsewhere, is operated by the

third rail. It extends from Columbus in a southerly direction,

the main line going through Circleville, 7500, to Chillicothe,

1 4,000, while a branch goes to Lancaster, 1 1 ,000. The main

line traverses a very rich farming district and gives better time

than the parallel steam roads between terminals. The earnings

given in the table are almost exclusively passenger. A freight

business was started Dec. 1 last year, and the traffic is proving

surprisingly heavy. The earnings for this year will be largely in

excess of those given for 1905.

Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark:—This road has also

been made a part of the new Indiana, Columbus & East-

ern system. Newark has 20,000 population and the road
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row triangle whose apex is at the origin. In the group B and

E are especially close together.

COLUMBUS GROUP

Corresponding figures to those shown for the Cleveland dis-

trict in Table XIV. are presented in Table XV. for the Colum-

bus district. Here the roads represented are six in number and

are as follows:

Columbus, Delaware & Marion:—The line of this company

extends north from Columbus through Worthington, 1500;

Delaware, 8000, and Prospect, 1500, to Marion, 13,000.

The latter is a good manufacturing town and the road gets con-

siderable through business. The express business is very heavy,

much farm produce being handled. Small local service given

in Delaware and Marion. The company operates three parks

and caters to the excursion business. It also has a heavy com-

muter business in and out of Columbus.

Columbus, London & Springfield:—This road has been pur-

chased by the Schoepf syndicate and is now a part of the Indi-

ana, Columbus & Eastern system. It passes through London,

gets the bulk of business. The line traverses a good farming

country and has a large express business. There is a branch

line to Buckeye Lake, a famous camping, fishing and hunting

resort. The company operates a park and hotel and summer

traffic is very heavy.

Columbus Grove City & Southwestern:—This line is now a

part of the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern system and goes

through a farming district with no steam competition.

Columbus, New Albany & Johnstown:—The line of this

railway extends out of Columbus in a northeasterly direction

into a territory which has no steam railroad transportation. The
electric line gets all the business there is, both passenger and

freight, and the latter is quite an item.

An examination of column 5 shows that the roads composing

this group correspond much more closely in length than in those

of the Cleveland district, and the passenger earnings per mile,

with the exception of D, are quite close to the average of $3,200.

To the large park business of road D is undoubtedly in large

part due its high earnings per mile of track. The population
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and the

figures given in column 8 are very much higher for the last two
roads than for the rest, on account of the shortness of these two
lines and consequent preponderance of the population of the city

of Columbus, but in reality the tributary population is smaller,

as shown in column 1 0. An examination of column
Columbus group in Fig. 1 shows A, B
and C close together, D very much
higher on account of its large business,

and E and F at the end of the scale on

account of the large population per mile

due to Columbus. In the population

per mile, exclusive of main terminal as

given in Fig. 2, we find E and F now
near the origin, A, B and C in prac-

tically a straight line, and D much above

the others in the group.

Taking up now, population, exclud-

ing both terminals, the population of

Marion has been omitted from line A,
Springfield from line B, Chillicothe from

line C, and Newark from line D. This

gives the populations presented in col-

umn 1 2 and the points in Fig. 3.

Dayton & Western:—The line of the Dayton & Western
Company extends west from Dayton through Eaton, 4000, to

Richmond, Ind., 12,000, and has a branch line to New Paris,

where there is a noted summer resort. The line is a part of the

through line to Indianapolis and obtains considerable through

DAYTON GROUP

The roads composing the Dayton

group are seven in number and are as

follows

:

Dayton & Troy:—This road goes

north through Tippecanoe, 1 500, and

Troy, 6000, to Piqua, 8000, and does

extensive interline business with the Western Ohio for Lima,

Findlay and Toledo. It started a freight business about the

first of the year and is now doing extensive interline freight. It

is thought that the earnings this year will reach $5,800 per mile.

Dayton, Covington & Piqua:—The line of this railway

also extends north from Dayton, traversing the Stillwater

Valley, a very fertile district. It touches West Milton,

1500; Covington, 1500, and Piqua, 8000. It gives faster

time than the parallel steam road and consequently gets the bulk

of the local business. Farm products and tobacco furnish quite

a profitable freight traffic. The company operates a park near

West Milton and pushes the excursion business.

Dayton & Northern:—This road has also been purchased

by, and is now a part of, the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern
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travel to that city and intermediate points. The freight business

also furnishes good revenue.

Dayton & Xenia:—The Dayton & Xenia Traction Com-
pany operates two electric lines between Dayton and Xenia,
9000, with a branch to Spring Valley, 2500. The farming
country through which it runs is very prosperous and the through
travel between Dayton and Xenia is quite large. The compara-
tively low earnings per mile of track are due to the fact that it

consists of two lines which were consolidated. Infrequent service

is given on one of them with hourly service on the other.

Dayton, Springfield & Urbana:—This is another property
which now forms part of the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern
system. The earnings shown include those of an extension

known as the Urbana, Bellefontaine & Northern, recently con-

TABLE XV.—SHOWING STATISTICS OF THE INTERURBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS CENTERING IN COLUMBUS.
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A
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Columbus.
Columbus, Delaware & Marion
Columbus, London & Springfield.. .

.

Scioto Valley

Nov. 30
Apr. 30
Apr. 30
Apr. 30
Apr. 30
Apr. 30

5 56
52
47

61
52
47

$2,623

3>74
5,306
2,592
2,236

2,664
3,341
3,641

3,817
8,630

14,929

$ .98

.95

.89

600

970
606
259
329

$4.32

3^50
8.75
9.99
6.80

411
191
694

$G.37
3.43
4.90
37.29
9.99

$3,116
4,307
3,404
6,366

21673

$1.07
1.28

(b) .93
1.66
.30

.17

D
E
F

Columbus, Buckeye Lake & N'cwarl:

Columbus, Grove City & S. W
Columbus,New Albany & Johnstown

39.1
15

39.1
15
8.6

1.39
.30

.15

142
259
329

37.2 $3,202 6,170 .78 610 5.84 337 11.46 $3,829 .92....

(b) Based on prorata earnings fc

system. It extends out of Dayton in a northwesterly direction

through Brookville, 1500; Arcanum, 1500, to Greenville,

6000. It traverses a good farming district and connects with

the Dayton & Muncie, giving through service to Muncie.

structed and not making a very heavy showing. The main line

is located between Dayton, Springfield & Urbana and is one of

the most prosperous lines in the State. Springfield has a popula-

tion of 40,000. There is a great deal of travel between Spring-
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field and Dayton. This section will be double-tracked next year.

There is also a branch line to New Carlisle, 1 500. The com-

pany operates a park and secures considerable summer traffic.

The express business is very good though undeveloped.

Cincinnati-Northern Traction Company:—The main line of

this company extends from Cincinnati through Hamilton,

25,000; Middletown, 12,000; Miamisburg, 4000, to Dayton,

90,000. There are a large number of small towns along the

line and its route traverses the most densely populated section of

the State. A considerable portion of the line is double-tracked.

The company operates the city lines in Hamilton, and has

touching the suburbs and a number of small towns tributary to

Toledo. There is a large resident population, and much of the

business is derived from pleasure riders desiring to visit a num-

ber of points of historic interest near Maumee, also because of

the beautiful river ride.

Toledo & Indiana:—The tracks of this company parallel

the main line of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway

(a steam railroad), and touch Holland, 1200; Swanton,

1200; Delta, 1500; Waseon, 2500; Stryker, 1500, and

Bryan, 3500. It traverses a good farming district and operates

standard freight trains by electric locomotives, in addition to

TABLE XVI.—SHOWING STATISTICS OF THE INTERURBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS CENTERING IN DAYTON.

Dayton.
Dayton & Troy
Dayton, Covington & Piqua . .

Dayton & Northern
Dayton & Western
Davton & Xenia
Davton, Springfield &Urbana.
Cincinnati & Northern

Average

Fiscal

Year
Ending
I luring

1905.

Apr. 30
Apr. 30
Apr. 30
Apr. 30

Apr! 30

Apr. 30

Si 4 St I

2,232
2,281
3.2(15

1..S27

6,5i0

3.030

2,022

I. '.I.V.I

$12.24
2.84
4.72

412
239

1,000

13

4.43
12.07
6.53

14
I

15

Total Earnings.

si.M'D

2,595
2,641
4,286
2,074
3,163
6,963

TABLE XVII.—SHOWING STATISTICS OF THE INTERURBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS CENTERING IN TOLEDO.

Fiscal

Year
Ending
liming
1905.

: — 2'—

9

3S.|.

14
I

15

Total Earnings.

Toledo.
Maumee Valley
Toledo & Indiana
Toledo, Bowling Green
Toledo & Western

Apr. 30
Apr. 30
Apr. 30
Apr. 30

SO.

5,123
3,408
2,045

>-.V296

2,627
4,502

Average

(a) Excluding light and power.

branches to Mt. Healthy and Germantown. Its express business

is probably the largest in the State. There are several parks on

the route and a summer Chautauqua brings it heavy business at

certain times. It also has large commuter business.

The earnings per mile of track of the roads in this group cor-

respond fairly closely with the exceptions of A, E and G, the

latter very high because it operates the city system in Hamilton.

The population per mile is high because both Dayton and Cin-

cinnati are included. The Dayton group in Fig 1 shows an ir-

regular curve with A, F and G along one line, and B, C and E
along another line. Taking the population per mile, excluding

Dayton, we have figures from 366 to 2 1 69, and receipts vary-

ing from $2.84 to $12.24, with an average of $6.12. In this

curve and in column 1 0, Cincinnati is deducted from line G, in-

stead of Dayton, as Cincinnati is the larger city. The popula-

tion per mile, exclusive of both terminals, has been obtained by

deducting Piqua from the line B, Richmond from line D, Spring-

field from line F, and Dayton from line G. The diagram Fig. 3

shows a fairly regular curve outside of points A and F.

THE TOLEDO GROUP

The Toledo group contains the four following roads:

Maumee Valley Railway & Light:—The lines of this com-

pany form a kind of belt on both sides of the Maumee River,

package cars. It gives a fast limited service and gets consider-

able through business.

Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern:—The lines of this

railway extend due south from Toledo through Maumee,

3000; Perrysburg, 1500; Bowling Green, 5500; North Balti-

more, 1 800, to Findlay, 20,000. It furnishes the most direct

route from Findlay to Toledo, and there is a large amount of

through travel. It traverses an oil district, from it derives a

large freight and passenger business. This is one of the best

purely interurbans in the State from the standpoint for earnings

per mile of track, and due to the connection recently made with

roads south for through business from Dayton to Toledo, the

earnings are increasing rapidly.

Toledo & Western:—This line, the longest of the Toledo

group of roads, extends westward from Toledo, traversing a very

fertile farming district, which has no other means of transporta-

tion. A branch line extends north to Adrian, Mich., a pros-

perous city, which gives considerable through business to Toledo.

About 40 per cent of the receipts of the company are in freight,

handled largely in standard freight trains. As there are few

towns, the passenger business is smaller than the average.

With the exception of road C, the passenger earnings per

mile of the Toledo group are lower than any of the other groups,
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largely on account of the absence of practically all city business

and also because of the great length of line D. By the develop-

ment of freight business, however, this latter company has been

able to increase largely these earnings per mile, as shown in

column 15. The population, including terminals (column 8),

varies inversely according to the length of the line, but with the

deduction of Toledo the order is radically changed. Line A

gives it considerable additional summer revenue. The line

traverses a productive oil district.

The Springfield & Xenia extends from Springfield, 40,000,
to Xenia, 9000, and is the only direct route connecting these

two county seats. It has an arrangement with the Dayton &
Xenia for through business to Dayton and derives considerable

summer traffic from a park on its line.
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JPULATION, EXCLUDING BOTH

has the lowest population per mile, excluding Toledo (column

10), but the highest receipts per capita (column 11), and this

throws its point on the curve in Fig. 2 considerably higher than

the others. The population per mile, excluding both terminals,

is obtained by deducting Findlay from line C in the values given

in column 1 0, and leaving the others the same, as there are no

Columbus, Newark & Zanesville:—The line of this com-
pany is also now a part of the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern

system. The main line is an extension of the Columbus, Buck-
eye Lake & Newark to Zanesville, 25,000, and the road gets

considerable through business to Columbus. The system in-

cludes the city lines in Newark and a branch line to Grandville,

TABLE XVIII.—SHOWING STATISTICS OF VARIOUS INTERURBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN OHIO
NOT INCLUDED IN THE PREVIOUS GROUPS.

Fiscal

Year
Knilins
During
1905. 11+

Genekal.
Toledo, Fostoria & Findlay
Springfield & Xenia
Columbus, Newark & Zanesville

Springfield, Troy & Piqua
Cleveland, Painesville & Ashtabula .

Canton, Akron—New Philadelphia

.

Apr. 30
Dec. 31

Apr. 30
Dec. 31

Apr. 30
Apr. 30

S2.73S
2,712
3,985

(M 1,595

$2.61
3.33
6.57
4.26
5 . 07
7.15

Average

.

1 !I3

S2.9C1

2,712

4,295
1,760
2.922
6,614

S:i,5i2

1.04
3.05
4.74

(b) Based on pro rata earnings for year.

large terminals except Toledo on these lines. Fig. 3 shows A
and E in one line, and B and D in another line.

OUTSIDE LINES

In addition to the figures already given, six lines in Ohio which

do not belong in any of the groups mentioned have been selected

for this comparison as follows:

Toledo, Fostoria & Findlay:—This is the shortest of those

selected. Its line extends from Findlay, 20,000, to Fostoria,

15,000, with a northern extension to Pemberville, which was
completed this year, and affords connection for Toledo over the

Lake Shore electric. Reeves Park, owned by the company,

a noted college town. There is a great deal of picturesque

scenery along the route and several summer resorts.

Springfield, Troy & Piqua:—This is another Springfield road.

Its line extends northwest from Springfield to Troy, 6000,
where it connects with the Dayton & Troy for Dayton, Lima
and Toledo. It derived considerable through business by means
of this connection and operates through freight cars from Spring-

field to Dayton. It gets considerable carload freight from the

farming district traversed.

Cleveland, Painesville & Ashtabula:—The line of this

company extends from Painesville to Ashtabula and is now
operated in connection with the Cleveland, Painesville &
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Eastern, from which it derives considerable through business

through Geneva and Ashtabula. Its business in summer is very

heavy to many resorts along the lake.

Canton-Akron-New Philadelphia:—This railway extends from

Akron, 50,000, through Conton, 40,000; Massillon, 15,000;

Beach City, 1500, and Canal Dover, 7000, to New Philadel-

phia, 8000, and city lines in Canton and Massillon. The prop-

erty has recently been consolidated with the Northern Ohio
Traction & Light Company. The northern section traverses a

good farming district, while the line to the south is through the

coal district. The company operates park and summer theater

near Canton and derives considerable business from this source,

None of these lines has any large terminal and the average

passenger earnings per mile of track are considerably lower than

that of any of the other groups. The tributary population, in-

cluding terminals, is also lower, but excluding terminals is higher.

In this group the population, excluding main terminal, that is the

difference between column 8 and column 1 0, has been obtained

by deducting Findlay from line A, Springfield from line B.Zanes-

ville from line C, Springfield from line D, Ashtabula from line E,

and Akron from line F. The figures given in column 1 2 have

been obtained by also subtracting Fostoria from Line A, Xenia

from line B, Newark from line C, Painesville from line E, and

Canton from line F.

SUMMARY

Tables XIX. and XX. summarize the earnings of the roads in

the different groups according to the passenger earnings and

total earnings per mile of track.

Table XIX. shows only four roads with earnings over $5,000

per mile of track. These roads are the Northern Ohio ; Colum-

TABLE XIX.—DIVISION OF ROADS SHOWING PASSENGER EARNINGS PER
MILE OF TRACK.

Earnings Cleveland Columbus Dayton Toledo Miscel-
Per Mile or Group. Group. Group. Group. laneous. Total.

Track.

Under $2,000 1 1 1 1 4
$2,000 to $2,500.. .

.

1 1 4
2,500 to 3,000 1 1 3 7
3,000 to 3,500.... 1 1 4

3 500 to 4,000 1

4,000 to 4,500.... 1 1 1

4,500 to 5,000. . .

.

1 1

Over $5,000 1 1 1 4

Total 5 6 7 4 28

Table XIX. shows that there are only four roads of the twenty-

eight which have passenger earnings of less than $2,000 per

mile of track, and that when the freight earnings are added, as

in Table XX., this minimum earning capacity is reduced to one

road. This road is really not an exception because, as stated

previously, it is a comparatively new proposition and its earnings

are based upon a portion of the year only. Table XX. also

shows only one other road has gross earnings of less than $2,500

per mile of track, and if the local conditions of this road, men-

tioned in the previous text, are recalled, that is, that it consists of

two consolidated lines, upon one of which infrequent service is

given, the reason can be understood. In other words, Table

XX. shows that under ordinary conditions, and without city sys-

tems, the interurban railways of Ohio have been earning gross

between $2,500 and $5,000 per mile of track, and that the

greater proportion of them show for 1 905 gross earnings of about

$3,500 per mile.

Referring now to the different diagrams, Fig. 2, or that in

which the tributary population is taken after deducting that of

the main terminal, seems to give on the whole the most logical

distribution of points. Line D in the Cleveland group, the

Northern Ohio Traction Company, is far above the average zone,

for the reasons mentioned; while line G of the Dayton group is

far to the right on account of the inclusion of Dayton and also

for the reasons mentioned previously in this article. All the other

roads group themselves approximately closely along a line drawn

at an angle of about 45 deg. from the axis of abscissae, with

some of the older and more prosperous lines above and some of

the later roads below this assumed average line.

No attempt has been made in this article to reproduce dia-

grams showing the relations between gross earnings per mile and

TABLE XX.—DIVISION OF ROADS SHOWING TOTAL EARNINGS PER MILE
OF TRACK.

Total
Earnings Cleveland Columbus Dayton Toledo Miscel-

Per Mlle of Group. Group. Group. Group. laneous. Total.
Track.

Under $2,000. 1

$2,000 to $2.500.. .

.

2,500lo 3,000.... 1 2 2 3 9

3,000 to 3,500.... 5
3,500 to 4,000....
4,000 to 4,500 1 1 1 1 4

4,500 to 5,000.... 1 1 2
5,000 to 5,500.... 1

Over $5,000 1 1 1

Total 5 6 7 4 6 28

bus, Buckeye Lake & Newark ; Cincinnati Northern and Canton-

Akron-New Philadelphia. With the exception of the second

each of these lines, it will be remembered, possesses considerable

city mileage, while the Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark

has an exceptional park traffic. Looking now at Table XX.,
which includes freight earnings, it will be found that with but

one other exception these four lines are still the only ones showing

gross earnings of over $5,000 per mile of track.

Looking now at lowest figures for earnings per mile of track,

population, but it is thought that if such a diagram should be

drawn with the population of the main terminal omitted in mak-

ing up the figure for rides per inhabitant, the points would group

themselves even more closely around a central line. This is

indicated from column 1 4 in the different tables, which shows

that those roads which on account of length or comparatively

low tributary population are low in passenger earnings per mile

of track are the ones which have been best able to develop a

good freight business.
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SOME OF THE APPARATUS IN USE IN THE CENTRAL

WEST

The Power Specialty Company, of New York, has equipped the

power plant at Terre Haute with the Foster superheater, and the

Kent wing-wall furnace is used with success at the Muncie, Ind.,

power plant.

The Trolley Supply Company, of Canton, Ohio, supplies some

fifty companies in Ohio and Indiana with the Knutson trolley

retriever. This device is used by practically all the electric roads

around Columbus, Dayton, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Lima, Spring-

field, Toledo, East Liverpool, Norwalk, Anderson, Evansville,

Ft. Wayne, Indianapolis, Terre Haute, South Bend and other

interurban centers.

The General Electric Company reports the following list of

apparatus supplied in the Columbus district

:

Scioto Valley Traction Company.—Complete General Electric

switchboard apparatus in power house; three G. E. sub-station

equipments, each consisting of one 400-kw, 600-volt, 25-cycle,

three-phase rotary converters ; seventeen quadruple GE-66 motor

equipments with type "M" control. Columbus, Urbana & West-

ern Electric Railway Company.—Two GE-800, two-motor equip-

ments with K-9 controllers, and one GE-1000, two-motor equip-

ment with K-10 controller. Columbus, Grove City & South-

western Railway Company.—Two GE-54 motor equipments with

K-12 controllers, and two GE-73 two-motor equipments with C-6

controllers. Central Market Railway Company, Columbus, Ohio.

—One 250-kw, 425 r. p. m., 500-volt, belt-driven generator ; two

300-kw, 500 r. p. m., 600-volt, 25-cycle rotary converters ; six

110-kw, 370-26,400-volt transformers. Columbus, Newark &
Zanesville Traction Company.—Two 800-kw, 94 r. p. m., 13,200-

volt, 25-cycle alternators; one 1500-kw, 94 r. p. m., 13,200-volt,

25-cycle alternator; one 35-kw, 125-volt, engine driven exciter;

one 35-kw, 125-volt motor generator set; six 120-kw transformers

;

eight 300-kw, 500 r. p. m., 600/370-volt, 25-cycle rotary con-

verters; eight 120-kw transformers; thirteen quadruple GE-73
equipments with type "L" control ; five double motor GE-75 equip-

ments with K-6 controllers ; four quadruple GE-57 equipments

with B-8 and K-14 controllers ; two quadruple GE-67 equipments

with K-6 controllers ; ten double motor GE-67 equipments with

K-10 controllers; two double motor GE-1000 equipments with

K-10 and B-8 controllers; one double motor GE-800 equipment

with type "K" controller.

Columbus, London & Springfield Railway Company.—Fifty

quadruple GE-54 equipments, with K-12 controllers
;

twenty

double motor GE-54 equipments, with K-10 controllers; fifteen

quadruple GE-73 equipments, with type "M" control ; two double

motor GE-73 equipments with K-6 controllers; three quadruple

GE-57 equipments, with D-8 controllers. Columbus, Delaware &
Marion Railway.—One 2000-kw, 750 r. p. m., 25-cycle, 2300-volt

Curtis turbines; one 800-kw, 1500 r. p. m., 25-cycle, 2300-volt

Curtis turbine ; two frequency changers, consisting of two ATB
10-200-750-2300-volt generators ; one motor generator exciter,

consisting of one 45-kw, 750 r. p. m., 125-volt generator, direct

connected to an "L" 4-75-750-2300-volt induction motor; one

25-kvv Curtis steam turbine exciter; one 400-kw, 150 r. p. m.,

550-volt, generator; one 400-kw, 860 r. p. m., 550-volt generator;

three 110-kw transformers; three 600-kw transformers; four

300-kw, 500 r. p. m., 600-370-volt, 25-cycle rotary converters
; eight

220-kw transformers; eleven GE-73 quadruple equipments, with

type "M" control; three quadruple GE-1000 equipments, with K-6
controllers; three double motor G. E. 800 equipments, with K-2
controllers.

Columbus Railway & Light Company.—Five quadruple GE-67
equipments

; 143 double motor GE-67 equipments
;

twenty
double motor GE-52 equipments

; forty-nine double motor
GE-54 equipments; thirty-five double motor GE-800 equip-

ments. Equipments at Station No. 1.—Two General Electric

generators, type M. P., class 14-1000-100, form H, amps. 1739,

speed 100, voltage 525-575) one generator (booster), type M. P.,

class 6-150-500, form L, amps. 500, speed 500, voltage 300; one
generator, type M. P., class 12-850-100, form A, amps. 15 18, speed

100, voltage 500-560; two generators, type M. P., class 10-500-110,

amps. 910, speed no, voltage 500-550; two alternating-current gen-

erators, type ATB, class 4-500-1800, form T, amps. 72, speed 1800,

voltage 4000; one generator (steam-driven exciter), type M. P.,

class 6-30-305, form A, amps. 240, speed 305, voltage 125 ; one

generator (motor-driven exciter), type M. P., class 4-35-720, form

H, amps. 280, speed 720, voltage 125; one generator (new steam-

driven exciter), type M. P., class 6-50-280, form L, amps. 400,

speed 280, voltage 115-125; one generator (300-kw M. G. set),

type M. P., class 8-300-400, form H, amps. 522, speed 450, voltage

525-575; one generator (500-kw M. G. set), type M. P., class

8-500-400, form H, amps. 870, speed 400, voltage 525-575. Equip-

ments at Station No. 2.—One double-current generator, type A.

C. T., class 20-480-150, form B, speed 150, continuous current,

1600 amps., 300 volts, alternating current, cycles 25, volts 185 ; two

generators, type D. D., class M. P., 14-200-120, amps. 1303, speed

120, volts 150; one double current generator, type A. C. T., class

20-480-150, form A, speed 150, continuous current, 1600 amps.,

300 volts, alternating current, 25 cycles, 786 volts ; one generator,

18 poles, 1000 kw, 100 revolutions, 3640 amps., 275 volts ; two

generators (No. 8 M. G. set), type M. P., class 8-200-514, form

L, amps. 1480, speed 514, voltage 1 18-210; two generators (No.

9 M. G. set), type M. P., class 8-200-400, form L.

amps. 1480, speed 400, voltage 135 ; one generator (motor-

driven exciter), type C. E., class 4-15-1200, form A, amps. 120,

volts 125, speed 1200; one generator (booster), type M. P., class

4-40-850, form H, amps. 200, speed 850, voltage 200. Central

Market Station.—One generator, type M. P., form H, class

6-250-425, amps. 455, speed 425, voltage 500-550; one generator,

type M. P., form L, class 6-45-600, amps. 750, speed 600, voltage

60-130.

The Electric Storage Battery Company, of Philadelphia, has

been very successful in introducing batteries for interurban and

city roads in Ohio and Indiana. In addition to the installations

mentioned elsewhere in this issue the following installations of

"Chloride Accumulators" may be mentioned

:

In Dayton, the City Railway Company operate a 550-volt bat-

tery rated at 265 kw. Since this installation was made the com-
pany has been able to run the station with the operation of one

500-kw unit less than before. The saving in coal has been large.

The ultimate capacity of this battery is 350 kw.

The Peoples' Railway Company, Dayton, also operates a bat-

tery for power house regulation rated at 390 kw, with an ultimate

capacity of 660 kw.

The installations of the Cleveland Electric Railway are par-

ticularly interesting. There are four of these in all. The first

is a battery of 1536-kw capacity, installed in the Cedar Avenue
power station. This operates to remove fluctuations during the

larger portion of the day, and also assists in taking two peaks,

one in the morning and one in the afternoon, thereby saving

the operation of a large unit during these periods. The other

three batteries are for an entirely different purpose, being in-

stalled far out on the lines of the company, where there are

heavy loads to be dealt with at certain times of the day. One
of these batteries is at Windemere, with a present capacity of

660 kw and an ultimate capacity of 880 kw ; one at Harvard
Street, with a capacity of 1435 kw, which may be increased to

1700 kw later, and one at Detroit Street, with an initial capacity

of 840, which may be increased to 1050 kw later. These batteries

remove fluctuations from the line during ordinary conditions of

load, thereby evening up the demand on the power house, and
they each also supply current for a heavy local load of short

duration, which would otherwise come back on the power house

at the time when it was carrying heaviest load.

The Springfield Railway Company operates a 264-kw battery,

with an ultimate capacity of 390 kw for power house regulation.

At Steubenville, a line battery with a capacity of 250 kw is used

to maintain a constant voltage on the lines to the company's park.

The lighting of the park is very satisfactorily accomplished from
the railway feeders, owing to the regulating effect of the battery.

A system somewhat similar to the one in Columbus, described

elsewhere, has been installed for the Toledo Railways & Light

Company, where there are two batteries. One of these, with a

capacity of 880 kw, is used normally to regulate the
.
railway

fluctuations. A second battery, with a capacity of 1200 kw, is
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normally used to carry the peaks of the lighting load. The whole

system is, however, so arranged that either battery or both bat-

teries may be used in emergency to assist either the lighting or the

railway system.

The Youngstown & Sharon Street Railway Company operates

two batteries, one with a capacity of 96 kw and the other with a

capacity of 144 kw to regulate the loads on the sub-stations.

These batteries remove fluctuations, leaving a constant load for

the rotaries.

The Pennsylvania & Mahoning Valley Railroad also operates

sub-station batteries for similar work at Youngstown and Niles.

These batteries have an initial capacity of 350 kw and an ultimate

capacity of 440 kw.

The Gould Storage Battery Company, of New York, has a

number of important battery installations for interurban work

in the district. The Dayton & Muncie has Gould batteries at each

of the following stations: Greenville, Winchester, Union City

and Selma. The maximum battery discharge at these plants ranges

from 630 amps, to 650 amps. Each installation consists of 304

type S-609 elements, and each operates in connection with a

C. E. M. F. 44-kw differential booster. These batteries are

located in sub-stations for the purpose of keeping the load on the

rotaries practically constant. The regulation obtainable is

variable at the will of the attendant. The booster regulator may
be set so that the d. c. output from the rotaries is consant within

limits of 6 per cent plus or minus of any average desired, that

is, the variations of load on the rotaries may be made as small as

6 per cent while the average load on the rotaries may be set at

any desired value. These plants were installed August, 1905.

The Dayton & Northern has a 500-amp. (maximum outfit)

Gould battery, consisting of 266 elements of the O-513 type, oper-

ating with line type shunt booster. The battery is located at

Fairview Hill, on the road from Dayton to Greenville, and sup-

plies current to the cars climbing the heavy grade, at the same
time maintaining the voltage on the line at a higher and more
constant value and making the load on the rotaries supplying this

section of the road far more constant. The booster is located at

the power house at Brookville, about 9 miles from the battery,

and is used to raise the voltage on the feeder leading to the

battery. The current fed from Brookville to the battery may be

varied as desired to suit different schedules. This plant was
installed July, 1906.

The Dayton & Western has a 500-amp. (maximum outfit)

battery of the same type at each of its sub-stations at New Hope
and Snyders. These batteries are located at a distance from the

power house at West Alexandria, and are used to maintain the

voltage on the lines at a high and steady value. The booster is

a 3-unit outfit, and raises the voltage on feeders leading from the

power house to the batteries. The current fed to the batteries

may be varied to suit different schedules. These plants were in-

stalled June, 1905.

The Van Dorn & Dutton Company, of Cleveland, is furnishing

a large proportion of the roads in this district with its gears and
pinions.

The Niles-Bement-Pond Company, of New York, has supplied

its machine tools to interurban and city repair shops generally

throughout Ohio and Indiana.

The Niles Car & Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland, Ohio,

has furnished a large number of interurban cars operating in the

district. Reference to several of these is made in the chapter

on rolling stock design and equipment in this issue. The J. A.

Hanna Company, of Cleveland, has charge of general sales for

this company.

The Heine Safety Boiler Company, of St. Louis, has equipped

a number of plants in the Central West with its boilers. A partial

list of the companies with the horse-power capacity installed

follows : Michigan City Electric Company, Michigan City, Ind.,

two 130 hp
;
Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg & Aurora Electric Com-

pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, four 250 hp, installed in 1899; Canton &
Akron Railway, Canton, Ohio, two 300 hp, installed in 1904;

Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Company, Elyria, Ohio, three

500 hp, installed in 1902; Columbus, Delaware & Marion Railway
Company, Delaware, Ohio, two 267 hp, and four 366-hp units, two
of which are just being installed, and the other two will be de-

livered soon
;
Mahoning Valley Railway, Youngstown, Ohio, two

400 hp, installed in 1900; Toledo Railways & Light Company,
Toledo, Ohio, eight 500 hp, installed at intervals between 1895

and 1901 ; Zanesville Railway & Light Company, Zanesville, Ohio,

two 370 hp.

The Creaghead Engineering Company, of Cincinnati, has sold

Creaghead flexible brackets to a number of interurban roads in

the district, prominent among which may be mentioned the Inter-

urban Railway & Terminal Company, at Cincinnati ; the Dayton

& Xenia Transit Company, and Dayton, Springfield & Urbana
Electric Railway.

The Babcock & Wilcox Company, of New York, gives the fol-

lowing list of plants in Ohio and Indiana where Babcock &
Wilcox boilers will be found : Toledo, Fremont & Norwalk Elec-

tric Railway Company, Fremont, Ohio, 1500 hp; Columbus, Buck-

eye Lake & Newark Traction Company, Hebron, Ohio, 1208 hp

;

Lorain Street Railway Company, Lorain, Ohio, 1014 hp; San-

dusky & Interurban Electric Railway Company, Sandusky, Ohio,

1208 hp
;

Springfield, Troy & Piqua Interurban Railway Com-
pany, Springfield, Ohio, 1200 hp

;
Indianapolis & Northern Trac-

tion Company, Anderson, Ind., 5200 hp ; Central Market Street

Railway Company, Columbus, Ohio, 500 hp ; Columbus Railway

Company, Columbus, Ohio, 3500 hp ; Cincinnati Traction Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, 6291 hp

;
Dayton, Springfield & Urbana

Street Railway, Medway, Ohio, 2470 hp; Indianapolis Traction &
Terminal Company, Indianapolis, Ind., 4000 hp; Indianapolis

Street Railway Company, Indianapolis, Ind., 3400 hp
;
Indianapolis

& Cincinnati Traction Company, Rushville, Ind., 2800 hp; Winona
& Warsaw Railway Company, Winona Lake, Ind., 642 hp ; Winona
Interurban Railway Company, Winona Lake, Ind., 1200 hp; In-

diana Union Traction Company, Anderson, Ind., 1200 hp ; Ft.

Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company, Ft. Wayne, Ind..

4000 hp; Cleveland Electric Railway Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

1021 hp.

The Green Fuel Economizer Company, of Mattewan, N. Y.,

has installed economizers in the power stations of the Columbus
Railway & Light Company, the Cincinnati Street Railway Com-
pany, the Terre Haute Railway & Light Company, and also at

Findlay, Ohio, and Grand Rapids, Mich.

The National Brake & Electric Company, of Milwaukee, has

installed in the Milo sub-station of the Columbus Railway &
Light Company an interesting motor generator set, which is

described in the article on the electric railway systems of Colum-

bus elsewhere in this issue. The Columbus Railway & Light

Company has also installed a National induction motor genera-

tor set in a new sub-station at the corner of High and Town
Streets, for use on the underground Edison lighting system.

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, of Cleveland, in ad-

dition to other apparatus supplied in the district has installed an

interesting single-rope Brown patent grab bucket for unloading

cars at one of the stations of the Cleveland Electric Railway Com-
pany. The company states that with this bucket it has unloaded

broken stone, swinging the stone from one car to another, at a

cost of $.008 per ton. Many of the interurban roads use Brown
hoists, traveling cranes, jib cranes, etc.

The Kinnear Manufacturing Company, of Columbus, has sup-

plied a number of its well-known rolling doors for car houses in

the Central West. Two interurban railways entering Columbus,

namely, the Columbus, Delaware & Marion Electric Railway and

the Columbus, London & Springfield Traction Company have in-

stalled the Kinnear door, and the Columbus Railway & Light

Company uses a large number. The Dayton City Railway has

twenty-six Kinnear doors on its car house, and the Indianapolis

Traction & Terminal Company uses fifteen doors in its car houses

and eleven at its freight and express station. These are but a

few of the Kinnear Company's many customers in this district.

The Locke Insulator Manufacturing Company, of Victor, N. Y.,

has supplied the following equipment to interurban roads in this

district : High-tension insulators to the Indianapolis, Columbus

& Southern Traction, Cleveland & Southwestern Traction, Rapid

Railway System of Detroit, Toledo & Western Railway, Stark

Electric, Western Ohio, Lake Shore Electric, Detroit, Ypsilanti,

Ann Arbor & Jackson, Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland, Cincinnati

& Columbus, Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima, Ft. Wayne & Wabash
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Valley, Indianapolis & Cincinnati, Scioto Valley, Columbus, Lon-

don & Springfield, Indianapolis & Northwestern, Canton-Akron,

Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth, Eastern Ohio and others.

Strain insulators to the Columbus, Delaware & Marion and Scioto

Valley; wall insulators to the Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland,

Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside, Indiana Union, and Ft. Wayne
& Wabash Valley.

The Westinghouse Company makes the interesting statement

that it has sold to electric lines in Ohio approximately 5500

motors, with an aggregate of 300,000 hp, and to the electric lines

in Indiana approximately 1075 motors, with an aggregate of

59,000 hp. Many of the Westinghouse power house and sub-

station installations in the district are referred to elsewhere in

this issue.

The Heywood Brothers & Wakefield Company, of Wakefield,

Mass., states that it has furnished its Wheeler type of seats and

its spring seating for the following roads in Ohio and Indiana

:

Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark Traction Company, Penn-

sylvania lines west of Pittsburg, Columbus Railway & Light Com-
pany, Toledo, Fostoria & Findlay Railway Company, Columbus,

Newark & Zanesville Electric Railway, Toledo & Western Rail-

way Company, Toledo Railways & Light Company, Youngstown

& Sharon Street Railway, Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction

Company, and Terre Haute Traction & Light Company, Terre

Haute, Ind.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, of Philadelphia, states the

following electric railways in the States of Indiana and Ohio are

either wholly or in part equipped with Baldwin trucks : Cleve-

land & Southwestern Traction Company; Columbus, Delaware &
Marion Railway Company; Muncie & Portland Traction Com-
pany; Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Traction Company; Dayton &
Northern Traction Company; Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Trac-

tion Company ; Ft. Wayne & Springfield Railway Company

;

Cleveland Electric Railway ; Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima
Traction Company; Indiana Union Traction Company; Indian-

apolis & Western Traction Company; Indianapolis & Eastern

Traction Company; Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company;
Lake Shore Electric Railway Company; Lima & Toledo Trac-

tion Company ; Toledo & Chicago Interurban Railway Company

;

Terre Haute Traction & Light Company; Western Ohio Railway

Company ; Winona Interurban Railway Company
; Youngstown &

Southern Railway
;
Youngstown & Ohio River Railway & Light

Company. With the exception of those in city service all these

trucks are of the regular Baldwin M. C. B. double-bar equalized

type for interurban service, and the surface equipments are modi-

fied from this standard only so far as short wheel base and out-

side hung motors make necessary. All of the interurban trucks

are equipped with either Standard Steel Works steel-tired

wheels or with solid rolled forged steel wheels made by the same

company.

The Curtain Supply Company, of Chicago, states its curtains

and fixtures are in use on practically all of the interurban roads

in the district.

The Lord Electric Company, of Boston, has furnished Thomas
soldered rail bonds to the following companies : Cincinnati,

Georgetown & Portsmouth Railway Company; Tuscarawas
Traction Company; Keystone Construction Company; Louisville

& Southern Indiana Traction Company; Indianapolis & Eastern

Railway Company; Indiana Union Traction Company; United

Gas & Electric Company ; Calora Coal Company. The Lord Com-
pany has also supplied Shaw non-arcing lightning arresters to the

following: Columbus Railway & Light Company; Mt. Vernon
Electric Railroad Company; Lake Shore Electric Railway Com-
pany; Stark Electric Company; Jamestown Electric Light Com-
pany ; Cleveland Electric Railway Company ; Steubenville &
Wheeling Traction Company; East Liverpool Traction & Light

Company
;
Mahoning Construction Company ; Southern Railway

Company
;
Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company ; Evans-

ville Gas & Electric Company.

W. N. Matthews & Bro., of St. Louis, Mo., states the Colum-
bus Railway & Light Company uses the Kearney cable clamp.

The Scioto Valley Traction Company has used 8-in. (about 300)

anchors for anchoring its poles throughout its construction work.

This company also has its shops equipped with the "Hold Fast"

lamp guard. The Columbus, London & Springfield Railway Com-
pany is also using the "Hold Fast" lamp guard.

The National Lock Washer Company, of Newark, N. J., re-

ports its lock washer is in service on many of the electric roads

in Ohio and Indiana for many years, as are also its curtain fix-

tures and sash lock and sash balance.

C. H. Hoyt, of Cleveland, State agent for the Detroit Graphite

Manufacturing Company, writes that this company has supplied to

the Columbus, Delaware & Marion Railway a special graphite

paint for car roofs. It is claimed this paint remains always

elastic, keeps the canvas roof waterproof and prevents cracking

of the canvas. The same paint is also used for preventing rust

on poles and bridges. C. H. Hoyt is also agent for the Carbo-

lineum Wood Preserving Company, and states that the disin-

fectant oil supplied by this company for preserving wooden pins,

cross-arms, poles, ties, trestles, etc., is used by the Scioto Valley

Traction Company on its chestnut poles.

The Macon-Evans Varnish Company, of Pittsburg, supplies in-

sulating varnishes to the Columbus Railway & Light Company, the

Cleveland Electric Railway Company and many other roads in the

district.

The National Brake & Electric Company, of Milwaukee, has

supplied air-brake apparatus to the following roads in Columbus

:

Columbus Railway & Light Company; Columbus, London &
Springfield

;
Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark

;
Columbus,

Grove City & Western ;
Columbus, Delaware & Marion, and Co-

lumbus, New Albany & Johnstown. Among recent orders for

electrical apparatus the company has lately installed for the

Columbus Railway & Light Company two motor generator sets,

one consisting of a synchronous set of 500-kw capacity, and one

consisting of an induction motor generator set of 250-kw capacity.

The Blake Signal & Manufacturing Company, of Boston, Mass.,

during the past year has completely equipped with its signals the

interurban lines of the Illinois Traction System, supplying over

fifty signals on 150 miles of interurban track, and now has in its

shop further orders from this system for equipping additional

interurban lines as they go into service. During the past three

months the Blake Company has equipped portions of the East St.

Louis & Suburban Railway, and the Indiana Union Traction, and

has its shops well filled with orders for many lines, both in New
England and the Middle West.

The J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia, has furnished rolling

stock to the following interurban roads : Akron, Bedford &
Cleveland Railway, ten 31-ft. cars; Painesville, Cleveland & East-

ern, ten 31-ft. cars; Lorain & Cleveland, eight 31-ft. cars; Penn-

sylvania & Astabula, three 30-ft. 8-in. cars, two 31-ft. 8-in. pas-

senger and baggage cars; Mahoning Valley Railway, ten 31-ft.

8-in cars; Lake Shore Electric Railway, ten 30-ft. 7-in. cars. All

of these are closed interurban cars of the drop-sash type, mounted

on Brill trucks. The Brill Company has also furnished prac-

tically the entire rolling stock for the city of Columbus, Ohio, the

cars measuring 28 ft. over the bodies and mounted on Brill maxi-

mum traction trucks.

The Ohio Brass Company, of Mansfield, Ohio, states that its

overhead material is standard upon the lines of the following

leading roads in Indiana and Ohio : Indiana Union Traction

Company
;
Muncie, Hartford & Ft. Wayne Railway Company

;

Ft. Wayne, Van Wert & Lima Traction Company ; Ft. Wayne &
Bluffton Traction Company; Marion, Bluffton & Eastern Trac-

tion Company; Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company;
Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Company. Ohio Brass over-

head material is used extensively by every road in and running

from the cities of Indianapolis, Ft. Wayne, Terre Haute, Evans-

ville, and in fact by the principal lines in Indiana. In Ohio the

company mentions the Cleveland Electric Railway Company, all

of the roads in and emanating from the cities of Toledo, Cleve-

land, Akron, Dayton (except one), Columbus, and a large major-

ity of the other roads in Ohio, as its customers. Referring par-

ticularly to the city and interurban systems centering in Colum-

bus, the Central Market Street Railway Company is equipped

with Ohio Brass hangers and clamps, as are also all of the inter-

company is now expecting an order for sufficient Nichols-Lintern

sanders and Aikman annunciators to equip the cars of the Dayton,

Springfield & Urbana and the Columbus, London & Springfield
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Railway Company's lines. These two, as well as the Scioto Valley

Traction Company, are also using the "Genuine Bell Metal Motor

Bearings," as are most of the other Columbus roads. The Scioto

Valley Traction Company's private car is equipped with the "Aik-

man Pressure Annunciator," and should be quite an attraction to

the visitors to the convention. The Columbus, Newark & Zanes-

ville Traction Company, the Columbus, London & Springfield, the

Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark Traction Company, and the

Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction Company are using the

"Armstrong Oilers," for which the Ohio Brass Company is the

agent. Several of the cars to be shown at the Columbus conven-

tion are equipped with this company's Nichols-Lintern air sanders

and Aikman pressure annunciators.

The American Blower Company, of Detroit, Mich., sends the

following particulars concerning its installations in Ohio and

Indiana : Muncie, Hartford & Ft. Wayne Electric Railway—At

this plant are installed six Jones underfeed stokers and two 9x7
automatic engines for driving a 90-in. full housed, steel plate

blower. Eastern Ohio Traction Company, Chardon, Ohio—At
this alpnt was installed nine Jones underfeed stokers to operate

which was furnished one 100-in., three-quarter housed steel plate

blower, driven by one 8 x 10 horizontal automatic engine. Toledo,

Bowling Green & Southern Traction Company, Findlay, Ohio

—

Here were installed twelve Jones underfeed stokers and two

100-in. three-quarter housed steel plate fans. Lima Electric Rail-

way & Light Company, Lima, Ohio—At this plant were installed

fourteen Jones underfeed stokers. South Covington & Cincinnati

Street Railway Company, Newport, Ky.—At this plant was in-

stalled six Jones underfeed stokers. The company has installed a

heating plant at the Avondale car houses, Cincinnati, Ohio. These

car houses are heated by the fan system, consisting of a heater

made up of six sections, having a total capacity of 4950 ft. It has

also sold the Cincinnati Traction Company one heater having 900

ft. in three sections, another of 850 ft. in two sections, and one

90-in. full housed steel plate fan with overhung wheel and fan.

It has also furnished engines and generators to the Winona
Interurban Railway Company, Winona Lake, Ind. At this plant

was furnished 35x5 type "A" vertical, automatic, inclosed,

self-oiling engine to drive a 7^-kw, 120-volt NI Bullock genera-

tor. The engine is attached direct to the dynamo shaft, and both

are mounted on a cast iron sub-base.

The American Blower Company has standardized some forty

different makes of generators for its engines. The engine is fully

inclosed and is lubricated by a novel pump oiling system, the oil

being distributed by gravity from an oil reservoir at the top of

the frame, which latter is filled by a pump located at the base of

the engine. The oil is filtered at three different points in its cir-

cuit, and the method of introducing the oil to the bearings is new
and novel. Every engine installed has a record of running at

least three months before requiring any additional oil or any ad-

justment.

The Armstrong Oiler Company, of Philadelphia, has intro-

duced its journal oiler on a number of roads in Ohio and

Indiana.

The General Fire Extinguisher Company has its fire protection

apparatus in all the car houses of the Cleveland Electric Railway

Company. These installations and various tests made on them
have been described in the columns of the Street Railway
Journal.

The Lagonda Manufacturing Company, of Springfield, Ohio,

has furnished its boiler cleaners to all the stations in Columbus.

The Central States Bridge Company, of Indianapolis, Ind.,

built practically all of the bridges on the majority of lines enter-

ing Dayton and also Indianapolis, together with the structural

steel for the power houses. It also designed and built two via-

ducts for the Dayton & Western Traction Company, aggregating

about 1200 ft.

The Green Engineering Company, of Chicago, has sold Green
traveling link grates for 3000 hp of boilers in the Spring Street

station of the Columbus Railway & Light Company.
The Bellamy Vestlette Manufacturing Company, of Cleveland,

Ohio, is supplying its "Vestlette" to the Columbus Railway &
Light Company; Dayton City Railway Company; nearly all of

the interurban lines running into Columbus ; the city lines in

Indianapolis, Toledo, Cleveland and the interurban roads run-

ning out of these cities, as well as to many other roads in Ohio
and Indiana.

The Chase-Shawmut Company, of Newburyport, Mass., has

supplied a large number of rail bonds to the different roads

throughout Ohio and Indiana. These bonds have all been of the

soldered type, in forms that were suitable for application on
the bottom of the rail and on the web of the rail under the plates.

Among the roads supplied have been the Cleveland & Southwest-

ern Traction Company ; the Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg & Aurora

Electric Street Railway Company; Ohio Central Traction Com-
pany; Mansfield, Crestline & Galion Railway Company; the In-

diana Union Traction Company, and the Terre Haute Railway

& Light Company. The Cleveland & Southwestern was one of

the first large systems to look into and adopt soldered rail bonds,

it having had them in use for five years or more. The Chase-

Shawmut Company has also recently closed a contract for the

complete bonding of the tracks of the Cleveland, Ashland &
Mansfield Traction Company's tracks.

The Southern Exchange Company, of New York, furnished

the poles used in the entire construction of the Columbus, Lon-

don & Springfield Railway; Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark
Railway; Columbus, Delaware & Marion Railway; Columbus,

Urbana & Western Railway. These roads have used many thou-

sand of the Southern white cedar poles of which the Southern

Exchange Company makes a specialty. In the State of Ohio the

following companies constructed their lines of the same material

:

Zanesville Railway, Light & Power Company; Springfield &
Xenia

; Springfield & Piqua ; Cleveland & Southern Railway

;

Cleveland, Painesville & Ashtabula
;
Pennsylvania & Ohio ; To-

ledo & Western, and Toledo & Indiana.

The Harrison Safety Boiler Works, Philadelphia, submit a par-

tial list of interurban electric railways in Ohio and Indiana using

Cochrane heaters : Akron Street Railway & Illuminating Com-
pany; Canton & Akron; Cincinnati & Eastern; Cincinnati, Mil-

ford & Loveland ; Cincinnati Traction
;
Cleveland, Painesville &

Ashtabula; Dayton & Northern; Dayton, Xenia & Bellbrook;

Findlay Street Railway; Indiana Northern; Indianapolis, Leba-

non & Frankfort; Indianapolis & Martinsville; Indianapolis,

Shelbyville & Southeastern
;

Indianapolis & Union ; Kokomo
Railway & Light; Lima Electric; Loraine Street Railway; Mun-
cie, Hartford & Fort Wayne ; National Transit ; Northern Ohio

;

Ohio Traction
;
Rapid Transit ; Toledo & Chicago ; Toledo & In-

diana ; Toledo & Western ; Wabash River
;
Youngstown Con-

solidated; Winona & Interurban.

The Buckeye Engine Company, of Salem, Ohio, has equipped

a number of the power stations installed in and near Dayton,

Ohio, as follows : Dayton & Xenia Traction Company, two cross-

compound engines, 600 hp each; Dayton & Northern Railway

Company, two cross-compounds, 400 hp each
;
Dayton & Troy

Electric Railway, two cross-compounds, 625 hp each ; Dayton,

Covington & Piqua Traction Company, two cross-compounds, 600

hp each; Indiana, Columbus & Southern Traction Company, one

cross-compound and one simple, 1 175 hp; Dayton & Western

Traction Company, two cross-compounds, 350 hp each; Interur-

ban Railway & Terminal Company, two cross-compounds, 700 hp

each, and two exciter engines ; Union City, Winchester & Muncie

Traction Company, two cross-compounds, 800 hp each, and two

exciter engines. The company also furnished Buckeye engines

for the Dayton Electric Light Company aggregating 3300 hp;

also four tandem compound engines to the City Railway Com-
pany, of Dayton, 545 hp each ; also for the Indianapolis Street

Railway, three cross-compounds of 2000 hp, for the Indianapolis

Street Railway Company, for both city and interurban work. It

has also equipped many smaller stations, such as the Indiana

Railway Company, at South Bend, with 2000 hp, etc.

The O. M. Edwards Company, of Syracuse, N. Y., calls special

attention to the limited cars of the Fort Wayne & Wabash which

are equipped with a special design of Edwards extension platform

trap-door fixtures for the trap doors of the observation platforms.

These platforms are covered with rubber block tiling, and are

large and roomy, and finely equipped and appointed. These

coaches were built by the Cincinnati Car Company, and are ex-

ceptionally handsome and attractive in appearance.
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The Jewett Car Company, of Newark, Ohio, has built cars for

the following roads: Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark; Cen-

tral Market Street; Columbus, London & Springfield; Columbus.

Delaware & Marion; Cincinnati & Columbus Traction; Cleveland

& Southwestern
;
Cleveland, Painesville & Ashtabula

;
Cambridge

& Byesville; Canton & Akron; Canton & New Philadelphia; Co-

lumbus, Newark & Zanesville; Columbus, New Albany & James-

town; Cleveland Electric; Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg & Aurora;

Canton & Massillon; Canton Street Railway; Camden Interstate;

Interurban Railway & Terminal Company; Lake Erie, Bowling

Green & Napoleon; Little Miami Traction; Norwalk & South-

ern ; Newark & Granville ; Ohio Valley Traction ;
Sandusky &

Interurban ;
Steubenville, Mingo & Ohio Valley ; Toledo & Mon-

roe ; Toledo & Maumee Valley ; Toledo & Western ; Toledo, Find-

lay & Fostoria
;
Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern ; Toledo &

Indiana; Zanesville Railway, Light & Power; Zanesville &
Southeastern; Chicago & South Shore; Indianapolis & North-

western ;
Indianapolis & Martinsville ; Indianapolis & Greenfield

;

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern; Indianapolis, Greenwood &
Franklin; Kokomo, Marion & Western; Lake Cities Railway;

Winona Interurban; Wabash Valley Traction; Wabash River

Traction.

The American Brake-Shoe & Foundry Company furnishes the

following list of roads and type of brake-shoes furnished in Ohio

and Indiana : Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg & Aurora, "U" Diamond

''S"; Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth, Streeter wire back:

Citizens' Railway & Light, Diamond "S" ; Cleveland Electric.

Streeter; Columbus, Delaware & Marion, Diamond "S" ; Colum-

bus, London & Springfield, Diamond "S" and Streeter; Colum-

bus, Newark & Zanesville, Diamond "S" ; Columbus Railway &
Light, Diamond "S"; Dayton, Springfield & Urbana, Streeter and

Diamond "S"; East Liverpool & Rock Spring. Diamond "S"

;

Eastern Ohio Traction, Streeter; Evansville, Suburban & New-
burg, Streeter steel back; East Liverpool Traction, Corning and

Diamond "S"; Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley, Streeter; Indian-

apolis Traction & Terminal, Corning; Indiana, Columbus & East-

ern, Diamond "S" ; Mansfield Railway, Light & Power, Diamond

"S"; Mount Vernon Electric Railway, Streeter; Muncie, Hart-

ford & Fort Wayne, plain; Oakwood Street Railway, Diamond
"S"; Richmond Street & Interurban, Streeter; Scioto Valley

Traction, Diamond "S"; Steubenville Traction & Light, Dia-

mond "S"; Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern, Corning; United

Power, Streeter ; Youngstown Park & Falls, Diamond "S"

;

Youngstown & Sharon, Corning.

The Fyricide Manufacturing Company, of New York, has its

fire extinguishers on many of the roads in the district.

The New York Car & Truck Company, of Kingston, N. Y.,

reports that Peckham trucks are in use in the district as follows

:

Indiana Union Traction, eight No. 11; Indianapolis, Columbus &
Southwestern, twelve pairs No. 36-B ; Fort Wayne & Springfield,

four pairs No. 40-A; Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley, sixteen

pairs No. 14-A-X-S; Fort Wayne & Southwestern, two pairs

No. 14-A-X; Muncie, Hartford & Fort Wayne, four pairs No. 26;

Indianapolis & Cincinnati, two pairs No. 26; Indianapolis & Mar-
tinsville Rapid Transit, one pair No. 32, twenty pairs No. 14-

A-X-X ; Indianapolis & Northwestern, twenty-three pairs No.

36-B; Kokomo, Marion & Western, eight pairs No. 25, five pairs

No. 7-D; Kokomo Railway & Light, two pairs No. 7-D; Chicago

& South Shore, one pair No. 14-B-3, one pair No. 26; Dayton &
Muncie Traction Company, thirteen pairs No. 36; Canton &
Akron, two pairs No. 36-A, six pairs No. 14-B-3-X; Northern

Ohio Traction & Light, eleven pairs No. 40-A, ten pairs No. 36-B

;

Stark Electric, four pairs No. 40, one pair No. 14-A-X-X

;

Cleveland, Painesville & Ashtabula, eight pairs No. 40; Lake
Erie, Bowling Green & Napoleon, one pair No. 36; Chillicothe

Electric Railway, Light & Power, four pairs No. 7-B; Cincinnati-

Columbus Traction, eight pairs No. 40-A
;

Cincinnati, George-

town & Portsmouth Traction, two pairs No. 14-B-3-X; Cleveland

& Southwestern Traction, one pair No. 46; Cleveland Electric,

two pairs No. 25, thirty-eight pairs No. 14-B-3, twenty-four pairs

No. 10; Lake Shore Electric, two pairs No. 40-A, three pairs

No. 14-A-X, two pairs No. 26; Columbus, Newark & Zanesville.

five pairs No. 36-A; Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern, eleven

pairs No. 26, twelve pairs No. 14-B-3; Western Ohio Railway

Company, forty-five pairs No. 14-A-X-X; Columbus, London &
Springfield, four pairs No. 46, ten pairs No. 14-B-3; Springfield-

Xenia, one pair No. 14-A-X-X, fifteen pairs No. 26; Steubenville

Light & Traction, one pair No. 25, seven pairs No. 14-B-3; Cin-

cinnati Traction, forty-six pairs No. 14-B-3-X; Columbus, Dela-

ware & Marion, eight pairs No. 14-A-X.

The Macdonald Ticket & Ticket Box Company, of Cleveland,

Ohio, reports the Macdonald holders are in use upon the following

roads centering in Columbus: Columbus, London & Springfield

Railway Company; Dayton, Springfield & Urbana Electric Rail-

way Company; Columbus, Grove City & Southwestern Railway
Company; Urbana, Bellefontaine & Northern Electric Railway
Company; Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark Traction Com-
pany; Columbus, Newark & Zanesville Electric Railway Com-
pany; Columbus, Delaware & Marion Railway Company.
The International Fence & Fireproofing Company, of Colum-

bus, Ohio, states its special interurban right-of-way fence is in

use on many of the lines throughout Ohio and Indiana. Among
those better known in Columbus might be mentioned the Colum-
bus, Delaware & Marion. Both sides of the right of way on this

road is fenced from Columbus to Marion with the particular

fence referred to. The Columbus, London & Springfield, Day-
ton, Springfield & Urbana, and many other prominent roads

throughout Ohio are also using this special fencing. The com-
pany's system of reinforced concrete has also been used exten-

sively in power houses for the different electric lines in Ohio.

The Belknap Hardware & Manufacturing Company, of Louis-

ville, Ky., has furnished in the district a large number of scrap-

ers, picks, shovels, brackets, cross arms, braces, guide rods, axes,

handles and other construction tools and appliances, as well as

bolts, nails, screws and other hardware.

The Standard Steel Works, of Philadelphia, has its steel-tired

and rolled steel wheels on interurban roads generally throughout

Ohio and Indiana.

The T. H. Symington Company, of Baltimore, maker of the

Symington journal box and Baltimore ball-bearing center and
side bearings, reports its devices are in use on the following roads

in the Central West: Indianapolis & Northwestern Railway; In-

dianapolis, Columbus & Southern Railway; Indiana & Cincinnati

Traction Company; Cincinnati Traction Company; Cleveland

Electric Company; Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern; Canton &
Akron Railway; Lake Shore Electric Company; Detroit United

Railways; Illinois Traction Company; Columbus, London &
Springfield; Columbus, Delaware & Marion; Columbus, Buckeye
Lake & Newark.

The Ohmer Fare Register Company, of Dayton, reports that the

Indiana Union Traction Company, operating approximately 340
miles of track, is one of the largest users of the Ohmer register.

All the interurban cars of this company are equipped with the

larger style machines and the city lines are equipped with the

smaller register. A few of the other important roads in Ohio
and Indiana using Ohmer equipments are as follows : Scioto Val-

ley Traction; Northern Ohio Traction & Light; Canton-Akron
Railway ; Cleveland & Southwestern Traction

; Cleveland, Paines-

ville & Ashtabula Railroad; Hocking Valley Railroad; Fort

Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction ; Fort Wayne, Van Wert &
Lima Traction; Indiana, Columbus & Eastern, and the Muncie,

Hartford & Fort Wayne Railway.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Company, of

Rochester, N. Y., has supplied telephone apparatus for despatching

and other purposes to many roads in the Central West, including

the Muncie, Hartford & Fort Wayne; Louisville & Southern In-

diana Traction; Cleveland, Painesville & Ashtabula; Lake Short-

Electric; Interurban Railway & Terminal Company; Columbus,

Delaware &Marion
;
Columbus, Urbana & Western ; Scioto Valley

Traction ; Toledo & Western.

The Globe Ticket Company, of Philadelphia, has sold both its

hand power and power ticket destroyers quite generally through-

out the district. It has also during the present year put on the

market several new forms of patent transfers and cash-fare re-

ceipts for which several millions are used by the interurban roads

in the Central West.

The W. T. Van Dorn Company, of Chicago, has furnished

practically all of the roads that run into Columbus with various
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styles of couplings. The majority of these roads use couplers of

heavy types. The Columbus Railway & Light Company uses a

number of Van Dorn couplers on its two-car trains operated with

multiple-unit control for city service, reference to which is made
elsewhere in this issue. Most of the interurban roads running

into Indianapolis are equipped with No. II or No. 11^2 draw-

bars, and one or two use the No. 15 coupler. The Lake Shore

Electric is equipped with one of the heaviest types made by the

Van Dorn Company, namely, the No. 18, which has the Van
Dorn Solid connection to the car body.

The Climax Stock Guard Company has sold Climax cattle

guards to a large number of interurban roads in the Central

West.

The United States Metallic Packing Company, of Philadelphia,

reports that among other stations its packings are used in the

power houses of the following roads : Columbus Railway & Light

Company ; Toledo Railways & Light Company, and Terre Haute

fraction & Light Company.

The Bayonet Trolley Harp Company sends the following list of

electric railway systems in Ohio and Indiana using Bayonet de-

tachable harps : Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction Com-
pany ;

Columbus, New Albany & Johnstown Traction Company

;

Cincinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth Railroad ; Cincinnati, Mil-

ford & Loveland Traction Company; Cambridge Power, Light

& Traction Company ; Dayton & Western Traction Company

:

Hocking Valley Railway Company (Jackson-Welston Belt Line) ;

Mahoning & Shenango Railway & Light Company; Springfield

Railway Company; People's Railway Company; Stark Electric

Railway ; Steubenville Traction & Light Company
;

Springfield,

Troy & Piqua Railway Company; East Liverpool Traction &
Light Company; Mt. Vernon Electric Railway Company; Lake

Erie, Bowling Green & Napoleon Railway; Youngstown Park &
Falls Street Railway Company ; Southeastern Ohio Railway,

Light & Power Company; Indianapolis & Eastern Railway Com-
pany; Richmond Street & Interurban Railway Company; Indian-

apolis & Martinsville Rapid Transit Company.

The R. D. Nuttall Company, of Pittsburg, submits the follow-

ing list of prominent Ohio and Indiana Electric Railways using

Nuttall gears and trolleys : Columbus, Urbana & Western Elec-

iric Railway; Columbus, Buckeye Lake & Newark Traction Com-

pany ; Northern Ohio Traction Company ; Richmond Street &
Springfield Railway Company ; Columbus, Delaware & Marion

Railway Company ; Eastern Ohio Traction Company ; Cincinnati,

Dayton & Toledo Traction Company; Cincinnati Traction Com-

pany; Northern Ohio Traction Company; Richmond Street &
Interurban Railway; Louisville & Southern Indiana Traction

Company ;
Indianapolis & Eastern Railway Company ; Indiana

Union Traction Company.

The Star Brass Works, of Kalamazoo, Mich., is supplying many

roads throughout Ohio and Indiana, among which are the fol-

lowing: Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company; Stark-

Electric : Pennsylvania & Ohio ; Canton-Akron Railway ; Cin-

cinnati & Columbus Traction; Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg &
Aurora Electric Railway ; Cincinnati, Milford & Loveland Trac-

tion; Cincinnati Traction and all roads connected therewith;

Eastern Ohio Traction ; Columbus, London & Springfield Rail-

way ; Columbus Railway & Light Company ; Columbus, Delaware

& Marion ; all roads entering Dayton except the Oakwood Rail-

way and People's Railway ; the Toledo, Bowling Green & South-

ern Railway; Western Ohio Railway; Lorain Street Railway;

Mansfield Railway, Light & Power Company; Columbus, Newark
& Zanesville ; all roads entering Springfield ; Toledo & Indiana

;

Toledo & Western; Youngstown & Sharon and other smaller

roads. In Indiana it sells the Indiana Union Traction Company;
Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction; Indiana & Cincinnati

Traction
; Indianapolis & Eastern ; Indianapolis & Martinsville

Rapid Transit; Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction; Madison
Light & Railway Company

;
Muncie, Hartford & Ft. Wayne,

Muncie & Portland ; Evansville & Princeton ; Richmond Street &
Interurban Railway; Northern -Indiana Railway Company, and the

Terre Haute Traction & Light Company.
Merritt & Company, of Philadelphia, gives the following list

of the various electric companies in Ohio and Indiana which have

recently purchased its lockers: Cincinnati Gas & Electric Com-
pany; Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company; Columbus Rail-

way & Light Company; Mansfield Railway, Lighting & Power
Company ; Marion Heat & Lighting Company ; Warner Electric

Company ; South Bend Electric Company.

The Murphy Iron Works, Detroit, Mich., furnished an installa-

tion of eight furnaces for one of the Columbus power houses.

It also recently sold a number of furnaces to the Cincinnati Street

Railway Company for installation in the Hunt Street station. The
Cincinnati company has been using these furnaces for a number
of years and has a total of twenty-eight installed. Among other

roads in the territory that are using Murphy furnaces may be

mentioned the Lorain & Cleveland with four; the Lake Shore

Electric with seven, and the Cleveland Electric with twenty-one.

The Traction Equipment Company, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has

supplied ventilated spiral resistances to the following roads : In-

dianapolis Traction & Terminal; Indianapolis & Martinsville

Rapid Transit ; Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction ; Indiana

Union Traction; Cleveland Electric; Lake Shore Electric, and

Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern Traction.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company advises that the following

electric roads are using "J-M" overhead line material: Vin-

cennes Citizens ; Indiana Railway
; Indianapolis Light & Power

;

Indianapolis Northern Traction; Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley;

Indianapolis Traction & Terminal; Indianapolis & Martinsville;

Washington Street Railway, of Washington, Ind. : Indiana Union
Traction; Evansville & Mt. Vernon; Columbus Railway & Light;

Northern Indiana, and many other roads in Ohio. "Noark" fuse

devices and roofing materials, as well as "J-M" overhead line

material, are used by these and other companies in the territory.

The Consolidated Car Heating Company, of New York, N. Y.,

reports that its electric heating equipments are in use on a large

number of street railway systems in Ohio and Indiana. The cars

of the Scioto Valley Traction Company are entirely equipped with

the Consolidated double coil cross-seat heaters, thirty heaters per

car, and arranged for four gradations of heat. The Cincinnati

Traction Company's recent cars are equipped with 12-heater

equipments of the truss plank type and 12-heater equipments of a

new panel type. The company's portable vestibule heater, re-

cently designed, has already been sold for a large number of cars

for use in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, particularly in Ohio, where a

recent law has been passed requiring the heating of motonnen's

vestibules.
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average of 8219 copies per week.

The Columbus Convention

The Columbus Convention is- still in progress as we go to

press, and in every way justifies the wisdom of the executive

committee in selecting Columbus as the meeting place for

1906. The weather has been very propitious, the exhibition

of electric railway apparatus is magnificent, the papers and

reports are more numerous and of the highest value, and the

attendance has been larger than ever before. Altogether the

Columbus Convention is the most successful in the history of

the association.

The representatives of the city, who were largely* instru-

mental in securing the convention at Columbus, and the

transportation systems of the city have done and are doing

everything possible to make the meeting a success and the

stay of our delegates in their city agreeable in every way.

Through the courtesy of the Columbus Railway & Light

Company the badges of the association were honored for

transportation on the cars of that company, and many dele-

gates improved the opportunity to inspect the modern system

and methods of the company which were so fully described

in the last issue of this paper. In addition several of the

interurban roads reaching out of Columbus extended special

invitations to the delegates and others in attendance to ride

free over their lines and judge for themselves the advance-

ments made in interurban railway operation in the neighbor-

hood of Columbus. The hotel accommodations, about which

some fears were expressed, were good although somewhat

crowded, as was to be expected from the size of the attend-

ance, but considering all the other advantages derived from

the meeting in Columbus this feature constituted no real

drawback to the pleasure of the convention. There was quite

a large attendance of ladies. Automobile parties, golfing

and visits to country clubs afforded entertainment for them

during the daytime, while some special function in which the

men could join was held every evening. All in all, the social

features of the convention were as well cared for as at pre-

vious meetings of the association, although no interference

with the serious portion of the meetings was permitted.

The new organization was put on trial for the first time

and worked very smoothly. The large number of papers

—

much greater than in past years—gave evidence of the

thought that had been bestowed upon this feature of the

program, while the discussions gave evidence of the interest

which their presentation excited. The aggregate length of

both papers and discussion, as well as the fact that this paper

is being printed before the close of the meetings, will not

permit of a final report of all of the conventions in this

issue. Our readers will therefore ' find an account of the

meetings of the Engineering Association and of the opening-

sessions of the American Association in this number, while

the remainder of the reports and a detailed account of the

exhibits will be reserved until a later issue.

The Convention of the Engineering Association

The Engineering Association succeeded in adding to the

reputation it has previously earned for good work accom-

plished. The papers presented before this association and
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the ensuing discussions are worthy of the most careful read-

ing and study. The subjects were well selected and the com-

mittee on topics is to be congratulated upon securing authors

who were competent to present their subjects so ably. The

papers cover a wide range of electric railway engineering,

including matters in relation to track, lines and cables, power

stations, cars and car equipment. Detailed comment on the

individual papers will appear in this and later issues. .

The association this year lias accomplished much good

work through the medium of working committees. The

standardization committee in particular has made excellent

progress, and while it did not render a final report has ac-

cumulated a vast amount of data and information that will be

of the greatest value in enabling the committee to formulate

its final recommendations regarding uniformity of practice in

many engineering matters. At the Columbus Convention

plans were outlined for a still broader work through standing

committees, and we look for definite and valuable results

during the coming year. In this connection we cannot com-

mend too highly to the attention of the managers and execu-

tive officers of the member companies the advisability and

necessity for encouraging the heads of their engineering de-

partments to take an active interest in this branch of the

main association. Co-operation on the part of the individual

engineers in the efforts of the association to advance the art

of electric railway engineering can not help but redound to

the good of the individual companies. The knowledge and

experience gained in an honest endeavor to put the shoulder

to the wheel and aid in achieving the objects for which the

association stands can be measured in dollar-and-cents value

to the men and to the companies.

The association this year was most fortunate in having

as its president a man thoroughly competent to handle its

affairs and protect its interests. Mr. Adams has set a new

pace as a presiding officer.

Another marked feature about the Columbus Convention

was the large attendance at all the sessions and the fact that

the meetings were attended by many general managers and

representatives from the other branches of electric railway

work bears evidence of the appreciation that is felt for the

accomplishments of this branch. The year that has just

passed—the first under the new plan of reorganization—has

been a peculiarly vital one, and the results achieved give an

earnest of still greater progress to be made.

The Exhibits

It is safe to say that on no other previous occasion in this

country or abroad has there been such an elaborate display of

electric railway material nor one in connection with any con-

vention in which the exhibit features have played so important

a part in contributing to the general success of the meeting.

This portion of the convention was conducted under ideal

conditions. Tracks leading to the entrance of the buildings

permitted cars in which shipments of heavy apparatus had

been made to be unloaded within a short distance of the

exhibit spaces. The character of the buildings allowed dis-

plays to be made to the best advantage. An abundance of

light entered openings in the roof and walls so that all por-

tions of the buildings were adequately illuminated. The

height of the roofs also permitted the erection of attractive

booths.

The manner in which the displays were made showed the

importance with which such exhibits are regarded by the

manufacturers and supply dealers. Very few exhibits con-

sisted of "dead" apparatus. Wherever possible the appliances

were shown working under conditions approximating as

nearly as possible those encountered in actual service. The

attempts of exhibitors to show' the construction and mechan-

ism of complicated apparatus was especially noticeable. By

means of parts with sections cut away or removed or by the

display of the several parts of devices unassembled, the value

of the exhibits was greatly enhanced from an educational

standpoint. This plan often enabled those interested to see

and understand in a very few minutes what would otherwise

have required long and tedious explanations.

In scope the exhibits completely covered the electric rail-

way field. The smallest parts entering into the construction

of a car were features of some of the displays, while other

exhibits consisted of completed rolling stock ready for opera-

tion. That the educational efforts of the manufacturers of

electric railway apparatus were appreciated by the operating

men present was clearly evident from the great interest they

showed in looking over this elaborate collection. Altogether

the exhibit was a great credit to the manufacturers and the

association.

The Gas Engine in Railway Service

Mr. Winsor's paper on this topic is one to which we have

looked forward with great interest. As our readers have

been aware, the Boston Elevated Railway Company has

been trying gas engine plants for the past few months, and

as it has uniformly been both conservative and highly suc-

cessful in its power plants, the results of this innovation

have been anxiously awaited on all sides. . To judge from

Mr. Winsor's report, the experiment has been fully justified.

Only one of the stations has been in continuous operation

long enough to obtain reliable figures, and this was of but

=700 kw rated capacity—a station certainly too small for the

most economical results with steam. As in other properly

administered large systems, it has been possible to keep the

plant up to a very satisfactory load factor. It is worth

noting that the overload capacity allowed for in the gas

engines was 33 1-3 per cent, which should effectively dis-

pose of the assumption too often made that gas engines are

seriously limited in this respect. With them, as with all

other engines, the overload capacity is merely a function of

the nominal rating. Both gas and steam engines have loads

beyond which they will not work satisfactorily, and in com-

paring the two they should each be put on a rating that will

permit of such overloads as should properly be allowed for.

The results detailed in Mr. Winsor's paper permit of com-

parison with steam practice upon just this basis. The Somer-

ville station, from which his figures are derived, contains

two 350-kw generating sets running at 140 r. p. m., together

with the appropriate producer equipment. The engines are

of the two-cylinder, 4-cycle type, the cylinders being 32 ins. x

36 ins.

To pass at once to results, the Somerville plant, working

under service conditions for four months, has averaged 1.45
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lbs. of coal per kw-hour on an engine load factor of about

74 per cent. During a 30 days' regular test, when the plant

was running 16 hours per day on Pocahontas coal, this aver-

age fell to 1.31 lbs. per kw-hour. The fuel figures include

all the coal used for any purpose.

Taking these facts at their face value, they correspond 111

fuel economy with a steam plant giving the kw-hour 011

about 12 lbs. of steam, a figure which speaks for itself. So

far as reliability is concerned, Mr. Winsor expresses him-

self as absolutely convinced. The troubles met with have

been merely such as might be experienced in working with

any new plant, and the gas producer part of the plant has

given no trouble whatever. This producer has proved sim-

pler and easier to operate than a boiler plant, and requires

no more labor. In fact, it appears easier to get maximum
efficiency from the producers than from boilers. The water

required for operating the station is relatively much less than

for a condensing steam plant—less than one-third as much,

in fact. The engines are singularly easy to start, and can

be put into service in less than one minute. The chief

trouble experienced with them has been improper igni-

tion, premature explosions and back firing, difficulties which

experience has in large measure eliminated, so that it will

not, even if not further improved, interfere materially with

regular and successful operation. The full economies of the

case are not set forth, and, of course, it is too early yet for

reliable figures upon depreciation, but Mr. Winsor judges

that, with coal at $3 or more, the gas station will make a

material saving in the net cost of power. With the coal bill

cut practically in half, there seems to be no good reason

why there should not be a very considerable saving, even

allowing for higher first cost and larger depreciation. A
steam plant no larger than the gas plant here considered

would be certain to give far less favorable figures. By and

large, the results of the experiment seem to have been highly

successful, and should set engineers at some hard thinking.

The fuel cost of a steam station is so considerable a propor-

tion of the total cost of power production that cutting it in

two means a saving greater than can be nullified by any rea-

sonable estimate of extra fixed and operating charges. Un-
questionably the fuel cost of steam can be considerably re-

duced, and the gas engine can apply moral suasion that

should lead to immediate improvement.

A Study in Economy

Mr. Goodenough's paper on the relative economy of en-

gine and turbine plants is, in a degree, mis-named. As an

actual comparison of engine and turbine economies it is

rather of academic than of practical value, since it makes

two assumptions that invalidate the practical results. The

first of these is that the turbine is to have the advantage of

150 deg. superheat, while the engine works on saturated

steam. Obviously a comparison of fuel costs on such a basis

is rather a comparison of conditions than of prime movers.

In one instance the turbine is assumed to run on saturated

steam, but the engine is never given the benefit of super-

heating, generally more helpful to it than to a turbine in

point of economy. Second, the turbo-generator is assumed

to cost, apart from all questions of condensers and founda-

tions, 20 per cent less than the engine-driven set. In clo.se

competitive bidding the difference is usually in the other

direction. We grant that the turbine will probably be cheap-

ened, but present conditions show high prices, owing to

costs of development and exploitation. Two other assump-

tions may be considered as offsetting one another—that the

labor costs are equal and that the turbine, at rated load, is

materially the more economical of steam. Generally speak-

ing, the turbine-engine controversy has thus far been incon-

clusive. In some respects the former has "made good" in

admirable fashion—and may the best prime mover win.

One must not, however, look to this paper for practical in-

formation on competitive costs, for the assumptions preclude

a proper basis of comparison.

Quite apart from all this, Mr. Goodenough has given a

paper very valuable to the central station manager, in show-

ing the relation of total cost of power to fuel consumption

and load in a very striking manner. Intensive operation has

in a general way been understood, but we have never seen

the facts more effectively put than here, and the turbine-

engine comparison is a good way of emphasizing them, since

these two prime movers differ materially in their customary

load-characteristics. The fundamental point elucidated is

that wherever on the load curve of a prime mover the point

of maximum fuel economy may lie, the point of minimum
power cost lies further along toward the region of higher

loads. Hence a prime mover with its maximum efficiency at

three-quarters load may require a load factor of unity to give

its minimum cost of power; while one with maximum effi-

ciency at full load may have to be pushed to overload to

get maximum plant economy. It has been so usual to omit

fixed charges in figuring the costs of power that the vary-

ing effects of such charges have been too much neglected.

To secure energy at the lowest possible ' cost per kw-hour
the controlling factor to be borne in mind is quite as often

the fixed charge as the relation of fuel cost to load. The
fixed charge per kilowatt falls off steadily as the load on a

given station increases. It continues to decrease even on

overloads until the ultimate capacity is reached. At and
near this point there are likely to be increased attendance

and depreciation charges, which arc not taken into account

in this paper; and the fundamental question is how great an

output can be delivered from the given station before the

total charges, aside from fuel, begin to rise. Given this

point, the prime mover and its attached generator should

have its maximum fuel economy as nearly as may be coinci-

dent with it, and the better this economy, the better then the

whole station economy. Other things being equal, the flatter

all the curves, the better. From this viewpoint the station

should be planned on the basis of maximum capacity and

rated back to a point determined by the requirements of

maximum load. At this rating the fixed costs are as low

per kilowatt as they can be and allow room for emergencies.

Then the generating units should have their lowest fuel-cost

points at the same rating, at which the station should be run.

Modern stations, with their possibility of very high load fac-

tors, have brought entirely new conditions of economy, and

Mr. Goodenough has done a capital thing in bringing some

of them into notice. A high degree of generating-set effi-

ciency at small loads has ceased to be important in com-

parison to the performance near the full rating.
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PAPERS, REPORTS AND QUESTION BOX PRESENTED AT THE
COLUMBUS CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN STREET AND

INTERURBAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

BALLAST

BY C. H. CLARK,
Engineer Maintenance of Way, the Cleveland Electric Railway Company

In speaking of ballast for street railway work the writer will

not confine himself to the material used directly under the ties.

FIG. 2

We must be governed in the use of ballast by the material that

the ballast is to rest upon. In Cleveland, Ohio, the greater por-

tion of the underlying foundation is composed of sand, some of

which contains a large percentage of loam. We have some streets

in which clay soil predominates.

In the sandy streets, before laying our tracks, we puddle the

trench. This is done by building earth dams and flooding the

trench with city water. As a general rule this will cause a settle-

ment of the original earth of 3 to 6 ins. Large crevices are

sometimes formed over sewers when the sewer department has

not taken all the precautions to guard against such settlement.

In clay and shale, where sewers have been constructed and the

tracks must be laid immediately, it is our practice to excavate the

clay or shale to a greater depth than will be needed for ballast,

and partly fill with sand and then cause the sand to be settled

into the voids by the liberal use of water.

Having the sub-foundation thoroughly settled, we are prepared

to say whether there must be a drain laid. In clay soil we have
found that a drain should be laid in the space between the tracks.

This has been brought forcibly to our attention by the fact that

a section of track in one of our streets, which was laid in 1902

on 5 ins. of broken stone, settled in some places to a depth of

6 ins. This was caused by the water from the street getting

under the tracks and allowing the broken stone to settle into the

clay. We have since repaired about 1 mile of this track, and
placed a drain between the tracks and conveyed the water which
found its way under the ties to the nearest catch-basin.

In sandy streets the settlement of the sand by water is far

superior to any other method thus far tried. Rolling with a

heavy iron roller will not settle sand as it should be. I do not

recommend draining sandy foundations unless they contain

water.

The simplest way of tamping track is to use the material

thrown out of the trench. This can only be an economical method
when building suburban tracks, and the tracks are tamped on

sub-grade before running the ballast trains over it. This will

prevent springing of rails. This method is also used on roads

which are built to sell without having operated the 'same. We
have a large amount of track which was built when horse cars

were used, or light motors. But with the heavy cars, which must
sooner or later run over your tracks, a good foundation must be

provided.

Tamping bars are used on gravel and sand, and tamping picks

on broken stone. Tamping bars are also used on concrete under

the ties and under the rail.

On a number of our streets the soil is sandy and the tracks

have been down about twelve years. The rail is Lorain steel,

FIG. 3

90-206, laid on chestnut ties and the joints are cast-welded. The
ties were tamped with the material taken out. This track has

been a constant expense for the last four years, lowering high

paving stones caused by the working of the rails and ties on the

foundation. I cannot state just when this track commenced to

work. I will refer you to the photographs, which show the

high stones.
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Another type of construction used by the Cleveland City Rail-

way Company previous to 1903, was to lay 4 ins. of concrete on
the bed before laying the ties. Then cover this with 1 in. of sand
and tamp the ties with the sand. The space between the ties was
then filled with concrete and sand laid on top of this for the

paving bed. This method worked very well and gave good re-

sults, but I do not consider it as satisfactory as the concrete under
and between the ties after the rail is laid. The concrete, when
laid first, must not be used until thoroughly set. Of course the

rigidity of the track when using concrete is greater than when
using a sand construction.

A standard construction in Syracuse, N. Y., in 1895, was to

use coarse gravel for the foundation. This was laid for a depth
of 6 ins. and thoroughly rolled. The track was then laid and
tamped with fine gravel and this thoroughly rammed between the

ties to prevent settlement of the paving.

Steel ties have been used with great success by the Cleveland
Electric Railway Company on some of the heaviest lines. The
Lorain Steel Company ties were laid every 10 ft., alternating with

a wooden tie spaced the same distance. Eight inches of concrete

was laid under the steel ties, and 4 ins. under the wooden ties and
a beam 10 ins. deep under and along the rails. To date we have
had no trouble with this track, some of which has been down
three years. I examined some track of the same construction in

Detroit, Mich., in 1903, and found the ties were not stiff enough
to withstand the outward pressure of the rails. I attribute this

to the concrete. I found that the concrete was not of sufficient

quality to withstand the strain placed upon it, thus allowing the

ties to buckle.

The Seitz tie, manufactured by Seitz Bros., Tiffin, Ohio, is a

very good steel tie, made on the plan of an inverted channel. The
ties are very strong. They have been in use there about two
years. The ballast is laid the same as with the Lorain Steel

Company tie.

The Carnegie steel tie, which is an eyebeam with a 4^-in. top

and 8-in. bottom flange and S
JA ins. deep, is also used by us.

The ties are spaced 6 ft, and the concrete is tamped 4 ins. under
the tie and 10 ins. along and under the rail. Tie rods are placed

over each tie. These ties I believe to be the strongest and most
durable yet placed on the market.

All objections to steel ties buckling and deteriorating seem to

have been removed by the present shape of the Carnegie steel tie.

Great care must be taken in cross-bonding when using steel ties,

or in fact any tie. The action of the current in passing from
one rail to the other through the tie rods and steel ties causes
more or less eating away of the ties and rail where they are in

TABLE—CARNEGIE STEEL TIE
Ties spaced 10 ft. apart:

10 ties, per 100 ft., at $2.50 each $25.00

16.4 yds. concrete, at $5 per yard 82.00

Total $107.00

Ties spaced 6 ft. apart:

16*5 ties, per 100 ft., at 50 cents each $41.66

17 yds. concrete, at $5 per yard 85.00

Total $126.66

FIG. 4

Ties spaced 5 ft. apart:

20 ties, per 100 ft., at $2.50 each $50.00

17.29 yds. concrete, at $5 per yard 86.45

Total ,. $136.45

FIG. 5

contact. As to relaying of rails when worn out without dis-

turbing the roadbed, I do not believe much can be said. The
bolts cannot be used again and it is well when placing the con-
crete around the tie to see that a small space is left and filled with
sand in order to loosen the fastenings without much difficulty.

In all, I do not believe too much can be said regarding the de-
sign of the steel tie furnished by the Carnegie Steel Company.
Regarding the cost of same installed, I will submit a table show-
ing the actual cost of using them as compared with white oak
ties:

Ties spaced 4 ft. apart:

25 ties, per 100 ft., at $2.50 each $62.50

17.17 yds. concrete, at $5 per yard 88.85

Total $151.35

Ties spaced 3 ft. apart:

23 l/} ties, per 100 ft., at $2.50 each $83.33

18.5 yds. concrete, at $5 per yard 92.50

Total $175.83

Comparative table of cost of ballast and ties for different types
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No. 2—Seven inches broken stone under ties, and concrete be-

tween the ties:

.18 yd. crushed stone, at $1.50 per yard $0.27

.1 yd. concrete, at $5 per yard 50

Tamping crushed stone 8

Extra excavation and removing the same 7

T'e 40

Total $1.32

No. 3—Seven inches broken stone under ties, and broken stone be-

tween the ties:

.28 yd. of stone, at $1.50 per yard $0.42

Tamping the same 8

Extra excavation and removing the same 8

Tie 40

Total $0.98

It will readily be seen by the above table that the steel tie laid

in concrete is cheaper than the white oak tie laid in concrete or

broken stone. This on the assumption that white oak ties cost

8o cents apiece. This price, of course, varies in different locali-

ties, and the difference in price can readily be applied for com-
parison. The life of the steel tie can readily be placed at twenty
years, and the white oak at about twelve years.

I have found in repairing old tracks that the concrete which
has been laid for four or five years was very poor. It has been

my practice not to make any but first-class r-3-6 concrete. This

may cost more than the concrete that would pass city inspection,

but you will find that the best is none too good for your company
in the long run. By using the best of concrete between the ties,

the concrete will take the place of the tie in carrying the rail.

The sketches show the different classes of construction on which
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the estimates were based. The photographs have been taken with

the object in view of showing what effect the different founda-

tions have on the pavements. The foundation supports the rails

as well as the pavements.

In conclusion, I would recommend that drainage pipes be placed

CDNCHETEir

FIG. 12

6-0"

CON.&ITUDirtAU SECTION
FIG. 13

in clay soils, in all wet sandy soils, and that when the traffic can

be kept off the track, that a solid foundation of concrete, made
in the proportion of at least 1-3-6 with best Portland cement.

Bring your concrete up to within 1 inch of the bottom of your
pavement. The first cost of your foundation may seem large, but

the cost of the annual maintenance thereafter will be greatly

reduced.

TIES, POLES AND POSTS

BY C. A. ALDERMAN,
Chief Engineer Cincinnati Northern Traction Company

On account of the former abundance and cheapness of wood,
together with the comparatively light wheel loads prevalent up

to the beginning and during the early part of the last decade, the

tie question was one which naturally solved itself. Owing to the

growing scarcity and consequent increase in the price of timber,

the question is one which is daily more forcibly presenting itself

to those in charge of our railways to maintain them in such con-

dition as to economically and safely carry the heavy wheel loads

imposed upon them by the advances of modern practice. At the

present time the cost of ties, poles and posts in the construction

and maintenance of a street or interurban railroad is of such

proportions that the greatest care and knowledge of what is best

and most economical to use is of the utmost importance.

Ties constitute nearly one-third the total cost of the material

for the construction of the modern interurban track, exclusive of

ballast and roadbed. Their selection and use is, moreover, a

matter of special concern, from the fact that their life is short,

and constant renewals must be made. Poles are of somewhat
less, although of very great importance also in the makeup of the

material account of the road. Posts for the road, built on a pri-

vate right of way, form quite an important item in the cost of

construction and maintenance.

Much attention is being given to the intelligent purchase and
treatment of ties, poles and posts by railway men, both steam and
electric, during the past few years. Our forests, from which the

timber for their manufacture comes, are rapidly disappearing.

Timber is becoming scarce and consequently very expensive. In

bringing this subject to your attention, I will speak of ties first,

as they are the most important, poles, secondhand posts, which

are the least important, last.

There are a great many different specifications in use by the

various steam and electric railroads throughout the country.

Steam roads, as a usual thing, buy their ties under a more rigid

set of specifications than electric roads, for two reasons. First,

they have been in the business longer, are better organized, and

have had years of experience in buying and inspecting ties.

Second, a large number of the prominent steam railroad systems

run through tie timber country, and for this reason they can en-

force more exacting specifications in the purchase of the ties.

They can take the best ties for their own use, allowing the in-

ferior ones to be shipped out to electric roads.

The specifications in use by the Cincinnati Northern Traction

Company and the other interurban roads in Ohio and Indiana,

controlled by the same interests, are as follows:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STANDARD CROSS TIES, THE CINCIN-
NATI NORTHERN TRACTION COMPANY

Quality of Timber
All ties to be cut within fifteen months from the time or delivery from

sound, straight, live and thrifty timber, free from loose or rotten knots, dry

rot, wind shakes, or any other imperfections affecting the strength or

durability of the timber. All ties to be strictly first class.

Kind of Timber
White oak, burr oak, chestnut oak, black locust, black walnut and wild

cherry.

Dimensions
Six inches (6") thick, eight inches (8") width of face, eight feet (8') long.

Seven inches (7") thick, eight inches (8") width of face, eight and one-

half (8y2') feet long.

In hewn ties a variation in above dimensions of one-fourth inch (*4") in

thickness, one-half (y2") in width of face, or one inch (1") in length of ties

will be allowed on a small percentage of the ties that are otherwise fully

up to standard. Pole ties having a width of face of seven inches (7") and

otherwise up to standard will be accepted.

Full dimensions will be required in all sawed ties.

Workmanship
Hewn ties must be stripped of bark, hewn smooth and clear of all splint-

ers, straight, of uniform thickness, the two faces out of wind and parallel

throughout, and ends sawed off square. One inch of sap wood on two

corners or 2 ins. of sap wood on one corner will be allowed.

Prices

Proposal will state prices for ties, based upon the above specifications, as

follows, f. o. b. point of delivery:

For cross-.ties, 6 ins. x 8 ins. x 8 ft each

For cross-ties, 7 ins. x 8 ins. x 8 ft each

For pole-ties, 6 ins. x 8 ins. x 8 ft each

For pole-ties, 7 ins. x 8 ins. x 8% ft each

Under these specifications, it was found very hard to get any-

one to sell ties to us, so the specifications were amended to allow a

variation as follows

:

(To constitute not more than 10 per cent of order.)

First-Class Ties Pole Ties Split Ties Sawed Ties

Depth not less than 5% ins. 5% ins. 6 ins.

Face not less than 6 ins. 7 ins. 6 ins.

Face swell not less than 8 ins. 8 ins.

Length 7 ft. 10 ins. to 8 ft. 2 ins. 7 ft. 10 ins. to S ft. 2 ins. 8 ft.

(To constitute not more than 5 per cent of order.)

Second-Class Ties Pole Ties Split Ties Sawed Ties

Depth not less than 5y2 ins. 5% ins. 5'/2 ins.

Face not less than 4% ins. Gins. 6 ins.

Length not less than 7 ft. 10 ins. 7 ft. 10 ins. 8 ft.

Ties purchased under these specifications are costing from 65

to 70 cents, delivered at convenient shipping points in Ohio and
Indiana. Tie inspectors are stationed at the shipping points, and
all ties are accepted and classified before loaded. The greater

part of these ties are coming from Kentucky, and some from
Southern Ohio.

The chemical treatment of ties with preservatives is becoming
an important industry in the United States, as it has been in

Europe for a great many years. Tie preservation is to-day being

scientifically investigated and practiced by nearly all of the lead-

ing steam railroad systems of this country. The various methods
for the treatment of ties are as follows : Creosote, chloride of

zinc, zinc and tannin, and zinc and creosote. The straight treat-

ment of ties with creosote of the dead oil of tar is acknowledged
by all authorities on the subject to be the best, but it is also the

most expensive.

I am indebted to C. S. Walker, president of the Southern
Creosoting Company, for the following notes on the preservation

of timber : "The theory of wood preservation by the application

of creosote is first to thoroughly sterilize the tie with steam in

hermetically closed cylinders, thus destroying all germs of wood-
rotting fungi, and at the same time producing heat that will

vaporize the fluids contained in the timber. The second operation

is the subjection of the timber to a vacuum of about 25 ins., main-
taining a temperature of about 100 degs. C. in the cylinders at the

same time. By this second process all vapors are discharged

through vacuum pumps, and in properly constructed plants any

condensed liquid is collected in the drainage tank located beneath

the cylinder. The material, now thoroughly dessicated and
heated, is ready for the application of oil. Creosote heated to
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150 degs. C. is admitted from measuring tanks without breaking
the vacuum and kept at that temperature by steam coils and
cylinders. The wood, if time-seasoned, or well steam-seasoned,
will absorb from 10 per cent to 25 per cent of the required amount
of oil before any pressure is applied. When the cylinders are
full the required number of pounds of oil are injected under
pressure, the usual treatment being from 8 lbs. to 16 lbs. per
cubic foot for inland, and 16 lbs. to 22 lbs. for seacoast work, al-

lowance being made for the average absorption of oil by the

timber. After the requisite amount of oil has been injected into

the tie the remaining oil is drained into underground tanks, and
the amount of oil consumed is measured and checked against the
theoretical amount demanded. The practical results of labora-
tory experiments can only be approximated. Exact measurement
of the creosote cannot be expected. It is necessary that cylinder
pumps, steam coils, and all other machinery of the wood treating
plant be in perfect condition, so that the timber is thoroughly ster-

ilized and a proper penetration of the creosote is secured. The

Poles have pretty generally been of cedar, although quite

a number of juniper from the Southern States have been used.

Chestnut poles have also been used, but their great weight caused
them to be quite objectionable to erect. Idaho cedar, so called,

is coming into the market very lively just now as a trolley pole

timber. The poles are very straight and fine looking, but are not
stocky or massive like Michigan cedar. Their size at the butt is

but very little larger than at the top. As to their lasting quality

I do not think they have been in use long enough yet for us to

give a reliable opinion.

The writer's experience with fence posts has been that a good
grade of red cedar posts is about the best that can ordinarily be

obtained. Black locust is said to be, and undoubtedly is, the very
best timber that can be found for posts, but it seems to be a hard
matter to get them, and, if gotten at all, it will be in such small

quantities that one does not feel repaid for the effort made in

obtaining them. A good cedar post 7 ft. long with 4^2-in. to 5-in.

top, on the other hand, is always quite readily obtained, and will

perform very creditable service.

Concrete for ties, poles and posts, has been proposed and used
to a limited extent by a few. My own idea is that concrete is

not very well adapted for use as a railroad tie, but I see no reason

why it should not be a success in trolley poles or fence posts. I

submit herewith a drawing of a proposed reinforced concrete

trolley pole, which I expect to see used to a very large extent

Section of 1 w:\vood mould and stand
at bottom of pole.

about 2 '6-

CONCRETE POLE

Wood Framing every 5 lengths of 2 x 1

variable to suit section of mould

MOULDS FOR CONCRETE TROLLEY POLE

timber being sterilized, all outer cells are covered or filled with an
insoluble body, preventing access of air or water to the interior."

The cost of treating ties with the straight creosote process

varies slightly, but will average about 30 cents per tie, whereas
the zinc process will not be over 6 cents per tie.

With regard to trolley poles, some progress has been made in

preservation, but only to a very limited extent. Mr. Crump, of

the firm of Ford, Bacon & Davis Company, makes a statement
regarding creosoted trolley poles which is to the effect that they
are a much better conductor than the ordinary wood pole without
treatment. He says, "In our regular work, we double insulate

all our spans in the same manner that we would for steel-pole

construction." He further says that the Lighting Company, of

Memphis, Term., does not use creosoted poles, as there is too

much leakage of current at their voltage, which is about 3000.

When the electric railway was in its infancy the size of a

trolley pole was about 25 ft. in length, with 6-in. top. Later on
poles were used 30 ft. in length, then 35 ft., and the top dimension
was changed to 7 ins. The next step was to change the top di-

mension to 8 ins., and the latest and best practice is to use a pole

40 ft. in length with an 8-in. top. This is almost universal prac-

tice where the alternating-current wires are to be taken care of on
the same line of poles as the trolley.

within the next few years. The greatest objection to this con-
crete pole is its weight, but it will have to be set with a derrick,

and can be done, I believe, for a not very large cost. Concrete
posts have been used to quite an extent and are no longer an
experiment.

Steel cross-ties of various shapes have been designed and used
for railway track ; the two forms used being a modified I-beam
and a channel. About a year ago the Carnegie Steel Company
got out a circular or catalogue illustrating a steel tie, which is an
I-beam (top of the beam) 5^2 ins. high, the top flange being

4 lA ins. wide, the bottom flange 8 ins. wide. Length, 8 ft. 6 ins.

Weight, 19.7 lbs. per foot, or 167.4 lbs. per tie; exclusive of the

fastenings, which weigh about 6 lbs. The rail is secured to the

tie with four J^-in. bolts, by means of rolled steel clips fitting on
the flange of the rail, having a bevel the same as that of the flange

and punched so that the shoulder of the lip gives accurate rail

alignment. Proper insulation where automatic block signals are

to be used is provided for by the use of wooden shims between
the rail and the tie, fiber bushings being used around the bolts and
fiber washers under the nuts.

Old rails have been used for ties in London by the London
United Tramway Company. The ties were spaced 9 ft, apart,

and consisted of 6-ft. lengths of old tramway girder rails with a
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depth of 6 ins., and a flange of the same dimension. These rails

were embedded in the concrete foundation, with the flange upper-

most, and were firmly fastened to each rail by means of two %-in.

bolts with beveled washers.

At the May meeting of the American Railway Engineering and

Maintenance of Way Association, W. C. dishing, chief engineer

of maintenance of way Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburg, S.

W. system, exhibited a series of very interesting tables upon the

comparative value of cross-ties of different materials. From these

tables he made the following deductions

:

DEDUCTIONS FROM TABLE 1

(1) With white oak ties costing 70 cents delivered on the rail-

road, it is economical at the present time to buy inferior woods at

a price not to exceed 50 cents, have them treated with zinc-

cbloride or zinc-tannin, lay them in the tracks without the use of

tie-plates (except where it is necessary to use them on oak ties)

and use a standard railroad spike. A life of ten or eleven years

has been found to be a maximum for such ties without the use

of tie-plates and better fastenings, and if the life of ten years is

not attained there will be that much loss to the company.

(2) When a white oak tie reaches a cost of 86 cents or 87

cents delivered on the railroad, it will be economical to use the

zinc-creosote process, or straight creosote costing 30 cents, if the

tie costs 46 cents delivered on the railroad and will last sixteen

years ; or, it will be economical to use straight creosoting costing

85 cents for treatment if the tie can be made to last thirty years,

which is French practice before the oak tie reaches a cost of 80

cents delivered on the railroad. In both of these cases it is as-

sumed that tie plates, wood screws and helical linings are used

because ties cannot be made to last more than ten or twelve years

without the use of proper fastenings, since, otherwise, the tie

will be destroyed by mechanical wear. It is necessary, therefore,

to use improved fastenings when we expect to obtain a life of

ties greater than ten or eleven years. It will also be economical

to use a steel tie costing $1.75 delivered if it will last twenty

years.

(3) When the white oak tie reaches a cost of 90 cents de-

livered on the railroad, it will be economical to use either ties of

inferior woods treated with zinc-tannin if a life of fourteen years

can be obtained, the improved fastenings being used ; or a con-

crete tie costing $1.50 if it will last twenty years.

(4) When the price of white oak ties reaches $1 it will be

economical to use a steel tie costing $2.50, if it will last thirty

years, a concrete tie costing $2.25, if it will last thirty years, or an

inferior wood tie treated with zinc-chloride, if a life of twelve

years can be secured.

DEDUCTIONS FROM TABLE 2

(5) With ties of inferior wood costing 46 cents delivered on

the railroad, we must obtain a life of from eighteen to twenty

years, whether treated with zinc-chloride, zinc-tannin or zinc-

creosote, to make them as economical as white oak ties costing

70 cents. It is assumed, of course, that they must have the most
approved fastenings in order to attain an age as great as that

(6) With inferior wood costing 46 cents delivered on the rail-

road, and if the creosoting cost 30 cents, it will be necessary for

us to obtain a life of twenty-one years in order to make them as

economical as white oak ties costing 70 cents delivered.

(7) With inferior wood ties costing 46 cents delivered, and

with the creosote treatment costing 85 cents, as in French prac-

tice, it will be necessary for us to obtain a life of thirty-six years

from the ties in order to make them as economical as white oak

ties costing 70 cents delivered.

(8) With steel ties costing $1.75 each delivered, it will be neces-

sary for us to obtain a life of twenty-eight and one-half years

in order to have them as economical as white oak ties costing 70

cents delivered. This price is a little less than the cost of the

Buehrer steel ties in the tracks at Emsworth.

(9) With concrete ties costing $1.50 each delivered, it will be

necessary for them to last twenty-eight years before they will be

as economical as the white oak ties costing 70 cents delivered.

(10) With steel ties costing $2.50 delivered and concrete ties

costing $2.25 delivered, which are approximately the prices of the

Seitz steel tie and the Buehrer concrete tie, in the tracks at Ems-
worth, it is necessary for them to last over fifty years each in

order to make them as economical as the white ties costing 70
cents delivered.

DEDUCTIONS FROM TABLE 3

(11) In order to make treated inferior woods as economical

as white oak costing 70 cents delivered, when the treated ties are

equipped with proper fastenings in order to make them last as

long as has been found practicable by experience, we can only

afford to pay for the ties delivered on the railroad 10 cents each

when treated with zinc-chloride ; 20 cents each when treated with

zinc-tannin, or creosoted at 30 cents
; 23 cents each when treated

with zinc-creosote, and 29 cents each when creosoted in accord-

ance with French practice.

(12) In order to make them as economical as white oak ties

costing 70 cents delivered, we can only afford to pay $1.48 each

for steel ties which last twenty years, and $1.79 each when lasting

thirty years.

(13) In order to make them as economical as white oak ties

costing 70 cents delivered, we can only afford to pay at first cost

of concrete ties delivered, $1.15 each, if they last twenty years,

and $1.57 each if they last thirty years.

(14) We know nothing about the life of concrete ties, and it

is at least very desirable to experiment with them for yard and

side tracks, even though wc do not use them in the main tracks,

because they might lie undisturbed in yard tracks for many more
years than they would in main tracks.

(15) When white oak ties are costing 70 cents delivered (about

present prices) we can afford to buy inferior oak and other hard

woods at 45 cents to 50 cents (present prices) and have them
treated with the zinc-tannin or zinc-chloride processes, and only

use the common spike fastenings.

My only experience in the use of steel ties was in the construc-

tion of the Central Market Railway, Columbus, where we used a

steel channel furnished by the Lorain Steel Company in laying

the tracks across the Fourth Street Viaduct. These ties rested

on a concrete base, and no trouble has been experienced to my
knowledge in the maintenance of this piece of work.

Undoubtedly steel cross-ties will be used to quite an extent as

soon as timber advances in price, say 10 to 20 per cent.

The rapid consumption of timber in this country is causing

an increase in cost and a consequent reduction of the supply of

timber suitable for ties, bridge timbers, etc.

The following figures will explain to a certain extent the

scarcity of tie timber in the United States, and the reason why
ties are becoming so expensive.

There are now in the United States about 200,000 miles of

railroad, which with second track, sidings, and yard tracks all

added will aggregate over 250,000 miles. This 250,000 miles of

railroad requires 660,000,000 ties. The average life of a tie, un-

treated, is not over eight years. This means that 82,000,000 ties

are required annually for renewals alone, or the timber from half

a million acres of forests.

UNDERGROUND CABLES

BY H. G. STOTT,

Supt. Motive Power, Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New York City

The use of underground cables for the transmission of power
by electricity has become so universal that no apology is neces-

sary for bringing before the members of this association a few

points which seem to the author to have failed to receive the at-

tention they deserve.

Underground cables, as used by the members of this associa-

tion, may be grouped into three classes, viz.

:

(1) High-tension multiple or single conductor cables of rela-

tively small current carrying capacity, but capable of operating

under working pressures from 2500 to 25,000 volts mean effective

pressure.

(2) Low-tension single conductor cables of large current-car-

rying capacity, but only operating under pressures of 650 volts

or less.

(3) Negative return cables of large current-carrying capacity,

but only operating under a pressure corresponding to the drop in

the return feeders.

The first class, comprising what is popularly known as high-

tension cables, has developed by a process of evolution from the

time when nothing but rubber was used for insulation, to the

present time where rubber, varnished cambric, saturated tapes

and paper insulation have been brought to such a state of per-

fection as to leave little to be desired.

Higher voltages than 25,000 have not been attempted as yet

in underground cables, but there seems to be no reason why a

voltage of 44,000 should not be used with exactly the same degree

of safety as 25,000, provided a star connection is used in the

transformers and the neutral point is grounded, for then the max-
imum strain is limited to 25,000 volts to ground. It would thus

seem that our cable manufacturers have almost kept up with the
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development in overhead construction, as at this time 60,000

volts is the maximum pressure in use in a few cases only, and the

great majority of important transmission schemes are under

50,000 volts.

For economic reasons, principally, rubber insulation is only

used where local conditions seem to demand an insulation which

is impervious to moisture, so that in case the lead sheath should

be punctured, the cable will not necessarily fail.

As an instance, where cables have to be installed in ducts, which

are under water part of the time, or for submarine cables, the

extra investment for rubber insulation would seem to be justi-

fied, as in the event of a leak in a submarine cable lead sheath it

usually becomes a total loss if insulated with paper or other

non-moisture proof material, whereas good rubber will last in-

definitely under water.

For potentials above 22,000 volts it seems likely that some form

of varnished cambric or impregnated cloth will take the place of

paper, owing to its higher puncture resistance for a given thick-

ness, but experience with working pressures above 22,000 is so

limited that we must wait for some time before any definite con-

clusions can be reached.

As the result of some fifteen years of experience with under-

ground cables, the following table, giving thickness of insulation

and lead sheath for various sizes of conductors and working

pressures, is submitted as representing conservative practice

:

TABLE NO. 1.—PAPER INSULATION. STANDARD WORKING
PRESSURE OF 3000 VOLTS

Thickness of Thickness of Lead,

Size of Conductors Insulation Single Cond. Three Cond.

No. 6 to No. 2 B. & S 5-32 in. 5-64 in. 3-32 in.

No. 1 to No. 00 5-32 in. 3-32 in. 7-64 in.

No. 000 to 300,000 cm 6-32 in. 7-64 in. 9-64 in.

400,000 to 750,000 cm 6-32 in. 7-64 in.

800,000 to 1,000,000 cm 7-32 in. 4-32 in.

1,250,000 to 2,000,000 cm 8-32 in. 9-64 in.

For each 1000 volts increase of pressure above 3000 add 1-32 in.

insulation to the wall until 11,000 volts is reached, and after that

add 1-64 in. for each 1000 volts. For example, the insulation re-

quired on a No. O B. & S. 25,000-volt cable would be 20-32 in.

or y% in. If 35 per cent para rubber compound or varnished cam-
bric is used for insulation, the above empirical rule may be

changed to read: for each 1000 volts increase above 3000, add
1-64 in. insulation to the thickness of wall until 25,000 volts is

reached. For the insulation of low potential cables in class II.,

4-32 in. paper should be used on all sizes up to 1,000,000 c. m.,

and from 1,250,000 to 2,000,000 c. m., 5-32 in. should be used.

From a purely electrical point of view one-half of this insula-

tion would be ample to withstand 650 volts working pressure,

but the mechanical effects of reeling and unreeling the cable and

pulling it into ducts and bending around the manholes, are to

practically destroy the insulating qualities of the layer of paper

next the lead, so that we really start in with a cable having ap-

proximately 1-32 in. of its insulation destroyed before it is put

into commission; this mechanical destruction of insulation is es-

pecially marked in cold weather, as the oils used with the paper

tend to congeal when subjected to a temperature below 32 degs.

F. The cable manufacturers have met this difficulty by using

more fluid oil with the result that the insulation resistance of the

cable may not be more than fifty megohms at 60 degs. F, but by

the use of this very soft insulation they have produced a cable

giving a very low insulation, but a high puncture test, and at the

same time have met, to a great extent, the difficulty of handling

paper cable in cold weather. It is always advisable, however, if

a cable is to be used in a temperature below 32 degs. F. to keep

it in a warm place, such as a boiler room, for at least 12 hours

before drawing it in. The cable may then be used in the coldest

weather, as it gives up its heat very slowly.

Class III. cables have up to within the last three years received

very little attention, as, in almost every case, bare copper cables

were installed. But a closer study of the electrolysis problem in-

dicates that in many instances the use of insulated, negative

cables would eliminate a great deal of the trouble and damage to

cable sheaths, etc.

When electricity leaves a conductor in wet or moist ground the

water in its path is decomposed into its constituent gases, having

the chemical symbols H2 O, and oxygen attracts almost all metals,

forming an oxide of iron or oxide of lead or copper, as the case

may be, slowly but surely destroying the metal. A pressure of

two volts is sufficient to decompose the water, so that the ordi-

nary negative drop of from five to twenty-five volts possesses

ample possibilities in the way of electrolysis, if not properly taken

care of.

In the ordinary location of d. c. power plants in our smaller

cities, only one generating station is used, and sufficient positive

copper is installed to give the necessary potential on the trolley,

the negative or return circuits being taken care of by the track

rails up to the nearest point to the power plant or sub-station, and
from this point bare negative feeders are used to conduct the cur-

rent back to the grounded negative bus in the station. The maxi-
mum amount of copper installed in this negative rarely equals

that used for the positive, so that in all probability there will be

at least five volts drop from the nearest track rail to the negative

bus, and if longer bare negative feeders were used running to the

various points of heavy traffic, the drop on them will be at least

4 per cent, as the financial burden caused by interest on capital

invested becomes too great if a smaller drop than this is used.

We thus have bare negative feeders with a potential of from
5 to 25 volts on them, running parallel to our positive and high-

tension feeders, as well as our neighbors' cables, gas mains, water
mains, etc., and a few bar rail-bonds may increase this drop
several per cent.

The negative feeder may, therefore, be looked upon as an in-

finite number of small battery cells coupled in series with their

negative pole, coupled to the negative bus in the power house or

sub-station, and their positive coupled to the track rail, with some
good and some bad connections, all along the line to the various

lead sheaths of the cables running near them, as well as to gas

mains, etc. If the connections between one of these imaginary

cells and a lead sheath be sufficiently good, then this battery's po-

tential of perhaps 10 volts will be on the cable sheath and will

cause a current to flow from it at some other point along the

line where the negative return is at a lower potential. At the

point where the current leaves the lead sheath, electrolysis will

occur, and in time the feeder will break down from the moisture

admitted through the perforated lead sheath.

The above conditions obtain to a greater or less extent in all

systems having bare negative returns and grounded negative bus-

bars, no matter how many sub-stations may be in use.

An obvious remedy would seem at first sight to be the bonding

of the lead sheaths of all feeders to the bare negative cables at

frequent intervals, but this introduces another trouble which may
be as serious as electrolysis. A short-circuit in a positive feeder,

to ground, will cause an enormous current to flow through the

lead sheaths, and in all probability burn off the bonds and destroy

the lead sheaths in a number of cables. Instances of this have

occurred to the author's knowledge, in which the lead sheaths

have been completely burned off for 400 ft. on cables that were
entirely innocent of the origin of the trouble.

Another source of trouble, due to the use of the grounded nega-

tive bus and bare feeders, is in the other feeder's lead sheaths car-

rying the negative current back to the power house or sub-station

by an entirely different route from that taken by the bare negative

feeders, with the result that this return current leaves these lead

sheaths, either in the power house through a ground put on them,

or through some accidental ground, such as a cable hanger in a

manhole. Every time a short-circuit comes on the system a rush

of current will flow through these lead sheaths, and, perhaps,

puncture small holes in the lead.

The most satisfactory solution of these problems of avoiding

electrolysis and saving the lead sheaths from destruction seems to

be in the use of an insulated negative bus in the power house and

sub-station, and insulated negative feeders right up to the track

rails. For this purpose, the negative feeders should preferably be

insulated with some material which does not require the use of a

lead sheath. Several types of insulation are now on the market,

which promise to be very satisfactory for this purpose, as the

potential carried by the negative feeders is quite low.

The ideal solution of the problem would be found in the use of

the feeders without lead sheaths, and some very satisfactory tests

are now being made on experimental lengths of 650-volt cable

of this type, but it does not seem probable that any cable can be

constructed at present which will safely stand being drawn into

wet ducts and manholes and used continuously on pressures

above 2000 volts without the protection of a lead sheath to keep

out the moisture.

By using insulative negative feeders and avoiding all grounds

in the power house, or sub-station, it is evident that there will

be little or no tendency for the return current to leave the track

rails, if properly bonded, and absolutely no tendency for stray

currents to come back to the power house or sub-station by way
of lead sheaths, gas mains, etc., thereby relieving us of probably

75 per cent, of our present electrolysis troubles.

Coming back to Class II. cables, the safest plan seems to be to

insulate the lead sheaths of all feeders by supporting them on
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racks having some form of insulation between the lead sheath

and the hanger.

All cables should also be wrapped with two layers of J/&-'m.

asbestos in every manhole where more than one cable is on each

side, in order to afford protection from an arc caused by any one

of them burning out. In perfectly dry places this asbestos wrap-

ping can be secured very neatly by applying silicate of soda to it,

the soda in itself being a good protection against fire ; in the aver-

age damp manhole this soda will soon loosen and the asbestos

wrapping will fall off, so that, in this case, a galvanized steel tape

about §i in. x 1-32 in. should be used to hold the asbestos in

place.

In order to get early warning of the breaking down of any

positive feeder, and so give time to have it cut out before doing

any further damage to itself or neighbors, as small insulated wire

(say, No. 14, B. & S.) should be connected to the lead sheath and

brought up to a panel where the switchboard operator can see

it. On this panel may be mounted one or two lamps for each

positive feeder, and these lamps connected to ground through a

resistance large enough to limit the current to the amount neces-

sary to light the lamps when the pilot wire attached to the lead

sheath to any feeder becomes alive through the grounding of that

feeder on its insulated lead sheath. Ammeters or relays operat-

ing a gong may also be used with advantage for this purpose at

a very small cost per feeder.

In reference to Class I., or high-tension three-phase cables,

their lead sheath should be insulated and wrapped with asbestos

in the same manner as described for Class II., with the additional

precaution that their lead sheaths should all be bonded together

and grounded in the generating plant. The neutral, or star point,

of the generators or transformers should be grounded through a

resistance of such dimensions as to limit the current, flowing

through it when a ground occurs on a high-tension feeder, to

the amount necessary to trip the overload relay. For example,

on a large installation using 11,000 volts for distribution to its

sub-stations, the neutral connection is one having resistance of

six ohms, and a carrying capacity of 1000 amps, for 1 minute. As
the Y potential to ground is 6300 volts, this limits the current to

a maximum of 1000 amps., when the feeder grounds.

This system was adopted after some rather disastrous ex-

periences with short-circuits on high-tension feeders, and has

been in successful operation for over a year.

When a high-tension cable breaks down, it almost invariably

goes to ground from one phase only, and then after the charging

current of the whole system has been flowing to ground through

this fault for perhaps 10 or 20 minutes, the insulation of the

other phases is burned off, so that a- short-circuit on two or

three phases occurs, with the result that either the whole system

is shut down, due to the sudden fall of potential, to perhaps one-

fourth of its normal value, or at least one or two-sub-stations are

shut down from the same cause. With the neutral grounded

through a suitable resistance, the oil switches, on the grounded

feeder only, trip out quietly without any disturbance whatever to

the rest of the system.

If the three-phase high-tension cables are not grounded in the

generating plant, the burning out of a cable will puncture the lead

sheath at a number of points, possibly a thousand feet away, as

it is obvious that the current must leave the lead sheath some-
where, and the easiest path is visually found at the cable hairgers

in the manholes. This will be true no matter whether the neutral

is grounded or not.

As a further precaution, it is advisable to bond the lead sheaths

of the a. c. feeders quite frequently in the manholes by wiping on

a lead strap, say, ^ in. x 2 ins. to the lead sheaths. Bonding by

wrapping the lead sheaths with a few turns of copper wire is

worse than useless, as the copper wire, if put on tight enough to

make a good connection, may cut through the lead, and if not

tight enough to do this it will probably make such a poor contact

as to arc when current passes.

In conclusion, the author wishes to state that, in his opinion, at

least 75 per cent of cable trouble is caused by defects in the lead

sheath and not by defects in the insulation.

Examine the ordinary vitrified duct and you will find that the

inside, in all probability, contains several small hard sharp points

projecting from 1-16 in. to % in. What happens to the lead

sheath of a cable when it passes over these projections? A
groove is cut in it in exactly the same way as by a tool in a

planer. The result is that a little extra pressure, caused by a

kink in the cable, will cut through the lead and admit the

moisture, which, sooner or later, will destroy the insulation.

Outside of trouble in joints caused by carelessness on the part

of the jointer, practically all cable trouble can be eliminated by

the more careful choice and installation of conduits, by a very

careful inspection at the time they are laid, and by the use of

cutters and cleaners after they are laid.

Lastly, do not try to get a low price on a cable by reducing the

thickness of the lead sheath, as the integrity of the lead sheath is

fully as important as the quality of the insulation, and the life of

the latter is wholly determined by the degree of perfection ob-

tained in excluding moisture from it.

GAS ENGINES

BY PAUL WINDSOR,
Chief Engineer Motive Power and Rolling Stock, Boston Elevated Ry. Co.

This paper will deal with the experience that the Boston Ele-

vated Railway Company has had with its two gas engine plants.

These plants have now been in operation, one about four months,

and the other (partly) for a few weeks. A little over a year ago

the subject came up of supplying power to two sections of the

railway that were rather hard to reach from the present power
stations, and as we had for some time been looking into the ques-

tion of gas engines, it was decided that this was a good oppor-

tunity to make a trial of them. Both plants are small, one of

700 kw, and the other of 975 kw. The engine load factor in both

stations can be made extremely good, as they feed into the trolley

lines in multiple with the steam stations of the road.

As you are not interested in the buildings I will only say that

they are of brick and concrete throughout, with reinforced con-

crete floors and flat roofs, and that there is a great deal of light

and ventilation.

The equipments of these two plants are radically different. The
Somerville plant has down-draft suction producers and 4-cycle

single-acting engines, and the Medford plant has up-draft pres-

sure producers and 2-cycle, double-acting engines. Unfortunately

for this paper, we have run the Medford station so little—through
no fault of the equipment contractors—that no figures are avail-

able, and I must, therefore, confine most of my remarks to the

Somerville station.

The Medford station has R. D. Wood gas producers, with

blowers, tar extractors, scrubbers, etc.
;
Koerting 2-cycle, double-

acting gas engines ; Crocker-Wheeler generators. The gas plant

is similar to, although larger than, the United States Government
Testing Plant at St. Louis, which has been in continuous opera-

tion now for two years or more, making gas successfully from
all kinds of coal.

The engine plant is similar to, although smaller than, the Lack-
awanna Steel Company's plant at Buffalo, where they have a

large number of these engines running successfully on blast-

furnace gas. As before stated, this plant has been run very little.

This has not been the fault of the plant, but has been owing to

our wishing to work out thoroughly the exhaust question before

putting the plant into regular operation. The station is in a

residential district, and the noise of the exhaust of the one en-

gine started was such as to seriously annoy the neighbors. We
have, therefore, been experimenting for nearly two months, dur-

ing which time only one engine has been run, and that very little,

so that no economy tests have been possible.

The Somerville station has a Loomis-Pettibone gas plant,

with the necessary exhauster, scrubbers, holders, etc. ; American-
Crossley engines; Crocker-Wheeler generators. The Somer-
ville station has been in commercial operation since May 4, 1906,

and up to Aug. 31 it has used 1.45 lbs. coal per kw-hour.
From May 4 to May 29, inclusive, but one engine was in use.

Since then two engines have been running. The station is run

week days from 7 a. m. to 11 p. m. and on Sundays in the after-

noon only. The engine load factor has been about 74 per cent.

On June 10 a thirty days' test run was begun. During these

thirty days the station was run 16 hours per day, from 7 a. m,
to 11 p. m., with an engine load factor of a little over 70 per cent.

The average Pocahontas coal per kw-hour delivered from the

station was 1.31 lbs. This included all the fuel used, whether for

running the engines, building fires after cleaning, or in the auxil-

iary boiler.

From May 4 to Sept. 3, inclusive—the four months in which
the station has been in regular commercial operation—the fuel

per kw-hour output has been 1.45 lbs. These figures are as good
as the most enthusiastic have ever hoped for. The plant has

proven its reliability, and the shut-downs have been very few.

There have been no shut-downs of any kind in the gas house.
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This portion of the plant has run regularly and without any-

trouble and has made a uniform grade of good gas.

In the engine room there have been interruptions, but these

have almost all been of the kind to which any new power plant

is subject. The longest delays, in fact the only real shut-downs,
were due to improper water connection with the piston. This
matter, however, has been remedied. We have had one case of

hot crank-pin, probably due to too quick starting. These engines

pared with a steam plant, running from less than 1.5 lbs. to 1.75

lbs., according to the load factor and almost regardless of the

size of the plant, as against 3 to 4 lbs. in similar steam plants.

The cost of the gas plant, including producers, is undoubtedly
considerably higher than the cost of a similar sized steam plant,

and whether the fuel saved will justify the increased capital de-

pends on the price of coal, but it seems that with coal at $3 and
upwards, there will be a material net saving by the use of gas.

SOMERVILLE GAS ENGINE POWER STATION OF THE BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY COMPANY

can be set running so quickly—well inside of 60 seconds, and
often close to 30 seconds—that the temptation has been to see

how quickly it could be done, resulting, as before stated, in one

case of hot crank-pin, the oil not having been given time to reach

it after 6 hours' shut-down.

As a result of my experience with these plants, I am absolutely

convinced of the economy and reliability of a gas-engine power
station. The fuel consumption will be about one-half as com-

Another advantage of a gas plant is the high efficiency of a

small plant, the efficiency being practically the same for engines

as small as a couple of hundred horse-power as for those of

larger size, which of course is not true of a steam plant.

The question is of course asked: "What are the disadvantages

of a gas power station as compared with a steam plant?" I am
glad to say that they are few. The gas-producing portion of such

a station is simpler, easier to operate, and holds its efficiency
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better than a steam plant. The losses from banking fires are

extremely small, and the plant can be gotten into service much
quicker than can a steam plant. It is our practice to shut down
at 11 at night and start at 7 in the morning. Ffteen or twenty
minutes are required to get the gas plant into full operation,

while of course with a boiler plant it takes from one to one and
a half hours to get the fires into first-class shape. The ashes have
to be periodically removed from the

producer. In our plant this has to be

done while the producers are out of

commission and takes about 3 hours
twice a week, although the plant can

be run a couple of days longer with-

out cleaning, if necessary. With some
forms of producers the cleaning can

be done while the plant is in operation,

but I have had no experience on this

point as yet, as our second plant,

which has this form of producer, has

not been in continuous operation.

The wet and dry scrubbers have to be

cleaned every two weeks, but this

work is certainly no more difficult

than the work required around a

boiler, cleaning soot from the tubes

and from the soot chambers.
An ordinary gas man, such a man

as would be considered a first-class

fireman, can run at least as many
horse-power of gas producers as he

can of boilers. He can make a very

uniform grade of gas and will get reg-

ularly very much nearer the possible

efficiency from the gas producers than

from the boilers. We have, however,
found the Ardos CO» recorder of

great assistance. Without it we found
that the gas man would vary his CO-j

from 5 to 7 per cent, while with it

he would hold it below 5 per cent. It

is, of course, much more satisfactory

designed gas engine, equipped with a duplicate system of igniters,

there would be little, if any, trouble.

A gas engine will hold its efficiency much better than a steam
engine. With a steam engine, poorly-set or leaky valves will

interfere seriously with its efficiency. With a gas engine the

effect of improper ignition or valve setting, or even leaky valves,

is generally either to cause a knock, therefore at once announcing

Tl
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for a man to know actually what he is doing from minute to

minute than to work entirely on his judgment. The ordinary

steam engineer is, of course, afraid of a gas engine, just as a

stationary engineer is afraid of a locomotive, but a few months'
practice should make of a good steam engine runner an equally

good gas engine runner.

The handling of the water jackets is, of course, extremely
simple. The problem comes in the ignition, but with a well-

itself, or to reduce the output of the

engine. None of these things ma-
terially affect the efficiency without

showing also in other ways.

The water required is considerably

less for a gas plant than for a con-

densing steam plant and considerably

more than for a non-condensing steam

plant. A non-condensing steam plant

will use for all purposes from 40 to 50

lbs of water per kw-hour. A condens-

ing steam plant will use from 20 to 30

lbs. for steam, and from 600 to 900

lbs. in the condenser per kw-hour.

A gas plant will use about 200 lbs. per

kw-hour.

The only two serious troubles that

we have had have been premature ex-

plosion and back-firing in the engines

and noisy exhaust. The exhausts we
now have pretty well under control

and certainly they can be made en-

tirely unobjectionable, if not noiseless.

Premature ignition and back-firing

have both given us a good deal of

trouble, and on both types of engines

have at times been bad, so bad as to

materially reduce the engine power
for the moment. This trouble is now
much less than it was, and even if not

further eliminated will not interfere

with the regular and commercial op-
eration of the plants.

There are many forms of producers that can be used success-

fully with hard coal, using sizes at least as small as pea and as

small as No. 1 buckwheat if it is of good quality. Soft coal can-

not be used in most of the producers without the addition of tar

extractors. Much soft coal has been used at the Government
Testing Station at St. Louis, the tar extractors doing their work
very successfully.

Soft coal can be used in down-drafts producers, such as we
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have in our Sommerville plant, without any tar getting into the

gas, the tar being "cracked" on passing through the hot fires,

breaking up into gas and some lamp-black, this lamp-black dirty-

ing the scrubber water to such an extent as to make it objec-

tionable if turned into a clear stream. This lamp-black can, how-
ever, easily be separated from the water by allowing the water to

are being built on a 4-cycle principle, there being, so far as I

know, but one large manufacturer of 2-cycle engines.

In the last couple of years the large steam engine manufac-
turers, such as the Allis-Chalmers Company, the Snow Steam
Pump Company and the Westinghouse Machine Company, have
been making large gas engines, and there have been a considerable

GAS PRODUCERS IN THE SOMERVILT.E POWER STATION

GAS PRODUCERS IN THE MEDFORD POWER STATION

number of engines of from 2000 hp and upward run during the
past year, so that to-day there is no trouble in purchasing engines
of standard design in the large sizes. All three of these companies
have adopted the successful designs of steam engines to the gas
engines, using disc-cranks and double-acting cylinders, generally
two cylinders in tandem, giving two impulses to each revolution
of the crank, as with the single-cylinder steam engine. In the
larger sizes they use the two-crank arrangement with the gen-

become quiescent in a comparatively small tank, the lamp-black
rising to the surface.

For many years and up to very recently, gas engines have been
made by comparatively small companies and in small sizes, most
of them following closely the early gas engines in being single-
acting and having trunk pistons. This form is not adapted to
large sizes, it being expensive, if not impossible, to build, and
requiring a great deal of oil. Most of the engines have been and
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erator or fly-wheel between, each crank having two double-acting

cylinders. The valves are always poppet valves, both intake and
exhaust driven from a lay shaft parallel with the cylinder.

As this problem has been tak^n up independently by these

three large and successful steam engine builders, and all have
arrived at practically the same solution, it is safe to say that the

gas engine of the immediate future will be of this type.

Two tar extractors.

Two sawdust purifiers.

One 15,000-cu. ft. gas holder

Engines

Three sing

Cylinder,

:-cylinder Koerting, 2-cycle

%-in. diameter by 45-in. s

double-acting gas engir

ENGINE ROOM OF THE MEDFORD POWER STATION

MEDFORD POWER STATION

The equipment consists of the following:

Gas House
Five up-draft, water-sealed gas producers, 9 ft. in diameter.

One auxiliary steam boiler, coal fired.

One 40-hp engine, for blowers and tar extractors.

Five economizers for preheating the air for producers.

Five wet scrubbers.

Speed, 100 r. p. m.

Rated capacity, 500 brake-hp each.

Ignition

Duplicate "make-and-break" electrical igniters.

Igniter current from vibrating magnetos mounted on engine.

Generators

Three Crocker-Wheeler direct-connected railway generators.

Rated capacity, 325 kw.

Normal voltage, 500 volts. Normal amperes, 591.
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Switchboard

Arranged for three generator and six feeder panels and

circuit breakers, recording wattmeters and voltmeter, i

Overhead Crane

The overhead crane is hand operated and supplied w

1-ton hand hoist.

Water Supply

The water is supplied from three 8-in. artesian wells of

of about 550 ft.

Rating

The normal rating of the station is 975 kw.

Maximum capacity, 1300 kw.

SOMERVILLE POWER STATION

The equipment consists of the following:

station panel,

iverage depth

Two Loomis-Pettibone

One regenerator boiler.

One coal-fired auxiliary boiler.

One vertical wet scrubber.

One Root exhauster, steam-dri

One dry scrubber.

One 15,000-cu. ft. gas holder fo

One 5000-cu. ft. gas holder for

Gas House

coal down-draft producers, 9 ft.

;lectric motor as auxiliary.

producer

water gas.

Engine Room
Engines

Two two-cylinder American-Crossley, 4-cycle gas engines.

Cylinders, 32-in. diameter by 36-in. stroke.

Speed, 140 r. p. m.

Rated capacity, 600 brake-hp each.

Generators

Two Crocker-Wheeler direct-connected railway generators.

Rated capacity, 350 kw each.

Normal voltage, 550.

Normal amperes, 636.

Ignition

Duplicate "make-and-break" electric igniters on each cylinder.

Igniter current supplied by two motor generators and a storage battery.

Switchboard

Arranged for two generators, five-feeder panels and one station panel,

with circuit breakers, recording wattmeters and voltmeter, etc.

Overhead Crane

Hand operated, with an S-ton and 1-ton hand hoist.

Water Supply

From Alewife Brook, by two-stage, centrifugal, motor-driven pumps.

Filtered by a pressure sand-filter.

Rating.

Normal rating, 700 kw.

Maximum capacity, 933 kw, or 33 per cent overload.

FOURTH DAY ECONOMY TEST-JULY 12, 1906

Duration of run (hours) 16

Kilowatt-hours output 9>480

Pounds coal in producers 13,000

Pounds coal in boiler

Pounds of coal, total 13.000

Pounds coal per kw-hours 1-37

Load factor, elect, (per cent) 84.5

Load factor, B. hp (per cent) 72.1

Cubic feet mixed gas 1,397,000

Cubic feet water gas 50,500

Cubic feet producer gas 1,346,500

Per cent water gas 3.61

Cubic feet mixed gas per hour 87,400

Cubic feet mixed gas per kw-hour 147.3

Pounds coal 107.5

Mixed gas, B. T. U High 126.5

Mixed gas, B. T. U Low 122.5

Water gas, B. T. U High 288.7

Water gas, B. T. U Low 269.5

Producers gas, B. T. U High 120.8

Producers gas, B. T. U Low 117.0

Cubic feet water—7 a. m.—11 p. m 32.045

Water-cooled valves 1.038

Economizer 277

Scrubber 7,445

Engines and waste 23,285

THIRD DAY ECONOMY TEST—JULY 11, 1906

Coal Analysis

As Received

Moisture 2.30

Volatile matter 18.48

Fixed carbon 72.79

Ash 6-43

B. T. U. per pound 14.030

18.90

74.52

6.58

14.360

32,015

20.25

79.75

THIRD AND FOURTH DAY ECONOMY TEST-JULY 11-12, 1906

Mixed-Gas Analysis

Date June 11, 1906 June 11, 1906 June 12, 1906

Time 5.05 p. m. 8.25 p. m. 5.12 p. m.

CO a S.5 3.0 3.6

O 2 .2 .2

CO 26.3 27.4 27.2

CH4 1.2 1.0 1.1

H 9.9 9-1 8.5

N 58.3 59.3 59.4

B. T. U. at 60 degs. F 132.1 133-.8 127.5

EXHAUST-GAS ANALYSIS—JULY 31, 1906

Sample Taken, from Elbow at Muffler of Engine

No. 1.—A end Per Cent

C02 11-7 volume

O 13-0 volume

CO trace

N 75.3 volume

100.0

This sample shows that an excess of air of 65 per cent was being used at

time sample was taken.

RELATIVE ECONOMY OF TURBINES AND ENGINES AT
VARYING PERCENTAGES OF RATING

BY WALTER GOODENOUGH,
Engineering Department, Stone & Webster, Boston, Mass.

It has become evident to most of us, from time to time, that

what is needed in the power station is not so much more eco-

nomical prime movers, but rather more intensive operation of

the particular type of machinery which we now have. This paper

has, therefore, been made with the idea that it might bring in-

teresting discussion from many and be of assistance to some of

the companies.

The assumption that fixed charges are spread over the whole

24 hours, and that the machine operates during the full 24 hours

is, of course, not correct ; but in the present instance where it is

desired to bring out, rather the effect of the combination of fuel

and fixed charge costs, instead of actual operating costs, this

assumption is considered to be well taken. On this basis char-

acteristic curves for engine-driven and turbine-driven units are

produced.

It is assumed for purpose of this paper that each plant is of

one unit running 24 hours per day, and on this basis fuel costs

and fixed charges per kw-hour are plotted individually and then

combined. No other costs have been taken into consideration, as

the addition or subtraction of such constant costs as labor, heat

losses, etc., make little or no difference in the characteristics of

the curves until these increases or decreases have assumed a very

large size. It is further assumed that the labor costs for a single

engine-driven unit will be fully as low as for a turbine, and this

assumption has also been made for the maintenance of the re-

spective machines. It is taken also that the extra heat turned

into the feed-water by turbine auxiliaries over those of engine

auxiliaries will offset the greater amount of heat used in the work
of driving the larger turbine auxiliaries.

In making the curve of fuel cost, the price of coal is assumed
at $2 per ton, and the evaporation per pound of coal as "]V2 lbs.

of water. On this basis, 1000 lbs. of water evaporated will cost

\T,y2 cents.

In determining the fixed charges, the following percentages

have been taken for engine-driven units

:

Per Cent

Interest 5

Depreciation 12

Maintenance 1

Taxes 1

Total 19

For the same charges for turbine-driven units the percentages

have been taken :

Per Cent
Interest 5

Depreciation 10

Maintenance 1

Taxes 1

Total 17

In the above tabulation, interest remains standard at 5 per

cent; the maintenance remains the same for both turbine and
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engine, as any good engine unit will not have a higher main-
tenance of itself and its auxiliaries than a turbine with its much
more numerous auxiliaries. In considering depreciation, amorti-

zation has been neglected, and the depreciation deliberately placed

high.

In the present state of the art we can expect to see developed

in the near future prime movers and fluids generators (including

the pieces of apparatus now known as boilers and gas producers)

of such an increased efficiency that it will become necessary, for

many reasons, to abandon our present units within a few years.

We are assured by the makers of turbines that they are still

exploring the field, and most of us have visions of high economy
gas-driven machinery at no distant date. So unsettled are the

conceptions for the fu-

ture of commercial eco-

nomy in power genera-

tion that it cannot be

but wise to place a high

depreciation on our

present machinery.

Competition, local dis-

turbances through mu-
nicipal ownership, agi-

tation and other com-
mercial reasons will de-

mand more than ever

the supersedence of

present-day designs for

new ones of higher effi-

ciency. The exact form
in which "depreciation"

is applied does not mat-
ter, the basic fact re-

mains that machinery
does depreciate, and the

fact is not less true that

the genus "stockholder"

pays the depreciation.

He may do it by default

of dividends, held in a

sinking fund by a care-

ful administration, or by
means of assessments,

of interest on mort-
gages or bonds.

In regard to the first

cost of the machinery
under discussion it has been assumed that with the 500-kw units

the system in use will be 500 volts direct current. It is also as-

sumed that the engine units will have drect-current generators,
and the turbine units alternating-current generators, requiring
converting apparatus. It is further assumed that the engine will

work with saturated steam and that the turbine will use super-
heated steam. We, therefore, assume the following costs for the
engine unit:

Per Kw
Engine and generator $45.00

Condensing apparatus : 4.00

Foundations 3.00

On the same basis we assume that the turbine with saturated
steam would cost as follows

:

Per Kw
Turbine and generator $36.00
Condensing apparatus 6.00

Foundation 1.00

Motor generator apparatus and switchboard 22.00

Engine and generator.

Condensing apparatus

Foundations

Total

On the same basis as the above we have

turbine and generator .

Foundations

Superheater and piping

Total

Per Cent Hating

GRAPHIC COMPARISON OF TUR1UXE AND ENGINE COSTS

total ..03

In order, however, that full operating value from the stand-
point of steam economy may be obtained from the turbine, it is

necessary to install with our boilers some superheaters, and for
this additional cost we should apply $4.25 per kw, making a
grand total for the turbine of $69.25.

In order to show the effect upon the combined kw-hour cost of
having to add converting apparatus, curve "D" in Fig. 1 has
been made, based on a total first cost of $69,25, less $22..

For 1500 kw-units it has been assumed that both the engine-
driven and turbine-driven unit will generate alternating current,
and on this basis there have been assumed the following costs

:

In the case of curves for 1500-kw units, it has been assumed,
without question, that the engine will run with saturated steam
and the turbine with superheated steam.

On the basis of all-sized units, operating alternating current,

the 500-kw turbine makes quite a little better showing of rated

load efficiency against the engine unit than the 1500-kw size of

turbine. The author would, however, suggest that the 1500-kw
unit is probably the one size where conditions of total cost per

kilowatt, fuel and fixed charges come nearest those of the engine.

For all sizes above 1500 kw the combined cost of the turbine unit

draws rapidly away from the engine unit in the direction of

lower cost, and it might be suggested here that if there were any
one spot where engine builders desired particularly to apply re-

finements to their designs in the way of larger cylinder ratios,

rejacketing, reheating and superheating, the 1500-kw size would
undoubtedly prove the most fruitful for them. There is some
question, however, as to whether the increased economies in

steam consumption they might obtain would overcome the in-

creased fixed charge cost due to greater expenditure to obtain

these results.

As stated in the first part of this paper, it is of considerably

greater importance in the immediate present to the station man-
ager to consider how he may obtain the greatest economy from
the units which he has, rather than where he can buy units hav-
ing half a pound better steam consumption than what he has.

If we look at Fig. I, it will be noted that the fuel cost for the

500-kw engine unit is at its lowest point at 90 per cent rating,

while with the turbine unit this best fuel cost comes near to the

120 per cent rating, both with and without superheat. Now, if

we add to this the fixed charges per kw-hour, we see in our
engine unit that the point of maximum economy is moved from

90 per cent rating to 125 per cent rating. Also, in our turbine

units the point of maximum economy, when converting apparatus

is included, is moved up to about 145 per cent rating from 120

per cent. When the converting apparatus fixed charge is not
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included, we find the high point of total economy has dropped
back to around 140 per cent.

From these characteristic curves, therefore, it becomes quite

apparent that we cannot carry out steady loads per unit any too

near 100 per cent rating. It would not, of course, appeal to the

average careful station manager to operate his individual units

at continuous loads above 100 per cent. Consideration has to be

taken of the ability of the generator to stand continuous over-

load, and a margin has also to be provided for suddenly applied

overloads or swings. It would seem, however, that there should

be no valid excuse in a well-managed plant for not maintaining

the loads as near as possible to 100 per cent rating of each in-

dividual machine. It is well known that engine builders have, for

quite a number of years, built their machinery, for point of maxi-
mum economy, nearer to 75 per cent rating than 100 per cent

rating; they assuming that the loads in a station would always

be under, rather than up to or over 100 per cent; and, therefore,

they have put their machinery where it would show up the best

under loads which the average engineer feels he can run. It is

apparent, however, from these curves that the true economy of

the plant is by no means the steam economy of the plant, and it

is also seen that the engine builder, on the basis of steam economy
alone, did not shove his point of best economy far enough back,
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FIG. 2.—GRAPHIC COMPARISON OF TURP.INE AND ENGINE COSTS

after all. On the other hand, it appears that the turbine builder

has not yet reached consideration of this point, and he is build-

ing his turbine for a rating which carries the point of combined
economy to considerably over 100 per cent rating and close to

the point where the total economy begins to fall off sharply, and
the capacity of the machine is being rapidly absorbed. In the

particular instance of the 500-kw units, it would seem that the

engine overload capacity was not too far in excess of its gen-
erator capacity; but in the case of turbine it is apparent that the

size of the turbine for the same size generator should be con-
siderably decreased and means taken to insure, after such de-

crease, that overloads can be readily carried by the machine.
Such changes as those would then bring the point of maximum
total economy back to the place where it is actually possible to

operate the machines under steady loads in the average power
station furnishing current for a street railway.

However, the turbine builder has not supplied us with this

very desirable machine, and it, therefore, becomes necessary for

us to make the best of what we have. It would seem wise to fix

as high as possible the loads at which each individual machine in

the station should operate, and then maintain these loads as con-
tinuously as possible. When variations have to be taken they
should naturally be taken by increasing the load on the machines
already in service, rather than to put in another unit and under-
load it, or all of the units in service. There is a question of re-

liability and safety of service which comes in here, and which
the station manager will, of course, have to settle according to

the character of his load and the number and size of his units.

The foregoing naturally brings up the question of selection of

the size of units in new developments or renewals. The end of

all construction should be the minimum combined cost per kw-
hour of operation, and, therefore, it behoves us in selecting our

new units that we study carefully not only the immediate loads

to be applied, but also the expected future loads. It is to be

suggested that many managers can, with good success, chart their

daily load and fix almost precisely, from day to day, the time

when each unit shall enter upon its work and the load which it

shall carry. The average station engineer has too limited a view,

from reasons of training, to take any initiative of this sort. He
will often require considerable persuasion to get him over the

fear of running his machinery too hard. It is the author's gen-

eral experience, however, that with someone to start such a man
authoritatively along the lines of better economy, that he be-

comes, not only anxious to make a better showing, but his pride

in such showing is very marked.

The general statement which has been made that turbines have

a flatter load curve than engines is decidedly misleading when
considered from the standpoint of total cost per kw-hour. In-

spection of the combined
'e

°ioo

al '°S

no 120 iso mo 150 100 curves on both Figs. 1 and 2

show that at 100 per cent

rating the rate of change in

cost per kw-hour of operat-

ing the turbine is decidedly

greater than for the engine.

It is seen from this curve

that the engine, with its

point of steam economy at

85 per cent or 90 per cent

rating, has at 100 per cent

rating a much flatter curve of

total economy. If we will

inspect curve "D," Fig. 1,

we will see that for an in-

crease in load, from 75 per

cent rating to 100 per cent

rating, the increase in eco-

nomy on the basis of which
this curve is made will be 11

per cent. Of this 11 per

cent gain in total cost the

steam economy gain is only

4.7 per cent, while the fixed

charge gain is 23 per cent, or

four times as much gain as

in steam cost. These per-

centages, of course, will bear

quite some changing under
different conditions, but it

must be borne in mind that

the characteristics of the

curves will remain very gen-

erally the same. Again, as stated in the first part of the paper,

it is not strictly correct to assume that the unit is to run 24
hours a day at a certain load. However, it should be noted that

applying the fixed charges to the unit for the actual number of

hours run each day will increase these fixed charges per kw-
hour, and more than ever increased its effect on the total com-
bined economy, shoving the point of maximum economy still

further up into the overloads. The decreasing of the fixed

charges per kw-hour means, however, an increasing of the steep-

ness of the fixed charge curve below 100 per cent rating, thereby

accentuating from the other standpoint the marked effect upon
total costs which fixed charges have at all ratings below 100 per

cent or thereabouts.

The effect of the increase in the cost of coal, while not affecting

the strict character of the curve of cost per kw-hour, does some-
what flatten out the inclined portions of the curve.

Thus it may be truthfully said that the curves "A," "B," "C,"

and "D" will at all times retain their characteristic forms, and
that being the case, whatever has been shown in this paper as

to relative costs for different percentages of full load is very

closely true. The increase or decrease of either fuel cost or

fixed charge cost changing but very slightly the relation of the

individual fuel and fixed charge curves to the combined curve.

The point has been raised that, after a plant is once installed

the fixed charges do not enter into the economy of operation, and
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that, therefore, the plant should be run at its lowest steam con-

sumption. If, however, it is legitimate and necessary to figure

fixed charges per kw-hour in preliminary estimates, it appears to

the author that they should be considered when the plant is in

operation, for two reasons.

First—The operating reason, that with the load usually car-

ried by operating engineer, full value is not being obtained from

the investment. A monthly report which shows fixed charges per

kw-hour generated should be of immense value to the operating

superintendent in determining whether his plant is receiving the

particular- and discriminating attention which such a large invest-

ment warrants.

Second—The investment reason, that a machine which has the

lowest combined cost per kw-hour at the individual loading that

is carried, is the most desirable to continue in the installation.

Manifestly a machine which has a combined kw-hour cost lowest

at 100 per cent rating is better than one having its lowest cost at

140 per cent rating. The first machine will probably have smaller

steam end for the same generator than the second unit. . By
adding automatic overload devices, costing little money, to the

first machine it can be made to operate up to the full overload

capacity of the generator in taking care of peaks of short dura-

tion.

The author would point out that this is not a consideration of

station load factors, but rather a consideration of the economy in

operation of individual units, and also economy in their selec-

tion as affected by type and design.

In conclusion, the author would additionally point out that the

gains indicated herein for turbine and engines are, to a greater

or less extent, true for all other station apparatus, and perhaps

no more true than in the case of boilers whose load and operation

seem equally as far buried under misapprehension as are the

generating units.

Fig. 3 shows the operating characteristics of the above referred

to car with various distances between stops.

The abscissae are distances in feet between stops, the ordinates

ECONOMY IN CAR EQUIPMENT, WEIGHTS AND SCHEDULES

BY E. H. ANDERSON,
Schenectady, N. Y.

The intent of this paper is to deal with the dynamic features

of car service and its relation or effect on the cost of that service.

It is not to be expected that the values given apply accurately to

all or any railway system, but serve to illustrate the effect of the

dynamic on the economic.

By close examination into the service it may be possible to

rearrange the equipment, speed and size of cars, actually to give

to the public a greater schedule speed at a decreased cost per

car or passenger mile. Since the real profit depends upon a small

portion of the difference between operating cost and money taken

in, it is worth while to closely investigate to see if a small saving

cannot be accomplished and thereby largely increase the real profit.

Fig. 1 shows, in the usual form, the characteristics of a standard

40-hp railway motor. The gear is such as used on city service

cars. The rating of the motor is 72 amps. In starting the car

usually this rating of 72 amps, taken per motor, giving a tractive

effort of approximately 1400 lbs. Assuming an 18-ton single-track

car, loaded and equipped with two of these motors, the tractive

effort per ton will be 156 lbs., deducting friction, say of 20 lbs.,

gives an accelerating force of 136 lbs. per ton, equivalent to 1.5

m. p. h. per second increase in speed.

Theoretically, the above rate of acceleration is continued by

various connections of controller until the full voltage is applied

on the motors, the speed of car at that time being 10.25 m. p. h.

The motors then accelerate on the automatic characteristic of the

motor, and the speed increasing and the tractive effort decreasing,

until the tractive effort is sufficient to overcome only the friction

of the car, the car then continuing at this speed until power is

shut off or brakes applied. This maximum speed will occur when
the tractive effort, assuming friction 30 lbs. per ton is 180 lbs. per

motor. By reference to Fig. 1 it will be seen that the speed at this

tractive effort is approximately 20 m. p. h. on 500 volts applied to

the motors.

Fig. 2 shows, pictorially, the speed and energy operation of an

18-ton car equipped with motors having the characteristics as

shown in Fig. I.

The abscissas are times in seconds, and the ordinates speed

in m. p. h. and kilowatt input of car. It is evident that the area

enclosed by the speed-time curve is the distance traveled by the

car, similarly the area of the kilowatt-time curve is the energy

taken to propel the car over the particular distance in the par-

ticular time.
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being m. p. h. schedule speed, watt-hours per ton-mile and average
input per ton.

By reference to Fig. 3

:

S00 FT. BETWEEN STOPS
Schedule speed, miles per hour 10.4

Watt-hours per ton-mile 131

Average kilowatt input per ton 1.35
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FIG. 2.—SPEED TIME CURVE OF 1S-TON CAR

2000 FT. BETWEEN STOPS
Schedule speed, miles per hour 15

Watt-hours per ton-mile 8S

Average kilowatt input per ton 1.33

4000 FT. BETWEEN STOPS
Schedule speed, miles per hour 18.2

Watt-hour per ton-mile 6S

Average kilowatt input per ton 1.25

The above shows the actual decrease in watt-hours per ton-mile

and increase in schedule speed as the distances between stops are

greater. The point to which attention is directed is that with a

great variation in the distance between stops, the average input
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per ton is constant. Thus on long-distance runs the cost of power
per car mile is reduced in the same proportion as the schedule

speed is increased.

In all the foregoing a normal acceleration of 1.5 m. p. h. per

DISTANCE IN EEEi

FIG. 3.-OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS

second was used, and the speed characteristic as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 shows the energy and power for a constant schedule over

a constant distance of 1000 ft., the variation being in pounds per

ton acceleration. At 70 lbs. per ton acceleration the horse-power
rating of motors per ton of car is 2.7, and the energy 102 watt-

hours per ton mile. At 150 lbs. acceleration, the horse-power
rating of motors per ton of car is 3.4, energy 85 watt-hours per

ton mile. At 200 lbs. per ton acceleration, power 4.1, energy 83.

There is a saving in energy from 102 to 83 watt-hours per ton

mile by changing from 2.7 to 3.4 hp per ton.

By reference to Fig. 4 it will be seen that higher rates of ac-

celeration than 150 lbs. increase the horse-power rating of the

equipment without really making any substantial decrease in

energy required. At an acceleration of 100 lbs., while the size of

the equipment may be decreased some, there is a material increase

in the energy required to operate the car.

power of motors is 3.25 hp per ton, energy 94 watt-hours per ton

mile. Making 12 m. p. h. schedule, the power is 6.7 rip per ton,

energy 135 watt-hours per ton mile.

By inspection of Fig. 5 it will be seen that the power and
energy increase at an enormous rate

between a schedule speed at 12 and
13 m. p. h., and becomes very large

as you approach the limit of physical

possibility.

Fig. 6 shows the effect of acceler-

ating at 100 lbs. per ton, as com-
pared to the acceleration of 150 lbs.

per ton.

By examination of the^ curves it

will be seen that the energy input

per ton is smaller, and the schedule

speed higher with the acceleration

of 150 lbs. per ton. The equipment,
car weight and conditions are iden-

tical in every respect, and while th'e

difference may seem small at first,

it is well worth serious consider-

ation.

With 800 ft. between stops, the

schedule is 5 per cent greater and
the energy 1 per cent or 2 per cent

less with the acceleration of 150 lbs.

per ton, thus for the same ton miles

there is a reduction of approximately

6 per cent in energy, cost and wages
of motormen and conductor (plat-

form cost), which in large systems

is a very considerable item. The
difference in favor of the 150 lbs. per
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Fig. 5 shows the horse-power per ton and the energy required
to make various schedule speeds over a definite distance. Making
8 m. p. h. schedule, the power is 1.8 hp per ton, and the energy
72 watt-hours per ton mile. Making 10 m. p. h. schedule, the

ton acceleration becomes a greater per cent as the service is

more and more congested, and the distance between stops less and
less. Besides the saving indicated, a comparison of rates of ac-

celeration points strongly to the kind of equipment to be desired.
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Due to ordinary street conditions, the coefficient of traction is

much reduced as compared to the clean, dry rail. It has been
found that single motors on single-truck cars or double motors
on double-truck cars are greatly hampered on small grades, and
well nigh inoperative at times, due to the low coefficient of trac-

tion caused by slimy or snowy condition of track, the proper
equipment is where every rolling point is a pulling point. Where
all the track is on a private right of way, and the rails can ex-
tend above the surface of the ground so as to be kept clean, and
grades are small, such as steam railway conditions, half of the

rolling points equipped as pulling points ^
will be undoubtedly sufficient.

Fig. 7 shows the effect of different speed
equipment on the schedule speed and cost

per car mile. The schedule speeds are net,

including 10-sccond stops. The cost pet-

car mile is based upon energy at 1.5 per

kilowatt-hour, 50 cents per hour platform

labor, and $500 per car fixed charges.

This latter is approximately 10 per cent ^
of the investment in the car. The costs ^
which go directly as car miles have been ^
neglected, as they do not seriously affect

^
the differences between the cost per car ^
mile for the various conditions. The car $
has been assumed to be in service 12 hours
per day for 350 days per year.

£
It is not to be expected that these curves §

apply to all or any one case, but serve to ^

give a picture of the relations between cost
per mile and schedule speed, with the dif-

ferent speed equipment and different dis-

tances between stops.

By inspection of the curves it will be
seen that the cost per car mile of the

equipment for the maximum speed of 20

m. p. h. is the same at 1600 ft. between
stops as the equipment, which has a max-
imum speed of 24 m. p. h. The schedule

m. p. h., while the schedule speed is decidedly higher. It will

depend upon the distance between stops, cost of energy and fixed

charges, just what speed equipment will give the least possible
cost per car mile, by a little study and the facts in hand the
proper speed equipment can be arrived at with considerable degree
of accuracy.

By closely examining a composite service of city and inter-

urban running it is also possible to determine closely the proper
speed .equipment for the combination service which will have the
least cost per car mile.
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speed, however, is 7 or 8 per cent higher with the higher speed
equipment. At 2800 ft. between stops, the cost per car mile is

the same for the equipment, having a maximum speed of 20
m. p. h. and 28 m. p. h., whereas the schedule speed is 18 per
cent higher with the higher speed equipment.
Examining Fig. 7, at short distances between stops, it will be

seen that the slightly greater schedule of the higher speed equip-
ment is maintained at an increase of expense per car mile. Evi-
dently the better equipment is the one with the slower maximum
speed, and as has been seen in Fig. 6, the one of greater acceler-
ating power. Examining Fig. 7, at 4000 ft. between stops, the cost
per car mile is least with the maximum speed equipment at 28

Considering the curves
in Fig. 7, it will be seen
that the cost per car mile
for short runs is high,
whereas for long runs be-
tween stops the cost per
car mile is very much
lower.

Should the earnings per
seat mile be approximately
the same for the interurban
car as for the city car, the
interurban railway should
pay handsome dividends,
whereas the city system will

struggle for life.

Should the power cost be
greater than that which I

have assumed, the cost
curves will be higher and
cross at a greater distance
between stops. Should the
fixed charges, such as plat-

form labor, interest, depre-
ciation and taxes on cars
and car houses, be greater,

the cost per car mile will

be higher, and the curves
of cost will cross each
other at a shorter distance

between stops, thus making the higher speed equipment more
necessary for the longer runs. While the above facts are in ac-
cord with the common sense and experience, it is gratifying to
see the conclusion can be expressed in mathematical form.
For smaller cars the energy is smaller and the fixed charges

the same, thus the cost per car mile will be lower for the smaller
car, but much higher per seat mile, the proper speed for the
smaller cars should then be high. Conversely, where the car is

large the economic speed will be lower.

The above illustrates strongly that the largest car which can
be run, and the proper frequency of cars maintained, will give
the least cost per seat or passenger mile.

//oo /200 /JOG /400
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE OF ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

ON MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Presented by WILLIAM PESTELL (Chair

W. D. WRIGHT
i), J. S. DOYLE and

There are various systems and methods provided for the main-
tenance and inspection of electrical equipments throughout the

country, all of which are designed with a view of meeting local

conditions. One of these was treated at great length in an able

paper at our St. Louis Convention by Mr. John Lindall, superin-

tendent motive power and machinery, Boston Elevated Railway
Company, Boston, Mass.
The reliability of operation and economy in maintenance of

electrical equipments are dependent primarihy upon the selection

of apparatus to meet the conditions of service, to some extent
upon the methods of installation, and particularly upon the system
of maintenance and inspection. The engineering staff of the Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Company has been selected with the

greatest possible care, and no expense or labor has been avoided
by them in the selection of the most efficient apparatus for this

extremely severe service. This company is to be credited with
taking the initiative with respect to reducing fire risks on elec-

trically equipped cars, both in semi-fireproofing the wooden type

through the use of composite asbestos, and also in providing an
all-steel type of car. This latter is original and a decided step

in the advancement of the- art.

The next in order as bearing upon the maintenance and inspec-

tion of electrical equipments is the method in which the various

apparatus constituting the equipment is placed upon the cars. It

is not unusual, even at this late date, to find railway companies
disregarding the proper installation of equipments, although some
of the companies, we are glad to say, have become alive to the

importance of this feature of operation and are doing very credit-

able work.

The installation of equipments on the Interborough Company's
cars has been completely designed by its engineering staff and
applied from working drawings, which is, we believe, an innova-
tion in the method of performing such work, for usually this

feature is left to the discretion of the shop foreman. As a result

a great deal of study was devoted to all the details of car equip-

ment, and the apparatus was applied in a most approved me-
chanical fashion, an absolute standard being maintained. This
has proved economical both in the cost of installation and of

maintenance.

The methods employed in the maintenance and inspection of
electrical equipment of this company were, in the beginning,
similar in many respects to other systems of the kind, but have
been altered from time to time for the purpose of introducing
economies and increasing the reliability of the service, for the

latter, as many of you are aware, is vitally important in the greatly

congested districts of the metropolis. Formerly the car equip-

ments were inspected on a three and one-half to four-day period,

and the general repairs and overhauling were conducted within a

period of from twelve to fourteen months, without any regard in

either case to the amount of work performed by individual cars.

The first improvement was accomplished by introducing a

merit system between the shop forces, which reduced the cost

of labor 31.7 per cent on the Manhattan division, and 29 per cent
on the Subway division, and also had a material effect upon
improving the reliability of service. This system provides for

an itemized comparison of the cost of labor and material between
the five inspection shops each month, together with a bulletin

showing the number and character of delays to service, from all

of which the ability of the various foremen and inspection forces

is determined. The object of this is constantly to maintain an
efficient inspection force, which is, as all of you are aware, rather

difficult, but we are glad to state that this scheme has been un-
usually successful. The most competent foremen receive an
increase in salary, and the incompetents are either reduced in rank
or dismissed from the service of the company.
The greatest publicity is given to these monthly recapitulations,

so that all the officers of the company and minor foremen of the

department are informed as to the relative merits or demerits of
each inspection shop force, and it has thus been found that the

old-fashioned methods in vogue of foremen taking it easy after

appointment quickly disappear, and instead the foremen are "on
the job" constantly, so to speak. We find also that they are

unusually well posted on the expenditures of their department,

which is rather unusual, and also that they are greatly interested

in the reliability of the train service.

As a further step in maintaining an efficient inspection organiza-

tion, a simple system was devised which provides for recording

the name of each employee responsible for each item of work, thus

impressing him with his share of responsibility and enabling the

foreman to maintain a constant check on his men.
There is not much to be said of the old method of general

repairs except that accurate monthly records are kept, showing
comparisons between similar classes of work performed on various

cars which enable the foremen to appreciate the value of expendi-

tures for both labor and material and to avoid exceeding pre-

determined amounts.

The improvements since introduced were the placing of both

the inspection and overhauling of equipments on a mileage or

measurable basis, which, so far, we are glad to state, has given

very gratifying results. The accompanying table shows that the

old method was, as stated, to inspect the cars every three and one-

half to four days, which, upon investigation, we found gave an

average of 450 miles per car. Through a series of experiments it

was found that this mileage could be increased to 1000 miles with-

out affecting the reliability of service, which reduced the volume
of inspection work more than 50 per cent, and the amount of

expenditure 21.5 per cent on the Manhattan division and 31.9

per cent on the Subway division.

The average mileage of general repair cars in service during

a period from twelve to fourteen months under the old system

was found to be 53,000 miles, the maximum 90,000 miles, and the

minimum 35,000 miles, from which it was decided to adopt an
average of 65,000 miles between general repairs as an experiment,

thus making a reduction of 18 per cent in the expenditure for this

purpose.

To reduce the maximum and increase the minimum mileage

of general repair cars, and thus equalize the length of time in

service between general repairs, a system was provided for re-

adjusting the cars on the train schedule each month.
The inspection mileage of car equipments is kept without addi-

tional 'expenditure by the train clerks of the transportation de-

partment, and the general repair mileage is obtained from the

mileage department.

The items of oiling motors, journals, compressors, etc., to-

gether with the wear of carbons, brake-shoes and other parts,

are based on mileage comparison, and it has been found, for

instance, that the former methods of oiling journals and motor
axle bearings each month at from 3000 to 4000 miles could be

extended to 10,000 miles with satisfactory results.

There is maintained at all times a complete record of failures

of all apparatus, and if it is found that any failure reaches an

abnormal state, such failures are capitalized, and the necessary

expenditures made for corrections in design, or the purchase of

new apparatus, which is not only a step in the direction of main-
taining the most efficient service, but has also proven the most
economical method.

In addition to these alterations, we are at present experiment-

ing with a piece-work system for the purpose of providing a

means of increasing the employees' wages, thus obtaining a better

class of men, and also to effect further economies. So far this

has proven very satisfactory, for the amounts paid the employees

affected have increased an average of 10 per cent, while the cost

of the work has been reduced 26 per cent

SUMMARY OF INSPECTION WORK
Reduction

Mileage 3%-Day in Volume
Daily Average Cars Inspected System System of Work,

Per Cent

Motor cars, Manhattan 121 232 47.8

Trailer cars, Manhattan 47 135 65.2

Motor cars, subway '. 53 110 51.8

Trailer cars, subway 29 82 64.6

Av. Mileage Between Inspections Mileage,

Per Cent

Motor cars, Manhattan 967.57 484.47 97.6

Trailer cars, Manhattan 1,422.44 450.14 216.0

Motor cars, subway 1,014.14 419.04 142.0

Trailer cars, subway 1,459.30 380.67 282.3

Increase of

Av. Days Out Between Inspections Time in Service,

Per Cent

Motor cars, Manhattan 6.99 3.5 99.7

Trailer cars, Manhattan 11.06 3.5 216.0

Motor cars, subway 7.26 3.0 142.0

Trailer cars, subway 11.50 3.0 283.0
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Increase of

Av. Max. Days Between Inspections Ti me in Service,

Per Cent

15.17 8.0 89.6

19.00 8.0 137.5

12.38 5.0 147.6

Trailer cars, subway 15.83 5.0 216.6

REPORT OF THE ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION'S COM-

MITTEE ON STANDARDIZATION

BY H. WALLERSTEDT, Chairman; H. A. BENEDICT, W. H. EVANS,
H. B. FLEMING, J. M. LARNED, F. H. LINCOLN,

PAUL WINSOR

The utter lack of standardization of materials was forcibly

brought to light in the tabulation of the answers to questions sub-

mitted by the committee on maintenance and inspection of elec-

trical equipment in the course of its investigations during the

year 1905. The immediate result was the appointment of a

committee on standardization at the Philadelphia convention.

Because of the great amount of ground it will be necessary to

cover ultimately, the committee decided at the beginning of its

work that the immediate investigation should be limited to those

questions which have appeared to the committee as being of the

greatest importance and most in need of early adjustment. It

was further considered wise to confine the investigations to such

parts and dimensions of the particular equipment under consider-

ation as would make it interchangeable, leaving to the individual

worker and seeker after improvement as wide a field of opera-

tion as circumstances will permit.

The committee has also deemed it advisable to avoid designs

involving patents, and, for the present at least, no attention will

be given to the chemical analysis of the material contained in

the parts to be standardized.

After a careful consideration of the subject, it was decided to

confine the work of the year to the standardization of brake-

shoes, flange and tread of wheels, rails and journals and journal

boxes. It will be observed that these parts are more or less de-

pendent upon (and bear a certain relation to) each other. As
preliminary steps toward standardization, it has been considered

necessary to prepare data sheets for the purpose of collecting

such data and drawings as would enable the committee to base its

future recommendations upon the experience and practice of the

various street and interurban railways. Copies of these data

sheets, together with copies of the circular letters which accom-

panied them, will be found in the appendix which forms a part of

this report.

Considerable thought and time have been given to the prepa-

ration of these data sheets, and it has been the endeavor of the

committee to ask for only such information as would bear directly

upon the subject under consideration.

It is gratifying to be able to report that many manufacturers

have shown a great deal of interest in the work set before the

committee, and that they have given very material aid by the

sending of their representatives to our conferences in New York
City. The correspondence pertaining to this work, which has

been very large, and the printing and distribution of the data

sheets and circular letters have been carried out through the

New York office of the American Street and Interurban Railway
Association, and we feel greatly indebted to its secretary for the

interest he has shown in these matters. The data sheets and
circular letters have been sent in duplicate to over 800 street and
interurban railway companies to be filled out and returned with

accompanying drawings and sketches. A considerable number
of the data sheets on brake-shoes and flange and tread of wheels
has been filled out and returned with sketches and suggestions

as to proposed standards. The replies indicate that the managers
and engineers of the railway companies realize the importance
of the work, and that they have given considerable time and
thought to the preparation of their answers to the various ques-

tions asked. A number of the data sheets relating to rails and
journals and journal boxes, together with accompanying draw-
ings and sketches, has also been received at the secretary's office ;

although it was not practicable for the committee to issue these

data sheets before the middle of September.

The information obtained by means of these various data sheets

must be carefully collated and summarized, in order to make it

practicable for the committee to make proper use of the same.
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The drawings and sketches must also be studied, and new ones

made up which embody the recommendations of the various

companies. This means a large amount of detail work on the

subjects now under investigation, which must necessarily de-

volve upon your standardization committee during the coming

years. It therefore does not appear to the committee to be ad-

visable for the association to undertake much new work in the

line of standardization of equipment at the present time. How-
ever, it would be well to begin the investigation of the standard-

ization of some few additional parts of electric railway equipment

in order that the work of the committee may be continuous and

uninterrupted. It is expected that the standardization of motor

parts will be added to the work of the standardization com-

mittee for the coming year.

It is our desire to emphasize the necessity of standardization of

equipment. Some street and interurban railways have already

made sincere efforts to standardize certain parts of their equip-

ment, parts that would be standard so far as these particular

companies are concerned, but no joint effort has heretofore been

made in this direction. Owing to extensions and consolidations

which are constantly taking place in the various electric railway

systems, an interchange, of cars and equipment will ultimately

become necessary, and it is the hope of the committee that the

companies which have not already returned the data sheets will

give them prompt and careful consideration.

In its report the committee appended copies of the various cir-

cular letters and data sheets which were sent out to the electric

railway companies of the country during the past year.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON CONTROL APPARATUS

PRESENTED BY J. S. DOYLE

The question of multiple-unit control was exhaustively treated

at our last convention in a paper presented by Hugh Hazelton,

and it is gratifying to note that the use of multiple-unit control

apparatus for heavy service has increased during the year so

that its use for new equipments has become the rule rather than

the exception.

Both the General Electric and Westinghouse companies have

continued to develop this type of apparatus in the respect of

reducing the weight and number of parts, and also increasing the

pressure between the contact points of the switches. This latter

development may be said to be the greatest improvement accom-

plished.

The committee noted at the last convention that the greatest

amount of interest was shown in the standard street car control

problem, and Messrs. Olds and Adams made the statement that

they had followed suggestions of previous conventions and were

then installing equipments with contactors located beneath the

car, which was for the purpose of obviating the platform cylin-

drical control failures that have been so generally complained

of in the past. This particular type of control has been in serv-

ice some time now, and the committee expects an interesting

report from these gentlemen.

A number of the members of this association were very

strongly of the opinion that the multiple-unit type of control of

standard street car service could not be reduced sufficiently in

size to permit of installation in the limited space afforded by the

ordinary car, but the committee is pleased to state that both

manufacturing companies have been working with this end in

view, and have succeeded in reducing this control equipment so

that it can now be installed on the standard street car.

The great efficiency of the larger types of multiple-unit con-

trol also obtains in the smaller sizes, so that this apparatus should

be a great improvement over the present practice.

Progress has been made by each of the manufacturing com-
panies on control apparatus for heavy railway locomotive work.

Single switches having a capacity of from 1000 to 2000 amperes

have been developed, but inasmuch as these locomotives have not

as yet been placed in regular service this subject shall have to be

deferred until the next meeting, at which time the control com-
mittee hope to have a more extensive subject to work upon.

QUESTION BOX OF THE ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION

Q. 1. Where feeder wires are partly underground and partly overhead

(same circuit) have you experienced much trouble from lightning injuring;

underground cables, and how do you arrange lightning arrests?

Place lightning arresters at each end of the cable, that is, one at

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.
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the station and one at terminal end; then install lightning ar-

resters on the line every 500 ft.

O. 2. What do you find to be the most reliable lightning protection for

stations on 550-volt d. c. service, also on 11,000-volt transmission lines?

(1) For 550-volt d. c. stations a lightning arrester at the station

on each feeder, and one on each machine gives good protection,*

provided the line is also properly taken care of with arresters

spaced from 500 to 1000 ft. apart.

(2) A water resistance thrown in at the station whenever a

storm is approaching is a good protection.

O.3. What advantage has the six-bolt splice-bar over the four-bolt?

(1) On the modern and approved type of rails now generally in

use with the improved types of joints on the market, we do

not think that a six-bolt splice-bar or joint has any advantages

whatever.

(2) Fifty per cent more strength to resist strain in every di-

rection.

Q. 4. What is the best spacing for interurban trolley poles?

(a) This depends somewhat on the type of overhead to be con-

structed, for the ordinary d. c. trolley lines with No. "OO" or

No. "OOO" wire from 100 to 110 ft., seems to give entire satis-

faction.

(b) Poles should be spaced on interurban lines 100 ft. apart on

straight lines and 50 ft. on curves.

O. 5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of bracket arm, or

center-pole construction and suspension, as against side-pole construction

on interurban lines

Bracket line is cheaper construction, if properly built, and poles

more perpendicularly for carrying transmission lines. Side con-

struction is not so rigid.

O. 6. What do you consider is the proper height for trolley wire above

the rail?

(1) I consider the proper height for trolley wire above the rail

at 20 ft. or 22 ft. maximum, and not less than 16 ft. under any

condition.

(2) Eighteen feet on straight line, increased to the height re-

quired by law over railway crossings.

(3) An average height of 19 ft. 6 ins. gives good results.

Q. 7. On lines where speeds do not exceed 25 m. p. h., should the trolley

wire be kept as tight as it can be with safety, or should it be somewhat

slack? Which condition will give the wire the longest lift?

(1) Do not think it advisable to keep the trolley wire too tight

under any conditions.

(2) On lines where speed does not exceed 25 m. p. h. the trolley

wire should be kept as tight as safety will permit. Tight wire

gives longest life.

O. 8. What is the proper tension for trolley poles with 4-in., 5-in. and

G in. trolley wheels, giving length of pole?

(1) 25 to 40 lbs. with 14- ft. poles.

(2) 16 to 19 lbs. with 4-in. wheel and 13-ft. pole, including

wheel; 19 to 22 lbs. with 5-in. wheel and 13-ft. pole, including

wheel ; 22 to 25 lbs. with 6-in. wheel and 13-ft. pole, including

wheel.

(3) The tension of trolley poles should be about 25 lbs. against

the wire with poles 12 ft. long on interurban cars; for city cars,

18 lbs. against the wire, with poles 13 ft. 6 ins. long is sufficient.

Q. 9. What diameter and weight of trolley wheels are best for use on

cars in strictly city service?

(1) 5-in. to 6-in., weight from 3 to 4V2 lbs.

(2) A 5-in. wheel weighing about 2i/\ lbs.

Q. 10. What diameter and weight of trolley wheels are best for use in

interurban service?

Six-inch, weight about 4^2 lbs.

For speeds up to 35* m. p. h. maximum, a 5-in. wheel 2% lbs.

For speeds above 35 m. p. h.,, a 6-in. wheel 3^4 lbs.

Q. 11. What mileage is obtained from trolley-wheel bushings?

(Combined answers for 11 and 12).

(1) Average about 4000 miles on city for four-motor equip-

ments, with J^-in. bushing, 1 9/16 ins. in length.

Q.12. State the diameter and length of trolley-wheel bushing used?

(2) Average about 4500 miles on 4-in. wheel for V2 -\n. x i~/£-in.

bushing. Average for 5-in. wheel with 5^-in. x i lA-m. bushing,

6500 miles.

Q. 13. What is the maximum grade on any interurban line?

The maximum grades on our interurban lines outside the city

are 3 per cent; inside the city 6 per cent.

Q. 14. What weight of rail has been found best adapted for and most

economical on interurban lines?

Q. 15. Is an SO-lb. A. S. C. E. section of T-rail sufficiently heavy for

present and prospective interurban traffic.

(Combined answer for 14 and 15).

(1) This is in course of evolution. We have adopted an 80-lb.

A. S. C. E section of T-rail, and believe it the best for our

conditions.

(2) Depends entirely on rolling stock. For most modern cars

100-lb. rail is none too heavy.

(3) Eighty-pound A. S. C. E. section is all right for cars weigh-

ing up to 25 tons.

(4) In this vicinity 80-lb. A. S. C. E. section of T-rail has been

found most satisfactory for interurban lines.

(5) Eighty-pound A. S. C. E. section of T-rail is considered

sufficiently heavy for present prospective interurban traffic.

Q. 16. What is the cause of corrugated rail on street railway tracks?

What measures can be taken for its prevention? What remedy can be ap-

plied to rails which are already corrugated?

A comprehensive answer to any of the three parts of this ques-

tion is impossible, and this is a subject on which a special com-
mittee might well labor for some time to come.

(J. 17. Is there any paint or other preparation to be applied to ties or

poles to prolong their life? What does it cost?

Mr. Alderman's paper on "Ties, Poles and Posts" will probably

contain a thorough answer to this question.

Q. 18. What is the best type of paving block to use against T-rail in

paved city streets?

(1) We use a square granite block from 8 to 12 ins. in length,

and find that if care is used in laying such blocks and the abutting

pavement no trouble is experienced. In brick pavement the plain

brick is all that is required. A grooved block or brick is not

necessary unless the ball of the rail is unusually deep.

(2) Brick molded to proper shape where traffic is not too

heavy. On streets where traffic is heavy and likely to follow the

rails no pavement will stand. Other rail sections should be used.

Q. 19. What is the most approved method of placing and surfacing steel

tie construction and of excavating for concrete stringer and floor? Give

detail dimensions?

Q. 20. What is the most approved method of concreting for steel tie

construction and brick paving? Give details of concrete stringers and

floors.

Q. 21. Give spacing of ties and tie-rods with reference to each other and

the rail joints?

Q. 22. What is a good rule of thumb for proper curve elevation on an

interurban railway?

Q. 23. Would the use of metal tie-plates tend to lessen the electrolysis

betwen rail-base and spike-head?

Where this electrolysis exists I believe a tie-plate would only

serve to accentuate it; proper bonding is the best remedy.

O. 24. How many miles of interurban track can or should be maintained

per trackmen employed?

The general practice on interurban roads has been to maintain

too few men for this work. The writer's opinion is that one man
to 2V2 miles is nearly right.

Q. 25. What is the most advantageous width for rights of way for in-

terurban lines?

(1) Unless the country traversed is unusually flat and level,

100 ft. is advisable, as it provides for all ordinary contingencies

except particularly deep cuts or fills.

(2) A right of way 60 ft. wide is sufficient for most conditions.

(3) Interurban lines should have right of way 50 ft. wide.

O. 26. Which do you find cheaper in eliminating weeds from private

right of way, chemicals or manual labor? If chemicals, what formula and

method of applying can be used?

(1) Believe that a process of burning with a gasoline burner

can be perfected which would be most efficacious.

(2) The use of chemicals is much cheaper than manual labor.

There are several arsenic compounds upon the market for this

purpose. They may be applied from a sprinkling car made of

wood by using brass piping and valves.

Q. 27. What per cent depreciation is there in the soldered type rail bond
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after a period of five years on exposed or unexposed track? Do you consider

soldered bonds equal to compressed bonds?

Q. 28. What is the cost per cubic foot for the constructioin of a modern

car bouse? State the type of construction: and general features.

(1) An extensive car house and shop combined, built with brick

walls, steel truss, monitor roof, which is covered with slate, not

fireproof and without sprinklers, cost 5.8 cents per cubic foot.

(2) A car house built of reinforced concrete throughout, having

roof supported on columns, all of reinforced concrete, equipped

with sprinkler system, including aisle sprinklers, metal sash and

wire glass, making a fireproof building, cost 7 cents per cubic foot.

O. 29. In a car house, what is the best distance between track centers

for a system of between 300 miles and 400 miles of track, and operating

from 500 to 800 cars?

(1) Track centers io ft. 6 ins. can be used to advantage where

the cars do not exceed 8 ft. 2 ins. over posts. Increase this if you

can afford it.

(2) Car houses should be built with tracks 15 ft. center.

Q. 30. What is the most practical design for pits to be used in operating

car houses?

(1) In a car house where inspection of cars is a large item, the

pits arranged with depressed aisles are desirable. By using a deep

girder rail the same may be supported upon I-beams or columns

every 10 ft. The aisle should be depressed 18 ins. below the head

of the rail.

(2) Sidewalks to be formed of concrete, using wide base rails

anchored to walks or plates riveted to base of rails used to give

bearing. Pits to be connected in pairs by passage ways. Drops

for wheels should be placed on one or more pits.

(3) The most practical design for pits in an operating car

house are those where the tracks set on concrete pillars, leaving

the entire space underneath the tracks open. This is an economical

construction, and gives plenty of space for ventilation between

different pits, and by setting the girder rails in the concrete pedes-

tals a rigid track construction is obtained. Between the tracks

can be floored with TA-'m, openings between the planks. This will

be found a considerable better construction than the usual mode
of making a continuous pit for each track.

Q. 31. What proportion of the total trackage in the house should be

devoted to pits?

(1) About 20 per cent of the trackage should have pits.

(2) I would consider that the smaller car houses should have

pits under all the tracks, and for larger houses 50 per cent of the

tracks should be pits, arranged so that the cars pull over the pit

end of the tracks upon coming into the house.

Q. 32. What is the mileage obtained upon armature bearings for the

various types of motors?

(1) With oil lubrication packed with wool waste about 50,000

miles; oil lubrication with wick-feed oil cups about 25,000 miles.

(2) Average mileage of armature bearings for Westinghouse

49 motors, 26,926 miles. Average mileage of armature bearings

for Westinghouse 56 motors, 30,381 miles. Average mileage of

armature bearings for Westinghouse 3 motors, 19,075 miles.

Average mileage of armature bearings for Westinghouse 12A
motors, 23,394 miles. Average mileage of armature bearings for

G. E. 800 motors, 17,998 miles. Average mileage of armature

bearings for G. E. 1000 motors, 27,321 miles.

Q. 33. In case babbitt is used, what is the formula of same?

(1) In making babbitt metal for armature bearings for various

types of motors the following formula will be found to be quite

satisfactory: Tin, 82 per cent; antimony, 10 per cent; copper,

8 per cent.

The copper should be added after the other mixture is thor-

oughly melted. As a simple shop test for testing babbitt metals

of various makes to insure uniformity in the metal and also to

determine approximately the material of which it is composed, a

simple drop test will be found to be of advantage. This should

be arranged with a drop of a known weight falling a certain dis-

tance, and a record kept of the number of blows required to

break a bar of the metal of various compositions.

(2) Babbitt formula: Tin, 64.5 per cent; antimony, 9.5 per

cent; copper, 2.0 per cent; lead, 24.0 per cent.

Q. 34. What is the average of oil lubricated motor bearings on interurban

cars equipped with four 50-hp, four 75-hp or four 100-hp motors?

With four 65-hp motors we obtain an average of 60,000 miles.

Q. 35. Have any oil cups been found to be entirely satisfactory to replace

cups on motors not designed for oil?

(1) While it cannot be said that oil cups have been found to be

entirely satisfactory to replace cups in motors not designed for oil

cups, oil cups are a very great improvement over the original

mode of lubrication, and, if given proper attention (as required),

periodical cleanings, a very much more satisfactory result will be

obtained. A lubrication by wool waste packing and oil placed

in the oil cups not designed for oil will be found to be consider-

ably more satisfactory than the lubrication originally designed

for these motors.

(2) Yes.

Q. 36. What is the best method of grinding a rotary engine's air valve?

We arranged an old hand drill to accomplish this work, this

drill had an automatic feed wheel at the top, operated by a

lever and dog, which engaged in the teeth on the feed wheel, the

lever being operated by an eccentric on the driving shaft.

The main spindle of the drill was extended through to where
the feed wheel was, and in place of the feed wheel an arrangement

was made to hold the valve with its face up, the valve seat was
then placed on top of the valve and attached by springs to the

lever operated by the eccentric.

The operation is as follows : The machine is driven slowly by a

small belt and pulley, which was substituted for the hand power
arrangement ; as the main spindle revolves the valve is rotated,

and the valve seat, resting by its own weight upon it, is moved
from side to side by the motion of the arm; by the application of

powdered emery and oil the grinding is carried on.

Q. 37. What is the life and cost (per 1000 wheel-miles) of cast-iron wheels,

including grinding?

(1) On four-motor equipments, city service cast-iron wheels

average 40,000 miles.

(2) The life of cast-iron wheels in city service should be about

40,000 miles, and the cost per 1000 miles about 70 cents.

O. 38. What is the life and cost (per 1000 wheel-miles) of rolled steel

wheels?

(i) The life of rolled steel wheels should be at least 120,000

miles.

Q. 39. What is the life and cost (per 1000 wheel-miles) of steel-tired

wheels, cost based on cost of tires only? State average number of turnings,

cost of same and mileage for each turning?

Q. 40. What are the advantages and disadvantages claimed for the rolled,

forged and steel-tired wheels?

Q. 41. What average mileage is obtained for each in city and suburban

service for 1-16-in. reduction in diameter?

O. 42. What kind of center for steel-tired wheels are best for use under

city cars?

O. 43. Do hard brake-shoes wear out the tread of the wheel faster than a

softer shoe on a surface road?

No.

Q. 44. What is the best design of interurban brake hangers and hanging

to minimize or overcome the chattering or "hogging" of the brakes as the

car is brought to a stop?

(1) There are several improved hangers on the market designed

specially to meet this condition.

(2) A slide brake rigging, having a wearing shoe shrunk on the

ends of the brake beams, and wear plates, which can be shimed
in the brake slide castings, will meet this condition satisfactorily.

Q. 45. What is the best way of refilling a controller cylinder? What ma-

Q. 46. When the controller, circuit breaker and motors are in good condi-

tion, what causes a controller to blow up, and what can be done to prevent

it?

Q. 47. Would it be best on an interurban car to have each motor sepa-

rately fused in addition to the main circuit breraker?

Yes, the individual fuse on each' motor makes the best ar-

rangement in addition to the circuit breaker, particularly with

four-motor equipments.

Q. 48. What special provisions should be made when building cars for

limited service, to accommodate the commercial traveler and his baggage?

It would appear that the only special provisions which should

be made when building cars for limited service to accommodate
the commercial traveler and his baggage would be to build the car

sufficiently long to permit three compartments, i. c, the baggage,

smoker and coach departments. This can be done very nicely

with a car 60 ft. long, which will leave a baggage compartment,

which will also accommodate the motorman and the necessary

apparatus. Cars in service in this locality arranged in this man-
ner are giving very good satisfaction.

Q. 49. Is there any compound which can be recommended for use in
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cleaning cars, and if so, what kind and in what quantity should it be

used?

A cleaning compound composed of linseed oil soap, of which

there are a number of makes on the market, has been found to be

quite satisfactory for cleaning cars at the car house, 8 lbs. will

be found sufficient to clean a double-truck car and 10 lbs. to

thoroughly clean an interurban car. This does not refer to

cleaning a car preparatory to revarnishing.

Q. 50. What plan would you recommend as best adapted for repair shop

and car house, operating about forty-five suburban cars, where the ground

is unlimited?

Where sufficient ground is obtainable a double-end barn and

repair shop will be found to be a decided advantage, where the

cars can pull through the repair shop end and undergo the neces-

Closed car, 28 ft. over corner posts, 40 ft. over bumpers; two
motors, double truck, weight 29,230 lbs.

Convertible car, 30 ft. 5 ins. over corner posts, 41 ft. over
bumpers ; two motors, double trucks, weight 31,700 lbs.

Closed car, 23 ft. over corner posts, 34 ft. over bumpers; two
motors, single truck, weight 22,286 lbs.

Open cars, twelve-bench, 31 ft. 9 ins. over corner posts, 40 ft.

over bumpers ; two motors, double trucks, weight 30,744 lbs.

Q. 54. How many roads have discontinued the use of sand cars, in

order to decrease the number of flat wheels, and what has their experience

been? Has it not resulted in an increase in accidents?

(1) Roads using steel wheels can dispense with sand cars,

except when rail is extremely bad.

FIG. -COMBINATION REVERSE WRENCH

sary inspection and repairs, and pass on into the barn and out at

the other end into service. This will be found a considerable

saving in time and labor in handling the cars with the least pos-

sible expense.

O. 51. Which is the more practical, a transfer table or double-end shop?

Where sufficient ground is available^ double-end shop is a de-

cided advantage over using a transfer table.

Q. 52. What is the practical result,

forms 6 ft. or 7 ft. long?

O. 53. What are the average weight

posts and over bumpers.

car-body standpoint, of plat-

s? Give lengths over corner-

FIG. 3.—MOTORMAN'S TOOL BOX, CLOSED

(1) 40,000 lbs., including trucks and electrical equipment.

Lengths over corner posts 29 ft., over bumpers 41 ft.

(2) Semi-convertible car, 30 ft. 8 ins. over corner posts and

42 ft. over bumpers ; four-motor equipments, weight 45,000 lbs.

MOTORMAN'S TOOL BOX, OPEN

(2) We do not use sand cars, but have four sand-boxes on
each car. The question of skid flats does not alone depend upon
the use of sand cars, brake pressure, and the method of hanging
the brake affect this problem as well.

Q. 55. How can the

build up business of e\

mechanical departr

sning riding on an i

assist the manager to

rurban railway?

Having the cars neat and clean and so designed that it will be

a pleasure to ride on them, at the same time be sure that your
electrical equipment is in first-class condition.

KINKS

1. Combination reverse wrench which can be used on a road
where GE-K type controllers are used, and also the multiple-unit

type M, the right-hand end operating K-6, K-10 and K-11, and the

left-hand end C-6, C-8, C-28, etc. This wrench is shown in Fig. 1.

2. Tool box for motormen. Its outside dimensions are 13 ins x
i6 JA ins x 6% ins. Fig. 2 shows the box open, while Fig. 3 shows
the box closed.

It contains the following: One red fusee, one green fusee, one
8-in. flat mill file, one 10-in. monkey wrench, four two-ply copper

ribbon fuses, 800 amp. ; two four-ply copper ribbon fuses, 400
amp. ; one 14-oz. machinist hammer, four 5^-in. x 6-in. headlight

carbons, 1 pair 8-in. side-cutting lineman's pliers, one combina-
tion reverse wrench, one 9-in. screw driver, one 8-in. flat cold

chisel, %-in. octagon, four 25-amp. cartridge fuses, three 25-amp.
cartridge fuses, four 10-amp. cartridge fuses, four 4-amp. cart-

ridge fuses, three 3-amp. cartridge fuses, one 16-cp. incandescent

white globe, one i-amp. fuse wire, one 16-cp. incandescent ruby
globe, two 150-amp. cartridge fuses, one roll acme tape, one switch

rubber, six railway torpedoes, one red flag, one trolley rope, six

No. 6 rubber-covered cable, one pair rubber gloves, one padlock.

Weight of box fully equipped 28 lbs.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN STREET AND INTERURBAN
RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION AT THE

COLUMBUS CONVENTION

MONDAY MORNING SESSION
The fourth annual meeting of the American Street and Inter-

urban Railway Engineering Association was held at the Fair

Grounds, Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 15-17, 1906.

President H. H. Adams, of Baltimore, Md., called the first

session to order on Monday morning at 11:15 o'clock, and in-

troduced E. C. Spring, president of the Central Electric Rail-

way Association, who made the address of welcome, in part as

follows:
MR. SPRING'S ADDRESS

Mr. President and Gentlemen: It seems very pertinent and is

also very gratifying to me that the first words of welcome to be

given to this great convention this morning should come from
those who are co-laborers in the same field; in other words, a

welcome of one brother to another. We of the Central States

feel highly honored to think that the American association has

arranged to hold its convention in the State of Ohio, and partic-

ularly in the city of Columbus. We feel particularly honored
and gratified that you are with us. This association has a great

many allied associations, and associations that have been off-

springs from it. The Central Electric Railway Association,

comprising as it does all the Middle Western States, represent-

ing more particularly the interurban field, is the child of the

parent organization, and as president of that association, it gives

me great pleasure to welcome you to the State of Ohio, and to

its capital city, Columbus. We feel that by your meeting here

in this city, the inspiration which will permeate the electric

field after you are gone will be great, and that we will receive

a stimulus to renewed activity which will produce great results

of benefit to the industry which we represent, and we believe

that you will take with you a more comprehensive view of the

interurban field than you have had before.

The interurban field in itself occupies a position quite distinct,

being different from the municipal operation of street railways

and suburban operation, and I trust that every delegate to this

convention will make it a point to traverse the States of Ohio
and Indiana that he may better see for himself what is being
done in this field, and all the managers of the various roads
connected with the interurban field stand ready to give you any
hospitality, any courtesy, that you may desire.

Your Engineering Association occupies in my mind one of

the most important positions to-day in the electric railway world,
inasmuch as the gigantic task of standardizing equipment has
been placed at your door and the entire electric world is watch-
ing the results which will be the outcome of your deliberations,

and until that time comes, when we can have a standardization
of equipment, from the rail to the wire, we can not hope to

gain the results in operation which we will do at that time.

(Applause.)

Mr. President, I again extend to you and the members of the
Engineering Association a hearty, royal welcome to our com-
monwealth and to this capital city. (Applause.)

President Adams thanked Mr. Spring in the name of the asso-
ciation for the cordial address, and hoped that the association
members would avail themselves of the opportunity set forth to
study this interurban field. He then introduced J. H. McGraw,
president of the Manufacturers' Association, who spoke as fol-

lows:
MR. McGRAW'S ADDRESS

Mr. President and Gentlemen: I am sure it is not necessary
for me to go to the platform to say anything I may have in

mind, because the Manufacturers' Association has not really got
under way yet in so far as the oratorical part of the convention
is concerned. You know the manufacturers are men of deeds
and action and not men of speech or poetry, like our friend, Mr.
Spring. (Applause and laughter.) But I can say, Mr. President
and Gentlemen, on behalf of the Manufacturers' Association,
that we have been at work on our part of this convention since
last March, and you see the result. You see here six buildings,
well equipped, well laid out, and the exhibits all in readiness.
The last circular said that there must not be the sound of a

hammer or a saw after 6 o'clock on Saturday night. That con~

dition we did not quite fulfil, but I am sure, Mr. President, you
hear no noise here at the present time.

We are the allied association of the American Street and Inter-

urban Railway Association. We are here to help in every

possible way, and we believe that when you go away from this

convention you will say that never before have the manufactur-
ers placed in position such an ideal exhibit, so comprehensive
and so well done as is the present exhibit here in the city of Co-
lumbus. And I might say in passing that never before have
we had so good a lay-out, so many buildings so well arranged
as we have in this city of Columbus. The people of Columbus
in every way have been most hospitable and kind and have
facilitated our work in every possible manner, so that I am sure

that none of us, the parent association or any of the affiliated

associations, will have any regret whatever in coming to the

city of Columbus for this convention. As the president of the

Central association has so well said, this to-day is the center of

the great interurban field, and the interurban railway as a rail-

way has just begun. The possibilities in what is in sight during
the next five years are marvelous. No other word will cover it.

Mr. President, we believe that the Engineering Association

has a great work; we believe that the way the parent and the

affiliated associations have been put together is on right lines,

that the present plan is broad-gaged and comprehensive; we
believe that the parent organization and its affiliated associ-

ations are to become the greatest technical and scientific or-

ganizations that this country affords in any field of activity,

and the Manufacturers' Association, as allied with you, will do
its full part in every particular, not only in the development of

apparatus, but in these gatherings in a social way, and from
the point of view of exhibits, to your entire satisfaction. I

thank you. (Applause).

President Adams said the members of the Engineering Asso-
ciation appreciated the remarks of Mr. McGraw in reference to

the manufacturers' point of view, so far as they as engineers
were concerned, and the engineers were ready to meet the

manufacturers more than half way in their efforts to solve the

problems that are constantly arising.

The minutes of the last meeting were approved as published.

President Adams then introduced John I. Beggs, of Milwau-
kee, first vice-president of the American Association, who com-
plimented the engineers upon the' splendid work that had been
accomplished by the Engineering Association. Mr. Beggs ex-

pressed his pleasure at having the opportunity of meeting with
the Engineering Association, and expressed the hope that he
might be able to attend many of its sessions.

President Adams then read an address, as follows:

PRESIDENT ADAMS' ADDRESS
Gentlemen:—The executive committee of the American Street

and Interurban Railway Association decided this year to give

special attention to the interurban field at the annual meeting, and,

in determining upon the location for the convention, Ohio was se-

lected as the State having the largest interurban mileage in the

United States and this beautiful city of Columbus, the capital,

was decided upon as one of the greatest interurban centers in

the State, if not in the country. The wisdom of this selection is

beyond question and the cordial welcome which we have received

speaks well for the success of this convention.

This is the fourth annual convention of this association, the

past three having been held under the name of the 'American
Railway Mechanical and Electrical Association." During the

last year we have passed through the stage of reorganization and
we stand to-day upon a much firmer platform than ever before

in the history of the association. We are now connected in a

definite manner with the main body, the American Street and In-

terurban Railway Association, and are linked closely with the

other allied associations, namely, the Accountants' and the Claim
Agents'. We have a representative upon the executive committee

of the American association (or the main body) and the benefit

of this is that our association has a direct voice in the general

work of that body, and, especially, as it relates to the allied asso-
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ciations, our financial condition has been decidedly benefited.

The sum of $2000 was appropriated for the carrying on of this

year's work and appropriations are to be made each year from the

main treasury, as the requirements of the association demand.
At the convention held in Philadelphia the question of reor-

ganization was placed in the hands of your executive committee,

with power to act, and, in accordance with the resolutions passed

at that time, this committee prepared a constitution and by-laws,

which were finally accepted by the executive committee of the

American association. The constitution and by-laws were ar-

ranged to conform in as many particulars as possible with the

constitution and by-laws of the Accountants' and Claim Agents'

Association, as it seemed desirable to make this arrangement in

order to have some uniformity between them. The individuality

of our association has been fully maintained; we have our officers

and a secretary and treasurer, who is separate and distinct from
the secretary of the American association.

One of the most difficult features with which your committee

had to contend in this reorganization was the question of taking

care of the individual members, who were termed "active mem-
bers" in the old association. This question was finally determined

by having the active members of the old association become as-

sociate members of the American Street and Interurban Railway
Association and ally themselves with this, the "engineering"

branch. This is a fortunate method of taking care of the indi-

viduals, as it gives them all the advantages of membership in

the engineering association as well as membership in the Ameri-
can association.

At this point I desire to extend my thanks to the members of

the executive committee of this association for their co-opera-

tion and able assistance in this matter. It required a great

amount of work to arrange and re-arrange a constitution .and

by-laws, which would conform to the plan as outlined last year by

the American association, and it was through the valuable as-

sistance of the various members of this committee that we were
able to present an acceptable constitution and by-laws.

While speaking on this question of reorganization, I desire to

thank W. Caryl Ely, the president of the American associa-

tion, and the various gentlemen allied with him as representing

that body, as well as the presidents of the other allied associa-

tions, the members of the executive committee for the kind con-

sideration which they have given our association in this matter,

and I can assure you, gentlemen, that, with this kindly feeling

existing, the success of our association under the reorganiza-

tion is assured.

Your committee, in considering the work for this year's con-

vention, was confronted with the fact that there is a large amount
of work to be accomplished by this association, and we had to

confine ourselves to subjects which we considered of greatest im-

portance for presentation at this meeting. The subjects selected

will speak for themselves. Continuous work has been accom-
plished through standing committees, either carried over from
previous years or recently appointed, such as the committee on
standardization. This is a desirable method of carrying on the

work, as the changes which are taking place in the railway world
require constant study in order to keep abreast of the times.

Although it is not my purpose, at this time, to outline definitely

the work for the future, there is one point which appeals strongly

to us all as being worthy of consideration and that is the ques-

tion of construction of our buildings, particularly from the fire

standpoint. Within the past few years we have had several ex-

amples of what may be done in the line of fireproofing building in

connection with conflagrations, and I^speak from experience when
I say that it is possible to build in such a way as to withstand
the attacks of a conflagration. At present each of us is working
out his plans as they are needed, and, if some combined steps

could be taken in this direction it would be of great benefit for

the future. This is a matter that the insurance committee is to

report upon, but the details of construction belong to our engi-

neering association. Take, for example, the new schemes of fire

protection in car houses by the use of aisle sprinklers. Up to

date, there have been a number of car houses equipped with these

systems. Are we sure that the present method of installation is

the best, or is it possible to improve it? This is a subject into

which the association can well afford to look.

The standardization committee, which was appointed during
the past year, has been doing a vast amount of work. It was not

the intention of this committee to solve this vast problem in one
jump, but to attack the same in a systematic manner in order to

lay the foundation or basis on which to work, and, although the

committee has no definite conclusions to submit for the approval
of the association at this meeting, the work which they have laid

out has been very thorough, and an examination of the data

sheets that were sent out by the committee will show the details

they have undertaken.

The committee has met with liberal response from the various

roads, and it is hoped, in the future, the response will be even
greater. At the present time it has tinder consideration brake-

shoes, wheel treads, flanges, journals, journal boxes and rail sec-

tions. In the work of standardization your committee has en-

deavored, as far as possible, to confer with the manufacturers
interested in the various parts and it has met with very encour-

aging responses from every direction. It is the hope of the com-
mittee that among the results to be accomplished in the future

will be the standardization of certain parts of the electrical equip-

ments, especially such parts as the commutators, brush holders

and brushes, gears pinions and axle bearings upon motors of the

same horse-power. This result can only be accomplished by the

full co-operation of the various electrical companies interested,

but I feel sure that when the committee is ready to take up this

question, the companies will stand ready to assist it in every
possible way.

Before leaving this subject, however, I want to extend my
thanks to the committee and particularly to its chairman, Mr. H.
Wallerstedt, for the able and earnest work that has been done up
to the present time, and, although the work is in its infancy, I

am confident of its success.

During the month of March, 1906, one of the members of the

executive committee, who was elected at the Philadelphia con-

vention, W. Boardman Reed, resigned his position on that com-
mittee, owing to the fact that he had left the services of the New
York City Railway Company to enter into private business. It

was with great regret that Mr. Reed's resignation had to be ac-

cepted, as he had been of the greatest assistance as a member of

the committee. W. T. Dougan, of the New York City Railway
Company, was appointed in his place by the executive- committee
in accordance with the by-laws.

Our association has for its object the bringing together of

those engaged in street and interurban railway engineering for

the interchange of ideas; to acquire and distribute information
and to promote uniformity of practice. We bring together under
the head of "Engineering," construction and operating engineers

of all branches in railway work and upon us as engineers rests a

great duty. We do not necessarily come in direct contact with
the public, rather occupying the position of the "men behind the

guns," but the engineer's duty to the traveling public is of the

greatest importance. Upon him rests the question of reliability of

service. If there is trouble in the power house, in the overhead
lines and cables, or on the cars, it is "up to the engineer." Tt is

his duty to reduce to a minimum the interruptions due to defects.

Nothing is more aggravating to the traveling public than interrup-

tions to the service. Explanations are not wanted, but con-
tinuity of service. In the period in which we are operating

we are facing questions of great moment as affecting the rela-

tions of our companies to the traveling public, and may it be the

aim of this association so to direct its work, that it will be of

the greatest assistance in mastering these questions ; and may we
as engineers so fulfil our duties to our respective companies, and
through them to the traveling public, as to give that reliable

service which is desired and thus render the most effective ser-

vice possible in connection with these problems.

In conclusion, let me say that the hasty glance we have had
this morning of the exhibits, which have been prepared by the
Manufacturers' Association, is certainly an indication that we can
spend considerable time in studying them to our profit. Without
doubt this is the finest lot of exhibits over gotten together for

one of our conventions and the Manufacturers' Association has
our congratulations.

I wish to extend my thanks and appreciation to the executive

committee and other members of the association for their hearty
co-operation during the past year. The assistance given has been
of great value to the association and to me in carrying on the

work.

President Adams then invited W. B. Brockway, president of

the Accountants' Association, to address the meeting.
Mr. Brockway said it was not his purpose to make any

remarks when he entered the room, but had rather hoped to

take the position of the signs which are put at crossings. He
wanted to "stop, look and listen," rather than talk. He was
glad of this opportunity, however, to express the interest and
sympathy of the accountants in the work the engineers are
doing. The interest between the two associations is very
natural, because each accountant in his own company is very
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much interested in the work of the engineering department.

The work of the accountants and engineers is very closely

allied in the practical operation of the railroads, and it seems

very natural that the associations themselves should be interested

in each other's work. He extended a cordial invitation to the

delegates of the Engineering Associaton to attend the meetings

of the accountants.

Secretary Mower then read the minutes of the various meet-

ings of the executive committee which had been held during the

fiscal year. These minutes embodied the record of the work

transacted by the committee in the management of the associ-

ation and the arrangements made for the annual meeting.

These minutes were approved as read.

The report of the secretary and treasurer was then read and

approved. The treasurer's report showed receipts of $2,272.63;

expenses, $2,109.97; balance, $162.66.

President Adams stated in this connection that the financial

matters of the association are now on a different basis, as the

American association supplies the funds needed to carry on the

work. He said the American association recognizes that the

Engineering branch is doing its work in the manner in which

it should be done, and is willing to appropriate the necessary

funds with which to do it. This year it has been a matter of

running a little close in the expenses, because it was rather

doubtful just what the receipts of the American association

would be, but the report which the treasurer of the main associ-

ation would submit shows that the reorganization is on a sub-

stantial basis. This year the Engineering Association had done

comparatively little committee work, but the president believed

that when it desired to do more committee work the expenses

of the committee would be taken care of by the main associ-

ation.

The president then appointed the following committee on

resolutions: G. J. Smith, of Kansas City; Charles Hewitt, of

Philadelphia, and E. W. Olds, of Milwaukee.

Secretary Mower then read a letter from S. N. Rhoades,

president of the Claim Agents' Association, inviting the mem-
bers of the Engineering Association to be present at the meet-

ing of the Claim Agents' Association; also a letter from W. O.

Thompson, of the Ohio State University, extending an invitation

to the delegates to visit the buildings of the University and to

inspect the equipment of the various departments and the work
that is being done; also a letter from B. A. Read, representing

the Central Union Telephone Company and the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Company, extending the courtesy of the

telephone lines of these companies, the long-distance service to

be used after 6 o'clock at night. The secretary also read a letter

from H. A. Wallerstedt, chairman of the standardization com-
mittee, regreting his inability to be present at the meeting.

The meeting then adjourned for luncheon.

MONDAY AFTERNOON SESSION

President Adams called the meeting to order at 2:10 o'clock

and invited President Ely to address the members in regard to

the reorganized association.

Mr. Ely, in referring to the association, said that its success

was now practically assured. Nevertheless there was consider-

able yet to be done, especially in demonstrating the advantages

of the new body. The Engineering Association is one of the

most important branches of this organization, and one that ap-

peals in the strongest possible way to some of the larger members
of the parent association. He favored such an association, unless

it should take a form injurious to the older organization ; but if

it took that form, he was unalterably opposed to it. Mr. Ely said

that he referred to the matter because some of the delegates rep-

resented those great companies, and he thought that notice ought

to be served on them in a manly and firm way, that there is room
for both, and that there might be such an organization while the

benefits of the present organization remained as great or even

greater than if the other did not exist. But, whether that shall

come or whether it shall not come, Mr. Ely said he looked to the

Engineering Association, and its members as individuals, to be

mindful ot the great benefits which come from these associations

and this group of associations. He did not think that a man from
Missouri would have to be shown anything after he should spend

a week at this convention. The trouble is that it is difficult to

get here those who are at the heads of the larger companies.
They are busy men, their minds are engrossed with problems that

are of themselves, and apart from the problems that their sub-

ordinate officers or heads of departments entertain, and it is

difficult to get them to come here, and difficult to get the results of

the work that has been done brought to their attention. Each

member can be very instrumental in carrying and imparting in-

formation to the managing officers and the executive officers con-

cerning the value of the work. Mr. Ely concluded by compliment-

ing the association on its efforts.

President Adams then called upon Mr. Doyle to present the

report of the committee on control apparatus. This report is

published on page 719.

President Adams then declared the report open for discussion.

G. I. Smith, of Kansas City, said that the Metropolitan Street

Railway, of Kansas City, has had in service for three months
thirty cars, 30 ft. 7 ins. over corner posts, with the type-M
multiple-unit control. These cars operate as single units, and
from present indications the results will be so far superior to

the platform controller that the management to-day is con-

sidering installing the type-M control on 120 of the same type

of equipment and doing away with the platform control. This

control is adopted to get rid of panics created by troubles in

controllers operated on the platforms. In Kansas City the

grades are such that at times the motors take in 800 amps., at

575 volts. The average amperes on the Troost Avenue division

are 153, on ten seconds reading. That current is too heavy to

handle with a platform controller.

E. W. Olds, of Milwaukee, said that his company put into serv-

ice last year fifty cars with the contactor in series. In throw-

ing off the current the contactor opens a little ahead of the con-

troller. The cars first equipped with the controllers caused a

little trouble on account of mechanical defects in the construc-

tion of the control circuit breaker. That was remedied by the

General Electric Company, and since that time they have been

working satisfactorily. The company has yet to have any blow-

out on the front platform of these fifty cars. Should a short-

circuit occur in operation, as will occur occasionally, on any

platform controller, the motorman can at once throw his handle

to a position which stops the fireworks. The method has been

found so satisfactory that at this time the company is equipping

seventy-five more cars with that type of control. The work that

has been done by the manufacturers to reduce the size of the

type M and pneumatic control has been very satisfactory. Both

have made rapid strides in getting these two types of control so

that the}' can be placed under ordinary city cars. There is still

work for them to do, and with that in mind the Milwaukee Com-
pany decided that it would he better to equip another seventy-

five cars with the type of control originally described. Mr. Olds

also said that his company, as mentioned last year, was using

individual fuses for each motor ; so that, should a short-circuit

occur on any of the motors, the fuse protecting that motor would
blow. This has also been found to be very satisfactory. With
the old type, an arc would often be started from a short-circuit,

but its resistance would be so large as to cut down the amperes

so that the circuit breaker main fuse would not blow, but the

fireworks would continue. With the individual fuses, one of

them will blow should 'a short-circuit occur, which of course

stops the burning.

President Adams said that the first part of the year the Balti-

more Company put in service forty equipments of the same type

of control. They were four-motor equipments on cars that arc

30 ft. 8 ins. over corner posts and weighed about 49,000 lbs.,

with four 65-hp motors. At the same time the company put in

service 160 equipments of four-motor cars, weighing about 45,000

lbs. with four 40-hp motors. These equipments had the K 28-b

control, and the first had type K 28-f control. Excellent results

have followed the use of the K 28-f, or the contactor combina-

tion. There have been no fireworks ; there is considerable sav-

ing on the cylinder and the contact fingers. This is in spite of

the fact that the cars have been in fairly heavy service this past

summer.
F. E. Case, of the General Electric Company, said his company

had furnished multiple-unit equipments for a large number of

cars that were not intended for multiple-unit operation on ac-

count of the ability to put the apparatus under the car, and in

consequence the freedom from danger of protecting heavy cur-

rents on the platform. Outside of the elevated roads and some

of the steam roads which ordinarily, of course, would operate

trains, probably more than 50 per cent of the equipments have

been for single car operation. The railways in many instances

have thought that ultimately they would run two cars or per-

haps three cars, but after operating for several years, many of

them have not added the second car, largely, he thought, due

to the trouble of the draw bars, on short curves, such as exist

in ordinary street car practice. The control not only provides a

greater factor of safety so far as not arcing, or causing actual

damage, but it also removes the arc to a point where the passen-

gers will not notice it, should any such arc occur. In connec-
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tion with the type K 28-f controller in which contactors are

used under the car to assist in opening a final circuit, some cars

have been equipped in addition with an automatic switch or cir-

cuit breaker located in the vestibule which will open the control

circuit when an excessive current flows. This permits the con-

tactors to drop and operate as a circuit-breaker. At the same

.time, these contactors operate each time the controller is turned

to the first point. In many of the equipments which have been

furnished, not only does the control open on the first point, but

also during the transmission from series to parallel.

W. H. McAloney, of Denver, asked Mr. Case whether if he

were using one-way cars, where he did not consider the cylinder

platform controller as objectionably as on double-end car, and he

had K-10 and K-6 controllers and used two 50-hp motors, what

switch box or controller he would consider is best adapted to

the 100 hp?
Mr. Case said the K-11 controller is the one that his company

furnishes for use with two 50-hp motors. There is no doubt

that the addition of the two contactors will greatly benefit the

operation, as they will assist in opening the circuit under the

car, but there is not the necessity for these that there would be

perhaps on an open car where passengers use the front seat.

E. W. Olds said in Milwaukee they operate cars double end.

Mr. Case spoke about cars with 200 hp or more. In Milwaukee

cars are equipped with 160 hp. The speaker did not believe it is

safe to operate the cars with the ordinary K type of controller

without something in the circuit which will open in case of

trouble.

Paul Winsor, of Boston, said the Boston Elevated Railway

Company had thought for some years that the platform controller

was not a safe thing to use even on a moderate-sized equipment,

and a year or more ago it fitted up forty cars that had 65-hp

motors with multiple control. There was considerable trouble

with those controllers at first, principally through a lack of pres-

sure on the contact and improper function, but that has been

pretty well weeded out now, and those forty cars are giving very

good satisfaction. The company is now equipping fifty addi-

tional cars having larger motors with multiple control. The com-

pany is also experimenting now with two cars coupled together,

using an extra set of contacts and extra contact plates in the

reverse circuit on the off position. The two cars are coupled to-

gether permanently with a solid draw-bar, which does away with

the fenders, scrapers and platform controllers between the cars.

With the extra set of plates on the off position of the controller,

it is possible to control from the front platform two motors on

each car with three wires between the cars. This is only an

experiment. The multiple controllers are giving very good satis-

faction now that some of the troubles have been remedied. The
company does not believe that the platform controller is hardly

suitable for any size of motors. There is trouble not only in case

of short-circuits or partial short-circuits, but also when passing

from series to multiple where one set of wheels is spinning. If

the motor that is short circuited is spinning its wheels, there is a

very heavy current in the short-circuit.

Mr. Case wanted to add that he did not mean to infer that his

company does not recommend the multiple controller for less

than 200 hp, but the point was that, below that size the cost is

relatively higher than when the total motor capacity is larger.

From an engineering standpoint, he should much prefer to fur-

nish the multiple-unit type of control for all cars. As a matter

of fact, the company has equipped cars having two motors of

40-hp capacity with this system. There is no doubt at all that it

is a very proper system to use from an engineering point of view

and from an operating point of view, although the first cost is

probably greater.

President Adams asked Mr. Case if he has been able to get this

multiple unit controller reduced in size and weight for the single-

car equipment.

Mr. Case replied that his company has gradually reduced the

weight of the equipment during the last few years. When it

started out on the Interborough equipment, which was one of

the very early ones, the contracts were brought into about 12-ins.

space, and there were thirteen of them on the car. These were

finally cut down to less than one-half, and all of the contactors

were placed in three boxes. On the second order of cars for this

road, on the subway division, these equipments were provided.

Then as a next step, all of the contactors were placed in a single

box, completely wired up ready for installation. This did not

materially reduce the weight, however, except that there was no
necessity for providing cleats on the bottom of the car for sup-

porting the wires, and the wiring itself was greatly reduced on
that account, thereby reducing the expense of installation. The

company is gradually making reductions in the weight of the

various parts.

The president then invited a representative of the Westing-

house Company to speak in regard to the multiple-unit control

that that company is putting out for single-car units.

William Cooper, of the Westinghouse Company, agreed with

the remarks made by Mr. Case in regard to the general subject,

but he thought that in placing the limit at 200 hp Mr. Case had

put it a little bit high. He could not see any reason why multiple-

unit control should not be as successful on smaller equipments

provided the controller is small enough to meet the conditions.

As a matter of fact, the point of getting all of the higher voltage

wiring and the main circuits under the car and keeping them off

the platforms seems to be the main consideration. If the con-

trollers could be made small enough so as to go on an ordinary

car it would seem that it would be a desirable thing to do. His

company has developed a controller which is small enough to go

on almost any car. It has a capacity of two 100-hp motors, or

even more, up to about 300 hp, total. The controller is 16 ins.

long, 14 ins. wide, about 15 ins. deep and weighs from 300 to

325 lbs. That is not an excessive weight or size for almost any

car. Of course there are some considerations which go with this

matter as far as location is concerned. For smaller equipments a

switch screw is used. For larger equipments, up to, say, four 75-hp

motors, there is added what are called line switches for greater

safety, and these are a part of the combination in the controller

circuit. The largest installation made with that size controller

is four 90-hp motors. In that case there are two separate line

switches, and they are of about the same general construction.

There is only one switch in each box. The line switches weigh

60 lbs. apiece. That equipment would seem to be adaptable for

small equipments, and even if that turned out to be too large for

small equipments there would be no question at all about making
it still smaller. There seems to be quite a demand for multiple-

control apparatus to go under cars for all sizes of equipment,

and, there being that demand, of course it will have to be met.

In the case of two-motor equipments, there is an overload trip

in each motor circuit. The little switch groove is equipped with two

overload trips, one for each motor, or, in the case of four-motor

equipments if the two motors are in parallel, the trip would be

in the circuit of two motors. That would seem to solve the ques-

tion of having an independent opening device of some sort in

each motor circuit, as far as two motors are concerned in any
event. This arrangement has the advantage, of course, of allow-

ing the trips to be set for one-half the current, and there is less

damage done in case of trouble. The trip operates to open all

the contactors and cuts off the circuit from all the circuits of the

car. It is all done simultaneously. There is, therefore, no reason

why the General Electric Company should not build small con-

trol apparatus for this purpose when there is a demand for it.

Mr. Hall, of Boston, said that the Boston & Maine Railroad

has been operating at Concord, N. H, for about five years, twenty-

two cars 34 ft. over corner posts, equipped with type M control.

These have been operated singly and in trains with very good
success.

Mr. Winsor said that all the multiple-unit controllers used on

the surface and elevated cars in Boston are of the automatic and

not the straight type M.
Mr. Olds called attention to the fact that Mr. Smith, of Kan-

sas City, had been operating the type M reverser, mechanically.

Mr. Smith said the use of this mechanical reverser had been

suggested through the fuse in the winding of the reverser blowing

at a time that the connecting rod of the air brake cylinder had

broken. The fuse had gone some time earlier, but the motorman
did not know it as he had run the car all day one way. The re-

verser is now connected by a system of bell cranks and levers to

a lifting pull-lever on the platform, and the man has the car

under absolute control, although his brake might fail at any

time. The same has also been applied to all new equipment. Mr.

Smith thought it very desirable on roads with grades.

Mr. Case added that the Kansas City equipment is a four-

motor, and consequently there are two motors in parallel, so

that when the reverser is thrown, it connects them so that they

will generate. The same effect would not take place on a two-

motor equipment, because the motors are not connected in mul-

tiple. The General Electric Company is now manufacturing the

mechanism described by Mr. Smith, and also worked on a sup-

plemental switch which would be thrown when the hand-operated

switch was thrown, to connect the motors in multiple on a two-

motor equipment, so that the same effect is obtained.

Mr. Olds said that while it is not exactly on the line of con-

trollers, Mr, Smith's remark about the brake rod being broken,
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suggested to him to say that the Milwaukee company does not

consider it good practice to use the so-called single-end cylinder

or cylinder with one piston. It uses two pistons in one cylinder,

so that should the brake rod break, there are brakes on one

truck in any case.

Mr. Smith said the Kansas City company does even better

than that. It has put a brake cylinder at each truck, and also,

not only as a factor of safety, but to get room to apply the hand-

brake apparatus without connecting any part excepting the brake

levers with the hand brake and the air brake; that is, the hand

brake is absolutely separate from the air.

President Adams then announced the next paper on "Ties,

Poles and Posts," by C. A. Alderman, chief engineer, Cincinnati

Northern Traction Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. This paper will

be found on page 703.

Prof. A. S. Richey, of Worcester, thought that Mr. Alderman's

paper surely means that it will soon be necessary to begin to

treat ties, poles and posts, in fact timber used in construction, in

some way to increase its life, or else we will have to go to some

other material, steel or concrete or a combination of the two, for

the purposes for which wood has been used. A day or two ago

he had occasion to walk over a quarter of a mile or so of electric

railway track within a couple of hundred miles of Columbus, and

saw some pretty good ties and also an illustration of trouble in

both posts and poles. He noticed a rattling in the wire fence

that was along the right of way, and ahead of him a couple of

hundred feet was a horse that was pretty anxious to reach some

green grass that was on the right of way. The push that the

horse gave the fence broke off a couple of posts in the ground,

and he came on over into the right of way and got his grass.

Those were cedar posts about 5 ins. at the top, and had been in

less than three years. The soil was the ordinary good black

farming soil that is common in this part of the country. Of
course the fence post problem is the least important of the three

mentioned by Mr. Alderman. It is undoubtedly true that the

end post on the fence, and the method of putting them up and

of stringing the fence is of 75 per cent more value to the fence

than are the posts and the method of setting them between the

end posts. Just a little further along this walk that he was
mentioning, he saw a 50-ft. pole that was pretty badly twisted

and lying on the ground. That was not the fault of the pole,

however, but its location, which was just beyond a derail at a

steam railroad crossing, and the derail had operated and the

pole was hardly sufficient to stop the car, which had evidently

run into it. Mr. Kelsey, of the Indiana Union Traction Com-
pany, has proposed the use of a steel lattice pole about 42*^ ft.

long, to carry the trolley brackets that are used for telephone

and alternating-current wires, the pole being constructed as a

three-legged tower, sort of a wind-mill tower. That pole weighs

about 500 lbs. and will cost about $20. He proposed to use those

poles in spans of about 200 ft., and use catenary construction on

the trolley wire that is on the straight line. The telephone and

lighter wires, of course, would have to be spaced out on the

cross arms to keep the vibration going across to them. But it

is probable that some such construction as that will be more
economical than the use of wooden poles at the rate at which

the price of wooden poles are going up, and considering the

relatively short life of wood as compared with such a steel tower

set in concrete. He knew of some cedar poles which had been

in use in the ordinary span wire construction on city streets that

were examined during the last summer, as some had been break-

ing off. The poles had been set about thirteen years. Each pole

was closely examined around the surface of the ground, where
the rotting generally takes place first, and just below the surface

of the ground. Probably about one-half of these poles showed
evidence of having been painted with some sort of paint when
they were put in. Others did not show it. In almost every case

the poles which did show evidence of having been painted were
in a great deal better condition, in fact hardly rotted at all at

the top of the ground where the others were badly rotted. This

seemed to indicate that even the protection of some sort of paint

did keep the moisture out at the top of the ground, and did a

great deal of good in that case. In the concrete pole that Mr.
Alderman suggests, drawings of which are given in his paper, the

form is in a horizontal plane, possibly when the pole is made.

He would like to ask for information whether the pole would not

be better if the concrete could be rammed up with the pole in an

upright position ? As to the matter of steel and concrete ties,

the experiments in this country have not been very extensive.

Some of the railway journals indicate that abroad, especially in

Germany, the number in use has been increasing pretty rapidly

each year. They may perhaps be in the nature of experiments

yet. It is probable that the matter of the proper fastenings for

the rails to the concrete tie will be as much of a

problem as anything else. The construction of track in city

streets on concrete beams or some sort of concrete foundation is

being carried on quite extensively, but this is probably not so

much on account of the cost of the ties as the cost of renewing
the ties where such track is built under the pavement. In

strictly interurban work the tie question is very similar to the

tie question that the steam roads have had to fight out and are

fighting out, and Prof. Richey thought it would pay to watch the

experiments that the steam roads are and have been carrying out

on those lines pretty closely and reap the benefit of it if possible.

It seems, as Mr. Alderman says, that the steam roads in this

country at least have probably come to the conclusion that creo-

soting wood ties pays better than the use of steel or concrete

ties.

Mr. Simmons, of Milwaukee, thought that there was some
force to the argument advanced by Mr. Crump, of the committee,

that the creosote post forms a better conductor, that is, that it

is not advisable to creosote a pole to its entire height. We all

know that the life of a wooden trolley pole is dependent almost

entirely on the action of decay at the ground line, and if a post is

subjected to a preserving process which will carry to or slightly

above the ground line, the objection as to its conductivity from
the trolley down will be overcome. In Milwaukee on the inter-

urban lines, as well as on all other places where the company is

employing poles for lighting purposes all of the poles are set in

concrete, and that concrete is brought to or a little above the

ground lipe. A collar is then placed 2 ins. or 3 ins. in depth and

about 1 in. in thickness all around the pole where it projects

above the ground, thereby forming a channel which is later

filled with paving cement or tar mixture. In doing this the com-
pany prevents the cracking of the concrete base, which is easily

smoothed off and made sightly at the ground line. The base is

formed up on a slight elevation and the water or moisture passes

away rapidly, and there is very little resulting decay, or, rather,

this process puts off the period of decay to a much greater length

of time than would ordinarily be the case. Nevertheless, Mr.
Simmons was inclined to doubt that this is all the precaution

that might be necessary. He thought that the process of inject-

ing the base of the pole with a preservative fluid to a short dis-

tance above the ground might be advantageous.

Mr. Lamb, of Toronto, described some cbncrete pole work that

is being done at St. Catharine, Ont. They have a very deep val-

ley running through the center of the town across which a

20,000-volt line is going. To save going down and following the

contour of the ground they decided to put up two 1 50-ft. poles,

which they built of reinforced concrete. These poles are,

roughly, about 2 ft. square at the base and tapered. They are

square throughout, except for the tapering and a slight bevel on
the corners. They weigh somewhere about 55 tons apiece. They
were built on the ground horizontally, and then raised by means
of a derrick. They brok.e the first one putting it up because

they did not pick it up at enough points, but they remedied that

afterwards. Two poles are now up, and so far are doing very

satisfactory work.

Mr. Kelsey, of the Indiana Union Traction Company, said that

the pole proposition is becoming of some magnitude with that

company, and principally as an item of freight. It is important

to get some substitute for the cedar pole. The company's stand-

ard of pole construction is a 7-in. top, 40-ft. pole, carrying bracket

and trolley and one or two high-tension lines. The question

occurred to him whether or not it would be practical to build a

concrete pole when such pole would be necessary about 40 ft.

high, whether such a pole would necessarily have to be so very

large at the base in order to be stable in the ground or be in

perfect alignment, especially in installing such a pole on a green

grade, or a grade that had not had time to settle. These
poles would certainly get out of alignment worse than cedar

poles, especially if they started to get out of alignment, on ac-

count of their excessive weight, unless the base of the pole was
made very large. For that reason he thought that the steel tower,

with the feet spread possibly 5 ft. or more, would make a more
stable construction and possibly be as cheap as the concrete pole

if the concrete pole had to be made very large. He inquired of

anyone who had had experience in constructing concrete poles,

whether or not a concrete pole built to replace a 40-ft. 7-in.

cedar pole would have to be reinforced with steel, and if so, how
much steel is required, also the life of the untreated poles.

Mr. Simmons said that in Milwaukee in about ten miles of

road in which white cedar poles were placed between eight and
nine years ago, and spaced a little over 100 ft. apart, about 6
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or 7 per cent of them only showed a necessity of replacement

on account of rotting at the ground line. These poles were
placed without any protection at the base. On another line,

in which the poles were placed without protection at the base,

the poles show no deterioration at the ground line after eight

years.

E. J. Dunne, of the Public Service Corporation, of New
Jersey, said experience on that road with good sound, first-

class cedar poles was that the average life would run from fifteen

to twenty years. He had taken poles out of the ground when
they were twenty-five years in service, and found them in fair

condition. That would not apply, however, to street railroad

work, but this refers to poles used on telegraph lines. It may
not be safe to let poles stay that length of time for side-hole

suspension, but it is safe to say that good white cedar posts

would be good for fifteen or twenty years. The company has

had some experience with the concrete butt, and he thought it

is all right for bracket suspension. A good pine pole, with a

concrete butt, will make a good substitute for cedar for bracket

suspension, but he was not ready to recommend it for span sus-

pension at the present time.

Thomas Hawken, of Rockland, Maine, recommended Mr.
Simmons' method of setting poles in cement. He believed

cement is one of the best preservatives known. He had seen a pine

pole that had been set in cement, which had been in use for

thirty years, which was badly decayed at the top but when cut

down was found to be sound at the bottom. In his opinion
yellow cedar, such as the Michigan cedar, is the longest lived

of any of the cedars, and white cedar is the shortest lived.

H. B. Fleming, of Chicago, said his company had several

miles of white cedar pole line, practically all within the city

limits, and it has been in service since 1898. The majority of

these poles are in fairly good condition at this time. A great

many of the street poles were removed when the streets were
repaved and an iron tubular pole was substituted. In the early

days of the use of tubular pules in Chicago a ferrule was placed
around the pole at the ground line. The pole was set in cement
and this ferrule was placed just at grade. After the pole had
set there was a space of possibly 2 ins. between the outside
of the pole and the inside of the ferrule which was filled with a

bituminous compound. After these poles had been in service

for several years it was found that there was a tendency for the

iron pole to rust out at the top of this ferrule or iron collar. Since
then the use of the collar on the base of the iron/poles has been
discontinued.

Mr. Winsor, of Boston, said that his company is just begin-
ning to use iron ferrules at the base of iron poles, because the

poles are rusting away at the base, and it was thought that by
using these ferrules the poles could be strengthened. The Bos-
ton company has poles which have been up for twelve years, set

in concrete, and some of these older poles had rusted off on the
ground line. The company is reinforcing 700 poles with fer-

rules spaced one-quarter or three-eighths inch from the pole, and
filling that with liquid concrete for strengthening the iron poles

that had rotted out.

Mr. Simmons suggested that possibly an explanation of the
undue corrosion of the iron poles which Mr. Fleming described
may possibly have been due to the nature of the compound
used in the collar. He did not know what the nature of this

compound was precisely, but the paving cement used in Mil-
waukee is ordinary gas-house paving cement such as used in

making brick pavements, is mixed with sand and is placed in

this collar formed by the ferrule around the pole. The cor-
rosion formerly occurring where the concrete reached the pole
directly has been overcome during the length of time the com-
pany has had experience with that compound, which is prob-
ably eight years.

President Adams then announced the paper on "Ballast."

by Charles H. Clark, engineer of maintenance of way of the
Cleveland Electric Railway Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Mr. Clark presented the paper which is published on page

700, and at its conclusion said : "The photographs have an ex-
planation on the back, but these were not printed. Photograph
No. 1 shows tracks laid in a street with cinder foundation,
no ballast, no concrete, or anything but the cinders between the
ties. This track was laid with the expectation that a sewer
would be built there, which is now under way. The paving
stones are dropped between the ties. No. 2 is the track just
laid on the common soil, and tamped with common soil, nothing
between the ties. The rail and ties have gone down. No. 3 is

about the same thing, only with brick pavement. It shows
the bricks as they have come up along the rails. No. 4 is a

6-in. rail on concrete and the chairs, but this rail has gone down,
showing that the track could not have been drained. No. 5

is about the same, with brick pavement. No. 6 shows tracks

which are laid over a sewer and the sewer settled. You will

notice that the paving stones on the left and right are V/i or

2 ins. above the rails. No. 7 shows a construction of Carnegie

steel ties, and the ties spaced 4 ft. apart. I am now spacing them
6 ft. apart. No. 8 is our standard construction with the white

oak tie, with solid concrete under and between the ties. This

track was laid in 1903, and the paving has not been touched

since then, and I do not believe it will be touched for the next

ten years."

Mr. Simmons, in the discussion of Mr. Clark's paper, said that

the last phrase in the paper corresponded exactly with his own
belief and with the practice in Milwaukee. Mr. Clark says:

"And when the traffic can be kept off the track, that a solid

foundation of concrete, made in the proportion of at least 1-3-6

with best Portland cement. Bring your concrete up to within

1 in. of the bottom of the pavement. The first cost of your

foundation may seem large, but the cost of the annual main-

tenance thereafter will be greatly reduced." The practice in

Milwaukee is just as outlined in that statement. There they

use, not white oak ties, but cedar ties, and space them the

ordinary distance, 2 ft. from center to center. Six or 7 ins. of

solid concrete are put under the whole trench, to bring the

whole concrete up -around the ties, and in the case of the 7-in.

rail an inch above the ties. They then use a 5-in. block, or a

4-in. brick, in the ordinary construction, in which case the

concrete comes up still higher, and he believes in using that

style of construction the twelve years ordinarily designated as

the period of life of the cedar tie has been overcome; in other

words, that the concrete preserves the wood of the tie whether
white oak or cedar, to such an extent that its life becomes
almost indefinite. The company has taken up track that has

been laid under almost similar conditions to that, where the

cedar ties have been in sixteen and eighteen years, and has

replaced right back into the construction anywhere from 40 to

60 per cent of the same ties and encased them again with con-

crete, and has had no difficulty with them. He also agreed with

Mr. Clark's final conclusion in the matter of ballasting in city

construction, but thought it also advisable to take up the

matter of ballast on interurban lines, which :s an entirely differ-

ent proposition, and one more like that on steam roads. The
American Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association has

recently issued a bulletin on this subject. Among other things,

they take up the ballast and classify it as the sand or gravel

ballast, and they make an exact specification as to what sand or

gravel ballast is. Their method is to describe certain classes

of gravel according as the gravel will pass through a certain

size of mesh, or lodge on a certain size of mesh, in a screen.-

In dealing with stone ballast they do the same thing.

In specifying stone ballast they classify it as follows:

Stone ballast; recommended specifications: First, quality,

(a) Stone shall be sharp enough to resist the disintegrating in-

fluences of the climate where it is used, (b) It shall be hard

enough to prevent pulverizing under the treatment to which it

is subjected, (c) It shall break in angular pieces when crushed.

Second, size, (a) Maximum size of ballast shall not exceed
pieces which will pass through a screen having 2-in. holes, (b)

The minimum size shall not pass through a screen having 34-in.

holes. So they give definitions as to sand ballast and state

what it shall be, and take up the different classes of ballast

which may be the most available material for the particular

locality. The American Street and Interurban Railway En-
gineering Association can not lay down a standard form of

ballast. It can simply state that there are a certain number
of forms of ballast, burnt clay, slag, whatever it may be, that

is most available at the time, and then try to show the engineer-

ing fraternity what treatment that particular form of ballast

should receive.

C. A. Alderman, of Cincinnati, as the representative of an
interurban road, said that in Central Ohio during the past few
years the roads have inclined to the belief that concrete under
the tie was not the best thing to use. He feels that concrete

under ties is an almost impossible proposition from the stand-

point of getting good, permanent track. The different com-
panies with which the speaker has been connected have been
quite uniform in their conclusion that a well-ballasted track

with something besides concrete was the best thing either in

city streets or in the country. They lay the concrete wherever
necessary, of course,. His company is now laying some track

in the city of Columbus, using solid concrete bottom under the
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T-rail. It is doing this against its own wishes, but the city

made the concession of allowing the company to use the T-rail

and the company conceded to the city the concrete under the

rails. In the speaker's opinion concrete for heavy interurban

cars, weighing 70,000 lbs., and going at a good rate of speed,

is not an easy thing to get in in such shape that it will not

break up, and when it breaks up it becomes loose, disintegrates,

and it is not much better than using so much ashes under the

track. He believed it was a very hard thing to get a track

laid with as little as 6 ins. of concrete under the rail that would
stand the traffic of interurban cars coming into the city. Sev-

eral cities in the neighborhood of Columbus have specified

gravel and broken stone for ballast, and have discarded the

concrete. The city of Dayton allows nothing but T-rail, with

gravel or broken stone ballast. Indianapolis is not quite as

pronounced as that, but the roads are laying a great deal of

track there with gravel and broken stone ballast. In Columbus,
if the company lays T-rail the authorites require concrete ballast.

If the company lays girder rail they will sometimes allow gravel.

The city of Cincinnati is experimenting with track laid on
broken stone ballast, and nearly all of the smaller towns through
which the interurban cars pass are allowing gravel ballast to

be used instead of concrete. Mr. Alderman thinks there are

many arguments in favor of loose ballast instead of concrete.

In his judgment it makes a better riding track, more easily re-

paired, and it does not break to pieces. It can be laid in cold

weather, and if properly laid it will answer the requirements.

Mr. Clark, of Cleveland, asked Mr. Alderman what were the

proportions of the concrete used in Columbus.
Mr. Alderman replied that a 1-2^-5 Portland cement mixture

was employed.
Mr. Clark, of Cleveland, said he had considerable experience in

the use of concrete, in dam and other work, and in one 60-ft. dam
has used the proportions 1-3-5. This had stood up well. One of

the speakers thought that concrete would be pounded up. Mr.
Clark did not believe it would if the right proportions were used
and the material was measured accurately. It is not enough to

throw it together in wheelbarrows and try to see how cheaply

the work can be done. If concrete is made carefully it will not

disintegrate. On the Lorain Street tracks in Cleveland the con-

crete has been down four years, and when it became necessary
recently to take up some of the track they had to take the con-
crete out with chisels and sledges piece by piece. The Cleveland
Southwestern cars have been running over the tracks for four
years and these cars are as heavy as any cars in the country.

J. M. Larned, of Pittsburg, stated they do not use very much
concrete in Pittsburg. The ties are placed on a stone ballast in

the good old-fashioned way, and where the pavement is to be
supported on the heavy traffic streets concrete is placed between
the ties, but they are not attempting to support the ties with con-
crete at the present time. His personal belief about the use of
concrete is that any track, which has had as much money spent on
it as is necessary to build a concrete track, should last without at-

tention for five years. A good track can be built on rock ballast,

which will last under a city street for eight or nine years without
receiving any attention, so that a life of four or five years of the

concrete under the ties is not remarkable.

E. B. Kirk, of Oshkosh, asked Mr. Alderman if he believes in

using thin gravel to fill the voids in the crushed rock ballast, and
whether he has found in using crushed rock of i l/2 -m. size that

the sub-soil works up into the voids ?

Mr. Alderman replied that the only places where they had to use
broken stone has been in the Northern part of the State. All
through the Central and Southern part of Ohio excellent gravel
is obtainable and this is considered to be as good or better than
broken stone. If it is absolutely necessary to use broken stone,

the idea of using gravel with it is very good. The practice is to

use broken stone where they cannot get gravel and use gravel
where it is found. Any ballast, of course, is liable to mix with
the soil underneath it, and that is the great trouble with the road-
bed, to keep it so that the ballast will stay there after it is placed
there. In a well-ballasted track, however, in city streets, they do
not find that the gravel or broken stone pounds down into (he
soil as much as it does on grades outside of cities.

F. G. Simmons, of Milwaukee, answering several of the criti-

cisms regarding concrete for ballast, said that, while admitting the
force of Mr. Alderman's arguments as to using a loose ballast, his
company believes, nevertheless, that the efficacy of a concrete
ballast is a matter of workmanship; and answering Mr. Larned's
statement that concrete has not been used a sufficient time to
pass judgment on it, said that in Milwaukee they have construc-
tion similar to the kind he mentioned, their standard construction

with 6 ins. of concrete under the ties and filled up between the

ties and to a point where the pavement is superimposed with an

inch cushion of sand on the concrete, that has been in nine years
and there is no sign of trouble. They welded the joints (this is

in city streets of course) and have not even thought of repair-

ing the track. They try to have the concrete mixed in the com-
bination of 1 part best Portland cement, 2^ parts of sand and 5

parts of rock, and with this mixture and by keeping the cars and
all traffic off of the tracks for a sufficient period of time to allow
the concrete to become well set, the results have been very satis-

factory. If it is possible to keep cars and other traffic off the

track for six or seven days so that the concrete will have enough
time to properly settle there will be no trouble with the construc-
tion afterwards. That also presupposes the proper treatment of

the foundation below the concrete. In Milwaukee they excavate
on city streets

;
they first excavate and then dig the trenches and

they consider it necessary to make the foundation very solid.

They roll it with heavy rollers, or tamp it with tamping bars, or
flood it as suggested by Mr. Clark, and to be sure the foundation
has settled to as great an extent as is possible they superimpose
the concrete on the foundation, and then by keeping the cars off

the track for a sufficient length of time they get the result they
are after. They have some track which has been in nine years
and do not expect to repair it for nine years more. They run
interurbans over this track.

H. B. Fleming, of Chicago, speaking of cedar ties, said his

company had some cedar ties which have been in service since

1887, and two years ago when it was necessary to take out that
track on account of the construction of a new sewer, the ties were
found so well preserved that they were replaced in the track. The
only objection to cedar ties is that, as the wood is soft it is hard
to hold the gage. This agrees with Mr. Simmons' experience
with the cedar ties. The speaker also called attention to one
thing in connection with steel-tie construction. Companies go to

great expense in building a sub-structure for the track, and in

many cities where the traffic is very heavy the rails wear out in

a very few years. It seems to the speaker better so to design the
sub-structure that it will be possible to relay the rails without
relaying the sub-structure. He even thinks it would be quite

advisable when using the steel-tie construction similar to that pro-
posed by Mr. Clark, that there be inserted under the rail, and on
top of the tie, a renewable plate which will make it possible to

relay the rails on that tie without resurfacing the tie. Mr.
Clark suggests in his paper that the rails are liable to be eaten
away. He probably refers to the electrolytical action which would
take place there, but at the same time if the rail gets loose on the
tie there is a tendency to wear away the upper surface of the
tie and there should be inserted a plate between the base of the
rail and the top of the tie which could be renewed at the time
the rails were renewed.

Mr. Clark believed that that matter can be taken care of when re-

laying the rails by using different size shims. That is the reason
he spoke of leaving sand holes in the concrete so as to take out
the bolts. It might be necessary to use different size shims. The
rail can be picked out of the steel tie clips and relaid easily with-
out resurfacing any more than shimming up. He shimmed up
about 14 miles of old cable track two years ago that was mounted
on yokes. The rails were welded by electricity and shims were
driven on top of the yokes to bring the rail to surface.

Mr. Fleming did not agree with Mr. Clark on the shimming
proposition. He has had experience on that line and he found
the shims themselves are soon destroyed and the track goes down
to the original sub-structure.

Mr. Alderman asked what had been the experience with con-
crete beam construction?

Mr. Simmons replied that from personal experience and ob-
servation he has been so unalterably opposed to concrete-beam
construction heretofore that he has never employed it.

Mr. Clark was also opposed to concrete-beam construction.
M. A. Schreiber, of Newark, said the Public Service Corpora-

tion believes in stone ballast under the tie. They have an ex-
ceptionally fine quality of trap rock, and put the trap rock under
the tie, and for paving they put concrete between the ties. They
rebuilt many miles of track this summer and had an opportunity
to look over a good many different sorts of construction put in by
different companies: His company has used altogether the wood
tie, either good quality white oak or chestnut. In laying down a

track there arc two things to be considered: not only to put down
a good track, but to think of the effect on the rolling equipment.
The track must not he too rigid. I fe thinks that concrete under a

tie is not a Rood thing, because the concrete, subject to impact,
will not stand.
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Mr. Alderman thought that where the metal tie was used there

will be more necessity for using a cushion ballast.

Mr. Simmons fully agreed with Mr. Alderman's last remark.

He believed, however, that the amount of cushion effect given by

the use of the tie is all that the pavement can stand, and if to

the cushion of the tie there is added the cushion of the loose bal-

last, there will be too much vertical motion in the rail and the

pavement will be unduly disturbed. The matter of cushion is a

vital one, and that is one reason the speaker has always main-

tained that a metal tie was only a last resort on account of the

increasing price of timber.

Mr. Clark, of Cleveland, thought that if a company had 64 sq.

ft. of pavement to maintain, 16 ft. wide in the street, it would
find the cost of maintaining the pavement would be in excess of

the cost of maintaining the equipment on the cushion track. If

the track is perfectly rigid so that the pavement does not move,

the cost of maintenance will be little for the pavement.

Paul Winsor, of Boston, said there is one thing which should

not be lost sight of, and that is the matter of water-proof pave-

ment. It has been the experience in Boston that unless precau-

tions are taken to keep the water out of the ballast there will be

trouble. The pavement must be tight. He finds that concrete

pavement set in concrete blocks will preserve the track very much,

because the water does not get in and does not churn under the

ties and the foundation stays "put." It is water in the track that

is the cause of most of the troubles, and the important question

is to keep the water from getting into the foundation of the

track.

Mr. Clark called attention to a new joint which had been used

in Cleveland and which was on exhibition during the convention.

The report of the committee on maintenance and inspection

of electrical equipment was then taken up. This report will be

found on page 718.

President Adams stated that the association was indebted to

Mr. Doyle for the figures and data submitted in the report.

Mr. Winsor, of Boston, said his company had gone recently

onto a mileage basis of inspection, both for the surface and the

elevated cars, which is working out very well. On the surface

cars, the night starters at the various stations keep the mileage.

They use the register sheets for that purpose. The fare-register

sheets are made up by car numbers, and each sheet stays with

one car through the various routes that the car runs during the

day, so that by knowing the number of trips the car ran on

each route, and referring to a mileage table of routes, the

starter can very easily make up the figures. He enters on a

card each day the mileage made that day, and the total to date

for each car, and sends the cards every morning to the car-

house foreman, having checked on each car the cars that have

run up to the inspection mileage. This has been found to work
out very well. This mileage inspection takes the place of the

inspection they used to do every three days, and includes brake-

shoes, controllers and such things as were apt to give the first

trouble. It is not a general overhauling at all, although that

is also done on the mileage basis, but at much longer intervals.

The company has all kinds of equipments, and some of these

have to be treated in one way and some in another, so there

is no uniformity on the road among the different houses as to

what mileage a car makes before inspection. One kind of

equipment may have to be inspected at 300 miles, and another

equipment will stand a good deal more.
Mr. Kirk asked if cars were oiled between inspections.

Mr. Winsor replied that they have certain motors that have
to be oiled more frequently than that; in fact, they have to be

gone over every night. It depends entirely upon the equip-

ment.
Mr. Doyle, of New York, said in their equipment the motor

bearings and the armature bearings are oiled every 1000 miles,

irrespective of time, and the motor axle and journal bearings
are oiled every 10,000 miles. They do not reed to oil bearings
between inspections.

Mr. Olds, of Milwaukee, thought that the matter of inspec-

tion at the present time is one in which it is impossible to lay

down any hard and fast rules. It is one that has to be worked
out to a certain extent for each locality. The work of the
standardizing committee will be instrumental in reducing the
cost of maintenance of cars. The speaker had been able, by
using an oil cup with a wick feed, to increase the life of the

bearings about three times over the old grease method, but
the oil cup is not as good as the use of wool waste, as is possi-
hle on the newer types of motors.

Mr. Kirk asked Mr. Olds whether he has had any trouble

with the oil not feeding up on the wick in zero weather in these

oil cups.

Mr. Olds replied that he had not. The oil cups are made of

cast iron with a tube in the center, which is also cast. There is

a wire in the center of the tube with a loop in the end next to

the bearing and going to within about % in. of the bearing.

Passing through this loop are two or three strands of wool yarn.

There has been no trouble on account of not feeding.

Mr. McAloney thought that many of the smaller matters, as

brush holders, commutators, etc., gave more trouble than the

bearings, and these were the things that should receive attention

in the inspections.

Mr. Doyle thought the system of maintaining cars on the

mileage system could be made very simple if put on a basis of

car trips. Most companies pay as much attention now to the

car that makes two trips a day as to a car that makes twenty

trips, and the minor troubles, no doubt, are aggravated very

mych more on the cars that do twenty trips than on the cars

that do two.

President Adams also spoke in favor of the mileage inspec-

tion system, especially for the newer types of equipment.

Mr. Winsor thought the gentleman from Denver was correct

in stating that most of the breakdowns come in the old equip-

ment from such things as brush holders. Heretofore everyone

has been a little afraid to tackle this mileage proposition. It

looks as though it was almost an impossible thing to keep the

records with the class of men employed on the cars. Due to

Mr. Lindall, of the Boston Elevated, however, that company
has been able to put in mileage inspection. More than that, it

has been able to tabulate the failures, and at the end of the

month it is possible to know the number of failures of each

kind; how many there were last month and the month before,

and the month before that, by comparison. In that way, at the

monthly meetings, with the car-house foreman, these subjects

are taken up, and if it is found that the W. P. 50 brush-holder

troubles, for instance, are growing, that matter is taken up with

the foreman and with the machinist, and steps are taken to im-

prove that brush holder or to improve that inspection. But
this whole question of getting this down into proper shape has

been a bugaboo for many years. The speaker could say from
his experience, and the mileage system has only been running
about a year now, that it can be carried out with good results.

Mr. Olds said that had been the same proposition on his

road. It seemed to be almost impossible to get the mileage in

such a manner that it could be determined readily, and the

accounting department, which keeps the mileage, has been
handicapped in a way that has made it almost impossible for

them to give that information. The speaker hoped in another
year to have some data on the operating of cars or inspecting
them on a mileage basis. He is a firm believer in it, and be-
lieves that it is the only system to use.

Mr. Winsor said he had made up his mind that he could not
depend on the accounting department to give him the mileage.
It was necessary to have the report early each morning. There-
fore, on his road the mechanical department keeps the mileage
records in the car house. This is done readily from the regis-

ter sheets. The night starter's business is to get the sheets

together and send them in the first thing in the morning to the
auditor. The mechanical clerk draws off from this the number
of trips that each car made on the various routes. From this it

is a simple matter to work up the mileage.

The meeting then adjourned to meet Tuesday morjiing at 10

o'clock.

TUESDAY MORNING SESSION
President Adams called the meeting to order at 10:20 o'clock

on Tuesday morning, and said that the first business of the
morning was the report of the committee on standardization.

H. Wallerstedt, of New York City, the chairman of the com-
mittee, was unable to be present, and J. M. Larned, of Pittsburg,

read the report.

Mr. Larned presented the report, which is published on page
719. President Adams called attention to the last clause of

the report: "It is the hope of the committee that the com-
panies which have not already returned the data sheets will give
them prompt and careful consideration." That, he said, is the
whole thing in a nutshell.

Mr. Olds, of Milwaukee, said the selection of standards was
of a great deal of importance, and that brake-heads, journals and
journal boxes could be very easily standardized. The Milwau-
kee company's standards were made ten years ago, and its man-
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agers have seen no reason to change these standards, except by

adding to the other M. B. C. standards as its equipment and

cars has grown heavier. The company started out ten years

ago with what seems now to be very small journal box-bear-

ing brass. It was the 3/2x6 journal, and it has since added to

that the 3% x 7 and the x 8, and at the present time is get-

ting out some very heavy equipments, which will be 5x9. All

of them are M. C. B. standards. It has always insisted that any

equipment made for it, whether it be a snow-plow or a passen-

ger car, work or other car, should be equipped with some one

of these standards. In the way of brake-shoes, the company

adopted a Christie head, making such changes in it as was ne-

cessary to meet the electric railway conditions. Ten years ago

the company had seventeen kinds of brake-shoes in use, but

has not been obliged to order very many of these shoes during

the last five or six years. It does not, however, believe that it

is good policy to discard all of its old equipment, and prefers

to wear it out. It is never advisable to throw away equipment

that will give good service. It will become obsolete and go

to the scrap heap quickly enough, no matter how good it is.

Mr. Olds believed that the standardization committee will, with

but little trouble, be able to recommend standards, particularly

in those matters mentioned, which can be adopted. The face

of the brake-head can be such as to receive the same shoe on

different kinds and types of trucks; the attachment of the brake

beam or the lever can be varied, but it is a very easy matter

to make them so as to use the same brake-shoe. As far as

motor parts are concerned, that is a much harder proposition to

meet, but Mr. Olds believed that the electrical equipment manu-
facturers are more than ready to meet the engineers on this

proposition. If large companies are able to agree upon some

standards, it will lessen the cost of the equipment, which, as

all know, is a very important matter. It will also lessen the

cost of maintenance. Mr. Olds said he was pleased to receive

this report, and note the progress of the committee, and thought

it had done well.

President Adams called upon Mr. F. W. Sargent, of the Amer-
ican Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, to discuss the advantages

that might be derived from more standardization of brake shoes.

Mr. Sargent said that, as a manufacturer of brake-shoes, he

could say that there is a tremendous waste and expense inci-

dent to the present practice in regard to brake-shoes. He re-

ferred particularly to the difference in patterns. A large num-
ber of roads use the combined head and shoe, weighing all the

way from 30 to 50 lbs., and scrap it when less than half worn

out, and that is a loss, especially where high-priced shoes are

purchased. It is possible to separate most of these combined

heads and shoes, and a number of the roads are working along

that line, but the separation has not been in the lines to se-

cure the greatest economy. The shoes still remain very often

a right and left-hand shoe, requiring two patterns, and the brake

head is such it would not take the various shoes used by the

same company. Mr. Olds spoke of having seventeen or eighteen

patterns of these shoes in the past which were not interchange-

able, and had emphasized the advantages which he has ob-

tained by substituting a shoe on the Christie type and reduced

his seventeen patterns to one. There are a number of roads in

this country, principally in the West, which are following closely

into the lines of the steam railroad practice, and are using a

separable head and shoe, known as the Master Car Builders'

Standard, in steam practice. That is in the line of the greatest

economy in brake-shoe maintenance, because that shoe has the

metal so disposed that it gives the maximum material for wear

and the minimum for scrap. It provides a shoe that can be

reversed on the brake-head, and there is a common head and a

common shoe throughout the country, making interchange prac-

tical and possible without any difficulty; and it seemed to him

wise for this committee to consider seriously the recommenda-
tions which they have made, or which may be made, toward the

adoption of the separable head and shoe known as the M. C. B.

Christie shoe. In such a case the shoe would not weigh more
than from 20 lbs. to 24 lbs., which may be applied and removed

at a scrap weight of 6 lbs., whereas with the combined head and

shoe are generally removed at the weight of 15 lbs., or 20

lbs. From this proposed standard it is possible to get 75 per

cent of useful wear against not to exceed 50 per cent with the

other shoe. There is a steady saving of possibly 25 per cent

at least in every shoe purchased. In view of the fact that the

electrical lines are working in connection with steam roads, and,

sooner or later, the electrical equipment will be running with

steam equipment on steam lines, it seemed to him to make it

very advisable that this association should hasten to go on

record in the adoption of a standard for practice of brake-heads

and brake shoes, and he could suggest no better practice than

that which has been tried out in the years past on steam roads

in so far as the Christie brake-shoe and brake-head are con-

cerned.

President Adams then asked the secretary to read a communi-
cation from the Central Electric Railway Association, which
was done.

Brake-Shoes.—We recommend the adoption as standard of what is known

as Master Car Builders' standard type of brake-shoe, brake-head and key.

Journals and Journal Boxes.—We recommend the adoption as standard

for journals and journal boxes the Master Car Builders' adopted standard

so far as applicable to motor trucks for axle journals, known as 3% x 4*4 x 8

and 5x9. We further recommend the adoption as standard for these

different sizes of axle journals the Master Car Builders' adopted standard

journal boxes, journal bearings and journal bearing keys.

Tread and Flange Wheels.—We recommend the adoption of a wheel-

tread 3 ins. wide with flange % in. high and 1 3-16 ins. thick at the throat

for both city and interurban work.

Rails for Street and Interurbar ''ailways.—We would recommend the

adoption as standard of what is kno./n as the "T" form section of rail for

both city and interurban work.

President Adams suggested that the association should thank

the Central Electric Railway Association for its kind con-

sideration in this matter, and that the communication should be

turned over to the committee. This was done.

Mr. E. W. Olds then referred to wheels. Ten years ago, he

said, the Milwaukee standard was i^-in. tread x ^ in. x Y\ in.

flange. That was supposed to be as large as could be used. He
was very happy to state, however, that the treads have grown,

little by little. At the present time the company is using for

its interurban work a 2%-in. tread with flange 13-16 in. deep by

i/g ins. in thickness. For the city work they are the same
dimensions, except that the tread is 2^4 ins. That dimension

is growing and will be larger, and he hoped that within the next

two years to come up to practically the recommendations of

the Central Association. He wished it were possible to get at

least a 3>2-in. tread. In the older cities, where there is a great

deal of the old work, it is nearly, and will be for a good many
years to come, impossible to do so, but it will come. As has

been stated, a company should be able to operate its cars upon
the steam track, and this cannot be done until practically their

dimensions as to wheels are used. In the matter of wheels

tlfemselves, a great many companies are using cast chilled

wheels ; others are using steel wheels. The steel wheel without

doubt has come to stay, and will be, and is to-day, used almost

entirely upon the interurban roads, and it will be but a short

time before it will be used entirely on the city roads. One
trouble that all have experienced is that it has been necessary

to use just as heavy a wheel whether it was steel or cast iron,

but he thought it better to make the wheels as light as possi-

ble.

President Adams then asked E. D. Priest, of the General

Electric Company, to give his ideas on the standardizing of

motor parts.

Mr. Priest thought that something could be done in that direc-

tion, although he saw it might be carried so far that it would

work a disadvantage both to the manufacturer and to the user.

He thought especially that something might be done in the

matter of sizes of axles. A manufacturer has to keep in stock

gears of various bores, but he cannot be expected to keep a full

line, and quite often that fact may delay shipment of equip-

ment, whereas if there be a standard gear, with standard bore

and standard length of hub and standard key, it would be pos-

sible to make more prompt delivery, and it should tend toward

a cheapening of the equipment. This is true not only as re-

gards the gear, but also as regards the axle linings. If there

could be a standard diameter it would be of great assistance to

the manufacturers. If there could be a standard distance be-

tween wheel hubs, say the finished distance, it would also be of

advantage to the manufacturers. The matter of clearance of

wheel -flange came up a few moments ago, and that affects also

the clearance of the motor as between the motor from the

armature shaft, extreme dimensions, and the clearance between

the wheel flange. It would also be a good thing to have some

standard gear ratio, but he doubted if that would be practicable,

owing to the different characteristics of the service. Some
day this may come, but he hardly thought it would come just

at the present. There might also be something done in the

direction of a standard size of cables leading from the motors

in car wiring, and standard size of cables on the car. If the

work was begun perhaps in a small way, not attempting- to

cover too much, it might develop into something to the ad-
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vantage of both the manufacturer and the user along these

lines.

In reply to an inquiry, President Adams said that he under-

stood that this was an informal discussion of the subject, merely

a report of progress.

Mr. Evans urged the association to adopt something which

could go to the parent organization as a definite recommenda-

tion, and it appeared to him that it would be a simple thing for

the association to adopt the steam railroad brake-shoe as stand-

ard. He said that he had used that brake-shoe quite as satisfac-

torily on 2-in. tracks as he had on the regular M. C. B. standard

3^-in. or more. During the next twelve months a very large

number of equipments will be built, and it is extremely impor-

tant that the output for the next year will conform to what may

be expected to be the standard, and he thought it would

be practicable to act upon the suggestion of the Central Electric

Railway Association so far as it applies to brake-shoes.

President Adams thought it better to go slowly, rather than

to take some action that all might not agree upon.

Mr. Smith, of Kansas City, asked what was the difficulty in

putting a 3-in. tread or a wider tread into service at once. His

company has practically the same conditions as many others,

viz. : Trilby rail up to 137 lbs., girder rail up to 106 lbs., and the

T-rail from 70 lbs. to 100 lbs. Yet it is running 600 cars with

from 3-in. to 3%-m. tread without difficulty, and would have gone

fully to 3
T4 ins., except that the trucks would not permit the

greater weight. The saving on special work, frogs and switches,

makes up for any extra cost in making the change. Many of the

members to whom he had talked personally are afraid of the

granite block, the toothed block, paving brick, and other like

things. His company bought forty of the cars used in the World's

Fair which had M. C. B. wheels with flanges running from

1 7-16-in. to 1 9-16-in., and 4-in. tread. It was impossible to

use the flange, and the wheels were put in a lathe and the flange

turned down, but the tread was left alone. They were then put

out, and in two trips they had worn the toothed block level with

the rail. These cars are now operated as successfully as those

with 2-in. or 3-in. tread, and more so, and the saving on special

work and the additional bearing on the frogs and switches have

amply compensated for any granite blocks which may have been

cut off.

Charles S. Kimball, of Washington, thought that if wider

wheel treads are adopted, it would often be necessary either to

redesign the special work, or to put in new work, or grind the

elevated portions back to clear these treads. Moreover, many
companies have the grooved rails, which will not admit of a

wide flange nor of the deep flange.

Mr. Winsor, of Boston, also thought it undesirable for the asso-

ciation to vote on standards now.

Thomas K. Bell, of Philadelphia, speaking as a manufacturer

of special work, said that the average flange to-day on the street

railways in this country is very close to 76 in. deep. There are

possibly only four or five girder rails that are rolled by the mills

of the country to-day that are really suitable for a flange any

more than in. in depth. In regard to the guard rails, there is

not a guard rail to-day rolled that will accommodate a

flange in a 42-ft. 6-in. radius, with a /-ft. 6-in. wheel base, with-

out planing the groove. So there is to-day a crying necessity

on the part of the street railways to get together on the question

of the adoption of a suitable design of rail, and insist on the

rolling mills of this country getting them out. That is one of

the most urgent things needed. In the T-rail, such as used in

Milwaukee, both in the girder T and the low T, that question is

set aside. Many other propositions are involved in practical

operation. For instance, the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad is trying to bring some of its M. C. B. flanges and
treads off the steam line into the city work. There is not any

of the city work to-day that will stand it, and it is only a question

of a few years before the entire track structure would be de-

stroyed by a flange deeper than %, in. ; in other words, the best

rail in use to-day will only allow a vertical wear of 5-16 inch.

In reference to the Trilby types of rails, there are many good
features in this section, and there is a very great advantage in

the appearance of the surface of the streets when properly paved,

but as a matter of fact there is not a Trilby rail rolled to accom-
modate a Ji-m. flange outside of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

section in Philadelphia. That is the only rail which will admit

of a reasonable number of years of wear before the trams of the

rail will begin to cut down. An approach to the %-in. flange,

with at least a 3-in. tread, possibly a 4-in. tread, wilr be the thing

that will perhaps solve this problem. Mr. Kimball raised the

objection to wider treads being introduced owing to the fact that

in many places they had jumped the frogs. In answer to that,

the speaker said that there are very few cases of that kind com-
pared to the number of pieces of special work in' the country, and
he did not consider it a very great difficulty to overcome. He is

rigging up machines to go over his entire system for the purpose

of grinding the edges of the pavement so as to overcome this

difficulty. It is a very inexpensive operation when it is handled
in the right way, but it is also a very necessary one in order to

prevent the destruction of the wheels.

H. B. Fleming, of Chicago, thought the subject of standardiza-

tion a very important one, but believed it was wise to move slowly

in introducing these standards. About five years ago the Chicago
City Railway adopted an M. C. B. truck, and since then it has
adhered to that type of truck, making only such changes as were
found necessary, due to increase in weight of equipment, so that

at the present time it has about a thousand trucks of that type.

That helps out greatly in the maintenance end of trucks. In the

matter of rails, unfortunately the railway company is not always
at liberty to select the type of rail it wants. In many cases, es-

pecially in Chicago, the company has to consult with the city au-
thorities, and it

.
is very hard to convince these authorities some-

times that the company has the right design. There are so many
things which should be standardized that it is hard to know
where to begin. One man will want one line of apparatus stan-

dardized and another man will want another. In the matter of

painting cars, some roads retain the same colors on the cars that

were used in the horse-car days. The Chicago Railway has tried

in the last two or three years to paint all of its cars a uniform
color. It is also standardizing motors. It has adopted standards
in connection with car wiring, and on all new equipments the con-

duit system of car wiring is used. The company is adopting a

standard air brake. The company uses a fys-in. flange made neces-

sary by reason of the fact that the city authorities require a very
shallow groove in the rail. They insisted at one time that the

company should not use a groove of greater depth than 1% in.

The present standard is 1% ins. It will readily be seen that if

there is only Ij^-in. depth of groove and ^-in. flange there is not
a great deal of wear on the head of the rail. Recently in Chicago
the question of valuation of the street railway properties has
arisen, and the engineers who are representing the city in that

valuation, have taken the stand that the rail has no value at the

time when the flange is running on the bottom of the groove. It

is very necessary, as Mr. Bell points out, to get a good, deep,

wide groove, allowing the use of larger flanges than has been the

custom. The Chicago City Railway tread is 2% ins., and the

speaker agreed with Mr. Smith, of Kansas City, that it is advis-

able to make the tread as wide as possible. When they put on
the wide tread they found the tread took care of the paving
stone and did not give any trouble.

President Adams then appointed the following committee to

consider this subject and report back to the association: Paul
Winsor, G. J. Smith, W. H. Evans, Thomas K. Bell and John S.

Doyle. He then announced the next paper, "Gas Engines," by
Paul Winsor, chief engineer motive power and rolling stock

Boston Elevated Railway Company, Boston, Mass. Mr. Winsor
presented the paper published on page 707.

After reading his paper, Mr. Winsor added that the plant de-

scribed has been running another month or more since his paper
was written, and still running successfully. This plant when at

load had 820 kw for the station rating at 700. That is about 18

per cent overload for the hour, but part of that time it was con-
siderably higher. These stations are rated much below the engine
rating. The generators are put on more for the normal running
of the station, and as they will stand 25 or 50 per cent overload
for a short time, these stations are rated very much as a steam
station is rated. The company expects to get from that station

of maximum demand about 33 per cent above its lating and to

run it for 2 or 3 hours; or indefinitely at 20 per cent. This is, of
course, a little too high temperature for the generator, but not too
much for the short time it is done.

Fred N. Bushnell, of Providence, said he thought it would be
of great assistance in the study of the question if Mr. Winsor
would enlighten them more on the subject of just what producer
gas was and its method of manufacture.

Mr. Winsor said his paper and the thought he had in coming
there was to tell what had been done with the gas producer, and
not to instruct as to what gas was. A gas engine was nothing
but a hot-air engine. They put air and gas into a cylinder and
by burning it they heat the contents very hot and get a tremen-.

dous expansion and something that would do work. It is nothing
but a hot-air engine, and the real question was how to get the-

gas. There was the natural gas, consisting almost entirely of
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hydro-carbon; coal gas having about half the heat value of

natural gas, made from the distillation of coal in a closed .retort

and consisting of hydro-carbon with a considerable portion of

free hydrogen ; water gas with a heat value of about one-third

of that of coal gas and consisting very largely of hydrogen
;
pro-

ducer gas of about one-sixth the value of coal gas and consisting

of carbon monoxide, which will burn with oxygen from the air

;

blast furnace gas, which is even lower in heat value than pro-

ducer gas and of the same general nature. Coal gas made by the

distillation of coal in a closed retort contains a large amount of

tar and sulphur and must be thoroughly washed before the gas

can be used. Some think they can handle hydrogen up to 16 or

17 per cent of the total volume of gas ; when they go above that

they have trouble. The hydrogen ignites at a much lower tem-
perature than producer gas and they get premature explosions.

Hydrogen seldom goes above 15 per cent, and if it gets up there

is trouble in back firing. Blast furnace gas is free from hydrogen.

It is dirty and the engine will not give so much power, but that

is not important. It is easy to handle in a gas engine. Natural
gas is a very strong gas and is also easy to handle in a gas en-

gine because it is free from the hydrogen; and producer gas,

which is the water gas, or rather the mixed gases, as they are

made.
Mr. Hewitt, of Philadelphia, said that the paper was one that

interested him especially and showed very encouraging results.

Last year, at Philadelphia, a paper was presented on gas engines

by Mr. Bibbins and was criticised by Mr. Mailloux, of New York,
who thought that only in a few instances would the gas-engine
plant show sufficient economy to warrant its extra cost. The
steam turbine was quite prominently brought forward at that

meeting, and the best results given by the steam turbine in Mr.
Winsor's territory were in the Quincy plant and one of the ele-

vated plants which showed an economy of 2.6 to 2.8 lbs. of coal

per kw-hour, using the same kind of coal Mr. Winsor is using in

this gas plant. If this is correct, Mr. Winsor's paper shows that

one could afford to spend about twice as much for a gas plant as

a steam plant to get the same final result. That being the case

the paper is very favorable indeed for the gas-engine plant. Mr.
Hewitt then asked about the regulation.

Mr. Winsor replied that he was using direct-current generators
and had no trouble about the regulation.

H. M. Benghler, of Ford, Bacon & Davis, said he had experi-

ence last year with a 1400-hp Crosby four-cylinder, 32-in. x 36-in.

gas engine at Elmira, N, Y., which operated successfully 60-cycle

three-phase apparatus. He had absolutely no trouble at all so far

as the parallel operation was concerned. The engines were oper-

ated in connection with a steam unit. The four-cylinder engine
gave a crank effort that was almost equal to the best steam-
engine practice.

E, P. Roberts called attention to the remark made, that as the

gas engine would cut the fuel bill one could afford to pay twice

as much for the power house. The fuel bill is not the only thing,

there are a good many others, as interest on the investment. In

reference to operation in parallel, he had occasion during the last

two years to examine that quite carefully, to such an extent that at

the present time his firm is considering the advisability of putting

in a 1500-kw gas engine, 30-cycle railway plant. The present

power house is not anywhere near the center of the system, and
there is very little water for domestic purposes. The question is,

shall that power house be enlarged or another power house of any
character be placed in an entirely different location, also whether
the company will use 1500-kw or 500-kw units, which shall be used
nearly all the time but with the night loads, then the steam engine
plant will continue. A question was asked whether it was a fair

inference on the paper that if coal cost $3 or more per ton the

gas engine plant is preferable. No such general inference can be

drawn, because where coal is less than $3 a ton it is sometimes
advisable, as in the case of natural gas. In Cleveland, for instance,

natural gas from West Virginia costs 30 cents a thousand, and
the speaker recently advised the installation of a 275-kw gas
engine in Cleveland. Refering again to the paper, Mr. Winsor
mentions a load factor of 84.5 per cent, which would indicate

that part of the time one engine was operating and part of the

time two. It would be desirable to have a load diagram showing
when the engines were thrown in and out, and what the operation
of each was, because the gas engine will not take the maximum
overload as compared with a steam engine.

Mr. Winsor, in reply to several questions, said that the stations

described by him are practically sub-stations: The company had
two districts. The question was of putting in these plants or
adding to the present steam plant. The figures show that the

gas plants cost about $80 a kilowatt more than the steam plant.

During the month of July the water supply cost $1,071, while the

coal cost $550.

Mr. Hewitt asked Mr. Winsor what was the ratio of first cost

between these plants and what a condensing plant would have
ci st in the same locality, assuming that the buildings would be
suitable for either plant.

Mr. Winsor replied that these particular plants cost about two-
thirds more than a steam plant would cost, based, not on the

engine rating but on the station rating. That is, he took the steam
plant at $110, and these plants cost between $180 and $190 on the
arbitrary rating. He tried to give them a rating that compared
with the steam plant.

Mr. Hewitt said the coal in a steam plant is about 50 per cent
"f the cost of operation, and if it is assumed that the labor cost is

the same for gas and steam, and that the sundry costs are about
the same, it would not be fair to assume exactly double the cost
of the plant, it appeared to the speaker that two-thirds additional
cost would practically eat up the saving unless there was some
nther advantage in the gas plant.

Mr. Yawger, of the Westinghouse Machine Company, wanted to

bring up the question of quantity of water used. Mr. Winsor,
in his paper, stated his plant uses about 200 lbs. of water. That
appeared to the speaker as being a large amount of water for a

gas plant, although much, of course, depends on how hot he uses
the water and how much heat he takes out of every pound of
water.

In reply to a question, Mr. Winsor stated they took from the

water about 40 degs. of heat.

Mr. Yawger repeated that 200 lbs. seemed a good deal of water,

but if an estimate was made of the amount of water that would
actually be wasted in a cooling tower in order to take out, say,

40 or 50 degs. of heat, the figures would show something like 7 or
8 lbs. of water actually wasted or evaporated in a cooling tower,

and having only 200 lbs. per kilowatt to handle it would make
the pipes and the cooling tower itself quite a small piece of appa-
ratus per kilowatt. The whole subject seems to line up in this

way : That gas engines are at the present time to be looked upon
as desirable in special locations, where coal is high, where water
is scarce, and where other conditions likje the saving in copper,

etc., enter in. Of course, the cost per horse-power of the gas
engine is bound to be a good deal more than the cost of a steam
engine, unless gas engines can be made a great deal lighter per
horse-power than now. The weight in a large engine will run
about 500 lbs. per horse-power, and the price of coal seems to be
about the same as it has been, and the price of labor is not getting

cheaper, so that it is hard to see where there is going to be any
improvement unless it is in a change in design.

The next paper was "Underground Cables," by H. G. Stott.

This paper is published on page 705.

W. Boardman Reed, of New York, thought emphasis might be
laid on one or two points touched upon in Mr. Stott's paper. First,

the character of the ducts, which are rough inside and have
little points projecting. These cut the lead sheath and render the
paper valueless, if the duct is wet or damp. In the second place,

the speaker thought that they did not use sufficient care in laying
ducts, especially where laid on horizontal or vertical curves. The
first cables for high potential work were laid in New York about
1886, and these were laid without lead sheaths, and were operated
for about fourteen years without any trouble. That was before
the days of the automobile, when rubber was much cheaper than
now and when labor was considerably less, and they could afford
to use a good quality of rubber. He thought there was a demand
for the use of better insulation in some places, and rubber-covered
cable, if engineers felt they could afford it, would stand up in the
damp places.

Mr. Winsor spoke of trouble with return currents on lead

sheaths. They had considerable trouble with cables burning out,

the heavy return currents burning the leads out at bonds where
they touched and had a good ground. That was so serious that

in almost all cases now the lead sheath is cut out for an inch or

two off each side where it enters. Mr. Stott does the same thing

by insulating the lead sheathing on the racks.

Mr. Latey explained the use of the negative return in the Man-
hattan installation. They had a large heavy structure, and fol-

lowed the usual practice of using that structure for return with

about the usual results. When they came to the subway they had
no structure, and about the time they got ready to lay out the

negative return circuits, they had to give up one of the rails for

the signal system, which left one 100-lb. rail for a return circuit

for about 2V1 miles of structure. They figured all kinds of

schemes for putting in copper, and incidentally estimated the out-

put of the copper market. It did not look as though there would
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be much copper left for anybody else by the time they got the

return dropped down to reasonable limits. The only thing they

could do was to put in insulated negative cables which would in

a way get around the restrictions imposed, and they put in insu-

lated negatives, fitting in in four places between sub-stations ; that

is, having four points of collecting the return current and carrying

that insulated cable back to the sub-station. That gives a poten-

tial difference of perhaps 60 or 70 volts between points on the

return rail and the sub-station bps, but only about 5 or 6 volts

difference of potential between the return rails and the water
pipes in the immediate vicinity. On the Manhattan division, even
with heavy structures, the telephone company got after the rail-

way on the question of return circuits. The company used bonds
near every sub-station or special point of feed. Near the subway-
it had but one place where it wanted a bond, and the railway
company could not understand why this was required until a

short circuit was developed shortly after, burning off a number
of wires at the sub-station. It was found that the telephone pen-

pie had a sub-station negative bus which explained »that particular

situation. On the Manhattan division they had 3^-in. ducts care-

fully inspected and laid by the Conduit Company, of New York.
On the subway division they had 3} : in. four-way ducts, which
were not particularly well inspected, but they had practically no
trouble except that which was caused by the lead sheathing being
cut in the duct. Nearly all trouble was due to bad joining or bad
bending. They had a few cases of burnouts in ducts, that
might have been caused by rough ducts, such as refered to by the
previous speaker.

Charles S. Kimball, of Washington, said they had considerable

trouble in Washington with the sheath cables being grounded,
not in the manholes, but between the manholes. They have
traced this and find it to be a fact that the difficulty is caused
by the cement-lined iron ducts. They find that the cement be-

comes brittle and cracks and separates from the iron. Of
course that causes the ground. They are doing away with these
iron ducts as fast as circumstances will permit. The company has
been laying a considerable amount of new ducts recently, and uses

a scraper made of four steel blades with which every piece of

terra cotta and tile duct is scraped. That eliminates the rough
points in the ducts which are likely to injure the lead sheeting
in the cable.

Mr. Winsor asked if any of the members are making insula-

tion tests or break-down tests on their cables, and wanted to

know if any one was using a higher voltage than the working
voltage to test the cables periodically.

Mr. Latey said about the only tests they make on the direct-

current table is the voltmeter insulation test. They are getting

the insulation resistance by means of a 700-volt voltmeter.

The high potential cables are not tested periodically. They
have to test them occasionally when changing connections and
in case of break-downs, but that is about the only test that these

cables are getting. In the case of an 11,000-volt cable, they gave

it a 19,000-volt break-down test for about five minutes, which is

very much below the contract test.

Mr. Winsor said the Boston Elevated buys its cable on a

guarantee that the insulation resistance shall not go below a

certain figure in a certain number of years. They test the

cable every two weeks, and follow the curve of the insulation

test very carefully. They find if the insulation goes down it is

apt to go down rapidly, and the curve will flatten out. Their
experience is that if a cable falls from 200 megohms per mile

to 25, and keeps falling steadily, it is sure to keep on falling.

The meeting then adjourned until 2:30 o'clock.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION
President Adams called the meeting to order at 2:30 o'clock,

and announced the first paper of the afternoon session would
be that of "Relative Economy of Turbines and Engines at

Various Percentages of Rating," by Walter Goodenough, en-

gineering department, Stone & Webster, Boston, Mass. Mr.
Goodenough unfortunately could not attend the convention,

and the secretary read the paper. This paper will be found on

page ,712.

Mr. Winsor thought Mr. Goodenough's paper was more par-

ticularly interesting to the financial end of the business, and

the constructing and designing engineer. He did not agree

with the author that it affects the operation at all. If the

engineer has a given plant, and interest charges go on in spite

of him, the only thing he can do is to lower the cost of opera-

tion. He should not consider the question of interest charges

after he once has the plant, but should run the plant at the

lowest cost of operation. When he comes to the point of

possible increase of plant, it is up to the designing engineer,
and he should take the interest charges into consideration, or
consider whether or not he should run his present plant at heavy
overloads or low efficiencies, or whether he should add to it and
run up the interest charges. The operating engineer should not
take into account the question of fixed charges.

President Adams then appointed as the committee on nomina-
tions the following: W. B. Reed, New York; D. F. Carver,
Rochester; H. B. Fleming, Chicago; M. O'Brien, St. Louis, and
Alfred Green, of New York.
The next paper was entitled "Economy in Car Equipment,

Weights and Schedules," by E. H. Anderson, Schenectady,
N. Y. This paper will be found on page 715.

Before opening the discussion on this paper President Adams
announced that Mr. Mower had intimated that this year will

be his last year as secretary. Mr. Mower has taken upon him-
self the duties of general manager of the road, and these duties

will not permit him to give the necessary attention to the affairs

of the association. Mr. Adams wanted to say to Mr. Mower,
for the association, that his efforts in the past have been of

great value to the association, and the result of his work in the

old association when it was a question of getting in new mem-
bers and similar work put the association on the basis it was
in when it came to the point of reorganization. He wanted to

thank Mr. Mower in the name of the association for his efforts

in the past.

President Adams then relinquished the chair to Vice-President
Simmons.

N. W. Storer, of the Westinghouse Company, said that, in his

opinion, one of the greatest features in selecting motor equip-

ments for successful operation is to get the right reduction for

the motor. There have been thousands of dollars wasted and
thousands of equipments given a very bad reputation simply be-

cause of the selection of a bad gear ratio. The motors may be

geared for entirely too high a speed or too low a speed, due to

the fact that a proper study of the conditions was not given be-

fore the gear ratio was selected. There could be numerous
cases of that kind pointed out.

For illustration, the speaker asslmied a case where a motor
was selected that was geared for a speed of 30 miles an hour,

when the service requirements were such as to need only a

maximum speed of 15 or 20 miles an hour. That motor is going

to be run at a low voltage practically all the time. The speaker

had in mind a road where the motors are operated at an average

voltage of about 275 volts while the line voltage will average

practically double. That means the motors have their capacity

cut in two, and they are operating at about half the horse-power

capacity which they would have if they were operated for longer

periods on the high voltage. The motor is designed for 550

volts, and to get the capacity out of it, it is necessary to have
that voltage as large a part of the time as possible. That is

where the high-speed gear reduction will come in. If the motor
is operated at too low a reduction, that is to say, at too low a

speed, it will be necessary to force the motors, and in braking a

large part of the power in the motor is lost in the brake-shoes.

This not only wears out the brake-shoes, but uses up the coal

pile at the same time. That is where the slow-speed gear gets

in its bad work. The lower the speed gear the easier, as a gen-

eral thing, is it for the motor to get over the ground, and the

lower the heating will be. There is a great tendency on the

part of people who go into interurban work to adopt gear ratios

which are really beyond the requirements. They want to reach

a maximum speed of 45 or 50 miles an hour, while the track

conditions may not be such as to make it possible to use that

excessive speed for any considerable part of the time. They
sacrifice a great deal in the capacity of the motors to gain a

little in the speed on a small part of the line. That is a mistake,

but it would not be so bad if they could get sufficient motor
capacity at the same time, but they select a quadruple equipment

of 75 hp for a 35-ton car and gear the cars for a very high

speed. The result is that the motors are badly overloaded. The
cars might make the scheduled speed if they were properly geared

for it, but the point is very well shown in the curves, namely, the

effect of the high schedule speed on the capacity of the motors
which are required. There is one point brought out in the paper

in regard to the number of motors in an equipment which should

be further dwelt upon. It was stated quite correctly that a great

deal of trouble is experienced from the wheels of the car slipping

where the weight is not all on the driving wheels. That is very

apt to be the case, and it compels the companies to adopt four
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motor equipments where two motor equipments would do just as

well, if they did not have this slipping. A great deal of trouble

is due to the fact that the hand controller is not properly op-

erated. The motorman may throw the controller on too fast,

giving the motors very heavy rushes of current. That will mo-
mentarily give a very high torque, and start the wheels to slip-

ping. The speaker believed the adoption of the multiple-unit

control equipment for street cars with purely automatic accelera-

tion will go a long way toward avoiding that trouble. With
multiple-unit control the acceleration is practically out of the

hands of the motorman; it depends entirely on the adjustment

which the control is given before the car leaves the depot. If it

is adjusted for 150 lbs. per ton acceleration, that is what it is

going to do. For instance, with a double-truck car, at least 60

per cent of the entire weight is on the driving truck wheels.

That should give acceleration to the car of 150 lbs. per ton with

about 12.5 per cent adhesion. It is possible in most cases, any-

way with the use of a little sand, to obtain 12.5 per cent adhesion

oiv the rails even if they are very slimy, and that will give a very

good acceleration. A mile and a half per hour per second is to

be commended for practically all city work, although it is ex-

ceeded in many places, and is much less than that in others.

The fact remains, however, that the acceleration will always be

at a predetermined speed. That is an advantage which must not

be overlooked, and the importance of having a certain rate of

acceleration is plainly illustrated in the curves accompanying the

paper. Mr. Storer then pointed out some of the additional ad-

vantages of multiple-unit control for city cars. These may be

summed up as follows

:

While it may not be directly under discussion on this paper, at

the same time he thought it would not be out of place to show
the economies which can be secured in other directions by the

use of this same multiple-unit control for street cars. In many
cities one will hear the cry "There are not enough cars." The
trouble is in the crowded condition of the streets. It is impos-

sible to force more cars through the streets, as they are so crowded
that, under the present conditions of operating one car at a time,

there is very inefficient operation. It seemed to him that by

coupling two or three cars, a very large increase in the number
operated may be easily secured. He was glad to note from the

discussion on the preceding day how many people were thinking

of the multiple-unit control equipment for street cars. This is

entirely in the right direction. The use of it in the crowded
streets will be of benefit. Suppose three cars are coupled in a

train, one avoids two spaces between the cars. These spaces are

entirely useless, and if the cars are running close together, it

will be found that wagons creep in and people are crossing the

street so there is much interference with the traffic all the time,

and the single cars can go along only in a succession of jogs. If

there are three cars in a train, two spaces will be avoided, and
the time spent at crossings and in clearing blockades very much
reduced. At crossings only one signal from the corner man will

take the three cars across the street, otherwise three signals must
be given, and there would be greater interruption of the service.

About the only difficulty he could see in such operation is in the

coupling of the cars, but that, he thought, could be obviated.

Multiple-unit control will also partially dispose of the last para-

graph of the paper which states : "The above illustrates strongly

that the largest car which can be run, and the proper frequency
of cars maintained will give the least cost per seat or passen-

ger-mile." That is on the basis of having the single-car equip-

ments. If multiple-unit control is used, fixed charges on a large

train are cut down to a very great extent, and the smaller equip-

ments can be employed to much better advantage.

Mr. Priest said that Mr. Anderson had very clearly pointed out
some of the controlling features in the selection of equipment.

He thought too much emphasis could not be placed on the care-

ful consideration of the service requirements before choosing the

size or type of motor. He believed it would be greatly to the

advantage of both consumer and manufacturer if they would get

together more in the consideration of this problem. If the user
would indicate very clearly to the manufacturer just what his

service conditions are, going into considerable detail, giving the

weight of cars, number of stops, and general character of the

service, he was sure that the manufacturer could be of great
assistance in choosing the proper equipment. Referring .to Mr.
Storer's point about gear ratio, he quite agreed with him that
very often an improper gear ratio is selected, and usually it is

too high. This not only results in greater consumption of energy
for a given schedule, but also in abuse of the equipment. While
perhaps too broad a statement to make, he thought that, generally
speaking, it may be said that the lowest speed equipment which

will perform the service is usually the best one to select. There

fore, when a street railway man calls for a speed of 45, 50 and

60 miles an hour, he should very carefully consider the results

of using such a high-speed equipment. In the great majority of

incidents he believed a low-speed equipment would fulfil all the

requirements and do it with much greater economy.

Mr. Olds fully agreed with the proposition as placed before the

meeting by the speakers and said it bore out his views as to tin-

maximum speed that so many operating men require the rolling

stock men to have for the gear ratios. They often say that they

wish to make 40, 50 or 60 miles per hour, when the facts are, they

do not average 25 miles per hour. As a consequence, the motors

are overworked and very often burned out. In his own case

where some motors were arranged for 45 miles per hour, the gear

ratio was changed to bring the speed down to about 35 miles per

hour. It was found that the consumption of energy, operating on

the same schedule and making the same speed with the same

cars was very much reduced. The maintenance charge also was
reduced to a very considerable amount. He was pleased to note

how fully Mr. Anderson had brought out these matters, and as

Mr. Priest had said, it was very important that the operators

should get close to the manufacturers. It would save the former

money, which is the point they were after, to get good reliable

service that shall be attractive to the public and bring the largest

returns to the railway companies.

Mr. Rolston referred to some experiences he had in the past six

months with different gear ratios used on the G. E. 73-motor. In

the one case with the gear ratio of 1.7 they got a maximum cur-

rent of 950 amps., while in the other case with a gear ratio of

2.3, same motor and same weight of car, four-motor equipment,

about a 40-ton car, they had a maximum of 625 amps. The rise

in temperature, maintaining the same schedule and practically the

same stops—observation taken on similar days under similar con-

ditions—was 30 degs. more in the case of the high-geared motor.

The current consumption as taken by a recording wattmeter was
very little in excess in the case of a high-geared ratio. The fact

was, that the maximum jerks in starting seemed to be responsible

for a large amount of the heating, but on two of the equipments

which were reduced, the gear ratio was changed again to 2.6 and
gave still better results. Taking the average, as a whole, the busi-

ness could be handled with the gear ratio at 2.3 with considerable

less effected maximum pull at the power house than it could in

the other case. The only instance he had in mind where the

higher gear ratio might be adopted to good advantage was in the

case of limited service, with very few stops of 8 or 10 miles apart.

Then the higher gear ratio might come in to fairly good advan-

tage and prove profitable, but where the stops are frequent, aver-

aging 1 mile or 1^2 miles apart on interurban service, the

high-gear ratio would be a detriment. Another trouble was the

failure of fields on this particular motor, G. E. 73. They had on
an average defective fields one to three, in favor of the lower
gear. It seemed as if those on the higher gear were heated up to

a higher temperature and more liable to flashing and causing

trouble of that kind, and it was not uncommon to pull out burned-

out field once in every two weeks on these cars. The previous

management had supplied the road with gears to. change them
over to the high ratio, but after making a careful investigation

they decided it was better to go back to the lower ratio.

Mr. Storer said there was another point which might be men-
tioned in connection with the question of gear ratio. It is fre-

quently deemed advisable by the management of a large system to

select one standard gear for all classes of service. In view of

the developments which have come up and the necessity of mak-
ing changes, was it not best to capitalize that standardization

work and see how much it is worth to the company ; would it not

be better to keep one standard motor and gear it for several dif-

ferent classes of service if necessary on the same system, gear it

properly, and get the benefit of the lower power consumption, and
the longer life of the motor, but have it so that one will not have
interchangeable equipment, so to speak. He thought that point

should be capitalized and see how much it was worth.

Upon motion of W. H. McAloney the consideration of the ques-

tion box was deferred until the next session, Wednesday after-

noon at 2 o'clock.

WEDNESDAY SESSIONS

The Wednesday morning session of the Engineering association

was held jointly with the American association, and is reported

on page 766 of this issue.

At the Wednesday afternoon session the Question Box was
received without discussion, after which the committee on resolu-

tions presented resolutions thanking the local and interurban
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roads of Columbus for courtesies extended; expressing the ap-

preciation of the association for the work accomplished by Presi-

dent Ely, of the American association; thanks to H. Wallerstedt,

of the standardization committee and to President Adams.
The committee on nominations next made its report, and the

following officers were elected for the ensuing year : President,

H. H. Adams, of Baltimore ; first vice-president, F. G. Simmons,
of Milwaukee; second vice-president, J. S. Doyle, of New York
City; third vice-president, Paul Winsor, of Boston; secretary and
treasurer, Walter Mower. Executive committee, the officers and
F. H. Lincoln, of Philadelphia; F. N. Bushnell, of Providence;
W. T. Dougan, of New York City, and H. B. Fleming, of Chicago.

The convention then adjourned.

ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN
STREET AND INTERURBAN RAILWAY CLAIM

AGENTS' ASSOCIATION

DELIVERED BY S. L. RHOADES
At the Columbus Convention of the Association on Monday, Oct. 15, 1906.

The Claim Agents' Association was particularly favored by the

executive committee of the American association when the latter

selected Columbus as the convention city. Fortunately, our
worthy secretary is a resident here, and, as I am reliably informed,

is familiar with the ways and means to insure the most exclusive

claim agent a profitable and enjoyable time. I am quite sure that

none of us will fail to take advantage of the invitation extended.

It was early decided that this season's convention should be

held in the Middle West and Columbus was selected only after

several other cities had been considered because it offered the best

accommodations for the majority interested. Incidentally, we
are afforded an opportunity to examine the methods and manage-
ment of the accident department of this city's railway, which, I

believe, is maintained at a very low percentage of the gross

receipts.

Although this is the second annual convention of our associa-

tion, it is the first since the reorganization ; and I am pleased to

say that we are progressing, and the fear entertained by some of

us, that in organization we might lose our identity or be restricted

in our work, was without foundation ; on the contrary, there has
been perfect harmony and co-operation. The officials of the parent

organization have promptly granted every reasonable request and
shown their desire to assist us wherever possible. We acknowl-
edge our indebtedness to the executive officers of that association

for their assistance in perfecting our organization and particularly

to Professor Swenson for his personal attention to many of the

details. With this co-operation we were able to formulate and
adopt a constitution and by-laws consistent with those of the

other organizations and satisfactory to the executive committee
who had the matter in charge. It has also been our opportunity

and very great pleasure to assist the parent organization, by
promptly answering all communications referred to us by its

secretary, regarding claim departments, and these queries came
not only from America, but from Europe, Australia and the

Philippines, thereby showing that we, as a Claim Agents' Asso-
ciation, are recognized wherever street railways are operated.

I venture to predict from the attendance that this will be a

unique and successful convention. During the past year your
executive committee, following the suggestion of Vice-President

O'Connor, has organized and put into operation a Question Box,
which has proved a success beyond our expectations. In the ques-

tions and answers valuable information is contained, applicable to

claim departments of all classes of electric railways.

We have also on exhibition, at the suggestion of Mr. Renaud,
of New Orleans, copies of the blank forms of reports, etc., used
by various companies. By a close examination of these printed

forms new ideas may be obtained, and I trust that at the proper
time we will have a free discussion concerning their merits.

While it seems impracticable that any standard set of forms
could be universally adopted, I would suggest the advisability of

appointing a committee to consider the matter, together with the

question of keeping statistics. Of one thing I am convinced, that

as the cost of the accident department increases, our superior

officers will require more definite and particular information con-

cerning expenditures. We should therefor aim to be in a posi-

tion to furnish an answer to such questions, and, if it is possible,

to arrange a standard system of statistics and accounts, which by
comparison might become of universal interest and value.

Each year our street railway companies are compelled to meet

a larger and more unscrupulous class of persons who prey upon
their treasuries. This practice is reaching such proportions that

something should be done to check it. While it is too broad a

subject to be discussed here, I wish to suggest the advisability of

appointing a committee to consider the problem and devise some
practicable method of treating it. There are other organizations

now considering the question, and while it may not ultimately be

a matter for the Claim Agents' Association to deal with, it seems
that if we could suggest to the American association some plaus-

ible plan, it. might be willing to consider the matter. While I am
speaking on the subject of committees, it has occurred to me that

if we had something like an "employment" committee, it would be
an advantage. For example, during the past year I have been
asked a dozen times if I could suggest the name of an experi-

enced and capable man to take charge of accident departments.

If I were to give particular attention to this matter, would it not

accrue to our benefit? A very capable agent may, for one of many
reasons, lose or resign his position and be looking for another.

T recall a half dozen instances where this has occurred through
consolidations, changes of management, etc. If these facts were
in the possession of such a committee, our association would be

able not only to answer the question but supply the man, who
being both experienced and competent, would strengthen us.

It is with deep regret and a feeling of sincere sorrow that I an-

nounce the death of an active member of our association, Mr.
Feeney, of New Jersey. Mr. Feeney attended the convention last

year and took an active part in the discussions.

The papers to be presented at this convention are particularly

interesting and valuable, a credit to the association and to the

speakers. The association invites a free discussion on both the

papers and the Question Box, so that we will all derive interest

and benefit therefrom. In conclusion, I wish to thank the mem-
bers of the executive committee and of the association for their

loyalty and co-operation, and I sincerely trust that to all fellow-

workers present, the convention will prove most successful.

THE NEW OFFICERS OF THE ALLIED ASSOCIATIONS

At the Columbus convention the various associations elected

officers as follows

:

Engineering Association.—President, H. H. Adams, superin-

tendent of shops United Railways & Electric Company, Balti-

more ; first vice-president, F. G. Simmons, engineer maintenance
of way Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company ; second

vice-president, J. S. Doyle, superintendent car equipment Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Company, New York
; secretary and

treasurer, Walter Mower, general manager Southwestern Trac-

tion Company, London, Canada. Executive Committee—The
officers and F. H. Lincoln, assistant general manager Philadel-

phia Rapid Transit Company; F. N. Bushnell, chief engineer the

Rhode Island Company, Providence, R. I. ; W. T. Dougan, en-

gineer maintenance of way New York City Railway ; H. B.

Fleming, chief engineer Chicago City Railway.

Accountants' Association.— President, C. L. S. Tingley, of Phil-

adelphia ; first vice-president, J. H. Neal, of Boston ; second vice-

president, E. F. Bryant, of Bridgeport, Conn. ; third vice-president,

C. L. Wight, of Des Moines
;
secretary and treasurer, Elmer M.

White, of Birmingham, Ala. Executive committee, the officers

and W. B. Brockway, of New York; H. T. Bunn, of Knoxville,

Tenn. ; A. Stuart Pratt, of Boston,. Mass. ; H. S. Swift, of Toledo.

Claim Agents' Association.—President, S. L. Rhoades, of the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, re-elected ; first vice-presi-

dent, Henry G. Bradley, of the Chicago Union Traction Company

;

second vice-president, A. J. Farrell, of the International Railway
Company, Buffalo, N. Y. ; third vice-president, W. F. Weh, of

the Cleveland Electric Railway Company, and secretary and
treasurer, B. B. Davis, of the Columbus Railway & Light Com-
pany, re-elected. Executive Committee—The officers and Charles

B. Hardin, of St. Louis, Mo.; Peter C. Nickel, of New York; F
W. Johnson, of the Connecticut Railway & Lighting Company,
Bridgeport, Conn., and E. C. Carpenter, Anderson, Ind.

Manufacturers' Association.—Five members of the executive

committee were elected for three years each, namely, H. C.

Evans, of the Lorain Steel Company ; C. C. Pierce, of the Gen-
eral Electric Company ; A. H. Sisson, of the St Louis Car Com-
pany; K. D. Hequembourg, of the Franklin Car Heating Com-
pany, and W. M. McFarland, of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company. Thomas Nute, of the St. Louis Car
Wheel Company, and E. H. Baker, of the Galena Signal Oil Com-
pany, succeed themselves. Hugh N. Wilson was also elected to

succeed himself for a two-year term.
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PAPERS AND REPORTS PRESENTED AT THE COLUMBUS CON-
VENTION OF THE AMERICAN STREET AND INTER-

URBAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION

data, and show the results of standardization and thoroughly

systematized management.
The interurban railways have made wonderful strides in the

past few years, but the number of car equipments employed and

the periods they have been in service have not given them the

severe trying-out process of continued heavy use such as has

been the case with the elevated railways.

Commencing with the Intramural Railway at the Columbian
Exposition at Chicago in 1893, the Metropolitan West Side Ele-

vated in 1895, followed by the Lake Street, the South Side

Elevated, and the Northwestern elevated, all in Chicago, and

the Manhattan and Brooklyn Elevated in New York City, and

the Boston Elevated in Boston, we follow through a period of

thirteen years of successful practical daily performance of very

severe service.

ELEVATED RAILWAYS AND THEIR BEARING ON HEAVY
ELECTRIC TRACTION

BY H. M. BRINCKERHOFF.
Electrical Associate of William Barclay Parsons, Consulting Engineer,

New York City

When entering upon a new field of activity, or upon a line of

work exceeding in magnitude anything heretofore attempted,

one naturally looks about in an effort to ascertain what has been

done in similar undertakings that may in one way or another

supply some useful lesson or be a guide in shaping the new de-

velopment.

The demand for greater terminal facilities for the steam rail-

FIG. 1.—DATA SHEET SHOWING PASSENGERS, CAR-MILES, SCHEDULE SPEED AND COSTS

rosds in our great cities and the necessity for doing away with

the smoke incident to steam locomotive operation in the tunnel

approaches to such terminii has practically forced a peculiar lim-

ited application of "heavy electric traction" in the steam railway

field.

The new and varied problems that have arisen have engaged

the attention and received the most careful study from the fore-

most electrical engineers in the country, together with the steam

railway officials whose systems are involved. In the course of

this work much has been said and written upon this and related

subjects, so that the questions involved have become more or

less familiar to the reading railway man, whether steam or elec-

tric. In an effort to present to you something that possibly may
have been overlooked and yet be of some present interest in con-

nection with the "heavy traction problem," I will point out some
features that have been impressed upon me in elevated electric

railway operation which may have a bearing on the subject under

discussion.

I think it is a safe statement to make that the elevated rail-

ways present the best example of systems approaching heavy

electric traction conditions, that have been operated for a suffi-

cient period and on a large enough scale to give us good operating

These elevated railway systems of Chicago, New York, Brook-

lyn and Boston, including the Interborough subway service, op-

erated in round figures 170,000,000 car-miles, carried 685,000,000

passengers, and made gross earnings of about $34,300,000 during

the year 1905.

This was accomplished with electrical equipments. The South

Side and Oak Park lines in Chicago, and the Manhattan and

Brooklyn lines in New York and Brooklyn, originally were run

with steam engines, which, therefore, give us a basis upon which
to draw some interesting comparisons. Through the courtesy

of the managers of these properties I am able to give you the

following data, placing the roads in the order in which they were
converted from steam to electric operation.

OAK PARK & CHICAGO ELEVATED RAILROAD.

Steam Year Electric Year Increase
of 1895. of 1904. PerCent.

Passenger cars 100 123 (includes motors)
Locomotives 36 42 (motorcars)
Total car miles 2,721,905 4,550,799
Total passengers hauled 9,936,450 16,005,328
Passengers per car mile 3.65 3.52 (decrease) 3.6
Passengers per car per annum . . . 99,364 130,124 23

,

Cost per mile $0.1174 $0.1078 (decrease) 8.2
Schedule speed, m. p. h 12.5 15 m. p. h. 22.

Period of electric operation, eight years.
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SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED RAILROAD (CHICAGO).

Steam Year Electric Year

Passenge: cars
Locomotives
Total car miles
Total passengers hauled
Passengers per car mile
Passengers per car mile per annum
Cost per car mile
Schedule speed, m. p. h

Period of electric operation, seven years.

BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT (ELEVATED DIVISION, BROOKLYN)

of 1894. of 1905. Per Cent

110 254
31 196 (all motors)

5,182,598 8,230,415
3,587,7111 32,y.VJ,752

2.62 4.00 52.6
123,525 1 29,762
SO. 106 SO. 089 (decrease) 16'.

13.08 14.95 m. p. h. 14.3

Passenger cars

Locomotives
Total train miles
Total passengers hauled 44,170,

Passengers per car mile
Passengers per car per annun
Schedule speeds, m. p. h

Cost per train mile

Period of electrioperc ation

430 1,002 (includes motors)
139 558 (motorcars)

5,15S,:«i5 22,407,331 (c ar miles)
" 122.166,540

102,723 121,922
11.5 15.8i

SO. 384 Cost per car

For later references and to complete the list the following

statistics are added for the roads originally equipped electrically

:

METROPOLITAN WEST SIDE ELEVATED RAILWAY (CHICAGO, YEAR
OF 1905).

Passenger cars 420
Motor cars IBM
Total car miles 11,352,358
Passengers hauled 46,188,753
Schedule speed m. p. h 15.4
Cost per car mile $0.0931

Period of operation, ten years

In all the cases "cost per car-mile" given is the total operating

expenses for the road, not including taxes divided by the total

car-miles.

An examination of these figures for steam and electric service

shows in every case a decreased cost per mile, an increase in

schedule speeds, and a very large increase in traffic. In consid-

ering the decrease in cost per mile with electric over steam
operation in the above comparisons, the fact of the increased

speed must be especially noted as the higher rate of acceleration

FIG. 2.—PLAN OF UNION ELEVATED RAILWAY LOOP IN CHICAGO

Under steam operation this company's records were kept in

train-miles, and no estimate of cars per train at this date is

reliable. Electric operation data is kept per car mile, but the

costs are so involved between the street car and elevated sys-

tems as to make an exact figure impossible to reach, the power
for both systems being generated and distributed without means
of separate measurement. Both kinds of equipments being op-

erated on surface and elevated tracks, also makes the division of

costs purely arbitrary. The general indications are, however,
that the cost per car-mile is slightly less with electric than with
steam, at the same time giving an increased schedule speed.

MANHATTAN ELEVATED RAILROAD (NEW YORK).

Steam Year Elec

1,356 (includes

833 (motors)
61,743,000
286,634,000

Passenger cars 1,122
Locomotives 334
Total car miles 43.Slin.15s

Passengers hauled 190,045,741
Passengers per car mile 4.34 4.65 7.15
Passengers per car per annum 109.381 211,382 24.8
Cost per car mile SO. 1198 SO. 095 (decrease) -20.4
Schedule speed, m. p. h 10.1 15 m. p. h. 48.5

Period of electric operation, three years.

MANHATTAN—INTERBOROUGH (1905)

.

Including subwav service.

Passenger cars 2,348
Motor cars 1,322
Total car miles 79,950,791
Passengers hauled 339,104,820
Schedule speeds: Elevated, 15 m. p. h.; subway local, 15 m. p. h,; express, 25 m. p. h.

Period of operation (subway), one year.

necessary to give the higher schedule speeds means a great in-

crease in power consumption, so that the decreased cost shown
on the face of the figures does not at all represent the true

relative economy. As an example, the South Side Elevated Rail-

road, of Chicago, increased its schedule speed from 13.08 m. p. h.

to 14.95 m - P- h. This represents an increase in power required

per car-mile of fully 30 per cent.

Even more marked is the increase on the Manhattan Elevated,

where the actual running speed was 10.1 m. p. h. under steam,

and which has been raised to 15 m. p. h. with electric operation.

An increase in speed of 48.5 per cent. With a cost per car-mile

of $.095, the proportion chargeable to power will range in this

class of service from $.019 to $.024, a little less than 25 per cent

of the total. By "cost of power" is meant the total operating

expenses incurred in producing and delivering current to the car.

The maintenance of the motor equipment and kindred items will

also quickly show the effects of changes in schedule speed, and
must be considered in these comparisons.

For these reasons had the speed not been increased above the

steam schedules, when the change in motive power was made,
the electrical equipment would have shown in some cases from
25 to 30 per cent decrease, other conditions remaining stationary.

As the objection is sometimes made that the figures we are

considering are derived from electric apparatus in use but a few
years, and are being compared with old steam apparatus figures,

let us examin® the record of the Metropolitan West Side Ele-

vated Railway, of . Chicago, in operation electrically now for

eleven and a half years, which stands, therefore, on a fairly
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equal footing with the other steam elevated equipments.

On the data sheet Fig. 1, is shown: (1) The curve giving the

average passengers per day, plotted by months, except for the

year 1905, which is shown for brevity, by the daily average for

the year. (2) The average car-miles per day similarly -plotted.

(3) The schedule speed in miles per hour. This is represented

by a sloping line from 13.9 m. p. h. in 1898 to 15.4 m. p. h. in

1905. This method of representation was resorted to for sim-

plicity, as the road having four branches, which from time to

time were extended, the schedules were changed so frequently

that the facts could not be intelligibly shown in a single curve.

The main fact, however, that the schedule speed of 13.9 m. p. h.

early in the operation of the road has been raised by various

intermediate steps to 15.4 is indicated. This does not include the

speed on the Union Loop, which is 10 m. p. h. and is considered

as a downtown terminal for the elevated roads. (4) The aver-

age cost per car-mile as given by years.

It will be seen that this, commencing in igoo, at .0751, increases

gradually to .0971 in 1904, and decreases to .0931 in 1905, with

the introduction of the multiple-unit system. This change to

multiple control involved the purchase of only fifty-five new
motor equipments, raising the number of motor cars to 158. The
service is still locomotive in type during sixteen of the twenty-

four hours, two motor cars per train only being in use during

the heavier periods of travel, the average cars per train through-

out the year being less than three. It will be noticed that the

rates per hour or per day paid to employees increased about 14

ped cent, and the price of coal about 20 per cent in the same
period.

Here, then, is an electric system that has been in operation ten

years, upon which the motors, rolling stock, track system, etc.,

have developed a practically constant maintenance charge. That
tbis road, making a schedule speed of over 15 miles per hour,

should now be showing, in its tenth year of operation, $0.0931

per car-mile is a very reasonable argument for the economy and

durability of an electrically equipped system.

Referring again to the comparative figures on the electric rail-

roads that have changed their form of motive power, we find

increases in earnings per mile, per car per annum, etc., all of

which simply point to the greater earning capacity of the electric

car unit.

This greater earning capacity is shown to be due in the systems

we are considering to higher schedule speed along the line and
the shorter intervals between train units, made possible at junc-

tions and terminals. As examples of these features take the fol-

lowing :

The New York terminal of the Brooklyn Bridge depended
originally upon steam locomotives for its operation. Cars were
hauled by cable across the bridge and then switched at each end
by steam locomotives. The service proved inadequate, and upon
electric motors being installed under the bridge cars the locomo-
tive system was done away with, and a remodeling of the track

system was made possible, which resulted in doubling the capacity

in cars per hour.

On the Manhattan elevated system all of the Ninth Avenue
trains and the Sixth Avenue trains which run north of Fifty-

Ninth Street, pass through the junction at Ninth Avenue and
Fifty-Third Street. These tracks, two local and one express, lie

north and south on Ninth Avenue, and two turn east in Fifty-

Third Street to join the Sixth Avenue line. The capacity

of this crossing therefore controlled the amount of service

it was possible to give 011 the west half of the Manhattan
system.

The northbound tracks on Ninth Avenue, approaching from
the south, have an ascending grade of 107 ft. to the mile.

Through this junction steam trains of five cars were scheduled

to operate at an interval of from 55 seconds to 1 minute and 10

seconds during the rush hours, but blocks were so frequent on
account of locomotives stalling on the up-grade in the evening-

rush as to make the service very unreliable. The length of in-

terval was largely controlled by the necessity of holding the train

back almost at Fifty-First Street until the route was clear, in

order that the steam engine migh be sure of getting up the

grade. With electric equipment trains of seven cars run right

up to the target at the crossing, and stop with impunity on the

grade, the regular rush hour operation now requiring a train

rnovemail every 33 seconds as a minimum, which is accom-
plished with regularity and precision, and blockades are things

of the past.

On the two-track stub terminal at the City Hall station, Man-
hattan elevated trains now operate or. a i-minute and 40-second
interval.

In general terms the irregularity at junction points, congestion

at terminals, and the limitations in speed of the locomotives on

the Manhattan Elevated had caused the system to reach its maxi-

mum usefulness, the largest regular business day's traffic being

852,000 passengers, and the total traffic for the last years of steam

operation actually showing a continual decrease. With the in-

troduction of electric service, the maximum traffic, without add-

ing a foot of track, jumped to 1,076,000 passengers as the largest

regular day's business, an increase upon the best showing of

steam of over 26 per cent.

You will readily note the large. increase on the other systems,

which results, however, are complicated in some cases by reason

of increased trackage having been put in operation, and there-

fore not making so striking a comparison as the Manhattan
Elevated in New York. Enough has been shown, however, to

w arrant the claim for a greatly increased capacity by electrically

equipping these systems.

Let me dwell a moment longer on the frequency of service by

showing what is the daily routine on the Union Elevated Loop in

Chicago.

Referring to the diagram, you will see that the "Loop" is a

double-track line 2 miles in length, located on Van Buren Street,

Wabash Avenue, Lake Street and Fifth Avenue, a rectangle sur-

rounding the business and shopping section of Chicago. On the

inner track run the trains of the Metropolitan and South Side

Elevated roads, and on the outer track, in the reverse direction,

run those of the Northwestern and the Chicago & Oak Park
elevateds. This requires a crossing at grade of the traffic of the

various roads. At the southwest corner of the loop (Fifth

Avenue and Van Buren Street) the Metropolitan trains enter

and leave, passing to and from their own tracks to the inner

track of the Union loop. The Northwestern and Oak Park
trains cross the outgoing and incoming tracks of the Metropoli-

tan, and South Side trains occupy the inner curve when passing

from Fifth Avenue to Van Buren Street.

To obtain the greatest capacity, incoming and outgoing Metro-
politan trains move simultaneously through this junction, and
similarly South Side and Northwestern and Oak Park trains are

handled by one movement.
This results in the following train movements on every week

day, Sunday being somewhat lighter:

TRAIN MOVEMENTS-METROPOLITAN JUNCTION, UNION
LOOP. CHICAGO

During twenty-four hours, 1776 trains are handled, averaging

one every 49 seconds.

During two hours, 4:30 to 6:30 p. m., 263 trains are handled,

averaging one every 27'^ seconds.

During one hour, 5 to 6 p. m., 163 trains, averaging one every

22 seconds.

During fifteen minutes, a. m. rush, 75 trains averaging one
every 12 seconds.

The South Side Junction, at Van Buren and Wabash Avenues,
is simultaneously handling substantially the same train move-
ments.

During rush hours practically all of the trains consists of five

cars, there being only a few of four cars.

When you stop to consider that this is not a single isolated

performance, but the daily week-day routine, and that these rush

hours from which the above congested periods are taken occur
twice each day, it gives a good idea of the precision and regu-

larity with which electrically equipped trains can be handled.

Follow this matter a little further in detail, and note what is

exacted from this set of train units, above the mere promptness
with which they pass this point in the system.

Referring to our map, we will note* that the Union loop re-

ceives the trains of four distinct elevated railway lines.

Now, in order that this junction shall operate smoothly, the

trains must be at their targets ready to move instantly when
given the signal. They cannot he lined up in a row to insure

this condition, otherwise the passengers will be delayed and dis-

satisfaction ensue. The running time cannot be lengthened out
so that the motorman can loaf along and bring his train to thij

point with ease, for the street car competition is severe, and the

time must be cut to a minimum. The various roads maintain on

their own lines during the rush hours schedules of from I4 T < to

I5''2 m. p. h., including stops. It takes practically the entire

equipment of the road to fill tin- rush hour schedules, so that

running out gap-trains is not generally possible. Here, then,

we hud trains of five cars passing through this junction "on
lime," delivering or receiving their heavy load, returning to their

outer terminals and again returning a second time in the same
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rush hour period and "on time." Add to this that the North-

western runs express and local trains, making entirely different

runs on separate tracks after leaving ^the loop. The South Side

runs trains into its Congress Street' stub terminal. The Lake

Street runs also into its Market Street stub, and further, the

Metropolitan has four distinct branches, from each of which is

run not only the loop trains, but an equal number of Fifth Ave-

nue trains, leaving the outer terminals alternately with loop

trains, and running into the Fifth Avenue terminal. The Metro-

politan loop and Fifth Avenue sets of trains each run on a i x/2 -

minute interval, the Fifth Avenue terminal also accommodating

the interurban trains of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago road on a

15-minute interval during the rush, those passing over the Gar-

field Park line to the city limits. That such a complication and

frequency is in itself desirable I do not pretend to claim, but

that it is a demonstrated operative fact is undeniable.

The amount of service exacted of the equipments of these

roads is also interesting, it being a fact that practically all of

the motor cars on the Metropolitan Elevated, for example, ex-

cept those in the paint shop or in the general repair shop for

general overhauling, are in service every rush hour. This is

accomplished by arranging for the inspection at other than rush

hours, and by the use of extra motor trucks, which are inter-

changeable.

Some of these cars, of course, make only two trips each rush

hour, but they were ready for further use if required. The total

mileage on the Metropolitan Elevated for 1905 shows an average

of 24,740 car-miles run per car (motor and coach) per annum,

which, considering that 50 per cent of the passengers are handled

in four hours of the day, shows a high degree of "availability

for service."

A detailed record of 105 Metropolitan Elevated motor cars,

which made over 3500 miles per month each during the twelve

months from May 31, 1905, to June 1, 1906, shows that the gen-

eral periodic overhauling, the regular inspection at terminals, and

time in shop for repairs to the electrical apparatus, running gear,

air brakes, and all parts of the equipment, calculated in hours,

amounted to less than 3 per cent of the time. In other words,

these cars which did the heavy work during the year 1905-1906

were available for service 97 per cent of the time.

To accomplish this service the following method of inspection

is used

:

Motor cars are inspected at terminal loops every 600 miles

;

this takes one hour per car.

Cars are given general overhauling of motors and control

every thirteen months ; this takes generally two days.

Motor cars average generally on this road 4500 miles per

month.

Generally speaking, the statistics for steam locomotive service

indicate that from 8 to 12 per cent of the time out of service

represents a high state of efficiency, while on some roads 25 per

cent of the time "in shop," or an "availability for service," of

75 per cent is nearer the figure for locomotives making a mileage

comparable with electric motor mileage of 4500 miles per month,

which we have been considering.

It is true that the elevated service, on account of its short in-

tervals between trains, its frequent stops and comparatively light

train units, presents an ideal field for electric operation, never-

theless the extent and period of constant service these systems

have gone through brings out some advantages which are inter-

esting in connection with recent and proposed heavy electric

traction developments. I think we may say that consideration of

the records and results of elevated electric operation, aside from
the much argued question of economy, shows clearly the three

following advantages over steam operation

:

1. An increased capacitj* per car unit due to greater "avail-

ability for service" and higher schedule speed.

2. An increased capacity for the system in general, due to

shorter intervals possible at terminals and junction points, abol-

ishing of relays, and general facility for handling at stops and
in yards.

3. An increased earning capacity due to 1 and 2, and to more
attractive service by reason of greater frequency of trains pos-

sible with economy, a cleaner and quieter service, etc., giving

returns in larger proportion than the direct ratio of apparent in-

creased facilities.

In regard to the results to be obtained by substitution of elec-

tric for steam apparatus under somewhat similar conditions on
the larger steam railway system, we might reasonably expect to

realize the first item, as it is inherent in the nature of the appara-
tus when its use has been developed to meet the local conditions.

This is amply demonstrated, not only by the examples here given,

but by the performance of electric railway equipments generally.

The second item is illustrated by what we have seen is being

done daily on the greatly congested elevated systems, where such

service would be impossible with locomotives. This forms, I

believe, One of the strongest arguments for the new power, i. e.,

the possibility of increasing the capacity of large city termini

with electric service. Where real estate values are so enormous
and the physical difficulties for enlargement of the terminals so

great, the increased capacity of the existing site that it is pos-

sible to obtain with electricity is worthy of serious consideration.

Given a large city terminal, surrounded with expensive build-

ings or possibly bounded by important city streets, and which

has reached its maximum train capacity with steam operation,

and we are confronted with enormous expenditures to materially

increase the capacity with the old motive power.

With the electric equipment the absence of smoke allows of

double-decking, as is being done in the New York Central sta-

tion in New York. The necessity for a local coal and water supply,

round house, etc., is done away with. The hauling of passenger

trains with multiple-unit control, which eliminates relay switch-

ing engines, and adds to the flexibility and ease of handling the

units generally, effects an increase in the passenger capacity that

could not be obtained with steam without abandoning the exist-

ing location or entering into purchases and street-closing pro-

ceedings that would prove prohibitive in every way.
The third item is one only just being realized in its true extent

by railway men. It is a curious fact that electric service actually

seems to create business ; not only do we see this illustrated in

the elevated systems we have been considering, but in interurban

work as well. An electric line has often been known to run

through a series of towns paralleling a steam railroad, and de-

velop a traffic largely exceeding that lost by the local steam line.

This additional business being apparently created without increase

of population, and due to the more frequent and convenient

service. It is a peculiar fact that the American citizen is essen-

tially restless and impatient, and given two competitive systems,

he will take that offering the most frequent service, even at a

little expenditure of time. He does not want to wait. He prefers

to keep moving. Again, trains run on even fractions of an hour
are more attractive to him than those run irregularly ; he is im-

patient of time tables ; he will not hunt through the a. m.'s and

p. m.'s of a steam railroad time table when he knows that every

hour, half, or quarter-hour there is an electric car.

All of these items are at the basis of the successful inroads

made upon steam railroad passenger traffic by the electric lines,

and I present for your consideration the suggestion that what
has been found true of passengers may in a degree be found true

of local freight business as well. Is it not possible that a modifi-

cation of present steam railway methods may be found profitable

in the handling of freight where it has to be hauled with electric

traction?

Economy and efficiency in steam railway practice point to con-

stantly increasing size of train units. The lessons of electric

operation are just the reverse.

The physical drawbacks involved in steam operation of the

large railroad terminals were primarily instrumental in clinching

the arguments for "heavy electric traction" for terminal opera-

tion. That this system when once introduced in even this lim-

ited form will extend to main-line work seems certain. That
we shall see radical changes in steam railway methods in yarding
and despatching trains, in reduction in size and increase in num-
ber of train units, will, I believe, follow as an inevitable result

of the application of electricity to steam railway operation.

INTERURBAN FREIGHT AND EXPRESS

BY EDWARD C. SPRING,
General Superintendent the Dayton, Covington & Piqua Traction Company,

West Milton, Ohio

The recent enactment of legislation in many of the Eastern

States favorable to the handling of freight and express matter

by electric lines has caused the operators of such roads as are

affected to inquire into the feasibility of establishing a freight or

express business on their lines. Hitherto the handling of trolley

freight has received comparatively little attention in the East,

and considerable less in general than the attention given to it in

the Middle States. Massachusetts interurban railway companies

have recently been granted permission by the Railway Commis-
sioners to engage in the freight business. A similar action has

been given in favor of the interurban systems of New Jersey.
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The Massachusetts legislation has established a very liberal policy

to permit street railway companies to carry freight in order to

afford additional facilities for the transportation of merchandise
and farm products, thus giving to the people in localities where
steam railroad facilities are limited a decided boom. Naturally

Eastern operators are looking to the interurban lines of the

Middle West for a solution of this problem, where freight and

express services have been in operation for some time, but, as a

fact, the roads of the Middle West have not fully demonstrated

or satisfied themselves as to the best course to be pursued in

taking care of this new branch of the service.

A diversity of opinion exists among the managers of the elec-

tric roads, whether it is more advantageous to handle merchandise

at express or freight rates. Each manager has his own personal

opinion and ideas along this line, and in summing them up we
cannot but see that each man's opinion is based upon peculiar

circumstances prevalent to his own property. The steam roads

of the country have the advantage over the electric lines in this

respect, as their conditions are more of a universal or standard

nature.

In looking over statistics in regard to the handling of freight

and express matter, the diversified conditions that exist among
the various roads, and the difficulty in harmonizing those various

conditions presents a situation each operative manager must de-

cide for himself. One of the problems that presents itself is the

difficulty in4drawing a distinct line between freight and express

traffic, as handled by electric roads, for the reason that the freight

branch of the business has not developed sufficiently so that a

point of difference can be made between freight and express

traffic.

The word freight as applied to steam roads cannot, in its lit-

eral sense, be applied to the electric lines at the present day.

To do a freight business in its literal sense means the handling

of freight in carload lots by trains. The number of roads in the

country to-day equipped for such service with sufficient

length of track to make the same of a profitable nature is very

small. Our power stations are not equipped for this extra heavy
service, neither is our rolling stock sufficient, or physical condi-

tions of our track in shape to withstand the wear and tear of

such service. In view of these facts, which are all well known
to you, the various roads must confine themselves to light freight

and express service, and it is useless for us to think of competing
with steam roads in handling freight in carload lots at this time.

But the handling of light freight and express has been so suc-

cessful that the question of handling carload lots is toeing seri-

ously considered, and has been successfully accomplished by a

few roads, but a carload freightage over connecting lines is a

problem yet to be worked out. A universal interchangeable

freight traffic and the prorating with the steam roads are two
matters which the officials of the steam roads have, up to the

present time, been reticent in "entering into with the electric lines,

although few of the smaller steam roads have entered into traffic

arrangements with some of the electric lines.

The growth of the freight and express business during the

past four years has been wonderful. The frequency of service

and the connecting of small towns between cities hitherto isolated

from the outside world have been two of the greatest factors for

the development of this branch of the service. The handling of

fruit and garden truck, on account of the despatch of carrying

these perishable goods, is fast becoming a source or revenue to

interurban freight handlers.

The number of advantages offered by the electric lines in the

handling of commodities is fast becoming more apparent each
day, each road having its own particular line of goods from
which it derives the greatest part of its revenue. The placing of

the farmer in close touch with the market of the civilized world
through the medium of the electric lines, offers in itself one of

the greatest inducements to the interurban lines running through
«i farming community. In handling this class of business each
company should be provided with ample equipment to handle
all business offered it daily without difficulty. Motor cars should
be so equipped that trailers could be handled without delay.

Each company should have several box-car trailers to take care
of carload business in addition to the handling of local freight.

The handling of merchandise with trailers as much as possible
would serve to hold down the operating expense of the depart-
ment. Freight stations and platforms erected along the line to
stimulate the traffic and enable the handling- of freight more care-
fully and with greater despatch, and also makes a convenient
place for the transfer of merchandise to the teamsters. In all

cases we must offer the same inducements to the shippers as are
prevalent with the steam roads. Competent men should be in

charge of these stations, who should be intelligent, sober and
industrious, because these agents come in close contact with the
public in the freight department, the same as they do in the
passenger department, and in a marked degree the success of the

company is dependent upon these representatives. Agents should
be conversant with the freight tariff, so that they can immediately
quote any desired rate to the shipper and give any information
sought for the forwarding of goods from any local point to a
destination on a connecting line. The interurban freight stations
at Cincinnati, Ohio, and Indianapolis, Ind., afford two of the best
object lessons in the handling of freight at large terminals.

All matters pertaining to increasing the outlay in the freight
department should be made in an exceedingly cautious manner.
The despatch and promptness in handling merchandise by elec-

tric roads will bring better results than any other factors, but
the question comes, how shall we handle this class of business
in the most economical and efficient manner so that the operation
of this department will not eat up all the profits which incur
from the business?

I believe that there is great need of a reform in the manner of
handling the freight and express business among the major part
of the companies through the Middle West. The jealousies
which exist between the companies must be done away with, and
the hearty co-operation of all roads to one end of serving the
best interests of the electric lines must be pre-eminent. The re-

constructing of the physical conditions of our properties to meet
this branch of business must as well be taken into consideration.
Above all things I would not for a moment encourage any road
to go into the freight or express business to the detriment of its

passenger service, although I do predict that the freight branch
of the service has a wonderful future. I do not believe that the
day will ever come that the freight business will supersede the
earnings of the passenger traffic until all the independent roads
have consolidated, operate upon private way and with double-
track. I do not believe that any road can honestly afford to in-

terfere in any way with the revenue of the passenger depart-
ment.

The road that serves the large manufacturing and commercial
centers, where the consignee demands his goods at a given time,
and whose business warrants his paying well for their prompt
delivery, can do an express business, charging express rates upon
a profitable basis, but to engage in a freight business on freight
rates under these conditions would be suicidal to the company.
On the other hand, any road that operates through a farming
district, and caters to the demand of the farmer, to whom time
is of a very small consideration, an express service would be en-
tirely out of the question, and only a freight traffic with the low-
est possible freight rates should be considered. The farmer has
not yet thoroughly realized the advantages which the interurban
facilties afford, and charges in excess of the present steam road
rates are severely questioned. The merchants in the various
farming towns, knowing that the farmers will not pay anything
extra for quick service, are equally unwilling to pay more than
present steam road charges, and the only way that the electric
railway company can hope to obtain a local freight business under
such conditions is to place its rates on a parallel with those of
the steam roads. Nevertheless, there is no doubt but what in

many instances the handling of heavy freight through these farm-
ing sections can be made to show a fair return if properly con-
ducted. Tobacco, corn, wheat and oats can be successfully han-
dled to a profit under many conditions. A road operating
through a farming community installing freight buildings, built

exclusively for this purpose, offers a very attractive feature, in-
asmuch as the road can receive large consignments and deliver
them at its own pleasure, thus oftentimes being able to compete
with the steam roads, the freight-house taking place of the
freight-car capacity of the steam roads.

I think that the position on the part of the electric lines to
follow steam road methods, representing, as they do, years of
experience, is an excellent one. I would not for a moment
recommend any cut below the steam roads or express traffic,

particularly between competing points. We have a chance now
in this comparatively new field of the service to maintain a

standard of rates and not again experience a condition of affairs

the same as we have experienced in the passenger business, and
later be obliged to change our rates. The drawing of the line

between the freight and express business is one which must be
decided by the operator. I do not believe that an express service
on a short line can be maintained as profitably by the railway
company itself as it can be by a regular line express company
operating over connecting lines, and again, I would cite the ex-
perience of steam railways in this respect.
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After the division of rates among the various companies the

percentage that would revert to the company that originated the

business would be so small, that in many cases business would be

done at a loss. One of the greatest expenses in the maintenance

of the through express business is the delivery and collection by

wagons. There are very few places on interurban roads where

the companies can afford to maintain regular delivery wagons.

The only possible way to maintain an express service under con-

ditions that do not warrant the maintenance of wagon service

is to make arrangements with local teamsters along the line to

handle the merchandise between the car and its destination.

Many roads have endeavored to maintain such a service, but have

been obliged to discontinue it, and transfer their business to some

electric express company organized for this class of work. One
of the best examples of this class of service is the magnificent

system of the Cleveland Electric Package Company, which han-

dles the majority of the merchandise carried over the electric

lines in and out of Cleveland. This system is a positive proof

of the best manner in which to handle a strictly express business.

The Southern Ohio Express Company, operating between Dayton

and Cincinnati, offers also another demonstration of the feasibil-

ity of turning all express matter over to a regular express com-
pany.

In adopting a line of operation, each manager must be gov-

erned almost wholly by the local conditions, not only to his

property, but those connected with him, and judge for himself

the best line to work upon. I believe that the roads throughout

the country should look toward the standardizing of the freight

and express business, the same as we are endeavoring to stand-

ardize our equipments, and if the problems are adjusted, we
should see the results in cheaper operation and increased revenue.

Already the interurban freight radius has grown from the dis-

tances between the towns and villages to hundreds of miles.

Realizing that this phenomenal growth has taken place within a

few years, it is within the bounds of possibility that in the future

railway builders will so construct electric lines that they should

rival, to a great extent, steam power systems in their capacity

for hauling long-distance freight. And as the industrial and
commercial needs press the interurgan people to keep pace
with the demand fur greater freight transportation, this need
will be met in the same energetic and progressive manner as

has characterized the past development of passenger transporta-

tion.

In summing up this article, I have not tried to go into detail at

all, or statistics, as the same would make too lengthy and tire-

some a paper. I have simply looked at the plain facts as they

have presented themselves to me in careful observation of the

various lines in the Middle Western States. I have not touched
upon the classifications of accounts, as this is an independent
subject within itself. I would not discourage any road from
handling heavy freight, because the standard electric equipment
is not able to take care of shipments in less than carload lots,

which is practically express. However, since the advent of some
of the later forms of alternating-current motors, electric roads
may be equipped for handling freight. Taking into consideration
the power of a freight locomotive, which is from 600 to IOOO hp,

such a current thrown on and off at some of the power houses
would only meet with disastrous results. While an old road
may be equipped for the handling of heavy freight, the expense
of equipment would not be justified by the amount of business
that would be handled. A good many electric roads which are

handling freight use a steam locomotive with good results. Too
many roads figure on high freight rates, while, as a matter of
fact, they can get but little more than the steam roads

;
people

are not after quick delivery on freight; that is express. The
smaller steam roads are getting near 4 cents per ton-mile, while
the larger roads are getting between 1 and 2 cents, so that an
electric road would have to handle a great deal of business to

make money at this rate. The steam locomotive offers the best
solution for most of the roads built, about half of which could
operate a light locomotive by changing a few grades, curves,
etc., while some roads are built on steam road standards in the
country, track construction in the city prevents operation even
if city ordinances do not prohibit it.

You will pardon me if I have been too severe in my com-
ment upon the freight and express branch of the service, but
being in a position as I have been, and watching the operation of
the same in the Middle West, I cannot help but feel that there is

a tendency to over-estimate this branch of the service to the
detriment of our passenger business.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN SPARSELY SETTLED
COMMUNITIES

BY E. P. ROBERTS,
The Roberts & Abbott Company, Cleveland, Ohio

What is a sparsely settled community? Does it mean that it

has only a very small population, not only along the route, but

also at one or both terminals? Or does it mean that the coun-

try through which the road passes has a small population per

mile of road, but that there may be considerable population at

either or both terminals?

Moreover, from the income standpoint, the term is a relative

one, as in some sections of the country the income per capita

may be twice, or even more than, that obtained in another

section, perhaps because of greater reasons for travel, or be-

cause of less competition, or for the reason that such better earn-

ing roa.d can readily obtain remunerative rates. Even when
comparing roads in the same general locality, the greater income

per capita may also be due to a greater demand for service.

For example: the income per capit^ and per mile of road is

frequently quite dissimilar for different roads running into the

same terminal city, and also for roads operating in the same

portion of a State, but serving entirely separate sections. More-

over, the cost of construction and the cost of operation and the

rates which can be obtained must necessarily affect the decision

as to the advisability of constructing a road, whatever may be

the population.

In addition, the term "sparsely settled" undoubtedly refers to

population only, whereas the writer firmly believes that there are

situations where it is advisable to construct electric roads

equipped for the handling of freight in trains, in addition to

carrying passengers, package freight, and express matter.

Possibly the title was meant to refer to roads having a large

principal terminal city and having a population of less than 800

or 1000 per mile of road, exclusive of the population in such

principal city, but a number of roads having less population

have an excellent income per mile of road.

Possibly, however, 'it may be taken as referring to roads hav-

ing such a light passenger travel as can practically always be

handled by one medium-sized car operating on hourly headway
for ten or twelve hours daily, and less frequently during the re-

mainder of the twenty-four, and also less frequently for several

months annually. The writer's opinion is that probably no elec-

tric railway which is almost entirely dependent upon passenger

earnings is justified, unless at least hourly headway for the

greater portion of the time is required to handle the business,

and that even for such a road it must be possible either to con-

struct the road in a manner adequate for the purpose, at low

cost, or higher rates must be charged than are usually obtainable,

at least in most sections of the country.

Considering the subject assigned, as designated by its title, it

would appear that only passenger traffic was to be considered,

and, if such is the fact, the writer would suggest that if the

country is sparsely settled, it is better not to construct ?n elec-

tric railway, but, as before stated, "sparsely settled" is a relative

term and reasons for travel and rates obtainable are of vital

importance, and passenger traffic is not the only source of

income.

Later are presented a few records relative to interurban elec-

tric roads which show in a general way that the receipts per

capita decrease as the density of population increases; but the

individual variations from such general proposition are so great

as to make it evident that a mere statement that the population

is dense, or that the country is sparsely settled, does not deter-

mine the question as to whether or not to build an electric

railway in any specific territory.

The following remarks will usually apply to any interurban

electric railway.

What is the purpose to be accomplished in building a pro-

posed interurban electric railway? Is it merely to obtain pro-

moters profits, or for a real estate deal? Or is the principal

object to obtain a road which will be a good investment? The
term "good investment," as here used, means something addi-

tional to what would be obtained from a well-protected loan,

such additional amount being on account cf the risk assumed
by the stockholder, arfd is the "speculative profit."

The writer refers to this additional profit because there is so

much criticism on account of securities (bonds and stock)

usually being in excess of the physical value, such excess is
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frequently referred to as watered stock. As a matter of fact,

many of those who are most rabid in their criticisms will not

take the risk necessary "to get in on the ground floor," though
probably any one would be willing to purchase such securities

on the original basis after success has been demonstrated, and
would have no compunctions.
The foregoing remark is not meant to excuse many objection-

able, even if legal, practices, and I believe that in many cases

promoters, syndicate managers and others, have robbed in-

vestors and wrecked properties, and that also in other respects

their actions have been harmful to the individual and to the

community. On the other hand, the investor who takes the risk

is entitled to an indefinitely large return if he can properly earn

it. Although, because of the failings of human nature, it would

appear that there must be governmental regulations for inter-

urban electric railways, as well as for other public service cor-

porations, and that it is probably wise there should be a large

amount of publicity relative to the finances, nevertheless, the

fact that an investor, after taking a risk, makes 20 per cent or

more on an investment is not, in itself, a reasonable or just

excuse for forcibly reducing his earnings.

The writer has not overlooked the fact that publicity and many
governmental regulations are for the purpose of protecting in-

vestors, and that the right of eminent domain is given in order

to serve the public, and implies the receipt of an equivalent; but

chese, and other matters which could be referred to, do not

affect the general principle set forth.

We will now give some consideration to the points which

should be taken into account when investigating the advisability

of constructing any proposed interurban electric railway, and we
will proceed on the basis that it is to be properly financed, de-

signed, constructed and managed. Before presenting the points

above referred to, I desire briefly to call attention to the various

types of electric roads, as it is not unusual to hear even electric

railroad men use the terms, "street railways," or "suburban rail-

ways," when referring to what are properly "interurban rail-

roads."

There are two general classes of electric roads: Street rail-

ways and railroads. The street railway is, with improvements,

the electrified horse car, and is operated along much the same
lines; whereas, the electric railroad is, to an increasing degree,

the electrified steam road, and operation is, with necessary

modifications, along the lines of steam railroading. To further

differentiate, we may consider three classes: the city, or urban;

the suburban, and the interurban. It is impossible to make a

definite classification because many roads belong to more than

one class, or are on the dividing line between two classes.

The city line proper is one lying entirely within the limits of a

city, and, in general, its receipts depend upon the magnitude

(population and area) of the city rather than upon the pop-

ulation per mile of road, as in the small cities the distance

from residence centers to business centers is usually short, and

the people can and do walk. On the other hand, in the large

city the distance between residence and business center is usually

large, and people ride more frequently than in the other case.

As a result there may be a smaller population per mile of road

in a large city, and yet such road may have far greater receipts

per mile and per capita than in the smaller city, where the pop-

ulation per mile of track is greater.

Of course local conditions and peculiarities affect, to a large

degree, the earnings, but generally speaking, electric railroads in

large cities show much larger earnings per mile and per capita

than those in the smaller cities. One of the local conditions

above referred to is the distribution of the population; a city or

town along a river, or valley, will frequently allow one line of

track to serve practically all the population, the distances be-

tween residence, business and manufacturing sections being such

as to assure riding.

Suburban roads are usually an extension of the city system

and operate on highways, frequently with cars of the city type.

The schedule provides for rather frequent stops, though less in

number than for an interurban road. The car equipment is, or

at least should be, provided on such basis. Suburban roads may
be classified as those connecting a terminal city with one or more
outlying towns and villages, and those which serve a suburban
residence district. Generally speaking, the latter class will show
greater earnings per capita for equal density of population, ex-

eluding the population of the terminal city from the population

per mile of road.

Freight traffic on a city road is nearly always a negligible

quantity, but in the case of a suburban or interurban road may
reach a very respectable value. The electric roads doing the

largest freight business are usually those which run through the

most sparsely settled districts. This is frequently due to the fact

that the steam freight service in such district is usually very

limited, or entirely absent. It is also a fact that such roads are gen-

erally constructed with the expectation of doing a considerable

freight business, or, in the came cases are forced to develop such

business because of the small passenger traffic. As the light

passenger traffic can be taken care of by cars operating under
considerable headway, the track is available for freight service.

In most cases such roads have single track, with sidings of such

length and location as may be required.

The function of the three general types of roads referred to

are somewhat indicated by the type of cars ai.d motor equipment,

which for each type is, or should be, provided.

A city car should have the seats so arranged as to be reason-

ably comfortable, but if any cross-seats are used, and as the rides

are comparatively short, high backs and ample knee room are

not essential, but it is necessary to have ample standing room
and especially ample space near the doors, also a large rear

platform and easy steps. Generally closed cars have longitudinal

seats only, but if cross-seats are used they should not be near the

entering doors, and some cars have a rail on the rear platform

designed to prevent cJ gestion at the entrance. The motors
are comparatively small and are geared for low speeds.

The cars for suburban roads .are generally somewhat larger

and frequently have cross-seats, and, because of the longer ride,

are designed to give greater comfort to the passenger, but, as

the city portion of the run is a considerable percentage of the

total, and as in the suburbs there will be rather frequent stops,

considerable attention must still be given to furnishing facilities

for the quick loading and unloading of passengers.

Not infrequently suburban roads, or those which should prop-

erly be designated as suburban roads, are equipped with large

and hea.vy cars geared for high maximum speeds and attempt to

make fast schedules, while at the same time doing a suburban

business and making very frequent stops. Such practice is

almost always uneconomical, as it gives on the one hand, a poor

suburban service, the cars being too large, the seating not best

suited to the service, the headway infrequent; on the other hand,

a wretched interurban service. A heavy car geared for high

speed is very poorly adapted to suburban service with its fre-

quent stops, and also results in an excessive amount of power
for the service given.

Where the number of stops is large, it is folly to gear a car

for high schedule speed. In fact with from six to eight stops

per mile it is useless to gear a car for a higher. speed than from

25 to 30 miles an hour, as no gain in schedule speed at all

commensurate with the cost can thereby be obtained. Another
difficulty arising from the use of large and fast cars for suburban
service is the necessity for the high rates of acceleration which
are required in order to make the time-card when the traffic is

heavy and the stops numerous. Such high rates of acceleration

require large and expensive motors, and make very heavy de-

mands upon the power house, sub-station and line.

The most desirable passenger car for any interurban road

depends upon the character of service. A road having a com-
paratively short run, and with frequent stops, should have a cal-

ami motor equipment very similar to that previously described

for a suburban road, while on a road of considerable length, and
especially for such cars as are used for limited service, the

design should be based on giving comfortable seating, all, or

practically all, seats being cross-seats, with high backs, long

and wide seats, arm rests and ample knee room. In order to

accomplish this the aisle room must be cut down and the seating

capacity per foot of length decreased, and small platforms can

be used.

The illumination should be carefully arranged and be liberal

in amount, and a toilet room and drinking water provided. In

other words, the accommodations should be similar to those of

a steam coach.

The motor equipment should be designed for the required

schedule on the country run which, for nearly all recently de-

signed roads, is on private right of way.

The equipments should always be geared for the very lowest

speed thai will make the required schedule, plus a sufficient

margin for delays. Any higher gearing results in an unneces-

sary expense for car equipment, in some cases unnecessarily high

repair bills, unnecessary expense of power, and also a larger

power-house and sub-station equipment than would otherwise be

required, consequently increasing the financial charges. The
motor equipment selected should always be of ample capacity

for the work which it has to do. New equipments may be
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heavily loaded for a long time before the effect of such over-

loading becomes evident, and smaller overloads are very slow to

show their effect. But when the trouble once starts it will come
all at once.

It sometimes happens that a road will increase its schedule

speed, making the necessary changes in gearing to secure the

required maximum speed, and apparently everything is lovely,

but in one or two years there comes a sudden epidemic of

burnt-out armature and field coils, and within a very short

period it is necessary to rewind practically every motor on the

road. This is the inevitable result of long continued overload.

The foregoing remarks relative to the motor gearing and the

capacity of motors are also applicable to motors for city and
suburban cars, and are so evident as not to need any explana-

tion, but there is one other point which is sometimes overlooked,

and that is the effect on motor capacity of low voltage, especially

on heavy grades. The capacity of a motor is practically limited

by its heating. The heat generated in a motor (excluding iron

losses) is proportional to the square of the current, and when
the current varies is proportional to the mean square of the

current. Therefore, the heating for variable current is greater

than the square of the average current. In other words, if the

motor is taking 50 amps, for 30 seconds and 150 amps, for an-

other 30 seconds, the heating is greater than if it took 100 amps,
for 60 seconds.

The speed is approximately proportioned to the voltage, and
the torque is approximately proportional to the current.

If, therefore, the voltage is lessened and the schedule main-
tained, the motors must be accelerated as rapidly as possible,

full speed must be maintained as long as practicable and no
coasting is permissible; the result being that the average current

flowing during the period from start to stop will be greater

than would have been the case if the voltage had been sufficiently

high to permit of lower rates of acceleration and some coasting

before braking begins. If there be a grade to climb, the current

taken will be approximately the same at low voltage as at high,

voltage, it being presumed that in either case the motors are

operated at the same controller point, but the time will be longer
in the first instance, and consequently the heating during the

climbing will be increased. If after the car reaches the summit
it immediately runs on a down grade equal in degree and length

to that just climbed, it might seem that there would be an op-
portunity to equalize, but such is not the case, for the reason
that the mean square is not the same as the square of the

average. Even if such were a fact it would not often apply, for

the reason that, if time is lost on the up grade, the motors will

be crowded so as to make the best possible time on th'e down
grade; whereas, if there were ample time, the down grade might
be coasted either entirely or to a large degree. In other words,
the effect of the low voltage and the grade is to "hit" the mo-
tors "coming and going."

THE VALUE OF STATISTICS AND THEIR PROPER AND
IMPROPER USE

Undoubtedly statistics are frequently of great value, but it

is also a fact that they are often misapplied, and in such cases

are worse than useless, and such application has led to the

paraphrasing of the Western comparative expression, "liar,

damned liar, mining expert," into the "liar, damned liar, sta-

tistician." Another statement somewhat along the same line,

but with adifferent underlying thought, is that "figures can't

lie, but liars can figure."

The foregoing refers to statistics in general, but we will now
consider same with special reference to interurban electric rail-

ways.

The special report of the United States Census Office relative

to street and electric railways, 1902, undoubtedly contains much
information of value, but the data therein presented has fre-

quently been misused. Average results for the United States or

for individual States have been considered as applicable to a

proposed road; whereas, in the writer's opinion, each proposi-

tion must be considered by itself, and only such statistics applied

as are obtained from roads which are properly comparative,
and as no two roads are identical, allowance must be made for

the difference between the proposed road and such road or roads
as are compared therewith. Even the fact that the proposed
road has the same terminal city as the roads with which it is

to be compared, and has the same population per mile of road,

does not make the two propositions strictly comparative. For
example: One proposed road may have to meet a different

character of competition; or there may be greater or less reason

for travel; or, the population may be differently distributed as

to town, village and country population; or, it may be a different

class of population, manufacturing or agricultural, all of which
affects the probabilities of travel; or there may be a difference

in the amount of express, package freight or carload freight

which can be obtained; or there may be a material difference in

the length of run in the city, or a material difference in first

cost, thereby affecting the financial charge. For example:
Some time since the writer had occasion to report relative to a

proposed road entering a large city, and not only had the sta-

tistics but also intimate knowledge relative to six of the eight

roads entering such city. Three of the six roads were not con-

sidered as being at all comparative with the proposed road, the

other three were considered as somewhat comparative. The
income from one of the latter roads was $6.50 per capita, ex-

clusive of the population of the principal terrqjnal; for another

road $6.53, and for the third road $7.00. Nevertheless, in mak-
ing the report for the proposed road, none of these figures nor
the average was taken, but a figure slightly lower than the

lowest. This was done, not in order to be conservative, but as

honestly expressing the writer's opinion.

The foregoing indicates the possible erroneous conclusion,

even under a condition exceptionally favorable to the use of

statistics, but if the average result of all roads in the general

territory is used or if statistics obtained from one portion of

the country are considered as applicable to another portion, then

the conclusion reached is practically sure to be very different

from the result which actually will be obtained.

As an extreme example of the misapplication or misunder-
standing of statistics, the following may be of interest: Some
time since, a report was brought to our office, which, from the

civil engineering standpoint, was excellently prepared, although

very weak and inaccurate as to the mechanical and electrical

portion. It was, however, artistically bound, profusely illus-

trated with excellent photographs, and calculated to create quite

an impression. When the writer turned to the page relative to

"income," the amount was so large as to be surprising, partic-

ularly as he had been over the route. He asked the basis of the

estimate and the following statement was made:
In the United States census report relative to street electric

railways, 1902, it had been noted that the average income per

car-mile for Ohio electric railways was $3.43, and as they de-

sired to be conservative, they used a figure which, as I recollect

it, was approximately $2.50. I immediately informed the gentle-

man that he was in error, and handed him the Census Report,

and he turned to a column headed "fare passengers per car

car-mile," and which had the figures 3.43 which he had taken
to mean dollars and cents, whereas, of course, it meant persons,

and then I suggested that he divide the anticipated income by
from eight to ten,, which naturally seriously affected the findings

as to the estimated income.

SOME STATISTICS RELATIVE TO INTERURBAN ELECTRIC
RAILWAYS, AND DISCUSSION OF SAME

The writer has always felt very strongly that each case must
be considered by itself, but in view of several letters recently

received, one from the editor of a technical paper and others from
engineers, asking how we figure probable earnings of interurban

railways, and whether it is not possible to obtain an empirical

formula which would have some value, we prepared several tables

and attempted to obtain a curve which might have some value.

Curiously enough, the first eight or ten roads tabulated gave such
results as checked, with not an excessive variation, with the

empirical formula suggested by one of our engineers ; but even
then there was such variation as would be sufficient to make the

difference between profit and loss. This formula is based on
allowing a certain annual income per capita from the population
in the principal city, a greater amount in the towns, and a still

greater amount in the country ; but applying some additional data,

we found that for many roads the suggested formula had no
value at all. The formula is not given for the reason that it

might be used even though it is misleading. Table No. 1 and
curve No. 1 show the application of the formula. The first por-
tion of the table gives those to which the formula is applicable

and which encouraged us, even though the writer could not see

that there was any reason to anticipate that any formula would
prove even approximately applicable, but the balance shows the
fallacy of anticipating that any formula can be found which will

be of service. One table and curve, however, are presented, which
seem to us to have some value, taken merely as an indication

and never applying to any individual case the results indicated
by the curve.
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TABLE No. 1 AND CURVE No. 1.

XT ITNumber. r> 1Population.

Earnings
Estimated
r3y use oi

Formula.

AActually

1 $478,252 L lose

093,598 659 873

j»
<iZO, / ou Close.

67311 200,'300 198^500 cioS;
7 104,807 204,500 195,000 Close.

8 141,214 144,000 234,278 Very had.

9 64,933 117,000 131,000 Fair.

10 66,398 107,000 148.700 Bad.
11 165,903 141,000 171,671 Rather bad.
12 394,728 333,000 400,000 Bad.
13 207,000 144,000 106,782 Bad.
14 207,077 108.500 95,000 Rather bad
15 224,255 267,500 122,000 Very bad.

16 28,392 74,000 84,822 Close.

The above population includes the entire population on and

tributary to the line, including terminal cities regardless of their

size.

The population stated by the tables and curves as being along

the route is not based on that within a certain distance of the

road, but is based on local conditions. To ascertain same neces-
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because of connection with steam or electric railways, or river

transportation, or existing stage routes, considerable value should

be given to a population at a considerable distance from the route,

whereas in other cases, and as above indicated, the population

quite near the route may have little value.

The population so obtained is what we term the "equivalent"

population, by which is meant the population which, if all of it

were directly on the route, would equal in amount of travel the

actual population as it is actually located. For example : a popu-

lation of iooo may be considered as equal to ioo or 200 or more
directly on the route.

Relative to the population, our custom is to take the 1890 and

1900 census and note the rate of growth, and also to give due
consideration to the school and voting population, etc., and check-

ing any statements as to unusual growth, or growth at a more
rapid rate than between 1890 and 1900. For example : the census

records for Oklahoma have little value, and there are portions of

the country where the voting record is not of great value, and
where the income from the population is not so recorded is very

considerable. The ratio of the total population to the school or

voting census is quite different in different sections, and in the

country and in towns, and in order to obtain the proper mul-
tiplier we compare the last United States census with the school

census at such time.

Relative to the population which should be considered, we
give separate value to the principal terminal city when it is much
larger than any other^ity along the route. The writer's present

opinion is that usually it makes little difference to the interurban

road whether the principal city had 100,000 or 500,000 population,

Total Receipts— Dollars

CURVE NO. 1

Receipts per Capita-Doll;.

CURVE NO. 2

sitates more time and skill than when the latter method is fol-

lowed, but it is the one which I consider proper, and conse-

quently is followed by our office.

We always consider the entire population directly on the route,

and when one city greatly preponderates exclusive of such prin-

cipal city, but noting the population of such city, and when there

is no such greatly preponderating city we consider all the popu-

lation. For sections a greater or less distance from the route we
use a percentage based on local conditions, and take into account

the character of the population, the reasons for travel, the com-
parative facilities, including accessibility, etc. For example

:

Near the principal city a person residing 3 miles or less from

the corporation limits of the city, and 3 miles from the proposed

road, would seldom, if ever, use same, whereas if he were a

considerably greater distance from the city, and 3 miles from
the road, he would use it almost as much as if he lived directly

on the route, provided that there was not another electric or a

steam road nearer to him. If such road were a steam road con-

sideration would be given to the service provided by it.

It is also evident that if the location of the proposed road is

along a river, especially of considerable width, and having a few
bridges, the population on the other side of the river from the

road has lessened in value ; it might not, geographically speaking,

be a quarter of a mile distant, but from the standpoint of accessi-

bility may actually be several miles away. In some cases, and

provided that it is the principal city in that general section 01

the country, and therefore the one to which all business tends.

If the interurban road has a pleasure resort, it might seem
fair to presume that it would receive more passenger traffic from
a terminal city of 500,000 than it would if such terminal city were
materially smaller. On the other hand, the larger city will have
more places of amusement, and it is a question whether such

seeming probable result will prove to be a fact. The freight and
express business from the principal city depends upon the condi-

tions along the route-, and the same is true of travel for business

reasons, and also largely for social reasons, and is not affected

by the size of the principal terminus. The travel into the prin-

cipal terminus is not affected by its population, provided, as be-

fore stated, it is the principal city in the general section of the

country.

The receipts per capita depend upon the reasons for travel,

comparative facilities, habits of the people, character of popula-
tion, comparative costs of travel, etc., and to apply any statistics

requires not only a careful study of the conditions relative to the

proposed road, but also a full knowledge of the conditions rela-

tive to the roads from which the statistics are taken, and a care-

ful differentiation and application of such statistics.

Table 2 and curve 2, corresponding thereto, show in a general

way for the roads considered, the relation between receipts per
capita and population per mile of road, exclusive of the popula-
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lion of the principal terminal city. The effect of the population

of the principal terminal city is above referred to.

The general characteristics of the various roads are as follows

:

Curve No. 2 has the population per mile plotted as ordinates, and

the receipts per capita (in dollars) as abscissae. The various

points marked on the sheet are numbered to correspond with the

following statements as to the characteristics of the various roads.

The roads considered are all in one general section of the coun-

try, otherwise the difference would have been still greater.

The index numbers following do not correspond with those

used for table and plate No. r.

Road No. 1 is a double-track interurban in the Central West,

having its terminal in a large city, but having no other towns of

any considerable size. It has a rather large suburban resident

population, especially during the summer, and the double-track

main line of the road is paralleled by a third track operated by

the same company, and 2 or 3 miles from the main line, but con-

necting with it at both ends. The earnings include both lines.

The popultion of the principal city is excluded. Its data are:

1904. 1905.

Population, total 20,402 20,692
Population, per mile 463 470
Earnings, total 225,751 245,809
Earnings, per mile 5,130 5,560

Earnings, per capita : 11.06 11.84

Road No. 2 is a 42-mile road in the Central West, having a

medium-sized terminal city, the population of which is excluded

from the total.

1904. 1905.

Population, total 38,469 40,005
Population, per mile 915 952
Earnings, total 181,201 173,153

Earnings, per mile : 4,314 4,123

Earnigns, per capita : 4.71 4.33

Road No. 3 is a 34.14-mile road having several small cities,

whose population is included in the totals.

1904. 1905.

Population, total 71,338 73,24!)

Population, per mile 2,100 2,150

Earnings, total 136,918 147,851
Earnings, per mile 4,000 4,330
Earnings, per capita 1.90 2.20

Road No. 4 is a 39-mile road having a large terminal city and

one smaller terminal city. The larger city is excluded and the

smaller city is included in the total population.

1904. 1905.

Population, total 28,424 28,781
Population, per mile 730 740
Earnings, total 225,410 248,912
Earnings, per mile 57,880 6,300
Earnings, per capita .' 7 . 90 8 . 60

Road No. 5 is an 8o-mile road in the Central West, having

only one city of any considerable size, and the population of this

is included in the totals.

1904. 1905.

Population, total 80,362 81,851
Population, per mile 1,004 1,024
Earnings, total

205,806

230,758
Earnings, per mile 2,572 2,885
Earnings, per capita 2.56 2.82

Road No. 6 is also a road in the Central West, 30 miles in

length, and having one medium-sized city, population of which
is excluded from the totals.

1904. 1905.

Population, total 32,373 32,993
Population, per mile 1,079 1,100
Earnings, total 85,055 80,100
Earnings, per mile 2,835 2,770
Earnings, per capita 2.66 2.43

Road No. 7 is a road in the Central West having one large and
one very large terminal city; both of these are excluded from
the totals; miles of track, 160.

1904 1905.

Population, total

116,993

118,957
Population, per mile 731 743
Earnings, total

660,000

699,339
Earnings, per mile 4,125 4,370
Earnings, per capita 5 . 64 5 . 87

Road No. 8 is also in the Central West, having 92 miles of track

and one large terminal city, the population of which is excluded
from the totals.

One half 1904
and

One half 1905

Population, total 85,082
Population, per mile 924
Earnings, total

% 404,880
Earnings, per mile 4,400
Earnings, per capita 4 . 75

The above figures are for the last half of 1904 and the firs:

half of 1905.

Road No. 9 has one large, one medium, and one small terminal

city. The large terminal city is excluded and the other is in-

cluded in the total ; miles of track, 45.

1904. 1905.

Population, total 59,166 62,124
Population, per mile 1,315 1,353
Earnings, total 234,278 223,605
Earnings, per mile 5,205 5,000
Earnings, per capita 3.95 3.60

Road No. io is a large .road in the Central West, having 134

miles of track, and one very large terminal city, the population

of which is excluded.

1904. 1905.

Population, total 92,539 94,200
Population, per mile 692 702
Earnings, total 475,361 543,226
Earnings, per mile 3,547 4,054
Earnings, per capita 5.13 5.78

Road No. 11 is a 58.6-mile road in the Central West, having

three small cities, all of which are included in the totals.

1905.

Population, total
,

52,052
Population, per mile 887
Earnings, total 197,934
Earnings, per mile 3,475
Earnings, per capita 3 .80

Curve No. 3 : This has, as ordinates, the population per mile

of road and as abscissa? the receipts per mile of road, and it will

® 1904

B 1005

1U00 2000 3000 4000 5000 0000

Receipts per Mile—Dollars

CURVE NO. 3

be noted that the effect is that of a shot-gun target, the points

scattering very widely and showing no inclination to any definite

law.

Evidently this plate has no value, except to show the fallacy

of using averages as applicable to any given case.

Examples of the above character could be multiplied indefi-

nitely, but we will now merely refer to two tables in the Street

and Electric Railway Census Report for 1902. These tables are

found on page 19 of the report. The first table (No. 13) shows

for one city of 28,000 people 144 trips annually per inhabitant,

and for another city having 60,000 population only 60 trips

:

whereas the general rule is that the larger the populatipn the

greater the rides per capita. The same table shows that for two

towns, each having 36,000 population, one had 66 rides per capita

and the other 136. Table No. 15, on the same page, shows that

the average miles of track per 1000 population increases as the

total population decreases, and that the rides per capita vary in

the reverse direction.

EXAMINATION RELATIVE TO AN OPERATING OR PROPOSED
ELECTRIC RAILROAD

Such an examination necessitates the application of personal

judgment, and, to a greater or less degree, the application of

statistics—and, before giving detailed consideration to such ex-
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amination, it may be well to state the object of such examina-

tions.

The examination of an operating plant is generally in order to

ascertain its existing income, gross and net, the past rate of in-

crease of same, and the probability as to the future, its physical

value, and whether it is economically advisable to make additions

and improvements. An examination is also made of the fran-

chises, and of other matters outside of the construction and

operating features.

The examination of the income and expenses is, as nearly as

possible, in accordance with the Standard Classification of Ac-

counts prepared by the American Street and Interurban Railway

Accountants' Association, and statistics obtained from other

roads are compared therewith in order to note any considerable

variations from what may be considered as normal, and the reason

for any such variation is investigated. Sometimes actual statis-

tics obtained from other roads are not referred to, because the

investigator has such knowledge as enables him to apply results

he has elsewhere obtained to the case under consideration, and

he may do so unconsciously. But whether consciously or un-

consciously he uses statistics is immaterial, the principal point

being that he does use and compares them with local conditions

and applies personal judgment.

If the examination is relative to a proposed road it must in-

clude a predetermination of all the factors entering into total

cost, both first cost and operating, also income, both gross and

•net, and evidently requires not only a wide experience, but also

excellent judgment in the application of statistics.

The object of an investigation as to the advisability of con-

structing a proposed interurban electric road is evidently to ascer-

tain the probable resulting net earnings per dollar invested. In

order to arrive at such conclusion it is necessary to ascertain the

probable gross income, the total first cost and the consequent

resulting financial charge and the operating expense. Logically,

these matters should be taken up in the order above stated, but

in many respects they are inter-dependent, and are considered

simultaneously.

A competent specialist by going over the proposed route, can

determine with a fair degree of approximation the general char-

acter and cost of a road suitable for the general conditions, and

obtain a bird's-eye view of the situation, from which he can pre-

pare a general plan to use as a starting point for estimating cost

and income. As such simultaneous consideration is impracticable

to present in a paper, we will endeavor to consider the matter in

a logical manner.

First. The probable income. This may be from several sources

—passenger, express, carload freight, mail, advertising, and, in

some cases, the sale of electric energy for light and power. The
last three sources will be disregarded, and consideration merely
given to the income from passengers, express and freight.

PASSENGER INCOME
Having obtained the equivalent population in the manner

previously described, the next and most important step is to

determine the probable income per capita. Consideration must be

given to the reasons for travel, comparative existing facilities,

including railway time-tables and rates, and possibilities or prob-

abilities of existing, or of other proposed, roads furnishing in-

creased facilities. The habits of the people must be studied, the

existing trend of traffic and every factor which may influence the

situation. Some of these factors can be given an approximately
definite value, and others are largely a matter of experience. To
each must be applied personal judgment and the actual or un-

conscious application of statistics obtained from other roads
having conditions more or less analogous to those of the projected

road, and upon the ability to ascertain the conditions and properly
apply the results elsewhere obtained depends the accuracy of the

predetermination.

The above refers more especially to passenger travel, but prac-
tically the same method is followed in connection with freight,

both package and box freight, including milk, garden truck, etc.,

also mail, although the latter is not generally of great financial

value, but policy may make it desirable.

Express matter and so-called package freight can usually be
carried either in a special compartment of a regular car or in a

special express car similar in general make-up to the passenger
car used on the road, and, in either case, can be handled without
interfering with the regular schedule and without any extra-
ordinary demands for power. Bulk freight, 011 the other hand,
to be profitable must be handled in fairly large quantities, and
this requires the operation of train units of several cars. If such
trains are run in the day time when the regular passenger traffic

is on the road, it necessarily interferes more or less with the

regularity of the passenger schedule, as such trains move at slower

speeds than the passenger trains. In addition, such trains de-

mand a large amount of power, consequently require a consider-

able addition to the power house, and also make it necessary to

install sub-stations of such capacity as are required for one or

more freight trains in addition to the regular load due to pas-

senger cars. If there is a sufficient number of freight trains on

the road to keep the additional machinery in the sub-s;at ons

reasonably well loaded this is not objectionable, but, on the other

hand, if but one or two trains are on the road at a time it necessi-

tates the installation of large capacity sub-stations, and conse-

quently light average load and power efficiency.

In some cases it is possible to haul the freight during the night

when the passenger service is either partially or entirely dis-

continued, and in such cases it may be possible to avoid the in-

stallation of additional sub-station machinery for freight servxe

only. Even in this case, however, the freight haulage may involve

the operation of several sub-stations to handle one or two trains,

with a resulting very low load factor and very poor efficiency in

the sub-station.

Another difficulty which arises in the hauling of he 'vy freight

trains on an average interurban road, is that of delivering suffi-

cient power to the train by means of the ordinary trolley wire.

This difficulty does not apply in the case of the third-rail roads

or in the case of the single-phase a. c. road.

Terminal facilities, railway connections and agreements, etc.,

are of great importance.

Where bulk freight is to be handled in considerable quantities

on an electric road, it is just as necess'iry to keep down to a low

grade as in the case of the steam road. The coefficient of tractive

resistance in the case of a 10-car freight train at 15 m. p. h. and on

level track is only some 7 or 8 lbs. per ton; where, on the other

hand, each 1 per cent of grade adds 20 lbs. per ton ; that is. on a

1 per cent grade the tractive resistance is perlnps 27 lbs. per ton,

or nearly four times as great as that on a level track. Freight

service, therefore, demands low grades so as to keep down the

cost of locomotives, of power house, sub-station, and line equip-

ment.

Having predetermined the obtainable traffic, the next step

is t'o decide as to the traffic facilities which must be furnished for

the anticipated business. Undoubtedly a map lvs been available

from the start, and the general location of the proposed road has

been marked thereon, from which distances between the principal

points have been ascertained. The specialist also has gone over

the route and is fairly well informed as to the physical cond :

tions,

and, in a general way, the most desirable locations, both in the

country and in the cities and towns, also the practicability of

obtaining such locations. In fact, he is quite well informed, not only

as to the general situation, but also as to the business situation,

probable character of franchises obtainable, legal conditions, etc.

If the country is reasonably level he is able to approximate the

cost of the grade, has ascertained the probable length of bridges

required, and from the maps obtained distances with sufficient

accuracy for a preliminary study. If the country is rather rough

a topographical survey is exceedingly helpful, and quite frequently

can be obtained from the United States Geological Survey. In

some cases it is desirable to make at least a preliminary survey

before the proposition has proceeded very far, but in many cases

this is not only unnecessary but actually inadvis' ble, as it neces-

sarily indicates the most probable route and frequently increases

the cost of right of way. A time must arrive when the location

becomes evident, but there are methods of procedure which

minimize the tendency to increase the cost of the right of way
which practically always follows such publicity. In most crses the

country population desires the road, but each owner of land de-

sires to designate the exact location, which may be to avoid mov-
ing the farmers' house or barn, or passing between such buildings,

which, of course, is natural, or may be to pl'ce it on the property

immediately across from his home and belonging to his neighbor.

As soon as he feels sure that the road will be accessible to him,

he "stiffens up," whereas frequently he would rather give the

right of way than not have the road. This is human nature, and

he is no different from the rest of us. The statement is merely

given as an example of the points which experience proves must

be taken into consideration at every step in connection with a

proposed road.

Having, as before stated, a preliminary map and possibly a

profile of the route, train schedules and train sheets are prepared

in order to ascertain the approximate time of the runs of the

various classes of trains (each of which may consist of one or

more cars), and which are of importance in determining the mini-
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ber of cars required, the motor equipment for each car, the amount

of power required, the location of sub-stations, and other matters.

Of course, at this time such schedules and train sheets are of a

preliminary character, and are liable to modification after a final

map and profile have been obtained, and also numerous other

matters have been definitely decided, but a competent man will

prepare the preliminary schedule with a very close approxima-

tion to the final ones.

Some of the questions which will arise at this point are as

follows

:

With a preliminary map which shows the length of the road,

and the length of the run in cities, towns and country, including

the length in the principal terminal cities, and knowing that it is

desirable that passenger cars should be operated at regular inter-

vals, starting from terminal points, preferably on the hour, half-

hour or quarter-hours ; also knowing that the cost of train crews

is one of the principal expenses, and consequently that the lay-

overs at the ends of the route should not be greater than neces-

sary for unloading and loading the cars, with sufficient allowance

for delays in reaching such terminal points, and not forgetting

that increased speed necessitates, for any given size and weight

of car, greater capacity of motors, and also increased cost of the

power equipment, including motors, sub-station and power-house

machinery ; also knowing that the runs in the cities and towns are

under city regulations as to speed, and therefore cannot be in-

creased by higher speed motors; also realizing that increased

stops in the country materially decrease schedule speed, the propo-

sition is to so combine all these factors as to obtain the best net

result.

In such study, consideration must also be given to grades,

grade crossings with other railways, and, to some extent, of high-

ways, also in some cases the service given by competing roads,

either steam or electric. As an example : Suppose that the pre-

liminary schedule results in 2 hours being required for the run.

Evidently it is desirable that by some means the time should be

reduced to i hour and 40 minutes. Such reduction may be ob-

tained by reducing the length of the runs in the towns, or by

lessening the number of country stops, both of which seriously

afreet the schedule speed, or possibly by reducing the length of

the route which may require increased cost out of proportion to

the benefit, or by reducing the grades, which also may cost more
than proportionately to the benefit. It is a fact that the income

per capita in the country will generally be greater than from that

in towns, but an effort to obtain every dollar possible from the

country may be exceedingly poor economy. It might be con-

sidered that this is a matter of policy to be determined by the

management, but it is of vital importance in connection with the

design, if the design is to be such as will give the best returns

per dollar invested.

The consideration of the route may start with the principal

terminal city, and it is of great importance to have the terminal

station in such city well located relative to the retail district,

which is generally also the amusement center.

Generally interurban roads entering a city of any considerable

size use the tracks of the local street car system, but sometimes

it is possible to obtain an independent entrance, and, when the

financial condition warrants it, this is preferable. It is, however,

seldom warranted unless the anticipated travel is very consider-

able, and, of course, is materially affected by the cost of con-

struction required in the city, including the cost per mile and
total mileage, which includes the first cost and the maintenance

of street paving, sprinkling charges, if any, etc., and city taxes.

It also depends upon what arrangement which can be made with

the local company for operation over its tracks.

In a general way the shorter the route in the city, or more
correctly, the less the time of the run in the city, the better for

the interurban railway.

The foregoing materially depends upon the frequency of ser-

vice given by any competing steam road and by the time re-

quired between the station of the steam road and the retail

center, not only in the principal terminal city, but also in the

principal towns along the route. For example, on a proposition

now in our office a large amount is being expended in order to

reduce the time required in the principal city, and because the

competitive steam railway service is very frequent, there being

two competitive steam roads, each operating trains hourly. In

another case, where the competition is four or five trains each

way daily, and most of such trains are through trains, generally

1 or 2 hours late and only stopping at two points along the

route other than the principal city, it is not advisable to make
large expenditures in order to save a small amount of time.

Another point, somewhat allied to the foregoing, is the location

of the road in cities and towns along the route. The receipts of

an interurban electric railway depend largely upon the accessibility

of its cars and its frequent service, but, on the other hand,

accessibility in the cities and towns generally means somewhat

increased first cost, also a longer time for the run. If freight

cars are to be handled it means considerable additional trackage

for the freight line.

In addition to the foregoing the recent development of the alter-

nating-current motor system makes it desirable for such roads as

use such system to keep on private right of way to as great an

extent as possible, and when in cities and towns to use only such

streets as will allow the use of high-voltage trolley. As a matter

of fact, high-voltage trolley is now used in some towns of con-

siderable size and on roads passing through the heart of same,

but it is hardly probable that this will be permitted in all towns.

In some locations it may not be found advisable even if per-

mitted.

Having made a preliminary location and ascertained the dis-

tances in the cities, towns and country; having considered that a

certain sized passenger car operating on a certain headway will

give the best service, and on the presumption that, all things con-

sidered, a certain grade will be most economical, a train schedule

is prepared showing the time of the run for passenger service.

There will generally be two train schedules, one for express and
the other for local service.

It is advisable that the trains should follow at regular intervals,

which intervals, however, may be varied at different times of the

day and at different seasons, but the trains should always start

from one end on the hour, and when more frequent service is

desired half-hourly and quarter-hourly. The time of leaving the

other end should also be on the hour, or at some regular division,

such as the half, or quarter-hour. It is evidently necessary,

therefore, to provide motors which will make such speed as is

required to give a schedule enabling a car to make the run one
way and provide at the end of such run sufficient time for lay-

over, so that it can unload and load with sufficient leeway, and,

in case of delays, it will still start out on the return run on the

schedule time. The time of the run in the principal city is de-

pendent upon the schedule time of the city cars if the local

company's track be used, or upon local ordinances and conditions

if the interurban company has its own track. The schedule speed

in the principal terminal city will probably be approximately 8 or

12 m. p. h., being somewhat less in the congested portion of the

city run, and possibly slightly greater in the suburbs.

The same conditions apply to the runs in the towns along the

route, although generally to a less degree, but in any case the

schedule in cities and towns is based on local conditions, and not

upon the speed obtainable by the motors.

The speed on the country run which, for modern roads is

generally on private right of way, depends upon the grade, and,

for any given weight of cars, upon the power of the motors, and,

of course, upon the maintenance of the voltage. The schedule

speed depends upon the above and also upon the number of

stops.

The length of lay-over is often of material bearing on the

question of size of motors. Sometimes by allowing a car to lay

over at one or both ends of the run for 15 or 30 minutes it is pos-

sible to use a smaller motor than would otherwise be necessary.

Such lay-over is seldom objectionable, as it gives an opportunity
to sweep out and clean up a car, and frequently when the car house
is at one end of the terminal, it is possible to provide such a lay-

over without any additional expense. By so doing a material
saving can be made on the first cost of all the car equipments, and
may more than offset the first cost of the extra cars and equip-

ments which may be required, and the repair and depreciation

may be less. Actually it is seldom that additional cars would
have to be purchased, as there are always supposed to be enough
cars for special occasions.

The number of stops made by a car has a very decided effect

upon the size of motor necessary to drive it, and with any given
schedule and car the less the number of stops the smaller and
cheaper the motor equipment.

Taking a given car geared to a maximum speed of 40 m. p. h.,

with eight stops per mile, the possible schedule speed is less than
10 m. p. h. With four stops per mile the possible schedule is

less than 15 m. p. h. With two stops per mile the schedule speed
is about 20 m. p. h., and with one stop per mile the schedule speed
is about 26 m. p. h. On the other hand, with one stop in 8 miles

a schedule speed of 34 m. p. h. can be made. Of course, the

above is based on having a level and straight road.

Had the same car been equipped with motors geared to but 30
m. p. h., it would have been made with eight stops per mile, a
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schedule speed of 8 m. p. h., which is practically the same as

before ; with four stops per mile" it would have made a schedule

of 13 m. p. h. ; with two stops per mile a schedule of 17 m. p. h.

The schedule will not only be practically as .good as that made
with higher gearing, but also the motor equipment can be de-

cidedly smaller and cheaper, and the fluctuation of load at the

power house will be much smaller than that resulting from the

higher speed car.

Some roads have larger cars than are most economical for the

service, and the use of smaller cars is of additional value by

reducing the size of motor equipment required, and by lessening

the fluctuation of load at the power house. Smaller cars also

permit of lighter track construction, small sub-stations, and, in

fact, lower costs generally. On the 'other hand, if travel is great

enough so that a small car cannot handle the traffic, then two cars

can be run on half of the headway with but little more cost, except

as to train crews, than for the operation of one large car, with

the result of much better service, with consequently increased

income, and with comparatively small increase in the power house

and sub-station equipment required.

If, for example, a preliminary estimate shows that it will take

2 hours to make the run over the proposed road, 40 miles in

length outside of the principal city, and possibly 3 miles therein,

it is evident that a time-table based on cars leaving such end of

the route on the hour will necessitate the car leaving at the same
time as it arrives, in other words, there is no provision for lay-

over. It is evidently necessary to lessen the time of the run, and
this must be done by lessening the time of the run in the cities

and towns, which presumably can only be done by lessening the

length of the run in same, especially the run in the congested

district, or by increasing the speed of the cars, requiring, there-

fore, more powerful motors, or by reducing the number of

country stops, which necessitates a consideration of the effect of

same on travel, or by reducing the grades, and unless the grades
are considerable, the amount of the reduction, as far as time is

concerned, will generally be found quite small and not comparable
with lessening the number of stops. For example : In one case

we prepared a preliminary estimate of the cost of the grading
required to obtain a maximum 1, i 1/^ and 2 per cent grade through
a country rolling the entire distances, and the time which would
have been saved by reducing from 2 per cent to 1 per cent was not

greater than a reasonable allowance for time lost in the principal

city on account of delays in the congested district
;
whereas, the

additional cost required for the reduction of grade would be very
considerable.

When considering freight service the principal consideration is

the train load, schedule speed within considerable limits not being
of great importance, but the load which the electric locomotive
can haul, requiring the service of only one train crew, is of vital

importance. In connection with passenger service it is of great
importance to make such schedule as will use the time of the
train crews to the greatest advantage, as the cost of their time is

one of the principal items of operating expense.

Having obtained a general view of the proposition, especially

as to its general character and the approximate amount of traffic,

and having from a map obtained distances, and from examination
of a final or a preliminary profile, ascertained approximate grades
and the amount of grading construction, the investigator is in a
position to decide as to the general type of road, the system to be
used (a. c. or d. c. motors), and to prepare a preliminary esti-

mate of first cost, cost of operation, and, most important of all,

net income.

The preliminary report informs the projector as to whether or
not the proposition has such merit as to warrant its construction,
and if it is not warranted, then the sooner such fact is ascertained
the less the time and money which will be wasted. If, however,
it is warranted, then successful operation depends to a large
degree upon the design being that best suited to the conditions;
such amount of money being available as required in order to
obtain the best net results, and its construction to be so supervised
as to assure that the contracts are lived up to.

Some interurban electric railroads should never have been con-
structed, as under no conditions were they warranted. Others
have been improperly designed, considered from the standpoint
of obtaining the best net results. In some cases the construction
has been of too expensive a character, and in other cases there has
not been sufficient money expended on the construction. Other
roads have not been properly maintained, and still other roads
have not been properly managed. Of course, some roads come
under more than one of the above classes. If, however, a road is

justified, then its success, exclusive of its financing, depends upon
obtaining the best location, proper design for the conditions,

proper construction, competent operation. It is noted that the

first three are dependent upon the expert adviser, and that the

result which can be obtained by the fourth is largely affected by

the attention given to the first three. Moreover, the first three

are practically unchangeable after the road is constructed, whereas,

the fourth, if in incompetent hands, can be changed.

If the project is warranted then the maximum degree of suc-

cess in financing depends largely upon the proper presentation

of the proposition. There should be a short, clear and concise

statement as to the territory served, the estimated first cost,

and the gross and net income, followed by such detailed esti-

mates, statements and other information as experience indicates

is desired by financial houses.

When it is decided to construct the road, a location survey is

made, which may or may not have been preceded by a pre-

liminary survey. The latter may have been, and frequently is,

made prior to the preparation of the report submitted as the

basis of the financing. In fact sometimes a location survey is

made prior to such time.

The object of a preliminary survey is to ascertain distances

more accurately than are generally obtainable from published

maps, and also to more closely approximate the grades and
amount of grading than can be ascertained merely by going
over the route, although, as before stated, if the country is

reasonably level, an expert in such work can, quite closely ap-

proximate the amount of grading.

Preliminary surveys of alternative routes are frequently made
and are useful for comparison of length of routes, cost of con-

struction, comparative value of route from earning basis, and
are sometimes of assistance in obtaining rights of way at mini-

mum cost.

In connection with the foregoing it might be noted that pro-

moters sometimes make statements and promises and also obtain

rights of way and franchises which unnecessarily add to the cost

of construction, or of operation, or both. As, for example,
agreeing that the power house, or car house, or both, shall be

located within or adjacent to a certain town. Placing same
within the corporated limits may add to the taxes, and in other

respects it may be undesirable; as, for example, one franchise

which came to our office required a power house to be in a

certain city, and the water would have to be 'obtained either from
the city or pumped from deep wells. In another case local

service in one- small city was required witn such frequency of

service as could not possibly be remunerative. In other cases

the rights of way in the country have been obtained with
special reference to the cost of such right of way, or to favor

some land owner, and without taking into consideration the fact

that the saving of one mile of single-track road and the line

work for same will generally save $12,000 to $15,000 in first cost,

save maintenance and depreciation of omitted track and pole

line, lessen the time of the run and the power required for same,
and altogether be of such benefit as to be worth $20,000, or more,
which amount would generally buy a considerable amount of

private right of way in the country.

As the civil and mechanical electrical engineering depart-

ments are closely related, it is necessary to decide as to what
grades will be most economical. Reducing the grades adds to

first cost and also adds to the maximum power required, and
consequently, unless storage batteries are used, reducing the

ratio of average power to maximum power, and such reduction

increases the cost of fuel. The effect of grades on passenger
schedules must be noted and also on the load which the freight lo-

comotives can haul. In a general way, it is evident that the more
frequent the service and the heavier the trains, the greater the

amount which can be most economically expended in the reduc-

tion of grades, and as a future improvement of grade will require

a greater expenditure than if such a grade were established at

the start, it is wise to give consideration to the somewhat distant

future.

Having decided as to the grades, the train schedules and the

motor equipments, the next point is to provide for the furnishing

of power to the cars. Presumably decision has been reached
as to the system to be used, also as to the most desirable loca-

tion of the power house and sub-stations. The next point is to

determine definitely the general character of the machinery for

same and the rated capacity and number of the various units.

Each sub-station must have sufficient capacity for maximum
demand, and judgment must be exercised as to whether to pro-

vide any reserve capacity in excess of such maximum. The
number of units must be such as will furnish power for the

average load, even though one unit be crippled, and also will

enable the units in operation at any one time to operate as nearly
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as possible at their rated capacity. It is also desirable not to have
an excessive number of units, as for a definite total capacity

this increases the first cost.

The general proposition as to the design of the power house
is the same as above stated for sub-stations, but on the basis that

such power house is to be a steam plant, careful study must be

made of the cost and character of fuel, the required draft for

such fuel, the best ratio of grate to heating surface; and if com-
pound engines are used, the best ratio of cylinder diameters

in order to obtain the maximum economy under operating con-

ditions, taking into account steam pressure, superheat, if any,

and the most economical vacuum!
It will be noted that the preceding necessitates a predeter-

mination of the load curve, the probable momentary and short

period of fluctuations, and, as before stated, these are affected

by the grades, the weight, maximum speed, and schedule speed

of the cars, and by the train schedules, all of which indicates the

close interrelation of the various factors entering into the prob-

lem of so designing an interurban electric railway as to obtain

the maximum rate of dividends.

The next step is to so supervise construction as to assure that

the contracts are fulfilled. When construction is completed and
accepted, then the road is turned over to the operating depart-

ment, and on the basis that such department is competent, the

results obtained depend very largely upon the character of the

work which has preceded. A comparatively few extra dollars

and therefore, in a general way, for "interurban roads in sparsely

settled districts." On the other hand, the d. c. equipment is

preferable for the city road, the elevated road, and suburban
roads with heavy traffic and where the number of trains is large.

The interurban road which is equipped with the single-phase

trolley is in a position to handle freight in large units to much
better advantage than the road having d. c. equipment, as it is

not limited as to the amount of power which a trolley wheel can

take from the wire, but only as to the maximum load which the

sub-station can carry; and in this case the sub-station equipment
is comparatively cheap, it is possible to have a sufficient sub-

station capacity to handle heavy freight in addition to the pas-

senger service.
APPENDIX "B"

Some Convenient Tables and Suggestions Relative to Tables and Curves

Engineers' hand-books are of great value, but every engineer

also has data of his own collecting, which he tabulates and
charts in such manner as is most applicable to his work, and
most convenient for him. The following tables and curves may
be found convenient, and suggestion is made relative to others

which are convenient, but are not presented for the reason that

they refer to cost, and, like other statistics, would be liable to be

incorrectly used.
TABLE NO. 1

Convenient for Calculating Trolley and Feeder Drop

Interurban roads usually have two trolley wires, and as a 300

TABLE No. 1.

VOLTAGE DROP IN CONDUCTORS

TWO IN MULTIPLE—TROLLEYS. (5350 ft. per mile.) SINGLE. (5400 ft. per mile.)

MILES
No. 00 Trolley. No. 000 Trolley. 300 M. Feeder.

Amperes. Amperes. Amperes.

50. 100. 150. 200. 250. 300. 450. 50. 100. 150. 200. 250. 300. 450. 50. 100. 150. 200. 250. 300. 450.

i 5.5 11 16.5 22 27.5
55

33
66

50 5 9 13 18 27 39 5 10 15 20 25 30 45

22 33 44 99
198

9 18 26 35 44 53 79 10 20 30 40 50 , 60 90

2 22 44 66 88 110 152 18 35 53 70 105 158 20 40 60 80 100 120 180

3 33 66 99 132 165 198 297 27 53 78 105 132 158 236 30 60 90 120 150 180 270

44 132 176 220 264 396 35 70
88

105 140 175 210 315 40 80 120 160 200 240 360

55 110 165
198

220 275
330

330 495 44 131 175 219 263 394 50 100 150 200 250 300 450

6 66 132 264 396 594 53 105 158 210 263 315 473 60 120 180 240 300 540

7 77 155 231 309 385 462 694 62 123 184 245 307 552 70 140 210 280 350 420 630

8 177
198

264 354 441
394

528 795
893

70 140 210 350 420 630 80 160 240 320 400 480 720

9 99 297 397 594 79 158 236 315 394 473 709 90 180 270 360 450 540 810

10... 110 221 331 442 552 663 993 175 263 351 438 526 788 100 200 300 400 500 600 900

11 121 242 363 97 194 110 220 330 440 550 660 990

12 132 264 106 120 240 360 480 600 720

13 143 286 116 130 260 390 520 650 780

expended in assuring the best possible design and construction

will probably save many times the interest on such additional

expenditure, and there is no investment which pays as large divi-

dents as that which can wisely be expended in order to "start

right."
APPENDIX "A"

Since the single-phase a. c. motor has become an accepted

fact, it is now in some cases advisable to consider plans and to

make estimates of cost based both on d. c. and on a. c. equip-

ment, and such estimates include both first cost and operating

expense as well as the general adaptability of each system to the

road in question, and a few words on this subject may not be

amiss.

The general characteristics of the single-phase a. c. road, as

compared with d. c, are low first cost of line and sub-station

equipment, high first cost of car motor equipment, and ability

to deliver power either to many small units or to a few large

units, and in either small or large blocks. The characteristics

of the d. c. equipment are high first cost of equipment of sub-

stations and line, low cost of car equipment, and considerable

cost for sub-station attendants, and ability to deliver power to a

considerable number of units in small blocks, but requiring

much greater investment than d. c. when awarded, and it is un-

necessary to state that there is considerable opportunity for sav-

ing money in awarding contracts.

After all plans and specifications are prepared, the contracts

are required to deliver large quantities of power to a small

number of units.

As a result the a. c. motor system is more especially adapted

to the interurban roads where first cost must be the minimum
and where the number of cars operating is comparatively small,

and also to the operation of trunk lines, freight roads, etc.,

where there are a small number of heavy trains to be moved,

M. C. M. feeder (insulated) is the largest solid (not stranded)

wire which can be readily handled, it is quite frequently used,

and therefore tabulated.

Allowance is made for sag.

Resistance is based on "hard-drawn wire."

Require no explanation, except that for loss other than 10 per

cent the cross-section and weight and cost will be inversely

proportional. Tables which, for the reason stated, are not pre-

sented are as follows:

Cost of pole lines, various types. Cost of sub-stations, various

sizes and numbers, and type of statics, and size and number of

rotaries, H. T. lightning arresters, wiring, buildings.

Cost of power houses of various types complete and per kilo-

watt.

In some cases curves are more convenient for calculation than

tables, but not always.

For comparison of results curves are nearly always preferable.

CURVE NO. 1

Size of wire and weight (all wires) per mile for transmission

lines.

Given the transmission voltage, per cent loss, and kilowatts

and distance, look in table under column giving the transmission

voltage, find nearest per cent to that desired; look in left-hand

column for scale reference, and find the intersection of such

references in the curves.

For example, 20,000 V.—5 per cent—20 miles and 750 kilo-

watts. Under 20,000—5 per cent is given by A-3, and by B-2,

and by C-i, and which reference is the easiest to follow depends

upon the miles and the kilowatts, "A" being for the least and

"D" for the greatest kilowatts, and 1 for the least and 3 for the

greatest mileage.

For kilowatts=750 and if used A-3, follow the horizontal line
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opposite 750 in "A" column, until over 20 in "3" horizontal line.

Of course the other references give the same result.

APPENDIX "C"

The following table gives the average kilowatt-hours per car-

mile on various interurban electric railroads. The power con-

sumption given is at the car. All lay-over time is excluded from

the schedule speeds.

Roads A, B, C, and D operate from the same large terminal

city. Roads D and E operate from other cities. Roads A and

E are in the Central West. Road F is in the Southwest.

The car equipment used on all these roads except H is of

approximately the same character, the cars being from 42 to 45

ft. over all and each equipped with four 50-hp motors. H is

"A."—The time saved per train and total of all trains, and

what it is worth, if anything.

"B."—The total energy saved, not on a pro-rata basis, but on

the basis of the additional cost for the additional energy.

"C."—Effect of reduction in grade on capacity of motors; in

some cases this may change size of motors, or size and weight

of car most advisable.

"D"—Effect of fluctuation of load, and on maximum power
required in sub-stations and in power house. This may affect

capacity and number of units. In each case there will be other

factors.

Suppose the answer to "A" is: Time saved per passenger

train for reduction of 3 per cent to 1 per cent grade—10 minutes.

What is it worth?

TABLE No. 2.—CIRCULAR MILS OF COPPER CONDUCTORS.
Based on 20,000 Volts, 3 Phase, 90% Power Factor, 10% Loss in Transmission. 1 Mile Feeder

D x W (5400 x 100) x (2,000,000)
C. M. = xK= x 1330= 359,100.

P x E^ (10) x (20,000)2

K. W.
Distance of Transmission in Miles.

10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100.

100 1,796 3,591 5,387 7,182 8,978 10,773 12,568 14,364 16,160 17,955

200 3,591 7,182 10,773 14,364 17,955 21,546 25,137 28,728 32,319 35,910

300 5,387 10,773 16,160 21,546 26,932 32,319 37,705 43,092 48,478 53,865

400 7,182 14,364 21,546 28,728 35,910 43,092 50,274 57,456 64,638 71,820

500 8,978
10,773

17,955
21,546

26,933 35,910
43,092

44,888
53,865

53,865
64,638

60,843
75,411

71,820
86,184

80,798
96,957

89,775
107,730600 32,319

800 14,364 28,728 43,092 57,456 71,820 86,184 100,548 114,912 129,276 143,640

1Q00 17,955 35,910 71,820 89,775 107,730 125,685 143,640 161,595 179,550

1200 21,546 43,092 64,638 107,730 129,276 150,822 172,368 193,914 215,460

1500 26,932 53,865 80,798 107,730 134,662 161,595 188,528 215,460 242,392 269,325

2000 35,910 71,820 107,730 143,640 179,550 215,460 215,370 287,280 323,190 359,100

TABLE No. 3.—COST OF CONDUCTORS (IN DOLLARS).
Based on Copper at 20 cts. per pound. From Table No. 2.

Distance of Transmission in Feet.

10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100.

100 11556 14611 18000
36090200 9022 13000 17667 23056 29222

43889300
inn

8667 13571 19500
26000

26544
35344

34667 54134
6500
8111

11555 18040 46111 58444 72179
40224
108269
144358

son 3611 14444 22555 32444 44167 57722 73050
600
800 1445

4333
5777

9744
13000

17333
23111

27055
36111

38944
51944

53056
70778

69222
92333

87666
116778

1000
1200

1778
2167

7222
8067

16222
19489

28889
34666

45111
54111

65000
77800

88444
106111

115555
13833

146111
175111

180448

1500 2722
3611

10833 24333 43333 67778 97444 132678 173333 219322 270672
3608962000 14444 32444 57778 90222 130000 176667 231111 292222

359100
3x- x 5028 x 10

300000

from the test runs made by the Electric Railway Test Commis-
sion of the St. Louis Exposition on the Union Traction Com-
pany (Indiana) system.

The figures may have some interest, but are presented tc

show the quite wide variation and the inaccuracy of accepting

averages. A knowledge of the profile, schedules, maximum, and

average speeds, number of stops, ratio of motor gearing, voltage

on line, etc., explains the variations, but without such knowledge

the application of any of the results, or their average, would be

misleading, and the energy which will be required can be more
accurately predetermined for any given road by other methods.

APPENDIX D
Examples of some points referred to in the main article.

Suppose the road is 50 miles long and is to be designed for

passenger and express service, but not for freight, at least to

any considerable degree.

Suppose that a 5 per cent maximum ruling grade would cost

a certain amount, and that to reduce it to 2 per cent without

change of location would cost $250,000 additional, and to 1

per cent would cost an additional $500,000, as compared with the

2 per cent, or $750,000 as compared with 3 per cent.

What should be considered in evaluating the problem?

ILE No. 4.—NUMBER OF WIRES, AND SIZE, B. & S. GAGE.

Distance uf Transmission in Miles.

800.

1000.

1200.

1500.

3— 5

3— 3
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APPENDIX "C."

KOADb.
Schedule
Speed

M. P. H-

Kw-hours
Per
Car
Mile.

Watt
Hours Per*

Runs.

Notes.

26.2
10.

18.1
20.5
9.5
15.2
20.4
7.9
10.5
15.1
20.6
10.1
18.1
20.6
24.4
23.2
23.3
29.1
19.3
28.84
26.8

I'.ll

2.85
2.27

i'.ll

3.48
2.50

2AS
2.18
2.16
1.88
2.49
2.08
1.97

+2.71
3.34

*4.58

.85 Interurban runs only.

City.
Entire run.
Interurban run only.

City run only.

Entire run.
Interurban run only.

City run only.

City run only.

Entire run.
Interurban run only.

City run only.

Entire run.

Interurban run only.

Entire run.
Entire run.
Entire run.
Interurban run.

Entire run. Motor and trailer.

Entire run.

Entire run. Motor and trailer.

B

C
C
C
D .56

D
E
F
G

72.3
91.75
78.75
74.
63.75
84.4
73.8

.54

G
G
G
H
H

.76

.3

.4

**!l9

* Kw-hours per train mile, motor and trailer.

** Stops in country—stops in city were .97 and .92 respectively.

If the result is that the run can be reduced from two hours

to one hour and fifty minutes, with ten minutes lay-over for

crew (whether or not motor car lay-over is longer), and that in

no other way could such result be obtained, then it is worth

considerable, and because of the resulting saving in time of train

crews.

The saving in time of run may also have some commercial

"B."—Suppose the energy saved to be, at the power

house, 5 kilowatt-hours per car-mile—total car miles

annually 912,500

Total kilowatt-hours saved 456,250

If additional cost per kilowatt-hour is .5 $2,281.25

Is 6 per cent on $8,000,000

The additional cost for the additional energy is mainly for the

fuel, but if the range of fluctuations is materially increased by the

greater grade, then the result may seriously affect the entire out-

put, possibly in some cases increasing the entire fuel bill 10 per

cent or 20 per cent or more.

"C."—For the case under consideration it is not probable that

there would be any actual change in size of motors, but there

would be a tendency towards a lessened depreciation of motors.

"D."—If the additional fluctuations caused by increased grades

should make necessary 1000-kw sub-station apparatus, at $25

per kilowatt (for additional, not pro rata, capacity), and 500

kw additional for the power house, at $80 per kilowatt additional,

then the total increased cost on such account would be $65,000.

As a matter of fact, apparatus cannot be obtained in capacities

having small differences, and the question frequently is, shall the

marginal capacity or safety be kept down or the next larger size

be installed? The former increases efficiency of operation, also

depreciation, the latter first cost, ability to handle maximum
traffic, and fuel per kilowatt.

The totals above obtained are:

A $110,000

B 38,000

C 65,000

Total $213,000

aoQo-fooo zooc toot

7000

6000

4000

13000

£000

mo
.490

fOOi x,m ij.ro
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CHART NO. 1.—APPENDIX "B"

value, but this depends upon the character of the competition,

and reliable services and comfortable cars with smooth riding

are more important for obtaining business than a saving of 8 per

cent of the time.

Suppose an average daily headway of, hourly—fifteen hours

daily; one-half hourly—five hours daily. The result in time of

train crews lost would be the same as hourly headway for twenty

hours daily.

If each crew had to lay over one hour out of each trip at each

end of the line, the time wasted would be 33 1-3 per cent, or, in

other words, there would be at all times two trains waiting—one

at each end, which at 45 cents per hour per crew is $18 per day

and $6,570 per year, which is interest at 6 per cent on $110,-

000. Even for this extreme case the lessened grade would not

pay at the cost stated.

Being the equivalent value of the reduction in grade, or ap-

proximately $4,000 per mile of road.

Suppose "A" is excessive and take one-half, $55,000

Suppose "B" not enough and double 76,000

Suppose "C" not changed 65,000

And also suppose that the lessened average efficiency

increases cost of all power 2,000

Total $198,000

But there are nearly always additional factors to be considered,

and the basis taken for each of the above tends to favor reduction

more than would usually be the case in practice for passenger

interurban railroads, but even the total of the above would not

be advisable for the stated cost of the reduction of grades, but

the more frequent the services the greater the amount which
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should be expended to reduce grades along the route.

This example also indicates the close connection between the

civil and electrical engineering departments, although too often

it is not taken into account.

As stated in the main article, the effect of grade on freight

trains is more marked than for passenger service.

APPENDIX "E"

Recording and Analyzing Statistics Relative to Operation

Statistics are naturally recorded in tabular form, but for the

purpose of comparison it is generally preferable to chart the

results, and by so doing variations from month to month and

year to year are much more noticeable, both as to character and

degree.

Comparison of

Details per A.C. K.W.hr. Output

less than January, and the question would be "why was such the

case?" This would be partly answered by the fact that it is a

shorter month and also that there is generally considerable holiday

riding in January. Reference would also be made to the chart

showing "car mileage" and "receipts per car mile," and if a record

is kept on weather conditions, same would also be referred to.

The chart shows a gradual increase during the summer until

September is reached. In each case an effort should be made to

ascertain the reason for the increase, and when September is

reached the reason for the decrease. The latter is also true as to

November.
When the second year is charted a reason for the change from

month to month should be ascertained and also the reason for any
variation in amount from character of monthly change in the pre-

ceding year or years.

Comparison of

Output in K.W.hrs.

1905 Ilod-190G Wack-1907 Yellow- 1908 Green-1909 ltluc 1905 Red 1906 Black 1907 Yellow 1908 Green 1909 Blue

Amount Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dee Average

Fu /

Via qes

Lu
i

& vaste

The size and ruling of the paper used for charts are imma-
terial, but we find it convenient to use loose sheets 4 ins. x 7 ins.,

and which file in a pocket notebook and are ruled as per sample.

The figures placed in the column headed "amount" depend upon
the values of the data chartered. If there is only a difference of

a few thousand dollars between maximum and minimum, then

the difference between each horizontal line can be $500 or $1,000.

For example: "gross earnings" will probably necessitate a large

difference, whereas for oil and waste and some other items,

which do not have a great variation, the difference between
horizontal lines need not be more than $100.

Based on the books being kept in accordance with the standard
of the American Street and Interurban Railway Accountants'
Association, we chart the various items so listed and also some
additional items, and also consolidate some of the items into

one chart. For example: we chart car mileage, total and divis-

ions, if any, kilowatt-hours per car-mile, power-house and sub-

station output in kilowatt-hours, cost of same, etc.

The above are charted from month to month, and also the

average for the year. Different colored inks are used for dif-

ferent' years, although in the samples herein submitted different

character of line is used in order to avoid color printing.

Chart No. 1 is presented as a typical example of the use of the
chart. Supposing the full line to represent the income for one
year and the dotted line the income for the next year, then
some of the questions would be as follows:

Referring to the first year it would be noted that February is

Jan Feb Mar Apr Maj Jun Jul Sep Oct Nov Dec Average

1

Comparison of

Cost of Power per K.W.

190.5 lied 1900 Black 1907 Yellow 1908 Green 1909 lilue

Amount Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Average

Similar charts are made for operating expenses, net earnings,

fixed charges and net profits. Charts are also made for each item,

or, if preferred, in some cases groups of items, tabulated in ac-

cordance with the standard of the Accountants' Association. In

order to obtain full value from such charts it is necessary to com-
pare some of the tables and charts. For example: Take the item

of "operation of power plant." It is undoubtedly desirable to
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know the total, but from the standpoint of analysis it is evidently

also necessary to know "total per kw-hours delivered to the line,

the cost per kilowatt," and the analysis of such latter cost, and also

it is advisable to note the total car mileage, although in some

cases, because of the various type of cars, the latter has little, if

any, value.

In connection with the above, it should be noted that the power

house cost per kw-hour should be based on the kilowatt delivered

to the line, and any electrical energy delivered by exciters or used

for motor-driven apparatus in the power house should not be

included, and special attention is called to this because the latter

method is sometimes used.

Evidently, if the cost of fuel per kw-hour increases, the reasons

should be ascertained. It may be on account of poorer fuel, based

on results per dollar, or it may be on account of lighter loads, or

not maintaining the generators at as high a ratio of load to rating.

Also it may be due to poorer firing, and in this connection a

record of boiler feed water is of value. In connection with the

last suggested possibility, it should be noted that unless such

meters are frequently calibrated that the records may be mis-

leading, and consequently worse than none, and this, to a greater

or less degree, is true of all registering apparatus. The value of

Comparison of
'

___
Gross Earnings

1905 Kod 1900 Black 1907 Yellow 190:; Green 1909 I51ue

Amount
$

Feb Mar Apr Mas- Jim Jul Aug Eep Oct Nov Doc Average

400110

48
47
46
45000
44
43
42
41
40000
39
38
37
36
35000
34
33
32
31
30O00
29
28
27
26
25000
24
23
22
21
20000
19
18
17

16

15000

recording apparatus can hardly be over-estimated if it is properly

maintained and the records intelligently used, but in too many
cases this is not true.

Nos. 2, 3 and 4 are typical charts of kilowatt output of power
house, and they are for the same plant and years. It is evident

that in consideration of same there was ample opportunity for

careful study. The costs are not given and the zero line is not

at the bottom of each page, but in a general way it will be noted

that the output increase and the cost per unit for fuel and wages
decreases.

We believe it to be evident that results can be much more
readily compared on charts than by reference to tables.

A few words relative to an additional value of such charting

and analyzing may be of interest. Our experience has been that

managers and superintendents sometimes hesitate relative to the

preparation of such charts and the analysis of same, undoubtedly

fearing that in some way they will render themselves more liable

to adverse criticism, and such may be the case if they are not

properly carrying on their work. Sometimes the claim is made
that they are doing the best they can, and such records and in-

vestigation merely require additional time without giving com-
mensurate benefits. If, however, the charting and analyzing are

made by independent parties who not only are confident but also

are "big" enough and broad minded enough not to be controlled

in their advice by those whom they may hit, the result is bene-

ficial, not only to the railway company but also to the manager
and the superintendent, and for the reason that if such men make
improvements such fact is and should be called to the attention of

the higher officers or the board of directors, and a statement of

such character by an independent and specially qualified expert

has much greater value than if made by the manager or superin-

tendent. Another and very important point is that not infre-

quently the manager or superintendent is expected to produce

impossible results. The means with which they are provided being

insufficient for the purpose, and frequently any statements from
them to such effect is considered as an excuse.

We also believe it to be a fact that a competent man, not too

closely identified with the operation of possibly only one road,

will not only have a broader view but will also make a more
searching and well-balanced investigation of the conditions rela-

tive to an operating road than is generally possible for even an
equally good man who is so close to the operation of the road that

he will necessarily be more or less biased by its history, and who,
because of constant attention to details and closeness to the work,

has lost the perspective.

In conclusion, the writer advises indicating and registering

apparatus, proper maintenance of same, complete records and
tabulation and chartering of such records, and calls special atten-

tion to the fact that the value of all of same depends entirely

upon the analysis of the results, and that the object of such
analysis is to increase income, lessen operating expense, or both.

In other words, to obtain maximum net income.

TICKETS AND RATES

BY F. W. COEN,
Secretary and Treasurer of the Lake Shore Electric Railway Company,

Cleveland, Ohio

Since the early days of man the matter of transportation,

whether covering shipment of merchandise or the handling of

passengers, has been a great question, and one which has re-

ceived much attention from all classes of people. During the

past quarter of a century a great deal more attention has been
given the subject than in previous years, this being especially true

in this country. It is not difficult to find why this is the case.

This country during the past twenty-five years has seen won-
derful development, and the transportation companies have been
the forerunners of this development. In other words, the West-
ern plains were practically of no use to mankind until the great

railroads of the country began to extend their lines into this

unimproved and unsettled region. As fast as these extensions

were made, the taking up of the land followed, and a period of

industrial development resulted, until to-day the agricultural

plains of the West and Northwest are producing their share of

the wealth of the land.

The rapid development of any territory depends largely upon
its transportation facilities. The Government recognized this fact,

and made liberal land grants to the railroads as an inducement
for them to push their lines into and through the undeveloped
territories. As soon as these lines were constructed, low pas-

senger rates to prospective settlers were granted by all the com-
panies in order that the territory might be settled quickly. These
same railroads, however, in many cases, did not follow the same
course with their freight rates as with passenger rates, and, in

consequence, the farmer, in many instances, was unable to market
his crops on account of the high transportation charges.

This question is of such interest to all classes of people that

during the past few years especially there has been continuous

agitation on the matter of rates looking toward readjustment.

One can scarcely pick up a daily newspaper or a magazine of the

present day without seeing some article in which the transporta-

tion companies of the land are attacked vigorously by the writers.

The politician, ever quick to grasp some popular subject, has also

taken advantage of the agitation by the public, and has endeav-

ored to further his own political ambition thereby.

We have to-day among some of our most prominent people^

those who believe, or profess to believe at any rate, that the trans-

portation interests of the country, from the standpoint of the

public, are not safe in the hands of the corporations, but should

be owned and controlled by the Government. I verily believe that
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the transportation companies in general are, to a great extent,

responsible for this condition. That certain communities have

been "held up," as it were, in the matter of both freight and

passenger rates, there can be no doubt.

Many of the railroads, either directly or through the individual

interest of their officials, have been interested in industrial con-

cerns of one kind or another located along these transportation

lines, and these concerns have, in a great many instances, been

favored both in rates and in service. Again, there are many
cases where the influence of heads of departments, or officials

under whose jurisdiction this matter came, has been purchased

by the industrial concerns, and in consequence, any concern which

did not buy this influence, or, in other words, which did not have

the advantage of the favoritism of the transportation companies,

could in nowise compete in that field.

Glaring examples of such discrimination in favor of certain

companies has come to light in the recent investigations made by

the Government. It has been shown beyond any question that

the Standard Oil Company, the so-called "Beef Trust," of

Chicago, the coal companies of the East, and many others have

been granted special rates in the form of rebates; extra mileage

has been allowed them for use of their equipment, passenger

transportation has been furnished their officials in one form or

another—all of these tending to reduce their transportation

charges. It is not strange, therefore, that the public at large

should be so agitated over this matter, that it is a popular outcry

throughout the entire country that transportation rates are too

high. Public opinion has been aroused to such an extent that the

last Congress was compelled to pass new and, in some particulars,

stringent laws governing transportation companies in order that

all patrons of the railroads should be treated fairly and equitably.

The scope and authority of the Inter-state Commerce Commission
was also greatly enlarged.

We, as representing transportation companies, oftentimes forget

to look at this question from all standpoints. We must not blind

ourselves to the interests of the people in this great question, nor

to their rights, as it is only by the will of the people that any of

our concerns are allowed to exist.

The sentiment of the people against some transportation com-
panies has made it easy for a competing company to enter the field

and secure from authorities, where necessary, rights to build and

operate a railroad. This statement is applicable both to the steam

road and electric lines. Whether competition is of any direct

benefit to the people is a serious question. If the existing com-
pany were to gradually reduce the rates whenever it is possible,

it would, I believe, result in a better and more satisfactory ar-

rangement for the people and the corporate interests as well.

Interurban roads have, I believe, a better standing to-day before

the public than any other class of transportation companies, and it

is our duty in every way possible to preserve and promote this

favorable sentiment.

Any transportation company is entitled to a proper return for

service performed. Just what that return should be is a very diffi-

cult matter to determine. Many things must be considered in

arriving at any definite conclusion. The cost of construction, or

operation, taxes, depreciation, income on investment, etc., all go to

make up this cost. These charges may vary considerably on ac-

count of varying conditions. One property may be built on an ex-

pensive private right of way, with modern construction, good
equipment; etc. In this case it is fair to presume that the fixed

charges will be high and operating charges low, comparatively

speaking. Another road may be built on highway franchise, cheap

construction throughout, and, in consequence, the fixed charges are

small, and, more than likely, operating charges are high. The item

of depreciation is of considerable importance in arriving at a

proper charge. It is not, therefore, altogether fair that any rate

should be based on operating cost, unless, perhaps, it be an average

cost. That one property can be operated more economically than

another goes without saying—conditions differing largely.

However, the passenger is not responsible for the building of

a good road nor a poor one; nor is he responsible for the build-

ing of a road in a territory which will not support it when a fair

rate is charged. We sometimes try to make ourselves believe

that a property should earn a certain amount of money regardless

of the fact that the people, our patrons, are not there in sufficient

numbers. If such a policy is pursued we make the few carry the

burden.

The public at large has become restless and is demanding that

rates, both for the transportation of passengers and freight, be re-

adjusted. The steam roads in the Central West have "barkened

unto the cry," and arc at this time lowering their passenger rates

and readjusting them to meet this demand, and to my mind are

acting wisely.

In the territory with which I am familiar, few, of any, inter-

urban roads charge more than 2 cents per mile. Many of these
companies are operating under franchise rights granted them
years ago, and in most cases are not subject to franchise rate

regulations.

I am of the opinion that a road properly constructed in a ter-

ritory sufficiently populated to warrant the building of a road,
can be operated at a reasonable profit on a 2-cent mile basis, and
at the same time sufficient service for the accommodation of the
public be given. In the operation of an interurban road, the
matter of rate charged is no more important in the success of the'

road or of the attitude of the public toward it than the service

given by it. As the population increases these rates can and
should be lowered accordingly. In other words, a large volume
of business can be done proportionately cheaper than a small
volume.

At this time some of us in the State of Ohio are a little dis-

turbed over the establishing by the last Legislature of the Ohio
Railway Commission, whose authority shall extend over all

transportation companies doing business within the State. If the
commission established carries out this law broadly and fairly,

as no doubt it will, and the railway companies do their part prop-
erly and promptly, I believe it will result in much benefit to the
general public and to the companies themselves.

A ticket, according to Webster, is a card or a piece of paper
which calls for something. Its purpose in the railroad business
is to show that the purchaser has paid for transportation from one
point to another. Tickets are issued in many forms and may be
divided into two general classes, one to be sold by an agent at a
ticket office to a passenger, and another to be issued by a con-
ductor, being his receipt for a cash fare collected on a train. In
one case the passenger gives up the ticket purchased at the office

to the conductor in payment of his fare, and receives nothing
in return. In the other case, he pays his money to the conductor
instead of to the agent, and receives a slip or cash fare in return
for it.

I am, and always have been, a great believer in the sale of
tickets by a ticket agent wherever it is possible. Money received
from ticket sales through an agent is sure to reach the treasury
of the company.

It is, I believe, the duty of any company to provide a suitable
place where passengers may wait for trains, secure information,
etc., and any such place requires some one to look after it. An
agent representing the company has, or should have, plenty of
time to sell these tickets and answer all the questions which a
passenger may wish to ask. I also believe that it is advan-
tageous to the company as well as to the passenger to sell a

ticket to the passenger's destination, wherever that may be. Many
companies sell their tickets at a less rate than is collected on the
cars if cash is paid, in order to induce the public to buy tickets

at ticket offices.

The conductor of the interurban road to-day has plenty of
work to do in looking after the safety of his train, the embarking
and disembarking of passengers, the ventilation of his car, etc.

The safety of his train is, and always should be, the first thing
to be considered, and it is proper, therefore, that the matter of
collection of fares should be made as convenient and with as
little work as possible. I do not think any one disputes the fact

that tickets can be collected much more conveniently and in much
less time than cash fares.

There are also among our conductors, as well as all classes of
people, those who are inclined to be dishonest. In the collection

of cash fares there is, I think, more opportunity for dishonesty
than in the collection of tickets. Again, many people become dis-

honest through temptation, and if the handling of money can be
lessened, the temptation to keep some of it is proportionately
lessened. It is true, of course, that tickets can be manipulated
by a conductor if he is so disposed, but hardly so easily as cash.

I have always felt that a ticket issued for transportation should
be so made that one part would be collected by the conductor and
another part retained by the passenger as a sort of identification

slip or check. This, however, may not be practical, but, theoretic-

ally^ to my mind, is correct. By using this form of ticket the

passenger has something to show that he has paid his fare in case

there should be any dispute about it.

While the business of an interurban road is not quite the same,
in a way, as that of the steam roads of the country, yet I believe

we make no mistake in following closely in their footsteps, they
having had a great many years of experience in such matters.
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SOME NOTES ON THE EVOLUTION OF ELECTRIC

TRANSPORTATION

BY THEODORE STEBBINS,

Expert National Civic Federation, Cohasset, Mass.

The relation of transportation to civilization may be likened to

the blood circulation within the body. Improved circulation

nourishes the body; improved transportation advances civilization.

The life of civilization depends on transportation. Therefore this

association, organized to promote transportation facilities in cer-

.tain fields, is a highly important agent of civilization.

Upon the organization of our parent association in 1886 its

personnel consisted of companies operating cars in city streets

with horses or mules as the motive power, and the meetings of

the association were devoted mainly to a discussion of the feed-

ing, shoeing, stabling and driving these animals. Before the close

of that decade, a few venturesome companies tried electric motors,

partly for expected economy, partly for humanitarian reasons.

Those early electric equipments were crude. Some cars had a

motor on the front platform, some had motors of only "]V2 hp.

New motor design followed new motor design again and again.

It is not my intention to describe the events of this blood and

money struggle by inventors, engineers, managers and capitalists

for the next few years. Those early years are life memories.

Allow me to remark, outside the scope of this paper, that these

frequent replacements of equipment, created in some instances

so-called "water stock," that is, stock not represented eventually

by physical property value, which stock has a legitimate birth

and existence if we recognize the value to the city and whole

country of this repeatedly and highly forced traction-service

development.

What is the measure of our increased service to the public

within these twenty years of progress?

A comparison of the conditions at present and ten or fifteen

years ago reveals in a remarkable degree the benefits conferred

upon the ordinary passenger by the introduction of the electric

railway. For the payment of the same nickel he can travel, say,

four times as far, and can ride, say, three times as fast on cars,

say, twice as large and far more elegantly furnished. The cars

run more often, say, three times as often, and are far better

lighted and heated. Through the introduction of new lines,

rolling stock has been increased during the twelve years beginning

with 1890 from 32,000 to 60,000 cars, and now includes in the

neighborhood of 80,000 cars. During the same fifteen years the

passengers carried on the street railways of the country have

increased from a little over 2,000,000,000 to considerably over

6,000,000,000. As a fair estimate of the increase of the population

of the country during this time would be only 35 per cent the

difference between 35 per cent and 200 per cent, combined with the

better service already described, expresses the measure of the

benefits to the public of these improved facilities.

Completely absorbed, as most of us are, in all-compelling daily

routine duties, I mention these facts, that we may not forget how
vital our traction service is to the community, to what splendid

developments we can point in the last twenty years, and to add

that equal possibilities lie with the future.

Last year this association was reorganized. Now we recognize

and include "interurban railways." This enlargement of the

scope of our activities is of great significance, an evidence of the

virility of our organization; of its extending usefulness in the

application of electric traction to wider transportation needs.

The highest development of these interurban railways has been

reached as yet only within a certain limited section of our country,

and within such a recent time that many are not familiar with

the scope of their usefulness and their demonstrated necessity in

the economy of the community. This development has created

within five years an extended network of service in Ohio, Indiana

and adjoining States. The network in this section already con-

nects 3600 miles of track, exclusive of city lines, and probably

over 5000 miles inclusive of city lines. And even now the steam

railroad world seems to have become inoculated thoroughly with

"electric traction."

Looking at the chronology of electric traction, some assign the

year 1886 as the birth of urban electric railways; 1896 as the

birth of interurban railways, and 1906 as the birth of

electrified steam railroads. Look next at the benefit to

the community. As applied to city railways, electricity supplies

a hitherto unused motive power, and magnifies the economic

value of the service. As applied to interurban railways, elec-

tricity supplies a new and previously unconceived public service,

affording high-speed hourly transportation at low fares for

person and property between country and city and between cities.

As applied to steam railroads, what will be the result? How will

it affect their methods of operation, speed, frequency of trans-

portation, rates of fare, volume of travel? What will be the

relation between "interurban" and "railroad?"

This seems a time of special appropriateness to record some
distinctions in construction and operation of electric traction in

these various applications.

Therefore, I present in detail the following notes : For brevity

I use the terms "City Railway," "Interurban" and "Railroad,"

meaning respectively typical city electric railway, interurban rail-

way and steam railroad. In making various statements it must
be understood, without qualifying each, that I speak of ordinary

typical and high-class practice, and not the exceptional which
special conditions may justify or demand. My subject matter is

classified as right of way, track, station, power transmission,

rolling stock, passenger traffic, freight traffic and the future.

RIGHT OF WAY
The railroad owns its right of way in perpetuity, ordinarily

free of restrictions of construction, service or speed.

The city railway occupies public streets under a franchise,

limited in term, and with obligations relating often to track,

paving, sprinkling, speed, service and fares. Often a manager,

making a life study of how best to serve every interest concerned,

is much embarrassed by the ideas of inexperienced municipal

communities. The limited-term franchise defeats its intended

purpose. It repels capital seeking a permanent investment at low
interest rate. It encourages speculative management at the ex-

pense of the physical property and its service. How much wiser

to give the railway perpetual "location," as it is called in Massa-
chusetts, subject to the regulation of an experienced State Board
with a broad-minded and settled policy.

The interurban has in the country its private right of way, and

in each city traversed either its own franchise or running rights

over city track. Its operation, as a whole, is dependent upon
franchises—often numerous ones. In s.ome few cases the fran-

chises have been procured only by agreeing with one city to

specify rates of fare over a track running many miles without the

city. Some lawyers hold that cities cannot prescribe conditions of

operation without their municipal limits, and that county authori-

ties can prescribe methods of construction affecting traffic on the

highway, but not methods of operation, schedules or fares.

In some cases interurbans, while entering cities and traversing

towns, could secure private right of way for some part of the

distance, avoid street accidents, and, above all, shorten schedule

time, and really diminish ultimate capital outlay, since track

construction costs only half on private way what it does in a

paved street, and can be maintained so much cheaper.

TRACK
In its construction the track of the best interurban roads is

identical with that of the high-grade steam railroads, except,

ordinarily, the interurban rail is 70 lbs. and the railroad rail is

100 lbs. to the yard. In both cases the prominent features are

good drainage, abundant crushed stone or gravel and low grades.

As to curves, interurban practice should differ from railroad

practice. The single-track interurban, with its vastly more fre-

quent train service at higher speed, and with less experienced

employees, should provide special safeguards at curves not afford-

ing a free view across the curve of approaching cars, and if a

free view is impossible, should double-track the curve, which
is an absolute prevention of head-on collisions, or set slow signs.

Often a trifling sum spent in removing trees and bushes will

give substantial protection against collisions.

From experience already accumulated the average interurbans

are progressing constantly toward the highest railroad practice

in track construction (excepting in weight of rail), and the

best interurbans have reached it already.

The city railway track in paved streets differs radically from
either of the above, with a 100-lb. girder rail, different drainage,

sharp curves and shallow special work. The heavy interurban

car depreciates such track rapidly unless it is of a high standard

of heavy construction. Interurban cars are often handicapped on
city railway tracks by light construction, shallow special work,

by the city railway cars, municipal restrictions on speed, and other

features, and would be exceedingly fortunate could they reach

the business center of the city by traversing less mileage of subur-

ban street and securing a portion of private way. To illustrate,

in one case, an interurban makes 75 miles in 3 hours, of which
1 hour is taken in only 10 miles of city street.
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The above standards are the final evolution from horse-car
service of 35-lb. rails, light joints and little or no ballast.

STATION
The pioneer power plants contained usually a few 80-hp

dynamos, simple non-condensing engines, tubular boilers ; in

contrast, a modern plant may contain 8000-hp generating units,

and condensing high-pressure steam plant. Direct current was
then transmitted a few miles only at 500 volts

;
alternating current

may now be transmitted very many miles at 40,000 volts. The
salient features for a modern model plant are abundant land (for

extensions), good soil or rock foundations, the greatest abun-
dance of condensing water, the most convenient delivery and
storage of fuel and economical machinery simply arranged.

As between city railway, interurban and railroad service the

stations do not vary in type, but only in capacity and kind of

current generated. For short transmission, 600 volts direct cur-

rent is generated. For longer transmission in the larger city

railways and all interurbans and all railroads, alternating cur-

rent is generated at 10 to 40,000 volts.

POWER TRANSMISSION
The conductor on which the car makes its electrical contact

is located over, under or alongside the car, and known re-

spectively as trolley, conduit or third rail. The overhead trolley

has had a remarkable career. Practically unchanged, except a

little heavier, during twenty years of evolution it has witnessed

repeated and radical change in every other part of the equipment.

Electric traction was made possible, and has grown to immense
proportions by virtue of the overhead trolley. It encircles the

world.

But for heavy tractions by direct current and on private way,
the third rail, with its conductor of iron and small erection

cost, is cheapest and best, but it should be protected from sleet.

The. manager, studying every comfort for high-speed long-

distance travel, should consider it pleasanter to passengers to .

avoid the overhead construction, with noisy overhead trolley and
poles flickering by the view.

The conduit is unnecessary and objectionable for railroads and
interurbans, and too expensive for the ordinary consideration

of city railways.

The overhead trolley will continue a necessity for city rail-

ways on public streets, for most interurbans also, because they

traverse so many public streets of the cities, towns and villages

served, and, perhaps, also for railroads if high voltage must be

delivered to the car.

From station to sub-station high voltage lines carry the cur-

rent, and these when well constructed give practically no trouble

except from lightning, falling tree limbs and malicious youths.

The damage from lightning has been diminished by improved
insulators, but the interruptions still occur. A high-tension line

following the track, beside a public highway, passes old home-
steads, and underneath fine old trees, which the owners cherish

and will not part with. Malicious youths will aim at insulators

with bullet and stone, but usually only at some favorite loitering

spot.

ROLLING STOCK
While the construction of track, stations and current dis-

tributing systems are matters largely for the broadly experienced
engineer to decide, the selection of rolling stock involves more
conditions and has such a potent influence on the financial re-

sults of the whole enterprise, that it should command the com-
bined wisdom of all concerned. So many elements are involved
that it is difficult to observe an orderly selection in mentioning
them. Some elements involved are headway necessary properly to

encourage travel, speed always limited by safety, and in city

railways by number of stops, and on railroads by power cost,

volume of average travel, fixing car seating capacity and ex-
cursion travel, fixing number of extra cars, weight determined
from seating capacity and speed, number of motors per car

fixed by cleanliness of rail, usually one to each axle for city

streets, or unusual acceleration, or one to four axles or less for

locomotives, and loaded cars attached on clean rail with moderate
grade acceleration, not to mention numerous other elements. The
limits of ordinary practice lie. between cars varying in over-all

lengths from 20 to 70 ft., in seating capacity from fourteen to

seventy, in weight, empty, from 8 to 55 tons, in maximum speed
from 15 to 65 miles, and in motor power from 30 to 500 hp.

The increase of car speed induces travel, increases receipts,

reduces every expense except accidents and power bill. Higher
speed requires stronger cars for protection in accidents, but the
heavy cars increase the power bills much faster than they reduce
the car maintenance expenses. Some interurbans have 8 lbs.

of dead c-.r weight to I lb. of paying weight, and could operate
lightei i'u's with better net economic results.

PASSENGER TRAVEL
Let us consider interurban passenger travel compared with that

on city railways and steam railroads. It partakes of conditions
in both and occupies an intermediate ground. There are the
interurban 5-cent riders to and from terminal cities, and not
always profitable. To stop a heavy high-speed interurban car
costs too much in loss of time and power to leave a satisfactory
profit out of a nickel. Some interurbans have adopted a minimum
fare of 10 cents. There are the through passengers possibly
laying 75 cents each. Three of them may be more profitable than
a jrowded car of 5-centers. Through travel deserves every en-
couragement. Such passengers are often secured in competition
with the steam railroads, and every convenience and comfort must
be afforded them. A trip of a number of hours duration on an
interurban may be decidedly tiresome unless roadbed is smooth,
trucks easy, seats comfortable and stops infrequent. The serving
of local and through pasengers reaches a happy solution if the
volume of travel will support an independent service for each.
Some few interurbans operate cars with superior furnishings,
chair-seats and the like, with stops only at the more important
towns 10 or 20 miles apart, and may charge an extra fare in

compensation either for the higher speed or the better car fur-
nishings or the more exclusive accommodations. In estimating
the profitableness of this special service, it should be realized
that a number of the passengers would otherwise have taken the
local cars.

On the city railway one pays a fixed price per trip, independent
of the distance traveled, and the collection of fares is relatively
simple. Some interurbans have appeared to fix fares on the city
railway basis, not realizing that heavier cars, higher speeds, less

frequent headway and fewer passengers more nearly approximate
railroad conditions. Interurban fares are commonly calculated
on a per mile basis. Tickets are sold in great variety. Using the
word "local" to mean good only on the line of the selling road,
and the word "interline" to mean good on one or more connecting
lines. I specify: Local one-way card tickets, local round-trip
card tickets, local mileage books, local commuter (or monthly)
books, half-fare one way and round-trip tickets, school tickets,
local excursion tickets, interline one-way and round-trip tickets,

interline (or interchangeable) mileage. These tickets may run
into enormous number and kind. On one system I found on sale

400 kinds of card tickets. The gradations of rates for these
different classes of tickets depend on local conditions and ideas of
the management. To illustrate one case, I fixed approximately
on the following standards : One-way adult ticket 2 cents per
mile, round-trip adult 18/10 cents, children, age 5 years to 12
years, one-half the preceding; mileage books 12/3 cents, com-
muter books (fifty rides, within thirty days, one individual) 1^
cents

;
school children I 1/5 cents, and for excursion rates I will

say 50 cents per car mile, measuring both ways, not in one direc-
tion. Excursion rates vary enormously per car mile, and the con-
ditions that determine them are complex. Interurbans com-
monly maintain full fares on summer Sundays and holidays,
and carry full loads, while some Western steam railroads run
Sunday excursions at a third to a fifth of regular rates. On
weekdays the interurban with a park is justified in making carload
rates that may figure low, say \A cent per passenger per mile.
The city railway, with the enormous patronage which a 5-cent
fare may attract, can afford to spend large sums on a park,
against which the interurban, with a park 10 or 15 miles out of
the city, cannot draw nightly any considerable casual patronage
at a fare of 25 cents or more, unless the park has natural at-

tractions. The interurban competes sharply with the railroad on
conventions. Its chances are better on small conventions, say
under 200, than on large conventions, say over 600. Its chances
are better on a one-day convention under 50 miles than on a more
prologed and more distant convention.

Speaking of general travel, many interurbans will secure more
through passengers when they can give better connections and
better handling of baggage. Through travel is especially profit-

able to interurbans, and should be cultivated in every way. The
all impelling motive for the through passenger in the majority of

cases is this: The interurban charges, say, 3/$ cent less per mile
than the steam line. On a 200-mile trip this amounts to $1.50.

Say the steam line takes 5 hours and the interurban 8 hours. But
the interurban runs hourly, can be reached more conveniently,

and leaves one nearer destination. Now most people give up the

day to such a trip, and the saving of a few hours means nothing.

Retaining $1.50 in pocket is a tangible thing, meaning much.
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Besides interurban travel is more pleasant than steam travel,

especially in summer.

FREIGHT TRAFFIC

Let us also consider interurban freight traffic compared with

that on steam railroads. The steam railroads live on their freight

business, it affords double the revenue of passenger, they handle

the business by wholesale, have enormously powerful and efficient

locomotives, most extensive terminals and a most comprehensive

organization within and between their companies. The inter-

urbans may earn one-tenth its revenue from freight. The
interurbans' freight business is bound to increase a number of

fold. It suffers limitations, however, from inadequacy of terminal

facilities, from the frequency of passenger service on a high-speed

single-track interurban line, from the objections to ordinary

freight cars traversing city streets, and from the rules of rail-

road freight associations against exchanging cars only between

their own members. In some cases this rule is not observed, but

generally it operates. Few interurbans do any material amount

of carload lot business. Rates do not differ materially, and there

is a large and growing business coming to the interurbans of a

most miscellaneous character, of which much is secured through

quickness of delivery.

Some interurbans do an express business only. The difference

between "freight" and "express" is not quite clear. There is a

clear distinction in the rate sheet, but not in the service per-

formed. A full express service includes wagon call and de-

livery. In one case I compared an express business with wagon

service and express rates on one interurban with a freight busi-

ness, no wagon service and freight rates on another interurban.

After deducting cost of wagon service, the earnings in each case

were the same, f. c, nearly 30 cents per car mile. To do a profit-

able freight or express business on an interurban requires a judic-

ious discrimination in the class of business sought.

THE FUTURE

The superior convenience of electricity gives it no visible suc-

cessor for city railway service. The convenience of electricity has

operated powerfully to create the interurban business. Did steam

railroads operate a passenger service only, I doubt not that elec-

tricity would quickly be adopted. For railroad freight service

the enormous investment required for electric traction is the

obstacle in the way. Other motive powers deserve watching.

The gasoline motor is making enormous headway in automobile

service, but several railroad cars which I have seen so equipped

do not fill the bill. They require engineers rather than motor-

men. The gas turbine may solve the railroad problems, but this

device has not got beyond the magazine columns.

In conclusion, it was my intention before commencing this

paper to give a mass of statistical information, but without much
explanation it is often misunderstood, so I have simply made this

notation of facts, familiar to many in the interurban business, but

which I hope may afford some food for contemplation to others.

SELECTION OF TRAINMEN

BY CLARENCE E. LEARNED,
Superintendent of Inspection, Boston Elevated Railway Company

A brief investigation of the methods and practices of different

roads disclosed the fact that the subject assigned to the writer

had already received so much serious and careful consideration in

the past that it was difficult to suggest anything new. Many
companies have adopted a general standard form of application,

and similar, if not identical, methods of inquiry and investigation,

and it seemed as though there was but slight opportunity for

suggestion or improvement relative to either the questioning of

applicants or the manner of examining into their character or

previous employment.

The keynote to the successful selection of men for railroad

work appears to rest largely in the company's ability to create an

interest in the mind of the applicant. No one can explain why
one man will naturally take interest in one thing, while another

is interested in that which is directly opposite, but it is certainly

a fact that without interest little or nothing can be expected or ac-

complished. If a man can be made to become interested he will

invariably develop a good memory regarding every detail con-

nected with the work. The keener the interest the more likely is

the person entertaining it to be successful. Theoretically one can

enter into lengthy explanations of what should be done to insure

the successful selection of men, but what are the real conditions

and facts surrounding the question, and what does the word
"successful" mean to railroad managers?

All railroads are conducted to make money, and to railroad

managers the meaning of the word "successful," as applied to

trainmen can mean no more or less than those who can be de-

pended upon to guard and protect the company treasury from loss

by accident or theft from failure to register fares. In an en-

deavor to secure that which is so essential to the financial

interests of those concerned, it would be well to consider what
opportunities the department of employment has to obtain men
who will accomplish this object.

Considering the responsibility of the position, it might be said

that many of those applying, especially to companes in large cities,

do not compare favorably with, and are below, rather than above,

the average of those applying for positions of equal responsibility

and trust in other lines of work of equal grade.

This should not surprise us, nor should it be construed as to

mean any reflection upon the service. The demand for men is so

great on the larger roads that these companies are confined for

the most part to the selection of men from applications of those

living directly within their city limits. The nature of the work
itself is largely responsible for so great a percentage of the unde-

sirable element applying, inasmuch as it gives the men more op-

portunity to loaf or be absent from work than any other position

they could obtain.

The opportunity for the country-bred boy to enter railroad

work is such that it is simply a question of circumstances, whether
he starts in the town or village where he is born, or leaves home
to begin his career in some large city. The chances are, how-
ever, that he will start at home, and the conditions relating to

ability and character of those applying might in consequence be

just the reverse of that described above in the case of roads in

the smaller cities. While these are the men so much desired by

managers of roads in large cities, the opportunity to secure them
seems to grow less and less each year.

All railroad managers want good men, and while the young
men who seek railroading for their life work might be considered

ideal employees, those in charge of employment departments

should not let slip any opportunity to secure the country-bred

boy for the service, for he is the one most needed to bring up
the standard of those applying for employment upon city roads.

The business of railroading is a specialty, and it is necessary

for a man to possess certain special qualifications in order to be-

come successful. To reach the highest pinnacle of advancement
in the profession he must possess an ability equal or superior

to that of those employed in almost any other trade or business.

The desire to learn a trade or become a merchant sometimes

manifests itself in a boy at a very tender age, and is encouraged.

In fact it is the aim and ambition of the parent to have the boy

select that business for which he is best fitted, and every effort

is made to secure a position in the best mercantile house of the

particular business selected
;
or, if a trade is chosen, to apprentice

him to the one believed to be the best, and throughout the boy's

entire apprenticeship period the parent will, when possible, confer

with his employer and advise and assist the boy to succeed.

Merchants and tradesmen receive applications for employment
from those who possess, or are supposed to possess, some special

qualification for the trade or business selected, and to merits of

the applicant for the work selected are demonstrated at an early

age. This advantage the merchant has over the railroad manager,

for even though the desire to become a railroad man might mani-

fest itself in the boy as early in life as the desire to learn a

business or trade, little or no opportunity exists in railroad work
for the apprenticeship of boys, and parents, therefore, are liable

to discourage rather than encourage such selection.

The selection of men for railroad work, owing to the nature of

the business, must be made from those who have reached their

majority, and while this is a disadvantage to the young man who
seeks work before reaching this age, there is a compensating ad-

vantage over the mercantile trade in the short time required for

one to perfect himself sufficiently to earn a wage that exceeds

that which he could earn at the age of twenty-one in many other

lines of work.

For the purpose of bringing the subject before the convention

in a manner that may lead to the suggestion of something new or

original, it is well to deal with matters and conditions as they

are, and it is hoped that the result will be accomplished in con-

sidering the "selection of trainmen" under the following heads

:

(a) Selection of superintendent of employment and assistants.

(b) Office and waiting room of superintendent.

(c) Conditions governing selection.

(d) Inducing men to apply and analysis of those applying.
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(e) Qualifications deemed necessary and examination of ap-

plicants.

(f) Selection of instructors and training and care of men
selected.

SELECTION OF SUPERINTENDENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND
ASSISTANTS

The superintendent of employment should be a good judge of

human nature, and be able to quickly and accurately determine

whether the applicant possesses the essential qualifications re-

quired for the service.

Time is a very important factor in railroad work, and while

the superintendent should have the ability to quickly determine

the possible fitness of the applicant, he should realize that the

time given to the examination is profitably spent. He should

possess such a personality as to inspire confidence and ease in

the applicant, and thus secure more frank and accurate replies to

questions asked.

The applicant should be impressed with the fact that the man-
agement is whole-souled and generous, and that if he secures

employment he may be confident of receiving just and liberal

treatment.

The assistants to the superintendent of employment should

also be selected with as great care as the superintendent himself,

and should possess, so far as possible, the same qualifications.

They should by their manner, speech and judgment, in dealing

with applicants, make clear in as simple a way as possible the

duties of the position sought. One word hastily spoken might

easily be so construed as to result in the discouragement of the

applicant. Much depends upon these assistants, and as it is

through them that the applicant must reach the superintendent,

the detail of their work should be so arranged as to prevent, as

far as possible, their showing partiality or favoritism.

A sufficient corps should be employed to make it unnecessary

for applicants to wait an unreasonable length of time, as beyond

the superficial examination the filling out of the application blanks

is probably all that is necessary to do on the day of applying.

In the examination of an applicant regarding his reasons for

applying and in asking pertinent questions pertaining to his

previous employment, great care should be exercised not to

offend, but the aim should be to leave the impression in the

mind of the applicant that the position sought is of such impor-

tance as to require the most searching investigation and examina-

tion. Every effort should be made to dispel that feeling which

might be uppermost in the mind of the man applying, that he is

begging for a position. He should be led to feel that the com-
pany desires men such as he quite as much as men such as he

desires the position, that appointments are not made through

favoritism, but wholly upon merit, and that the matter is strictly

a business proposition, and if his references prove satisfactory he

will be employed
;
thereby causing him to feel as ready to offer

himself for a position on the cars as he would offer to sell the

company merchandise. Start a man right and little or no en-

couragement will be necessary to interest him in what follows

:

OFFICE AND WAITING ROOM OF SUPERINTENDENT

In order to produce a favorable impression upon the applicant

the office of the superintendent of employment should be attrac-

tive and well appointed, and the fittings and furniture should be

in keeping with the general offices of the company.
Waiting rooms in connection with the office should be equally

well appointed, and devoid of all "cattle-pen appearance." Settees

should be so comfortable that the time spent by an applicant while

waiting may not result in his becoming discouraged and discon-

tented. Fit up waiting rooms in such a manner as to bring them,

ii possible, above the standard of the man desired rather than
below. The importance of this room has probably never had the

serious consideration that it deserves, and the fittings and atmos-
phere surrounding waiting rooms in general have undoubtedly
been the cause of many good men hesitating to enter, and have,

perhaps, resulted in their not applying for employment.

There might be pictures of car houses and cars for applicants

to study. In order that they might see the advancement of car

service men, there might be large pictures of conductors, motor-
men, starters, station masters and inspectors. Tables of rates

of wages, as determined by length of service or position, might
be shown, and prominent display might be made of any special

rewards, life or accident insurance, and the retirement on pension

if such exists.

~"
CONDITIONS GOVERNING SELECTION

Many general employment agencies are successfully and profit-

ably managed by men of far less experience and ability than those

selected to manage a department of employment for railroad
service, and while these agencies are as exacting regarding the
requirement of references, and as thorough in their investigation
of the character and previous employment of the applicant, their
opportunity for success is tenfold that of a railroad superinten-
dent of employment, as they are simply required and expected to
furnish information regarding the applicants' previous experience
or fitness for the position sought.
As a majority of the applicants for service upon the cars have

had no experience whatever in railroad work, there is little op-
portunity for the one in charge of the employment department to
obtain any knowledge of their fitness for the position sought, and
success in appointing proper men depends largely upon those ap-
plying.

Conditions sometimes force the selection of men known to lack
some of the qualifications desired, and the merits of the men
selected differ widely, even though those who are responsible for
their hire have in mind an unvarying standard of excellence.

Supply and demand are strong factors, and the quality of the
men selected is greatly influenced by the number of men ap-
plying. If the demand is for a greater number than those who
come within the requirements it necessitates the selection of some
who fail to qualify in minor details of examination, and in con-
sequence men of inferior ability sometimes find their way upon
the cars.

When found necessary to hire men known to be lacking in

some of the particular qualifications set, is a proper effort made
to communicate these facts to the one selected to instruct them?
In order to prevent such men from becoming unnecessarily dis-

couraged and dissatisfied, and to make successful men of them,
they should receive special training and care after appointment.
To aid in this it is suggested that a qualification card be adopted

upon which should be plainly set forth the particular points in

which the superintendent of employment considered the appli-

cant deficient. It would be an advantage to both the company and
the man to have these facts known to the superintendent of
division to which the man was assigned, he to select such an in-

structor as would be best fitted for the particular attention
desired.

INDUCING MEN TO APPLY AND ANALYSIS OF THOSE
APPLYING

It has been repeatedly said that the best are none too good for
railroad service, but can it be said that any regular defined
system or method has been adopted by railroad managers to ob-
tain the best help the wages paid by them will hire?

To be successful in inducing desirable men to apply they must
have their attention called to the service in a manner that will

impress them favorably, and the only way open to large street

railways seems to be through the medium of the press, as per-
sonal solicitation is out of the question for corporations hiring
such large numbers of men. It might be as desirable and bene-
ficial to railroads in large cities to handle this matter just as

concerns engaged in mercantile business do. Everything, how-
ever, would depend upon the skill with which it was done.

One way to reach and attract the most desirable men would
be for managers to make up a list of the towns from which they
had hired men for perhaps a year previous, and for the papers
in these towns to publish a short and interesting article regard-
ing the man that the company had engaged from among their

readers. This would lead others acquainted with those who had
gone into the car service to apply, encouraged as they would be by
the fact that success was equally as possible for them as for those
they read about. It would also dispel the thought that when
away from home they would be among strangers and unknown.

Matter regarding the opportunity of advancement in the car

service might be incorporated into the personal notices above
referred to, and in this way bring out what the company desired

in a manner more forcible and effective than an ordinary adver-
tisement or a general article on railroad affairs.

The statistics of the Boston Elevated Railway Company for

the year 1905 are of considerable interest, for they show how large

a number of applicants have to be considered in order to obtain

even a moderate number of suitable men.

Out of 8000 applying, only 5000 were permitted to sign appli-

cations.

Out of 5000 signing applications, only 2000 were accepted.

Out of 2000 accepted, only 1750 were assigned to duty.

Out of 1750 assigned, only 500 were in service at end of year.

Of the 3000 not permitted to sign applications, 1800 were re-

jected on account of defective eyesight, 400 on account of lack of

education or limited knowledge of the country, and 800 on ac-

count of undesirable appearance and evidence of liquor.
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The cause for the loss of 3000 men after signing applications

was due to the following reasons: 1800 rejected on account of

unsatisfactory references, 600 on account of being ex-employees

with poor records and 600 failing to respond to notice of ap-

pointment.

The loss of 250 after acceptance of application was due to re-

jection on account of physical examination.

The reasons for 1250 not remaining in the service for more
than a year was due to the following: 150 failed to qualify, 525

resigned, and 575 were discharged.

From the above results it might be said that the stringency of

the examination before admitting men to the service resulted in

only the best of those applying being appointed, but as only about

30 per cent of those receiving positions remained in service over

a year it does appear that outside of the small number, failing to

qualify the importance of the examination was not fully appre-

ciated by those accepted.

It is not the desire of the writer to suggest in any way the

lowering of the standard set, but it does seem as though some-

thing should be done to induce better men to apply, and if the

above figures are a fair comparison of the results of other roads

it would certainly give rise to the thought that only a few of

those applying realized the responsibility or the importance of the

position, and judging from the personnel of many of those ap-

plying, coupled with the results obtained, it is evident that they

were also of the impression that there was little or nothing to

learn about railroad business, and that the most common or ordi-

nary man could fill the position.

To overcome this impression and induce those believed best

fitted for the service to apply appears to be a matter that might

well be considered, and it does seem as though some plan could

be devised by which it could be brought about.

The business of railroading is, to say the least, peculiar, inas-

much as it has opportunities at all times for the employment of

men, and the knowledge of the fact that applications would be

received at any time might cause one to try all other opportunities

first and leave the application for railroad work to remain the last.

To bring about the consideration of a railroad position before

that of any other, every effort should be made by railroad man-
agers to reach the unemployed with information regarding the

wages earned in railroad service. In this particular it might be

said that the advisability of paying learners a nominal sum while

breaking in would be well to consider, as men seriously thinking

of applying for a railroad position calling for apprenticeship

might hesitate to give up ten to fourteen days to learn the busi-

ness, and in view of this it seems as if it would work to the ad-

vantage of the company as well as the man if he receives some
compensation for his time.

QUALIFICATIONS DEEMED NECESSARY AND EXAMINATION
OF APPLICANTS

The requirements of the service demand as efficient men as

those of any trade or profession, and to be successful in selecting

those best fitted to give satisfactory service it does seem that

more than the simple mental, physical or moral qualifications of

the applicant should be considered, and besides obtaining a

thorough knowledge of their character and previous employ-

ment, information as regards the wages previously earned, man-
ner of living, as well as those dependent upon them should be ob-

tained, with a view of determining their ability to meet their ex-

penses with the wage of the position offered, as only those who
could earn sufficient to meet their expenses could be expected to

remain in the service, be satisfied with the work or do justice to

the position, and without doubt the best man for the place is the

one who has earned a less amount than that paid, as he would

at once think that he was doing well and be perfectly satisfied

with the position; while the one who had commanded a higher

wage would soon believe that his services were not appreciated,

and be quick to cause dissention by criticising orders given, or by

belittling the ability of his superiors.

While it might be said that railroad managers were of the

same opinion as to the proper man for the service, it should be

borne in mind that the peculiar qualifications so necessary for

railroad work cannot be determined or discovered by examina-

tion. Disposition is a most necessary and important factor, and

the desire for the position makes it difficult and at times impos-

sible for the examiner to detect the actual temperament of the

applicant.

The ideal trainman is the one with the right disposition. The
man of unquestionable reputation and character might be un-

fitted for the work due to being unable to cope successfully with

the conditions so common to the service, and only the one who

has sufficient strength of mind to be able quickly to control him-
self at all times—use judgment—be loyal—obey the rules—ap-

preciate his position and conscientiously consider the wishes of

his superior, is in the mind of the writer his impression of the

suitable man for the service.

It appears that these qualifications can only be demonstrated
by actual test of applicants in service, and in view of this fact it

can only be satisfactorily determined after a period of probation.

The requirements established for men for train and car ser-

vice should be of sufficiently high standard, both mentally and
physically, to exclude the employment of men who are not capable

of performing the duties of the position. The best possible ser-

vice must be maintained in order to hold the good will and re-

spect of the public. The growing tendency to introduce the

merit system, fixed systems of promotion, and mutual benefit

associations and establishment of pension fund is evidence in

itself that the work of the railroad man is appreciated by the

higher officials.

All companies fully realize the importance of permanency of

employment and the entrance of street railroad work as a life

occupation, and have consistently been bettering the conditions

and increasing the wages of their employees.

The system of examining men has been very complete, but

an analysis of the results obtained should to a great extent enable

one to judge of the success of the present system.

The examination of applicants should not be- confined to writ-

ten answers to questions or printed forms, but applicants should

be brought in close contact with the examiner, and in conversa-

tion demonstrate, as far as may be, their fitness or otherwise for

the position. The superficial physical examination should show
whether an applicant has any deformities, his use of liquor or

excessive use of tobacco ; also whether the applicant appears

bright and alert, or dull and slow in his mental processes. Al-

though a more or less elaborate plan can be mapped out for ex-

amination, it cannot be followed at all times, as the ratio between
the number of applicants and the number of places to be filled

governs the extent to which discrimination may be judiciously

carried. The superintendent of employment must necessarily

select a sufficient number of men from those applying to keep the

ranks filled, and as a result he does his best to secure those who
can be trained to be good railroad men.
The examination of applicants should disclose a reason for ap-

plying, and whether the applicant intended to make the service

his permanent or temporary occupation, as a knowledge of these

facts might influence the severity of the physical examination.

An applicant applying on account of a desire to change from
indoor to outdoor work might feel at the time of applying that

he simply desired to make the change temporarily on account of

his health, and a rigid physical examination would show that he

was in poor physical condition. This condition, coupled with

nervousness, would be likely to result in his being rejected, and
the company in consequence might lose a man whose general

ability was far above the average. If the cause of his state of

health had been considered, together with the length of service

desired, it might have resulted in his being employed, and with a

probability that the work so beneficial that he would finally de-

termine to make railroad service his life work.

The medical examination now in vogue may not be too severe

for those desiring permanent service, but it seems wise to con-

sider the intended length of service of applicant in determining

the severity of the examination.

SELECTION OF INSTRUCTORS AND TRAINING AND CARE OF
NEW MEN

Much depends upon the manner in which the rules of the

management are first explained, and to secure good results care

should be exercised in the selection of instructors. Instructors

should be chosen from the most practical men in the service,

otherwise learners who by their natural gifts or education are

capable of succeeding might often fail, as result of indifferent

instruction.

To produce a perfect and finished article, even from good
material, it must be placed in the hands of competent workmen,
or unsatisfactory results are sure to follow.

It may be assumed that everyone applying for a position in

the railroad service, whether it be temporary or permanent em-
ployment, is desirous of becoming proficient and will exert every

effort to succeed, but it is perfectly clear that with all the pains

a learner may take, however carefully he may prepare himself, he

is sure to make mistakes, and to prevent such mistakes from dis-

couraging a beginner and cause him to become dissatisfied with

the work, care should be taken by superintendents, as well as in-
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structors, to explain that these mistakes are to be expected, and
if not too frequent they should not be taken too seriously.

Are railroad men born or are they made? And, while it might

be said that there were born railroaders as well as born artists,

it is without a question a fact that they are fewer in number;
but why should not the railroad profession have as many suc-

cessfully made men as that of any other profession?

While an almost absolute uniformity prevails among the differ-

ent roads as to the selection of men, can the same be said as to

their manner of training? The ability to retain men may be

partially due to the success in training, and lack of proper train-

ing may cause the loss of many men.

The superintendent of employment can form but a general

opinion as to the ability of the person appointed, and it then de-

volves upon the instructor to demonstrate the applicant's fitness

for the work.

The expense incurred by the superintendent of employment
previous to the appointment of an applicant warrants the ex-

penditure of a still further amount in order to have the appli-

cant properly taught and instructed, especially when expended

upon a man who has successfully passed every test and examina-

tion up to the point of his being assigned.

The selection of instructors and the manner and plan of in-

structing should be as thorough as the selecting of the applicant,

and the use of forms and blanks as fully as necessary for in-

structors as for those entrusted with the appointment.

The importance of teaching new men has lately received special

recognition by the Boston Elevated Railway, for within the past

six months over 200 men have been selected for this special

purpose, and their wages increased 10 cents per day, and with

such astonishing results that possibly the subject warrants more
detailed explanation.

Conductors and motormen specially qualified to instruct have

been selected from each division of the road, and the importance

of the work was deemed so great by the management that the

president personally explained to the men just what was expected

of them, and with such good results that since the inauguration

of this system very few men have resigned while breaking in, and
few have been rejected on account of their incompetency.

Much depends upon the ability of these instructors, and con-

sequently great care should be exercised in selecting them. Those
with ability and no patience should not be chosen, for instructors

must possess sufficient patience to dwell at length and with care

upon all points in which the new man appeared deficient. They
should have tact to overcome any discouragement that may arise,

and sufficient ability interestingly to describe and demonstrate the

work so as to make the applicant feel at ease and in condition to

perform his duties without difficulty and with as few disagree-

able features as possible, leaving him at the close of the day's

work with a feeling of gratitude to his instructor for the patience

and interest taken in his behalf.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYEES AND THE YOUNG MEN'S

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

BY E. M. WILLIS,

Railroad Secretary, International Committee Young Men's Christian

The growth and development of the electric railway lines of the

country during the past two or three years have been very rapid,

and suburban and interurban trolleys are now reaching villages

and hamlets, which, heretofore, have been practically isolated.

Electrical equipment has been greatly improved
;
larger and more

commodious cars have been built. In some places dining and
sleeping cars are now in daily operation. Heavier rails have re-

placed the old ones ; much faster time is being made and runs in-

creased in length considerably.

These new conditions have given occasion for the consideration

of the employees in their leisure hours by the officials of the com-
panies. There has been as marked an advance in the standard of

the employees as in the matter of equipment, and the men who
are now running as motormen or conductors are of a higher type

than formerly. An intelligent, practical man in the service can
do much toward the saving of time and money when a car gets

out of order on the road. Such men are being sought out by
the companies.

Many of these young men come from the farm or village, and
are generally free from the vices of the young man of the city.

In order that they may remain sober and industrious, it is neces-

sary to look after their welfare when off duty. At terminals or

junction points these men have time on their hands, and are al-

most always ready and willing to put it to such use as will enable

them to advance in position and salary. Unfortunately at the

point of many of these "lay-overs" or "swings," there are no
places where a decent and self-respecting young man cares to

spend his leisure hours. The saloon and other places of ques-

tionable character are always the first to locate at the terminals,

and these conditions make it necessary for some good wholesome
agency to counteract their influence.

In the minds of many the railroad department of the Young
Men's Christian Association is an organization that can do effec-

tive work among the men. For thirty years the association has
been in operation on the steam railroads of North America.
Over 80 per cent of the entire mileage of the country is now co-

operating in this movement. There are 221 associations, with a

membership of over 82,000 men, and 149 buildings, valued at

$2,676,350, are owned or occupied by these railroad associations.

The buildings are, in many cases, as well equipped with baths,

wash rooms, alleys, pool and billiards, libraries, reading rooms,
restaurants and dormitories as the average club house. In fact,

they take the place of the home for the men who are on the road.

Lectures, entertainments, concerts, etc., are given, and religious

services held from time to time. It is a common occurrence that

when a despatcher wants a man to go out on the road he tele-

phones or sends to the railroad buildings. The men are generally

to be found in some part of the building and are ready to report

at once in good physical condition for the strenuous work re-

quired.

The men are charged $5 per year for membership, and a small

fee for games and the sleeping privileges. Wherever possible, the

undertaking is in charge of a committee of management, consist-

ing of officials and employees, this committee having the direct

oversight of the general secretary who is the executive officer.

The companies usually contribute $100 per month, heat, light and
water. This amount, with the memberships and contributions

from interested friends, enables the work to be carried on in a

successful way financially.

The general supervision of these 221 associations is, to a con-

siderable degree, under the direction of the railroad committee

of the international committee. This committee consists of the

following men, all of whom are prominent in railroad or financial

circles : John J. McCook, of Alexander & Green, formerly re-

ceiver of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, chairman ; Charles F.

Cox, of the Vanderbilt lines ; Dr. John P. Munn, of the Gould
lines ; William A. Patton, of the Pennsylvania ; B. D. Caldwell,

of the Lackawanna ; Abner Kingman, of Canada, with Morris K.

Jesup, as chairman of the advisory committee. This committee

directs the work of the ten secretaries who are assigned to va-

rious railroad systems of the country ; two in Chicago, one in St.

Louis, one in Richmond, Va., one in Montreal, and the rest with

headquarters in New York City. The State and Provincial com-
mittees of the country are also co-operating in this work, and in

a number of the States one secretary devotes his entire time to

the railroad association of that particular State. For several

years successful organizations for street railway men have been

conducted at Rochester, N. Y., and Richmond, Va. All of these

associations have enlarged their work, the one at Rochester

having a downtown branch, and at Richmond, at Petersburg and

Manchester branches have been added ; all crowded with men day

and night. Associations have been opened recently at Memphis,

Tenn.
;
Birmingham, Ala. ; Sherman, Cal., and Atlanta, Ga. The

following is the list of street railway associations

:

Current

Alabama Members Expenses

Birmingham 220 $3,000

California

Sherman 150

Georgia

Atlanta (just organized)

New York
Rochester (downtown) 6,364

Tennessee

Memphis 400 2,949

Virginia

Richmond 684 4,272

Petersburg and Manchester branches included with Richmond.

A number of other cities are contemplating the organization of

associations at an early date.

The Railroad Young Men's Christian Associations are organ-

ized on Christian principles, and this is a great element in their

success. Fear has been expressed on occasions that this might

hinder their greatest usefulness, but experience has shown that
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there need be no anxiety in this direction, as every man who is

disposed to be decent, whether he be Jew or Gentile, and a belief

in religious things or otherwise, is welcome to membership. The
railroad associations have also demonstrated that this plan, en-

dorsed by the company, will bring about the co-operation of both

employee and official, as both can meet on common ground in

the association.

There is probably no greater opportunity for this work than

among the street railway men, and in these days of consolida-

tion and syndicates it should be comparatively easy to organize

if the officials are ready. Local associations are generally formed,

either at the request of the company, or on petition of the men.

The company is generally asked to erect or fit up a building for

the use of the men, and very frequently the men themselves will

raise the money necessary for the furnishing. Whenever the

local conditions are favorable a committee is organized to take

charge. In many cases, however, this is not possible on account

of the fact that the buildings are located at some distance from

any local constituency.

Some of the helpful influences of the associations already in

existence are seen at Rochester and New York, where 300 lunches

are served each day, and where a pool room, opened directly ap-

posite the car house, has been put out of business. At Richmond,

Va., the club house of the association is crowded night and day.

This building contains a small, well selected library, the gift of

Miss Helen Miller Gould. At Memphis, Tenn., the work has been

so signally successful that the local secretary, Mr. Black, was in-

vited to a meeting of the Newman properties interest, and, as a

result, the work at Birmingham, Ala., was started. This has

been appreciated by the men. The rooms have been crowded, and

the dormitories used extensively.

At Atlanta, Ga., a well equipped club house has been turned

over to the Railroad Young Men's Christian Association, and an

all-round association work will be conducted. At Sherman, Cal.,

an association was organized a few weeks ago, which now has

150 members. The small quarters set aside are already out-

grown, and the president of the company has agreed to the erec-

tion of a building to be used for this specific purpose.

All the officials of the lines interested are most hearty in their

commendation of the Railroad Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion, and the presence of the men in great numbers frequenting

the buildings is an indication of the way the employees appreciate

the association. The thirty years' experience of the Young Men's

Christian Association among the railroad men has demonstrated

to all its adaptability to the needs of this class, and the very

similar conditions among the street railway men make it possible

for such a work to be carried on successfully for them. The in-

ternational and State committees are ready to co-operate at any

time in inaugurating these "homes away from home" for the men
in the electric service.

UNIFORMS AND BADGES

BY JOHN R. McGIVNEY,

Purchasing Agent, New Orleans Railway & Light Company

The subject of uniforms and badges is a very interesting one.

The uniforming of employees is one of the progressions of the

street railway business made necessary by the change from the old

horse cars to the modern electric palaces in operation to-day. No
street railway company at the present time, whether large or

small, would think of allowing employees to work on its cars

unless fully uniformed, and there is nothing that will catch the

eye of the patrons of a railway system quicker and cause more

unfavorable comment than an untidily dressed employee. When
you come across a company that has its motormen and conductors

wearing a white collar and a clean, neat uniform of one pattern

and color, you know these men are taking a pride and interest in

their work, and you can also put it down that the manager of this

railway is a live one, who has his men fully disciplined. There is

a great deal that could be said on these lines, but more attention

has to be paid to the inspection of uniforms by the manager in one

section of the country than in another. In one section, where

there is a long, cold winter, and the men have their overcoats

buttoned up nearly all of the time, very little of the uniform

proper shows. In another section—especially in the South, where

the cars are vestibuled, both front and back—the men are ex-

posed very little to the weather, and their uniforms show most of

the time, and more attention has to be paid to them, and an im-

portant question arises as to the best course for the railway com-

pany to follow in order to obtain the best result in keeping its men

neatly uniformed. Where the men select and purchase their own
uniforms, and have to pay cash for them, they invariably purchase

them at the place they get them the cheapest, overlooking alto-

gether to examine the quality of the cloth, or, perhaps, they do
not know the difference in cloth. If the uniforms are bought
very cheaply, of course they are not going to get good ones, which
means they will only get half the wear, and necessitates their

buying double the number of uniforms they should buy in one
year. When the superintendent gets after them to purchase new
ones on account of their old ones being worn and not presenting

a good appearance, you will find that some of them feel that they

should not be expected to purchase more than two whole uni

forms a year, and, in fact, have not made provision for more,

and cannot pay for them, so that if the superintendent insists

and wishes to keep these men, he has to arrange for the advance-
ment of part of their salary to procure the new uniform, or the

company has to stand good for them at the clothing house. Here
is where there is no end of trouble, unless the men are confined

to purchasing from one or two uniform houses, and even this is

very unsatisfactory, as it is necessary to see that the employees

pay the clothing house.

In my opinion, the railway company can obtain better results

in keeping its men neat and tidy if it will help them by purchasing

their uniforms and allowing them to pay the company for them
in three or four payments. For instance, in New Orleans the

men are privileged to buy their uniforms wherever they please,

but they must conform to the uniform adopted by the company
in regard to style and color, but each year the company solicits

bids for both winter and summer uniforms for conductors and
motormen. These bids are made according to the company's

specifications, and are accompanied by sample uniforms and caps,

and are required to be in the office by a certain specified date.

The purchasing agent then removes the tags of the makers of

the uniforms, and each uniform maker is given a lot number,
from No. 1 up, and one of the best tailors in the city is then

called in to closely inspect and select the best summer and winter

uniforms as to cloth, workmanship, etc., conforming to the speci-

fications. When the bid is awarded there is a notice posted at

each car house notifying the men to whom the company has let

the contract, and at what price. As previously stated, the men
are not compelled to purchase their uniforms through the com-
pany, but they are, from practical experience, convinced that the

company can get a lower price and a better piece of goods than

they could. Care should be taken in awarding the contract to see

that there is embodied in it the stipulation that the uniforms must
be first-class in regard to workmanship. It is almost impossible

to avoid at times a bad fit, or the furnishing of a uniform with

bad sewing, in which latter case the uniform is torn or split in

less than a week. In all such instances of improper fit or work-
manship the contractor must mend, renew, or adjust the fit of

the garment to the satisfaction of the purchaser without bother-

ing the company.
When an employee needs a uniform he is given an order on the

firm that has the contract, and, after he is fitted he signs a bill

which, on his signature, the company pays. He is then allowed to

pay for the uniform by having $2.50 deducted from his salary

each pay day until the uniform is paid for. We find that more
than 90 per cent of the employees avail themselves of this oppor-

tunity to purchase their uniforms through the company instead of

buying them direct from the maker themselves and paying cash.

Allowing the men to pay for their uniforms on such easy terms

insures their nice appearance, as there is no trouble about getting

them to purchase new ones when necessary.

To keep the uniform account accurate, a uniform ledger is kept

by the company, and the charges are posted from the signed bill

rendered each day by the contractor. The order for a uniform is

only good on the day it is issued, and if, for some reason, the

recipient cannot have it filled on that date it is necessary for him

to come back to the office and get a new one on the date he de-

sires to have it honored, as the contractor will not accept it on any

other day but the one on which it is issued, so that there are no

orders held out by the men, and the bookkeeper is always able

to tell the paymaster or cashier what an employee owes in case

he is leaving the service of the company and a settlement is to be

made with him. There is a column on the payroll for the deduc-

tion for the uniforms, and as long as an employee's account is

open the uniform bookkeeper puts down $2.50 along side of the

amount due him, which is deducted by the paymaster and the

amount credited to his uniform account. This is a very simple

and satisfactory way to keep, the uniform account straight.

The company requires the conductors and motormen, before

they are finally assigned to a position, to deposit a cash bond of
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$25, on which it pays them 4 per cent interest per annum. This

guarantees the company against any loss on the uniform account

;

also in the collection of its money by the conductors.

The uniform buttons are made of brass with initials of the

railway company only. These are furnished by the company and
remain the property of the company. When an employee leaves

the service he must turn over his badge and buttons before a

final settlement is made with him.

The uniform cap for the winter for conductors and motormen
is a blue cloth cap with spring top and black turned down visor,

and is provided with rain cover. A black or brown straw cap

with bell crown, with ventilator holes near the top and black

turned down visor and rain cover is designed for the summer.
What has previously been said about the motormen and con-

ductors looking neat and tidy applies more particularly to street

aids (inspectors), transfermen, starters and car house foremen.

They should be dressed in a neat uniform of the same color and
style as that of the conductors, without the reinforcement of

pockets of coat. A silk cap should be worn with this, and a

badge to designate their office. A good street aid or car house
foreman, in full uniform, which shows his authority with the

company, commands the respect of the public in big crowds, delays

to the line, and in all cases of trouble of any kind, and on such

occasions he can accomplish more good for the company than any

five men without uniform. Besides this, having a street aid uni-

formed and stationed around the city, watching and checking up
the lines or riding over them, demonstrates to the employees and
convinces the public that the railway company is having an eye to

its business, and is giving it the attention it must have in order to

operate with as little complaint as possible.

The railway company should use every means in its power to

assist its men in keeping their uniforms clean. In winter, when
the front part of the car is inclosed and the line operates through
dusty streets the car creates a vacuum, and the dust is all drawn
into the back end of the car, and unless the conductor keeps the

back door closed the passengers are annoyed by it, but there is

no escape for him, and when he reaches the end of the line he is

covered with dust. This may, to a great extent, be remedied by

a continuous sprinkling of the street and by providing each car

with a whisk broom, in order that the men may brush their

uniforms.

In regard to the badge question, the cap badge is the one uni-

versally worn, and it is a matter of choice with different compa-
nies as to what style to adopt and as to the material of which the

badge should be made. The solid metal badge is too heavy, and
bright metal tarnishes very quickly, and unless it is kept very clean

and bright it is hard to distinguish the number, which is a very

essential feature, as the badge number of both the conductor and
motorman should be plainly displayed to the view at all times.

One of the very best badges I have come across, for wear and also

for lightness, is a celluloid badge with an aluminum back, with

white letering on a black background for conductors, and black

lettering on a white background for motormen, the number in

the middle, name of the company on top, and the words motorman
or conductor at bottom, using even numbers for conductors and
odd numbers for motormen. The number and leters on the badge
can be plainly seen at all times, as there is nothing on it to

tarnish, and there is no way to deface or damage it, except in an
accident or with malicious intent.

For street aids, foremen, starters and transfermen, a black

ribbon, with gold braid letters, with small piece of elastic sewed
to the ends of ribbon and fitted over silk cap, makes a neat badge,

which adds to the appearance of the uniform.

It would be difficult to select a general specification for an
overcoat, relative to weight of material and style, which would be
applicable to all sections, as conditions differ in the cold and warm
sections of the country, and much depends upon whether or not
vestibules are used on the cars. Of course, as to the color, it

should correspond with that of the uniform.

I have tried to make this article as brief as possible, but think

I have gathered into it all of the salient points ; and to conclude,

after going over a number of specifications of the different rail-

way systems of the country, have selected the following, which,
in my judgment, would make the best uniform for summer and
winter service

:

SPECIFICATIONS FOR WINTER UNIFORM
Uniform to be made of best blue, 22-oz. or 24-oz. (as preferable), Middle-

sex cloth, or its equal.

Motorman's coat to be double-breasted; conductor's coat to be single-

breasted, % double stitching, and lined with double warp Italian cloth or

some lining equally as good. Coat pockets to be made of extra heavy duck
and reinforcement around outside of all pockets.

Vest to be single-breasted, with six buttons and notched collar.

Trousers to have top front pockets, watch pocket and two hip pockets.

Buttonholes to be made with pure dye silk.

A set of detachable black buttons to be furnished with each coat and vest.

Cap to be of blue cloth, with spring top, black turned down visor and rain

cover, or navy blue Scotch havelock, depending on locality.

Uniform to be first-class in every particular, and any defective workman-
ship or material to be repaired or replaced, as the case may be, without
extra cost to purchaser.

Sample of uniform and cap to be furnished by each bidder, and those

of the bidder securing the contract will be kept in the office of the superin

tendent during the continuance of the contract.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUMMER ACCOUNT
Uniform to be of the best thirteen-ounce Middlesex flannel, or its equal.

Coat to be single-breasted, % double stitching, skeleton-lined, with black
Italian cloth, or lining equally as good. Pockets to be made of extra heavy
duck, and reinforcement around outside of all pockets.

Vest to be single-breasted, with six buttons and notched collar.

Trousers to have top front pockets, watch pocket and two hip pockets.
Buttonholes to be made with pure dye silk.

A set of detachable black buttons to be furnished with each coat and
vest.

Cap to be of black straw, with bell crown, and ventilator holes near top,
with rain cover.

Uniform to be first-class in every particular, and any defective workman-
ship or material to be repaired or replaced, as the case may be, without
extra cost to purchaser.

Sample of uniform and cap to be furnished by each bidder, and those of
the bidder securing the contract will be kept in the office of the superin-
tendent during the continuance of contract.

^
DISCIPLINE OF TRAINMEN

BY F. W. BROOKS,
Assistant General Manager Detroit United Railway

It is not from personal choice that I claim your attention at
this time. I am here at the request of our secretary to say some-
thing on the topic, "Discipline of Trainmen." The very word
"discipline" was to my mind more or less mandatory, as I read
it in the secretary's letter, and accordingly I obeyed his request.
I confess, in the beginning, that I know others here present who
can treat the topic more comprehensively and intelligently than I

can. That they were not called upon to do so is not my fault.
As I have learned in my experience in railway work, discipline

among trainmen is not possible except where discipline is recog-
nized as a cardinal principle, and is applied in every branch of the
service and to every one from the highest to the lowest. Disci-
pline is the surest guarantee of order and safety in the operation
of a railway, insuring, as it does, the confidence and respect, not
only of those engaged in the operation of railways, but also of
the public whom we serve. Call to your mind to-day a prosperous
railway property and you will find that, underlying its pros-
perity, discipline has been established and is being maintained.

Discipline should be an ever present potent factor. It should
impress itself upon the youth who first enters the service. It

should be of such a character as to command the mutual respect
and confidence of the officers and employees for each other. It

should be of a character that will withstand disaster. It should
evidence itself to the public through the courteous and manly
bearing, under all circumstances, of all of those in the service.
When such a state of discipline is maintained the "discipline of
trainmen" becomes a problem of comparatively easy solution.

I appreciate that on this subject managers entertain different
views as to the best methods to be applied, but all strive to at-

tain the same result. I am connected with a railway property
comprising 617 miles of track, of which there are about 400 miles
of interurban track. To conduct the service requires superin-
tendents, despatchers, station agents, car-house foremen, and ap-
proximately 2000 trainmen.

With us, trainmen upon entering the service are at once sub-
jected to discipline. An application must be filed, which must
contain such information concerning the applicant as the company
is entitled to possess ; five references must be given, and if the ap-
plicant and his statement appear to be satisfactory to the officer

whose duty it is to employ trainmen, he is assigned to a division,

on probation, to begin his practice, the probationary period con-
tinuing for ninety days. During this period his previous and
character is carefully investigated, and if found satisfactory he is

then accepted as a regular employee, otherwise he is dropped
from the service.
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Upon entering the service each trainman is provided with the

company's book of rules, by which rules he agrees to abide. These
rules cover the standard regulations governing the service and
require that the bulletin board be examined daily for additional

instructions. If additional instructions have been issued, each

trainman is required to acknowledge in writing within 24 hours
after the bulletin has been issued that he has read and under-

stands the instructions—otherwise he is not permitted to take

out his "run." If the instructions are not understood by a train-

man, he must apply to his superintendent for an explanation, and
it is the duty of the superintendent to make such explanation

carefully and fully.

We use the telephone for transmitting train orders. Trainmen
are required to apply to the despatcher for orders and are pro-

hibited from engaging in any unnecessary conversation. The
use of the telephone line is limited to the transaction of the com-
pany's business, and abuses are regarded as violation of the com-
pany's rules.

Trainmen are prohibited from discussing the company's busi-

ness with passengers or the public. The motorman is enclosed in

a vestibule or cab and not permitted to talk with passengers at all.

The conductor is required to give to passengers such information

as they are entitled to have regarding rates of fare, routes, time

of trains, connections and like information. Trainmen are re-

quired to be courteous to all patrons and the public, and it is our

aim to rigidly enforce this rule. They are not permitted to go on
duty except that they are in full uniform and must at all times

present a neat appearance. The use of intoxicants, obscene lan-

guage, or to engage in gambling at any time, is cause for dis-

missal.

Trainmen are provided with comfortable quarters at their re-

spective headquarters and must report for duty 10 minutes before

their runs are due to start. Our rules require that trainmen shall

thoroughly understand the system of despatching—signals of all

kinds, whether train, semaphore or signals displayed by the car

or track and bridge departments. They are also required to know
the locations of fire department houses, and to listen for and
understand the signals given by fire apparatus when running to

fires. They must also know the location of school buildings and
churches, and in passing exercise special caution to avoid ac-

cidents.

I have mentioned these general regulations for the purpose of

showing the conditions under which our men operate. Our dis-

cipline is designed to maintain respect for the rules and regula-

tions, and our method of supervision is such as to bring to the

notice of the management any violation on the part of trainmen

of any rule or regulation.

When a violation is charged, the offender is required to report

to our assistant general superintendent, who conducts an investi-

gation to ascertain all the facts bearing on the charge, and who is

authorized to take such action as in his judgment is warranted.

If his finding is questioned by a trainman who is charged with

the violation of a rule, then an appeal may be taken to the man-
ager, from whose decision an appeal may be taken to a board of

review, presided over by the president of the company.
This method is designed to afford protection to both the em-

ployees and the company. It relieves the subordinate officers of

the duty of inflicting punishment, and insures the application of

a uniform rule. Except when an immediate discharge is war-
ranted, demerit marks are given instead of a suspension, and also

merit marks are given in the case of specially meritorious acts.

Under this system men are encouraged to improve in their work,
and often by special effort are enabled to reduce their demerit
marks, thereby insuring their continuance in the service. At the

same time those dependent upon them have not been, deprived of

the earnings upon which they must rely.

In maintaining discipline, it is impressed upon those in authority

that the relation between the company and its trainmen is of a

private nature, and that in directing or reprimanding an em-
ployee, no unusual publicity must be indulged in. Reprimands
must never be publicly given, nor shall there be any show of

undue familiarity between officers and employees when on duty.

The company's badge is regarded as a badge of honor, and none
may degrade it and continue to wear it. Respect for authority

and for one another is enjoined upon each and every one in the

company's service, and wherever you turn our discipline will be

manifest.

In its maintenance there are always obstacles to be overcome,
but persistency, determination and absolute fairness to all con-

cerned will produce the desired result.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON INSURANCE

BY H. J. DAVIES, CHAIRMAN; T. C. PENINGTON AND R. B.

STEARNS

At your meeting last year figures were presented to you tend-

ing to show that the premiums charged for the insurance of

street railway properties against loss or damage by fire were ex-

cessive, that the losses by fire on such properties in ten years

had been less than 30 per cent of the premiums paid, and that the

traction companies of the country could better afford to carry

their own risks than to insure their properties at the rates charged
by the insurance companies. As a result of the publication of

these figures, and of work done in Cleveland, with the ap-

proval of your committee on insurance, policies written within the

year have been written at lower rates than ever before on the

properties of those companies that have demanded a reduction.

True, the insurance companies, through their inspection and
rating bureaus, have in most cases required of the insured im-

provements that would somewhat lessen the hazard of fire;

but a very slight betterment has been sufficient to induce a very

material decrease in premium. There is danger now that the

stock insurance companies will write policies at less than the

probable losses and the cost of doing the business. This would be

expensive and unwise, both for the insurers and for the in-

sured, because it would mean, primarily, a loss to the insurers,

and, ultimately, an increase in rates to the insured.

There has been practically no competition among the insurance

companies for street railway business. The factory mutual com-
panies compete with the stock insurance companies for insurance

on "protected" properties, i. e., on properties equipped throughout
with sprinkling devices that operate automatically upon the oc-

curence of a fire, or buildings so constructed as to be practically

fireproof. But these companies have been unwilling, until within

about a year, to carry insurance, even on "protected" buildings of

traction companies, their objection to writing insurance on such

buildings being that, as most fires in car houses occur in the cars

stored in them and originate below the roofs of the cars, such a fire

would spread from car to car beneath the roofs and cause a heavy
loss before the heat from the fire could reach the ceiling of the

house and open the automatic sprinklers, and, further, that, as

car houses are usually open at both ends, and, as in many car-

house fires, there has been a draft or suction of air through the

buildings, heat from the fire, instead of opening the sprinklers

immediately over the fire, would be carried to a distant part of

the building and open sprinklers that would not play upon the fire,

and that might exhaust the water supply before the sprinklers

over the burning cars were opened, or so reduce the water pres-

sure that the supply from the sprinklers in the immediate vicinity

of the blaze would be insufficient to extinguish the fire. This
objection was removed by a suggestion of Henry N. Staats, an
insurance expert of long experience, who has been your com-
mittee's disinterested adviser, that, in addition to the ordinary
ceiling sprinklers, a line of sprinklers be placed in each aisle of

the new car house, so that, in case of a fire in a car, the heat

therefrom would open sprinklers on the side lines and cause

streams or sprays of water to be turned into the car through its

transom and windows. Experiments to test the efficiency of

such an equipment were made at Cleveland, Ohio, and at Newark,
N. J., in the presence and under the direction of the leading in-

surance engineers of the country, both stock and mutual. The
tests were made under the most severe conditions, and in each
test the fire was confined by the sprinklers to a single car. After
these tests the factory mutual companies said they would write

car houses and their contents so protected, and the stock insur-

ance companies made rates to meet the rates of the mutuals,

which carry insurance at cost. To prevent a combination of rates

between the factory mutual and the stock companies on what are

called "protected properties," mutual insurance companies have
been organized by street and interurban railway companies in

Ohio, whose purpose is to insure only those preferred risks of

traction and lighting companies that the factory mutual companies
are willing to carry.

But fireproof and "protected" buildings are a small part of the

properties of the street and interurban railway companies of the

country, and the only companies' now writing insurance on prop-

erties not fireproof and not equipped with sprinklers are the

"old line" or stock insurance companies. There is no such com-
petition for insurance upon these properties as there is for in-

surance upon "protected" properties. Therefore, in order that all
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traction companies, those that have protected properties and those

that have not, may have the benefit of reasonable rates for fire

insurance, a number of street and interurban railway companies

in the East and the Middle West are perfecting the organization

of a stock insurance company with mutual features, to write in-

surance upon all classes of traction and lighting company prop-

erties. This company is to have a paid-in capital stock and sur-

plus of $1,000,000 in cash. The rates will probably be the same
as those charged by the "old line" companies, because this com-
pany and the traction mutual companies, before mentioned, will

have their own inspectors, who, confining their attention to trac-

tion and lighting properties, will become experts in their line, and
will make the insurance rates for their members. All the pre-

mium receipts of these companies in excess of fire losses, ex-

penses and 6 per cent on the capital and surplus of the stock

company, are to be returned to the insured. This means safe,

sane and scientific insurance at actual cost.

The principle is not new. Some of the factory mutual insur-

ance companies, organized by manufacturers to insure their own
properties, have been in existence for seventy years. They have
always carried insurance at low rates. They have selected their

risk. They have insisted upon care upon the part of the insured

in the construction and protection of properties. None of them
has ever failed. None of them has ever made an assessment

upon its members. Acting upon the same principle, the United
States Steel Corporation, having large properties in many
places, and not being subject to a total loss of its assets by any
one fire, carries its own insurance. So does the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company. So do other large railroad companies. The
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company is large enough to carry

its own insurance. It has for years set aside sums for this

purpose, until its insurance fund amounts to a million dollars or

more. The interest on this accumulation is probably sufficient to

keep it up to this amount. No single loss can exhaust this fund,

for the company has not a million dollars' worth of property in

any one location, unless it be at its power plants, which are sub-

stantially fireproof, or, at least, certainly not subject to a total

loss by fire.

Not many traction companies are able to do what the Philadel-

phia company has done. Two or more of them may unite, how-
ever, to carry their own insurance. And this is exactly what
some of us are trying to do, for the benefit of all of us. The
plan of organization and work of these street railway insurance

companies has been approved and endorsed by your insurance

committee. They are to be owned, controlled, officered and oper-

ated by the street and interurban railway companies of the

country. They are your companies, and are to be conducted by
you for your own benefit. Many of you are familiar with them,

for plans and specifications have been prepared by them for the

protection of 444 separate properties of sixty-nine street and in-

terurban railway companies.

The "old line" insurance companies have sustained very heavy
losses within the past year or two, in San Francisco and else-

where. In consequence of their unusual losses some of them
may fail. A general increase in rates is inevitable. The work
herein outlined has, however, prevented an increase in the aver-

age rate on street railway properties. A continuation of the

work will keep rates down. Better still, a continuation of the

work and your support of the new companies will bring them to

actual cost. They ought not to be lower than cost. If the trac-

tion and lighting companies will unite to insure their own prop-

erty, and will confine their insurance business to their own prop-

erties and conduct it with intelligence, with accurate knowledge
as to losses and hazards, they can keep the cost of insurance

where it ought to be. If they do not, and continue to place their

insurance with companies that insure all kinds of property, and
that base their rates on the> hazard of particular localities rather

than of particular classes of property, then they must continue to

pay those companies rates high enough to cover, not only fire

losses on their own properties, but losses upon more hazardous
properties, commissions to agents, sub-agents and solicitors and
profits to the insurers.

Arc car houses and their contents so extraordinarily hazard his

as to make it unsafe for street railway companies to organize for

the purpose of carrying their own insurance? Are they, as has

commonly been supposed, more hazardous than other properties?

In the first place, while there have been some large losses on
car houses and their contents in the past ten or twelve years, we
know that those losses have not nearly equalled the amount
charged for insurance. Secondly, they are not, as a rule, subject

to what is called "conflagration hazard." A "conflagration haz-

ard" is the hazard of risk of a property being entirely destroyed
by reason of being in a compactly-built section that may be wiped

out by a large fire. Car houses are usually in the outskirts of

cities, far removed from the congested business districts.

Thirdly, while the property of a street railway company may be

worth millions of dollars, the property is not, like that of a man-
ufacturing company, situated in a single locality, but is scattered

in as many places as there are lines or routes of railway operated,

and the largest loss that the company can sustain in any one fire

is the value of the property that it has in one location. In writ-

ing insurance, each property is to be treated as a unit, just as it

would be if each car house were owned by a separate company.

This will make it safe for the street railway companies' insurance

companies to carry large lines of insurance upon the property of

each of their members
Your committee has considered the advisability of protecting

car yards by the installation of open-head sprinklers between
tracks, and by the erection of fire walls, but no actual fire test to

determine the efficiency of this method of protection has been

made.

The subject of the construction of car-storage houses and
the protection of their contents has been considered and dis-

cussed by the National Fire Protection Association at its last

two annual meetings, and we call attention, without quoting

from it, to a very carefully prepared and able report made to

that body this year by its committee on car houses, which was
published in full in the Street Railway Journal and "Street

Railway Review." The 1905 report of that committee contained

an interesting and detailed description, with photographs, of the

car-burning experiments in Cleveland.

But greater than the duty of railway managers to their stock-

holders and bondholders to insure their properties against loss

by fire is their duty, not alone to their stockholders and bond-
holders, but to the general public, to have no fire, and to keep

the cars running. The loss of business consequent upon a car-

house fire is likely to be larger than the value of the property

burned. Against this loss there is no insurance. More im-

portant, then, than insurance against loss by fire is the pro-

tection of traction properties from fire. No plan of car-house
ci instruction that will prevent a fire, no practical method of

protecting the rolling stock of street railway companies from
destruction or damage by fire can be regarded as extravagant
or improvident. More importance should be attached to pro-

viding protection aginst damage by fire than to providing a

fund for replacing property destroyed by fire. Both should re-

ceive attention from your insurance committee, and from the

insurance department of every street railway company.
Some two years ago Mr. Edward Atkinson, since deceased,

who was probably the greatest expert on fire insurance in the

United States, and a statistician of world-wide reputation, was
consulted on the subject of the advisability of street railway

companies forming insurance organizations for mutual protection

against loss by fire. Following that conference, he wrote an

opinion on the subject, from which we quote:

"Having been asked to express my judgment on the ex-

pediency of organizing a system of mutual insurance among elec-

tric traction companies covering power houses, car houses and
other structures necessary to the work, I beg to say that the

prime motive of the factory mutual system of insurance is to

prevent loss by fire, coupled with a contract of indemnity for

payment in money of the unavoidable losses which can neither

be prevented by the owners or managers of the works nor by
the experts employed by the underwriters in forestalling the

causes of fire. Nearly every fire in factories, and correspond-
ingly nearly every considerable loss by fire in the class of

buildings connected with electric traction, is due either to faulty

construction, bad occupancy or lack of requisite apparatus for

extinguishing the fire in its earliest stage. It follows that if the

managers of electric traction companies organize or join any
mutual insurance company for the purpose of getting lower rates

of premium without qualifying their works in every possible

manner so as to make them fit to be insured at low rates, they

ought not to be admitted to a mutual company that is under
judicious management. If, on the other hand, they will make
the officers of the mutual company their agents to point out to

them existing causes of danger and remedies, and to devise safe

and proper methods of construction and of conducting their

work, they will gain the same very great benefit which has been
gained by the members of the factory mutual system."

In the opinion of your committee, all the members of the

American Street and Interurban Railway Association may be

profitably consolidated into one company, to the extent, at

least, of the insurance of their properties against destruction or

damage by fire.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN STREET AND INTERURBAN
• RAILWAY ASSOCIATION AT THE COLUMBUS CONVENTION

WEDNESDAY MORNING SESSION
The 1906 convention of the American Street and Interurban

Railway Asociation was held at the Fair Grounds, Columbus,
Ohio, Oct. 17-19, 1906. The president, Hon. W. Caryl Ely, of
Buffalo, N. Y., called the convention to order on Wednesday
morning, at 10:45 o'clock, and introduced the Hon. Lewis C.

Laylin, Secretary of State, who extended the delegates a welcome
to the State of Ohio.

Mr. Ely then called upon Robert Sheldon, president of the Co-
lumbus Railway & Light Company, who made a short but inter-

esting address.

Hon. Dewitt C. Badger, Mayor of the city, then addressed
the delegates on the part of the city. The Mayor was followed by
John Y. Bassell, the secretary of the Columbus Board of Trade.
The secretary then proceeded to read the minutes of the various

meetings of the executive committee during the year outlining the

arrangements which had been made for the management of the

affairs of the •association and the plans for the Columbus con-
vention. On motion the report of the executive committee was
accepted and filed.

Secretary Swenson then presented the report of the secretary,

which showed the membership to be as follows

:

Oct. 1. 1906:

Associate members 113

Active members, old 145

Active members, new 55

200

Joined since Oct. 1 23

Old companies paid dues since Oct. 1 5

The report of the treasurer showed the following financial

transactions during the year

:

Cash on hand and balance from last year and receipts during
1905-1906 $25,444.11

Expenses 18,467.21

Balance $6,976.90

On motion the reports of the secretary-treasurer were approved
and filed.

The secretary read a certificate of the auditing of the accounts
of the treasurer.

President Ely then delivered the following address :

Gentlemen of the Convention and Members of the Allied Organization: I

am standing here before you to address you in the capacity of president for

the last time. Three years ago at Saratoga you all remember the condition
into which the affairs of the association had drifted by some chance, and
it transpired that I was flung into the breach. There were many men who
had given careful thought to the affairs of the association, and its condition
at that time was apparent to all. We were, in fact, a social organization,
with some business, which we transacted in a certain desultory fashion.
The organization! had done a lot of good work, but its work was failing,

because of certain conditions inherent to a situation that had grown up.
It was, in the first place, an organization dedicated to a business that was
small and that was based on : conditions that had been outgrown, when a
few individuals were largely the owners of the street railways. But there
had come into the business a tremendous accretion caused by the electrifi-

cation of street railways in the cities and the construction of great lines of

arte'ries of interurban traffic, so that where a few millions had been repre-
sented in the business, billions of dollars had actually come to be repre-
sented, and, instead of men for the most part of a moderate degree of
ability, there had come into the profession thousands of men of the finest

ability possible for money to obtain.

The association was in such a condition that it was of no particular
benefit to anyone. All who had been members of it loved it; many men
connected with the business from the old days were devotedly attached to it;

it had been the medium of communication between them that had brought
about close ties, socially, as well as in a business way. I do not speak of
the old organization in terms of contempt, and. as this is the last time I

am to talk to you, I know you will not misunderstand me, because I have
a message to you, and I believe I have earned the right to talk to you
freely and pointedly. (Applause.)

The difficulties that attended the situation were very great. It is im-
possible to describe them; they are known to you. When we look back to

a period three years ago we find that we were an organization without a
home. No one seemed to be able to bear the expense of taking care of
the entertainment of such a great organization. The meetings had been

held in New York and in Detroit, and the street railways of these cities

had acted as entertainers in the old-fashioned way, but the expense had
become such a great burden tltat the people were not willing to assume it.

We went for a couple of years like the wind, which bloweth where it

listeth. We went where we pleased, and we commenced the work of re-

organization. I am sorry to say that some men thought that it was imprac-
ticable to carry out the plans we laid, but it is given to some to possess

the powers of imagination that others are devoid of, but without which the.

world would be to-day where it stood centuries ago. The men who em-
barked upon unknown seas, the men who have blazed trails through the

wilderness of the forests and the business woods, have always been sub-

jected to the criticism of those who knew not where the way tended, and
whose powers of imagination and divination had not enabled them to see

unless everything is plain and open. "Knock and it shall be opened unto
you," and those who have knocked upon the closed doors and have put
there in all the course of history, in the world's progress, are the ones

to whom it has been opened, and men owe their thanks to-day to the men
who have pounded, perhaps not in vain, but accompanied by others, have
pounded until that which blocked the way has yielded, and then the way
has become plain.

Now, for one, I wish to say as a serious-minded man who sometimes
wreathes his remarks in smiles, I say as a serious and reflective man, that

I saw a great responsibility resting upon the men who assumed, and upon
whom it was put, to lead in the reformation of the organizations; I saw
lots of difficulties, misunderstanding, responsibilities of different kinds to

be assumed, but you had put me there, and when I assume responsibili-

ties in all my life I have never been recreant knowingly to a trust that was
imposed upon me. (Applause.) I have looked upon this business as if I

were to receive a large salary in money for the transaction of it, and I thank
all of you who have worked with me in this matter. It is to the credit of the

business that there has been such unanimity of favorable expression and of

helpful work and of common effort. Finally, last year, it was settled what
the line of work should be and what we should do, and it was settled

that there should be a central office whereat there should be maintained a

secretary who should have a salary, and who should be selected by the

executive committee with an idea to peculiar adaptability for the per-

formance of the work that would be before us. Then the executive com-
mittee started out to lay down the line of work and to inaugurate it in every

way. It was attended with a great deal of difficulty, but it finally came tt

pass that quarters were secured at 60 Wall Street and the services of Prof.

Swenson were secured as secretary of the organization, and the work
actually commenced.
Now, is it worth $600 for the largest companies in the United States to

belong to this association, and is it worth to the other companies as you
come along down the scale, graduating them by their gross earnings the

various sums that they respectively pay, toward this organization? I think

that is a fair question, and every man is entitled to be "from Missouri,"

and to be shown. It is impossible for the executive committee or the

officers of the association' to show to anyone a chain of $600 in nickels

actually going into the treasury of the company—that is an impossibility

—

or the amount of money that anyone pays in. But to the work of the past

year I invite your careful attention. It is impossible for me to more than

outline it to you, but in the printed bulletins which have been sent to you
from time to time, in the reports, circulars and letters of the various com-
mittees, and their data sheets, and in the program of this convention and

the work of the Manufacturers' Association, in this the largest attendance

that I have ever seen at the opening session of our convention, and in the

committee rooms, wherein, our affiliated organizations since Monday morn-

ing have been carefully and systematically carrying on lines of work that

are parallel, though well defined— in all these evidences it seems to me is

proof of the value of the work accomplished through the money that has

been expended in bringing about the reorganization. A great corporation

that takes in ten, fifteen or twenty million dollars can afford to hire the

best technical men and bring to its aid the best ability in every line of

this work of ours; that is to say, those companies are justified in an

attempt to get the best. But when you think you hire the best it takes

time to prove whether you have or not; and, suppose it were possible to

conceive of an organization wherein all the men were the best, or almost

the best in their respective lines of work, then -you would have the very best

organization that it would be possible for a single corporation to bring to

its assistance. But then it would be limited to a very few men compared
to all the thousands that throughout this land and throughout this conti-

nent—because our representatives come from all over it—that are carrying

on the different branches of business. In the technical branch of the

business a corporation is best able to fortify itself by paying handsome
salaries and getting good men, but there are other things in which the

large corporations are more vulnerable than the small corporations. The
corporations of the great cities are reached far more quickly by the acci-

dents of time and the changes in conditions than are companies in the

smaller cities and interurban districts, and when you come to the

final analysis, the security of the rights under which these corporations

transact their businesses finally rests upon an honest and fair sentiment

actuating the minds of the whole people. No line of work can be carried
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on to greater advantage by this great organization than in proper ways,

well revised and well calculated, to educate the people of the country to a

just and thoughtful conception of the rights of corporations, and of the

business conditions under which they operate. I fancy that there is not

a man to-day who is well read and well informed in this business who
doubts for a moment the right of the people of any community to take

over in a fair way and operate the public utilities, any of them, through

their municipalities or other territorial domain. As a matter of right, it

is undoubted. Then it is up to you to say to the people that as a business

proposition it is unwise for the municipalities to attempt to do a business

which you are able to establish to the satisfaction of everybody can be

done more cheaply for the people by private business interests than by

municipal corporations. (Applause.) For years we were afraid to dis-

cuss the question. For years we said: "Don't bring it out and talk about

it in the convention," and during all those years all the other fellows were

talking about it, all the newspapers were spreading what was largely misin-

formation before the people, and a sentiment was forming against us, that,

had the people who entertained it had the just and fair means of informa-

tion, might have been very different from the manifestations that have

become apparent within the last few years all over the country.

When we made up the committees we went about and asked suggestions

from the best men in the business, men who were thoughtful and farseei.ng,

and our attempt was to get able men, strong men, to do actual work upon

actual working committees of the organization, and I cite you, gentlemen,

with pleasure and with feelings of great pride to the lists of the com-

mittees of this organization and its affiliated organizations. And I say to

you that in my best judgment, as a practicing lawyer for twenty years, one

who has had experience for nearly fifteen years as a builder and operator

of railways, and who has studied these que'stions in the sociological and

every other point of view, that within the next five years it will be cheer-

fully acceded by the managers of the greatest corporations of this country

that the work of the committees on municipal ownership and public re-

lations of this organization, if they are conducted in the way that I be-

lieve they will be, will have been worth all this organization has cost to

all the street railway interests. (Applause.) When it is possible for this

organization to bring to the chairmanship of the municipal ownership

committee such a man as C. D. Wyman, of Boston, a man with legal train-

ing, who knows how to collect evidence and the value of evidence and

what it means when presented, and how to glean the facts from it about

the law and to disseminate it—when you get such a man as that, who
adds to all his legal learning and ability a personal knowledge of all the con-

ditions that affect us, who represents companies and organizations in almost

all the States of the country, thereby putting him in touch with the feeling

that obtains throughout the country in these matters—when it is possible

to bring the ability and the time of such a man as that to your service,

who shall say what it will be possible tr> do? Who shall say what this or-

ganization will represent? f do not single out one man at the risk of

having others feel that they, who are equally worthy and meritorious, are

neglected, but I know I may rely upon every man who is working upon
these various committees to know that his work is appreciated by you all,

and I have not time to refer to all. I simply ask you to examine care-

fully, reflectively and thoughtfully the lists of committees, and remember
that they are actively at work, and then I ask you to say to yourselves,

managers and executive officers of great corporations: "Is it possible for

me to obtain anywhere for $600, the paltry sum of $600, the benefits that

move to me from the service on behalf of my corporation of that magnifi-

cent body of men?"
I want to say it has been very difficult to get the work inaugurated.

All the gentlemen whose names appear upon the committee lists were
communicated with, the nature of the work was made apparent to

them, and they were asked by us if they would serve upon those com-
mittees. Many of them debated very carefully whether they were in a

position to give the time that the work demanded. So that the com-
mittees represent a work of careful selection, putting to the members
the proposition whether they could do the work, and their acceptance
means that they are harnessed in this work by their own consent. So
far, everybody is pulling well on the evener, and there is no kicking

in the traces perceptible.

As has been known for years and so often said, the proof of the

pudding is in the eating. A year ago we had a certain number of

member companies, and this idea of reorganization was comparatively
new, and I wondered, and so did many of the officers, how many we
should have left at the end of the year. It gives me great pleasure to say

to you, in summarizing briefly the report of the secretary and tieasurer,

that whereas last year we actually had paid up at the time of the con-

vention and in good standing less than 187 members, we have this year 228

member companies and 140 associate members. (Applause.)

It is very important that we bear in mind what I believe to be the present
situation. In talking to the engineers, I said that while much had been
accomplished, success, in my judgment, was not yet assured. Mr. James
H. McGraw was present at that meeting, and he said to me this morning,
"I do not think that you were right in saying that success was not as-

sured." I have been in politics since I was eighteen years old. When I

was eighteen years old I commenced to make stump speeches. I want to

say to you that nothing has ever burnt my fingers so badly in politics as

a sure thing. (Laughter.) I have never been hurt in business so badly
as by sure things. (Laughter.) They are deadly. They dull the brain.

They paralyze energy; they stop effort. I say success is not assured. We
have made some few first steps, and those who come after the present
officers have a world of responsibility upon them to see not only that the
present rate of progress is kept up, but that it is constantly accelerated, and

that acceleration, like the power of the motors of the big cars that we
have to move quickly, must be very rapid, because if we do not produce
results, concrete results, within the next year or two of far greater magni-
tude, than we in our feeble way have been able to produce, there will still

be doubts. But if you move the thing forward in the way in which it can

be moved, and the way in which I believe the successors of these officers

will move it, within two years you will wonder just as much at the condi-

tions that have prevailed, and why they were permitted to prevail so long,

as those who live fifty years after us will wonder how it were possible to

have horses in the streets when horseless vehicles could be obtained.

I wish to speak of the work of the secretary's office. When a business

man, especially a street railroad man, thinks of a college professor keeping
books and doing actual practical work, he is quite inclined to doubt whether
the professorial ability is just equal to coping with problems like ours.

I wish to say, without any desire to flatter Prof. Swenson, because I ab-

solutely do not mean to deal out any flattery here this morning, that he

has brought to the management of the secretary's office a peculiar mixture

of necessary qualities for that work. I invite you all to go to his office;

he will be delighted to see you—I wish to impress upon you that it is your
duty when in New York to go to the headquarters of the association to

just look at things. You are paying money there, why not take a look

in to see what the secretary is doing, converse with him, encourage him
by your presence, and perhaps greatly aid him in some way that you may
not know of? The work of the secretary's office has been very great.

Out of those three small rooms have been turned, in the way of actual

Jiterature, typewritten, dictated letters, over 6000; received, over 4000;

printed and memographed circulars and communications, over 20,000;

printed data sheets, over 18,000, and bulletins, over 17,000. The books and
records have been kept in the most perfect manner, as is certified to by
Mr. Young, and for the first time, almost, you have an absolute roundup
showing our exact situation with regard to the companies of this country.

Now, that of itself is a great accomplishment, because there is a lot of

work to be done to bring in all of the companies that should be in, that

is word-of-mouth work, it is hand-clasp work, it is work of personal in-

quiry and of personal request. There are companies to whom you may
send circulars from now until the crack of doom and they will never

come in, but they will come in if they just get the word from the proper

individual in the association and the right kind of a talk to inform them
as to what is going on. The secretary is worthy of your co-operation, your
visitation and assistance. The secretary's office ought to have a little more
room and a little more help, and I trust that the incoming executive com-
mittee will take that matter up and very carefully investigate it. It is

worthy of it. I have never seen, except in political headquarters where
forces have to be quickly gotten together and a tremendous amount of

stuff turned out in a very short time just before election, so much of that

literature and work turned out of a small place like that as out of the

office of the secretary of this organization. (Applause.)

I wish to say that the affiliated associations have risen to the occasion

and the emergency in the most splendid way. Some of the organizations

at first did not understand just what the situation was and how the thing

was to be worked out. It was felt by some that somebody's heavy hand
might be laid upon them and that they might be made to do things that

they did not want to do, that the forms of organization were to be in-

terfered with, and all that sort of thing. That has all vanished, like the

dew before the sun. When we got together and talked it over that was all

threshed out. They all came together. It was resolved that the constitu-

tions and by-laws of the different organizations should be, in so far as was
possible, just like the parent organization, and you will find in one pamphlet
which has been sent to your office the different constitutions and by-laws,

and they are in such shape that you do not have to read a lot of different

matter in each one, but in some few details only do they differ, and those

wherein it was necessary.

Now, these associations and organizations took right hold, rose to the

occasion, as I said, and have been very, very helpful in every way, and
have done their business in a way that has been very, very fine.

It seems to me that I have just about finished my message to you. I

wish to say that I feel perfectly satisfied, and hope you all do, that this

convention pitched its tent in Columbus, and while I shall take occasion

hereafter to refer with more particularity to the different courtesies that

have been extended to us, and the committee on resolutions will take

proper action in regard to these matters, I wish to convey to the men
and women in Columbus, who have turned out so beautifully to meet and
entertain us, that we appreciate it from our hearts, and that we shall go
away from here with the most beautiful recollection of your hospitality,

of your handsome city, and the people that grace it with their citizenship.

(Applause.)

John I. Beggs said that all of the president's remarks had im-

pressed itself upon his associates, the other officers and the ex-

ecutive committees of the co-ordinate associations with such man-
ner and with such force, that they all felt at this time, when (he

results of the inexorable flight of time brings them In a point

where Mr. Ely should retire from the principal executive office of

this great association and its co-ordinate associations, that they

might place on record in the archives of this association, and
express to Mr. Ely in a manner that would be enduring, some
slight acknowledgement of their appreciation of the value which
they place upon his untiring, patient ability on behalf of this

association. There are many among those present who are charged
with great responsibilities of administering these affairs who are
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not here for the temporary honors, notwithstanding they highly

appreciate them, but they are here to try to perform a great service

to this great industry which is growing greater every day. There-

fore, on behalf of the officers and executive committees of the five

associations which are affiliated in this work, Mr. Beggs said, in

addressing Mr. Ely, that he was charged with the pleasure and

with the duty of presenting to him something that is emblematical

of the triumph which all present believe had been achieved for the

time being. (A bronze statue on a marble pedestal was brought

in and placed on the platform amid great applause.) Mr. Beggs

said that the statue typified "Triumph," and he desired, on behalf of

this association, to say that he believed that Mr. Ely will carry

with him, as those present will carry with themselves, memories

as enduring as the bronze from which the figure typified "Triumph"

has been modeled and molded. (Great applause.) Upon the

base of that figure has been pieced a tablet setting forth that the

gift is a testimonial from the American Street and Interurban

Railway Association, and from each one of the affiliated associa-

tions, that for all time shall show what was the inspiration which

produced this combination of these associations. (Applause.)

President Ely, in a speech, acknowledged his appreciation of the

gift.

ADDRESSES OF THE PRESIDENTS OF THE AFFILIATED
ASSOCIATIONS

Mr. Ely then introduced the president of the Accountants'

Association, W. B. Brockway.

Mr. Brockway said that he did not see how he could possibly

condense into anything short of one hour and a half what he

wished to say regarding the Accountants' Association and its

work. However, he did wish to say that the Accountants' Asso-

ciation has worked in the past few years, he thought, in cordial

and thorough harmony with the reorganization plan. It was this

year celebrating its tenth anniversary. During this ten years much
had been accomplished for the benefit of the street railway busi-

ness in respect to accounting matters. Some of the members

had worked all these ten years, and some of them had worked

pretty hard, but he believed that all of the men would gladly

repeat the efforts of these ten years, simply to be able to call, as

they did, the Hon. W. Caryl Ely their friend. During the last

year or two Mr. Ely had undertaken, willingly, the greatest hard-

ship that a business man could undertake, getting off trains at

half-past two in the morning on the business of the association,

and Mr. Brockway said that he had yet to hear a word of com-

plaint from him. At this present time Mr. Ely should be in a fat-

distant place attending to other business than this, and it is

undoubtedly true martyrdom for him to give up three years

of his efforts in order that there might be built up an association

which would typify this statue of "Triumph." (Applause.)

President Adams, of the Engineering Association, was then

introduced.

Mr. Adams said that the Engineering Association sent to all

a greeting and best wishes for a most successful convention. I;

had just passed through two days of successful meetings. Its

papers had been presented in a very able manner and the dis-

cussion had been complete in every respect. It was to hold an-

other session that afternoon. For the future it had laid out work

for the standing committees so as to carry on the work continu-

ously. His idea was that it is necessary to have the work laid

out in that manner to accomplish anything of value. The support

which the association had received this year from the treasury of

the parent association had taken care of the requirements for the

last year. Having in mind, however, the work of these standing

committees he anticipated that the needs of the association for the

future were going to be somewhat greater. The association also

wished to urge upon the various companies, and no doubt this re-

quest would be echoed by the other associations, that when re-

quests for information are sent out to the various roads that the

data sheets, or whatever form they go out in, be put in the hands

of the proper party or heads of department, and that the officials

of the roads see that the heads of these departments give the

necessary answer that should be given. It is only by such co-

operation that the work could be accomplished.

Mr. Ely then introduced President Rhoades, of the Claim

Agents' Association.

Mr. Rhoades said that he had prepared a report to give in

detail some of the proceedings of this year's convention, but

owing to the lateness of the hour he would pass over everything

but two thoughts. One was the managers of the various street

railway companies, who are members of this association, during

the past twelve months had paid $10,000,000 to people who have

been injured; $4,000,000 were paid because the motorman were

permitted to run one car into another; $750,000 were paid be-

cause the fuses blew out. Two million five hundred thousand
dollars, approximately, were paid because the motors dropped,

or the straps broke, or there was grease on the floor or some-
thing of that sort. The other thought was a caution to be careful

what cases were appealed to the Appellate Court. The cost of

any particular judgment amounts to nothing compared with the

principle involved.

President Ely then spoke of the Manufacturers' Association.

He said that the president of that association is well known to

every man in the street railway business throughout the world.

There is probably no man who has gone to him and asked for

information and assistance but has received something that was
helpful to him. He is a man whose knowledge of the business is

world-wide and who is devoted to the interests of the street rail-

way business, that is James H. McGraw. Unfortunately, in

laboring about this exhibit last week in the storm, Mr. McGraw
contracted a very bad cold and could not be here at this time,

but so well was that organization officered that a man was there

to represent him, who is almost equally well known, namely,
Charles C. Pierce, of Boston.

Mr. Pierce said that those present little knew the detail of the

work which the Manufacturers' Association have attempted to

do in Columbus, but which it is doing willingly and is going to

try next year to do better.^ This was the third meeting in which
the association had participated and the second appliance exhi-

bition it had handled. The work was here, and it could be judged
by itself. It had been honestly done ; the funds were audited and
honestly kept. During the first year at St. Louis the executive

committee was obliged to make up a slight deficiency, but Mr.
Brady, who was president at that time—the initial work of that

man cannot be appreciated— said, "Never mind, we must take

care of this thing and it must go on." Last year at Philadelphia

the association was a little behind and the committee assessed the

manufacturers. This year it would retire with a solid bank account

to take care of the convention next year. Mr. Pierce said that he
looked forward to the time when the steam railroad interests will

come to these meetings as fully as the street railroad interests.

He told that to the members of the Master Car Builders and
Master Mechanics' Association some years ago, and they were
commencing to believe it. A fraternizing of the two interests was
going to be the end of this thing and it would be the grandest or-

ganization that the industrial world has ever seen.

President Ely, in closing the meeting, gave a high endorse-

ment to the work of the Manufacturers' Association. The meet-

ing then adjourned until 2:30 o'clock. The reports of subse-

quent sessions of the American association will be published in

the Street Railway Journal for Oct. 27.

INVITATIONS FROM THE SCIOTO VALLEY
TRACTION COMPANY

Through the courtesy of President Frank A. Davis, of the

Scioto Valley Traction Company, the courtesies of that line were
extended to the members of the four associations during conven-

tion week. Transportation was furnished to any point on the

lines on application to the ticket office at Rich and Third Streets.

A large number of delegates took advantage of this offer.

DIRECT PHILADELPHIA-NEW YORK SERVICE ABANDONED

The through service over the Trenton & New Brunswick Rail-

road and the Elizabeth & Raritan River Street Railway to Eliza-

beth, and over the North Jersey Street Railway from that place

to Jersey City, has been discontinued, after being in operation

since May, 1904. Cars will be run to New Brunswick every hour,

and connections made there for intermediate points to Jersey

City. The fare between Trenton and New Brunswick has been

reduced from 80 cents excursion to 60 cents, so that the Trenton

& New Brunswick Railroad is now receiving less than one cent

per mile, counting from the center of the city. The only other

lines out of Trenton on which the fare is less than one cent per

mile are to Lawrenceville and Princeton, N. J., and Yardley and

Newton, Pa. The Trenton & New Brunswick travel is largely

through business, and the number of people hauled during the

four years that the road has been in operation has exceeded all

expectations.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE
AMERICAN STREET AND INTERURBAN RAILWAY

ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION

DELIVERED BY W. B. BROCKWAY,
At the Columbus Convention of the Association on Tuesday, Oct. 16, 19116

Gentlemen :

The prime object of a president's annual address in an asso-

ciation of tli i s character is, it seems to me, to give the executive

officer a formal way in which to set before the association the

views he may have, based upon the experiences of the term of

office of the work and the future of the association. From that

point of view I wish to take your time this morning to say some
important things and to make some explanations.

Most properly, the first words I wish to say to you are such,

as shall express my appreciation of the honor you conferred upon
me last year by electing me as your president. I was deprived,

by my absence, from saying my thanks at the time of the election

and I should take the honor lightly indeed if I did not, at the

first opportunity, say that your confidence, coupled with the

honor of the position, has touched me. It is a very honorable

thing to be president of this association. It has much more than
repaid me for any work I have done in the past and I thank you
sincerely.

It is a peculiar and pleasant coincidence that this annual meet-
ing of this association should be held in the State of Ohio. This,

as you know, marks the end of the first decade of our work to-

gether, and those of us who were present at the first meeting in

Cleveland must look around this room this morning with honest
feelings of pleasure and pride. The greetings contain a senti-

ment it is good to feel. We have all these years been on busi-

ness bent; striving for the better ways and clearer light to help

us do more valuable work for others and so for ourselves. Yet
there has grown up between us a friendship that is deeper than

business and its methods warrants; a friendship as close and
real, it seems to me, as it is possible to build under any circum-

stances.

It takes but a moment to remember the complete harmony of

the years. Not an action, not a thing has occurred to mar in any
way the steady purpose and work within the association. That
of itself is remarkable enough from the human standpoint, but

when one reads the list of accomplishments and realizes the tre-

mendous force gathered by some of the things done, how the

effect has spread and widened, until now standards have been set

up, against which things and conditions are measured it becomes
more remarkable still. Add to that the present standing of the

association and there develops an associate history of which we
must be proud, and we all have a right to participate in the pride

because we have all helped.

It is a pleasurable duty I am performing by thus briefly putting

before you a reminder of the results of ten years' work. At such

a time as this we should, it seems to me, look both backward and
forward, that the experiences gained may be used, so far as they

may be, in the future.

The year just closed has been a very busy one for the reason

that it is the first under the new plan of consolidation of the

associations. Everything has had to be rearranged and started

off on a new track, even though the object desired to be obtained

was the same as before. In this work I have had the cordial,

helpful advice and assistance of the executive committee, and
especially have I called Mr. Young into conference many times.

He is located so near to New York that he has had to bear the

brunt, and he did not fail me once.

The duties of president made me your representative upon the

executive committee of the "American" Association. I wish to

report that I have attended one meeting in New York and one
in Columbus and have assisted all through the year, as far as I

was able, to get the new office well started. From my experience

during the year with the new plans of the American and the

other associations it is my opinion that the work of the associa-

tions, as now planned, will be sure to bring good results to the

operation of electric railways in all branches. The new secre-

tary, Prof. B. V. Swenson, of the American Association, I con-

sider particularly well equipped for the duties and only good can
come from the present methods.

Over and over again during the year there have been evidences

that the plan of amalgamation will not work to the disadvan-

tage of our association. It is true we have not had all the money
we desired this year, but we have managed to carry on all of

the important duties, although to do this we have had to use

practically all of the surplus left over from the past year. We
have assurances, however, that when more prosperous times
come to the American Association the surplus will be made good
to us. In this connection I wish to explain that at no time have
we been refused all the money we needed. We have simply done
all we could to co-operate with them and have done all we could
to tide them through their first year. It should be clearly re-

membered that for the present co-operation is needed from all

sources to the end that a great association may be built up which
will in every sense be representative of the large interests for

which we stand. As the American Association grows so shall

we. As it prospers, so shall we, As its membership widens we
shall lie reaching more companies also. And even though we
are in every respect a separate, distinct and self-guiding asso-
ciation, we have much to gain by the prosperity of that body.
The problem of dues and the collection of them has slipped

from among our problems, but the obligation to work for mem-
bership is still upon us. It is fixed that we grow with the growth
of the whole, and growth means a wider opportunity to all the
associations. Under present conditions a new member attracted
by one of the associations is an addition to all of the associa-
tions, and each member will soon learn to take advantage of all

the opportunities of membership. All in all, I believe we shall

gain by the new methods unless some element not experienced
this year shall enter into the arrangemnt. I would like to sug-
gest that all accountants shall take advantage of the associate
membership offered by the "American" Association. It will put
you in touch with the operating branch of the association work
and will bring to your desk for your own use a copy of the
annual report. This provides an opportunity to read and digest

the work of other departments as well as this. To President
Ely should go full appreciation of the honest and cordial way
he has met us and our plans this year. He has been both able
and considerate, and a very large measure of the present har-
mony is due to him.

It is natural that while blazing new trails this year a constant
mindfulness of the future of the association should have brought
out into clear vision some of the ideas of long ago, and at the
same time given expression to new ones. I wish to take your
time for a few minutes to point out some of them to you as I

see them.

The date and some of the other details of the arrangements
for this convention have been rather difficult to arrive at in a

way wholly satisfactory to this association, which leads me to

say that many of you will remember I have always been of the
opinion that our meeting annually at the same time and place with
the other associations is not the most satisfactory plan for us to

follow. I am fully cognizant of all the arguments on both sides

of the question, and I am still of the opinion that at some early
day this association must hold its annual meeting at its own
time and place ; that it may follow whatever plan it may desire
or find proper, without having, at every point, to square up to

the other association, so as not to affect them or let them affect

the plans we find in our judgment to be the best for us. Those
of you who have attended most of the meetings of this asso-
ciation will remember that at only five out of eleven meetings
have we been able to deliberate in the ways we know to be best for
accounting subjects, and one of the five satisfactory times was
that one when we did meet alone at our organization meeting.
In my opinion, the argument of railroad fares should be elimi-

nated. Our work is now important enough that the railroad
fare does not enter into the consideration. But I do not pro-

pose to here argue the matter because it is familiar to you, but
will leave it by again expressing my belief that the best interests

of all concerned will be advanced by a separate time and place of
meeting. I hope the time will not be long until the proper action

is taken to make our meetings in the spring of the year, or such
other time as our own membership shall find convenient.

Other matters which will have their large bearing upon the

future welfare of the association are—the care with which you
select your officers, and the extent to which each member lets

himself "go" in the association life. It is impossible for any
organization to produce good results or even to do much more
than keep alive if the members composing it are not active in it,

even though they are sympathetic with its aims. And, also, it

is not possible to succeed if the officers are not always keenly
alive to the welfare of the association that honors them. This
association has been wonderfully successful in this respect in

the past, and I believe will continue to obtain enthusiasm with
each new list of officers, but experience seems to show that we
should not select the members for our executive committee en-

tirely from a geographical point of view, although the place of
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residence may be considered. A compact committee may be more
easily brought together for real work than can one selected from

all over America. A man's selection upon the committee, and as

an officer, should not be taken merely as a compliment, it means

work, and only work can bring entire success to the association.

Even with a hard-working executive committee, success cannot

be gained unless you select for your president and voi r secre-

tary men of positive convictions and character. Neither geo-

graphical location of residence nor association politics should

be allowed to enter into those positions. In saying this I do so

entirely upon the platform that the association will be kept in

continually capable working condition and not allowed to slow

down nor become too self-satisfied. It will be found compara-

tively easy for us to lose in a short time much of the sain we
have made in ten years' work as an association, and the best way
to safeguard that possibility is to be careful in selecting your

officers. There is an old saying that "It is better to be sure

than to be sorry." I think it may be used in this connection.

In regard to the presidency, it is my personal opinion that any

gentleman whom you desire to so honor should be selected, not

only for the work you expect him to do, but also as a compli-

ment for the work he has already done for the association. In

other words, it should go to one who has shown by his interest

and actions that he has the welfare of the association at heart

and is willing to put in one more hard and busy year to help the

movement along. I am further convinced that the presidential

term should be limited by an unwritten law to one year. There

will always be some one eligible for the position, and T do not

think it will be fair to ony one to ask him to give up so much
of his time for two years. Understand me rightly when I make
these suggestions; they are only my personal opinions, but you

have in the past ten years kept me in the position of either sec-

retary or president, and I am now giving you some of the opinions

which are mine after those ten years.

And I want to impress upon all who hear me and all who shall

read these words, that this is a mutual association. Tt is put

together for the mutual give and take from each to each, the

large and the small helping and encouraging each other. The
fact that the association is a mutual one is where every member
comes in. It is up to you, each one of you, to decide if you want

to give or take, or both. The future of the association, and of

your profession, in a large measure rests upon how much each

individual helps this movement with his own little or big push.

I believe, positively, that as you work for the interests of this

association, so will you benefit in knowledge and other ways.

And as you work so shall the association grow, and as it prows

so shall it, with good management, do a work which must leave

its imprint upon our profession and our business, and upon each

of us.

It rests wholly with you, gentlemen, what shall become of the

next ten years' work. The first ten have passed rather quickly

and the next ten will do the same. A correct reading of the

future would be interesting, but what is the gain by it? The ele-

ment of chance and personal hard work would be lost. They

both go far to explain success. At any rate we should keep con-

stantly before us that we can make this association greater and

more useful than it is now. There is plenty to do and to work

for in the way of principle. It rests wholly with you.

Now and then since the completion and adoption of the present

standard classification of accounts and the standard form of re-

port, the thought has been expressed that the important work of

the association was about over and the organization would soon

become a formality and live a monotonous existence. To those

who have closely followed the life and work of the association

this is an incorrect conception. We have felt that there is a long

and useful term of years ahead and that carefully and thought-

fully managed, together with the growing confidence placed by

the financial and operating interests in the results of the de-

liberations of the association, the very high standard attained

would be continued.

However, as a partial answer to the doubt referred to, your

executive committee has arranged a program this year along

unique lines. There is no set paper upon any subject heretofore

discussed, and the titles selected are to be handled by gentlemen

who have not previously appeared before us in that light. This,

understand, is no reflection whatever upon our previous pro-

grams, because the same condition has existed before, but we
were actuated by a desire to handle new subjects from new stand-

points and also re-enthuse everyone into confidence in the future.

It must be remembered, though, that new subjects are not always

desirable when old subjects remain undecided, and we have one

such unsettled matter before us. I refer to the attempt to stand-

ardize shop reports. For various reasons that has lain dormant
for two years and should have been attempted again this year,

but owing to the enforced change in the personnel of the com-
mittee, and also due to the husbanding of our financial resources,

it was decided, after consultation with Mr. Adams, president of

the Engineering Association, to defer the matter for another
year. I shall ask you, therefore, to take action at this meeting
to express your wishes to the incoming administration, that they

may be guided therein.

Two of the papers to be read to and discussed by you, have a

direct and far-reaching effect upon the capital expenditures and
provisions of our companies. Neither of the subjects can be com-
pletely digested at one convention. Especially does this apply to

the whole subject of depreciation. The importance and the con-

fusion of honestly opposed opinions of the reasons for and the

scope of depreciation is such that it has long been recognized

some steps should be taken to clear the atmosphere so it might
be understood aright. If depreciation in all its phases and various

percentages is right, then it is just and fair that it should be

honestly recognized and provision made accordingly. If, on the

other side, it is not right, then that should be understood and the

issue closed. If, again, it is partly right and partly wrong, the

times and extent when it is right should be learned and the

times and extent when it is not right should be set out, that all

may be informed. There is no question that the doubt about it

has magnified both sides of the attitude toward it, so this move-
ment of discussion will do much to straighten out hazy and half

knowledge of the problem. It should be clearly understood that

the element of conditions enters somewhat into the treatment, in

practice, of depreciation. This being so, it is high time that those

conditions which affect it should be set forth and understood.

Your executive committee has very wisely, I think, set limits

into which this year's discussion shall be kept. Yet it will be ap-

preciated that the limits contain space enough so that the discus-

sion may move freely and be productive of good. There has been

no desire to slight in any way the whole of this problem by the

restrictions placed about this year's discussion of it. But your

committee thought the whole subject is so large, and so easily

can the discussion be turned into what is known as a "water

haul" by attempting the whole subject at once, that by directing

our attention to one phase only, we would make definite progress

with this opening wedge.

It has been clearly recognized that this discussion will last

several years and we do not wish to have any part of it spent in

lost time. Without a doubt, at the end of the day's discussion

we shall be in a better position to talk of future plans than we
are to-day; at any rate a start is made and I am sure we should

soon be in a position to know what it is all about and why anyone

ever thought of it in the first place. The same success should

follow this as has followed our other large undertakings.

Both subjects relating to capital expenditures on our program

have great importance when we look ahead into the future, and

there is no doubt we have arrived at a point where we must
give more serious attention to the future. There are many
specious and trite sayings that the future will take care of itself,

and that the stockholders who take the present risk should also

get the present gain, and many other crisp and jingling sen-

tences of a like tenor. We have all heard them and some of us

rather half believe half of them, but above all it is for the ac-

countant to keep his head clear and his blood cool, that he may
place his advice and his practices into the right course, to play

searchlight into the future for those who are the engines and the

pilots of the business we represent.

Therefore, our program this year is particularly timely. It is

no small matter to select and account for the expenditure of

capital, and it is a much, a very much, more difficult subject to

reduce those charges after the expenditure is made. Believe me
when I say that in a large measure the future of the industry de-

pends upon these two subjects, and many of you will agree with

me that that future is not so very far away either. It cannot

possibly be long, as great events measure time, before those cor-

porations which have allowed themselves to arrive at the end of

the highway called capitalization, will and must face the tre-

mendous problem. With terminating franchises, a road wear-

ing out and a capitalization per track mile of many hundreds

of thousands of dollars, that chapter will be written.

What about the stockholders when that time comes? What
will be done when the motive power changes again? What will

be the security supporting long term bonds under such condi-

tions ?

It is a time we must face and we must do much thinking in ad-

vance. There is a struggle coming and you and I shall participate in
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it, when a mastery of the subject which shall bring that time about

shall stand us on the right side. I do not pretend to prophesy

what the subject will be, but if you follow the trend of current

events seriously it will some day show itself. The two papers

and discussion on the accounting for expenditure of capital and

the reduction of it after expenditure, will be part of it I believe.

The other subject we are to discuss is distinctly operating. The
use of curves in expressing statistics is both old and new, yet

they have never been brought out to their full usefulness. Every-

thing which promises to be useful should be tested, and if found

correct, used to demonstrate to the operating official what he

has accomplished. He is more than willing, he is anxious to

find and make use of anything that will put him closer to his

problems. Statistical curves are distinctly within the work of the

accountant, as is any work of a statistical nature.

We have never discussed this exact subject before and there are

few experts in the work. We have been fortunate this year to

get the experience of the gentleman who most uses them, and

your committee hopes to start the work into more general prac-

tice, believing that it is another distinct help to the operation.

This association put the car-hour, the one most successful unit,

into practice, and if the use of curves, assuming them to be as

useful as they promise, will help to point out other phases of

operation, it will be another good accomplished.

This explanation of what is hoped and expected of the pro-

gram of this convention, is made that it may be understood the

program was arranged with a definite plan in view, and not

simply strung together in order to have something to talk about.

If the expectations of your committee are realized the associa-

tion and those present will have gained something worth while.

The association has had to witness the retirement of one of

its past presidents from the electric railway business this year,

to take up work in another field. I cannot let this opportunity

pass without, so far as I am able, expressing in this public man-
ner a very sincere personal regret that this change has occurred.

I refer to H. C. Mackay, and I am sure everything I can say and
feel at his withdrawal will be repeated by each one of you. The
record of Mr. Mackay is so well known that I need not recapitu-

late it here, but this association has gained some of its accom-
plishments from him and he deserves all and more than we can

give him in the way of thanks and respect. I recommend a reso-

lution that he be elected an honorary member of this association,

with full privileges of the association for all time.

Because of the resignation of Mr. Duffy from the committee on

standard classification, the committee on standard form of report

and the- committee on international form of report, I have ap-

pointed William F. Ham, chairman of the committee on stand-

ard classification, and Elmer M. White, to be a member of that

committee. Henry J. Davies succeeds Mr. Duffy as member and
chairman of the committee on international form of report. The
vacancy in the committee on standard form of report has not

been filled.

Frank R. Henry has succeeded Mr. Mackay in the committee

on standard classification, and Fred E. Smith has been appointed

a member of the committee on international form of report, to

succeed me.

These many changes are important and mean much in the

coming work. »

And now I come to what, in my mind, is a very important sub-

ject. I want to say a few words to you about the accountant

and his duties.

The old time, when we were bookkeepers and no more, has

passed, I believe, permanently away. So much more is demanded
of us and confidently expected that we measure up to the require-

ments, that I cannot refrain from mentioning the matter, even at

the risk of being long in this address. We are certainly at this

present time in a much different place than we occupied ten years

ago. There is no doubt that greater demands are made upon us,

as a class, than there were at that time. We are not mere tabu-

lators of figures any more. We have become in a large measure
business advisors, and one of the five senses making up the whole
of the business body. Therefore, it is well to give consideration

to our needs in filling our duties up to which we must measure.

The necessity of a broad mind is so apparent that it must lie

recognized. The nature of the work we perform tends to train

us into hair splitting and petty detail, and if we permit full swing
to that tendency we must each find ourself in such a narrow way
that the larger and more helpful work must be performed by

someone else, although it is quite within our present duties and
our capabilities. There are much greater things than making
figures balance. Don't forget that. We must learn to analyze,

to pull apart and compare. Not alone the accounting systems,

but the financial plans of our own and other companies. Banking

methods and the trend of money; the corporation and taxation

laws of many States; the procedure followed in reorganization,

and many other things which will readily occur to you are now
required. These make it necessary that we must read and study

much and patiently, that we may come up in the fullest sense to

our opportunities.

Confidence in figures is frequently helped by confidence in the

accountant; therefore, what we really are is of inestimable value

in the place we fill. No one will contradict me when I say that

just now one of the most needed elements in business is confi-

dence. You are the only one who can fix that for yourself.

We must also keep up. with the times. The easiest thing we
can undertake is to get in a rut, and it is the most dangerous to

our future. Keep up with your office and the office up to the

times, but by that I don't mean to adopt every idea presented to

you, but be informed about it and think some out yourselves.

Get away from a small conception of the duties of the office and

fill larger ones. As we do so shall the larger ideas be considered

as a part of the requirements of a modern accountant.

Thus, briefly, do I throw out an idea I hope we may all con-

sider, and as a recapitulation I make use of Shakespeare's lines

in Hamlet

:

And these few precepts in thy memory:
Look thou character. Give thy thought no tongue,

Nor any unproportion'd thought his act.

Be ihou familiar, but by no means vulgar.

The friends thou hast, and their adoption tried,

Grapple them to thy soul with hooks of steel;

But do not dull thy palm with entertainment

Of each new-hatch'd, unfledg'd comrade. Beware
Of entrance to a quarrel; but, being in,

Bear't, that th' opposed may beware of thee.

Give every man thine ear, but few thy voice;

Take each man's censure, but reserve thy judgment.

Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy,

But not express'd in fancy; rich, not gaudy;

For the apparel oft proclaims the man;
Neither a borrower, nor a lender be:

For loan oft loses both itself and friend.

And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry.

This above all,—to thine ownself be true;

And it must follow, as the night the day.

Thou canst not then be false to any man.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS OF THE AMERICAN STREET AND
INTERURBAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION

(Received by Telegraph.)
At the meeting of the American Street and Interurban Railway

Association, held on Friday Morning, Oct. 19, John I. Beggs,
president of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company,
was elected president for the ensuing year; vice-president, C. G.
Goodrich, vice-president and general manager of the Twin City

Rapid Transit Company; second vice-president, James F. Shaw,
president of the Boston & Worcester Street Railway Company;
third vice-president, Arthur W. Brady, president of the Indiana
Union Traction Company. The executive committee is composed
of the officers of the parent association and the presidents of the

affiliated associations as announced on page 736 of this issue.

Only a short time remains now until all that is left of the

old horse-car line leading from Santa Monica, Cal., to the Sol-

diers' Home will be but a memory. The Los Angeles-Pacific

Railway Company, which has been operating the road during
recent years, has abandoned its franchise and the rails are being

torn away to make room for a magnificent boulevard that is to

occupy Nevada Avenue for its entire length. This street railway
line, one of the few remaining horse-car roads in Los Angeles
County, was built nineteen years ago. The franchise for the

Santa Monica & Soldiers' Home Railroad was granted in 1887,

and upon the completion of the road there was a great banquet
at the Arcadia Hotel. The franchise was issued to W. D. Vawter.
Local people financed the road and operated the picturesque line

between the eucalyptus-lined avenue until it fell into the hands
of the Los Angeles-Pacific Company. Since the construction of

the trolley road to the Home by way of Brentwood and Westgate
the necessity for the Nevada Avenue route has passed. The
Brentwood line will soon be double-tracked for the entire dis-

tance. The double track will extend along Ocean Avenue for its

entire distance, and along San Vincente Boulevard (o the Soldiers'

Home.
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FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE

Wall Street, Oct. 17, 1906.

The Money Market
The most important development in the monetary situation

during the past week has been the decided strength in discounts

abroad. The Bank of England advanced i.s minimum rate to 5

per cent, while the open market rates at the other principal

centers have ruled materially higher. The strength of the foreign

money market has been reflected in a sharp advance in rates for

sterling exchange here to a point that precludes further imports

of gold from Europe, and has also resulted in the shifting of a

considerable amount of our indebtedness from London to New
York. Otherwise the change in the foreign situation has not

materially affected local conditions. Thus far our bankers have

been able to meet their maturing obligations abroad, and no doubt

they will be able to do so as they mature, as it is expected that our

exports of grain and cotton will be more thrn sufficient to pay off

these obligations, and to prevent a rise in exchange rates to a point

that would necessitate the exportation of gold. As a matter of fact

the supply of commercial bills during the current week have been

sufficient to cause a reaction of about 80 points in sterling from

the recent high level. The situation at home has ruled somewhat

easier, and rates for both call and time loans have sustained

further recessions, notwithstanding the heavy transfers of funds

from New York to the principal inland cities for crop moving

and general business purposes, and the heavy shipment of gold to

Canada. The demand for money for stock speculation has been

considerably smaller, owing to the comparative inactivity in the

stock market. The inquiry for money has been largely for three

months, and the rate for that maturity has ruled firm at 6 per

cent. For the other periods offerings have been rather liberal,

money for five and six months being practically unlendable at sH
per cent. Money on call has ranged from 4 to 3 per cent, the

average rate for the week being about 3^2 per cent. Since Sept.

10, the date when Secretary Shaw's relief plan went into effect,

our banks and bankers have secured in Europe and Australia

about $45,000,000 gold, which, together with the special deposit

of about $26,000,000 Government funds in the national banks has

placed the local institutions in a better position to meet the heavy

drain being made upon their resources. The bank statement, pub-

lished last Saturday, was more favorable than expected. Loans

increased $13,326,600, due in part to the shifting of loans from

Europe to New York. Deposits were larger by $19,437,300. Cash

increased $8,460,000, but as the reserve required was $4,859,325

more than in the preceding week, the surplus reserve was in-

creased by $3,601,275. The surplus now stands at $13,024,400, and

compares favorably with the reserve held in corresponding periods

of former years. In 1905 the surplus was $10,211,400; in 1904,

$15,433^50; in 1903, $17,433,250; in 1902, $5,608,250; in 1901,

$15465.775. and in 1900, $4,465,925.

The Stock Market
The stock market has been dominated by monetary and political

influences during the week, and the lower price level is a natural

result of the rather unfavorable change in the situation. The
advance in the Bank of England rate of discount was followed by

a sharp upward movement in exchange, thus arresting the import

movement of gold to this side. The higher money rates abroad

also resulted in a shifting of accounts from Europe to New York,

and this was largely responsible for the increase in the loans of

the New York City banks shown in the last statement of the

clearing house institutions. Otherwise the strength in the Euro-
pean markets has not been reflected in the local money market, as

it is generally believed that our exports of cotton and grain will

be more than sufficient to meet our indebtedness abroad.

The political situation is a deterrent to any pronounced initia-

tive on the long side of the market, and the dominant interests are

not encouraging speculative activity at the present time. While
this may be based on sentiment, it is backed by the feeling that

the election of the Democratic and Independent League candidate

for Governor would be followed by unfavorable developments

affecting the market, and more particularly the shares of the public

service corporations. Aside from money and politics there has

been an absence of any developments calculated to stimulate

speculative operations for either account. The real significance of

the iron ore deal is not yet fully appreciated, but when the election

has become history this deal will likely be given greater promi-

nence, and other plans of importance will be disclosed. Technic-

ally the market position is sound. Stocks are concentrated in

strong hands, and, barring accident, there does not appear to be

any good ground on which to base expectation that the large

holders will attempt to distribute their stocks. Speculative interest

on the part of the public is running into mining stocks rather

than to railroad and industrial securities. The continued strength

of the copper metal market and the large earnings of all the

copper companies is sufficient warrant for the movement in the

copper stocks, and as a majority of these sell at low prices, the

public is responding to the invitation to participate. The strength

of United States Steel has been one of the features, but there was

heavy profit-taking on the advance. Attention is being given to

the fact that the November interest and dividend payments will

be large, and that preparations to meet these will be made during

the second half of the month, with the probability of a flurry in

the money market in the closing days of October. Speculative

sentiment is more optimistic than otherwise, but there is noted an

undercurrent of conservatism, and the belief in some quarters that

the present level of prices has pretty well discounted all the good

news past and prospective.

The local traction situation is practically unchanged, but the

shares of these companies are under the influence of political

possibilities. The election of the Republican candidate for Gov-

ernor would remove all apprehension of unreasonable interference

with these companies and would naturally stimulate a more con-

fident feeling regarding this class of stocks.

Philadelphia

The trading in the local traction securities was rather more

active in the past week, and although prices at times have dis-

played more or less irregularity, the general trend of values was

towards a higher level. Interest in the market centered to a great

extent in the shares of the Lehigh Valley Transit Company, both

of which advanced sharply on reports of large earnings. The
common stock, after selling at 12%, advanced to and closed at

i6 l
/2, about 3000 shares changing hands, while the preferred, after

declining a fraction to 23, rose to 27%, and closed within a small

fraction of the highest. About 3000 shares were dealt in. Phila-

delphia Rapid Transit was active, upwards of 5000 shares changing

hands, from 28% to 28% and back to 28^2. Union Traction dis-

played firmness, about 600 shares selling at 64^ and 64%. Odd
lots of American Railways brought prices ranging from 52 to 5iH>
and small amounts of Philadelphia common and preferred brought

49. Philadelphia Traction was steady, with sales at 98 and 97Ji-

Other transactions included Railway Companies General at 6%,
Consolidated Traction of New Jersey at 78, United Companies of

New Jersey at 56, and Reading Traction at 37.

Baltimore

The feature of the Baltimore traction market was the strength

in the United Railway issues, nearly all of which scored substantial

advances. The free common stock sold to the extent of 400

shares at 15 and isH, and about 1500 shares of the deposited stock

brought 15% and 15^- The 4 per cent bonds rose from 88% to

89^, on purchases of about $50,000, while the certificates repre-

senting income bonds deposited advanced from 68^4 to 70, on the

exchange of upwards of $100,000. The free incomes sold at 69

for $13,000. The new refunding 5s sold at 88% and 89 for

$33,000. Other sales were : City & Suburban 5s at 1 io 1/., Norfolk

Railway & Light 5s, $11,000 at 99^2 and ioo*4 ; Norfolk Street

Railway 5s at 108 and 107%, and Virginia Electric Railway &
Development 5s at 100.

Other Traction Securities

It is expected that a meeting of the representatives of the

Chicago traction companies will be held this week, and that an
agreement will be reached upon the plan for carrying on the

negotiations with the city of Chicago. The Eastern interests are

said to be satisfied with the present situation in Chicago, and a

settlement of the matters under discussion is looked for. Trading
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in the Chicago traction issues during the week has been very

quiet. Metropolitan Elevated preferred sold from 68 to 66yi for

small amounts. Chicago & Oak Park Elevated brought S 5A for

a small amount. Union Traction common changed hands at 4%,

and the preferred sold at 17! 4. A small lot of Chicago City Rail-

way sold at 140, and West Chicago sold at 29. The Boston market

was very quiet but firm. Boston Elevated declined from 155 to

153, but subsequently recovered all of the loss, about 800 shares

changing hands. Massachusetts Electric advanced from 18 to 19

on purchases of about 1500 shares, and about 800 shares of the

preferred sold from 6g J/2 to 72 and back to 71. West End com-

mon brought 94*2 and 94M, and the pr erred sold at 108.

Security Quotations

The following table shows the present bid quotations for the

leading traction stocks, and the active bonds, as compared with

last week

:

Oct. 10 Oct. 17

American Railways 51% 52

Boston Elevated 153 155

Brooklyn Rapid Transit 78 79%
Chicago City al50 —
Chicago Union Traction (common) 4% 4%
Chicago Union Traction (preferred) 17% 16%
Cleveland Electric — —
Consolidated Traction of New Jersey 77 76

Detroit United 97 *95%

Interborough-Metropolitan, W. 1 36% 37%
Interborough-Metropolitan (preferred), W. 1 76% 71%
International Traction (common) — 60

International Traction (preferred), 4s — 79%
Manhattan Railway 144 143

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (common) 18 18%
Massachusetts Electric Cos. (preferred) 69% 70

Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (common) 26 26

Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (preferred) 66 66

Metropolitan Street * 104 105

North American 92% 91%
North Jersey Street Railway 27 27

Philadelphia Company (common) — 49

Philadelphia Rapid Transit 28 29

Philadelphia Traction 97% 97%
Public Service Corporation certificates 67 66

Public Service Corporation 5 per cent notes 96 93

South Side Elevated (Chicago) 93 93

Third Avenue 125 125

Twin City, Minneapolis (common) 113% 112%
Union Traction (Philadelphia) 64% 64%
West End (common) — —
West End (preferred) — —

a Asked. * Ex-dividend.

Metals

According to the "fron Age." the enormous pressure upon the

iron and steel manufacturing plants is increasing rather than de-

creasing, and is spurring the management to unusual efforts.

Work at the highest pressure is assured all along the line for the

first half of next year, and in some lines the commitments run well

into the second half. Increasing interest centers in the supply

of raw material for next year and the prices demanded for them.

Considerable sales of lake ores are reported at an advance of 50c

and as high as 75c a ton above this season's figures. Steel billets

continue scarce all over the country.

The demand for copper metal continues urgent, and producers

are taxed to their utmost capacity. The extraordinary demand
has been reflected by an advance of i

T4c a pound in electrolytic,

to 2i l/2 to 22 cents. Lake advanced to 2ij4c to 22 r4c, and cast-

ings were 21c to 2i%c to 2134c a pound.

—

—

NEW OFFICE BUILDING OF THE BIRMINGHAM COMPANY

The offices and headquarters of the Birmingham Railway, Light
& Power Company, of Birmingham, Ala., have been moved to the

building at the corner of First Avenue and Twenty-First Street.

Every department has quarters of its own, and the lay-out gen-
erally is considered a model one. On the first floor there is a

display room, about 25 ft. x ico ft., which is used by the light

and power department. In the rear of this mum there is a model
kitchen, showing all the devices for using gas and electricity to

advantage. In addition to this equipment it is proposed later

on to install a model bath room with various heaters and other

electrical devices. The demonstration room proper is on the

third floor. Here cooking and lighting with gas and electricity,

and in fact everything pertaining to the use of gas and electricity

for domestic purposes are shown and explained. In the rear on

the first floor are the offices of George H. Harris, superintendent

of the street railway department, and of George F. Atkinson,

superintendent of transportation, as well as the offices of the

claim agent. The second floor in front contains the offices of

President Robert Jemison and Vice-President J. A. Emory. The
director's room adjoins Mr. Jemison's office. The remainder of

that floor is taken up with the offices of the auditor, secretary and

the heads of the gas and electric departments. Besides the

demonstrating room on the third floor, to which reference has

already been made, there are the offices of the purchasing agent

and the meter department. The offices of Ford, Bacon & Davis,

engineers of the company, occupy the fourth floor. The private

offices are in front and the draftsmen are in the large room on

the Twenty-First Street side of the building. In the basement

are the workshops and offices of the steam heating department.

THE CLEVELAND & SOUTHWESTERN COMPANY'S

NEW SHOPS

At a meeting of the directors of the Cleveland & Southwestern

Traction Company recently a committee was appointed to

agree on plans for the equipment of the new repair shops, which

will be located outside of Elyria, on the western division. The

committee will decide whether to carry out all of the plans im-

mediately and spend $75,000 in the buildings and equipment, or

to spend only $50,000 in the improvements for the present. In

any event, the layout will be very complete. The old shops at

Rockport will be retained to take care of some of the light work
for the southern division so that it will not be necessary to send

all the cars to Elyria. This improvement will augment an ex-

pense of $25,000 spent in track improvements during the past

few months and $250,000 spent for cars and equipment. The

company is now securing estimates on the cost of installing an

additional turbine and boilers in its Elyria power station to take

care of the needs of the Cleveland, Ashland & Mansfield exten-

sion to the system, which is now well under way. The various

physical improvements and the improvements to the service have

greatly helped the business of the company, as evidenced by the

fact that the earnings have increased on an average of $8,500 a

month thus far this year. A considerable portion of the improve-

ments is being made out of the earnings of the company, and

while this method of financing has eliminated all dividends, the

stockholders are showing no disposition to complain.

PETITION FILED AGAINST NEW YORK, NEW HAVEN &
HARTFORD IN MASSACHUSETTS

The right of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Company to engage in the street railway business in Massa-

chusetts is again questioned in that State. Attorney-General

Dana Malone, in his own name and in the name of Commis-
sioner of Corporations William R. Trefry, has filed four in-

formations in the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, two of them

against the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, one

against the Worcester & Webster Street Railway, and one

against the Webster & Dudley Street Railway Company. It is

charged by the Attorney General in the proceedings against the

New Haven road that the company has taken and held stock,

dividends and bonds, and has guaranteed the payment of the

bonds of the Worcester & Southbridge, the Worcester & Black-

stone Valley, the Worcester & Webster, the Webster & Dudley,

the Berkshire and the Springfield Street Railway Companies.

The proceeding is brought under Chapter 372 of the Acts of

1906, under which a corporation can be restrained from exercis-

ing a franchise and privilege not authorized under its charter.

In the action against the street railway companies a decree

for the dissolution of the corporations is asked under Section

58 of Part 3 of Chapter 463 of the Acts of 1906 6"n the ground

that the companies have violated the terms of their charter by

permitting the acquisition of their stock by the Consolidated

Railway Company, a foreign corporation, which is not authorized

by any law of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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REPORT OF THE NEW YORK CITY RAILWAY COMPANY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30

On Monday, Oct. 8, as noted briefly in the Street Railway
Journal last week, the New York City Railway Company
issued its pamphlet report for the year ended June 30, 1906. The
income account compares' as follows:

1906 1905

Gross receipts $21,937,944 $20,888,124

Operating expenses

12,624,783

12,871,423

Net earnings $9,313,161 $3,616,701

Other income

124,744

444,603

Total income $9,739,905 $9,061,304

Tax, rent, interest, etc *11,950,903 11,858,246

Deficit t$2,212,998 $2,796,942

* The special franchise tax which is in litigation, is not included. The
amount of this tax for the fiscal year, based upon the assessment for the

calendar year 1905 as claimed by the State, and after deducting the various

franchise payments to the city which the company is entitled to deduct, and

also certain reductions conceded by the State, is approximately $537,000.

Proceedings are now pending which are expected to result in a substantial

t This deficit will be further increased by the amount of the special fran-

chise tax when ascertained.

MILEAGE AND TRAFFIC STATISTICS
Electric Horse Total

Borough of Manhattan 223,244 92.532 315,776

Borough of Bronx and Westchester Co. 201,030 201,030

Total $424,274 $92,532 $516,806

* Includes mileage not operated and tracks in houses.

PASSENGERS lARRIED
Revenue Transfer Total

Borough of Manhattan $391,354,877 $17,863,860 $569,994,743

Borough of Bronx and Westchester Co. 49,145,560 23,707,097 72,852,657

Totals $440,500,437 $202,346,963 $642,847,400

The general balance sheet as of June 30, 1906, compares as

follows:
ASSETS

1906 1905 1904

Construction, equipment, lease and

franchise $101,816,300 $100,275,544 $145,583,380

Additions and betterments, leased lines. 23,710,818 23,232,630 23,040,058

Deposited with trust companies 626,196 152,414

Investments

11,503,623

10,942,248 5,244,687

Material and supplies 897,288 976,878 1,231,188

Cash •. 690,046 900,587 1,231,188

Cash to pay coupons and rent 1.217,897 1,057,696 1,136,178

Cash to redeem bonds 99,000 108,240 160,000

Cash on deposit with New York City.. 2,500 2,500 2,500

Notes receivable 1,494,099 1,494.099 88,725

Accounts receivable 682,680 783,906 592,934

Met. Sec. Corp. sub. to N. Y. City Ry. 6.379,000 8,052,000 8,052,000

Accrued accounts 15,931 16,750 13,893

Prep'd and undistributed accounts 644,192 565,096 419.767

Central Crosstown construction fund... 814,821 814,349

Totals $150,594,391 $149,659,S24 $187,612,568

LIABILITIES
Capital stock

$61,404,000

$60,503,100 $72,111,805

Funded debt

50,996.000

50,810,000 92,332,000

New York City Railways ten-year note. 1,761,000 660,000 660,000

Central Crosstown two-year notes 2,250,000

Real estate mortgages 950.000 950,000 950,000

Metropolitan security Company 7,553,500 9,556,800 9,556,800

Notes payable

*23,524,090

20.5SL546 850,000

Accounts payable 1.469,720 1,926.116 1,483,209

Coupons and rent due and unpaid 1.217.S97 1,059.696 1,136,177

Employees' deposits 23,702 27,714 28,294

Unclaimed wages 13,979 10,704 5,770

Transfer tickets 7,090 6,296 2,489

Accrued interest and rent 1,950,096 1,924,802 1,896,370

Accrued taxes 1,745,584 1,485,344 1,296,023

Wages, etc S6.6S9

Central Crosstown construction account 814,821 814,349

Reserve for replace 205,638 125,942

P. & L. def 3,042,727 782,585 3,279,082

Totals $150,594,391 $149,659,824 $187,612,568

* Includes $15,240,752.99 due by the subsidiary companies of the Third

Avenue Railroad Company to the Third Avenue Railroad Company, and

$6,936,000 due by the New York City Railway Company, Union Railway

Company, of New York City, and Metropolitan Street Railway Company to

the Metropolitan Securities Company. There has been eliminated from the

liability "notes payable" and from the asset "notes receivable" $3,206,710.77

of notes payable of companies in the system owned by other companies in

the system.

In bis report President H. H. Vreeland says:

The operations of the past fiscal year cover a full twelve

months' period of competition with the subway; whereas during

the preceding year the subway was in operation but eight months
ami then only over a portion of its present system. The in-

crease of almost 5 per cent in the gross earnings over the pre-

vious year realizes the expected recovery and adjustment of the

surface railroad traffic under new conditions, indicating that the

increase in the short-haul business is rapidly overcoming the

loss of long-haul traffic that has gone to the subway.

The increase of $353,358 in operating expenses is chiefly due

to larger expenditures for maintenance and improvements of

track and roadway and of equipment.

The fixed charges include the increase in the annual rental

payable under the Third Avenue Railroad Company lease, which
lor four years from April 13, 1906, is at the rate of 6 per cent

upon the Third Avenue Railroad Company stock, instead of 5

per cent as was the case for the preceding two years. A slight

decrease in interest has resulted from the refunding of the fol-

lowing bonds by an issue of Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pany 4 per cent refunding bonds reserved for that purpose;

$1,000,000 second mortgage 5 per cent bonds, Broadway Surface

Railroad Company; $50,000 first mortgage 6 per cent bonds,

Forty-Second Street & Grand Street Ferry Railroad Company;
$50,000 first mortgage 6 per cent bonds, Twenty-Third Street

Railway Company; $150,000 5 per cent debentures, Twenty-
Third Street Railway Company.

Extensive improvements and additions have been made to

the property during the year in converting horse lines to the

standard electric system of underground conduit; replacing sin-

gle-track road with double-track road, making important con-

nections in existing lines by construction of new electric track

and rebuilding and enlarging car houses to provide increased

facilities for housing the additional equipment acquired.

The 145th Street line of the Ft. George & Eleventh Avenue
Railroad Company has been completed from Broadway to

Eighth Avenue and put in full operation, connecting the East

Side and West Side lines of the subway, and also connecting the

Kingsbridge line by a short cut with the elevated road at 145th

street in place of the longer route to 125th Street.

The rebuilding of the Grand street line from the East River

to the North River has been completed and is now under electric

operation, with a branch line to Brooklyn via Williamsburg
Bridge. The necessary alterations to the Corlears Street and
Grand Street car houses have been completed. The rebuilding

of the 129th Street and Amsterdam Avenue car house No. 1 is

well under way, and will be in condition this fall to accommo-
date about 100 more electric cars.

The old car house at Ninth Avenue and Fifty-Fourth Street,

which was partially destroyed by fire, has been replaced by
a modern one-story fireproof building calculated to carry three

additional stories when required. The forty electric cars to

replace those lost in the fire have been purchased and received.

The car house at Forty-Second Street and Twelfth Avenue,
which was entirely destroyed by fire early in the spring, is being

replaced by a one-story building, with a capacity for sixty-five

electric cars. The new cars to replace those lost and partially

destroyed by the fire have been ordered for fall delivery. Thirty-

two new long closed cars have been added to the equipment of

the company in addition to those purchased to replace those lost

by fire. Electric switches have been installed at many im-
portant points, thereby eliminating the necessity for the em-
ployment of special switch tenders.

An important connection was made across the new Bronx
River Bridge at Westchester Avenue which, with a new double-

track line from the Bronx River to Westchester in substitution

for the old single track, creates a continuous and valuable direct

line from 129th Street and Third Avenue to the center of West-
chester.

The White Plains road from Morris Park Avenue to Olin

Avenue has been converted from single track to double track,

making a third continuous double-track road from Manhattan
to Mt. Vernon. On 161st Street an additional track has been
laid from Mott Avenue to Morris Avenue with the view of ex-

tending the double track to Third Avenue. On First Street,
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Mt. Vernon, a double-track extension has been constructed from

First Avenue to Second Avenue for the purpose of contributing

better terminal facilities at the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad Company station. The relaying of tracks on south

Broadway from the south line of Yonkcrs to Kingsbridge, which

has long been delayed and obstructed pending the completion of

the sewer construction, is now under way and when completed

will open up an important line connecting Yonkers with the

subway at Kingsbridge.

The dangerous grade crossing with the Port Morris branch

of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Company
on Southern Boulevard near 1426. Street has been eliminated by

the construction of a bridge over the steam railroad tracks.

The new car house at Yonkers has been completed and con-

tributes the much desired improvement in the facilities for the

economic handling of the cars at that point.

The equipment of the company during the year was increased

by the purchase of 25 long open and 25 semi-convertible cars,

which cars are now in operation. In addition, 25 large closed

cars are now being built for delivery early in the fall.

Applications have been made and are now pending for about

fifteen miles of double-track extensions in the Bronx and its

outlying district, which extensions, if granted, will develop new
territory and meet the local demand for additional transportation

facilities.

The litigation which is now in progress to support the con-

tention of the company that the assessments levied by the Board
of Tax Commissioners are excessive, has not proceeded far

enough to permit of a definite calculation as to the amount of

the reduction which may be obtained in these assessments. It

is expected, however, that a substantial reduction will be realized.

When the amount of the special franchise taxes has been finally

ascertained there will be a corresponding increase in the charges

to income for the year and a proportionate decrease in the sur-

plus available for interest and other fixed charges.

Several pieces of real estate not now needed in the business

of the company have been disposed of at good prices and the

proce ds, $516,000, deposited with the trustees under various

mortgages subject to such investment as the trustees may ap-

prove.

—

CLEVELAND TRACTION SITUATION

The Cleveland Electric has submitted an amended proposition,

which gives several concessions over the original ordinance pre-

sented several weeks ago. It provides for more liberal paving
concessions, gives the city limited power in regulating transfer

privileges and provides that at the expiration of the grants the

city may take over the property without having to pay for the

franchise value. This is announced as the best proposition that

the company will make.
The Forest City Railway Company has submitted a new gen-

eral proposition covering all grants heretofore made and asking
for franchises covering all the lines now operated by the Cleve-

land Electric, which expire between 1907 and 1910. These in-

clude the Woodland Avenue and Kinsman line, Detroit Avenue,
Franklin Avenue, Scovil Avenue, West Twenty-Fifth Street, Su-
perior Avenue, Payne Avenue, 105th Street, St. Clair Street and
on Ninth Street from St. Clair Street to Prospect Street. The
proposition proposes to settle the controcersy over free territory

by making everything free territory included within the circle of

2 miles from the Public Square. A new feature is contained in

the clause giving the city the right to reduce fares below 3 cents

at any time that it is shown that the company is earning more
than 6 per cent on the amount actually invested. Double trans-

fers are offered on cross-town lines and the city is given the

power to regulate the transfer system, establishing transfer points,

control and regulate the car service, and determine what fre-

quency must be run on any line.

A new ordinance has been introduced by one of the city coun-
cilmen calling for 2^-cent fare, twelve tickets for 25 cents with
no transfers and revokable franchises. The councilman hopes
to induce one of the contending companies to take up this pro-
posal.

The Common Pleas Court has refused to grant a permanent
injunction to restrain the city from allowing the Forest City Com-
pany to cut a right of way through Franklin Circle, a public park,
on the West Side, and within a few minutes after the decision
was made the Forest City Company had a large force of men

laying the track through the park and cutting the Cleveland Elec-

tric's Franklin Avenue line. This was deme without notice and

the people on that district were greatly inconvenienced. This

action completes the missing link in the low-fare company's Ful-

ton Road line and now only the contest over the free territory on

Detroit Street prevents it from operating cars to the center of

the city. By virtue of a permit issued by the Board of Public

Service, no franchise having yet been secured, the Forest City

Railway Company is laying tracks on Bridge Avenue for an-

other line through the west side of the city. An injunction suit

has been brought by property owners.

As stated recently, in the Street Railway Journal, the Cleve-

land Electric Railway made a demand on the city solicitor to

bring action to nullify the franchise of the Forest City Railway

Company on the ground that the Mayor of the city is financially

interested in furthering the street railway enterprise. The com-
pany has now decided to bring another suit on its own account

covering the same contention. This suit will involve an interest-

ing point in law, for while admitting that he has lent his credit to

the Forest City Company, Mayor Johnson denies that he is finan-

cially interested in the project.

The Cleveland Electric has started a new line of battle by con-

testing the rights of the Forest City to use the free territory

tracks on a number of streets which the low-fare company pro-

poses to use. The action is based upon a law which makes com-
pulsory common use of track only when the new company has

trackage equal to one-eighth of that of the old company in opera-

tion on the street. The Forest City Company has no tracks on

several of the streets in question and it has no line in operation

at the present time.

The City Council has adopted a resolution requesting the

board of elections to place before the people at the November
election the propositions of the Cleveland Electric Railway Com-
pany and the Forest City Railway Company for franchises for

street railways on the streets of the city. It will be remembered
that the proposition of the Cleveland Electric Railway Company
provides for a twenty-year grant at seven tickets for 25 cents

and universal transfers on all its lines. The Forest City Company
offers straight 3-cent fare and franchises revokable at any time

with ultimate municipal ownership. The arrangement provides

that the two companies shall share the extra expense of the

election and that each company shall have a representative in

every voting booth. The bringing of the matter to the vote of

the public now depends upon the decision of the Secretary of

State as to whether the question can legally be submitted in this

manner.
The Cleveland Electric Railway Company has filed in the

common pleas court its much talked about blanket injunction

case asking that the Forest City Railway Company and the city

authorities be restrained from in any way interfering with the

property of the Cleveland Electric, and asking that all franchises

granted to the low-fare company be declared void on the

grounds that the Mayor of the city procured the incorporation

and organization of the Forest City Company, and that he was,

and is still, financially interested in the company. It is alleged

that the purchases of cars and electrical equipment were made
through the personal responsibility and guarantee of Mayor
Johnson, and that the Mayor guaranteed and assumed the re-

sponsibility for payment to property owners of the cost of pav-

ing in consideration for the granting of consents to the new
company.
At the Council meeting last week the Cleveland Traction

Company, which is projected by Frank DeHass Robinson, an
old street railway man, asked that a new street railway route bt

established in the form of a loop in the downtown district.

The Forest City Railway Company has a large force at work
on Bridge Avenue, between Fulton Road and West Twenty-
Fifth Street, and it is expected that this route will be used to

reach West Twenty-Fifth Street free territory in case that the

Cleveland Electric secures an injunction against the use of the

alleged free territory stretch on Detroit Avenue. The Forest

City Company is leaving no stone unturned to have its first

line in operation to the Public Square before the referendum
vote can be placed before the people at the November election.

The Cleveland Tramways Company has been incorporated

with a capitalization of $50,000 by C. E. Sanders, H. J. Craw-
ford, C. L. Brooks, R. F. Dennison and W. D. Whiting. It is

supposed that the new company was formed for the purpose of

bidding on the twelve East Side routes for which the Forest

City Company has made application for grants. If the new
company put in a lower bid than that of the Forest City Com-
pany, it would have to be accepted.
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IMPORTANT INTERURBAN HEARING IN MASSACHUSETTS
POSTPONED

The hearing announced by the Massachusetts Railroad Commis-
sioners for Tuesday, Oct. 16, on a petition by the Boston, Lowell
& Lawrence Electric Railroad, for an electric railroad over private
land was postponed so as to permit the Commissioners to go over
the route by automobile. This they will do Wednesday, Oct. 24.

No date has been set for the postponed hearing, but one will

probably be decided upon for early in November. Ex-Assistant
Attorney-General F. H. Nast appeared for the petitioning com-
pany. In opposition were registered W. H. Coolidge for the
Boston & Maine, Bentley W. Warren for the Boston & Northern,
and A. D. Claflin for the Lexington & Boston.
The petition asks that the Railroad Commissioners certify

that public exigency requires the building and operation of the
road, and is the first petition of the kind to come before the Com-
missioners. All other requests for approval have come up under
the street railway law, which covered practically all electric

propositions before last winter's new law was passed, making a

new class of the .so-called interurban propositions (largely over
private right of way) with the official designation "electric rail-

road." A hearing on a similar petition for the proposed Boston &
Eastern Electric Railroad, projected from Boston through Everett,
Chelsea, Revere, Saugus, Lynn and Salem to Danvers and
Beverly, has been fixed for Nov. 21, also before the Railroad
Commissioners.

Special interest attaches to these first hearings on account of
speculation as to how the Railroad Commissioners will deal with
the question of public exigency. Under the law, they are to
approve the plans only in case they are satisfied that public
exigency and convenience require the road. This would be a com-
paratively simple problem if Massachusetts were made up of terri-
tory sparsely built upon and devoid of existing railroad and rail-

way lines. It has been a simple problem for the most part in
dealing with street railway propositions, for the reason that most
of these have been projected only in territory where their probable
effect could hardly be anything else than beneficial. The problem
in dealing with these roads has been rather to make sure that the
roads themselves were bona fide and workable propositions, rather
than to settle a doubt as to their advantage to the public in the
event of their being actually built and operated.

But with these electric railroads the whole matter is different.
Each of the electric railroads which have so far been proposed—
and about every other such line that might be suggested as a
workable proposition—marks a nearly straight course between
two or more cities, under conditions that will admit of high
speed with comparatively little danger, and, therefore, that give
promise of noteworthy advantage to the traveling public; but
each of these lines, on the other hand, will cut a ruthless swath
through territory already covered by a more or less closely drawn
network of existing street railways, all in operation and many of
them giving through service as efficient as their necessarily indi-
rect lines will allow. In many cases the introduction of a through
line would reduce the business of existing companies to mere
local or feeder service, with effects as detrimental to the territory
as a whole as the introduction of the fast through line would be
advantageous.

Some such situation as this has been foreshadowed in the ex-
perience of Massachusetts with the only true interurban road that
has so far been built—the Boston & Worcester. When that road
was put through, the Newton system of railways had just been
placed under one management, and a through service was being
developed between Framingham and Boston. The opening of the
Worcester line, with its high speed and heavy cars, seriously
affected the through business of the older network of lines, and
left the system unalterably local in its scope and efficiency.

PRESIDENT MITTEN REPLIES TO MAYOR DUNNE REGARD-
ING MEANS TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS

T. E. Mitten, president of the Chicago City Railway, has
made reply in a rather lengthy letter to Mayor Dunne's recent
communication regarding the adoption of measures to prevent
accidents on cars. President Mitten regards the use of the
Minneapolis type of gate as impracticable in Chicago as long
as the present terminals are retained. He states that when the
Indiana Avenue type of car was being designed he investigated
the question of gates on cars, and a new car of the Twin City
Rapid Transit Company, fitted with gates, was shipped to Chi-
cago in order that the merits of the gates might be carefully

considered. It was finally concluded that the use of the gates
was not practicable until the downtown terminals were straight
ened out. But, in view of the possibility of using them at some
future time, the Indiana Avenue cars were so designed as to
permit the installation of gates.

In order to investigate the "pay-as-you-enter system" which
is being used successfully in Montreal, President Mitten sent an
expert on traffic to that city. The report of the expert, who
remained in Montreal about a month, was so favorable that
President Mitten later visited the city himself and was both
surprised and pleased with the manner in which loading and
unloading of passengers was accomplished. He intends to con-
sider further the practicability of adopting the scheme for use in
Chicago.

Air. Mitten urges the enforcement of the so-called "flipping"
ordinance as a means of preventing accidents. The railway com-
pany, he says, is powerless without the assistance of the police
department to prevent accidents occurring through the "flip-

ping" of cars.

JOHN I. BEGGS ON THE REGULATION OF PUBLIC

SERVICE CORPORATIONS

At the meeting of the Westminster Men's Club, of Milwaukee,

held Thursday, Oct. 11, the representatives of the Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Company, Wisconsin Telephone Com-
pany, and Milwaukee Gas Light Company, the three largest public

service corporations in the city of Milwaukee, delivered speeches

favoring intelligent and honest regulation of corporate interests.

As president of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Com-
pany, John I. Beggs made a strong argument for the substi-

tution of a State commission of three men removed from the

influences of municipal politics in regulating public service cor-

porations in preference to the restrictions placed on a company
by a common council.

"I invite and always advocated proper, reasonable, and intelli-

gent regulation of public service corporations, for in my judg-

ment it affords a protection against the confiscator," Mr. Beggs
is quoted as saying. "Corporations are not afraid of regulations

removed from the caprices and whims of petty politicians.

"I do not think that any of the large public service corpora-

tions are afraid of honest regulation. What we are most afraid

of is that the present frenzied public opinion will bring about
a condition of affairs in which the corporations will receive but
little consideration. We are afraid of the regulation of the

demagogues of a common council who have developed a hatred

toward all corporations and have gone forth as the 'saviors of

the dear people.'

"Securities of public service corporations are quoted at higher

figures in the State of Massachusetts than in any other State

in the Union. Why? For the simple reason that there we find

sane and honest regulation. No road can enter there that

would make competition ruinous. No additional capital can be
agreed upon without a substantial reason for issuing the stock

and stating to the commission the purposes to which the addi-

tional capital is to be devoted.

"Another example is the State of Missouri. Several years ag6
a yellow press in the city of St. Louis started an agitation in

which they maintained that the assessed valuation of the street

railway properties in that city should be increased to $50,000,000.

The officials of the company argued that the valuation should not

exceed $17,000,000. On the State Tax Commission at that time
was Governor Folk, who has acquired a national reputation, and
Attorney General Hadley, who has made the Standard Oil peo-
ple come to time. After conducting an investigation the as-

sessed valuation of the properties was increased but a few hun-
dred thousand dollars.

"This illustrates the benefit of sane regulation. Gentlemen, I

tell you that the public service corporations of the country are

having difficulty in borrowing money because of the frenzied

public opinion of the present time."

REPORT OF THE NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT
TRAMWAYS

The report of the New South Wales Government Tramways
for the quarter ending June 30, 1906, is as follows : Miles in oper-
ation 126, increase revenue £223,864, increase £17,228; ex-
penditure £162,755, decrease £8,782; car miles 4,118,903, increase

60,331; earnings per car-mile 13d., increase 54<d.
;
expenses per

car-mile 9^d., decrease %d. ; number of passengers carried 37,-

981,129, increase 2,746,997.
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EARNINGS IN ST. LOUIS

The report of the auditor of the United Railways Company,
issued Sept. 15, shows that the gross earnings of the company
increased $466,290, the net earnings $353,788, and the net income
$361,431, between Jan. I and Aug. 31, 1906, over the earnings and
income of the corresponding period of 1905. The net income of

August, 1906, shows an increase of $254 over that of August,

1905.

The report of the eight months between Jan. 1 and Aug. 31 is:

Gross earnings and other income, $5,991,049 in 1906, as compared
to $5,524,759 in 1905, an increase of $466,290; expenses, taxes and
depreciation, $3,711,2-70 in 1906, as compared to $3,598,768 in 1905,

an increase of $112,502; net earnings, $2,279,779 in 1906,

as compared to $1,925,991 in 1905, an increase of $753,788;

charges, $1,585,374 in 1906, as compared, to $1,593,017 in 1905, a

decrease of $7,643, and net income, $694,405 in 1906, as com-
pared to $332,974 in 1905, an increase of $361,431.

The report for August is : Gross earnings and other income,

$796,561 in 1906, as compared to $751,810 in 1905, an increase of

$44,751 ;
expenses, taxes and depreciation, $493,226 in 1906, as

compared to $447,915 in 1905, an increase of $45.3 T i ; net earnings,

$303,335 in 1906, as compared to- $303,895 in 1905, a decrease of

$560; charges, $198,026 in 1906, as compared to $198,840 in 1905,

a decrease of $814, and net income, $105,309 in 1906, as com-
pared to $105,055 in 1905, an increase of $254.

WILL CHECK BAGGAGE FREE

Free checking of baggage promises to become practically uni-

versal on the interurban lines of Ohio and Indiana. This is largely

due to the efforts of the Central Electric Railway Association to

secure a uniformity of practice on this important subject. The
2-cent fare law in Ohio, applicable to the steam roads, which has

provided stronger competition for the electrics on the long-

distance business, also had some bearing on the subject. The
announcement has been made that in the future all the Schoepf
syndicate properties in Ohio and Indiana will cehck 150 lbs.

of baggage free. The Dayton & Troy, Western Ohio and Toledo
Urban & Interurban lines operating the Dayton-Toledo limited

service will also shortly make a similar announcement. The roads

across Northern Ohio in the Electric Package Company alliance

have long checked baggage free, so that this leaves only cwo
or three lines in Ohio with the lines of the Detroit United system

north of Toledo, which still make a charge for handling bag-

gage. The fact that some roads have charged for the checking of

baggage while others have not has been a decided handicap to

long-distance business and an annoyance to the roads which did

not favor the charge. This recent change will do much towards
inducing all the lines to cater to the long-distance inter-line

business.

HAMILTON-HOLZWARTH TURBINES TO BE MADE BY
FELTEN-GUILLEAUME, LAHMEYER WORKS

The Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Company, of Hamilton,
Ohio, has licensed the Felten-Guilleaume, Lahmeyer Werke,
Frankfort-Main, Germany, to build the Hamilton THolzwarth
turbine throughout Germany. The Felten-Guilleaume, Lah-
meyer Werke is one of the largest electrical concerns in Ger-
many, with a capital of $20,000,000, and occupies the same posi-

tion abroad as the General Electric and Westinghouse Com-
panies do in America. The works manufacture both water and
steam turbines, wire cables, generators, motors and all classes

of electrical machinery, having recently bought the control of

the Escher, Wyss Company, Zurich, Switzerland, thus controll-

ing the Zoelly steam turbine syndicate of Germany. The Felten-

Guilleaume, Lahmeyer Werke have taken up the manufacture of

the Hamilton-Holzwarth turbine after a very careful investiga-

tion of the different steam turbines and after a series of most
careful tests on this particular type of machine which were made
at the University of Darmstadt. A result of the tests referred

to above will be ready for publication in a few weeks. The
Hooven, Owens, Rentschler Company has a duplicate of this

machine at its works, which has also been tested and is ready
for immediate shipment. This turbine is of 500-kw capacity,

three-phase, 60-cycle, 2300-volt, adapted, for 1800 r. p. m.

IMPORTANT BRAKE CONTRACT

The National Brake Company, of Buffalo, N. Y., through its

president, G. S. Ackley, has closed a contract with the St. Louis
Car Company whereby the latter adopts the Peacock brake on
all cars where gear brakes are used. The car company ceases
the manufacture and sale of all gear power brakes except the
Peacock. The control runs to the end of the National patent,
about fourteen years, and carries a large initial order for brakes
to be installed on cars now building.

NEW YORK TRANSIT COMMISSION APPROVES ROUTES
FOR BROOKLYN, RICHMOND AND MANHATTAN

The Rapid Transit Commission of New York has approved
the plan outlined by Borough President Coler, of Brooklyn, for

a system of rapid transit subways for the boroughs of Rich-
mond, Brooklyn and Manhattan which was approved by the
Board of Estimate and Apportionment some months ago. A
communication signed by Alexander E. Orr, president of the

Rapid Transit Commission, has been received by the Board of

Estimate. In his letter Mr. Orr agrees with all of President
Coler's plan, except as regards the Broadway spur, which, Mr.
Orr says, would overload the system. The line proposed would
begin at Pelham Bay Park, in the Borough of the Bronx, fol-

lowing Westchester Avenue to the Southern Boulevard as an
elevated road; thence as a subway west on 138th Street to a point
near the intersection of Lincoln Avenue and East 138th Street;
thence under the Harlem River and Third Avenue and the
Bowery to the Battery. At a point near the intersection of the
Bowery and Canal Streets a divergent branch is recommended
to connect with the Manhattan Bridge, and then passing over
the bridge and under Flatbush Avenue to Fort Hamilton. Near
the intersection of 138th Street and Fourth Avenue there would
be another divergent branch extending under Fortieth street,

New Utrecht Avenue and other streets to a point in Eighty-
Sixth Street near its intersection with Bay Thirty-Fourth Street,
and from thence on an elevated road over Eighty-Sixth Street
and Stillwell Avenue to Coney Island.

—

ANOTHER IMPORTANT HUNTINGTON IMPROVEMENT

In order to take care of its constantly increasing beach busi-
ness the Los Angtles-Pacific Railway Company has planned to

four-track the greater portion of its lines. From Vineyard, where
the power house of the company is located, the rights of way
have been secured to Venice for two additional tracks, and fur-
ther rights of way on to Ocean Park and Santa Monica have
been promised whenever needed. From Vineyard to Venice the
distance on the Los Angeles-Pacific is 9 miles; to Ocean Park, n
miles, and to Santa Monica, 12 miles. The Plaza Del Rey branch
will not be four-tracked all the way, but will get the benefit of
the double set of tracks as far as Ivy. When the four-track
system has been completed, the two center lines will be used
exclusively for flyers and the running time will be reduced, al-

though flyers are now so numerous that no more could be used 1

on the line, even with the extra tracks in commission. Under
the schedule planned, there will be a flyer for the beaches every

7
I

j minutes from the company's station on Fourth Street. A
feature of the four-track system that is in vogue only in the
largest cities of the East, will be the running of trains of three
or four trolley cars on excursion days. Of the 100 new cars
recently ordered by the company, one-fourth of the number will

be used as trailers. The new fully equipped cars will be of the
four-motor, 300-hp variety, all equipped with the unit control.
There will be additional local service on the slower cars, using the
outside tracks, as well as the faster schedule to be adopted for
the flyers. The four-track system will be in use probably within
a year. The work at present is in standardizing the entire system
of the Los Angeles-Pacific, and not until this is finished will the
building of the additional set of tracks begin, but already prepa-
rations for them are being made by excavating, making cuts and
widening banks. Work will be rushed according to the increase
in business, although the need for the four-track system has long
been obvious.
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CHICAGO ELEVATED TRAFFIC FOR SEPTEMBER

For the month of September traffic of the South Side Elevated

showed a daily average decrease of 727 passengers, or .81 per cent,

compared with the corresponding month last year. The decrease

was evidently due to the State Street line of the Chicago City

Railway Company. Since the latter was changed from cable to

electric it has shown a great increase in business, and it parallels

the north and south division of the "L" road.

The Northwestern Elevated made the best record for the month
with an increase of 4.30 per cent over the corresponding month
last year. The Metropolitan had something of a halt. Its per-

centage of gain was 2.05, the smallest of the year. The figures

follow

:

METROPOLITAN ELEVATED

1906 1905 Increase Per Cent

January .... 129,730 116,013 I3,7i7 "-82
February.... 135,570 121,177 14,393 "-9°
March 138,169 124,853 13,316 10.66

April 137,477 124,946 12,481 9.98

May 136,735 125,164 n,57i 9-24

June 133,974 124.569 9.415 7-55

J"ly 123.370 113,578 9,792 8.69

August 123,512 n6,395 7,"7 6.11

September . . 126,975 124,427 2,548 2.05

SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED

January 92,406 84,659 7,747 9.03

February.... 95,077 88,173 6.904 7.83

March 95,466 91,384 4,082 4.46

April 95,756 91,901 3,855 4.19

May 97,159 89,971 7,188 7.99

June 101,770 93,941 7,829 8.33

July 92,976 85,272 7,704 9-03

August 88,539 85,288 3,251 3.81

September . . 89,749 89,022 *727 *o.8i

NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED

January 81,191 73.728 7,463 10.12

February . . . 83,572 7^,773 4,799 6.09

March 85,154 80,500 4,654 5.78

April 84,244 79,779 4,465 4-98

May 81,748 77,863 3,885 4.98

June 80,165 75,837 4,328 5.70

July 73,308 67,488 5,820 8.62

August 73,176 68,938 4,238 6.14

September .. 77,5o8 74,307 3,201 4.30

* Decrease.

POWER PLANT ACCIDENT IN CONNECTICUT WITH
DIRE CONSEQUENCES

An accident to the plant of the New Milford Power Company,
about 11 :oo o'clock Sunday morning, Oct. 7, left the two cities of

New Britain and Waterbury in darkness Sunday night, and put

most of the towns between the two cities in the same plight. In

addition to this the trolley service in towns between Waterbury
and New Britain, operated by the Connecticut Railway & Light-

ing Company, was demoralized, together with the line from
Waterbury to Mt. Carmel. The running time between Waterbury
and Mt. Carmel is about an hour and a quarter, but the first car

after the accident was 4 hours on the trip. On Monday no fac-

tories in the two cities mentioned could be operated. The acci-

dent consisted in the breaking away of the bank of the canal

which leads from the power company's dam at Merwinsville to the

turbines at Bulls Bridge, where the power house is located. The
raceway is built of earth without masonry, and a leak in a section

of it which runs through a strip of marshy ground had been dis-

regarded. One hundred feet of this embankment gave way, and
the water rushed out across the land of J. S. Kinney and flowed

into the Housatonic River without doing any damage except to

the embankment. Within a moment from the time the embank-
ment gave way every trolley car in Waterbury, Cheshire, South-
ington, Plantsville, Milldale, Plainville east of the railway cross-

ing, and New Britain, was at a standstill just as the morning
travel was at its height, and there the cars remained anywhere
from 1 to 3 hours, according to circumstances until the auxiliary

plants were got into commission.

MEETING OF NEW YORK RAPID TRANSIT COMMISSION

At the meeting of the Rapid Transit Commission last Thursday

the extension of the subway from Kingsbridge to Van Cortlandt

Park, at a cost to the city of $735,000, was authorized, and the

New York & New Jersey Railroad Company was granted an ex-

tension of one year, until Jan. 1, 1908, of the time in which it is

to complete its North River tunnel line for operation. President

Winter, of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit, advised against a subway
connection for the bridges, and favored an elevated loop, but

said his company would not be willing to pay the city anything

for the use of it, as it would not earn anything. Vice-President

Bryan, of the Interborough, said his company would refuse to

allow the city to use the existing elevated structure as part of the

loop unless the construction of the third track on the East Side

elevated lines were allowed.

TOLEDO & INDIANA EXTENSION

The Toledo & Indian Railway Company has finally completed

arrangements for the extension of its line westward from Bryan,

Ohio. The plan of building directly to Fort Wayne has been

changed, and instead it is probable that the line will be built from
Bryan to Waterloo, Ind., connecting at the latter point with the

Toledo & Chicago Interurban Railway and operating into Fort

Wayne over its tracks. It is stated also that arrangements will

probably be made for the operation of through cars from Indian-

apolis to Toledo by extending the present Indianapolis-Fort

Wayne service over the Toledo & Indiana. This would make a

very direct route between these two important centers, the dis-

tance being about 235 miles. Plans for a through interurban

service between Toledo and Chicago will doubtless be developed

a little later over this route. The Toledo & Chicago Interurban

now has a line in operation to Kendallville. What is known as

the Bucklen line is in operation from South Bend to Goshen and
from Goshen to Kendallville, 31 miles, another line is now build-

ing. The Chicago-South Bend line, also under construction,

would complete the through line. The gap from Bryan to Water-
loo is 25 miles.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR TESTS OF SAFETY DEVICES BY
MASSACHUSETTS RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS

The Board of Railroad Commissioners of Massachusetts, in

public session at Boston Oct. 3, received suggestions from the

manufacturers of safety devices for use on street cars, in accord-

ance with its advertised purpose to do this, and then intimated

the manner in which it will proceed with the investigation called

for by the Legislature. After this action it turned the inventors

over to Commissioner Bishop, who made cursory examination of a

number of the devices, and arranged with such inventors as de-

sired it for a practical test on a street car which the board will

soon have in operation for demonstration purposes on a part of

the Newton system of railways.

Opening the hearing, Chairman Jackson said that the board
was anxious to make the investigation a thorough one. He said

the Commissioners had been making personal inspection of fenders

and other devices for some time past, and would continue to do
so after the hearings; but they would be glad of any suggestions.

Arrangements have been made with the Newton Street Railway
whereby a car for experimentation with fenders and other de-

vices on a special section of track may be found at times to be
specified later at the corner of Walnut Street and Commonwealth
Avenue, in Newton. Street railway companies themselves will not

be neglected in the search for information about the various de-

vices under consideration, but the companies will be called into

the matter through a special circular to be sent later.

To a question as to whether this car would be available for test-

ing other kinds of devices Chairman Jackson said that the board
would provide for a suitable test of all inventions that appeared
to meet the requirements of the legislative resolve. The Commis-
sioners would even examine inventions shown in other cities, if

they could be seen more readily in operation at places where they
are already in actual service. More than thirty fenders, three
headlights, one ventilating device, five block signals, three switch
devices, three fire extinguishers, and several other devices, such
as trolley retrievers and special signals, have been called to the
attention of the board.
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STREET RAILWAY PATENTS

[This department is conducted by Rosenbaum & Stockbridge,

patent attorneys, 140 Nassau Street, New York.]

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED SEPT. 25, 1906

831,530. Trolley Pole Controller; James F. Boggs, Needles,

Cal. App. filed Sept. 21, 1905. The trolley pole has a link con-

nection with a horizontally positioned pneumatic cylinder. In

case of too great vertical movement, air is automatically admit-

ted to lower the pole.

831,542. Railway Rail Joint; William C. Deuberry, Greenfield,

Tenn. App. filed Dec. 28, 1904. A tongue and slot connection

extending from top to bottom of the rail and secured by bolts

passing through the web of the slotted rail and through the

tongue. The bolt holes in the tongue are elongated to allow for

expansion and contraction.

831,550. Driving and Braking Apparatus; Lucius T. Gibbs,

New York, N. Y. App. filed April 15, 1904. An explosive en-

gine for driving the car is connected to a storage tank by means
of a pipe in which a valve is mounted which permit gases of

combustion to pass from the cylinder of the engine to the tank,

but prevents gases from passing from the tank to the cylinder.

The brakes are operated in the usual manner from the tank.

831,562. Insulated Track System; Andrew Morrison, Pitts-

burg, Pa. App. filed June 9, 1905. A railway track having
metallic ties, insulating material between the rails and ties and
insulating bushing for the bolts which secure the rails to the

ties.

83i>597- Combined Rail Gage and Brace; Lewis F. Bowman,
Ankenytown, Ohio. App. filed May 3, 1906. The base of the

rails is gripped by suitable clamps whereby the rails may be

spread apart or pulled together by means of an adjusting head
mounted between the clamps.

831,624. Electric Railroad; Jeremiah Murphy, Chicago, 111.

App. filed Feb. 9, 1906. The third rail is supported from a stand-

ard and has a U-shaped groove on its under side in which the

periphery of a wheel constituting the collcetor runs.

831,660. Automatic Railroad Switch; Robert K. Floeter, Lima,
Ohio. App. filed Feb. 23, 1906. A suitable shoe on the loco-

motive' engages and depresses a bar which rocks a shaft on
which is a gear segment meshing with a rack which is directly

connected with the switch point.

831,672. Truck Switch-Operating Device; Louis Lovoy, Bir-

mingham, Ala. App. filed June 14, 1906. Consists of a bar
located between the rails and attached to the switch points, and
adapted to slide laterally of the track, a second bar also located

between the rails and operatively connected with the first bar
and adapted to slide simultaneously therewith, and means car-

ried by a truck for engaging and operating the last bar.

83i,757- Track Laying Machine; Charles O. Wescott and
Frank P. Roberts, Puyallup, Wash. App. filed June 26, 1906.

A tie conveyer extends forward of the forward car and is sup-

ported therefrom, an inclined chute secured to the end of the

tie conveyer by a strap or hinge, a pair of blocks secured to the

lower sides of the conveyer and the chute and a strut between
the blocks.

831,776. Rail Bond; Fred H. Daniels, Worcester, Mass. App.
filed June 8, 1903. A terminal for rail bonds, consisting of a

plug having a substantially flat enlarged head with a transverse
slot formed edgewise therein from one side so as to divide the

head into solid car and base portions, with an intervening slot

between opening only at the edges of the head, and a lug on the

upper side of the edge of the cap overhanging the open side of
the slot.

83i>777- Car Seat; George W. Dryer, New York, N. Y. App.
filed Dec. 27, 1900. Details of construction of a car seat of the

"walk-over" type.

831,782. Railroad Crossover; Edward J. Fogarty, South Bend,
lad. App. filed Jan. 26, 1906. Bed-pieces mounted on the ties

and engaging the rails on the opposite sides thereof, paving-
blocks interlocking with said bed-pieces and a bed or foundation
to support said paving-blocks.

831,830. Rail Bond; John P. Clark, Ypsilanti, Mich. App.
filed May 27, 1905. A rail bond having a terminal provided with
a piece of wire-cloth secured to its under side by solder.

831,030. Motor or Engine; Charles C. Clark, Corning, N. Y.
App. filed Sept. 13, 1905. A compressed-air driven engine in

which provision is made for driving the same by electric means
when the air supply is exhausted.

811,970. Pneumatic Sander; John J. Morgan, Baltimore, Md.

App. filed June 19, 1906. Comprises a sand-receptacle having a

plurality of sand-distributing devices sustained therein in differ-

ent horizontal planes and air tubes in the receptacle also ar-

ranged in different horizontal planes.

832,058. Railroad Track Laying Apparatus; George F. H.
Hicks, Chicago, 111. App. filed April 4, 1906. Consists of a pioneer

car having a track thereon for a tie-car, a boom pivoted to the

pioneer car at a point above the operating position of the tie-car

and having a chain-block suspended from the boom and means for

connecting the chain-block with a rail whereby the rail may be

disengaged from the car, suspended over its operative position

on the roadbed during the laying of ties thereon, and means for

quickly lowering the rail and heeling it to place on the ties.

832,092. Brake-Shoe; Frank R. Spear, Chicago, 111. App. filed

Oct. 20, 1905. A brake-shoe comprising a body and a cast malle-

able iron place secured to the body or adjacent to its back.

832.137. Railway Switching and Signaling Apparatus ; William
Macomber, Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 20, 1905. This patent

and those following to the same patentee, relate to means in a

block signal system for presenting signals when switches along the

track are operated. This patent pertains particularly to preventing
short circuit between the connections having any effect on the

signals.

832.138. Railway Switching Apparatus; William Macomber,
Buffalo, N. Y. .App. filed Feb. 20, 1905. Relates to modifications
of the above patent.

832.139. Railway Switching Apparatus; William Macomber,
Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 20, 1905. Means whereby the

switch tongue may be returned to its initial position at any time
after a movement has been begun and before the switch has gone
to full reverse and been locked.

832.140. Railway Switching Apparatus; William Macomber,
Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 20. 1905. Mechanism for moving
and locking the rail-switch and for making and breaking the elec-

tric circuits as required by the system in connection with which
it is used.

832.145. Brake-Shoe; James F. Morrison, Chicago, 111. App.
filed Jan. 8, J906. Comprises a body and a cast malleable iron shell

inclosing the body and having openings, with beveled walls
therein to receive portions of the body.

832.146. Brake-Shoe; James F. Morrison, Chicago, 111. App.
filed Jan. 8, 1906. A brake-shoe comprising a body, a cast malle-
able iron shell inclosing the body and dove-tailed ribs on the
sides of the shell, making locking engagement with the body.

832,153- Electric Signaling Apparatus; Charles J. O'Neil,
Washington, D. C. App. filed Feb. 4, 1905. A metallic plate is

spring against the rail and has ends curving away from the rail.

The flanges of locomotive wheels presses the plate away from the
rail whereby a echanical connection is made to a switch blade
through a mechanism which throws the blade oppositely at suc-
cessive actuations.

832.165. Railway Switch Operating and Controlling Apparatus;
Wilmer W. Salmon, Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed May 17, 1906,

This patent and the series following relate to the same general
signal installation as covered by patent 832,137 (above

.
referred

to). This patent covers means whereby the movement of the
switch rail may be reversed at any point of movement and re-

stored to its initial position, and also by which the actuating cur-
rent is automatically cut off from the motor when a complete
movement has taken place.

832.166. Railway Switching and Signaling Apparatus; Wilmer
Salmon and Frank L. Dodgson, Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed Jan.
6, 1906. Means for controlling an outlying switch and signal by
a single circuit which accomplishes several functions.

832.174. Railway Signaling Apparatus
; John D. Taylor, Buffalo,

N. Y. App. filed Jan. 22, 1904. Improved mechanism and ar-
rangement of circuits for returning the signal to normal before
the controller is put at indication, and at the same time secure
dynamic indication when the controller is put at indication.

832.175. Railway Switching Apparatus; John D. Taylor, Buf-
falo, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 2, 1906. Modifications of the preced-
ing patent.

832.185. Right-Angle Adjustable Crossing for Electric Rail-
ways; Edward E. Gilmore, Philadelphia Pa. App. filed Sept. 27,'

1905. Adjustable cross-arms and bracing members removably
secured thereto, said cross-arms and bracing members being cen-
trally pivoted so that each bracing member moves in unison with
its respective cross-arm whereby it is braced in any position to
which it may be adjusted.

832.186. Car Derailer; Leonard B. Gump, Toledo, Ohio. App.
filed March 19, 1906. A device for replacing derailed cars con-
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sisting of inclined flanged guideways adapted to be secured to the

rail by a suitable clamp.

832,187. Signal; Edward A. Halbleib, Buffalo, N. Y. App.

filed May 22, 1905. A semaphore having two signal arms oper-

ated by a single rod.

832.192. Railway Switching and Signaling Apparatus; Win-
throp K. Howe, Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed Aug. 29, 1905. Means
whereby the signal circuit or circuits are not completed until

after the switch points are moved to their proper position and
locked, and means for breaking the signal circuit or circuits if the

switch points are either moved from their proper position or

unlocked.

832.193. Railway Signaling Apparatus; Winthrop K. Howe,
Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed Nov. 27, 1905. Comprises insulated rails

in a block section, a releasing magnet at one end of the block, a

manually-operated generator at the other end of the block and

means for closing the generator in circuit with the magnet.

832.194. Railway Signaling Apparatus; Winthrop K. Howe,
Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed May 17, 1906. Means for operating a

home and distant signal, the one by the rotation of the motor in

one direction and the other by rotation of the motor in the

opposite direction, and in so doing to cushion the movement of

the signals as they go to the proceed position, and also to give

indication of movement of the signals to the proceed position.

832.195. Railway Signaling Apparatus; Winthrop K. Howe,
Buffalo, N. Y. App. filed July 20, 1903. Relates to mechanism
which will effectively operate signals of the semaphore type and

which is capable of being incased in the signal post.

832,202. Safety Device for Railroads; Constantin Klinik, Tar-

nowitz, Germany. App. filed Feb. 6. 1906. A flexible member
trails behind a train in a suitable conduit between the track rails,

so that a following train will be automatically stopped when it

arrives in the danger zone determined by such flexible member.

832,206. Automatic Car Fender; James A. McMillan, Santa

Paula, Cal. App. filed Oct. 23, 1905. Comprises a pair of curved

arms, a sccop comprising cross-rods which lie in slots in the arms,

wires uniting the cross-rods, the slots having variant paths to

cause the front -end of the scoop to lower when the scoop is re-

tracted, means for yieldingly holding the scoop in forward posi-

tion, and a basket supported by the arms with its lower portion

arranged close to the scoop.

832,243. Automatic Switch; Harvey Dennis, Seattle, Wash.

App. filed Jan. 24, 1906. Details of construction.

832,297. Safety Device for Electric Signals; Fred B. Corey,

Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed June 16. 1904. In order to prevent

accident from failure of electric lights in signal appartus, a relay

is provided which sets a train stop in case of interruption to the

lighting current.

832,312. Section Insulator for Electric Railways; Edward E.

Gilmore, Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed Sept. 27, 1905. Comprises

an insulating body h ving wire-holding members at each end

thereof, each of the wire-holding members provided with a sin-

uous groove for holding the wire and a clamping plate for press-

ing the wire within the groove.

832,416. Electric Railway; Leon W. Pullen, Camden, N. J.

App. filed May 18, 1905. Relates to that type of railway having

spaced contact plates in the roadbed which are automatically

energized by magnets on the car during its passage.

832,462. Automatic Electric Brake ; Augustus L. Duwelius,

Cincinnati. Ohio. App. filed May 7, 1904. In conjunction with the

usual hand brake the invention comprises an electro-magnetic

actuator for operating the vehicle brakes, which is energized by

current from' an electrical generator on the vehicle, said gen-

erator under normal conditions constituting the vehicle motor, but

in the breaking operation being transformed into a generator by

breaking the circuit leading to the power source and concurrently

establishing another circuit from the generator through the brake

actuator.

832,492. Railway Crossing; Benjamin F. Martin. Dayton, Tenn.

App. filed July 7. 1906. Comprises a cast metal frame formed
of sections having abutting portions, rails embedded in the frame
sections with their heads lying flush with the surface thereof,

said frame sections being provided with grooves on the inner

sides of the heads of the rails, bridging connections between the

abutting portions of the frame sections to hold the same from

lateral displacement, and ties connecting said portions to secure

them against longitudinal displacement.

822,544. Automatic Trolley Guard ; John R. French, Los
Angeles, Cal. App. filed Nov. 15, 1905. The trolley pole is hinged

at its upper end, and when the pole leaves the wire the hinged
section moves relativesly to the pole and actuates a slide valve

to admit air to a retrieving cylinder.

832,548. System of Railway Signaling; Harry L. Johnson,
Topeka, Kan. App. filed April 29, 1905. A spring blade is held

adjacent to the track rail and in the path of the wheel flange, so

as to have contact established therewith by the passage of a train.

PERSONAL MENTION

MR. CHARLES COOKE has resigned as roadmaster of the

New York & Long Island Traction Company.

MR. H. HARTFORD, foreman of the Coney Island & Brook-
lyn Railroad Company's repair shops, where he has been em-
ployed for the past twelve years, has resigned, and has accepted

a position as foreman with the Consolidated Railroad Company,
of Hartford, Conn.

MR. W. E. MOORE, general superintendent of the West Penn
Railways Company, has been promoted to general manager, a

position which has been filled by Mr. W. S. Kuhn, of Pittsburg,

in the past. Mr. Kuhn retires from active management of the

road, but remains president of the company.

MR. S. W. COLEMAN has resigned as electrical engineer

and master mechanic of the Petaluma & Santa Rosa Railway
Company, of Petaluma, Cal, to accept the position of general

manager of the Union Traction Company, of Santa Cruz, Cal.

This property has been acquired by John Martin and his asso-

ciates, who recently took over the lighting and gas company in

the same city.

MR. J. R. HARRIGAN, who has been general manager of

the Canton-Akron system, recently consolidated with the North-
ern Ohio Traction & Light Company, will continue with that

company as manager of the lines south of Akron which hereto-

fore have been in his charge. The directors of the Northern
Ohio Traction & Light Company were greatly pleased with
Mr. Harrigan's administration and decided to make no change.

MR. GRAHAM B. DENNIS, who built the first electric

railway in the Northwest in Spokane in 1887, and who has since

been identified with development projects, commercially and in-

dustrially, has just been elected president of the Pacific North-
west Development League, which will exploit the resources of

Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana. The league will

have a fund of $100,000 to be used in a campaign for population
and commerce in the quartette of States. Mr. Dennis is a

pioneer of the Northwest, coming to Spokane twenty-two years

ago from Dayton, Ohio., and his identification with Spokane and
its commercial interests and the development of the State of

Washington are parts of their history. As chairman of the

publicity committee of the Spokane Chamber of Commerce he
attracted millions of Eastern capital to that part of the country,

and he has been the means of interesting prominent men in the

East and Middle West in electric railway construction and
power plants, giving the various cities and towns in Eastern
Washington a service which would do credit to much more
closely populated territory.

MR. H. WALLERSTEDT, whose work as chairman of the

American Street and Inttrurban Railway Engineering Associa-

tion has made him well-known in electric railway circles, has
resigned from the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, of New
York, to accept a position with Ford, Bacon & Davis, of that

city. Mr. Wallerstedt is a native of Sweden, where he was born
in 1869. He received his early technical education in that coun-
try and in 1889 came to the United States. His first position was
with the General Electric Company in its Chicago office. Later
Ire accepted a position under Mr. W. E. Baker, when the latter

was installing the electrical equipment for the Metropolitan West
Side Elevated Railway, of Chicago, the pioneer road of its kind.

With this company Mr. Wallerstedt stayed two and one-half

years, going afterward to the Suburban Railroad, of Chicago,
until it was purchased by the Yerkes syndicate. After a brief

experience .with Sargent & Lundy and the Illinois Steel Company
he came to New York in 1899, where he entered the employ of

the Manhattan Elevated Railway when that system was being
electrified. With this company and its successor, the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company, Mr. Wallerstedt remained to the pres-

ent day as engineer of car equipment.
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The Columbus Convention

We are publishing in this issue a report of the proceedings

on Wednesday afternoon. Thursday and Friday (Oct. 17-

19) of the American Street and Interurban Railway Associ-

ation, the papers and reports presented at those meetings

which were not printed in our last issue, on account of

the meetings of the Accountants' Association and the public

papers at those meetings, and a complete description of the

exhibits conducted by the Manufacturers' Association in con-

nection with the convention. An editorial discussion of some

of the main features of the Columbus Convention was printed

in our last issue, and we can only add to the general statement

there expressed that the concluding sessions of the convention

justified the remark made last week that the convention was

» the most successful in the history of the association.

\ Of all the features of the convention probably the exhibits

attracted more attention than any other. They constituted

without exception the finest display of electric railway ap-

paratus and material ever gathered in one place, and the ex-

cellent adaptability of buildings for exhioit purposes, the ample

space afforded for the display, the propitious weather of the

first three of the convention days, and the large attendance re-

sulted in a combination never to be forgotten. In fact, the

exhibits were so attractive that the attendance at some of the

meetings, especially of the American Association, was small.

This fact elicited a suggestion from President-elect Beggs,

.who was chairman of the meeting on Friday, that in future

meetings of the association it might be advisable to call a roll

and place on record the names of the attendants at the dif-

ferent meetings.

There is no doubt that the technical value of the Columbus

meetings was impaired by the small attendance and lack of

discussion at some meetings. Of the reports on Wednesday

afternoon, for instance, only one, that on insurance, was

followed by any discussion. The report presented Thursday

morning by the committee on heavy electric traction, with

subsequent remarks by the chairman, and four out of the five

papers taken up at the same meeting were passed over in

silence. Little more was accomplished on Thursday after-

noon, in spite of the excellence of the subject matter and the

urgent pleas of the presiding officer. When, however, a dis-

cussion was started, as in the case of Mr. Spring's paper on

freight and express and of Mr. Stanley's paper on leaks

between passenger and treasurer which led up to a debate

on the subject of the best method of collecting fares and a

description by Mr. McDonald of the advantages of the

Montreal pay-as-you-enter car, a great deal of valuable in-

formation was brought forth.

We believe that if the personal advantages of speaking at

conventions of this kind were more thoroughly understood,

especially by the representatives of the smaller roads and the

younger men at the meetings, there would be much more dis-

cussion. Electric railway representatives are more used to

action than to words, but looking at it from a purely selfish

standpoint, we know of no simpler way of becoming known
and rising in his profession than for a young man to engage

in association work, either on the floor of tlie convention or in

committee. We also believe that it would be advisable to pub-

lish all papers and reports at least thirty days before the date

of meeting, which would mean that they should be in the hands

of the secretary at least sixty days before the meeting. We
realize that those who write association papers are among the

busiest men in the industry and that it is an almost invariable

rule to postpone the work until the demands of the secretary

for the article are so insistent that it is dictated practically at

the last moment. Nevertheless a considerable number of
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papers at Columbus were of such a character that they could

not adequately be discussed without a careful reading, and

this would be assured if the copies had been in the hands of the

members thirty days before the meeting. Something might

also be accomplished by arranging with different individuals

to lead the discussion. This would insure at least the attend-

ance in their places at the time of the meeting of those dele-

gates who were appointed to lead the discussion, and after

their remarks had been presented sufficient interest would be

aroused to carry on the debate. These remarks are not to be

interpreted as a reflection on the convention as a whole, but

simply as pointing the way to one direction in which the

value of the meetings could be increased and which received

the attention of the presiding officer. In this as in all other

respects the 1906 convention was a marked improvement

over previous meetings, and we believe that as greater

thought was spent upon the papers as a whole this year than

ever before there will be a corresponding improvement in the

conditions under which these papers will be presented at

future conventions.

The space at our disposal this week, even increased as it is

by three additional pages, will not permit us to comment on

all of the papers and reports at Columbus, but we have se-

lected certain of them for discussion, and in an early issue will

consider those which we do not take up this week.

The Retirement of President Ely

If any one man should be mure than proud of the sessions

of the affiliated and American Associations at Columbus and

of the convention as a whole, that man is President Ely. To

no other individual is due half of the credit of taking the

old American Street Railway Association as it existed in

[903 and placing it on the business basis which it occupies

to-day. Mr. Ely, with the characteristic courtesy which has

endeared him to all of his associates in association and other

lines of work, paid the highest tribute to the members of his

own executive committee, the officers of the affiliated associ-

ations and others whom he called to his assistance in the reor-

ganization of the association. Undoubtedly Mr. Ely received

the most cordial co-operation of all in the work which he has

undertaken during the 'past three years. It was freely given

to him, not only on account of the cause in which he was

laboring, but also on account of the friendship and admiration

which they bore for the man who was conducting the work.

Nevertheless, this condition cannot blind anyone to the fact

that the Columbus meeting was a personal triumph for the

retiring president—a triumph which was recognized and typi-

fied by the gift presented Mr. Ely at the close of his presi-

dential address on Wednesday morning.

The main features in connection with the reorganization of

the association are too well known to be repeated here. We
need only say that in 1903, when Mr. Ely, then vice-president

of the association, was called upon to preside over the ses-

sions of the Saratoga convention, he found the organization

representing the street railway interests of the country in a

practically disorganized and discredited condition. With a

brilliant history, it had outlived its original plan of organiza-

tion and the methods by which it had conducted its affairs in

the past. It had, it is true, many friends prominent in the

street railway industry who were held to it more by loyalty

than by real affection, but there were many others who either

had no sympathy at all with the purposes of the association

or were gradually becoming estranged through the impossi-

bility of being in accord with its policies. It seemed almost

hopeless to change the condition of affairs, but the task

was accepted and the friends of the association soon found

that the lot had fallen to the right man, that he was a Moses

who was to lead the association out of the wilderness. The

work extended over three years, and this period has called

for the exercise of every quality of discernment, diplomacy,

courage, persistency and optimism with which the retiring-

president is endowed. At great personal discomfort and loss

Mr. Ely has ever been ready during these years to give his

time and advice to the association, and had the pleasure at

Columbus, not only of seeing- the reorganized association

conducting a most splendid meeting, but the gratification of

realizing that his work had been appreciated. The remarks

of Mr. Beggs at the close of Mr. Ely's presidential address

summed up the situation and found an echo in every heart.

The association has wisely selected to succeed Mr. Ely in

his presidential office its first vice-president during this period

of trial. The tremendous mastery of detail and logical se-

quence of thought possessed by Mr. Beggs have been amply

proved during the construction of the constitutions of the as-

sociation and its affiliated bodies, and in the other preliminary

work required by the association during the last three years,

and he may be amply relied upon to carry on its future work

during the coming year. There are still many questions to

be solved, but Mr. Beggs, like Mr. Ely, has always been an

ardent friend of the association, and always ready to sacrifice

his comfort and pecuniary interests in its behalf, and the

association is to be congratulated upon securing for its head

a master-mind, who is so enthusiastic and believes so fully in

the work and possibilities of the American Street and Inter-

urban Railway Association.

Reports of Committees

The convention work of the American Association was

clone to a considerable extent this year by committees, even

where the subject was of such a character that it did not

necessarily represent work during the year and could pos-

sibly thus have been considered as a paper. There were

eleven committees altogether which reported at the conven-

tion. Of these two, those on municipal ownership and pub-

lic relations, were considered in executive session on Friday

morning. It is understood that the committee on municipal

ownership made a most exhaustive and valuable report, part

of which at least may be available for publication later. The

committee on public relations did not present any detailed

recommendations in view of the elaborate investigation now

being conducted by the National Civic Federation. The

work of the committees on membership and on subjects was

exhibited in a very practical way in the report of the secretary

and in the program followed at Columbus. Of the other

reports of committees, those which were the longest and

gave rise to the greatest amount of discussion were those

on promotion of traffic and insurance.

The report of the committee on promotion of traffic pre-

sented by Mr. Harrington was of a most valuable character.

Although it touched upon a number of methods of incFeasing

the traffic of electric railway companies, such as time-tables,

illustrated circulars and other methods of advertising, the

report was devoted principally to a discussion of parks, picnic

grounds and amusement resorts and the relative advantages
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of the different attractions which are used by railway com-

panies at places of this character. The data sheet sent to

the railway companies upon which this information was

secured, was most elaborate, and the classified returns, which

we have taken the liberty of changing in form and presenting

in this issue in the form of an inset, is the most complete in-

vestigation of this complex subject which has ever been at-

tempted. The authors also added a bibliography of the prin-

cipal articles on parks which should prove of value to those

who are investigating this subject. The chairman of the

committee adopted a method of calling attention to the

main conclusions reached during his study of this subject

which did not seem to be thoroughly understood. It is a

plan, however, which has been used with great success in

other technical bodies, and has been found to be desirable in

stimulating the discussion and in concentrating attention on

the principal findings in an investigation of this kind. The

plan was followed, in the report under consideration, by

printing a series of nine resolutions in the body of the report.

Each of the resolutions was based either upon returns shown

by the replies from the different companies, or else, like the

recommendation that a standard system of accounting for

parks be prepared, or that a committee be appointed to report

on the desirability of street and interurban railways engaging

in freight and express business, upon conclusions derived

by the committee in its examination of the subject. In addi-

tion to the tabulated statistics already mentioned, and which

are published on the inset in this issue, the committee sum-

marized the actual replies in the latter part of the report

under different headings, so as to indicate the consensus of

opinion in each department of the subject considered. The re-

port was hardly published in sufficient time to allow a study of

it before the meeting at which it was discussed, and in view of

this fact and also of the small attendance at that particular

meeting it was wisely decided to postpone any thorough con-

sideration of it. We hope, however, that the merits of this

report will bring it to the fore again when there will be an

opportunity of taking up in a critical way the resolutions sug-

gested by the chairman.

The report of the committee on insurance was followed by

a more animated discussion than accompanied any other

paper or report with the possible exceptions of that by Mr.

Spring on Thursday morning and that by Mr. Stanley on

Friday morning. Briefly, it was a debate as to the relative

merits of mutual insurance and insurance by the old line or

stock companies, and in the meeting both interests were rep-

resented. Some doubts were expressed by several of the

delegates present as to whether mutual insurance was prac-

ticable. Independently of this question the two points most

strongly indicated by the discussion were that the old line

companies have greatly improved their methods of caring for

the interests of the insured, and that in the opinion of those

present a mutual company might prove desirable in stimulat-

ing the existing companies to still further action and act as a

possible check on increasing premiums. This is the first time

that representatives of the stock insurance companies have

been heard at a convention, although they have been working

with committees of the American Association for a num-

ber of years, and they made a strong plea for the co-operation

of the railway companies in securing proper methods of con-

struction in new work and in introducing such changes in

old buildings as will reduce the fire risk and hence the amount

of premium.

The committee on compensation for carrying mail and

that on rules reported excellent progress. The former, by an

active campaign which was led by Mr. Beggs, seems evidently

to be in the way of effecting some amelioration in a condition

which has long been deplorable. The platform upon which

Mr. Beggs stood in his debates with the postal authorities,

that his companies were not prepared to do business at less

than cost, is one which should bring the matter to a focus if

generally followed. The rules committee added to its pre-

vious excellent work by the submission of a set of rules on •

interurban railroading which is intended to occupy the same

place in this branch of work as is now possessed by the code

of rules drawn up by the committee for city service. These

rules, like the original set of rules for interurban work sug-

gested at the 1904 convention, are based on the standard rules

for steam railroads of the American Railway Association, but

are modified so far as necessary to make them suitable for

electric service.

The Heavy Traction Question

The Columbus Convention was the first at which any report

or paper has been presented on the subject which may be

included in the term of heavy electric traction. The report

upon this subject was brief, but the chairman in his subse-

quent remarks amplified the report by offering interesting

suggestions as to the possibilities of a more extensive inter-

working of the tramway and heavy traction lines than has

been attempted up to this time. We hoped, owing to the

presence of several prominent electrical engineers as well as

representatives of manufacturing interests in the convention

hall, that further light would be thrown on the work now

being accomplished in this direction on some of the important

steam roads. Perhaps last year or two years ago there might

have been such a debate, but at present there seems to be a

strong disposition on the part of most leading engineers to

deal modestly with the concrete issue until some of the experi-

ments now in progress are farther advanced. It is proverb-

ially a difficult matter to prophesy which way the cat is going

to jump, even if everyone awaits the saltatory feat with bated

breath. The fact is that the subject of heavy electric traction

is one fraught with serious consequences. Gradually, year

after year for a decade or so, electric traction has been grow-

ing into the "heavy" class, not with deliberate intent so much
as by process of almost unconscious evolution. Save for

special work like that in the Baltimore & Ohio tunnel, the

growth has been mainly in heavier and faster interurban

work, now practically reaching the magnitude of ordinary

railway service somewhat specialized for passenger traffic.

Now with the beginning of such work as that of the New
York Central, and the New York, New Haven & Hartford,

electric traction is passing into a new phase of existence

which no one cares to define with respect to its possibilities.

With the coming of the alternating motor there are very

serious changes looming up, not yet to be seen in their full

proportions. If a. c. traction on a large scale meets the hopes

of its friends, an enormous amount of equipment still com-

paratively new will become obsolescent and will be replaced

long before the natural termination of its usefulness. If, on

the other hand, the a. c. equipment does not "make good"

and higher d. c. voltage is not available, it means that the

difficulties of distribution for large and heavy work will still

remain so formidable that another period of inaction will

ensue.
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The large question involved is distribution over big sys-

tems for both freight and passenger service,—not necessarily

to the exclusion of steam locomotives for special service,—but

to such extent that electric traction will be the general

method. Electric service in a terminal division is an im-

portant introduction to the new situation, but it is not by any

means the whole thing. Nor is the electrification of a branch

road doing excursion traffic what should count as heavy trac-

tion in the larger sense of the term, since it is merely follow-

ing standard interurban precedents. The question of heavy

electric traction for the future means the use of motors as a

general method of haulage, dealing with normal railroad

traffic. Experience has already clearly shown the value of

motors in large suburban and interurban work, and as our

readers well know, there is the particular advantage gained

in more pleasant traveling conditions, quicker acceleration

and hence better speed. These considerations do not weigh

heavily in freight service, and as was well shown in some of

the discussions at the convention, comparatively few of even

the larger interurban systems are properly equipped for it.

The electrification of even a steam road does not necessarily

imply heavy electric traction. Nevertheless it is through such

work as is being done in the New York terminals that the

necessary data must be obtained. The feeling of the com-

mittee as expressed in the report on heavy traction that cau-

tion is the proper watchword, and that efforts at standard-

ization are at present rather hazardous, is fully justified. We
are now at the very beginning of the larger work of electric

railroading, to which the previous experiments with loco-

motives and the establishment of light interurban lines is

merely the prelude. In much interurban work there is need

still of taking heed of general railroad experience in methods,

it does not follow that such methods cannot be improved in

using electric traction upon a large scale. Yet as a rule the

heavier existing electric lines have much to learn from the

older railroads in the way of handling safely and expeditiously

a large passenger traffic. In many cases the looser methods

of street car service have been followed with unsatisfactory

results. In extending the functions of electric roads to in-

clude freight traffic there is renewed danger of forgetting the

general trend of railway practice, and much stress should be

laid on the necessity of learning from the experience dearly

bought by old-time railroads. The taking up of electric ser-

vice by important trunk lines, even in a tentative way, is very

important as bringing this experience to bear. It is only by

such applications that heavy electric traction can actually

come to pass.

The Road With Scant Traffic

The admirable paper by Mr. Roberts is a sort of study in

finesse as applied to railway location. No line calls for more

shrewd and careful planning than that in what is sometimes

called the "sparsely settled" community. We think that Mr.

Roberts did well to plan a definite line of action from the

kind of roving commission implied in the title, and we think

that his conception of the kind of road intended was the

correct one. A road through a scantly settled country is fore-

doomed unless the conditions are such as to encourage travel.

The interurban road can, and generally does, live on its

through traffic plus a certain amount of suburban travel. Its

local traffic seldom would justify anything but the most

modest equipment, if indeed it would justify the existence of

the road at all. The typical line considered in the paper is

essentially a rural line having an urban terminal and con-

sequently suburban traffic, but practically none of the through

riding characteristics of the interurban road. If the line is a

long one the purely suburban business affects only a small

part of the mileage. One very important thing pointed out

by the author in connection with such a case is that the

extent of passenger traffic bears little relation to the numer-

ical size of the terminal city but is mainly determined by the

population directly tributary to the road along its route.

For as a rule the traffic originating in the city is no large fac-

tor in the earnings beyond a narrow suburban limit, and the

effect of the city in stimulating traffic originating in the coun-

try depends on the fact that it is the chief center of the dis-

trict rather than upon its absolute size.

This fact goes far to explain the futility of any estimate

of traffic based purely on statistics as to population. The

instances given by Mr. Roberts show very plainly that noth-

ing but the most cautious and thorough examination of the

conditions will give any information of value to the pro-

moter. Even this sometimes leads to erroneous results,

owing to unconsidered factors which affect the traffic. In

any case the foremost fact is that with a known investment

per mile a certain minimum traffic is absolutely necessary to

getting the necessary returns. Of course some roads have

been constructed as subsidiary to real estate operations and

have eventually built up traffic, but such kind are purely

speculative and must be judged upon just that basis. We
fully agree that if the traffic will not justify at least hourly

service the road is not worth building upon its merits. It

seems, too, that Mr. Roberts has been over-cautious in the

matter of the importance of freight traffic. We should lay

even more stress upon it as a practical necessity in roads of

the class under consideration. It undoubtedly somewhat in-

creases the operating costs, but in a community which is

clearly tributary to the terminal city the annual freight traffic

is often of much consequence, and there are sometimes manu-

facturing interests sufficient to insure a fair income from

freight alone. We have seen cases in which it appeared to

be a very important part of the program.

As to the physical design of the road considered, the

paper gives some very useful hints. More than this it can-

not well accomplish, since local conditions vary so much

with respect to probable or possible increase of traffic and

interconnection with other lines. A road started on a very

modest basis as to track and rolling stock may find itself

part of a system on which the construction ought to be fairly

uniform. This same contingency should be considered in

the location of the power station and car houses. One rarely

finds a system in which operation as a whole can be efficiently

carried out without very great and often costly changes in the

component parts. The use of a. c. traction motors is in this

particular a most indeterminate matter, although Mr. Roberts

thinks highly of the system for the purposes under discussion.

There is a distinction between these roads and light railways

in the ordinary sense, the latter being essentially for local

use and not likely to fall into larger systems within a time

short compared with the life of the equipment. Mr. Roberts

takes up the matters of location and design in a way that

gives a very clear view of the considerations involved, and

his paper should prove a useful guide in considering cases

near the border line that separates the practicable from the
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undesirable. The appendix contains some very convenient

tables for trial calculations upon the purely electrical part of

the equipment problem.

The Accountants' Convention

The attendance at the Accountants' Convention was good,

and it was the general sentiment among those who partici-

pated that as much had been accomplished as at any previous

meeting of the association. This was the first year of the

association under its new name and organization, and to

many delegates the practical results of the change were un-

doubtedly of great interest. In his annual address, how-

ever, President Prockway expressed himself as being thor-

oughly satisfied with the experience of last year so far as this

feature was concerned. Many of the association problems,

such as that of ^collection of dues, have disappeared, as a

result of the affiliation of the body with the American Asso-

ciation, but, as was pertinently remarked, the obligation to

work for membership is still present. The presidential ad-

dress contained the recommendation of a separate date of

meeting for the Accountants' Association, and makes many

other suggestions which are food for thought. Of these,

however, we shall allude to only two. One is in connection

with the future work of the body and whether its field during

the next ten years will be as broad as that of the decade which

has just passed. To us it appears as if there could be no

question upon this point. Without disregarding in any way

the results accomplished during the past ten years, it seems

to us as if the problems now pressing for solution are cer-

tainly as great as those in any other period of the associ-

ation's history. They include not only the subject of depre-

ciation, which was considered at the Thursday meeting of the

association, the questions of shop accounts, freight and ex-

press accounts and park accounts, but those problems as well

which will be introduced by the change in motive power on

sections of the large steam railroads of the country which

sooner or later will have to come before the Accountants' As-

sociation in one form or another for adjustment. The other

point to which we wish to refer is in the concluding portion

of Mr. Brockway's address, in which he refers to the quali-

fications of the modern accountant. There is no doubt that

the responsibilities of this department are growing and that

errors in judgment in this branch of the service will usually

be as disastrous as those in other departments, the engineer-

ing branch, for instance, and in most cases even more diffi-

cult to rectify. Not only this, but every indication of future

events during the next few years points to the accounting

office as one of the most critical in a street railway

organization and one whose administration will call for the

exercise of the highest skill and judgment. Whether we

agree with its propriety or not, there, is no question that the

tendency of the times is toward greater publicity in the ac-

counts of corporations, especially those doing a quasi-public

business. The evidences of this movement are to be seen in

the rate bill and other recent national legislative events, the

insurance investigation, judicial interpretations of the trust

laws, the increasing number of States which have established

boards of railroad commissioners, the extensions of their

powers, and the general demands for publicity as regards

affairs of public service corporations. Experience has shown

that probity alone in both the officers themselves and in the

affairs of the corporation as well does not afford immunity

from attack, and that during the inquisitorial examinations of

corporate affairs which are now so popular, methods which

are entirely proper in themselves may be wrongly interpreted

unless the explanation can be so easily understood that those

who run may read. Under these circumstances the last

three lines contained in Polonius's advice to his son, which

was quoted by President Brockway in closing his speech,

seem most apropos.

The rules of the Accountants' Association prevent us from

publishing an extended abstract of the proceedings of that

body, but we are very glad to announce that the association

adopted the recommendation of the executive committee to

authorize the secretary of the association to sell copies of

the standard classification of accounts and standard form

of report. There have been a great many demands in the

past for copies of this classification and form from chartered

accountants and others in whose hands it would be of value

to the association to have them placed, but hitherto there has

been no way by which these individuals could secure copies.

Moreover, many financial houses and others interested finan-

cially in electric railway companies as stockholders, but who
are not connected with a railway company in an official

capacity, honestly desire and require copies of these forms

to understand the financial reports which they are called upon

to examine. These and other reasons, including possibly the

extension of electric service on steam railroad branches, un-

doubtedly had considerable to do with the decision of the

association to adopt, so far as its own standards are con-

cerned, the publicity to which we have already referred as one

of the characteristics of the present day.

The number of published papers at the Accountants' meet-

ing was limited this year to a thoughtful consideration of

"Capital Expenditures," by P. S. Young, comptroller of the

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, and the discus-

sion of the "Use of Curves and Statistics," by A. Stuart

Pratt, general auditor and treasurer of the Stone & Webster

organization. One reason for this small number was the

reservation of an entire day to a discussion in executive ses-

sion of the subject of depreciation. This discussion was ini-

tiated by a paper by Mr. Wallis, of the Fitchburg & Leo-

minster Street Railway, and while no attempt was made to

settle the problem in its entirety, it may fairly be said that an

excellent start was made. The question of printing some

portion of both the discussion and conclusions reached at the

meeting was left with the executive committees of the Ac-

countants' and American Associations.

Maintenance of Way and Structures

The Engineering Association is to be congratulated in that

it made provision in its program at this year's convention

for taking up in detail various subjects pertaining to the

maintenance of way and line structures. As compared with the

wealth of discussion we have had on rolling stock, there has

been somewhat of a dearth of information and data on road-

bed, ties and poles, yet there are no more important subjects

that could be brought before the association. The two papers

at the Columbus meeting, one on "Ballast," by C. H. Clark,

engineer maintenance of way of the Cleveland Electric Rail-

way Company, and one on "Ties, Poles and Posts," by C.

A. Alderman, chief engineer of the Cincinnati & Northern
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Traction Company, arc valuable additions to the literature

of the association, and the ensuing discussions, which were

abstracted in our last issue, are well worth reading. Neither

the papers nor the discussions perhaps lead to decisive con-

clusions, but they do point out lines of investigation along

which the association can well afford to work.

Mr. Clark's paper is a plea for more substantial standards of

track construction, both for urban and for interurban con-

ditions. For city track, either when the track is to be used

both for interurban and local cars or for local cars only, he

recommends a solid foundation of concrete mixed in the pro-

portion of at least 1-3-6 with best Portland cement, but on

this proposition the convention split. Mr. Simmons, of Mil-

waukee, coincided in the opinion expressed by Mr. Clark that

too good a track cannot be laid and the best is none too good.

But Pittsburg, the Schoepf interests and the Public Service

Corporation of New Jersey have yet to be shown that con-

crete is the proper thing. The reluctance to come out in the

open and make a stand for concrete track foundation may be

due to the fact that the evidence presented at the meeting

did not indicate that concrete had been down in any place

in this country long enough to determine whether the result-

ing life of the track would be sufficiently prolonged to justify

the larger initial cost. Mr. Larned, of Pittsburg, explained

his opinion by saying that track which has had as much money

spent on it as is necessary to build one of concrete should

last five years without attention, and this period seemed

to be the limit that has yet been offered in evidence in favor

of concrete. Our own judgment is that this is one of the

matters which will continue to be handled according to the

individual preferences of the engineer in charge and, inci-

dentally, according to the appropriation for track work at his

disposal—at least until such time as the advocates of concrete

can point to records of track life which, in the equation of

initial cost plus maintenance, will throw the balance unde-

niably in favor of concrete.

The paper on ties, poles and posts, and the discussion de-

veloped the fact that the increasing scarcity of timber and

the advancing prices of wood of all kinds are developing

what will before long prove a really serious situation. The

steam roads are yet in a position to protect themselves

because they, as a rule, still have considerable timber land at

their disposal, so the electric roads will be the ones to feel the

pinch first. This is a matter that might better be faced first

than last. The thing boils down in its initial stage to finding

preservative treatments for timber, but in its ultimate stage

to developing commercial substitutes for ties, poles, posts and

other wooden structures in electric railway work. As far as

treatment of ties and poles is concerned, some progress is

being made. The practice of imbedding wooden structures of

this nature in concrete is gaining favor, although the various

impregnating and coating processes are also gaining friends.

For poles, the remedy by which the advancing price of

wood can be met lies either in the use of metal or concrete;

for fence posts on private right of way the question is not so

serious, for wood of sufficiently good quality is still available,

but for ties the problem is troublesome. Steel or concrete

ties have not yet established their economical values, but in

this matter unfortunately the electric roads are not in a

position to take the stand assumed by the steam roads who

have manifested a strong desire to "let the other fellow do

the experimenting." It is none too early for the Engineer-

ing Association to start investigations along the line of find-

ing substitutes for ties. And the fact that several of the steel

companies this year showed steel ties in their exhibits is one

indication that the subject is up in earnest.

It has been claimed that a concrete tie at $1.50 can be

economically used as compared with an oak tie at 70 cents,

provided it will have a life of twenty-eight years, but as Mr.

Alderman says, "we know nothing about the life of concrete

ties," and his suggestion that it is worth while to experiment

with them in yards and on sidings is one that should be acted

upon. He might have gone further and said that trials should

also be made on main line tracks, because there the service is

more severe and the probable life of concrete will be more

quickly determined. By the time of the next convention we

hope there will be available considerable more information on

concrete and steel both for poles and for ties.

The Question Box of the Engineering Association

The replies in the Question Box of the Engineering Asso-

ciation this year, though comparatively brief, present more

than the usual multiplicity of opinions on many of the sub-

jects discussed. In many cases this variety can be explained

by difference in local conditions. The suggestions as to the

proper spacing of tracks in car houses vary from 10 ft. 6 in.

to 15 ft., probably because the men advocating the two ex-

tremes look at the matter in different ways. One uses his

car house for repairs and the other does not, or one is located

in the country where land is cheap, while the other is a city

man where space is calculated by the fraction of an inch.

But why should one say that 20 per cent of car-house track-

age should be fitted with pits while another asks for 50 per

cent unless because of a variation in the work done in the car

houses? The explanation undoubtedly is partly individual

preference, or the personal equation, but also partly in the

still comparative newness of the art, and it will be some time

before these minor differences of practice will disappear.

The same reasons can be advanced for the diversity of

opinion as to the best type of splice-bar, the tension of the

overhead wire, the height of the pole, and the proper formula

for babbitt metal.

At the same time it should be noted that there is a ten-

dency to get together in certain items upon which there has

been the most discussion. For example, we find that there is a

virtual agreement on the mileage to be obtained with trolley

wheels dependent upon the bushing and also probably de-

pendent upon its pressure against the wire, as to which we

still differ by a range of from 16 lbs. to 40 lbs. The matter

of oil lubrication on motor bearings is another example of

the value of discussion. It is not very long ago that this mat-

ter was being debated on the floor of the meetings, but the

unanimity of opinion on the subject as shown in the replies

now practically removes it from debatable ground. There

are few parts of the proceedings of the association that will

admit of a more profitable consideration than the Question

Box, both from the standpoint of learning the variations of

detail practice, and that of ascertaining the lines along which

committee investigations can be carried. We are glad this

subject was on the program this year, and trust it will be

continued in the future.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN STREET AND INTERURBAN
RAILWAY ASSOCIATION AT THE COLUMBUS CONVENTION

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION*
President Ely called the association of the American Street

and Interurban Railways to order after the noon recess. Secre-

tary Swenson announced a cordial invitation from Frank A.

Davis, president of the Scioto Valley Traction Company, to all

members of the four allied associations to take special trips on

the system of the Scioto Valley Traction Company, from or to

any points they might desire. Upon presentation of badges at

the office of the company in Columbus, Ohio, tickets would be

furnished as requested. Another invitation had been received

from President Wm. M. Thompson, of the Ohio State University,

to visit the buildings of that university and to inspect the equip-

ment of the various departments and the work being done in

them. Another had been received from the Central Union Tele-

phone Company and the American Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany, extending to the delegates attending the convention the

courtesy of the use of their lines after 6 p. m. daily during the

sessions of the convention. Secretary Swenson also read a copy

of a resolution adopted by the City Council of Columbus, Ohio,

extending to all a hearty welcome and expressing the sincere de-

sire of contributing in any way possible to make their stay in

the city pleasant and profitable. He also read a letter of invita-

tion from the Columbus, Delaware & Marion Electric Railway
Company, extending to the members of the association free trans-

portation over the lines of its road during convention week, the

association badge being accepted as evidence of membership, also

a letter from Mr. George Westinghouse. of Pittsburg, regret-

ting his inability to be present at this meeting, also one from
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, sending greet-

ings and announcing the appointment of representatives of that

society to attend this meeting. It was then moved, seconded and

carried that all communications of this nature be referred to the

committee on resolutions, when appointed, for appropriate ac-

tion by that committee.

President Ely then read the following telegram, which had
just been received by him

:

The city of Boston sends greetings and extends a cordial invitation to

your association to hold its next annual meeting in Boston, the ideal con-

vention city of America. Mr. Chairman, a hearty welcome if you come.

JOHN F. FITZGERALD, Mayor.

Mr. Ely was then called out of the room, and Hon. John I.

Beggs, first vice-president, assumed the chair. Mr. Beggs then

called for the report of the committee on subjects. It was read

by Mr. Connette, and is published below

:

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON SUBJECTS
The report of the committee on subjects consists of the program which is

presented to the association at this meeting, and any formal report is

almost unnecessary.

In preparing the program, it was assumed by your committee that there is

a great deal of work to be done within a short period of time, and that

this time should be utilized to the greatest advantage. Hence, it was de-

sirable that all unnecessary or irrelevant reports, resolutions, speeches, dis-

cussions, etc., should be eliminated as far as possible.

It was decided that the papers and discussions should be of a general,

and not of a local, interest; that the papers should be on live subjects,

short and pithy, requiring not more than fifteen minutes to read, and of a

character to draw out discussion. Where it is possible to procure the

papers sufficiently in advance of the meeting, the papers should be printed

and distributed in advance. The writer should be requested to be at the

meeting when his paper is called up, and should be given five minutes to

abstract it, and a limited time allowed for discussion.

It was furthermore decided that the papers should be grouped, so that

the topics of a similar nature might be discussed at the same session, so

that anyone particularly interested in a certain subject could hear all the

papers relating to that subject at one session. For instance, at this meet-

ing we have an opening session, a report session, an interurban session, an
employees' session, an executive session and a closing session.

The committee is extremely desirous that this meeting of the association

be run on schedule time, papers and reports being called up and discussed

exactly as outlined in the program. This has never been done at any pre-

vious meeting, and your committee is of the opinion that such a procedure
would greatly increase the attendance and stimulate interest in the dis-

The meetings of the main association and the subsidiary associations are

*The report of the first, or Wednesday morning session, will be found on
page 766 of the Oct. 20 issue.

so arranged that several meetings may be held at the same time. It is

arranged, however, that no other meetings are held during the opening and
closing sessions of the association, so that all may attend those meetings.
This committee on subjects was appointed too late in the year to confer

with the subsidiary organizations regarding their programs. If a new com-
mittee on subjects is appointed for next year, it is suggested that this com-
mittee confer with the proper representatives of the subsidiary organiza-

tions, so that there may be some degree of uniformity in the work of the

various organizations, and so that none of the work undertaken may over-
lap.

As railway officials are busy men, and have little time to devote to literary

pursuits, it is always difficult to get writers for papers, and the program
for the meetings should be arranged as far in advance as possible so as

to allow plenty of time for the preparation of papers. The writers this

year were not selected until the month of June, and the thanks of the
association are due the gentlemen who, upon such short notice, furnished
the papers for this meeting.

RICHARD McCULLOCH (Chairman),
E. G. CONNETTE,
THEODORE STEBBINS.

Committee.

The chairman said that if there was no contrary order, the re-

port would be received and spread upon the minutes of the as-

sociation and published in the proceedings. He added that the
length—or rather the brevity—of the report was not to be taken
as an indication of the amount of work that this committee did.

They gave a very large amount of time and work, and it was
necessary to conduct considerable correspondence to obtain gen-
tlemen who were willing to prepare papers to be read before the
association, and the association is under obligations to the com-
mittee for the conscientious manner in which their work was per-
formed and the valuable suggestions embodied in their report.

The next order of business was the report of the committee
on car wiring. This report was read by the secretary, and is

published below

:

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON CAR WIRING
The committee appointed by you to confer with a committee from the

Underwriters' National Electric Association for the consideration of Rule 32,

National Electric Code Car Wiring and Equipment of Cars, begs to report

as follows:

Your committee has not found it necessary to meet during the year,

such questions as have been brought up for consideration having been
satisfactorily handled by correspondence. No changes have been made
in Rule 32, National Electric Code Car Wiring and Equipment of Cars, and
such changes as have been proposed by the electrical committee have been
reported adversely by the joint committee of the Underwriters Association
and of your association. The joint committee recommended one change in

the rule as follows:

Rule S2, paragraph g, section 2:

"b—Heaters to be constructed with a protecting ventilated metal casing,

providing an air space of not less than 2 ins. on all sides of the resistance.

Heaters to be so located that the resistances will be not less than 4 ins.

below the under side of the seats, or from any woodwork unless the under
side of the seat, or such woodwork, is protected by not less than %-in.

fire-resisting, insulating material, or .04 sheet metal with 1-in. air space
between the sheet metal and the seats or woodwork."
This recommendation of the joint committee, however, was nut adopted

by the electrical committee of the Underwriters' National Electric Associa-
tion, and the rule remains unchanged.

M. G. STARRETT (Chairman).

E. W. OLDS,
C. B. KING,
JOHN LINDALL,

Committee.

The chairman again announced that if there was no contrary
order desired by the association this report would be received

and spread upon the minutes of the asociation. He also said, on
behalf of this committee, that a great amount of work has been
done by them and must be continued to be done by them in tin-

future, and which cannot appear in any published report. They
stand as a kind of "bumper" between the underwriters and the

operators of the roads, and are keeping in touch constantly with

what is proposed to be exacted on the part of the fire under-
writers, and likewise to give them suggestions as to what might
be desirable and what would be of no value, although it might
be very expensive.

The next paper on the program was the report of the com-
mittee on standardization of equipment, of which H. C. Page,
of Springfield, Mass., was chairman. Mr. Page then presented

the following report

:
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON STANDARDIZATION
Your committee, during the last twelve months, has got together a large

amount of data. This information has been interesting, and we feel that

during the next twelve months much can be accomplished. This com-
mittee has worked through and with the engineering committee on
standardization, and its report expresses our ideas on the subject. The
chairman of the engineering committee deserves a large amount of praise,

and this association is indebted to him for his untiring energy and work
accomplished. His work would be much easier if the different companies

belonging to this association would fill out the data sheets sent them and

return them to our secretary. The secretary of the association has

worked hard and faithfully on this matter, and, if we as members will do

our part as well as he, much will be accomplished the coming year.

H. C. PAGE, Chairman,

JOHN MURPHY,
H. A. NICHOLL,
T. W. WILSON,
H. WALLERSTEDT, '

Committee.

Vice-President Beggs explained that the work of the standard-

ization committee had' to be of necessity limited, because it was
not possible to do a great amount of work until the basic work
had been accomplished by the similar committee from the Engi-

neering branch of the association. It might be desirable in the

future to have some arrangements made by which the reports of

the co-ordinate associations may be brought before this associa-

tion for discussion by the members of this association who might

not have the opportunity of participating in the discussion of the

co-ordinate association.

The next order of business upon the regular program was
the report of the committee on promotion of traffic. W. E.

Harrington, of New York City, chairman, then presented the re-

port, which is published elsewhere in this issue.

Vice-President Beggs asked what action the association de-

sired to take on the report, and whether it was the desire of the

committee to have the resolutions taken up and acted on by the

association.

Mr. Harrington said that the committee submitted the resolu-

tions with the thought of obtaining an expression of the opinion

of the members regarding this work.

The vice-president suggested that it would hardly be proper

for the association to adopt the report without segregating the

various resolutions and passing on them independently, because

there might be a difference of opinion as to some of the sugges-

tions and recommendations.

E. G. Connette, of Worcester, said that it might possibly be

appropriate to refer the report to the executive committee, so

that the various suggestions contained therein could be properly

referred to sub-committees or special committees for considera-

tion and recommendation.

The vice-president said, however, that this would simply post-

pone action on the matter, to which the committee had already

given a great deal of consideration.

Mr. Connette asked what would be the effect if the associa-

tion, as an asociation, should adopt the resolutions. The recom-

mendations could not be made mandatory. He, therefore, sug-

gested that the report be received and spread upon the minutes,

and allow the recommendations to be accepted or rejected by the

members of the association as they may see fit.

The vice-president suggested, in order to bring the matter be-

fore the association in proper form, that the resolutions be con-

sidered seriatim, and that an expression of opinion -concerning

them to be had from the members. He personally would oppose

some of the resolutions, but would agree to others. As the com-

mittee had presented these resolutions in concrete form, the proper

way would be to get an expression of what the opinion of the

members was concerning them. Recommendations such as were

embodied in the report could not bind the members of the asso-

ciation. The association might choose to express the opinion

that it is proper for a railway company to own and operate a park,

but the speaker would not do it for any company in which he

was interested. In the same way, no one is committed to any of

the standards which the standardization committee may recom-

mend and this or one of the co-ordinate associations may ap-

prove, but it might be the judgment of a large number of the

members of the association to whose opinion respect should

be paid. Considering the amount of attention given to this re-

port, the chairman suggested that the association should get an

expresion of opinion on the individual resolutions. (Mr. Con-

nette withdrew his motion.)

Mr. Connette then moved that the resolutions be taken up

seriatim and considered. (Motion carried.)

The vice-president read the first resolution as follows:

Resolved, That the American Street and Interurban Railway Associa-

tions believes that parks operated in connection with railways are profitable

and desirable as a means of promoting traffic.

Mr. Harrington said that this recommendation was based upon
the analysis of the data sheets in his report. This analysis shows
that 74 per cent of the replies were in favor of that proposition,

and that was the reason for embodying it in the resolution as

an expression of approval. The idea of presenting the resolutions

was to bring out the discussion that would naturally ensue from
putting the matter coldly before the association and saying that

the association is or is not in favor of a certain proposition. Mr.
Harrington said that he had no particular arguments to present

either for or against the resolutions, except the expression which
was secured from the replies of the members of the association

who filled out the sheets.

The vice-president said that he did not believe, except in rare

cases, in railway companies going into the matter of entertain-

ment such as is contemplated, possibly in a general sense, in this

resolution. A large amount of money has been lost by railroads

going into a business they did not understand and should not

be interested in at all. He believed in railroads giving assistance

in some indirect manner to the promotors of these enterprises.

Some of them are very profitable, but he would deplore it if the

association should pass the resolution in the manner in which it

was set forth in the report. He thought a great many companies
which years ago went into the park business had lost large

amounts of money. There are some railroad companies to-day

who would pay a bonus to someone who would take the parks

off their hands. He threw this out as a cautionary signal to the

new interurban lines coming along, and the association should be

careful what advice it gave which might be taken by new com-
panies, and he thought before any company embarks upon the

proposition of maintaining a park, it should very carefully study

into what other companies have done.

Robert McCulloch, of St. Louis, said that thare did not seem
to be any disposition to discuss this question. The report was
very elaborate and complete; it had so much information in it

that all the members could take it home and digest it at their

leisure. He thought it would be better to accept the report and

thank the committee for the trouble and pains they had taken

to provide so much information, so thoroughly presented in such

form that it can be referred to and made use of as might be neces-

sary, and not consume any further time in attempting to get a

discussion that did not seem to materialize. He suggested, there-

fore, that the association pass a vote of sincere thanks to the com-
mittee for the thoroughness with which it had done its work,

without committing the association to the views expressed in the

report. (The motion was seconded and carried.)

The vice-president then called upon the committee on insur-

ance. H. J. Davis, of Cleveland, chairman of the committee, read

the report, which will be found on page 764 of the issue of

Oct. 20.

C. H. Harvie, of Knoxville, asked if the committee had struck

any snags in the State laws against forming these mutual com-
panies.

Mr. Davies replied that the committee had not formed any in-

surance company, but that companies have been organized on a

plan approved by the committee under the laws of Ohio, and have

been approved by the Insurance Commissioner of Obio.

H. A. Robinson, of New York, thought that it would be difficult,

as far as New York is concerned, to introduce this character of

insurance. The New York properties are covered by large mort-

gages, in each of which the company making the mortgage has

agreed to procure insurance satisfactory to the trustee of the

mortgage. Moreover, in a number of the leases, where his company

had taken over the properties of other companies composed of

wholly independent stockholders, the leasing company was

obliged to provide insurance which is satisfactory to their boards

of directors. He did not think it possible to get attorneys or

officers of trust companies in the city of New York to agree to

take insurance for the benefit of fifteen or twenty millions of

dollars of bonds in the policies of mutual insurance companies

organized under the laws of Ohio. The difficulty of accepting

insurance of this kind in the State of New York had already been

encountered, owing to the peculiar insurance laws in New York
State, which provide against outside insurance except by going

through certain formalities taken before the Commission of In-
surance at Albany. It did not seem to him to be exact protection

to the bondholders to give them insurance of this character, when

it is necessary for the bondholders to go to the State of Ohio to

get the bills paid in case of a loss.
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B. E. Loomis, of New York, said that he represented twenty-

six fire insurance companies which for six years had been carrying

on inspection of street railway and power stations throughout the

United States. They had made it a point to recommend im-

provements which would reduce the rate, and had carried on the

sprinkler tests in Newark. The insurance companies had co-

operated in every way with the car wiring committee of the as-

sociation, and a committee of the association was invited to

attend the various tests held by the insurance companies

at Newark. As a result of all this work undertaken by

the insurance companies, the reduction in the rates of

insurance on the various street railway properties through-

out the United States has been very material, in some instances

as much as 75 per cent. The insurance companies are more
than willing to co-operate with the street railway companies,

and he believed that the companies would be glad to make an

appointment with a representative committee of the street rail-

way association which would be mutually satisfactory to

both parties concerned. He had the assurance from the offi-

cers of a number of insurance companies that a committee

would be appointed to meet with a committee of the Street

and Interurban Railway Association to develop some system of

insurance which would be mutually satisfactory to both. He be-

lieved that to be the only system of co-operation which could

possibly be successful, because with any one company it is hard

to assume a line of insurance, but with the stock companies,

which have been in business for years and have been able to

withstand three' or four conflagrations like that in San Francisco,

it is a different matter. He thought it very easy to secure thor-

ough co-operation from the insurance companies. They will give

the members a reason for the former rates, and will tell them that

instead of only one-third of the premium having been paid back,

the loss ratio has been over 80 per cent. This is the loss ratio of

forty companies in the East and West.

Henry A. Staats, of Cleveland, said that he represented twenty-

four traction companies in the matter of insurance. He first

wished to reply to the gentlemen from New York, Mr. Robinson.

The kind of insurance he had in mind and the kind the speaker

wished to present for consideration were different in character.

The speaker represented the American Street Railway Insurance

Company, which is to have a capital stock of $500,000 and a sur-

plus of $500,000 before a single policy is issued. That will enable

the company to enter any State in the Union, and its policies will

be made acceptable at any bank or any trust institution. The
capital of the company will be subscribed by individuals of the

various railway companies representing this association. Twenty-
four companies have already subscribed to the American Street

Railway Insurance Company, and it has been organized under the

laws of the State of Ohio. Mr. Loomis says he represents twenty-

six stock companies which are willing to appoint a committee to

treat with the members of the American Street and Interurban

Railway Association, but they are not in business for their health,

but for the money they can make out of the insurance business.

They do not give the railway companies the best possible rates

of insurance. Some of the manufacturers of the United States

have been banded together for the past seventy years to carry their

own insurance, and some of the better classes of manufacturing

properties to-clay are carried by the Factory Mutual Companies of

New England at a rate of 8 T/2 to 15 cents on each $100 of in-

surance carried. A co-operation of the traction companies for

the purpose of carrying their own insurance would be better than

to attempt to co-operate with the old line companies and permit

them to make their own rules and regulations, and.low rates tem-

porarily, and after competition has ceased to put the rates

on again. That is the old story. They will give temporarily a

low rate of insurance, and that rate will afterwards be raised

when the competition ceases. The only way to maintain compe-
tition is through co-operation in an insurance organization that

can be called your own; then it is possible to say to the old line

companies, "Now, gentlemen, if you wish to carry a part of our

insurance you can carry it at such a rate." The position now
taken by the old line insurance companies is: if you install auto-

matic sprinklers, fire extinguishers here and a hose there, have a

watchman to make a tour with a watchman's clock, we will

write your insurance for $1.15, or if we have competition we will

write it for 15 cents. That was the position taken in Cleveland,

Ohio, on one rate with which the speaker had been working.

They formerly paid a rate of $1.50, and when a little competition

was brought to bear on the old line companies they said : we must
not let that business get away, we must kill this little organization

in its incipiency; if we do not it will get to be a big thing, and

we will not be able to control the insurance of traction properties

and electric light and power stations. So they made a flat rate

of 15 cents, which has been increased to 18 cents on about four

millions of business. This insurance subject is a perplexing prob-

lem and could be argued indefinitely. The $80,000,000 paid in

California came out of the pockets of the insured. There is

no where else it could come from. Why not get together, form
your own insurance company, divide the profits among yourselves

and simply pay the actual loss and expenses that accrue in your
particular class of business. Why pay for these conflagration

losses? The street railway risks are isolated. They are not sub-

ject to total loss. A company like the Columbus Railway & Light

Company has risks located at different parts of the city. To make
a total loss it would be necessary to have the city entirely de-

stroyed. Through the establishment of this insurance organiza-

tion there should be connected with it an inspection bureau, and
competent inspectors and engineers would be employed to look

after the interests of the insured. The old line companies, and
possibly the mutual companies, are permitted to make their in-

spections and suggestions, and they are making them for their

own good as well as those of the members of this association.

Money will buy brains, and it is possible to get just as good brains

to follow up the interests represented here as can be found in the

old line companies. If fifty or sixty or one hundred traction com-
panies should get together and deposit in an insurance fund

1 per cent of the earning power of their roads annually, a fund

would be created which would reach perhaps $3,000,000 of $4,000,-

000, and out of that fund the losses could be paid. The business

would be looked after scientifically, inspected regularly and taken

care of just as the roads would take care of any other business.

At present that particular part of the traction business is being

taken care of by strangers, and they have no particular love for

the companies but for their dollars. They will reduce the rates

of insurance on traction properties very low in order to kill this

little organization which has been started. The question is

whether the members of the association will co-operate to a point

where they can carry their own insurance at cost, and that cost,

even in unprotected properties, will be brought down to about

three-tenths of 1 per cent. These are the figures which were obtained

after very careful investigation made by the chairman of the com-
mittee on insurance, H. J. Davies. He received from 420 railways

replies to his letters, giving the actual figures showing the amount
of premium they had paid and the amount of losses they had sus-

tained, and the actual fire loss amounted to only 27.66 per cent

of the premiums paid. The speaker said he took issue with Mr.
Loomis when he says it costs 80 per cent of the premiums to

cover power house losses and electric light and power stations.

The speaker represented the interests of the traction companies
and not the interests of any particular insurance organizations.

With co-operation he can enable the railway companies to obtain

their insurance at actual cost, and that cost will be less than can

be gotten from the old line companies, who have got to make
large profits to satisfy the stockholders.

E. R. Townsend, of Chicago, said he represented the stock

companies of the Middle West in the traction work. A few elec-

tric light and traction companies combined cannot take care of

their losses as well as the insurance companies having a capitaliza-

tion of $80,000,000. They spread their losses over all the country,

and their eggs are not all in one basket. These companies have

followed this traction business from time to time, its cost, and the

factors necessary to produce good business, and they have con-

cluded from their research that stock companies can carry the

liability at a very low figure. The old line companies have been

making insurance rates of late subject to conditions that the

insured shall put in certain improvements which shall warrant

a reduction in the rates. The elimination of such small defects,

corrections in the electrical equipments, physical hazards, etc.. will

give a better class of properties, and the stock companies stand

ready and willing to offer any suggestions for correcting any

such defects, and when this is done will give insurance at a lower

cost. For some years the stock companies have maintained a de-

partment and request the insured to invite inspection. The prop-

erties are visited and suggestions are made as to what the insured

can do to lower his rate. He determines the cost himself. The
companies would like all the members of the association who are

interested in this matter to make a request of their secretary

for inspection, and he will forward it to the companies and it

will receive best attention. The quality of this business of late

years has improved. Properties are becoming consolidated under

one management, and some one is delegated to take care of the

properties. The moral hazard is improved, and that enters into
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stock insurance rates. The companies believe they can give the

roads insurance at cost. They have never made any specially

low rates to meet competition, but have studied to improve con-

ditions so that they can make these rates.

Mr. Staats asked when the insurance companies commenced to

give these marked reductions in rates.

Mr. Loomis said that the department had been started some

live years ago, to educate the people along the lines of improving

their property from an insurance standpoint. The managers of

the properties have not had time to look over the properties and

put them in the condition that the underwriters desired. As a

result the insurance inspectors have made special efforts to visit

the risks and point out such little factors of danger as could be

eliminated and allow certain deductions in their insurance.

A. H. Ford, of New York, manager of the American Cities

Railway & Light Companies, said he was very much interested in

this question, because he had had some experience with it in the

past, and especially during the last year. The speaker said he was

primarily a mutual insurance man. He had tried in every way to

take a little 'combination of properties owned by his company and

organize a mutual insurance company among them, and thought

he had accomplished his purpose. He started in with $150,000

of an insurance fund and intended to build that up to $500,000.

He thought that would be a respectable insurance fund for the

properties to be protected. He got the inspiration from Mr.

Krueger, of Philadelphia, who told him that the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Company had $1,200,000 in insurance bonds for the

protection of the property of that company, and it operated very

successfully. The speaker, however, found State laws against the

scheme. In the first place the corporations themselves could not

go into that fund. In the next place the State laws prevented one

company from being responsible for the losses of another, and

there were other difficulties. About that time he had a number

of conversations with Mr. Staats and a number of letters from

Mr. Davies about these companies in which they were interested.

The speaker, however, was not prepared to subscribe to the capital

stock in the name of the companies he represented. He was pre-

pared, however, to give them a certain line of insurance in

each one of the properties; but he saw that he could not handle

the insurance proposition through that insurance company at that

time. Since then the company has been organized with a capital

stock of $500,000 and a surplus of equal amount, and it should

be able to carry a very fair line of insurance. He first took up

tin- consideration of the lighting properties. His companies were

paying a little over 1 per cent to the old line companies, and they

were insured in the New England Factory Mutual. During the

past two years his companies had improved the character of all

of their risks, so that they were in better shape to secure lower

rates than they were previous to that time. When he found the

power houses were constructed on the lines laid down by the

factory mutual companies, he told the old line companies that

his companies would insure their power houses in the factory

mutuals unless they were given a better rate than they had been

heretofore able to secure on their whole line. This property was

fully inspected, and a better condition of affairs was found than

when it was last inspected. As a result, three of the properties

were written at greatly reduced rates, partly on account of the

improved condition of the property and partly for other reasons.

The speaker believed the managers of railway companies usually

pay less attention to the insurance conditions in their property

than to any other single question with which they have to deal.

He also thought that if they will put their properties in proper

shape, not to get a lower rate of insurance, but to protect them-

selves against the destruction of cars and machinery, which is

necessary to the conduct of their business, they will have no

difficulty in dealing with the insurance question. He believed that

the old line companies would then come to them and propose

lower rates, or if the railway companies had insurance contracts

that were only three months old, and the managers can show the

insurance companies that the conditions had been improved, they

could undoubtedly secure the benelit of reduced rates and be

willing to make a new contract for the remainder of the period.

Mr. Staats is working in the right direction, but what he gives

is not adequate. Mr. Robinson hit the nail on the head. The

trustees of the mortgages will not accept that insurance. He was

told by them during the organization of his mutual insurance

company that the trustees might come in and object. In some

of the mortgages of his company the trustees are the custodians

of the insurance and can do what they please with it. cancel it,

or place il elsewhere. If Mr. Staats will organize a company

with $20,000,000 of capital, it will then be possible to talk with

him about going into his insurance company. The speaker did not

believe a $1,000,000 company is sufficient. He had about $700,000

of insurance to place about three months ago, and in view of the

impaired condition of some of the stock companies by reason of

the recent large fires in several cities he could only get one-half

of it in the old line companies, and the balance of it had to be

taken in the English Lloyds. The report of the committee recom-
mends that all the traction companies go into this insurance com-
pany. That is the way the speaker understood the report. He
said he should be sorry to see that recommendation go out from
this body, for he did not believe, for the reasons stated, that the

association was prepared to make any such recommendation.

Mr. Staats explained that it was not the intention of the

American Railway Insurance Company to take the entire in-

surance on any one property, simply to take a reasonable portion

of it, and in so doing to compel the old line companies to lower

their rates down to a reasonable point. If competition is done

away with the rates will go up again.

Mr. Davies also explained that the insurance committee did not

recommend that the members of this association place their in-

surance with any insurance company. The insurance committee

simply expressed the opinion that the traction companies in the

country could unite and carry their own insurance in some way.

The insurance committee ought not to represent any insurance

company. It ought not to recommend any mode of insurance as

against any other mode that may be in competition with it. The
insurance committee ought to hear suggestions from all sources

and advise the association as to the best method ;
first, to protect

their properties against loss by fire by proper equipment and con-

struction, and, secondly, to insure themselves against any money
loss that may result from a fire which may occur. The insurance

committee is not interested in any insurance company. If the

association should appoint another insurance committee to con-

tinue this work during the coming year it ought not to be in-

terested in any insurance company or any plan of insurance. The
suggestion of Mr. Loomis, as representative of the National Board
of Fire Underwriters, to confer with a committee of this asso-

ciation is a good one. The committee does not condemn the

stock insurance companies ; it should not ; it should confer with

the representatives of the stock insurance companies, accept rec-

ommendations from them and get them to co-operate with it for

the benefit of the traction companies.

Mr. Loomis said he wished to add a word for the stock com-
panies so far as the co-operation of the stock companies with the

association is concerned. It is said that they have not come for-

ward. The stock companies are perfectly willing to co-operate

with the committees of this association at any time, to meet with

them and satisfy them they are willing to do anything in their

power on a co-operative basis with the street railway companies.

The insurance companies are willing to co-operate if the railway

companies will co-operate.

The vice-president said he had given a great deal of attention

to this matter, and desired to say a word or two in connection with

it, having for some years been in the fire insurance business and
now being required to place many millions of fire insurance. The
justification for the appointment of this committee, he thought,

was evident to-day. This is the first time he had seen one of the

old line fire insurance companies send representatives to this

meeting to say anything to indicate that they care about the

electric railway business. A few years ago the electric railway

properties were on the prohibited scale, and, as Mr. Ford said,

it is difficult now in certain sections of the country to cover large

lines of insurance. It is apparent the old line companies have

awakened to the fact that if they treat the railway companies as

they have too often treated them in the past, that perhaps the

latter will be put in a position to help themselves. The suggestion

of Mr. Ford met the speaker's hearty approval ; in fact, he said

that this proposition to raise a million dollars of capital for this

company was largely his own. Mr. Staats and those in Cleveland

who are interested in this proposition, sought to interest the

speaker in the company for which it was proposed to arrange for

$500,000, half capital and half surplus. He took the position that

this sum was too small to be of any moment whatever, even as a

balance wheel to the old line companies. One of the difficulties

under which the old line companies labor is the 25 per cent

commission which is one of the first charges against fire insurance

and from which they cannot get away, and this money can never

come back to the insured. The speaker said that he .had recently

had some policies cancelled by some of the companies, and others

are likely to be cancelled in the future, and, therefore, he thought

it is highly important that this association should continue this
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work. As Mr. Staats has well said, if this association had among
its members a good, strong stock company, complying with the

laws of the most stringent State in the Union, be that New York,

and having within its own ranks the best ability to inspect these

risks and know what are proper precautions to put upon them,

the roads could make .a success of the undertaking. They can

employ as good men as can any fire insurance company in the

United States to conduct this business. They would know what

(lie insurance is costing, and would have some guide, when the

insurance companies say the roads should pay so much money,

whether that was right or not. It might not be possible to organize a

company that would be large enough to carry all these properties,

but there is enough ability in this association to organize a com-

pany as to give a guide as to what are the proper charges.

The meeting then adjourned until Thursday morning at 10:00

o'clock.

THURSDAY MORNING SESSION.
The American Street and Interurban Railway Association met

pursuant to adjournment at 10 o'clock a. m. It was called to

order by President W. Caryl Ely, who announced as the first

order of business the report of the committee 011 heavy electric

traction. This report was presented by the chairman of the com-
mittee, Calvert Townley, of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad Company.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON HEAVY ELECTRIC TRACTION
The committee on heavy electric traction respectfully reports as follows:

As a starting point it seems necessary that the term "heavy electric trac-

tion" should be given a specific definition. It is presumed that the defini-

tion will include steam railroads or branches thereof which have been elec-

trified. There are, however, many roads which have adopted electric traction

from the start, the weight of the rolling stock of which the capacity of the

electric equipment adopted and the operating speeds established are as

great as or greater than those obtaining on many ex-steam lines. These
electric lines include both the elevated and subway roads in our large cities

and many interurban roads as well. Your committee is of the opinion,

therefore, in the absence of any other definition, that all such roads would
come within the scope of the term "heavy electric traction."

The committee would be glad to have from the association a clear defini-

tion of what is intended to be included by the term "heavy electric trac-

tion." '

In the absence of any device as to the scope and duties of this com-
mittee we have been reluctant to ourselves to define our scope of duties

and to undertake any particular line of work based on such definition. It

is the opinion of the committee, which is herewith offered as a suggestion

to form a basis of discussion, that we can best serve the interests of the

association by investigating and recommending for standardization such

matters pertaining to heavy electric railroading as may from time to time

be referred to us.

The mileage of the railroads previously operated by steam and now
operated by electricity is as yet comparatively small, but the electrification

of several roads entering New York is well under way, and the projected

electrification of other roads there and in other sections of the country

gives promise that a very large amount of this kind of work may be ex-

pected in the near future. It is naturally desirable that the interchange of

traffic betwen such roads should be facilitated, this being perhaps more
essential than is the case with the ordinary trolley roads, whose sphere of

operations is naturally more localized. On the other hand, the engineering

questions involved in the electrification of steam roads present many new

features, about which engineers and operating men are by no means agreed.

It would, therefore, be quite as dangerous to at this time undertake too

rapid a standardization as it would be to neglect the subject, and your

committee, therefore, feels that the questions should be approached with

1

CALVERT TOWNLEY (Chairman),

LOUIS B. STILLVVELL,
EDWIN B. KATTE,

Committee.

At the conclusion of the reading of the report of the com-

mittee, as published above, Mr. Townley said that he was asso-

ciated with interests which operate trolley roads of different

types, and also who are electrifying roads that are now operating

by steam, and that he had been impressed with the fact that elec-

tric railroading and steam railroading are closely akin. He had

had steam railroad men tell him that the trolley was an insig-

nificant and unimportant kind of railroading, and trolley men
had said that steam railroad men did not know anything about

the trolley business and there were no points of similarity. Both

of these extreme opinions are* wrong. It seemed to him that both

the steam and the trolley roads have so many points in common
that it is much safer to class them together, and he was im-

pressed with the possibility of development in electric traction

methods whereby the trolley roads, instead of primarily compet-

ing with, can become feeders to, the steam* roads, so that the

two classes of transportation will be friendly and will assist one
another. There is no reason why this cannot be done if the

arbitrary conditions of ownership and competition can be re-

moved. It also seemed to him, if the committee should be

continued as a standing committee, that as electric interurban

practice is approaching so near to steam conditions, it would be

desirable to take advantage of the experience of steam roads in

dealing with the problem more than has been done in the past.

It would be difficult to draw a dividing line between the ordinary

trolley road and what may be called heavy electric traction,

and it could not be drawn rigidly ; but it is certain that the in-

terests of heavy interurban service and electrified steam ser-

vice are going to be so closely identified with each other that

it would be profitable to take cognizance of the fact and give

careful attention to it.

It was then moved by H. C. Page, of Springfield, Mass., and

seconded by Mr. Grant, that a vote of thanks be extended to the

committee for the able and instructive manner in which they

handled this subject. The motion was unanimously adopted and
referred to the committee on resolutions.

As there was no discussion of the report, the president an-

nounced that the next order of business was the paper, "Ele-

vated Railways and Their Bearing on Heavy Electric Traction,"

by H. M. Brinckerhoff, consulting engineer, New York City.

Mr. Brinckerhoff then read the paper, which was published on

page 737 of the Oct. 20 issue. There was no discussion.

The next paper was on "Electric Railways in Sparsely Settled

Communities," by E. P. Roberts, of Cleveland. This paper was
printed on page 742 of the Oct. 20 issue.

Mr. Roberts, in presenting an abstract of the paper, said

:

"The value of the promotors' or 'speculative' interest in a pro-

posed electric railway is generally in stock, and as the margin of

profit is nearly always quite small, even though the gross income
may be quite large, a small percentage difference in the amount
of the gross and net receipts may, and frequently will, make
such a difference in the amount available for dividends on stock

as practically to determine whether the stock will have any
value, or often may be just the difference between paying interest

on the bonds or not quite meeting such interest, in which latter

case the original speculative interests may be entirely wiped out

by the process of reorganization. It is therefore very evident

that, practically speaking, it is impossible to give too much time

and expense to the preliminary investigations in order to insure

that the location and design of the road are such as will give

maximum dividends, considering the effect of variations of route

on first cost, operating expenses and gross income, and the net

income resulting from the foregoing considerations. It is very-

easy to affect the gross income from 5 to 15 per cent by changes
in route, or by the character of terminal facilities, and such

changes may be accompanied by a greater or less first cost, or

greater or less operating expense, or both. The above thought
is based on a statement by A. M. Wellington, in his classic book
relative to 'Railway Location.' The speaker believed that it

would be of value to all interested in electric railways to read

the 'Introduction' in this book, and also the general statements

in Chapter I, relative to 'Economic Premises.' As an introduc-

tion to this chapter, Mr. Wellington gives the following quota-
tion of D. H. Ainsworth : 'The location of a railroad is giving it

its constitution. It may be sick, even unto death, with accidents

of construction and management, but, with a good constitution

it will ultimately recover.'
"

At the conclusion of the reading of Mr. Roberts' abstract, the

Chair complimented the author. As there were no remarks, the

president announced the paper, "Interurban Freight and Ex-
press," by E. C. Spring, general manager Dayton, Covington &
Piqua Traction Company, West Milton. Ohio. This paper was
printed on page 740 of the Oct. 20 number.
George W. Parker, general passenger, freight and express

agent of the Detroit United Railway Company, said that an or-

dinance had recently been passed in Detroit requiring a payment
of $1 per car per round trip for all freight cars operated in and
out of the city. This now amounts to $5,000 per year. In addi-

tion, the company is also compelled by ordinance not to operate

express cars oftener than every two hours. He then asked Mr.
Spring for his opinion as to the future attitude of municipalities

toward interurban freight and express traffic.

Mr. Spring said there was such a diversity of opinion among the

various municipalities in the Slate of Ohio upon this point that

he could not formulate a definite opinion on the subject.

Ernest Gonzenbach, of Sheboygan, Mich., said that he repre-

sented only a very small road which, up to two years ago, had
been doing a small amount of freight and express business with
one car, whose earnings amounted perhaps to 20 cents per car-

mile. Since that time the company has been pushing the freight

business, and has succeeded to the extent that that car to-day is

earning about 30 or 40 cents per car-mile, and in some months
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earns 45 cents per car-mile, whereas the regular passenger m-

terurban cars earn about 25 cents per car-mile. It seems to

him that earnings of that magnitude are not to be sneered at.

The company has only one car, but it handles very heavy ship-

ments. That region produces a great deal of cheese, and during

the month of September last that one car took in $727 gross in

freight, at an operating cost of $254- This is decidedly better

than can be obtained from the passenger service. The company

is hauling part of the output of a large factory, with receipts

of about 45 cents per car-mile.

G. B. Hrppee, of Des Moines, la., said his road was handling

carload freight. It has a joint traffic arrangement with roads run-

ning to Chicago by which the steam company furnishes the cars,

and the electric road gets 33V3 per cent of the long haul. Thus,

the company receives $25 for hauling a 60,000-lb. car an average

of 15 miles. The company is striving for heavy business, and

has been for the past three years.

Its freight earnings started out, at

first, at about 13 per cent, and now

are about 40 per cent of the gross

receipts. The company hauls all

the coal burned in the electric

light station in Des Moines, and

all the material that has gone into

the building of the army post.

During the last three years that

has represented about 8000 cars.

The company has a regular freight

department and men who solicit

business, because it has felt that

there is money in it, especially in

the long-haul business.

H. M. Brinckerhoff, of New
York, referred to the necessity of

having a high gear ratio, that is,

slow-speed gearing, on the inter-

urban freight cars. This will re-

duce the consumption of current

in starting and on grades. He
also called attention to the practice

on some electric roads of hauling

of stock from cross-roads. The

farmers drive the stock to these

roads, and the electric roads then

take the cattle to the steam roads

instead of having the cattle driven

for considerable distances. A
stock loading platform can be

erected for a small amount of

money, and the farmer can then

be accommodated near his barn-

yard, while the electric railroad

gets the haulage of the cattle to

the connecting steam railroad. He
asked Mr. Spring whether the

steam railroads in Ohio and Indi-

ana manifest a willingness to co-

operate with the electric roads so
"T?k™ "to w

N
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these lines, that is loads gathered
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ways.

Mr Spring thought that arrangements could be made with

the steam roads, in some cases at least, to interchange carload

lots, but it has been almost impossible up to the present time to

get the steam roads to recognize or work with the electric roads

in any way or manner.

Mr. Gonzenbach agreed with this sentiment.

P. P. Crafts, of Clinton, la., said that his company operates

an interurban railroad between Clinton and Davenport, and went

into the business of hauling freight and express about a year ago

in a rather tentative manner. Anything is taken which will go

into the cars, from a i-lb. package to a 1900-lb. reaper. The

rates are based on the distance carried, and while the company

has severe steam railroad competition from three lines, the Bur-

lington, the Rock Island and the Milwaukee, it has succeeded in

running up its freight-car earnings to nearly 45 cents per car-

mile. To exceed that point the equipment must be increased.

The company recently made a contract on a tonnage basis with

the American Express Company, but only for through business.

President Ely then announced as the next order of business

the paper on "Tickets and Rates," by F. W. Coen, secretary and

4j >

treasurer, Lake Shore Electric Railway Company, Cleveland.

This paper was published on page 754 of the Oct. 20 issue. Mr.

Coen presented the paper. The next paper, entitled "Some Notes

on the Evolution of Electric Transportation," by Theodore Steb-

bins, was read by title only, as he was absent. There was no

discussion on either paper.

The president then appointed the following committees

:

On Nominations: C. D. Wyman, chairman, Massachusetts; G.

Tracy Rogers, New York; H. A. Nicholl, Indiana; John A.

Beeler, Colorado ; E. K. Stewart, Ohio.

On Resolutions: R. E. Danforth, New York; L. D. Mathes,

Iowa ; D. A. Hegarty, Arkansas.

The meeting then adjourned until 2 o'clock.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON SESSION
The association met pursuant to recess at 2 :30 p. m., with Vice-

President James F. Shaw, of Boston, Mass., in the chair. The
first paper presented was that on "Electric Railway Employees

and the Young Men's Christian Association," by E. M. Willis,

railroad secretary, international committee of Y. M. C. A., New
York City. This paper will be found on page 761 of the Oct. 20

issue. At the conclusion of the reading of this paper, Mr. Willis

said :

"President Shaw has suggested that I may supplement this paper.

I will conclude by saying that I would refer you to any of the gen-

tlemen who arc connected with properties where there are now
street railway associations to verify what I have said to you here.

Mr. Ford, of Ford, Bacon & Davis; Mr. Brockway, Mr. Dan-
forth, Mr. Wilcoxen and Mr. Hicks, all of whom are here at

this convention, and Mr. Huff, of Richmond, and the managers
of the Memphis and Birmingham street railway companies. We
are very desirous of co-operation in every possible way with all

street railway companies, and I believe that the officers who are

here and who have the interests of the men at heart, are in sym-
pathy with this work, and if you will communicate with us at

any time we shall be glad to co-operate as you desire."

Upon motion, duly made and seconded, a vote of thanks was
tendered to Mr. Willis for his paper.

The following papers were then read without discussion:

"Selection of Trainmen," by C. E. Learned, superintendent of

inspection, Boston Elevated Railway Company, Boston, Mass.

;

"Discipline of Trainmen," by F. W. Brooks, assistant general

manager, Detroit United Railway, Detroit, Mich.; "Uniforms
and Badges," by John R. McGivney, purchasing agent, New Or-
leans Railway & Light Company, New Orleans, La. These
papers, in the order named, were printed in the Oct. 20 issue, on

pages 758, 763 and 762.

Vice-President Shaw then called for the report of the com-
mittee on rules, of which E. G. Connette is chairman.

Mr. Connette presented the following report

:

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON RULES
The committee is pleased to report that the replies received from data

sheet No. 11, which was sent to the members of the association, show that

a large number of street railway companies have adopted the standard code

of rules as approved by the association at its annual convention in St

Louis in 1904.

Owing to local conditions, some of the companies have added new para-

graphs to some of the rules. Such additions were designated by using the

same rule number to which the addition was made, together with an affixed

letter, as for example: 17A-17B, etc. In some cases where the local con-

ditions would not permit of the use of certain rules, they have been

omitted; the number left vacant, thus preserving the integrity of each

standard rule under its own number.

The general rules are numbered from 1 to 100, inclusive; rules for con-

ductors, from 101 to 200, inclusive; and rules for motormen, from 201 to

300, inclusive; interurban rules, commencing with No. 1 and using the pre-

fix letter "I."

From the replies received, the committee has deemed it advisable to re-

vise the interurban rules, which were submitted to the St. Louis conven-

tion, so as to conform to the practice of moderate-speed interurban service.

All companies operating high-speed electric railroads expressed a desire

that the committee formulate a code of rules for high-speed interurban

service, and we beg to submit, therefore, for the consideration of the con-

vention a set of rules in pamphlet form for the operation of trains on

high-speed electric railroads. These rules conform, as far as practical, to

the rules of the American Railway Association for the operation of steam

trains, as the operating conditions of high-speed electric railroads is so

nearly identical with the operation of steam railroads that the committee

do not believe it is wise to depart from the steam railroad practice any

further than changed conditions necessary for the operation of electric rail-

roads may require. Respectfully submitted,

,| E. G. CONNETTE,
E. C. FABER,
E. J. RYON,

Committee
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After reading this report, Mr. Connette said

:

"The committee has not made any alterations in the standard

code of rules as adopted by the association at its meeting in St.

Louis in 1904, except in the case of the interurban rules. The
interurban rules for moderate speed lines have been changed so

as to conform, as far as possible, with the rules of high-speed

ehctric railroads, especially so far as signals are concerned. You
will find that the signals for moderate-speed roads conform al-

most identically with the signals provided in the rules for high-

speed electric railroads. Owing to the requests of practically all

of these lines, the high-speed rules have been made to conform,

as far as the conditions would permit, with the rules of the Amer-
ican Railway Association. These latter rules govern the move-
ment of trains on steam railroads, and combine the wisdom and

experience of years, and we do not believe that any committee

appointed by this association could improve to any great extent

upon them. Some five years ago, the Street Railway Association

of the State of New York appointed a committee to arrange a

standard code of rules for the government of street car lines. I

had the honor to be the chairman of that committee. The com-
mittee was confronted with the condition that the State includes

cities of the largest and of the smallest size, and it seemed at

first as if it would almost be impossible to arrange a joint set of

rules which would be applicable to all the lines alike, but after

working on the matter for three years we finally arranged a code

which was submitted to the association and approved. The State

Board of Railroad Commissioners, after carefully examining the

rules, also approved them. That is the code that the committee
submitted to the St. Louis convention in 1904, and which was
adopted by the convention. The rules are simple, they have no

superfluous words or sentences, and are compiled with a view

to covering the general conditions. Of course, we realize that

local conditions may require some additions to the rules, but

wherever this has been necessary, the additions have been made
without changing any of the rule numbers—a letter has been
added to the number so as to maintain the integrity of the num-
bering of the. rules as contained in the standard code. Some
roads found that some of the rules contained in the book were
not applicable to their lines, and in such a case the rule was
simply omitted. The number was placed in the book, with a line

of stars opposite it, but the rule was left out, so that the integrity

of the numbering of the rules was maintained. The object of

that is this—that in the course of time the rules governing street

railroads should be absolutely uniform, as on steam roads, so

that a motorman who is operating a car in the city of Columbus
and goes to the city of San Francisco will know when he is em-
ployed there what rule No. 17 is. He is thoroughly familiar with
it and there is no chance for confusion. I would suggest, if the

Chair will permit me, that any alterations or additions to the

rules that may occur to any of the members of this association

should be submitted to the standard rules committee for its con-
sideration. I believe that the association has appointed this com-
mittee as a standing committee that will be continued from year
to year until we reach a standard code' of rules which will be
entirely satisfactory."

Mr. Page, of Springfield, moved that the report of the com-
mittee on rules be accepted and the suggestions of Mr. Connette
approved. (Motion carried).

The meeting then adjourned until 10 o'clock on Friday morn-
ing.

FRIDAY MORNING SESSION
Vice-President Beggs called the meeting to order at 10:30

a. m., in executive session. The report of the committee on
municipal ownership was presented by C. D. Wyman, chair-
man. The report of the committee on public relations was then
presented by Henry A. Robinson, of New York City. Mr.
Beggs, as chairman of the committee on compensation for car-
rying United States mail, made a report.

The paper on "Handling Public Complaints," by John A.
Beeler, vice-president and general manager Denver City Tram-
way Company, was then read by the secretary. This paper is

published on page 798 of this issue. On motion, it was received
and ordered to be spread on the minutes.

The paper on "Leaks Between Passenger and Treasurer,"
by A. H. Stanley, general superintendent Public Service Cor-
poration of New Jersey, was read by Mr. Stanley. This paper
is published on page 799 of this issue. On motion, the paper
was received and ordered to be spread on the minutes. Per-
mission was subsequently given for the publication of these
papers.

Vice-President Beggs asked if there was any discussion on
the paper presented by Mr. Stanley.

W. G. Ross, of Montreal, said that the association was very
much indebted to Mr. Stanley for his very able paper. Two parts

of it interested him very much, and he had no doubt they
also interested others of the members. The first part was in

relation to fare collections, and the other part referred to the

daily car record. In the speaker's opinion, the important part

of the street railway business which relates to fare collections

is the most unsystematic part of it all. If anything is wrong
with the trucks or the rails or the power houses, it can be put
right. Many railway managers have the opinion that the method
of collecting fares on their cars is wrong, and it is time it was
put right. Mr. Stanley made mention of the "pay-as-you-enter"
car which is being operated in Montreal. One of these cars

was brought to the convention to illustrate how it operates.

This car gets over all leakages. There is no question about
that. The Montreal company has been troubled only in one
direction, that of the conductors missing fares. It has not been
troubled with dishonest conductors, because they cannot be
dishonest if they want to, owing to the use of the fare box.
The "pay-as-you-enter" car is in successful operation. There
are fifty of them running to-day in Montreal, and the company
will have 100 more inside of the next four months. It seemed
to the speaker that if it were possible to effect a saving in the

revenue alone of from 10 per cent to 15 per cent, where a com-
pany suffers only from a missing of fares', it is much more im-
portant to the roads in the United States to adopt some similar

system. The car is also a great preventative of accidents on the

rear platform. The speaker thought that all would acknowledge
that accidents happening on the rear platform are the most
troublesome ones, because the conductor is generally in the

front of his car collecting fares when these accidents happen,
and this leaves the road open for some unscrupulous person to

make absurd claims against the company. The other matter to

which the speaker referred is that of the daily car record. The
Montreal company does not use the record, because it has no
registers, but it seemed to the speaker that too much of an

effort was being made to make bookkeepers out of the con-

ductors, taking up their time on the car attending to these re-

cords when they should be attending to other duties. The "pay-
as-you-enter" car does away with the accounting between the

conductor and the company. The advantages to the public

in the use of this car is that once the passengers are inside of

the car there is no further trouble; they have two separate

exitfs, and they can leave the car without any interruption by
the incoming passengers. There is no conductor going through
the car every time a passenger boards it. That is quite a point

in favor of the car, especially during the time when the cars

are very crowded, when the conductor has frequently to move
through the car, pushing against the passengers, which is very

objectionable. This car keeps the conductor where he ought
to be, on the rear platform, to look after his business.

Vice-President Beggs said that, on behalf of the association,

he thought a resolution might properly be offered, expressing the

debt which the association owes to the Montreal company for

the trouble and expense to which it had been subjected in send-

ing this car to Columbus for inspection and for the information

and instruction of the delegates. He suggested that a motion
for a vote of thanks to the Montreal Street Railway Company
would be appropriate.

Mr. Wyman, of Boston, said that he joined with the rest of the

members of the association in this expression of appreciation
to the Montreal Street Railway Company and its managers,
because this car has really presented what in the opinion of a

good many of those present, is a decided innovation, and holds
at least the possibilities of some very great advantages. He
said he would be glad to be the mover of a vote of thanks to

the Montreal Street Railway Company for its action in this

matter. (Motion carried.)

Vice-President Beggs then asked Mr. Ross in regard to the

transfer point, where a large number of people crowd onto
the car. He said that, of course, it is highly important that

the car be gotten into motion with the least possible delay, and
at many transfer points almost the entire occupancy of the car

is changed, when thirty to forty people get on and off. He
wanted to know what method was pursued in issuing transfers.

Mr. Ross said that the conductor issued the transfers at the

time the passenger enters the car.

Vice-President Beggs asked if this plan did not have a ten-

dency to choke the entrance of the car and delay it greatly,

when the conductor is busy delivering a large number of trans-

fers to different points to the passengers. In Milwaukee the

issuance of transfers has been a matter that has received a great
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deal of attention and a good deal of criticism. Nearly all the

roads in the different parts of the country have found it neces-

sary, in order to reduce the abuse of transfers, to require them
to be demanded immediately upon the payment of fares, and
in Milwaukee, unless they are so demanded, the transfer is not

issued. In that city the company has taken away from its con-

ductors all discretionary powers as to the issuance of transfers,

and has made the regulation that they must be called for at the

time of the payment of fare. It seemed to the speaker, in look-

ing over the Montreal car, with its very many good features,

that a mass of people crowding on the car, among whom might
be some of the rougher element, would block up that passage

way. Of course, he understood that in Canada the companies
have a little better control over such matters than in the United

States. He made a trip to Montreal a few years ago to see the

operation of the fare box which is used there. He would like

very much to adopt it, but never felt he had quite the nerve ne-

cessary to be the first one in the United States to introduce

the presentation of that fare box to the passengers on his line.

Mr. D. McDonald, of Montreal, in answer to the question of

taking in a large crowd on the platform and issuing transfers

at the same time, explained that the platform of the Montreal
car is sufficiently large to accommodate about forty passengers,

if they should have to stand on the platform, although they

might be a little crowded. The average number of passengers

that may be picked up during the day's work will not exceed

fixe or six at a lime. In exceptional cases, the maximum cases,

thirty-five or forty will usually be the limit of any picked up

at any transfer corner. The speaker said that he had made
a special study of this point and found it was an extraordinary

thing in a crowded city—in Montreal, as well as other cities

—

for this number to be exceeded. Montreal has a population

of 500,000 people, who are concentrated into an area of about

12 square miles, which conditions, he thought, were almost un-

paralleled in any American city with which he was acquainted.

Montreal is one of the most congested cities on the American
continent. Now if the maximum number of passengers that

may be taken on a car at a time during the rush hour is set

at thirty-five or forty persons, they can be taken care of as fol-

lows: The "pay-as-you-enter" car is not a pay-before-you-en-

ter car. The rear platform of the car, as may be seen from the

exhibit, is very large, and has been made the pay office of the

car. When there are thirty-five or forty passengers to deal

with, the pay office is sufficient to accommodate them, and
while these thirty-five or forty persons are getting on, there

will be at least ten or fifteen that will have already passed

through and paid their fares, and there will probably remain

some twenty-five or thirty that must be attended to. The con-

ductors carry four different kinds of tickets, and must furnish

tickets of each of the scries to passengers who request them and
issue transfers at the same time; but the issue of tranfers and
the giving of change and tickets is done while the car is under
way, those who have still to be attended to remaining on the

platform. The practical operation is to get the passengers into

the pay office and then start up and collect the fares, and be-

fore the car reaches the next corner it will be found that thirty-

five or forty persons will have paid their fares, and the com-
pany will have the satisfaction of knowing that it has received

its proper dues. As to the transfer question, in all up-to-date

systems the conductor issuing transfers during the rush hours
has only the direction to punch on the transfers. The provident

and thoughtful conductor will punch the time on his transfers

before he starts on his trip, so that when the passenger gets on
the car during the rush hour and asks for a transfer all the con-
ductor has to do is to punch the direction. If the line on which
the conductor is operating is running east or west, all he has

to do is to punch north or south, and if he is provident, as

already explained, he can punch a sufficient number of transfers

north and south, which he merely has to hand out to his pas-

sengers. In Montreal the issuing of transfers has practically

resulted in this—that all a conductor has to do in issuing trans-

fers is to hand them to the passengers. The speaker said he

had been in the street railway business for the last twenty-five

years and had not seen any radical innovation in the system
of collection of fares. In every other properly managed busi-

ness the first step is to get up proper methods and forms for

the delivery of goods and the receipt of money. That is the

first consideration of any business which is properly managed.
That is what is required in the street railway business; that is

what all the companies have been aiming at, and the speaker

thought that at present they have very good proof that it can

be done in the new type of car which has been introduced on the

Montreal line. The object which the company had in mind
is that which was so ably stated by the worthy president of

the association the other day—that is, to cut out the guess-

work. So far, the speaker said that he must admit the ten-

dency had been to instruct the conductors to search for their

lares. The conductors often do this in a searching, suspicious

manner which is very disagreeable to the patrons. The "pay-

as-you-enter" car cuts that out. The car, in the first place, is

conducive to the safety of the passengers—the security of the

passengers is assured to a greater extent on such a car than

on any other. That is the first claim made for it before the

municipalities. The different municipalities are getting after

many of the companies on account of the number of accidents

which occur, but if the conductor is at his post where he can

have control of his car, accidents will be reduced and satisfac-

tion will be given to those who have a right to expect the rail-

way companies will do their duty in the best manner that it can

be done. The conductor also is benefited by the new arrange-

ment. The speaker said that he spoke from knowledge on the

subject. He had served as a conductor and had missed fares.

In fact, the speaker said, there was present in the room a super-

intendent before whom he had been called for missing fares;

but he had a good man to deal with, who accepted his state-

ments. The speaker said that he thought that all present had
felt, as superintendent and managers, the awkward position in

which they are placed when they call before them conductors

for missing fares and transfers. When a man is called in who
has missed two or three fares a day or two before, he does not

remember having missed them, and, in fact, does not know any-

thing about it. The manager, on his side, is not positive, and
he has to stand and lecture the man. Conductors have a right

to demand from the companies a system whereby they can do
their work properly and completely, and the managers have no
right to impose a duty upon them which they cannot do them-
selves. The speaker said that he wished to thank the mover and
the seconder of the motion just passed and the vice-president

of the association for his kind suggestion in suggesting a vote of

thanks to the Montreal Street Railway Company.
Mr. Stanley asked Mr. McDonald how the car was received

by the public when it was first introduced, and the method the

company used in introducing the ear in regular operation.

Mr. McDonald replied that the "pay-as-you-enter" car was
first introduced by the operation of a single car. The first car

had a ~-ft. platform, and the car on exhibition in Columbus has

a 9-ft. platform. This g-ft. platform was especially designed to

accommodate smokers, who are a class of riders that cannot
be neglected. The car has a space of 2 ft. for smokers. The
first car was taken out with a number of the Montreal alder-

men and representatives of the press. They all expressed them-
selves as greatly pleased with the car, and said it was a decided

improvement. After this trip had been made with the repre-

sentatives of the press they naturally advertised the car with

a report of this tour and with the announcement that the second
day after the car would be put in actual service. The car had
a large red number on the front dash-board, to make it dis-

tinct from the others, and to give notice that it was a "pay-as-

you-enter" car. There was no opposition to it for a long time.

When the company began to increase the number of cars and
began to reach the more considerable number of that part of

the public which does not care about paying carfare, it began to

get letters about the car, and many others were sent to the

newspapers. The matter was debated in the papers to some
extent. The management discussed the matter with the editors

of the different papers,- who became thoroughly convinced that

the company was making a reasonable proposition to the pub-

lic, and the speaker thought that all those present would agree

that when any corporation makes a reasonable proposition to

the public, the majority of the public will accept that proposi-

tion. Altogether, there was not as much trouble in introduc-

ing the "pay-as-you-enter" car as there was in the first place

in introducing electric traction in Montreal. The opposition

to the car died away in a short time, and instead of having any

objection to the car now, the passengers like to wait for it.

It is a more comfortable car in every way, and the passengers

are not subjected to annoyance of any kind after they have
once paid their fare and entered the car.

Vice-President Beggs announced that it had been the orig-

inal intention to have a recess after the program of the morn-
ing was completed, but it was later decided to continue the

business of the convention until it was completed. The next

business, therefore, was the report of the nominating committee,

of which Mr. Wyman, of Boston, was chairman.
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Mr. Wyman presented the report, which was as follows:

For president, John I. Beggs, of Milwaukee.
For first vice-president, Calvin G. Goodrich, of Minneapolis.
For second vice-president, James F. Shaw, of Boston.
For third vice-president, Arthur W. Brady, of Anderson, Ind.

For members of the executive committee, the president, vice-

presidents, and C. L. S. Tingley, of Philadelphia, president of

the Accountants' Association; H. H. Adams, of Baltimore,

president of the Engineering Association; S. L. Rhoades, of

Philadelphia, president of the Claim Agents' Association.

Upon motion of Mr. H. A. Robinson, of New York, the secre-

tary was instructed to cast one ballot for the offices named by
the committee.

Vice-President Beggs then expressed his appreciation of the

action of the association in elevating him to this very responsi-

ble and somewhat onerous position. He announced that he

would perform the duties devolving upon him as president of the

association to the best of his ability, and give the office such

lime as it may require. He earnestly asked the co-operation,

sympathy and assistance of the members. He said that the as-

sociation was dependent upon the members of the association

for its success, and particularly upon those members who have
had experience in years gone by. There were many things still

to do to render this association as effective as all hoped to

make it. One of the things upon which he thought all the

members should bend their energies was to increase the mem-
bership, and he urged all those in the various sections of the

country as they came in contact with those who are connected
with companies which are not now members to exert their best

effort to secure such companies as members of the association.

The secretary will try to prevail upon certain members who
come from sections where there are companies which have

dropped out of the association during the past year to use their

influence with those companies to come into the association

again. The officers of the association will bend their energies

to bring in some of the large companies in the East before the

next annual convention. Mr. Beggs also said that the mem-
bers should devise some method of improving the attendance

at the open sessions of the association, after the opening session.

The association had had at this session some of the most impor-

tant matters that could come before the body, yet there had been

present only a very small percentage of those who should have
been there. He felt that when a company sends representa-

tives, these representatives owe it, not only to the association,

but to the companies they represent, to attend the busi-

ness sessions. Another year he might suggest to the ex-

ecutive committee that a roll should be taken at each meeting
to show who were in attendance, and that a copy of that roll

should be sent to all members of the association, that they

may know whether those who were in attendance at the con-

vention had performed the duty which they owed to the

companies and to the association. The speaker did not think
that there had been a session of this association when some busi-

ness had not been transacted which would be of advantage for

the delegates to carry back to their companies. The paper of

Mr. Stanley was a most valuable one. The subject treated could
be taken up by the chief executive officer of every company in this

country and discussed with his superintendent of transporta-

tion or traffic manager, as the case may be, with very great ad-

vantage. They may not agree with all that is contained in the

paper, but there is a vast amount of meat in it. The
same remark applies to the suggestions made by Mr. McDon-
ald and Mr. Ross. These matters arc highly important.

Therefore, the speaker suggested that earnest thought be given
to these things. His belief was that a better attendance could
be secured with less loss of time if the association held one
session only of four hours, say from ten to one o'clock, or to

two o'clock, as might be determined, and have the convention
called to order promptly. Then it would accomplish much
more. That would leave both ends of the day open for the in-

spection of the exhibits and other matters. It was discouraging

for the presiding officer to look on a mere handful. In conclu-

sion, he again thanked the association for the honor conferred
upon him, and said he knew the work incumbent upon the office

of president. The work exceeds the honor, great as that is, be-

cause no man can perform the duties of the office without giving

a great deal of time to them, particularly when he followed a

president who had held that position for three years. He added
that he thought it would be easier for his successor to follow him
I ban it was for him to follow Mr. Ely.

Mr. Ross then offered the following resolution:

"Resolved, That the president and executive committee be au-

thorized to revise, add to, or take from the various standing and
special committees, or to create new committees." (Adopted.)

President Beggs then called for the report of the committee on
resolutions. It was as follows :

REPORT UF THE COMMITTEE UN RESOLUTIONS
To the American Street and Interurban Railway Association:

Gentlemen—Your committee on resolutions begs to offer the following

report:

Resolution of thanks to the Manufacturers' Association:

Whereas, The American Street and Interurban Railway Manufacturers'
Association has assembled and placed for examination the most complete.

excellent and interesting exhibit of railway appliances ever shown at any
convention, and,

Whereas, The arrangement of the exhibits, with respect to artistic

effects, as well as with regard to convenience and facility for examining
them, gives evidence of the most careful and painstaking thought, and,

Whereas, The social and entertainment features provided by the American
Street and Interurban Railway Manufacturers' Association have been most
carefully planned and carried out; now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the American Street and Interurban Railway Association

place on record its appreciation and thanks to the American Street and
Interurban Railway Manufacturers' Association, its officers, executive com-
mittee, and its members, collectively and individually, for their energetic

and tireless efforts in producing these most successful results.

Resolution of thanks to the Columbus Railway and Lignt Company, the

Common Council of the city of Columbus, Board of Agriculture of the

State of Ohio, Columbus Board of Trade, the local committees, the Scioto

Valley Traction Company, the Columbus, Delaware & Marion Railway
Company, the Ohio State University and the Central Union Telephone
Company.

Whereas, The members and guests of the American Street and Interurban

Railway Association are under very great obligations to the Columbus
Railway & Light Company, the Common Council of the city of Columbus,
the Board of Agriculture of the State of Ohio, the Columbus Board of

Trade, the local committees, the Scioto Valley Traction Company, the

Columbus, Delaware & Marion Railway Company, the Ohio State Uni-

versity and the Central Union Telephone Comupany, the officials and mem-
bers of staff of these bodies, for numberless courtesies and attentions, in-

cluding facilities for exhibiting street railway materials and appliances,

complimentary transportation on street and interurban lines, free telephone

service, and other privileges and attentions; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this association extends to the companies and bodies

just named its sincere thanks and appreciation for the many courtesies

which have been given to the association and its members.

Resolution of thanks to convention and banquet speakers:

Whereas, The Honorable Lewis C. Laylin, Secretary of tn_- State of Ohio;
the Hon. DeWitt C. Badger, Mayor of the city of Columbus; Robert E.

Sheldon, president of the Columbus Electric Railway & Light Company;
John Y. Bassell, secretary of the Columbus Board of Trade; the Hon. H.

J. Booth; the Hon. H. M. Daugherty; the Hon. D. J. Ryan and R. G.

Hutchins, of the city of Columbus, have greatly honored the association

by delivering addresses of welcome and speeches at the banquet of the

association; therefore, be it

Resolved, That this association extends to these gentlemen its sincere

thanks and appreciation of their kindness in preparing and presenting these

addresses.

Respectfully submitted,

R. E. DANFORTH.
D. A. HEGARTY,
L. D. MATHES.

Mr. Robinson, of New York, then offered a resolution of

thanks to the retiring officers and members of the executive com-
mittee of the association for the conscientiousness and fidelity

with which they had transacted the affairs of the association

during the past year. Fie said that this confidence had been

shown by the re-election of a large number of them. To say

anything about Mr. Ely at this time would be to paint the lily;

that was unnecessary.

Mr. Tingley, of Philadelphia, offered the following resolu-

tion: "Resolved, That the thanks of the association are due to

the members of the standing and special committees of this

association and of the affiliated associations for the valuable

services which they have rendered the association during the past

year and the reports which they have submitted."

All of the above resolutions were unanimously adopted.

Ernest Gonzenbach, of Sheboygan, offered a suggestion in lie-

half of the smaller companies, and which was in line with what

President Beggs had just said in regard to the interests in

the work of the association. He said that he represented a small

company, and had taken pains to talk with a number of managers
who are operating properties not very much larger than his own
road, and sometimes smaller. He found that there was a sort

of feeling that the smaller companies were not properly recog-

nized. It has been pointed out to him that among all the officers

and members of committees, whose names filled two pages, were
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the names of only three gentlemen who represent companies

with a revenue less than $500,000 per annum and not one repre-

senting companies with a revenue of less than $200,000 per

annum. He believed that the interests of the association would

be advanced if some method is made to get the co-operation of

the men who manage the small properties, with a revenue below

$200,000 per annum. Many of the men connected with these

companies have shown marked ability, and they should be en-

couraged to exert themselves in the work of this association.

What the smaller companies want is encouragement and not

patronizing.

President Beggs said that the matter which Mr. Gcnzenbach

had suggested was within the power of the companies themselves.

It was not so often a question of who shall be advanced to these

positions, as it is—who has shown sufficient interest to warrant

the association in putting them in official positions. If the men
representing the smaller companies would attend these meetings

and take an active interest in the proceedings, they would have

no cause to think that they are not receiving a proper amount of

consideration. To a great extent it has been the men charged

with the responsibility of administering the larger properties in

the country who have given that time and attention to the work

of this association, and that was the reason why they had been

so often selected. It is the men who show activity in the various

organizations who are advanced to positions of responsibility.

It was impossible, in his judgment, to advance the interests of

this association simply by selecting some men from these smaller

companies. The association must put into positions in the asso-

ciation men who have known reputations for their knowledge of

the business and their activity in behalf of the association. That

is a question which the committee on nominations has to con-

sider every time the nominations are acted upon. He said that

if the representatives of the smaller companies should take a

more lively interest in the matters which come up on the floor

of the convention, as they are urged to do, they would have no

reason to feel that they are not properly considered in the selec-

tion of men to do the work of the association. There is no at-

tempt to patronize these small companies within his knowledge.

In fact, the association has tried to draw them to it and draw

out the work they might be able to do.

Mr. Sloan, of Chicago, said that his experience had been a

refutation of what Mr. Gonzenbach had stated. He represented

a small company and was once a vice-president of the associa-

tion and was lately appointed on a very important committee.

President Beggs said that to claim that he did not esteem the

congratulations of his friends would be to state something con-

trary to his nature, but he accepted this office with a full realiza-

tion of what it means. He had labored in this organizaton for

many years, without any official recognition, but that did not

make any difference. He not only had labored personally for

this organization, but had a corps of men in the companies he

represented attend these meetings, perform work on committees,

and in many cases travel nearly across the continent to advance

the interests of the association and its affiliated organizations.

In order that this should not seem to be a Milwaukee or St.

Louis organization, he explained that the gentleman in line for

the presidency of the Engineering Association was the superin-

tendent of construction and maintenance of way of the Milwau-
kee Electric Railway & Light Company, F. G. Simmons, who
had been the first vice-president of the Engineering Association

for the past term. The speaker- said that he had gone to Mr.
Adams and Mr. Simmons and those interested in the Engineer-

ing Association and had asked them to continue Mr. Simmons
as first vice-president. The only way out was to prevail upon
Mr. Adams to serve another year. Mr. Simmons had done a

great deal of work for the Engineering Association, had made
two or three trips to New York and had gathered much valuable

data for the work of that association. In the Accountants' As-
sociation, Frank Henry, among the able men of that organization,

was in line for the presidency. He is the auditor of the United
Railways of St. Louis, of which the speaker was the president.

Mr. Henry, of his own motion, suggested that he should not be

considered for the presidency of the Accountants' Association

this year. Mr. Harding, the claim agent of the United Railways
Company, of St. Louis, was being proposed for the presidency

of the Claim Agents' Association, but Mr. Rhoades was prevailed

upon to continue for another year. The president said that he
mentioned this matter simply to show how active the men repre-

senting these companies had been in the work of the different

organizations. He desired that these representatives of the com-
panies with which he was connected should not be elected as

presidents of any of the affiliated associations, in order that an

embarrassing position might not be created.

Mr. Gonzenbach said that he believed with some effort it would

be possible to get the representatives of the smaller companies to

take an interest in the work of this association.

President Beggs then said that he would announce one mem-
ber of one committee in advance. He intended to make Mr.

Gonzenbach the chairman of the committee to select gentlemen to

prepare papers for the next meeting. He thought the members
of the association would be surprised at the amount of effort it

requires to obtain men to present the papers at the convention.

Very many men are willing to act on the floor of the convention,

but it is difficult to get them to take the time necessary to make
proper research and secure material for the presentation of a

paper. He asked the secretary to make a note that Mr. Gonzen-

bach would be the chairman of the committee on papers for the

next annual convention. The speaker said in explanation that

he had been personally acquainted with Mr. Gonzenbach for a

long time,.as he was a neighbor of his, knew that he would fulfil

the task in a satisfactory manner and was much obliged to him
for providing the material for the chairman of the committee cn

subjects.

Mr. Gonzenbach said that he did not know whether the ap-

pointment just announced was an honor or a punishment, but

he assured the president that he would be happy to take it up.

Mr. Rogers, of Binghamton, endorsed most heartily all the

"president had said in regard to the difficulty of obtaining com-
petent persons to write papers for the different meetings. Mr.
Rogers said that for a number of years he was president of the

New York State Association, and had to travel the State over

personally in order to secure some one to write the papers.

Mr. Stanley asked the attention of the association for a mo-
ment to a matter in which he believed the public is interested,

and which the railways of the United States seem to neglect to a

considerable extent; that is having a system whereby' the public

will know in all the different communities at which point the

cars stop ; in other words, the arrangement of some standard

sign. In Boston a pole is painted wth a white circle; in another

city a sign will be tacked on a post, and that means the cars

stop there, and so on all through the country. There is no
standard. People traveling from one part of the country to an-

other are subjected to a great deal of inconvenience because of

lack of familiarity as to the methods used. If in order, Mr.
Stanley said that he would like to make a motion that a com-
mittee be appointed to take up that question and report to the

association at the next convention. Motion carried.

On motion, the meeting adjourned.

THE STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL AT THE CONVENTION

The McGraw Publishing Company had space in Building I, just

at the right of the Manufacturers' registration booth, and the

force of twelve representatives from the editorial and advertis-

ing departments from the home and branch offices was kept busy
greeting delegates and attendants and answering questions per-

taining to the convention. The space was tastefully decorated

and contained several comfortable chairs, writing facilities, etc.

The exhibit consisted of technical books and bound volumes of

the various publications issued by the McGraw Publishing Com-
pany, including the Street Railway Journal, "Electrical

World" and "Engineering Record." The Souvenir Edition of

the Street Railway Journal, which is believed to be the largest

single issue of a technical publication ever published, was in great

demand, and the publishers received many cordial words of ap"

preciation in reference to this number.
In reply to many inquiries, it might be stated that the cover of

the Souvenir this year is a three-color design reproduced from an
unusually striking photograph taken near the Black Hand, on
the interurban line of the Columbus, Newark & Zanesville Trac-
tion Company, about 40 miles from Columbus. Reproductions
of the cover were used to good advantage in the decorative

scheme of the booth.

The Spokane & Inland Railway Company, controlled by the

Inland Empire Electric Railway Company, of which Jay P.

Graves, of Spokane, is president, has installed a four-train service

between Spokane and Waverly, 35 miles south of Spokane. The
equipment is the latest approved pattern and the roadbed is one
of the best in the Pacific Northwest.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION

The tenth annual meeting of the American Street and Inter-

urban Railway Accountants' Association was held at the Fair

Grounds, Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 16-18, 1906.

President W. B. Brockway called the convention to order at

10:20 o'clock on Tuesday morning. He stated that the executive

committee had hoped to have this convention called to order by

the same gentleman who called to order the first meeting of the

association at Cleveland ten years ago, H. H. Windsor, then

editor of the "Street Railway Review," but a telegram received

from Mr. Windsor stated that he would be unable to be present.

The minutes of the last convention were approved as published.

P. V. Burington, secretary of the Columbus Railway & Light

Company, then welcomed the accountants to Columbus, and

made a pleasing and interesting address touching on the conven-

tion history of the association.

The Hon. W. Caryl Ely, president of the American Street and
Interurban Railway Association, the parent organization, then

addressed the convention at some length. He dwelt particularly

on the subject of depreciation, endorsing unqualifiedly the action

of the executive committee of the Accountants' Association in

placing this subject upon the program, and he hoped for much
practical benefit to be derived through its discussion.

President Brockway explained that Prof. B. V. Swenson, the

secretary of the parent organization, who was upon the program
for an address at this juncture, was unavoidably absent owing to

other engagements, but had signified his desire to attend a later

session to address the convention.

President Brockway then read his annual address. This was
published on page 769 of the Street Railway Journal for

Oct. 20.

On motion of Frank R. Henry, of St. Louis, seconded by Fred.

E. Smith, of Chicago, H. C. Mackay, one of the ex-presidents of

the association, was then elected an honorary member, in rec-

ognition of his long and faithful service to the interest of the

association, preceding his retirement from the street railway field

for the purpose of entering that of the steam railway business.

C. L. S. Tingley, of Philadelphia, then read the annual report of

the executive committee.

Pursuant to the recommendation of the executive committee it

was voted, on motion of W. F. Ham, of Washington, that the

secretary be authorized to sell, at a price to be fixed by the ex-

ecutive committee, copies of the standard classification of accounts

and form of report.

Secretary Elmer M. White read the report of the secretary-

treasurer, which showed a present membership of 263, as com-
pared with 152 at the last annual report, and showing also the

following financial condition:

Receipts $3,476.40

Expenses 2,990.60

Balance $485.80

The president announced the appointment of the following com-
mittees :

Credentials for Thursday's Meeting.—E. M. White, S. G. Boyle,

W. G. McDole.
Resolutions.—Frank R. Henry, C. L. S. Tingley, C. M. Corey,

J. B. Hogarth, Charles Wight.

Nominations.—F. E. Smith, H. S. Swift, P. S. Young, J. H.
Neal, H. T. Bunn.
The secretary read a communication from Frederick A. Davis,

president of the Scioto Valley Traction Company, extending the

courtesies of its lines to the members.

At the afternoon session, which was called to order by Presi-

dent Brockway at 2 :20 p. m., H. M. Edwards, auditor of the New
York Edison Company, and chairman of the committee of electric

light accounting of the National Electric Light Association, stated

that he came to the convention representing that association in

search of information in view of the reorganization which was
now pending in connection with that association.

The president then introduced C. L. Judson, of the New York
State Board of Railroad Commissioners, who also spoke briefly

and expressed the pleasure it afforded him to be present at the

meeting for the sixth consecutive time.

P. S. Young, the comptroller of the Public Service Corporation

of New lersey, read his paper on "The Accounting of Capital

Expenditures," which appears on page 809 of this issue. This

paper and the subject in general were discussed at some length.

Arrangements were made to have a photograph of the members
taken at 12 :50 p. m. on Thursday.

H. H. Adams, president of the Engineering Association, ad-

dressed the convention briefly, and said he desired to acknowledge
the valuable assistance rendered by President Brockway in bring-

ing about the co-operation of the engineering branch in the recent

reorganization of the different associations. The Question Box
was then taken up, and the nineteen questions therein contained

were disposed of.

President Brockway then brought up the question of the ad-

visability of continuing the Question Box ifi its present form,

stating that certain inquiries made by him as to the experience of

other associations seemed to show that this feature in the form
in which it was generally maintained was proving unsatisfactory,

in that it took from the convention proper the consideration of the

questions propounded, thereby detracting from the interest of an

oral discussion. He suggested that the questions might be sent

out to members two months in advance of the convention, the

answers to be given orally at the convention.

C. N. Duffy said he thought the matter could be safely left to

the incoming administration to be handled, and no further action

was taken on the subject.

The convention then adjourned till 10 o'clock Wednesday
morning, in joint session with the other associations.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION

President Brockway called the meeting to order at 2 :45 o'clock,

and introduced A. Stuart Pratt, general auditor and treasurer

of the Stone & Webster Company, of Boston, who read the paper,

"The Use of Curves in Statistics," which is published on page 810

in this issue. This paper was discussed with great interest by the

members.

A recess was then declared, and the members assembled upon

the grounds for the purpose of being photographed in a group.

On reconvening, W. F. Ham, of Washington, chairman of the

committee on standard classification of accounts, read the report

of that committee and also of the committee appointed to attend

the convention of the National Association of Railroad Commis-
sioners, held at Washington, D. C, April 2-5, 1906.

On motion these reports were received and the matter discussed,

whereupon it was moved by C. N. Duffy, of Milwaukee, "That

it be the sense of this association that a car is a car and a mile

is a mile," and that the question as to what constitutes a trailer

car mile and what constitutes a car mile be referred to the ex-

isting committee on standard classification of accounts, to report

next year. The reference was ordered.

Fred. E. Smith, for the committee on nominations, presented

the following report, which, on motion, was adopted, and the

several nominees duly elected for the ensuing term

:

President—C. L. S. Tingley, of Philadelphia.

First Vice-President—J. H. Neal, of Boston.

Second Vice-President—E. F. Bryant, of Bridgeport, Conn.

Third Vice-President—C. L. Wight, of Des Moines.

Secretary and Treasurer—Elmer M. White, of Birmingham,

Ala.

Executive Committee—W. B. Brockway, of Yonkers, N. Y.

;

H. T. Bunn, of Knoxville, Term.; A. Stuart Pratt, of Boston;

H. S. Swift, of Toledo.

THURSDAY'S SESSION.

The meeting on Thursday was called to order at 10:40 a. m.,

and the paper by Robert N. Walles, treasurer of the Fitchburg &
Leominster Street Railway, of Fitchburg, Mass., entitled "De-

preciation as Applicable to Electric Railways," was read. This

paper was followed by a discussion. At its close President-Elect

Tingley, second vice-president of the American Railways Com-
pany, was installed in office. The convention then adjourned

sine die.

THE REVIEW DAILY

A feature of the Columbus convention was the daily issues of

the "Electric Railway Review," published by the Wilson Com-
pany, of Chicago. These dailies made their appearance regularly

each morning, commencing on Monday, Oct. 15, and continuing

through Saturday, Oct. 20, making six issues in all. They con-

tained not only a report of the proceedings of the different

conventions for each day, but also considerable other matter

pertinent to the meetings and of interest to the delegates. They
were well illustrated and printed and reflected great credit on the

publishers and their editorial staff.
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PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE COLUMBUS CONVENTION OF THE
AMERICAN STREET AND INTERURBAN RAILWAY

ASSOCIATION

HANDLING PUBLIC COMPLAINTS

BY JOHN A. BEELER,
General Manager Denver City Tramway Company

To deal with the traveling public without developing undue

friction is one of the most perplexing problems which daily con-

front a street railway manager. While ninety-nine out of every

one hundred persons who patronize the street cars will do so,

month after month, without the slightest trouble, the other indi-

vidual, who "doesn't like corporations anyhow," often boards the

car with the hope that something may occur which will ruffle

his feathers and afford him the much-longed-for opportunity of

giving the company or its employees a piece of his mind.

On the other hand, it must also be admitted that employees are

sometimes overbearing in their conduct toward passengers, surly

and impertinent in giving answers to questions, and slow to

render assistance and perform acts of kindness which tend to in-

crease their popularity and make friends for the company. The
superintendent cannot long remain ignorant of the methods of

such men. If not detected by other means, it is certain that many
complaints will be recorded against them, and if their habits of

action cannot be corrected they must speedily be eliminated from

the service. Many a complaint of comparatively trivial nature

could easily have been forestalled and the patron satisfied had the

employee concerned exercised a little diplomacy in dealing with

him. While many conductors and motormen often exhibit this

faculty to a remarkable degree, others seem utterly devoid of any

power to enforce the company's rules without giving offense, and

it is against the latter class that nearly all the complaints are

made. A man who has no tact cannot get along with passengers,

and such a man is sadly misplaced when he attempts to act as a

conductor.

Many and varied are the complaints and grievances. Some of

them are sublimely ridiculous, while others are weird, a few

highly dramatic, and occasionally we hear one which even bor-

ders on the tragic. For an instance of the first, there is a

woman who lives out in a suburb ; it is hot a thickly settled com-
munity, and, as is often true of such districts, the residents are

strenuous in their efforts to become familiar with each other's

doings. The woman comes into the office greatly disturbed and
angry. She has a hunted look, and with bated breath informs

us that her neighbors are talking about her in a most cruel man-
ner. When she passes by, they look at her out of the corners of

their eyes, shake their heads knowingly and make veiled insinu-

ations that she is not just right. They even gossip with the con-

ductors on her line and have enlisted their sympathy, and while

none of the car men has actually spoken to her, nearly all have

glared unutterable accusations at her. They look at her when
she is getting on the car, they stare at her as she sits in her seat

minding her own business and speaking to no one. They ob-

serve her actions when she is alighting, and actually watch to see

where she goes. She cannot endure this treatment any longer,

and something must be done at once. She wants the company to

correct and discipline its employees. The poor scribe, with pa-

tience born of long suffering, assures her that something shall be

done to divert these annoying glances, and he hopes she will ex-

perience no further trouble, while inwardly he wonders what is

wrong at the box-office in her roof garden.

Another pathetic case is that of the forlorn maiden who has

handed the conductor a $5 gold-piece, thinking it was a nickel.

It was all the money she had, and the big hot tears are over-

flowing into briny rivulets as they trickle unchecked toward a

bright red spot on the end of her little nose. Her woful coun-

tenance would evoke pity from a placid wooden Indian. She can

remember on what line she was a passenger, and is sure that it

was somewhere between half-past 8 and a quarter after 9 o'clock.

Can't the company refund her $4 and 95 cents, and collect the

money from the conductor? The man, in sympathetic tone, as-

sures her that he will cause an immediate inquiry to be made of

conductors who passed a given point between half-past 8 and a

quarter after 9, and will make every effort to recover her money.
During all this conversation he is harassed by a painful recol-

lection of a time when his sole wealth consisted of a solitary V,
and, try as he may, he cannot imagine any combination of cir-

cumstances that could have resulted in his even dreaming that

it was only a nickel.

Here comes an elderly woman with rotund figure. If you
meet her in a hallway you will notice that her features wear a

look of savage determination. As she enters the office, it is

clearly seen that all her sensibilities of right and justice have
been grossly outraged. She is visibly angry. She singles out the

young man with the gazelle eyes, and with a commanding frown
over her spectacles that brings him to his feet, and says to him
louder than words, "Insignificant hireling of a greedy monopoly,
approach me!" She begins: "Young man, I want to see the

general superintendent personally." "The superintendent is out,

madam, and may not return for an hour or two." "Well, I have
no time to wait in this office—I want justly, that's what I

want." "Madam, the superintendent sometimes et». rusts me with

the taking of complaints. Can I be of any service to you?"
"Well, if I can't see him, I suppose you will have to do, but I

want you to tell him what I said just as soon as he gets back.

I have ridden on your cars for the past fifteen years, and I and
the members of my family have paid your company hundreds of

dollars. Yesterday I was on a car and handed the conductor a

dollar to pay my fare. When he gave me the change, there was
a quarter with a hole in it." "Did you call his attention to it,

madam?" "No, I did not; in fact, I didn't notice it at the time,

but I know your conductor gave it to me, because I hadn't

changed a bit of money anywhere else. To-day, I got on a car and
handed this quarter to another conductor, and d'ye think he'd

take it ? Not he ! The impudent rascal refused it ! I said to him,

'that's a nice way to beat a poor woman ! I got the quarter from
a street car conductor yesterday, and now, when I offer it to you
to pay my fare, you won't take it! Young man, you may think

that's clever, but I don't!' " "Madame, can you identify the con-

ductor who gave you the mutilated quarter?" "No, I can't. I

didn't pay much attention to what he looked like, but I know he

gave it to me, and I think it's a shame that I can't get another

quarter for this one. Such robbery ought to be exposed in the

newspapers. I am going to see if I can't get justice somewhere!"
Here comes a tall, thin man, who speaks in a high voice. From

his appearance it is evident that he is no spendthrift. He holds a

transfer in his hand. The issuing conductor punched out the

wrong line, and when he boarded the connecting car, the other

conductor asked him for an additional fare—manifestly a base

imposition for the purpose of securing two fares. He carefe

nothing about the nickel, mind you, but the principle of the trans-

action he can't endure, and will not allow it to pass without pro-

test. When he called for the transfer his falsetto effort, no doubt

sounded to the conductor, above the rumble of the car and the

roar of street traffic, something like the name of the line that he

punched, and instead of making inquiry as he should have done,

punched the line, as he was in a hurry, taking for granted that it

was right. The thrifty one in such case is generally satisfied with

a return of his fare and a little "regreting" on the part of the

man; but the latter cannot help speculating as to whether in all

his past travels there never were any occasions upon which the

conductors failed to get his fare, and thus compensated this down-
trodden individual many times for his loss.

Then there is a nervous lady who rushes into the office, trying

to tell, between gasps for breath, about a horrid mean conductor

—

she didn't think to take his number, but he is on the car that just

passed the office—who gave her only 45 cents in change for the

dollar she handed him. She is sure that it was a dollar, because

it was every bit of change she had. There was a woman sitting in

the seat beside her, and she was sure this woman would swear to

the value of the coin, but in her excitement she forgot to ask her

name. The conductor insisted that she gave him only 50 cents

;

but she guesses her reputation in the community is such that if

she says it was a dollar, that is sufficient, and the evidence against

the conductor is conclusive. After, being assured that an imme-
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diate investigation shall be ordered, she is somewhat mollified,

and is willing to await the turn of events. When balancing his

cash, the conductor sometimes finds that he is 50 cents over, and

readily admits his error. In other cases the lady has the courtesy

to inform us that she found the coin under her powder box on

the chiffonier at home—she very much regrets, etc.

And so the daily pantomime continues, and will no doubt con-

tinue as long as street cars are operated by human beings. Happy
the individual who can, month after month, listen sympathetically

to the grievances and lamentations of the traveling public, and
yet find enough humor therein to act as a nerve tonic, help to lay

the foundation for an angelic temperament, and not disturb his

digestion.

In cases similar to that cited in the last instance of complaint,

we find that the plan of filing papers pertaining to each employee

in a separate folder, which will be described hereafter, is a par-

ticularly advantageous one. If a conductor is using the "short

change" method for gain, such fact, if not otherwise detected,

will soon become evident from the numerous protests of passen-

gers that will accumulate in his file. There is no doubt that tricks

of this nature have been perpetrated to some extent in every city.

Conductors have been known to boast openly that they took ad-

vantage of a certain class of passengers whose sight was poor,

who were slightly under the influence of liquor, or whose atten-

tion was otherwise taken up. Unprincipled conductors have also

been known to carry a supply of Mexican coins, and to work them
off when giving change to this same class of patrons.

In Denver all complaints, unless manifestly absurd, are care-

fully investigated by the management. When a written complaint

is received, it is at once acknowledged by a courteous note stating

that the matter will be thoroughly investigated. The standing of

the party who makes complaint or the evidence of sincerity with

which it is written is taken into consideration. The party is

thanked for calling the company's attention to the matter, and
if the information contained seems insufficient, further informa-

tion along indicated lines is requested. We find that parties mak-
ing written complaint usually have had some just provocation,

for by the time the party complaining has gotten home or arrived

at his office and penned a note, he has generally cooled off to an

extent sufficient to either give a clear account of the trouble, or

entirely ignore it and not make complaint. Very little attention

is paid to anonymous complaints.

A printed form of complaints made in the office has been in use

by some street railway companies. It is known as a "Complaint

Card." One side of the blank is devoted solely to the statement

of the complainant, who is required to write the same over his

signature. The other side is reserved for the division superin-

tendent or special investigator, who writes thereon the result of

his investigation and his recommendations ; and below this there

is also a space for the judgment and final action of the superin-

tendent. While this method seems very concise and complete, we
find that while many persons who wish to register complaints

have rehearsed the incident or accident so fully in their own minds
that they can relate all the harrowing details if subjected to a

little judicious questioning, yet, in their excitement, when they

undertake to write their statement, seem to think they have con-

veyed all the particulars in a few disjointed sentences. Some
persons have the ability to express themselves on paper, while

others have not. From our experience we believe that the best

plan is to have the complainant make his report to a competent
stenographer, who is well enough posted to make proper in-

quiries and draw out information which may be needed to make
it complete. The complainant may be required to sign the type-

written record, if thought necessary or advisable. In this manner
we may render material aid to those who are required to make
the investigation.

After passing out of the stenographer's hands the complaint is

laid before the superintendent of transportation, who will, unless

immediate action becomes necessary, refer it in turn to the di-

vision superintendent. It may be found more prudent to with-

hold the complaint from the employee against whom it is regis-

tered, and require him to write the details of the alleged occur-

rence from his own viewpoint, giving also the names of any wit-

nesses that may have been secured on the car. After gathering
all the information possible, the division superintendent returns

to the superintendent of transportation the statement of the em-
ployee, together with all the papers in the case, and also adds his

findings and recommendations. If the names of any witnesses

have been furnished by the employee or complainant, the super-

intendent of transportation will communicate with them, unless

he has already fixed the blame. At the completion of his in-

quiries, he issues such orders for discipline as his judgment may
dictate. No matter what other action may have been taken in

cases of complaint wherein employees have been found at fault,

the details are briefly written in their records, together with the

final disposition of the matter.

For filing complaints we use the ordinary vertical cabinet file,

with folders of light cardboard, similar to those used for corre-

spondence. The folders are numbered to correspond with the

numbers of employees' badges, so that it becomes a simple matter,
when reviewing a man's record, to open the cabinet and take out
the folder containing the complaints and other papers bearing on
his past conduct. Should it become necessary to call an employee
into the office for discipline, the superintendent may, in a few
moments, examine his record card and folder and quickly form
his judgment as to such employee's future value to the company.

Briefly our aim has been, as far as possible, not to antagonize
the public in any manner, but to rectify all mistakes and make an
apology for all incivilities on the part of our employees; to cor-

rect such tendencies, especially those of impudence and imperti-

nence, to pour oil on the troubled waters, and to adopt Denver's
motto of "Smile and Push" for the company.

LEAKS BETWEEN PASSENGER AND TREASURER

BY ALBERT H. STANLEY,
General Superintendent Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, N. J.

No other phase of street railroading has been given so much
thought and attention as the question how to get a proper fare

from every passenger and then into the hands of the treasurer.

From the earliest days every operating man has tried to conceive
a scheme whereby this result might be accomplished, but so far

without material success. That electric railroads are not receiv-
ing their just revenue, and that some method must eventually be
devised whereby the large and rapidly growing deficit can be con-
trolled, there can be no possible doubt ; and that it must be along
lines providing for entirely different methods than are now gen-
erally in vogue on most roads must also be admitted. That this

is recognized is evident from the frequent experiments which are
being made from time to time calling for a new type of car,

or some radical change in the method of collecting fares. To-day
we have the "pay-as-you-enter" car, which is perhaps the most
radical step toward an attempt to solve this problem that has
ever been introduced. To what extent this car will prove suc-

cessful only a thorough trial on several large American roads will

demonstrate. Another device which has long passed the ex-
perimental stage where it is now used, and which, while primarily
intended as a safeguard against certain classes of accidents, still

by relieving the conductor of considerable responsibility gives

him more time to devote to the collection of fares, is the rear

gate or door, controlled either mechanically or automatically by
the motorman. These devices are radical and would no doubt
cause some confusion when first introduced, but if they, or any
other device, will accomplish even in part a curtailment of un-
collected or non-receivable revenue, they are at least worthy of

consideration.

But while the inventive genius is at work planning some device

to solve this problem, we must deal with present conditions of

equipment and operation, and do that which will bring the largest

earnings, for, no matter how practical any scheme may be which
requires a change in the equipment, it will necessarily follow that

a long period must elapse before it is in general use, especially on
the large properties.

The important revenue leaks on electric railroads to-day are

:

Fares not collected, either because of overcrowded cars, careless-

ness of the conductor, or through the successful attempts of pas-

sengers to deceive the conductor and avoid paying fare ; the abuse
of transfers; and fares collected but not properly accounted.

Which of these is most important depends largely upon local

conditions. That there is an ever increasing number of the public

constantly on the qui vive to beat the railway out of a fare, either

by evading payment or through unfair use of the transfer, is un-

fortunately beyond dispute, although the extent to which the

earnings are thus affected as compared with the losses through
irregularities of employees, differs on the various properties. But
that this is the most serious phase of the question must be ad-

mitted. Irregularities on the part of employees are amenable to

discipline, but when it comes to dealing with the public the big
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stick is sadly lacking. To eliminate entirely abuses by the public

cannot be expected, but they can be reduced to a minimum by

good service, a continual, careful check on the transfers, and

the prosecution of any passenger caught defrauding the company.

Good service is paramount. Where the service is reasonably

good you will find the most satisfactory earnings and the most

amicable relations between the public and employees. In these

days of consolidation there is a tendency toward centralizing the

management at one point. While this is desirable, yet it should

not be forgotten that street railroads are very susceptible to local

conditions, and the organization should be sufficiently flexible, so

that the management can always be in close touch with the public

on all parts of the property. This is equally important in the

relations between the management and employees. Where the

management is close to the employees, alive to their welfare, and

shows that all interests are common, not only will irregularities

on the part of the employees be reduced to a minimum, but there

will be less trouble with abuses by the public as well.

To provide a service that is at all times satisfactory is not

possible. Cars will become overcrowded despite the most care-

fully arranged schedule. Conditions which cannot be anticipated

are constantly arising, and the car, which under normal conditions

is well able to handle its portion of the traffic, becomes badly

overloaded and disarranges the schedule. (The impunity with

and number of passengers on the car (which last has to be

estimated, but through practice can be ascertained very accurately)

are entered on a blank provided for that purpose, and charted by
the same men on the day following. The chart is a printed form,

GOOD GNU. Subject totbe BujeecXtae Company, at or before the time punched,

.t ru , II I t p;^<{ null- i,r<,i,. ] ly puni
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FIG. 2—TRANSFER USED BY THE PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORA-
TION, OF NEW JERSEY

and the load line, is based on the type of car in service. The
basic figures are : For a 28 to 30- ft. closed car, 70 ; for a 25-ft.

car, 50; for a single-truck car, 40, and for a twelve-bench open
car, 80. From these charts, with the aid of the man directly in
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FIG. l.-CHART SHOWING PASSENGER RECORD

which tracks are occupied by drivers, whose total disregard for

trolley cars causes delays to the schedule, a hindrance which

becomes very serious when wagons break down, is a rapidly grow-

ing and quite unnecessary interference with the regular operation

of cars and one that railroads should actively combat in their re-

spective communities.) Unexpectedly large crowds at public

entertainments, crippled cars, accidents, storms, etc., are all in-

cidents in the operation of electric roads which make perfect head-

ways impossible. But in order to be certain that there are suf-

ficient cars for the traffic under average conditions, a careful

record should be kept of the number of passengers carried on

each car, especially during the rush hours of the morning and

evening. The following chart shows the number of passengers

carried on each car from 4:30 to 7:30 p. m. in the direction of

the heaviest traffic; it also shows the headway between cars, and

indicates at a glance whether the headway is regular and sufficient

:

The data from which this chart is compiled are taken during the

rush hours morning and evening on an average of at least twice

a month, and for the entire day at such intervals as may be

advisable by men stationed at points where the greatest number

of passengers are on the car at one time. The car number, time

charge of the line, an absolutely satisfactory schedule can be

compiled.

During the off hours of traffic the question of headway is not

so much one of overcrowded cars as of policy. The earnings of

most lines depend largely upon the service given. There is hardly

any limit to the number of cars which can be profitably operated

on a line during the hours of heavy traffic, while during the

remainder of the day cars operating on a short headway bring

the most satisfactory earnings per car day. To-day the public is

not satisfied with poorly regulated and inefficient service; it must
be regular and sufficient, and the public will, in most instances, pay
generous tribute in return.

The use and abuse of transfers is of great importance in its

relation to gross earnings. The many opportunities which the

public have to profit by an improper use of them, the liberal

interpretation placed upon their use by many of the courts, the

opportunities which conductors have, both in issuing and receiv-

ing, to neglect instructions in regard to their use, and the difficulty

of checking them in the accounting department, materially affect

the earnings. With from 20 to 30 per cent of the collections on
many properties made up of transfers, it forces us to give the
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matter serious and careful attention, and to take such action as

will keep their abuse down to a minimum. The writer's experi-

ence recommends a transfer with the date plainly marked on the

face, so that it can be readily seen by the receiving conductor and
in the accounting department. A date also greatly facilitates the

handling of transfers, and they are not so likely to be manipu-
lated. The waste on this type of transfer is not material, as they

can be ordered in quantities to provide for a minimum day's issue,

and the excess, if any, taken care of by a perpetual emergency
transfer. The transfer with the p. m. coupon attached is also

recommended for the same reason. The fear that difficulties

might arise through the coupon becoming detached is not borne

out in practice.

With this type of transfer the issuing conductor is required to

make only two punches, and the receiving conductor can detect

at a glance whether or not it is void, which means a big saving

in time.

Transfers should be carefully inspected in the accountant's

office and conductors brought to account for any irregularities,

either in issuing or receiving. In this way conductors will grow
careful, and through them the public will be given to understand
that transfers are intended for a continuous ride to their destina-

tion only and not for a stop-over privilege, and that they are not

merely small strips of paper without any value whatever. They

FIG. 3.—DOUBLE REGISTER DEVICE

should be regarded as having a value equivalent to a cash fare,

and ought to be so treated in collecting and accounting. For
that reason, as well as because it facilitates inspection, the writer

recommends the registration of transfers, preferably on an in-

dependent register. Registering all fares on one register offers

opportunity for substitution, which is reduced to a minimum by
the use of separate registers. The following sketch shows two
registers, one for cash fares and the other for tickets and trans-

fers, connected to a rod carried from the center of the car, which
obviates the use of a double system of rods, and places the

ringing device where it is convenient for the conductor and over-

comes the objection so frequently made by passengers about con-
ductors leaning over them when making registration or signaling

the motorman. This device is particularly desirable on cross-

seated cars which are so rapidly becoming a standard on many
properties.

Defective registers and register equipment are very important
factors in the collection and accounting of fares. The same care
which is exercised in the inspection of the electrical equipment of
a car should be given to registers and their equipment. Each
register should be overhauled periodically, and the inspection of
the register equipment made a part of the regular work of the
repair man. Any defect in the apparatus should be repaired at
once, and no car should be permitted to operate with the slightest

defect in the equipment or register.

A daily record should be kept of the condition of the totalizer

of each register in every car, whether the car has been in service

or not, and sent to the accounting department daily. For this

purpose a daily car record blank is recommended.
A basket is placed in each car for holding these cards, and the

depot master or man in charge of the car house equips each car

daily with one of the cards, showing the condition of the reg-

isters before the car goes into service. Each conductor who
uses the car during the day makes an entry showing the com-
mencing and closing number of the totalizers, and at night the

depot master makes the closing entries which are copied on the

card for the following day. These cards are then forwarded to

the accountant's office and checked against the conductors' day
cards. This record is supplemented by entries made in a daily

car record book by the depot master, showing the commencing
and closing number of each register, which should be done inde-

pendently of the car record, and is intended as an additional

DAILY CAR RECORD. Car Not

Register No.

Route

Register No..

TICKETS and TRANSFERS. CASH.

Reg
Commencing

Reg
Ending

Reg.
Commencing

Reg
Ending.

Badge
No.P M

1 to Conductors.

your reading of the regist
iding.call the attention nl i t„

< rtl>MTiee of any ollirer,

Instructions to Car House Men.
- r:,|, n K ' r. . ',„. rl

3, and note the register reading, and In the
way note any change in the register by re-

g the number of the register
making entries on car record, nse the blank

'arest the toF of the page, giving the Piute and
er reading, and sign your name at the end

Instructions to Shop Men.

night, and

General Auditor On sending or receiving*

General Instructions.

iutenUeiit/ Note the same ononis blank a

FIG. 4.—DAILY CAR RECORD

check. Both the car number and the number of the registers

should show on these reports.

A recording type of register, particularly on lines having more
than one 5-cent fare zone, is an effective check against the fail-

ure of conductors to reset their registers, and also against
manipulation. On suburban lines with many different rates of
fare it seems desirable to use a differential recording register

which indicates the kind of fare collected and which acts as a

check against the tickets issued and collected by the conductor.
The rule requiring conductors to register fares separately as

soon as collected and before issuing transfers or making change
should be strictly enforced, although it may be advisable to some-
what modify this rule when operating open cars.

Tickets and transfers should be turned in by conductors each
trip, either in boxes placed on the car itself, or at some con-
venient point on the line, in suitably prepared envelopes, and in

order that conductors may not carry them over a, number of
trips they should be inspected at frequent intervals. Cash need
not be turned in until the conductor has completed his day's
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work, and then turned over to a receiver, who should give either

a form of receipt or mark in red ink in plain figures on the con-

ductor's day card the amount of money received, so as to avoid

any possbility of dispute. This need not mean that the conductor

has turned in the correct amount for his day's work, as that is

something to be checked in the accountant's office, and if any

errors exist, either over or short, the conductor should be

promptly notified and full opportunity given him for noting how
the errors occurred. Conductors' day cards, and all other re-

ports having to do with the collection and accounting of fares,

should be carefully checked in the accountant's office and an

explanation required for any errors or neglect in making up ac-

counts. Conductors should be made to understand the impor-

tance of their reports and that they must be made up carefully

and accurately.

For the protection of the conductor, each and every passenger

riding on the car should be required either to surrender a fare

or be uniformed, so that there can be no question as to the pas-

sengers' identity and right to ride. Open inspection by uni-

formed employees, especially at heavy traffic points, is an impor-

tant factor in preventing irregularities, besides directing the

movement of the cars.

Secret service inspection is of course essential to the operation

of a property, for under the most careful management there will

be some undesirable employees. But a secret service report in-

dicating a shortage on the register does not by any means indicate

irregularities on the part of the conductor. Conditions gov-

erning at the time the report was made should be thoroughly

understood before a record is made against a conductor. He
should always be given an opportunity to explain, and should be

advised if any entry is made against his record. Dishonesty

should be handled quickly and severely. Conductors should be

given to understand that irregularities of any kind will not be

tolerated, and that the offender will be prosecuted, if possible,

by process of law, and not only employees, but the public as

well.

The writer does not believe that any considerable percentage

of newly appointed conductors enter the service with the thought
of being deliberately dishonest. What they develop into, whether
it be good or bad, is dependent to a very large extent upon the

way they are trained, their relations with their superiors, and
the conditions under which they work. Indifferent training, lack

of interest, or incompetency on the part of their direct superiors,

unsanitary and inadequate terminal stations, or dirty, neglected,

broken-down equipment are not conducive to the development of

competent, courteous and honest conductors. An applicant should

be carefully investigated and every effort made to ascertain

whether his record is such as to entitle him to a position of

trust. He should then be trained by a regular conductor, who
is known to be thoroughly honest and capable in the performance
of his duties. After being trained he should be examined by
the division superintendent, or whoever may be in authority, and
when he is put on a car to operate alone he should be under
careful inspection for a reasonable period, so that any irregu-

larities, intentional or otherwise, may be detected in the begin-
ning. To-day, properties are becoming so extensive as to make
it impossible for a general manager to be personally acquainted
with each and every employee, and so it devolves upon the re-

spective division officers to act for him, and upon them to a very
great extent depends the amount of revenue which reaches the
hands of the treasurer.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

ON "PROMOTION OF TRAFFIC"

BY W. E. HARRINGTON (Chairman), H. E. REYNOLDS, H. F.

GRANT

The committee on "promotion of traffic" respectfully submits

this, its first report.

The circular letter and data sheet herewith attached were sent

to over 800 companies, and 98 replies were received as follows:

City lines 36

Iterurban 16

City and interurban 46

Total 98

Table I. contains a summary of the replies to those questions

contained in the data sheet, which permit of a positive or negative

answer, and shows the percentage of such replies.

Table II. gives the names of the companies which sent replies to

the committee, together with statistics valuable in analyzing this

report.

Table III. gives the summary of replies concerning the follow-

ing matters : Direction signs, car and newspaper advertising

;

the attitude of the railway companies toward newspapers and
carnivals; the data relative to fares (one way and round trip),

special cars, excursions, etc. ; that relative to piencs, special out-

ings, theater patronage from suburban points, real estate trans-

actions, parks and smoking on cars ; that relative to zoological

gardens, theaters and bands in parks ; that relative to general

attractions at parks, such as orchestras, midway, special days

and details concerning the manner of leasing and conducting

parks.

These three tables are followed by a complete analysis of the

replies to the data sheet, and the attention of the association is

called to this analysis.

The bibliography which follows the analysis relates to articles

which have appeared in the columns of the Street Railway
Journal and the "Electric Railway Review."

SUMMARY
Your committee summarizes its findings as follows

:

Parks.—That parks are desirable in connection with railway

operation, but should not be operated with a license feature.

That parks should be leased, conditions permitting, rather than

operated by officials of the company.
That it would be wise for the Accountants' Association to draft

a standard system of accounts for park operation.

That it would be wise to have on file in the office of the asso-

ciation applications and data as to park managers, traffic managers
and parties seeking park leases.

Picnics.—That it would be desirable to provide small pavilions

with stoves and fuel to encourage picnic parties.

Traffic Manager.—That it would be desirable to develop in each

company a department for the "promotion of traffic," to be pre-

sided over by a traffic manager or passenger agent.

Freight and Express.—That the association appoint a committee

especially to investigate and report at the next convention as to

the desirability of street and interurban railway companies engag-

ing in freight and express business.

Mail.—That the rates obtained by railway companies for carry-

ing United States mail are too low and should be materially

increased. In the event of special cars being employed, the rate

should not be less than an amount sufficient to cover operation,

interest on investment, depreciation and a reasonable profit.

Irregularities in Fare Collection.—That as the question of

fares lost is the converse of the work of the committee on "pro-

motion of traffic," it is found that systematic continuous car in-

specting is both desirable and profitable.

Registration of Fares.—That the association appoint a com-

mittee especially to investigate and report at the next convention

upon the "Registration of Fares" (covering both single and double

registers) ; use of tickets (with and without registration), and

systems of checking and inspection in connection therewith.

General.—That interchangeable mileage is desirable.

That special cars, picnic and funeral cars are desirable.

That co-operation with theaters in having seats and nights

especially assigned for various communities is desirable.

That the welfare of traffic is of sufficient importance to justify

the organization of a separate affiliated association to be known
as "The American Street and Interurban Railway Traffic Man-
agers' Association."

RESOLUTIONS

Your committee believes it desirable to embody the results of its

findings in the form of resolutions for the purpose of permitting

the association, as a whole, to express its attitude towards the

various questions submitted.

(1) Resolved, That the American Street and Interurban Rail-

way Association believes that parks operated in connection with

railways are profitable and desirable as a means of promoting

traffic.

(2) Resolved, That the American Street and Interurban Rail-

way Association believes that a licensed park operated in connec-

tion with railways is not desirable or profitable.

(3) Resolved, That the American Street and Interurban Rail-

way Association believes it better policy to lease parks, if the

conditions permit, rather than to have them operated by officials

of the company.

(4) Whereas, the American Street and Interurban Railway

Association believes it desirable to have on file, in the office of the
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secretary of the association, the names of applicants and desirable

men capable of properly filling positions as traffic managers and
park managers, and also a list of persons seeking park leases.

Therefore, be it resolved, that this association instructs its sec-

retary to keep such files and to take such steps as may be neces-

sary to properly solicit applications and to complete the files

by special inquiry, from the references given, to show the stand-

ing and qualifications of the respective applicants, and, further, to

ascertain in each case, the compensation expected by the various

applicants and the general terms under which the various applica-

tions are made.

(5) Resolved, That the executive committee of the American
Street and Interurban Railway Association advise with the Ac-
countants' Association to the end that a standard system of

accounting for parks be prepared.

(6) Resolved, That it is the sense of the American Street

and Interurban Railway Association that it is essential for the

"promotion of traffic" for railways to establish a traffic department
presided over by a traffic manager.

(7) Resolved, That the "promotion of traffic" is of sufficient

importance to justify the organization of a separate affiliated as-

sociation, to be known as "The American Street and Interurban

Railway Traffic Managers' Association."

(8) Resolved, That the president of this association appoint

a committee of three especially to investigate and report at the

next convention as to the desirability of street and interurban

railways engaging in freight and express business.

(9) Resolved, That the president of this association appoint a

committee of three especially to investigate and report at the

next convention upon the registration of fares (covering the use

of both single and double registers), the use of tickets (with and
without registration), and upon systems of checking and inspec-

tion in connection therewith.

CONCLUSION
Your committee has prepared a file of the various time-tables,

advertising matter, maps and monograms, folders, pamphlets and
other descriptive material relating to the "promotion of traffic,"

which is submitted herewith and which will be open for examina-
tion after the convention at the office of the association.

The committee desires to express its appreciation of the co-

operation of the various street and interurban railway companies
in the collection of the data and other information which form
the basis of this report.

The committee wishes to express its appreciation of the valuable

assistance and co-operation given by the editors of the Street

Railway Journal and the "Electric Railway Review" in the

compilation of the bibliography which forms a part of this report.

The committee desires further to express its appreciation of the

co-operation of Messrs. J. G. White & Company in the compilation

of the data and statistics embodied in its report and to express its

recognition of the personal services of J. Watts, of the operating

department of that company.

The data submitted in this report were obtained through the

office of your association, and your secretary materially assisted

in its preparation.

EXPLANATORY TO TABLES

Table I. contains a summary of those questions in "data sheet

No. 7" (copy of which is attached)^ which permit of a positive or

negative answer, and shows the percentage of such replies.

Table II. gives the name of company, city, State, population,

miles of track, average number of cars operated in winter, and
average number of cars operated in summer. The companies are

arranged in order of population, which is given in thousands

(i. e., 2000-2,000,000). The replies from some companies as to the

number of cars operated, does not appear reasonable, considering

the miles of track, etc., and indicate that the answers were not

given with as much care as the questions intended should be

given. The committee believes that an 18-hour car day was the

basis of the returns appearing in doubt.

Table III. appears on the inset herewith.

The first part contains a full description of direction signs, giv-

ing style, number on car, location on car, manufacture, extent of

advertising on dasher and size of sign, size of bulletin board, also

extent of, character of, and cost of newspaper advertising, as

requested in questions 6, 7, 8 and 9 on the data sheet. Under the

heading "location on car," the abbreviations used are as follows:

For side—S; monitor—M; dasher—D; front—F; hood—H; end
—E ; rear—R ; vestibule—V ; window—W.

TABLE I.-SHOWING SUMMARY OF REPLIES

Total Number of (

.40

Q. 6.

panies responding; city lines
' interurban lines

city and interurban lines

1. Time-Tables. Companies using
(a) Do they show connections plainly
(b) Are they made up so as to be of value ti

the traveler as well as railroad men
2. Descriptive Pamphlets. Cum panies using

(b) Do you advise a wide use of illustration?

in your literature

(c) In these pamphlets do you give
,
time

tables or simply running schedules o
distances, time and fare

3. Maps, ctr. Companies using
4. Tourists' Books. Companies using
5. Sight-seeing Trips.

(a) Do you issue descriptive matter
(c) Are conductors urged to keep informed as

to connections, points of interest, etc.

.

Direction Signs.
(a) Do you use direction signs
(f) Have you a car specially fitted for carry

ing billboards
Bulletin Boards.

(a) Do you use bulletin boards at intersec
tions, etc

Publications.

(a) Do ycu issue publications, etc., to draw
the attention of the public to the routes
etc.

Q. 9. Newspaper Advertisements.
(a) Do you advertise in newspapers
(h) Are newspaper men given excursions. . . .

Q. 10. Tourists' Cars.
(a) Have you tourists' cars, such as sight

seeing cars of Denver, etc
Q. 11. Monograms.

(a) Do you use characteristic monograms and
symbols

Q. 12. Do you have carnivals '

. .

Q. 13. Do you have country fairs

Q. 14. Do you have skating rinks

Q. 15. Special Cars.
(a) Are any special inducements offered large

parties

(c) Have you a power charge after 12p.rn . .

O. 16. Excursions. Companies having ..

Q. 17. Picnics and Special Outings.
(b) Do you make a special effort to get them
(d) Are they worth the expense and effort. .

Q. 18. Theater Patronage jrom Suburban Points.
(a) Do you make a special effort to stimulate

such patronage
(c) Do you act as agent in trie purchase of

tickets.

(d) Do you make special rates.

Q. 19. Real Estate Transactions,
(a) Have you tried to promote traffic by co

operating in real estate deals
Q. 20. Rebates.

(a) What agreements do you have with mer-
chants concerning fares paid by
shoppers

Q. 21. Smoking on Cars

W D°.
â

u find smoking on cars promotes

Q. 22. Have You a Park?'. '.
\ '.

'. \

\

', \ [ \ ] [ ] \ \

Is the park licensed or not
Are licenses advantageous '

.

'
.

Have you a carousal
Have you a scenic railway
Have you a pleasure railway
Have you a shoot-the- chutes
Have you a loop-the-loop
Have you a flying circular swing
Have you a restaurant
Have you an ice-cream stand. . . . .

Have you a cigar stand '.'

Have you a candv stand
Have you a bicycle checking stand'. . . . . .

Have you dancing pavilions
Have you shooting galleries
Have you bowling allevs
Have you a shuffle board
Have you toboggan slides
Have you a miniature steam railroad

.'

Have you a lake
Have you boats
Have you boat racing
Have you canoeing
Have you rowboats for hire. . ....
Have you aquatic sports
Have you swimming races
Have you high diving
Have you swings
Have you launches
Have you electrical founatins. ............
Have you zoological gardens
Have you baseball grounds or alhlctii fields
Have you winter skating rinks
Have you a theater
What class of entertain- I Vaudeville
ment is found desirable] Operas

(Farce Comedies
jDo you employ bands

Do you employ orchestras

*
a
«

1
No

Replies.

1

Percent Replies.
Positive.

i

%
Per

cent

Replies
Positive.

98

74 26 .74 55 19 .74
55 45 .55 41 14 .75

41 59 .41 31 10 .76
75 25 .75 46 .61

38 62 .38 36 .95

26 74 .26 13 13 .50
55 45 .55 22 33 .40
b4 36 .64 16 46 .25

70 30 .70 18 52 .25

64 36 .64 53 11 .83

88 12 76 12 .86

82 18 .82 15 67 .18

84 16 .84 41 63 .2

83 17 .83 23 60 .28

89 11 .89 70 19 .79

77 23 .77 13 64 .17

84 16 .84 .10 74 .12

81 19 .81 16 65 .20

60 40 .60 17 43
37 43

81 19 '81 53 '35

82 18 .82 57 25 .70

65 35 .65 30 35 .46

61 39 .61 22 39

61 39 .61 39 - .64

43 57 .43 35
2
i .81

71 29 .71 39 32 .55

48 52 .48 10 38 .21

58 42 .58 16 42 .28

72 28 .72 10 62 .14

77 23 .77 77

82 18 .82 66 16 .80
91 9 .91 63 28 .69
57 43 .57 10 47 .18
18 82 .18 8 10 .44

.62 29 .47
57 43 .57 4 53 .7
58 42 .58 52 10
63 37 .63 12 51 .19
61 39 .61 60
61 39 .61 9 52 'l5

.8234 .66 54 12
lis 53 53 15 .80
65 35 !65 53 12 78
63 37 .63 52 .83
56 44 .56 11 45 .20
68 32 52 16 .76

.4865 35 i65 31 34
65 35 .65 29 36 .45
61 39 61 2 59
02 38 '.62 18 44 !29
61 39 .61 7 54 11

.6667 33 .67 44 23
63 37 .63 44 19 .70
59 41 .59 19 40 .32

.3961 37
62 38 '62 43 11) .69
55 45 .55 16 39 .29

.1855 45 .55 10 45
50 50 .50 42 .16
68 32 .IjN 51 17 .75

38 20 42 .32
61 39 !61 6 55 .10
64 36 .64 11 53 .17

.6627 .73 48
65 35 .65 17 is .26
80 20 43 37 .54

'23 .43
47 53 .47 .21

.13 .25
73 27 .73 50 23 .68
59 41 .59 34 25 .58
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TABLE I.—SHOWING SUMMARY OF REPLIES—Continued

oi
v a n g

IIIs. a. I
3.

(2

& Posi
Per Rep Posi

Do you employ bands for concerts in differ-

53 47 .53 6 47 .11

56 44 .56 5 51 .9

Do you have special days at your amusement
28 24 .5452 48 .52

Do you have children's days at your amuse-
1638 62 .38 22 .58

Do you have prizes and sj k i ial entertainment
14 1529 71 .29 .48

Do you have free transportation for children
26 .2635 65 .35 9

Do you have souvenir days at vour amuse-
35 365 .35 32
35 65 .35 9 47 !26

Does your company ojnaate various amuse
17 3756 44 .56 .30

What restrictions do you have governing your
34 .3552 48 .52 18

Do you have special features, such as balloon
51 37 .7649 .49 12

*What is the percentage of average weekly
attendance to the total population which

19 81 .19

Is the park manager one of your regular
19 .5336 64 .36

Is the park manager especially engaged for

17 .47

Is the park operated directly by the company 43 57 .43 25 .58

61
18
19 20

.42

39 .39 .49

Do you run above the regular service in cater-

36 .95ing to park business 38 .38 2

If you had it to do over again, would you
34 66 .34 25 9 .74

TABLE II.—COMPANIES AND EQUIPMENTS, ARRANGED
ACCORDING TO POPULATION, INCLUDING TERMINAL

* The percentages given by the nineteen companies replying vary from

per cent to 90 per cent, the average being 27 per cent.

It next describes the methods employed to keep newspaper

men favorably disposed toward the company, such as manner of

entertaining and issuing of passes. It also gives data con-

cerning carnivals, giving kind, time, amount expended, prize's

given, basis for figuring rates for specials and limiting conditions

;

see questions 9 and 11 on the data sheet. Under the heading

"officials issuing passes," the abbreviation G. M. is used for gen-

eral manager, V. P. for vice-president, G. P. A. for general pas-

senger agent. Under the heading "limiting conditions" the

phrases such as "sixty in car," "twenty-five or more" and "not

less than fifty" refer to minimum number of passengers for which

specials will be run.

The table next shows the relation of rates one way to those for

the round trip for special cars, also the details of excursions ; see

questions 15 and 16 on the data sheet. Under the heading "re-

lation of single fare to round trip" (which is for special cars),

the various replies have all been transformed to a percentage

basis, so as to make comparisons more easily. Explanatory of

these percentages, where 75 per cent is given, it indicates that if

the single fare is 15 cents the round-trip fare is 20 cents, where

50 per cent is given it indicates that the round-trip fare is double

the single fare. Under the heading "is each (passenger) assigned

to a special seat, or certain number to a bench, or first come first

served," the abbreviation F is used for first come first served.

It also gives details relative to picnics and special outings,

theater patronage from suburban points, real estate transactions,

parks and smoking on cars, as requested in questions 17, 18, 19

and 21, and under the head of "amusement resorts," on the data

sheet. Under the heading "is special effort made to get picnics

and specials outings by personal solicitation or by letter and litera-

ture or both?" the abbreviations "P. S." is used for personal

solicitation and "L" for letter and literature. Under the headings

"where allowed on open cars?" and "where allowed on closed

cars?" (relative to smoking), the abbreviations used are "R. S."

—

rear seats; "R. P."—rear platforms; "Comp."—compartment.

It also gives details relative to kind, number and whether

owned or hired, of animals in zoological garden, also full details

relative to theaters and bands. The animals classed as native are

bears, wild-cats, foxes, rabbits, etc. Miscellaneous consist of the

above, also monkeys.

Finally it gives details of "general attractions," which refer

to orchestra, midway, special days, etc., also full detail of manner

of leasing and conducting parks. Under the heading "parks leased

on flat rental or percentage basis," the abbreviations used are

"R."—rental ; "F. R."—flat rental, and %—percentage. Under the

heading "special features," the abbreviations used are "B."—

balloon ascensions; "F."—fireworks, and "V."—vaudeville. The

inois Traction Co
Boston & Northern St. Ry. Co
Old Colony St. Ry. Co

Dn Elevated Ry. Co
Washington, Arlington & Falls Church
Ry. Co

West Penn. Rys. Co
New Orleans Ry.-& Lt. Co
Metropolitan St. Ry. Co

NAME OF COMPANY.

Springfield, 111.

Boston, Mass.

.

Washington, D.C.

.

Connellsville, Pa..

.

New Orleans, La.

.

Kansas City, Mo.
and Kan

The Rhode Island Co. and
The Interstate Cons. St. Ry. Co

The Scioto Vallev Traction Co
"ndanapolis, Columbus & South. Tr. Co.
ndiana Union Traction Co
-lewport & Providence Ry. Co
Los Angeles Ry. Co
Scranton Ry. Co
The Denver City Tramway Co
Providence & Danielson Ry. Co
Rochester Ry. Co
Seattle Electric Co
The Memphis St, Ry. Co
Northampton Traction Co
Syracuse Rapid Transit Ry. Co
Utica & Mohawk Valley Ry. Co
Grand Rapids, Holland & Chicago Ry. .

Coeur d'Alene & Spokane Ry. Co., Ltd. .

.

Public Service Corp of N. J., So.Div
Springfield St. Ry. Co

Duluth St. Ry. Co

The Southwest Missouri Electric Ry. Co.
Peoples Ry. Co
Erie Traction Co

The South Covington & Cinn. St. Ry.Co.

Tri-City Ry Co
Richmond Light & Ry. Co
The Washington Water Power Co
Valley Traction Co
Altoona & Logan Valley Electric Ry. Co. .

Camden Interstate Ry. Co
Utah Light & Ry. Co
Savannah Eli ' trie Co
Chicago & loliet Electric Ry. Co
Norton & Taunton St. Ry. Co
The Springfield & Xenia Ry. Co
New Jersey & Hudson River Ry. &

Ferry Co
Waterloo, Cedar Falls & North. Ry. Co..

.

Columbus R.R. Co
Little Rock Ry. & Electric Co
Bangor Ry. & Electric Co
Toledo Urban & Interurban Ry. Co
Kokomo, Marion & Western Tr. Co
Jacksonville Electric Co
Springfield Consolidated Ry. Co
Springfield Ry. Co
Sheboygan Light, Power & Ry. Co
The Sioux City Traction Co
Quincy H. Ry. & Carrying Co
Newton & Boston St. Ry. Co
Milford & Uxbridge St. Ry. Co
Honolulu Rapid Transit & Land Co
Green Bay Traction Co
Elmira Water, Lt & Rd. Co
Bridgeton & Milville Traction Co
Kingston Consolidated R.R. Co
Tampa Electric Co
Vicksburg Rv. & Light Co
Clinton St. Ry. Co
The San Bernardino Valley Tr. Co
Concord & Manchester Electric Branch
M. R.R

Choctaw Ry. & Lighting Co
Menominee & Marinette Lt. &Tr Co.. .

.

The Paducah Traction Co
Mason City & Clear Lake Ry. Co
Augusta, Winthrop & Gardiner Ry. Co..
Austin Electric Ry. Co
Muskogee Electric Traction Co
The Raleigh Electric Co
Lewis County Ry. Co
Millville Traction Co
Danville Ry. & Electric Co
Asheville Electric Co
The Groton & Stonington St. Ry. Co..

.

Kingston, Portsmouth & Cataraqui Elec
Ry. Co

DeDalb-Sycamore Electric Co
Atkins Electric Ry. Co
The Peterborough Radial Ry. Co
Boston & Maine R.R. (Portsmouth Elec

trie Branch)
Ashland Light, Power & St. Ry. Co. . .

.

Trans-St. Mary's Traction Co
Xahant & Lynn St. Ry. Co
The Laredo Electric & Ry. Co

Twin City Rapid Transit Co

Omaha. Lincoln & Beatrice Ry. Co
The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Tr. Co..

Georgetown, Rowley & Ipswich St. Ry
Co

Biddeford & Saco R.R. Co

Capital Traction Co
Columbus & Montour Electric Ry. Co

Providence, R.L.

.

Columbus, O
Columbus, Ind. .

.

Anderson, Ind
Newport, R.I
Los Angeles, CaL
Scranton, Pa
Denver, Col
Providence, R.L.

.

Rochester, N.Y..

.

Seattle, Wash
Memphis, Tenn.

.

Easton, Pa
Syracuse, N.Y
Utica, NY
Holland. Mich....
Spokane, Wash. .

,

Camden, N J

Duluth, Minn. 1

Superior, Wis. J
'

'

Webb City, Mo
Dayton,
Erie, Pa
fCincin., Newport, \

{ Cov'gton & vic'ty !

[.Ohio and Ky. J

Davenport, la
Bor.Richm'd,N.Y..
Spokane, Wash
Lemoyne, Pa
Altoona, Pa
Huntington, W.Va.

.

Salt Lake City,Utah
Savannah, Ga
Joliet, 111

Norton, Mass
Springfield, O

Edgewater, N.J..
Waterloo, la
Columbus, Ga..

.

Little Rock, Ark.
Bangor, Me
Findlay, O
Kokomo, Ind

—

Jacksonville, Fla
Springfield, 111....

Springfield, O...
Sheboygan, Wis.
Sioux City, la. .

.

Quincy, 111

Newton, Mass . .

.

Milford, Mass. .

.

Honolulu.Hawaii.Ty
Green Bay, Wis
Elmira, N.Y
Bridgeton, N.J
Kingston, N.Y
Tampa, Fla
Vicksburg, Miss. . .

.

Clinton, la

San Bernardino, Cal.

Concord, N.H
McAlester, Ind.Ter.
Menominee, Mich..

.

Paducah, Ky
Mason City, la
Augusta, Me
Austin, Tex
Muskogee, Ind.Ter
Raleigh, N.C
Lewis, Quebec
Millville, N.J
Danville, Va
Asheville, N.C
Mystic, Conn

Kingston, Ontario.
De Kalb, 111

Atkins, Ga
Peterborough, Ont.

Portsmouth, N.H..

.

Ashland, Wis
St. Ste. Marie, Mich
Lynn, Mass
Laredo, Tex
/Minneap's,St.Paul\
\&Hillwater, Minn]
Lincoln, Neb.
Rushville, Ind

J Biddeford, Saco &
\01d Orchard, Me.
Washington, D.C..'

I
Bloomsburg, Pa . .

.

2000 245 30 30
129S 493 266 320
1054 394 164 186
1000 448 1665 1665

360 22 10 10
ion 35 55

350 190 350 350

350 224 460 480

30(1 "SS 300 350
•-'75 ~74 5 7
250 392 6 6
250 363 77 80
250 14 3 4
230 179 270 270
225 82 74 81
200 156 126 156
200 26 9 14
200 163 200 225
190 111 266 220
175 100 10(1 116
150 23 5 10
150 82 100

150 117 48 55
42 5

125 20 28
125 106 66 78
125 98 75 95

110 72 78 78

100 50
34 34 35

Ion 26 4

ino 66 72 80

100 65 50 59
90 35 25 70
81 78 49 55
80 42 12 14
75 41 3S 49
75 30 20 22
70 91 60 75

57 35 45
Ii5 80 23

60 30 5 7
60 20 2

51 40 13 15
50
50 24 13

18
13

50 30 30 43
50 60 10 15
50 50 18 18
49 40 9 12
46 22 35 40
45 30 30 30
45 35 36
40 31 7 11

40 42 30 50

49
17

11 6
20

ifl 9i 24 91
15

40 27 21 30

35 39 9 12

30 8 £ 10
30 14 S 12
30 40 12 10

Ul 00 B

18

2S 13 IE "16

25 18 6 14
25 27 6 9
25 16 14 14
24 11 7 10

23 5 5 6
22 10 7 10

22 12 5 12

20 7 7 7
20 14 13 18
20 20 6 12

20 8 4 8
15 8 2 2
15 7 5 5
15 7 10

15 19 7 12
14 8 5 6
11 7 4 5

6 2 16
; 6 3 3
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'Hi

Up
in

General Questions.

'arks Leasee
on Flat
Rental or

Percentage
Basis?

Rental
Rent'l & per'tage.

Rent'l & per'tage

Contributions
Obtained from
Concessionaries

for Running
Extra Attrac-

tions, Such as

Band Concerts
Fireworks, etc.

Balloon assertions
Bal'n & lirew'ks*

Bal'n & firew'ks*

'I

ons. . .

.

Yes.
. .

.

No.... 150. .

.

4.. ys 16-25 ercentage

Pay 25 per rent * 1

nd hoi.

reek .

.

2C Rent'l & per'tage. None
None

25,000
2-4*

44

2

Bal'n & firew'ks*. 21,000 ...

.

Bal'n & firew'ks.

.

C 'S. None

Yes.. .

.

No
30 1-2.

1

,'' ".
|

Bal'n & firew'ks

ys'. " ;

;

No
34

is""
Bal'n & firew'ks. . 10,000

y
reek . . . 30 25,000 11,298 4 1

No Yes.

No 15. . .

.

Rental Bal n, hrew k ^ ,1 no
45,000 i-bi

Bal n. lirew'ks,etc . 25,000
6-18 2-6

1y 30 4
ys 12 Rental 6,000

Bal n, aerial v.n 111 9,000 5,430 7,400 $3,750

•Yes

Yes Yes 1(10-150 4-6. fid hoi.. 5 cts 5,000

Yes Yes reek . . .50
13 Bal'11 \: lirew 'ks* 20,000 2

Bal'n & firew'ks. . 15,0011 1,436 1,346 90
ys 12 Flat rental 10.000

ys R t'l t 't

Yes....
is

1 2.000

ys

No li..
31.000
10.000 8,500 9,500 1,500

"'Jreek...
'on '?

15,000

20-334 per cent. Bal'n, firew'ks and
25,000

?
12

20 per cent Bal'n, firew'ks and
5,000

Bal'n & firew'ks.

.

7,000

10 cts. Percentage 10,000
2.000

_

ys 25 Krni '1 & per'tage Balloon 6,000 ,1

6-8 Rent'l & per tage . Bal'n, firew'ks.etc if
1 occ ns 16 12

7 2
'

10 cts. Bal'n, fireworks,*

7,000 5J 2;

1 occ'ns 8-16 Percentage I- irewi >rks & water
carnival* 2,500 2-8 1-2'

21 1
'

reek . .

.

20 8,400 !

4 1

reek . .

.

12-15 3 3

reek . .

.

12-20 Rent'l & per'tage 10,000 1 1 !

24

40

Yes.... Yes. . .

.

.... !

....

' The special feature that
1
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asterisk * indicates the amusement that is considered as paying
the best. Under the heading "surplus or deficit," the figures with

f indicate deficit.

ANALYSIS OF REPLIES TO "DATA SHEET NO. 7"

Direction Signs.

Style : Companies
Illuminated 16

Wood '. 8

Metal 7

Revolving 4
Dash 3

Colored lights 2

Transparent 2

Miscellaneous 13

Number on Car

:

1 sign 6

2 signs 39

3 signs 2

4 signs 18

Location on Car

:

End 12

End and side 11

Hood 11

Front 6

Dasher 6

Side and front 5

Roof 5

Side 4

Vestibule 3

Side, monitor and dasher 3

Front and hood 2

Window and hood 2

Dasher and roof 1

Manufacturer:
Original 37

Hunter Sign Company 15

St. Louis Car Company 1

Wason Company 1

Twin City Rapid Transit Company 1

Henderson 1

B. & S 1

Extent of Advertising on dasher

:

None 14

Small 6

Moderate 3

Extensive 20

Special attractions only 45

Size of Direction Signs :

Vary in depth from 14 ins. to 36 ins., and in width from

18 ins. to 72 ins.

The prevailing size is about 14 ins. x 22 ins., or 18 ins. x

24 ins.

Bulletin Board

Size of Bulletin Board :

Vary from i
l/2 ft. to 4 ft. in depth, and from 2 l/2 ft. to

6V2 ft. in width.

The average size is about 3 ft. x 5 ft.

Newspaper Advertisements

Extent of Advertising :
Companies.

Daily for the year 6

Daily for the summer 4

Small 24

Moderate 17

Extensive 18

Character of Advertising:

Schedules 26

Display 13

Special attractions 15

Descriptive 5

Miscellaneous 8

Cost Per 1000 Car Miles :

Only four companies replied to this.

Their rates were $0.05, $0.50, $0.62, $1.51.

Methods Employed to Keep Newspaper Men Favorably Disposed

Toward the Companies

:

Passes 45

Passes and entertainments 10

Passes and advertising 5

805

Toward the Companies: Companies:
Complimentary tickets 4
Advertising and printing 1

Passes and excursions 1

None 3

Entertainment of Newspaper Men:
On a personal basis 8
In large bodies 3
Large bodies and personal basis 3
None 21

Basis for Issuing Passes

:

Exchange for time-tables 4
To editors or reporters, or both 6
Per paper 24

The number issued to each paper varies from 1 to 10, the
usual number being 2 or 3.

With but few exceptions they are issued by the general
manager, the exceptions are president, vice-president,

treasurer and general passenger agent.

Carnivals

Among the various carnivals held are: Street, water, skating

and secret orders. They are held at appropriate times of the year,

but usually in summer.
Six companies state the amounts expended, which are $100,

$250, $300, $500, $1,000 and $2,000.

Four companies give as prizes cash, banners, cups, etc.

Special Cars

Basis for Figuring Rates for Specials : Companies
Discount 12

Hour 11

Half rate 9
Seating capacity 6

Mileage 5

Car mileage 5

Chartered cars 3

Relation of Single Fare to Round Trip

:

83 per cent 1

80 per cent 1

75 per cent 9
66 2/3 per cent 8

65 per cent 1

63 per cent 2

60 per cent 3

55 per cent 1

53 per cent 1

50 per cent 13

Excursions

The general character of excursions is picnics. Of fourteen

companies replying to the question: "Do they pay better than

provided the same energy were spent in the promotion of travel

on regular cars?" nine answered "yes" and five "no."

Of twenty-one replies to the question : "Are they run on holi-

days and Sundays?" eleven answered "yes" and ten "no."

The maximum distance considered desirable for an excursion

trip varies from 10 to 150 miles, and the time from 1 hour to 6

hours.

Of twenty replies to the question : "On an excursion do you try

to give each one a special seat or assign a certain number to a

bench, or let first come be first served?" One company gives each

one a seat, and nineteen act on the latter, "first come, first served."

Three companies reply as finding accident risks serious and
twenty-two companies as not finding them serious.

Eleven companies make an effort to increase travel in case of

fire or accident and twenty-three do not. From the answers

given to this question it is evident that some have understood it

to mean fire or accident to the company's property, while some
have understood it to mean fire or accident to private property

along or near company's lines, so that the replies to this question

should not be considered as answers.

Of twenty-five companies replying to the question : "Do you
call attention to specially high surf or unusual tricks of nature at

points reached by your cars?" Fourteen answered "yes" and

eleven "no." •

Picnics and Special Outings

Seven companies work these up by advertising, and twenty-

three companies by agents, solicitations, etc.

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.
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The special efforts to get picnics and special outings are made
as follows

:

Ten companies by personal solicitation.

Eight companies by letter and literature.
*

Eighteen companies by personal solicitation, letter and litera-

ture.

Theater Patronage from Suburban Points
The efforts made to stimulate this are by advertising, special

service and special rates.

Of thirty-six companies giving their methods, nineteen adver-
tise, twelve give special service and six special rates.

Real Estate

The methods employed to co-operate with real estate com-
panies to promote traffic are by giving special rates, service and
stops.

Smoking on Cars.

Allowed on Open Cars as Follows : Companies.
Five rear seats 3
Four rear seats 8
Three rear seats 44
Two rear seats 11

One rear seat 2

Rear platform 2
Both platforms 1

All seats .. 1

None allowed 2

Allowed on Closed Cars as Follows

:

Compartments 21

Rear platform 25

Front platform 5

Both platforms 11

Three rear seats 1

One rear seat 1

All seats 1

None allowed 19

Carousal

Sixteen companies have given the diameter of their carousals.
They vary from 30 ft. to 80 ft., the prevailing one being 40 ft.

The rows of animals vary from one to four; two rows is the
usual number.

Zoological Garden

The animals classed as "native" are bears, wild-cats, foxes, rab-
bits, etc. Miscellaneous consist of the above, also monkeys. Nine
companies own the animals and one company hires them.

Theater

Of the forty-three companies replying, that have theaters,

twenty-six have open, seventeen closed and one convertible. The
stages vary in size, and with one exception (which is 150 ft.

deep and 200 ft. wide) their sizes range from 15 to 40 ft. deep and
from 20 ft. to 80 ft. wide, and from 10 to 40 ft. high. The
average size appears to be about 30 ft. in depth, 40 ft. in width and
20 ft. in height. The seating capacity varies from 300 to 3000,

with an average of about 1200. About 75 per cent of the theaters

have reserved seats, the proportion of reserved seats being about

45 per cent.

The price of reserved seats varies from 5 to 50 cents, the usual

price being 25 cents; that of pther seats from 5 to 35 cents, the

usual price being 10 cents. In most cases where the reserved seats

are but 5 or 10 cents the other seats are free.

Bands
The answers received from the forty-three companies replying

to the question: "How often do you employ bands?" are as

follows

:

Companies.
Monthly 1

Weekly 8

Sunday and holidays 22

Three times per week 5

Two times per week 2

Daily 3

Special occasions 3

The number of pieces in the bands vary from seven to forty,

the average being about twenty.

• Orchestra

Twenty-seven companies reply as employing orchestras ; the

number of pieces are from two to fifteen, the usual number being

about six.

General Questions

The methods used to get undesirable people out of the park
are by aid of police or special park officers. The latter are usually

appointed as deputies.

The method used to keep account of attendance at the parks is

usually by counting tickets. Other methods are by conductors'

tallies or turnstiles.

Nine companies reply as charging admission to the park, of

which eight charge 10 cents and one charges 5 cents.

Thirty-five companies reply as leasing parks, of which fourteen

lease them on flat rental basis, nine on percentage basis, and
fourteen on rental and percentage both.

The only contributions obtained from concessionaries for run-

ning extra attractions, etc., were from six, of which two are stated

as limited, two as 20 per cent of expenses, one as 25 per cent of

expenses, and one as 50 per cent of expenses. This is in cases

where privileges are leased.

Investment in Park

The financial statement requested under this heading is given by
but few companies. Several companies are unable to give this

statement as no record is kept of these accounts.

The distance of the park from center of population served

varies from 1 mile to 10 miles, and in one instance 18 miles. The
usual distance, however, is from 2.V2. to 4 miles.

One 5-cent fare is the charge generally made for any distance

within 4 miles. Over 4 miles the rate averages about one 5-cent

fare for every 3 miles.

Cost of Amusements

Company No. 58 gives this detail as follows

:

Amount Season, No.
Paid of Weeks

Theater, including all theater expenses. $6,000 15

Band goo

Launch and boats 400 ....

Dance hall 150

Other expenses 2,050

Receipts per person entering park for entire season 056

Operating expenses per person entering park for entire

season 063

Company No. 59 gives detail as follows:

Amount Season,

Paid Number
Per Week Season of Weeks

Theater, including all theater

expenses $600 $6,000 10

Band 45 450 10

With these two exceptions no other company has given any

detail or information of cost of amusements that can be consid-

ered. A few companies have given some figures, but same are

useless without some explanation, and this is not given.

Very few companies have given the additional car miles and car

hours account of park business. Those given vary from 200 to

50,000, and from 40 to 6000 respectively ; but as some of the com-

panies giving this information have estimated it, and not replied

to some of the other questions relative to the park business, which

should necessarily be given with the above, there is no chance for

comparison or basis upon which to give a fair or intelligible state-

ment on the same.
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DATA SHEET SENT TO RAILWAY COMPANIES
Data Sheet No. 7. May, 1906.

Company

(b) Are they made up in such a form as to be of value to the trav-

1. Time-Tables.— (a) Do they show connections plainly?.

eler as well as the railroad man? (c) Furnish copies.

2. Descriptive Pamphiets.— (a) What size and general form do you con-

sider most convenient and advisable?

(b) In your literature, do you advise a wide use of illustrations?

(c) In your descriptive pamphlets, do you attempt to give time-

tables, or simply running schedules of distances, time and fare?

(d) Furnish copies.

3. Maps of Roads, Particularly Bird's-Eye Views.— (a) How are through

lines shown?
(b) What form do you find most readily understood by the public?

(c) Send copies.

4. Tourists' Books.— (a) Do you issue tourists' books showing sights of

interest along route?

(b) Send copies.

5. Sight-Seeing Trips.— (a) Do you issue descriptive matter of special

sight-seeing trips?

(b) Send copies.

(c) Are your conductors urged to keep informed as to connections,

points of interest and side trips on your line?

6. Direction Signs.— (a) Do you use direction signs?

(b) Style (c) Number on car (d) Location on
car (e) Manufacturer (f) Have you a car specially

fitted for carrying billboard for advertising?

(g) To what extent do you advertise on the dasher of your pas-

senger cars?

(h) Give standard dimensions?

7. Bulletin Boards.— (a) Do you use bulletin boards at intersections and
elsewhere? (b) Size (c) Show matter

8. Publications.— (a) Do you issue publications and mediums by which the

attention of the public is drawn to the routes of the company, etc.?

(b) Send copies.

9. Newspaper Advertisements.— (a) Do you advertise in newspapers?

(b) To what extent

(c) Character (d) What is the cost per 1000 car-miles

covering a period of one year? (c) What other

cost, such as passes, etc? (f) Send clippings.

(g) What methods are employed to keep the newspaper men favor-

ably disposed toward the company?
(h) Are they given excursions? (i) Are they enter-

tained in a large body or on a more personal basis, in small num-
bers? (j) On what basis are

passes issued to the newspapers?
(k) How many? (1) From what official of the

company?
10. Tourists' Cars.—(a) Have you tourists' cars, such as the sight-seeing

cars of Denver and other cities?

(b) Describe (c) Rates
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11. Monograms.— (a) Do you use characteristic monograms and symbols?

(b) What is their general character?

(c) Send copies

12. Carnivals—(a) What kind? (b) What time?

(c) What amount is expended? (d) Are prizes

given? (e) Kind of prizes? (f) Cost of

prizes?

13. Country Fairs.—Do you have country fairs?

14. Skating Rinks.—Do you have skating rinks?

15. Special cars.— (a) Are any special inducements offered large parties?

(b) Upon what basis are rates figured?

(c) What are the limiting conditions?

(d) What relation do rates one way bear to those for the round

trip? (e) Have you a power charge after 12

P. M.? (f) How much? (g) Where your spe-

cial cars are operated over other roads, what are your traffic agree-

ments?

16. Excursions.— (a) What kind? (b) What time?

(c) What place? (d) General character

(e) Do they pay better than provided the same energy were spent in

the promotion of travel on regular cars?

(f) Are they run on holidays and Sundays?

(g) What do you consider the maximum distance or running time

advisable for an excursion trip? (h) On an

excursion car, do you try to give each one a special seat, or assign

a certain number to a bench, or let first come be first served?

(i) Do you find accident risk serious?

(j) Do you make any special effort to increase the number of sight-

seers, in case a big fire or an accident occurs on your line?

(k) How? (1) Do you call attention to spe-

cially high surf, or any unusual tricks of nature, at points reached

by your cars?

17. Picnics and Special Outings.— (a) How worked up?

(b) Do you make a special effort to get them?

(c) Is this done bv personal solicitation or by letter and literature?

(d) Are they worth the expense

and effort?

18. Theater Patronage from Suburban Points.— (a) Do you make a special

effort to stimulate such patronage? (b) How?
(c) Do you act as an agent in the purchase of tickets?

(d) Do you make special rates? (e) How far do you find

this can be done?

19. Real Estate Transactions.— (a) Have you tried to promote traffic by co-

operating in real estate deals to open up desirable building land

along your routes?

(b) What methods have you employed?

20. Rebates.—(a) What agreement do you have with merchants concerning

fares paid by shoppers?

21. Smoking on Cars.—(a) Do you find smoking on car promotes traffic?

(b) Where allowed on open car?

(c) Where allowed on box car?

Have you winter skating rinks

Remarks
nd toboggan slides?.

AMUSEMENT RESORTS
Have you a park?

Is it licensed or not?

State your experience as to relative advantages of license and no license

for amusement resorts

(a) Area of park in acres? (b) Acres developed.

(c) Acres natural?

List of Features

Have you a carousel? (a) State diameter? (b) State

rows of animals?

Have you a scenic railway?

Have you a pleasure railway?

Have you a shoot-the-chutes?

Have you a loop-the-loop?

Have you a flying circular swing?

Have you a restaurant?

Have you (a) Ice cream stand? (b) Cigar stand?

(c) Candy stand? (d) Bicycle-checking stand?

Have you dancing pavilions?

Have you shooting galleries?

Have you bowling alleys?

Have you a shuffle board?

Have you toboggan slides?

Have you a miniature steam railroad?

Have you (a) Lake? (b) Boats? (c) Boat racing?

(d) Canoeing? (e) Rowboats for hire? (f) Aquatic

sports? (g) Swimming races? (h) High diving?

Have you swings?

Have you launches?

Have you electrical fountains?

Have you zoological garden? (a) Kinds of animals?

(b) Number? (c) Owned or hired?

Have you baseball grounds or athletic fields?

THEATER
Have you a theater? (a) Open or closed?

(b) Depth of stage? (c) Width of stage?...

(d) Height of stage?

What is the total seating capacity?

Give number of reserved seats

State charge for (a) Reserved scats (b) Other seats?

Class of entertainment found desirable (a) Vaudeville?

(b) Operas? (c) Farce comedies?

GENERAL ATTRACTIONS
Bands and Orchestras (a) Do you employ bands?

How frequently? (b) Number of pieces?

(c) Do you employ orchestras? (d) Number of pieces

(e) Do you engage bands for concerts in different centers, where you

have no park? (f) If so, what success have you met

with?

Have you a midway? If so, describe in detail

Do you have special days at your amusement resort?

(a) Children's days? (b) Prizes and special enter-

tainment? (c) Free transportation for children

accompanied* by adults? (d) Souvenir days?

GENERAL QUESTIONS
Methods employed to get undesirable people out of the park?

Do you charge for entrance to your park? (a) How much?
How do you keep account of the attendance at your park?

(a) Does your company operate various amusement devices in

parks? (b) If leased, are they on a flat rental or on a per-

centage basis? (c) If privileges are leased, to what extent

do you obtain contribution from the concessionaires in the matter of

running extra Pttractions, such as band concerts, fireworks, etc.?

What restrictions do you have governing your Sunday business?.

Special Features.— (a) Balloon ascensions? (b) Fire-

works? (c) Other special features? Kinds?

(d) Which pay the best?

What is the average weekly attendance at the park?

What is the percentage of average weekly attendance to the total popula-

tion which the park serves as a center?

Is the park manager one of your regular operating staff, or is he especially

engaged for such services?

Is the park operated directly by the railway company it leased?

Is the park self-sustaining?

Investment in Park.—(a) Amount received during the summer, 1905?

(b) Amount expended during the summer, 1905? (c) Fixed

charges during summer, 1905? (d) Surplus or deficit during

the summer of 1905?

COST OF AMUSEMENTS
Season,

Amount Per No. of

Paid Week Season. Weeks
Theater (including all theater expenses)

Band
Special attractions

Detail

Detail

Detail

Detail

Detail

Receipt for person entering park for the entire season?

Operating expenditures per person entering the park for the entire season?

How many additional cars have to be provided to take care of the business

created by the park?

How many additional car-miles? Car-hours?

Do you run above the regular service in catering to the park business?

How far is the park (in miles) from the center of population which it

serves?

How many 5-cent fares are charged from this center to the park?

If you had to do it over again, would you equip and operate a park?

Remarks

Signed

Title ..
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PAPERS AND QUESTION BOX PRESENTED AT THE COLUMBUS
CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN STREET AND INTER-

URBAN RAILWAY ACCOUNTANTS' ASSOCIATION

THE ACCOUNTING OF CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

BY P. S. YOUNG,
Comptroller Public Service Corporation of Ne\ Jersey

It is hardly necessary, in a paper to be read before this associ-

ation, to differentiate between "Capital Expenditures" and
"Non-Capital Expenditures," for the term "Capital Expend-
itures" is well defined and understood by accountants generally.

It is here used to cover such expenditures as are properly

chargeable to capital in the accounts of an operating street and
interurban railway.

The accounting of this class of expenditures is important, both

from a financial and an engineering point of view. A company
carrying on work of any magnitude must at all times be pre-

pared to meet its obligations incurred either in the regular

an estimate is made that is too high and proves more than suffi-

cient to do the work contemplated, an unnecessary expense is

incurred in obtaining funds to meet the estimated requirements;

on the other hand, if the estimate is too low the management
may be misled into doing work which, if it had known the true

cost, it would not have done.

It is important that estimates submitted should cover the work
in its entirety. They should not embrace work which, upon its

completion, would compel other engagements before being ad-
vantageous or profitable to the company.
For the information of the management and for the purpose

of accounting, each separate estimate should give in detail the

items which go to make up the complete cost of the work.
Upon its authorization by the management a number should be
given to it and a separate account kept of the cost in such detail

that each item can be readily separated and kept distinct from

REQUISITION FOR IMPROVEMENTS OR REPAIRS.

Explanations:

Material—To be ordered:

On Hand:

Labor

—

[Estimated Cost.

Total Estimated Cost

General Supt.

Received

Recommended

Close

By__

Date...

Acct.

—"~
lAcct".

Gen'l Auditor.

Written by D
Entered in Record Book by

Work on above Authorization completed, as follows:

Description

—

Work was charged to.

To be closed into

Remarks:

Total Cost,

Amount Authorized,

Authorization closed into

By Journal Entry
Ledger Account, $..

Cost as per Report, $..

Entered Record Book by
Noted.

Initials.

operation of its properties or by reason of extensions, additions

and improvements made necessary because of the growth of the
territory in which it operates, or because of the strategic im-
portance of the territory through which it wishes to extend. It

is, therefore, essential that a proper record be kept, not alone
of such obligations and liabilities as would naturally appear on
the company's books, but also of such commitments as have
been made by the undertaking of specific work in connection
with the development of the property.

Such actual requirements as are necessary for the betterment
of the property during a certain period should be summarized
from detailed estimates of costs, and should be treated upon
their approval as incurred obligations. The importance of re-
liable estimates is here apparent, for on these estimates the
financing of the company is based, and if, on the other hand,

..Account

Gen. Auditor
...Date

Dates.

the others. Experience soon develops definite units of cost
which will enable the engineer or officer investigating the costs
to determine intelligently whether the work is being carried
on with proper economy. Such units of cost are readily as-
similated by the working force, and exert a beneficial result on
their energies because of the ease with which comparisons can
be made with similar units of cost of work that is being done
simultaneously, or of work that has been done at a previous
time.

Only when full detail costs are kept and made to agree with
the total cost of a given piece of work can detail costs be relied
upon as embracing all the charges against a given account, for it

is a frequent occurrence that when estimates are made up from
memoranda only of similar work in the past made by the .man in

charge of the work, such estimates are likely to be faulty, as
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important items of the total cost are often easily overlooked.

The accounting of "Capital Expenditures" is also important

from an engineering point of view. The unreliability of esti-

mates has often caused a company to contract for its construc-

tion work even when there is on hand an engineering depart-

ment fully competent to do the work, such unreliability being

due, not so much to lack of engineering talent as to insufficient

or inaccurate data of cost upon which the estimates have been

based. There does not seem to be much question as to the

advisability of a company doing its own construction work,

where such work is fairly constant, instead of contracting for

same, and the advantages of having a skilled engineering force

to carry on such work will appeal to everyone who has had

experience with both methods.

The treatment on the books of the company of an estimate

after it has been approved and an authorization number given

requires little explanation. The material for the work, when

"A
DATE. REQUISITION. AUTHORIZATION.

2 i Date Approved by

Re

qui

Works

Subject. Explanation. No.
Com. Com. Com. Amount

AUTHORIZATION. REPORT.

ft
Date. Actual Cost.

Constructior Operating.

Miscellaneou

Date
Written

u.

Date

Passed

to

D(

4 Rec'd.

1
Com.

of

|
Work.

j
Amount.

Construction

Operating.

1

REMARKS,

purchased, should be passed through a storeroom or stock

account and only charged to the job or authorization when used.

It is desirable that this be done rather than that the material

should be charged direct to the authorization when purchased,

both because it remains under the control of the stock clerk and

can be properly cared for, and because a smaller stock of ma-

terial can be carried when this material remains available for any

work that may be in process. Then, too, by such treatment of

material purchased, the amount charged to an authorization at

any one time more nearly represents the condition of the work.

When the authorization is completed a report should be made

of the cost in detail, with the costs per unit figured out for com-

parison purposes. It is advantageous, if the job is a large one

and covers more than one month's work, that from month to

month unit costs be arrived at and reported on, preliminary to

the final report. Each authorization can be carried on the books

of the company in a sub-ledger, and on the general ledger the

amount charged can be carried under the proper construction or

equipment account.

Intelligent accounting should be the means of control of the

efficiency of the working force and should guide the management

in its operation of the property. Such control and guidance is

just as beneficial in operations that are chargeable against Capi-

tal as those that are charged against Income. In the latter case

it has come to be recognized as a fundamental principle that a

thorough analysis and comparison of operating expenses or costs

is necessary for economical and efficient operation, and when it

is remembered that, to keep up with the needs and demands of

the communities which they serve, it is frequently necessary for

public service companies to make an annual capital outlay equal

to 25 per cent to 50 per cent of their operating disbursements,

the importance of a comprehensive and analytical system of

accounting of capital expenditure is readily apparent.

APPENDIX
The following forms illustrate the author's idea as to how

improvements and repairs may be properly taken care of by the

accounting department of a street or interurban railway com-
pany:

Street Railway Co.

AUTHORIZATION OF IMPROVEMENTS OR REPAIRS.
Req. No Date Authorization No

Subject

Date
Gen. Supt.

Dear Sir:

Your requisition of the above number has been received and the expenditure you
recommend is approved by the Executive Committee. You are hereby authorized to

proceed with the work as follows:

Estimated Cost.

Amount Authoeized

Work to be charged
to account _

This account to be
closed into Account.

compare this authorization with
- j your requisition.

THE USE OF CURVES IN STATISTICS

BY A. STUART PRATT,

General Auditor and Treasurer Stone & Webster, Boston, Mass.

The familiar notched stick of the savage is, perhaps, one of the

earliest instances of the recording of statistics. As society be-

came more highly organized, figures and numbers were invented,

and finally developed to such a state of perfection that by their

use the most intricate data could be compiled and recorded.

The accountant, the statistician, the manager, the financier of

to-day finds the constant use of statistics necessary to the proper

understanding of the intricacies of his business. He compiles

his data by the use of figures, and his operation for a month, a

short series of months ; or a year, are well shown by this method.

As the period of his operations increases, however, he finds that

the figures become confused in his mind. He cannot fully grasp

the relation which they bear to each other, and he seeks some
method of simplifying them, in order that he may have a com-
plete grasp of the complicated data before him. For this purpose

he makes use of percentages, of ratios, and of averages. These
methods are all of great value, and to many minds furnish all

the information that is desired.

To another class of mind, however, something further is de-

sirable. The man needs a picture of what has happened. In-

stead of telling him that you have spent $100,000 in an addition

to your power station, he understands the situation much better

if you can give him a photograph of the power station as it was
before the addition, and as it is now. To carry out this idea in

practice, the graphic method of compiling statistics has been, in

late years, very largely employed. This method is well illustrated

in the "Statistical Atlas of the Twelfth Census of the United

States." This contains a large number of maps showing, by

varying shades of color, the density of population, various pro-

ducts, and other matter which can be advantageously shown in

this form.

The block system is also largely used, by which lines of vary-

ing lengths represent the relation of the totals under compari-

son.

Methods like the foregoing are valuable in the handling of

data for completed periods. Where, however, data comes to hand

in progressive periods, and it is desired to' keep the latest in-

formation obtained before one in graphic form, a method more

elastic must be adopted. It has been found that the curve is

admirably adapted for this purpose.

The object of this talk is to give a general outline of the method

of preparing diagrams, with a few instances showing some of the
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more important appliances. Anyone interested in pursuing the

matter further will readily devise curves to show almost any
data which is under consideration, and, by experimenting a little,

can find out if the curves thus drawn have any real value for his

purpose. I assume, however, that in the rush and hurry of

PLATE I

RELATION Of EXPENDITURES FOB HEW CONSTRUCTION

: W CROSS EARNINGS
IfromJinUKdWdb?!

Gross timings for Previous E Uonltis Less Hie Onus timings fb

modern busineess, a few simple curves, drawn on the natural

scale, are sufficient for the average office. I shall, therefore,

avoid consideration of the logarithmic curves, which are curves

of ratios rather than of actual quantities, very useful in their

appropriate place ; neither shall I consider the weighing of

curves by the insertion of estimates for unknown quantities.

These, and other matters of like nature, are within the province

of the statistician, pure and simple, and are appropriate for the

general use of the man in business.

At the risk of repeating what so many of you know, I will

describe shortly the method of plotting curves.

Establish a base lin-e at the bottom of the sheet, marking, at

equal intervals and in order, the various dates covering the period

under consideration. At right angles to this line erect a perpen-

dicular, starting from the point representing the begin-

ning of the period. This should be divided into appro-

priate parts representing equal increases in dollars. The
paper is then ruled in rectangles.

In the plates which are before you the lines are drawn
for every three months. The data is, however, figured

monthly and in practice the ruling would be monthly
also, the intermediate lines being omitted here simply in

the hope of adding clearness to the illustration.

With your data before you in figures, you are now
ready to plot your curve by making a pencil dot for each

total of dollars in your series over the appropriate date

and to the right of the proper number of dollars. You
have now recorded your facts, and you connect them with

a broken or curved line for the purpose of being able

to take in at a glance the relation which each item bears

to the others in the series.

If a study of the plates which are presented herewith

does not show to one familiar with the business under
discussion the facts which they are intended to convey,

they have failed in their mission. Nevertheless, perhaps
a short explanation of each will be appropriate. All are

taken from the real operation of companies under Stone

& Webster's management.
Plate I. represents the relation of expenditures for new

construction to the annual increase in gross earnings.

Such a sheet tends to show whether or not good business

judgment has been used in extending a company's plant.

The three lines on Plate I. started at zero in lanuary,

1902, and at the first date which is shown, January, 1904,

the gross had increased but $10,000, while some $170,000

had been expended on the plant. The increase in twelve

months' gross earnings, as plotted for the next two years and
a half, shows practically steady gains, with but little change in

acceleration.

You will note that each curve representing construction ex-

penditure is obtained by dividing the expenditure in the one case

by three, in the other by four. This is done on the theory that

construction, to be warranted, should finally produce an annual

increase in gross earnings to an amount equal to one-third or
one-fourth of the expenditure involved, the exact figures in each
locality to be determined by a comprehensive judgment of local

conditions, being dependent largely on the ratio of operating ex-
penses to gross earnings. By dividing the construction ex-

penditure we bring down the curves of construction so that
they are easily comparable with the increase in gross.

In the case before us you can see that it took from Jan-
uary, 1902, to November, 1905, for the increase in gross to
equal one-fourth the construction expenditure, and it has not
yet reached the line representing one-third of construction
expenditure.

It is perhaps needless to say that in using such a set of
curves as this, one may be entirely misled unless he has a
full knowledge of the situation. For instance, the increase
in gross earnings, which has been very marked, would per-
haps have occurred in very great part had no construction
been done on the property.

Furthermore, construction expenditures to large amounts
are often forced upon a public service corporation, when
everyone connected with the company recognizes that no
increase in gross earnings can possibly result. Of course,
curves can be weighed to eliminate such matters, but it must
be done with great care, and it is doubtful if much additional
information would be derived from the result.

Plate II. is the monthly analysis of expenses. It is shown
here mainly to demonstrate the abnormal curve which is

developed at times when unusual conditions prevail.

Total expense rose during the strike to ruinous heights, and
the various elements which go to make this up, as plotted below,
show that general expense was responsible for the entire increase,
while operating expense and maintenance were both abnormally
low.

Plate III. presents curves showing monthly figures covering
the operations of a company doing both a railway and a lighting

business. The curve representing total gross earnings is ob-
tained by a combination of the curves for railway gross and
lighting gross.

Here it will be seen that the increase in the summer riding of
the railway department is partially offset by low earnings in the
lighting department, while in January the opposite state of affairs

is shown, the large increase in lighting earnings offsetting

in part the decrease in railway earnings. Expenses of the

PI 4TF TT

MONTHLY ANALYSIS OF EXPENSE'S
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two departments bear a similar relation to total expenses.

This sheet should be of value to the manager, who is familiar

with the details of operation and who should know the reason

for the location of every point that is plotted.

Plate IV. represents the same data, taken from the same com-
pany, covering the same period, except that the curve is smoothed

by plotting each month the point which represents the previous
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twelve months' figures. This results in eliminating violent

monthly fluctuations due to the season, or perhaps to the removal

of snow and ice, or to large maintenance charges, and shows the

general trend of the operations of the company.

This is much more valuable data than the other for the board

of directors or the stockholders, as they have but little interest

in monthly fluctuations, but are vitally concerned in the

general situation.

Plate V. is designed to show the application of gross

earnings, principally with a view of finding out what per

cent is available for common stock dividends.

The distance from the gross earnings curve to the base

line represents the entire gross earnings for twelve months

on successive dates. Operating expenses are then cut off

from this, leaving a line representing net earnings. Then
interest charges are cut, leaving a curve which we will call net

profit. We then cut off a slice of sinking fund and another

slice for preferred dividends, and finally arrive at a surplus

applicable to depreciation and common stock dividends,

the percentage for the stock being shown on the right-hand

side.

While on the sheet before us, in June, 1906, there would

appear to be about 10 per cent applicable to the common
stock dividends, it is, nevertheless, evident that the melon

cannot be cut at this point, as no provision has yet been

made for depreciation. This was left out, advisedly, as

being a subject not appropriate to the matter in hand.

We recognize fully that the sinking fund, which is de-

ducted, is not an altogether appropriate deduction from

under which the bonds were sold, or if the company has decided to

set aside a fixed amount or per cent each year, I think a pro rata

amount should be shown as a deduction from income on each

monthly statement, and a debit and credit account opened up as

is done with "interest on funded defjt." The total should be

shown on the annual statement as a deduction from income, and

PLATE in

CURVES SHOWING MONTHLY FIGURES

Total Gross Earnings ^—
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Total Operating Expenses—-
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Railway Expense
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the debit account should be charged to profit and loss at

the end of the year. The credit or sinking fund account

should be charged, and bonds outstanding should be cred-

ited with the amount of bonds purchased. If, however,

no amount has been fixed and the company shall desire at

the end of any year to set aside a certain amount, it should

be shown as a deduction from income on the annual

statement, and be charged to profit and loss account, and
a sinking fund provided to which bonds purchased may be

charged.—The Toledo Railways & Light Company.
As a deduction from income.—Montreal Street Railway

Company
Enter the accounts as a reduction of liabilities.—At-

lantic Coast Electric Railway Company (New Jersey).

Under ordinary circumstances the payment of a funded

debt would be treated like the payment of any other

liability; that is, credit cash and reduce liability. We
have a similar mortgage on the books, the terms of which

compel us to pay the installments from "surplus," thus

forcing us to treat the payments like a dividend, which, in

the opinion of the writer, is incorrect, as "surplus" is not

gross earnings, and goes but part way in providing for

depreciation.

Curves like those on Plate V. tell the operating man
nothing new, but are oftentimes desirable to give a

comprehensive view, covering a series of years, to stock-

holders, or others financially interested in the company.

Before bringing to a close this elementary treatment of

the subject of "The Use of Curves in Statistics," the fact

should be emphasized that they, like figures, are very mis-

leading unless the person who uses them is thoroughly

familiar with the method by which they are compiled.

Bearing this in mind, the use of the one will tend to bring

to light points hidden by the use of the other alone, and the

man who employs both will find that the labor involved in

the preparation of the data is well repaid by the increase

in his knowledge of the situation.

PLATE V
Application or Dross Earnings

QUESTION BOX OF THE ACCOUNTANTS'
ASSOCIATION

Q. 1. When periodical payments are made for the purpose of retiring

bonds, and a sinking fund is thus created, to be closed at intervals by the

redemption of bonds, this action reducing fixed charges, would you show

the expenditure in annual statements as a deduction from income, or merely

enter it in the accounts as a reduction of liabilities?

Merely as a reduction of liabilities.—The Columbus Railway &
Light Company.
The total annual sinking fund is a deduction from surplus.

—

New Orleans Railway & Light Company.
If the payments are made in accordance with an agreement

affected in any way.—International Railway Company, Buffalo,

N. Y.

Merely as a reduction of liabilities.—American Railways Com-
pany.

The payments to sinking fund should be shown in the annual

statement as a deduction from income; otherwise a casual ob-

server would be compelled to compare the reports for two years

in order to get the desired information.—Worcester Consolidated

Street Railway Company.
If the payments to sinking funds are required by the bonds or
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mortgages, or there is an agreement with the purchasers that a

specified amount of bonds are to be retired annually, the amount
becomes a fixed charge, and should be included in "deductions

from income" each month, showing its proportion of the annual

charge. When bonds are voluntarily purchased the "income ac-

count" is not affected except by the reduction of future interest

charges.-—Chicago Union Traction Company.
Unless the sinking fund is created by a fixed charge made each

month and shown on the monthly report as a "deduction from

income," I should not show it as a "deduction from income" in

the annual statement, but merely show it as a reduction of lia-

bilities.—The Memphis Street Railway Company.
Periodical or full payments for sinking fund create a change of

asset cash into asset sinking fund, and the object of such sinking

fund is to offset and eventually eliminate certain liabilities, and

consequently eventually eliminate the fixed charges relating to

such liabilities. In the meantime the income from the sinking

fund should be credited to fixed charges, making such fixed

charges show correctly from time to time. When the sinking fund

is used to pay off liabilities, the sinking fund is credited and

liabilities debited, and there will be no fixed charges as there are

no liabilities to create them.—Providence & Danielson Railway

Company.
The transaction may be defined as merely repayment of a loan

secured by means of a mortgage bond. As such it' could hardly

be said to affect income accounts. If the cash was not on hand

to retire these bonds in accordance with mortgage requirements,

the cost of securing funds for this purpose should be charged

against income, as the effect of calling the bonds for redemption

is to reduce the amount of bond interest deducted from income.

—

Indiana Union Traction Company.
When transfer is made to the sinking fund it should show as a

deduction from income, and when the bonds are redeemed it

should show as a reduction of liabilities.—Boston Elevated Rail-

way Company.

Q. 2. Where bonds set aside for future improvements are taken down

from year to year and sold at a discount from face value, how should the

amount of discount be charged off. If the amount of discount appears for

a time on balance statement, under what group of accounts does it belong,

according to balance sheet form on page 60, report of 1905?

Charge off a certain per cent annually to profit and loss during

the life of the bond. On balance sheet carry charge under "Mis-

cellaneous."—The Columbus Railway & Light Company.
Discount is chargeable to construction account.—New Orleans

Railway & Light Company.
To operating expenses, miscellaneous expenses, in proportionate

monthly installments, the full amount to be wiped out each year.

Current assets, miscellaneous, specifying same.—Montreal Street

Railway Company.
(a) Charged to construction and equipment account, (b) Mis-

cellaneous.—Atlantic Coast Electric Railway Company (New
Jersey.)

Account "N" of the standard classification provides for dis-

counts "resulting* from the negotiation of securities for construc-

tion." It would be more conservative to make such charges to

"profit and loss," rather than to give your "cost of road" an in-

flated value on the books.—International Railway Company, Buf-

falo, N. Y.

Should be apportioned over the unexpired life of the bond, and
charged off from year to year with the accrued interest. On the

general balance sheet it should appear under "accrued liabilities,"

miscellaneous (specifying same).—American Railways Company.
The amount of discount should be charged to profit and loss

;

at the end of the fiscal year the account should appear as an asset

until charged off under the head of "discount."—Worcester Con-
solidated Street Railway Company.
Account "N."—Chicago Union Traction Company.
Should be charged to cost of property. Belongs at the top of

the balance sheet with the schedules of construction and equip-

ment.—The Memphis Street Railway Company.
Charge to construction and equipment under interest and dis-

count.—Providence & Danielson Railway Company.
If these are mortgage bonds for construction and equipment

the discount should be charged to construction accounts, under
the sub-division provided in standard classification. In that event
it would be included in first item of assets on balance sheet.

—

Indiana Union Traction Company.
The amount of discount should be charged off proportionately

each year during the life of the bonds. Balance sheet does not

provide this account.—Boston Elevated Railway Company.
Discount should b§ charged to account "N" under construction

and equipment accounts, and should be shown under that group

on the balance sheet.—Public Service Corporation of New Jersey.

Q. 3. What accounting methods should be followed where equipment

(steam, electric, rolling stock and overhead) in fair working condition is

replaced with new outfit, to make a lately acquired division uniform in

equipment and practice with the balance of the road?

First find the cost of the old, if new to-day, and deduct this

amount from the replacement cost, charging the difference to

property account as a betterment.—The Columbus Railway &
Light Company.
The difference between cost of the old and cost of the new

outfit is chargeable to capital accounts. The balance is charge-

able to maintenance, which in turn will receive credit when old

outfit is sold.—New Orleans Railway & Light Company.
I think the expense of making uniform the equipment on a

newly acquired division is really a part of the investment, and

should be charged to capital after deducting the value of the old

equipment.—The Toledo Railways & Light Company.
Charge the cost of new equipment to respective construction

accounts, and credit respective construction accounts. Charge
contingent or depreciation account with the original value of old

equipment, less what you receive from sale of same. If you have

not provided any contingent account for renewals, charge main-

tenance accounts.—Montreal Street Railway Company.
Charge to operating.—Austin (Tex.) Electric Railway Com-

pany.

Charge to maintenance an amount equal to the original cost;

the balance to construction and equipment.—Atlantic Coast Elec-

tric Railway Company (New Jersey).

If the books of the company have a credit to depreciation ac-

count, such charges might properly be made to that account,

otherwise to profit and loss.—International Railway Company,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Assuming that the discarded equipment was sold, maintenance

should be charged with the difference between the original cost

of the equipment discarded and the cash price obtained. Con-

struction should be charged with the cost of the new equipment,

less the proportion so charged to maintenance and the cash ob-

tained for the discarded equipment.—American Railways Com-
pany.

The difference in cost between old and new equipment should

be charged to property account, and the balance to depreciation

or reconstruction account, and charged off as soon as circum-

stances will permit.—Worcester Consolidated Street Railway
Company.
Cannot answer without knowing whether or not the recon-

struction is to be done with new capital.—Chicago Union Traction

Company.
Charge cost of new and additional outfit to construction and

equipment. The replaced property will stand for itself where after

employed.—Providence & Danielson Railway Company.
If the division equipment is raised to a higher standard for the

purpose of having greater earning capacity per mile, a part of the

cost, at least, might properly be charged to construction. In this

case construction should be credited with amount realized from
sale of scrap equipment.—Indiana Union Traction Company.

Credit equipment account with the cost when new of the equip-

ment disposed of, and charge the difference between this amount
and the sum received for the equipment when disposed of to

depreciation account.—Boston Elevated Railway Company.
The old equipment should be written off at value carried on

books and new equipment charged to proper construction and

equipment account.—Public Service Corporation of New Jersey.

Q. 4. a. What has been the result from a reduction of fares from a 5-

cent cash fare to 4 1-6 cents by use of tickets? b. What per cent of tickets

are lost? c. How much of passenger receipts cor~e in through tickets? d.

Does the increase in riding offset the decrease in fare, that is to say, is the

natural increase maintained?

(a) Increased travel, (c) 90 per cent; the fare being seven

tickets for 25 cents, (d) Yes.—The Columbus Railway & Light

Company.
(a) .We have always had tickets, (b) About one-half of 1 per

cent each year, (c) In our road 83 per cent, (d) It is difficult

to say whether the increase in riding is sufficient to offset the

decrease in fare.—Montreal Street Railway Company.

(a) Never did it; reduced to 4.5 cents, (b) Less than t per

cent, '(c) About 4 per cent. (d) Possibly.—Austin (Tex.)

Electric Railway Company.

(a) On the only property where this reduction has taken pi >ce

during the present administration so that statistics are available.
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the riding practically doubled the first year, the increase being

entirely in the tickets, cash fares remained about the same, (b)

As there is always a considerable balance of outstanding tickets

it is exceedingly hard to estimate the number which are lost, (c)

The passenger receipts through tickets will vary under varying

conditions, of which I have knowledge from 50 per cent to 90 per

cent of the total, (d) In my judgment the increase in riding

more than offsets decrease in fare.—American Railways Company.

(a) Have made no such reduction, (b) Do not know. (3)

About 6 per cent, (d) Natural increase is maintained.—Provi-

dence & Danielson Railway Company.

Q. 5. In case of two registers in each car, where all fares are registered,

free transfers issued, certain forms of tickets sold by conductors and others

by agents covering more than one zone, under a system of dividing lines

into zones of 5-cent fare, what distinction of fares should be made in regis-

tering?

Always a possibility. One or a dozen registers will make no

difference if a conductor adroitly persists in being dishonest. In

time, of course, he will be caught.—The Columbus Railway &
Light Company.
Under the circumstances described there is nothing to prevent

the conductor from substituting a low-priced ticket for a higher-

priced one, no matter how you divide the fares between two

registers, unless you give each passenger a duplex receipt, the

stub of which is to be checked in the auditor's office.—Interna-

tional Railway Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

All forms of transportation tickets, or cash having a cash

value, should be registered on one register, and all forms of trans-

portation having no value, such as transfers and passes, should

be registered on the other.—American Railways Company.
It is the custom of the writer to register all tickets and trans-

fers on one register and cash on the other.—Worcester Con-

solidated Street Railway Company.
We use the Ohmer register regarding all classes of fares, and

do not distinguish between cash and tickets.-—Providence & Dan-
ielson Railway Company.
Cash collected by conductors should be registered on the cash

register; all tickets, transfers and checks on the other register.—

Boston Elevated Railway Company.

O. 6. Where all tickets are registered on one, and cash fares only on the

other register, what possibilities are there for the conductors to substitute

a free ticket or transfer for one of value?

Finest opportunity in the world unless you have a rigid secret

service inspection, by registering a cash fare on ticket register and

supplementing that by an exchange of transfers.—New Orleans

Railway & Light Company.
Quite a number in a conductor's 8, 10 or 12 hour's run.—-Austin

(Tex.) Electric Railway Company.
Nothing to prevent such substitution except to give each pas-

senger who presents a revenue ticket a numbered receipt, and
make the conductor responsible for the stub or duplex.—Interna-

tional Railway Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

The method is bad ; they should be registered in accordance

with answer to No. 5. The opportunities for substitution are

great.—American Railways Company.
The possibility and opportunity is great, and a systematic sub-

stitution may be carried on without detection, and undoubtedly

is in general practice.—Worcester Consolidated Street Railway

Company.
There would be nothing to prevent the conductor substituting

free tickets or transfers for tickets of cash value except a rigid

system of inspection.—The Memphis Street Railway Company.
The possibilities are only limited by the conductor's ingenuity,

if the system of inspection is not very rigid. This inspection

cannot be fully made in the accounting department, for it must be

an inspection of the conductor himself—not only of his reports.

—

Indiana Union Traction Company.
This is altogether a question of how freely transfers are issued,

and whether by conductors or agents.—Boston Elevated Railway
Company.

Substitution could only be effected through failure to register

the free ticket or transfer, for if all tickets, both free and other-

wise, and transfers are registered they are all of value.—Public

Service Corporation of New Jersey.

Q. 7. To what extent should conductor's returns be analyzed where all

fares are registered and free transfers issued?

In the first place, register transfers collected. You will then

have the conductor's complete report of his business, fron which

to make a comparative analysis with similar runs of other con-

ductors. (See answer to question 8.)—The Columbus Railway &
Light Company.
The difference between the "In" and "Out" register is sufficient.

—New Orleans Railway & Light Company.
Quite closely at times.—Austin (Tex.) Electric Railway Com-

pany.

We verify all computations on conductor's reports and check
same against register readings. We do not think any further

analysis would be of much value.—International Railway Com-
pany, Buffalo, N. Y.

As far as practicable, conductor should return each trip all

evidences of transportation except cash, which should be verified

by trips. Conductors should also keep a day card, on which
should be shown the state of the register. These should be com-
pared not only with the trip returns but with the register.

—

American Railways Company.
The register readings should be carefully checked and the de-

ductions verified, the total of which should agree with the

amount turned in. It is also necessary to check the number of

transfers issued to see that the conductor has not given out more
than the total fares collected.—Worcester Consolidated Street

Railway Company.
Enough to know that the per cent of transfers issued to cash

fares received is fairly uniform.—Chicago Union Traction Com-
pany.

We check both ticket and cash fare registers, counting the

transfers turned in, and check the same on the trip sheet, check

the issuance and receipt of transfers as to date, time, etc., check-

ing a different line each day.—The Memphis Street Railway
Company.
Take every precaution possible that the situation will suggest,

have faith in the man until you find him unfaithful, then let him
go.—Providence & Danielson Railway Company.
To the extent that, combined with inspectors' reports, irregu-

larities may readily be detected.—Indiana Union Traction Com-
pany.

Depends upon how much the company can afford to pay for

this information.—Boston Elevated Railway Company.

Q. 8. What is the best method for the accounting department to pursue

to discover discrepancies in the conductor's report ol fare collections?

Keep daily record of each conductor's returns, having column
for each class of fare. At the end of the month, foot each ac-

count and then fill out the percentage which each class of fares

bears to total passengers carried. Compare this finding, one con-

ductor's account with another, and you will soon be able to detect

where the weakness, if any, exists.—The Columbus Railway &
Light Company.
The accountant can do very little beyond verifying computations

and checking against register readings.—International Railway

Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

A careful comparison of conductors' returns, register readings

and secret service reports.—American Railways Company.
In case certain conductors are suspected of making improper

entries on their day cards, it is necessary to have them checked

by your secret service man on certain trips, and the amounts col-

lected verified the next day.—Worcester Consolidated Street Rail-

way Company.
The accounting department can have no method of discovering

discrepancies in conductor's reports of fare collected, except in

checking same against the register readings.—The Memphis Street

Railway Company.
When a conductor pays according to the register, he is tech-

nically correct. Secret service inspection is the only way to

learn his inclination as to ringing up all fares collected.—Provi-

dence & Danielson Railway Company.
In interurban service this may be accomplished by using tickets

as much as possible. When mileage coupons are presented for

passage, conductor should write on back of strip lifted, points

between which passengers traveled. If card passes are used, pas-

senger should sign identification slip showing pass number as

well as points between which pass was used. Duplex receipts

should be punched by conductor for cash fare collections. The
coupon turned in to auditor will show amount of fare collected

and zone covered by same. With this system provided, inspectors

may be put on from time to time, and an accurate comparison

may be made of their reports of passengers "on" and "off" at

each station, with the tickets, coupons, pass identification slips

and cash fare receipt audit coupons in the conductor's trip en-

velope.—Indiana Union Traction Company.

Check the conductor's returns with the register returns, and be

sure that the registers are always in perfect condition,—Boston

Elevated Railway Company.
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Q. 9. Is the information obtained from a thorough and exhaustive examin-

ation and comparison of conductor's reports of sufficient importance to

warrant the expense, and should it be made daily?

Yes, it is very important. (See answer to question 8 as to

method and time.)—The Columbus Railway & Light Company.

This question would seem somewhat indefinite. In our case we
are carrying such data as will enable us to know the amount of

cash paid to conductors directly, and the kind and number of

tickets lifted by them; almost the amount of income through

tickets sold at agencies; through chartered cars; through excur-

sions and excursion rates, etc. The greater part of these items

would fall without the limits of conductors report.—The Indian-

apolis & Cincinnati Traction Company.

If by "thorough and exhaustive" is meant a minute examination

of every detail to tickets and transfers, and comparison of the

same with the reports, such daily checking would probably cost

more than would be warranted by the results obtained. If it is

done periodically at irregular intervals in the same manner as the

secret service work, it will probably produce almost as good

results.—American Railways Company.

I do not think that too rigid an examination of the day card

is necessary, as the clerk who handles this part of the business is

able to detect any great discrepancy.—Worcester Consolidated

Street Railway Company.
Think that on a large system this should be done periodically.

Think that a daily check that would be thorough enough to be

of value would be too expensive. As a broad proposition think

that the corporation that does not know whether or not it is

being cheated, will find upon investigation that it is, and finding

this, it is the duty of the officials to find out where and how, in

order to apply the remedy.—Chicago Union Traction Company.

Yes; but not sufficient to justify its being made daily.—The
Memphis Street Railway Company.
Do not think so.—Providence & Danielson Railway Company.

I believe it is of most value when made daily, and actively fol-

lowed up.—Indiana Union Traction Company.
Altogether depends upon what opportunity the conductors have

to falsify their accounts.—Boston Elevated Railway Company.

Q. 10. Should scrap material accumulate in the storeroom or in the de-

partments?

In the storeroom.—The Columbus Railway & Light Company.
Beyond any question—in the storeroom.—New Orleans Rail-

way & Light Company.
In the storeroom when possible.—Montreal Street Railway

Company.
With small companies, in stock room. With larger companies

having thoroughly organized departments, each equipped with

clerical force, accumulation in departments would probably be

better and safer.—The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Com-
pany.

Should accumulate in the storeroom.—Atlantic Coast Electric

Railway Company. (N. J.)

In the storeroom.—International Railway Company, Buffalo,

N. Y.

In the storeroom.—American Railways Company.
Scrap material should be sent to the storeroom and not be al-

lowed to accumulate in departments. When new material is sent

to the different barns, the scrap should be collected and taken to

the storeroom on the return trip.—Worcester Consolidated Street

Railway Company.
Think the storeroom is the best place for it.—Chicago Union

Traction Company.
In the storeroom.—The Memphis Street Railway Company.
In the storeroom. Scrap material, if left in the different de-

partments, is more exposed to theft than in the storeroom, where
it can be more securely cared for.—Providence & Danielson Rail-

way Company.
A central point such as storeroom seems to be best, except in

those instances where rail and other heavy scrap might better be

sold nearer point of "scrapping," to avoid freight and expense of

handling.—Indiana Union Traction Company.
Departments should send to the storeroom at regular short in-

tervals all scrap material.—Boston Elevated Railway Company.
Scrap material should accumulate in the department, but should

be reported to and kept track of by the storekeeper.—Public Ser-

vice Corporation of New Jersey.

Q. 11. Should the wages paid to employees injured while in service be

charged against the department where the accident occurred or be ac-

counted for through the claim department?

Department where accident occurred.—The Columbus Railway
& Light Company.

Should be accounted for through claim department.—New
Orleans Railway & Light Company.

If wages are paid to employees while injured, they are usually

paid as settlement of claim and should be charged to account No.

33 (damages) and go through the claim department records.

—

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey.

Through the claims department. Unless injured on new con-

struction work, when they should be charged to construction.

—

Montreal Street Railway Company.
Should be accounted for through claim department.—The In-

dianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company.
Accounted for through the claim department.—Atlantic Coast

Electric Railway Company (N. J.)

Through the claim department, account 33.—American Rail-

ways Company.
The wages of employees injured while in service should be

charged through the claim department to "damages," and not

charged to the department where the accident occurred, as that

department is being charged with the labor of the party filling

the position.—Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Company.
If the employee has a claim against the company that he could

maintain should he go into court, any money paid him should be

treated as being in settlement of the claim and charged as such.

If the wages paid him are a donation they should be charged

under account 32.—Chicago Union Traction Company.
Through the claim department.—The Memphis Street Railway

Company.
Accounted for through claim department.—Providence & Dan-

ielson Railway Company.
This is one way of paying a damage claim, and as such appears

to be properly chargeable through claim department.—Indiana

Union Traction Company.
Through the claim department.—Boston Elevated Railway

Company.

Q. 12. Should the cost of repairs to cars and equipment occasioned by

accident be included in the regular maintenance account or accounted for

through the claim department?

Maintenance account.—The Columbus Railway & Light Com-
pany.

As I understand it, "damages" means damages to other prop-

erty and not to our own. Such repairs, therefore, to our own
property should be included in the regular maintenance accounts.

—New Orleans Railway & Light Company.
In the regular maintenance account.—Montreal Street Railway

Company.
Should be included in the regular maintenance account.—The

Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company.
Included in the regular maintenance account*.—Atlantic Coast

Electric Railway Company (N. J.)

We make such charges to "account 6," under a subdivision.

—

International Railway Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Strictly speaking, through the claim department, account 33.

If, however, the repairs are trivial, it is probably easier to handle

them in the regular way, and through the regular accounts.

—

American Railways Company.
The cost of repairing a car damaged in accident should be

charged tt> "car maintenance account."—Worcester Consolidated

Street Railway Company.
Think they should come under the regular maintenance ac-

count.—Chicago Union Traction Company.
Should be charged to maintenance.—The Memphis Street Rail-

way Company.
Accounted for through the claim department.—Providence &

Danielson Railway Company.
Maintenance accounts. Authority for other disposition is not

given in our own classification, and maintenance of equipment
is specifically mentioned in the classification used by steam rail-

roads.—Indiana Union Traction Company.
Regular maintenance account.—Boston Elevated Railway Com-

pany.

Q. 13. Is the statistical information obtained from the use of the pas-

senger unit of such value and interest as to justify its continuance?

Only to the extent of determining the cost per mile for carry-

ing a passenger.—The Columbus Railway & Light Company.
Yes, especially car earning per passenger if you have ticket as

well as cash fares.—Montreal Street Railway Company.
The passenger unit certainly gives interesting data, and we

think it of value.—The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Com-
pany.

We do not find it so.—International Railway Company, Buf-

falo, N. Y.
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This is largely a matter of local conditions ; as it is desirable

and in most States obligatory for State report purposes, to know

the number of passengers carried, the obtaining of the unit cost,

therefore, is a small matter and may be useful.—American Rail-

ways Company.
I do not consider it at all important.—Worcester Consoli-

dated Street Railway Company.
I think so.—Chicago Union Traction Company.
Yes.—The Memphis Street Railway Company.

Yes.—Providence & Danielson Railway Company.

It is not nearly so valuable, in my estimation, as the car-hour

and car-mile units. It is sometimes interesting, in a general

way, to the management.—Indian Union Traction Company.
Altogether depends upon conditions.—Boston Elevated Railway

Company.

Q. 14. Is not the car-house unit more valuable as a basis for determining

results in connection with earnings and expenses than the unit of car-

mileage?

If the car-hour unit is desired, use it, but use the car-mileage

unit always.—The Columbus Railway & Light Company.

We use both and find them valuable.—New Orleans Railway

& Light Company.
I believe in the car-hour.—The Toledo Railways & Light Com-

pany.

We use both.—Montreal Street Railway Company.

I think not. A comparison between the car-hours and car-

miles is helpful.—Austin (Texas) Electric Railway Company.

We think it pays to use both units.—International Railway

Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

For most cases, "yes," but in determining the life of wheels,

trolley wheels, gears, pinions, motors, etc., the car-mileage basis

is essential.—American Railways Company.
I consider the car-hour unit more valuable than the car-mile,

owing to the fact that the speed of cars on different lines varies

to a great extent.—Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Com-
pany.

I think so.—Chicago Union Traction Company.

I consider the car-hour' unit more valuable than the car-mileage

unit, but think the use of either should not be abandoned.—The
Memphis Street Railway Company.
Have not used this unit as a basis.—Providence & Danielson

Railway Company.
Yes, particularly in the case of "conducting transportation"

accounts. Maintenance accounts, however, are more directly

affected by car-mileage.—Indiana Union Traction Company.

Both the units have a value peculiar to themselves.—Public

Service Corporation of New Jersey.

Both are valuable.—Boston Elevated Railway Company.

Q. 15. What basic figure is best in determining the rate for chartered

cars, earnings per hour or mile?

Traffic earnings per hour.—The Columbus Railway & Light

Company.
Both are of value.—New Orleans Railway & Light Company.

Car-hour.—Montreal Street Railway Company.
We use the car-mile as a basis, adding a fixed percentage for

each hour the car is held out over the regular time the power

plant is in operation.—The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction

Company.
Either one when your mileage per hour is uniform, though

time rather than distance appeals to those desiring to charter.

—

Austin (Texas) Electric Railway Company.

Chartered cars are subject to so many lay-overs that it is bet-

ter to figure the earnings on a car-hour basis.—International

Railway Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Generally speaking, the car-hour. In some cases it is advisable

to consider both.—American Railways Company.

The writer uses the car-mileage as a basis for figuring rates

on chartered cars.—Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Com-
pany.

Think the car-hour best.—Chicago Union Traction Company.

Earnings per car-hour.—The Memphis Street Railway Com-
pany.

Per car-mile.—Providence & Danielson Railway Company.

One company with which I am familiar charged a certain rate

per mile, with an additional flat rate of $1 per hour for time

interurban car was held at terminal awaiting return trip.—In-

diana Union Traction Company.
Hours of service.—Boston Elevated Railway Company.

Earnings per hour.—Public Service Corporation of New Jer-

sey.

Q. 16. Should the receipts from chartered cars be proportioned over the

lines operated, or treated as an independent passenger earning?

Independent earnings.—The Columbus Railway & Light Com-
pany.

We treat such earnings independently.—New Orleans Railway

& Light Company.
Schedule A in the classification of accounts, provides for re-

ceipts from "chartered cars."—The Toledo Railways & Light

Company.
As an independent passenger earning.—Montreal Street Rail-

way Company.
Should be divided proportionately over the divisions making

the earning.—The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company.
Be proportioned over the lines.—Atlantic Coast Electric Rail-

way Company (N. J.)

We pro rate the chartered car earnings over the several lines

operated.—International Railway Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Should be considered as a separate item. See standard form of

report adopted by this association at Detroit in 1902, and by the

National Association of Railroad Commissioners in 1903.—Ameri-

can Railways Company.
They should be treated as an independent passenger earning.

—

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey.

The receipts for chartered cars should be credited to the char-

tered car account and not be proportioned in any way.—Worcester

Consolidated Street Railway Company.
Think they should be treated independently.—Chicago Union

Traction Company.
Should be treated as an independent earning. See page 57,

report of 1905.—The Memphis Street Railway Company.

Treated as an independent passenger earning.—Providence &
Danielson Railway Company.
For comparative purposes chartered cars might be set down as

a separate item. If these earnings, which are very irregular, are

buried in division earnings, they cause fluctuations in daily earn-

ings reports, which are confusing unless explained in some man-
ner.—Indiana Union Traction Company.

Special item of earnings.—Boston Elevated Railway Company.

O. 17. What is the best system of numbering the operating-expense

accounts for the electric light department where a company operating both

railway and electric light and follow the railway standard classification. If

the electric light standard classification is followed, how is it modified to

make it correspond with the railway?

If the railway account starts off with "1," make the starting

account of light "201," and so on.—The Columbus Railway &
Light Company.
Our electric light expense accounts are numbered from 51 to

100, and we have found that very convenient.—New Orleans Rail-

way & Light Company.

Q. 18. What sub-accounts of standard operating-expense accounts do you

Account "A" to every operating account and which represents

"labor."—New Orleans Railway & Light Company.

We issue a monthly statement "Details of Operating Expenses"

on which we show about 150 sub-accounts ; the standard trans-

portation and maintenance accounts are all sub-divided, as are

also office expense, stationary and printing, miscellaneous ex-

pense and stable expense of our general expense accounts.—Mon-
treal Street Railway Company.

In the construction section: Ki, cars, express; K2, cars, work;

Li, electrical equipment of cars, express
;
L2, electrical equipment

of cars, work. In the operating section: 2A, telephone lines;

5A, transformer stations; 6A, cars, express; 6B, cars, work; 7A,

electrical equipment of cars, express
;
7B, electrical equipment of

cars, work; 17A, wages of conductors, express; 17B, wages of

conductors, work; 18A, wages of motormen, express; 18B, wages

of motormen, work
;
22B, miscellaneous car service expense, ex-

press
; 2\ l/2 , station expense, passenger and express; 26A, sal-

aries to agents and station clerks; 33A, damages, express; 34A,

legal expense in connection with damages, express
;
34B, surgical

expense in connection with damages, all.—The Indianapolis &
Cincinnati Traction Company.

All maintenance accounts are sub-divided as to labor and

material. We also sub-divide as follows

:

Account 1.—A, repairs to asphalt pavement; B, repairs to stone

pavement; C, repairs to brick pavement; D. repairs to macadam
pavement; E, repairs to bridges pavement; F, reconstruction to

track account city repaving.

Account 5.—B, maintenance of storage batteries; C, main-

tenance of rotary converter plant.
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Account 6.—A, axles; B, brake-shoes; C, journal bearings;

D, painting; E, car signs; F, wheels, cast; G, grinding; H, wheels,

steel; I, turning; J, damaged cars; K, miscellaneous.

Account 7.—A, armatures
;
B, field coils

; C, commutators ; D,

brushes
;
E, brush holders ; F, armature bearings ; G, motor axle

bearings
;
H, miscellaneous ; I controllers

; J, gears ;
K, pinions

;

L, trolley wheels.

Account 10.—A, storage battery wages; B, rotary converter

plant wages.

Account 13.—A, rotary converter plant, lubricants.

Account 14.—A, miscellaneous supplies and expenses, batteries;

B, miscellaneous supplies and expenses, rotary converter.

Account 20.—A, car cleaning, labor; B, car cleaning, material.

Account 21.—A, lubrication.—International Railway Company,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Sub-account to maintenance of electric line, telephones and

signals. To maintenance of electric plant, sub-station plant. To
lubricants and waste for power plant, lubricants and waste for

sub-station plant. To miscellaneous supplies and expenses power
plant, miscellaneous supplies and expenses sub-station plant.

To advertising and attractions, park expense, theater expense.

—

American Railways Company.
The only sub-accounts used outside of standard schedule are

the maintenance of air-brake equipment.—Worcester Consolidated

Street Railway Company.
All accounts in which the pay roll appears are sub-divided into

pay roll and other charges. Paving is kept as a sub-division of

maintenance of track and roadway.—Chicago Union Traction

Company.
We use sub-accounts for operation of freight car to distinguish

from operation of passenger cars.—Providence & Danielson Rail-

way Company.
Maintenance Way and Structures.—No. iA, maintenance and

renewals of paving; iB, maintenance of track bonding; 2A,

maintenance of telephone lines; 2B, maintenance of signals and
signaling apparatus.

Maintenance of Equipment.—No. 5A, maintenance of electric

plant, sub-stations ; 6A, maintenance of freight cars
;
7A, main-

tenance of electric equipment of freight cars.

Operation of Power Plant.—Nos. 10A, wages, sub-stations

;

13A, lubricants and waste for sub-stations ;
14A, miscellaneous

supplies and expenses of sub-stations.

Operation of Cars.—Nos. 16A, superintendent of transporta-

tion freight; 17A, wages of conductors, freight; 18A, wages of

motormen, freight; 19A, wages of other car servants employed,

freight; 22A, miscellaneous car servants' expense, freight; 24B,

passenger station experience
; 24C, freight station expense.

General Expenses.—26A, salaries of agents and clerks, freight

;

39, loss and damage, freight.—Indiana Union Traction Company.
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MAINTENANCE, WAY AND STRUCTURES

Maintenance of Track and Roadway

102 103 104 105 Superintendence and general expense.

107 108 109 110 Labor repairing track.

112 Labor paving track.

117 118 119 120 Maintenance of timber and ties and tie fasten-

ings.

122 123 124 125 Maintenance of rails and fastenings.

127 128 129 130 Maintenance of frogs, switches and guard-rails

132 Paving blocks.

137 139 140 Sand, gravel and cement for track repairs.

142 143 144 145 Maintenance of track tools and equipment.

153

149 150 Maintenance of subway walls, track fences, snow-

sheds, drains, ventilating apparatus, etc.

Maintenance of structure and foundations.

158 160 Maintenance of third-rail guard, railings, walk,

feeder boxes, etc.

163 165 Maintenance of signal and interlocking systems

(including compressors).

167 Maintenance of reservations.

172 173 174 175 Miscellaneous expenses of track and roadway.

Maintenance of Electric Line Equipment

202 203 204 205 Maintenance of feeder conduits.

207 208 209 210 Maintenance of feeder conduit cables.

212 213 214 215 Maintenance of overhead feeder lines.

217 218 219 220 Maintenance of poles.

222 223 224 225 Maintenance of trolley lines.

227 228

233

229 230

235

Maintenance of track wiring.

Maintenance of third rail.

237 238 Maintenance of line tools.

242 243 244 245 Miscellaneous expenses of electric line equip-

of Buildings and fixtures (Ex-

usive of Equipment)

316

1301

1401

1501

1601

307 ....

312 313

323
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301 Superintendent and general expense.

Maintenance of stables.

Maintenance of electric car houses and repair

shops.

Maintenance of power stations, wharves and sub-

stations.

325 Maintenance of stations, ticket offices, fences,

platforms, etc.

328 Maintenance of switch towers.

332 333 334 335 Maintenance of rented property (including light,

heat and water rates).

337 338 339 .... Maintenance of miscellaneous buildings.

342 343 Maintenance of miscellaneous fences, sewers, etc.

EQUIPMENT
Maintenance of Steam Plant

of steam equipment of power

602 ....

607 608

612 ....

617 618

622 ....

627 628

722 723

727 728

. . . . 733

737 738

742 743

Maintena

stations

.... 2003

2102 2103

Maintenance of Electric Plant

Maintenance of electrical equipment of power
stations and sub-stations.

Maintenance of Cars

Maintenance of fare registers.

Maintenance of box motor cars.

Maintenance of open motor cars.

Maintenance of trucks.

Maintenance of fenders.

Transfer of trucks for purposes other than re-

pairs.

Maintenance of Electrical Equipment of Cars

Maintenance of motors, miscellaneous.

Maintenance of motor armatures.

Maintenance of motor fields.

Maintenance of motor gearing and pinions.

Maintenance of rheostats and control.

Maintenance of power brakes.

Maintenance of contact shoes and beams.

Maintenance of electrical equipment of service

cars and plows.

Transfer of motors and equipment (for pur-

poses other than repairs).

Maintenance of trolleys, wiring, switches and
miscellaneous.

Maintenance of Miscellaneous Equipment

Maintenance of wagons, etc., for track repairs.

Maintenance of wagons, etc., for line repairs.

Maintenance of other wagons, etc.

Maintenance of harness, blankets and robes.

Renewals and depreciation of horses.

Maintenance of service cars.

Maintenance of snow-plows and other snow-

equipment.

Miscellaneous Shop Expenses (Including Ma-
chinery and Tools)

Elevated shop expenses.

Machine shop expenses.

Equipment shop expenses.

Bartlett Street shop expenses.

Armature shop expenses.

TRANSPORTATION
Operation of Power Plant

Power plant wages.

Fuel for power.

Water for power.

Lubricants and waste for power plant.

Miscellaneous supplies and expenses of power
plant.

Power hired.

Power sold (credit account).

Power for heating, lighting and stationary mo-
tors (credit account).

OPERATION OF CARS
Superintendence of Transportation

General and division superintendence and clerks.

Train master, despatchers, supervisors, starters

and clerks.

Street inspectors.

Wages of conductors.

Wages of guards and brakemen.

Wages of motormen.
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Wages of Sundry Transportation Employees

2501

2506

.... 2512 2513

.... 2517 2518

.... 2522 2523

3001

3101

3201

3306

3401

3406

3411

3416

3506

3511

4101

4106

2202 Starters, transfer agents and register inspectors.

2208 Tower men, telegraph operators and flagmen.

2212 Switch tenders, watching holes and flagging cars.

2218 Car couplers and yardmen.

2223 2224 2225 Station master and platform men.

2228 2229 2230 Station fare collectors and chopper men.

Wages of Car-House Employees

2302 2303 Car house foremen.

2307 2308 Car, truck, motor, control and power brake in-

spectors and oilers.

2312 2313 Floormen, shifters and car cleaners.

Car Service Supplies

2402 2403 Lamps, lubricants, waste and miscellaneous car

supplies.

Miscellaneous Car Service Expenses

Secret inspection expenses.

Transfers and tickets.

Wrecking expenses.

Miscellaneous supplies and expenses of car

houses.

Miscellaneous car service expenses.

Station and Switch Tower Expenses

Janitors, porters and watchmen.

Miscellaneous supplies and expenses of stations

and switch towers.

Interlocking Plants and Block Signal Expenses

Inspection and supplies for signal and interlock-

ing system.

Power for signal and interlocking system.

Cleaning and Sanding Track

Labor, cleaning, greasing, sanding and watering

track.

Oil, grease, sand, etc.

Removal of Snow and Ice

Labor removing snow and ice.

Hauling snow.

Salt for tracks.

Tools and miscellaneous snow expenses.

GENERAL
Salaries of general officers, assistants and clerks.

Printing and stationery.

Miscellaneous office expenses.

Storeroom Expenses

Salaries, storekeeper and clerks.

Miscellaneous storeroom expenses.

Stable Expenses

Stable labor.

Hay, grain and bedding.

Shoeing, veterinary and miscellaneous ex-

penses.

Use of horses—credit account.

Miscellaneous General Expenses

Maintenance of telephone and telegraph systems.

Subscriptions and gratuities.

Miscellaneous expenses.

Legal Expenses and Damages

Salaries and expenses of attorneys.

Salaries of claim agents and clerks.

Damages to persons by cars.

Damages to property by cars.

Damages to employees.

Miscellaneous damages.

Miscellaneous expenses, claim depa

Rentals

Rent of land and buildings.

Rent of track and terminals.

Insurance

Fire insurance premiums.

.... 2603 2604

2607 2608 2609

.... 2703 ....

.... 2708 ....

2802 2803 2804

2807 2808 2809

2902 2903 ....

2907 2908 ....

2912 2913 ....

2917 2918 ....

3607 3608

3612 3613

3617 3618

3622 3623

3627 3628

Indemnity premiums.

—Boston Elevated Railway Company.

Maintenance Track and Roadway
Sub-Accounts. Repairs roadbed and tracks.

Renewals of rails.

Renewal of ties.

Renewal of special work.

Repairs street paving.

Repairs cast-welding equipment and tools.

Cast welding.

Repairs bridges.

Engineering and superintendence.

Extraordinary expense.

2. Maintenance Electric Lines

Sub-Accounts. Line maintenance.

Renewals of pole and Pole fixtures.

Renewal of wire and fixtures.

Emergency crews.

Engineering and superintendence.

Extraordinary expense.

Conduit and cable maintenance.

Bonding.

6. Maintenance of Cars

Sub-Accounts. Car-bodies.

Painting and varnishing.

Fenders.

Headlights, gongs, bells, etc.

Fare registers and fixtures.

Window glass.

Heaters and fixtures,

'truck and truck parts.

Air-brakes and fixtures.

Other brakes and fixtures.

Wheels and axles.

Journals.

Brake-shoes.

Shifting equipment.

7. Maintenance of Electric Equipment of Cars

Sub-Accounts. Trolley stands, poles and wheels.

Wiring.

Armatures.

Commutators.

Fields.

Controllers.

Gears and Pinions.

Gear cases.

Motor frames.

Motor bearings.

Brush holders.

Miscellaneous electrical parts.

Shifting equipment.

8. Maintenance of Miscellaneous Equipment.

Sub-Accounts. Plows, sweepers and sprinklers.

Supply, sand, salt, coal and work cars.

Trucks, wagons, carriage, horses and harness.

9. Miscellaneous Shop Expenses

Sub-Accounts. Foreman and clerks.

Repairs plant repair shop.

Repairs plant car house shops.

Fuel, light and electric power.

Stationary engineer, watchman and other labor.

Engineering and superintendence.

—Public Service Corporation of New Jersey.

Q. 19. In establishing a basis for calculating the per capita earnings of an

interurban line, one of whose terminals is a large city, is it correct to con-

sider the population of this city as tributary to your interurban line, sither

in whole or in part? It considered as parfialTy tributary, v/hat percentage

of your total population do you include in your estimate of population

served by your interurban line?

We think the population of larger terminals should be con-

sidered. The percentage of population included should, however,

vary with the class of population of the smaller towns served.

For instance, if agricultural, the business originating in city ter-

minals will be smaller as compared with business originating in

the same terminals where the towns served are manufacturing.—
The Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company.
We consider the total population when figuring the per capita

earnings of suburban and interurban lines—International Railway

Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

My. opinion is, it would be proper to consider a part of the

population of a large city terminal of an interurban system as

tributary thereto. Have had no' experience, but think the per-

centage would be largely governed by local conditions, and any

estimate would necessarily depend very greatly on observation and

experience.—The Memphis Street Railway Company.
One of our terminals is a large city from which we obtain

nearly all of our excursion, or summer riding. If every one of the

population does not patronize us it is not our fault, but we reserve

the right to claim them all as our people.—Providence & Daniel-

son Railway Company.

In the car houses of the Middletown Street Railway Company,

of Middletown, Conn., are posted notices to the employees of the

company that they may try to qualify as motormen and con-

ductors on the new service between Meriden and Middletown, to

be operated by the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

over its own lines. Six crews of twelve men are wanted. The
applicants must go to New Haven to be tested for color blind-

ness, etc.
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EXHIBITS AT THE COLUMBUS CONVENTION

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS (Burnham
Williams & Co.), of Philadelphia, showed in Building No. 1

one of its 78-in. heavy trucks for interurban service at its space.

It also had four trucks under the Niles cars and two trucks

under the Jewett cars in the outside exhibit. The company was
represented by Warren Thorpe and J. R. Dickey.

THE STANDARD STEEL WORKS, of Philadelphia, made
an exhibit jointly with the Baldwin Locomotive Works in Build-

ing No. 1, and showed solid forged and steel rolled wheels,

steel tired wheels and steel car wheel tires. The merits of Stan-

dard wheels were explained by E. S. Lewis, O. J. Bamford,
Frank Carpenter, C. H. Peterson, Charles Riddell and H. W.
Sheldon.

THE GOLDSCHMIDT THERMIT COMPANY, of New
York, has space in Bulding No. 1 and also made demonstrations

each day outside the buildng of its rail welding process for

ordinary and compromise joints. In the inside space it ex-

hibited samples of the apparatus required in making thermit

joints and also showed joints and wheels made by the process.

Attention was called to samples of carbonless metals, as

manganese and chromium, made by the thermit process, and also

alloys of manganese with zinc and copper. The exhibit in-

cluded samples of pipe welding and other applications of this

process. The representatives were R. F. Kelker, Jr., and G. E.

Pellissier.

THE DUFF MANUFACTURING COMPANY, of Alle-

gheny, Pa., manufacturer of jacks and lifts, had a complete line

of Barrett track and car jacks, including new sizes of both;

also a full line of roller bearing and cone bearing ratchet screw-

jacks, differential screw jacks, pipe forcing jacks, etc. Of special

interest to master mechanics were the two types of Barrett

motor armature lifts, one having the ratchet jack movement and
the other the wheel and screw ball bearing movement. A spe-

cial feature was made of a special car jack adapted particularly

to be carried on electric railway cars for emergency purposes.

This is known as the special Barrett emergency car jack, and
has been adopted by several leading companies who equip each
of their cars with one of these devices. This jack is designed
particularly for emergency purposes and will be found useful

when a car is derailed or in removing obstacles which block
the track, or for raising a car in a hurry to remove a person or

obstacle caught under the car. The exhibit was in charge of

G. A. Edgin.

THE R. D. NUTTALL COMPANY, of Pittsburg, as usual

showed its complete line of trolleys, trolley harps, trolley wheels,

gears and pinions. A special feature was made of a very large

gear to be used for electric locomotive service in the Sarnia
Tunnel. The gear shown had a cast-steel center with a steel

rim and measured 50 ins. outside diameter, with 10-in. axle bore.

The company's interests were looked after by F. A. Estep, C. N.
Wood, George Provost, J. R. Provost, T. M. Cluley, R. M.
Kerschner, J. S. Monroe, Max Berg and J. W. Porter.

THE INTERNATIONAL SPRINKLER COMPANY, of

Philadelphia, made a complete display of apparatus used in fire

sprinkler systems, including dry pipe valves, alarm valves, both
with electric and mechanical alarms, sprinkler heads, etc. D.
C. Scott, F. W. Smith and W. C. Woellner represented the

company.

THE MILLER ANCHOR COMPANY, of Norwalk, Ohio,
had samples of Miller safety anchors, and was represented by
G. H. Miller and Frank B. Miller.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, of

Philadelphia, had a large corner space in Building No. 1 and
had as its chief exhibit two type-R cells. One of these repre-
sented the type contracted for by the New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad, which is to install a total capacity in

eight sub-stations of 60,000 hp. Four batteries are now in ser-

vice. The other cell showed the type designed for the New
York, Long Island & Pennsylvania Railroad Company, which
is installing a total capacity of 4000 kw. The Electric Storage
Battery Company also showed carbon regulators, hydrometers
of various kinds, sample plates, load curves, photos and maps
indicating the location of its storage battery plants in Ohio, Indi-
ana and Illinois. In the way of literature there was distributed a

bulletin describing the battery installations of the Columbus

Railway and Light Company. Those in attendance were G. H.
Atkin, H. B. Gay, R. C. Hull and H. H. Seaman.

THE KALAMAZOO RAILWAY SUPPLY COMPANY,
of Kalamazoo, Mich., had large space in Building No. 1, where
attention was directed to Root railway spring scrapers and
fenders for city and interurban cars; tower car; Moore track
drills; Kalamazoo gasoline inspection car; Kalamazoo pressed
steel wheels; jacks, track gages and various tools. The state-

ment is made that the output during the last year of track
scrapers has increased 800 per cent up to Oct. 1. The represent-
atives on the ground were H. G. Haines, J. W. Thorne, F. N.
Root and D. A. Moore.

THE CREAGHEAD ENGINEERING COMPANY, of

Cincinnati, Ohio, had samples of all of its well-known specialties,

including complete overhead equipments, flexible brackets, pole
line fittings, construction tools, new line of high-tension in-

sulators and insulator pins, etc. A new device was the Murrey
trolley switch, which is designed to positively turn the trolley

wheel to the prearranged wire without breaking contact. A new
line of feeder brackets and pins for heavy railway feeders were
also shown, the distinctive feature of which is a wooden
threaded thimble attached to the bracket to receive the glass
insulator and reduce the chance of the insulator being broken.
Considerable interest was also aroused in the company's new
day and night illuminated car sign which gives equally distinct

indications either by day or night. The sign gives any number
of different signs up to forty, and by a simple indicator the
motorman is able to tell without leaving the platform just what
indication is exposed. The interests of the company were
served by T. J. C/eaghead and Claude Johnson.

THE UNITED STATES METAL & MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, of New York, called attention to the "Perfect"
pressed steel car replacer, the "Victor" cast steel car replacer,
and to Columbia lock nuts, all of which were shown in Building
No. 1. B. A. Hegeman, Jr., Fred Atwater and F. C. Dunham
were in attendance.

THE RECORDING FARE REGISTER COMPANY, of

New Haven, Conn., showed recording fare registers of different

types, simple registers, register rods, cord fittings, and its gen-
eral line of railway supplies and trimmings. A new device shown
by this company and known as the Richardson automatic lubri-

cator for trolley wheels attracted considerable attention. The
company's representatives were M. DeForest Yates, Frank P..

Kennedy and Charles N. Yates.

THE PENNSYLVANIA STEEL COMPANY, of Steelton
Pa., and the MARYLAND STEEL COMPANY, of Sparrow's
Point, Md., made a joint exhibit in Building No. 2 of T and
girder rails and special work. Particular attention was directed
to a new torsion spring, parallel throw, automatic switch which
combines four classes of operation, namely, anti-kick-over, right
and left automatic spring, and loose switch tongue. Several
types of standard frogs and switches were shown. Another
novelty was the new semaphore switch stand with disappearing
blade, which reduces the possibility of confusing the clear and
block signals. This stand' is intended for high-speed interurban
lines. In one section of the space was shown a model turn-out
for high-speed interurban lines and also a standard automatic
switch with new Century switch stand for the same service. The
company calls particular attention this year to the Maynard
special work, showing a Maynard crossing, Maynard big pin
switch tongue for heavy service, and a Maynard frog which has
been in use on the Lake Shore Railroad for several years. It

is stated that the sales of Maynard steel during the past three
years have increased from 50,000 lbs. a year to 5,000,000 lbs. a
year for electric railway work exclusively. A Maynard crossing
was shown about which the interesting statement is made that
the Dayton, Covington & Pique Traction Company had been re-

newing the special work at a particular location four times a year,
but after installing the Maynard crossing a year ago it has made
no renewals and the crossing is still in good condition. The
company was represented by the following: R. E. Belknap, H.
F. Martin, C. W. Reinoehl, Richard Peters, C. S. Clark, G. W.
Parsons, R. E. Hoffman, Jr., John W. Hill, W. C. Cuntz, J. N.
Shearer, John C. Jay, Jr., J. G. Miller, W. S. Erwin, M. W.
Long, C. A. Alden, G. Vickery, C. Fink, W. M. Henderson, N.
E. Salsich, H. E, McCormick, C. Chick, R. M. Read and H.
Smiley,
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THE O. M. EDWARDS COMPANY, of Syracuse, N. Y.,

had around its space full-size models of car sides showing
twenty-five designs of window fixtures and nine designs of ex-

tension trap-door fixtures. It also displayed tin barrel spring

rollers, sash balances and window fixture hardware. The com-
pany's force included O. M. Edwards, E. F. Chaffee, F. M.
Nicholl, G. G. Morris and G. E. Blake.

THE UNITED STATES ENGINEERING COMPANY,
of Philadelphia, had a working model of the Nachod automatic

signal and parts of the signal itself. It was represented by Carl

P. Nachod.

THE CHEATHAM ELECTRIC SWITCHING DEVICE
COMPANY, of Louisville, Ky., showed a model of its auto-

matic electric track switch, together with full-sized parts of the

switch mechanism. The company was represented by R. V.

Cheatham and S .C. Brandon.

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY, of New-
ark, N. J., and Chicago, 111., displayed samples of its sash locks,

sash balances and nut locks. A feature of the display was a new
balanced curtain fixture with protected groove. This fixture

has no pinch handle and cannot be removed from the groove.

Attention was also directed to a balanced curtain fixture for

semi-convertible cars. Lock washers in sizes from 1-16 ins. to

3 ins. in diameter, of the National rib and plain coil patterns,

were shown. There were in attendance F. D. Archibald, John

B. Seymour and Daniel Hoyt.

THE GIBBS COUNTING MACHINE COMPANY, of

Zanesville, Ohio, had in operation one of its machines for

counting tickets, transfers, etc. This ingenious device was de-

scribed and illustrated in the convention issue of the Street
Railway Journal, and attracted a great deal of attention and

favorable comment. The workings of the machine were de-

scribed by W. A. Gibbs, John C. Sullivan and E. T. McSwords.

THE LAGONDA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, of

Springfield, Ohio, maker of the Weinland boiler-tube cleaners,

showed boiler cleaners both of the turbine and belt-driven type,

automatic stop and non-return crown valves, tube cutters, and

a new damper regulator. A novel feature was the method of

showing the cleaners, which were mounted on a frame in the

center of the space and were kept in operation by a small motor.

Twenty-four types of cleaner heads were exhibited on this frame.

The representatives were H. F. Weinland, M. M. Sellers and

F. S. Davidson.

THE BRADY BRASS COMPANY, of Jersey City, N. J.,

showed its complete line of brasses, motor bearings, etc. The
company's souvenirs this year consisted of boxes containing six

high-grade lead pencils. Daniel M. Brady, Geo. C. Morse, C. M.

Reubens and W. F. Kranz were in attendance.

THE PANTASOTE COMPANY, of New York and Chi-

cago, made its usual attractive display of substitute leather car

curtains and seat coverings. The company was represented by

J. M. High and D. E. Bonner.

THE WHEEL TRUING BRAKE SHOE COMPANY, of

Detroit, Mich., had several of its abrasive brake-shoes for re-

moving flat spots from wheels without taking the wheels from

service. The company's souvenir, consisting of a pack of dom-
inoe cards, was original and was in great demand. A novel

feature of the exhibit was the railing around the booth, which

has been designed for use by the company at exhibits and con-

ventions. The railing consists of nickel-plated piping, which is

made adjustable and can be used in any size space. The com-

pany's president and general manager, J. A. Griffin and F. F.

Griffin, were in attendance.

THE STAR BRASS WORKS, of Kalamazoo, Mich., had its

usual line of trolley wheels and trolley harps for city and inter-

urban service. The secretary and treasurer, O. P. Johnson, was

in attendance.

THE SPEER CARBON COMPANY, of St. Marys. Pa.,

showed its generator and motor carbon brushes and carbon

specialties. It was represented by J. S. Speer and G. P. Fryling.

THE CURTAIN SUPPLY COMPANY, of Chicago, showed

for closed cars curtains equipped with Forsyth No. 86, ring No.

88, eccentric Acme cable and Climax cable fixtures. A feature

was also made of ring fixture No. 49, designed for semi-con-

vertible cars, as well as a full line of fixtures for open cars. The
company's many customers and friends were greeted by W. H.
Forsyth, A. L. Whipple, F. C. Kenley and R. F. Hayes,

THE INTERNATIONAL REGISTER COMPANY, of

Chicago, had an elaborate display in Building No. 1, where it

exhibited a full line of single and double registers with the parts

exposed to show the inner mechanism. A feature is made of

the fact that these registers are absolutely interchangeable. The
company illustrates this point by saying that if 1000 machines
were taken apart and all the separate parts were shaken to-

gether in a basket, 1000 new machines could be built by taking

the corresponding parts indiscriminately from the basket. The
exhibit also included register fittings; a full line of round and
square rod fittings; a full line of New Haven and International

registers; a complete line of Simplex and Duplex counters;

Heeren badges; punches; trolley rope, etc. A new detachable

handle for round rods attracted attention. The company also

makes a full line of portable registers and recording registers.

As showing the capacity of the company's works, a circular was
distributed calling attention to a recent order of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company for 2000 type R-7 International single

registers, all of which were delivered within a period of two
months. The company's souvenir, consisting of a small coin

and hill bank, was in great demand. The company's force on
the ground included John Benham, vice-president; A. L. Tucker,
secretary; W. G. Kirchhoff, superintendent, and A. M. Loper.

THE GLOBE TICKET COMPANY, of Philadelphia, had
samples of street and interurban railway tickets and transfers

of many different designs. It also showed one of its power
ticket destroyers in operation. The company was represented

by W. C. Pope, P. C. Snow, W. P. Snow and R. C. Osman.

THE DUPLICATE TRANSFER & REBATE COM-
PANY, of Philadelphia, Pa., which makes a specialty of secret

service work, was represented by H. N. Brown, Charles Goble

and T. C. Cary.

THE TAYLOR ELECTRIC TRUCK COMPANY, of Troy,

N. Y., had a full line of its electric car trucks, including single

trucks; S. B. swing-motion double truck; H. L. B. swing-
motion double truck; M. C. B. double truck; M. C. B. triple

spring double truck. It also had a full line of coil and elliptic

springs for car trucks. The company is just bringing out a full

line of steel tired wheels with malleable iron centers especially

designed for electric railway service. The tire is shrunk and
bolted and has an internal reinforcing flange which permits of

turning the tire very close to the center without danger of the

tire coming off. John Taylor, president; C. H. Dodge, Western
sales agent; Thomas Thornes and Walter Taylor were in at-

tendance.

THE STANDARD BRAKE SHOE COMPANY, of Aurora

and Chicago, III, made a display of its steel back brake shoes,

composition inserted shoes, coil inserted shoes, Congdon shoes

and plain shoes of special mixtures. The following were in at-

tendance: F. C. Peck, F. P. Collier and C. P. Wright.

THE NATIONAL CAR WHEEL COMPANY, of Pitts-

burg, showed several steel tired wheels with cast-iron centers,

one fitted with the Mansel double-lip retaining ring; also one

fitted with set screws. Among the wheels shown was a 30-in.

engine truck M. C. B. wheel, a special cast-iron type K. G.

wheel for interurban service, and a 24-in. cast-iron pony truck

wheel. The company's representatives included J. D. Cunning-

ham, J. H. Yardley, George C. Morse, J. F. Weisbrod and E.

H. Chapin.

THE AMERICAN RAILWAY SUPPLY COMPANY, of

New York, had a sample board showing metal bearings of all

kinds, and as usual was represented by Walter Chur.

THE CAMBRIA STEEL COMPANY, of Philadelphia,

whose works are at Johnstown, Pa., maker of rails, axles and

specialties, showed samples of 100 per cent rail joints, 100 per

cent insulated rail joints and T-rail guards for electric railway

service. The company was represented by A. Morrison, J. L.

Adams, J. G. Carruthers, H. P. Hubbel, Clifford J. Ellis and E.

D. Rogers.

THE ST. LOUIS CAR WHEEL COMPANY, of St. Louis,

had samples of chilled cast-iron wheels for urban and interurban

service, and also showed chilled cast-iron wheels mounted on

axles for interurban service. The company's representatives

were John W. Nute, W. W. Talman, and F. O. Grayson.

FRED BAIRD, of the Homer Commutator Company, of

Cleveland, distributed a useful leather bill book.

THE T. H. SYMINGTON COMPANY, of Baltimore,

showed its well-known journal boxes for all types of trucks,

Baltimore ball bearings, and center plate and side bearings, The
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representatives were E. H. Symington, D. Symington, C. J.

Symington, W. W. Rosser, and Carll Tucker.

THE GRIFFIN WHEEL COMPANY, of Chicago, had
space in Building No. 2, where it was represented by Charles

K. Knickerbocker and W. H. Dickenson.

THE GRIP NUT COMPANY, of Chicago, had space in

Building No. 2, where it brought out a new line of locking nuts

which are not spring nuts nor jam nuts but by the peculiar

shape lock themselves upon the bolt threads. The company
was represented by B. F. Stewart, W. S. Wickerman and E. R.

Hibbard.

THE PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, of New York, showed samples of its rubber products,

including air brake, steam and pneumatic hose, valve packing,

gaskets, step treads and the famous Rainbow packing. The
company's souvenir consisted of a very fine pocketbook. The
representatives were G. S. Taylor and C. S. Prosser.

MESSRS. SISSON and McCOY, of the St. Louis Car Com-
pany, were at the convention.

F. BISSELL, of Toledo, was smiling and urbane as usual.

O. W. UTHOFF and H. G. PARO, of the Watts & Uthoff

Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo., were present.

THE JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY, of Jer-

sey City, N. J., showed its well-known line of graphite special-

ties, which includes graphite silica paint for metal protection,

flare graphite, belt dressings, graphite brushes, crucibles, graph-

ite bearing greases, etc. In the center of a tastefully decorated

stand was a huge paint can to which visitors were admitted; the

interior being fitted up with mirth-provoking distortion mirrors.

Souvenirs for lady visitors were miniature paint pails containing

thimbles, while the men were supplied with a less useful article

in the shape of a dice box. C. H. Spotts and L. H. Snyder,

Jersey City, and F. R. Brandon, Chicago, were in attendance.

THE GOULD STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, New
York, displayed a number of single cells of batteries for railway

and lighting work, including a 49-plate type U lead-lined tank

of 720 amps, at eight-hour discharge;' a 19-plate type S lead-

lined battery of 180 amps, for eight hours, and a 21-plate type

O cell in an Appert tank, having a capacity of 100 amps, for

eight hours. A cabinet of photographs of large Gould installa-

tions was displayed, the most prominent being a plant of 280

cells, 640 amps, for one-hour capacity, recently installed at Eo-
peka, Kan. R. H. Watson, Chicago, sole manager; H. W.
Powers, manager telephone department; John Eipper, man-
ager maintenance department, and Taliafuro Milton, of Chicago,

were present.

THE AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY, Chicago,

had a uniquely decorated stand, outlined in copper springs.

It exhibited its complete line of rail bonds and bond appliances.

A new specialty was a new lever-operated hand drill for drilling

bond holes. It was shown with from one to four spindles, and
in the multiple drill each drill was adjustable and independent of

the others. The device had a double-acting feed and had a

capacity of seven to eight joints an hour at eight holes to a

joint. Drills of this type are being used on the New York
Central electrification work. A section of a submarine, cable

supplied to the Shawinigan Power Company, near Montreal,

was shown. It weighed 12 lbs. to the yard, and was designed

for 25,000 volts transmission. Another new device was a sol-

dering torch in which each burner was separately adjustable

and the pump was combined with the carrying handle. A line

of hydraulic punches and presses for bonding work was also

shown. The staff was a large one, and included C. S. Marshall,

C. R. Sturdevant, George A. Craigan and J. D. Southerland

from the Worcester plant, F. A. Keyes, E. W. Bauschard and

W. H. Seavers from the New York office, and C. S. Knight,

George Chandler, G. R. Rummel and B. B. Ayers from Chicago.

THE AMERICAN MASON SAFETY TREAD COM-
PANY, Boston, showed several varieties of safety tread car

steps, vestibule mats, carborundum filled treads, lead and cork

filled treads and cork carpets and mats. J. W. Scott, from New
York, and Henry C. King, treasurer, Boston, were present.

THE FELT & TARRANT MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, Chicago, showed the Comptometer, a mechanical won-
der claimed to be a great time saver for auditing departments.

It adds, multiplies, divides and subtracts rapidly enough to be

practical. L. A. de Berard, Cincinnati district manager, and

John B. Cooper, sales agent, demonstrated the device.

THE SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, New York,
showed sections of its flexible steel armored hose. W. A. Treat,
of Chicago, was in charge.

THE WATSON-STILLMAN COMPANY, New York,
showed a number of varieties of hydraulic railroad tools. Ed-
ward A. Johnson was in charge.

BERRY BROTHERS, Detroit, exhibited a number of panels
showing samples of outside finishing varnishes and inside rub-
bing and polishing varnishes. F. W. Harmon, T. J. Lawler
and William Stridirm distributed a neat pocket piece as a sou-
venir.

S. F. BOWSER 61 COMPANY, Ft. Wayne, Ind., exhibited
one of its tank and pumping outfits for storing oils, varnishes,
gasoline or other highly inflammable materials, with the use of
which it claims to reduce greatly the chances of fire. W. T.
Simpson and C. A. Dunkleberg were present.

JOHN W. MASURY & SONS, New York, demonstrated the
high finish produced by its varnishes with panels showing the
coats-of-arms of a number of States in various colors and
finishes. T. J. Ronan and F. P. Hill, of New York, were
present.

THE GALENA SIGNAL OIL COMPANY, Franklin, Pa., had
a large and handsomely furnished reception room where a staff of
eighteen representatives, headed by Le Roy G. Miller, manager
of the street railway department, and G. A. Barnes, assistant
manager, entertained. A few samples of Galena lubricants for
car and power station lubrication were shown. E. H. Baker, New
York representative of the Galena Signal Oil Company, rendered
invaluable services to the convention as treasurer of the Manu-
facturers' Association, and the splendid exhibit of appliances at

Columbus was due in no small measure to his energetic efforts.

THE FRANKLIN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, of Hartford, Conn., had its stand decorated with its new
incandescent lamps, which are especially designed for street rail-
way service, having a filament which is anchored at its lowest
point and supported direct from the stem, this being accom-
plished by means of a small glass column extending from the
stem past the upper portions of the filament coil. The filament
is fastened to an anchor wire welded in the glass column. The
company illustrated the lack of vibration to the filament and the
life of the lamp by a vibrating board on which six lamps were
vibrated by means of a cam shaft and rocking table at a speed
of 14,000 r. p. m. Also featured was a reflector back for a lamp
which it was claimed would reflect 125 cp from a 50-cp lamp. P.
S. Klees, C. Leonard, G. O. Curtis and F. E. Wilson were
present.

THE PETER SMITH HEATER COMPANY, of Detroit,
showed samples of its Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 hot-water heaters,
which are among the best-known specialties on the market. A
new feature shown on the heaters this year was the use of a
distributing plate in the top of the heater which distributes the
heat equally throughout the coils, giving a more uniform heat-
ing effect in all parts of the car. The popular Smith family,
comprising Peter, Sr., E. J. and E. W., were in attendance.

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, of Chicago and
New York, showed samples of "Deltabeston" field and armature
coils, arc lamps and other railway material. It exhibited a number
of photographs of power and railway generators. R. H. Harper,
F. D. Killion, of New York ; E. A. Burrows, W. L. Stockton, H.
Walton Heegstra, W. F. Sandwell, D. C. Guest and C. A. S. How-
lett were present.

THE D. & W. FUSE COMPANY, of Providence, R. I.,

showed numerous varieties of its cartridge fuses, enclosed fuse
cut-outs and boxes; featuring a high-tension 2500-volt, 60-amp.
overhead box, a transformer cut-out designed for 30 amps.,
and a new code 100-amp. railway box. W. S. Sisson and C. E.
Harmann were in charge.

THE F. P. HARRISON ELECTRIC & MANUFACTUR-
ING COMPANY, of New York, which manufactures coils
using D. & W. formulas, showed a number of samples of field

and armature coils, in which asbestos was used in place of linen
or cotton for insulating material, and having a special water-
proofing compound outside. The company was represented by
Ambrose E. Meixell, vice-president and general manager, and
F. P. Harrison.

THE MASSACHUSETTS CHEMICAL COMPANY, of

Walpole, Mass., showed numerous samples of its insulating ma-
terials, including Armalac compound, weatherproof tape, fric-

tion tape, molded rubber guards, etc. A. F. Baldwin, E. C.
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Green, R. T. Elwell, L. O. Duclos and A. E. Duclos enter-

tained caJIers and distributed a very useful souvenir in the form

of a rubber cuspidor mat.

THE HOLLAND TROLLEY SUPPLY COMPANY, of

Cleveland, showed the Holland trolley wheels, harps and bases.

The wheel has an outer bearing contact and a hollow axle-grease

hub in place of a grease chamber. A remarkable mileage record

was shown for a wheel used on the Cleveland Electric Railway

from Oct. 15 to July 10. during whii h time it covered 43,200

miles. A new base shows a ball beaming at the lower end of the

pin and j4-in. x i-in. rollers at t>e upper end of the bearing.

It was supplied with a lubrication capacity for one year. H.
Holland was in charge.

THE CANTON TROLLEY SUPPLY COMPANY, of

Canton, Ohio, showed the Climax combination arc and in-

candescent headlight and the Knutson trolley retriever. The
company claims that this device is used on 90 per cent, of the

high-speed interurban roads of Ohio. J. E. McLain and Joseph
Hollis entertained visitors.

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY, Cleveland,

showed numerous panels illustrating car finishing processes and
samples of paints for cars, power stations, buildings, bridges,

offices, etc. A new wrinkle was a section of a rattan seat before

and after treatment with rattan seat enamel, the improvement
being very marked after an application. The company is now
furnishing a new solid compound for impregnating processes

and is prepared to supply sketches of apparatus for the applica-

tion of this process. It displayed a number of sectional pans,

showing the efficiency of the process and apparatus. Promi-
nently displayed at the stand was a testing outfit for submitting

samples of impregnated insulated materials to break down tests.

E. N. Williams, manager of the railway department; H. E.

Billan, G. A. Jacobs and C. P. Jardeen, who were in charge,

distributed the usual wealth of souvenirs, including chameleon
paper weights and neat oxidized cuff buttons.

THE DEARBORN DRUG & CHEMICAL COMPANY, of

Chicago, had its usual tastefully arranged exhibit of its boiler

feed compounds and lubricating oils. G. W. Spear, R. F. Carr,

Daniel Delaney, A. W. Clark and P. F. Payne received callers.

The company distributed as souvenirs bottles of fine perfumery.

COOK'S RAILWAY APPLIANCE COMPANY, of Kala-

mazoo, Mich., showed a line of wood and steel cattle guards,

track jacks, track drills, drill grinders and other tools. A new
feature was a quick-return drill press halving spindles mounted
on ball bearings. E. Cook and H. W. Russell were present.

THE SOUTHERN EXCHANGE COMPANY, of New
York, had an exceedingly attractive stand. This company has

a very extensive patronage among street and interurban roads'

on Southern pine poles, ties and pins. On either side of the

entrance were octagonal and square poles and cross-arms of

long-leaf yellow pine, and there were also displayed sections of

Southern white cedar poles, Georgia pine cross-arms and birch

pins; the latter are becoming very popular as a substitute for

locust pins. E. G. Chamberlain, president, and Walter Mitchell,

sales manager of the company, were present. They reported a tre-

mendous increase in business during the past few months, which
have been the heaviest in the history of the company.

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY, the well-

known wire house, showed numerous samples of armature coils

and field coils, rail bonds, car cables, etc. The Roebling sol-

dered bond recently brought out is tinned in a strip before being
formed, and on the contact surfaces there are corrugated solder

pockets to insure perfect contact. Several varieties of grinders

for bond work were shown, including one of the wheelbarrow
type which can be handled by one man, a velocipede grinder, a

ball-bearing hand grinder and an outfit fitted with a 1^2-hp

gasoline engine. These were designed for the New York Cen-
tral electrification work and twenty of them are now in service.

Samples of 500,000-cm and 1,000,000-cm soldered bonds were
shown, together with a series of photographs showing the pro-

cess of applying bonds on the New York Central work. G. R.

Mitchell, James Henry, J. E. Nolan and M. G. Swartz from
Trenton; W. W. Affleck and J. W. Brooks, of Cleveland; H. L.

Shippey, of New York; A. B. Conover, of Chicago, and A. M.
Whaley, of New York office, were present.

THE GOLD CAR HEATING & LIGHT COMPANY, of

New York, exhibited numerous samples of its well-known line

of electric heaters. A. E. Robbins and F. A. Purdy, of New
York, were present.

THE CONSOLIDATED CAR FENDER COMPANY, of

Providence, R. I., showed its models A, B, C and D fenders

for city and interurban cars; life-saving devices which are too

well known to need further detailing. It also featured the Camp-
bell snow broom for sweepers. A. J. Thornley, manager, and
George Hollingsworth were present.

THE NARRAGANSETT MACHINE COMPANY, of

Providence, exhibited sections of its steel lockers for car houses
and shops. A. J. Thornley was in charge.

THE ACME AUTOMATIC STREET INDICATOR COM-
PANY, of Cleveland, demonstrated its automatic street an-

nouncer in one of the convention halls and did an excellent

piece of missionary work by placing the device on twenty cars

operating on the line leading to the fair grounds. The an-

nouncer proper is a neat metal box, 10 ins. x 18 ins., hung in

the front of the car. It contains rollers giving a capacity of

1000 stations, so that it can be used on a line of any length.

The operating device is an electrical one, the rolls being turned

by means of a magnet and clockwork in the case. The contact

is formed by a small and simple lug attached to the span wire

adjoining an ear, being properly spaced so as to announce the

next street immediately after the last one has been passed.

The circuit is completed passing each overhead contact by
means of a small arm attached to the trolley pole. In case one
on the contacts should fail to operate, the conductor can turn

it ahead to the proper station announcement. At the end of

the line the order is automatically reversed. It is claimed that

the device is simple and easy to maintain, and it attracted a

great deal of attention on the Columbus cars. Peter Small, F.

W. Small, C. W. Johnson and Frank Bruggeman were present.

F. W. BIRD & SON, of East Walpole, Mass., exhibited

"Paroid" roofing, "Neponset" red rope roofing and waterproof
building paper. The booth in which rolls of the different ma-
terials were on exhibition was in itself a portion of the exhibit.

The floor consisted of roofing material, while the sides of the

booth were covered with building paper. Frank Lowe, of Co-
lumbus, was in charge of the exhibit.

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRIC SIGNAL COM-
PANY, of West Newton, Mass., had a working exhibit consist-

ing of two signal and two trolley switches. This apparatus was
installed in the rear of the booth in such a manner as to illus-

trate the signal equipment for one block. The signals consisted

of full signals with lamps and semaphores attached, and were
of the improved type having barriers between the terminal bind-

ing posts, which to a great extent eliminates the danger of

damage from lightning. The trolley switches are also of an
improved type. The pendulum of this is flexible, and is so con-

structed that the inertia of the moving parts is lessened. The
exhibit was in charge of J. J. Ruddick.

THE CAPITOL LOCK NUT & WASHER COMPANY, of

Columbus, Ohio, made a very complete display of lock nuts,

truck and track bolts, rail clips, and several bolts made to

specifications. The lock nut exhibited consists of a nut similar

to the usual type of nut, with the exception of the fact that a

ratchet is pressed in the face. A washer of peculiar design,

fitting down under the nut, locks it in position. The nuts and
washers of this type can be purchased at practically the same
price as the ordinary type of nuts and washers. L. R. Ayers, of

Columbus, and T. H. Ryan, of Denver, had charge of the

exhibit.

THE HOME RUBBER COMPANY, of Trenton, N. J.,

had a very complete exhibit of N. B. O. (never blow out)

steam packings, steam and pneumatic hose, tubular gaskets

and a full line of mechanical rubber goods. The exhibit of

pneumatic hose included hose manufactured especially for use

in connection with air-brake systems on electric cars. A. R.

Foley, of Trenton, N. J., and sales manager of the company,
was in personal charge of the exhibit.

THE PHILIP CAREY MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
of Cincinnati, Ohio, had an exhibit consisting of Carey fireproof-

roofing and magnesia asbestos and "argentum" pipe cover-
ings. The sample asbestos coverings exhibited included some
of the air cell type. In addition to covering for straight pipe,

fittings for elbows, joints and tees and other special shapes

were shown. A feature of the exhibit was several samples of

"argentum" pipe coverings for underground steam pipes. I. H.
Cooper and J. O. Davies, both of Columbus, were in charge of

the exhibit.

THE POWER SPECIALTY COMPANY, of New York,
exhibited sectional parts of the Foster superheater. The parts
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of the heater were put together in such a manner as to show its

construction. The exhibit included numerous photographs

and drawings showing the methods of installing the super-

heater on all of the standard types of boilers. Drawings were

also on exhibition showing the details of the Harter flexible

expansion joint for steam mains. The railing of the booth,

which consisted of parts of the Foster superheaters, presented

a rather novel appearance. The features of the exhibit were

shown by Alexander Bradley, manager of the Chicago office,

and Robert H. Wyld, his assistant.

J." FRANK LANNING & COMPANY, of Pittsburg, had

an exhibit consisting of several electric railway specialties.

The Meaher arc lamp for interurban cars was shown in opera-

tion. Probably the most important feature of the exhibit was

a "little giant" boring machine. This consists of a combined

bearing babbitting device and a reaming device by means of

which the bearings are reamed or bored out by hand or power

immediately after being poured and before removal from the

holder in which they are babbitted. Included in the exhibit

were F. M. oil cups for grease boxes of street railway motors

and Chisholm and Moore chain hoists. J. Frank Lanning. who
was in charge of the exhibit, was assisted by J. Vettlein. C. A.

Schettlar and C. E. Summers.

NIC LE GRAND, representing H. F. Vogel & Co., St. Louis,

Mo., attended the convention.

THE AMERICAN ENGINEERING COMPANY, Indian-

apolis, Ind., distributed literature through President Wilson

and Secretary Burrows.

OTTO H. FALK, vice-president The Falk Company, Mil-

waukee, was in attendance.

JOHN G. KIPP, of the Electric Railway Equipment Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, was there.

ARTHUR S. PARTRIDGE, of St. Louis, was at the con-

vention as usual.

THE CLIMAX STOCK GUARD COMPANY, of Chicago,

had on exhibition several samples of the clay blocks employed
in the construction of the Climax stock guard for railways. A
small model of a guard installed in the tracks showed the man-
ner of its installa'tion. A portion of the exhibit consisted of

two full-size farm crossing gates. Fred V. Stewart and F. W.
Stewart, both of Chicago, were in charge of the exhibit.

THE HEANY FIREPROOF WIRE COMPANY, of

York, Pa., demonstrated in a rather effective manner the

heat resisting qualities of the Heany fireproof wire. A coil

wound with the wire was heated repeatedly to a heat suffi-

cient to ignite paper placed within the coil without injury to

the insulation of the coil. This fireproof wire is manufactured
in sizes varying from No. 3 to No. 00, and the insulation is made
to comply with the specifications for double cotton-covered
wire. The wire is especially adapted for use in armature and
field coils of street railway motors. W. H. Easton exhibited the

wire.

THE DIELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
of St. Louis, exhibited insulating varnishes and compounds,
insulating papers and wood fiber of its manufacture. The man-
ner of making factory tests of the dielectric strength insulating

varnishes was shown by means of sample test sheets and sev-

eral pictures of transformers and other apparatus used in the

tests. The company has developed a new insulating compound
which may be dried on the inside of a coil and which, more-
over, is claimed to be absolutely water and oil proof, free from
corrosive effects, and which cannot be melted out of a coil by
any temperature below the fusing point of copper. J. J. Kessler,
vice-president and general manager of the company, was in

personal charge of the exhibit.

THE CROUSE-HINDS COMPANY, of Syracuse, N. Y.,

exhibited arc headlights, Syracuse incandescent headlights.
"Harpoon" guy anchors and condulets. The headlights ex-
hibited were hung on a supporting frame and electrical connec-
tions were made so that any of them could be supplied with
500-volt current. A shallow headlight of new design attracted
considerable attention. This headlight, which measures but 7
ins. in depth over all and weighs but 17 lbs., was designed so
that it would not project beyond the bumper of the car. Included
in the exhibit of headlights was one of solid brass, on the private
car "Martha" of the Indiana Union Traction Company, which
"as on exhibition near the entrance to the exhibition grounds.
Another interesting feature of the exhibit was a specimen of

conduit wiring in which "condulets" of various styles were em-
ployed instead of the usual outlet boxes. This exhibit demons-
trated in a very effective manner the method of using condulets

in car house and car barn wiring. By the use of these devices,

outlets from conduit wiring can be made without destroying the

rigidity of the conduit. Among the several representatives of

the company in attendance at the booth were A. F. Hills, Nathan
Shute, C. M. Crofoot, F. F. Skeel and H. B. Crouse.

THE PITTSBURG STEEL COMPANY, of Pittsburg, Pa.,

furnished the wire fences by means of which the passageways
between the several exhibit buildings were enclosed. Samples
of similar wire were shown in a booth enclosed by the fencing

This wire fencing made by this company is electrically welded,

and a feature of the exhibit in the booth was the demonstration

of the ability of the weld to withstand the effects of intense

heat and acid. E. D. Findlay and J. F. Williams, of Pittsburg,

had charge of the exhibit.

THE UNITED INDURATED FIBRE COMPANY, of

Lockport, N. Y., exhibited a covering for third rails consisting

of chemically treated fiber. Covers for any type of third rail

are made from this fiber. The special treatment makes the fiber

thoroughly weather proof, and it has withstood a pressure of

39,000 volts. Wm. H. Baker represented the company.

THE AMERICAN INSTRUMENT COMPANY, of Phila-

delphia, exhibited a complete line of switchboard and portable

voltmeters and ammeters. In addition to assembled instru-

ments the unassembled parts were shown. A special feature

of these instruments is the construction of the pivots and bear-

ings. The shunts are constructed of metal having no thermal

e. m. f with copper. The large copper terminal permits a

minimum amount of shunt metal to be used. The shunts are

all interchangeable and operate with a 50-millivolt drop across

the terminals. The instruments are standardized electrically as

well as mechanically. The voltmeters contain a resistance of

100 ohms per volt. T. G. Sexias, A. B. Weeks and James G.

Biddle, general sales agent, explained the features of the in-

struments.

HAROLD P. BROWN, of New York City, made a very

interesting working exhibit to demonstrate the low resistance of

the plastic rail bond. A motor-driven 3000-amp. dynamo was
connected through two rail joints and two knife switches in

series. A voltmeter was employed to indicate the relative volt-

age drop across the plastic rail joints and in a similar length of

rail. One joint was termed a plastic bond rail joint, while the

other is known as the continuous plastic plug bond. One of

the two knife switches connected in multiple was coated with

plastic metal, while the other was of uncoated copper. Voltage

readings taken across the switches showed that the voltage drop

across the coated switch was practically negligible as compared
with that across the uncoated switch. In performing the ex-

periments Harold P. Brown was assisted by James Holland, su-

perintendent; J. Maxwell Coote, assistant superintendent of the

company, and Julius Alsberg.

CHAS. I. EARLL, of New York, exhibited Earll trolley

retrievers. In all fifty retrievers, embracing four different types,

were exhibited. Three of the retrievers wer>_ exhibited under
as nearly as possible actual working conditions. For these

trolley poles and stands were mounted on a firm support. The
retrievers were fastened in position on other supports and the

trolley ropes were connected to them. Several retrievers were
shown in an unassembled state, and by means of these the prin-

ciple upon which the retrievers work was explained to visitors

by C. I. Earll, C. A. Coutan and Ernest Miller.

THE OHMER FARE REGISTER COMPANY, of Dayton,

showed eleven different types of fare registers in working order.

These were installed and connected up -in the usual manner to

register rods which were supported by an arched framework.
Two new types of registers excited considerable interest. One
of these was known as the "duplex" register. It makes a du-

plicate record sheet, one of which is usually sent to the auditor

while the second one is either left in the machine or retained by

the conductor. Another new type of register was a special

make of a single fare register. A register of this type can be

placed in each end of the car and one may be used to register

transfers while the other may be employed to register 5-cent

fares. In such a case the two registers are worked by a sin-

gle rod. In addition to the exhibit of registers, five designs of

the "Ohmergraph" for issuing transfers were shown. The uses

of the different types of registers were explained to visitors by

John F. Ohmer, president; E. B. Grimes, assistant manager;
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W. E. Hennion, general Eastern agent; Hiram Tyler, general

Southern agent; C. B. Funk, Central agent, and Charles Ket-
terman, Western agent.

THE KINNEAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY, of

Columbus, Ohio, showed automatic motor-operated rolling steel

doors. One of the doors shown in operation measured 12 ft. x
17 ft., which size is that usually employed in car house construc-
tion. This door was fitted with a device for allowing a smooth
path for the trolley in passing through the doorway. A shoe
on the bottom of the door bridged the gap which would other-

wise have existed. The motor drive was so arranged that cur-

rent was automatically cut off from the motor when the door
was completely raised or dropped. With this drive the door
operated three or four times as fast as with hand operation. The
s cond door exhibited was particularly adapted for round houses.

It was non-corrosive, being constructed with wood slats on
phosphor bronze ribbons. Henry G. Cox represented the com-
pany.

THE AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE & FOUNDRY COM-
PANY, of Mahwah, N. J., had a very instructive exhibit con-

sisting of new and worn brake-shoes of different types. One
set of shoes formed "Object lesson No. r." These were old

types of combined heads and shoes, and were exhibited to show
the big proportion of metal thrown away, and the excessive first

cost. The second portion of the exhibit consisted of several

types of shoes with separate heads. These shoes, while a step

in the right direction, were improperly designed, so that more
metal than necessary was scrapped. They were also of sucb

design that each required a special head. In another portion of

the exhibit a brake-head was shown so designed as to take a

common shoe. An advantage of the use of this head and shoe

is that one shoe may be used with several types of trucks and
equipments. In general the exhibit was a very effective means
of showing the advantages to be derived from a close consider-

ation of the design of brake-shoes. Several representatives of

the company were in attendance at the convention, among them
being F. N. Sargent, chief engineer; W. S. McGowan, Eastern

sales manager; F. L. Gordon, Western sales manager; J. S.

Thompson, Western representative; E. L. James, New England
representative, and R. T. Hatch, Western representative.

J. P. SJOBERG & COMPANY, of New York, showed two
new styles of vestibules. The essential feature of these was a

sliding sash hung from an overhead track. The use of this

sash avoids the necessity of dropping the sash with the con-

sequent danger of breaking the glass at frequent intervals. One
of the cars in the out-door exhibit was equipped with the device.

J. P. Sjoberg and C. F. Sjoberg were in attendance at the booth.

SEMON BACHE & COMPANY exhibited imported glass

for car and vestibule windows. This glass was used in the vesti-

bule fronts exhibited by J. P. Sjoberg & Company. F. J. Goert-

ner, of New York; H. C. Fechheimer, of Cincinnati, and M. H.
Fechheimer, of St. Louis, represented the company.

THE DAYTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, of

Dayton, Ohio, showed a variety of fittings for the interior of

electric cars. Quite a complete display of arc and incandescent

headlights was made. These headlights were wired up and were
shown burning. A new dash combined arc and incandescent

headlight attracted considerable attention. This headlight was
so constructed that it could be trimmed and cleaned from the

inside of the vestibule. A new sanding device known as the

Simmons-Moore sander was also shown. This sander works
either by means of a foot lever or by air pressure. An agitator

in the box works at each operation and keeps the sand loose.

A finger which extends up through the discharge opening at

each operation keeps the opening clear. Nelson Emmons, Ja.,

assistant general manager; Peter Leidenger, Southern repre-

sentative, and George W. Frost represented the company.

THE DAVIS PRESSED STEEL COMPANY, of Wilming-
ton, Del., exhibited solid truss brake beams. The truss is con-

structed by cutting away except at the ends one portion of a

bar of a peculiarly shaped cross-section from the other. The
T-shaped bar remaining is upset and the round portion cut

away is forced outward at the center to form the tension mem-
ber. W. C. Du Comb, Jr., of Wilmington, Del., represented the

company.

IRA P. CLARK, of Decatur, 111., exhibited protruding and

non-protruding fenders. The protruding fender was so 'con-

structed that when a heavy weight was thrown on the netting

strung over the fender frame the front bar of the fender was

caused to raise so as to cause the netting to form a pocket.

The non-protruding fender which is attached to the truck is

carried 2% inches from the roadbed. It is so attached to the
truck by means of steel springs that a weight on it causes it to
drop to the roadway. Mr. Clark explained the important fea-

tures of the fender to visitors.

WM. H. PONTIUS, of Columbus, showed a shield for grab
handles, intended to discourage the habit of getting off a car
backwards. A section of an open car was used to show the
purpose of the shields. These were so mounted on the car
post that the rear handles could not be used in getting off of a
car, but could be grasped in getting into the car. John M.
Beckett, of Columbus, explained the merits of the device.

THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY IMPROVEMENT COM-
PANY, of Cleveland, Ohio, exhibited an electric welding car

used in welding soldered bonds to rails. The apparatus on the

car consisted of a specially designed rotary converter and a step-

down transformer. Current from the trolley after being con-
verted was transformed to a lower voltage by means of the

transformer, and the heavy current was employed in soldering
the bonds. In addition to the car an exhibit of a hand electric

grinder was made. This machine, which weighed about 35 lbs.,

consisted of a motor on the shaft of which was a small

emery wheel. The motor was well protected from dust and
the shaft was carried on ball bearings. C. L. Cadle, manager,
and J. A. Cadle represented the tompany.

THE CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY ex-

hibited a complete line of pneumatic and electrical tools. Of
special interest to electric railway men were several types of 500-

volt electric drills and grinders. These tools are built to operate

directly across a 500-volt circuit without the use of any external

resistance whatever. The drills are built in sizes ranging from
J$-in. to 2 ins. capacity. One drill which weighed 35 lbs., it

was stated, would drill a %-in. hole through the web of an

ordinary rail in less than two minutes. One of the portable

grinders shown drove an 8-in. emery wheel at 2500 r. p. m. This
machine weighed but 28 lbs. The company was represented by

J. W. Duntley, president; W. O. Duntley, vice-president; C. E.

Walker, manager railroad department; T. Aldcorn, Eastern sales

agent; C. B. Coates, electrical engineer, and Edward Aplin,

salesman.

THE BURDETT - ROUNTREE MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, of Chicago, exhibited a pneumatic door-opening
device on two of the cars in the outdoor exhibit. The device

exhibited was described in detail in the Street Railway Jour-
nal of Oct. 13. J. B. Burdett and Harold Rountree represented

the company.

THE CARY AUTOMATIC COUPLER COMPANY, of

Chicago, exhibited its combined car and train pipe couplers.

The couplers, which are automatic, are used both by steam and
electric railway systems. The coupler heads for the air pipes

are carried immediately below the car coupler heads. In-

cluded in the exhibit were several actual size photographs
of couplers installed on electric railway cars. Boleslaw R.

Kozlowski, president, and Clarence W. Taylor, vice-president

of the company, were in attendance.

THE NEW YORK SWITCH & CROSSING COMPANY
exhibited several track switches. Two of the types shown are

known as the "anti-straddler" and the "anti-kicker." Another
portion of the exhibit included a frog with hammered steel

centers. The centers, after being hammered and planed, are

tempered. They are then fastened in place by means of bolts.

W. C. Wood, president of the company, as well as Howard
Sherman, secretary and treasurer, and E. Armerding, superin-

tendent of shops, were in attendance at the exhibit.

THE AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC COMPANY, of Chicago,

had installed an automatic telephone exchange. The selector

switches were so installed that their operation could be seerl.

Several telephones installed in the booth were so connected to

the switchboard that communication could be established be-

tween them. The exhibit was in charge of Roy Owens, super-

intendent of the switchboard department of the Citizens' Tele-

phone Company, Columbus, Ohio.

THE JENKINS AUTOMATIC FENDER COMPANY, of

Toronto, Canada, exhibited a fender quite different in construc-

tion from fenders in service in the United States. A "feeler,"

consisting of a steel cross-bar, extends about 14 ins. beyond
the cradle or the fender proper. When a heavy object is

struck the "feeler" is forced backwards and the fender is auto-

matically dropped and is held down by the pressure of heavy

springs. Several of the fenders are in use on cars of the To-
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ronto Street Railway Company. B. B. Jenkins, the inventor of

the fender; John Halum, president of the company, and J. H.

Jenkins explained the operation of the fender to visitors.

W. N. MATTHEWS & BRO., of St. Louis, Mo., exhibited

Kearney cable clamps and Stombaugh guy anchors in a rather

effective manner. Poles erected in the booth and 'guyed up

with Stombaugh guy anchors carried cross-arms on which were

strung cables in such a manner that two right angle turns of

the direction of the lines were made. The Kearney cable clamps

employed in making these turns showed some of the advan-

tages of their use. The Lima jack box and plug, for use in

connection with despatching systems on electric railways,

formed an important feature of the exhibit. The display also

included O. K. sleet cutters and "Hold Fast" lamp guards. The
exhibit was attended by Claud L. Matthews, James R. Kearney,

R. W. Harms, of W. N. Matthews & Bro., and by D. L. Monjo,

of the Wesco Supply Company.

THE NOVELTY INCANDESCENT LAMP COMPANY,
of Emporium, Pa., had a very complete display of incandescent

lamps. The feature of the exhibit that attracted most attention

was the opal lamps especially adapted for use in electric cars.

In conjunction with the lamp exhibit Black Hawk dry bat-

teries were shown. R. K. Mickey, president of the company,
and A. J. Jackson, of Albin & Jackson, Western agents of the

company, were in attendance at the booth.

THE BALDWIN & ROWLAND SWITCH AND SIGNAL
COMPANY, of New Haven, Conn., had a working exhibit of

a multiple interlocking recording block signal. Two signals,

one at either end of the booth, were connected to contacts on

a short section of trolley wire in such a manner that the sig-

nals could be operated as in actual practice. The system per-

mits any number of cars up to seventeen to enter a block with-

out changing the signals. While the block is occupied the

signal is locked, so that a car coming in the opposite direction

cannot change the signals. An automatic cut-out device in-

sures the working of the signal in case of one lamp burning

out. H. Rowland, general manager of the company, and Geo.

A. Simonds were in attendance.

WOTTRUNG & SUTPHEN, of Prospect, Ohio, exhibited

the "Deluge" chemical engine, which consisted of a 20-gallon

tank mounted on a truck with rubber tire wheels. The en-

gine is especially adapted for service in car houses. There was
also included in this exhibit Royal coach hand extinguishers

for the interior of cars. C. H. Sutphen, of Columbus, and S.

L. Wottrung, of Prospect, Ohio, were in attendance.

THE OLIVER MACHINERY COMPANY, of Grand Rap-
ids, Mich., was represented, in building No. 3, by J. Herbert

Armstrong.

THE BUHNE METAL COMPANY, of New York, ex-

hibited fibrous babbitt steam packing. This packing is made
of long, fine fibers of soft babbitt metal. The company was
represented by T. M. Remington.

THE INTERNATIONAL FENCE & FIRE PROOFING
COMPANY, of Columbus, Ohio, exhibited wire fences and
wire railroad gates for right of way fences. In addition to the

fence exhibit, a working exhibit was made of a concrete mixer.

A small model of the mixer was shown in operation, being

driven by an electric motor. J. M. Campbell, of Columbus,
Ohio, represented the company.

THE HARRISON SAFETY BOILER WORKS, of Phila-

delphia, had on exhibition a Cochrane feed-water heater and a

steam separator. The heater shown was of 250-hp capacity.

A portion of the steam separator was cut away in such a man-
ner that the position of the baffle inside could be seen. I. E.

Harris, of Philadelphia, represented the company.

THE BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE COMPANY,
of Detroit, Mich., had on exhibition several hand and elec-

trically operated bookkeeping and accounting machines. The
electrically operated machines were connected to the mains en-

tering the building and were shown in operation. C. N. Smith,

head of business systems department, represented the company.

J. H. WAGENHORST & COMPANY, of Youngstown,
Ohio, exhibited two blue printing machines. Each machine
consisted of a cylinder of glass over which the tracing is placed

and a mechanism for gradually lowering an arc lamp through

the cylinder. Donald Parson, of Youngstown, Ohio, repre-

sented the company.

THE STATE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, of Cleve-

land, exhibited several barrels of "Metla-Cota," a preparation

which is applied to the inside of steam boilers with the object

of preventing the formation of scale and of increasing the life

of the metal. John McDonald, president; G. A. Bethel, dis-

trict agent in Columbus and the vicinity, and Walter Watt, of

Cleveland, represented the company.

THE PERRY SIDE BEARING COMPANY, of Joliet, 111.,

had on exhibition several roller side bearings for truck bolsters.

The bearings shown were designed especially for electric rail-

way service. H. M. Perry exhibited the bearings.

THE AMERICAN SEWER PIPE COMPANY, of Pitts-

burg, made a very complete display of sewer pipe and tile con-
duits. One of the sewer pipes shown was 36 ins. in diameter.
Conduits varying in size from those of one to those of six ducts
were exhibited. The company was represented by J. M. Mc-
Clave, of Pittsburg, and Earl D. Hawke, of Columbus.

THE MAGANN AIR BRAKE COMPANY, of Detroit and
Toronto, had a working exhibit consisting of a complete air

compressor station and a complete car air brake equipment. A
motor with automatic starter was employed to drive a Magann
air compressor of 35 cu. it. capacity per minute. Two storage
tanks served as reservoirs for the compressed air. On a double-
truck flat car equipped complete with trucks, brake apparatus,
including cylinders, storage tanks and engineer's valves, was
installed. The attention of exhibitors was drawn to several

features of the compressor. The crank runs in an oil bath, and
all the working parts are supplied with oil by means of the

splash system of lubrication. A pump circulates the cooling
water only when the compressor is in operation. W. K. Omick,
superintendent, and F. V. Harrison, mechanical engineer, were
in attendance at the exhibit.

THE CONSOLIDATED ENGINE STOP COMPANY, of

New York City, exhibited Monarch and Corliss or Springfield

engine stops. These were electrically connected in such a man-
ner as to show the method of operating the devices. The com-
pany was represented by A. W. Lenderoth, consulting engineer
for the company, and H. Quackenbush, Western agent.

THE NEWMAN CLOCK COMPANY, of Chicago, ex-
hibited several kinds of watchman's clocks. These clocks are
carried by the watchman, and keys, by means of which records
are imprinted on a paper chart in the clock, are hung at stations.

A. E. Newman and C. E. Renshaw represented the company.

THE C. LEE COOK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
exhibited Cook's metallic packing for piston rods and Corliss
valve stems. Several sizes of packings were shown. A cider

barrel in the rear of the booth was patronized by all visitors.

C. Lee Cook represented the company personally.

THE JAMES G. WILSON MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, of New York, had on exhibition four types of doors;
a sliding swing door, a rolling wood door, a rolling corrugated
steel door and a slat steel door. The latter two were particu-
larly adapted for use in car houses. These are provided with a

trolley device which permits the current to be continued into the
building. The trolley wheel is carried to the door proper by
means of pans supported from above the door by long, curved
arms. When raised, the bottom bar of the door bridges the

gap between the pans which would otherwise exist. The doors
are operated either by means of chain gears or electric motors.
A special feature of all the rolling doors shown was a reciprocat-
ing mechanism for moving the shaft carrying the door back-
wards and forwards as the door ascends or descends. The
mechanism and method of operation of the doors were ex-
plained to visitors by A. H. Dodge, district manager, and Les-
ter G. Wilson, engineer of the company.

MR. J. E. WHITTLESEY, of Pittsburg, represented the

Heine Safety Boiler Company.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC COMPANY, of Cleveland,
Ohio, manufacturers of the well-known Buckeye incandescent
lamp, was ably represented by Messrs. Bliss & Evans. The new
Buckeye tantalum, with which the lobby of The Chittenden
was brilliantly illuminated, attracted a great deal of favorable
comment.

MR. E. C. BENEDICT, of the J. P. Devine Company, of

Buffalo, N. Y., was very much in evidence. The The Passburg
vacuum drying and impregnating apparatus which this com-
pany makes is in use generally by manufacturers and repairers

of coils, etc., and is attracting the attention of railroad repair

shops.

MR. J. S. LAPP, manager of the Locke Insulator Manufac-
turing Company, was on hand with samples of Victor high-ten-

sion insulators in various sizes and types. These were exhibited

in the booth of the Electric Service Supplies Company.
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THE PEACOCK BRAKE FAMILY AT COLUMBUS.-
One of the most frequented booths at the convention was that

of the National Brake Company, of Buffalo, N. Y., where the

manufacturers of the well-known Peacock brake had provided

cozy quarters for their friends. Here they displayed, in a very

attractive manner, six models in aluminum, cast from the regu-

lar patterns of the brake, showing the different sizes of frames

and drums in which this brake is manufactured to suit the vari-

ous types of cars on which they are installed. Within the three

years during which this brake has been upon the market it has

been used on over 525 different roads; more than 200 of these

have been added since the last convention. The company has

also recently entered into contracts with the Cincinnati Car

Company, the St. Louis Car Company and the Niles Car Com-

pany, whereby these companies make the Peacock brake the

standard hand brake on the cars manufactured by them. This

success is to be attributed to the aggressive work which the

management of this company and its representatives have done

throughout the country in bringing the brake to the attention

of the individual roads. In addition to the actual headquarters

of the company in Building No. 2, the company was well repre-

sented in all the brake equipments of the various exhibit cars

shown in the open pavilion at the Columbus convention. There

were in attendance at the convention this year, as representatives

of this company, G. S. Ackley, president; W. D. Brewster, secre-

tary; F. D. Miller, treasurer; W. W. Miller, manager St. Louis

office; J. A. Edwards, Metropolitan District and New England,

and E. C. Rutherford, of Canada.

THE ECLIPSE RAILWAY SUPPLY COMPANY, of

Cleveland, showed two varieties of its well-known tilting life

guard; one of them a new type designed to slide under the car

when not in use. Two over bearings and one under bearing, all

three equipped with rollers, render it easy to move the platform

in or out. Benj. Lev and Ross Forward were present.

JOSEPH T. RYERSON & SON, of Chicago, showed a

glass working model of the Continental tubular boiler. It was

heated by incandescent lamps and showed the circulation of

steam throughout the boiler. The boiler is fitted with the Mor-

rison corrugated furnace, and it has been adopted for a num-

ber of large interurban power stations. Other exhibits included

the Ryerson key seating machine and a line of Simplex jacks,

the most interesting of which was a 30-ton jack which could be

handled by one man. F. B. Slocum, E. T. Hendee and A. P.

VanSchaick were in attendance.

THE LIBERTY BELL COMPANY, of Bristol, Conn.,

showed the Liberty cushion harp, which is fitted with two small

springs, giving a cushion effect in making curves or at points

where the tension is uneven. E. D. Rockwell and M. J. Horton

were in charge.

THE KEYSTONE BRAKE-SHOE COMPANY, of New

York, attracted a great deal of attention with the wedge type of

interchangeable brake-shoe, which was fully described and illus-

trated in our issue of Oct. 13. The facts that there is no scrap

to this shoe and that it can be attached to any type of head, made

it most interesting- to all operators. Charles H. Piatt, George

Hoadley and V. B. Lamb were present. The Keystone Brake-

Shoe Company, in addition to its exhibit, distributed at the con-

vention a very attractive circular, descriptive of and illustrating

its new type of brake-shoe. The circular requested the honest

judgment "of the railroad world on this new type of shoe and .pre-

sented very strong claims for its safety, efficiency and economy.

A few of the circulars were issued with a leather cover as an

edition de luxe.

THE STERLING-MEAKER COMPANY, of Newark,

N. J., showed its "Five Modern Registers," all of the geared

type.
' A feature was the new printing register which gives a

record of all fares. A new roller bearing trolley base was con-

structed so that at any angle of the pole there was the same

tension on the springs; in other words, the same tension with

any height of trolley. The Giant hand brake is provided with

a new feature in the shape of a cam on the hub, so that the

brake takes up quickly with a small leverage. A new center hang-

ing fixture was shown for side-seat cars. It places the operat-

ing straps directly over the head of the conductor in the center

oAhe aisle, and at the same time operates from either side of

the car.

THE YALE & TOWNE MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY New York, showed two new motor-driven hoists, the

motor being designed for railway circuits where the voltage fluctu-

ation is great. One of the hoists had a controller giving two

speeds for raising or lowering, while the other had four speeds

lor raising and lowering. These cranes were portable, being

shifted either by hand or motor drive. The company is just

installing a 2-ton ash and coal conveyor with 800 ft. travel, both

motor driven and motor operated, for the Nashville Railway &
Light Company. Several hand-power cranes were shown, in-

cluding a 20-ton triplex block for power houses and shops. It

could be operated from one or both sides, the use of two chains

giving double the raising or lowering speed that could be se-

cured with one chain. C. W. Beaver and H. E. Deckerman
were in charge.

DOSSERT & COMPANY, of New York, showed the Dossert

solderless connection for cables, motor leads and other heavy

feed wires. The railing around the booth was put up with these

joints. E. A. Dossert and H. B. Logan explained the advan-

tages of the joint.

THE FRANK RIDLON COMPANY, of Boston, showed
a large line of street railway specialties, including the

Ridlon trolley retriever, a patent babbitting device which

eliminates the necessity for finishing the surface, the Maguire
forged steel rail brace, a series arc lamp for street railway cir-

cuits, the well-known Shawmut pure copper bonds and trolley

wheels, a new automatic vestibule door fastener, the Kilburn

track sander, a patent coil taping device, together with a large

line of car fittings. The new Ridlon retriever has an excellent

feature, in that the conductor cannot return the trolley to the

wire until he has set the retriever. It can be set to pull down
to any distance under 3 ft. Henry A. Kellog, Frank Master-

son and L. C. Norton represented the company.
%

THE W. T. VAN DORN COMPANY, of Chicago, attracted

a great deal of attention with a model of an all-steel box car.

The outside casing and ends had circular corrugations pressed

into them, which, it was claimed, greatly increased the strength

of the part. The end sections were in one piece, while the

side sections were in three pieces. The -car roof was also cor-

rugated from the running board, and the top was crimped over

and braced inside. The company is prepared to furnish corru-

gated steel ends for old box cars. Several varieties of couplers

were shown, including the No. 20 long radius, automatic coupler,

similar to that used on the Scioto Valley Traction Company.
W. T. VanDorn and John Sequist were in charge.

THE W. R. GARTON COMPANY, of Chicago, which has

the Central West agency on a large number of manufactured

articles, had an extensive exhibition, and a number of the man-
ufacturers had special exhibits with those of their agent. The
Lima Porcelain Insulator Company, of Lima, N. Y., showed a

line of high and low-tension insulators, making a feature of in-

sulators designed for 180,000 volts for a Western transmission

company. The Lord Electric Company, of Boston, showed a

line of Thomas bonds and Shaw lightning arresters. The Amer-
ican Electric Company, of Chicago, showed its railway dis-

patching car and line telephones, a new line recently taken up

by the Garton Company. The telephones are designed for either

central energy or local magneto operation. On the car 'phone

the cord was attached to the 'phone with a reel and plug, the

plug being attached to jack boxes on fjcles. The Wapak
Anchor Company, of Wapakoneta, Ohio, attended the national

convention for the first time and showed a line of its anchors,

together with a number of photographs showing recent tests

made with the anchor. The Economy Electric Company, of

Boston, showed samples of armatures and coils and rewinding.

The Maine Hub Manufacturing Company showed samples of

birch pins, which are not treated in any way, and which are

said to be superior to other varieties of wood. E. W. Bliss

Company, of New York, had samples of gears, pinions, gear

cases, the latter having wood sides and steel rims. The Gar-

ton Company showed a new high-efficiency lamp which it is

having made to its order; a new tubular steel trolley pole which

it is having built to order, and a line of bells and gongs. The

Lord Electric Company had present Edwin H. Hamlin and

George B. Crane. The American Electric Telephone Company
was represented by H. Henderson. The Wapak Hollow Ware
Company was represented by H. R. Hicks, and the E. W. Bliss

Company by B. W. Stone. The Garton Company's force in-

cluded W. R. Garton, C. E. Ewing, L. E. Bearbaum and H.

M. Kennedy.

ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, of Boston, featured a new high-tension oil switch

operating device. It was designed to be thrown by an auto-

matic overload relay or by a trip on the switchboard. The

throwing of the switch on the board energizes a magnet in the
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base of the switch mechanism and throws up a plunger into a

dash pot, which gives a cushion effect to the opening of the oil

switch. Several other varieties of switches were shown. J.

M. Anderson, Ernest Woltmann and N. W. Hincher were

present.

THE G. W. EORD COMPANY, of Philadelphia, which for

the past forty-five years has supplied practical and satisfactory

boiler compounds and chemicals, was represented by Col. Nat

P. Lane, Capt. J. E. Dougherty, V. L. Lawrence and Edward
McCarthy.
THE ELLIOTT BROTHERS ELECTRIC COMPANY, of

Cleveland, showed its armature and field coils, laying particular

stress upon impregnated coils recently brought out. W. H.

Elliott and A. S. Elliott were present.

THE CINCINNATI CAR COMPANY, of Cincinnati, dis-

played one of the magnificent 63-ft. parlor buffet cars built for

limited service on the Schoepf properties in Ohio and Indiana.

The car came to the convention on its own power, bringing a

number of the officials of the Lima & Toledo Traction Company,
for which system the car was built. The car was a duplicate of

the cars used in Indianapolis-Ft. Wayne limited service, and

illustrated and described in the Souvenir Number. It had a

9-ft. rear platform with seats for smokers, high back roll plush

seats in the main passenger compartment, and leather chairs in

the smoker, a buffet between the two compartments and a bag-

gage compartment in common with the motorman's cab. The
car was equipped with Westinghouse traction brakes, Westing-

house No. 85 motors with the Westinghouse electric pneumatic
control, heavy Baldwin M. C. B. trucks. Robert Dunning was
present.

KILBOURNE & JACOBS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
of Columbus, showed samples of side and center-dump ballast

cars.

THE AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, of Schenec-

tady, showed two special trucks designed for the New York
Central. One was a trailer truck weighing 11,000 lbs. and de-

signed for a load on center plate of 38,000 lbs., and the other a

motor truck weighing, including motor, 27,700 lbs., and ex-

cluding motors 15,300 lbs., and designed for a load of 40,000 lbs.

on center plate. William Wampler and B. H. Hunt were in

charge.

THE MAC DONALD TICKET & TICKET BOX COM-
PANY, of Cleveland, demonstrated its cash fare receipt and
receipt holder which is being adopted by many interurban roads

in the Central West. During the past few weeks the company
has placed its device on the Lake Shore Electric Railway, the

Kansas City & Leavenworth and the Ft. Wayne & Springfield

Traction Company. Murdock MacDonald was present for the

company.
THE NATIONAL TICKET COMPANY, of Cleveland,

which describes its field by the saying, "If it's a ticket, we
can make it," showed a number of samples of tickets, including

the interchangeable coupon book adopted by Ohio interurban

roads and printed by this company; a canceling box and turn-

stile for elevateds and other ticket collection. On this machine
a single foot ped?l interlocks the turnstile and cancels the

tickets in one operation. A. J. Reynolds was there for his com-
pany.

THE GENERAL SYSTEMS COMPANY, of Dayton,
showed the Egry system of triplicate or quadruple train orders

and a similar system for making out way bills in duplicate or

triplicate. These systems have been adopted by a number of

interurban roads in the Central West. W. L. Egry and James
Josephi were present.

THE STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, of New York,
showed samples of its P. & B. clear baking varnish, a new line;

also samples of ruberoid car roofing. H. P. Benedict, J. H.
Thomas, F. P. Barker, J. H. Vail and H. H. Cowhurd were
present.

THE BAYONET TROLLEY HARP COMPANY, of

Springfield, Ohio, demonstrated its new quick detachable pole
and harp which was fully described in the Street Railway
Journal for Oct. 13. The company is just beginning to deliver

the device, and received many orders at the convention. Jacob
Olinger, president; S. C. Olinger, secretary-treasurer, and R. A.
Garlough, assistant secretary, were present.

EMIL CALMAN & COMPANY, of New York, explained
the features of Ohmlack insulations and Caiman's solid com-
pound.

THE L. M. BOOTH COMPANY, of New York, showed a
large number of photographs and blue prints of its water soften

ing plants. One of the largest ever installed for electric railway

work is located at the new plant of the Terre Haute Traction

& Light Company, Terre Haute, Ind. N. T. Booth, F. S. Dun-
ham, E. Richardson and L. M. Booth were present.

THE SECURITY REGISTER & MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, of St. Louis and New York, showed several types

of registers and sectional views of same. Col. Giles S. Allison,

who was present, was known to practically every attendant. The
flag in New York was temporarily furled while the colonel was
in Columbus.

THE STANDARD VARNISH WORKS, of New York,

showed samples of its insulation for coils, featuring the solid

compound being used in connection with the Passburg impreg-

nating process, which is growing largely in favor. F. A. Elin-

quist, John Dolf, and L. Robinson were in charge.

THE BUCKEYE ENGINE COMPANY'S stand was con-

stantly a center of attraction, especially for the ladies, because

of the distribution of roses, carnations and souvenir buck-

eyes. The company displayed a large number of photographs

of large" installations in this district, and especial attention was
called to the new Buckeye gas engine which the company is

preparing to push as soon as a tremendous flood of orders for

standard steam engines has been relieved somewhat. V. T.

Price, of Cincinnati; G. A. Pope, of Cleveland, and J. F. Castle

were the hosts.

HEYWOOD BROTHERS & WAKEFIELD COMPANY, of

Wakefield, Mass., showed several varieties of car seats, and an

interesting part of the display was a motor-driven outfit showing

the mechanism and reversing feature of the seat. B. B. Berry was
in charge.

THE FRANKLIN CAR HEATING COMPANY, of Syra-

cuse, N. Y., showed five sizes of its well-known Franklin hot-

water heaters. K. D. Hequembourg was present for the com-
pany, and also in his capacity as director of exhibits was in

large measure responsible for the complete success of this year's

exhibition. In addition to its exhibit of heaters in the main hall,

the company had a demonstration of its pneumatic trolley re-

triever among the car exhibits.

THE ATLAS RAILWAY SUPPLY COMPANY, of Chi-

cago, showed its tie plates, joints and. rail braces. Daniel

Thompson, J. G. McMichael and S. T. Alden entertained callers.

THE ADAMS & WESTLAKE COMPANY, of Chicago,

displayed its large line of lanterns, headlights, signal lamps and

other specialties. Among the new things was a sliding door

lock for New York Central metal cars, a renewable bottom for

a rack in which this section could be taken out for cleaning by

the removal of three screws, and a new automatic signal lamp
with a color changing device giving three colors for each lens in

the lamp. Colors were changed by operating a thumbpiece

causing a frame with a flat glass to' drop back of the lens. The
operating mechanism had an interlocking device which prevents

confusion of colors, and it was equipped with a new non-sweat-

ing ventilator which prevents moisture or frost from getting into

the lamp.

THE McGUIRE-CUMMINGS MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, of Chicago, had an exhibit consisting of several trucks,

a snow-sweeper and a Romunder semi-convertible single-truck

car. One of the trucks shown was a standard M. C. B. truck,

with a 6-ft. wheel base, especially constructed to permit the body

of the car to be placed very low. The parts of the truck were of

such design that repairs could be made in an ordinary machine

shop. The company's No. 39A truck with a wheel base of 4 ft.

3 ins. and the solid steel Columbia single-truck were also ex-

hibited. The snow-sweeper shown was of the single-truck type.

The Romunder semi-convertible car attracted a great deal of

attention. It was of steel-frame construction. The sash were

curved and were provided with curved glass. These, as well as

the flexible panels below them, were raised in an over-head

pocket when it was desired to convert the car to an open one.

The usual deck sash were absent, the car being ventilated through

ventilators over the windows. Five of these cars have been

built for the Citizens' Railway Company, of Lincoln, Neb. F. J.

Ryan, W. J. Cooke and W. A. Stoerzer represented the McGuire-

Cummings Manufacturing Company.

WESTINGHOUSE COMPANIES AT THE CONVEN-
TION.—The Westinghouse exhibits occupied one whole side of

the Agricultural Building in the Fair Grounds, in Section C,

Spaces 4 to 19. The exhibit was lighted by Nernst lamps.

Cooper Hewitt lamps and Westinghouse arc lamps, each of

these types having its peculiar advantages. The Nernst lamp
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gives an illumination which is the nearest approach to daylight

that has been obtained, and is particularly effective in the illum-

ination of terminals and underground stations. The Cooper
Hewitt light is recommended for machine shop use or drafting

rooms where a light is desired which has the least effect on the

eyes. The strain on the eyes from working under its light is

no more tiring than in daylight. The Westinghouse arc lamps
are of course so well known as to need no mention, and their

use is universal for both indoor and outdoor service.

A most comprehensive line of apparatus was on exhibit, in-

cluding almost every type of device used in the electric railway

field. The exhibit of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company included a full line of railway motors, among the

more prominent of which were Nos. 92-A, 101-B, 93-A, 113 and
132-A. An interesting part of the exhibit was the Westinghouse
unit group system of multiple control in operation. This sys-

tem, which has been developed by the Electric Company, is an

ingenious combination of electro-magnetic and pneumatic de-

vices which produce a reliable and effective method of controll-

ing from a single point a single car or a train of cars, all or part

of which are equipped with motors. The arrangement is such

that each motor car operates as an independent self-propelling

unit, which may be connected to other similar units, or to trailer

cars not provided with motors, in any combination whatsoever,

but which is at all times under perfect command. This unit

group system can be used for both alternating and direct-current

motors and for either double or quadruple equipments. It can

be arranged with either automatic or non-automatic acceleration

and for operation either with or without train bus line. The
active element of the main control system is made up of the

following apparatus: A group of unit switches which regulate

the supply of current to the motors; a set of resistances, or an

auto-transformer, which is used in connection with the unit

switch group to control the supply of the motor; a line switch

whidh controls the main supply of current to the unit switch

group, and a reverse switch which covers the brake and car

movement. The auxiliary control derives its energy from a

storage battery which forms part of each car equipment and
actuates the main control through the intervention of com-
pressed air drawn from the brake supply. It comprises the fol-

lowing apparatus: The master controller; the train line; the

line relay switch; the series limit switch; the control cut-out

switch. Perhaps the most important part of the system is the

switch group. This consists of a number of powerful circuit

breakers mounted in a common frame and assembled with their

air cylinders in such a manner that when a valve magnet is

energized the air will be admitted to the cylinder, forcing the

piston forward and closing the switch.

Included in the electric exhibit was also, a complete line of

detail apparatus, such as circuit breakers, lightning arresters,

fuses, fuse blocks, etc., and a line of switchboard instruments.

Westinghouse M. P. (Multipath) lightning arrester, which is

suitable for either alternating-current or direct-current service,

embodies a new principle. By a special method of development

tests, an arrester has been produced which has an indefinite

length of life and offers a freedom of discharge many times

greater than any low-voltage arrester now on the market. The
arrester takes its name from the fact that the static discharge

separates itself over the block along a number of minute dis-

charge paths, multipath, hence the name. The voltage across

each gap is very small, therefore the line cannot maintain an arc

across them.

The Westinghouse Traction Brake Company had working
racks showing the company's various air brake equipments. It

also showed a motor-driven blowing outfit. In connection with

the exhibit of the Westinghouse Traction Brake Company there

was shown a working model of the American automatic slack

adjuster, manufactured by the American Brake Company, of

St. Louis, Mo.; also an automatic air and steam coupler, manu-
factured by the Westinghouse Automatic Air & Steam Coupler
Company, of St. Louis.

A number of cars on exhibit in other sections were fully

equipped with Westinghouse air brake apparatus of the im-

proved type.

Referring to the air brake equipments, a short description of

the different types is of interest. The SMI straight air brake

equipment consists essentially of an air supply, a main reservoir

and a brake cylinder, a foundation brake leverage transmitting

the brake effort from the brake cylinder to the wheels, a brake

valve for admitting air from the main reservoir to the brake
cylinder, and in return releasing the pressure, and a governor
for controlling the pressure in the main reservoir and cutting the

pump out of operation when the desired maximum pressure is

reached. This equipment represents the highest type of straight

air brake and is intended for use on single cars only, since the
moment two cars or more are operated together as a train, it is

absolutely necessary to apply some form of automatic brake in

order to be able to control the separate car in case of a

break-in-two.

The A M M equipment was shown in a five-car train arrange-
ment. This equipment is designed for use in trains of from
three to five cars, consisting of all motor cars or motor and
trailer-car combinations, as may be desired. The equipment is

essentially an automatic brake and is designed for either a single

pipe line or an additional control pipe line as desired, depending
upon the operating conditions of the road on which it is to be
installed. It consists of a very simple brake valve in the released

position of which a wide-open connection is made from the con-
trol line beyond the feed valve to the brake pipe, therefore

securing feed valve pressure on top of the rotary, which prevents

the overcharging of the brake pipe and consequently of the

auxiliary reservoirs on the front part of the train. This partic-

ular feature cannot be too strongly emphasized, as it is a very

important point in connection with the satisfactory handling of

short trains, and especially single cars, with automatic brakes.

This is a very popular form of automatic brake, especially for

interurban train service.

The AMR equipment was also shown in a working five-car

train model. This equipment is designed for use on trains of

any length, but more particularly for those longer than five

cars. This brake has all the features of quick recharge and
graduated release that pertain to the A M T equipment, and
has in addition regular Westinghouse quick-action features in

the triple valves and a new departure in the matter of a quick-

service feature. This equipment is an automatic air brake of

the highest type, with all the additions and refinements that the

present train operation requires. The features embodied in this

one equipment are graduated release, quick recharge of auxil-

iary reservoirs, quick-serial service application, no overcharging

of brake pipe, prompt response of triple valves after release,

uniform operation of all compressors in a train, and a single

hose pipe only will accomplish this under certain conditions.

The A M S equipment is intended only for use on a motor
car and a non-motor trailer train where the cars are likely to be

operated together the major portion of the time. The equip-

ment consists of a very simple brake valve in the release posi-

tion of which a wide-open connection is made from the feed

valve to the brake pipe, so that the feed valve pressure is on top

of the rotary at all times, and not the variations of the. main
reservoir pressure. The application of the brakes is made in

the regular automatic way by a reduction of pressure in the

brake pipe, both in service and in emergency. In this equip-

ment the motor car is always provided with straight air release.

This equipment is the automatic brake in its simplest form and

yet at the same time designed to meet the new conditions of

surface car operations in two-car trains where a lighter car is

hauled behind a heavier motor car.

The S M E equipment is intended only for two-car trains,

consisting either of a motor car and trailer or two motor cars.

This equipment as applied to two-car trains provides what is in

effect an ordinary straight-air brake for service stops. In emer-

gency, however, a brake-pipe line in which pressure is main-

tained and an exceedingly simple emergency valve provide for

automatic applications in event of the train breaking in two

or at the will of the motorman. In addition, motor cars on

which the S M E apparatus is installed may be operated singly,

as in ordinary straight-air brake practice.

The motor-driven blowing outfits mentioned are made for

both al ernating or direct-current service, and being mounted

on trucks are particularly useful in car houses and power houses

for cleaning generators, motors, or dusting out cars.

The Westinghouse interests had a large force in attendance to

receive visitors, both at the Fair Grounds, where the exhibits

themselves were located, and also at the Westinghouse head-

quarters in Parlor G, Southern Hotel, where every convenience

was provided for the entertainment of visitors, including tele-

phone service, automobiles for trips to the Fair Grounds and

back, etc. Among those present were the following:

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.—W. M.

McFarland, acting vice-president; C. S. Cook, manager railway

and lighting sales; J. A. Brett, R. S. Brown, L. M. Cargo, W.
L. Conwell, Thos. Cooper, H. P. Davis, J. L. Davis, W. F.

Fowler, G. H. Gibbs, J. J. Gibson, G. B. Griffin, J. R. Gordon,

S. B. Keese, C. S. Powell, C. W. Regester, F, F, Rohrer, F. H.
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THE VAN DORN & DUTTON COMPANY
THE VAN DORN-ELLIOTT ELECTRIC CO.

KALAMAZOO RAILWAY SUPPLY COMPANY TAYLOR ELECTRIC TRUCK COMPANY
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Shepard, O. T. Smith, H. C. Stier, N. W. Storer, J. E. Webster,

G. C. Ewing, J. T. Queeny, J. G. Swain, N. S. Braden, and

many of the district men.
Westinghouse Machine Company.—J. B. Allan, C. C. Chap-

pelle, H. D. Watson, Ed. Yawger, H. H. Kerr and N. G. Nag-
genhurst.

Nernst Lamp Company.—James L. Anderson.

Westinghouse Air Brake Company.—G. W. Baker, W. S.

Bartholomew, Robert Burgess, E. A. Craig, E. H. Desson, J. R.

Ellicott, C. R. Ellicott, A. L. Humphrey, S. D. Hutchins, A.

Johnson, J. F. Miller, F. M. Nellis, J. C. Olmsted, C. W. Town-
send and W. V. Turner.

J. C. M. McQuiston, publishing department, was in charge of

the exhibit.

THE NATIONAL BRAKE & ELECTRIC COMPANY,
of Milwaukee, had a booth in Building 3, which was designed

in a color scheme of red, green and white, with gold letters.

The exhibit of apparatus was the most extensive ever made by

this company, and was rendered especially attractive by the

constant operation of the apparatus. Among the apparatus

shown was the new National air compressor, completely assem-

bled, and also with sections of housing cut away, showing the

details of construction of the mechanism, its operation and the

ready accessibility of all parts. The especially distinctive feat-

ures of the motor compressor are as follows: The construc-

tion of the motor and compressor as entirely separate self-con-

tained units; the construction of motor and compressor with

a large air space intervening, which prevents radiation of heat

of the compressor to the motor; the use of a third bearing on

the crankshaft, giving added strength, minimum vibration, and

hence slight noise in operation; the absence of loose bearing

brackets, unsightly goose necks and elbows, and ample in-

sulation of the brush gear. The new National emergency valve

was shown in operation on a two-car equipment. This valve

possesses some decidedly novel features, and its simplicity is

especially noteworthy. The new type N oil pneumatic gov-

ernor was also shown in constant operation, and the small num-
ber of parts, its compactness and freedom from complications

created much interest from representative railway men. The
new engineer's valve was shown automatically operated by a

device which moves the handle back and forth. The novel de-

sign of the wearing parts of the new engineer's valve permits

of 150,000 applications with but one oiling. A complete two-

car schedule O. E. air brake equipment, with automatic features,

was shown, as well as a complete line of repair parts for types of

compressors and other air brake apparatus, together with re-

pair parts for new and improved types. The portable com-
pressor outfit shown presented a very handsome and substantial

appearance, its stout construction being especially noteworthy.

The frame which carries the compressor and its auxiliary ap-

paratus is of channel iron, to withstand the hardest kind of ser-

vice. This outfit was also equipped with the new oil pneumatic

governor, in which burning and pitting of contacts are entirely

obviated by the oil which surrounds the electrical contacts and
all wearing parts. The company's new line of Type N. L. mo-
tors was shown in sizes from 3 hp to 40 hp, inclusive. These
motors are especially designed to meet the growing demand for

motors for machine tool applications. Bulletins of all appara-

tus on exhibition, as well as bulletins of electrical machinery,

were on hand for distribution. The National Company was
represented by S. I. Wailes, sales manager; R. P. Tell, general

manager; W. L. Waters, chief engineer; Griffith Johnson, gen-

eral superintendent; J. T. Cunningham, New York representa-

tive; C. N. Leet, Bert Aikman, W. M. Bisel and W. H. Beattys,

Jr., of the Chicago office; George S. Hastings, Cleveland rep-

resentative; J. T. Perry, of the San Francisco office; W. H.
Goble, of the Philadelphia office; Arthur Jones, of the Arthur

Jones Company, Illinois representatives; R. W. Woodward, of

the Milwaukee office, and R. W. Hutchinson, Jr., manager of

the publicity department.

THE ATHA STEEL CASTING COMPANY, of Newark,
N. J., exhibited the "Titan" steel motor gears. This steel is

so hard that it cannot be machined, yet so tough that test pieces

can be bent through an angle of 180 degs. without fracture.

The gears are accurately ground by special machinery, making
more perfect teeth than the cut teeth. They are cast solid with

separate hub, which is made of soft steel or gray iron and
pressed into the gear with 35 to 45 tons pressure, insuring an

absolutely secure fit. When the gears are applied in similar

manner to the axle no key is necessary. "Titan" gears will

outwear about five cut gears and thus result in economy to

roads using them. No "Titan" gear has broken in service or

comes loose on hub or axle. Among the gears on exhibition

was one which was tested by the Interborough Rapid Transit

Company, on elevated car No. 385. This gear was applied at

the same time as a new cut gear to the other end of the car.

After running 20,000 miles the cut gear broke and had to be

removed. The "Titan" gear was removed also, but showed no
wear. A new "Titan" gear, standard on Interborough Rapid
Transit Company, was shown. Another gear shown was
applied to car No. 1024 of the Public Service Corporation of

New Jersey, on July 24, 1905. The cut gear which was applied

new to the other truck on the same car at the same time was
also shown. Both gears were removed Nov. 13, 1905. The
cut gear was worn out, while the "Titan" gear showed only

about ]-32-in. wear, and all on the pitch line. A new "Titan"

gear, Public Service Corporation standard, 68-tooth, was shown.

Besides making the "Titan" steel motor gears, the Atha Steel

Casting Company manufactures cast-steel body and truck

bolsters for electric and steam roads, and it is stated an "Atha"
bolster has never broken in service. The company exhibited a

cast-steel truck holster similar to those furnished for trucks on
the Cleveland City Electric Railway. The company was repre-

sented by Louis A. Shepard.

THE RICHMOND CONNECTOR COMPANY, of Rich-

mond, Lnd. f
was represented by A. Gordon.

JOHN MILLAR, for more than 20 years master mechanic

of the Chicago Union Traction Company and the International

Railway, of Buffalo, greeted many of his old friends during

convention week. Mr. Millar is now resident manager of the

Chicago office of Charles F. Johnson. This is a new departure

in the equipment^business, by which railroad companies secure

the advice of an experienced, practical man in the selection of

equipment best suited to the requirements of a road.

Wm. WHARTON, JR., & COMPANY had a fine exhibit, taste-

fully decorated and lighted, which stood out prominently in

Building No. 2. Handsome large photographs and prints of

drawings embellished the background, the subjects which these

pictures showed being not less noteworthy. They were as fol-

lows: A view of a large track layout built for the New York
City Railway, the photograph having been taken during installa-

tion; several views showing extremely complicated layouts during

fitting and assembling in the yard of the factory; view of a

part of the Chicago Union Elevated road during installation of

a layout built entirely of Wharton manganese steel, and an in-

stantaneous photo, of the "Pennsylvania Limited" going over a

Wharton manganese steel frog at full speed, giving proof of the

use of manganese steel on main lines under the heaviest and
fastest service. In connection with this view, a manganese steel

frog, taken out of the Pennsylvania R. R. tracks, among the

articles exhibited attracted probably the most attention. The
history of this frog is very interesting. After having done ser-

vice for 4 years and 47 days in a place where the traffic was
so heavy that an ordinary frog only lasted 3 months, it was
taken out of the track, restored to good surface by the Wharton
Company through a patented process, and put back in the track

in the same place, doing 2 years and 64 days more service, thus

outlasting over twenty-five ordinary frogs, a most remarkable
record for the superior quality of the Wharton manganese
steel. Switches and frogs, both of girder and T-rail, illus-

trating the various types of construction, formed the other parts

of the exhibit, supplemented by various models by which the

interior details of the devices were explained. As novelties,

might be named the H. T. type tongue switch with a most sub-

stantial adjustable heel fastening; a new combination tongue
locking and spring device that can readily be changed from one
to the other and can be operated by a spiral spring, flat spring

or weight, as may be preferred; interurban main line switch

for interurban roads, etc. The company was represented by

Wm. Wharton, Jr., president: V. Angerer, vice-president; R.

C. McCloy, sales agent; H. F. McDermott, G. Lyman, T L.

Hantey, engineers and representatives; A. I. Partridge, M. Mc-
Lain, J. B. Robinson and J. W. Stringfellow.

THE BARBOUR-STOCKWELL COMPANY, of Cambridge-

port, Mass., was represented by F. F. Stockwell, W. W. Field

and H. R. Luther.

THE NEW YORK CAR & TRUCK COMPANY, of Kings-

ton, N. Y., was represented by Frank W. Curtis, general sales

agent, and Thomas F. Carey, of Boston.

G. M. GEST, engineer and contractor, was represented by W.
T. Jackson, commercial engineer.
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CHARLES F. JOHNSON, of Cleveland, New York, Chi-

cago and Buffalo, reports some large purchases and sales

through his chain of offices. He has purchased and owns over

400 latest types of railway motors and more than 200 cars com-

ing from the Public Service Corporation, of Newark, N. J.; the

Cleveland Electric Railway, the International Railway, of Buf-

falo; the Cincinnati Traction Company, and others. He re-

ports large sales to the Chicago Union Traction Company, the

Toronto Railway, the Illinois Traction System, Dayton & Xenia

Traction Company, Niagara, St. Catherines & Toronto Rail-

way; London Southwestern Traction Company, Lake Shore

Electric Railway, Meadville Traction Company, Aurora & De-
Kalb line, and many others.

THE ALLIS-CHALMERS COMPANY occupied 1400 sq.

ft. of space which had been decorated throughout in green and

black, with mission style of furniture, and the railings painted

a color to match. Palms and cut flowers were also used to

give greater attractiveness to the booth. On the walls were

hung large framed pictures, illustrating the various types of

machinery manufactured by the Allis-Chalmers Company, such

as steam turbines, reciprocating steam engines, gas engines,

hydraulic turbines, condensers, boiler feed pumps, electrical ap-

paratus of various kinds, rock breakers for ballast plants, etc.

The exhibit proper consisted of the apparatus used by street

railway systems, prominent among which were two Allis-Chal-

mers railway motors, one of 50 hp and the other of 75 hp, to-

gether with controller and resistance girds; a complete line of

Christensen air brake apparatus, now manufactured solely by the

Allis-Chalmers Company; stationary and movable blading from

an Allis-Chalmers steam turbine; Allis-Chalmers power trans-

formers, both assembled and in various stages of construction;

Allis-Chalmers induction motors, potential starters, etc.

The air brake apparatus was assembled on a frame similar to

the arrangement used on a car, and was put in operation when-

ever any one wished to see it working. Visitors had a further

demonstration of the efficiency of the Christensen air brake in

observing the operation of the street railway system of Co-

lumbus, as both the local lines and the interurban cars in

Columbus are almost entirely equipped with this apparatus, and

the motormen showed that they understood it thoroughly. The
induction motors exhibited by the Allis-Chalmers Company,
although not strictly in the line of street railway apparatus,

were a center of attraction, and seemed to be greatly admired

by the delegates, particularly because of their powerful and

finished appearance. The steam turbine model also underwent

almost constant inspection. Visitors were particularly inter-

ested in the method of securing the blading and of protecting

the tips by means of a shroud ring—a device that is patented

and can be used in this country only by the Allis-Chalmers

Company.
The exhibit was in charge of C. A. Tupper. Other repre-

sentatives of the company present were F. C. Randall, W. W.
Power, J. H. Denton, W. S. Doran, G. B. Foster, W. T. Mc-
Caskey, A. N. Libby, W. S. Heger, O. A. Stranahan, H. A.

Strauss, M. W. Thomas, George Voigt, H. S. Buell, F. C. Col-

well, C. E. Lord, W. J. Buckley, W. H. Powell, Ervin Dryer,

Fred. L. Webster, J. W. Murray, J. W. Gardner, A. Brodock,

B. A. Behrend, Louis Bogen, E. Mattman, David Hall, W. B.

Spellmire, W. J. Richards, W. D. Pomeroy, B. Ellshoff and Lea

Nicholson.

THE*GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, in addition to

its many different lines, exhibited a portable air compressor

outfit which promises to fill in a most satisfactory manner thr

demand for such apparatus. It consists of a portable truck with

4-ft. x 5-ft. platform, a compressor, governor and gage being

mounted on top of the platform, while the tanks are located be-

neath. It is equipped with a portable connecting cable and

hose, the entire outfit making a most convenient addition to the

equipment of a car house or repair shop. The very considerable

interest on the part of the railway men in the single-phase sys-

tem led the General Electric Company to exhibit a complete

equipment. Following its usual policy, the company showed the

very latest development in this field, which is an adaptation of

the Sprague-General Electric multiple unit control system to

single-phase work. The simplicity of this outfit, which is most

complete and flexible, was quite in contrast with the compli-

cated designs exhibited at earlier conventions. The equipment

shown was one of those on order from the Central Illinois

Construction Company. A novel and interesting feature of the

General Electric Company's exhibit was a CP-21 air compressor

from which various parts had been sq cut out as to permit ex-

amination of all the details of construction of both the electrical

and mechanical mechanism.
For the first time at any convention there was exhibited in the

General Electric Company's space a commutating or inter-pole

motor for railway use. This motor is known as the GE-100
and has a normal rating of 100 hp. In selecting line material

for exhibition at Columbus, the General Electric Company
brought only some of its latest devices, particular attention being

paid to the subject of catenary construction. A few other gen-

eral railway supplies, including a sample board of rail bonds,

were also shown. One of the most ingenious devices recently

presented to the trade is the large capacity automatic circuit

breaker shown by the company. This device consists of a mo-
tor-operated circuit breaker in combination with a main switch

also' motor-operated. It has a capacity of 12,000 amps, at 650

volts. The circuit breaker and switch may be controlled from
a distance, making it necessary to run only one wire from the

switchboard to the point of control. The General Electric

Company's exhibit space was lighted by 250-watt Gem lamps
with Holophane reflectors. Beside these the new tantalum

lamp was also used in the most effective manner. The com-
pany's arrangements at the convention were complete. In the

Southern Hotel the headquarters and bureau of information

were established on the mezzanine floor, where a private, tele-

phone line was installed. At the Fair Grounds the exhibit con-

tained, as usual, attractive reception quarters with telephone,

stationery and literature at the disposal of visitors.

Among those representing the company were the following:

J. R. Lovejoy, Schenectady; C. C. Peirce, Boston; G. D. Rosen-
thal, St. Louis; H. L. Monroe, Chicago; R. E. Moore, Phila-

delphia; E. H. Ginn, Atlanta; J. J. Mahoney, New York; H. H.
Crowell, Buffalo; E. H. Anderson, C. E. Barry, H. N. Ransom,
E. D. Priest, W. G. Carey, W. C. Andrews and F. E. Case, all of

Schenectady ; W. J. Hanley, Columbus ; M. M. Corbin, Cincin-

nati; H. H. Corson, Memphis, and Frank H. Gale, manager of

publicity.

THE H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE COMPANY, of New
York, as usual had a very attractive and interesting exhibit

located in Building No. 4. As is well known, this firm manu-
factures and handles a very large and diversified line of railway

supplies and electrical and insulating materials of various kinds.

One of the more recent products of the company, and which

attracted considerable attention, was the "Transite" asbestos

fireproof doors recently developed from transformers and oil

switches in power houses, using high-tension currents. The
object of these doors is to prevent persons coming into contact

with the apparatus, as well as to protect the apparatus -itself

from short circuits between adjacent parts. In modern trans-'

former stations, the most approved construction is to surround

high-tension transformers and switches with brick walls in front

of which moveable doors, made of "Transite" asbestos fireproof

lumber, are placed. These doors are absolutely fireproof and

will prevent danger to both persons and property. The ma-
terial from which they are made, "Transite," is a fireproof

sheathing, the basis of which is asbestos fiber. It is mechan-
ically much stronger than ordinary asbestos board and has a

density that makes the finished material practically non-ab-

sorbent and possessed of the very highest heat-resisting proper-

ties. It will stand much rougher usage than slate, being harder

and tougher, but not so brittle. This material is also being ex-

tensively used in various ways about electric light and railway

plants.

The exhibit of the company also included a very complete line

of "Molded Mica" overhead line material and fittings for low

and high-tension railway service, trolley wheels, cable anchors,

electric car heaters, etc. A representative line of insulating

materials, including "Vulcabeston," "Phoenix" and "Monarch"
insulation was shown, suitable for controllers, motors, arc lamps

and other special work requiring high heat-resisting combined

with perfect insulating properties.

As usual, an extensive line of "Noark" enclosed fuses, blocks,

contacts and fittings for all voltages up to 10,000 volts were ex-

hibited. These included subway and service boxes for railway and

light service for 250, 600 and 2500-volt circuits. Porcelain high-

tension insulators for voltages up to and including 75,000 volts,

and malleable iron and forged high-tension pins for all types of

high-tension insulators were shown, as well as a line of third

rail insulators, constructed of reconstructed granite and porcelain.

The following representatives were in attendance: J. W.
Perry, manager electrical department, New York; H. M. Voor-

his, Philadelphia; J. W. Hardy, Milwaukee; F. E. Johnson,. St.

Louis; H. M. Frantz, Chicago; R. R. Braggins, Cleveland; R.
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W. Harnes, New York; C. B. Reed, Pittsburg; Harry Gillett,

Cleveland, and R. B. Montgomery, Pittsburg.

THE CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY, of Pittsburg, Pa.,

exhibited a full-size set of steel switch and cross-ties upon

which girder rail branch-off was laid to show exactly the ap-

pearance when used in connection with special work. On ac-

count of the simplicity of section, the railway men could see

at a glance what an easy matter it is to apply this steel tie in any

kind of work at any point in the track. The tie is a modified

I-beam construction and is finished in three different sizes weigh-

ing 19 7-10 lbs., i4 l/2 lbs. and g
l/2 lbs. per ft. respectively. The

dimensions according to the foregoing sizes are as follows:

Depth, s
TA ins., 4%. ins. and 3 ins.; bottom flange, 8 ins., 6 ins.

and 4 ins., and top flange, 4^ ins., 4 ins. and 3 ins., respectively.

The size to be used is determined by the character of work.

The tendency toward concrete track construction is rapidly

growing, and while the heaviest section is used in concrete in

several cities, the medium of 14^-lb. section has been designed

so as to reduce the cost of this work and still be as efficient as

the heaviest section. The lightest or 9^2-lb. section is adapted

to narrow gage and other tracks where traffic is light. The
Duquesne rail joint for all standard American Society sections

was also exhibited. This is simply an angle-bar rolled with an

additional amount of metal forming a lower flange extending
beneath the base of the rail to such a depth as to produce a

girder joint equal in strength and elasticity to the rail itself.

After the section is rolled and cut to 1 ngth a portion of the

lower flange is cut off to permit proper spacing of ties, allowing
sufficient to remain to give proper reinforcement. The exhibit

and decorations were very attractive and held the attention of

all the delegates and visitors in attendance.

The following representatives were in attendance: W. P.

Siebert, N. M. Hench, L. C. Lustenberger, F. W. Highberger,
W. A. Bostwick, C. L. Wood and S. B. Rainey, from the general

office at Pittsburg; John E. Woods, Robert A. Bruce, Robert
H. Graham, K. E. Porter, from the Cincinnati sales office; F. C.

Deming, from the Buffalo sales office, and C. C. Wright, from
the Cleveland sales office.

THE CONSOLIDATED CAR-HEATING COMPANY
showed its' complete assortment of standard and special electric

heaters, and switches for heaters, car lights, headlights and
switchboards. Heater resistance coils were shown in detail,

illustrating the McElroy spiral resistance coil construction,

which is used in all types of heaters and for which the following
advantages are claimed: The spiral coil being supported con-
tinuously in helical grooves on porcelain spindles, the insulation

is made perfect; no vibration is possible and a great length of

low-resistance wires can be used in limited space; the coils

operate at a low temperature, owing to the heat being distrib-

uted over a large radiating surface; the resistance coils are
guaranteed for five years against any failure caused by faulty

construction.

The following were some of the latest types of heaters shown:
Portable cab heater used in heating the motorman's cab; in

this heater a special high-resistance coil is used so that it can
be connetcted directly across the line voltage, independently of

the heaters in the car, and can be transferred from one end of

the car to the other, according to the direction in which the car
is running. The double-coil single-spindle cross-seat heater
with all leads brought out at one end of the heater into a junc-
tion box where connections are made, doing away with exposed
wires in the car. This type of heater is being installed in 100
new cars for the Brooklyn Heights Railroad. Special New
York Central type of heater, which will be used on cars in the
electrified zone of the New York Central. Single-coil panel
heaters of the Cincinnati Traction Company type. Panel heaters
for steel cars of the type used by the Subway, Long Island
Railroad and the Boston Elevated Railway. Heaters for office

and house purposes arranged for operation across either 500,
240 or 120 volts.

A very complete line of switches for controlling heater cir-

cuits, car lights, headlights and special switchboards were also
shown. The company is making a specialty of building switches
and switchboards in the construction of which the double quick
break knife switch with fuses and connections are all arranged
on substantial slate bases. The company was represented by
Cornell S. Hawley, S. Butler Keys, W. S. Hammond, Jr., and
F. W. Brownell.

THE LORD ELECTRIC COMPANY, of Boston, exhibited
Shaw non-arcing lightning arresters and various types of the
Thomas soldered rail bond. The method of applying the bonds

was shown by means of short sections of rails with the joints

bonded. Torches for heating the bonds and clamps used in

applying them were also exhibited. The exhibit was made in

connection with that of the W. R. Garton Company, which is

the representative of the Lord Electric Company in the Middle
West. G. B. Crane and E. M. Hamlin represented the com-
pany.

THE J. A. FAY & EGAN COMPANY, of Cincinnati, ex-

hibited woodworking machines adapted for use in car building
and repair shops. One of the machines shown was a hollow
chisel mortiser for miscellaneous mortising. There was also

exhibited a special square column extra heavy 36-in. band saw.
Both machines were motor-driven. Clifford P. Egan and J. J.

Sexton represented the company.

THE NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, of Cleveland,

Ohio, had a complete display of carbon brushes for street rail-

way motors and carbons for arc headlights. N. C. Cotabish,
sales manager; F. D. Kathe, A. G. Cummerell and J. F. Kerlin
represented the company. „

THE NILES CAR & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, of

Niles, Ohio, exhibited three interurban cars. All of the cars

were completely equipped. Two of the cars exhibited were built

for the Columbus, Delaware & Marion Traction Company.
They were probably the longest' cars ever built for electric inter-

urban service, as they measured 67 ft. over all. Some of the
other dimensions were: Width over all, 8 ft. 8 ins.; height of

body, 9 ft. 5 ins.; height, track to roof, 12 ft. io ins.; truck
centers, 44 ft. .The interior arrangement of these cars was quite

out of the ordinary. The main passenger compartment was in

the forward portion. The smoking compartment behind this

was built almost the full width of the car. A corridor along
side of it connected the main passenger compartment with
the baggage room in the rear of the car, from which entrance
to the smoking room was obtained. A ladies' toilet room
opened out into the corridor, while the gentleman's toilet room
was located in the extreme rear of the car behind the hot-water
heater, which was of the Peter Smith type. The interior of the
car was furnished in dark figured mahogany, with artistic inlay

of rare colored woods. With movable chairs the car had a

seating capacity of 40. The weight of the body was about 35,000
lbs. Another interurban car shown was a cafe car built for the

Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Railway. This car contained a smok-
ing room in one end and a parlor compartment in the other.

These were connected by a narrow corridor, on one side of which
was located a lavatory and toilet room and a buffet compartment.
The body was bolted to an independent steel bottom fram-
ing having 9-in. I-beams for outside members. The length of
the car was 52 ft. io z/2 ins. over all, and its width over all, 8 ft.

10 ins. The company was represented by J. A. Hanna, F. C.
Robbins, F. A. Richards and A. W. Schall.

fHE LUMEN BEARING COMPANY, of Buffalo, N. Y.,

had a small but attractive exhibit in Building No. 2. One of
the special features of the exhibit was a working model of the
company's new form of journal bearing. In this journal the
lower edge of the inside of the bearing is concave, so that the

011 gathers there, as in a pocket, and is then carried up between
the shaft and the bearing, where it spreads out in a thin film.

The bearing in the model shown by the company was tapped
with a vertical hole at the top, and, as the shaft was slowly re-

volved by hand, the oil came out through this hole, indicating its

travel around the shaft. In addition, the company had on ex-
hibition the other appliances manufactured by it, including its

latest type of trolley wheel and samples of wheels which had
given a long mileage, also various motor bearings and truck
bearings. E. P. Sharp and C. W. Stimpson were in charge of
the exhibit.

THE JONES-LAUGHLIN STEEL COMPANY, of Pitts-

burg, Pa., showed a rack containing four cold-rolled finished

axles. Some of these axles were key seated and others were
left blank. The representatives of the- company present were
E. B. Batchelor, G. B. Mitchell and C. H. L'Hommedieu.

THE VAN DORN & DUTTON COMPANY, and VAN
DORN-ELLIOTT ELECTRIC COMPANY, of Cleveland, de-

voted their space to a reception room, which was supplied with
various comfortable chairs. C. I. Carthwright, J. N. Elliott

and H. L. Schneider represented the company.

THE RAIL JOINT COMPANY, of 'New York, had an ex-
tensive exhibit in Building 2. The space was attractively deco-
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rated and devoted to showing different samples of its well-

known Continuous, Weber and Wolhaupter joints as applied

to girder rails, standard and high T-rails, and also to com-
promise joints. Altogether, there were some fifty sections of

rails fitted with these joints in different parts of the exhibit.

The representatives of the company at Columbus were Jas. C.

Barr, of Boston; Benjamin M. Barr, of New York; G. A. Hagar
and D. J. Evans, of Chicago; E. A. Condit, Jr., of Pittsburg;

H. C. Holloway, of Cincinnati; J. G. Miller and C. E. Irwin, of

St. Louis.

THE INDIANAPOLIS SWITCH & FROG COMPANY,
of Springfield, Ohio, devoted its space this year to exhibiting

a sample crossing of steam track with an electric railway track.

The company was represented by W. H. Thomas, chief engi-

neer, and E. C. Price.

THE RAMAPO IRON WORKS, of Hillburn, N. Y., was

well represented at the convention, and showed one of its auto-

matic return switch stands and switches, which were described

in the issue of this paper for Oct. 13. This stand is designed

to secure safety in operation, and ks main principles have been

used on steam railroads for a number of years, although the

steam railroad switch stand is slightly different from the elec-

tric. The exhibit attracted a great deal of attention, and the

advantages of the switch were explained by Arthur Gemunder
and J. B. Strong, who were present in the interests of the com-

pany. In addition, the company showed other appliances man-
ufactured by it.

THE CLEVELAND FROG & CROSSING COMPANY,
of Cleveland, Ohio, had an attractive space in Building No. 2,

and showed as its principal exhibit one of the Porter derailing

switches which has been manufactured by the company for a

great many years, and which is now used on a large number
of roads. The space was handsomely decorated with plants, and

the company was represented by Geo. Stanton, sales agent; Geo.

C. Lucas, general manager; H. C. Engerg, Wm. Smith and E.

D. Powell.

THE BALDWIN STEEL COMPANY, of New York, ex-

hibited a number of drills and other tools made of the Hud-
son brand of high-speed steel. Chips and turnings made by

these tools were shown. Those present in the interests of the

company were W. L. Stone, T. S. Hanna and H. L. Raynor.

THE STANDARD MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, of

Pittsburg, had one of the largest, if not the largest, exhibit of

trucks at the Columbus convention, and was represented by

Arthur M. Field and W. D. Price, both of whom have attended

conventions for many years in the past. The space was de-

voted principally to showing the standard C-35 single truck,

0-50 double truck and C-60-A double truck. The 0-50 is a

truck designed for city and suburban service, and is intended to

carry a car body weighing from 8000 to 30,000 lbs., with an

approximate load at the king pin of 50.000 lbs. per pair of

trucks. The C-60-A is a heavier truck, designed to carry a

car body weighing from 30,000 to 45,000 lbs., with an approxi-

mate load at king pins of 70,000 lbs. per pair of trucks. Trucks

of this type are being used on the Pittsburg & Butler Street

Railway, and both of these trucks are constructed of heavy,

solid forged steel with a weld. The standard C-35 single truck

is built with an extra long spring base, and has a strong trussed

frame which supports the ends of the car body and in which the

journal boxes form the vertical tension members. The com-

pany has sold a number of these single trucks to the Tarentum

Traction Passenger Railway Company. The carrying capacity

of this truck is about 30,000 lbs. As a souvenir, the company

distributed to the convention a neat pocket pencil, which was

eagerly sought after.

THE LORAIN STEEL COMPANY made a special feature

in its exhibit of improved and heavy tongue switch construc-

tions, one of which, the switch with a protected heel, and an-

other with a pinless tongue, created many inquiries and favor-

able comments. In the case of these new types, as in the pres-

ent standards of tongue switch and mate construction of this

company, the structures were solid cast steel with renewable

wearing plates extending under, the entire length of the tongue.

The switch known as the "Prior" type, with protected heel,

has the pivotal end of the tongue recessed under the main bed

plate, so that by no possibility can the tongue "kick" by reason

of wear at the heel or by the passage of a car, no matter how
long the wheelbase. The pivotal pin is accessible from the top

of the switch and can be readily removed, allowing the tongue

to be removed quickly and easily. The bed plate is also of

guarantee steel, and extends not only the full length of the

tongue, but a foot or more beyond the heel, and, as it is made in

one piece, the number of joints is reduced to a minimum. The
"pinless" tongue switch, which, in the parlance of the Johns-
town shops, is known as the "Tadpole," from its likeness to that

amphibian, is probably the only tongue switch of its kind, be-

ing a tongue with exact mechanical lateral motion without a

center pin. The body of the tongue is of the usual dimensions,

while the heel is more than double the diameter of the standard

switch tongue, and is held within a circular recess by special

bevel plates at the sides, which are secured in place with spelter.

The "Chicago"' type of switch was composed of a heavy cast-

steel sub-structure in which the bed plate, made of "Guarantee"
steel, was secured by the company's quick release fastening

and extended the full length of the tongue, which was likewise

"Guarantee" steel. A pin of large diameter at the heel of the

tongue gave support against lateral motion. Tongue switch

and mate of solid cast steel "Guarantee" construction, to ac-

commodate M. C. B. flanges and for use with the new 9-in.

guard rail weighing 164 lbs. per yard, were also shown. Three
types of street railway track crossing steam railroads were on
exhibition: The "P. R. R. standard" (built up with heavy

forged knees and continuous filler); the "hard steel center"

type, with abutting main, riser and guard rails of rolled steel

and the latest and most improved type, the "Solid Guaraneee
Steel" construction in steam track with cast-steel arms shaped

at end to meet the existing rails in street railway track. Fifty

of the last mentioned are in use in Philadelphia, and this con-

struction is now the standard of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Company. In a frame, 12 ft. long by 3 ft. wide, were exhibited

some seventy odd sections of the girder (tram and groove)

high T and slot and guard rails of various design and weight

most generally used to-day by street railway systems through-

out the world. A standard spring split switch of 85 lbs. stand-

ard T-rail, with plain ground throw and a split switch, the

points of which were "Guarantee" steel, the points being oper-

ated by a "Johnstown" switch stand, formed part of the exhibit.

The company also had on exhibition samples of electrically

welded joints as applied to different forms of girder rails. Hori-

zontal and vertical sections through the welds were shown, also

sections of copper bond electrically brazed to rails, In addi-

tion to these, a sample of expansion joint for T-rail was shown
which is being used in connection with electrically welded T-

rail track on interurban lines. These joints are placed at the

ends of all curves and turnouts, and are spaced about 1000 ft.

apart on straight track. The representatives present were: H.
C. Evans. Carroll Burton, F. J. Drake, H. F. A. Kleinschmidt,

W. W. Kingston, H. M. Keller, S. P. S. Ellis, A. S. Littlefield,

S. P. McGough, E. B. Entwisle, J. B. Heller, A. L. Verner and

R. Clitz.

THE BLAKE SIGNAL & MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, of Boston, Mass., exhibited a complete installation of

signals of its manufacture. Four block signals were connected

to an operating desk. Three of these had their working parts

exposed in such a manner that the working of the mechanism

of the system could be seen. A section of an operating desk

was also shown. C. C. Blake explained the system to all vis-

itors. He was assisted by E. J. Burke and George S. Hastings.

THE COLUMBIA MACHINE WORKS & MALLEABLE
IRON COMPANY, of Brooklyn, exhibited a table for filling

the brooms of snow sweepers. The rattan was laid on the

table, and when the machine was operated the rattan was bent

into shape for filling the brooms without breaking it. Another

feature of the exhibit consisted of a new type of pinion puller,

which was adjustable so as to take pinions varying in size

from 14 to 36 teeth. John G. Buehler and W. R. Kerschner

represented the company.

THE AMERICAN WATER SOFTENER COMPANY, of

Philadelphia, had a working exhibit consisting of a model of a

continuous type water softener. The flow of the water to the

machine operated a device for mixing the chemicals added to

the water to soften it. A. S. Garrett, general manager; W. H.

P. Fisher, general sales agent, and A. W. Bartlett, engineer,

represented the company.

THE CHASE FOUNDRY & MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, of Columbus, Ohio, had an exhibit consisting of a gen-

eral line of express and baggage wagons and trucks. S. M.

Chase, secretary and general manager, and W. C. Stocklin,

superintendent, represented the company.

THE AMERICAN WIRE FENCE COMPANY, of Chi-

cago, exhibited wire fence used' in its system of reinforced con-

crete construction. This fence is made from high car-
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bon steel, said to have an elastic limit of 120,000 lbs. and an

ultimate strength of 150,000 lbs. Several photographs were ex-

hibited showing the company's reinforced concrete construction

in the building of the new shops of the Twin City Rapid Transit

Company, at Minneapolis, Minn. C. C. Collins represented the

company.

THE UNITED COPPER FOUNDRY COMPANY, of Bos-
ton, Mass., exhibited trolley wheels and sleet cutters made from
pure copper. The metal is processed in such a manner as to

make it exceedingly hard, and a long life is claimed for the

wheels. Spring trolley harps were also shown. F. Harry
Seavey represented the company.

THE JEWETT CAR COMPANY, of Newark, Ohio, ex-

hibited a surface car of the type of which fifty are being built

for the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company. The car was of the

semi-convertible type. The change from a closed to an open
car was made by removing from between the posts frames con-

taining a panel in the lower portion and glass above. The com-
pany was represented by E. Besuden; W. S. Wright, president;

W. C. Gardner, treasurer, and W. B. Wingerter, general sales

agent.

THE PRESSED STEEL CAR COMPANY, of Pittsburg,

exhibited an all-steel car built for the Boston Elevated. The
fish-belly side sills of this car gave it quite a distinctive appear-

ance. The inside finish, which was of steel, was painted and
grained in imitation of mahogany in such a manner that, at first

inspection, it appeared to be of wood. The floor consisted of

monolithic flooring composition supported by corrugated steel.

The doors were provided with Burdett-Rowntree pneumatic
door opening devices. The details of the car were explained

by W. H. Wilkinson and P. M. Kling.

THE WAPAK HOLLOW WARE COMPANY, of Wa-
pakoneta, Ohio, had a display of Wapak anchors in connection
with the W. R. Garton Company's exhibit in Building No. 3.

Attractive booklets, showing the great strength of these anchors,

were distributed. The interests of the company were looked
after by Hugh R. Hick.

THE L. M. JONES PHOTO. COMPANY, of 114K South
High Street, Columbus, Ohio, took excellent photographs of all

the exhibits. The views of exhibits reproduced in this issue, as

well as many of the photographs used in the Columbus Conven-
tion Souvenir issue of the Street Railway Journal, were
taken by this company.

THE RAND-AVERY SUPPLY COMPANY, of Boston,
which is said to be the only house in America devoted ex-

clusively to printing, engraving and light supplies for trans-

portation companies, was represented by Jas. F. Wattles, secre-

tary.

THE WALLACE SUPPLY COMPANY, of Chicago, 111.,

and New York, made a very comprehensive display of its various

specialties. Unusual interest was manifested in the line of fix-

tures for operating two doors reciprocally and simultaneously.

These fixtures are the invention of Carl Metterhausen, sec-

retary and treasurer of the Wallace Supply Company. A
full-size end frame of a standard closed car, fitted with

double doors and a Wallace operating mechanism was shown.
The salient claims for the Wallace fixture are: Ease of opera-

tion; simplicity, and few parts; compactness and reliability.

Cold-drawn racks and drop-forged steel pinions, machine cut,

do not permit of any lost motion when properly interworking
as in the Wallace fixtures, which are so designed by the em-
ployment of commercial channel-iron members assembled in an
ingenious manner as to not only give the whole mechanism
strength with minimum weight, but also compactness of design.

The racks are guided between the channels, which also form
the track for the supporting rollers. The hangers are so ar-

ranged that the doors can be easily broken down without re-

moving any part of the operating mechanism, and there are no
disfiguring hanger plates exposed to view, the natural wood
finish of the door being left intact. The racks are connected to

hangers through slots in such a manner as to make it impossible

to get any binding strains. These fixtures can be used for

many other purposes, such as operating gates, elevator doors,

etc. The Wallace Supply Company, which aside from its own
specialties is also general sales agent for the well-known Q. & C.

Stanwood steps. Cheswick steel gongs, Shelby steel trolley

poles, S. & W. couplers, draft rigging, car trimmings, etc., in-

cluded many of these specialties in its exhibit. The company was
represented by Wesley Meteer, Carl Metterhausen and Burton
R. Stare.

THE OHIO BRASS COMPANY, of Mansfield Ohio, went
to the convention with the determination not only of making
an attractive display, but also of putting forth every effort to
have an exhibit that would be of the greatest practical value to
all those interested in electric railway construction and operation,
and in this effort it succeeded admirably. The company called
particular attention to the following specialties: Nichols-Lin-
tern sanders in operation on Christensen, Westinghouse and
General Electric types of engineer's valves; Tomlinson car coup-
lers; Aikman pressure annunciators; Armstrong journal oilers;

headlights, hose bridges, bell metal bearings, complete single-
phase brackets, standard pole brackets, and a full line of over-
head material and "Ail Wire" rail bonds installed on rails. The
exhibit also included a reception room as well as an office where
writing material, etc., were at the disposal of visitors. Several
of the private and regular cars in the outside exhibit were equip-
ped with Nichols-Lintern sanders, Aikman pressure annunci-
ators and Tomlinson couplers.

The following representatives* of the Ohio Brass Company
were present: C. K. King, vice-president; A. L. Wilkinson,
secretary; A. B. Edes, A. L. Price, J. S. Hamlin, P. A. Hinds,
E. F. Wickwire, J. E. Slimp, H. G. McDuffie and C. H. Tomlin-
son, of the sales division; N. M. Garland, S. H. Mattson and R.
M. Campbell, of the New York office; F. H. Jameson, G. W.
Cooper and A. L. Havens, of the Chicago office; G. A. Mead,
W. H. Williams, F. S. Denneen and W. C. Starkey, of the en-
gineering division; C. E. Young, advertising manager, and Wm.
Lintern.

THE ELECTRIC SERVICE SUPPLIES COMPANY,
whose name, by the way, is a particularly apt and fortunate
choice, inasmuch as it covers exactly the company's scope and
activities, deserves the palm for completeness of display and
artistic treatment of its exhibit space. There were other close
seconds, but the Electric Service exhibit was not surpassed by
any of the displays at the convention. Four features connected
with this company's exhibition stood out prominently: First,

the wide range of specialties shown; second, the peculiarly
pleasing effects secured in the decorations; third, the endeavors
put forth by the company to cater to the comfort and conven-
ience of its visitors, particularly of the ladies; and fourth, the
small army of prominent supply men which the company now
numbers among its representatives.

As to the range of supplies shown, these in themselves con-
stituted a small educational exhibition, and the visitor by spend-
ing sufficient time in this one space could have secured a very
comprehensive and accurate idea of the wonderful developments
which have been going on in the electric railway field during
the past year or two. To name all the specialties shown is

impossible in the space here available. A partial list includes
the following. In section No. 1, "Protected" rail bonds and
bond appliances, as drills, hydraulic compressing tools, etc.; in

section No. 2, "Keystone" overhead insulation, guy anchors,
car signs, bond-testing sets; in section No. 3, car brooms and
brushes, Brady motor bearings, conductors' badges and buttons,

Dossert line connections, etc.; in section No. 4, complete lines

of overhead materials. Locke high-tension insulators, eKarnay
clamps, armature and field coils, G. D. trolley pick-ups, all

styles of Lyon gear cases, incandescent lamps, metal street

signs, vestibule shades, etc.; in section No. 5, arc lamps and
lamp accessories, tools of various kinds, alternating and direct-

current Garton-Daniels lightning arresters, Noark fuses, car-

lighting fixtures, headlights, tail lamps, lanterns, etc. The list

also includes the well-known Automotoneer shown in operation
on several types of controllers, car fenders, telephones, third-rail

insulators, Sterling varnishes, and so on down a long schedule,

which to be complete would have to include virtually every

class of supplies used in the construction and operation of electric

railways.

As to the artistic decorations, they would have to be seen to

be appreciated. The treatment was in the mission style with
red walls, Colonial yellow frieze and dark green floor. The
frieze was entwined with Southern smilax, securing a refreshing

and most satisfying effect. Above the frieze appeared the signs

of the various companies' represented, all illuminated by soft

reflected lights. Throughout the space were palms and potted

plants.

For the comfort of visitors the company had evidently spared
no pains. A large reception room was arranged at one end of

the exhibit where were a number of comfortable mission chairs,

writing facilities, telephone and stenographic services, and last

but not least, a fine piano. Many a tired "delegator" hailed this

retreat as something almost as good as home. The company's
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souvenir consisted of a handsome and serviceable leather note-
book and pad. The Electric Service Supplies Company also

maintained parlors at the Southern Hotel for the reception of

delegates and friends.

Information and hospitality were dispensed by a represent-

ative force of home and field men, among which were the fol-

lowing: Charles J. Mayer, president; A. H. Englund, treasurer;

J. W. Porter, first vice-president; Max A. Berg, secretary; J.

V. E. Titus, second vice-president; G. W. Cox, Keokuk office;

H. G. Lewis, Philadelphia office; John McSorley, Philadelphia
office; William A. Armstrong, Philadelphia office; F. B. Massey,
Philadelphia office; Benjamin Hayller, Jr., Philadelphia office;

Robert Montgomery, Philadelphia office; James Stewart, Phila-

delphia office; E. R. Mason, Chicago office; John M. Gallagher,
Chicago office; W. P. Cosper, Chicago office; Edward Hammett,
Pittsburg office; Henry R. Swarley, Jr., New York office; C E.

Watts, Atlanta office; Ernest Boehme, St. Louis office; H. L.

Adams, Chicago office; Joseph B. Noros, Philadelphia office;

C. H. Bristol, Chicago office,
- and S. F. Aide", San Francisco

agent.

THE AMERICAN ADVERTISING INDICATOR COM-
PANY, of St. Joseph, Mo., was represented by Graham Burn-
ham, Gerald Livergood and Clifton George, who explained the

merits of the company's indicator.

THE CHASE-SHAWMUT COMPANY, of Newburyport,
Mass., had samples of the well-known Shawmut soldered rail

bonds which are now used extensively, throughout the country.

Frank D. Masterson looked after the interests of the company.

THE CONSUMERS' RUBBER COMPANY, of Cleveland,

Ohio, makers of the linotape, fish paper, tarpon, paper, cotton
tape, horn fiber and friction tape, was represented by S. R. Duf-
field, A. L. Dittrick, Robert Mathias and F. N. Hitchings.

THE "ELECTRICAL REVIEW," of New York, had space

in Building No. 4 where copies of the paper were distributed.

There were in attendance Charles W. Price, A. A. Gray and S.

H. Goddard.

THE FLEXIBLE MESH RAIL BOND COMPANY, of

Ypsilanti, Mich., had samples of its flexible mesh and rail

bonds. J. G. Clark and J. L. Matson were in attendance.

THE "INTERURBAN RAILWAY JOURNAL," of In-

dianapolis, had good space opposite the main entrance. George
W. Warmoth distributed copies of the paper.

THE OLESON-WILLIAMS COMPANY, of Toledo, Ohio,
showed its lightning arresters for transmission lines. The com-
pany was represented by Albert Oleson, W. A. Williams, Charles

C. Williams and Earl B. Hoff.

THE PITTSBURG INSULATING COMPANY, of Pitts-

burg, showed samples of insulating cloths and papers. Philip

F. Nowell and Clifton F. Schmidt, Jr., looked after the com-
pany's interests.

THE QUINCY, MANCHESTER, SARGENT COMPANY,
of Chicago, exhibited with the Wallace Supply Company in

Building No. 4.

THE STERLING VARNISH COMPANY, of Pittsburg,

had at the convention S. C. Schenck, W. V. Whitfield, C. L.

Cool, A. S. King and Charles A. Baker, to talk insulating com-
pounds. The compounds were shown in Building No. 1.

THE TROLLEY SUPPLY COMPANY, of Canton, Ohio,
showed Knutton trolley retrievers, American catcher, Climax
combination arc and incandescent headlight, Climax plain arc

headlight and Globe dash headlight. The representatives in-

cluded J. E. McLain, J. Hollis and E. Rhoads.

THE COMBINED EXHIBITS OF THE J. G. BRILL COM-
PANY, AMERICAN CAR COMPANY, G. C. KUHLMAN
CAR COMPANY and JOHN STEPHENSON COMPANY
occupied a large portion of a building to the right of the main
entrance. As usual, the exhibit of these companies was com-
prehensive and complete. The exhibit consisted in part of five

cars. One of the cars was from an order just completed for

the Boston Elevated Railway Company for thirty-seven cars.

This car measures 33 ft. 3 ins. over the body and has an all-steel

under frame ; it includes the Brill "grooveless post semi-con-
vertible" window system. A combination passenger and baggage
car, 42 ft. over the body, also including the Brill grooveless post

semi-convertible window system, was one of six now being built

for the Lexington Railway Company, of Lexington, Ky. The
Brill "grooveless post convertible" type was represented by a car

of an order of four with 20-ft. 7-in. bodies, 4-ft. front platforms

and 6-ft. "Detroit" platforms at rear, built for the Lincoln Trac-

tion Company, of Lincoln, Neb. Two cars with the "pay-as-you-

enter" feature were also a part of the exhibit, one arranged for

single-end operation with a 9-ft. platform at the rear and the

other for double-end operation with 6-ft. platforms. All of these

cars were mounted on Brill trucks. The truck exhibit included

the various types built by the J. G. Brill Company, one of which
was from an order for forty being built for the Italian Govern-
ment Railways. This truck measures 11 ft. II ins. over the solid

forged side frames and is mounted on 42-in. wheels. This enor-

mous truck attracted a great deal of attention, particularly with

regard to the huge solid forged side frames. A number of styles

of the "Winner" type of seat, manufactured by the Brill Com-
pany, were shown, and rolls of rattan seat covering material, both

lined and unlined, were critically examined by large numbers
and received most favorable comments. At the office, which ad-

joined the exhibit and was commodious, well furnished and
handsomely decorated, a great deal of interest was centered in

the new type of brake hanger, known as the "Noiseless," which
the Brill Company has put on the market during the last year

and which appears to be a great success. Various types and sizes

of springs of Brill manufacture were shown among the articles

of car and truck equipment. The headquarters of these com-
panies, in the city, was in a- suite of parlors at the Southern
Hotel, where models of trucks were exhibited and which was $.

meeting place for many of the prominent members who attended

the convention. Large four-color reproductions of the three

patented types of cars built by the Brill Company, mounted in

gold mats, were distributed at the parlors and at the exhibit.

The companies were represented by S. M. Curwen, George M.
Haskell, D. B. Dean, George H. Tontrup, Frederick W. Brill,

F. L. Markham, H. A. Heulings, J. Elwood Brill and Byron
O. Brill.

WENDELL & McDUFFIE, of New York, were represented

by Jacob Wendell, Jr., R. L. McDuffie and N. E. Oesterreichs.

THE ELMER P. MORRIS COMPANY, of New York, was
represented by E. P. Morris, E. D. Hinman, W. J. Beckert and
W. N. Sweeten.

JOHN LUCAS & COMPANY had at the convention H. A.

Clark and Mr. Hunt.

THE MINIATURE SALES COMPANY was represented by

Lewis C. McLouth, C. M. Tower, Harmon Wendell and Thomas
Dillon.

THE EQUIPMENT PROTECTION COMPANY had in at-

tendance J. M. Gibbons and H. J. Robbins.

THE CHICAGO VARNISH COMPANY had in attendance

Fred L. Olds and Geo. S. Bigelow.

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS were represented

by John R. Dickey and Warren Thorpe.

THE ACME WHITE LEAD AND COLOR WORKS were
represented by the following: B. E. Brown, C. F. Elliott and H.
N. Turner.

THE LOBDELL CAR WHEEL COMPANY was represented

by Frederic A. Lex.

THE OLIVER MACHINERY COMPANY was represented

by J. Herbert Armstrong.

THE WATTS & UTHOFF SUPPLY COMPANY, of St.

Louis, Mo., sent to the convention H. G. Paro and J. B. Tower.

THE GLIDDEN VARNISH COMPANY sent to the conven-

tion J. B. Ludlow, F. B. Stage and W. E. Ludlow.

THE McGRAW PUBLISHING COMPANY, of New York,

was represented by the following: James H. McGraw, J. M.
Wakeman, H. W. Blake, C. B. Fairchild, Jr., Cale Gough, George

S. Davis, H. B. Abbott, C. A. Babtiste, Frank Meyers, W. K.

Beard, C. B. Walker, Jr., and C. J. Doyle.

THE WILSON COMPANY, of Chicago, was represented by

Hugh M. Wilson, Francis W. Lane, Daniel Royse, William

Forsyth, L. E. Gould, John N. Reynolds, J. Boyd, Frank S. Dins-

more, Louis Pelletier, William Padget, E. J. Hunt, J. N. Nind,

Jr., Harold F. Lane, C. R. Mills, H. K. Stroud, J. A. Kucera,

F. J. Phelps and C. Smith.

R. W. MARSHALL & COMPANY, of New York, dealers in

electric railway supplies, were represented by R. W. Marshall.

It will be remembered that this company recently secured the

New York agency for Anderson line material.

M. A. SINGER, of New York, decorated many of the booths

at the Columbus convention, including the space of the McGraw
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Publishing Company, and the pleasing effects secured were the

subject of much favorable comment from delegates and attend-

ants.

WILLIAM LINTERN attended the convention in the interests

of the Lintern Car Signal Company, of Cleveland.

THE HALE & KILBURN MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, of Philadelphia, showed over a dozen different styles of

seats in rattan, leather and plush coverings, with high and low

backs, and with and without armrests. The new style "all-steel

walkover" seat," made to special order for the New York Central

& Hudson River Railroad all-steel coaches, of which 180 are on

order, attracted universal attention from the opening to the close

of the exposition, this being the first strictly fireproof seat put

in active service on a large scale in America. The contract for

this order involving 6000 car seats was practically completed on

the contract date, Oct. 15, 1906. Other all-steel seats were also

shown, including the new fireproofed "walkover" seat made for

fifty new cars for the Boston Elevated Railway Company. A
unique mahogany armchair, fully upholstered in leather, such as

used on the highest grade of parlor cars on steam railroads, was

shown as being especially adapted to interurban car service. The
Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing Company is now filling an order

for the seats for 250 new cars for the United Railways of San

Francisco, making 300 cars in all that the Hale & Kilburn com-

pany has supplied with seats this year for service in San Fran-

cisco. A. F. Old, H. D. Bigelow and S. A. Walker were in

attendance.

PRIVATE CARS AT THE CONVENTION

The group of private cars on the loop near the main entrance

to the exposition grounds formed one of the most interesting

exhibits. Five of them brought parties from distant parts of

the three States of Ohio, Michigan and Indiana.

H. A. Nicholl, general manager of the Indiana Union Trac-

tion Company, brought a party from Anderson and Indianapolis,

and was one of the first to arrive. F. T. Hepburn, general man-
ager of the Lima & Toledo Traction Company, brought a

party of twenty-five from the vicinity of Ft. Wayne and Lima
in the new car "Van Wert," designed for the limited service

on that road. President Edward C. Spring, of the Central Elec-

tric Railway Association, brought a small party from Dayton
in his private car, "Stillwater," and on the return trip he enter-

tained a party of Eastern friends with a 250-mile trip over several

lines from Columbus to Lima and back to Dayton. During
the trip a speed test was made in which 3 miles were
covered in 2 minutes and 50 seconds. The party was most
enthusiastic over the trip, particularly over the scenery along

the Dayton, Covington & Piqua. The party included Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Spring; James Adkins, treasurer; Frank
R. Henry, auditor, and M. R. Griffeth, chief electrician,

United Railways Company, of St. Louis ; Paul Winsor, chief en-

gineer, H. L. Libby, superintendent of car shops, Clarence E.

Learned, superintendent of inspection, Boston Elevated Railway
Company ; Charles _ F. Bigelow, superintendent Columbus Im-
provement Company, Dallas, Tex.

; John W. Ogden, general man-
ager, H. N. Hammond, superintendent of track construction,

and F. R. Persons, assistant superintendent, Concord, Maynard
& Hudson Railway Company, Maynard, Mass.
The parlor car "Virginia," of the Toledo & Indiana Railway

Company, made a very fast run over the Dayton & Troy and
Western Ohio lines on its return trip from the convention last

Saturday. The run from Dayton to Lima, 80 miles, was covered
in about 2 hours and 20 minutes, and a speed of 67 miles an
hour was made on certain stretches. E. E. Darrow, general
manager of the company, was in charge of the car. His guests
included ten ladies and fifteen gentlemen.

The longest trip to the convention was made by a party
from the Detroit United Railways, of Detroit, in the new
private car, 7500, of that system. This car, which was de-
scribed in the Street Railway Journal of Oct. 13, is equipped
with all the conveniences of the finest home, and is,

perhaps, the speediest electric car in the Central West. On
the return trip the party was made up of Irwin Fullerton, auditor
Detroit United, and wife; E. J. Burdick, superintendent of mo-
tive power Detroit United; H. S. Swift, secretary and auditor
Toledo Railways & Light Company, and wife; Carl Wilcoxson,
superintendent Western Ohio; M. M. Baxter, electrical engi-
neer Western Ohio; C. C. Collins, general freight agent West-
ern Ohio, and wife, and George S. Davis, Street Railway
Journal, and wife. The party left Columbus at 10 a. m., and
enjoyed a delightful luncheon on board. The 80 miles from

Dayton to Lima were covered in the remarkable time of 2 hours

15 minutes, and over several short stretches a speed of 71 m. p. h.

was reached. Friday evening the party were the guests of Man-
ager F. D. Carpenter, of the Western Ohio Railway, at a box
party, followed by a luncheon at the Lima Club. The Michigan

members of the party remained over night in Lima, continuing

on to Detroit Saturday, reaching that city in the afternoon.

The Detroit car covered 694 miles on this trip.

The "Martha" was the Indiana Union Traction Company's car,

and came from Indianapolis and Anderson with a party upon the

invitation of H. A. Nicholl, general manager of the company. It

has also been described in these columns.

To the end that the cars might be operated into the city, the

Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Railway Company, controlling the

entrances to Columbus from the east and west, extended the

courtesy of its road and arranged for pilots, while the Columbus
Railway & Light Company, operating the city lines, arranged for

ample terminal facilities for the storage of private cars.

THE ANNUAL BANQUET

The annual banquet of the American Street and Interurban

Railway Association was held in the main dining-room of the

Southern Hotel, and was attended by about 200 persons, includ-

ing a large number of ladies. It was very successful in both

menu and service and reflected great credit on the local com-
mittee and caterer. The tables were handsomely decorated, and

at the head table was placed the statue of "Triumph," with its

marble pedestal, the gift of the four associations to Mr. Ely.

The menu cover was particularly tasteful and represented a young
woman seated on the Ohio State Capitol, supporting the trolley

wires by which a large number of electric cars were being run in

every direction.

R. Grosvenor Hutchins, the chairman of the local committee
and president of the Columbus Board of Trade at the time that

the arrangements for meeting at Columbus were consummated,
was the toastmaster of the evening, and was particularly happy
in introducing the different speakers. The first on the list of

toasts was "The Electric Railway and the Municipality," which

was responded to by Hon. H. J. Booth, a prominent member of

the Columbus bar and author of "Booth on Street Railway Law.

'

Mr. Booth presented a scholarly address on the subject assigned

to him, and offered an effective argument with statistics against

municipal ownership of street railways under American condi-

tions. The next address was upon "The Association and the

Future," and was delivered by Mr. Ely. It was expressed in the

speaker's most happy vein and awakened great enthusiasm and
applause. The eloquent orator of the Columbus Board of Trade
and its secretary, John Y. Bassell, was then called upon to reply

to the toast "Columbus and the Convention," which he did to

the satisfaction of all present. The name of Oscar T. Crosby
was down on the program for the next toast, "Electric Railways
in Foreign Lands," but owing to an unexpected and important
business engagement, he was unable to be present. His place was
taken by Hon. D. J. Ryan, of Columbus, who spoke on the same
theme and showed by his speech that he had a broad knowl-
edge of the subject. The final toast was the "Interurban Railway
and the Commonwealth," and was delivered by Hon. H. M.
Daugherty, of Columbus. Mr. Daugherty was introduced as

"the next Governor of Ohio," and judging from the applause
with which he was greeted, would certainly have been elected to

that honor if it should have been left to the votes of those pres-
ent. His address was replete with humor. The banquet closed
at shortly after 1 o'clock.

In addition to the main banquet, an informal reception and
dinner was held by the Accountants' Association in the small
dining-room of the Southern Hotel, on Wednesday evening.
The menu was printed on association buff and bore on the front
cover an excellent portrait of President Brockway. The dele-

gates sat at separate tables, and between fifty and sixty were
present. There were speeches from the president, president-
elect, all of the ex-presidents who were present, and from P. V.
Burington, secretary and auditor of the Columbus Railway &
Light Company.

The Riggs & Sherman Company, of Toledo, Ohio, engineers for
the proposed Toledo & Defiance Railway, has completed surveys
from White House, on the outskirts of Toledo, to Defiance. The
Riggs & Sherman Company has been engaged to take charge of
the engineering and electrical work for the proposed Northern
Michigan Traction Company, of Traverse City, Mich. The line

will extend from Traverse City to Cheboygan, passing through
Charlevoix, Petoskey, Harbor Springs and a number of less im-
portant resorts.
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SPECIALS TO COLUMBUS

Owing to the fact that many members of the Manufacturers'

Association were obliged to be in Columbus during the week
ending Oct. 13, and also because many of the delegates to the

American convention did not care about reaching Columbus
until the morning of Oct. 17, there were no special trains run to

the convention this year, as has often been the case in the past.

Special arrangements were made, however, by both the New
York Central and Pennsylvania Railroads for handling passen-

gers from the East, and special cars were assigned to the con-

vention attendants on the Pennsylvania train leaving New York
at 8:15 p. m. on Oct. 13, and on the "Southwestern Limited" of

the New York Central, leaving New York Oct. 14. The latter

train met at Albany quite a large party which came by special

cars from Boston and vicinity over the Boston & Albany division,

and reached Columbus early Monday morning. They were joined

by many delegates in the towns along the route, and altogether

occupied practically all of five cars. Special cars were also at-

tached to several of the trains leaving Chicago on the different

routes running to Columbus on Saturday night and Sunday night.

_— +++

THE SOCIAL SIDE OF THE CONVENTION

The social events of the convention were in charge of the

entertainment committee of the Manufacturers' Association and
of the local reception committee. The latter consisted of R. G.

Hutchins, chairman, and fifteen prominent residents of Colum-
bus, with their wives. Special attention was given by both of

these committees to the entertainment of the ladies.

The first social function was an informal reception, given

Monday evening at the Southern Hotel. Music was provided by
an orchestra, and the main hall and foyers of the hotel were a

brilliant sight. This entertainment was followed Tuesday even-

ing by the principal reception of the week, which was held at

Memorial Building. The ladies and_ gentlemen of the local re-

ception committee, with the officers of the association, received

t ie delegates and others in attendance. The hall was handsomely
decorated and dancing was continued to the music of a large

orchestra until a late hour.

On Wednesday evening the entertainment committee of the

Manufacturers' Association provided two theater parties, and
delegates were enabled .to make their choice between two plays.

The entire seating capacities of the Shubert and Southern Theaters
were made available by special tickets issued by the secretaries

of the different associations. There were no reserved seats.

The plays presented were "Fantana," at the Shubert Theater, and
the William H. C --Jeffries combination at the Southern
Theater, in the play he Stoops to Conquer." Boxes were
placed at the disposal of the executive committees of the differ-

ent associations, and it is hard to tell which play drew the largest

crowd or was most thoroughly enjoyed.

On Thursday evening a song recital and tea was given for the
benefit of the ladies in attendance at the Arlington Country
Club, some little distance out of Columbus, and in the evening
the annual banquet of the parent association took place at the

Southern Hotel.

On Friday night a vaudeville entertainment was presented by
the Manufacturers' Association at the Great Southern Opera
House, and although a number of the delegates had left the city

enough remained to constitute a large and enthusiastic audience.

The program included songs by the Third-Rail Glee Club, un-
der the direction of Carl Koenig, with a solo by Henry Frillman.
A. L. Havens, through the courtesy of the Ohio Brass Company,
performed some mysterious tricks as a conjurer. Peter Small,
of the Acme Automatic Street Indicating Company, then gave a
performance on the violin. R. M. Campbell followed with some
negro dialect anecdotes. John H. Thomas, of the Standard Paint
Company, presented several vocal selections, and was followed
by Thomas H. Bibber in some clever impersonations. Through
the courtesy of Wendell & McDuffie, Mrs. William Nowland
Amory gave a humorous monologue entitled "Behind the Cur-
tain." Clarence E. Billings, of the Colonial Steel Company, fol-

lowed with some dialect stories which were thoroughly enjoyed.
The final entertainment was a sketch called "A Game of Cards,"
presented by E. J. Wendell, F. M. Verdi, W. M. Dennett and
Miss Ella Denison, and was thoroughly enjoyed by all. A sketch
outside of the regular program was the presentation to H. C.

Pirrung, chairman of the Columbus entertainment committee, of

a badge as a token of the appreciation of the delegates and others

in attendance, of the important part which h taken in caring

for the needs of the visitors. The presentation speech was made
by Charles C. Peirce, of Boston.

Through the courtesy of members of the loc 1 reception and
entertainment committees, cards giving the privileges of the

Columbus Club and other social clubs of the city were sent to a

large number of the delegates and other attendants at the conven-
tion. These privileges were used to a very large extent, and
were thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated. Perhaps the special

feature of the social side of the convention, if one could be so
designated beyond the others, was the larg^ number of very en-

joyable private dinners given during convention week at the

different hotels and clubs. There was a large number of these

dinners every evening, and they added very much to the pleasure

of the visit to Columbus.

+++

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MANUFACTURERS'
ASSOCIATION

The annual meeting of the Manufacturers' Association was held

on the afternoon of Thursday, Oct. 18, in the main convention

hall. It was called for the purpose of electing five new members
of the executive committee to take the places of those made
vacant by the expiration of the terms of office of Charles C.

Peirce, W. M. McFarland, George J. Kobush, Edward H. Baker
and John W. Nute, and also to fill the uncompleted term of two
years made vacant by the resignation last spring of F. S. Ken-
field. Messrs. Peirce and McFarland were elected to succeed

themselves, and H. C. Evans, of the Lorain Steel Company; A.

H. Sisson, of the St. Louis Car Company, and K. D. Hequem-
bourg, of the Franklin Car Heating Company, were elected to

fill the remaining three-year term positions. Hugh N. Wilson,

president of the Wilson Company, of Chicago, who was ap-

pointed temporarily last spring to fill the position made vacant by
the resignation of Mr. Kenfield, was elected to serve the two
years remaining of that term.

President McGraw announced that the finances of the associa-

tion were in good condition, and that instead of a deficit as last

year, the association would carry over a balance in the neigh-

borhood of $1,000. Ihe secretary announced that the association

now contained 269 members and that there were 207 exhibits at

Columbus. The new president of the American Association,

Mr. Beggs, also made an address. He complimented the asso-

ciation on the excellence of the exhibits at Columbus, and assured

them of his interest in their work.

CHICAGO COMPANIES SUBMIT TRACTION ORDINANCES

The traction companies of Chicago on Thursday, Oct. 25, sub-

mitted an ordinance to the local transportation committee of the

City Council for the settlement of the traction question. The
ordinance covers the lines of the Chicago City Railway Com-
pany and the Chicago Union Traction Company. It provides

that instead of a permanent franchise for twenty years the com-
panies shall be licensed during satisfactory service ; that the com-
panies shall pay a fixed percentage from their receipts as

compensation to the city ; that the companies shall be required

to pave, repair, clean and sprinkle the streets occupied by their

tracks ; that they shall bring their lines up to modern standards

and give first-class service ; that they shall abandon the train

system and operate single cars of modern construction. Univer-

sal transfers between companies, except in the downtown district,

are provided for. The city may require constructions of sub-

ways in the downtown districts in accordance with plans and

specifications to be approved by the board of engineers. The
companies agree to expend $5,000,000 for that portion of the

subway used for street railway purposes. After a five-year period

extension of the subway may be ordered by the city, and the

companies are to bear their portion of cost as determined by the

board of engineers. The city may require the installation of

underground trolleys after five years. The lines may be ex-

tended every year under order of the City Council. The right

of the city to purchase, at any time, all of the street railways

within the city of Chicago is among the provisions of the meas-

ure. A percentage of net receipts to be fixed during the nego-

tiations is to go to the city, but the city, in lieu of receiving the

compensation, may require the fares to be reduced.
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. *NCIAL INTELLIGENCE

Wall Street, Oct. 24, 1906.

The Money Ma.ket
There has been a decided change in the monetary situation

during the past week, rates for money here and abroad ruling ma-

terially higher than those prevailing a week ago. The recent

advance in the Bank of England discount rate to 5 per cent

was followed by a further rise to 6 per cent this week, a rate that

has been equaled only twice since 1890. The action of the Bank

of England in advancing the rate to the present high level was

due entirely to a desire to keep the present gold holdings of that

institution intact. Since Sept. 10 American bankers have suc-

ceeded in withdrawing about $45,000,000 gold from the foreign

market. The decline in sterling exchange last week threatened to

result in further withdrawals of the precious metal, and this,

together with the heavy demand upon the Bank of England in

connection with the Egyptian cotton crop movement, made it

necessary for that institution to adopt measures that would effect-

ually check the inroads being made upon its gold holdings. The

advance in the minimum rate to 6 per cent resulted in a sharp

rise in local rates for sterling exchange to a point which makes

further imports of gold from London out of the question, at

least for the present. This, together with the heavy withdrawal

of funds by the interior institutions for crop moving purposes,

brought about a sharp advance in the rates for money in the local

market. Money on call, which was in abundant supply at the

close of last week at 3*4 and 3^2, advanced to 7 per cent, while

the rates for time loans advanced about y2 per cent. Sixty days

to four months money commanded 6]/2 per cent, while for the

longer periods 6 per cent was paid for accommodations. An-

other factor working in favor of higher rates in the local market

was the poor showing made by the clearing house banks on last

Saturday. Loans increased $16,700,700, due in part to the shift-

ing of accounts from London to New York. The decrease in cash

was $3,934,300, and as the reserve required was $2,889,150 larger

than in the preceding week, the surplus reserve was reduced by

$6,823,450. The surplus now stands at $6,200,950, and is consider-

ably smaller than that held by the banks in the corresponding

periods of recent years. In the corresponding week of 1905 the

surplus was $12,583,150, as compared with $17,853,925 in 1904,

$17,944,450 in 1903, $17,781,475 in 1902, $14,713,175 in 1901, and

$2,947,700 in 1900. The heavy decrease in the bank reserves and

the prospects of a continued heavy outward movement of funds

for crop and general business purposes made further relief by the

National Treasury almost imperative. Secretary Shaw announced

that no further advances would be made on gold engaged for im-

port to this side but that he would extend further relief to the

money market by allowing the banks to increase circulation to the

amount of $18,000,000. According to the plan of the Secretary of

the Treasury, national banks may take out new circulation to the

amount noted above by depositing approved securities, other than

Government bonds,, for deposits already made, the bonds thus

released to be used immediately as a basis for new circulation.

When taking out circulation the banks must agree to retire

the full amount between March 15 and Aug. 10, 1907. At the close

of the week the money market reflected the new relief plan

adopted by Secretary Shaw in a slight easing off in money rates,

especially those for fixed periods. It is not expected, however,

that there will be any material decline in rates in the near future.

The shipments of currency to the inland cities has been upon an

enormous scale, the transfers for the week ending Oct. 20 being

larger than in any one week since the beginning of the crop

moving season. In addition to these heavy shipments, provision

must also made for the Nov. 1 interest and dividend disburse-

ments, which will be quite heavy.

The Stock Market
The speculative situation continues to be governed by monetary

and political conditions, and the rather serious developments in

connection with the money market were responsible for the

material decline in prices for slocks during the week. Heavy
liquidation followed the action of the Bank of England governors
in advancing the minimum rate of discount to 6 per cent on

Friday, after having failed to make any change in the rate at

their regular meeting on Thursday. It was at once believed that

this unexpected increase was significant of changed conditions

affecting both the money and security markets, and this belief

led to heavy selling of stocks for both home and foreign

account. Prices broke violently on Friday and Saturday, and

although there was a substantial rally on Monday, the feeling was

very unsettled, and a renewal of the selling movement is among

the probabilities. Sterling exchange scored a sharp advance,

with an urgent demand for cable transfers, indicating that heavy

remittances were being made from this side in. payment for

securities sold by London and to take up maturing obligations.

Our bankers had borrowed heavily in London, and the heavy with-

drawals of gold from London left the Bank of England in such

a position that the adoption of measures to check the outflow

of the yellow metal became necessary, and if the 6 per cent rate

proves ineffective a further advance will certainly be made. The

situation abroad is clearly indicated by the cabled statement that

the Bank of France has offered to release from £6,000,000 to

£8,000,000 gold to strengthen the position of the Bank of England,

something that has not been done since the Baring failure.

The political developments appear more favorable than other-

wise, but these will continue to exercise a deterrent influence on

speculation until after the election. A political scare does not

appear at all probable, as practically all weakly-held stocks were

shaken out in the sharp break of the past week. Favorable de-

velopments received scant attention, and the increase in the

dividend on Amalgamated Copper had been discounted before the

announcement. G.eneral business conditions have not materially

changed, and the activity in all lines means a continued demand

for money and its employment in industrial and commercial

channels. The movement of the crops has augmented the de-

mands upon New York, and with the weaker foreign situation

there is less money available for speculative purposes until such

time as funds begin to return to this center from the inland cities.

Railroad earnings are large and increasing, and there is complain^

of an insufficient equipment, notwithstanding the enormous in-'

crease in rolling stock during the past years. So far as the

fundamentals are concerned there does not appear to be any war-

rant for pessimism, and with the elections out of the way, a re-

sumption of the campaign on the long side seems certain.

The local traction stocks have acted much better than many

of the high priced issues, but speculation in them is not likely

to broaden until all political uncertainty is removed. On the basis

of present and prospective earnings the trac^on shares are more

attractive than many of the railroads whir" Jve been conspicuous

market features during the past few montns.

Philadelphia

The market for local traction stocks has been fairly active

during the past week, but prices have displayed more or less

irregularity. Interest in the market shifted to Philadelphia Rapid

Transit, which was actively traded in, about 16,000 shares chang-

ing hands from 29 to 28 and back to 28^. Lehigh Valley Transit

issues, which were conspicuously active and strong in last week's

dealings, reacted rather sharply, the common declining from 16^2

to 15^2, on the exchange of 1000 shares, while the preferred broke

from 27a to 25, and rallied later to 2534, about 13,000 shares

changing hands. Union Traction was decidedly firm, about 400

shares selling from 64^ to 6494. Other sales included American

Railways at 52 and 515^, Consolidated Traction of New Jersey at

78, Philadelphia Traction at 97% and 97
lA, Railways General at

6, Rochester Railway & Light preferred at 95, United Companies

of New Jersey at 255^, Philadelphia Company at 49X4, and

Philadelphia Company preferred at 48^.

Baltimore

Trading in the traction issues at Baltimore has been'quiet, and

although prices moved with more or less irregularity, the net

changes for the week were confined to the fractions. United

Railway common advanced from 15*4 to i5 7
s, on the purchase

of about 2000 shares, while the certificates representing deposited

stock sold to the extent of 3500 shares, from 15^ to \6y% and

back to I5 7 x. The 4 per cent bonds held steady, about $50,000

selling at 89. The income certificates were active, upwards of
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$120,000 changing hands from 69% to 70^2, and back to 69%.

The new refunding 5s sold at 89^ and 8954. Other sales were

:

Baltimore City Passenger 5s at 105^, Lexington Street Railway

5s at I0IJ4, Norfolk Railway & Light 5s at 100J/2, and Atlanta

Street Railway 5s at

Other Traction Securities

The Chicago market for traction stocks was dull and feature-

less. Dealings consisted largely of odd lots, and price changes

were insignificant. Chicago & South Park Elevated sold at 5VS

and 5%, and the preferred at i6y2 and 16; Metropolitan Elevated

common brought 26, and the preferred sold at 68j4 ; South Side

Elevated was a trifle easier, sales being made at 93 and g2 J/2 ;

Union Traction sold at 4%, and the preferred at i6 l/2 . Very

little activity developed in the Boston market. Boston Elevated,

after selling at ran off to iSAVi, and later rallied to 155.

Odd lots of Massachusetts Electric common sold at 18^ and

1854, and small amounts of the preferred brought prices ranging

from 71 to dg 1 ' Boston & Suburban common sold at 15, and

Boston & We .ester common brought 30. West End common
sold at 94 and 94^, and the preferred at io8{A.

Cincinnati, Newport & Covington common stock was very active

throughout the past week, but the meeting of the stockholders

without action on a recent proposition and the reiteration by

President Ernst that there would be no dividend on the common
stock caused the securities of that company to sag to 79 for the

common and 96% for the preferred. Toledo Railways & Light

sold at 32, a decline of
*

2 . Cincinnati, Dayton & Toledo had a

fractional advance to 274. Cincinnati Street Railway sold at

121, even with previous figures.

Lake Shore Electric preferred showed considerable strength,

selling at 66 for the old issue and 60^2 for the new. This is due

to the report that the company may soon place this issue on the

dividend list. Northern Ohio Traction & Light was very active

at 285/2 on the consummation of the Canton-Akron deal. Cleve-

land & Southwestern common has been quite active at 13 to 14,

and several lots of the preferred sold at 60. Cleveland Electric

shows no improvement, selling at 66 and 67, declining the early

part of this week to 6s lA-

Security Quotations

The following table shows the present bid quotations for the

leading traction stocks, and the active bonds, as compared with

last week

:

Oct. 17 Oct. 24

American Railways

52

' 51%

Boston Elevated

155

153

Brooklyn Rapid Transit

79%

78%

Chicago City

—

140

Chicago Union Traction (common) 4% 4%
Chicago Union Traction (preferred)

16%

15%

Cleveland Electric

—

65%

Consolidated Traction of New Jersey

76

76

Detroit United

*95%

92

Interborough-Metropolitan, W. 1

37%

36%

Interborough-Metropolitan (preferred), VV. 1 7iy2 76

International Traction (common)

60

60

International Traction (preferred), 4s

79y

2 79%

Manhattan Railway

143

142

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (common)

18%

18

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (preferred) 70 69V2

Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (common) 26 27

Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (preferred) 66 66

Metropolitan Street

105

104

North American

91%

89

North Jersey Street Railway

27

27

Philadelphia Company (common)

49

49

Philadelphia Rapid Transit

29

28

Philadelphia Traction 97% 97%

Public Sendee Corporation certificates

66

6oy2

Public Service Corporation 5 per cent notes 95 94%

South Side Elevated (Chicago)

93

92

Third Avenue

125

123

Twin City, Minneapolis (common)

112y

2 111%

Union Traction (Philadelphia)

64%

64%

West End (common)

—

—
West End (preferred)

—

—

* Ex-dividend.

Metals

According to the "iron Age," the urgency for pig iron con-
tinues, and there has been an advance all along the line and in all

sections of the country. Steel is scarce over the country and
Eastern billets have actually been sold in the Pittsburg district

for $32, delivered. There have been further large sales of steel

rails, including 85,000 tons additional for the New York Central,

thus nearly doubling the former purchase for 1907. The Texas
Pacific has contracted for 30,000 tons, and the Northern Pacific

for 10,000 tons additional. Lake shipbuilders have ordered 30,000

tons of material.

The position of the copper metal market continues strong. The
demand is still urgent, but no change in prices have taken place

during the week. Electrolytic is in heavy demand at 2lJ^c to

22c. Lake is quoted at 2i-)4c to 22^c, and castings 2ij4c to 2ij4c

per pound.

A COMPANY INCORPORATED TO CONNECT HUDSON
RIVER TOWNS NEAR NEW YORK

The West Shore Traction company was incorporated Saturday,

Oct. 20, with a capital of $250,000 to operate a street surface line

from Orangetown, Rockland County, to Piermont, to Grand View,
South Nyack, Nyack, Upper Nyack, Congress, Haverstraw and
other places in Rockland County. The directors are Frank J.

Whan, A. J. Whan, E. J. Welsh, N. E. Heine, G. P. Fall, G. S.

Fulton, of New York City ; A. S. Brown, Brooklyn ; E. G. Roff,

Jr., Orange, N. J., and E. A. Hilton, Paterson, N. J.

OHIO COMMISSIONERS MAY HAVE CONTROL OF

CITY LINES

It has been generally supposed that the Ohio State Railroad

Commission, whose jurisdiction was recently extended to cover

electric railways, was to have control only of the interurban

lines, but experts who have been studying the law creating the

Railroad Commission have reached the conclusion that the com-
mission may have control over many of the street railway sys-

tems of the State. It was clearly the intention of the State

Legislature to exempt these lines from the operation of the law,

but the very clause inserted to that purpose, because of its lack

of proper specifications would seem by implication to give the

commission control of these lines. The clause in question is as

follows : "This act shall not apply to street and electric railways

engaged solely in the transportation of passengers within the

limits of cities." The facts of the situation are that practically

none of the large city systems inXJhio operate exclusively within

the limits of municipalities, having many lines extending beyond

the corporation limits, while nearly all of these roads handle

package freight and U. S. mail. There is some question, there-

fore, that the commission may not be obliged to extend its au-

thority over such city lines.

THE EXTENT OF THE LAKE SHORE FIRE

The Lake Shore Electric Railway suffered a loss of about

$60,000 by a fire which partially destroyed the company's repair

shop and contents last Wednesday, to which brief reference was
made in the Street Railway Journal of Oct. 20. The car, ma-
chine and carpenter shops were completely destroyed and the

armature room was badly damaged. The stock room, train des-

patcher's office and master mechanic's office were saved. The
large car sheds adjoining the building were saved by a fire wall.

All of the machinery in the repair shop, including a new wheel

turning lathe, wheel press and other tools, was destroyed. Four
large interurban cars, one of them new, which was just being

equipped with motor equipments for the limited service, were
totally destroyed, as were six new motors. The walls of the

building were left standing, and a contract has already been

placed for erecting a new roof and rebuilding the shop as it was.

The company has been planning to erect a new and much larger

repair shop either at Fremont or Sandusky, and there will prob-

ably be no change in these plans. Repair work is being taken

care of temporarily at the company's shops at Sandusky and
Beach Park. The loss was fully covered by insurance.
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A STEP TOWARD THE SOLUTION OF THE CHICAGO

PROBLEM

President T. E. Mitten, of the Chicago City Railway, and W.

W. Gurley, general counsel for the Union Traction Company,

returned to Chicago from New York Oct. 18, and reported that

there were no objections to the general principles for a settle-

ment of the traction situation as laid down by Mayor Dunne and

his advisers in the "Werno letter." The indeterminate license

plan with the right of the city to purchase any time it has the

disposition and the money was conceded by the New York men

who are expected to furnish the money, and all that was asked

was that the city would agree to terms on which a fair return

could be expected on the investment. The amount of money

needed had been roughly estimated at $40,000,000.

"The reason for that," explained Mr. Mitten, "is that under

the plan proposed the work shall be left to a board of engineers,

one to be selected by the city, one by the company, and the third

by the other two. Bion J. Arnold, an engineer for the city, has

estimated the cost of putting the lines into good condition at this

figure. It is not an absolute one, however, but subject to the

decision" of the engineers."

It is possible, however, the city may ask for a smaller expendi-

ture. Under the terms of the proposed agreement, whenever the

city elects to purchase the properties it must pay not only their

present values, but in addition the cost of rehabilitation, and the

less the last item the less the purchase price. It is understood

Mayor Dunne will insist on A. B. Dupont, of Detroit, as the

city's representative on this engineering board, and Mr. Dupont

has made his reputation as a street railway builder by doing-

work cheaply.

"The preliminary draft of the proposed ordinance prepared by

the companies' representatives was in the main found acceptable

to the Eastern stockholders," continued Mr. Mitten. "Such

minor changes as were found necessary are now being made, so

that it is expected the corrected draft of the proposed ordinance

will be ready for the Council committee on local transportation

some time next week."

Mr. Gurley explained the changes suggested were mainly those

of wording suggested by the Eastern lawyers to safeguard pos-

sible legal technicalities.

"We made some changes," said he, "but the principles remain

the same. We propose to show the Council the new company-

can finance any fair ordinance the city is disposed to give us.

Of course, if we meet with obstacles we cannot overcome then

there will be no trade. If we can come to a satisfactory settle-

ment it is all right. If not there will not be any settlement

now.

"The tentative ordinance, drawn on the lines of Mayor Dunne's

'Werno letter,' was submitted to our New York principals. On
the main points they declared it satisfactory, and gave assurances

that if it passed the Council they would finance the reconstruc-

tion work. Of course, this is based on the belief that the Coun-
cil will allow us a fair valuation for our present property and

concede a fair division of the profits. The great item of en-

couragement is that an ordinance framed on the indeterminate

license plan can be financed."

The main points for dispute when the ordinance gets before the

committee are expected to be over the present valuation of the

railway properties, fixing part of the price the city would have

to pay if it purchased, and the percentage of the profits which
would go to the city and the percentage to the companies. The
financiers are understood to be more concerned about the latter

item than the former, and it is probable the valuation will be

made a subject of trading when the division of profits comes to

be settled. The ordinance will have blanks for the figures to be

filled out by the committee.

On the subject of whether the Easterners would accept Mueller
law certificates in place of cash for their properties if the city

bought, the word brought from the East was that that is a prob-
lem yet to be met. If they are sustained by the courts they
probably would be.

As to the subway, the desire of the companies, if they build

one, is to own it and hold it as a part of their properties. It

might be possible, however, to make some arrangement whereby
a joint ownership with the city would be possible.

If an ordinance which the Union Traction Company can ac-

cept is passed it will be in the name of the Chicago Railways
Company, which was formed some time ago for the purpose of
taking over the Union Traction holdings. The design is to buy
the stock of the individual stockholders in the underlying com-
panies so as to eliminate friction.

TEN RIDES FOR 25 CENTS IN DETROIT

Announcement was made Oct. 18, by President Hutchins, of

the Detroit United Railway, that early in the week beginning

Monday, Oct. 22, the company would put into effect for long

enough to give all votors an opportunity to judge of«them the

rates of fare provided in the new franchise which the company

seeks and which the voters will pass on at the November elec-

tions. The rates of fare are ten tickets for 25 cents during five

hours of the day when workingmen ride, and six tickets for 25

cents the other nineteen hours. Present fares are 5 cents each

on all but a few of the old Detroit Railway lines, on which eight

tickets are sold for 25 cents.

Mayor Tom L. Johnson, of Cleveland, on behalf of himself

and associates, including A. B. Dupont, has made a proposition to

the city of Detroit for the building of street railway lines to enter

into competition with the Detroit United Railway. The proposal

has been summarized as follows

:

The proposed company offers. to accept a franchise providing for straight

3-cent fare (tickets or cash) with universal transfers.

The franchise to be revocable at the will of the Ct, v ,cil and at any

time.

The revocation may be for the purposes of taking over the property by

the city under municipal ownership, or to turn the property over to any

other individual or company upon the failure of the original company to

comply with Council regulations, or to follow the pledges in the original

franchise, or for any other reason; and this Council order cannot be con-

tested in court.

The franchise to cover any unoccupied territory in the city where car

lines are now needed, and to extend into the territory of the Detroit United

as fast as existing franchises may expire.
^

The company shall be financed in the following way: A syndicate com-

posed of Mr. Johnson and A. B. duPont, together with a number of other

men whose names will not be made public at this time, will be formed to

underwrite or guarantee this enterprise.

The stock in the new railroad shall be open to public subscription, and in

allotting stock Detroit subscribers shall have the preference, and the smaller

subscribers shall be preferred over the larger ones.

The books of the company shall at all times be absolutely open, not only

to the inspection of public officers, but to the general public as well.

It shall be provided in the franchise that no bonds shall ever be issued,

nor debts contracted, and that only so much stock shall ever be issued as

shall represent at a selling price of not less than 90 per cent of par the

actual cash, invested in the construction of the road—not operation.

The franchise shall further provide that o.nly 6 per cent on par shall ever

be paid in dividends, and tha any surplus earnings shall either be

invested in betterment (on which no additional securities can be issued)

or divided in the form of liquidating dividends, which will reduce the

capital stock of the company and so steadily reduce tne fixed charges. In

other words, the property will be paying for itself.

Upon revocation of the franchise by the Council, either for municipal

ownership or to turn it over to some other interest, not one penny shall be

paid for franchise value, good will, or other intangible assets, nor for con-

struction paid for out of profits.

The only payment shall be for actual physical value estimated at cost of

reproduction, less depreciation, and plus 10 per cent as profit.

This proposition to be reduced to writing first and then put into ordi-

nance form, and to be accompanied by a deposit of $50,000 as a guarantee

that such franchise, if granted, shall be accepted, the forfeit money to go

to any fund which the Council may direct.

INTER-BRIDGE LOOP PLAN SAVED

The Rapid Transit Commission defeated a motion Thursday,

Oct. 18, that would have prevented further consideration of the

proposed elevated loop to connect the Williamsburg and Brooklyn

bridges. The motion to substitute a subway was presented by

Vice-President J. H. Starin following a lively public session.

It was plainly evident at the meeting that the people of Brook-

lyn favored the loop and were strongly against any more delay

in solving the question of bridge congestion.

Lawrence Veiller, representing the City Club, was roundly

castigated by Controller Metz for his opposition to the loop,

which, the Controller declared, the people wanted, and at once,

no matter what the City Club might think to the contrary.

"I represent the city of New York," he replied to Veiller, "and

not the Brooklyn Rapid Transit. I was born here and reared in

Allen Street, and was always pretty healthy at that. These

same reformers who are now objecting to the loop are always

objecting to something."

President Orr, Acting Mayor McGowan, Controller Metz and

Commissioner Ledyard voted against Mr. Starin's motion.
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HOW THE CAMPAIGN WAS CONDUCTED WHICH DE-

FEATED MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP AT SEATTLE

An interesting account has just been made available of the

successful campaign against the proposed municipal trolley

scheme at Seattle, Wash., of which mention has been made
before in the Street Railway Journal. The plan submitted to

the people was made up of three elements: (1) A proposed sys-

tem of 20.17 miles of track, to be constructed as soon as possible,

and to be paid for from an issue of $1,272,036 in bonds; (2) a

trackage of 58 miles, to be constructed as soon as practicable,

provided the initial system could be made to produce a revenue

sufficient to induce investors to purchase bonds based on a percent-

age of gross earnings, involving an additional bond issue of $3,000,-

000; and (3) subway and elevated systems at a further cost of

$3,307,904. Although the people were asked to authorize bond

issues to the amount of $4,272,000, it was only proposed to build

at once the 20.17 miles of trackage. Nevertheless elaborate

maps, showing the proposed system, in its entirety, including

elevated tracks and subways, the present building of which was
in no way contemplated, were at once circulated by the advocates

of municipal ownership. By such arguments it was sought to

show how Seattle could acquire this great system "without cost-

ing the municipality a cent."

Many conditions favored the side of the opposition. Probably

a greater portion of mechanics, artisans and workingmen of

Seattle own their own homes than in any other city in the United

States. As a result of this the influence of labor organization

is not as great there as elsewhere. Moreover, the city had

numerous important and insistent needs straining her financial

resources. Her debt already reached the constitutional limit.

The valuations were about to be raised fully 50 per cent, thus

providing a greatly augmented borrowing capacity, but even this

would only furnish a fund barely sufficient for carrying out neces-

sary improvements, including the enlargement of water supply,

paving, sewer extension, and other improvements.

Another factor which favored the opposition was that half a

dozen years ago Seattle was served by no less than thirteen sepa-

rate street car lines, most of them operated by receivers. The
Seattle Electric Company, the majority of stock in which was
owned by Stone & Webster, consolidated these lines, put them
under one central management, inaugurated a complete transfer

system, renewed and improved the equipment, and as a result

immeasurably improved the service. The population of Seattle

is officially estimated at 176,000, and the trackage of the electric

company amounts to 114 miles, or 1 mile for every 1540 persons,

a trackage far above the average to residents of American cities.

The service is as nearly perfect as the rapid growth of the city

will permit. It is not difficult, therefore, to show that Seattle

might be a good deal worse off in its street car service than was
actually the case.

But the opponents of municipal ownership had to combat a

sentiment in its favor which had been fostered for many years.

This sentiment had crystallized in the nomination for Mayor in

January of this year of William Hichman Moore, a Democrat
and a prominent lawyer. The platform on which he stood was
devoted exclusively to the advocacy of municipal ownership and
operation of the street railways of Seattle. The platform de-

clared that no new franchises or renewals should be granted,

except after submission to the direct vote of the people ; that no
further grants should be made to the company now operating

in Seattle, except for minor connections and necessary exten-

sions to residence districts, and that there should be submitted
to the people at the earliest date practicable a plan for a system
of municipal lines to be constructed from .money raised on bonds,

based on the credit of the system and its revenues. Mr. Moore
was elected, so that when the referendum was presented the

opponents of municipal ownership had to start with the initial

verdict of the people already apparently against them.
Thus handicapped, the first step was to organize the opposi-

ton. This was done by the formation of the Seattle Economic
League. J. M. Frink, a former Mayor of Seattle, and a man of

wealth and high standing, was elected president, with John H.
McGraw, former Governor of the State of Washington, as right-

hand man. The league decided on a campaign of education, and
although it was late in the field it pressed its work with great

vigor. It first issued an address to the voters, in which it clearly

set forth the reasons of its opposition to the street railway
proposition. Enclosed with the address was a postal card
addressed to the league. This the recipient was asked to sign

and return. About 20,000 of these were sent out and 1500 favor-

able responses were received.

A statement of the financial condition of the city was prepared,

showing the debt which it already carried, the debt which it

would have to carry in order to have adequate water facilities,

and the debt which was proposed to fix upon the city in addition,

for an unnecessary experiment. The tremendous increase of

Seattle's debt withn three years was seV forth by this debt state-

ment, which was mailed to all the registered voters of the city.

The league next secured the services of several prominent speak-

ers and these it furnished to local improvement clubs and other

bodies considering the municipal ownership problem. A pam-
phlet was prepared, showing the improvements which the city's

growth rendered imperative, and it was pointed out to the voter

that because of the debt limit choice would have to be made
between these and the municipal railway experiment.

Conferences were held with the editors of a local newspaper

to systematize the newspaper campaign. The Seattle "Times"

entered heartily into all plans for a systematic campaign of

education, and for two weeks preceding the election practically

gave over its news and editoral columns to arguments furnished

by the league or prepared by members of its own staff. The
league also purchased space in the newspapers and began therein

a series of "Daily Talks to Voters," which continued until elec-

tion day. In these talks it was aimed to simplify the arguments

and to present each day one good, conclusive reason for voting

against the municipal street railway proposition.

Sets of cards, or "throw-aways," were devised—six in num-
ber—showing on the reverse a large square indicating the amount
of territory to be mortgaged to produce the municipal street car

system, and a much smaller square indicating the territory which

would be served or possibly benefited by the proposed lines. On
the face of the cards various suggestions, calculated to set the

voter thinking, were printed. In all the league circulated during

the campaign over 250,000 pamphlets and cards, not including

matter published in the newspapers.

The friends of municipal ownership were very active, but the

Economic League continued to present its facts undaunted and

relentlessly. It was a campaign of education pure and simple, no

personalities entering into it. The result disclosed what can be

accomplished by an appeal to reason and sober judgment. "When

the ballots were counted they showed 5856 in favor of municipal

street carjs and 7336 against. The opposition majority was thus

1480. As a three-fifths vote was required to carry the scheme, it

fell short of success by about 2100 votes, an astonishing percent-

age, in view of the vote of only a few months before.

PLANS FILED FOR THE BOSTON-PROVIDENCE SERVICE

Some novel ideas in electric railroading are among the details

of plans for a new interurban line between Boston and Provi-

dence as a part of a prospective fast-service electric line from

Boston to New York, filed with the Massachusetts Railroad

Commissioners Friday, Oct. 19. The promoter is the Boston

& New York Electric Railroad Company, made up chiefly of

business men, including a number of members of the Boston

Chamber of Commerce. The new company has obtained no op-

tions on land for its private right of way between the two cities,

but if it secures its certificate from the Railroad Commission,

under the new electric railroad law passed by this year's Legis-

lature it can take the land needed by eminent domain, as a steam

railroad would do. The proposed route touches few centers ex-

cept at its terminals ; but it crosses numerous existing street

railways, all of them so-called local lines, which could easily

afford connection between the proposed through line and the

centers of towns.

The compahy proposes to make an arrangement with these

existing companies whereby it may run through cars from Bos-

ton to any center or group of centers, giving such cars the ad-

vantage of through express facilities while they are on the main

line, but running them for house to house accommodation while

they are on the tracks of connecting companies. Few stops

would therefore be made on the main line by any cars, with the

result that while there would be only one through car every hour

from Boston to Mansfield, or Franklin, these cars would get on

to the branch connections soon enough to allow two cars per

hour to run through at express speed from Boston to Providence.

The largest blocks of stock are owned by A. B. Leach and

James C. Campbell, of 149 Broadway, New York, the former

owning 1500 and the latter 1415 shares out of a total of 3000.

The company asks the Railroad Commission to certify that pub-

lic exigency requires the building and operation of the new line.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR OPERATION FROM THE MASSACHU-

SETTS COMMISSIONERS

A special warning to street railway companies to prevent acci-

dents on curves and grades made specially slippery by moisture

and fallen leaves, was issued Oct. 11 by the Massachusetts Rail-

road Commission. It refers particularly to a recent accident, and

states an important policy, but it is intended to serve as a call for

special precautions on all lines at this particular season. It reads

as follows : ,

Oct. 11. 1906.

To Massachusetts Street Railway Companies:

Attention is called to a finding of the Board in connection with the in-

vestigation of the recent accident upon the Worcester & Holden Street

Railway.

Upon the assurance of an employee that a car had not yet passed a

certain place, the superintendent directed the crew of another car which

was to meet it to proceed beyond the point where it would otherwise have

waited. The first-named car had in fact passed the place in question, and

could not be reached in season to prevent a disastrous collision.

The employees had unintentionally misinformed the superintendent, but

the responsibility for the accident is plainly chargeable to the fault of the

management in not having established a rule requiring an understanding

between the despatsher and both crews as a preliminary to the change in

the movement of these cars.

Wherever a telephone system of despatching cars is in use no change in

the regular schedule should be authorized until a complete understanding

of such change has been established with the crew of every car affected by

it, and such understanding made a matter of record.

This occasion is also taken to call attention to the need of making every

effort to keep tracks in a condition to prevent accident from slippery

rails; and we again urge the necessity of enforcing rules for the testing of

brakes and for the reduction of speed in running cars around curves and

down grades. For the Board, JAMES F. JACKSON, Chairman.

LAST CABLE CAR OPERATED IN CHICAGO

At last cable traction has been entirely abandoned in Chicago.

The last cable cars were operated over the lines early Sunday
morning, Oct. 21. At this time cars were operated for the last

time over both the Cottage Grove Avenue line of the Chicago

City Railway and the Clark Street line of the Union Traction

Company. In order to prevent damage to the cars by souvenir

hunters, the new cars were put in service an hour or more pre-

vious to the time publicly announced.

RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS WANTED FOR AUSTRALIA

The Australian Government is about to appoint for the New
South Wales Railways & Tramways a chief commissioner, with

a salary at the rate of £3,000 a year, who will have supreme au-

thority in the management and maintenance of the railways and

tramways of the State ; an assistant railway commissioner, at a

salary of £1,500 a year, and a tramway commissioner, at £1,500
a year, who will control, under the chief commissioner, the

street and other tramways (chiefly electric) the property of the

State. Gentlemen desirous of receiving an appointment to any
of these positions must apply in writing (stating age) to T. A.

Coghlan, agent-general for New South Wales, 125 Cannon Street,

London, E. C, on or before Nov. 19. Particulars as to the ex-

tent of the railways and tramways of New South Wales may be
obtained on application to R. W. Cameron & Company, 23 South
William Street, New York. Appointments in each case will be
under the provisions of the New South Wales railways acts and
for a term of seven years, renewable for like periods. It is dis-

tinctly to be understood that the agent-general will deal with
none but principals, and all communications will be treated as
strictly confidential. » —

LAKE SHORE NOT TO BE REFINANCED

President E. W. Moore, of the Lake Shore Electric, says there
is no truth in the report that the company is to be refinanced in

the near future and that the preferred stock will be converted
into bonds. The company will not make any financing changes
until the improvements now under way are completed. These
improvements include the double-tracking from Lorain to Celon
Junction, the completion of the Sandusky, Fremont & Southern
line and the construction of a large addition to the Fremont
power station, with probably a new line from Fremont to Genoa,
which will reduce the mileage of the main line.

AFFAIRS IN CLEVELAND

Mayor Tom Johnson was subjected to a long examination be-

fore a notary public, as a preliminary to the two suits brought by
the Cleveland Electric Railway Company to show that the Mayor
had a financial interest in the new low-fare company. Mr. John-
son, while strenuously denying that he stood to secure any of
the profits that might accrue from the business of the Forest
City Railway Company, admitted that he stood bound to the ex-
tent of about $160,000 on the obligations of the Forest City Rail-

way Company and created a decided sensation by announcing that

he stood ready to guarantee all stockholders of the company
against financial loss in the enterprise. The responsibility thus as-

sumed amounts, according to his own statement, to between $300,-
000 and $400,000. Mr. Johnson said, however, that he had never
rendered financial aid to the several other low-fare projects which
had been started during his administration, but admitted he had
assisted them in other ways. It was pretty well demonstrated
during the examination that the parties who took up the low-
fare project after John Hoefgen withdrew from it were not prac-
tical street railway men, and Mr. Johnson admitted that he sup-
plied them with suggestions as to the proper procedure in getting

the franchises and building the lines. Prominent jurists who
have had the matter laid before them are at present of the opinion
that it will be held the Mayor had a financial interest iri the

property. It would seem that upon a decision on this point de-
pends the entire future of the legality of the Forest City Com-
pany's grants.

Last week the Forest City Company was enjoined from laying

tracks at the corner of Lorain Street and Fulton Road. In spite

of the injunction the company went ahead and laid part of the
tracks, claiming indefiniteness of the injunction. The Forest
City Railway Company was called into court and fined $200 and
costs for contempt, and ordered to restore the street to its former
condition. This is the second time that the low-fare company
has been fined for contempt.

On Tuesday, Oct. 23, the Cleveland Eledric Railway Company
won another important decision, through the holding by the
Common Pleas Court that the Detroit Street line is not free ter-

ritory, and that the Forest City Company cannot use it for a

route to the Public Square. The low-fare company is already
completing a line on Bridge Street as an alternate route to reach
free territory.

The Forest City Railway Company has started a counter suit to

require the Cleveland Electric Railway to show how much money
it has spent in fighting the low-fare company, and to whom it has
been paid. It will be asked to testify as to campaign contribu-

tions and to show how much money has been spent in securing
franchises.

The board of elections has refused to submit the propositions

of the contending companies to a vote of the people, on the

ground that no legal plan for a vote could be found. The board
will show reports to the Council.

STREET RAILWAY PATENTS

[This department is conducted by Rosenbaum & Stockbridge,
patent attorneys, 140 Nassau Street, New York.]

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED OCT. 9, 1906

832,652. Railway Block Signal System ; Abram L. Bower,
Boyertown, Pa. App. filed Oct. 22, 1002. Relates to block signal

system wherein home and distant signals located along the track
may be operated electrically by a moving train, the rails being
insulated from one another between the sections.

832,659. Automatically Operated Switch ; Charlie F. Eldridge,
Herrin, 111. App. filed July 8, 1905. Includes a tripping device
positioned beyond the heel of the switch and adapted to be en-
gaged by a wheel of a car after passing over the switch to throw
the same to connect the main line and siding.

832,709. . Apparatus for Insuring Safety of Traffic on Single
Lines of Railway; Edward Tyler, Dalston, England; and James
H. Hamilton, Cape Town, Cape Colony. App. filed Jan. 5, 1904.
An automatic visual signal in which the indicator is controlled
by a pair of steel magnets each surrounded by a separate mag-
netizing coil. One of these coils is arranged to be influenced by
outgoing currents only, while the other is subject to incoming
currents only.

832,712. Trolley
;
Henry West, Galesburg, 111. App. filed Jul v

-

20, 1903. The trolley *wheel is ball-bearing on a stationary axis
which is provided with a drum on which spring blades electri-
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cally connected to the tread of the wheel bear. The harp is cap-

, able of lateral yielding movement.

832,765. Trolley Wheel and Support; B. G. Young and

Charles N. Pickering, Cedargrove, W. Va. App. filed Nov. 13,

1905. The tread of the wheel is a ring or disc separable from

the flanges so that it can be replaced when worn.

832,813. Brake-Shoe; William V. H. Rosing, St. Louis, Mo.,

and Frank L. Gordon, Chicago, 111. App. filed Feb. 17, 1906.

The brake-shoe is in two parts, separated opposite the rail-wear-

ing portion of the wheel tread and united by bridges which ex-

tend upwardly and beyond the back of the shoe.

832,847. Lock for Signals ; Fred B. Corey, Schenectady, N. Y.

App. filed Feb. 7, 1906. In order to obviate the danger of a

semaphore arm falling by the weight of sleet or snow, an elec-

trically operated latch is provided.

832,945. Tie-Plate
;
Benjamin Wolhaupter, Chicago, 111. App.

filed June 26, 1905. The tie-plate is provided at one side of thz

rail seat with a rib forming an inwardly facing bearing-shoulder

for contact with the base-flange of the rail, with a hole for d

screw-spike, and with an elevated bearing outside of the spike-

hole and separate from the bearing-shoulder, adapted for con-

tact with the head of the screw-spike.

832,959. Step Holder for Cars; Joseph Edwards, New York,

N. Y. App. filed July 25, 1906. A hook loosely mounted in a

sleeve and adapted to swing to engage and hold the car step.

The sleeve has an inclined lip which engages the hook when it

is released from the step, affording means for swinging the hook-

inward.

832,997. Rail Joint; William Nolan and Charles H. Pearce,

Aspen, Col. App. filed June 21, 1906. A tie-plate for rail joints

stepped on its upper side forming shoulders for engagement by

a fish-plate and a rail-base and having a rail-brace projecting

inwardly over the shoulders.

833,017. Electric Railway; Miles E. Bailey, Washington,

D. C. App. filed May 27, 1905. A toy railway on a straight

track in which the car is adapted to automatically reverse itself

at the ends of the track.

• 833,020. Insulated Rail Joint ; William F. Bossert, Utica,

N. Y. App. filed Jan. 11, 1906. A sheet of insulating material

completely surrounds the base and sides of the rail and the

bolt-holes in the fish-plates are provided with insulating bush-

ings.

833.039. Rail Joint ; Charles Gibson, Coraopolis, Pa. App.

filed June 29, 1906. Provides a lateral projection on each fish-

plate adapted to underlap the rail, said projections being keyed

together.

833.040. Fare Register ; Charles E. Gierding, Newark, N. J.

App. filed March 14, 1905. Details of construction.

833.041. Fare Register; Charles E. Gierding, Newark, N. J.

App. filed Aug. 3, 1905. Relates to that class of fare register

which makes a printed record at the end of each trip.

833,076. Brake; Stephen Marco, Tercio, Col. App. filed Feb.

13, 1906. A power-lever operatively connected with the brake

beam, an oscillatory toothed member, a rotary shaft having a

pinion in mesh with said member and a traction-rod connecting

the toothed member and lever, said rod comprising a pair of

sections adjustably connected one with the other.

833,080. Trolley; Elijah D. McDonald, Los Angeles, Cal.

App. filed Nov. 28, 1905. The trolley is provided with harp

prongs which are beveled to form sloping faces that terminate in

edges extending alongside the trolley wheel.

833,140. Car Brake
;
Joseph A. Stowe, Arlington, N. J. App.

filed Jan. 8, 1906. The brake-drum has a gear at its top which

meshes with a gear on the brake-staff. The drum is provided

with a peripheral enlargement to which the brake chain is at-

tached in a peculiar manner.

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED OCT. 16, 1906

833,152. Circuit Closer; Walter B. Beilak, Gresham and Bar-

ney W. Belock, Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed July 14, 1906. A
pin hinged in a slot in the tread of the rail has connections with

a supply circuit and engages the contact of a signal circuit when
depressed by the car wheels.

833,161. Fluid Pressure Brake; Richard Fitzgerald, Chicago,

111. App. filed July 7, 1903. A device of the type in which a

movable abutment-actuated release valve and a movable abut-

ment-actuated service valve are independent of each other. A
feed-groove arrangement ©f by-pass valve is governed by the

service valve abutment, and a valve interposed in a passage be-

tween the service valve abutment and the auxiliary reservoir for

governing the feed thereto and governed by the abutment of the

release valve.

833,312. Trolley ; Andrew H. Dreijer, New York, N. Y. App.
filed June 6, 1904. The tread of the wheel is made up of a

plurality of small rollers. Also comprehends a double wheel for

engaging two conductors.

833,353- Trolley; Gestavus Troxler, Jr., Newark, N. J. App.

filed Oct. 10, 1905. A plurality of radially extending fingers

mounted on each side of the trolley wheel, and which are adapted

to yield when guy wires, etc., are encountered.

833,505. Trolley
;
Henry B. Burke, Windber, Pa. App. filed

Dec. 28, 1905. The harp is connected to the pole by a goose-neck

spring which affords great resiliency.

833,524. Switch; Markus Holpfer, Coraopolis, Pa. App. filed

Aug. 8, 1906. The car is provided with a shifting bar which may
be projected from either side of the car to engage levers in the

roadbed whereby the switch is thrown.

833,545. Metallic Tie and Rail Fastener; Lewis H. Pfleghardt,

Fayette City, Pa. App. filed July 2, 1906. A channel-shaped

metallic tie having fish-bars at each end to embrace the outside

of the rail and pivoted blocks engaging the inner side of the rail.

833,550. Trolley Harp ; William K. Richardson, Leavenworth,
Kan. App. filed Sept 1, 1905. Contact blades mounted in the

harp and spring pressed against the trolley wheel to insure good
electrical connection therewith.

833,601. Automatic Safety Railway Switch
; James W. Hub-

bard, Eau Claire, Wis. App. filed Dec. 19, 1905. The switch

may be operated automatically or by hand, and novel means are

provided whereby it may be operated either way to the exclusion

of the other.

833,702. Automatic Fluid Coupling; Charles H. Tomlinson,

Denver, Col. App. filed Sept. 22, 1905. Relates to improvements
in automatic fluid-couplers adapted for use with radiating draw-
bars.

PERSONAL MENTION

MR. HAROLD S. BUTTENHEIM, business manager of the

Street Railway Journal, was married Oct. 9, to Miss Margaret
Stoddard, of Madison, N. J.

MR. A. A. ANDERSON, formerly general superintendent and
purchasing agent of the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Com-
pany, on Oct. 15 assumed the duties of general manager of the

Indianapolis & Columbus Traction Company.

MR. GEORGE H. SOUTHARD, president of the Franklin

Trust Company, and IViR. CHARLES D. YOUNG, president of

the National City Bank, of Brooklyn, have been elected directors

of the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railroad Company to succeed

Mr. Alvin W. Krech and Mr. Duncan B. Cannon.

MR. BENJAMIN H. WARREN died very suddenly Saturday

morning, Oct. 20, at the Hotel Collingwood, New York City,

from apoplexy. The son of an officer who was killed in the

Civil War, Mr. Warren graduated in the engineer corps at the

United States Naval Academy in 1874, and was in active service

in the United States Navy at sea and on shore until 1878, when
he resigned from the service to find larger opportunities for his

energies. From 1878 until 1890 he was with the Hancock In-

spirator Company, Boston, Mass., as mechanical engineer, man-
ager of the London office for years, and as superintendent six

years. From 1890 to 1895 Mr. Warren was manager of the

hoisting and pulley block department at the Yale & Towne Manu-
facturing Company, Stamford, Conn. He went thence, when
the business of that department was sold, to the Pratt & Whitney
Company, Hartford, Conn., serving temporarily as assistant sec-

retary and treasurer. Mr. Warren was next, from 1896 to 1902,

with the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pitts-

burg, Pa., as assistant general manager, in charge of manufac-

turing for ten months, then as second vice-president, in charge of

both the manufacturing and commercial branches of the business.

After a brief interval, Mr. Warren was appointed president of

the Allis-Chalmers Company, and he remained in that capacity

until the growing burdens overtaxed his health, whereupon he

resigned. He then formed an engineering firm in this city with

two old friends, Capt. John C. Kafer and Mr. A. M. Mattice, and

upon the death of the former continued in the practice of his

profession with Mr. Mattice. He was a member of the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Engineers' Club, the

University Club and a number of other kindred bodies. Mr.
Warren leaves a widow, son and two daughters. His home was
at Albeiene, Va.
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Our Convention Issues

In this issue we conclude our account of the Columbus

Convention by printing a report of the Claim Agents' Con-

vention, a digest of the Question Box discussed by that asso-

ciation, and the papers presented at its Columbus meetings.

The work accomplished in the various associations at Colum-

bus was more extensive than ever before, and the task of

reporting them was much larger. We do not know whether

our readers realize that during the last five issues of the

Street Railway Journal, counting this issue, we have sup-

plied them, including the dictionary in our issue of Oct. 13,

with the equivalent of 510 pages of reading matter and illustra-

tions. These pages represent not historical matter, but are de-

scriptive of the latest and best practice in different branches of

electric railway work. The complaint is sometimes made

that there are very few text books on the subject of electric

railway practice. This is true, but any real ground for com-

plaint disappears when the technical papers are considered.

The reading matter and illustrations in these 510 pages of the

Street Railway Journal if reckoned in words would ag-

gregate over 1,000,000, and if published in book form would

constitute a volume about two and a half times the size of

Wellington's "Railway Location" or four volumes each the

size of Bell's "Power Transmission." Our modesty prevents

us from referring often to the service given by this paper to

its subscribers, but we believe that the one mentioned above

constitutes the record in technical journalism.

The Selection and Training of Employees

The only papers before the American Association which

we have not yet discussed were those on Thursday after-

noon devoted to employees, and those of Friday morn-

ing upon the relations between the corporation and the public.

The former were printed in our issue of Oct. 20, and should

be read in their entirety by every superintendent, motorman,

conductor and inspector. Commencing with Mr. Learned's

paper and ending with that contributed by Mr. Brooks, they

trace the relations between management and employee from

the time that they become acquainted through their associa-

tion in the service of the company.

Partly because of the demands for higher qualifications

from the employee and partly because of the scarcity of labor,

the problem of the selection and even the retention of the

right kind of men in street railway service is becoming more

difficult every day. The experience of the Boston Elevated

Railway is that only 22 per cent of those who apply for work

are assigned for duty and only 6j4 per cent of the applicants

are in service at the end of a year. We believe that the

experience of many other companies will not differ greatly

from this. The responsibility carried by the superintendent

of employment is consequently a great one. Mr. Learned

has outlined his chief qualification as being a good judge of

human nature, and able to determine not only the men that

are especially fitted for the work, but those whose inclinations

will lead them to take an interest in it and remain with the

company.

The selection of an employee, however, is only the begin-

ning. The corporation must commence to instill in his mind,

from the very moment that he enters the employment bureau

and files his application, the idea that the company wants

good men, that it is prepared to treat them justly and liber-

ally, that it is just as anxious to secure the service of such

men as they are to receive employment, and that it expects

them to take the same interest in their future work that the

company will take in their welfare. In other words", its effort

should be to increase the morale of the service, to incul-
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cate the idea that railroading is a highly specialized business

which affords opportunities at all times for the employment

and advancement of good men, and that it is a line of work

in which they can justly take pride.

Mr. Willis' paper outlined the connection between the

morale and the morals of the employee, and showed how

successful the Y. M. C. A. work had been with the steam

railroads, among whom 80 per cent of the entire mileage of

the country is now co-operating in this movement. As yet

little has been done among the electric roads, but with the

increasing demand for higher grades of labor on the city and

interurban railways it is inevitable that the men will demand

and require club houses and other accompaniments of the

Y. M. C. A. work which were not formerly necessary. If

it is found that such provision not only assists in retaining

the best men in the employ of the company, but also attracts

to its service men of better character than would otherwise

be available, the corporations will be disposed to look upon

this work with favor. This has been the experience with the

steam roads, and there is no reason to expect unlike results

on the electric roads. In fact there are many reasons to

anticipate an even more satisfactory showing.

Mr. McGivney's paper might be considered as tracing the

connection between morale and outward appearance of the

employee. It is a well-known fact that in any large body of

men working together along the same lines, the adoption of a

uniform increases both the self-respect of the wearer and the

respect which is shown him by others. A small body of uni-

formed police can control a crowd better than a much larger

number in plain clothes, and there is nothing which adds so

much to the opinion which the public has for a railway com-

pany as to see its employees neatly uniformed. Mr. McGiv-

ney offers some practical suggestions along this line, and

gives the specifications and methods followed by the New

Orleans Railways & Light Company.

Mr. Brooks, assistant general manager of the Detroit

United Railway Company, was an eminently proper selection

for a paper on discipline, as his company was one of the first,

if not the first, to adopt a comprehensive system of merit and

demerit marks for governing the conduct of its crews. This

system has already been described in this paper, so that any

further comments are unnecessary except to say that four

years have elapsed since the extensive article descriptive of

the system, written by Mr. Brooks, appeared in the Street

Railway Journal. The experience of these last four years

indicates that the principles upon which the system was es-

tablished are fundamentally correct, and it has now been

successfully extended over a property comprising over 600

miles of track.

Getting and Keeping the Nickel

No large business gathers its receipts in such infinitesimal

morsels as street railroading. Hence in spite of large totals

the prosperity of a road depends on close attention to the

task of picking up nickels—all of them that are in sight, and

holding them tight until they can be accounted for. The

Convention papers by Mr. Beeler and Mr. Stanley deal

directly with this intimate and petty task. Looked at in the

large, a street railway company may be a huge corporation

with millions of capital and thousands of employees, yet all

its prosperity depends on the trickling stream of tiny coins

that must be gathered as a miner gathers gold dust, grain by

grain as the stream flows on. In the varied necessities of

travel a large amount of traffic comes naturally and the

resulting coin gets as far as the car quite easily. The report

of the committee on promotion of traffic pointed out ways

in which the stream might be made larger. The paper of

Mr. Stanley was directed toward showing how to prevent it

becoming smaller, and also how to stop the leaks which lead

any part of it away from the coffers of the company.

As regards the first, good service is paramount. It is the

short-distance traffic which brings the maximum profit, and

unfortunately it is also the short-distance traffic that is most

easily discouraged and repelled. The man who has a couple

of miles between himself and his place of business is not

likely to walk even if the service is bad and the cars crowded,

and it is only in rare cases that he turns to a competing sys-

tem. The man or woman with half a dozen blocks to go

catches a car to save a few minutes or to escape a passing

shower. If the car is delayed or is overcrowded the pas-

senger simply walks, and that potential nickel is as definitely

lost to the company as if somebody had stolen it out of the

cash box, which might have been its fate had the passenger

ridden. The fundamental principle of successful nickel hunt-

ing as described Mr. Stanley is in eternal vigilance. Every

superintendent means to give good service, but once in a

while he has indigestion or is refused improvements by his

directors, and the schedules break down or the extra cars are

not ready, with the result that a little broadening rill of

nickels begins to flow away. We grant that the job is one

fit to wear down the very patience of Job, but there is no

escaping the necessity for omnipresence and infinite tact and

vigilance on the part of the operating superintendent.

Looking now at the question of the nickels missed, the

most important desiderata are care in the selection of- em-

ployees and the adoption of the most practical method of as-

sisting the conductor in his work of collection. Of course

one can hardly expect a compendium of all the talents and

virtues on the back platform any more than elsewhere. But

there is no doubt that with the care which is used on most

roads in picking out and training men, street railway em-

ployees as a whole should, and undoubtedly do, possess the

fundamental virtues of honesty, civility, courtesy and courage

in as full a degree as any other large body of picked men in

the community, the police force or fire department, for in-

stance. No amount of care will prevent occasional mistakes

and dishonesty, but every effort should be made by the man-

agement to reduce the likelihood of both to the minimum.

To what extent the Montreal type of car assists in this direc-

tion was carefully discussed at the Convention. Its plan is

so radical that most managers were loath to express a decided

opinion upon it, but it undoubtedly made a very favorable

impression.

Outside of missing fares, direct peculation and the abuse of

transfers are the most troublesome sources of loss of

revenue. "Knocking down" fares in its various forms

is undeniably difficult to deal with. The better the per-

sonnel as a whole the less likely it is to be serious,

but some form of inspection is at present an unfortunate

necessity. Inspection should be extremely useful in dealing

as well with irregular transfers. Regular attempts to misuse

transfers on the part of conductors are usually soon detected,
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since, in order to be profitable, they must be on a fairly large

scale and will generally show by an unusual increase of trans-

fers at one or a few points. In this connection there might

be some advantage in using transfer slips stiff enough to

run through a sorting machine, so as quickly to determine

the distribution of transfer tickets at the different points.

Prompt prosecution for misuse of transfers should also have

a very valuable deterrent effect. In stopping leaks of this

kind, however, the broad question of the real good of the

service should not be forgotten. The occasional effort of an

individual to beat the road out of a fare is of small conse-

quence, exasperating as it may be, compared with the total

receipts, and any plan of stopping leaks that causes incon-

venience to the rank and file of the fare-paying public may

lose a possible fare for every one that it saves. The necessity

of adopting this broad view of the question is emphasized in

both Mr. Stanley's and Mr. Beeler's paper.

The Claim Agents' Convention

The proceedings and papers presented at the meeting of

the Claim Agents' Association, with a digest of the Question

Box of that association, are published in this issue. They

indicate that excellent progress has been made by that body

during the past year under the direction of President

Rhoades. Altogether four papers were presented, and the

ensuing discussions were active and to the point. Owing to

the popular prejudice against corporations, their methods and

purposes are frequently misinterpreted, and this is especially

true of the policy of the claim department. This department

of a street railway company is often credited with ignoring

justice and equity and with taking every legal opportunity to

reduce or avoid the payment of proper claims. We believe,

however, that if the proceedings and papers of the Claim

Agents' Association at the Columbus Convention should

receive wide publicity this idea would largely disappear. It

would easily become apparent that the fear of a miscarriage

of justice is in the other direction. The methods of dealing

with claims against street railway companies, advocated in

the papers and debates at Columbus, were those looking to

the prompt payment of just claims and arguments in favor of

reducing litigation were urged as being in the interests of both

company and claimants. We venture to predict that if the

laws against fraudulent claims were more strictly enforced,

so that the companies would not have this danger always

confronting them, the question of the settlement of damages

from accidents would become a very simple matter.

Comparatively few managers or presidents in attendance

at Columbus were present at the meetings of the Claim

Agents, but there is no doubt that if these two departments

were in closer touch a material benefit to the service would

result. The statistics presented by Mr. Rhoades at the general

meeting in classifying the expense involved in the settlement

of accident claims are particularly significant as bearing upon

this point. His statement that it costs the street railway com-

panies of the country $4,000,000 a year to permit people to

board and leave the cars in the usual way; $2,500,000 for

collisions, and $1,250,000 because of the blowing of fuses, are

facts which are worthy of the most careful consideration.

Tn the first paper before the Claim Agents' Convention Mr.

Farrell summed up the question of the better policy of settling

claims—quick or delayed—by recommending the former gen-

erally in the case of light injuries and in all cases where a

reasonable and fair settlement can be made, but he urged ex-

cellent reasons for not hastening a settlement in the case of

unreasonable demands and in serious cases. The discussion

as a whole supported Mr. Farrell's hypotheses, with the pro-

viso that there were exceptions where this rule does not

hold. Mr. Weh's paper defined the qualifications of a claim

agent and contained a strong argument in favor of keeping

the public better informed both as to the real policies of

the claim department and in exposing the fraudulent suits

brought against the companies. Mr. Hare's paper suggested

reforms in the negligence law which should tend to reduce

the number of these fraudulent suits, especially those brought

a long time after an alleged accident. He also was in favor

of publicity and a closer method of working between the

operating and the claim departments. Altogether the meet-

ings and papers were most profitable, and should add to the

growing prestige of this organization.

Train Men for Emergencies

Conditions often arise in electric railway operation where

there is a continuous demand for overtime work on the part

of train men. No amount of foresight in maintaining a

large extra list can prevent this contingency. It may be that

some festival or convention is taking place, or an unexpected

period of heavy travel may occur at a time when a number

of the men are off duty because of sickness or otherwise.

Of course in cases of this kind the regular men are usually

very glad to put in the extra time, on account of the addi-

tional compensation obtained, and they do not regard the

request to do so as a hardship. The management realizes

this condition, and as every one concerned is satisfied there

does not seem to be any great call for a change in methods.

We believe, however, that if the extra time necessary is

reduced to a minimum, both the road and the men will be

gainers. The question is how it can best be accomplished.

A large extra list does not seem feasible because the men
on that list would have practically no opportunity of becom-
ing regular employees, and could not be induced to spend

much time in learning the business for the sake of work
during a few days of the year only. The remaining alter-

native is to train the men in other departments of the system

to a knowledge of the duties of the motormen and con-

ductors, so that they can if necessary undertake this work.

For instance, there is on every system quite a large number
of employees, such as shop men and construction men, who
could be trained so that they could operate the cars for a

few hours each day in emergencies. It might even be possi-

ble to utilize the services in some cases of the men in the

clerical force and engineering department. The general

knowledge which all of these men have of the organization

and operating methods would stand them in good stead, and

if their regular work was of such a character that it could

temporarily be laid aside while they were occupying the

front or back platform the road not only would be a gainer

but the men themselves would often welcome the temporary

change in occupation. We do not mean to be understood

as recommending the employment of untrained men, partic-

ularly on the front platform. If, however, the employees

mentioned should be given the requisite instruction, this

knowledge, together with their familiarity with what was

required, would make them much superior to the ordinary

"extra" man. They would constitute a reserve force which
might prove very useful at times.
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EXPERIMENTAL THREE-WIRE SYSTEM IN VIENNA

The Wiener Stadtbahn (Vienna City Railway) is still oper-

ated with steam locomotives hauling trains up to 130 tons

on a double-track line about 27.8 km (17.2 miles) long, 22

per cent of which is in tunnels. The maximum grade is 3

per cent. The unpleasant features incident to steam railroad

operation in a crowded city have been experienced in

Vienna as elsewhere. As a result, about two years ago the

authorities called for proposals from several electrical

firms for the electrification of the system. Of the

plans submitted that of the Fr. Krizik Works, of Prague,

was considered the best, and the successful bidder was au-

thorized to electrify for experimental purposes the 2-km

(1.24-miles) branch extending from the Custom House to

Praterstern. A preliminary notice of this contract was pub-

lished in the Street Railway
Journal of Nov. 18, 1905, but full

details of the equipment have not

been available until the present

time.

It is proposed to continue the

use of the present rolling stock

even to the retention of the vacuum

brakes now on the cars. The elec-

tric locomotives will haul trains at

a maximum speed of 50 km (31

miles) an hour, and it is believed

that their superior acceleration will

enable the headway of the trains

to be shortened from 3 minutes. to

2.5 minutes during rush hours.

The remarkable feature of this

contract is the provision for a

three-wire direct-current system.

This resembles in its general char-

acteristics the Krizik 1400-volt in-

stallation on the Tabor-Bechyne

(Bohemia) Railway, of which a

description appeared on page 1042

in the issue of the Street Rail-

way Journal for Dec. 10, 1904.

The Tabor line is 16. 1 miles long

and the service is of interurban

character. The traffic on the

Vienna Stadtbahn is of course

much heavier, and corresponds to

the elevated railway service given in other cities. While

the Tabor-Bechyne Railway is operated with motor cars

(which also haul trailers), electric locomotives will be em-

ployed in Vienna. This difference in operating methods may
be attributed to the necessity for retaining the present rolling

stock without material changes in construction.

On the Tabor line two 700-volt motors are operated in

series, giving a potential difference of 1400 volts be-

tween the outside wires; on the Vienna locomotives there are

four 750-volt motors, two in series on each side of the circuit,

so that there is a difference of 3000 volts between the outside

wires. In both installations the neutral of the circuit is

formed by the rails. It is estimated that the use of this

potential will obviate the necessity for sub-stations on the

Stadtbahn if it should be entirely equipped with electricity.

Other advantages claimed are the practical absence of elec-

trolysis and similar troubles caused by the return currents

of the ordinary system, and the division of the generating

machinery in two independent sets, either of which may be

out of action without seriously disturbing the train service.

As before stated, the motors are disposed two in series on

each side of the circuit. It is clear if the speeds of the

coupled motors began to differ there would be an unequal di-

vision of potential. To prevent this, both motors of each group

'are connected together mechanically by mounting them on

opposite sides of the same axle, and the pinions of both

motors drive the same gear wheel as shown in Fig. 2. Each

locomotive has two axles and consequently four motors. The
weight of the locomotives is 29 tons.

In general the wiring connections resemble those used for

ordinary series-parallel work and follow the changes shown

in the diagram, Fig. 3. The motors at first are connected in

series between one of the outside wires and the earth, after

which the resistances are cut out and a voltage of 1500 is

applied. These steps are shown in diagrams 1 to 6 of Fig.

3. When about one-half the maximum speed has been

—SIDE VIEW OF COMPLETED ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE IN EXPERIMENTAL USE
ON THE VIENNA STADTBAHN

reached the resistances are again inserted, the outside ground

connection broken, the neutral is connected to ground and

the motor terminals are placed in circuit with the other out-

side wire. To secure higher speed the fields may be shunted

as shown in diagrams 13 and 14 of Fig. 3.

The large number of running points afforded in this method

of control gives quite an increase in efficiency during starting.

The power consumption during the trial runs has been found

to be 48 watt-hours per ton-kilometer (77 watt-hours per ton-

mile), based on the gross weight of the train, and 59 watt-

hours per ton-kilometer (94.5 watt-hours per ton-mile) based

on the net weight of the train.

The Praterstern section was chosen for the experimental

work because it presents the most unfavorable conditions.

On other parts of the system the average distance between

stations is 950 meters (31 16 ft.); on this it is only

625 meters (2050 ft), so that during the greater part of the

trip the train is either accelerating or decelerating. In addi-

tion, this section, which in all is only 1.25 miles long, has a

2 per cent grade for 332 meters (1089 ft.), with an entrance
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curve of 120-meter (395-ft.) radius, on which no speeds over

10 km (6.2 miles) an hour are permitted. Consequently the

highest speeds must be attained while climbing a grade.

THE OVERHEAD STRUCTURE

Center pole or bracket construction is used, according to

space conditions. The trolley wires are figure 8 in shape and

have a cross-section of 115 sq. mm, which is the size con-

templated for the entire system to keep the transmission

losses within 3 per cent when feeding from two points. The

outside wires are placed 1.4 meters (4 ft. 7 ins.) apart and
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FIG. 3.—WIRING DIAGRAMS, SHOWING THE STEPS TAKEN IN
RUNNING ON THE VIENNA THREE-WIRE SYSTEM. THE
LAST TWO ARE FOR OPERATION WITH WEAKENED FIELDS

5.2 meters (17 ft. 1 in.) above the roadbed. As shown in

Fig. 8, each wire is hung independently, thus making it

very unlikely that both wires should be injured at the same

time. The trolley wires are suspended from Ambroin
insulators of the type shown in Fig. 6. They were tested

for 30,000 volts and are flexibly connected to steel span

wires furnished with pull-offs capable of withstanding 15,000

volts. The effectiveness of this insulation is apparent from

the results already achieved on the experimental division,

where the steam and corrosive gases from 300 locomotives

passing every day have failed to affect it injuriously.

The line is double track, and the overhead work is so ar-

ranged that the inside trolley wires are of like polarity. This

simplifies the construction, as it is unnecessary to insulate

the inside wires from each other. Switching or stub tracks

are equipped with only one trolley wire. With the 1500 volts

thus available the cars may be moved at half speed, which

of course is sufficient at such points. This feature conse-

quently avoids the complication that would otherwise result.

For instance, although the Praterstern station has five over-

head switches, only three insulators are required. A cross-

over between parallel tracks has two such insulators placed in

FIG. 2.—DOUBLE MOTOR WITH TWO PINIONS MESHING
WITH ONE GEAR

the wires over the cross-over, as shown in Fig. 7. In gen-

eral, the problems relating to the overhead structure have

been solved for all the conditions possible throughout the

system.
THE LOCOMOTIVE

From the accompanying illustrations, Figs. 1, 9 and 10,

which show the electric locomotive adopted, it will be noted

that the axles, which are 3000 mm (9 ft. 10 ins.) apart, are

placed in a steel side frame above which is built the regular

form of electric locomotive cab. The wheels are of 1200 mm

FIG. 4.—RUNNING AXLE CARRYING TWO MOTORS

(47 ins.) diameter. The type of bearings, spring suspension

and other mechanical features harmonize with the steam loco-

motive standards of the Austro-Hungarian steam railroads.

The length of the locomotive between the bumpers is 7850 mm
(25 ft. 9 ins.). Its weight with the electrical equipment is

29,000 kg (63,800 lbs.), and without, 14,500 kg (31,900 lbs.).

The framework consists of riveted steel plates suitably stiff-

ened by cross-pieces to withstand the strains incident to

operation. The different parts of the locomotive are sym-

metrically disposed except the arrangement of the electrical

apparatus. Both axles carry two motors each, these being

spring-suspended at their centers of gravity so that the axles

are subjected only to torsional strains. The motorman's

compartment is double with a door on each side.
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The brakes are of the Hardy vacuum type, and a brake

cylinder is provided for each axle. Power is applied to four

brake-shoes, and to equalize the braking effect on both sets

of wheels the brake cylinders are connected by piping to

FIG. 5.—CENTER-PULE CONSTRUCTION AT
THE CUSTOM HOUSE STATION

containing also the axle bearings. Ventilation is provided

by holes under the bearings, covered over to prevent the

entrance of water. There is also a ventilator above the com-

mutator. The axles run in oil-lubricated bearings and the

motor shafts are ring-

oiled. The armature coils

are copper ribbon, var-

nished and resting in

pressed mica troughs.

There are four sets of

brushes per motor, and

each brush-holder is con-

nected to a separate in-

sulating plate.

The motors are rated at

130 hp each at 750 volts,

134 amps, and 545 r. p. m.

In the speed curves, Fig.

11, V
1

is the speed at

350 volts (using but one

\ \ /
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FIG. 5A.—SIDE-POLE CONSTRUCTION
THE EXPERIMENTAL DIVISION

-TYPES OF INSULATORS AND PULL-OFFS USED CN
THE VIENNA THREE-WIRE SYSTEM

" A i

FIG. 7.—ARRANGEMENT OF OVERHEAD WORK AT CROSS-
OVERS

FIG. 9.-THE LOCOMOTIVE BUILT FOR THE VIENNA THREE-
WIRE TESTS

DOUBLE TROLLEY SUSPENSION ON THE VIENNA THREE-WIRE SYSTEM. DIMENSIONS GIVEN IN MM

insure the same degree of vacuum. Pneumatic sanders are

used.
THE MOTORS

Reference has already been made to the mounting of the

motors in pairs per axle. The motor casings are in two parts,

the upper half having cast thereon the suspension pieces and

trolley), V2
at 750 volts at full field strength (both trolleys

in circuit), V
3

at 750 volts and 75 per cent of the field

strength, and V
4

at 65 per cent of the field strength. The

last two curves correspond to diagrams 13 and 14 of Fig. 3.

The dimensions of the principal motor parts are as follows

:

Diameter of armature, 61 cm; length of armature, 30 cm;
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length of core without air gaps, 37.2 cm; 46 slots, 1.72 cm

wide and 3.64 cm deep, air gap .5 cm, 550 turns of 13-mm x

1.2-mm cross-section and 12 turns per slot; the diameter of

the commutator is 41 cm, length 18 cm, laminations 2.75

cm. There are 16 carbon brushes in rows of four with a

contact surface per brush equal to 1. 1 cm x 4 cm. The four

poles have a cross-section of 554 sq. cm through the core and

pumps. Both motors are double, each taking 750 volts, so

that the complete motor uses the 1500 volts received from one

side of the circuit. The total weight of these motors is 850

kg (1870 lbs.).

CONTROLLER, SWITCHES, TROLLEY BOWS AND CIRCUITSWITCHES, TROLLEY
BREAKER

The controller, which is shown in Fi 2 and 13,

FIG. 10.-LONGITUDINAL AND END ELEVATIONS AND PART SECTIONS, ILLUSTRATING THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE
APPARATUS ON THE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE USED ON THE VIENNA THREE-WIRE SYSTEM

2 times 274 sq. cm through the yoke. The pole shoe length is

30 cm, pole arc length 31 cm, 66 turns per pole, diameter of

wire 7.8 mm. The weight of two motors with gearing is

4930 kg (10,846 lbs.). The gear ratio is 18:78.

At the factory test the motors were subjected to a full-load

run without commutator ventilation with the following re-

sults: Armature resistance, .1632 ohms; field resistance, .128

purposely placed in the center of the locomotive for better

observations during tests. The reverser is placed in the

middle of the controller mechanism and can be operated from

FIG. 11.—PERFORMANCE CURVES

ohms; temperature rise in the armature, from 54 deg. to 61

deg. C. ; commutator temperature, 60 deg. C. ; field coil tem-

perature, 59 deg. C. During the braking runs and experi-

mental trips the motors are said to have run absolutely spark-

less at all loads and even with weakened fields..

The auxiliary motors comprise a 2-hp, 900 r. p. m. machine

for the air compressor and a 5.6-hp motor for the vacuum

FIG. 12.—CONTROLLER, SEEN FROM THE SWITCH SIDE

either side by a removable handle. The controller for reg-

ular running is operated with a removable hand wheel which

can be used from either side. This wheel actuates the con-

troller contact through a chain, gear wheels and a shaft in

the lower part of the controller. Every switch is provided

with magnetic blow-outs.

It should be noted that hand operation of the controller
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was adopted merely to facilitate the delivery of the trial

locomotive. Pneumatic means will be used on the later loco-

motives.

The circuit switches in the controller are shown in Figs. 12

to 14. They consist of carbon contacts carried at the ends of

two arcs which are geared together and are provided with a

FIG. 13.—CONTROLLER VIEWED FROM THE HAND-WHEEL
SIDE, SHOWING CHAIN AND GEARING

magnetic blow-out. The main circuit switch is constructed

in the same way.

The trolley bows, as will be noted from the illustration,

are of the rhomboidal or pantagraph type. The frame

is made of steel tubing and the roller axle of crucible steel.

Flake graphite is used for lubrication. The bows are placed

on a wooden frame mounted on Ambroin insulators.

Owing to the higher voltage used particular attention was

FIG. 14.-DETAIL OF MAIN FIG. 15.—AUXILIARY BLOW-
AND TROLLEY SWITCH OUT DEVICE

given to the design of the circuit breakers. When there is an
overload, the main solenoid forces up a core which pushes
a small ratchet out of position. This releases a spring which
drives down the contact pin and breaks the circuit. The
circuit closing occurs through a copper spring between the
two stationary contactors. In parallel with this main breaker
circuit are two current-carrying fingers in contact with a pair

of stationary metal horns. The circuit thus formed closes

the power circuit earlier and opens it later than the main
circuit breaker. The arc is always formed in this parallel cir-

cuit and is immediately carried over to the metal horns where

it is extinguished by the two blow-out coils. The current limit

is fixed by an auxiliary coil in the lower part of the circuit

FIG. 16.-PART OF LOCOMOTIVE COVERING TAKEN OFF TO
SHOW THE AIR COMPRESSOR APPARATUS

breaker. The latter is placed in circuit with a handle from

the motorman's stand. This breaker is also arranged for use

as a switch in emergencies.

—
CONCORD-BOSTON ROUTE NEARLY COMPLETER

By Jan. 1 it is expected that it will be possible to travel

from Concord to Boston, a distance of 75 miles, by trolley.

For a number of years electric car lines have been in opera-

tion between Boston and Nashua, and a few years ago a line'

was completed connecting Concord and Manchester. The

seventeen miles between Manchester and Nashua, however,

remained outside the trolley limit until a charter was secured

from the last Legislature by the Goff's Falls, Litchfield &
Hudson Electric Railway Company, granting permission to

construct an electric railway from Manchester, through Goff's

Falls, Litchfield and Hudson to Nashua. The necessary land

was secured, construction was pushed rapidly, and the new

line is now almost completed. It is expected that cars will

be in operation over the new road some time in December.

For the greater part of the distance the new line runs over

private ground, crossing the highway only four times in the

long stretch between Goff's Falls and Hudson. It is planned

to run the cars at a good rate of speed, and it is estimated that

the run from the City Hall in Manchester to the Masonia

Temple in Nashua will consume exactly one hour. When
this connecting link is completed, a trip between Concord

and Boston by trolley will take a little over five hours. The
time for expresses on the steam railroad is two hours.
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SUB-STATIONS AND TRANSMISSION SYSTEM OF THE

NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD

In the Sept. 29 issue of the Street Railway Journal an

account was published of the Port Morris power station of

the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad. The cur-

rent generated at this station is transmitted as three-phase,

25-cycle, 11,000-volt alternating current to sub-stations

located as follows : No. 1 at the Grand Central terminal

;

No. 2 at Mott Haven junction; No. 3 at Kingsbridge, and No.

7 at Bronx Park. These four sub-stations are in the initial

electric zone to be operated shortly, but there are eight sub-

stations in the entire electric zone. The other sub-stations

are located as follows : No. 4 just north of the power station

at Yonkers; No. 5 at Irvington; No. 6 at Ossining, and No.

8 at Scarsdale. Power is transmitted by overhead cable lines

north of High Bridge on the Hudson division, and north

of Bronx Park on the Harlem division. Conduit lines

run from the Grand Central Station to High Bridge and to

electrical control of the operator at the board. The risk of

accident to the operator when operating switches is eliminated

and his control over the apparatus very thorough. The ap-

paratus is arranged in the following general order across the

sub-stations : High-tension lines, high-tension switching ap-

paratus, transformers, rotaries, direct-current switching ap-

paratus. Along the station there is a succession of complete

units made up as described above, the controlling board being

located at the center of the station. The concealing of the

wires necessitated the use of wall chases for the high-tension

lines and determined the use of transformers having high

and low-tension terminals underneath the floor. The switches

and circuit breakers for both the high-tension alternating and

the low-tension direct current are all electrically operated.

At the sub-stations the high-tension current is transformed

and converted into direct current at 666 volts for delivery to

the railway circuits. The main equipment of each sub-station

consists of three rotaries and their transformers and sub-

sidiary apparatus. The arrangements provide for a future in-

TWO ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES AND TRAILER LEAVING THE KINGSBRIDGE STATION

Bronx Park as well as to the Port Morris power station and

to Kingsbridge from the Harlem division line. From the

Kingsbridge terminus of these conduits an overhead line runs

to the Glenwood power station and sub-station. Cable

towers for the overhead lines are located at High
Bridge, Kingsbridge and Glenwood. In the initial electric

zone, including on the Hudson division the line as far as

Kingsbridge, there are 17 miles of line to be electrified—13
miles from the Grand Central Station to Wakefield on the

Harlem division and 4 miles from Mott Haven to Kings-

bridge on the Hudson division. In this territory there are

73 miles of main and 12 miles of yard tracks, a total of 85
miles of track. In the entire electric zone, which will take

in a total of 52 miles of line, there will be 224 miles df main
and 68 miles of yard tracks, or a total track mileage of 292

miles. All tracks within this territory are laid with 100-lb.

rails.

All of the sub-stations are fireproof structures. The wiring

is for the most part enclosed and yet it is all readily ac-

cessible. The machinery and operating boards are on the

same floor and all the apparatus, including direct and alter-

nating-current switches and circuit breakers, is under direct

stallation of two additional rotaries. The relative locations

and capacities of the sub-stations are shown in the accom-
panying table

:

Sub- Area of Miles from Installation

Station Main Floor, Grand Cen- of Rotary
Number Location Square Feet tral Station Converters

1 Fiftieth St. and Lexington Ave. 4,796.6 .36 3 of 1,500 kw

2 Mott Haven Junction 3,845.27
\*l'f9 \

3 of 1,500 kw

3 Kingsbridge 3,845.27 9.44 3 of 1,000 kw
4 Yonkers

3,639.33

15.64 3 of 1,000 kw
5 Irvington

3,845.27

22.11 3 of 1,000 kw
6 Ossining

3.845.26

30.31 3 of 1,000 kw
7 Bronx Park 1,845.27 9.30 3 of 1,000 kw
8 Scarsdale

3,845.27

19.02 3 of 1,000 kw

* Hudson Division. f Harlem Division.

Each sub-station is provided with a battery equipment and
provision is made for any extensions which may be required.

The underground lines enter the basement through ducts
and are terminated at end bells where they divide into three

separate conductors running to three series transformers
which supply current to the measuring instruments. The
scheme adopted for the entrance of the overhead conductors
is believed to afford the best protection against rain and snow,
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not only to the incoming lines, but also to the apparatus in

the building. The design of the lightning arresters was made

with a view to separating the phases as much as possible and

to make all parts accessible. The groups of arresters are

mounted in such a way that a complete set may be removed

and replaced without skilled labor, a feature which is sup-

posed to be original with this installation. Knife switches

disconnect all overhead lines from the sub-station apparatus.

Concrete is used for the high-tension bus-bar compart-

ments, and these are provided with concrete

barriers to separate the lines connected to

the bus-bars. The series transformers for

the measuring instruments are suspended

from the ceiling in a row near the bus-bar

compartments and are separated by bar-

riers. To obtain this uniform arrangement

and yet leave the front terminals of the oil

switches dead when not in use, the high-

tension lines between the series transform-

ers and the power transformers are looped

under the bus-bar compartment. The wir-

ing, where bare, is of copper tubing, which

gives an excellent mechanical construction.

The high-tension bus-bars are supported

rigidly; but in such a way that expansion

and contraction are possible. All openings

in the bus-bar compartments are protected

by fireproof doors.

The oil switches are electrically operated

and are designed to carry considerable over-

load. They are provided with pilot lamps to indicate at the

control board whether they are open or closed, and the lamp

circuits are so arranged that unless the plungers complete

their stroke without rebounding there is no indication. The
compartments are of buff-colored brick and the barriers be-

tween phases are of soapstone.

Two of the sub-stations are equipped with single-phase, 550-

kw transformers to supply the 1500-kw rotaries, whereas the

stations with the 1000-kw rotaries have 375-kw transformers.

These have a normal ratio of 11,000 volts to 460 volts, and

are provided with extra taps for varying the voltage according

safe in action to a degree hitherto unknown with this type of

apparatus. A spare panel and auxiliary bus are provided, to

which any feeder or machine may be connected pending re-

pairs on its proper panel. All connections are made with

copper bars, thereby insuring a neat and effective construc-

tion. The positive feeders after leaving the switchboards are

provided with end bells, which terminate the lead sheathing

of the cables run out to the third rail in underground ducts.

The negative leads from the rotaries run through the founda-

to the drop in the transmission lines or according to the dis-

tribution of load among the sub-stations. The transformers

are of the air-cooled type, with terminals underneath. The
air is supplied by two induction motor-driven blowers, one of

which is sufficient to supply the station. The rotaries are of

the sextuple connection, three-phase type, which combines the

advantages of the ordinary three-phase and six-phase type.

The direct-current switches and circuit breakers are motor-

operated. The switches and breakers are positive, rapid and

EXTERIOR OF SUB-STATION NO. 3, SHOWING ALSO THE TYPES OF POLE
AND OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION

tions and connect to an ammeter shunt which carries the

entire station output. The negative feeders are bare 2,000,-

ooo-circ.-mil cables, which run out directly to the tracks in

pipes.

There are two controlling boards situated at the center of

each sub-station where it is extended to its final limits. A
bench board carries the principal instruments and control ap-

paratus, and an upright board carries the auxiliary control

apparatus for lighting, etc. All panels are of natural slate,

with black finish, the instrument cases being black oxidized.

The electric storage battery equipment not only takes care

of the fluctuations in the load, but is suffi-

ciently large to operate the entire system

under normal conditions for a period of

one hour, in case of failure of the generat-

ing apparatus. Five of the batteries have

an output of 2250 amps, for one hour and

the others have outputs of 3000, 3750 and

4020 amps., respectively. The batteries are

in buildings adjoining the sub-stations and

they are operated in connection with boost-

ers and switching apparatus in the sub-

station. The discharge is governed by a

carbon regulator working in connection

with exciters and boosters, the effect of

which is to make the batteries discharge

when there is a heavy demand for current

and to charge when the demand is light.

Sub-station lighting is done with incandescent lamps fed

from 1 20-volt alternating-current circuits. The current is

taken from the 460-volt power circuit and the voltage is re-

duced by separate transformers. The wires are all placed in

conduit and the circuits are controlled from standard panel

boxes set in the walls. The wires in the battery room are lead-

covered and the lamp sockets are of porcelain in order to with-

stand the action of the acid fumes. Emergency lighting cur-

rent may be taken from the control battery or charging set.
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The rotaries may be started from either side. When started

from the alternating-current side a gradual application of

voltage is insured by taking current from several taps in the

secondaries of the power transformers. Starting from the

direct-current bus-bars, the machine is brought up to speed

as a direct-current motor through a rheostat, the positive bus

being used as a source of current. When a speed above syn-

chronism is reached, the direct-current circuits, including the

shunt field, are opened and the machine runs by its mo-

mentum only. The alternating-current circuit is then closed

through the oil switch and the machine runs as a synchronous

motor. It is then only necessary to close the shunt field cir-

cuit to put the machine in synchronism. These operations

are rapidly effected by a special combination switch.

The direct-current feeder system is designed to give a dupli-

cate path for the current from the sub-station to the third

rail. It is also designed to confine any trouble which may
occur to one track only, thereby making interruptions of

traffic as slight as possible. A train-length section of rail is

separately fed from each sub-station, to prevent trains bridg-

ing between main sections. All direct-current cables are in-

stalled in the conduit close to the tracks, except in some cases

where auxiliary feeders join the bus-bars of

consecutive sub-stations and supplement the

conductivity of the third rail. These are in

some localities run overhead on the trans-

mission poles. The four third rails and

auxiliary feeders are joined together

through circuit breakers situated in small

houses at intervals along the line.

The transmission system in the initial

zone includes 12 miles of conduit territory,

89 miles of cables in conduits, 6 miles of

pole line territory which requires 48 miles

of cables on poles, 220 splicing chambers,

9 circuit-breaker houses and one cable

tower. The approximate weight of the

copper necessary for the transmission wires

in this territory is 1,500,000 lbs. In the

entire electric zone there will be 16 miles of

conduit, 97 miles of cable in conduits, 46

miles of pole lines and 344 miles of cable on poles, with 383

splicing chambers, 26 circuit-breaker houses and three cable

towers. The copper for the transmission system will weigh

approximately 3,000,000 lbs.

The working conductors in the initial zone include 75 miles

of track equipped with 70-lb. under-contact third rail and

three miles of overhead construction. There are 285 circuit-

breakers and switches used in connection with the working

conductors, 14,000 linear ft. of jumpers and 43,000 running

track bonds in this zone. The whole zone includes 285 miles

of track equipped with third rail, 5 miles of overhead con-

struction, 450 switches with working conductors, 37,000 ft. of

jumpers and 136,000 running track bonds. The third rail is

of special bullhead section with high electrical conductivity.

It is supported by cast-iron brackets bolted to long ties, spaced

11 ft. centers. Insulators fit loosely over the top and web of

the rail, thus allowing some vertical play. A clamp fits

around the side and top of the insulator and is bolted to the

bracket. The top and sides of the third rail are covered with

Georgia pine to afford a protection against accidental contact.

The protection comes in about 6-ft. lengths.

The rolling stock to be used includes electric locomotives

and electric motor cars. The locomotives are to be used in

hauling the through trains on the Hudson division in and out

of the Grand Central terminal. In the initial electric zone High

Bridge will be the engine terminal for steam locomotives.

Later on when the proposed extension to Croton is made,

that will be the point at which the electric locomotives will

pick up the steam trains. The motor cars are to be used for

local trains on both the Harlem and Hudson divisions. Steam

locomotives will pick up these cars for the present north of

Wakefield and High Bridge until the electrification is further

completed. The company now has 221 locomotives and cars

for this service, 35 of which are electric locomotives and 125

are all-steel, multiple-unit motor cars, each with a normal

capacity of 400 hp, weighing 53 tons complete. There are 55

all-steel multiple-unit trailer cars weighing 41 tons complete

and 6 combined baggage and express motor-cars, each of 400

hp. The total normal horse-power of the electric rolling

stock is 129,400, the normal capacity of the locomotives being

2200 hp each. The maximum speed of the locomotives is

from 40 to 80 miles an hour, depending on the weight of the

train, which will range from 250 to 900 tons. The maximum
speed of the multiple-unit trains is 52 miles per hour.

With the electrification of the road, the existing signals and

interlockings will be almost entirely replaced. All-electric,

automatic signals and interlocking plants involving the use

of alternating-current track circuits in combination with a

NTERIOR OF SUB-STATION NO. 1, NEW YORK CENTRAL ELECTRIFICATION

direct-current propulsion system will take the place of the

manually-controlled and electropneumatic automatic signals

and the low-pressure pneumatic and mechanical interlocking

plants now in use. When the system is complete there will

be 51 interlocking plants with 1705 levers, 564 blocks, 4 miles

of four-way ducts and 702 miles of pole line wires. On the

292 miles of track mileage there are to be 51 signal towers,

41 battery houses, 8 signal stations and 108 signal bridges.

With the electrification of the road a change will be made
from left-handed to right-handed running, which method has

heretofore prevailed south of Spuyten Duyvil and on the

entire Harlem division as far as double-tracked.

The Grand Central Station will be entirely rebuilt with
tracks at two levels below the street, the upper level being for

express trains and the lower level for suburban trains. In-

cluding subways, tracks and streets—the depth from the street

level to the lowest part of the terminal being 80 ft.—there

will be four levels. At present the excavation for the east

side of the new Grand Central yard is practically completed,

and with the beginning of electrical operation all trains of the

Hudson division will run into this new depressed yard, dis-

charging their passengers into the Grand Central Palace,

which has been converted into a temporary station. The new
terminal will have an area of 22 acres in the suburban station

and 39 acres on the express level, and will include 25 miles of

tracks with a car capacity of 12,000 cars.
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THE DISEASES OF CAST IRON WHEELS

In an article ("Wear and Tear, or Diseases of Car

Wheels") that appeared in the issue of Aug. 25, were dis-

cussed some of the accidental diseases to which car wheels

are liable, that is, diseases which are due to the physical

treatment to which the wheels are subjected and in no way

caused by the weaknesses or defects of the wheel metal. In

addition to these accidental diseases there are a number of

others that are inherent in the metal, some of which will

develop weaknesses of more or less dangerous import under

any type of equipment and in any kind of service. These

diseases result from two causes—the use of improper ma-

terials and carelessness or neglect to use proper methods of

manufacture. Back of these is a single one that might be

called the primal cause : the desire to meet competition by

the production of a wheel cheaper than any other upon the

market, and the wish of the purchasing agent to obtain bar-

gain counter prices. Whether the cast-iron wheel has really

seriously deteriorated as compared with that of "olden times"

is difficult to determine, because of the greater requirements

of the present day; but the fact remains that all makers say

they can produce a better cast-iron wheel if the railroads are

willing to pay for it. However this may be, the cast-iron

wheel is a good article in spite of its diseases, which do seem

to be more numerous and also better understood than those

of its steel rival.

Of those that are due to defective material the two that

stand out most prominently are weakness of the gray iron

and thinness of the chill. No external inspection can detect

or guard against these. A chill that is but 1-16 in. thick will

look as smooth and appear the same as one of y2 in., nor can

weakness of spoke or plate be ascertained by looking at them.

It is to guard against such defects that the simple inspection

tests of the thermal and drop type have been adopted by the

Master Car Builders' Association. And here a suggestion

can be offered to the committee of standards for the electric

railways, that a similar series of tests be formulated for wheels

intended for electric service.

Poor material in the shape of a low-grade pig or an attempt

to carry too high a percentage of scrap is partly responsible

for these two defects. It is generally conceded that at least

50 per cent of pig iron should be used, though some claim

that it should be as much as 75 per cent. This difference of

opinion probably results from the variations in the quality of

pig and scrap. But whether the proportion of the one to the

other be in a greater or lesser ratio, the resultant combination

in the carbon content must be practically the same to secure

a chill. Roughly speaking, this carbon content must be

about 3 per cent. This is so distributed that in the gray

iron there is 1 per cent combined and 2 per cent graphitic

carbon, while in the white or chilled iron these figures are

reversed, there being 1 per cent of graphitic and 2 of com-
bined carbon, so that a chemical analysis is but little guide

as to the real quality of the wheel when regarded from an

operative standpoint.

The local diseases of the cast-iron wheel may be classified

as : Out of round, swollen flange, comby tread, shelled-out

tread, cracked plates or spokes, cracked brackets, cracked

flanges, burst, seams, wrinkles, slag, chill cracks, and sweat.

These are called local diseases, just as gout may be a local

disease in the body of a man though it really affects the

whole organism and decreases its efficiency.

In a general way it may be stated that these diseases are

more apt to develop and manifest themselves in heavy and

fast service than where the opposite conditions prevail; just

as an inherited tendency to consumption may never develop

in a dry climate and comfortable physical conditions, where-

as it would quickly appear under exposure to the wet and

cold. So, as a simple example, the wheel that is out of round

may never be noticed under a slow service, but quickly shows
itself at high speeds. This may be called a generic disease

of the cast-iron wheel, and is always there, for it is safe

to say that no cast-iron wheel has ever been made that was
perfectly true and round when it came from the annealing

pits. There is always a variation in rotundity. The amount
permissible depends upon the service, and is frequently stated

in the specifications. This can well be limited to 1-16' in.

for any one wheel, though those made in the same chill often

vary as much as yi in. in diameter. A variation of 1-16 in.

will be imperceptible on a wheel of 33 ins. diameter. If,

however, a true wheel is desired, recourse must be had to

grinding, which, however, possesses the disadvantage of cut-

ting away a part of the hardest and best wearing portion of

the chill, and of leaving the tread with a slight variation of

hardness along the line of its periphery, thus inducing a

variation in the rate of wear, which will reproduce the very

defect of lack of rotundity that the original grinding was

intended to abolish.

The swollen flange is purely the result of carelessness in

the molding. Unless the sand is properly tempered and

rammed, that is, if it is insufficiently rammed so as to be

unable to sustain the pressure of the molten iron under the

head of the gate, it will yield and the flange will have a

thickness greater than desired. This may or may not be a

serious fault, dependent upon the service. Where the cars

are heavy and the speed high, a swollen flange may be posi-

tively dangerous, in that it will be apt to strike guard rails

or the wing rails of frogs and cross-overs and either be

broken by the violent blow which it so receives or cause a

derailment by lifting the car from the rails. For light cars

and slow speeds the swollen flange is not a serious matter. If

it strikes an obstruction, the gray metal at the back is

quickly worn away and no real harm is done.

As in the case of the rim that is never round, so the flange

is never of absolutely uniform thickness throughout its whole

extent. An allowance must therefore be made for the necessary

variation. As to what this allowance shall be will depend

upon the nominal thickness. For a heavy flange of the Mas-

ter Car Builders' type this is limited to % in. or 1-16 in. on

each side of the nominal dimension. For the light flanges,

used on city electric railways, this allowance can be easily

cut to one-half this amount.

The cortby tread, or a tread in which fine, irregular cracks

appear, may be due to a variety of causes. First of these is

probably an inherent defect in the metal. A chill that is

excessively hard is said to be more apt to develop comby
spots than one that is softer. This statement must, however,

be taken with allowances, for no data are at hand to show that

any investigation has ever been made on the subject, not only

along the lines laid down by the statement, but even as to

whether there is really any variation in the hardness of the

surface of the chill of different wheels. The appearance of

the comby spot is shown by the line drawing. As to the

immediate cause of the appearance of such a spot, it is gener-

ally acknowledged that it may be caused by a sliding which

first produces a small flat place, and, by the local heating of

the metal, sets up strains that the subsequent service of the

wheel develops into the fine cracks called comby. This ap-

pearance may also be brought out by defective metal, indeed

it is probable that some such defect must exist, in any case,

else the sliding would not produce the effect that has been

noted. Several causes have been assigned for comby wheels,

such as having too much metal in the chill ; from the presence

of sand in the chill, and from ramming the pattern too tightly.

Probably a microscopical examination of a chill with comby
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spots would show either incipient cracks or slag, and that it is

the crushing down of the metal and the chipping off of fine

films that frequently produce the phenomena. At the same

time wheels undoubtedly are often made comby by sliding,

as the result of the heating thus produced
;
though, in the end,

it is probably the quality of the metal that is responsible.

Finally, it may be added that comby treads are more apt to

be developed in heavy than in light service.

The shelled-out tread is unmistakable in appearance and

is due to defective material. Usually the shelled-out spot is

approximately round with a raised spot at the center. A
fair idea of this can be obtained from the accompanying re-

productions of photographs of shelled-out wheels. It is

doubtful if a true shelled-out spot was ever caused by sliding,

and a distinction must be drawn between one that is comby

and one that is shelled out. The former is often mistaken

for the latter. The shelled-out spot may be immediately

brought out by sliding, but the cause is a defect in the metal,

and is fully as apt to manifest itself in wheels to which no

brakes are applied as to those where the brake pressures are

the heaviest. Like other weaknesses of the wheel, it is most

apt to appear where the service is the heaviest and fastest.

That it is due to a defect in the metal is proven by the fact

that if a defect in a wheel is taken and worked over carefully

with a hammer a shelled-out spot can be produced. So that

it is fair to conclude that the starting point of such a spot,

when developed in service, is a minor defect in the form of

an incipient seam that has been enlarged by the blows to

which the metal has been subjected, until a piece flakes off

and leaves a spot like that shown. This is emphasized by the

frequency with which a number of spots are found on a single

wheel.

Cracked plates or spokes are due to the internal stresses set

up in the metal while cooling, and may be due to an improper

form of pattern, the pouring of the wheel with metal at an un-

suitable temperature, carelessness in cooling or annealing.

WHEEL WITH BROKEN FLANGE

Cast iron is a metal with a high tensile strength, and its duc-

tility is very low, so that the local stresses set up in the tread

by a slight amount of skidding will cause the comby cracks

to appear in the unyielding metal of the chill. The stresses

induced by unequal cooling will cause a breakage of the gray

iron of the spoke or plate.

No rule can be laid down for the construction of a wheel

pattern that will guide the inexperienced man to success.

The only thing that can be said is that the metal should be

in such shape that it can yield slightly to the contracting in-

fluences of cooling without inducing stresses that approach

the point of fracture. The influence of the temperature of the

metal at the time it is poured is also of importance in securing

a sound casting and thus give a section of sufficient size to

resist the stresses of contraction.

Cracked plates have often been attributed to brake applica-

tions, and this may possibly have caused it in some instances

;

GENERAL APPEARANCE OF COMBY TREADS

but, wherever the case is carefully investigated, it will ordi-

narily be found to be due to a fault of the wheel. This can

usually be traced to the condition of the metal at the junction

of the double plate, where there is frequently found to be

but a small percentage of the full section, because of the

collection of sand and the formation of blow-holes at that

point. This is apt to occur when the metal is too cool at the

time of pouring. The first of the pour is then still further

cooled by contact with the gate and in filling the hub and

front plate, so that the junction point, through which the

gases and sand that have been washed from the mold tend

to pass, has become so chilled that these impurities are held

and the defects named are produced. Where these conditions

exist the application of the brakes may readily cause a frac-

ture, because it has been found, in experimental work as well

as from observations made immediately after a crack occurs

(which is usually manifested by a loud report), that the tem-

SHELLED OUT AND SEAMY TREAD WHEELS

perature of the metal is rarely above 225 deg. F., to which it

can readily be raised by the brakes.

Cracked brackets may be due to the defective form, by

which they are unduly strained in the cooling of the metal, or

to a difference between their own temperature and that of the

plate against which they lie, when the wheel is subjected to

the action of the brakes. The projection of the brackets

gives them a fan-like action on the air, so that they are in-

variably cooler than either the rim or the plate. The same
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statement holds regarding the spokes of a wheel, and explains

some of the breakages that occur. Still, this is a legitimate

stress which the wheel should be able to withstand and which

it can do if the metal is of proper form and character.

Cracked and broken flanges are defects of an exceedingly

serious character, especially in heavy and high-speed service.

They may be occasioned by undue stresses in the form of a

side thrust on curves or in passing frogs and switches, but

such a stress could hardly produce a crack. The unyielding

nature of cast iron is such that a blow sufficient to start a

to produce a fracture. This, of course, sometimes occurs,

but an examination of a broken flange will usually show that

it has broken in detail. That is to say, a fine and imper-

ceptible crack was formed at the root of the flange in some

way, and this was gradually extended down into the body

of the metal and along the circumference, until a side blow

was received sufficient to break a piece off. This condition

of a partial fracture or crack extending down into the metal

is shown by the variation in the color of the broken wheel

and flange shown in the reproduction of the photograph.

These incipient cracks may be formed by pouring the metal

at too high a temperature or by the action of the brakes upon

defective material. A broken flange does not necessarily

mean, in that it has broken in detail, that some inspector has

been negligent and should have discovered the crack before

the danger point had been reached, because these cracks are

usually very fine and closed so that they are invisible under

the ordinary conditions of inspection, and also because they

often start in the body of the metal and are buried therein

to such a depth that even a polishing and etching of the

adjacent surfaces would not reveal their presence.

Burst wheels are caused by the use of weak metal or by

putting them on axles at too high a pressure. Of course,

when the latter condition prevails the wheel is not to be held

responsible for the defect, and this should be easily traced

by the records at the wheel press. Weakness in the

metal is due to the use of poor material, improper mixing or

careless melting, as previously indicated.

Seams and wrinkles come under the same category, and

usually appear on the face of the tread. They are due to a

solidifying or cooling of the metal before the mold has been

filled. The wrinkles appear as folds on the surface and the

seams where two currents have come together and not welded

or united on account of their low temperature. As these de-

fects are usually detected by the surface inspection at the

foundry, the wheels containing them are rejected and so need

not enter into a railroad's consideration of the matter.

Slag may be a serious matter if it becomes imbedded in the

metal of the wheel. It produces a weak spot wherever it

happens to stop, and is responsible for many of the defects

that have been named. Its presence in the wheel is due to

carelessness in pouring the metal and skimming the ladle.

Fortunately it is lighter than the iron and so has a tendency

to come to the surface, and may thus appear as a pit or mark
at the end of the hub where it does no harm. Frequently,

however, it is swept down by the current and small particles

are lodged in the rim, where they injure the chill or are the

starting points for shelled-out spots.

Chill cracks are now sufficient reason for the rejection of a

wheel. In this connection it is interesting to quote from a

discussion on the subject before the Master Car Builders'

Association in 1877. One manufacturer is reported as saying

that he did not consider a small chill crack any injury to the

wheel across the tread or in the flange, provided the latter did

not run down into the tread. Another, a user, did "not object

to the chill cracks unless they were pretty wide, for instance,

a quarter of an inch across"; while a third, and a very prom-

inent member of the association said: "There is no doubt

in my mind, from the experience I have had with chill-

cracked wheels, that it is the most mistaken idea that railroad

men ever got into their heads, that a chill crack in a wheel

injures it materially. I have always understood, and I think

SECTION OF WHEEL, SHOWING INCIPIENT FRACTURE

it is common sense, that the best iron for wearing is the iron

that chill cracks." But this was in the days of light cars. At
present chill cracks are not accepted, and wheels are rejected

at the foundry if they are defective in this regard.

Sweat or beads, sometimes also called cold shot, takes the

form of small shot, smooth and round, and is sometimes found

in the chilled portion of a cast wheel, usually on the surface,

and most frequently in the throat of the flange. This, like

the wrinkle, does not necessarily involve the rejection of the

wheel, if it is not "too deep"—a flexible limitation that de-

pends for its application on the personal equation of

the inspector. This shot is supposed to be formed by the

solidification of the metal while it is in a spheroidal condition

—resembling drops of water that have fallen upon a hot stove.

From this resume of the diseases to which the cast-iron

wheel is heir, it will be seen that the pitfalls in the path of

the manufacturer are many, and when we consider the vast

number of these wheels that are in use, the service that they

are rendering, and what a small percentage of those made
develop any diseases whatever, it must be conceded that the

makers are skilled in their art.

Although the cast-iron wheel has been forced out of the
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market for steam passenger cars and engine trucks and is

being hard pressed by the steel wheel in heavy electric and

freight service, it will be a strong factor in all railroad work

for many years to come. To quote from the introduction to

a report on the testing of this class of wheels in 1898: "The

long continued use of the cast-iron wheel in this country

particularly testifies to its great efficiency and economy, and

to preserve this useful product, as to preserve any product

of industry, requires continual improvement. That the qual-

ity of the cast-iron wheel has been improved materially from

time to time there is no doubt, but that it is in need of still

greater improvement, it is thought, there is also no doubt."

That the cast-iron wheel, under the spur of rivalry and com-

petition, will be made better as time goes on is evident from

the work now done, and this will be, to a great extent, along

the lines of the elimination of the diseases and their causes

to which it is now subjected.

REPORT ON THE RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS OF

NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA

Consul F. W. Goding reports concerning the railways and

tramways of New South Wales, quoting some of the more

important details submitted by the government commission-

ers. He writes

:

The earnings from the two services (railways and tram-

ways) totaled $24,752,352, and the expenditure $14,470,037,

leaving a balance of $10,281,975. The interest on capital

invested totaled $8,136,140, which, deducted from the net

earnings, leaves a surplus of $2,145,835, to which the railways

contributed $1,873,505 and the tramways $272,330. In

1904-5 there was a total deficiency of $178,590, so the figures

for 1905-6 show an improvement of $2,324,425. The per-

centage of working expenses to revenue was reduced from

59.5 to 54.51, being an improvement of 4.99.

The number of miles of tramways open on June 30 was 126,

and the average cost per mile, including workshops and

rolling stock, was $141,576. The percentage of profit to

capital invested was $24.71, as compared with $17.1.1 in the

previous year and $9.63 in 1888. The percentage of working

expenses to earnings was 78.11, being a reduction of nearly 6

per cent. The return per average mile open, after paying

working expenses, $7,197, the earnings per tram mile $0.25.

the working expenses $0.19, leaving a return of $0.05. The
number of passengers carried was 145,262,779 and the mileage

run 16,309,907. The staff employed on the railways on June

30 last was 13,478, and on the tramways 4163.

—
PROFITABLE LIVE STOCK CARRIAGE ON THE WESTERN

OHIO (ELECTRIC) RAILWAY

C. C. Collins, general freight agent of the Western Ohio

Railway Company, has been moving live stock and other

property to and from county fairs, to the advantage of his

own company and connecting lines. During the past few

weeks there has been a large circuit of county fairs in the

western part of Ohio, and by offering quick service and un-

loading goods directly at the fair grounds he was able to get

the business away from the steam roads. A large number of

race horses was moved over the entire circuit. Mr. Collins

arranged his express cars into stalls by placing scantlings

across the car, and in this way it was possible to handle ten

or eleven running horses or eight trotting horses and their

traps in one car. A rate of about 80 cents a car mile for the

mileage actually made by the car was fixed for this business.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAYS ON THE THAMES EMBANKMENT,
LONDON

One of the most interesting sections of the London County

Council tramways now under construction is that which is

I

ROUTE OF THE THAMES EMBANKMENT TRAMWAYS

being carried out by Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd., on the Thames

Embankment. The work is being done under somewhat dif-

LOOKING EAST ALONG THE THAMES, NEAR EASTERN TERMI-
NUS AT BLACKFRIAR'S BRIDGE, H. M. TRAINING SHIP

"BUZZARD" ON THE RIGHT

ficult conditions owing to the splendid nature of the roadway,

which below the surface is practically as solid as concrete,

resource having to be made to mechanical appliances for
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breaking it up. And again, almost immediately below the

level of the roadway is the arch of the underground railway.

Despite these and other difficulties, however, excellent pro-

gress is being made and the contractors expect that the track

VICTORIA EMBANKMENT TRAMWAYS, SHOWING CROSS-TIES
AND YOKE CONSTRUCTION

work will be complete well within the next three weeks ; a very

satisfactory rate of progress, indeed, when it is remembered

that the total length of the line is about 3^ miles of single

track, and that the work has only been proceeding some five

weeks.

The contract consists of 1.46 miles of route along the Em-
bankment, and 1.54 miles of route over Westminster Bridge,

which together is equivalent to 3% miles of single track, as

stated above. The map gives a very clear idea of the

ramifications of the lines and graphically illustrates the ad-

vantages offered by this extension of the London County

I - 1_

SHOWING THE ARCHES IN ROADBED OF THE METROPOLITAN
DISTRICT (YERKES) UNDERGROUND RAILWAY. IN THE
RIGHT FOREGROUND IS SOMERSET HOUSE, WATERLOO
BRIDGE, AND IN THE BACKGROUND, THE HOTEL CECIL

Bridge, the contractors have not been able to proceed with the

special construction required for this part of the line; but it

is possible to show some interesting illustrations of the work
now under construction. One cut gives an excellent view of

the cross-overs, of which there are five in all, and three

double junctions ; and other illustrations show views of the

work in its various stages toward completion.

VICTORIA EMBANKMENT TRAMWAYS, OPPOSITE TEMPLE
GARDEN, LOOKING EAST

The width of the embankment generally is about 66 ft. from

curb to curb, and the effective widths occupied by the new

lines is about 18 to 19 ft., which leaves a width of about 47

ALONG THE THAMES EMBANKMENT, WITH THE HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT IN THE BACKGROUND (CLOCK IS "BIG BEN"),
AND SCOTLAND YARD IN THE FOREGROUND LOOK-

ING SOUTH

Council's tramways in coping with the heavy passenger traffic

from the South Side of London. Owing to the structural

alterations not having been completed on Westminster

ft. available for ordinary vehicular traffic. This width is 10

ft. more than the width of an ordinary first-class thorough-

fare in London and most Continental cities.
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THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE OLIVE STREET TRACK

IN ST. LOUIS

An interesting and detailed account of the method of re-

constructing the Olive Street track in St. Louis was pre-

sented Sept. 19, 1906, before the Engineers' Club, of St.

Louis, by Richard McCulloch, assistant general manager of

the United Railway Company. A brief account of this work

was published in the Street Railway Journal for May 26,

1906. Mr. McCulloch's paper appears in the current issue

of the Journal of the Associated Engineering Societies, from

which the accompanying abstract is taken :

The first street railway track laid in the city of St. Louis

was that laid on Olive Street from Fourth Street to Four-

teenth Street. The original rail was a flat strap rail, and

the road was opened for traffic as a horse-car line on July 4,

1859. As the city grew, Olive Street developed into an im-

portant retail business street, and the Olive Street line be-

came the artery uniting the business district with the most

important residence district of the city.

In 1887 the Olive Street line was converted into a cable

line, a double cable track being built from Fourth Street to

Boyle Avenue, a distance of 3.5 miles. In this construction

a girder rail, 4^2 in. in height, weighing 63 lbs. per yard, was

laid on cast-iron yokes weighing 300 lbs. each, set in concrete

4 ft. apart. These yokes were 48 ins. in depth and enclosed

a conduit for the cable 38 ins. in depth. This cable road was

one of the first built east of San Francisco. All of the St.

Louis cable roads adopted the 38-in. conduit. In cable roads

afterwards built in New York City the conduit depth was

reduced to 24 ins., making a much stronger roadbed, and

greatly reducing the cost of construction.

The original rail having worn out, in 1898 the rail of the

cable road was renewed. In the original construction the

rail had been bolted directly to the yokes by means of hook

bolts without the use of chairs, and it was, therefore, im-

possible to increase the height of the rail on the yokes. In

the 1898 reconstruction an extra heavy section of 4^-in. rail

weighing 67 lbs. per yard was used. In 1901 the road was

converted into an electric road, electric cars being operated

over the cable roadbed without change. This rail, however,

was entirely too light for service under heavy electric cars.

In 1903, the year before the World's Fair, about one-half of

the track was relaid, the portions selected for relaying being

the downhill parts of the tracks where the speed of the cars

was greater. In the 1903 reconstruction it was not considered

advisable to take the cars off the street during the reconstruc-

tion, and the very novel method of laying the track with a

9-in. rail for the outside rail and a 6^-in. rail for the inside

rail was.adopted. The 9-in. rail was laid 7 ins. outside of the

gage line of the track on a concrete stringer 18 ins. wide and

6 ins. deep. The 6^-in. rail was laid on the old concrete of

the cable road and tamped to surface with a mixture of iron

borings and salt about i l/2 ins. deep. The concrete under the

9-in. rail was given about five days to set. The bed of iron

borings under the 6^-in. rail was given only a few hours

to set, as the rail was laid at night and cars run over it the

next day. The two rails were tied together by steel tie rods

spaced 6 ft. apart. Fig. 1 shows this construction. The
reasons for this unusual construction were to enable the

track to be relaid without interfering with car service on the

street, and to avoid the expense of excavating the concrete

roadbed of the cable road. The results obtained, however,

were not at all satisfactory. The shallow concrete stringer

under the 9-in. rail broke in a number of places and left this

rail without support. The iron borings under the 6^3-in.

rail did not set to form a hard mass, and this rail, being left

loose, deflected up and down as cars went over it, working

the paving loose and emitting a horrible grinding and chat-

tering noise which gave rise to constant complaint. The

two rails were not sufficiently tied together, and frequent

wide gage was the result.

In the spring of 1906, when it was necessary to relay the

old cable track on account of the rail being worn out, that

portion of the track reconstructed in 1903 was in such bad

condition that it was considered best to relay both of the

tracks and put the street into first-class shape.

In order to understand the need for speed in the construc-

tion, it should be stated that the Olive Street line is the one

having the heaviest traffic in the United Railways system.

During the middle of the day the cars are 1.5 minutes apart,

and night and morning during the hours of heaviest travel,

the headway between cars is reduced to 50 seconds. Olive

Street throughout its entire length is a narrow street, only

36 ft. wide between curbs, and lined with retail stores. As

a concrete construction for the track was decided upon, it

was necessary to remove the cars from each track during

its construction. The street being entirely too narrow for a

third temporary track, it was necessary to route the cars over

another parallel line. Hence, any delay in the progress of

FIG. j.—SECTION OF 1903 CONSTRUCTION

the construction would mean annoyance to the residents and

shopkeepers along the street, inconvenience to the regular

patrons of the line and loss of traffic to the railroad.

After a number of plans had been considered, it was de-

cided to perform the work in two sections, building both

tracks between Fourteenth Street and Boyle Avenue (29,118

ft. of track, equal to 5.51 miles,) early in the spring, and that

portion between Sixth Street and Fourteenth Street (3670 ft.

of track, equal to 0.69 mile,) during the middle of the sum-

mer. The work between Sixth Street and Fourteenth Street

was postponed until the summer at the request of the mer-

chants on lower Olive Street, who did not like to see their

spring trade interfered with.

It was decided to use the single track on Olive Street not

under construction for west-bound cars, sending east-bound

Wellston cars down Washington Avenue and across Four-

teenth Street to Olive Street, and the east-bound McPherson

and Maryland cars over Boyle Avenue to Laclede Avenue,

down Laclede Avenue and across Thirteenth Street to Olive

Street. To make these changes in routeing, a temporary

track was laid in Boyle Avenue from Maryland Avenue to

Laclede Avenue, a distance of about 1,500 ft. This tem-

porary track was laid with 75-Ib. T-rail spiked to wooden

ties, the ties being placed on top of the brick pavement of the

street. In passing, it is interesting to note that when this

temporary track was removed after cars had been running
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over it for six weeks, absolutely no damage whatever had

been done to the brick pavement.

For the new track there was adopted a girder Trilby rail,

9 ins. high, laid on cypress ties spaced 2 ft. between centers.

Brace tie plates and Goldie claw tie plates were used on al-

ternate ties. The rods, 2 ins. x ^ ins. in section, were spaced

6 ft. apart. Six inches of Portland cement concrete was

placed beneath the ties, and the concrete was carried up high

enough on the rail to support the style of paving adopted,

making a thickness of 14 ins. of concrete in the case of

granite paving and 18 ins. for asphalt paving. In either case

the wooden tie was entirely embedded in the concrete. This

construction is shown in Fig. 2. For the first portion of

the reconstruction the work was divided into three sections:

Section No. 1, Fourteenth Street to Jefferson Avenue; sec-

tion No. 2, Jefferson Avenue to Grand Avenue; section No.

3, Grand Avenue to Boyle Avenue. Each of these sections

is about a mile of double track. Three separate foremen with

FIG. 2.—SECTION OF 1906 CONSTRUCTION, SHOWING OLD
CABLE YOKES NOW REMOVED

independent gangs were put in charge, each foreman in

charge of a section. Work was carried on day and night.

EXCAVATION

In order to build the track, it was necessary to make an

excavation 21 ins. in depth in a concrete which had been

setting" for eighteen years, and which experience in whatever

excavations had been made had shown to be extremely hard.

If it had been necessary to pick out 6 miles of this concrete

by hand the cost would have been excessive, and, disregard-

ing the cost, the time involved and the number of men re-

quired would have been prohibitory of that method.

DRILLING AND BLASTING

The method adopted for excavating the concrete was by

blasting with small charges of dynamite, the object being to

make these charges strong enough to shatter the concrete so

that it could be taken out in large pieces, but not heavy

enough to do other damage. Holes were drilled 7 ins. to 8

ins. deep in the concrete, four holes between each pair of

yokes. The hole was so located that the bottom of the hole

was a little below the center of gravity of the section of con-

crete to be removed. For drilling the holes there were used

No. 2 Little Jap drills made by the Ingersoll Rand Com-
pany, operated by compressed air at 90 lbs. pressure. This

tool drills at 1.25-in. hole. A dry hole is drilled, the exhaust

air from the hollow drill steel blowing the dust from the hole

and keeping it clean. Common labor was used to run the

drills, and very little mechanical trouble was experienced.

Three cars were fitted up, one for each gang, each car being

equipped with a motor-driven air compressor, water for cool-

ing the compressors being obtained from the fire plugs along

the route. The air compressors were taken temporarily from

those in use in the repair shops, no special machines being

bought for the purpose. Current for operating the air com-

pressor motors was taken from the trolley wire over the

tracks. The car was moved along as the holes were drilled,

air being conveyed from the car to the drills through a flex-

ible hose. Two drills were operated normally for each car.

One of the air compressors was exceptionally large and at

times operated four drills. The total number of holes drilled

in the reconstruction of the track was 31,000. The total feet

of hole drilled was 20,700 ft. The following figures give the

average performance of the best one of the drilling outfits,

which operated from two to three drills

:

Depth of hole 8 in.

Number of holes per hour per drill 30
Feet of hole drilled per hour per drill 20.3

Labor cost per foot of hole drilled $0,027

Labor cost of drilling per cu. yd. blasted 0.085

Drilling cost per lineal foot of track 0.017

Drilling cost per mile of track 89.76

In these figures there is no charge for electric power or for

depreciation of machinery.

For blasting, a 0.1-lb. charge of 40 per cent dynamite was

used in each hole. A fulminating cap was used to explode

the charge, and twelve holes were shot at one time by an

electric firing machine. The dynamite was furnished from

the factory in 0.1-lb. packages, and all the preparation neces-

sary on the work was to insert the fulminating cap in the

dynamite, tamp the charge into the hole and connect the

wires to the firing machine. In order to prevent any damage

being done by flying rocks at the time of the explosion, each

blasting gang was supplied with a cover car, which was

merely a flat car with a heavy bottom and side boards. When
a charge was to be fired, this car was run over the twelve

holes and the sideboards let down, so that the charge was

entirely covered. This work was remarkably free from acci-

dents. There were no personal accident claims whatever,

and the total amount paid out for property damages for the

whole six miles of construction was $685. Most of this was

for glass broken by the shock of the explosion. There was

no glass broken by flying particles. The men doing this

work, few of whom had ever done blasting before, soon

became very expeditious in handling the dynamite, and the

work advanced rapidly. The report made by the firing of

twelve holes was no greater than that made by the giant

firecrackers so common in the streets on the Fourth of July.

For the drilling and blasting the old rail had been left in

place to carry the air compressor car and the cover car.

After the blasting, this rail was removed and the concrete

excavated to the required depth. In most cases the cable

yokes had been broken by the force of the blast. Where
these yokes had not been broken, they were knocked out by

blows from pieces of rail. The efficacy of the blasting

depended largely upon the proper location of the hole.

Where the holes had been drilled close to the middle of the

concrete block, so that the dynamite charge was exploded a

little below the center of gravity of the section, the concrete

was well shattered and could be picked out in large pieces.

Where the hole had been located too close to either side of

the concrete block, however, the charge would blow out at

one sideband a large mass of solid concrete would be left

intact on the other side. The total estimated quantity of

concrete blasted was 6558 cubic yards, or 0.2 cubic yard of

concrete per lineal foot of track. The cost of the dynamite

delivered in 0.1 lb. packages was 13 cents per pound. The
exploders cost $0.0255 each.

The following statistics represent the average work of the

three gangs working on the west-bound track between Four-

teenth Street and Boyle Avenue.
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Cost of dynamite charge per hole $0,013

Cost of exploder per hole 0.0255

Four holes blasted in each 4 ft. of track

:

Lineal feet of track blasted per hour 138

Cubic yards of concrete blasted per hour 27.6

Cubic yards of concrete blasted per pound of dynamite. . .2

Labor cost per cubic yard, blasted $0,076

Cost of dynamite and exploders per cubic yard, blasted. . 0.192

Cost of labor and material per cubic yard, blasted 0.268

Cost of blasting per lineal foot of track 0.054

Cost of blasting per mile of track 285.12

Cost of drilling and blasting per cubic yard 0.353

Cost of drilling and blasting per lineal foot of track. . . . 0.071

Cost of drilling and blasting per mile of track 374-88

When the excavation was completed, the ties were placed

in the trench, the rail spiked down, the tie rods pulled up to

gage and temporary fishplates put on the joints. Work trains

were then run on this track and the excavated material hauled

away. The excavated material in this job amounted to II,-

410 cubic yards, or 0.348 cubic yards per lineal foot of track.

The United Railways Company purchased a sink hole on

North Grand Avenue and completely filled it with excavated

material from Olive Street. All excavated material and all

new material with the exception of the cement used in this

work was handled on cars, no teams being used at all. It

would have been impossible to do the work in the time occu-

pied had wagons and teams been depended upon.

RAIL

The rail used in this work was Lorain section 333, fur-

nished in lengths of 60 ft. A cross-section is shown in Fig.

3. The standard section has 7-16-in. web, but it was con-

sidered desirable to have it rolled with l/2 -'m. web, and the

rail with this change weighs 112 lbs. per yard. Its height is

9 ins., and the base is 5^ ins. The composition of the rail

is as follows

:

increase in carbon makes the rail much harder, but also much
more likely to break. No trouble has been experienced from
this source, however, only one rail having been broken in

unloading. The head is what is known as the Trilby type,

having a groove for the wheel flange and a turned-over lip

for the street traffic. It is a very desirable rail head for street

traffic, as vehicles can cross it without bumping, but any rail

with a wagon tread has an extremely limited life. The depth

of the groove in the rail is i
z
/$ in:

wheel is $4, in- deep. Therefore,

whenever l/2 in. is worn on the

head of the rail, the wheel is run-

ning on its flange and the rail is

worn out for railway purposes, al-

though it may be in perfect con-

dition otherwise. This merely

demonstrates the advantages of the

T-rail, the use of which is unfor-

tunately prohibited by our city or-

dinances.

TIES

The ties were of hewn cypress,

6 ins. x 8 ins. in section and 7 ft.

long. It has been the usual practice

white oak ties, but it was considered

The flange of the

IG. -STANDARD RAIL

in St. Louis to use

that a soft wood tie

entirely embedded in concrete would be just as satisfactory

as a hard wood tie. The ties were spaced 2 ft. between cen-

ters. Tie plates were used under the rail, each alternate tie

plate being a brace plate.

CONCRETING

After the excavated material had been hauled away and
the street cleared up, the track was lined and surfaced by

means of wooden blocks and wedges placed

beneath the ties. Concrete was then tamped

beneath and around the ties, the concrete being

deposited in the track from a concrete mixing

machine running on the rails. The concrete

used was composed of a mixture by volume of

one part of Portland cement, 2 T/2 parts of

river sand and 6y2 parts of crushed limestone

rock. The cost (delivered) of the materials,

composing this concrete was as follows :

= $0.0285 per cu. ft.Crushed rock. $2

Sand i

per

COVER CAR USED FOR BLASTING IN OLIVE STREET

Carbon 0.55 per cent

Silicon, not to exceed 0.20 per cent

Phosphorus, not to exceed 0.10 per cent

Sulphur, not to exceed 0.10 per cent

Manganese 0.80 to 1.20 per cent

This carbon is unusually high, as girder rail of this weight

seldom is rolled with carbon to exceed 0.45 per cent. The

= 0.77 per cu. yd.

50 per SQ.
I
= °- 025 per cu. ft.

I = 0.675 per cu. yd.
Portl'd cem't.

. 1.70 per bbl. = 0.425 per sack

For the track work, 7.36 cu. ft., or 0.273 cu -

yds., were required per lineal foot of track.

v}i sacks of cement per lineal foot of track, or

1650 barrels of cement per mile of track, were

used in this work. The value of the material's

used (cement, rock and sand) was $0,108 per

cu. ft. of concrete, or $2.92 per cu. yd of con-

crete.

The material for the concrete was distributed

on the street beside the tracks in advance of

the machine, the sand being first deposited,

then the crushed rock piled on that, and finally the

cement sacks emptied on top of this pile. The materials

were shoveled from this pile into the concrete mixing ma-
chine without any attempt at hand mixing on the street.

Great care was taken in the delivery of materials on the street

to have exactly the proper quantity of sand, rock and cement,

so that there would be enough for the ballasting of the track-

to the proper height and that none would be left over. Each
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car was marked with its capacity in cubic feet, and each

receiver was furnished with a table by which he could easily

estimate the number of lineal feet of track over which the

load should be distributed.

CONCRETE-MIXING MACHINES

The concrete mixing machines were designed and built in

the shops of the United Railways Company. Three machines

were used in this work, one for each gang. The machine is

composed of a Drake continuous worm mixer, fed by a chain

dragging in a cast-iron trough. The trough is 36 ft. long,

so that there is room for fourteen men to shovel into it.

Water is sprayed into the worm after the materials are mixed

dry. This water was obtained from the fire plugs along the

route. In the first machine built, the Drake mixer was 8 ft.

long. In the two newer machines the mixer was 10 ft. long.

Both the conveyor and the mixer were motor driven, current

being obtained for this purpose from the trolley wire over-

head. Two types of machines were used, one in which the

conveyor trough was straight and 45 ins. above the rail, and

the other in which the conveyor trough was lowered back of

the mixer, being 25 ins. above the rail. The latter type had

the advantage of not requiring such a lift in shoveling, but

the trough is so low that a motor truck cannot be placed

underneath it. In the high machine the mixer is moved
forward by a standard motor truck under the conveyor. In

the low machine the mixer is moved by a ratchet and gear

on the truck underneath the mixer. A crew of twenty-seven

men is required to work each machine, and under average

conditions concrete for 80 lineal ft. of single track, amounting
to 22 cu. yds., can be discharged per hour. The following

figures give the average performance of the three machines

in concreting the westbound track from Fourteenth Street to

Boyle Avenue

:

Number of men employed at machine 27
Number of men shoveling into machine 14
Lineal feet of track concreted per hour 80.95
Cubic feet of concrete discharged per hour 595-79
Cubic yards of concrete discharged per hour 22.06

Labor cost of concrete per lineal foot of track $0,071
Labor cost of concrete per cubic yard 0.26

Cost of materials composing concrete per lineal foot of

track 0.791

Cost of materials composing concrete per cubic yard. . 2.92
Total cost of concrete (labor and material) per lineal

foot of track 0.862
Total cost of concrete (labor and material) per cu. yd. . 3.18
Total cost of concrete (labor and material) per mile of

single track 4551.36

In these figures there is no charge for electric power or

for depreciation.

JOINTS

The rail joint adopted for this work was the cast-welded
joint. This joint has been in use since 1896, the first use of

it having been in this city. This method of joining rails has
been the occasion of considerable debate among street rail-

way engineers, the process having warm adherents and just

as warm opponents. Without entering into a discussion of

the matter, it will suffice to say that the process, when prop-
erly and carefully carried out, will produce excellent and per-

manent joints, and has the advantage of a reasonable cost

where the work is done by the railway company as in this

case. The process is an extremely simple one and consists

merely in pouring melted cast iron into an iron mold placed
around the abutting rail ends. The iron is allowed to harden,
the molds knocked off and the joint is finished.

In performing the work, the fishplates which were tempo-
rarily placed on the joints for the lining and surfacing of the
track are taken off and the rail ends thoroughly cleaned by

means of a sand blast. Iron molds are then placed about the

joint, a heavy screw placed on the rail to keep it in perfect

surface during the operation and melted iron poured into the

mold. The iron is melted in a portable cupola, and consists

of a mixture of one-third selected scrap and two-thirds soft

charcoal iron. The secret of success with this process con-

sists in thoroughly cleaning the rail ends, removing every

particle of oxide, and in having the iron intensely hot when

poured. Where these two precautions are taken, an actual

welding takes place between the cast iron and the steel, a

joint sawed in two showing an eating away of the base of the

rail where the melted cast iron has struck it. Good joints

have an electrical conductivity equal to, if not greater than,

the same length of rail.

Objections have been made

to this process on account of

the heating of the head of the

rail, it being stated that this

heating anneals and softens

the rail and causes it to wear

away at this point. To pre-

vent any annealing action,

the molds used by the United

Railways Company are so

shaped that the cast iron is

kept low on the back of

the rail, thus minimizing the

heating of the rail head.

The cast-iron joints used

on the 9-in. rail shown in

the cross-sectional area is 65

4.—SECTION OF CAST-
WELDED JOINT

Fig. 4 weigh 170 lbs., and

sq. in. Assuming a tensile

strength of 15,000 lbs. per sq. in. for cast iron, the tensile

strength of the joint is 975,000 lbs., which indicates that the

joint is stronger than the rail.

It is a source of wonder to laymen that miles of track in

paved streets may be welded without any allowance for

changes in length due to changes in temperature, and the

question is often asked what becomes of the expansion and

contraction of the rail. In answering this question, it should

be remembered that the rail is embedded in a paving which

soon packs so closely that any motion of the rail would be

attended by great frictional resistance, and also that only 20

per cent of the perimeter of the rail is exposed to the air, the

rest of the rail being surrounded by a poor conductor of heat,

so that the changes in temperature of the rail are not so

violent nor are the extremes so great as those of the atmos-

phere. Nevertheless, there is a strain in the rail due to

changes in temperature, and if there is no longitudinal motion

to the rail, this strain is probably taken up in an infinitesi-

mal change in the cross-section of the rail.

In order to estimate what this strain amounts to, let us

assume that the maximum deviation from the welding temper-

ature is 75 deg. F„ which is approximately correct for this

climate. Assuming a coefficient of expansion of 0.0000005

for steel, a rail would contract, for a decrease of 75 deg.,

0.0000065 by 75, equal to 0.0004875 of its length. Assum-
a modulus of elasticity of 30,000,000, this would correspond

to a strain of 14,625 lbs. per sq. in., which is well within the

elastic limit of steel, showing that no harm is done by the

alternate strains of tension and compression due to changes

in temperature. As the cross-section of the rail is 11.2 sq.

ins., the pull in the rail due to contraction would be 11..2 by

14,625, equal to 163,800 lbs., which is well within the tensile

strength of the rail and the cast-welded joint.

PAVING

The last process in the track construction was the paving.

Olive Street east of Grand Avenue is a granite street, and the
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track was paved with granite blocks resting on a sand

cushion 1 in. deep. West of Grand Avenue the street was

asphalt, and the tracks were paved with 3 ins. of asphalt laid

on the concrete, the asphalt being finished up against granite

blocks set next the rails. This construction makes a smooth

and sightly pavement. In all cases both sides of the rail were

plastered underneath the head with a cement mortar, so that

the paving blocks rested against a vertical surface and were

prevented from sliding under the head of the rail. A cross-

this 5
x/2 miles of track was about $170,500. For the entire

work, after making the credits for scrap material from the

old track, the average cost per mile of completed track was

about $27,000.

DURABILITY OF TRACK

In the track consumption adopted by the United Railways

Company only the best materials are used, and by the use of

a concrete foundation it is hoped to obtain the most sub-

stantial and durable construction possible, and one which will

l-IC. :.. ( K< >SS-SK< I |< i\ OF C< iMl'I.ETKD \W, Ci INSTRUCTION

section of the finished track is shown in adjacent Fig. 5 and

an isometric view in Fig. 6.

After the concrete work was finished, the concrete was

allowed seven days to set before cars were allowed to run

over it. This interval sufficed for the paving, so that the

track was entirely finished before it was opened for traffic.

SPEED OF CONSTRUCTION

The United Railways Company officials are especially

proud of the speed with which this difficult work was per-

formed. For the section between Fourteenth Street and

maintain the street paving in good condition. The question

is often asked how long such a track as that laid on Olive

Street will last. Of course the wear on a track is directly

proportional to the number of cars run over it. As has

already been stated, the type of rail used in this construction

is worn out for railway purposes when the wheel flange runs

on the rail, which will occur when about % in. is worn off

the head of the rail. It is hoped that with the rail supported

so firmly as in this case, so that there is no deflection as the

car wheel passes over it, the rail wear will be minimized, but

with the heavy traffic of this street, it is doubtful if the rail

FIG. 6.—ISOMETRIC VIEW OF COMPLETED 1906 CONSTRUCTION

Boyle Avenue (5.51 miles), work was begun April 30, 1906,

and the cars were turned back on the street on June 11, 1906,

exactly six weeks having elapsed since ground was broken.

Of this time, two weeks were allowed for the setting of the

concrete, so that the entire work, with exception of the pav-

ing, was done in four weeks, which is an average of 1040

lineal ft. of single track (0.20 mile) per day. The cost of

will have a life of more than ten years. The roadbed itself,

however, should outlast several sets of rails. The ties are

entirely embedded in concrete and are not subject to decay,

and it is proposed that when the present rails are worn out,

new rails shall be put down on the same roadbed, making the

matter of renewing the rails a comparatively inexpensive

process.
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POSTERS IN THE CLEVELAND CAMPAIGN

The Cleveland Electric Railway Company's publicity de-

partment is doing a great work for the company in the way
of showing the advantages of its proposition in the fight for

franchises in Cleveland. Numerous methods have been

adopted to bring the company's views before all classes of

people. In the leading daily papers the company has been

using large spaces in its daily "talks" with the people, and in

these it has been setting forth its arguments in a dignified

.

: FROM ANYWHERE /
TO ANYWHERE 2?

For ONE Fare yA~.V
Cleveland Electric Ry

235 MILES jj&t^y

PresentFare* Tj 4^7)
"~

Proposed Fare 3 >< L

__ ,
«

V
WHY PAY3*

!

-„ FOR A RIDE ON THE :

FoRESIDtyRaIIWaYS :

II MILES Of ROAD :

WHICH IS SHOWN IN RED :

ONTHEIttPTCTHllffT> !

_ f
."

L
ONE OF THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY

THE LOW-FARE CAMPAIGN

and convincing manner. In the street cars the company has

made its appeals by means of cards placed in the forward

end of the car, separate from other advertising. Much good

work has also been done by bill-board advertisements. One
of the latest is an enormous map in black and white, showing

the extent of the old system as compared with that of the so-

called 3-cent fare company. These posters are to be seen all

over the city.

TWO NEW RECORDING REGISTERS

John F. Ohmer, president of the Ohmer Fare Register

Company, of Dayton, Ohio, has recently invented two

recording registers, which will be known as Nos. 19 and 20.

Both are especially designed for large city heavy traffic prop-

D. in 1 3 8 AUG 8 INS4

0. lS 1 3 8 AUG 5 II

U lo 1 2 6 9 Aug 4 II

0. 10 1 1 8 AUG 3 II

u. 3) 1 1 5 AUG 2 II

£> 1 2 1 AUG 1 II

D ir> 1 2 1 AUG 8 INSi

total counting passenger or trip wheels, and also visible indi-

cators showing the direction. At the end of each trip the

trip wheels turn to zero and the direction indicator reverses,

the direction printer also reversing at the same time. With
these machines it is necessary to turn the trip wheels to zero

at the end of each trip in order to change the direction indi-

cator, and by so doing the machines are locked until the fares

collected on the previous trip are recorded.

The No. 19 register prints a single record, which may be

removed by the conductor, or it may be removed, at the

option of the company, by the inspector. The No. 20 ma-

chine, however, has two compartments, into each of which is

fed a copy of the record. The latter register will be known
as Ohmer's duplex recording register. The conductor has

access to one compartment, from which, at the end of his run,

he removes his individual record, which is given to the

cashier with his collections. The other record remains in the

machine and is accessible only to the inspector, or duly au-

thorized agent who is given a key to the private compartment.

Each succeeding conductor removes his own record, and at

the end of the day the auditor's record is removed. This record

shows a duplicate in detail by the trip for the conductors who
operated the car for the day, and which can be compared

with the several individual conductors' records for auditing

the cashier's record, to whom returns are made by the con-

ductors.

The following exhibit reproduction record from the "Du-

plex" register shows that Inspector 2 opened the record

AU6 9 D. 4 3 4-5
AUG 8 U. 4 2 3 -5
AUG 7 0. H 5-S
AUG 6 If. * 2 - ft

AUG 5 0. 3 8 8 _ £

£-0434 AU6 7 IKSi

-0 4 3 4

- 4 2 3

-0 4 9

-0 4 2

-0 3 8 8

AUG 9.8

AUG 8 8

AUG 7 8

AUG 6 8

AUG 5 6

3 8 AUG 5 6

3 7 8 AUG 4 6

3 6 4 AUG 3 6

3 4 9 AUG 2 6

3 3 8 AUG 1 6

3 3 8 JUG 7 l»$2

SINGLE RECORD OF THE NO. 19 REGISTER RECORD FROM THE DUPLEX REGISTER

erties, and are one-fare recording machines. They print a

record of all the fares collected on each trip, and with each

printed record is combined a note of the direction in which

the car moves, the register number, the trip number, the

month and day, the identification of the conductor, and the

denomination of fares which are registered, for instance, 5

cents or transfers. The machines comprise, in addition, the

with 338 on Aug. 7; Conductor Smith (identification No. 6)

took the first trip out. He made four half trips. Conductor

Jones succeeded at the beginning of the fifth trip, his opening

record, 388, being the closing record for Smith, and Jones'

closing record is 434. The detail work for each conductor is

duplicated on the auditor's record. Each conductor signs the

record, which is removed by him, and the duplicate auditor's
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record is identified by the conductor's identification number.

The advantages of having the work of each conductor regis-

tered and recorded in duplicate are many, and will be readily

appreciated.

Attention is also directed to a copy of reproduction of

a record from a No. 19 register. This record shows that it

has been made from register No. 3, No. 19 type ; it shows that

5-cent fares have been registered. Inspector 4 took the open-

ing and closing record on Aug. 8, and Conductor 11 operated

two round trips. This record sheet is accessible to the con-

ductor, or it may be excluded from him, at the option of the

company.

These machines are manufactured upon plans which have

been carefully worked out by the company's expert engineers,

and the company's large experience in manufacturing plural-

ity fare recording registers should insure the success of the

new type machines. They are simple in construction and not

liable to become impaired. They are operated from the or-

dinary rod or cord such as are used with any one-fare regis-

ters.

ELECTRIC HOISTS FOR RAILWAY POWER HOUSES

Electric hoists and trolleys have not been generally adopted

in street railway power houses because of the severe demands

resulting from the great fluctuations in voltage. The re-

quirements to meet these conditions constitute a machine

that will operate on a circuit which may be anywhere from

500 to 650 volts. This necessarily causes a great variation

in the speed of the motors used, and also subjects the installa-

tion to conditions that are hardly met by the ordinary hoisting

motor. A further condition which must be met in this service

ELECTRIC HOIST OF THE TYPE INSTALLED IN SEVERAL
ELECTRIC RAILWAY POWER HOUSES

is the extreme heat usually resulting from the boilers, espe-

cially where the machine is required to handle coal and ashes.

The upper illustration shows the details of a high-voltage

equipment designed by the Yale & Towne Company, of New
York, for handling coal and ashes in the plant of the Nash-

ville Railway & Light Company. The voltage of the line

often reaches 650, and at times drops considerably below 575.

The service on the machine is considerably aggravated by

the fact that the machine must traverse very closely in front

of the boilers in delivering coal and removing ashes. The
operator's cage is so constructed that the operator can ma-

nipulate the trolley and hoist and at the same time dump the

bucket from the cage. An equipment of this class enables

an unskilled laborer to handle a very large tonnage in a day.

PORTABLE ELECTRIC HOIST HOOKED IN MOTOR-DRIVEN
TROLLEY HANDLING COAL AND ASHES

Being suspended from the overhead girders, it is entirely up

out of the way, requiring no floor space or cleared passages.

The hoist is equipped with a 3-hp motor and the trolley with

a J^-hp motor. The lifting speed with the ordinary load of

2000 lbs. is from 20 to 25 ft. per minute, and the traversing

speed is 350 ft. per minute on straight track, as a maximum.
The current is conducted to the trolley and hoist through

the bar copper wires alongside the track. It should be noted

that the position of the rheostat is such that the heat radiated

from the resistance elements is quickly dissipated through

the ventilated casing. This precludes injury to the motor or

hoisting gear through heating. The easy accessibility of the

controller contacts, the commutator and brush holders also

deserves attention. At the same time each part is thor-

oughly enclosed so that the hoist can work in hot, dusty or

damp places. The machine is capable of traversing curves

of 10 ft. radius or larger. The overhead track may contain

switches and consequent lateral tracks, so that a large area

may be covered. This track may consist of a few feet or

several thousand feet, enabling the material to be very

economically handled for a great distance.

These machines are suitable also for service in the repair

shops and car houses. They are built in sizes ranging from

one to fifteen tons. They have single top hooks so that they

may be attached to any stationary support or hooked in any
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kind of a trolley. The hoists may be controlled from an

operator's cage, or by pendant cords from the floor. They

may be installed or operated by any intelligent laborer. They

are thoroughly enclosed, making 'them suitable for use in

hot or dusty places and also when exposed to the weather.

These hoists may be further equipped with solenoid attach-

ments for control from a distant point. The trolleys may be

constructed for running on the lower flanges of standard

I-beam track, or on the top flanges of two parallel girders.

NEW SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CARS FOR THE LAKE SHORE
ELECTRIC RAILWAY

The Lake Shore Electric Railway has purchased five

•
- -IMidi i

[I-CONVERTIBLE CAI HE LAKE SHORE ELECTRIC RA

Brill grooveless-post semi-convertible cars built by the G. C.

Kuhlman Car Company. Traffic during the past summer
has shown a marked increase, especially to the Lake Erie

resorts, Avon Beach Park, Linwood Park and Shattuck's

Park, the latter located at Vermillion, on the Vermillion

River, as well as on the shore of Lake Erie. Further west

is Ruggles Grove, and lastly Sandusky. At Sandusky the

great attraction is Cedar Point, the Atlantic City of the West,

this resort alone during this year handling over one million

people. Johnson's Island, Kelley's Island, Put-in-Bay, and

Middle Bass are among the many popular watering places

easily accessible by boat from Sandusky.

The five new cars are of the combination passenger and
smoking type, the latter compartment having longitudinal

seats. The 6-ft platform at the rear end of the car is of the

"Detroit" style, the dividing rail feature greatly facili-

tating the handling of passengers entering and leaving

the car.

Looking at the front end of the car will be seen the inclined

shield over the projection of the angle-iron bumper to prevent

passengers from gaining a foothold thereon. Aside from
the semi-convertible window system, which is the distinctive

feature of the car, will be seen the steam-coach roof.

The truck used is the Xo. 27-F-1 with a wheel base of 4 ft.

6 ins.

The inside finish of the cars is in cherry
; ceilings of three-ply

veneer. Following are the chief dimensions: Length over

the end panels, 36 ft. 6 ins. ; over the vestibules, 47 ft. 6 ins.

;

width over the sills including the sheathing, 8 ft. 6 ins.

These latter figures also apply to the width over the posts at

the belt. The distance between the centers of the posts is

2 ft. 8 ins.; height from the floor to the ceiling, 8 ft. 4^ ins.;

height from the track to the under side of the sills, 2 ft. 10%
ins.; height from the under side of the sills over the trolley

board, 9 ft. 3^ ins.; height from the track to the platform

step, 1 ft. 434 ins. The framing consists of side sills 4 ins.

x 734 ins. ; end sills, 5
T4 ins. x 6j/8 ins., and sill plates, in.

x 15 ins. The corner posts are 3^ ins. thick, and the side

posts 3
X4 ins. thick.

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS FOR RAIL-BONDING

A new portable electric drill, to operate on street railway

circuits, has just been placed on the market by the Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Company, and is attracting marked attention.

Its 110 and 220-volt drills have been favorably known to the

railway world for the past two years or more, and the me-

chanical features of these drills have been retained in the new

drill.

The accompanying cut shows a 550-volt drill in operation

on rebonding work. It is shown drilling %-m. holes in hard

steel rails, and a fair idea of its size can be obtained by com-

parison with the man in the picture. This size of drill weighs

35 lbs., and will drill a hole through an ordinary rail

in less than two minutes. The electrical

parts are built to operate at 500 to 650

volts without external resistance, and a

quick break barrier type switch many
times the normal ampere rating of the drill

is mounted directly on the housing. The
insulation is of the very highest type

throughout, and the drills are built to with-

stand the conditions of severe service in

street railway construction and mainten-

ance. Special precautions have been taken

to prevent any danger of shock to the

operator should any part of the windings

become grounded, and in the hands of

operators of average intelligence this danger has been elim-

inated. The company has also brought out a portable electric

grinder wound for 500 volts to 650 volts, for use on railway

PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILL IN SERVICE

work. This grinder weighs 20 lbs. and drives an emery wheel

8 ins in diameter and with a rj^-in. face at 25°° r - P- m -

The Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction Company has

made arrangements for handling passengers and freight with

the Southeastern Ohio Railway, operating from Zanesville to

Crooksville.
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OIL INSULATED TRANSFORMERS

In the accompanying illustrations are shown sections of

two types of transformers built by the Allis-Chalmers Com-
pany, namely, the water-cooled and self-cooled transformers.

Both are oil-filled, but in the latter type the heat is carried

off by radiation from the case, while in the former water cir-

culation is used to insure cool running.

The self-cooled transformers are built in sizes up to 300

kw. Above this size the external surface of the case is not

sufficient to radiate the heat developed in the transformer

core and coils, unless the enclosing tank is made abnormally

large. The water-cooled transformers are made in sizes from

100 kw up. Water is circulated in a coil of seamless copper

or brass tubing immersed in the oil, and the heat is effectively

carried off. Whenever the water is available and not ex-

pensive this method is preferable to air-cooling, even with

comparatively small transformers, as it permits operation at

lower temperatures and allows more margin for overloads.

SECTION OF OIL-FILLED, WATER-COOLED
. TRANSFORMER

Where water is not available, there is a choice of two kinds

of air-cooled transformers—the oil-filled, self-cooled type, and

the air-blast type which is cooled by a forced circulation of

air through the core and coils. The air-blast transformers,

however, are unreliable for pressures much above 25,000 volts.

Much has been written about the relative fire risks of air-

blast and oil-filled transformers, but this is a matter that

depends as much on surrounding conditions and the location

of the transformers as on the construction. The air-blast

transformer contains a small amount of inflammable material

as compared with the oil transformer, but advocates of the oil-

cooled type of transformer claim that this material is much
more easily ignited; moreover, that a breakdown is usually

followed by an electric arc that sets fire to the insulating

materials, and the flame is liable to spread under the action of

the forced circulation of air.

The chances of an oil-filled transformer catching fire on

account of any short circuit in the windings are extremely

small, because oil will burn only in the presence of oxygen,

and, as the transformer is completely submerged in oil, no

air can get at it. Moreover, the oil used in transformers is

not easily ignited ; it will not burn in open air unless its

temperature is first raised to about 400 deg. F., and with the

oil at ordinary temperatures a mass of burning material can

be extinguished as readily by immersing it in oil as in water.

In fact, the chief danger of fire is not that the oil may be

ignited by any defect or arc within the transformer, but that

a fire in the building in which the transformers are installed

may so heat the oil as to cause it to take fire.

The oil-filled, water-cooled transformers are placed in

boiler-plate tanks, cylindrical in form and provided with a

substantial cast-iron base and cover. The tanks, which are

riveted and calked, are supplied with eye-bolts extending

from the cover to the base, so that the transformers as a

whole can be lifted without straining the tank. The cooling

coils are made of Ij4-in. tubing, without joints throughout the

portion immersed in the oil ; all coils are tested with a water

pressure of 200 lbs. per sq. in.

With coils constructed in the usual manner it is very diffi-

cult to drain all the water from them, and trouble has been

caused in some cases by

water freezing and bursting

the pipe. This has usually

occurred either during ship-

ment or some time before the

transformers have been

placed in operation. To
avoid this, and also the dan-

ger of condensation on ex-

posed parts not covered by

oil, the ends of the cooling

coils in this transformer arc-

brought out through stuffing

boxes arranged below the

surface. The lower end is

thus below the level of the

lowest coil so that all water

can be easily drained off.

The coils are permanently

fastened to the case and are

of such diameter that the

transformer can be lifted out

without disturbing the coils

or water connections.
Water - cooled transformers

are supplied with an oil gage,

drain valve, and thermometer with contacts for an electric

alarm attachment that gives a signal in case the temperature

exceeds the allowable limit.

For self-cooled transformers, the case is made of terne

sheets formed into a cylindrical tank with deep corrugations

that present large radiating and cooling surface. The tank

has a double bottom made of two flanged pieces of sheet iron

riveted together, and the cylindrical corrugated part is sol-

dered into the annular channel-shaped space between the

flanges, thus making a tank that is perfectly oil-tight. The

tank is provided with a substantial cast-iron base and cover,

a lid being placed on the latter to allow inspection and give

access to the terminal board in case it is necessary to make

any changes in the connections.

All transformer coils are wound with double cotton-covered

strip copper, one turn per layer, with fullerboard insulation,

in addition to the cotton covering, between turns. Excep-

tions to the foregoing are made only when the size of the

conductor is so small as to make this connection imprac-

ticable, and in such cases the coils are wound with round

SECTION OF OIL-FILLED, SELF-COOLING
TRANSFORMER
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double-cotton covered wire with few turns per layer, so that

the voltage between layers is kept within safe limits. The

primary and secondary windings are subdivided into a num-

ber of these flat coils which present large cooling surface to

the oil. When the coils are assembled the primary and sec-

ondary sections are interleaved to reduce magnetic leakage

and secure good voltage regulation.

When the conductor is large, several strips are used in

parallel and insulated from one another to prevent eddy

currents. The coils are neatly and tightly bound with extra

long linen tape, and no varnish or insulating compounds are

used on the windings. Such materials deteriorate with con-

tinued use in hot oil, and in many cases are the cause of a

deposit on the water-cooling coils or on the bottom of the

transformer.

The transformer core is built up of sheet steel 0.014 ins.

thick. The steel is thoroughly annealed in the company's

furnaces to insure uniform material and excellent magnetic

qualities. The laminations are thoroughly insulated from one

another by a coating of varnish which reduces the eddy

current losses to a minimum. The steel is of such good qual-

ity that it is practically non-ageing, i. e., the core loss does

not appreciably increase under long continued operation.

There is no steel which will not age slightly when subjected

to temperatures above 75 deg. C, but with normal load and

temperature the core loss in these transformers is guaranteed

not to increase, within one year, to such an extent as to de-

crease the full load efficiency more than one-tenth of 1 per

cent. In larger sizes space blocks are placed every few

inches in the core, thus providing ducts through which the

oil can circulate and carry off the heat.

The oil used in these transformers contains no acid, has

very slight evaporation at 100 deg. C, and its flashing point

is about 190 deg. C. or 375 deg. F. It is thin and therefore

circulates rapidly throughout the transformer, thereby quickly

carrying off the heat.

SLIPPER BRAKE USED IN ENGLAND

Owing to the recent serious accidents in Great Britain

caused by brakes not acting at the proper time, much at-

tention is being given to the subject of braking. It is therefore

an appropriate time to present some details of a slipper brake

where there are many hills, Mr. Holliday is a firm believer in

the slipper brake, and all his motormen receive imperative

instructions to put on the slipper brake at once at the top of

each severe descent. Hence the car can never develop run-

away speed, the actual stoppage being afterward undertaken

by the other brake.

Fig. 1 is an end elevation of this brake with parts in sec-

tion, and Fig. 2 is a side elevation with partial section.

The main frames on the car are connected by bridge pieces.

To the under side of the latter are bolted guide boxes whose
interiors are arranged for the slipper or shoe carriers to which

the shoes are connected. As the faces of the guide boxes are

vertical, any movement imparted to the slipper or shoe car-

riers will also be vertical, inasmuch as their faces engage with

the faces of the boxes. The vertical movement is imparted

to the carriers as follows

:

Brackets which are mounted on the bridge pieces carry a

rocker bar provided with arms connected to the slipper car-

riers by links and pins. To the rocker bar other rocker arms

are attached and connected to a slotted draw-bar operated by

the motorman. When the motorman operates the draw-bar,

say in the direction of the arrow, the bar rocks in its brackets,

causing the rocker arms and their links to descend and with

them the carriers, forcing the shoes vertically downward on to

the rails, thereby braking the car. On pressure being with-

drawn the carriers and their shoes under the action of suitable

springs return to their normal position.

To effect the easy insertion of the shoes, the base of the

carrier is provided with dovetailed ends and on one side of

the base are depending guard plates and on the other side

lugs. A block of wood forming the shoe is inserted in the

dovetail groove till it butts against the guard plates, thus

preventing further movement in this direction. Guard plates

are bolted on to the other side of the carrier by bolts engag-

ing the lugs on the base of the carrier, so that the movement
of the block (as it is of the same width as the carrier) is

prevented in this direction. At the same time movement in

a lengthwise position is prevented by the block engaging in

the dovetails. To renew the shoe it is only necessary to re-

move the guard plate. This brake is now made by Brecknell,

Munroe & Rogers, Ltd., of Bristol, Eng.

The Lake Shore Electric and the Toledo & Indiana Elec-

tric Railways have arranged to run special excursions to

i 1 PNm
~\ "1/

1

FIGS. 1 AND 2.-END AND SIDE ELEVATION OF THE BRIGHTON SLIPPER BRAKE

invented by Thomas B. Holliday, the general manager of the
new tramway system at Hastings, England. Mr. Holliday
has had a large experience in street railway work, having
for years been general manager of the tramways at Brighton,
some of the routes of which are on heavy grades. In cities

the theaters in Toledo this winter, and will sell round-trip

tickets having a coupon attached admitting the bearer to the

theater named on the coupon. The railroad agents will tele-

phone the number of tickets sold, so the theater managers
will know what seats have been purchased,
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PRACTICAL WOOD PRESERVATION

Often as the subject of wood preservation is mentioned, it

cannot be brought before electric railways too often, for it is

one that, through the decreasing timber supply, grows in

acuteness yearly. The paper on "Poles, Posts and Ties" read

before the Columbus Convention by C. A. Alderman was

evidence of the importance of this matter to the interurban

railway companies of the Central States. This paper was

particularly valuable for the data quoted on the comparative

economy of treated and untreated ties. The preservatives

mentioned were the zinc-tannin, zinc-chloride and zinc-creo-

sote processes. Through the courtesy of the Carbolineum

Wood Preserving Company, Inc., of 349 Broadway, New
York, it has been possible to supplement this data with some

comparative figures actually quoted to an important New
England street railway for preserving timber with this com-
pany's Carbolineum Avenarius.

As the object-of wood preservation is to increase the life of

short-lived timber, or, in other words, make treated short-

lived woods outlast the untreated long-lived but higher-priced

woods, cedar, white oak and chestnut were not taken into

The object of all preservatives is two-fold: First, to inject

a sufficient quantity of antiseptic material into the wood
structure so as to neutralize the rot-producing elements or

germs contained therein ; and second, to seal up the pores on

the outside with an insoluble compound to exclude air and

water. That the material is insoluble to a much greater ex-

tent than creosote is demonstrated by the volume distilled at

a temperature of 455 deg. F. In Reprint No. 315 of the 1903

Year-Book of the United States Department of Agriculture,

the Forest Service recommends the adoption of the standard

specifications for creosote, specifying among other things

that the volume distilled at 455 deg. F. shall not exceed 25

per cent. Specifications No. 2758 of the American Telephone

& Telegraph Company state that the distillate at 235 deg. C.

(455 deg. F.) shall not exceed 2 per cent, a condition met by

Avenarius Carbolineum. It is this difference that makes the

latter of so much greater value for preserving pole butts,

posts and ties wherever the cost of a plant enters into con-

sideration. The total cost of the plant at Portland shown
herewith, together with engine and boiler but without the

ground, was only $5,000. A plant of sufficient size for a

street railway company can be built for considerably less.

ELEVATION AND PLAN OF TIE AND POLE PRESERVATION PLANT IN PORTLAND, ORE.

account. This resulted in the following classification of life

and results

:

Guaranteed Life

Classes of Wood. Natural Life if Treated

Red and black oak 4-5 years 10 years

Ash, beech, or maple 4 years 8 years

Tamarack 7-8 years 14 years

Hemlock 4-6 years 10 years

Spruce 5 years 10 years

Untreated Tie, Treated Tie,

Cost of Tie and Annual Charge. 5 Years' Life 10 Years' Life

Cost of tie $0.40 $0.40

Cost of treatment 00 .15

Interest charge for seasoning. 00 .01

Total cost of tie $0.40 $0.56

Annual charge on basis of 4 per cent

compound interest 089 .069

Annual charge for renewal at a cost of

$0.19 for handling and placing 035 .016

Total annual charge 124 .085

Annual charge for 200,000 ties $24,000.00 $17,000.00

In considering the Avenarius Carbolineum process for

treatment of any wood, too much attention cannot be paid to

seasoning. This process has been very successfully used on

air-seasoned ties, poles, posts, trestles and other woodwork,

and it is in respect to the seasoning that this method prevails

over the oft-described creosoting and Burnettizing methods.

Tie treatment by this method was begun in the United States

as early as 1885.

Regarding the treatment of poles to which Mr. Alderman

refers, and the statement as to the lighting company of Mem-
phis, Tenn., not using creosoted poles, owing to current

leakage, S. T. Carnes, president of the Memphis Light &
Power Company, wrote in 1898 that they had been treating

cross-arms and poles with Avenarius Carbolineum for six

years, and "are satisfied that it prolongs the life of the wood

so treated and makes it worth several times its cost." That

leakages through creosoted lumber affects the operation of

signal systems would appear from studies by B. H. Mann,

now signal engineer of the Missouri Pacific Railway at St.

Louis, Mo., but formerly connected with the Union Signal

Company, who tested the Avenarius Carbolineum as against

creosote for oak tops as well as wooden conduits. Although the

former preservative is widely used by electrical companies

similar complaints have not appeared.

Very satisfactory results have been obtained where treat-

ment, instead of extending 4 ft. below and 2 ft. above ground,

was only 2 ft. below and 1 ft. above the ground line. Two-

coat treatment, of course, had the preference for this class of

work, and the results secured by tests made near Madison,

111., with the preservative in sandy soil proved highly satis-

factory on white cedar poles.

The estimation in which this material is held in Germany,

where it was invented by Dr. Avenarius, appears from the
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"Telegraphenbauordnung" (Telegraph Building Standards) of

the German Imperial Telegraph & Telephone Service, which

states: "For the prevention of fungus growth on poles,

butts are to be treated in the pole yards with one coat of

Avenarius Carbolineum, which should reach 50 cm above the

ground line when set. In case of necessity an additional field

coat may be applied."

It is hoped that the tests begun by the Forest Service,

acting jointly with the Postal Telegraph Cable Company and

the American Telegraph & Telephone Company, on pole

lines will prove of great value to all interested in pole work,

as complete records are being made of all such tests so that

the results when published will be authoritative.

Once applied it requires little attention from the motorman
or master mechanic. The faces of the wings are made of

spring steel ^ in. x 8 ins., 3 ft. 6 ins. long, backed by oak

boards 1 in. x 8 ins., 3 ft. 5 ins. long, attached to steel springs

% in x \y2 ins. wide. The springs are attached to a steel

frame, which is connected to body or trucks of car by steel

braces and brackets. The oval cushion at the point of the

wings is made of rubber which yields when coming in contact

with any object. The manufacturer advises installing the

cushion point of this fender flush with the end of the car

body, as by so doing the fender will then take up no additional

room when desiring to store cars closely in barns.

A COMBINATION FENDER AND TRACK SCRAPER

A DOUBLE-TRUCK SPRINKLING CAR FOR THE YORK
STREET RAILWAY COMPANY

The Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, of Kalamazoo,

Mich., has brought out another useful adjunct for street rail-

wry companies in the form of a spring fender, which can be

COMBINATION SPRING FEXDER AND TRACK SCRAPER

installed from 2 ins. to 4 ins. above the rail with perfect

safety, as the springs yield when coming in contact with any

rigid object in the roadbed. It will install to trucks or at

any point on the body of any style of car, as the height of

the fender over all is only 13 ins. Once in

place this contrivance needs no attention

from the motorman, and is always in posi-

tion to do its work.

From the style of construction shown in

the accompanying cut, it is apparent that

this fender will not roll anything along on

the track, because on striking any obstruc-

tion the springs yield and their recoil de-

posits the object of contact clear from the

track. When installed at the extreme front

of the car as a pilot, the braces and frame

form a foundation for a basket which can

be furnished of either wire or rope netting.

In connection with the Root scraper,

placed in the rear of this fender, an excel-

lent snow cleaning device is secured, as the fender keeps the

snow between the rails at a uniform height and the scraper

gives a clean rail and groove. This combination is guar-

anteed to handle easily 12 ins. of snow.

The construction of the fender is simple and compact.

The York Street Railway Company, of York, Pa., has

recently placed in service a Brill sprinkling car which is note-

worthy for the large tank capacity (4000 gallons) and the

fact of its being mounted on dou-

ble trucks. On roads where much
sprinkling is done, it is of course

the aim of the operating company

to save as much time and labor as

possible by equipping the car with

a tank that does not need frequent

fillings, but a car with a capacity as

large as the one illustrated is often

not feasible where there are heavy

grades. This is one reason why
the majority of sprinkling cars

average a maximum capacity of

2480 gallons. The sprinkler for

the York Street Railway Company
is equipped with the Brill centri-

fugal pump. It will be noticed

that there are brakes at each end of

the car; the trucks are of the No.

27-G-2 pattern with a wheel base

of 4 ft. The chief dimensions are :

Length of the car over the sills, 31

ft. ; width outside sills, 7 ft. 6 ins. ; size of the side sills, 53^

ins. x 1
1 24 ins.; end sills, 8 ins. x 12 ins. The tank is 5 ft.

4 ins. in diameter and 24 ft. long.

Just previous to the shipment of the car described, the

DOUBLE-TRUCK SPRINKLING CAR FOR THE YORK STREET RAILWAY CO.

same builders shipped two double-track centrifugal sprinkling

cars of the same capacity to the Rhode Island Company,

Providence, R. I. This type of sprinkling car with centrifu-

gal pumps is finding a wide field in street railway work, as it

fulfils demands so satisfactorily.
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THE ATLANTIC CITY & SHORE LINE RAILROAD OF

NEW JERSEY

In the Street Railway Journal of Sept. 29 brief men-

tion was made of the Atlantic City & Shore Line Railroad

Company, but the detailed report which follows, supplied

through the courtesy of Stern & Silverman, under whose

supervision the entire line was constructed, gives the com-

plete itinerary and constructional features.

The road starts at the Atlantic City boardwalk, at the foot

of Virginia Avenue, opposite the

steel pier, the very center of pop-

ulation. Running out Virginia

Avenue to Adriatic Avenue and

from that point over private right

of way to the Thoroughfare Creek

which divides Atlantic City from

the mainland, it crosses the Thor-

oughfare on a double-track steel

plate girder drawbridge of no ft.

span; from this point it continues

out over the Meadows, crossing the

tracks of the Pennsylvania and

Philadelphia & Reading Railroads

by means of overhead bridges;

these bridges are of steel plate gir-

der type and are double-tracked;

the approaches are composed of trestle-work having

very easy grades; the entire length of the trestle is

approximately 2500 ft. After crossing these two rail-

road bridges, connection is made with the lines of

the West Jersey & Seashore Railroad with split track

construction, avoiding any adverse movement of trains across

tracks. After forming this junction the cars are operated

for a distance of 4 miles over the double-track line of the

West Jersey & Seashore Railroad as far as Pleasantville ; this

throughout and laid with 85-lb T-rails on oak and chestnut

ties and well ballasted. For the first mile, when operating,

through the city streets of Atlantic City, the overhead trolley

is employed, but on reaching the outskirts of that resort the

third-rail system is used on reconstructed granite insulators,

as far as Pleasantville. The run to Somers Point from

Pleasantville is made by again employing the overhead sys-

tem, with cross suspension catenary construction, poles

spaced 150 ft. apart. One side of the pole line from Pleas-

antville to Somers Point is constructed with poles of extra

ARRANGEMENT OF CROSSING OF THE PHILADELPHIA & READING
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD TRACKS

length, carrying at the top a high-tension transmission line of

three No. 4 B. & S. hard-drawn copper wire and a 5-16-in.

galvanized ground cable run on top of the pole.

The current is obtained from the main power station of

the West Jersey & Seashore Railroad located at Westville,

the transmission voltage being 33,000. At Somers Point is

)RE LINE RAILROAD
LE TOWER ON THE ATLANTIC CITY &
SHORE LINE RAILROAD

is part of the third-rail electric line which runs from Phila-

delphia to Atlantic City. From Pleasantville the road

branches off and continues in almost a direct tangent to

Somers Point, the terminus, a distance of 7 miles, making
the total length of the line from the Atlantic City boardwalk
to Somers Point 14 miles. The road is double-tracked

located the sub-station, the distance of transmission from the

power house being upward of 60 miles. In the sub-station

are located the necessary 33,000-volt oil-cooled step-down

transformers with lightning arresters; oil switches, panels, etc.,

and two 300-kw rotary transformers. The sub-station building

is of brick and spaced for an additional unit. With the ex-
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ception of the first few blocks in Atlantic City the entire line

is constructed over private right of way. It is expected to

make the 14-mile run between the termini in thirty minutes,

including all stops. Traffic is greatly facilitated by the signal

system used to protect the drawbridges.

Rolling stock just completed for this line by the John Ste-

phenson Company comprises twenty 36-ft. double grooveless-

post semi-convertible cars built under Brill patents. Two of

THE NORTHFIELD STATION

the cars contain a compartment for baggage, 10 ft. 5^ ins.

in length, but otherwise the dimensions of the cars are sim-

ilar, and are as follows : Length over the end panels, 36 ft.,

and over the vestibules, 45 ft. 5 ins. ; width over the sills,

8 ft. 8 ins., and the same dimensions apply to the posts at belt

;

centers of posts, 2 ft. 8 ins.
;
height from the floor to the

ceiling, 8 ft. 6 ins.
;
height from the track to the under side

of the sills over the trolley board, 9 ft. 6 l/2 ins.
;
height from

the track to the platform step, 20^ ins.
;
height of the risers,

16 ins. ; size of the side sills, 3% ins. x 8j4 ins. ; size of the

center sills, 3% ins. x 5J4 ins.; size of the end sills, 5^4 ins.

x 7% ins.; size of the sill plates, % in. x 15 ins.; thickness

of the corner posts, 3^ ins.; thickness of the side posts, 3%
ins. The semi-convertible feature permits the use of a seat

39 ins. in length and an aisle 23 ins. wide. The car bodies are

mounted on No. 27-E1 M. C. B. trucks having a wheel base

of 6 ft. Cherry constitutes the inside finish.

The seats, which have arm rests, are of Brill

as are also the specialties used throughout

the cars, such as channel-iron drawbars,

angle-iron bumpers, alarm gongs and sig-

nal bells, sand boxes, etc. The same com-

pany's system of vestibule door control is

also employed.

Four motors of 60-hp capacity each per

car of the latest type were installed, wound
for 650 volts, which will be the voltage at

the sub-station and on the third rail. The
type M multiple unit control has been

adopted so that the cars can be operated

singly or in trains. Each car is equipped

with an independent motor air compressor

outfit. Two overhead trolleys are used

and four third-rail shoes; the third-rail shoe is of a special

pattern, designed to fold up and latched while the cars are

being operated through the city streets. Arc headlights with

dimming screens are used.

DISCUSSION ON ELECTROLYSIS AT THE WATER-
WORKS MEETING

At a meeting of the Central States Water-works Association,

held in Cincinnati, Sept. 29, the topic of electrolysis was dis-

cussed. Joseph J. Pater, formerly of the Hamilton, Ohio,

water-works plant, argued in favor of the double trolley sys-

tem as used in Cincinnati, which he said would avoid elec-

trolytic action. He thought that rail bonds in six months be-

came absolutely valueless through oxidization. In good, clean

soil and with no electrical circuits near, a gray cast-iron pipe

ought to last 100 years, but when the single trolley system is

used not only do the water pipes depreciate rapidly but the

steel in neighboring buildings is also being affected. Ac-

cording to the speaker, for a mile on one side of the Brook-

lyn Bridge the people who have shops where 100 or 200 girls

and men are employed on sewing machines go out into the

streets, put in copper plugs and run wires into their

plants, getting sufficient current to run ten or fifteen sewing

machines from one little plug put into the water mains.

Another speaker was George Hornung, formerly superin-

tendent of the Newport, Ky., water-works and now a consult-

ing engineer in Cincinnati. Mr. Hornung said the amount
of electrolysis produced by railway circuits was trifling com-

pared with that caused by stray currents from the leakage of

high-tension lighting and other power wires. Theoretically

the double trolley system is a preventative, but the experience

with the Cincinnati double-trolley system does not warrant

the assertion that the double-trolley system prevents leakage.

He said that for a short distance on Main Street in Cincin-

nati the double-trolley line is paralleled by a single-trolley

line. He had tried as an experiment removing the trolley pole

from the wire of the single-trolley line and had put it on one

of the double-trolley wires. The lamps remained lighted.

He then tried to start the car, but while it would not move
there was a perceptible torque.

mufacture,

ACCIDENT STUDIES IN LOS ANGELES

The committee appointed jointly by the Chamber of Com-

merce, Merchants and Manufacturers' Association and Mu-
nicipal League to inquire into the causes of the many street-

C. M. Bates, of Trenton, N. J., president of the Newtown
& Hatboro Street Railway Company, says the company is

surveying a route between Newtown, Richboro, Hatboro and

Willow Grove, Pa., preparatory to construction work in

April, 1907.

NATION PASSENGER AND EXPRESS CAR FOR THE ATLANTIC
CITY & SHORE LINE RAILROAD, OF NEW JERSEY

car accidents occurring daily in Los Angeles, and to sug-

gest remedies, has submitted its report. The committee rec-

ommends that a department of transportation be established,

under the Board of Public Works, to inspect all car lines

and their method of operation, that the wages of car oper-

atives be increased, to the end that more competent men be

generally employed, and that official schools el instruction

for the training of prospective motormen be established. The
committee, among other recommendations, also advises

strongly in favor of enforcing the "day off" rule.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE AMERICAN STREET AND INTERURBAN
RAILWAY CLAIM AGENTS' ASSOCIATION AT THE

COLUMBUS CONVENTION

MONDAY AFTERNOON SESSION
The third annual meeting of the American Association of

Street Railway Claim Agents was held at 2 o'clock p. m., Monday,

Oct. 15, 1906, in the Administration Building, State Fair Grounds,

Columbus, Ohio, with President S. L. Rhoades, of Philadelphia,

Pa., in the chair, and B. B. Davis, of Columbus, Ohio, as secre-

tary.

In calling the association to order Mr. Rhoades presented Mr.

Davis, who welcomed the delegates in the following address

:

MR. DAVIS' ADDRESS
It is up to me, as the representative of the Columbus Railway

& Light Company in this association, to make the address of

welcome. I trust that your sojourn in our city will be one

round of pleasure, and that you will carry back to your respective

homes pleasant thoughts of the city of Columbus, and the treat-

ment you received while in our midst. Personally, I like the

capital city, to which I came here a perfect stranger in 1895. It

was to be for about ten days, and I have been here nearly twelve

years. I have seen the city grow in population and its street

railway system expand from $500,000 gross earnings per year to

over $1,500,000 gross earings per year.

I trust that your relations with your management and operat-

ing department have been as pleasant as mine with those depart-

ments of this system. In nearly twelve years, not an unkind

word. But it doesn't take hard work to bring that result. It

can be found in the following rules : Work for your company at

all times
;
study its interest ; feel that when you are making a

settlement that the money to pay it is coming out of your own
pocket ; be pleasant to all employees, from the man who works
in the track gang up to the president, and success will crown
your efforts and make your work more pleasant and full of good
results.

I am transgressing a little from the subject, which is one of

welcome. So, for the Columbus Railway & Light Company, I

bid you all welcome to the capital city of the Buckeye State, and
trust that none of you will feel any regret for having attended

this convention.

President Rhoades said he was very sure the Claim Agents'

Association appreciated the kindness of Mr. Davis and his com-
pany as expressed in his address of welcome. They were to be

favored that afternoon, he added, by the presence of W. Caryl

Ely, but he noticed that the first vice-president of the parent or-

ganization was in the assembly. He was sure that Mr. Beggs
would say something of great interest to them. He knew from
what the claim agents of his various systems had said that he
was much interested in the accident business.

Mr. Beggs, after being introduced, spoke as follows

:

I came simply for the purpose of showing my interest in the

association's work—in this very important part of the operation
and administration of every street railway. While no doubt most
of you are very agreeable and courteous gentlemen, nevertheless

we do not have you in the organization of a street railway com-
pany from choice, but rather from necessity. (Laughter and ap-
plause.) I am glad to bear my testimony to the fidelity that is

generally shown by those connected with the claim department
of a large street railway system, in a service that is most exact-
ing in a very exacting business. In the event of notification of
accident—a serious one—it is necessary many times that they
stop in the midst of a meal to get out, so that the evidence that

may enable the company to protect itself from imposition and
fraud may be obtained before it escapes. Therefore the duties

of the investigators in a claim department are very arduous and
exacting, because many times if the evidence cannot be obtained
immediately it is lost to the company, and some ambulance chaser
gets it and puts it in a different coloring entirely. This shows
the great importance of obtaining the evidence promptly before
the witness may be coached and his testimony possibly colored
to suit the case of the plaintiff. I think, as a general rule, that
the amount paid out for claims in our several companies go about
hand in hand with the amount of taxes. We hear more about
the taxes than the damages, but nevertheless they are inseparable.
T feel that this gathering of the claim agents is highly important,

that you may exchange experiences and become familiar with
the practices and methods of the different companies which show
the best results in the various sections of the country. A change
of position makes necessary a different policy. The rule or pol-
icy which should be pursued by a street railway company, or
any other company liable to a multitude of accidents, is to be
absolutely fair with the injured party; to ascertain, if we can,
whether or not we are liable. We should aim to train every one
connected with a claim department to learn how to analyze care-
fully the common law and the particular statutes of the various
States in which we are operating to ascertain and determine for
ourselves our liability.

My advice to all of those who are associated in the claim de-
partment of the companies I represent is to get accident claims
off the books upon any fair basis of settlement, and get it off

quick; don't wait to think you will get it off next week or next
month or possibly next year, but if it is a fair claim for dam-
ages, an injury for which we are liable, be willing to pay a fair

and reasonable amount for it before it gets into the hands of an
attorney. It makes a better impression throughout the country
and is far-reaching in its effect. I have found it highly advan-
tageous and profitable to the companies that pursue such a policy.
I emphasize upon every occasion that, if we are liable, I don't
wish to escape the proper penalties for carelessness on the part
of our operatives or for unavoidable accidents for which we
know we are "responsible.

Another thing in the administration of a claim department, and
the most difficult to impress upon the claim department, is that
it is highly important—in fact it is in my judgment more impor-
tant—to know the worst side of a case against the company than
it is to know the best. That is one of the things that we are
constantly against, that an investigator or the trainmen, motor-
man or conductor, are naturally inclined to act according to the
first law, self-preservation

; to put the best face upon the accident,
and possibly withhold some little cause that could possibly have
produced it. That hidden fact gets into the hands of the coun-
sel for the plaintiff, and the counsel for the company is taken by
surprise through this entirely different condition of affairs. It is

highly important, therefore, to impress upon those sent out to
investigate these accidents and claims, that they get all there is.

We do not of necessity have to publish all that we learn, but
we should take into account what is likely to be brought against
us.

These cases are arising continually. I pursue a policy in the
companies that I administer that all the investigators in the claim
departments must come from the platform of the car. So when
you have less intelligent motonnen and conductors, if they have
an accident you need a man that knows the conditions under
which the car operates, the conditions under which the accident
might have occurred, thus drawing conclusions from his own
experience, because the motorman and conductor will not always
tell it all.

I frequently compel cases to be contested when an attorney
wishes to settle. In other cases I compel settlement when an
attorney wants to fight. I try to look at it from the practical
side. I believe I have yet to lose the first case that I have
compelled an attorney to fight instead of settle; and when
we have settled a case, we have settled it on a basis that we
thought was fair from a knowledge of the law and common
sense and common honesty, with a thorough knowledge of the
conditions under which cars operate.

_

In case of an accident in our companies—take for instance the
city of Milwaukee, where we have 85 per cent of the population
foreign born, or of foreign born parentage. There is a very
large Polish element that cannot speak anything else; a large
Danish population and a very large German population. We
select our investigators with reference to their knowledge of
those languages and of the people, because they act differently.
We get three or four men on to an accident just as promptly as
we can that we may see it from three or four different stand-
points. The result of that policy, carefully followed, is that we
have kept the accident fund down to nearly 2 per cent of the
gross receipts

;
and that, too, carrying a large number of pas-

ever

ever
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sengers for the amount of gross receipts, because we have six

tickets for a quarter and twenty-five for a dollar, having to

handle a great many more people to get the same gross revenue.

We possibly have a record that is not surpassed in this country

and I think is seldom equaled.

In the year 1904, notwithstanding the prejudice of juries and

the inclination of courts to be swerved to some extent by public

clamor, we did not lose a single case that came before a jury,

nor were any damages allowed; and the year 1905 we lost only

two, both of which have been appealed to the Supreme Court of

Wisconsin with fair chances of winning.

I try to keep our docket clean of cases. The tendency, of

course, of a claim agent is to put a large amount over to next

year
;
you want to shove things off and make a good showing

this year, and you charge off a large amount in the months of

January and February. I have a very good claim agent, by the

way, a man who thinks a dollar is as big as a cart wheel—that

is the prerequisite of a claim agent. A couple of years ago I said,

clean house; have as few cases on your books as possible.

I don't know, Mr. Chairman, that that is what you invited me
to talk about at all, but I wish to say to you—we who have been

associated with the parent association for a great many years

—

are just beginning to realize through the importance of these

auxiliary associations. It was not possible for the president of

the parent association or for any of the managers of large prop-

erties to talk to the same number of men engaged in this par-

ticular line of business which is just as important as that of the

renewal of wheels. We pay out a great deal more money for

the payment of damages than we do for the renewal of wheels,

and yet we pay a great deal of attention to the standariza-

tion of apparatus and have not paid very much attention to this

at all. Yet there are broad fundamental principles that may be

advantageously applied in any company, and I think we can

help each other in this way. I have no doubt there are methods
employed by some of the larger companies in other cities that

we have not dreamed of that would be of great benefit to us.

Therefore I will be very glad to have that knowledge.
On the conclusion of Mr. Beggs' talk, President Rhoades said

he was quite sure that the claim agents appreciated what he had
said. They, should feel more confidence in themselves, for it was
not often that a great railway manager would admit that an acci-

dent man is an absolute necessity; and if that accident man is

experienced, he can get work with any such a manager as Mr.
Beggs.

The meeting, he said, was favored by the presence of another
executive officer, the president of the American Association, who
had come here at their invitation and who would address them.
He then introduced W. Caryl Ely, who spoke as follows:

MR. ELY'S ADDRESS
Mr. President and Gentlemen : I am very glad to meet you.

I know how young your organization is. I know how difficult

it is to get an organization started ; how much work there is to

do. But these meetings with the importance of the work in

your department must have impressed themselves upon the minds
of the managing officers of your respective companies, or it would
not have been possible for you to have gotten together the or-

ganization you have. I congratulate you all upon it. I listened

with a great deal of interest to the remarks of Mr. Beggs, con-
cerning the mehod of settling claims, the principles affecting the

same, and the splendid results of management of the companies
with which he is identified, which all go to emphasize the benefit

we ought to derive from his suggestions and experience.
I come not, however, to speak to you concerning those mat-

ters, but to talk briefly to you about your organization and the

work of the parent organization, the American Association, and
the other affiliated organizations. We have done much in the
past that makes for and ought to make for success. But success
has not yet been achieved ; and upon the way that this convention
is managed and upon the manner in which it is conducted will

largely depend the earnest co-operation, throughout the country,
of those who have to foot the bills and pay the expense, as to
whether this reform movement, or reorganized sets of associa-
tions are worth what they cost. A big company, one of the
largest companies, has now to pay $600 a year on account of these
organizations in addition to the other expenses that are neces-
sarily attendant, instead of a $25 fee that was paid heretofore.
It is a big jump, and many of the managing officers and executive
officers of these corporations are like the fellow from Missouri—
"they want to be shown." Now you have to help to "show."

Several criticisms were aimed at the old organization. One
was that it seemed to take on the form in the minds of a great

many in attendance of an annual junket. That criticism has been

made to me by one of the general managers of one of the largest

companies in this country within the last three weeks. Another
criticism made was that it took a great many men away from
their respective companies at the same time—important men

—

and that injury was liable to be inflicted upon the respective

companies by so many people being away. The resultant bene-

fits, to his mind, did not outweigh these disadvantages. There
were other disadvantages mentioned which do not so much ap-

peal to you as to some of the other organizations.

The Supply Men's Association—now called the Manufacturers'

Association—made that criticism. The answer to all criticisms

must be afforded by the results and the work of these several

organizations. I enforce upon you all the desirability, through-

out these entire sessions, of having moderation prevail in all

things. There are many things that tend to make convention^

of this kind rather lively meetings, and to a certain extent that

is all right, but if carried too far, then it provokes criticism and
does injury.

I congratulate you, Mr. President, and your associates, upon
the results which you have achieved in such a very short time.

The contribution that you are about to make to the proceedings

of these conventions is well prepared and is in every way worthy
of you and worthy of a great business and a great organization.

I believe that other affiliated associations will be created, as time

goes on, and that the importance of one and all of them, in the

minds of the managers and executive boards, will finally be con-

ceded, and that you will have achieved results, two or three

years from now, which will be of such tremendous benefit that

all will wonder why your organization was not thought of and
started before.

As Mr. Beggs said, you disburse a lot of money and you are

at the head of a very, very important branch of the business.

The operating department works very hard to take in the nickels

necessary to pay bond interest, dividends and operating ex-

penses, but yours is a department that almost every one looks

upon with aversion. You are the "rat hole" of the business.

The money comes in through the cars, through the receivers, the

officers and the car houses, and finally it comes up into the audi-

tor's department and is husbanded by the treasurer. The man-
ager fingers it, and then you come along, and you pry up first the

little finger and then the third finger and slip the money away.
At the end of the year it is realized that a tremendous amount
has gotten away.

Therefore, it is all the more important that your methods
should be right ; that you should standardize the business ; that

you should formulate a set of principles that would properly

govern you in a business-like way in the transactions of the

business of your department. If you get it well settled and you
finally establish something that impresses itself upon the people,

the people who ride in the cars and from whom are taken the

jurors, and then the judiciary, if you can make them realize that

you intend to be just and fair, that meritorious cases are settled

and only non-meritorious cases burden the calendars of the

court, it will save millions of dollars to the street and interurban

railway corporations. It has always seemed simple to me. I

have been on both sides of the question. I used to be out with

an axe myself. I was a practicing lawyer and I needed business.

I know just how the fellow feels, with his shingle out, acting as

his own stenographer and typewriter and trying to start in the

practice of the law. They did not have typewriters to any ex-

tent when I commenced, but I handled the broom right along
with the pen when I first commenced to practice. I know what
confronts you in every department of your work, how hard it

is to settle a case for a hundred dollars or five hundred dollars or

a thousand dollars, and in the transaction not to allow more or
less dollars to get away from you that ought not to get away.
You work for years in a community where you are known as the

pay-master of this character of claims, and everybody tries to

"work" you. The doctors, the lawyers, the people themselves.

You are afraid of the jurors and of contested cases, and almost

always when cases go to court against your advice, you see your
corporation stuck to a much larger extent than if you had settled

it in the way you thought it ought to have been in the first in-

stance, notwithstanding the excellent record that has been made
by brother Beggs.

Now I think that the same rules ought to prevail in the man-
agement of every department of a corporation, which prevail in

the management of an honest man's business by an honest man.
I think the great trouble with corporations has been that there

has grown up in the minds of the people throughout the country
the idea that they do not apply to the transaction of corporate
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business the same rules that the members of the corporation

apply to the transaction of their private business. I believe that

the people think that in these street railway corporations there

are a great body of men who are actuated by principles different

from the principles that they practice at home, in their family,

in their private business, and the daily walks of life. But when

you make it understood that these corporations are managed and

that your branch of the business is managed as you would man-

age your private business; that you have a set of principles

founded upon fairness and justice; that you have a way of doing-

business that is followed by all honest men, it will win for the

individual members of these corporations the approbation and

approval of all fair-minded people, and your corporations will

be far better off.

There is absolutely nothing inherent in our business to make it

unpopular. Now we all think and we all look at it at first blush in

a different way. We say we are bound to be unpopular. I deny

it. I say we are not bound to be unpopular; that we ought not

to be unpopular, and that we do not deserve to be unpopular.

That sounds rather harsh, but I think the business is more and

more deserving to be popular. If any man, of twenty years' ex-

perience in the business, will look at the methods that prevail

to-day and contrast them with those of twenty years ago, or even

fifteen or ten years ago, the reason for the unpopularity is per-

fectly plain and obvious.

You are performing a service that deserves the thanks of a

grateful community. As that service is better and better per-

formed, and as all branches of the service are better and better

done, this sentiment which prevails against us at the present

time will be diminished and ultimately pass away. There will

never be a time but that you will have to pay for torn dresses

that you ought not to pay for, because there will never be a

time, until the millenium arrives, when unjust claims will not

be' preferred. But I do believe that, with honest management in

the claim department, with the settlement of meritorious claims

and the non-settlement of non-meritorious claims—I do actually

believe that it is necessary for you to establish the principle of

"millions for defense but not one cent for tribute." That worked
before in a great controversy, and I believe it always will work.

If you have an unjust suit pressed against you as a private in-

dividual, you never settle that suit except for some good reason

of expediency and potency, but there are exceptions, of course, to

all rules. The rule, however, of a man's life—a square man—an
honest man, is that he will pay to his neighbor the things that

are due to the neighbor, but he will never give up to his neighbor
in an unjust controversy the things that his neighbor ought not

to have and ought not to take away from him. I believe that

that rule is right, and I believe that it ought to prevail in our

business. More than that, I believe that we ought to have an

established reputation, so that the people know it and the jurors

know it and the judges know it—an established reputation for

fair dealing.

A Justice of the Supreme Court of the State of New York, an

intimate friend of mine (I had the honor once to be a candi-

date before the people for that high office), said to me "Ely,

why don't you settle a lot of those suits that are on the calendar?"

I said, "Judge, after we get through lunch, come down to my
office and I will show you in 20 minutes why you would not settle

one of those cases." He did go with me down to my office and
we looked over the cases. We had a pile of evidence and we
looked it over together. After we got through he said, "Well, it

is certainly extraordinary that such a condition of things should
prevail." And it is extraordinary. I do not believe it ought to

prevail. I believe that in the main, the American people are fair;

and I believe that the time will come when your conditions will

be happier, and the work of this association ought to hasten and
will help to hasten the arrival of that day.

After this year I am going out of the office which I have oc-

cupied for three years. I have worked hard in that time. I

have assumed a great deal of responsibility. I have done the

best I could. You as an association, you as members of it and
all these other associations have worked together splendidly and
have assisted me wonderfully in the work I had to perform.
When my successor is chosen, I bespeak for him from you and
from your association and all of its officers the same loyal sup-
port and interest that your have evidenced in the short time of
your organization toward me. I wish you one and all well as
an organization and as individuals. (Applause).

President Rhoades said that, judging from what Messrs. Ely
and Beggs had said, the claim agents would begin to think that
they amounted to something.

It was decided that the registration would answer the purpose

of the roll call, after which President Rhoades delivered the

address which was published on page 736 of the Oct. 20 issue of

the Street Railway Journal.
At the conclusion of his address, President Rhoades extended

to both Mr. Ely and Mr. Beggs a cordial invitation to be present

at all of their meetings, and hoped that they would participate

in the discussions.

Mr. Ely thanked him, and invited the delegates to attend the

American Association's meeting on Wednesday morning, which

invitation President Rhoades accepted.

The next order of business was the reading of the minutes of

the last meeting by Secretary B. B. Davis.

The secretary then read the following report of the executive

committee :

Your executive committee begs leave to report that at a meet-

ing held at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, on Sept.

29, 1905, the question of a budget for the Claim Agents' Associa-

tion was considered and action on same postponed until

the next meeting of the committee. That meeting was held at

the offices of the American Street and Interurban Association,

60 Wall Street, New York City, on Feb. 6, 1906. The committee

estimated that $goo would be a sufficient appropriation for the

Claim Agents' Association for the first year, and this amount was

promptly allowed.

At this meeting, the new constitution and by-laws were dis-

cussed, and some minor suggestions made. The question of

making these changes was left with the executive committee, with

power to act. The changes were immaterial, and, as far as pos-

sible, made to conform with the constitution of the Accountants

and Engineers' Association. They were finally approved and

adopted and copies sent to the members of the association. Your
association also requested an appropriation of $900, which was

allowed.

The question of topics and papers was submitted to your ex-

ecutive committee, and Messrs. Bradley of Chicago, Weh of

Cleveland, Hare of Philadelphia and Farrell of Buffalo con-

sented to prepare papers on subjects suggested by the members
of the association. Acting upon the suggestion of Vice-President

O'Connor at the last annual convention of your association, the

executive committee inaugurated a Question Box.

In preparing the program for this convention you committee

thought it proper to allow a specified time to hear from Messrs.

Hoopes and Holmes, of the National Information Bureau, and

from Chauncey S. S. Miller, secretary of the Alliance Against Ac-
cident Frauds. These gentlemen desired to present their plan

for the prevention of the collection of money for fraudulent

claims. Respectfully submitted,

S. L. Rhoades, Chairman,

H. C. Bradley, Vice-Pres.,

Andrew P. Farrell.

The above report, on motion duly seconded and carried, was
approved and ordered filed.

President Rhoades stated that last year there seemed to be

some doubt in the minds of members of the association as to

whether the parent organization would stint them in any way.

He simply desired to say that he had attended the meeting of

the executive committee of the parent organization in New York,

and it was only nectssary to say a dozen words and inform them
how much was wanted, whereupon it was voted immediately.

He felt perfectly safe in saying that nothing asked for within

reason by the Claim Agents' Association of the parent associa-

tion as at present organized would be refused.

The secretary then read the report stating how much and what
character of correspondence had been handled by him during the

year.

After approving this report, that of Mr. Davis, as treasurer,

was received, showing receipts of $800 for the use of the asso-

ciation, and expenses for the year, $766.76. The association now
has 201 members.
The president said that it had been necessary to change the

program in one particular. Instead of the Question Box being

taken up and disposed of at the session prescribed by the printed

program, it would come up for discussion and disposition the

following morning.

Very many people had responded to the request to send in

blank forms for the inspection and information of the members.

These forms were to be found at the side of the convention hall,

and if any particular form was desired by a member, he need

only write to the particular claim agent furnishing that form,

who would be glad to send a copy of it After the association
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adjourned they were to be turned over to the parent organiza-

tion to be filed in the New York office.

He said that on Tuesday evening, through the kindness of

Mr. Davis, a stereopticon exhibition would be given at 5^ West

Broad Street. The Engineers Club had a comfortable and com-

modious hall which they had given the association permission

to use, and Mr. Silcox, of Philadelphia, would show slides from

photographs of people taken at work, although in their damage

suits they had claimed under oath to have been entirely in-

capacitated from doing anything. He also would show slides of

thirty or forty crooks who have operated in Philadelphia, and

whom the company had in some way or other been able to trap.

As other entertainments had been provided for Tuesday even-

ing, this exhibition would begin as near 7 o'clock as possible.

At the suggestion of Mr. Carpenter, Secretary Davis stated

that he would have a number of tables brought into the conven-

tion hall Tuesday, so that the various blank forms for inspec-

tion by the members could be spread out where they could be

inspected more readily.

Samuel Dorsey, of Denver, Col, sugggested that the secretary

be instructed to have a photographer take a picture of those

present at the convention. As an instance of mutual benefit

possible, he cited letters from two different claim agents, one

Mr. Pratt of Baltimore, and the other the Chicago City Rail-

way, asking him to transact certain business in Denver for them.

In both cases he was successful in giving them the information

desired.

It was arranged that a group picture of the members of the

Claim Agents' Association would be taken Tuesday at 12 noon,

immediately upon the adjournment of the morning session. The

association then adjourned until Tuesday, Oct. 16, 1906, at 10

o'clock a. m.
TUESDAY MORNING SESSION

The meeting was called to order by President Rhoades, at 10

o'clock a. m. The president announced that the first order of

business would be the reading of a paper by A. J. Farrell, claim

agent, International Railway Company, Buffalo, N. Y., on the

subject "Which is the Belter Policy, Quick or Delayed Settle-

ment?" This paper is published in full on page 902.

Mr. Moore, of New Jersey, opened the discussion on Mr. Far-

rell's paper, which was quite spirited and somewhat lengthy.

Mr. Moore contended for quick settlements, and stated that

under the laws of New Jersey a release, gotten up in proper

form, was binding and would estop the claimant from a further

claim for damages. He maintained that a delayed settlement

worked oftentimes to the injury of the railway company, because

it would be hard for it to keep its witnesses in the jurisdic-

tion of the court so as to have the true facts with reference to

the accident develop. Many instances were cited by Mr. Moore
and by Mr. Farrell. The result of their discussion of the ques-

tion apparently being that, after all, it depended on the circum-

stances of the particular case as to whether there should be an

early settlement or a delayed settlement. Mr. Pierce spoke with

reference to the condition of affairs at Galveston, Tex., and

advocated in many cases a quick settlement rather than a delayed

one. Mr. Farrell made the interesting statement that during the

Pan-American Exposition, in the course of four months, he set-

tled two thousand claims.

The discussion then digressed somewhat from the topic treated

of in the paper and related to the form of releases which should

be taken in these quick settlement cases. Mr. Harrison said

that their form of release now included the words "for injuries

now known or unknown or which will hereafter arise." Mr.

Bennett, of Massachusetts, stated that he believed in quick set-

tlements, especially if the company was bothered by ambulance
chasers, bicycle lawyers, etc. Mr. Nickel stated that in all cases

a settlement ought to be based on a knowledge of existing con-

ditions. It was best to be fair in all of such matters, and in this

way one could gain the confidence of the public by a mode of

fair dealing which would inure to the benefit of the company
in many ways. The paper was discussed also by Mr. Bradley,

Mr. Carpenter and other members of the association.

W. F. Weh, claim agent, Cleveland Electric Railway Company,
then read his paper on "The Policy of the Claim Department
Toward the Public," which is printed on page 903.

The discussion was opened by G. Thomas Dunlop, of Washing-
ton, D. C, who commended very highly the sentiment expressed

by Mr. Weh in his paper, and facetiously suggested that, in short,

it pointed the "Way" for the conduct of claim agents in securing

a popular public feeling in their favor by the honest conduct of

their office in the settlement of meritorious claims at a reasonable

and fair basis. He spoke of the inauguration of the claim de-

partment in the street railway system at Washington, D. G, and

how under his direction the number of suits had been decreased

until at the present time there were pending but nine lawsuits

against his company.
Mr. Dorsey, of Denver, Col., stated that he treated all cases

of injury as measured by the test of whether or not there was
liability on the part of the company. If there was liability, he

endeavored in every possible way to secure a speedy settlement;

if there was no liability, then fight the case to the end. Mr.

Farrell stated that he believed that all just and fair claims

should be settled for a reasonable amount. He said that in Buf-

falo, out of fifty-two cases tried, in forty-two of them the judg-

ment was in favor of the defendant, and that only ten cases had
been lost, and in these ten cases a verdict was secured for a less

amount than they could have been compromised for before going

to trial. Mr. Weh, in concluding the discussion on his paper,

stated that on Jan. 1, 1906, there were pending ninety-six cases

against his company.
A vote of thanks was extended to Mr. Farrell and to Mr. Weh

for the admirable papers prepared and read to the association.

A recess was then taken until 1 145 p. m. of same day.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION
At the afternoon session the claim agents took up for consid-

eration and discussion the Question Box, which will be found on
page 907.

During the reading of the Question Box, Question No. 1 was
discussed quite fully by Mr. Carpenter, Mr. Hardin, Mr. Forbes,

of Fort Worth, Tex., and Mr. Schoenen, of Allentown, Pa.

Question No. 3 was also discussed fully, President Rhoades
stating that in Philadelphia claimants had been indicted for per-

jury in connection with the pursuit of claims against the railway

company for alleged damages, where they had sworn falsely, but

in no case to his knowledge had there been a conviction for such

offense, as jurors in criminal cases would naturally give the de-

fendant in such a case the benefit of a reasonable doubt.

A lengthy discussion followed the reading of Question No. 4,

which was "What is the best way to break up ambulance chas-

ing?" The consensus of opinion seemed to be that this was one
of the greatest evils with which the claim agent has to contend.

In the discussion following Question No. 8, it developed that

it was the opinion of all of the claim agents present that in the

settlement of a claim for damages against a street railway com-
pany, the claim agent should use no deceit whatever, but that all

of his methods should be honorable and open to public inspec-

tion, so that in the event of a suit on the claim no advantage
could be taken by the claimant's counsel of any deception or un-
derhand practice on the part of the claim agent in the adjustment
or attempted adjustment of the claim. In no event should the

claim agent fail to disclose his identity if it became necessary
for him to deal personally with the claimant.

During the discussion of the Question Box a diversity of opin-

ions was developed as to the different methods pursued by the

different companies throughout the country. As, for example,
the question was propounded by one of the delegates as to the

method pursued by the various companies with regard to the

department under which the claim agents' department was op-
erated ; that is, whether it was under the legal department of

the road or under the operating department or under the personal
supervision of the president. A rising vote disclosed that it was
divided about half and half between the legal department and
the operating department.

At 4 o'clock it became necessary for President Rhoades to

attend an executive committee meeting of the American Associa-
tion at the Great Southern Hotel, and the chair was assumed
by Vice-President Bradley. After the Question Box was disposed
of a paper was read on the subject of "The Claim Agent's Work
of the Future," by C. Willis Hare, United Gas Improvement
Company, Philadelphia, Pa. This paper, which appears on page
906, was read by H. R. Goshorn, who stated that Mr. Hare was
unavoidably absent from the convention because of a very serious

accident in the nature of an explosion occurring to his company
and in which a number had been injured.

F. W. Johnson, of Bridgeport, Conn., was called upon by re-

quest to address the association with reference to the. mode
employed by him and by his company in the training of motor-
men and conductors on the subject of their conduct in case of
emergency and accident. He gave the members a very interest-

ing talk along this line.

William DeMilt Hooper read a paper to the association on the
subject "The Relation of Statistical Bureaus to the Claim Agent's
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Work," which was followed by many inquiries and considerable

discussion.

It was then stated that it was the opinion of the officers of the

association that a session lasting an hour and a half or two hours

would conclude the proceedings of this convention, and, in order

to give the delegates an opportunity to attend the sessions of the

American Association to-morrow morning, an adjournment was
had until 1 o'clock p. m. Wednesday.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION
The Claim Agents' Association met pursuant to adjournment

at 1 o'clock.

H. C. Bradley, adjuster, Chicago Union Traction Company,
Chicago, 111., then presented his paper on "Methods of Manage-
ment of Claim Departments," as printed on page 905.

Mr. Weh said that the only objection to Mr. Bradley's paper

was that there was not a sentence in it but that the members
would agree to.

It was then moved by Mr. Hardin, duly seconded and unani-

mously adopted, that resolutions of regret at the untimely death

of Mr. Feeney be incorporated into the minutes of the associa-

tion, and that a cordial vote of thanks b*. extended to all the

writers of papers presented at the various sessions of the asso-

ciation ; that a vote of thanks be extended to the Columbus
Railway & Light Company, to the Scioto Valley Traction Com-
pany and to the Columbus, Delaware & Marion Railway Company
for courtesies shown ; that a similar vote of thanks be extended

to Mr. Silcox, of Philadelphia, for the stereopticon exhibition

afforded the members of the association Tuesday evening, and to

President Rhoades, Secretary Davis and the officers of the ex-

ecutive committee of the association for the amount of labor

performed and the excellent services rendered in bringing to a

successful termination the most interesting" and profitable meet-

ing thus far held by the claim agents' organization.

In response to the suggestion contained in President Rhoades'
annual address, a committee of five was authorized to be ap-

pointed on ways and means for the purpose of carrying out and
effectuating the purposes and objects stated in his address for

the specific duty of such committee. The president announced
that this committee would be appointed after conference with the

executive committee. It was suggested by Mr. Weh that this

committee work in conjunction and in co-operation with the

Alliance Against Accident and Fraud. The president then ex-

plained that C. S. S. Miller was expected to address the associa-

tion at the afternoon session, but that he was unable to be

present and had sent his regrets.

Mr. Brown, of Schenectady, N. Y., handed to the secretary for

the purpose of reading to the association a bill which was pre-

sented to the last session of the New York Legislature with

reference to ambulance chasing and bicycle lawyers. The bill

was read and was referred to the ways and means committee.

It was then moved, seconded and carried, that the secretary

furnish to each member of the association a complete list of the

companies, members of the parent organization, and also the

name and address, so far as obtainable, of the claim agents

representing each respective company, and by an asterisk indi-

cating the active members present at this convention.

To emphasize the appreciation of the members present of the

services rendered by the president and secretary, an additional

motion was made extending to them a hearty vote of thanks for

the excellent services rendered in connection with this meeting,

which motion was unanimously adopted by a rising vote.

The president then stated that his work had been rendered
less burdensome by the fact that the secretary had assumed a

great deal, and in fact practically all, the detail work, and said

that he did not believe a better official for that office could be
procured from the active membership of the association.

On motion of Mr. Dorsey, duly seconded and carried, the fol-

lowing committee on nominations was appointed: Messrs. Dor-
sey, Hardin, Nickel, Harrison and Dunlop.

It was then moved by Mr. Davis, and seconded by Mr. Goshorn,
that the president be authorized to appoint an employment com-
mittee consisting of five members, which committee was sug-

gested and recommended in one of the addresses made to the

association. The president announced that this committee would
be appointed after a conference with the executive committee.
A recess of five minutes was then taken in order to permit the

committee on nominations to formulate and present its report.

At the conclusion of the recess the following was submitted:

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS
To the Members of the American Street and Interurban Rail-

way, Claim Agents' Association.

Your committee appointed to select names of officers of the

association for the ensuing year, beg to submit the following

:

For president, S. L. Rhoades, of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Company ; for first vice-president, Henry C. Bradley, of the Chi-
cago Union Traction Company ; for second vice-president,

Andrew J. Farrell, International Railway Company, Buffalo,

N. Y. ; for third vice-president, W. F. Weh, Cleveland Electric

Company, Cleveland, Ohio; for secretary and treasurer, B. B.

Davis, of the Columbus Railway & Light Company, Columbus,
Ohio.

It was then moved, seconded and unanimously adopted, that

the secretary of the committee be instructed to cast the ballot of

the association for the election to office of the various members
nominated for the respective positions last above indicated. The
secretary then did as directed.

President Rhoades then made a brief and appreciative acknowl-
edgment of the honor conferred upon him in re-electing him as

president, stating that while he did not believe the administra-
tive office of such an association should remain in the hands of

any one man for a term longer than one year, yet inasmuch as

the association had seen fit to re-elect him, he would do all in his

power to see to it that the association prospered under his guid-
ance, aided by the efficient assistance of the other officers of the

association.

First Vice-President Bradley, Second Vice-President Farrell,

Third Vice-President Weh and Secretary and Treasurer Davis
each then responded in turn, expressing their appreciation of the
honor conferred and pledging their best efforts for the future.

On motion of Mr. Vories, seconded by numerous delegates
throughout the convention hall and carried amid a burst of ap-
plause, Col. Samuel Dorsey, of Denver, Col, was re-elected to

the important and arduous position of sergeant-at-arms. Mr.
Dorsey replied, saying that he cheerfully accepted the appointment
and that he would try to preside with dignity for the ensuing
year in attempting to •fulfil the duties of the position.

Mr. Johnson, of Bridgeport, Conn., by request, then read some
humorous verses, entitled "Dorsey's Dream in Colorado."
The president then appointed for the ensuing year the follow-

ing as members of the executive committee: Charles B. Hardin,
of St. Louis; Peter C. Nickel, of New York City; F. W. John-
son, of Bridgeport, Conn., and E. C. Carpenter, of Anderson,
Ind. It was then moved, seconded and carried, that the president
appoint a committee of five, to be known as the employment
committee, and to receive the names of claim agents desiring to
change their positions or to secure new ones, and to answer com-
munications from presidents or general managers of railway
companies desiring to procure the services of competent adjust-
ers and claim agents.

The various members desiring to avail themselves of the group
photographs taken at the conclusion of Tuesday morning's ses-
sion were then requested to leave their names with the secretary,
who would take upon himself the duty of seeing that a copv
thereof was forwarded to him. On motion, duly seconded and
carried the association then adjourned sine die.

D. E. Baxter & Company, of New York, have completed specifi-
cations for the power and line equipment for the Charleston &
Summerville Electric Railway, which the Baxter Company will
begin to construct at once. The road will be a single-phase rail-
road, and will run from the Battery, in the city of Charleston, out
of Charleston to Summerville, a distance of 27 miles, and the right
of way passes with easy curves over a practically level country,
the maximum grade being less than 1 per cent. The power house
will be located about 9 miles out of the city of Charleston, where
two steam railroads intersect. Its equipment will include two
800-hp Snow gas engines, with a maximum capacity of 920 hp
each. At the city limits of Charleston will be located the trans-
former station, which will supply a 550-volt current to the eight
cars intended principally for city use. The specifications include
the following equipment : Two 600-kw single-phase 25-cycle gen -

erators, two 70-kw motor-driven exciter sets with transformers,
switchboard with bus below at exciter panel, one lamp bracket
and shade, one field motor, two ammeters, two rheostat hand
wheels, two double-pole single-throw switches, one double-pole
double-throw switch for throwing battery on either exciter, one
single-pole single-throw equalizer switch, two circuit breakers with
reverse current relays for use with field exciter battery. The exciter
field rheostat is to have proper range for use with Tirrill regu-
lator, generator panels complete, feeder panels complete, motor-
starting panel complete, exciter regulating battery. The builders
will use catenary line construction, with 120-ft. spans; No. 000
hard-drawn copper trolley wires, corrugated porcelain insulators,
standard stud bracket, stud strain bracket, section break and
strain insulators.
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PAPERS AND QUESTION BOX READ AT THE COLUMBUS CON-
VENTION OF THE CLAIM AGENTS' ASSOCIATION

WHICH IS THE BETTER POLICY, "QUICK OR DELAYED
SETTLEMENTS ?

"

BY A. J. FARRELL,
Claim Agent, International Railway Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

There are several classes of accidents that occur on surface

roads that are cases of clear liability, such as collisions between

cars, cars leaving track, starting of cars when passengers are

boarding or alighting, blowing out of controllers. There are sev-

eral others, but these are the principal ones and generally the

most expensive.

When an accident happens, such as a collision between cars,

this is a case of clear liability, and every person on either car

can make a claim for injury or shock. The better way, after an

accident of this kind occurs, is to see these people, or as many
of them whose addresses you have and you can find, and if their

cases can be disposed of for a fair sum this is the policy that

should be pursued. It is much cheaper to settle cases immedi-

ately after the occurring of an accident, where the same can be

done, than to wait or delay such settlement, if the same can be

made. The sooner settled, the cheaper it can be. done. These

quick and fair settlements are almost without exception with

people who have but slight injury or slight shock, and they are

especially advisable because such injuries, in a great many cases,

are liable to multiply with age or time, especially if you are un-

fortunate enough to have people who are looking to get some-

thing for nothing, and there are a great many of them at the

present time. But, as said before, it is only the slightly injured

or shocked that can be settled with at time of accident or shortly

after. Only a portion of them that can be settled with, and

sometimes a small portion, for people exaggerate their injuries,

and very generally ask more for the settlement of their claims

than is policy for a company to pay.

What is the result? The case is given into the hai.ds of an

attorney. It usually takes from one to three years to bring the

case to trial in New York State for an amount of $500; and this

is a long wait for a slight or an imaginary injury, and it

is hard to work against nature. When a case is tried, if tried,

your claimant is looking better than when the accident happened,

and he has nothing but subjective symptoms to offer, and they

are not often taken seriously by the court or jury. So your

chances are as good, if not better, than when you started out

;

and I would say that, nine times out of ten, you can make a

much better settlement with this kind of a person through the

attorney than you could at first with the claimant.

To illustrate: In the spring of 1903 we had a head-on collision

between two cars that were going in opposite directions. One
car took a switch and both cars came together with considerable

force. A passenger on the northbound car (a man who held a

prominent position with a steam railway) claimed to have been

seriously injured, and at no time could we talk settlement with

him for any sum that was within the bounds of reason. The
best offer, of settlement we could get from him was $5000. He
brought suit -against the company for $25,000. The case was
tried ; the jury brought in a verdict of "no cause of action." The
cause of this was that when the case was tried this man was the

picture of health, and all his complaints were subjective symp-

toms and were not taken seriously by the court or jury. This is

only one of a large number of cases that are dealt with in this

way by this company, but time and space will not permit of more
illustrations.

A person bringing an action against a railway company, no

matter how clear his case may be, has got to show some injuries

before he can get any large sum. It is well to settle, if it can be

done fairly and in justice to passenger and railway company, if

not it is cheaper and a better plan to dispose of such cases in

court. By being afraid because this party has a clear case, and
settling, although you know that the person is unreasonable in

his demand, you work by such a settlement an injustice to your
company and to yourself, and create a bad example for others in

the same accident or in similar accidents. It has been my ex-

perience that when people get more in a settlement than is justly

due them they are very fond of talking and telling their friends

how they "did up the railway company" ; and this often works
against you later on

;
you are told how much you paid such a

person and how slightly he was hurt.

Is it safe to make quick settlements with seriously injured

people, if the same can be done? This is sometimes done, al-

though not often ; but is it good policy ? Suppose you settle a

claim with a person who has serious injuries, and you make the

settlement within a short time after the occurring of the acci-

dent, and the sum paid to this person is a small one, what is

usually the result? The person presents another claim, or you
have got to defend a lawsuit, and, what is your defense? You
put in your release. What does the claimant say about the set-

tlement? That at the time he or she did not know that it was a

settlement, thought that the money paid was for current expenses,

or denies signing it at all, or claims that he was under the in-

fluence of drugs and in no condition to make a settlement. You
may have witnesses to the signing of the release, but usually

they are- friends of the injured person, and what do they say?

Simply that they understood, as the injured person did, that the

settlement was for current expenses, or that the person was not

in proper condition to make a settlement. Where is your release?

To illustrate : Some eight years ago a driver of a cab came
into collision with a car, and his right leg was caught between the

forward part of the car and the cab, seriously bruising his leg.

He was taken to the hospital. The writer went to the hospital

the next morning ; settled the case for a small sum, the doctor and
two nurses signing the release as witnesses. Some week or ten

days later the leg was amputated above the knee. This man
brought another claim. What was the strength of his claim?

That when he made the settlement he was in no condition to do
so, as he was under the influence of drugs ; and the doctors and
nurses, though friendly with the company, could not conscien-

tiously go on the stand and state that the man was not partly

under the influence of drugs. What was the result? The com-
pany was forced to pay, in my opinion, 'a much larger sum to

settle than would have been done if the case was not settled so

soon after the accident.

So that usually only the people who are slightly injured are

the ones that can be settled with at time of accident, or a few
days after; the people who are seriously injured can only be

settled with after they find out how seriously they have been in-

jured, or after consulting their physicians and friends. This is

certainly right. No person with ordinary common sense is going

to settle his claim for less than he deserves, knowing that the

same is gilt-edged ; and it comes down to this—can the person

get more money than he can call his own, by settling with a com-
pany direct and getting his money quick. If this is for his best

interest, then you can settle with him, and not otherwise.

Take it to yourself or one of your family. Suppose they were
injured on some steam or other surface road. Will you settle,

or are you going to let them settle for a small sum, and before

they know how their injuries are going to affect them in the

future? I don't think you are, and I don't think that any smooth-
talking claim agent or adjuster can talk you into doing some-
thing that is against your own interests and common sense.

People who ride on street cars are not such fools, and this empty
talk of claim agents and adjusters, who tell their management
and others in authority, that they have settled with a person who
has a broken arm for $25 or $30, and a person with two or three

broken ribs for $30 or $40, and another person with a compound
fracture of the leg for $60 or $70. This is all rot, and the claim

agent or adjuster who takes the release is either deceiving him-
self or his employers, or the person they settle with is insane, as

the doctor bill in any of these cases would be as much or exceed

the amount paid. You may, and often do, make a good settle-

ment, but the other side also makes a good settlement. You
must expect this.

A man insures his house or furniture ; he has a fire ; what is

the first thing he does? After the fire is out he gets ready for

the adjuster and sees how high a price he can put on each article.

Have you ever been there ? If so, you know what you have done
and how you did it. Your conscience may have pricked you a

little, but you saw the dollars in sight. So with persons injured.

As soon as the first excitement is over, what do they do? The
same thing, and if they don't know they will find plenty to tell
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them. Sometimes their friends will help in making the settle-

ment, but this is not often. Sometimes the physician advises

settlement, but it is all done for a purpose, the doctor for his

pay and future favors, and his friends for ready cash.

Every case your company wins in court has a check on people

who are anxious for lawsuits ; and if they hear of the results of

trials (which they generally do, as cases of this kind are given

a great deal of notoriety through the press and talked of gen-

erally among people) they are not so apt to rush to an attorney

to sue or collect their claim, but will go to the claim department

and try to effect a settlement, which is usually done; and the

same is beneficial to both parties
;
or, in other words, the claim

department only pays lor the settlement of a claim what they

think is fair and just; and the same can be said of the majority

of attorneys who have cases that have been sued, or cases that

have not been sued—they will write to you, asking for a settle-

ment of their case, or go to the claim department, and usually

an adjustment of their case can be made. No attorney wants to

take a case in court and try it and be beaten ; though it often

happens that we settle cases after all' interested parties are in

court, and often when the jury is drawn and the case partly tried

and at a less, or the same sum that had been offered for settle-

ment of case, and rejected. My experience has been the more
successful your attorneys are in court, the more successful the

claim agent or claim department. The secret of effecting close

settlements and the keeping down of the number of lawsuits is

largely due to the success of your legal department in court.

The different localities and different classes of people make
great difference in the settlement of cases. The ordinary person

is much easier to settle with than the highly educated. At least

this has been my experience. They multiply their time and abil-

ity to such an extent that it is seldom without the aid of an

attorney that an adjustment can be made.

What I have said, therefore, has had reference mainly to the

average class which patronize the street railway.

You see then, that there is much to be said both for quick and

for delayed settlements, and I have tried to state the reasons for

each and the objections to each. But, in my judgment, the whole

matter comes down to this : Make a quick settlement if it can

be fairly and reasonably made. If the claimant is unreasonable

don't be afraid of delay, for if the claimant is asking for an

unreasonable amount the lapse of time will prove better than any

medicine to bring him to reason; and the reasonable settlement

is, in my judgment, the best settlement, whether made with a

rush or after a delay.

THE POLICY OF THE CLAIM DEPARTMENT TOWARD
THE PUBLIC

BY F. VV. WEH,
Claim Agent, Cleveland Electric Railway Company, Cleveland, Ohio

The attitude of a street railway claim agent toward the public

is important, not only to his own success in his chosen calling, but
^

in its effect upon the earnings of his company. A course may be

adopted whereby he will, in a short time, get the public "by the

ears" ; or he may, without losing a particle of his self-respect, so

operate his department as to command the confidence of the peo-

ple. The expense of his department from the true barometer as

to which method of operation has been adopted.

That a strong prejudice exists against corporations, and espe-

cially street railway companies, cannot be questioned. Why is it

that the ordinary jury is predisposed to find undisputed facts,

almost without regard to the evidence, against the railroad com-
panies? They almost entirely disregard any conflict in testi-

mony and limit their deliberations to the assessment of damages

;

the duties conferred upon them are most flagrantly abused every-

where. There may be several reasons for this predisposition on
the part of juries. In the first place, they are generally composed
of men who are not wealthy, and they may feel that the cor-

poration has grown wealthy improperly at the expense of the

people. Then, again, the corporations are greatly misrepresented
by persons who seem to think it to their interest to misrepresent
them, and while such persons go through the country misrepre-
senting corporations, abusing and accusing them of all kinds of
offenses, there is rarely any person ready, or prepared, to refute
the false charges. And further, a great deal of the feeling against
corporations has been created by the treatment of the public by
street railway companies. They have, in too many instances,
stirred up bad feeling and strife, and a desire to kill off, rather
than a friendly feeling to encourage and to keep alive.

Here is the field for the accomplished claim agent. Prompt-

ness and fairness in adjusting the grievances of the public will

command its respect; if not for your company, at least for you

personally. The claim agent cannot turn the tide himself, but

he can do a great deal toward it. He meets the public more

than any other officer; he meets not only the persons having

claims, but their friends, their doctors and their lawyers; he

meets the witnesses to each particular accident, and each acci-

dent widens his acquaintance and influence; he meets all classes

of people, rich and poor, native and foreign born, honest and

dishonest. He must know how and when to reach them all, and

to accomplish the best results, not only for the time being, but

for the future, and for the benefit of his company. Tell them of

some of the unjust claims and "hold-ups" he has to deal with;

show them that the company contests claims not from a desire

lo shirk its just obligations, but because injuries are greatly

magnified and values increased with the hope that the company

will pay rather than submit the matter to a jury; how claims are

built up and manipulated by "shyster" lawyers and "shyster"

doctors as well; and how the lawyer boasts that it is only

necessary for him to "push the button" and the jury "will do

the rest"; recount some of the frauds which are practiced

against the company; and when a meritorious claim is presented

endeavor to make a settlement fairly satisfactory to all parties,

so that the claimant will go away with a friendly feeling toward

the company. He will tell his family and friends of his ex-

perience; they, in turn, will tell others, and soon the company
will get the reputation of being fair and contesting only claims

in which there is no merit, and judges and juries will become
cognizant of this fact. The claim agent must, wherever possi-

ble, engender a good feeling for his company; he must bear in

mind that every friend made on behalf of his company will

redound some time, and to some extent, in its favor. A sharp

trick to-day in making a settlement may cost more some day

later in settlement with some one of whom that practice has

made an enemy.
The claim agent must be shrewd, and an excellent judge of

character, so as to distinguish between fraud and honesty, frank-

ness and cunning; he must always have his ax out for the rogue

and impostor, for the people like fair play, and he can gain their

confidence in no easier way than by exposing trickery and fraud.

One of the best attributes a claim agent can have in dealing

with the public is an even and equable temper; no matter how
angry a claimant may be, no matter how insolent or insulting his

attitude toward the claim agent, if he has a just claim, this fact

should be taken into account and allowances made therefor, and
the fact kept before the claim agent's mind all the time, that the

interests of his employer demand a settlement of that claim.

By not handling such claim properly he may drive the claim-

ant to the courts, and make him such an inveterate enemy that

no reasonable adjustment can be made of the case thereafter.

The result may be a very large verdict which the company will

have to pay, and that verdict may have a greater influence than

in that particular case. I have frequently seen large verdicts

rendered in damage suits acting for years as precedents for

juries and the public in subsequent cases, to the great injury and
damage of the defendants. I have in mind one particular county

where certain meritorious cases were tried, and large verdicts

recovered. That county, before that time, had no attraction to

claimants of this character, but it has ever since those verdicts

were rendered been the Mecca of persons who have damage
suits against corporations. The mistake in not settling those

cases has had its detrimental influence upon corporations in that

locality ever since. So I say that when there is a meritorious

claim it may, if not properly handled, be driven to the courts

and the result be disastrous, not only in that case, but for many
years to come. This is one of the things that a wise claim agent

1 keeps in mind, and handles an irascible claimant with gloves,

but with mind always intent upon a proper adjustment.

There is, unfortunately, a prevailing idea that the claim agent

of a street railway company is the incarnation of everything

that is dishonest; that he will resort to any trick, adopt any sort

of imposture to take advantage of the unfortunate, and to settle

just claims far below the proper amount that should be paid

therein; that he is, in short, not a man to be trusted, for he
will take advantage of any person who puts his trust in him, a

man who rides rough-shod over the rights of the people, espe-

cially the unfortunate who are injured, or who have a just claim

against the company and justifies all his conduct by his endeavor
to keep down the expenses of his department ; a man whom
society tolerates rather than takes pleasure in, knowing that he
is a member thereof.
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All this should not be. The claim department of a street rail-

way company can be -operated in such a way as to compel the

respect of the public for the head of the department, and the

claim agent should be able, by adopting a proper course with the

public in the administration of his department, to acquire and
maintain a position in society which is equal to that occupied

by a member of any other calling; but it must be by adopting

a course in which the public are justly and honorably dealt with.

Every person who has a just claim against the company should

be fairly treated; every one made to believe and feel that if they

have an honest claim, they will secure justice at the hands of

the claim agent. The influence which the claim agent exerts

must lead the claimants to come to him, rather than to drive

them to lawyers and to the courts.

It is not always, but it is generally, true that a meritorious

claim can be settled on more favorable terms directly with the

claimant, and before suit than with a lawyer after suit. The
claim agent's organization must be perfect; no accidents must
go without immediate investigation by competent, careful, in-

telligent and honorable investigators.

Street railway cases are usually determined upon facts. If a

claim goes into litigation, a careful investigation will either

win the case or tend to reduce the amount of damages. In

negotiations for a settlement a carefully prepared statement of

facts is a strong lever in forcing favorable terms; and not only

this, but the claim agent is thereby enabled to correct some
erroneous impressions of the claimant, and he is made to realize

the fairness of the adjustment, and when the terms are finally

agreed upon, he feels that he has been properly treated. Al-

ways endeavor to establish the absolute truth by your investi-

gation. It is a false presumption for any claim agent to build

up a fictitious defense for his company upon facts which cannot

be substantiated in court. He may think that he is making a

record for himself, but he is only building up a disastrous

monument that will fall upon him with such force that it will

redound, not to the benefit, but to the disadvantage of tjie com-
pany he represents.

A part of the claim agent's duty towards the public is to

reduce accidents as much as possible. While it is not within

the province of the claim agent to formulate rules which he may
think proper for the prevention of accidents, it is due to the

public and the company he represents that he call the attention

of the proper officers to the causes which make considerable

disbursements in the settlement of damage claims necessary.

Nothing brings to the attention of the operating department
more forcibly the result of some negligent method in operation

than the law of averages. Careful statistics should be kept of

the number and kind of accidents, and the extent and character

of injuries. I attach to this paper some forms which are used
by the company with which I am connected—the Cleveland

Electric Railway Company—which may interest some of you.

Every negligent method corrected, every accident and injury

avoided, is a benefit to the public as well as to the company.
No greater duty rests upon the claim agent than to keep pound-
ing away in opposition to negligent method of operation, for, in

the correction of any of these methods of operation, he is bestow-
ing not only a benefit upon the public, but upon his employer
as well. It is common to find rivalry existing between officers

of a railway company, and you may be silenced by a sheer force

of influence of the department against you. But the man who is

easily rebuffed, who, when he knows he is in the right, can be

turned aside because some superior officer disagrees with him,
has no business to be a claim agent. He should be made of

sterner stuff or he will lose all independent thought and fall

rapidly into the role of a mere automaton. No management
should be so narrow and conceited in its method of operation as

to be unwilling to co-operate with the claim department in cor-

recting faults from which both the public and the company
suffer.

It seems to me that a great many of our companies have
reached a stage of perfection; that is to say, we have about
reached the limit of economy in the way of improvements to

tracks and to rolling stock and the expeditious handling of

passengers, and whatever is done to cheapen the cost of carrying
passengers must be in the way of small economies. It is the

little things in life that count; it is the little things which cause
or prevent accidents. Here, it seems to me, is where the claim
agent may properly step in, and by reason ol the knowledge
he has gained in the investigation of claim; and his familiarity

with decisions of the court in negligence cases, make suggestion
for the. prevention of accidents.

Bear in mind I do not favor an extravagant or reckless ex-

penditure of money in connection with the claim department;

nor do I favor a stingy or niggardly expenditure therein. I do
not favor the expenditure of a single dollar for the settlement

of any claim unless there is a good reason for the expenditure,

and one which the department can explain and justify to the

directors of the company, or to the public. I particularly en-

join a prompt and careful investigation of all accidents and a

careful selection of witnesses thereto; for I contend that no
department can be operated intelligently and carry out the prin-

ciples herein advanced unless the department is so organized

that the facts in each case can be promptly collected and relied

upon by the claim agent and his attorneys, and no claim agent

can properly know the value of any claim unless it has been
properly investigated and the facts collected. All claims must
be fairly and honestly dealt with, and whenever fraud appears

upon the other side, either by the claimant or by his attorney, it

must be struck down, and struck down so vigorously as to deter

others from attempting a like scheme.
The position which should be taken in reference to claims

which have no merit whatever—claims which are brought solely
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31. Court Stenographers and Printing....
32. Attorneys' Fees

Total

From January 1st

CLAIM DEPARTMENT—THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY COM
PANY—C< >MPAKATIYE REPORT OF NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS

FROM VARIOUS CAUSES ON ALL LINES.

Collisions with Persons [Adults
Children

Collisions with Vehicles and Animals
Collisions of Cars
Struck by Trolley
Fell in Cars
Fell off Cars
Fell getting off Cars
Fell getting on Cars
Electric Shock
Cars leaving Track
Railroad Gates damaged
Running-board Accidents
Miscellaneous

Total

Passengers ejected for trouble about
Fares or Transfers, for

Disorderly Conduct, etc

Cars Derailed at Derailers

Employees injured

Cars damaged
Personal injuries

Fatalities

Incidents
Car-miles run per Accident
Car-miles run per Passenger injured

Passengers carried per Accident
Passengers carried per. Passenger injured

Rides (Transfers included) per Accident

Rides (Transters included) per Passenger injured

From January 1st

190..
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CLAIM DEPARTMENT—THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.

Report of Number and Nature of Accidents on Each Line in Month of 190.,

VVi'l ' RE OF ACCIDENT

Collisions with Persons
I Adults
\Children

Collisions with Vehicles and Animals
Collisions of Cars
Struck by Trolley
Fell in Cars
Fell off Cars
Eell getting off Cars
Fell getting on Cars
Electric Shock
Cars leaving Track
Railroad Gates damaged
Running-board Accidents
Miscellaneous

Total

Passengers ejected for trouble about
Fares or Transfers, for

Disorderly Conduct, etc

Cars Derailed at Derailers
Employees injured
Cars damaged
Personal injuries

Fatalities

Incidents

CLAIM DEPARTMENT - THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO.

Statement of Amounts Expended in Month of 190....On Account of Accident,

1. Collisions willi Persons (A. Adults...
IB. Children.

2. Collisions with Vehicles and Animals
3. Collisions of Cars
4. Struck by Trolley.

5. Employees injured

6. Fell off Cars
7. Fell in Cars
8. Fell getting on Cars
9. Fell getting off Cars

10. Electric Shock
11. Cars leaving Track
12 Railroad-crossing Gates damaged. .

13. Miscellaneous
14. Passengers ejected

15
16
17
18

19
20. Witness Fees and Expenses
21. Expert Testimony
22. Doctor Bills

23. Hospital Bills, Ambulance Bills, etc

24. Special Services

25. Incidentals: Office Expenses, etc...

26. Salaries

27. Wages of Motormen, Conductors, I

spectors
28 ^
29
30. Court Costs and Expenses
31. Court Stenographers and Printing..
32. Attorneys' Fees

Total

ACCIDENTS OCCURRING IN.

190.... 190... 190.... 190

for the purpose of forcing a settlement at a nominal figure, my
policy is to fight with the same vigor as cases where actual

fraud is apparent.

By the adoption of the policy herein advocated it is barely

possible that in the settlement of some meritorious claim too
much may be paid, but, in the long run, I have found that it is

the better policy to pursue, and that the law of averages will

show that by adopting the attitude herein recommended towards
the public, the expense of the operation of the claim department
will be materially reduced. It will also result in getting the

good will of the people, and if your company has the reputation
of being fair, persons who are injured, instead of rushing of? to

lawyers, will first see the company and endeavor to make ami-
cable settlements, which are always preferable. And I have
found that in this business it pays to have friends and the con-
fidence of the public, rather than enemies and the public's
distrust.

METHODS OF MANAGEMENT OF CLAIM DEPARTMENTS

BY HENRY C. BRADLEY.
Adjuster Chicago Union Traction Company

The basis or starting point, naturally is, the "accident,"
followed by a report of the train crew, upon the receipt of which
the duty of the claim agent begins.

1. A record is made of said report, a brief account of same
is given to an investigator, who is instructed to call upon the

injured parties; ascertain what their injuries consist of; how
serious they are, and procure an affidavit of claim from all who
will give it to him. If the case is a wreck or of unquestioned
liability he is instructed to settle all cases that is possible up to a

certain figure—say $50 or $100, if, in his judgment, the amounts
are not excessive—otherwise to telephone the department and
confer with the general claim agent for further instructions. In
all cases where the injuries are of a serious nature a medical
examination is requested, and if it is consented to, it is made by
the company's surgeon after a reasonable time has elapsed for
the injuries to develop into a definite condition. After the re-

port of the surgeon is in the hands of the claim agent he is in

a position to determine what is a proper amount to offer in set-

tlement, and act accordingly.

This method, I find from inquiries, is about the same in all

claim departments; is nothing new, and applies only to cases
where there is no defense for the company, and where only a

question of the amount to be paid is involved.

2. There is a class of claims that are a source of annoyance
to all claim agents. They are termed by me as "blind or un-
reported claims," and all are more or less tainted with fraud.
I have found them very difficult to handle. The company is en-
tirely in the dark and must get evidence the best way it can, and
more often than otherwise is unable to obtain any at all. My
general method is to insist on an affidavit setting forth all the
facts complained of by the claimant, his address and business,
also the names and addresses of all witnesses, if possible, after
which an investigation is made—taking affidavit of all witnesses
and inquiring into the character and standing of both claimant
and witnesses. If they appear to be of reasonably fair standing
and respectability, settlement is made if it can be effected on a
fair and reasonable basis. If the investigation proves unsatis-
factory the case is declined payment—depending on time and
Providence to enable the company to find a defense, which does
not always happen, and the company may be compelled to pay
more than is asked in case of a verdict by a jury.

I never feel satisfied in my own mind, no matter how disposed
of, that it was the best method to follow in dealing with this

class of claims. If they are in the hands of a shrewd and dis-

honest attorney and suit is instituted, there is no way of deter-
mining what they will cost the company ; so experience has
taught me that if the demands are not exorbitant a settlement
for a small sum, even in doubtful cases, is money saved to the
company. On the contrary, if a corporation follows such a

method it is liable to establish the reputation of being an "easy
mark," and invite other persons to attempt to hold them up,

which keeps the claim agent in an uncertain frame of mind all

the time as to what is the best method to pursue.

WHAT CASES SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED AND WHAT
SHOULD BE LEFT ALONE?

It is my opinion that all accidents should be carefully investi-

gated, and all facts relating thereto obtained as early as possible
when fresh in the minds of witnesses and parties concerned
therein. They should not be put aside, as is done by a great
many claim agents, and after a lapse of time suit is brought and
most of the facts and evidence are lost through inability of wit-

nesses, etc., to recall to mind the facts and circumstances of the
accident, which places the company to a disadvantage to defend
itself through neglect of its claim agent.

Another important factor as an aid to the claim department is

the manner and thoroughness of the train crews in getting the
facts and circumstances of all accidents, in obtaining as many eye-
witnesses as possible to same, and making a full report of all the
details, which in a large percentage of the accidents, is sadly
neglected.

Also if the operatives of the company faithfully performed their

duties, as required by the rules, a very large percentage of the
accidents daily occurring would be avoided. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the innate fallibility of men to become careless, precaution-
less and indifferent to their duties will not permit a railroad to
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attain a degree of perfection in operation, and the accidents will

continue to occur.

HOW SHOULD A CLAIM AGENT TREAT CLAIMANTS?

It is my experience that fairness and justice is the best policy

to pursue
;
impress upon them the fact that the corporation you

represent has a policy of according claimants, who deal with

them directly, honestly and fairly, the same treatment
;

try to

obtain their confidence, which, if successful, will make it easy to

effect a settlement. You must remove from their mind the

prejudice existing that all claim agents are sharks employed to

defraud claimants out of their just rights.

AUTHORITY OF CLAIM AGENTS

The policy of railway corporations varies considerably in this

matter. Some give their agents unlimited powers, in which case

the agent is usually the general claim attorney.

Others require the claim agent to submit to and confer with

the general manager or general claim attorney all claims that

exceed a fixed amount, which amount varies from $50 to $1000.

As to which is the most efficient method to adopt I cannot say;

they all have merit.

I believe it is wise to impose restrictions on claim agents, as

it is better to have the opinion of more than one on matters in-

volving a settlement, especially where the amount to be paid is

large.

I have had experience under both systems, and I have found

them both to work fairly successful. I think, however, where
there is a general attorney, he is, by nature of his legal knowl-

edge, better qualified to decide what is proper to do with a case,

and a decision can be reached much quicker, which is a potent

factor in a majority of cases.

Another important factor is the honesty and ability of the in-

vestigators. Much of the success of a claim agent depends on

his assistants. He should have sufficient power and authority

over them and not be hampered by restrictions in his manage-
ment.

Experience has shown me plainly that diligence and efficiency

can be better obtained through allowing the claim agent full

scope in the management of the department as in his judgment
is best for the best interests of the corporation.

THE CLAIM AGENT'S WORK OF THE FUTURE

BY C. WILLIS HARE,
General Claim Agent, the United Gas Improvement Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The success of the claim agent's work of the future will de-

pend very largely on what is done for him, as well as what he

does for himself. In other words, unless certain legislation is

enacted, a large part of the efforts of the claim agent in making
prompt and low settlements, in fighting where a fight is advis-

able, and in compromising where a compromise is to the best

interests of his company, cannot meet with the success it de-

serves.

While in certain respects it is astonishing with what rapidity

the claim business of the country has grown within the last few

years, when one considers the forces which have been at work
to this end, it is even more astonishing that the accident busi-

ness has been confined within any reasonable limits in any one

of the larger Eastern cities. There is little question that if a

corporation were enabled to settle its just liabilities in an acci-

dent case on a basis considered equitable by a body of fair-

minded and impartial citizens, the total sum paid in any given

year would be an astonishingly small one compared with the

amounts paid to-day; but this is not the case, and the records

of all large traction companies to-day tend to prove that the

heavy "expenditures of the claim department are not made nec-

essary by serious injuries due to the negligence of the company,
nearly as much as they are made necessary by that type of case

which, starting with a minor injury, or no injury at all, is

worked up with extreme cleverness by the unscrupulous claim-

ant, aided by equally unscrupulous physicians and attorneys. It

is this type of case that is the source of constant worry to the

claim agent, and I doubt not will continue to be the source of

worry for many years to come.

While nearly every claim department to-day is fighting this

particular evil through a well-trained corps of adjusters and
detectives, it can only be permanently relieved through the enact-

ment by our Legislature of certain laws tending to make the

perpetration of a fraud far less easy of accomplishment than the

laws of to-day permit of. Some little work has already been done

in this direction, but in order to secure a successful outcome, it

will be necessary for the various traction companies in every

State in the Union to combine in a united effort in their respec-

tive States to force upon the notice of their State Senators and

Representatives, a general idea of the evils as they exist in this

branch of the claim business to-day, and unless some measures

are taken for relief, one may expect to find a gradual increase

in the cost of the accident business in the Eastern cities, and a

very marked increase in the Western cities, where at the present

time the spirit of graft has not entered to the alarming extent

which it has reached in the East, due largely to two reasons:

First, that the Western public is not fully aware to the advan-

tages to be secured through fraudulent litigation, and have not

been sufficiently educated along these lines by unscrupulous at-

torneys and physicians. Second, that the larger proportion of

emigrants have chosen to settle in the East rather than in the

West, and it is the foreign element in every city which has identi-

fied itself more closely than any other element, with the fraudu-

lent bringing of claims.

The first act to be urged upon the Legislature should be one

making it a criminal offense for an attorney to advance money
for the maintenance of a suit. If this were done, a large number
of cases which are carried to a successful conclusion to-day

would fail, owing to the claimant's inability to remain away from
work for the period necessary successfully to maintain a fraudu-

lent suit.

A law should also be passed making a claim invalid unless

.

written notice be given the corporation within thirty days from
the date of the accident, and the statute of limitations should be

so changed as to make one year the time limit in which a suit

may be brought.

An act should also be passed making it compulsory to try

with the main issue of a case, all actions for loss of service of

wife or child.

Some of these statutes exist to-day in certain States, but they

should exist in every State, and when they do, I am convinced

they will result in a very material saving to all claim departments,

and no disadvantages to plaintiffs with just causes of action.

To-day, nine men out of ten believe that the accident business

is only one form of corporate activity to secure much for little.

They believe the claim department to be composed of a band of

adjusters endeavoring to dupe the poor and obtain settlements

from them for grossly inadequate amounts, or rather they take

this general view of the situation for granted, without having
given the subject any thought whatsoever. They do not believe

you when you tell them the large majority of cases settled, are

settled for sums far in excess of the amount which would com-
pensate the individual for any time lost, or suffering caused by an
an accident, and will not realize that such sums are only paid

because of the knowledge that unless paid, an unjust verdict of an
unfriendly jury for a far greater amount, may be sustained by the

highest court in the State.

It would therefore seem advisable to draw the attention of the

people of your community to the real nature of the claim work
by publishing from time to time in the newspapers stories cov-
ering different sides of the work. If this is done, little by little,

you will find the leaven working in your favor, and it will not be

long before your Legislature will be enacting the statutes men-
tioned.

I personally know of a town of some 200,000 inhabitants,

where the traction company had been preyed upon for years by
an unscrupulous set of attorneys, doctors and claimants, whose
actions were considered perfectly justifiable by the better class

of attorneys, as well as by the better class of business men. In

several instances, men of prominence were brought to the office

and shown some of the cases, which, starting from practically

nothing, had through the clever manipulation of lawyer, doctor
and claimant, been worked up to a point where the injuries

were apparently of a permanent and most serious nature, and
where thousands of dollars would be required to effect a settle-

ment, where hundreds should have sufficed. They were astound-
ed ; they spoke of what they had learned to their friends. Some
of the very attorneys employed to fight the cases had previously

had no experience in accident work, and were equally thunder-
struck by the amazing amount of graft which was constantly

being disclosed to them while preparing their cases for trial.

Little by little, the impression gained ground that the corporation

was not so much of a grinder of the poor as had been formerly
believed ; the difficulties that beset the claim department were
more thoroughly understood, and the company is seeing to-day a
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gradual change of opinion which is helping materially in its set-

tlements. This, then, should be one branch of the claim agent's

work of the future, if he hopes to hold expenditures down to a

reasonable basis.

The claim agent's position fits him peculiarly to look on both

sides of traction work, the commercial side as well as the operat-

ing side, and his suggestions along lines of operation should be

given a fair hearing, even although they may be against the per-

sonal opinion and wishes of the superintendent. If, for instance,

the operating department increases the speed on a certain divi-

sion, the claim agent finds that due to this increased speed he

is having a larger number of accidents, and that these accidents

are costing the company more money than is being saved the

operating department in its platform expense, then the proper

course would seem to be to return to the slower schedule. Again,

if the claim agent finds that accidents are becoming more frequent

through allowing passengers to ride on the seat directly behind

the motorman, thereby distracting his attention, the fact that the

company may be receiving a greater return in money than is

being expended by the claim department on account of accidents

arising from this cause, should not be permitted to influence the

company in their decision to remove these front seats, or where

this is impracticable, to chain off the front platform from the

possible invasion of passengers. If a motorman is to be held

strictly responsible for the proper running of his car, it is ad-

visable to remove every possibility of having his attention dis-

tracted through the presence in his immediate vicinity of per-

sonal friends or acquaintances.

There are certain changes which I feel must eventually be

made if the cost of the accident business is to be materially de-

creased. The most important change in my opinion, is the

abolishing of the present type of open car, and the substitution

of the type of car with a central aisle, and entrances at either

end. I think we all find that running board accidents form a

very large portion of the total number occurring during the

summer season, and while it may be difficult to-day to convince

the management of a traction company that open cars should be

abolished, I believe it to be one of the most important changes

which the next few years will bring about.

Another and very serious difficulty with which the claim

department has continually to deal, is the type of men employed

as motormen and conductors. The present class of men in these

positions is infinitely inferior to the class employed a few years

ago, and is made up generally of men who seek these positions

as a temporary means of support while looking around for some-
thing better ; this in spite of the fact that the wages paid have

been constantly increased. I believe, however, that it would pay to

increase the wage of the newly hired employee, who when first

employed to-day is put on the extra list by establishing a mini-

mum wage per day, which wage shall be something less than he

would receive if he had a regular run.

These suggestions, if put into effect, will undoubtedly increase

the expense of operating the road, but the money saved in the

claim end of the business will more than make up for the addi-

tional cost.

Let us hope, therefore, that the claim agent's work of the future

will result in bringing about these changes ; the education of

the public to the true inwardness of the claim business and their

subsequent denunciation of its fraudulent side ; the enactment
by our Legislatures of the laws suggested in this paper and the

co-operation of the operating departments in making certain

changes which will be of undoubted benefit to the claim depart-

ment, as well as the company as a whole.

QUESTIONIBOX OF THE CLAIM AGENTS' ASSOCIATION*

KEY TO IDENTITY OF REPLYING COMPANIES
Atlantic Coast Electric Railway Company, Asbury Park, N. J.; Geo.

B. Cady, claim agent 1

Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Company; C. A. Avant, claim

attorney 2

Boston & Northern Street Railway Company; W. A. Rice, general claim
agent 3

The Cleveland Electric Railway Company; W. F. Weh, claim agent 4

Chicago Union Traction Company; Henry C. Bradley, adjuster 6

The Denver City Tramway Company; Sam C. Dorsey, claim agent 6

Duluth Street Railway Company; Herbert Warren, general .manager. .. 7

Detroit United Railway; F. E. Rankin, general claim agent 8

Fitchburg & Leominster Street Railway Company; H. K. Bennett,
claim agent 9

* In publishing this report, no endeavor has been made to give all of the
replies, but rather an assortment varied enough to reveal the different
shades of opinion, without printing many answers of similar tenor.—(Eds.)

Fresno Traction Company, Cal.; C. A. Jenkins, superintendent 10

Hartford & Springfield Street Railway Company; H. S. Newton, gen-

eral manager and claim agent U
C. VV. Hare, claim agent, United Gas Improvement Company, Phila-

delphia, Pa 12

Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway Company, Utica, N. Y.J R. E. Mc-

Dougall, claim agent 13

Indiana Union Traction Company; Ellis C. Carpenter, claim adjuster.. 14

The Memphis Street Railway Company; C. B. Porter, claim agent 15

New Jersey & Hudson River Railway & Ferry Company, New York

City; W. N. Barrows, third vice-president 16

Oklahoma City Railway Company; M. L. Spitler, claim agent 17

Providence & Danielson Railway Company; D. F. Sherman, president.. 18

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company; S. L. Rhoades, president C. A. A. 19

Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, Newark, N. J.; A. H. Moore,

claim agent 20

The Paducah Traction Company; John S. Bleecker, manager 21

Scranton Railway Company; Stephen Dyer, claim agent 22

Schenectady Railway Company; F. A. Brown, claim agent 23

The United Railways & Electric Company, Baltimoie; James B. Pratt,

assistant general manager 24

Houghton County Street Railway Company, Hancock, Mich.; F. O.

Mayotte, claim agent 25

International Railway Company, Buffalo, N. Y.; Andrew J. Farrell,

claim agent 26

F. W. Johnson, claim agent, Connecticut Railway & Lighting Com-
pany, Bridgeport, Conn 27

Q. 1. Is it good policy to settle personal injury claims in which there

is, according to the investigation, no liability, when it can be done along

close lines, or shall we stand on these cases and settle only those which are

close or for which we are clearly liable?

I am of the opinion that settlement could only be made in

liability cases, giving the plaintiff the benefit of the doubt. (2)

I believe it good policy to settle serious injuries for the cost

of medical treatment when there is no liability. (3)

In cases where there is apparently no liability it is best to

compromise by paying a small amount to the claimants if they

present their claim to the company in person, but if they are

represented by an attorney and the company is well fortified

with testimony the claim should be contested. There may be

a few exceptions to this rule where af'torneys do not make a

practice of taking damage cases. (4)

It is my opinion that where a claim can be settled for a small

sum, say 50 per cent of what it would cost to defend, as a matter

of policy, it would be best to settle. (5)

I do not believe it good policy to settle personal injury claims,

if the investigation shows clearly that there is no liability, pro-

vided evidence is available to make a fight, even if such cases

can be settled for small amounts, as I think settling such cases

only encourages others to bring unmeritorious claims. There

may, however, be cases in which you are satisfied that there is

no liability, but owing to lack of evidence have no means of

proving it. In such cases a settlement might be considered, as

a recovery through the courts is more widely advertised than

a compromise settlement. I do not believe in going into a fight

in which you are likely to be whipped, for every case lost en-

courages others to bring suits and every case won discourages

them. (7)

It is profitable to settle for small sums claims in which there

appears to be no liability, especially where there is a great vol-

ume of claims, because the settlement of such claims helps in

settlement of other claims in which there is liability or great

doubt as to the successful defense. A good many attorneys, as

well as claimants, do not know a strong case from a weak one.

Another thing to be considered is the fact that in most of the

cases we cannot be absolutely sure of the facts. This applies

more particularly to street railway cases, as in steam railroad

cases there is often an absolute legal defense. (8)

I believe that in these days of much shyster work on the part

of lawyers, who are on the lookout for good, bad and indifferent

cases, if the case can be settled for a small amount, compared to

what it would cost to try it, when it is seen that a lawsuit n
inevitable, it is best to do so. There is but one exception to

this rule, and that is when a person places himself in a position

of voluntary danger, not being a passenger or being one as the

case may be, and there being plenty of reputable witnesses. I

quote the case of Richards, vs. Fitchburg & Leominster Street

Railway Company, in which the plaintiff, who was not a passen-

ger, stood on the edge of a running board and leaned over the

side bar, which was down to protect passengers and prevent their

leaving the car on the side next to another track, and was either

brushed off by another car or fell in attempting to get off and

was severely injured. This case was allowed to go to court,
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and at the last moment was withdrawn and a verdict entered for

the defendant. (9)

On the whole, it is bad policy in the long run to settle any

claims where there is no liability. Ordinarily, however, the no

liability condition is only apparent and frequently evidence is

brought out on trial which changes the whole appearance of the

case. Therefore, practically, it is usually best to settle where

the amount involved is small. (11)

It is not a difficult matter to decide upon given evidence,

whether or not any liability exists upon the part of the company,

but it is quite another question to decide just how much the

evidence will be altered by the time the case comes to trial, and

what additional evidence will be presented. Therefore, cases,

which on their face would be stamped to-day as of no liability,

might bear a very different aspect six months -hence. As a

general rule, however, cases of no liability should not be settled,

but in some instances it is advisable to settle cases where the

evidence shows no liability on the part of the company, but

where it is the evident intention of the claimant to bring suit,

providing such cases can be settled for a sum less than the cost

to the company trying same. This is a question, however,

which every claim agent must decide fur himself, after going

over the individual case. This applies also to the calling upon

injured persons. It is often advisable to call upon a claimant,

even where no liability exists, but where the injury is a severe

one. (12)

It is good policy to settle claims where death or serious per-

sonal injury has resulted where there is no liability on the part

of the company, provided same can be done along close lines,

such as the allowance of actual funeral expenses, or surgeon

and hospital expense, but this should only be done where the

settlement of such cases is in a perfectly friendly way and is

appreciated, and it is certain you are making friends by so doing.

The benefit will come indirectly from the parties themselves or

their friends by the good feeling that is brought about by such

settlements, and where persons or their friends are called upon

to serve as jurors in future cases, the company is sure to reap its

reward. (14)

The answer to this depends entirely upon the individual in-

jured in the accident; as a general proposition it has been our

experience that it is not best to settle, and to pay the claims only

where there is a probable or clear liability. (17)

Settle everything if it can be done within reason, whether lia-

ble or not, provided suit will follow if settlement is not made.

It costs money to go into court even to declare "not guilty,"

and a long drawn out annoyance is undesirable. (18)

If case is strong, contest; if only one witness beside crew and

injury is severe, well to settle cheaply as a matter of insurance;

if, however, injury is slight, contest; in case of females, however,

it is oftentimes advisable to settle for a nominal sum even when

case is fairly strong. In case of aged people or cripples it is

difficult to convince a jury that they attempted to board or leave

a moving car. (20)

The question of economy is the first one considered. We
don't resist cases, whether liability exists or not, to the point of

suit, when the demand is for a small sum. (21)

Much depends upon the kind of jury before which the case

would be tried. If there is sufficient evidence to take the case

to the jury and the injury is serious, I would consider it a case

for a small settlement. A claim agent should not stop or con-

clude his investigation as soon as he has had the defendant's

witnesses examined, but should by all means endeavor to get

the plaintiff's statement. It is pretty safe to say, however, that

in nine cases out of ten, the plaintiff in the hands of a skilled

plaintiff's lawyer, who traffics in damages, will say whatever is

necessary to be said in order to take his case to the jury. (24)

Q. 2 What steps are taken, and by whom, to collect damages for injury

to cars on the street by vehicles, etc., owing to neglect or recklessness of

drivers, or the breaking of glass by persons outside or inside of cars

through no fault of the company?

Conductors are required to collect from passengers breaking

windows of cars. We have never collected damages from

vehicles that have run into cars, as we are perfectly satisfied if

we do not have to pay damages. (1)

Claim department looks after the collection of all damages

sustained by the cars. (2)

A letter sent by the claim agent to the person responsible,

stating cost of repair of such damages and requesting a check.

We have been fairly successful. If a refusal is returned, unless

we have a strong case and the damage is heavy the matter is

dropped. (3)

This company rarely takes any steps to collect damage for

repairs made on cars. (4)

Our company does not make a practice of claiming damages

for injury to cars caused by collisions with vehicles, or breaking

of glass by persons outside or inside of cars. In a few instances

it has been done, and in such cases entirely by the operating

department. (5)

Our conductor usually tries to collect for broken windows, but

generally fails; and damage for injury to cars, if paid, are usually

collected two for one when claimants have bills against the com-

pany. They do not forget to add interest to the amount they

paid. (6)

We have not done much in the way of attempting to collect

for damage to our property caused by reckless drivers, and have

not felt that it was worth while, as in a majority of cases the

drivers are not responsible. We have, in some cases, where

drivers employed by responsible firms have caused damages

made some attempt to collect from the owners of vehicles, but

have not been very successful and have never carried it to the

point of bringing suit. (7)

The claim agent has, in several instances, collected for glass

broken under circumstances quoted. In cases where damage is

done to both car and vehicle through perhaps questionable

liability, it is better to get a release and say nothing about car

damages. (9)

We take no steps to collect damages for injuries to cars due

to vehicles colliding with same. Where glass is broken by

passengers conductors are instructed to insist on payment and

usually succeed in collecting some compensation. (11)

When company's cars or other property are damaged through

carelessness or negligence of other people, a statement showing

the amount expended in repairing same is submitted by the

master mechanic's department to the superintendent of trans-

portation, who renders an account against guilty party. In case

party refuses to pay, the bill is then turned over to company's

attorneys for collection. (26)

The necessary expense involved in endeavoring to collect

damages for injury to cars by vehicles, etc., would not be war-

ranted by the amounts recovered, as in most instances it would

require a suit to secure any payment. (12)

Damages for the breaking of glass and injury to cars, where

possible, are collected by the conductor; if unable to collect he

secures name of party doing damage and name is sent to the

claim department. Upon ascertaining from the shop the cost of

repair, claim department tries to collect same where negligence

of party is clear. (13)

So far we have never attempted to collect such damages, feel-

ing that it would have a tendency to antagonize the general pub-

lic and cause ill feeling toward the company. (17)

First, bills are rendered by the claim department. If not paid,

one or two personal visits are made to the owners of the teams

which caused the damage. If the accident is due to what might

be called "criminal negligence," suit is begun and vigorously

pressed. Sometimes this is an unwise course to pursue, partic-

ularly if the defendant employs a large number of persons and is

willing to assist in bringing about amicable settlements when his

employees are injured. (19)

Our company, as a general rule, overlooks cases where slight

damage is done through the agency of passengers or other par-

ties. (21)

Little or no steps are taken by this company to collect dam-
ages for injuries to cars. The conductors collect for broken

windows when then can. (23)

It is not good policy to attempt to collect from the public by

legal procedure for damage done to railway company's cars,

when the amount of damage is small, for the reason that it cre-

ates a sentiment against'the company that pursues this practice

and in the long run will prove detrimental to it. If, however,

the damage to cars is done by vehicles owned by reliable persons

or firms, and it can be so shown, collection can be made by
amicable methods. (24)

O. 3. What is the law in your particular State in a case where a pedes

trian or teamster is struck by a car while crossing the tracks, who testifies,

that he looked and listened and failed to see the car; where the conditions

are such that he" could not help seeing it if he had looked, and where it

would be self-evident from the surrounding circumstances that the man was

committing perjury? Could he be convicted of perjury in your State if the

jury find for the defendant in a damage case?

No. (1)

It would be a difficult matter to convict a person in Alabama
for perjury growing out of testimony given in a damage suit,
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and in my opinion the case stated, by question would not be

sufficient. (2)

The fact that a jury found for a defendant in such a case would

not be evidence of perjury. The perjury charge would have to

be tried on its merits. I know of no such law in Massachusetts

and I doubt if a person could be convicted of perjury under the

circumstances. (3)

I would say that the rule of law in this State would be that

no recovery could be had. This is upon the assumption, first,

that the car when the traveler went upon the track was in such

close proximity that it would be negligent to go or drive upon

the track at that time and place, and second, if the motorman on

the car exercised ordinary care in discovering the traveler's dan-

ger, and in operating the car thereafter tried to avoid injuring

him. Including this assumption of fact in the query, it would

be a question of law for the court, and the verdict should be

directed for the defendant. The fact that a verdict is returned

for the defendant in such a case would have no bearing on the

prosecution of the plaintiff on the charge of perjury. The fact

of the perjury must be proved. ' He may testify in the damage
suit that he looked but saw no car, in the self-consciousness of

the truth. He may have looked negligently and seen no car.

In either case the charge of perjury would not be made out as

he has not wilfully and corruptly stated a falsehood. It would
be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to convict such a person

of perjury. (4)

The law in the State of Illinois is favorable to conviction, but

it would require overwhelming evidence to make out a case, and
liable in case of non-conviction to result in damages against the

company. (5)

I quote two cases below which will give you an idea of the

law in Minnesota. We operate also in Wisconsin, and I do not
understand that the law is materially different there, but I am
not so familiar with it.

"Terien vs. St. Paul City Railway, 70 Minnesota, 532.

"It is but little excuse for plaintiff that he looked from the

point at which he stood in front of the saloon. Street was well
lighted with electric lights. He could see the telegraph or tele-

phone poles and lamp poles, and did see them, and knew that they
obstructed his vision. After he started across the street and had
reached the curb, there was nothing whatever to obstruct his

vision unless possibly the farmer's wagon, if that was then going
off the end of the bridge. He knew that the proper place to

look was not where his vision was obstructed, but where it

was not."

"Miller vs. Trusdale, receiver of the Minneapolis & St. Louis
Railway, 56 Minnesota, 274.

"The plaintiff testified positively that he stopped twice, and
looked and listened, once when he was 60 ft., and again about 25
or 30 ft., from the crossing, and neither saw nor heard the train.

If this testimony is true, it amply justifies the jury in finding

that plaintiff exercised reasonable care; but the contention is that

the uncontradicted evidence conclusively shows that the train

must have been plainly visible from the point or points which
plaintiff occupied when it became his duty to look and listen, and
hence it must be conclusively presumed either that he disregarded
that rule of common prudence, or, if he did look, that he heed-
lessly disregarded the knowledge thus obtained, and negligently

ran into an obvious danger, and the fact that he says he looked,

and saw nothing, when it was clear that if he had looked he
would have seen the train, would not warrant the jury in finding

that it was true."

"Syllabus. It is true as a general proposition, that one who is

struck at a railroad crossing by a moving train, which must have
been plainly visible from the point he occupied when it became his

duty to look and listen, must be conclusively presumed not to

have looked, or, if he did, to have negligently disregarded the

knowledge thus obtained; and the mere fact that he says he
looked and saw nothing, would not, under such circumstances,

justify the jury in finding that it was true."

I think it would be very difficult indeed to convict a person for

perjury who said he looked and did not see, even though it was
conclusively shown that his statement was untrue. (7)

Theoretically, yes; practically, no. But prosecution might have
a good moral effect. (10)

Plaintiff who swears that before crossing the track he looked,

listened and did not hear or see a car coming, (view at this point

being unobstructed) and was struck and injured, and jury finds

verdict in favor of defendant, there is no evidence to show that

this person deliberately lied or swore falsely; the civil action

would have no bearing on the criminal case. If a person is found

guilty of perjury, he can he sentenced to a term of ten years in

the State prison; this being the maximum penalty for perjury in

the State of New York. Tt is hard, however, to convict a person
for perjury, as you will see by the case cited hereunder:
"About ten years ago this company was involved in a case

where a witness testified falsely. It was shown that this man was
three-quarters of a mile distant from the scene of the accident

when it occurred. Tt required two trials to convict this man.
The first trial resulted in a disagreement, jury standing eleven

for conviction and one for acquittal. The second trial was more
successful, as the man was found guilty and sentenced to Auburn
State Prison for six years." (26)

The matter could be presented to the grand jury, and indict-

ment for perjury possibly found. Extremely questionable

whether or not a jury would convict with a railroad company
prosecuting. (13)

We understand the law in Indiana to be that a person ap-

proaching a street car or interurban track, should take the neces-

sary precautions by looking and listening for a car, and if the

conditions are such that he might have seen the car by looking,

the law presumes he must have looked and seen the car and be

governed accordingly. The fact of the finding of a verdict for

defendant in a case of this kind would not be sufficient to con-
vict a man of perjury, although he testified that he did look and
listen and take proper precaution as he approached the railway
track. (14)

In the State of Tennessee the law holds that a man sees when
the conditions are such that he is bound to see if he looks. If

such conditions are proven, then the law would hold that the

man saw, even if he testified that he looked, listened and did not

see. We have never had a conviction of perjury in a damage-
suit case, though we have pending some indictments. (15)

In Pennsylvania the law is; "Tt is vain to say that you looked
and listened, then went on and were struck in spite of what your
eyes and ears must have told you." In other words, it is con-
tributory negligence to walk across in front of an approaching
car whether it is seen or not. It is doubtful if the plaintiff could
be convicted of perjury. (19)

If injury is serious, get statement of .injured parties as soon as

possible; they are usually more truthful immediately after the

accident. If case seems from report that we are not liable, see

one of the witnesses, and, if report is confirmed, file case. This
in case of minor injury; where injury is severe, see all witnesses

immediately and work the neighborhood. (20)

If a pedestrian, teamster, or other person violates the provision
of a danger sign knowingly, he assumes the risk, but this does not
clear the company if reasonable caution on the part of the train-

men could have prevented the accident. We have never heard of

a perjury case being pressed to a successful conclusion by a rail-

road company in Kntucky. (21)

Answering the last clause of No. 3, would say that if he had
testified, we could convict him in Pennsylvania. (22)

Under these facts it was held in one of our cases to be a ques-

tion of fact for the jury to pass upon as to the credibility or in-

credibility of the plaintiff's story. I do not believe that the plain-

tiff could be convicted of perjury on a mere failure to re-

cover. (23)

Where a driver or pedestrian testifies that he looked and
listened, and failed to see a car, where the conditions are such
that if he had looked he could not have failed to see a car ap-

proaching, and is thereby injured in a collision, the courts of

Maryland have decided that such testimony is unworthy of be-

lief, and should not be allowed to go to the jury. In such a case,

while the plaintiff would be guilty of perjury, it is doubtful if the

jury would convict. (24)

He could be prosecuted for perjury, and the penalty is from
three to five years in the penitentiary, and the company could com-
mence proceedings in civil suit if the party was worth it. (25)

Q. 4. What is the best way to break up ambulance chasing?

Refuse to settle unless you are liable. Our experience has been
that "ambulance chasers" do not get the cases that have any
merit. (1)

I am unable to give the best way to break up ambulance chas-

ing, as it has not been broken up during my experience. It

seems to flourish, notwithstanding all of our efforts. I have be-

come convinced that it is necessary in some instances to treat

with them before they sell the case to lawyers. Tt enables us to

settle the liability cases falling into their hands, before suit is

filed, at a better figure than had we dealt with ,111 attorney. (2)

Ignore them in any claim they present and settle direct with

the injured persons. (4)
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To have the claim agent the first man on the spot, and with
the proper authorities to settle claim if possible, and if not to

get a full and complete signed statement from injured party of
the accident in detail. We have very little of such to contend
with here, it being recognized among the legal fraternity to a
large extent that we are fair and square in our attempts to

settle, and that they have got to fight hard to win a case where
we have had the first handling of it. (9)

In the State of New York there is no law prohibiting "am-
bulance chasers." The majority of prominent or respectable
lawyers claim it is a legitimate business if the attorney or "am-
bulance chaser" does not overstep the law in some respect.

There is nothing, as I can see, to prevent them looking up cases
against any surface railway or corporation. (26)
The best method for breaking up ambulance chasing is : First,

to see that your adjusters reach the injured before the runners
from the attorney's office; second, where you are able to secure
evidence of conspiracy on the part of the runners to defraud the
company through false claims, prosecute them to the last

ditch. (12)

Fight them on every claim, whether liable or not. (13)
The question as to the best way to break up "ambulance chas-

ing" is indeed hard to answer. We have had, so far, little suc-
cess in that line. The best plan that I know of is to reduce their

revenue by the settlement, as far as possible, of all legitimate

claims before such claims reach their hands and fighting them to

a finish on every claim for which they file a suit. We believe that

this discourages the average "ambulance chaser" more than any-
thing else. (15)
The "ambulance chaser" works on the theory that he has every-

thing to gain and very little to lose, and relies on his ability and
chances in finding a jury that will give credit to some extent to

his exaggerated claims. If he sues for $10,000 and gets $100 he
is ahead, while if he gets nothing he has had his work only for

nothing, which ordinarily is not of great commercial value, so

the loss is little, if anything. The laws of the land should be
such that a lawyer and his client must establish their alleged
claims or have same construed as a fraud and an attempt to

procure money under false pretences. (18)

Settle behind the attorney's back, or if sufficient proof of con-
spiracy can be obtained, have the attorney employing the "runner"
debarred. (19)

In a case where an "ambulance chaser" is particularly aggres-
sive we settle without his knowledge even if we have to pay a

little more in two or three cases. We concentrate our energies
on them one at a time, give them fake cases, let it to to trial

and then non-suit them because of non-appearance of client,

thus taxing them with the costs. We have successfully defeated
all our worst "chasers" and have little difficulty with them now.
Our fight has been particularly aggressive, even to the extent of
hounding them day and night, getting clients and witnesses away
from them, and when they did win a case, making check payable
to the client. (20)

We have not been troubled to any extent with "ambulance
chasers." Should think a good plan to break this practice up
would be to expose one of the offenders by means of a fake
case. (21)

The best way to break up "ambulance chasing" in the absence
of any statute to that effect, is by publicity and by educating the

public in keeping before it the methods pursued by ambulance
chasers. (24)

Q. 5. What is the custom or practice in regard to calling upon injured

persons, especially when there is no liability?

We do not take any notice of the case as far as the injured
party is concerned. (1)

We send our physician to see all injured parties requiring his

attention, but in non-liability cases we let them do the talking,

if they desire to communicate with the claim department. (2)
I make it a practice to call upon all injured people where the

injuries are at all serious, and get a complete signed statement
covering all the facts of the accident, injuries, names and ad-
dresses of their witnesses, if any, secure their statements, see

their doctor, and get his story of the injury. I embody in an
injured person's statement where he or she works, amount of

earnings, other accidents or injuries sustained, and in fact every-
thing that may possibly be obtained. This applies to both liability

and no liability cases. (3)
I think it is best to call upon persons immediately after acci-

dents, and if the injured person is in a condition to make a
rational statement, get it. It may not only aid you in the de-

fense of a lawsuit, but it may aid you in effecting a settlement.

I have known attorneys to drop cases after they learned of cer-
tain statements having been made and signed. (4)
Where there is no liability do not call. (6)
If injury is serious, the person is called upon. (7)
All injured persons are generally seen, irrespective of liability,

in order to learn if there are intentions to follow up the same
and claim damages. Where the liability is clearly with the in-
jured parties, they are sometimes let alone. This usually results
in nothing coming of the accident, where, if it had been followed
closely, injured party might entertain the idea that we considered
ourselves liable, and ask compensation. (9)

It is our custom to have our road surgeon call on injured parties
where the injury is serious, liability or no liability. Where the
injury is slight and there is no liability, we find it more expedient
not to call. (11)

It is often advisable to call upon a claimant, even where no
liability exists, but where the injury is a severe one. (12)

Believe it wise to call upon persons ; most persons like to feel

that you take an interest in the matter, and it creates a better
feeling towards your company. (13)

In case of serious injury, it is always best to call and secure
statement of injured persons so as to get their version of how the
accident occurred. It is not always possible to tell whether or not
there is any liability without securing statement from injured
party. Interviews of this character often corroborate state-

ments of train crew and disinterested witnesses, and the in-

vestigator is more likely to get the truth regarding accidents
from injured parties soon after the accident occurs and before
they have time to consult attorneys, friends or neighbors who are
free with advice. Many times injured parties can be committed
to a statement of fact, and a signed statement secured from them
which will relieve the company from liability, and be very useful

in court in case suit should afterward be instituted. (14)
We usually call, in all instances in order to get facts, for al-

though from our standpoint there is no liability, yet the chances

are some one will appear having a different opinion. (18)
When there is clearly no legal liability, and the conductor's

report indicates a good defense, it seems to be unwise to call

upon the injured party unless the injury be very serious, or a

sympathetic call on the family might be in order. In cases of

death it is policy to call upon the family. (19)
They are likely to believe that there is something coming to

them as soon as they see the claim agent present; therefore, it is

a bad practice. (22)

When there is no liability and the injury is likely to prove

serious, the injured party is called upon merely to get his state-

ment. (24)
I always call on them and get their statement in the presence

of a third party, if possible, immediately after the accident, and
reduce same to a form of affidavit and have them sign it before

they get advice. I generally succeed. (25)

Q. 6. How can conductors and motormen, be made to render reports of

accidents seemingly trivial?

A hard proposition. Keep after them, and discipline them if

you find that they fail to make reports. (1)

This is a knotty question, and one that we should keep ham-
mering on, not with the view of making perfect, but diminishing

the per cent of failures. Periodically we write the transporta-

tion department, calling their attention to the failure of the crews

to comply with the rules, and this we find assists considerably

in getting reports we would not otherwise obtain. The sim-

plest form that can be had is most productive of results, but

with all of our efforts we fail to get reports in all cases. (2)

It seems to me that conductors and motormen make out as

few accident reports as possible, for the reason that they feel

that they are given a certain amount of discredit every time

they turn in an accident report. Explain to them why it is

necessary to have reports of this character, and eradicate the idea

that they will be given a demerit mark. Strict discipline in re-

gard to making out accident reports might also be bene-

ficial. (4)

By discharging them or severely disciplining them when
they fail to make reports of such cases. (7)

We hold our men strictly responsible for a report of an ac-

cident in connection with or around any car they may be operat-

ing. In case such a report is not made they are suspended, or

where the accident is directly connected with them they are

discharged. (9)

The better results of securing reports from the trainmen of

small and seemingly trifling accidents are derived from the su-

perintendent of transportation and his assistants. The rules of
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this company has been very successful in obtaining reports of

or incidents happening upon or near the car. In this respect

this company has been very successful in obtaining reports of

such accidents. There is no other way I can see where better

results can be obtained than through the operating depart-

ment. (26)

Where claims or complaints have been made by parties re-

garding accidents where no reports have been received by the

claim department from train crew, facts should be gathered as

quickly as possible and train crew committed to written state-

ment of fact, together with reason why they did not make re-

port. After the facts have been ascertained, the matter should

be promptly reported to transportation department, where train

crew should be properly disciplined. (14)

Our present arrangement is, as soon as an accident occurs,

no matter how trivial, the motorman and conductor are re-

lieved at once, report at the office and make out their accident

report, their time being paid them for the time they are off.

This arrangement' works better than any I have ever seen. The

reports are made on practically everything, and made in a much

mote intelligent manner. (15)

By providing severe punishment for conductors and motor-

men who fail to make reports. It has been our experience that

in almost all cases where the conductor and motorman fail or

refuse to make a report, knowledge of the accident is brought

home to the company through some of its officers. (17)

By careful instruction from their direct superior officers.

These instructions should be given in a kindly manner, rather

explanatory than otherwise. (19)

Conductors and motormen can be taught to render reports of

accidents seemingly trivial by continued and constant coaching.

Conductors probably do not at times report seemingly trivial

accidents because they do not appreciate the importance of so

doing. Their answer usually is: "I didn't think it was neces-

sary." They must be taught the importance of reporting all

things, and should be coached until it becomes second nature

with them to report everything in sight. (24)

Q. 7. What qualifications should a claim agent possess to be successful?

This is the shortest question and requires the longest answer

of any I have ever encountered. During my fifteen years' ex-

perience I have been unable to develop qualifications necessary

to satisfy my own mind as to my efficiency as a claim agent.

The second year of my experience I thought I knew all about

it. Now I am convinced that I have a great deal to learn, as

new questions are presenting themselves every day. As a gen-

eral rule, I would say that a claim agent* should have an accu-

rate knowledge of the law pertaining to all matters likely to

arise in his department. He should have the benefit of long

study pertaining to human nature, and should be able to make
up his mind as to the character of the claimant and the rea-

sonableness of the claim from the first interview. He should

be fearless and honest, and never surrender until whipped, and

then do it gracefully. He should be able to select the liable

from the non-liable, and capable of conducting negotiations

from the claimants to attorneys, and be familiar with the prac-

tice in the courts, and be on good terms with the judges and
other attaches. He should be so constituted as to sympathize
with the unfortunate, joke with the jovial, laugh with the merry,
and fight with the fussy. He should not hesitate to invite suits,

when in his opinion such action is necessary. In fact, he should
adapt himself to the situation and let each individual case stand
on its own merit. This requires a combination-man, and if any
member of the association thinks he fills the bill, I will thank
him to send me his photograph. We are confronted with condi-
tions which require complete change of front, and a claim agent
should be so constituted as to act at once, not being too sympa-
thetic or aggressive. He should be able to turn away claimants
without aggravating or increasing the breach, if necessary turn
a deaf ear to the widow's wail and let the crippled depart without
compensation; this requires nerve on the part of a claim
agent. (2)

First and foremost, a reputation of being fair. I do not mean
generous, weak or stubborn; just fair to everybody. Modesty
prevents enumerating other qualifications. (3)
The claim agent's conduct is gaged largely by the nature of

the claim, the character of the person making the claim, and
the policy of the company, so that he should be a man of vari-
ous qualifications in order to meet these conditions. I should
say some of the most important attributes are as follows: He
must be shrewd; should be possessed of acute discernment and

good judgment; be able to judge human nature; must be patient;

must have an even and equitable temper, and must be honest, as

no man can succeed in any legitimate business if he is other-

wise. (4)

A claim agent, in order to be successful as such, should pos-

sess the following: Be a good listener; a good judge of human
nature; a man who can look at both sides of the case; whose

word is good in all his dealings; polite at all times; deal with

all classes of people in a straightforward and business-like man-

ner; be quick to size up his people and the situation; quick to

act for the best interests of his company, and should be familiar

enough with negligence law to be able to determine approxi-

mately the liability of the company in the major portion of

cases. (26)

A claim agent should combine the patience of Job with the

wisdom of Solomon, supplemented with the politeness of a

Chesterfield. He should be a good judge of human nature, and

should be able to glean the truth from the chaff of a man's

statements, also have a working knowledge of the laws cover-

ing accidents and the operation of cars in his particular local-

ity. (15)

Diplomacy, tact, perseverance, sympathy; should possess a

good control of the English language, have a fair knowledge of

medicine and law, should be a good student of human nature,

should be thoroughly posted on local questions and condi-

tions. (21)

Q. 8. Is it advisable to declare your identity to possible claimants in

every accident which occurs, or not? If so, why? If no, why?

I think it advisable to work in the open, and never under or-

dinary circumstances disclaim your identity. Treat the opponent

fairly and insist on the same treatment. Of course, when you

are shadowing would-be claimants different tactics are neces-

sary to obtain the information desired. This class of work

usually devolves upon assistants. (2)

It is not always advisable. The reasons are obvious to any

one who has investigated cases personally. (3)

Yes. For the reason that a claim agent should never act as

a detective. The most essential thing in trying to settle a

claim is to get the good-will and confidence of the injured per-

son, and you cannot do this by trickery or deception. (4)

Not always. Sometimes important information can be gained

by the claim agent remaining incognito, but do not think it ad-

visable to practice deceit in attempting to gain information, as

it is very likely to react. (7)

Always declare your identity when interviewing an injured

party. There is nothing gained by deception, and when you

come right out flat-footed and declare yourself, you are placing

your own mind and the injured party's at ease, and showing

him that you are trying to be fair and square, and if your efforts

fail and the case results in litigation, and you are placed on the

stand, opposing counsel cannot belittle you before the jury by

asking if you did not conceal your identity and try in a sneak-

ing way to find out something detrimental to the injured party

without first making yourself known. An honest claim agent

is just as essential and important as a bank cashier handling

millions. In one case it is a battle with wits, and the other with

dollars. (9)

I see no reason why claim agent or his representative in call-

ing upon claimant should not disclose his identity; nor can I

see, without disclosing your identity, how the desired informa-

tion can be obtained. The best results, it appears to me, are

obtained by telling the party what your business is and who you

represent. If you are desirous of a statement, ask for it. In

being open and frank with the party, usually all the facts, or as

much as you would expect from a claimant, can be secured.

In case it is thought advisable to make a settlement, it is best

to be honest and advise party what you are there for. In this

manner you would be more certain to obtain the facts you first

started out for than would be gained by trying to conceal your

identity. (26)

In calling on possible claimants, believe it wise to say that you

are connected with the railroad company; but not your exact

position, unless they specifically ask for that information; if

they do, see no harm in telling them. (13)

This, in our opinion, depends entirely on conditions. In cer-

tain cases it is best to declare your identity and seek settlement

if there is a bona fide injury, and the party injured is honest in

his desire for settlement; on the other hand, if the injured per-

son is inclined to exaggerate the injury or to seek excessive

damages, we believe it best to either leave him entirely alone,

or, if invited by a member of the claim department, have it
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done in a private capacity, and not as a representative of the

company. ( 17

)

No; for the reason that the claimant will possibly make you

a truthful statement of the accident which occurred to him, and

when he presents it later on to another assistant or the general

claim agent, it will be different. (22)

O. 9. Is it advisable or good policy to obtain, medical examinations in

all cases of injuries, and how soon after the accident?

Yes; as soon as possible. (1)

If the party requires the service of a physician. I think it good

policy to make an examination and do it as promptly as possi-

ble, treating the patient until recovered, if necessary. (2)

If injuries are of a serious nature, yes; and, if serious, both at

time of accident and after recovery. If slight, no. (6)

The ideal practice is to have the claim agent see the injured

person first, and get his statement, if practicable; then to have

a prompt medical examination if it seems necessary. (8)

When possible, the company should have its own physician

see the case at once, taking charge of same, if possible, making

out a complete report on a form prepared for that use, dated

and signed; and then, in case of litigation and the unexpected

death of the physician, such data as he may have prepared pre-

vious to suit being brought can be entered as evidence, other-

wise in this State it is not admissible. This applies also to

securing signed statements of witnesses on or off the car. (9)

It is not, in my opinion, good policy to ask for medical ex-

amination in all cases. Medical examinations should only be

made in serious cases that are under adjustment, where the

amount asked for by claimant is apparently too large and un-

just, and claim department believes injuries to be exaggerated.

By having an examination at this time the injuries can be de-

termined to the satisfaction of claim department. In small or

slight cases an examination only increases the cost of settle-

ment, as you not only have physicians' bills, but also an exag-

gerated idea of claimant. Whereas, if the case is not disposed

of by claim department, and it goes into litigation, the company
is entitled by law to an examination. Under the latter circum-

stances the company receives the best results. (26)

As a rule, it is good policy to have the company surgeon call

and make examination of injured parties as soon as possible

after an accident, and, if satisfactory to injured party, to take

charge of case and treat it. The claim department, if in close

touch and sympathy with the surgical department, will be placed

in closer touch with injured parties and receive fuller and more
reliable information regarding injuries than is ordinarily secured

from the family physicians. A much better atmosphere can or-

dinarily be created by the company's physician than by any
other physician, as outside parties are very apt to take the posi-

tion that they are serving the injured party instead of the com-
pany, even though the company assumes and becomes responsi-
ble for services thus rendered. The fact, however, should be
borne in mind that communications by the patient to the at-

tending physician, be it a representative of the company or not,

are privileged in court (in Indiana), and only communications
made to the attending physician can be used in court where ex-

aminations are made under agreement by the parties. (14)
Except where the case can be settled for the cost of examina-

tion and in cases where claim is not made. Even in a case
where there is no liability and claim has been made, it is well

to have medical examination, as the case might possibly go
against you at the trial and they could put up a strong medical
case which you would not be in a position to refute. It is well
to have one examination made immediately after accident and
one later, if necessary, in accordance with above remarks. (20)

Q. 10. What is the best method to adopt in the investigation and disposi-

tion of "blind or unreported cases?"

Investigate the character and reputation of the claimants. In-
terview their witness, if possible, and work your case up from
their side. (1)

First ascertain actual occurrence. In order to do this we file

interrogatories to the plaintiff. If it develops a blind case, fight

it to a finish, giving no quarter. (2)

Get all the information possible from the injured person, get-
ting the names of any witnesses he may have; then investigate
the accident thoroughly, and if you are of the opinion that the
claim is bona fide, and if there is no doubt as to the injury ex-
isting, settle the claim. If the injury is doubtful, as well as the
occurrence of the accident, it would be well to delay settle-

ment. (4)

The only set policy in such cases is to "dig," and dig hard to

find some one who saw it; get all events taking place on this

date (given) and then pay particular attention to the plaintiff,

visiting him often to see his condition and what he is doing,

but at all times be open and above board. These are good
cases to settle for a very small amount, and likewise good cases

to go to a jury, for it cannot help seeing that in event of

finding adversely for the defendant, that there was some reason

why the company was not notified in the first place, instead of

a lawyer, and nine times out of ten it will bring in a small ver-

dict, as in the case quoted. Juries will believe a woman and

give her the benefit of every doubt. Case given (a woman).
Lynch vs. Fitchburg & Leominster Street Railway Company;
This case was reported on Dec. 23, 1905, when suit was brought

against the company, claiming injury of severe nature on Sept.

9, 1905, the first intimation that there had been an accident.

The claim agent at once went over all day cards of the com-
pany of that date to get names of all employees who were in the

vicinity where accident was claimed to have taken place; papers

were consulted to see what events were going on; if there was
any reason for a large number of people being at that particular

point, etc. It was found impossible to find anyone who saw
the accident, and the case was allowed to go to trial, resulting

in a verdict for the plaintiff in the sum of $215. Suit was for

$5,000, and plaintiff refused to settle before case was tried for

less than $1,500. (9)

The method used by this company when a claim is made with

complaint of unreported case, is to get all the information pos-

sible from the claimant or claimant's attorney, such as the num-
ber of car, date, time, place of accident, etc., obtainable from
this source. Then follow investigation along these lines. (26)

Where you can learn of the exact hour and location of the

accident, ascertain from the car records the crews running by
the point of the accident about the time claimed; generally, if

any of the crews have had an accident which they have not re-

ported, you can learn of it from them; very often the con-
ductor has made a mental note of some passenger on the car

whose name he can supply as a witness to the accident, and you
can learn the facts. If you cannot learn anything from inter-

viewing the crews and the claimant claims to be corroborated
in his version of the accident, I would insist upon an interview
with his or her witnesses. In most cases, in order to convince
you that they are correct, injured parties, if they have any wit-

nesses, are willing to permit you to interview them. (13)
Get sworn statement from claimant, endeavor to locate crew,

work neighborhood for witnesses, have an investigator advertise
tor witnesses, look up. character of claimant, and if case is seri-

ous, get someone to board in or near the house. Have one of

your own men represent himself as a lawyer or adjuster, and
endeavor to get the case. There are other ways which should
present themselves to a fertile mind. (20)

"Blind or Unreported Cases" are perhaps the most difficult

cases the claim agent has to deal with. The character and gen-
eral reputation of the claimant should be thoroughly investi-

gated, and the locality where the accident is alleged to have
happened should be thoroughly canvassed in order to locate any
persons who may have had any knowledge of the accident, or of
any circumstances surrounding the same, or which may lead
to the conclusion that an accident had actually occurred. It

is a good plan, however, not to settle with non-resident claim-
ants until they have been thoroughly investigated in the lo-

cality where they have formerly lived or where their home may
be at the time the claim is made. (24)

Q. 11. What is the best method of settling claims; by cash, check, or
order on the treasury?

In dealing with the ordinary claimant a check is preferred, as

this gives you a double signature on the voucher. When we
have numerous cases to settle in a short time, I find it advis-

able to use the cash. It is good policy to exhibit cash to cer-

tain parties. This can be determined by the claim agent on the
ground. (2)

In settling small claims it is best to use cash, but where large
amounts are involved use check. (4)

I have sometimes thought that in making a settlement a dis-

play, of cash was a little more tempting to the claimant than a

check or order, but I am by no means sure that it amounts to

much in the majority of cases. I think a check, which requires
endorsement, is an additional proof of settlement being satis-

factory to the claimant, and particularly if there is a memoran-
dum on the face of the check stating for what it is given. We
had one case in which the personal check of our attorney was
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given, the check stating that it was in full settlement of claim

for injury. An attempt was made to open up the case after-

ward on the ground that undue influence had been used to pro-

cure the settlement. The check was introduced in evidence,

and it was shown that the claimant had held it for a long time

before cashing it, and had had ample time to reconsider the set-

tlement and return the check if he had been dissatisfied. This

was the strongest point in our case and we won out. (7)

Always by money, known as the "long green." The sight of

money has a marked effect on human nature, and the sight of a

roll of small bills has caused many an injured party to weaken

and settle, when seen coming their way, and has kept many a

case from litigation. (9)

The following system is employed by this company in the set-

tlement of claims: The adjuster is given cash; we use no

checks or orders on the treasurer; each adjuster is under bond

to the company; the claim agent makes a check on the treas-

urer for the amount he thinks necessary for the settlement of

the claim, which amount is then given over to the adjuster. If

claim is settled, release is turned in as cash; if not, cash is re-

turned to treasurer. We find this method works a great deal

better than using checks or orders, as many of the ordinary

people refuse to accept check or order. However, where large

settlements are made, checks are often given upon request of at-

torney or claimant, but for the current work cash is used in-

variably. (26)

We have found it best to use cash in claims under one hundred

dollars ($100), and checks for claims over that amount. (15)

Our method of settling claims is by check drawn to the order

of the party injured, by the treasurer of the company, and upon

surrender of the check to have the party receiving same re-

ceipt for it upon a voucher, which contains in the body a re-

lease from all liability, and in addition to this a separate release

drafted to cover the facts in the case is invariably required. (17)

Settlements made at the homes of the claimants or at hos-

pitals should be paid in cash. Settlements in the office should

be paid. through the treasurer's office. Settlements made by

attorneys representing claimants should be paid by check. (24)

Q. 12. Is it a good plan to discuss cases with attorneys after case had

been placed in their hands?

Yes; if the occasion arises, discuss the cases with the claimant's

attorney, as this often discloses its strength or weakness of the

adverse party and enables you to ascertain what it would take

to compromise. I handle all compromises before and after suit,

therefore it is necessary for me to discuss the matters with all

concerned. (2)

I consider it a good plan to discuss cases with attorneys, as it

affords the claim agent an opportunity to hear the other side of

the case, not necessarily giving up any information himself.

I have no recollection of any disastrous results occurring from

same. (5)

It is not a good plan to show your hand to an attorney, but

in some cases and with some attorneys I think it is desirable

to convince them, in a general way, of the strength of your

defense, as they are often misled regarding the facts by plaintiffs,

and if you can convince them that they have been misled and
that the plaintiff has a weak case they may drop it. (7)

Not always. But in some instances I have seen good come
from such cases, for if there is a known fact that the plaintiff

is faking, some lawyers will drop it entirely, and, if not that,

make such concessions that are favorable to the defendant. It

is a good idea to be friendly with your enemies, to wit, the legal

fraternity. (9)

That will depend altogether upon what is desired to be de-

veloped by the discussion, and the ability of the adjuster to look
after his side of the case. If case has been fully investigated

and facts are clear, either one way or the other, especially in

cases where there is no liability, a frank statement of the gen-
eral facts covering an accident frequently leads to a better un-
derstanding between claim adjusters and reputable attorneys,

for, as a rule, the attorneys are not as well informed regarding
the facts of an accident as the claim department should be. In

cases where known disreputable attorneys represent parties, the
less discussion the better, except such discussion as will develop
the facts pertaining to the attorney's side of the case. In all

matters of this character a splendid rule to follow is, secure all

the information you can, but give none in return. Attorneys,
however, should always be treated courteously. (14)

Q. 13. What is the best plan to adopt when prominent physicians, who

are inclined to be friendly, present a bill for double the amount charged in

ordinary cases?

If you can use them, pay it. If you do not need them in the

future, dispute it. (1)

Tell them you are paying for one case and not two. Start

right and you will have no trouble. (3)

I do not believe anything is gained in the long run by sub-

mitting to unreasonable charges of physicians, even though they

may be inclined to be friendly. A physician who was really

friendly would not make a double charge, and, if he did and it

was paid without question, I do not think it would increase his

friendship, and it certainly would decrease his respect. Such a

physician would merely make up his mind that you were an easy

mark, and the next time would charge you four times the or-

dinary charge, and then boast to other physicians about it. Of

course, you must be very sure that the charge is unreasonable

before questioning it. (7)

I believe they should be paid, recognizing the fact that a few

dollars more or less makes little difference in the long run, and

may, at some remote future, help in other cases to win a ver-

dict. I should never dispute a physician of repute who made a

charge for his services, unless I was sure he was overcharging

intentionally, and then question it in a very mild way. (9)

This company has an understanding with physicians relative

to examination of injured persons or attendance in court, and

their compensation is rated accordingly. In this manner the

company is not overcharged and retains the friendship of the

physicians. If, however, one of those physicians should be at-

tending the patient as his family doctor and the case should be

adjusted and the physician's bill was exorbitant, we would cut

the bill to what would be fair and just to both parties. Before

paying an unreasonable account we would sooner lose the friend-

ship of the physician than settle same in order to retain his

friendship We have had no trouble in this respect, as the

physicians are as anxious to retain our business as we are to re-

cain their friendship. (26)

Prominent physicians who are inclined to be friendly will not

render a bill for double the amount charged in ordinary cases.

They may appear to be friendly, but, in fact, they are not if they

render such a bill. When bills are rendered by physicians, either

prominent or otherwise, and it is desirable for the company to

settle with the physician, and if it is apparent that the charge

is more than a reasonable amount for services rendered, it is

well to ask the chief surgeon, if one is employed, to take the bill

and make a reasonable adjustment of the matter with the

surgeon presenting the bill. The company surgeon can meet

the surgeon rendering the bill upon his own ground and discuss

the matter from a surgeon's standpoint better than a claim ad-

juster or anyone else can do it. except possibly in a few excep-

tional cases where there are special reasons for some other per-

son looking after the matter. (14)

Have prominent physicians make written report before paying

them. If their bill is too high and their friendliness of too

much importance to discourage, better say nothing and pay the

bill, with a smile, at the same time file in memory's store the

correct opinion of such individuals for future use. (18)

Q. 14. Is it better to interview an injured person before the investiga-

tion is made in order to get his or her statement first?

Yes. (1)

As a rule, I see no reason why the injured person should be

interviewed first, especially if his injuries are serious, as he will

not be in a position to give an intelligent statement, and you
cannot afford to wait until he recovers. I usually have investiga-

gations made with the public first, the employees next, and then

the injured party afterward. (2)

This depends entirely upon the case. Where the liability is

clear, such as in a derailment or collision, of course, the injured

person should be immediately seen and a settlement made. If

settlement cannot be made, a careful investigation should be

started to secure the past history of plaintiff, etc. In cases of

doubtful liability, secure statement of injured and additional

statements as well. In cases of apparent no liability, it is gen-

erally advisable to make a quiet investigation without disturb-

ing the prospective claimant. (12)

The best plan is first to secure the facts regarding an acci-

dent from the company employees so as to get their version of

the matter; then interview (if conditions arc favorable) the in-

jured party, securing his statement as to how the accident oc-

curred. This will develop the claims of both parties and will

show what is needed to be covered by disinterested evi-

dence. (14)
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It is always advisable to get the statement of the claimant as

quickly as possible, for the reason that the defense has an op-

portunity to know what to expect, and if, on the other hand, the

claimant makes a statement which might preclude his recovery,

an opportunity is given to rebut his testimony after he has gone

through the coaching school supplied by lawyers who traffic in

the plaintiff's side of damage cases. (24)

Q. 15. Should -surface railway companies have a regularly employee*

physician?

We have a regular physician, but he is paid only for the ser-

vices rendered. The size of the company should govern

this. (1)

Not necessarily. It might be economy, but I do not think it

is the best policy. (4)

Not in the sense of being a salaried official. They should have

two or three who are honest, who will give an unbiased opinion,

stating facts as they are, and able to go on the witness stand

and back up their assertions without fear or favor. (9)

I believe it is far better to make arrangements with a number
of physicians who are situated in different parts of the city, to

act as company physicians, and that they be paid specified rates

for attendance upon the injured. A list of these physicians

should be furnished the operating department, in order that the

conductors may know upon whom to call in cases of emergency.

Of course, such a system is apt to give many of the physicians

nothing more than an opportunity for first aid treatment, but if

they are supplied with free transportation, you insure their co-

operation, even though the medical work they may receive from
the company is but little. (12)

If the amount of business warrants, it is well to have several

physicians who are paid for each examination and who do not

appear on the payroll as regularly employed men. It is also

well to thus employ the services of some local physician of long

practice who can qualify as an expert and whose good reputa-

tion is known throughout the town. (20)

All railway companies should have at least one regularly em-
ployed physician, who should be a thoroughly skilled surgeon, an

easily accessible and courteous man, and one in whom the com-
pany can have implicit confidence. He must at all times be a

thorough gentleman; otherwise he would never gain the confi-

dence of, nor obtain access to, the homes of families. (24)

Q. 16. Does sending a physician in minor cases aggravate the case and
make it more difficult for settlement and more expensive?

It has a tendency to do so. (1)

I do not think it advisable to send physician unless it is re-

quested, in any case unless he can get to the scene of accident
and render first aid. (2)

It may in a very few cases, but there are very few persons
who will not make claims for all they can whether a physician
is sent or not, and I would not hesitate to send a physician
and have a thorough examination made in all cases. (7)
The visit of the road surgeon in a majority of cases has a ten-

dency to reduce the claimant's demands, since it is an assurance
to the claimant that the railroad company is familiar with the ex-
act extent and nature of his injuries. (11)

Sending a physician in a minor case often aggravates the case.
It is not always this way, however. By showing an interest in

the injured party's case, their good-will may be won. (21)
It has not been found that sending a physician to minor cases

aggravates the injury. With honest people, however, it often
tends to create a sentiment in favor of the company, and many
minor cases are dropped by honest people, who are merely satis

fied to know that the company feels an interest in them. (24)

Q. 17. Which is the better qualified, the operating or claim department,
for instructing trainmen in their duty in relation to accidents?

Claim department. (1)

There may be some things in which the claim department is

better posted to instruct employees, but instructions from both
departments are important and necessary. (4)
The operating department on suggestion from the claim de-

partment. (8)

The claim department always. It knows just what must be
obtained in the line of witnesses and detail to properly present a
case, and a word now and then to trainmen will soon put them
wise, so as to speak, as to what is desired from them. (9)
The operating department by all means. It is unwise in our

opinion to have instructions and orders to perform labor emanate
from more than one source. (11)

In my opinion the claim agent is the proper one to instruct the

trainmen in their duty in relation to accidents, and believe the

motormen and conductors, after they have passed the preliminary

examination of the operating department for employment, should

be turned over to the claim agent, who should instruct them
along the lines to be followed when accidents occur, and impress

upon them the vital necessity of avoiding accidents. The men
should then be returned to the operating department for final

examination, and that department should impress upon them the

fact that a satisfactory examination on the method for avoiding

and handling accidents was essential to their employment. If

this were made a general rule I believe that the accident business

would be materially benefited. I also believe that it is advisable

lor the claim agent to give short talks from time to time to the

motormen and conductors and car-house foreman on the acci-

dent business. (12)

We believe the operating department is the better qualified to

instruct trainmen as to their duty in relation to accidents ; if for

no other reason, the trainmen are under and are disciplined by

the operating department, consequently instruction by the super-

intendent has more effect than by any one else. (15)

Conductors and motormen should be instructed by the operat-

ing department in relation to accidents, but the claim department

should heartily co-operate with the operating department and
bring to its attention anything pertaining to a claim or decision

deciding a new point, which would enable the operating depart-

ment to keep the men properly instructed. (24)

Q. 18. What is the best form of blank release to be used in settlement

of cases, to safeguard it against future attacks?

I attach a copy of the form marked "Exhibit A," which has

stood the test of the Supreme Court in every particular.

EXHIBIT A.

Birmingham Railway, Light & Power Company,

To Dr.,

Address

Know all men by these presents, that for, and in consideration

of the sum of dollars, to paid by the Birmingham
Railway, Light & Power Company, the receipt whereof is hereby

acknowledged the undersigned do hereby release and

forever discharge the said Birmingham Railway, Light & Power
Company from any claim, demand, or liability for payment of

any further or other sum or sums of money for, and on account

or growing out of the following mentioned matter and claim,

viz.: For And in consideration of the payment of said

sum of $ to the above-named payee, evidenced by

signature to the receipt hereto below annexed, I, do hereby

promise and agree that said payment and receipt shall and will

operate as a full and complete release, discharge, and satisfaction

of any, every and all cause or causes of action, claims, and de-

mands against the said Birmingham Railway, Light & Power
Company arising or growing out of the cause or matter above

set forth, and also as a perpetual bar to any warrant, suit, or

other process or proceeding for the collection or legal enforce-

ment thereof, or to any claim or demand for damages under and

by reason of the provisions of any statutory enactment whatso-

ever, or at common law, or otherwise, for the results, or in con-

sequence of the said personal injury to the said , which

may have been or may be asserted or instituted. And this agree-

ment shall further operate and be in full discharge, satisfaction,

compromise, settlement and bar of any claim, demand, warrant,

remedy, suit or proceeding which may have been instituted by me
and be pending before any court or tribunal against said com-

pany, or of any judgment, order, or decree which may heretofore

have been entered or obtained in my favor against said company,

for any sum arising or growing out of the claim or demand set

forth above. It being hereby expressly declared to be the inten-

tion of this instrument to forever release said Birmingham Rail-

way, Light & Power Company from any and all other claims,

demands, or rights of action of every nature, originating prior

to this date, because of any like cause or causes of complaint.

And it being hereby expressly understood and agreed that the

above-named company is not under any obligations or require-

ment to take or retain me in its employment or service in any

position or capacity whatever. Given under hand and seal,

this day of 190.. Two (2) witnesses [seal]. Ap-
proved: Claim Attorney [seal]. Approved: Gen-

eral Manager. (2)

The following is our idea of the best release:

Received of the Duluth Street Railway Company the sum of
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dollars, in full payment, release and satisfaction of all

claims, demands, damages, actions or causes of action, which

now have or may hereafter have against the said Duluth

Street Railway Company, on account of all injuries or injurious

results, direct or indirect, arising or to arise from or by reason of

a certain accident or injury, sustained by , the said.......

on or about the day of
, 190. ., at or near ,

in the

city of , State of....... in which In consideration

of which hereby forever releases the said Duluth Street

Railway Company therefrom. Witness hand. . and seal. . at

this day of 190 [seal]. Witnesses

[seal]. State of County of ss. :
.being

known to me as .the person .. who executed the foregoing

instrument, being first duly sworn, says that has read the

above and forgoing release; that knows the contents there-

of, that signed the same as free and voluntary act, and

received the money consideration therein mentioned, knowing it

to be a full and complete settlement of all the rights, actions or

causes of action of every kind, class and nature which has

against the Duluth Street Railway Company as set forth in said

release. Subscribed and sworn to before me, this day of

igo Notary Public, County, (7)

The appended form is in use here

:

FlTCHBURG *. 190. .

Received from the Fitchburg & Leominster Street Railway

Company, dollars, settlement in full for all claims on ac-

count of an accident to person or property, on or about

190. . Witness :

Fitchburg, Mass., 190.

.

To the Fitchburg & Leominster Street Railway Company.

Gentlemen: I hereby exonerate ,
motorman, and

conductor, from all blame in connection with an accident occur-

ring
,

190.., and request that no record be made against

them (9)

A release drawn up by an attorney familiar with the statutes

and court practice, (n)
This is a copy of our release. Believe it wise to have person

executing same write in above their signature the words: "I un-

derstand this is a release in full of all claim," or words to that

effect.

Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway Company.

In consideration of the sum of dollars, to me in hand

paid by the Utica & Mohawk Valley Railroad Company, I do

hereby release and forever discharge said company, its successors

and assigns, from any and all actions, causes of action, claims

and demands which I now have or may at any time heretofore

have had : and especially from all suits, claims, demands and

controversies for, or by reason of any damage, loss or injury,

either to person or property, which heretofore has been or which

hereafter may be sustained by me in consequence of an accident

which occurred on or about , at or near , wherein

And in consideration of the above payment to me, I hereby re-

lease the said Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway Company from

any and all causes of action which I, or my heirs, executors,

administrators or personal representatives may now or hereafter

have against said company on account of said accident. And it

is further understood and agreed, that the payment of said sum
above mentioned is not to be considered or construed as an ad-

mission or acknowledgment on the part of the said company of

any liability whatever in consequence of said accident.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this

day of
, 190. ., after same has been read over to me

and fully understood by me
Signed and sealed in the presence of [l. s.] (13)

Sample of release herewith :
,

Know all men by these presents, that of , State

of , in consideration of the sum of dollars ($ )

to paid by the Scranton Railway Company, the receipt

whereof is hereby acknowledged, do hereby release, acquit and

discharge the said Scranton Railway Company of and from any

and all claims or liabilities, suits, actions or demands whatever,

caused or arising from any acts or negligence on its part or the

part of its employees or otherwise, prior to the date hereof, and

particularly from any right of action or demands, which
now or hereafter may have, by reason of any acts of its em-
ployees causing injury to or property, on the day
of 190. ., the above payment being in full compromise and
settlement, and being binding upon heirs, executors, admin-
istrators and assigns.

Witness hand., and seal., this day of 190..

In the presence of [Seal.] (22)

The Houghton County Street Railway Company have only one

kind of release form which works satisfactorily. I herewith

inclose a copy with this report

:

The Houghton Street Railway Company.
Accident No

To Dr.,

Address

Received of the Houghton County Street Railway Company,
this day of

,
190.., the sum of dollars in full

compromise, payment, satisfaction and discharge of and from and

all claims and demands which have against said railway

company, its employees, officers or agents, for or on account of

any and all damages, injury, expense or loss of whatsoever kind

which may have been sustained by in person, right, or prop-

erty, by or through said railway company, its employees or agents,

by reason of or for any matter or thing growing out of

same, and said, the Houghton County Street Railway Company,
its employees, officers or agents, are hereby, in consideration of

said sum of money, forever released, acquitted and discharged of

and from any and all such claims and demands
Witness Audited for payment, Correct,

,

Claim Agent. Approved, , General Manager. (25)

Q. 19. What statistics relating to accidents should a claim department

have, and of what value are they?

Accident report very complete
;
surgeon's statement ; statements

of witnesses and investigator's statement. (1)

They should be in a position to tell on short notice the char-

acter of the car producing the greatest number of personal in-

juries, and the respective hour said injuries occurred, and classify

them so as to enable the management to see their wsak points.

(2)

I think a certain amount of statistics, showing the number of

accidents and the number of personal injuries resulting from
them, having them classified and showing the different lines and
routes upon which they occurred, so that you may be able to

determine upon which line or route they are most frequent. (4)
The claim agent should have a copy of every accident report,

and should keep a card index of every case, which should contain

in a condensed form all facts relating to the accident from the

time it happens until it is finally settled. This will guide him in

cases of a similar nature that afterward occur, and be of great

assistance in settling along similar lines. (9)

I believe that the claim department should keep its records in

such shape so as to supply the following information when asked

for : Number of accidents reported, number claims made, number
claims disposed of, percentage of claims disposed of, settlements,

salaries claim department, salaries legal, personal expenses, medi-
cal expenses, legal expenses, miscellaneous expenses, total ex-

penses, total expenditures, percentage expenditures with gross

receipts, average cost disposed claims, average cost per accident,

number car-miles per accident, average cost of accidents per car-

mile, number passengers carried per accident, cost of accident per

passenger carried, probable cost of unsettled claims, total personal

expenditures of investigators, percentage claims made with acci-

dents reported, percentage suits brought with claims made. It

should also be in a position to know the costs of different types

of accidents. (12)

The claim department should have all the most recent decisions

under their notice, and should be posted on the difficulties en-

countered by other companies with dishonest claimants. The
value of this knowledge is considerable in the adjustment of

claims, and enables the claim agent to convince the claimant that

the agent is fully aware of the company's rights. (23)

Q. 20. Of what value are photographs in the disposition of claims?

Photographs in connection with certain accidents are indis-

pensable. They should be taken with the view of making them
self-proving; this perpetuates the evidence and enlightens the trial

attorney more than word pictures could possibly do. (2)

If admitted as evidence they may be of some value in the dis-

position of a lawsuit. (4)

No value. (6)

Photographs of wrecks taken immediately after the accident

are often very valuable, and it depends upon the character of the

accident as to whether or not it is worth while to have them
taken. Photographs and maps of the locality are, as a general

thing, of more value to the defense in the trial of such cases than

they are to the plaintiff. (7)

Invaluable. Cases can be quoted where plaintiffs have claimed

to be unable to perform certain labor, or be unable to walk, ride,
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or even be out of doors, and in such photographs taken when

they are in the exercise of those functions, which they claim

they cannot perform, arc worth their weight in gold. Also photo-

graphs of conditions directly after an accident, before the traces

of such are removed, have proved of great assistance to a

jury. (9)

We have found photographs very valuable in the adjustment of"

lawsuits and claims. (15)

Photographs may be of great value in some instances. In our

experience we have been able to keep suits from being filed or

claims against the company from being pushed by reason of

photographs, showing conditions that existed at the time of the

alleged accident. Where possible to obtain photographs, we are

of the opinion that in the great majority of cases it is advis-

able. (17)

Q. 21. What is the best way to maintain harmonious relations between

the claim and the operating departments?

By each party looking strictly after its own affairs so as not

to encroach on each other. A claim department should be as

close to the transportation as it is possible, and should never

lose sight of the fact that they are both working for the same

end. A claim agent should so conduct himself as to merit the

respect and good-will of every man from the president to the

grease-wipers, and should be ready to lend a helping hand to all

other departments. He should be in close touch with the rail-

way department, and be ready to make suggestions and offer

criticisms when necessary. (2)

Our claim department has always maintained the friendliest

relationship with the transportation «department, and am of the

opinion that this course should be followed in every instance.

When an accident of serious nature occurs, better results can be

reached by consultation of the heads of claim and transportation

departments to devise, if possible, some method to prevent a re-

currence of the same. As both departments are working for

the same result (that is, to make a paying institution out of the

properties under their control), more can be accomplished in

harmony than in dissension. (20)

It is most important that harmonious relations should exist

between the claim and operating departments, and to this end it

is essential that the claim agent endeavor to eradicate from the

minds of the car house foremen, superintendents, etc., the genr

eral impression that the claim department is responsible for

many of the penalties inflicted upon motormen and conductors.

While the claim agent is responsible for the proper handling of

accidents after their occurrence, he is also in a position to offer

from time to time very pertinent suggestions on the method to

be employed for avoiding certain types of accidents, and he

should make it a point to draw the attention of the operating

department to any remedies which in his opinion might benefit

the service generally, and have it thoroughly understood that

such suggestions are not made from any desire to criticise, but
purely in the best interests of the company. He should keep
in close touch with the general manager of the company, and
should from time to time give short talks at the different car

houses to the motormen, conductors and other employees, on the

accident business, and endeavor to obtain their co-opera-
tion. (12)

The claim department should not criticise the operating de-
partment. The heads of the two departments should meet at

regular intervals and discuss the cases with a view of finding and
strengthening the weak places. (23)

Q. 22. What has been your experience in following up so-called perma-
nently injured persons after their claims have been disposed of? Wouldn't
it pay to keep them under observation?

The greater number fully recover after the case is settled or

after the trial is over. (1)

When it is admitted by all concerned that the settlement of

the case has a marvelous effect in establishing the return to

health, I fail to see why time should be taken to follow up cases

disposed of excepting as a matter of curiosity. We know that

we are fooled many times. (3)

We have never attempted to follow up permanently injured

persons after settling, but think under some circumstances it

might be well worth while to keep them under observation. (11)

There cannot, it appears to me, be any benefits derived from
the following up of a permanently injured person after he has
been settled with; and it would seem like loss of time and money
spent without any chance of return or result for the expenditure
of same. What the person does after being settled with is of

no account to the claim department, except, however, at some

future time they present another claim against the company for

injuries received in an accident, if the injuries last received are

similar to those first sustained, the case looks suspicious and

will bear investigation. Such incidents happen, but not

often. (26)

In cases where large settlements have been made it may some-
times be advisable to follow up so-called permanently injured

claimants. Of course, where there is any evidence of fraud, de-

tective work should immediately be commenced. The expense

of keeping so-called permanently injured persons under observa-

tion after claims have been disposed of would not be war-

ranted. (12)

We have had little experience in following up so-called per-

manently injured people after their claims have been disposed of.

We have never thought it would pay to keep them under obser-

vation, as there is no way in this State to make such parties re-

fund. (IS)

Before we settle a claim on the basis of permanent injury, we
try to be as reasonably certain as possible, from the examina-
tions of our doctors, that the injury is permanent. Having
made the settlement under advice of our doctors, we do not

particularly concern ourselves with the future developments of

the case. In these cases, however, that have come under our

observation, that have been represented to us by our physicians

as probably permanent, we have found that they were permanent.

(23)

O. 23. Whs
jany's intere*

s the best plan in securing full details and protecting com-

in accidents resvtlting in death?

Get a full report of coroner's inquest by having your lawyer

present, and work up your case independently. (1)

Get statements from all eye-witnesses, make measurements
of the ground, photograph the scene of accident, if necessary,

posting yourself as to the heirs of the deceased, and learn, if

possible, who the probable administrator will me. (2)

This cannot be answered specifically, since the causes of death,

i. e., kinds of accidents, vary. Some death cases are simple

in the matter of securing evidence. A collision of cars leaves

practically nothing to do but settle it. An intoxicated man
asleep on the track 111 a dark place at night is the other ex-

treme. Each, however, needs the necessary investigation com-
mon to such cases. In a car and team case, resulting in death

or serious injury, I immediately secure a plan of the location,

take photos from the exact points where the engineer places his

instrument in securing his measurements, trace the course of

the vehicle in the dirt of the street, if possible, for some dis-

tance before the collision, swear the motorman and conductor
to full statements, and proceed thereafter as the case warrants
in securing further evidence. (3)

I should say that such statements of witnesses, both on and
off the car or cars at the time of the accident, should be taken
immediately after injury. All facts, circumstances and any
other details leading to and in connection with the accident

should be carefully observed and noted, photographs of car,

scene of accident, and, in fact, a fine-tooth comb search be made
for every atom of evidence, favorable or unfavorable, in connec-
tion with the accident. (9)

The course pursued by this company when death occurs is

to secure all the witnesses that can be found, then look up the

previous health and habits of deceased. In some cases it is good
policy (provided it can be had) to have an autopsy performed.
Of course, this is of no benefit where the person is killed and
the bruises or cuts show sufficient cause for death. But where
the party dies shortly after the accident from what appears to

be very slight bruises or shock, it is important to have an
autopsy. To illustrate: This company had, some two years
ago, a case where a man riding a bicycle, going in the same
direction as the car, both approaching a cross street at almost
the same time; when car was within a few feet of this man he
was seen by motorman to lose his balance and fall onto the

tracks, and was struck by fender or life-guard; when picked
up he was dead. An autopsy was held, and it was shown that

death was occasioned by heart failure. Doctors performing the
autopsy claimed that man was dead before striking pavement,
and that being struck by life-guard had nothing whatever to do
with cause of same. (26)

Company's employees should be required to report at the
office of claim department immediately after such accidents and
before any information of any kind is given to any person, where
full details should be secured by the claim department, after

which short affidavits covering the main facts of the accident,
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free from objection, should be prepared so that employees can

be taken by the claim adjuster before the coroner, and affidavits

sworn to by the employees. As a rule, coroners are satisfied

with a general statement of fact, and they should not be misled,

but coroners are usually doctors, and they are very likely, if

left to their own resources, to ask about minor matters and se-

cure statements from employees that would be embarrassing

in court and hard to explain away, as such statements are re-

duced to writing and sworn to by the employees. It is far

easier to prevent employees from making embarrassing state-

ments in this way than to have to explain them away after they

are made. The claim adjuster can signify to the coroner his

willingness to assist in the investigation, thus placing himself

Upon friendly relations. Investigations should, of course, be

conducted independent of the coroner, so as to develop the

lacts rapidly, and, where desirable, the names of reputable wit-

nesses can be placed before the coroner (whose signed state-

ments have already been procured by the claim department),

who will corroborate the employee and relieve the company
from criticism, while ostensibly, as well as in fact, aiding the

coroner, the investigation can be retarded sufficiently to enable

the claim department to first interview all witnesses, thus de-

veloping the names of the proper persons to place in the

coroner's hands. All employees should understand that the

proper company officials, and especially claim adjuster, are en-

titled to full information first, and that employees must not talk

with or give information to any other person, or persons, with-

out proper permission. (14)

A death case should be worked up with great care; all the

witnesses seen promptly, the neighborhood thoroughly worked,

and a sworn statement obtained from both the motorman and
conductor. A call should be made as soon as possible upon the

family of the deceased. In case where liability is clear it is

sometimes well to see the undertaker and enlist his kindly

offices, and also those of some friend of the deceased's family,

and then when you make your proposition you will have the

benefit of their advice to the claimant, and also be in position

to obtain inside information. (20)

Q. 24. What instructions should be given conductors and motormen re-

garding accidents when they first enter service? In what manner should

instruction be given?

Large companies should have a man to teach the employees
how to avoid acidents, by constantly calling their attentions to

mishaps and inattention. Instructions given the men in a body,

when each one could ask questions, would prove beneficial. Ap-
plications should be passed upon by the instructor so as to weed
out inefficient parties. (2)

Complete instruction, as is practical at first, regarding team
cases, collision of cars, pedestrians, etc., to the motorman; and
the starting of cars while passengers are boarding or alighting

to the conductor. Follow up by talks on the subject of acci-

dent at frequent intervals to both motormen and conductors.

Each should be required to write answers to a series of questions

involving a thorough knowledge of the rule book. I believe

that many accidents might be avoided were the men perfectly

familiar with the rules. (3)

Think they should instruct and keep a record of how, when,
where, and by whom instructed, and full and proper instruc-

tion given before entering service of company by operating de-

partment. In all such cases the claim department requests the

general superintendent to call on claim department, which re-

quests are granted in all cases, and claim agent gives his in-

structions in addition to those of the general superintendent. (6)

Their special attention should be called to the rules govern-
ing such, and they should be told that only careful and con-
tinuous study of the same will qualify them to act. This should
be followed up by a personal talk with the men by the claim

agent, and great stress laid on care in giving bell signals, pay-
ing attention to running-board passengers, and, above all else,

in case there is an accident, to report the same immediately
after securing enough witnesses who saw the accident, care be-
ing taken to get name and address of such correctly. They
should be impressed with the idea that many reports of a trivial

nature will not be counted against them, while if they miss one
which after a time shows up with a claim for damages, that their

services will no longer be required. In other words, they should
be advised to treat such happenings as a personal affair, and for
the best interests of their employers. (9)

In case of accident the first regard should be for the injured
party. Ascertain if they are injured, and, if so, notify office

immediately, so that an ambulance and physician can be sent.

Learn injured person's identity and names of witnesses, noting

carefully time and location of accident. Keep cool about ac-

cidents, and not talk about same with anybody but officer of

company. Believe a school of instruction for motormen and

conductors best where it can be maintained; where not possi-

ble, crews should be thoroughly instructed by the proper offi-

cials having charge of that part of the work. Too much care

cannot be given to this branch of the work. (13)

This question presumes that the operating department is em-

ploying highest class of men lor the positions of conductor and

motorman that can be secured for the wages paid for these ser-

\ices. A set of instructions should be prepared by the claim

department and approved by the operating department and

general manager, covering the necessity lor securing full names
and addresses in case of an accident; how to care for injured

parties, and necessity for calling the company's surgeon, sum-

moning of help, etc., and that employees must not discuss ac-

cidents or give information to anyone excepting the proper

officials of the company. These instructions to be classified

with reference to three distinct classes of accidents. First, to

passengers; second, to employees; third, to third persons. Also

with reference as to whether the injuries be slight or serious.

With these points covered in a clear and concise way, when a

man makes application for employment, after he has passed the

physical and any other examination that may be required of

him, he should be given this set of instructions to retain for not

less than twenty-four hours, then he should report at the office

of the person taking the application for employment, and these

instructions should be taken up, the applicant receiving a list of

questions to be answered in writing from memory, the ques-

tions being constructed to cover the points indicated in the in-

structions. After these questions have been answered by the

applicant they should be turned over by the party receiving the

application to the claim department for the O. K. or rejection

of the claim adjuster. No man should be permitted to enter

the services of the company without first having passed a satis-

factory written examination upon the points named. (14)

Conductors and motormen when they first enter service should

be instructed regarding accidents as carefully as possible. Our
plan, which we have found to work well, is as follows: We
have an official styled "Chief Conductor." After the applicant

for the position of motorman or conductor has been broken in

on our several lines and passed by the instructing motorman
or conductor, he is thoroughly examined by the chief conductor

and given further instructions relative to accidents. After this

examination has been passed, a hypothetical accident is then

stated to him, and he is required to make out an accident re-

port and to make it out correctly. If on the first effort he

does not succeed, he is then shown where his fault is. and he

is not passed for services until he can make out this report fully.

He is also impressed with the necessity of getting as many wit-

nesses as possible, and no excuse is accepted for their failure

to do this. (15)

In one or two of our small districts the new men are sent

to the adjuster for that district, and he instructs them very care-

fully and thoroughly as to what he should do in case of acci-

dents. In our larger districts the operating department at-

tends to the instruction. It would seem advisable to me to

nave a man whose duty would be to instruct the men concerning
accidents, and when they do have an accident send them back
for reinstruction and for any laxity in making out report. I

know of one road where the men are examined every six months
and given a set of questions to answer, the same as is done on
steam railroads. (20)

Conductors should be instructed to exercise care at all times

in starting cars, and prevent people from leaving cars while in

motion, if possible. Motormen should be instructed to operate

cars in a proper manner; be watchful and ready at any moment
to stop the cars in time to avoid accidents. In case of acci-

dent, both conductors and motormen should be instructed to

render assistance to the injured; secure their names and ad-

dresses, and the names and addresses of all witnesses possible.

Instructions should be both verbal and printed, covering all

necesary detail. (23)

The matter of giving instruction to employees covering the

prevention of, as well as the proper handling of accidents, is a

most important one, and one that is receiving too little seri-

ous attention at the present time. The question asks: "What
instruction should be given conductors and motormen regard-

ing accidents when they first enter the employ of the com-
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pany?" All right as far as it goes, but it doesn't go far enough.

The writer has found that it requires good, solid work to gain

ground in this direction, and, furthermore, that it requires good,

hard work to hold that ground so gained. In other words, not

only essential is it that the conductor or motorman should be

instructed in this highly important branch of his work when
he first enters the employ of the company, but of equal impor-

tance is it that he should receive regular and frequent instruc-

tion along this line, that he may not become rusty, careless,

forgetful and indifferent to the matter of accidents, whatever

his length of service. The new employee has so much informa-

tion and instruction injected into his system in the week or

two required to break him in that it is reasonable to believe

that a goodly portion of it gets no further than the surface,

where it is soon thrown off. Certainly this is a most inop-

portune time in which to give him his instruction in accident

work, particularly so if the instruction is to end here. So that

it is of the utmost importance that the subject of accident in-

struction should be followed up, for it is often found that the

older and more experienced men will blunder and stumble upon

points with which they should have been familiar. We have

all heard the conductor or motorman blamed for having failed

to measure up to requirements in the handling of some acci-

dent. He was "thick" and "didn't know enough to get his

witnesses to the accident," is a frequent complaint. And the

company foots the bill. But, all too often, the responsibility

does not rest upon that employee. No, not by a good deal.

The responsibility rests squarely upon the man higher up who
had neglected to instruct that employee properly in this very

feature of his work. He instructed him regarding the opera-

tion of his car, but he took it for granted that the man would

know just what to do at the time of a serious accident, without

any previous instructions.

We come to the question of instruction.

The writer has been intensely interested in this very subject

for some years past, and has devoted time, energy and thought

to the subject. That all men cannot be reached to advantage

in the same manner; that some men derive no benefit whatever

from instruction of any sort on any subject; that some men
read without understanding what it is all about, and that many
forget as fast as they are instructed, are facts upon which we
all agree. The questions resolve themselves into the greatest

good for the greatest number. And the work must necessarily

be governed and directed largely by local conditions.

For the past three years we have been giving summer acci-

dent- instruction talks to all of the conductors, motormen and

inspectors of the various divisions of our system. They were

taken in classes of from fifty to a hundred, and for from one

and a half to two hours we gave them solid instruction in all

branches of summer accident work.

The talks were along lines designed to lay a solid foundation

for the prevention of and the proper handling of accidents. No
attempt was made to make claim agents out of the men, nor was

valuable time devoted to unusual and improbable accidents.

We stuck to the middle of the road, and amply covered the

usual run of summer accidents on our lines. Our instructions

were hurled at the men in plain, strong and convincing lan-

guage. In their own language so far as we were able.

The results of the first two years' work were more than grati-

fying; they were splendid. We were encouraged, and forth-

with became enthusiasts in this branch of accident work. We
discovered that when we had reached a point where we were

preventing serious acidents through instruction and education,

and when we had our men handling accidents properly, that it

was far more satisfactory to us than it could have been in blam-

ing the wretched results of our own shortcomings on to some

employee.

The third year, this present spring, found us still pursuing the

same course, with the exception that our talk this year was in

printed form. As we had progressed in the work, we had

found that it was not a question of leading the men into new
and unknown fields of accident work each year, but rather a

matter of covering the same general territory and of again

bombarding them with practically the same general instruc-

tions, disguised under new headings, and consequently still in-

teresting to them.

And so we put our talk this year into book form, giving the

men copies of the book and allowing them to read along as we
read, and explained each subject, or of listening to us without

reference to the book. We found that fully 95 per cent of the

men preferred to read as we read, laying the book aside while

we explained and enlarged upon the book topic. Numerous
incidents were brought out in this way and served to hold their

interest.

Right here I will say that the book was written in the plainest

and most convincing language of which we were capable. The
paragraphs were short, and the print of good size. The point

of each subject which we were endeavoring to drive home stood

by itself, expressed in a few words. We struck out straight

from the shoulder, and handled each subject without gloves,

frills or apologies. The men were interested; more so than

they ever would have been had the subjects been handled in

dry, official terms.

Our experience in this work has satisfied us that of the two,

the verbal instructions are far preferable to the printed ones.

Get out and talk to your men and impress them with one fact

above everything else—that you are in dead earnest and that

you mean business. You'll find them as hungry to get the in-

formation as you are to impart it. And their success is your
success.

Then comes the matter of holding the ground that you have
already gained. They'll skip backwards a whole lot faster than

you can push them forward if you let up. It is a difficult matter
for a busy claim agent to get around to all of the divisions of

a big system more than once or twice a year. It means from
two to four weeks each time, talking from early morning until

after midnight. Furthermore, it is not necessary if you can

devise a scheme for holding the ground that you have gained.

The summer season is, of course, the big end of the stick.

Probably 65 per cent or more of your summer accident in-

struction applies equally to your winter accidents. Too fre-

quent talks necessarily cover much of the same ground and
will eventually act as a damper upon the interest of your hearers.

To hold our ground we devised this scheme. With us it has
proven to be a splendid success. Regularly once each week we
post an accident bulletin in every car house, office, and lobby
where it will be brought conspicuously before the eyes of the

men. The bulletin is governed by the season and the class and
nature of accidents which we anticipate or with which we are

struggling. The bulletins are printed upon heavy white paper,

in good, readable type, with short paragraphs, plain language,

and with wide margins, which set it off to good advantage.

We intend that the bulletins shall be dignified, though forceful

and straight from the shoulder. We point out the mistakes
of the other fellow, and we warn and caution the men to be
careful to avoid certain classes of accidents. Above all else,

we try to make them interesting to the men. We want them to

read them because they are interested in them, and not because

some rule forces them to do so, in which latter case they will

get but little good out of them.

The bulletins are posted upon simple but attractive bulletin

boards, which are kept fresh and clean and in good condition.

No one stops to read a soiled sign, or anything posted upon a

dirty bulletin board. Nothing whatever but these bulletins are

allowed upon these boards.

Specimen bulletins accompany this article, as well as several

copies of the accident instruction book used in this year's talks,

and entitled "The Prevention of Accidents."

The claim agent who is doing little or nothing toward the

work of educating and instructing his conductors, motormen and
inspectors covering the prevention and the proper handling of

accidents, is neglecting the most interesting as well as the most
important branch of his portion of railroading. (27)

LINK TO BE BUILT TO CONNECT PEEKSKILL AND
NEW YORK BY TROLLEY

The village authorities of Ossining, after .the question had
been before them for six months, granted a franchise, Oct. 31,

to the Hudson River & Eastern Traction Company, of which
F. A. Stratton is the president, to operate an electric street rail-

way in the village. The new line will extend up the main street,

and the company will use 1000 ft. of the tracks of the old railway,

which is owned by the Westchester Traction Company. It is

Mr. Stratton's intention to extend the line to Peekskill soon and
connect both Peekskill and Ossining with White Plains by way of

Sherman Park. The new company has a capital of $2,000,000,

and New York financiers are in it.
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LONDON LETTER

The London County Council has added another 7 or 8 miles

to its extensive system by taking over the lines from Vauxhall
to Norwood and Camberwell, previously worked by the London
Southern Tramways Company, and the Council proposes to

apply in the forthcoming Parliamentary session for statutory

authority to electrify this new portion of the system. In con-

nection with the Council's proposal to construct new electric tram-

ways through parts of Holborn borough, namely, in the Russell

Square district, it is finding considerable opposition from the

law and parliamentary committee of the local Council, which con-

siders it unnecessary to run tramways through this residential

district. In a recent conference in Woolwich, a resolution vvas

passed urging the London County Council to construct an ex-

tension of its system through Woolwich to Eltham and Abbey
Wood, and assurances have been given that this service will be

constructed just as soon as possible.

The work on the embankment tramways, pictured elsewhere

in this number, is being pushed vigorously by Dick, Kerr & Com-
pany, and most of the difficulties in connection with this scheme
have been overcome. The greatest of these, perhaps, was the

unexpected discovery of the arches of the Underground Railway
within 2 ft. or 3 ft. of the surface of the embankment under-

neath about 200 yds. of the route on the embankment where
the tramways had to be put down. It is curious to note that

no one knew that these arches were at this exact spot. For-

tunately, however, they are not the real arches of the tunnel, but

are strengthening or false arches above the real tunnel. Per-

mission has now been granted to cut away such portions of the

arches as are necessary for the insertion of the conduit, and this

work is now nearly completed. A good deal of correspondence

has- been going on in the daily press regarding the necessary

mutilation of the trees on the embankment, but Capt. Hemphill,

who is the chairman of the highways committee, has given as-

surances that this will be done as carefully as possible and at the

proper time of the year, so that the trees will not be permanently
damaged, and that after all such clipping of the trees as is neces-

sary will be comparatively slight. Mr.. Fell, the chief officer of

the London County Council Tramways, has also issued a state-

ment regarding the service which will be conducted along the

embankment and up the subway, some disappointment having

been manifested by the evident statement that all tramway cars

passing up the embankment could not possibly go through the

Kingsway tunnel, as this tunnel is not large enough for double-

deck cars. Mr. Fell has stated that a certain proportion of the

cars coming from the south over Westminster Bridge and up the

embankment will continue through the tunnel, but these will

necessarily be single-deck cars. These particular cars will prob-*

ably run from places like the "Plough" at Clapham in a four-

minute service, and there will be a one-minute service along the

embankment each way. The whole service has been carefully

worked out and should prove quite satisfactory.

The report of the London County Council on the tramway
working shows that the total receipts on the London County
Council's southern tramway system for the year ended on March
31, were £782,000, £100,000 more than those of the previous

twelve months, the profit on working being £220,454. The
amount of outstanding debt is £2,777,337. The expenses for

electric traction were £407,557, or 8.04d. per car-mile. Horse
traction cost £154,198, or 10.83d. per car-mile. When the new
generating station at Greenwich is used the working expenses for

electric traction will be, it is stated, considerably reduced. Dur-
ing tbe year 183,500,000 passengers were carried, an increase on
the previous year of 18,700,000. In view of the probability of the

Westminster Bridge and Victoria Embankment tramways being

ready for working earlier than was anticipated, and before the

erectic 11 and equipment of the Holborn sub-station is completed,

arrangements have been made with the Underground Electric

Railways Company to afford a temporary supply of power at the

rate of id. a unit for six months. The Council is to provide

the necessary connecting cables and bear the expense of fixing

them.

The University City of Oxford has at last come to a decision

regarding its proposed tramway system, having decided to place

a contract with the National Electric Construction Company, of

London, to install the Dolter surface contact system. Two ten-

ders had been considered by the Council, the one which has just

been accepted, and the other by the Oxford Tramways Com-
pany, who offered conditionally a choice of three systems. It

was found, however, that the Oxford Company's tender included

provision for overhead wires, which the Corporation distinctly

excluded, that the bond offered for the fulfilment of the

contract was financially unsatisfactory, and that the system of-

fered by the National Company on the Dolter system was much
more satisfactory. The offer which has been accepted is based

upon the running of the present horse tramways until the elec-

trification at £800 per annum, and after electrification at £1,100
per annum for the first three years, and £125, which is a quarter

of the estimated receipts for advertising, this sum to be aug-

mented after three years to an inclusive rate of about £1,425,

and for the remainder of the period about £1,625, with a further

rental of £50 per annum for every additional mile of route laid

in the city. It will thus be seen that the National Electric Con-
struction Company will become the lessee of the system, and the

tender which has been accepted is based on its operating the road.

In this connection, it is interesting to note the amount of work
which is at present being done by the Dolter Company, the Mex-
borough and Swinton tramways having been entirely constructed

on this system. The service is now complete, and, when put

into operation, it will actually give a tramway connection from
Sheffield to a point within 5 miles of Doncaster. Trial runs have
already been made with perfect success on this system, and before

many weeks are over it will be in actual use. As is well known,
the Dolter system is also being applied at Torquay and on the

Front at Hastings. The Torquay system is also very nearly com-
pleted.

The Town Council of Folkestone is also much interested in

tramway matters at present, and recently visited Sheffield for the

purpose of going over the Mexborough and Swinton tramways.

The deputation consisted of the Mayor of Folkestone and a num-
ber of Councillors and Aldermen, who all expressed themselves as

highly pleased and satisfied with the working of the Dolter

system, cars having been run over almost the entire line for their

inspection with perfect success. It would appear, therefore, that

the National Electric Construction Company has a very good
prospect of also equipping this enterprising town by the sea with

the Dolter sys.tem, which will place it far in the front of other

systems so far as the amount of work done in tramway con-

struction is concerned.

The deadlock between the London United Tramways Company
and the Wimbledon Corporation has at last been ended, and the

company has already commenced work for the completion of the

route from Wimbledon to Tooting. The company completed its

route from Kingston to Wimbledon some months ago, but was
prevented from running the cars over this route by the Wimble-
don Corporation, which maintained that the agreement prohibited

the running of cars to Wimbledon until the extension to Tooting

was completed. Thus the completed lines of this magnificent sys-

tem have been idle practically for three months. The whole
trouble has arisen out of the act of Parliament obtained in 1902,

which states that no cars must be run on any system until the

whole of the work has been completed, though in Sir Clifton

Robinson's experience the Wimbledon Corporation is the first

which has insisted upon the absolute letter of the law. The in-

habitants of that section, therefore, have had to go without the

benefits which would have accrued some time ago had the Wim-
bledon Corporation acted in a more generous fashion. However,
an agreement has now been reached, and the work will be vigor-

ously pushed.

It would appear from the first report of the Dundee & Broughty

Ferry District Tramways Company that up to the present the

result has been an unqualified success. There has been a large

development in the district traversed by the tramways. It is an

indisputable fact that the people of the district are largely follow-

ing the tramway route, and that a large and well-populated dis-

trict is arising all along the whole route. One of the curious

results of this successful tramway enterprise is that the Dundee
newspapers are urging the Lord Provost of Dundee to the pos-

sibility of annexing the town of Broughty Ferry, so as to make
a greater Dundee. There is no better exemplification of the in-

calculable benefits to any district by the construction of a well

designed and well operated system of tramways, and it should do

much to destroy the stupid opposition which still exists in the

minds of some obstructionists to the line of progress.

It was recently stated in this column that the Hastings Cor-

poration had decided in favor of Sunday trams. The opposite de-

cision on the part of the Bournemouth Corporation must now
be recorded. Bournemouth has also been the center of much
heated discussion as to whether the trams should run on Sunday
or not, and, following the example of many other towns, the

Mayor decided to have a poll for the purpose of deciding the

matter. The figures as officially declared by the Mayor are as
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follows : For electric tramways 2703, against 3606, leaving a

majority of 903 against the working of Sunday tramways.

Managers of tramways, or their committees, appear not yet to

have decided definitely as to the correct fare to be charged on

tramways, as is evidenced by the number of corporations con-

sidering the question of halfpenny fares. In this connection it

is interesting to note that the Darlington Town Council, having

found that there is a loss on its tramway system, which has been

operated for some time with halfpenny fares, has at last come

to the conclusion that it is not a paying proposition, and has

decided to make the penny fare the minimum. One local paper

has been enterprising enough to get the opinion of some seventy-

seven cities or boroughs operating tramways, and, needless to

say, nearly all of them are totally averse to the halfpenny fare.

Even though halfpenny fares are in vogue in Glasgow, John

Young, the late general manager of that city, by an experiment

found out that 83 per cent of the halfpenny fares were rich, well-

to-do people, and that only 17 per cent were workingmen, small

shop keepers and people of humble means. There would appear

to be no excuse whatever for comparatively small towns adopting

halfpenny fares, and this seems to be the general impression. The
Lowestoft Town Council has also been much exercised for some

time back over the fare's, there being a varying fare from dif-

ferent parts of the city. There was also a shortage in the re-

ceipts, and the Council tried to improve matters by increasing the

fares, but found that this did not work, as the cars were boy-

cotted. A return was made, therefore, to the original fares of a

penny for half distance and twopence for the whole distance.

During the last few weeks the fares actually were reduced to a

penny for any distance. To the Council's great astonishment it

now finds .that this popular movement has resulted in a large

financial increase, so that it would appear that one can err on the

side of too dear fares in addition to too cheap fares. For mod-
erate size towns, the universal penny fare seems to be a good
idea, and it will, at least, result in the Lowestoft trams paying

their way. The first week of the new fares resulted in an in-

crease of over 14,000 passengers and about £45. Notwithstanding

this, .the Leyton Council, against a strong protest from the

tramways manager, has decided to adopt halfpenny fares on its

system.

The through service of trams between Wolverhampton and

Dudley is now operative. The Wolverhampton tramways are

equipped with the Lorain surface contact system, but Wolver-
hampton is surrounded on all sides by tramways operating on the

ordinary overhead system. The lines have been ready for the

through service for some time, but unavoidable delays have pre-

vented their being placed in service. It is now possible, however,

to see Dudley cars, which are primarily operated on the overhead

system in Wolverhampton, having had skates attached to their

under bodies for the purpose of working on the Lorain system,

while Wolverhampton cars, primarily equipped with the Lorain

skate, are to be seen on the Dudley system with overhead trolleys

for operating on that system.

It was mentioned last month that the tramways committee of the

Manchester Corporation had announced a loss between £5,000
and £6,000 on the past year's working on the parcels carrying

business, and that the subject was receiving attention. The com-
mittee has now decided not to abandon this business entirely, but

to remodel it, and it will hereafter confine the parcel carrying

operations to the area of the tramways ; that is to say, parcels will

not be accepted for delivery outside of its own area, leaving that

business to other carriers. It is quite evident, of course, that the

corporation to undertake to deliver parcels to all parts of the

country would have 'had to build large depots and involve a large

amount of capital, besides undergoing the severe competition of

the various general carriers, so that it is a wise decision to with-

draw from that portion of the business.

There is a strong demand for further extensions of tramways in

Manchester, and the committee has at last decided to extend

the service from West Point, Upper Chorlton Road, to Chorhon-
cum-Hardy. The line, which will be a single one, will have loops

at convenient places, so that when the necessary land is acquired

the service can be completed as a double line of tramways. There
is also an effort being made at present to get through trams from
Manchester to Oldham, the Manchester committee being perfectly

willing as well as the Oldham Town Council, the only difficulty

being at present Failsworth, which is asking for certain extended

facilities which are not easy to give. Another probable cause of

the delay may also be that the Manchester cars would have to be

equipped with more powerful brakes, to insure safety on the much
steeper gradients in Oldham. Needless to say, however, these

difficulties will soon be overcome, and it is only a question of time

before the service comes into operation.

Recently the West Bromwich Trades Council made representa-

tions to the Board of Trade, after a tramway fatality, that it

should be made compulsory for all tramway cars to carry

lifting jacks. A reply has just been received stating that the

board, even though it might be able to make a regulation of this

nature valid, doubts the wisdom of it, as it would be putting

unduly burdensome regulations upon tramway concerns. The
board had to consider what additional protection the carrying of

such jacks would have to life and limb, and it appeared that there

was not sufficient evidence to show that these would conduce to

greater safety. On the other hand, jacks would tend to the

greater facility of removing obstructions to traffic, but this was

a matter for local licensing authorities rather than for the Board.

On the invitation of the tramways committee of the Hudders-

field Corporation, a private conference of representatives of the

Yorkshire Tramway Hangers' Association and of the committee

was held at the Town Hall to discuss the important question of

brakes. The Mayor of Huddersfield, who is also the temporary

chairman of the tramways committee, presided, and in addition

there were also present various town Councillors and managers

and representatives of the following tramway authorities : Shef-

field, Hull, Rotherham, Bradford, Keighley, Wakefield, Doncaster,

Barnsley, Leeds, Birkenhead, Scarborough and the Yorkshire

Heavy Woollen District.

With reference to the recent strike of the Halifax tramway
men a notice has been placed in the office window at the Halifax

tramway depot that no more men are wanted. This is due to the

fact that the staff is now complete. Mr. F. Spencer, tramways
manager, states that of the tramway men who struck work thirty-

one drivers and fifteen conductors have been reinstated, and that

the applications of seven drivers and eleven conductors were still

under consideration. He also supplies the information that tWo-

thirds of the men now engaged on the system are local men.

It is now possible to travel from Manchester to Liverpool by

tramway cars, although the journey occupies about 5 hours, on
the completed line of the Lancashire United Tramways Company.
With the exception of a break of a few miles it is now possible

also to travel from Liverpool to Leeds by tramway. The Lanca-

shire United Company, by acquiring about 80 per cent of the

shares of the St. Helens Company, now practically controls the

whole of the tramway systems between Liverpool, Bolton, Wigan
and Manchester. Now that the system is complete, the proposal

as to the carriage of coal between the collieries and mills will

be proceeded with, and in this respect the tramways will largely

affect industrial enterprises within the districts concerned.

The electrification of the Hammersmith & Aldgate line has

just been completed, and a trial trip was recently made by the

Great Western Railway Company. The first electric car for public

use will be run shortly, but probably not until the end of January

will the complete new service be in operation. Then there will

be a service of 5 minutes, instead of one of 10 minutes, as at

present. . The twenty-four steam-propelled carriages will be sub-

stituted by twenty electric cars, and the change will be made
gradually.

The Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Company has resolved

to establish a motor-rail service between Preston and Hesketh

Bank in November next, for the accommodation of the growing

suburban traffic. It has also been practically decided to establish

a similar service between Darwen and Accrington, passing through

Blackburn, -in order to compete with the electric tramways, which

between Darwen and Blackburn alone have, it is stated, robbed the

railway company of 8000 passengers per week. The possibility of

catering for the great holiday traffic in the Ribble Valley by run-

ning motor trains from Blackburn through Langho to Whalley is

under consideration.

Recently there was a large and pleasant gathering of employees

at the Chiswick headquarters of the London United Electric

Tramways Company, to take part in the formal opening of a

rifle range. The ceremony was performed by Sir Clifton Rob-

inson, and Lady Robinson fired the first shot, successfully scoring

a bull's eye.

At a recent meeting of the Sunderland County Borough Council,

Mr. A. A. Day was formally appointed electrical engineer for

the borough in succession to Mr. J. F. C. Snell, who has resigned.

The commencing salary for the position is £800 a year, rising

to £1,000. Mr. Day has, for the past six years, been electrical

and tramway engineer to the Bolton Corporation, and prior to

that he was on the Manchester Corporation Electricity Works
staff, having been chief assistant engineer.
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The city of Birmingham has been during the past month a

center of interest, as it has just been able to open the new power

house which is to supply the ciiy not only with electric power

and light, but also the increased demand for current made neces-

sary by the electric tramway scheme being completed by the

Corporation. The station ultimately will have a capacity of

26,500 kw, about half being direct-current plant and half alter-

nating-current plant. At present there are about 7000 kw of

direct-current machinery and 4500 kw of alternating-current ma-
chinery installed. All of the engines have been supplied by Belliss

& Morcom. Four of these are about 3000 hp, coupled direct to

Dick, Kerr generators, two 'of the same size are coupled direct

to alternating-current generators by the British Westinghouse

Company, and three engines of 1000 hp are coupled direct to

British Westinghouse alternators, while smaller engines are used

for exciting and auxiliary work. There are also two Parsons

direct-current turbines of 500 kw each, and the station is lighted

by forty-two Cooper Hewitt mercury vapor lamps, each developing

1800 cp. In the meantime, the work of converting the tramway
system and the new construction in connection with the whole of

the electric tramway system is progressing very rapidly, and some
of the routes will be opened immediately, and by Jan. 1 nearly the

whole system will be operated by the Corporation. Most of the

new cars are being supplied by Dick, Kerr & Company, mounted
on Mountain & Gibson's radial axle four-wheeled trucks.

The report of the British Thomson-Houston Company, Ltd.,

for the year ended March 31, states that the company has acquired

from the Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellschaft the British patents

covering the Winter-Eichberg system for single-phase railway

work, and with the consent of the company the Allgemeine Elek-

tricitats-Gesellschaft has entered into a contract for single-phase

equipments with the London, Brighton & South Coast Railway

Company, which will be the first railway in Great Britain equipped

with a single-phase plant. The company also owns for the United

Kingdom the Latour patents and the patents covering the single-

phase system developed by the General Electric Company, of New
York. During the period under review the company has ac-

quired from the General Electric Company, of New York, and the

Compagnie Franqaise pour l'Exploitation des Precedes Thomson-
Houston all their British patents, and prior to March 3, 1906, it

made a similar contract with the Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesell-

schaft. The company has sold to date Curtis turbines having

a total capacity of 32,000 kw. It was mentioned in last year's

report that, after the closing of the books, March 31, 1905, the

company had disposed of a large amount of securities and reduced

proportionately its liabilities. The securities sold realized £372,-

631, and the entire proceeds were used to reduce to that extent

the company's indebtedness. The trading profit for the year, after

deducting general and technical expenses, discounts, debenture

and other interest, amounts to £31,549. The amount brought
forward from March 31, 1905, is £1,696, making a total available

profit of £33,245. The whole of this profit (with the exception

of £4,124 carried forward) has been applied to various deprecia-

tions, which the directors believe to be ample. As shown on the

balance sheet last year, the balance of the excess cost of manu-
facturing, incident to the establishment of the manufacturing busi-

ness of the company, amounted to £39,261 (£28,000 having been
previously written off). The amount added during the year was
£446, making a total in this account of £39,707. From this there

is written off the further sum of £8,000, leaving a balance of

£31,707, from which further amounts will be written off from
time to time until finally disposed of. A. C. S.»

WESTINGHOUSE MANAGERS' MEETING

The annual convention of the sales managers of the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company was held at the East
Pittsburg works during the week ending Oct. 27. The meetings

were conducted by E. M. Hcrr, first vice-president, and L. A.

Osborne, second vice-president, assisted by C. S. Cook, manager
of the railway and lighting department ; S. L. Nicholson, manager
of the industrial and power department; C. B. Humphrey, man-
ager of the detail and supply department, and Walter Cary, gen-

eral manager of the Sawyer-Man Electric Company. On Wednes-
day evening, Oct. 24, the officials of the company gave a banquet
to the visiting managers at Hotel Schenley, at which there were
present, in addition to the officials and managers of the Electric

Cotnp-my, prominent officials of associated interests, including

Col. H. G. Prout, vice-president of the Union Switch & Signal

Company; John F. Miller, fourth vice-president of the Westing-
house Air Brake Company, and E. H. Sniffin, third vice-president

of the Westinghouse Machine Company. These annual meetings

of the Westinghouse Company were inaugurated a number of

years ago, and give an opportunity for the mingling of ideas of the

managers from all parts of the country, working under almost

every known commercial condition. The convention closed on

Saturday, when the managers returned to their respective ter-

ritories.

EARNINGS OF THE OAK PARK COMPANY FOR THE
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30

The Chicago & Oak Park Elevated Railroad Company, in its

report for the twelve months ended June 30, 1906, submitted to the

Illinois Railroad and Warehouse Commission, showed a deficit for

the year of $40,056. This was a decrease of $18,069 compared

with the deficit reported for the previous year. The total excess

of outgo over income stood on June 30 at $92,778. The increase

in general expenses shown in the report was due to personal in-

juries and the increase in taxes due to a shortage of $9,000 in the

reserve for taxes in the preceding year.

The gross earnings for the year increased $46,610, and the net

profits increased $29,933. This latter increase was absorbed by

increased expenditures. The figures follow

:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Earnings

—

1906 1905

$863,637 $821,195

26,917 21,748

Gross $890,554 $842,944

Operating expenses— •

Maintenance of way and structure. . .

.

19,498

Maintenance of equipment 45,657 41,658

391.643 396,518

General expenses 48,739 43,128

Total $505,538 $^0^, Q2Q

385,016 337,014

Charges

—

Interest 284,740 278.719

53,467 31,767

Rental 86,865 84,653

Total $425,072 $30^ T 2Q

Deficit 40,056 58,125

Add for interest on notes given to

Chicago & Oak Park Elevated

Railway Company on account of

reorganization 52722 52,722

$92,778 $110,847

Per cent operating to gross 56.77 60.02

ASSETS
Cost of road and equipment $17,843,878 $17,801,221

Stocks and bonds owned 437753 438.253

Cash and accounts receivable 127,627 119,721

Material and supplies on hand 2,333

68,123 60,697

Profit and loss (deficit) 258,343 165,564

Total $18,738,060 $18,585,456

LIABILITIES

Capital stock $10,000,000 $10,000,000

6,040,000 6,043,000

Debenture note 350,000 350,000

Real estate mortgages 5,238 8,363

Accounts payable 64,112 50,387

Interest on funded debt accrued, due

114,316 114.329

2,044,500 1,954,150

Sundry H9,893 65.227

Total $18,738,060 $18,585,456

First mortgage bonds 5,000,000 5,ono,ooo

1,000,000 1,000,000

40,000 43.000

$6,040,000 $6,628,000

t Includes notes tc Chicago and Oak Park Elevated Railway Company,

amounting to $1,040,000.
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HUDSON VALLEY LITIGATION ENDED

Litigation against the Delaware & Hudson Company by Chas.

W. Morse and E. Clarence Jones, of New York City, as joint

owners of about $3,000,000 convertible bonds and stock of the

Hudson Valley Railway Company, which, on the conversion of

the bonds in 1908 would give them absolute control of the prop-

erty, has been averted by the Delaware & Hudson Company's

abandonment of the claim as to the non-convertibility of the bonds

owned by Morse and Jones, and the purchase by Mr. Morse from

Mr. Jones of his half interest in the securities. As sole owner of

the control of the Hudson Valley Railway Company, Mr. Morse
will now be enabled to make such arrangements with the Dela-

ware & Hudson Railway Company as will be satisfactory to him,

and tend to establish harmonious relations between his Hudson
Navigation Company and the Delaware & Hudson Company.

THE ATLANTA-MACON LINE

The executive officers of the Atlanta, Griffin & Macon Electric

Railway Company have been transferred from Atlanta to Macon,

and also for the Macon, Americus & Albany Electric Railway

Company, the Macon & Albany Securities Company, the Inter-

urban Construction Company, and the Electric Railways Express

Company. For the Atlanta, Griffin & Macon Electric Railway two

engineering corps have been in the field since July 15; one survey-

ing from Macon northward and one from Atlanta southward.

These two corps met at Griffin recently, with the result that the

line will be by several miles the shortest between Macon and

Atlanta. Cars will probably leave Macon for Atlanta and Atlanta

for Macon every hour, with limited express cars at the more con-

venient hours. The running time for the through express cars

will be 2 hours between Macon and Atlanta, while the time for the

local service cars will be about 2^4 hours. W. J. Kinca:d, the

well-known capitalist and cotton mill man of Griffin, is the presi-

dent of the Atlanta, Griffin & Macon Electric Railway Company;
W. J. Massee, of Macon, is vice-president; Col. Clifford L. Ander-

son, of Atlanta, is secretary; William A. Wimbish, of Atlanta, is

treasurer, and Albert Bolyston, of Atlanta, is assistant secretary

and treasurer. The offices of the secretary and treasurer are in

the Prudential Building, Atlanta. Engineering corps will be

placed in the field at an early date to survey the route between

Macon and Albany. Joseph S. Davis, capitalist and banker of

Albany, is president of the Macon, Americus & Albany Electric

Railway Company. The Macon & Albany Securities Company is

the company which is financing the preliminary work on the

Macon & Albany line, and backed by Eastern capital, will com-

plete the financing of the actual construction. This company is

composed of representative business men and capitalists of

Georgia. Nicholas J. Cruger, of Albany, is president. The Inter-

urban Construction Company is a company formed for the pur-

pose of carrying on the work of construction of the electric rail-

ways, the building of passenger and express cars, etc. W. J.

Massee, of Macon, is president.

CANADIAN INTERESTS NEGOTIATING FOR LARGE LIGHT

ING AND STREET RAILWAY CONCERNS

The deal for the purchase of the extensive holdings oi La
Electra, S. A., and the company Industrial de Guadalajara, in

Guadalajara, by the Mexican Light & Power Company, the

Canadian concern which owns the big electric power transmission

plant at Necaxa and the street railway systems of Mexico City

and Puebla, has practically been completed, says the "Wall Street

Journal." The consideration is said to be upwards of $5,000,000.

The property includes the .electric lighting plants and street rail-

way systems of the two companies.

ARRANGING FOR THE TRIAL OF SAFETY DEVICES

IN MASSACHUSETTS

The details of arrangements for the numerous tests of street

car fenders now in progress under the auspices of the Massachu-
setts Railroad Commission, are being handled directly by Com-
missioner George W. Bishop, of Newtonville, to whom the pre-

liminaries were delegated in his capacity of expert in railroad

construction and appliances for the board, and he has found it a

somewhat difficult matter to sift out from among a large number
of inventions, existing only on paper or as models, those which
are actually available for trial. He has been assisted in the

matter by Inspector Lewellyn H. McLain, of Melrose.

APPEAL TO U. S. SUPREME COURT IN CLEVELAND
SITUATION

Attorney J. W. Warrington, representing the Cleveland Elec-

tric Railway Company, has asked the United States Supreme
Court to grant an order restraining the city of Cleveland from

tearing up the tracks of the company until the appeal now before

the Supreme Court can be heard. The court took the matter

under advisement, Chief Justice Fuller stating that the court

would announce its decision as soon as possible.

FINE ELECTRIC RAILWAY MAP

The Price Publishing Company, of Lima, Ohio, had on ex-

hibition at the Columbus convention an excellent map of Ohio,

Indiana and Michigan, showing the electric railways in heavy

lines, thus giving them prominence over steam roads, which other

maps do not. This map is on muslin-backed paper, 35 ins. x 38

ins., and is put up in two forms, folder with neat cover for

pocket use and flat with stick for wall purpose.

STOCKHOLDERS OF WORCESTER RAILWAYS & INVEST-

MENT COMPANY GIVEN PRIVILEGE TO EXCHANGE

Mackay & Company, in a circular to stockholders of Worcester
Railways & Investment Company, say

:

"We have purchased a majority interest in the shares which
have been exchanged for the 4 per cent preferred shares of the

New England Investment & Security Company, and we now offer

shareholders privilege of exchanging their shares on the basis of

twenty shares of Worcester Railways & Investment for twenty-

one 4 per cent preferred shares of the New England Investment

& Security Company, on and after Nov. 1, 1906, at Old Colony
Trust Company, Boston.

"The New England Investment & Security Company is de-

scribed in the accompanying letter from its president. Its pre-

ferred shares, $10,000,000 in amount, are entitled to cumulative 4
per cent semi-annual dividends, these dividends and $105 per

share and accrued dividend in event of liquidation being guaran-

teed by endorsement by the Consolidated Railway Company, of

Connecticut. The preferred shares are non-taxable in Massa-
chusetts.

"This guarantee is further protected by a three-party agreement
between the New England Investment & Security Company, the

Consolidated Railway Company, of Connecticut, and the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, in effect an

obligation of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, and as

such with priority over any dividends of that railroad."

C. S. Mellen, president of New Haven Railroad and also presi-

dent of New England Investment & Security Company, gives first

official information as to this company in a letter, saying:

"The company is a voluntary association formed June 25, 1900.

The trustees are : Charles S. Mellen, Nathaniel Thayer, C. F.

Brooker, William Skinner, Robert W. Taft, Edwin Milner and D.

Newton Barney.

"It has outstanding $10,000,000 4 per cent cumulative preferred

and $10,000,000 common shares.

"It owns in trust for the benefit of shareholders the following

stocks and bonds

:

"Worcester & Southbridge Street Railway Company, 7000 shares

of stock (entire capital), 224,000 first mortgage 4^2 per cent

bonds, $146,369.33 of notes payable.

"Worcester & Blackstone Valley Street Railway Company, 2000

shares of stock (entire capital), $257,076.67 of notes payable.

"Worcester Railways & Investment Company, 36,971 shares of

stock.

"Springfield Railway Company 102 shares of stock; $372,000

or notes payable.

"Springfield Railway Company, 50,000 shares of common stock.

"Berkshire Street Railway Company, 13,798 shares of stock;

$200,000 5 per cent bonds, $366,886.70 of notes payable.

"Western Massachusetts Street Railway Company, 3000 shares

of stock, $137,500 of notes payable.

"Hartford & Worcester Street Railway Company, stock rights

in 2,997 shares of stock.

"New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, 5000

shares of stock.

"Provision is made for acquirement of certain other securities."
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OPERATING RESULTS IN INDIANA

During the year ending June 30, 1906, 14,778,887 more passengers

were carried on electric roads in Indiana than were carried in the

preceding year. The statistics in all branches of the traffic show
a marked increase in prosperity. The total number of passengers

carried was 127,616,952. The last year also shows a gain in the

number of miles of track operated by electric roads. In 1905 only

1,002.19 miles of track were operated, while in 1906 the number of

miles operated was 1,286.73, or an increase of 284.54 miles.

Four thousand and ninety-five men were employed during the

year 1906, and were paid wages aggregating $2,524,475.08; 870

motormen and 830 conductors were employed, the motormen re-

ceiving $555,907.68, an average daily earning of $1.88, and the

conductors being paid $523,667.32, an average daily wage of $1.89;

99 linemen and 291 mechanics were employed during the year, the

linemen receiving $56,833.11, daily earning of $2.26, and the me-

chanics being paid $207,737.21, an average of $2.23 a day; 96

electricians received $50,011.09, or about $1.59 a day.

The roads during the year earned $1,955,045.50 more than dur-

ing the preceding year, the year's total earnings being $8,712,775.72.

The expenses were $5,551,456.50. Taxes paid to the State were

$456,240.70. Maintenance of way and structures amounted to

$501,854.07, and keeping up the road equipment cost $558,655.37.

Conduction of transportation cost $2,517,547.28, while the earnings

coming from passenger traffic were $7,411,092.36. The betterment

of road conditions and the acquirement of new track cost $702,-

886.02. The net income to the electric roads was $3,161,319.22.

ACCIDENT ON THE NEW ATLANTIC CITY-CAMDEN

ELECTRIC LINE

A three-car train of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's
newly-equipped electric service from Camden to Atlantic City

plunged into the water from a drawbridge at Thoroughfare, at

2 :20 p. m., Sunday, Oct. 28. The train left Camden at 1 o'clock,

and carried about 100 passengers ; of this number fourteen left

the train at Pleasantville. The motor car left the tracks, dragging

the other two cars after it, and plunged over the side of the

bridge into the water. It was quickly followed by the second

coach. The third car, as it plunged over the side, fell part way
into the water, the rear trucks catching on the bridge. It was
from the third car that those few who escaped death were saved.

Those in the first car were drowned in their seats. The work of

rescue was begun at once, and by Monday afternoon fifty-three

bodies had been taken from the water, all but one of which have

been identified. Nine more persons are reported missing, how-
ever. The real cause of the accident cannot be ascertained until

the cars and trucks are recovered from the water. The Penn-
sylvania Railroad on Sunday issued the following special state-

ment regarding the accident

:

"Electric train No. 1065, consisting of three coaches, which left

Camden at 1 :oo p. m., left Pleasantville on time, and running

at about 20 m. p. h., left the rails at the west end of the draw-
bridge over the Thoroughfare, near Atlantic City, about 2 :25

p. m., and plunged into the water. The first two cars were entirely

submerged, and the third car partly submerged, with the rear

end resting on the cribbing under the drawbridge.

"The drawbridge was found properly closed and locked, the

signal showing a clear movement. The track was in good con-

dition, and until the cars can be raised out of the water it is not

possible to determine the cause of the accident. It was necessary

to procure divers before the train could be raised, and these are

now working on the wreck. Divers not being available in Atlantic

City, they had to be procured from Camden and Philadelphia.

"General Manager Atterbury, with a force of assistants is on
the ground, and every effort possible is being made to remove the

cars from the water and recover the bodies. It is hoped, with the

removal of the cars, that a critical examination of the equipment
can be made, so that the cause of the accident may be determined.

All possible effort is being made to learn the names of the pas-

sengers on the train. The bodies, when recovered, are being
placed in charge of undertakers to await identification.

"The equipment of the train was entirely new, having been in

service but a few weeks, and is believed to have been perfect in

every particular. The train had, leaving Pleasantville, seventy-

nine passengers, of whom twenty-three have been accounted for

as being safe. It is believed that several more escaped.

"The motorman, Walter C. Scott, was drowned. The conduc-

tor, J. O. Curtis, and the brakeman, R. B. Wood, escaped. Eleven

bodies have been recovered, only one of which, that of an em-

ployee, James Dempsey, foreman of car inspectors at Camden,
has been identified."

CHICAGO HOLDERS SEEK TO PREVENT PROPOSED

SETTLEMENT WITH CITY

Cyrus H. McCormick and other holders of stock in the North
Chicago City Railway Company and the Chicago West Division

Railway Company, have filed motions in the United States Circuit

Court for permission to intervene in the proposed settlement of

the traction problems in Chicago. They represent the minority

holders, the majority of the stock being owned in New York. The
Chicago holders assert that the New York owners are trying to

"freeze out" all of the Chicago interests. The two companies

form the principal basis for the Chicago Union Traction Company.
The agreement made in New York for the organization of a new
company to negotiate with the city for a renewal of franchises, it

is asserted, will leave the new concern in the position of being

the only bidder for control of the street car companies, and the

sale must be made at whatever price the company chooses to bid.

The petition further states that the lessee and assignee of the

leaees have neglected their duty, and have allowed the lines

of railway to deteriorate and have given the public bad service.

The petitioners state their belief that there was, and is, a fund

readily available for the payment of all debts of the Chicago
Union Traction Company in the shape of a stockholders' liability

amounting to $20,000,000.

PERSONAL MENTION

MR. FRANK D. NORVEIL, who has been assistant general

passenger and freight agent of the so-called merger traction

lines in Indiana, has been appointed general passenger and freight

agent of the lines, succeeding Mr. F. D. Wheeler, who has re-

signed.

MR. EDWARD S. DOUGLAS, clerk and treasurer of the

Worcester & Holden Street Railway Company since its organiza-

tion, has been relieved of the duties of general superintendent and
made general manager. Mr. Albion B. Clapp is made general

superintendent. Mr. W. E. Fairbanks continues as assistant

superintendent.

MR. JOHN H. MERRILL has resigned as secretary of the

Central Electric Railway Association to accept the position of

manager of the Choctaw Electric Railway & Lighting Company,
of McAlester, Okla. The office of secretary will be filled by Mr.
W. F. Milholland, who is treasurer of the association, until the

end of the year, at which time a permanent successor will be

elected to Mr. Merrill.

MR. NATHAN S. ELDREDGE, for five years connected with

the Rutland Railway, Light & Power Company, of Rutland, Vt,
has resigned his position as assistant superintendent, to take effect

Nov. 1. Mr. Eldredge will enter the employ of the S. F. Bowser
Company, of Fort Wayne, Ind. Mr. W. H. Horton, who has

been connected with the engineering department of the railway

company for some time, will succeed Mr. Eldredge.

MR. DANIEL M. WHEELER, of Worcester, and Mr. Lew-
ellyn H. McLain, of Melrose, have been reappointed inspectors for

another term of three years by the Massachusetts Railroad Com-
missioners. Their terms expired Oct. 1. The board has two
other experts in this class of service, Mr. John Q. Hennigan, of

East Milton, whose term expires Oct. 1, 1907, and Mr. Grafton
Upton, of Everett, whose term expires Oct. 1, 1908.

MR. HENRY E. HUNTINGTON was the guest of honor at a

banquet given recently at the Hotel Maryland, in Pasadena, Cal.

Guests were present from all parts of Southern California, chiefly,

however, from Los Angeles, Pasadena and Long Beach. An
elaborate menu was provided, the menu cards being hand-painted

and containing a recent photograph of Mr. Huntington, a bio-

graphical estimate of his life and work, the program of music
and toasts, the menu and a colored map of the Huntington sys-

tem of electric lines. A full sized railway spike, heavily nickeled

and suitably inscribed, lay beside each plate, and formed a novel

souvenir of the occasion.
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Tuesday for the paper dated the following Saturday.

Of this issue of the Street Railway Journal, 8ooo copies are

printed. Total circulation for 1906 to date, 369,900 copies, an
average of 8222 copies per week.

The Smoking Car Question

One of the points mentioned in the report presented at the

Columbus convention by the committee on promotion of

traffic was the extent to which smoking is allowed on cars.

Of course, with the open car this question is a simple one.

The last two or more seats may be given up to smokers with-

out incommoding anyone. The problem is quite different,

however, in a closed car, unless a smoking compartment is

used.

For long runs, there can be little question of the advisabil-

ity of providing a smoking compartment, especially where

the road has to meet steam competition. It separates the

users of the weed from the non-smoking passengers, and

gives them the comforts offered by the steam railroad. We
do not think, however, that this is the only advantage of the

smoking compartment. It also affords a portion of the car

which can freely be used by laborers in their working clothes

and others who might prove personally objectionable to the

occupants in the other compartment. Moreover, it will often

be selected by many men who do not care to smoke them-

selves, but will prefer the greater freedom and the ability

to open windows, to which objection might be made by fussy

people in the other compartment. It is no uncommon sight

to see men standing in the smoking compartment of an inter-

urban car when there are seats in the non-smoking portion of

the car.

Where, however, the run is comparatively short and the

car cannot practically be divided into compartments, the

problem is more serious. Some managers see no great neces-

sity for making any provision for tobacco users. This

may prove to be entirely satisfactory in some cities, but we do

not believe any hard and fast rule can be drawn. The table

published in the traffic report mentioned shows that out of

84 companies using closed cars without compartments, 25

permitted the practice on the rear platform
; 5 on the front

platform, 1 1 on both platforms ; 1 on the last three seats ; 1

on the last seat and 1 on all the seats ; while only 19, or 23

per cent of the total number reporting, allowed no smoking.

It must always be a question as to which rule will offend the

greater number.

Undoubtedly the question when closed cars are employed is

very much simplified where a large rear platform, like the De-

troit platform, or those of the Montreal pay-as-you-enter car

is used, in both of which the smokers stand behind a rail.

Moreover, as such passengers are always content to stand,

an increase in the seating capacity of the car is practically

secured in this way.

Flexibility in Power House Piping

The trend of recent practice in the design of power house

piping has been so positive in the direction of simplicity that

it is worth while to consider if flexibility of operation has

not been at times needlessly sacrificed. Broadly speaking,

the exact balance struck between flexibility and simplicity in

any engineering project is always debatable if the conditions

are not well defined, so that, in the matter of piping design,

there is much to be said for and against duplication of any

kind.

It is pretty well conceded now that double runs of pipe

between boilers and engines are not the best practice, pro-

vided the joints are kept in first-class condition. Few engi-

neers would install a complete duplicate outfit on the live
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steam end of a modern plant, and the use of highly super-

heated steam in turbine practice has had such a wholesome

effect in raising the standards of pipe system construction

and maintenance that the present practice of feeding gen-

erating units by sectionalized headers and segregated boiler

batteries is for the most part thoroughly reliable. Super-

heated steam has a way which is all its own of finding out

the weak spots of pipe lines, and if the leaks are properly

handled, it is certainly wise to avoid the complication of

doubled lines at any part of the high pressure system.

Cases arise, however, where some sort of insurance against

paralysis of output is necessary ; in the event of a rupture

of an individual generating unit supply line, it is generally

best to put the machine out of service by closing the valve

at the header supply, but in case the header itself gives out

in any section, an alternative boiler connection with all the

generating units is likely to be worth a great deal on a large

system. This may be accomplished with comparatively little

expense if the power house layout permits the installation

of a closed loop, costing a few hundred dollars at the out-

side, around the ends of the header. By valving the header

at its ends, condensation losses in the emergency side of the

loop can be reduced to zero, and the fixed charges on such a

loop are insignificant in proportion to the insurance offered. It

is an immense advantage to keep all the engines or turbines

in service when an accident occurs in any part of the piping,

although at times the damage done is too great to prevent a

shut-down on account of the loss of steam and the inaccess-

ibility of the header valves. Here is where the motor-

operated valve steps in with every prospect of triumph. It

is by no means improbable that all the important live and

exhaust steam pipes of very large power houses will be elec-

trically valved on the remote control principle, from the main

switchboard, in the not distant future. The tendency is en-

tirely in the direction of the control of power house energy

from a single point, and at every important stage between

the coal conveyer and the outgoing feeder.

In the supply of steam to feed pumps and other auxiliaries,

the same scheme of looping the main line around the ends

of the boiler header is worth thinking about. The cost of

feeding the boilers by cold water under pressure from the

city mains is worth escaping, when the reduced capacity of

the boilers to supply steam for handling rush-hour traffic is

considered. Exhaust piping naturally does not require the

same flexibility that live steam lines do, but it is important

in handling low pressure steam equipment to provide each

separate piece of machinery with a by-pass connection.

We mention these points because the idea has come about

in some quarters that any closed looping of pipes in a mod-

ern power plant is a relic of ancient days, whereas, as a

matter of fact, this general scheme has been adopted in some

of the latest and best power house installations; not neces-

sarily for railway service, but in plants where continuous

supply is an absolute necessity. In all the range of power

house piping, from mains conveying steam at 150 or 200 lbs.

pressure down to service water and oiling system lines, dupli-

cation is not the point at issue so much as alternative routes.

Familiar as the piping question is, it is worth looking into in

many plants with a view toward securing increased reliabil-

ity without undue expense for simple extensions of the trunk

supply lines.

Concrete Piles in Power House and Foundation Work

In the field of railway construction, nothing is more strik-

ing at the present time than the multiplied use of concrete,

both plain and reinforced. There is scarcely a detail con-

nected with the design of permanent and massive structures

which has not been treated, at least tentatively, with this

material. Engineers are designing foundations of all kinds

with increased care to meet the requirements of larger traf-

fic and heavier equipment, and it is coming to be widely

appreciated that first-class construction in the field must

follow every design worked out on the drafting table if the

resulting structure is to be capable of giving reliable service.

The use of concrete piles is a comparatively recent devel-

opment in the direction of improved construction. They

have not been confined to any particular locality nor to any

particular kind of soil, but in many cases they have brought

about considerable economy in the cost of foundation work,

regardless of whether the soil be dry sand, quicksand, clay,

mud, silt or filled ground. The saving has resulted from

the decreased number of concrete piles required to carry a

given load, reduction in the amount of excavation and ma-

sonry required with wooden pil,es, and consequent economy of

time and money. The cost of concrete piles is naturally

considerably more per lineal foot in comparison with ordi-

nary wooden piles, perhaps twice as much; but the concrete

pile as usually applied has a much larger bearing surface

and is therefore able to support a greatly increased load in

proportion to its cost. Wooden piles ordinarily average

about 12 ins. in diameter at the top, and have 113 sq. in. of

surface, whereas a 20-in. concrete pile has 314 sq. in. of

surface. The taper of a wooden pile is seldom more than

3 ins. or 4 ins. from top to bottom, while the taper of the

concrete pile may easily be 10 ins. to 14 ins.

For most foundation work, it has been determined by

careful experiment that large tapering piles are the best.

The full bearing value of the soil is thus taken advantage of

by a tapering pile, giving relatively poor soil a great sus-

taining value. By using large, tapering, concrete piles, 18

ins. or 20 ins. in diameter at the top and 6 ins. or 8 ins. in

diameter at the point, a much less lineal quantity of piling is

needed than if straight piles are used.

The reinforcement of concrete piles by steel rods is readily

effected if the reinforcing material is put in at the time when

the concrete is formed up, and the speed of driving concrete

piles under favorable conditions is all that could be desired.

Cases have occurred where a dozen or fifteen concrete piles

have been driven in within two and one-half hours, and in

moderately hard driving it is not uncommon for a single

driver to put down thirty or thirty-five in a day. The load-

ing on concrete piles may run anywhere from 25 or 30 tons

to 50 or 60 tons, according to the conditions, and the cost

may run as low as 65 or 70 cents per foot in favorable cir-

cumstances. The top of the pile can be finished off in any

desired manner, to support the piers of the power house or

machinery foundations, and it is not necessary to cut off the

concrete pile at the water line to preserve it, as in the case

with wooden piles. In building abutments, the excavating

and refilling with concrete are saved on this account. By
their use, work on the abutment foundations may be begun

regardless of the height of the river or creek. Substantial

trestles can be constructed by extending the concrete piles
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to the desired height, sway bracing the piles with a concrete-

steel web, and bolting the wooden or concrete cap to the pile

tops. The power house of the Union Electric Company, of

Dubuque, la., rests upon 568 concrete piles, fifty piles also

being used to support the chimney. Their main advantage

in this place is that the piles are free from the decay to which

wooden piles in that case would be liable.

In some cases, attempts to drive concrete piles after

they have been built have met with but limited success.

In sinking these piles it is customary to make use of a water

jet or the employment of a driven shell which can be filled in

with fresh concrete. If the shell is sufficiently tight, it fur-

nishes good protection against the action of sea water on

the concrete, a point of more or less uncertainty at the pres-

ent time: The determination of whether to use a concrete

or a wooden pile in any specific electric railway construction

job is, of course, a matter of estimating the costs and ma-

terials, supplemented by knowledge of what has been done

in similar instances by other roads or power house builders.

The larger the job, the more likely it is that a substantial

saving can be shown by the concrete piles. They have not

been in use long enough as yet to enable accurate forecasts

of depreciation to be made, but aside from the uncertain ac-

tion of sea water on unprotected piles, the outlook would

seem to be favorable to long life.

The Camden-Atlantic City Line

The electrification of this line, formerly known as the West

Jersey and Seashore branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad, is

in some respects the most notable example of change of mo-

tive power from steam to electricity. In the first place, it is

the longest line yet electrified, and in the second place, it is

one of the few large examples of such work in which the

change was made quite irrespective of terminal requirements,

and, so to speak, strictly upon its merits. Of the two Penn-

sylvania Railroad routes between the terminals, this was the

longer one carrying the heavier local traffic, and it was elec-

trified simply because the traffic could be better and more

economically handled upon it by electricity than by steam.

It is notable, too, in being worked throughout on the multiple-

unit system, and stands as a completely developed electric

road for fast and heavy passenger traffic. The equipment

chosen is absolutely canonical in general character, with

high voltage transmission from a single generating station,

sub-stations with rotary converters distributed along the line

and a complete third-rail equipment, save in a few short

stretches where it runs through city streets at grade, and on

an interurban section where the line is operated by overhead

trolley.

It may be matter of wonderment why, with the single-

phase system coming rapidly along and bringing with it the

possibility of an enormously simplified distribution, the third-

rail system with low voltage should have been chosen for

this very important work. The question is not altogether

easy to answer, except to say it is understood that the saving

in time was the controlling consideration. Having de-

cided upon the change, every day's delay in its completion

becomes onerous, and the direct-current equipment was found

to be much the more speedy to install. Again, the not un-

natural feeling of conservatism in installing a new system as

yet untried on a large scale, also probably exercised consid-

erable influence in the matter. The choice made certainly

left no doubt about the operative success, as the results al-

ready secured with electricity as compared with steam have

proved. The only risk undertaken was the somewhat senti-

mental one of possibly being pilloried as the last of the low

voltage systems—a chance somewhat relieved by the pos-

sibility of changing over to a high-voltage d. c. system or

even to single phase at any time during the future without any

very great sacrifice of investment. That is to say, the power

station and transmission system, or the permanent part of the

installation, will be equally serviceable with high-voltage d. c.

or single phase, and the motors will always be available for

use elsewhere, leaving only the third rail for possible change

to overhead in case of the possible use of a. c. It is said that

the initial cost of installation would have been about the same

in either case.

At all events, the Pennsylvania Railroad can congratulate

itself on having an exceedingly good job of electrifica-

tion, and on having done it in pretty nearly record time.

From start to finish it has been a thoroughly workmanlike

performance. If devoid of startling novelty, it has the merit

of representing the best of present standard practice. The

power station is a perfectly typical 6000-kw plant of turbo-

generators, beautifully designed for easy operation. We
should expect power to be delivered from it at a very low

figure, and hope that figures will later be available on this

point, since exact data on power cost on large roads of this

type have not yet appeared. Those which have been quoted

are from systems involving either urban traffic or relatively

moderate interurban conditions. The transmission system is

for the conservative voltage of 33,000, well and solidly built

with two circuits on a single pole line. The only feature

which we should be disposed to criticise is the placing the

bases of the three-phase triangles uppermost, which rather

increases the chances of foreign bodies finding lodgment

there. In a relatively open country, this factor may be of

comparatively small importance. The factor of safety on

the insulators strikes us as being a trifle low—this would have

been none too much in a country where lightning is to be

expected. The top conductor as a lightning guard has both

friends and foes. Sometimes it has worked admirably, and

sometimes badly, but the stranded cable is certainly the best

form in which to use it, since it is sound mechanically, which

a strand of barbed wire or plain galvanized wire is not.

The third-rail construction of standard 100-lb. section like

the track rails is remarkably solid and the insulators are of

exceptionally sound mechanical design. The rail is un-

guarded, but the right of way is thoroughly fenced in and

protected by cattle guards. It is worth noting that, with the

immense conductivity of the third rails and the frequency of

the sub-stations, no special feeders are necessary for the

third-rail sections of the road, thus leaving the conducting

system reduced to its simplest possible terms. The trolley

section is of the usual construction, with cross suspensions.

The sub-stations are eight in number, each at present pro-

vided with two rotaries and the usual accessories, the rotaries

being of 500 or 750 kw, as the conditions require. They are

all arranged to start from the a. c. side, and the whole sub-

station equipment is organized in the simplest practicable

fashion. Altogether the system is one in which nothing has

been spared to make it thoroughly representative of sound

recent practice, easy to operate and slow to depreciate.
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THE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF THE WEST JERSEY &
SEASHORE BRANCH OF THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

The opening of the electrified section of the Pennsylvania

Railroad between Camden and Atlantic City, known as the

FIG. l.-MAP OF THE WEST JERSEY & SEASHORE RAIL-
ROAD SYSTEM

West Jersey & Seashore Branch of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, occurred Sept.' 18, and involved the electrical equipment

of a main line double-track steam road from terminal to ter-

minal of a greater length than any electrified steam road in

this country. It also included the construction of a power

house of original design and built in record time. The site

for this station was chosen on Jan. 17, 1906; the first pile was

driven two days later, and on July 1 the first train to take cur-

rent from the power house was run on the newly electrified

tracks.

The line of the electrified system extends from Camden, N.

J., via Newfield, to Atlantic City, a distance of 65 miles, and

from Newfield to Millville, a distance of 10 miles. In addi-

tion to the erection of a power house, this work has called for

the building of eight sub-stations, one of which is in the

power house, the electrical equipment of approximately 150

miles of single track, the building of 71 miles of duplicate

high-tension transmission line, and the construction and elec-

trical equipment of sixty-eight cars. In addition, a great deal

of other work always incident to extensive undertakings of

this nature was done, as may be best appreciated from the

following summary:

Track-
Length of track relaid with new rails... 48.1 miles

Length of new second track 36.6
"

Length of new third track 6.5
"

New rail laid 14,126 tons

Splices replaced by special splices for track

bending 23,577 pairs

New third rail (Too lbs.) 10,198 tons

New long ties, for third rail insulators 83,857

Siding laid 13.400 ft.

New track, switch constructions 15
"

Signals-
Length of track provided with automatic

block signals 35.5 miles

Length of track provided with telegraph

block signals 25

New automatic signals installed 86

New telegraph block signals installed 24

New signals at interlocking 201

New signal bridges 45

Fencing and Cattle Guards— .

Fencing 87.5 miles

Cattle guards installed 370

FIG. 2.-VIEW OF ATLANTIC CITY TERMINAL
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Telephone and Telegraph

—

Thirty pair telephone cable 8.5 miles

Telegraph cables 6

Telephone wires 260

Telegraph line rebuilt 12

Telegraph wire changed 190

Bridges and Culverts—

•

Twelve pile bridges, total length 1,150 ft.

One 30-ft. four-track concrete arch 2,800 cu. yds.

Center and rest piers for double-track draw-

bridge in Thoroughfare, Atlantic City,

Trestle in Thoroughfare for drawbridge 500 ft.

Land trestle approach for drawbridge 600

Station Changes

—

Platforms moved back 16

Stations and freight houses moved back 10

Reading on an elevated structure, which includes nine con-

crete piers with steel superstructure, and enter the Atlantic

City terminal on a descending grade. This terminal (Fig.

2) is new, and, like that at Camden, consists of a number of

stub end tracks with concrete platforms between them, with

steel umbrella shelters. It is located on the south of the

present steam road terminal. From Camden to Atlantic City

the road has been electrified with a third rail, with the ex-

ception of a stretch of track 4.4 miles in length between

Haddon Avenue and South Gloucester. Here the tracks

pass through the city streets at grade and are equipped with

the overhead trolley.

In addition to this through route, the line from Newfield

to Millville —10 miles—has been electrified. On this portion

of the road the overhead trolley has been installed. New

FIG. 3.—GENERAL VIEW OF WESTVILEE POWER STATION

The magnitude of the undertaking can best be appreciated

by studying the map published in Fig. 1, together with the

following description

:

Beginning at the Camden end of the line, an entirely new
terminal has been constructed which adjoins the present

ferry terminal. The work at this point includes a number of

stub end tracks with suitable sheltered platforms between

them, and three-quarters of a mile of new elevated double-

track trestle, with stone piers and steel superstructure at

street intersections, which has been built to connect this ter-

minal with the existing lines, at grade, at a point near Haddon
Avenue.

From a point about 2 miles from Atlantic City a new right

of way has been secured, and after crossing the Thoroughfare
on the drawbridge on which the unfortunate accident of two
weeks ago occurred, the tracks cross the Philadelphia &

terminal facilities have been provided here, including 100

ft. of umbrella shelter sheds.

The line from Camden to Atlantic City is a double-track

road throughout, and is a three-track road between Camden

and Woodbury. From the Camden terminal to Newfield the

road is laid with 100-lb. rails of the Pennsylvania Railroad

standard cross-section, and from Newfield to Atlantic City

it is laid with 85-lb. rails of the A. S. C. E. section. The

line from Newfield to Millville is a single-track road and is

laid with 100-lb. rails of standard Pennsylvania Railroad

cross-section.

It will be noticed on the map that the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Companv has two roads connecting Camden with At-

lantic City; and it is the longer of these routes that has been

electrified. This has been done because there is a large local

traffic on the longer route that can be handled more econom-
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ically and expeditiously by electric traction than is possible

with steam haulage.

The importance of the undertaking is further emphasized

by the density of the traffic on the electrified section of the

road. The power house and sub-station equipment and the

line are laid out with a view of supplying sufficient power for

the operation of all the cars now provided, operating in an

express service to Atlantic City, consisting of three-car trains

running on a headway of fifteen minutes in each direction at

a speed on straight level track of 60 m. p. h., and for local

service of two-car trains between Camden and Millville on

half-hour intervals, and single cars between Camden and

Woodbury on ten-minute intervals. The initial schedule that

portions were sub-let. The electrical equipment throughout

is of standard General Electric design.

The general scheme of electrification consists of generating

a. c. power at a potential of 6600 volts at the power house,

where it is stepped up to 33,000 volts. At this latter pressure

it is transmitted over the high-tension transmission lines to

the sub-stations, where it is reduced to a potential of 430 volts

by means of step-down transformers, and then led to the

rotaries and converted to direct current at 650 volts, at which

pressure it is fed to the third rail for operating the cars.

THE POWER HOUSE
The power house (Fig. 3) is situated at Big Timber Creek,

just to the north of Westville, N. J., at a point 5.6 miles from

FIG. 4.—PLAN OF WESTVILLK POWER STATION

has been put into service includes three-car express trains

between Camden and Atlantic City on one-hour intervals,

the running time being ninety minutes, and a local service of

two, three and four-car trains run on a minimum interval of

fifteen minutes during the rush hours between Camden and

Glassboro, every fourth train going on to Millville. The

motor baggage and mail cars are attached to the passenger

trains as conditions require. As described elsewhere, provis-

ion is made in the power house and sub-stations for increas-

ing the equipment to accommodate the heavier traffic which

is expected to result from the improved service.

It should be mentioned that each car in the electric service

is a motor car, no trailers being used.

GENERAL SCHEME OF ELECTRIFICATION
The contract for the entire electrification work was given

to the General Electric Company and through it certain

the Camden terminal, where there is an abundance of water

for boiler feed and condensing purposes. The power house,

boiler house and stacks are built on approximately 850 con-

crete piles. The foundations, which were started on March

15, are of reinforced concrete and are superimposed upon the

piles in such a manner that the latter project about 1 ft.

into the mass of concrete, making a thoroughly homogeneous

foundation. The boiler foundations were completed by

March 25, and those for the steam turbines by June 5. The
erection of the steel work for the main building was begun

on April 18. On March 5 the foundations for the stacks were

started and these were completed by the 25th of the same

month. The steel work for the stacks was started on April

11, and the first stack was erected, lined and ready for use by

June 29. Other dates might be given, but the most significant

of all is that on July 1, five and one-half months from the
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date upon which the

first pile was driven,

two boilers were under

steam at working press-

ure, a turbine and all

the necessary auxiliar-

ies were running, the

sub - station in the

power house was in

operation, and the first

car to take current

from the power house

was run on the line.

For the sake of brev-

ity, the main portion of

the electrical equip-

ment of the power

house is given below in

tabular form

:

Three 2000-kw, 6600-

volt, 25 - cycle, three-

phase Curtis turbo-gen-

erators.

Two ,75-kw, 25-cycle

air blast transformers.

Three blowers, capac-

ity of each 20,000 cu.

per minute.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ft.

The switchboard con-

sists of:

Three 3-phase gen-

erator panels.

Two exciter panels.

Three blower motor

panels.

One synchronizing

equipment.

Three 33,000-volt

transformer panels.

Two sets lightning ar-

resters and switches.

Six static potential in-

dicators.

Two 33,000-volt out-

going line panels.

It will be seen from

the above that the pres-

ent normal capacity of

the generating station

is 6000 kw. However,

there is sufficient room

provided in the layout

of the building for an

additional 2000-kw tur-

bo-generator set, to-

gether with the neces-

sary auxiliaries. The

foundation for the ex-

tra turbine is already

built. In addition to

this provision for extra

power, one of the end

walls of the station is

of a temporary nature

in order that increasing

demands for power

may be met with a

minimum of expend-

iture in the future.
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FIG 1 kansykksk sect: WESTVILLE POWER STATION

The most important" items among the auxiliaries are as

follows

:

(a) Two exciter sets, consisting of horizontal Curtis steam tur-

bines, coupled to 75-kw four-pole General Electric d. c.

generators, running at 2400 r. p. m., and delivering 600

amps, each at 125 volts pressure. The turbines of these

sets work non-condensing, as the exhaust is used for

heating the feed water.

(b) Three barometric condensers, built by Williamson Bros., in

connection with Crane & Company, of Philadelphia, who
were also the sub-contractors for the circulating and air

pumps. These condensers are capable of maintaining a

vacuum of 28 ins., and are designed to condense 60,000

lbs; of ^team per hour with circulating water at a tem-

perature of 70 degs. F. The approximate ratio of con-

densing water to steam condensed is 75.1.

(q) Three dry air pumps, built by T. P. Morris & Company, of

sufficient capacity to fulfil the guarantees given with the
: condensers.

(d) Three centrifugal circulating pumps, built by the I. P. Mor-
ris Company, and driven by Reeves engines. The piping

for these engines is so_arranged that the exhaust may be

discharged to either the feed-water heater or to the third

stage of the turbine, the latter arrangement only being

used when the exhaust from the other auxiliaries exceeds

that required for the feed-water heater.

(e) Two Cochrane feed-water heaters. Each heater has a

capacity for heating 135,000 lbs. of water per hour, from

70 degs. F. to 212 degs. F.

(f) Two Worthington boiler feed pumps.

(g) Two Worthington make-up pumps.

(h) Two Worthington step-bearing pumps.

(0 Three Worthington step-bearing water return pumps.

( j ) One accumulator for the step bearings with a capacity of 100

gals, of water at 800 lbs. pressure per square inch. This

accumulator was supplied by R. D. Wood & Company,
of Philadelphia, Pa.

The area of the power house is 17,069 sq. ft., and the cubic

contents amounts to 829,113 cu. ft., thus giving 2.13 sq. ft.

and 103.6 cu. ft. per kw as the unit output of the station,

based on 8000 kw as the ultimate capacity of the present

structure.

The layout of the steam piping in the power house is of a

very neat design and allows ample operating space around all

the machinery. W. K. Mitchell & Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.,

were the sub-contractors for this work, together with the

steam valves, etc., and Keasby & Mattison furnished the pipe

covering.

FIG. 1.—VIEW OF TURBINES, TRANSFORMERS AND LIGHT-
NING ARRESTERS AT WESTVILLE POWER STATION
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:rior view : >\YF.I< STATION

BOILER HOUSE

The boiler house is furnished with twelve Stirling water-

tube, boilers arranged in pairs forming six batteries. Each

boiler is rated at 358 hp and is furnished with a superheater

capable of delivering steam at 175 lbs. pressure and at a tem-

perature of 125 deg. F. in excess of that of saturated steam.

The Stirling Boiler Company was sub-contractor for both the

boilers and boiler settings.

'"1G. 9.-VIEW OF BOILER ROOM AT WESTVILLE POWER
STATION

The coal and ash handling machinery is illustrated in Fig.

10. The coal is dumped from the railway cars into tbe

receiving hopper over which the rails are laid, as shown in

the plan. As will be seen, the receiving hopper has a slanting

bottom to feed the coal by gravity through a valve which is

only opened when the skip is in the correct position for load-

ing. The loaded skip is raised by means of the hoisting

engine till it reaches the level of the deflector, when it is

automatically tipped into the crushing hopper, the smaller

coal passing through the screen and the larger coal being

broken in the crusher in transit. From this hopper the coal

is fed into the gravity return car by means of the valve at

the bottom, when it is conveyed by the automatic railway

over the coal bunkers, into which it tipped. From these

bunkers it is again fed to the coal cars on the tracks on the

boiler room floor. The ashes are taken from the boiler house

in cars and dumped into the receiving hopper, from where

they are raised in a similar manner to the coal, but the

deflector being thrown in the reverse direction from that

shown in the illustration. The ashes are conveyed from the

ash chute to the ash storage bin, from whence they are con-

veyed by means of a chute to cars on the railway track.

SUB-STATIONS
The high-tension three-phase current is reduced

and converted to a direct current at 650 volts in

stations distributed along the line as follows:

One is located in the power house at Westvillc. There are

three terminal sub-stations situated respectively at South

1 pressure

iight' sub-
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Camden, Clayville and Atlantic City, and four intermediate

sub-stations, one at Glassboro, one at Newfield, one at Miz-

pah, and one at Reega.

The equipments in the several different sub-stations vary

according to the requirements of the portion of the road they

supply. Table I. shows the number and capacity of rotary

converters installed in each sub-station, together with the

extra capacity provided for, and Table II. gives a list of the

switchboard panels.

The rotary converters are all of standard General Electric

design, and are capable of running at 150 per cent full load

for two hours with a temperature rise not exceeding 55 deg.

The transformers are all supplied with taps giving one-third

and two-thirds of the working voltage to enable converters

Grov/ty /Peters? Car

tion of the arrangement of machinery in all. Fig. 15 shows

the interior, and Figs. 16 and 17 the exterior of sub-stations.

These illustrations render a detailed description unnecessary.

The sub-station buildings are of red brick, trimmed with

Indiana limestone facings, and the floors are of concrete.
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FIG. 10.-PLAN AND ELEVATION OF COAL AND ASH HANDLING MACHINERY AT WESTVIELE POWER STATION

to be started from the a. c. side. This method of starting

needs no synchronizing, and should the d. c. polarity of the

machine chance to come in the wrong direction it is readily

changed by means of the field reversing switch provided for

this purpose. By this method any of the rotary converters

can be started, run up to full speed, and be delivering power

to the line within a minute.

Three air-cooled transformers are provided for operation

in conjunction with each rotary, and these are located in

each case with a view to the further extension of the sub-

station, and as they are all of standard design it is not neces-

sary to go into details regarding their construction.

The disconnecting switches and lightning arresters in each

sub-station are located in a separate room (Fig. 14) ; the

high-tension circuits are of bare copper wires supported on
insulators on a pipe framework, and each pole of the oil

switches is enclosed in a separate brick compartment. In all

cases the instruments and oil switches are of General Electric

design.

For the purpose of iljustration, the intermediate sub-sta-

tions with two 750-kw rotary converters are selected as being

typical. Figs. 11, 12 and 13 are respectively the plan, longi-

tudinal and transverse sections, and will give a clear concep-

Name of Sub-Station.
Kw. Capacity of

Rotary Converters
Already Installed.

Kw. Capacity of

Additional Rotary
Converters Prov. For.

2—500 1—750
2—750 1—750
2—750 1—750
2—750 1—750

Clayville 2—500 1—750
2—500 1—750

Reega , 2—750 1—750
Atlantic City 2—750 2—1000

Table II. gives a list of the switchboard panels.

table n.

U a

•0

E U
Panels.

In

Po<
Static

South

Ca

Glassb
Mizpah

|

Reeg 1 Milh-i

Atlantic

2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2

6 4 5 2 4

2 2 2 2 2 2
High potential incoming line panels .

.

2 2 2 2 2

High potential outgoing line panels .. 2 2 4
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Outgoing Lines Incoming Line* Cutgo.ng Lines Incoming Lit

FIG. 11.—PLAN OF TYPICAL SUB-STATION

FIG. 12.—LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF TYPICAL SUB STATION
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ICAL SUB-STATION

lights. Kinnear steel rolling doors

are used at the main entrance.

At Atlantic City the shed is of

the same general arrangement, but

smaller. It is a two-track shed 80

ft. x 42 ft., with doors at both

ends, and so located that a train

can be run through on either track

and the cars inspected one at a

time as they stand over the pits in

the shed. This building is of wood

frame covered on the outside with

expanded metal plastered with

cement. It is shown in Fig. 18.

The shed at Millville has one

track and is of sufficient length for

one car, with space to work around

a truck when run out at one end.

The construction is generally simi-

lar to the shed at Atlantic City.

In all of the sheds the track rail

is carried on a stringer which

makes the top of the rail 12 ins.

above the floor level. All tracks

in the sheds are provided with con-

tinuous pits' 3 ft. 5 ins. deep from

Each sub-station is furnished with a hand-operated crane,

capable of handling any of the machinery installed.

It is a matter of interest that the sub-station buildings, in-

cluding the foundations, were built in sixty working days,

and that the installation of machinery was accomplished in

thirty working days.

INSPECTION SHEDS

Inspection sheds have been built at the three terminals.

The largest one is on the dock at Camden, just back of the

new passenger terminal. This is a three-track shed 221 ft;

long by 56 ft. wide, accommodating nine cars, with room for

office, storeroom and small machine shop at the end opposite

to the entrance. All tracks have pits provided with steam

heating, electric lights and receptacles, and compressed air

outlets for cleaning. The third rail is not carried into the

shed, overhead trolley being used instead. The center track

has overhead hand-operated crane, with runway extending

into the machine shop. The building is of wood frame con-

struction covered with corrugated galvanized iron, with four-

ply slag roof, and is supplied with large windows and -sky-
LG. 14.—VIEW

GLASSBORO SUB-STATION

[TNING ARRESTER ROOM, NEWFIELD
SUB-STATION

top of rail. This arrangement is

laid out with special reference to

the arrangement of control and

brake apparatus on the under side

of :the car, and is very convenient

for inspection. *

THE HIGH-TENSION TRANSMIS-
SION LINES

The- 33,000 - volt high-tension

transmission line is in duplicate

throughout. It is Y-connected

with the neutral grounded, and

consists of six No; 1 B. & S. hard-

drawn solid copper wires mounted

on porcelain insulators. The poles

are of chestnut, their height being

45 ft., with extra long poles where

special conditions require. They

are spaced 125 ft., but at street

crossings the spacings are reduced
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stances of approximate

cross-arms, the top ai

ly

, and the lo\

As will be si

l<> [oo ft. Head guys are used at d

one-quarter of a mile. There are tw

being 12 ft. in length, carrying four insulator

arm, which is 8 ft. 6 ins., carries two insulators

on reference of Fig. 19, the six wires form

two inverted equilateral triangles, and the

insulators on each triangle are 42 ins.

apart. These wires in each triangle are

transposed by one complete spiral between

each sub-station.

The cross-arms are bolted to the poles,

and as an additional support they are stiff-

ened with galvanized iron braces. Locke

insulators are used, made in three parts

and designed to stand double the working-

pressure. Each petticoat was tested sep-

arately, the top section to 45,000 volts. In

each case these tests lasted four minutes,

and following this the assembled insulator

was subjected to 85,000 volts for ten min-

utes, and also a precipitation test was made

at 52,500 volts. The insulators are mount-

ed on iron pins.

A unique feature of the transmission line

is the method of protection from lightning,

which consists of a seven-strand galvan-

ized steel cable, 5-16 in. in diameter, strung

for the entire length of the line on top of

the transmission poles, 4 ft. above the

nearest active wire, and provided with

ground connections at every fifth pole.

This form of protection from lightning is

believed to be an efficient supplementary

adjunct to the arresters.

In all there are 71 miles of transmission line. This was

erected at a speed of from one-half mile to 2 miles a day ; the

work including the digging of holes and pole erection, besides

11 the

large

of those organizing

int of steam traffic

ame time materially

17.—EXTERI IF NEWFIF.U) Sl.'li-STATION

the stringing of six wires and tying them in position to their

respective insulators.

THE THIRD RAIL

The proposition of installing the third rail for the double-

track road of this length in the prescribed time demanded a

FIG. 15.-INTERIOR OF ATLANTIC CITY SUB-STATION

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company provided and in-

stalled all the necessary long ties on which the insulators are

placed, and it also provided and distributed along the track

all the third rail, third-rail splice bars and bolts. Typical

views are shown herewith.

The rails used for this purpose

are of the Pennsylvania Railroad

standard cross-section and com-

position
;
they are in lengths of 33

ft., weigh 100 lbs. per yard, and

have a conductivity about equal to

that of a copper rod of 1,200,000

circ. mils. This type of third rail

was used in order that it might be

interchangeable with the track-

rails.

The insulators are of recon-

structed granite, and are held in

position by a metal centering cup

which is secured to the long ties

by means of a lag screw. The in-

sulators are 10 ins. in length and

5^2 ins. broad at the base, with an

effective depth from the bottom of

the rail to the tie of 3' 2 ins. The
general form of these insulators

may be seen in Figs. 20 and 21,

which also show the method of re-

taining them in position. An ad-

vantage of this method of securing the position of the

insulator is that on. the ties being depressed by the passage

of a train no tension strain is brought to bear on the in-

sulators. The insulators are spaced about 8 ft. apart. The

top of the third rail is 3^ ins. above the top of the track
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rails, and its gage 26 ins. distant from the gage line of the

adjacent track rail, these dimensions constituting the stan-

dard of the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Long Island Rail-

road, and also make the shoe interchangeable with the Inter-

borough Rapid Transit, of New York City.

The approaches of the third rail are made of cast iron of

the shape shown in Figs. 21 and 22. The third rail is bonded

with concealed ribbon bonds with solid copper terminals com-

pressed into i-in. drilled holes in the rail. There are two

FIG. 1S.-EXTERIOR OF INSPECTION SHED AT ATLANTIC
CITY

bonds to a joint, and each has an area of 50,000 circ. mils,

giving a total area of copper third-rail joint equal to 1,000,000

circ. mils. The work of bonding the third rail was accom-

plished at the rate of 660 bonds per day.

The third rail jumpers are of specially neat design. They
are shown in Figs. 20 and 32-34. They are used at all grade

crossings and wherever continuous third rail is impracticable.

The cable is drawn into a black bituminized fiber tube, which

is laid in a solid concrete protection. The diagram shows

a double jumper. Terra cotta covers are employed to protect

the cable terminals. Those for a single cable jumper are of

the round form and those for double cable of an elliptical

shape, as shown.

The third rail is anchored at intervals ; this is accomplished

by means of metal clamps secured to the under flange of the

rail in such a position as to engage the insulator on either

side. The third rails are arranged in such a manner that

each track may be isolated from the other, but normally the

third rails are electrically connected midway between the

sub-stations through a combined switch and fuse box, thus

obtaining the combined conductivity of the third rails. There

are also section insulators opposite each sub-station, so* that

in the event of an accident on any part of the system only a

short section of the third rail will be dead.

The company's right of way is fenced in, and at all cross-

ings (Fig. 22) the fence meets Climax cattle guards at the

edge of the crossing. In this way the public is prevented

from reaching the third rail.

At all stations and in the Atlantic City and Camden yards,

the third rail is protected by a wooden top and side guard.

This consists of a 2-in. plank carried on castings attached to

the top of maple posts, which are secured to the third rail

at intervals of about 6 ft. The top casting is of such form
that, although it is provided with a web for strength, no part

of it extends either above or below the protection plank.

This is also shown in Fig. 38.

Opposite all platforms the rail is further protected by a

plank fastened to the side of the rail. Wherever possible,

the rail is kept between the tracks, and is therefore on the

side of the track farthest from the station platform, and inter-

track fences are provided to prevent crossing the tracks. To

prevent passengers or others on the platforms from touching

the contact shoes on the platform side of the car, there is a

protection plank similar to the third rail protecting plank

but carried on castings fastened to the ties. The shoes are

at all times under this plank and therefore protected. This

is used at all stations, even where the third rail gives way to

the trolley, although there is a switch on the car switchboard

which enables the contact shoes to be cut out when operating

from the trolley.

A point of great interest is to be found in the fact that the

third rail system has been adopted at both terminal stations

FIG. 19.—HIGH-TENSION LINE POLE

where there are a number of platforms, and it will be inter-

esting to engineers to learn that this system was adopted on

the score of less difficulties being encountered in its installa-

tion than would have been the case had an overhead trolley

been erected.

BONDING OF MAIN TRACKS

The bonding of the main track between Camden and At-

lantic City was a work of great magnitude, which will be

appreciated when it is remembered that a heavy steam traffic

was in progress during the whole period. It is a matter of

interest to know that all the holes were drilled by hand, and
also that the bond terminals were expanded by means of screw

compressors. Two bonds of the "concealed" type were used

per joint, each with a capacity of 400,000 circ. mils, and on

account of the large size of bonds special angle plates had to

be provided. As the road is double track throughout on the
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main line, the rebonding required the drilling of a prodigious

number of i-in. holes.

This work was performed almost entirely with untrained

labor under skilled foremen. The men were given a royalty

of 5 cents on each hole drilled above thirty per day, and some

reached as high a maximum as eighty in a day's work. The

railroad company required that one splice bar should always

be kept in place against the rail to provide for the safe opera-

tion of the passing trains.

the cars are motor cars, the motor and control equipment

being the same on all.

In preparing the design of these cars, the engineers of the

railroad followed the general design of the standard Pennsyl-

vania Railroad coaches, except that the height is less than the

TROLLEY LINE

The trolley construction between Newfield and Millville

and on the stretch of track between Haddon Avenue and

South Gloucester is of the span type, with poles spaced at

distances of 100 ft., and where practicable the high-tension

transmission poles have been used for supporting the span

wires. Through Camden the greater part of the trolley con-

struction is on tubular steel poles. The trolley is suspended

22 ft. above the top of the track rails.

There are no copper feeders used on the third rail, but

those for the trolley lines are as follows

:

feeders from South Camden to Had-Two 750,000-circ.

don Avenue.

One 750,00-circ. mil feeder,

Brown's Crossing.

running from South Camdtn to

Both of these form a conjunction with the third rail. The

copper feeder between Newfield and Millville is 500,000 circ.

mils in section.

The length of the line between Newfield and Millville is

approximately 10 miles. The trolley wire is of No. 0000

grooved section, and the bonding is exactly similar to that

already described on other portions of the road. The span

wires are of standard galvanized steel ^ ins. in diameter.

The lightning arresters are installed at approximately 1000 ft.

. nfforlS'-S"Trac/tCei
I 2Sf

apart. All pull-offs, strain ears, feeder ears and splicing

sleeves are of bronze, and as these items, together with all

other line material, such as frogs, etc., are of standard pat-

tern, a further description would be superfluous.

CARS
For initial service sixty-two passenger cars and six com-

bination baggage and mail cars have been provided. All of

standard to decrease the weight, the shape of the roof is

changed, and the interior finish is of mahogany instead of oak.

These cars also differ in some other details, such as coloring

of the seats, the basket racks, sash fixtures and lighting

fixtures. Figs. 25, 26 and 27

show interior and exterior of

passenger cars, and Fig. 28

, shows the exterior of a baggage

and mail car.

The seating capacity is fifty-

/ eight passengers, and the seats

are of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road standard type, made by the

Hale & Kilburn Manufacturing

Company. Both ends of the

cars are provided with vesti-

bules and have the standard ar-

rangement of steps, trap doors

and vestibule side doors, with

standard equipment of bronze

hardware and grab handles.

The vestibule center door is so

arranged that when it opens it

slides over and encloses the con-

trol apparatus.

The bottom framing consists

of 5-in. x 811-16-in. yellow

pine side sills and 7-in. I-beams

for center and intermediate

sills. The center and inter-

mediate sills are continuous from end to end of the car.

The floor bridging is of yellow pine fitted into the in-

termediate sills and into the side sills with blocking

between center sills and between the .intermediate and

center sills, and is secured transversely by tie rods. Double

diagonally laid flooring is used, both layers being tongued and

grooved, and between the layers there is ]/%-'m. asbestos. The

THIRD-RAIL INSULATOR AND JUMPER
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top flooring is of maple. The entire under side of the car is

protected by J^-in. transite, and above the motor truck steel

plate over asbestos tire felt is used. The needle beams are

6-in. I-beams, and are supported at the ends in pockets which

are provided with cast-steel truss rod struts. The body truss

rods are of Ij4~in. round iron, upset at the ends. The body

bolsters are of the steel truss type, two being used at the

motor end and one at the trailer end. The body bracing is

All cars are provided with a 50-cp incandescent electric

headlight and two electric markers or route lamps on the

hood at each end. These were manufactured by the Dressel

Railway Lamp Works, of New York. In the interior of the

car there are five 5-light clusters, and in the saloon there

is a single lamp. There are two lights in each vestibule, one

being over each trap door, arranged in reflectors so that the

lamp does not come below the vestibule ceiling. All wiring

FJC. 22. -CAT'lLE Cl'AKDS, :h blocks and third-raj WKSTVILLE

of the "VV" form with short diagonal bracing and cripple

posts.

The general dimensions of the cars are as follows

:

Length over buffers, 55 ft. 5^2 ins.

Length over body and sills, 46 ft. 6 ins.

Center to center of needle beams, 10 ft. 6 ins.

Truck centers, 33 ft.

Width over side sills, 9 ft 8% ins.

Width over sheathing, 9 ft. 10 ins.

Width over window sills, 10 ft.

Width over eaves, 10 ft. iJ4 ins.

Height from under-side of center sill to top of roof, 9 ft.

8V2 ins.

Height from under-side of center sill to top of rail (car-

light), 3 ft. 75/16 ins.

Height from top of rail to top of roof (car-light), 13 ft.

3 13/16 ins.

Height from top of rail to top of trolley wheel when hooked
down on roof, 14 ft. 8 JA ins.

Total weight of car, fully equipped on track, 89,000 lbs.

The combination baggage and mail cars are of the same gen-

eral dimensions as the passenger cars and have similar vesti-

bules. The mail compartment is 20 ft. long inside and the

baggage compartment is 29 ft. 9*4 ins. long inside. The

arrangement of the baggage compartment is similar to the

standard Pennsylvania Railroad combination car, and the

fittings and arrangements in the mail compartment are in

accordance with the standard requirements of the Post Office

Department.

for lights is done in galvanized iron conduit on the roof of

the car so that it is at all times accessible. Where. the con-

duit goes through the roof to the fixtures, special roof plates

are used, laid in lead so as to be water-tight. On the roof, in

the center of the car, there is an illuminated numeral panel

which permits the car number to be read from either side. The

lamps in this panel are in the headlight circuit so that they are

only lighted on the leading car of the train.

Each car - has two trolleys, each with a retriever, and

on the roof between the trolley bases there is a box contain-

ing the lightning arrester, trolley cut-out switch and trolley

fuse. Steps are provided on the vestibule corner posts, and

there are grab irons and roof platforms to permit of easy

access to the roof.

The cars are heated by Gold cylindrical heaters, one being

under each seat and a total of twenty-eight heaters per car.

There are two coils in each heater, thus providing three de-

grees of heat.

In the vestibule, at the saloon end of the car, on the mo-

torman's side, there is a switchboard on which are mounted

the headlight and air compressor switches and fuses, the

switch for cutting out the contact shoes when operating on

trolley, the trolley cut-out switch and current limit relay.

This switchboard is provided with double steel doors lined

with asbestos, and is accessible from the vestibule. This

switchboard, as well as all conduit wiring and fixtures for
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heating and lighting, was installed by the General Electric the cars of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company and the

Company. Long Island Railroad, but with greater wheel base. The

The American Car & Foundry Company, of Wilmington, general dimensions of the trucks are as follows:

Del., built twenty-two of the passenger cars, and the J. G.

Brill Company, of Philadelphia., Pa., built eighteen and the

FIG. 24.-RAISING POLE WITH DERRICK CAR

Wason Manufacturing Company twenty-two" passenger and

six combination baggage and mail cars.

TRUCKS
The motor and trailer trucks are of the M. C. B. double

side-bar equalized type, somewhat similar to those used on

Gage of track, 4 ft. 8 lA ins.

Distance between backs of wheel flanges, 4 ft. sH ins.

Wheel base, 7 ft.

Weight of motor truck complete without motors, 14,934 lbs.

Weight of trailer truck complete, 9,653 lbs.

Weight on center plate (carbody light) motor truck; 25,384 lbs.

Weight on center plate (carbody light) trailer truck, 26,065

lbs.

The truck bolster and truck center plates are steel castings

machined to the proper dimensions. The side frames are of

wrought iron machined on four sides. All bolt holes in the

side frames are accurately drilled.

The pedestals are forgings lipped over the side frames and

machined on all surfaces where they have a bearing. The

motor truck transom consists of rolled-steel channels resting

on the side frame castings provided with joining bolts of

wrought iron. The trailer truck transom is of forged wrought

iron with machined lips where it is bolted to the side frames.

All equalizer bars are machined on the top edges for spring

seats and on the bearing surface over the journal box.

The swing hangers are forgings supported on the transom

by accurately fitted turned pins to carry the bolster spring

seats. The side bearings are of cast steel provided with

liners for adjustment of height and wear. On the motor

trucks the bolster springs are elliptic and on the trailer truck

they are triple elliptic. The equalizer springs are double coil

of open-hearth steel. The spring plank on the motor truck

is of rolled steel channel, and on the trailer truck is of 2^2-in.

white oak in one piece. The brake-hangers, rods and levers

are of forged iron, and the pins throughout the brake rigging

are accurately turned to dimensions.

On the motor truck the transoms are reinforced at the

center by a steel casting bolted to the web and fitted around

the top flange of the channel so as to be flush. Bolted to the

top flange and partly supported by this steel casting is a

chafing plate on which the nose of the motor rests. These

same bolts hold a %-in. x 2-in. strap over the motor nose.
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hung. On the motor truck the brakes are hung from cast

brackets riveted to the transom. The connection between the

live lever and the crescent bar is by means of links straddling

the wheels. On the trailer truck the brakes are hung from

angles thrown across from the truck side frames, and the

Davis brake-beam is used.

The contact shoes are carried on maple beams which are

supported from the notched face of the extended equalizer

spring seats, allowing for adjustment in height.

The motor and trailer trucks for sixty-five cars were built

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, of Philadelphia, and for

three cars by the J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia.

BRAKES

The cars are equipped with hand brakes and with Westing-

house quick-service automatic air brakes, Schedule "AMT".

This brake schedule includes the brake valve, brake cylinder,

triple valve, feed valve for reducing main reservoir pressure

to 70 lbs., the brake pipe for train line, switches, gages, reser-

voirs, etc., together with what is known as the control line.

This line extends through the train, and besides insuring

uniform pump labor on all cars, provides, in connection with

other apparatus, for the graduated release. The motorman is

able to divide the process of release into as many steps as

may be desired, securing the same flexibility as with straight

air.

The quick recharge feature automatically maintains the

auxiliary reservoir pressure through three separate feed ports

so that any number of brake applications can be made in

quick succession without depleting the system. It also in-

cludes a quick-service feature, so that in service applications

communication is established between the brake cylinder and

brake pipe pressure, which materially assists the auxiliary

FIG. 26.—EXTERIOR VIEW OF STANDARD PASSENGER MOTOR CAR

The wheels of the motor truck are steel-tired with separate

cast-steel spoke centers. They are 26 ins. in diamater with

M. C. B. standard tread. The tires are 3 ins. thick, shrunk

and bolted to the steel center. The hub of one wheel on each

axle of the motor truck is extended and to this hub the forged-

steel gear is shrunk after the wheel has been pressed on the

FIG. 25.—INTERIOR VIEW OF MOTOR CAR

axle. The axles are of open-hearth steel and conform to the

test requirements of the Pennsylvania standard specifications.

The journals are 5 ins. x 9 ins., the diameter of the axle at

the wheel fit is 8 ins., and the diameter between wheels is

7 ins. finished all over.

Schoen solid rolled steel wheels, 33 ins. in diameter, are

used on the trailer truck. The trailer truck axles have 4}4-in.

x 8-in. journals, are 5% ins. in diameter at the wheel fit, and

tapered to 4%-in. diameter at the center.

The journal boxes are of the Symington M. C. B. type

with bronze journal bearings as in the locomotive practice,

and with wearing surfaces and the journal seat planed to

template.

The brakes on both motor and trailer trucks are inside-

reservoir to build up brake cylinder pressure in the ordinary

manner.

The motor-driven air compressor, with its governor and

whistle, are of the General Electric Company's manufacture.

The compressors are mounted on two oak planks, supported

by a cradle of wrought-iron bars. The cradle is suspended

beneath the car near the motor and permanently bolted to the

sills. The compressor consists of a duplex single-acting air
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pump, driven by a herring-bone gear and pinion from a

railway type motor. All parts of the pump and motor are

easily accessible and are designed so as not to be damaged

by the severe conditions met with in this class of service.

The motor is of the entirely enclosed type, and requires no ad-

ditional housings or protection of any kind. The governor

is a combination of diaphragm, piston, springs and operating

levers connected to a single pole switch of a type similar to

the contactors used in the motor circuits. The working parts

are protected by a hinged cover which can readily be dropped

for inspection.

The General Electric Company installed all the brake ap-

paratus, including piping, but not the foundation brake rig-

ging, which was furnished by the car builders.

MOTOR AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT

The electrical equipments were furnished and installed by

the General Electric Company. There are two GE-69 motors

which are 200-hp units on each car, while the control system

is of the Sprague-General Electric automatic multiple-unit

type. The controllers are so arranged that current is cut off

from the motors throughout the train and the brakes are

applied automatically should the motorman release his hold

of the controller handle.

A large portion of the electrical apparatus was installed

on the car bodies during their construction at the works of

the three car builders. All the cables for the electrical con-

duits are run in grounded loricated conduits, the outlets of

which are provided with rubber bushed bell-mouths.

On account of the short time at the disposal of the con-

tractors it was not possible to follow the usual cut-and-try

methods in installing the brake and control apparatus and

piping, and carefully-made detailed drawings of all conduit

work and hangers were prepared in advance and the equip-

ments were installed simultaneously at the three car shops

in accordance with these plans as soon as the body framing

was sufficiently advanced to permit it, thus securing uniform

FIG. 28.-EXTERIOR VIEW OF BAGGAGE AND MAIL CAR

the exception that each car is provided with a trolley and

third rail shoe, the control system is similar to that of the

FIG. 27.—MOTOR CAR TRAIN

twenty-four equipments supplied to the Boston Elevated road

some eighteen months ago.

BLOCK-SIGNAL SYSTEM

The line is equipped with the a. c. block signal system of

the Union Switch & Signal Company, similar to that used in

the East Boston tunnel of the Boston Elevated Railway Com-

pany and on the Long Island Railroad. As is well known,

and interchangeable work. The greatest care and attention

was given to all details of the conduit and wiring, and all

circuits were tested with high potential alternating current

after completion. It is safe to say that a more carefully

thought-out and installed piece of car wiring has never been

done. For the sake of brevity, these equipments will not be

entered into in detail, as they are of standard design. With

the track in this system is sectionalized by inductive bonds,

which permit the use of both rails for the direct-current return

but confine the alternating current to the block. The in-

ductive bonds have a resistance equivalent per block to about

40 ft. of 100-lb. rail, which makes the increase in ohmic resist-

ance of return circuit about 1 per cent.

The inductive bonds at the end of the block are arranged
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in a cross-connection between the service rails of each track,

as shown in Fig. 30. The block is supplied with alternating

current at its center through transformers connected with

no-volt, 25-cycle signal mains running from the sub-stations.

The semaphore relays are of the motor type with fields sup-

plied with alternating current taken from the entering end

of the block and with the armature supplied with current

taken from the leaving end of the block. A view of these

transformers is shown in Fig. 29.

From Camden to Newfield, a distance of 30 miles, the

block signals are automatic, electro-pneumatic, with 120 block

sections of the kind described; from Newfield to Pleasant-

ville the telegraphic block system is used, with blocks about

2 miles in length ; from Pleasantville to Atlantic City, 5.5

FIG. 29.—POLE SHOWING TRANSFORMERS FOR OPERATING
SIGNAL SYSTEM

miles, automatic signals similar to those used between Cam-
den and Newfield are employed.

SECTIONALIZING THE THIRD RAIL

To obtain the combined conductivity of the two third rails

they are connected electrically, but at the same time provisions

are made to insure only a short piece of single track becoming

dead in the event of an accident. These desirable results, secur-

ing the collective conductivity and the sectionalization of the

third rail, are obtained by the insertion of a combined switch

and fuse box at points midway between each sub-station, as

shown in Figs. 35 and 36. The gaps in the third rails at

these points are filled with pieces of wood flush with the

surface of the rail.

The sketch shown in Fig. 37 will give a clear idea of the

electrical connections and arrangement of switches and

fuses. The sections of rail marked A and B with the gap

between them represent one third rail and C and D the other.

When a short circuit occurs on any one section the circuit

breaker will be thrown in the nearest sub-station and the fuse

electrically nearest that section of the rail will be blown out,

owing to the rush of current.

The following will show the conditions for a short on each

section.

Short on A blows fuse No. 1. Fuse No. 1 takes total cur-

rent from all sub-stations, while 2, 3 and 4 each take one-

third.

Short on B blows fuse No. 4. Fuse No. 4 takes total cur-

FIG. 30.—TWO INDUCTION BONDS CONNECTED BETWEEN
RAILS

rent from all sub-stations, while 1, 2 and 3 each take one-

third.

Short on C blows fuse No. 2. Fuse No. 2 takes total cur-

rent from all sub-stations, while 1, 3 and 4 each take one-third.

Short on D blows fuse No. 3. Fuse No. 3 takes total cur-

rent from all sub-stations, while 1, 2 and 4 each take one-third.

From the above it is apparent that a short circuit on any

section of the third rail will incapacitate that section alone,

FIG. 31.—FOOT OF SIGNAL TOWER, SHOWING STORAGE BAT-
TERIES AND INDUCTION BONDS IN TRACK

and that it will again be operative immediately the circuit

breaker in the sub-station is closed, although it will draw no

current from the other sections until its fuse has been re-

placed. The combined switch and fuse boxes are located be-

tween the two tracks and each contains four switches and four

fuses.

SCHEDULES

It is interesting to note that the entire system of schedules

and headway have been changed on the West Jersey & Sea-
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FIG. 32.—SINGLE THIRD-RAIL JUMP

shore Railway with

the motive power. In

other words, the op-

portunity which elec-

trical equipment af-

fords of short trains

at frequent intervals,

as compared with the

steam railroad plan of

long trains at infre-

quent intervals, has

been utilized to its

fullest extent. The

schedules now in

force are similar to

those on an interurban electric railway with express trains

running every hour and locals at frequent intervals. Alto-

gether there are fifty-one electric trains on the week-day

schedule which now leave the station at Camden between

5:35 a. m. and 12:05 a - m - Of this number fourteen trains

leave Camden between 4 p. m. and 6 :2o p. m., or an average

of ten minutes apart. Thirty-one of these trains are made

TABLE III.-SHOWING TRAINS LEAVING CAMDEN FOR POINTS
ON CAPE MAY AND ATLANTIC CITY DIVISIONS

Electric Steam Steam

Camden to Newfield or beyond 14 .. 8

Glasboro to Newfield or beyond .. 1

Camden to Glasboro 22 2 12

Camden to Clayton 1 . . 1

Camden to Wenonah . . 1

Camden to Atlantic City (express) ... 14

Newfield to Atlantic City (local) 3 2

Total ..

FIGS. 35 AND 36.—THIRD-RAIL SECTION SWITCH AND FUSE BOX, OPEN AND CLOSED
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up normally of two cars each ; nineteen of the trains are made
up of three cars each, and one train is made up of four cars

each. Baggage cars are run at frequent intervals. Table

III. shows a comparison between the October sched-

ule this year with electric equipment and last year with steam

power. This table gives the number of

trains running east and south from Cam-
den to Newfield or beyond.

It will be remembered that this schedule

shows the traffic after the Atlantic City

season proper has terminated. Actual sta-

tistics of travel are not available, but It

may be said that there has been a large

increase in passengers during the short

time in which the line has been in opera-

tion. In fact the additional traffic has

been so large that the company is already

planning to increase its equipment by the

addition of another turbine. Next sum-

mer, when the season at Atlantic City be-

gins, a still larger increase in passengers

is anticipated.

ORGANIZATION

The conversion of the lines of the West

Jersey & Seashore Railroad above de-

scribed from steam to electric traction was

carried out by the following organizations :

The construction of the terminals, in-

spection sheds, double tracking, changes

in existing tracks, grading, new bridges, changes in tele-

graph lines, and installation of a special telephone system

were carried out by the regular engineering and maintenance

of way departments of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

The installation of the interlocking plants and automatic

block signaling was carried out by the Union Switch &
Signal Company in accordance with plans of the signal de-

partment of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

The new cars and trucks required for the electric service

were designed by the motive power department of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad Company.
The entire contract for the electrical equipment, including

the construction of the power house, sub-stations and the

GROUNDING A TEST MOTOR

In most shops overhauled motors are given a spin before

hanging them on a truck, to test the armature bearings. On
ground return systems this test will show up any existing

1 2k
|
5 s

|
v \

t] A Rail ]
(

C Raw

u
D Ra

FIG. 37.—DIAGRAM SHOWING CONNECTIONS, ARRANGEMENT
OF SWITCHES AND FUSES BETWEEN SECTIONS OF

THIRD RAIL

electrical equipment on the cars, was awarded to the General

Electric Company, and in accordance with the plans under

the supervision of George Gibbs, chief engineer of electric

traction, in consultation with the officers of the railroad com-
pany. Stern & Silverman, of Philadelphia, were appointed

by the General Electric Company as its general sub-con-

tractors, and the Scofield Company, also of Philadelphia,

acted as general engineers for the power house and sub-

contractors for the piling and foundations.

The whole of the electrical work was under the personal

supervision of W. B. Potter, engineer, railway engineering

department General Electric Company, directly assisted by J.

Elliot Hewes, C. E. Eveleth and W. H. Clapp.

FIG. 38.—THIRD-RAIL PROTECTION BOLTED TO THIRD RAIL, AT WOODBURY

fault ground in the motor winding, provided the motor frame

rests on a grounded part, because the motor frame then repre-

sents one side of the circuit everywhere exposed to the copper

representing the other side of the circuit but separated from

it by insulation. Bad insulation anywhere will permit the

two sides of the circuit to get together and there is at once

a demonstration indicative of the cause and location of the

fault.

When the motor under test rests on a cement floor or

a wooden platform, either the motor frame must be connected

to the track rail or to some copper part of the motor, other-

wise the existence of a single ground to frame will not be

indicated. In such tests also the field should be connected

to trolley and the armature to ground, then the rota-

tion can be reversed by reversing either the field or the

armature. If the armature is made trolley and the field

ground and reversal is effected by reversing the armature, the

motor may get through the test without showing, up an exist-

ing grounded field coil, because the maximum difference of

potential between the -)- side of the field and the frame may
not exceed two or three volts, which is insufficient either to

break down weak insulation or to cause burning through an

actual short circuit, although in the case of a perfect short

circuit the motor might refuse to start or might run at

very high speed according to the number of coils cut out.

Failure to observe this precaution accounts for grounded

fields getting through even a test conducted with the motor

mounted on the truck. On a metallic return system, the

copper circuit must be connected to the motor frame and first

one end of the motor must be made -)- then the other, other-

wise the potential difference acting through the fault will be

insufficient to cause noticeable demonstration unless the by-

path formed by the frame ground and fault cuts out two or

more field coils. In all cases in event of a ground on the

armature, owing to that member rotating, the symptom will

be plain whether the armature is connected to -4- or —

.

B Rai
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TABLES OF CAR POSITIONS ON CURVES

BY GEO. L. FOWLER

The first two tables reproduced herewith show the angles

subtended by cars of different lengths on curves of dif-

ferent radii, together with the angles between the truck and

body bolsters when the former stands radially to the track.

A practical application of these tables is made in a few others

showing the allowances that must be made for the distances

between side sills whose bottoms are at a height of 2 ft. 3 ins.

above the rails and are used with wheels of 33-in. diameter

and 3-in. width of tread, combined with trucks varying in

wheel base from 4 ft. to 5 ft.

While these tables do not cover a very wide range of car

and truck construction and combination, they are sufficiently

comprehensive to give the designer of a car an idea of ap-

proximately what he will have to provide for. For sills at a

greater distance above the rails or for smaller wheels the

distances between the former to allow for clearance can be

less, while the reverse holds if the sill bottoms are lower or

the wheels larger. Where wheel treads of greater or less

width than 3 ins. are used an addition or subtraction of twice

the difference in the width will give the clearance, or rather

the distance, between the sills at which the edges of the rims

will touch. As noted, the proper clearance allowances, as

well as that needed to compensate for the play of the journals,

must be added to the figures of the tables.

ANGLE SUBTENDED BY CAR-BODY ON CURVES OF VARIOUS RADII AND DISTANCES BETWEEN BOLSTER CENTERS

RADII DISTANCE BETWEEN BOLSTER CENTERS IN FEET
OF

CURVES AS /9 20 2/ 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

25 FEET 42° /2' 44-° 40 47° 10' 49°40' 52° 12' 54° 46 57°22' 60° 0' 62°40 65°22' 68° 6' 70°54' 73°44'

30 34° 54' 36° 56' 38°56' 40° 58' 43° 2' 45° 4-' 47° /O' 49° /4' 5/°22' 53°30' 55°38' 57°48' 60° O'

35 » 29°48' 3/°30' 33° /2' 34°54' 36°38' 38°22' 40° 6' <4/°SO' 43°36' 45°22' 47° /O' 48°56' 50°46'

40 « 26° 0' 27° 28' 28°58' 30°26' 3/°56' 33°26' 34°54' 36° 26 37°56' 39° 26' 40°58' 42°30' 44°2'

45 < 23° 4' 24°22' 25°40' 27° 0' 28° 18' 29°34' 30°56' 32° /
6' 33°34' 34°54' 36°/6

'

37°36' 38°48'

50 * 20°44 2/°54' 23° 4-' 24° /4' 25°26' 26°36' 27°46' 28°58' 30°8' 3/°20' 32°32' 33°42' 34°54'

55 « 78°50' 79°54' 20°58' 2/°54' 23°4' 24° 8' 25°/2' 26°/6' 27°20' 28°2 6' 29°30' 30°34-' 3I°40'

60 » /7° /6' /<3°/4' 79°72' 20°/o' 2/°8' 22°4' 23° 4-' 24°2' 25°2' 26°0' 27° O' 27°58' 28°58'

65 » /S'56' /6°4-8' /7°42' /8°36' 7S°30' 20°22' 2/°76' 22°/0' 23°-4' 24° O' 24°52' 25°46' 26°42'

70 » /4°46' 75°36' 76°26' 77° /6' 78° 8' 78°56' /3°44' 20°34' 27°24' 22°/4' 23°4' 23°S4' 24°44

75 » 73°48' 74°34' 7S°20' 76° 6' 7G°S2' 77°38' 78°24

'

73°72' 79°58' 20°44' 2/°30' 22°78' 23°4'

ANGLE BETWEEN CAR-BODY AND TRUCK BOLSTERS ON CURVES OF VARIOUS RADII AND DISTANCES BETWEEN
BOLSTER CENTERS

DISTANCE BETWEEN BOLSTER CENTERS IN FEET
OF

CURVES 78 /9 20 2/ 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

£5 FEET 2/° 6' 22°20 23°35 24° 50 26° 6' 27°23 28° 41' 30" 0' 37° 20' 32° 4/' 34° 3' 35°27' 36°52'

30 >. 77°27' /8"28' 79°28' 20°29 2/° 31' 22"3

2

23°33' 24°37 25°47 26° 45' 27°49' 28°54' 30° O'
35 » 74-° 54-' 45°45' /6° 36' /7°27' /8" /9' 73°//' 20" 3' 20°S3' 2/°48' 22° 4/' 23°35' 24°28' 25°23'
40 « 13° O ' /3°44' /4° 29' 75° /3' /5° 58' /6°43' 17° 27' 78°73' 78°SS' 79° 43' 20°2$' 27° 75' 22° 7'

45 >• 77°32' 72° 77
'

72° 50' /3° SO' 74' S' 74°47' 75°28' 76° 8' 76'47' 77°2S' 78° 8' 78°48' 79'24'

50 , ZO°22 '

ZO°57

'

77°32' /2° 7' 72°4-3' 73°78' 73°53' 74°29' 75° 4' 7S"40' 76° 76' /6°5/' /7°27'

55 « 9°25' 9° 57' ZO° 29' 70°57' 77° 32' 72° 4' 72° 36' 73"6' 73°40' 74° 73

'

74"45' 75°77' 75°50'

60 » 8°38' '9° 2' 3°36' /0° 5' 70°34' //"2 '

77 °32
' 72° /' 72°37' 73° 0' 73°30' 73°53' 74°29'

65 . 7°58' 8"24' 8°5/
' 9°/8' 9° 4-5' /0°/7

' 70°38' 7/°5 '

7/°32' 72° O' 72°26' 72°S3' 73°2/'

70 » 7°23' 7°4d' 8" 73
' 8"38' 3° 4' 9° 28' 9" 52' 70°/7' 70"42' 77° 7' 77°32' 77°57' 72°22'

73 h 6° 54' 7°77' 7°40' 8° 3 ' 8°26' 8°49' 9°72' 3°36' 9°59' /0°22' 70°45' 77°9' 77°32'

TABLE OF N
Conditions:

ECESSARY DISTANCES BETWEEN INSIDE FACES
4-ft. Wheel-Base, 4-ft. 8%-in. Gage of Track, 33-in. Wheels, 3-i

OF SIDE SILLS TO ALLOW TRUCK WHEELS TO SV
n. Wheel-Tread, 2 ft. 3 ins. from Top of Rail to Under Side

ZING
if Sill

RAD// D/STANCE BETWEEN BOLSTER CENTERS /N FEET
OF

CORVES /a 19 20 2/ 22 23 24 23 26 27 2d 29 30

2-5FEET 7-0/4 7-//4 7-2/; 7-3/2 7-4$ 7-5/4 7-6" 7-6/4' 7-7/2" 7-8/4 7-8/4' 7-9/4' 7L/0"
30 * 6-9?/ 6-/0/2' 6'-//%' 7-0/4: 7'- //8 7'-//s" 7-2/4 7-3%" 7-4/4' 7-4/4 7-S/2" 7-6/4 7-6/4
35 <> 6-7/4: 6-8/4' 6'- 6/a" 6-9%' 6-/0%" 6'-///a" 6-11/4 7'-0/4 7- //4 7-2" 7'-2f4 7-3/4 7-3//
40 » 6-5/4 6-6/4 6'- 67/ 6-7%" 6-8/4 6-9" 6-3/4' 6-/0 fa"

6'-//" 6'-///4 7-0/4' 7'- 0/4' 7-//Z
"

45 » 6'- 4" 6-4/4' 6-5/4 6-5/a" 6-6/2
"
6- 7/4 6-7%" 6-8/4 6-9" 6-9*4' 6'-/0/4 6-/0/4 6-/1%"

SO » 6-2% 6-3/4 6- 4-

"

6-4// 6'-5/a" 6-5/4 6-6% 6-6/a" 6-7/4' 6- 8 "
6-8/4 6-9/4 6'-9fa"

53 6'-7%' 6-2'/*: 6'-2 7/a
" 6-3%" 6-4" 6'- 4/2" 6-5" 6'- 5/4 6-6/4 6-6/4 6'-7/4' 6-7/4 6-8/4"

60 „ 6'-0/B
"

6'-/

f

a
"

6'-//s 6-2%" 6-2/a" 6-3/2" 6- 4" 6-4/4 6- 5" 6-5/4 6-5/4' 6- 6/4 6'-6/4

63 » 6-07s 6-0/4 6'- 7/a" 6-/W 6-2" 6-2/2 6'- 3" 6- 3/4' 6-4" 6-4/4 6-4/4' 6-5/4 6-6/4
70 » 5'-///2 5'-///4 6'-0/4 6'-0 7

/a" 6'-/'// 6-/f4 6-2/4 6-2/4 6'-
3"

6-3/2 6'-
4" 6-4% 6-4/4

73 » 5-/0%" 5'-///a" 5-/7%' 6-0/4' 6-0/4' 6'-/" 6'-//4' 6 '-///' 6-2/4 6-2/4 6- 3/4 6'-3/4' 6-4"
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TABLES OF NECESSARY DISTANCES BETWEEN INSIDE FACES OF SIDE SILLS TO ALLOW TRUCK WHEELS TO SWING.
PROPER CLEARANCE ALLOWANCE MUST BE ADDED TO THESE FIGURES

Conditions: 4-ft. 1-in. Wheel-Base, 4-ft. 8%-in. Gage of Track, 33-in. Wheels, 3-in. Wheel-Tread, 2 ft. 3 ins. from Top of Rail to Under Side of Sill

DISTANCE BETWEEN BOLSTER CENTERS /At FEET

OR
R//RI/FS 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

25FEET 7- /7a 7-27s 7-3" 7- 4" 7-4// 7-3%:' 7'-67z" 7'- 7// 7'- 8" 7'- 8// 7- 9/a 7- /0" 7L/0/a

SO " 6-/0" 6'- /07a 6'-//// 7L 0/e 17- //a" 7L27/ 7- 3
"

7-37/ 7-4-7/ 7-3// 7- 6" 7'- 67/ 7L 7//'

3S - 6-7/2 6-8/a" 6'-9/a" 6- /0" 6'- /0%. 6'-//7/' 7L 07/ 7— /" 7- //a" 7-2// 7'-
3

"

7"-3%, -7' /) 3/S

4-U " o o ya oya 6 - 77a
-7%,"

- //<? 6-8s'"'
Q'/

"

- /u - lu/e -///«. II/a
7

' /'/,
" ~7' / 7t>

"
/- / y<s

45 > 6-4// 6-4%:' 6-S/2 6- 6fa" 6- 6f/ 6-7fa" 6-87/ 6-87/ 6-97/ 6-/0" 6-/O/2' 6-/7//' 6'-////

SO •> 6-273' 6-372 6-4// 6-47/ 6-3%" 6-6" 6-67/ 6-7// 6-77/ 6-87/ 6-6/a" 6-9// 6'-/0"

56 » 6'-/// 6-2// 6-3" 6'-372
'

6-47/ 6-47/ 6-3// 6-5/7 6-67/ 6-6// 6-77/ 6-7// 6-8/2"

60 >< 6'-/" 6-/72" 6'-
2"

6'-2fe" 6'-37a" 6-3fa" 6-47/ 6-4// 6-3/a" 6-57a" 6-6// 6'- 6// 6'-7/a"

65 » 6-07/ 6-0%: 6'-/// 6'-/// 6-27/ 6-2// 6-3/a" 6-37/ 6-47/ 6-4// 6- 37a" 6- 5// 6-6"

70 » S-//fs" 6-0" 6-O/2 6'-/" 6'-/7z" 6-/7/ 6-2// 6-27: 6-37/ 6-37/ 6'- 4/ 6-47/ 6-5"

75 " 5- //

"

SJ
-///z 6-//%' 6-0/a' 6- Of/ 6-/7/ 6-/fs" 6-2" 6-27/ 6-2/a" 6'-37/ 6-37/ 6-4//

Condition-,: 4-ft. 6-in. Wheel-Base, 4-ft. 8y2-in. Gage of Track, 33-in. Wheels, 3-in. Wheel-Tread, 2 ft. 3 ins. from Top of Rail to Under Side of Sill

RADII DISTANCE BETWEEN BOLSTER CENTERS /N FEET

OF
CURVES 10 /s 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

25 FEET 7-

2

s// 7'-3f/ 7-4% 7-5?/ 7- 6/2 7-7// 7'- 8 s// 7-9/2 '

7'-/0'A
" 7-//U S'-O" 8'-% 8'-///

30 - 6'-////, 7-
A" 7'-/// 7-2/8 7-3" 7-3// 7-4/; 7-5/s" 7- 6// 7-7// 7-8" 7-8// 7-9//

35 - 6-8//' 6'- 9//' 6-/07s 6'-///7 7-0" 7'-%" 7-/7/ 7'-2/z ' 7'- 3// 7'-
4' 7'-4/7 7-5// 7-6//

40 << 6-6/2" 6'-7/s 6-8/7 6'- 8// 6'- 9 /s 6-/O/2 6'-//// 6'- ///s 7- // 7'-//s 7-2// 7'-2/7 7-3//

45 - 6'-4 7yf 6-3% 6'- 6/2 6-7// 6- 77<i 6-8// 6-9/s" 6-9/7 6'-/0/z 6'-//7s 6'-//// 7'-//' 7'-/"

SO - 6-37/ 6-4// 6'-4 7s 6-5//' 6-6//' 6-6// 6- 77/ 6'- 8// 6'-8% 6'-9/s 6'-/0" 6-/07/S 6-////

55 » 6'-2/f 6'-
J"

6'-3/p 6-4// 6-4/7 6-5/2' 6- 6
"

6'-6/f 6-77/ 6'-77s ' 6'-8// 6-9" 6-W
60 - 6'-/'// 6-2// 6'-2/<? 6'-3// 6-3/« 6-4/s 6'-4// 6'-57* 6-6" 6'- 6/2 6 '-/7/ 6'- 7/7 6- S/s

65 « 6-0/s 6'-/'//' 6'-/// 6-27/ e'- ay<L 6-3/s 6-3// 6'-4/s 6-4/g 6'-5/s 6-5/7 6- 6/s" 6-6/s"

70 « 6-0" 6'- 07/ 6'-/" 6'-///' 6-2" 6- 2// 6-277 6-3/7 6-3/s 6-4/s 6-5/s 6-5//

75 * 5'-//3/s s'-// 7// 6'-// 6'-//' 6-/7/ 6'-/// 6-2'//' 6-2/7 6-37/ 6-3'// 6-4" 6'-

4

s// 6-4/s"

Conditions: 4-ft. 10-in. Wh« el-Base, 4-ft. 8%-in. Gage of Track, 33-in Wheels, 3-in. Whe l-Tread, 2 ft. 3 ins. rom Top of Rail to Under Side of Sill

FAD/1 DISTANCE BETWEEN BOLSTER CENTERS /N FEET

OF
CURVES /O /9 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

25 FEET 7'- 4/s" 7-57/ 7- 67/ 7- 71/ 7-8/7 7-9/7 7-/07/ 7-//// S'-//' 8'-/%" 8-2//' 3-3" a'-33//

SO " 7- /s" 7'-/// 7-27/ 7L 37/ 7-4// 7-S// 7- 6// 7-7// 7-87/ 7-9//' 7-/0 "
7-/0/7 7-m"

35 » 6-9// 6-/07/ 6-/17/ 7- // 7-/7/ 7-2/2 7-37/ 7-3// 7- 47/ 7-5// 7'-6// 7-77/ 7-8"

40 " 6 '-77/' 6-67/ 6'-sy 6-/0" 6-/072 6'-//// 7'- %" 7'-/// 7-2" 7'-2// 7-37/' 7-47/ 7- 5"

45 6-Sjf 6- 67/ 6-77/ 6'- 8" 6'- 87/ 6'- 9/2" 6-/07/ 6'- //

"

6- //// 7- 7/ 7'-/// 7'-/// 7-2//

50 6-47/ 6'- 5" 6'-5W 6'- 6/s 6-77/ 6-77/ 6-87/ 6-9// 6-9// 6-/07/ 6'-//7/ 6'-//7l 7-7/'

55 » 6-3/9" 6-3// 6-47/ 6-5" 6'- 57/ 6-67/ 6-7" 6-87/ 6-8// 6-9// 6-/0" 670/s"

60 - 6'-2fc' 6'-27/ 6'- 37/ 6- 37s" 6-47/ 6-5// 6'-57/ 6-6// 6-6/s" 6-7// 6-8" 6'-6%7 6-9'//

65 » 6- /// 6'-/// 6-27/ 6'- 3
" 6'-3// 6-4" 6'-*?// 6-5// 6 '-57/ 6-6/2 6-67/ 6-7// 6-7//

70 » 6-07/ 6'-/" 6-/7/ 6'- 27/ 6-2// 6-3//' 6-3// 6-47/ 6-47/ 6-5// 6-5// 6-6//' 6-6//

75 >> G'-O" 6'- 7/ 6'-//' 6-/7/ 6'- /7s" 6'-2f/ 6'-2// 6'- 3'// 6-372 6'- 47/ 6-47/ 6-57/ 6'-5s//

Conditions: 5-ft. Whee -Base, 4-ft sy2-in. Ga ge of Trac k, 33-in. Wheels, 3-in. Wheel-Tread. 2 ft. 3 ins. from Top of Rail to Under Side Sill

RAD// DISTANCE BETWEEN BOLSTER CENTERS /N FEET
OF

CURVES /a /9 20 21 £2 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

25FEET 7-47/ 7-6" 7- 77/ 7-8//' 7-37/ 7-/07/ 7'-//// 8- // s'-///' 8'-2//' 8-3// 8'-4// 8- 5"

SO » 7- /" 7-2// 7-3/7' 7-4-7/ 7-57/ 7-6// 7-7// 7-8/7' 7- 9//' 7-/0" 7'-/0/s 7'-//// 8- //
35 » 6-/0// 6'-//// 7- O" 7- /" 7- 2" 7-2// 7-3// 7-4-7/ 7-57/ 7- 6// 7- 7//' 7-8" 7-8//

40 ". 6-7?* 6-8// 6-9/s" 6-/0// 6'-//// 7'- //' 7'-/" 7-/7/ 7-2// 7-3// 7-4// 7-5" 7-57/

45 » 6- 6/s" 6-6// 6-77/ 6-87/ 6-9//' 6-/0" 6-/07/ 6'-//// 7-7/ 7- /" 7'-/// 7-2// 7-3//

50 >• 6-4W 6'-S// 6-6// 6-6/2 6'- 7// 6-8// 6-8//' 6-9// 6-107/ 6'-//" 6-//3// 7'-// 7-2"

55 » 6-3Jyr" 6-4'// 6-47/ 6-5/2 6-6// 6-6// 6-77/ 6'- 8
"

6-

8

s// 6- 9// 6-/0"' 6-/0// 6-/1//

60 » 6-2// e- 3" 6-37/ 6-4// 6- 47/ 6- 5// 6'-&7/ 6-7// 6'-7// 6-87/ 6'-
9"

6'-9//

65 » 6'-/// 6-2// 6-2%" 6-37/ 6'- 3// 6'- 4// 6- 5" 6-5// 6- 6/s" 6-6/s" 6-7//' 6- 7// 6-8//

70 » 6'- // 6-/7/ 6'-/// 6-27/ 6- 3" 6-3// 6'- 4" 6-4//' 6- 5" 6'- 5// 6-6/s" 6-6/s" 6-7/"

7*5 " 6- /s" 6- // 6- /ft" 6-/7/ 6-2// 6-2// 6-3// 6-37/ 6'- 4//' 6-4/s" 6- S// 6- S/s" 6- 6/s"
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These tables are based upon the assumption that the truck

bolsters and center plate are midway between the wheels, so

that they do not apply to maximum-traction trucks where the

pivotal point is set at unequal distances from the axles. It is

also assumed that when a car is on a curve the truck bolster

stands radial to the same. ,

CORRESPONDENCE

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS FROM THE COLUMBUS BOARD

OF TRADE

Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 30, 1906.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

We are in receipt of a large number of letters of thanks and

congratulations for the manner in which the Convention

committee of the Board of Trade and the citizens of Colum-

bus applied themselves to the task of making the recent Con-

vention of the American Street and Interurban Railway As-

sociation in Columbus a memorable and enjoyable event. It

would be an immense task to answer all of these letters, per-

sonally, and I am therefore about to ask you to publish this

letter, or an excerpt therefrom, stating, in behalf of our Con-

vention committee of the Board of Trade, and the combined

citizenship of Columbus, that we keenly felt not only the

responsibility but the honor that was conferred upon our city

by its selection for the place of meeting of the American

Street and Interurban Railway Association. Whatever has

been done by us was the outgrowth of the officials with

whom we came in contact prior to the convention dates, and

who enthused and stimulated us to the activity and hospital-

ity that was bestowed, yet I cannot refrain from a little boast-

ing, by stating that our citizens are ever keen and alert to

respond to the wants and tastes of the "stranger within their

confines."

We, in turn, desire to express our appreciation to all of the

officers and executive committees of this grand organization,

and extend to them our sincerest thanks for having placed

faith enough in our city in choosing it for their convention,

and assure you again that we are quite proud of the achieve-

ment which you so generally intimate has been accomplished.

Henry C. Pirrung,

Chairman Convention Committee.

THE EVERYBODY BUSY PRINCIPLE

Oct. 18, 1906.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

I do not agree with the master mechanic who said in your

issue of Sept. 18 that everybody can be busy when the man-

ager is around, and that there are lots of things that would

escape the observation of the manager's eye. A master me-

chanic should not allow anything to be done in his shop that

he wouldn't tell his manager and superintendent about. It is

the duty of the master mechanic to show the manager all of

the crippled cars on hand and explain to him the cause.

Don't show him simply the good ones and let him go back to

the office in content. In a few days he will call you up and

ask you: "What is the trouble with No. 601, or 66; I

thought you told me the other day that you had all of your

cars in good shape." Then the master mechanic will reply:

'Why, so and so told me that those cars were o. k." Reports

like that put hardships on the man who does the work. If

the master mechanic makes a daily and monthly report of

his cars and balances these reports each month, he is in a

position to talk to the manager. A master mechanic should
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know the name and size of every piece of material that is on

a car. He should know how to adjust the electrical equip-

ment. He cannot do all of this work by himself, but he can

pay good wages and get good sober men and show them

what he wants done.

In our shop the boys are always busy whether the manager

is there or not. I have been in the street railway business for

twelve years, and have served my time in all of the working

departments of construction and repair work of street railway

work. I would like to see every man that is assigned to any

part of the street railway work, let it be in the pit or have the

superintendent's job, get busy and try to improve his work

to such a degree as to be promoted to something better. I

would like to see the merit system put in use, and then every-

body would get busy sure enough. One would watch the

other and the master mechanic would get busy too.

Shopman.

A LOW VOLTAGE SHOP CIRCUIT

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 24, 1906.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

It seems to the writer that the following is a very good
method of obtaining the low voltage for shop trolley circuits

spoken of in your editorial of Sept. 22. It is applicable

FIG. 1.—CONNECTION WITH UNSTABLE VOLTAGE POINT

under certain conditions only, to roads vising high-tension

transmission and rotary converter sub-stations.

Connect the shop trolley wire to the neutral point of the

low-tension a. c. system. This will give one-half of the

normal d. c. voltage between the low voltage trolley and the

rail. Care must be exercised to make sure that the neutral

point to which connection is made is not an "unstable"

one, as would be the case if three separate single-phase trans-

formers are used with star connection. If a polyphase trans-

former is used, the neutral point will be nearly stable, but the

best results are secured when a six-phase converter is

employed. The accompanying diagrams will make my mean-

ing clear. Fig. 1 illustrates the three single-phase transform-

ers which have an unstable neutral point. Fig. 2 illustrates the

connection when three single-phase transformers are used

with a six-phase converter. In this case the neutral point is

stable because the current in coil A balances that in Coil A',

B balances B', and C balances C In either case there will

be a d. c. voltage on the shop circuit, and in the case of Fig.

2 this will be a constant voltage with a value one-half that of

the d. c. end of the rotary.

In some cases it is the practice in converter sub-stations to

three separate transformers

FIG. 2.—CONNECTION WTTH STABLE VOLTAGE POINT

ground the neutral point of the high-potential primary circuit.

This would not interfere with the plan proposed, but of course

the neutral point of the secondary circuit should not lie

grounded. F. K. B.

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.
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REPORT OF THE SWISS GOVERNMENT RAILROAD

COMMISSION

In May, 1904, the Swiss government appointed a commis-
sion to report on the advisability of equipping the State rail-

roads of that country with electric power. The commission
has made an exhaustive study of this subject during which its

secretary. Dr. W. Wyssling, with Charles Wirth, Engineer

of Swiss State Railways, visited this country about a year

ago. The preliminary report of the commission has just been

published by Dr. Wyssling.

The first question considered by the commission was the

amount of energy required to move all of the steam trains in

Switzerland. Section I. of the Swiss State Railways was
selected and the energy requirements were worked out for

each class of traffic and reduced to a ton-km basis. The
tractive resistance was found to vary for different types of

trains. In express service from 5 to 8.6 kg per metric ton

was taken, in passenger service 4.5 to 5 kg per ton, and in

freight service from 3 to 3.2 per ton. Owing to the curv-

ature on the Gotthard line and the less favorable conditions

existing in regular service than during tests, an average

figure of 6 kg per ton was adopted for the standard-gage

roads and 10 kg per ton for the narrow-gage lines. To the

theoretical energy required for starting at stations and for

running, 30 per cent was also added for passenger and freight

trains, and 110 per cent for express trains, to allow for

changes in speed during running and for starting after signal

stops, slow-downs, etc.

The average train loads during the winter in Switzerland

ranged from 70 to 80 per cent of the passenger business dur-

ing August and of the freight business during October, and
the power requirements were calculated for both summer and
winter traffic. Allowance was made for electric heating on
the basis of .156 kw per seat during the winter, and for light-

ing 2 cp, or .031 hp, per seat. Recuperation of energy on
down grades is considered possible but not particularly prac-

ticable under most conditions. The following table gives the

total amount of energy in horse-power-hours for an average

day needed at the driving wheels by all of the roads in

Switzerland :

POWER REQUIREMENTS OF SWISS RAILWAYS, IN HP-HOURS

Railway. Tonnage. For
Opera-
tion.

Re-
cupera-
tion

Possible.

Starting. Total.

Heating
and

Light-
ing.

Grand
Total.

Swiss State Ry..

.

Switching service

Gatthard Ry
Other Standard

Total Standard
Gage Rys

Narrow Gage
Ry

Grand Total .

.

18030000 476500
'.'701)1)

121000

38145

(82400) 189500
18000
13500

11780

666000
45000
134500

49935

27300 693300
45000
138200

53475

3400000

1061400

(43200)

(14785)

3700

3540

22551400

526710

662655

30755

(140385)

(11030)

232780

2860

895435

33615

34540

2175

929975

35790

23078110 693410 (151415) 235640 929050 36715 965765

Taking up now the subject of energy available, a total effi-

ciency of 40 per cent is assumed between turbine shaft and
driving wheels. The maximum daily demand for power in

summer is about 1,200,000 hp-hours, which at 40 per cent

efficiency would mean 3,000,000 hp-hours, or a continuous

supply of 125,000 hp for twenty-four hours per day. Of the

1,200,000 hp-hours, 200,000 hp-hours, or one-sixth, might be

recuperated. Recuperation is not of equal importance on all

lines. On some roads it would amount to one-third of the

total work, but on others not over one-thirtieth.

The average daily power consumption throughout the year

as shown in the table is 966,000 hp-hours at the driving

wheels, or, at 40 per cent efficiency, 2,400,000 hp-hours would

be required at the turbine shaft. This is equal to twenty-four

hour daily output of 100,000 hp.

The report then considers the ratio between maximum
and average loads, which in some cases is quite large, and

discusses the relative advantages of storage batteries and

water storage. The latter is considered more practicable. To
supply the 100,000 hp average demand would require a power

station capacity of 500,000 hp in turbines, which the author

considers ample for present conditions.

NEW ENGLAND STREET RAILWAY CLUB

The first fall meeting of the New England Street Railway

Club was held in the electrical engineering lecture room of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, at Boston, on the

evening, Oct. 25. An illustrated lecture upon "Modern

Illuminants" was the subject of the meeting, the speaker being

Prof. H. E. Clifford, of the Institute.

Prof. Clifford gave a brief sketch of the history of the arc

lamp in beginning his address, outlining the developments

from the early forms of open arc lamps to the latest types of

enclosed and impregnated carbon lamps in use to-day. He
projected the direct-current arc upon a screen and showed

the changing characteristics of the alternating arc by means

of a stroboscopic disc driven by an induction motor. Pass-

ing to the enclosed arc, the salient features of increased life and

better distribution of light were emphasized, though the point

was brought out that these are obtained at a sacrifice of effi-

ciency. The speaker then discussed the characteristics of the

magnetite arc lamp, in which the arc rather than the terminals

is luminous, and the life is about the same as that of the

enclosed lamp.

Both magnetite and flaming arcs were shown in operation,

two styles of the latter being exhibited. One was equipped

with carbons impregnated with barium salts, giving a yellow-

ish light, while the other gave an intense white light on

account of calcium salts in the carbons. These lamps burn

two in series on 114 volts, and although the efficiency ap-

proaches 0.2 watts per candle-power, the cost of maintenance

is high on account of the short life of the carbons. The
downward distribution adapts the lamp to large areas, but its

lack of steadiness precludes its successful application to in-

terior lighting.

The last portion of the lecture was devoted to incandescent

lamps. The carbon filament's slight progress for about twen-

ty-five years was touched upon, and the late designs of 2.5-

watt metallized filament lamps were discussed. The tantalum

lamp was shown in operation, and the point was mentioned

that its chief disadvantages seem to be its length of filament

—

about 20 ins., with numerous supports—and the extremely

short life of the filament on alternating-current circuits. The
street railway man should be interested in the metallized fila-

ment lamp of even 2.9 watts per candle-power efficiency,

which is a notable improvement over the ordinary four-watt

lamp. A tungsten lamp of 1.5-watts efficiency was shown in

operation. The principal difficulty with this lamp seems to

be the brittleness of the aggregated filament. A Cooper-

Hewitt mercury vapor lamp was exhibited in operation. Its

efficiency being one-third watt per candle-power, Prof. Clif-

ford concluded with a plea for intelligent appreciation of these

modern illuminants, emphasizing the importance of using

engineering principles in a common-sense manner in install-

ing high-efficiency lamps.
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ROLLING STOCK FOR THE NEW PALOUSE—SPOKANE
LINE, WASHINGTON

The latest road to build out of Spokane, which is an im-

portant interurban railway center, is the Spokane & Inland

Railway. Some particulars of this road were published in the

Street Railway Journal for Aug. 25, and the construction

lias now progressed as far as Waverly, 34 miles distant from

Spokane. At Spring Valley Junction a branch has been built

in a southerly and westerly direction to Palouse City and

thence to Moscow, while the main line continues south to

Colfax. When the line is completed the length of the two

branches will aggregate 114 miles. An imposing terminal

station has been built at Spokane, and is shared by the differ-

COMBINATION CAE ON THE PALOUSE LINE OF THE SP
INLAND RAILWAY

ent divisions of the Inland Empire Railway, of which the

Spokane & Inland Railway and the Coeur d'Alene & Spokane

Railway form a part. The photograph of this station repro-

duced on page 952 was taken on July 4 last, when forty-two

train loads were dispatched each way over the lines of the

Coeur d'Alene & Spokane Railway. This road had then

34 miles of track, and no train was over an hour and twenty

minutes in making the run. Over ten thousand passengers

The cars are all finished in the same style—quartered oak—
with semi-empire domes. The seats in the straight passenger

compartment are upholstered in figured plush and those in the

combination cars in spring cane; the seats are 38 ins. long

and have metal arm rests and adjustable foot rests; the backs

are of the push-over type and are 24 ins. high. An interest-

ing window arrangement is used in all of the cars, and con-

sists of an adaptation of the Brill semi-convertible

systems which enables lower sashes to be raised their full

height. For this purpose pockets arc formed in the space

between the letterboard and the wide molding at the post

heads ; the upper sashes are stationary and are glazed with

art glass ; the same kind of glass is used in the ventilator

sashes. Four-bar window guards are placed between each

pair of posts ; continuous basket racks are

used in the passenger compartment in all

cars ; the vestibules are arranged with end

doors to permit passing from one car to

another. In addition to the usual signal

cord, the conductor may communicate

with the motorman by means of a metal

speaking tube which connects both plat-

forms.

The bottom framing is alike in the

three types of cars, and consists of four

6-in. I-beams with pine fillers which
CANE & . .

constitute the center and intermediate

sills, and 15-in. x ^j-in. steel sill

plates sandwiched between double side sills, the outer of

which is 4 ins. x 8)4 ins. and the inner 2 ins. x 6 ins. The

cross-members are 3)4 ins. x 6 ins., with %-in. I-beam needle

pieces with double-trussed 7-in. needle beams. The under

trusses are ij4 ins. in diameter, anchored at the body bolsters.

The flooring is double and the interspace filled with mineral

wool. The height from rail to top of floor is 4 ft. 2 T/2 ins.,

and height from rail to under side of side sill is 3 ft. ?}i ins.

were carried. The cars for both of these lines were built by

the J. G. Brill Company and the American Car Company, and

include passenger and combination cars, trailers and express

cars.

The passenger motor cars and passenger trail cars of the

Inland Railway, illustrated herewith, are the same in style

and dimensions with the exception that the trailer cars have

an observation platform at the rear end. These observation

platforms are 6 ft. io)4 ins. long—this makes the trailer cars

measure 2 ft. 2% ins. longer than the motor cars, whose
platforms measure 4 ft. 8 ins. The straight passenger cars,

both motor and trailer types, have a seating capacity of sixty-

two; the combination cars seat fifty-six passengers. In addi-

tion to the latter, accommodation is provided for seating ten

passengers on folding seats in the baggage compartment.

The trucks have a wheel base of 6 ft. 5 ins. and diameter of

wheel of 36 ins.

The construction of the baggage cars is unusually substan-

tial. The side sills are 5^-in. x 8%-in. long-leaf yellow pine

with 8-in. x -Hs-in. sill plates on the inside. The center sills

are 4% ins. x 8)4 ins., and the intermediate sills 4)4 ins. x

6)4 ins. Besides cross-bars of y/2 ins. x 6)4 ins., additional

transverse strength is obtained by long diagonal cross-bracing

composed of 2^-in. x 4><-in. pieces. The iVS-in. under-

trusses are anchored close to the body bolsters; the needle-

beams are composed of 8-in. I-beams, double-trussed. Short

inside truss rods of 2',/,-in. x *4-in. flat iron support the ends

of the car. These truss rods are carried over the side win-

dows 6 ft. 3)4 ins. from the top of the floor to the under side

of the rod. The side posts are 2 ft. y\ ins. from center to
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renter, except at the windows, where they are 2 ft. 534 his.

Four sliding doors—two at each side—have 4-ft. 6-in. open-

duced motion, if necessary, can easily be arranged by the aid

of pulleys, levers or other reducing devices.

Fine adjustments can readily be made by applying the mo-
tion at the proper point along the lever, and to facilitate this,

INTERIOR, OF SPOKANE & INLAND CAR

ings ; doors at diagonal opposite corners are arranged to

swing outwardly. Standard steam-car couplers are used on

both passenger and baggage cars.

"ft

MECHANICAL TIME RECORDER

MECHANICAL TIME RECORDERS

To answer demands for an instrument which makes a

graphic record of variations and time of such variations, of

mechanical improvements, the Bristol

Company, of Waterbury, Conn., has

brought out the instrument illustrated

herewith, which it calls a mechanical

time recorder. A circular chart re-

volves by clockwork at uniform speed,

while the pen moves over the chart an

amount proportional to the motion to

be recorded. The chart is 8 ins. in di-

ameter, being the same size as on the

well-known standard Bristol gages.

Clock movements can be supplied for

complete revolution of chart once in

fifteen minutes, one hour, two hours,

three hours, four hours, six hours, eight

hours, ten hours, twelve hours, twenty-

four hours, or seven days. Thus it will

be seen that the speed may be selected

to give best results under all commer-
cial requirements.

The pen arm is rigidly attached at its

lower end to a shaft which is turned by

a short arm projecting through a slot

in the bottom of the case. The lever

shown in the cut, projecting to the

right, is clamped to the short arm by a

thumb nut. Special attention is called

to the fact that the lever is ad-

justable and can be clamped to the arm at any convenient

angle. The motion to be recorded after being properly re-

duced, if necessary, is imparted to the lever, which in turn

transmits it to the pen. The total scale on the chart is usually

taken proportional to the total motion to be recorded. Re-

a metal attaching piece is provided which is adjustable on the

lever arm and secured in any position by thumb nut. It will

be seen that by the aid of the adjustable lever arm and the ad-

justable slide on the arm the instrument is most conveniently

FOURTH OF JULY CROWD AT THE SPOKANE TERMINAL STATION

adapted to record motions of all amounts and directions.

Total deflection of the pen is obtained by turning the lever

through an angle of about 21 deg. or 5 sec. motion at its

outer end.

This instrument can be used to record the rate of motion
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and position of sluice gates, turbine or engine governors, gate

valves., etc. It is also adapted for recording the rise and fall

of liquids in tanks, rivers, reservoirs and fore bay.

—-—
NEW CARS FOR CITY SERVICE IN KANSAS CITY

The latest type of car for city service, ordered by the Metro-

politan Railway Company, of Kansas City, Mo., is shown in

the accompanying engravings. It is of the semi-convertible

type, built by the American Car Company, and presents a

number of novel features. The car measures 33 ft. 4 ins. over

the end panels and 45 ft. 4 ins. over the vestibules. The

width over sills including sheathing is 8 ft. 6 ins., and the

height from floor to ceiling is 8 ft. 534 ins. In the framing

the usual ^-in. x 12-in. steel sill plate was employed, but rein-

forced at the bottom with 3j^-in. x 6-in. x ^-in. angle-iron.

There is a striking similarity in the car illustrated to the

cars supplied the Chicago City Railways by the same build-

ers and the J. G. Brill Company. This is evidenced in the

vestibules, at the entrance of which will be noted the dividing

stanchion, which not only makes ingress and egress sys-

tematic, but forms a support for the large triple folding doors

which close the vestibule opening. Another feature which

recalls the Chicago cars is the destination sign placed midway

down the car; also the angle-iron bumper filled with oak and

covered with bumper shield. The flooring is double, inter-

spaced with three-ply felt.

The seating arrangement is quite novel in that half the car

is given up to cross seats and half to longitudinal seats. This

is most clearly shown in the side view, in which the six cross

seats can be seen through the sash in the center of the car.

This plan was adopted to accommodate both the short-trip-

pers, who will choose the longitudinal seats as being nearer

the exit, and the long-distance riders, who will prefer the

transverse seats. Another advantage, of course, in the extra

provision made for seats of the longitudinal type is the large

The resistances most commonly to be measured in shop work
are those of starting coils, fields and armatures. Bridge

methods, except in skilled hands, give poor results when
applied to very low resistances, and are actually misleading

when applied to starting coils composed of a series of joints

or contacts. A differential voltmeter has two sets of connect-

ing posts to which internally connect two separate deflecting

coils. With equal voltages applied to the posts according to

INTERIOR OF KANSAS CITY CAR WITH LONGITUDINAL
END SEATS

the polarity marked on the posts, the deflecting coiis have

equal but opposite tendencies to deflect the needle from zero,

which is at the center of the scale. If unequal voltages are

applied to the posts, then the needle will move to one side of

or to the other an amount depending on their difference. In

measuring car resistances absolute resistance is not so much
a matter of custom as that they shall be within certain safe lim-

SEMI-CONVERTI RLE CAR FOR KANSAS CITY

amount of standing room that is possible. Push buttons are

provided, and the interiors are attractively finished in quar-

tered oak ; the ceilings are of the same wood. The truck used

is the No. 27-GE1, having a wheel base of 4 ft. 6 ins. Four
motors of 40-hp capacity each are used on each car.

A DIFFERENTIAL VOLTMETER PLEA

The bar to accuracy in measuring resistance on a railway

circuit is variation of line voltage, which makes it extremely
tedious to get corresponding voltmeter and ammeter readings

or comparative voltmeter readings at the same current value.

its of variation. At an approximately given current the differ-

ential voltmeter is an excellent instrument for comparing the

exactly simultaneous drops across an unknown resistance and

a known resistance to be used as a source of standard drop.

For example, in testing a set of motor fields in the motor,

they are connected in series with a similar set outside ; one

pair of meter posts is connected to the test fields and the other

pair to the standards. On closing the circuit, passing a safe

current and pressing both meter keys, if the opposing

resistances, hence drops, are the same, the needle will not

flicker, but a difference in resistance will cause a differential

deflection, the interpretation of which, in the case of motor

fields, will be given later.
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FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE

Wall Street, Nov. 7, 1906.

The Money Market
There has been no material change in the local money market

during the past week. The demand for money from stock com-

mission houses has not been urgent, owing to the inactivity in the

securities market, but. the heavy interest and dividend disburse-

ments on Nov. I, and the continued heavy shipments of money
to the interior cities for crop moving and general business pur-

poses have served to maintain rates for both call and time loans

at last week's high level. Money on call has ranged between 3 and

9 per cent, averaging about 6 per cent, while sixty-day money
commanded 6 per cent and a commission, bringing the total charge

to the borrower up to 7 per cent. Three and four months' ac-

commodations were obtainable at 6 l/2 per cent, but five and six

months' maturities were rather liberally offered at 6 per cent.

The relative ease in the rates for long periods was due to the

fact that contracts made for six months would mature in March,

a period when money is generally in plentiful supply. The out-

ward flow of funds to the West and South during the week have

been rather heavy, the net cash loss by the banks amounting to

$7,342,400, and resulting in a further heavy reduction in the

surplus reserve of the clearing house institutions to a compara-

tively low point. At the close of the week, however, there were

signs of a relaxation in the demand for money at the Western

cities, especially at Chicago, where New York exchange sold at

par, as against 15 cents discount, the rate prevailing earlier in the

week. In banking circles this is taken to indicate an early return

movement of money in this direction, which will probably be

stimulated by the high rates for money prevailing at this center.

The monetary situation abroad, and especially at London, con-

tinues to attract considerable attention. During the week open

market discounts at the center rose to 6^4 per cent, or % per cent

above the official rate. The Bank of England has not been very

successful in replenishing its gold reserve, and the governors of

that institution may find it necessary to make a further advance

in the minimum rate at their meeting this week. The shipments

of gold to Egypt to finance the cotton crop continues, and private

cable advices are to the effect that the Bank of France has re-

leased $2,000,000 gold for that purpose. The situation abroad

resulted in an advance of }A cent in sterling exchange in the

local market, but it is not expected that the rate for sterling will

reach a point that will necessitate the exportation of gold from
this side. Cotton bills are now appearing on the market in large

quantities, owing to the decline in the price of the staple, and it

is the belief that from now on the shipments of cotton and grain

from this country will create enough exchange to keep the rates

below the gold export figure. The bank statement, published on
last Saturday, was rather better than expected. Loans decreased

$9,542,300*. Cash decreased $7,342,400, but as the reserve re-

quired was $4,718,500 less than in the preceding week, the surplus

reserve was decreased by $3,819,075. The surplus now stands at

$7,765,250, as against $11,504,325 in the preceding week, $2,345,475

in the corresponding week a year ago, and $10,112,400 in 1904.

The Stock Market
The stock market, while still under the influence of election

uncertainty, displayed considerable strength during the week, and

with the election now out of the way the speculation will be

governed by developments in the railroad field and in the money
market. The latter is still very unsatisfactory, and may yet prove

to be a disturbing factor. The clearing house banks lost heavily

in cash last week, and the surplus reserve is now down to a point

which does not admit of any loan expansion to further speculative

operations in securities. The Bank of England is slow in increas-

ing its reserve, and it is not improbable that the governors of that

institution will increase the discount rate to 7 per cent in the

near future. Such action would cause further liquidation of stocks

in our market. We have also to consider the fact that a large

amount of securities have been returned from abroad, and pay-

ment for these will probably be made this week and may result

in an unfavorable bank statement on Saturday. In some quarters

there is a disposition to consider the probability of gold exports

m the near future, but the heavy exports of cotton are making a

large amount of exchange, and gold cannot be withdrawn from

here with money ruling at prevailing high rates. As it will be

some weeks before money will begin to return in volume from the

crop sections, there is reason to expect a continued firm money

market during the balance of the year. The important develop-

ment of the week was the increase in the dividend on Penn-

sylvania stock from 6 to 7 per cent per annum. This action has

been criticized as unfavorable, on the ground that the company

has added very largely to its capital obligations for improvements

and extensions which will not be productive of income for a

considerable time, and also for the reason that the railroad em-

ployees of the country are now demanding increased wages to meet

the higher cost of living. On the other hand, the earnings of the

Pennsylvania have increased to an extent that justifies a larger

return to the stockholders, and the income account of the com-

pany has been enlarged by the proceeds from the sale of Baltimore

& Ohio and Norfolk & Western stocks. The quarterly statement

of the United States Steel Corporation reflected the great pros-

perity in the iron and steel trades, and if the earnings continue at

the present rate the corporation should be able to provide for all

improvements and to place the common on a 4 per cent basis, and

still have a surplus sufficient to cover the cost of construction of

the new plant at Gary, Ind. The weakness in New York Central

attracted some attention and appeared to be the result of liquida-

tion.

The local traction shares were favorably affected by the defeat

of the Democratic candidate for Governor and the belief that

such defeat would remove a menace to all public utility

properties. The market as a whole has been almost entirely pro-

fessional, and the so-called big interests occupy a waiting position.

Every attempt to run up prices brings out long stocks, and it

appears to be the policy to hold speculation in check until the

monetary outlook is brighter. Stocks are in strong hands, but

the public have gone into mining stocks and pay little attention

to railroads and industrials.

Philadelphia

The dullness prevailing in the general securities market during

the past week was reflected to a very large extent in the market

for the local traction shares. The demand for these shares was
not large, but in the absence of any pressure to sell prices gener-

ally ruled firm. In some instances strength was displayed, but the

net changes for the week were unimportant. Philadelphia Rapid

Transit was the only stock to display any signs of activity, the

total transactions in the stock aggregating about 9000 shares at

from 27H to 28^. At the close, however, a heavy selling move-

ment developed on the calling of another $5 assessment, making

a total of $10 a share call on this stock this year. The final

sale of the stock was at 26. Otherwise the trading

was in small lots. Union Traction fluctuated between 64^2

and 64*4, on transactions of a few hundred shares, and odd lots

of Philadelphia Traction sold at 97^ and g7 l/2 . Other sales in-

cluded American Railways at 52, Fairmount Park Transportation

at 14^2, Lehigh Valley Transportation preferred at 20, and Phila-

delphia Company preferred at 48^2- The gross earnings of the

Philadelphia Company for the nine months ended Sept. 30 were

the largest in the history of the company, the earnings available

on the common stock being equal to 7.26 per cent on the authorized

issue of $36,000,000.

Baltimore

Extreme dullness prevailed in the Baltimore market for traction

issues. The demand was confined almost entirely to the securities

of the United Railway Company, and such transactions as were

recorded were at fractionally higher prices. The 4 per cent bonds

brought 88j^ and 89 for about $20,000, and the funding 5s sold at

8954 and 89^ for about $20,000.

Other Traction Securities

Trading in the Boston market was unusually light, but prices

generally held firm. Boston Elevated, after an early advance from

154 to 154%, lost all of the improvement. Boston & Worcester

common rose from 285^ to 2854, on purchases of 450 shares, and
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a small lot of the preferred brought 80. Massachusetts Electric

common brought 18 for several hundred shares, while the pre-

ferred moved up from 67J4 to 68. West End common sold at 74,

and the preferred at 109. In the Chicago market trading was

practically at a standstill. North Chicago sold at 44 and 44^4 Ior

fifty shares. South Side Elevated brought 91 for 100 shares, and

200 Northwestern Elevated preferred brought 62.

Cleveland Electric reached low mark of 63 last week, but ad-

vanced to 67 the early part of this week oh indication of a favor-

able Supreme Court decision on an important point. Buyers are

watching the stock with a great deal of interest as it is certain

to move up many points in case of a favorable decision. Lake

Shore Electric securities have been showing some decline through

sales of insiders who apparently are attempting to realize on

these securities. The common stock sold down to isM. the old

preferred at 66^2 and the new preferred at 60 the early part of

this week. Northern Ohio traction is down to 27^2 for appar-

ently the same reason. Aurora, Elgin & Chicago preferred has

been very active at around 77 and the common at 32^ to 33.

Cleveland & Southwestern Traction preferred moved up to 66.

A small lot of Western Ohio receipts sold at i2 J/2 -

Cincinnati, Newport & Covington advanced to a high figure of

84 on the strength of the reported leasing deal to the Columbia

Company. This was a gain of about 5 points within a week.

The preferred was inactive at S6]/2 - Cincinnati Street Railway

sold at 140, a decline of one point from recent figures. 'Detroit

United sold at 90, also a decline from recent quotations. Toledo

Railways & Light sold at 32.

Security Quotations

The following table shows the present bid quotations for the

leading traction stocks, and the active bonds, as compared with

last week

:

Oct. 31 Nov. 7

American Railways

52

52

Boston Elevated

154

155

Brooklyn Rapid Transit

77%

80%
Chicago City !

140

160

Chicago Union Traction (common) 4% 4%
Chicago Union Traction (preferred)

14%

14

Cleveland Electric

65%

—
Consolidated Traction of New Jersey

76

77

Detroit United

88

88%
Interborough-Metropolitan, W. 1

35%

38

Interborough-Metropolitan (preferred), W. 1 75 79

International Traction (common)

60

66

International Traction (preferred), 4s

79

88

Manhattan Railway

142

144

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (common)

18

17%
Massachusetts Electric Cos. (preferred)

67

87%
Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (common) 24 23

Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (preferred) 65 64

Metropolitan Street

105

106

North American

88

88%
North Jersey Street Railway

27

28

Philadelphia Company (common)

49

48V2

Philadelphia Rapid Transit

27%

26

Philadelphia Traction

97%

97%
Public Service Corporation certificates

65%

65

Public Service Corporation 5 per cent notes 94% 95

South Side Elevated (Chicago)

90%

90%
Third Avenue

123

123

Twin City, Minneapolis (common) *109% 111

Union Traction (Philadelphia)

64

64%

* Ex-dividend.

Metals

Advices to the "Iron Age" from Cleveland, show that some of

the ore interests have opened their order books for the coming

season and have entered a very considerable tonnage at advanced

prices. The pig iron markets continue in an unsettled condition,

with little doing in the Central West, where there is little avail-

able. The steel plants are being driven to top-notch speed. With
the exception of structural steel, the volume of business keeps

up at a tremendous rate and runs in excess of current capacity,

great as that is.

Copper metal continues strong, at unchanged prices. Lake is

quoted at 2ij4 to 22^2 c.
;
electrolytic at 21^ to 22c; castings at

2IJ4 to 2ij4c.

INTERNATIONAL STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION

ELECTS OFFICERS

The official proceedings of the Milan Convention of the In-

ternational Street Railway Association closed with the elec-

tion of officers on Sept. 21. F. Nonnenberg, director of the Com-
pagnie Generale des Chemis de Fer Secondaires (General Inter-

urban Railway Company), Brussels, retired from the executive

committee in favor of C. de Burlet, of Brussels. At the sugges-

tion of the president, the German representation was increased

so that the executive committee is now constituted as follows

:

President, Leon Janssen, general director of Tramways Bruxel-

lois (Brussels Tramways) ; vice-president, Gustav Koehler, di-

rector of the "Grosser Berliner Strassenbahn" (Great Berlin

Street Railway) ; E. A. Ziffer, president of the managing com-

mittee Bukowiner Local Railways, Vienna, and C. deBurlet, gen-

eral director of the Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Vici-

naux de Belgique (National Belgian Railway Company), Brus-

sels ; members of executive committee, officers and Messrs. Broca,

director of the Compagnie des Tramways de Paris et du De-

partment de la Seine (Paris & Seine Department Tramways
Company), Paris; Geron, manager Kolnischen Strassenbahn

Gesellschaft (Cologne Street Railway, now in liquidation), Brus-

sels; Gessels, director of the Societe Generale de Chemins de Fer

Economique (General Economical Railway Company), Brussels^

Lavalard, director of the Compagnie Generale des Omnibus
(General Omnibus Company), Paris; von Pirch, director Bar-

men-Elberfield Electric Railway, and Poetz, manager of the

Strassenlisenbahn Gesellschaft (Street Railway Company) of

Hamburg.
The last order of business was the selection of a city for the

1908 meeting. An especially cordial invitation was received from
Munich where the year named will be celebrated with a world's

fair in honor of the 750th anniversary of the city's founding. An
invitation was also received from the Hungarian Government to

hold the meeting in Buda Pest. The final decision on this ques-

tion was left to the executive committee.

ELEVATED TRAFFIC IN CHICAGO

The Metropolitan elevated for the month of October broke all

records in the matter of traffic. The daily average was 142,671

passengers, being an increase of 10,681 over the corresponding

month last year. The increase was partly attributable to the base-

ball business, the championship series falling within the month.

The Northwestern Elevated also made a record for the month.

The South Side elevated made a relatively better exhibit than for

September. In the latter month a decrease was shown, while for

October there was a small gain, .87 per cent. The figures follow:

METROPOLITAN ELEVATED
1906 1905 Increase Per Cent

January 129,730 116,013 13,717 11.82

February 135,570 121,177 14,393 11.9

1

March 138,169 124,853 13,316 10.63

April

137,477

124,946 12,481 9.93

May 136,735 125,164 11,571 9.2B

June 133,974 ' 124,569 9,415 7.55

July 123,370 113,578 9,792 8.69

August 123,512 116,395 7,117 6.11

September 126,975 ' 124,427 2.54S 2 05

October 142,671 131,990 10,681 8.03

SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED
1906 1905 Increase Per Cent

January ' 92,406 84,659 7,747 9 0!

February 95,077 88,173 6,904 7>3
March 95,466 91,384 4,082 4.46

April 95,756 91,901 3,855 4.19

May 97,159 89,971 7,188 7.99

June 101,770 93,941 7,829 8.33

July 92,976 85,272 7,704 9.03

August 88,539 85,288 3,251 3.81

September 89,749 89,022 *727 *0.81

October 93,577 92,824 753 .07

NORTHWESTERN ELEVATED
1906 1905 Increase Per Cent

January 81,191 73,728 7.463 10 12

February 83,572 78,773 4,799 6.09

March 85,154 80,500 4,654 5.78

April 84,224 79,779 4,465 4.9;

May 81,748 77,863 3,885 4.9S

June 80,165 75,837 4,328 5.70

July 73,308 67,488 5,820 8.62

August 73,176 68,938 4,238 6.14

September 77,508 74,307 3,201 4.30

October 88,384 80,642 7,702 9.55

* Decrease.
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ANOTHER STEP FORWARD IN CHICAGO MATTERS

After a series of conferences Oct. 29, the city officials and rep-

resentatives of the street car companies reached a compromise
on the terms under which the city will be permitted to take over

the properties through the instrumentality of a private company.
It was agreed that the law should protect the companies from
being deprived of their properties by "financial pirates," while at

the same time a company behind which the city honestly stands

may acquire the lines for the purpose of operation until the city

assumes direct control. The compromise on the conditions under
which municipal ownership and operation may be brought about

was reached at a meeting of the Council committee on local

transportation. As the ordinance was presented to the com-
mittee by the companies there was no provision for the city ac-

quiring possession of the lines through a license, as suggested in

the Werno letter. Mr. Gurley explained that this provision had
been stricken out at the request of the New York interests which
will finance the rehabilitation of the lines.

LOW-FARE LINE OPENED IN CLEVELAND - OTHER
MATTERS

The Forest City Railway Company commenced the operation

of two cars over 9 miles of track on the west side of the city

last week. Owing to the granting of a temporary injunction the

cars are unable to reach the Public Square, and the nearest they

come to the center of the city is about 2 miles. At present they

are operating on Fulton Road from Detroit Street to Denison
Avenue and on Denison Avenue from Pearl Street to Lorain

Street. The opening of the new line was attended with a cele-

bration. Mayor Tom L. Johnson handled the controller on the

first car, which carried city officials and officers of the new com-
pany. Mayor Dunne came over from Chicago a day or so later

and inspected the new line.

Last week Mayor Johnson took advantage of the city's conten-

tion that the franchise on East Ninth Street and Central Avenue
had expired and the police stopped the cars of the Cleveland

Electric for a stretch of of a mile on East Ninth Street. This

was done without any warning whatever and it seriously em-
barrassed not only the Cleveland Electric, but the Electric Pack-
age Company, operating interurban express cars, as they were
unable to reach the union freight station on East Ninth Street.

One car loaded with perishable freight was held up for two days
and was unable to get out of the station. The Mayor undertook
to require the company owning the car to make a reduction on its

rate to a suburban town before he would allow the car to depart.

The company, which is in the hands of the United States Court,

took the case into court and obtained a release. The business of

the Electric Package Company was very seriously interfered with
and its cars had to load and unload in the streets in various parts

of the city. The action was believed to have been largely a re-

taliatory step against the Electric Package Company because of

its refusal to give consents for a three-cent fare line in front of

its property. For five days the Cleveland Electric was unable to

use one of its most important loops and each evening there were
serious blockades during rush hours. There was much unfavor-
able comment from the public against the Mayor's arbitrary ac-

tion. The question of a franchise on the streets mentioned was
in the hands of the United States Supreme Court, and on appli-

cation of the Cleveland Electric Railway that court issued an
order restraining the Mayor from interfering with the traffic on
these streets until the case could lie heard. Accordingly the case

will be advanced.

The Forest City Railway Company is now building on East
Fourteenth Street to enable its cars to reach Central Avenue if

it can hold this franchise, and is building on Bridge Street on
the West Side to enable its cars to reach free territory on West
Fourteenth Street, thereby reaching the center of the city without
the use of the enjoined track on Detroit Street.

Judge Phillips of the Common Pleas Court has made a tenta-

tive suggestion that three of the judges of this court sit en-blanc

to hear all of the injunction suits now pending in the Common
Pleas Court between the Cleveland Electric and the Forest City

Railway Company. There are some twenty of these cases.

The Cleveland Electric was unable to carry its point of secur-

ing a referendum vote on the street propositions at the election

last week, it being held that a vote on this question was illegal.

A plan is now being offered to the City Council for a masked
vote on some other proposition, the result to determine the ques-

tion under discussion.

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC AND INTERURBAN RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION

Pursuant to a call issued by F. W. Montgomery, president

Madison & Interurban Traction Company ; Ernest Gonzenbach,
treasurer and general manager Sheboygan Railway & Light Com-
pany, and N. C. Draper, vice-president and general manager
Eastern Wisconsin Railway & Light Company, a meeting was
held at the Hotel Pfister, Milwaukee, on Monday, Oct. 29, for

the purpose of considering the forming of a Wisconsin street

and interurban railway association. There were present: Herbert

Warren, general manager Duluth-Superior Street Railway Com-
pany ; Thomas Higgins, president Manitowoc & Northern Trac-

tion Company; Irving P. Lord, general manager Waupaca Elec-

tric Light & Railway Company; H. F. Whitcomb, of Eastern

Wisconsin Railway & Light Company
;
George W. Knox, gen-

eral manager Green Bay Traction Company ; F. W. Walker,

vice-president Milwaukee Northern Railway Company; Ernest

Gonzenbach, president Sheboygan Railway & Light Company, and
Clement C. Smith, president Columbia Construction Company.
The roll of all the street railways in Wisconsin being called it was
found that out of twenty-two companies eight were represented

personally, and assurances of interest and support had been re-

ceived from five others, among them the Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way & Light Company. After a general discussion of the pur-

poses and benefits of the organization and possibility of securing

one that would be effective, it was unanimously voted to take the

preliminary steps for such organization.

In accordance with this plan a meeting was held at the Pfister,

in Milwaukee, on Saturday Nov. 3, 1906. Thomas Higgins, tem-

porary chairman, presided, and Clement C. Smith, temporary sec-

retary, acted as secretary. There were present : H. D. Smith,

secretary and treasurer Wisconsin Traction, Light, Heat & Power
Company ; Thomas Higgins, president Manitowoc &. Northern
Traction Company ; B. E. Edwards, president La Crosse City

Railway Company; Dudley Montgomery, vice-president Madison
& Interurban Traction Company

;
Irving P. Lord, secretary and

general manager Waupaca Electric Light & Railway Company;
Ernest Gonzenbach, vice-president and general manager She-

boygan Light, Power & Railway Company ; N. C. Draper, vice-

president and general manager Eastern Wisconsin Railway &
Light Company; Edward B. Kirk, vice-president and general

manager Winnebago Traction Company; Neal Brown, president

Wausau Street Railway Company; Frederick W. Walker, vice-

president Milwaukee Northern Railway Company ; Clement C.

Smith, president Columbia Construction Company. Letters of

regret were received from John I. Beggs, president Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Company; George W. Knox, vice-

president and general manager Green Bay Traction Company;
George B. Wheeler, general manager Chippewa Valley Electric

Railroad Company; Herbert Warren, General Manager Duluth

Street Railway Company, and E. S. King, secretary Merrill Rail-

way Company. Mr. Wheeler requested the secretary to enter the

name of his company as a member of the association, and Mr.
King gave the organization his approval and stated his company
would co-operate in the work. The following companies which
were not represented at the first meeting signed the articles of

association as charter members : Wisconsin Traction, Light,

Heat & Power Company; Winnebago Traction Company; Madi-
son & Interurban Traction Company; Wausau Street Railway
Company; La Crosse City Railway Company; Chippewa Valley

Electric Railroad Company. It was unanimously voted to sus-

pend the rules and instruct the secretary to cast the ballot of

the association for the ticket reported by the committee on nomi-
nations, which was as follows : Henry D. Smith, of Appleton,

president; Thomas Higgins, of Manitowoc, vice-president; F. W.
Montgomery, of Madison, second vice-president ; Herbert Warren,
of Duluth, third vice-president; Clement C. Smith, of Milwaukee,
secretary-treasurer. The above named officers were thereupon

declared elected to serve until the date of the next annual meet-

ing and until the election and qualification of their respective

successors.

Meetings of the association will be held annually, the date

selected being the second Tuesday in November. In order to

join the association an admission fee of $10 will be exacted, in

addition to which there will be annual dues. The latter will be

levied only in accordance with the requirements of the associa-

tion by the executive committee, and will consist of a uniform
percentage of the gross receipts of each member from railway

and from electric light during the previous year. The total

amount so levied will not, however, exceed one-tenth of one per

cent of such earnings.
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IMPORTANT COURT DECISION IN OHIO

The Supreme Court of Ohio has decided in the case of the

Interurban Railway & Terminal Company against the city of

Cincinnati that the plaintiff will not have to recognize the trans-

fers of the Cincinnati Traction Company. The question of the

rate of fare was not raised in the case decided, but it is claimed

that the same ruling would hold that interurbans are not obliged

to charge the regular rates of the municipality upon their cars.

The court held in substance the control of an interurban line

entering the city over the tracks of a local line is entirely a matter

of contract between the two corporations. It is claimed that if

this contract does not provide that the cars shall be operated

as local cars at the same rates of fare and with the same trans-

fer privileges as the local cars, they cannot be compelled to so

operate.

The court held that neither Section 2505-c. R. S. nor Section

3443-11 R. S. makes the power it confers upon urban and inter-

urban railroads to agree as to the use of the tracks of the latter

of so much of the tracks and other property of the former as

may be necessary or desirable to enable it to enter or pass through

the municipality, conditional upon the exchange of transfers. The
sections mentioned refer to the rights of interurban roads to

condemn the use of city tracks, and the sense of the decision is

that, having these rights the interurban companies cannot be

compelled to hold to the restrictions imposed upon city companies.

This is a most important decision to the interurban roads and it is

one which is likely greatly to improve the conditions under which

they operate over the tracks of city companies in the city.

^»

MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE
A. S. I. R. A.

A meeting of the executive committee of the American Street

and Interurban Railway Association was held on Friday, Oct. 19,

immediately after the close of the convention. Those present

were President Beggs, Vice-President Shaw, C. L. S. Tingley,

H. H. Adams, and the secretary, B. V. Swenson. Among the

subjects discussed was the location of the 1907 convention. The
secretary reported that invitations had been received from a

number of places, including Chicago, Boston, Atlantic City, Put-

in-Bay, and the Jamestown Exposition Company. Action on ac-

cepting any of these invitations was deferred for further consider-

ation. The committee reappointed B. V. Swenson secretary and

treasurer for the year 1906-07. The question of additional office

assistants and office room, and also the question of moving the

main office from 60 Wall Street to the United Engineering Build-

ing, now being erected on Thirty-Ninth Street, New York, were

considered and the matter was referred to the president and sec-

retary for report. There was also some discussion as to the

form of the published reports of the association and the publica-

tion of the report of the committee on municipal ownership.

After some discussion it was decided that the publication of the

report of this committee and that on public relations, either in

whole or in part, should be decided later after all of the mem-
bers of the committee had had a chance to study the reports

carefully.

REPORT OF CONSOLIDATED RAILWAY-CONNECTICUT
RAILWAY LIGHTING DEAL

The negotiations for the purchase of the Connecticut Railway

& Lighting Company by the New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad are said to have been completed, and the announcement

is made in Waterbury, Conn., that the transaction will be

finally effected Dec. 1. The Connecticut Railway & Light-

ing Company controls a number of electric properties in Connec-

ticut, including 186 miles of city and interurban railway lines.

The New Haven & Hartford, within the past few weeks, sold all

its holdings in Massachusetts street railway properties, turning

the stock over to the New England Investment & Security Com-
pany. This was done because of the opposition in Massachusetts

to the control of the electric lines by the railroad company. The
Connecticut Company has outstanding $9,191,000 common and

$5,809,000 preferred stock. Outside of the Consolidated Railway

Company, which was the New Haven's holding company for its

Massachusetts electric roads, the Connecticut Railway & Lighting

Company is the largest combination of electric railway lines in

New England.

ESTIMATES FOR EQUIPMENT WANTED

The Meyersdale & Salisbury Street Railway Company is about

to complete the construction on its line from Garrett to Salis-

bury, Pa., running through Meyersdale and Boynton, a distance of

13H miles, the cost of which will approximate $300,000. The
bonds have been underwritten at 80 per cent, and work will

start within fifteen days. The company would be pleased to

receive estimates for equipment of four-motor 50-hp d. c. inter-

urban cars, one freight and express car combined, and also the

overhead construction for 13V2 miles and a power house complete

with boilers, steam engines, two generators of 300 kw each, pumps,
accumulators, storage batteries, switchboard and all other para-

phernalia necessary to such power house. Among the under-

writers are: Henry Cohen & Company, New York City; L. B.

McNeill, of Morgantown, W. Va. ; Frank L. Ober, of Pittsburg;

J. B. Baughman, of Blairsville, Pa., and others. The officers of

the company are : Orran W. Kennedy, of Uniontown, Pa., pres-

ident; H. G. Kimick, of Pittsburg, secretary; Judge J. Norman
Martin, of New Castle, Pa., vice-president. The managers of the

writing syndicate are Henry Cohen & Company. All further in-

formation can be obtained from W. W. Staub, of the Pittsburg

& Allegheny Valley Company, 612 Keystone Building, Pitts-

burg, Pa.

STONE & WEBSTER DISTRICT OFFICE IN TEXAS

Messrs Stone & Webster, of Boston, have established a dis-

trict office in Dallas, Tex., and M. M. Phinney has been placed

in charge of this office as district manager, to represent them in

connection with the management of their railway and lighting

properties in Texas.

MEETING OF THE RAPID TRANSIT COMMISSION

At a meeting of the Rapid Transit Commission held last week,

it was voted to ask the Board of Estimate and Apportionment
for an appropriation of $675,000 to build an extension to the

Broadway subway from 230th Street to Van Cortlandt Park.

The application of the allied Bronx civic associations to the

board to reconsider its action in refusing a franchise to the In-

terborough Rapid Transit Company for a third track on the

Second and Third Avenue elevated lines was referred to the com-
mittee on plan and contracts for action. It is understood that

the Interborougr is now willing to apply for a limited franchise

for these privileges on terms to be fixed at a later date.

THE CAUSE OF THE ATLANTIC CITY DISASTER NOT
DISCOVERED

After a thorough investigation the Pennsylvania Railroad

officials have found no explanation of the accident on the electric

division of the South Jersey & Sea Shore Railroad, between
Camden and Atlantic City, at the Thoroughfare bridge Sunday,

Oct. 27. All possible theories were traced to the bottom, but

the.cause of the derailment of the electric train is no better known
than it was at first. In an official statement the company says:

"It was hoped that the trucks of the cars when raised out of

the water would afford some clue, but they did not. They were
carefully examined by officials of the company, including General
Manager Atterbury, General Superintendent of Motive Power
A. W. Gibbs, Chief Electrical Engineer George Gibbs, and As-
sistant Chief Engineer Temple. The trucks were intact and there

was nothing about either the wheels or the other parts to show
any light on the matter.

"Thorough examination of the bridge and the mechanism used

in moving the draw show that these were in perfect shape. All

evidence shows that the rails were exactly in place. Aside from
the fact that the interlocking signal could not have shown a clear

track otherwise the bridge-tender is positive that the rails on the

draw and those on the stationary part of the bridge fitted pre-

cisely. When the train approached he was standing within 3 or

4 feet of the point where the rails join, and he looked at the

track to see if it was all right.

"The officials examined the bridge structure with particular

care to see if anything about it would furnish an explanation

of the accident. They found it strong and absolutely safe. The
bridge is of new material and of the most approved modern type."
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B. J. ARNOLD TALKS ON NEW YORK CENTRAL ELEC-

TRIFICATION IN1CHICAG0

At the first meeting of the year of the Chicago branch

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Nov. 2,

Bion J. Arnold gave an illustrated talk on the electrification of

the New York terminal of the New York Central Railroad. He
first discussed briefly the high-tension line, the sub-stations and

the third-rail system, and then proceeded to the noteworthy

features of the cars and of the electric locomotives. Consider-

able time was spent in describing the new terminal in New York
City.

At the conclusion of the talk, in replying to questions, Mr.
Arnold brought out some interesting points with regard to some
advantage of a. c. and of d. c. operation for heavy duty, and also

with regard to relative advantages of high and low frequency

d. c. systems. The a. c. motor, he said, weighed considerably

more than the d. c. motor.

Manufacturers offered to supply a. c. motors with a weight of

20 per cent greater than d. c. motors. The greater original invest-

ment in the d. c. system and the extra amount of labor required

to operate such a system, however, offset some of the disad-

vantages of the heavier a. c. motor. Mr. Arnold added that he

was not a strong advocate of the third rail. He thinks the con-

ductor should preferably be overhead.

He said that with low frequencies the weight of the single-phase

motor per horse-power is reduced, and more power per axle can

be obtained. With a 15-cycle system, for instance, the weight of

the motors was less than for a 25-cycle system, but the increased

weight of the low-frequency transformers brought the total

weight of the car equipment back to about what it was for a

25-cycle system. However, the 15-cycle system had the advan-

tage that with it the motors for a given power could be put on

four axles where sometimes six axles would be necessary with

the 25-cycle system.

SCHOEPF SYNDICATE MILEAGE BOOK

The Schoepf syndicate, operating in Ohio and Indiana, has an-

nounced a new interchangeable mileage book to be sold for $15,

covering 1000 miles and good for bearer and parties of more
than one, making it practically wide open. The book will be

good on all the syndicate lines in Ohio and Indiana which in-

clude the following: Indiana, Columbus & Eastern, Lima &
Toledo, Indianapolis & Eastern, Cincinnati Northern, Indian-

apolis & Martinsville, Indianapolis & Northwestern, Indianapolis

& Western, Indiana Union Traction Company, Ft. Wayne &
Wabash Valley and the Indiana Coal Traction Company. The
Schoepf properties have abandoned the sale of the interchange-

able coupon books of the Central Electric Railway Association,

but the various roads will continue to accept these coupons for

transportation. Several of the independent Ohio roads which

will continue to sell the Central Electric coupon book have en-

tered into an arrangement with the Schoepf syndicate to accept

its mileage books as transportation. Other roads are unwilling

to do so because it makes a lower rate than the interchangeable

coupon book and is wide open to anyone, whereas the coupon

book is good only for purchaser.

STREET RAILWAY PATENTS

[This department is conducted by Rosenbaum & Stockbridge,

patent attorneys, 140 Nassau Street, New York.]

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED OCTOBER 23, 1906

833,765. Signal System for Railways; Maxmillian G. Voight-

lander, Harrison, Ohio. App. filed Nov. 14, 1904. Contact plates

are provided alongside the track rails which are adapted to be

electrified or not according to the position of the switch point.

The car trucks have a depending shoe which contacts with these

plates to establish signal on the train.

833,863. Switch Operating Mechanism; Henry J. Auger, Spo-

kane, Wash. App. filed July 11, 1906. The switch throwing

mechanism comprises a lever disposed at one side and in line

with the switch-tongue, means for connecting the lever with

the tongue, and means for actuating the lever comprising a

pair of members located one on each side of the rail, guiding

devices for guiding the members in a direction longitudinal of

the rail, and an oscillatory device between the members and

the lever.

833,921. Apparatus for Public Amusement ; Baldwin De Martz,

New York, N. Y. App. filed Dec. 27, 1904. An inclined plane

having obstacles thereon, down which a passenger is adapted to

slide in a chair or car.

833.946. Car Fender; Herman Thiele, Milwaukee, Wis. App.
filed Feb. 23, 1906. Details of construction.

834,071. Valve; William K. Omick, Detroit, Mich. App. filed

May 28, 1906. Consists of a valve body having three ports

therein, two diametrically opposite to one another, leading, re-

spectively, to the supply pipe and the atmosphere, and one at

right angles thereto, leading to the outlet pipe, the first two ports

being controlled by two valve discs secured to a common stem
and engaging seats outside the valve body.

834,100. Overhead Trolley System; Charles E. Barry, Schen-
ectary, N. Y. App. filed May 1, 1905. Conductors supported at

the sides of the roadway and an underrunning collector carried

by the car adapted to be automatically shifted from the con-

ductor on one side of the roadway to the conductor on the oppo-
site side.

834.107. Power-Operated Brake; Frank E. Case, Schenectady,

N. Y. App. filed June 9, 1904. Comprises a powerful spring

tending to apply the brakes and power-operated means for com-
pressing the spring to release the brake.

834.108. Track Sander; Fred B. Corey, Schenectady, N. Y.

App. filed Feb. 15, 1904. Comprises a casing having sand supply

and delivery openings, a cap having its outer edge terminating in

close proximity to the tray, and means for supplying compressed
air to the space between the cap and tray.

834,118. Fare Register; Charles E. Gierding, Newark, N. J.

App. filed Jan. 13, 1906. Includes, among other improvements,

means indicating whether or not the register has been reset to

zero at the end of a trip.

834,120. Fare Register Bell Mechanism; Charles E. Gierding,

Newark, N. J. App. filed June 21, 1906. Details of construction.

834,129. Block Signal System ; Laurence A. Hawkins, Schen-

ectady, N. Y. App. filed April 7, 1906. Designed to overcome
the defect of present railway signal system where the rails are

cross-tied together. In the present system a breakage of a rail is

not indicated by the signals. This invention comprehends means
for insuring operation of signals when one rail is broken, al-

though they are cross-connected- or tied.

834,134. Trolley Base
;
Henry Holland, Cleveland, Ohio. App.

filed Aug. 5, 1905. The base connected to the car by a ball-bear-

ing and the pole is provided with a spiral spring which com-
presses a sliding block against a pair of pins so as to swing the

pole upward against the wire in either direction. Means are

provided for rendering this spring inoperative when desired.

PERSONAL MENTION

MR. F. A. BOUTELLE, for the past three years superin-

tendent of transportation of the Columbus, Newark & Zanesville

Traction Company, has resigned to become superintendent of

transportation for the Puget Sound Electric Railway Company
and the Tacoma Railway & Power Company, with headquarters

at Tacoma, Wash. Mr. Boutelle went to Newark from Al-

bany, N. Y.

MR. H. E. FARRINGTON, superintendent of car repairs

Boston & Northern Street Railway Company, has resigned his

position to become identified with the United Railroads of San
Francisco, San Francisco, Cal., as master mechanic. Mr. Farring-

ton has been identified with the Lynn & Boston and Boston &
Northern Street Railway Companies for twenty-six years, and is

one of the best-known street railway men in New England. Mr.
Farrington is past president of the New England Street Railway
Club, and has been actively identified with the club since it was
organized.

SEVERAL CHANGES HAVE BEEN ANNOUNCED in

the operating force of the Canton-Akron Railway system, which
was recently absorbed by the Northern Ohio Traction & Light

Company. Mr. J. R. Harrigan has resigned as general manager
to go with Tucker-Anthony Company, of Boston, and the office of

general manager has been abolished. The operating force will

in the future report directly to Mr. Charles Currie, general man-
ager of the Northern Ohio Traction & Light Company. Mr.
George E. Barber becomes division superintendent of the Canton-
Akron division. Mr. John Freeman, of Akron, succeeds Mr. W.
J. Goldthwait as superintendent of the Tuscarawas division, and
Mr. Goldthwait becomes superintendent of the electric lines at

Manchester, N. H. Mr. Daniel A. Scanlon remains as superin-

tendent of the Canton city lines.
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Inside vs. Outside Hung Brakes

In the last few years the inside-hung brake has been grad-

ually gaining adherents until at the present time the majority

of double trucks are built with brakes of this type. How-
ever, there are still many who prefer the brakes hung outside

the wheel because of the better facilities this position offers

for getting at the shoes when they are to be changed. Prob-

ably the chief objection to outside-hung brakes is the lever-

No. 20.

age exerted on the end of the truck frame, which in time, if

the frame is not built heavy, will pull the ends down. Again,

the slight flexibility of the truck frame induces a tendency

for the shoes to chatter, which is both disagreeable to pas-

sengers and detrimental to the truck and the car in general.

A point in favor of inside-hung brakes that is not usually

considered is that the stresses on the truck resulting from the

brakes are opposed to that resulting from the inertia of the

car thrown upon the truck at the center bearing.

When the brakes are applied the inertia of the car body

acting at the center bearing tends to tip the truck forward,

throwing more weight on the front wheels and less on the

rear ones. With inside-hung brakes the strain on the for-

ward hangers is upward, while on the hangers of the trailing

wheels it is downward or in such a direction as to tend to

equalize the weight on each pair of wheels and to keep the

truck in its normal position. With outside-hung brakes the

opposite is true, the forward shoe tending to pull the front

of the truck down still farther while the rear shoes push this

end of the truck frame higher. The tipping of the truck is

of course all taken by the springs. The greater this tipping,

the greater the jar caused by the sudden release of the springs

when the pressure on the brake-shoes is removed.

It must be admitted that with inside-hung brakes the ad-

justment and changing of the brake-shoes are difficult because

of the limited space, but we do not believe this disadvantage

should be considered seriously in view of the other advan-

tages of inside-hung brakes over those outside hung.

Car Fires on the Street

One of the most annoying incidents of street railway opera-

tion is a fire on a car occupied by passengers. When such

an occurrence happens on an elevated structure, or especially

in a subway, the danger maybe real and serious. Even on the

surface the starting of a fire is liable to overtax the manager

of the claim department for several days. Operating men
have realized the danger which attends a fire on a tunnel or

elevated car to the extent of providing extinguishers on each

piece of rolling stock; and in subways of recent build, ample

arrangement is made to enable the passengers to walk beside

the track to the 'nearest station in case it becomes necessary

to leave the cars. Every elevated structure should certainly

have some provision of this nature, although it is a difficult

task to handle a crowd of timid passengers on a narrow walk

30 or 40 ft. above the street. The best trained organization is

needed when a fire occurs in such a position, for the invisible

power of the so-called deadly third rail is an obstacle which

uninformed passengers seldom dare to pass without great

hesitation.

Although the actual physical consequences to the passen-

gers in the case of a fire in a car operating on surface tracks

are rarely serious, aside from the effects of unreasoning fright,
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it behooves every officer in direct charge of transportation

service to instill into his subordinates cool and clear-headed

methods of meeting such an emergency. There is very sel-

dom any particular danger from the fire itself on a surface

car. The real danger lies with the passengers, who must be

promptly but not nervously gotten out of the car at the first

sign of trouble. Any evidence of trepidation on the part of

the car crew is liable to precipitate a panic. Once the passen-

gers are out, the fire can be attacked.

The actual putting out of such a fire is more a matter of

hard-headed common sense than anything else. One of the

first moves to make is to shut off the power, both at the plat-

form switches and by pulling down the trolley. In a recent

fire in a car on a crowded street neither motorman nor con-

ductor appeared to have the least idea of how to meet the

situation after the passengers were out, but ran around the

car in an aimless sort of way while a janitor from a near-by

building brought a pail of water and threw it upon the flames.

The fire continued, and not until the trolley was pulled off

the wire was it possible to extinguish it. Meanwhile the city

fire department had been called, and the congestion of the

street and tracks increased beyond all reason.

A surface car, as usually constructed, is both inflammable

and expensive, and in view of the danger of its destruction

from fire through short-circuits in the controller or other

parts of the equipment, it would seem desirable to instruct the

crew as to the best method of procedure in case of fire.

Sometimes a handful of dirt, if in the country, or the

sand pail, if carried, can be used to advantage, and again, an

extinguisher carried on the car or an asbestos blanket two or

three feet square can be effectively employed. The latter has

the advantage that it takes up almost no space of value. We
have known of fires on cars being promptly extinguished by

a well-directed stream from a siphon or two of carbonic water,

borrowed from a neighboring drug store. Where druggists

are located on every block, as on many city streets, this

method may often prove convenient.

But an ounce of prevention, of course, is better than a

pound of cure, and while it is advisable to keep one's wits

about one and have extinguishers or other provision for fires

it is better to avoid the trouble if possible. First-class wiring

and inspection are, of course, fundamentally important in this

matter. It must never be forgqtten that damage claims of

magnitude may grow out of the most trifling occurrence, and

a fire of any nature on a car is never to be treated lightly.

The Car Heating Question

With the coming of cold weather begins the annual recon-

sideration of all questions pertaining to car heating. When

the electric heater entered the field it was generally believed

that the whole problem was solved. To a certain extent the

belief was on a sound basis, but the fact remains that electric

heating has introduced some very serious problems of its own

and that in some cases it has been replaced by other and

intrinsically less desirable methods. We cannot at this writ-

ing take up a discussion of the relative advantages of electric

and hot-water heating and heating by stoves for different

classes of service, as this is a long story of itself, and has,

moreover, been considered in these columns on former occa-

sions. There are other questions connected with heating

cars, however, which are almost if not quite as important as

the selection of the type of heater itself, and one of these is

the degree of heat to be used in the car. Closely allied to

this question is that of ventilation, because with the begin-

ning of the heating season it is safe to expect the annual

crop of discussions on this subject with the usual accompani-

ment of impracticable propositions. Now we want once more

to go upon record as holding in the interest of the public as

well as that of the railway company that the car-heating

business in most American cities is considerably overdone

and the whole situation would be relieved and the public

health would be greatly improved if much less heating were

attempted.

Fundamentally the main question is to what extent cars

should be heated. That they should be warmed above the

outside winter temperature everybody will agree. The pas-

sengers enter the cars after more or less active exercise and,

sitting quietly, would be unpleasantly chilled if no attempt at

heating were made. Yet it is a fact that during a period in

which heating was cut out from accidental lack of generating

capacity in one of our large cities, the crop of complaints was

much less than one would have expected, and not a few pas-

sengers found themselves more comfortable than usual. Of

course heating was off only during the peak, so that no cars

were continuously unheated, and during the shopping peak

the heat was on. Now passengers enter a car in their heavy

winter outside garments designed to meet the external cold.

There is no place or opportunity for laying these aside, and

the most that can be done is to loosen them. Plainly this is

no case for any such temperature as would be expected in a

room, yet it is altogether too common to find cars in-

judiciously pushed up to a temperature that would be uncom-

fortable anywhere. For people wearing winter wraps, the

heat in the car should be below that which tempts them to

loosen these garments, for the moment they do so they are

exposed to serious risk from drafts and it becomes quite im-

possible to ventilate the car properly without causing discom-

fort and some danger. Many a serious cold has been caught

in a too well heated street car. If the heaters are worked

enough to keep the car warm sufficiently for passengers pro-

tected as they would be on the street, all has been done that

it is wise to do on the score of health alone. An actual tem-

perature of anything over 50 deg. F. is getting to a point

where ventilation is risky in winter weather.

Americans as a rule keep their houses far too hot, but they

do not wear overcoats in them, while through evil precedent

they seem to require overheated street cars for the sake of

unbuttoning their overcoats and catching cold. If the heat-

ers used were designed to take or give off about one-half the

energy now usual, they would still be adequate to give all the

heat that is really needed, and everybody concerned would be

better off. We would like to see a systematic effort made
toward educating the public to better hygienic conditions,

and less fear of fresh, cool air. With a reasonable car tem-

perature, the air can be kept moving without giving anybody

a chill and there is some chance for proper ventilation.

These remarks apply particularly to city and suburban

runs, though we think that interurban cars also are too often

overheated. We realize that the temptation to keep the

heaters going when electric heaters are used is always before

the conductor. The people who protest against cold are

usually more insistent in their ideas than those who protest

against heat,—possibly because the latter can always find
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refuge on the rear platform. Moreover, the average con-

ductor has to spend a considerable portion of his time out-

side and likes a high temperature in the car to become

warmed at intervals. Nevertheless we believe that it would

be desirable to give the moderate temperature scheme a trial

as the winter comes on, and think that if this is done the

general condition in crowded cars would be very materially

improved.

The Suburban Transportation Problem

No more important work is to-day being accomplished in

the transportation field than the development of suburban

traffic-handling methods along broader lines than are possible

with simple extensions of local street railway service. While

the conditions of any particular problem determine the exact

methods desirable in meeting the actual or estimated needs of

any given population distribution, it is becoming clearer each

year that no single class of train or car service, and no single

type of railway line is capable of fulfilling all the requirements

of suburban transportation in and about any great city. Each

transportation agency, within broad limits, occupies a sphere

of its own. To a certain extent competitive operation is

always present where the territories of different systems over-

lap, but as long as the systems are different in character, as

long as like facilities are not duplicated, the economic useful-

ness of the street railway, the suburban trolley line, and the

interurban railroad, steam or electric, is assured, provided the

population density and the habits of the communities served

are sufficient to justify these diverse facilities.

The most valuable feature of any modern transportation

service is, for equal safety of operation, its time-saving abil-

ity. In the last analysis time is the pivot around which all

modern industry swings, and the most highly organized tools

are those which turn out the largest product in a given time.

A difference of a few cents in passenger transportation rates

cuts little figure provided there is a marked saving of time in^

one route over another, at least in American business life. In

estimating the influence of high schedule speeds upon traffic

one must realize the fact that the real point at issue is the

elapsed time, not between railroad terminals or stations, but

between the commuter's home and his office.

It is out of the question to expect a street railway operating

over a public highway to provide very fast service, or even

to run its cars at the rather moderate schedule speeds of 15

to 20 miles per hour. A schedule speed of 12 miles per hour

means spending at least two hours a day on the cars for any

commuter whose suburban home is 12 miles from the city, if

he depends upon no faster means of travel. The lack of speed

is compensated in a measure by the reasonable fare, the rela-

tively frequent cars and the stops at numerous points along

the route, so that as one approaches the city or as one gets

farther and farther away from more rapid means of transit,

the sphere of the suburban highway line broadens, until at

last it merges with the city system and is unquestionably the

best method of transportation to patronize. It is a very

serious question how far it is profitable for an urban trans-

portation company to carry on long-distance suburban service.

Short-ride traffic is well known to be the most desirable for

a street railway operating in urban territory, and the original

function of the street car line—carrying passengers from door

tu door and serving intermediate points—was sound economy

from the business standpoint. Certainly it is more profitable

to carry short riders in urban cars at six-tenths of a cent per

passenger minute than to carry through passengers on a 12-

mile suburban extension at less than one-tenth of a cent per

passenger minute—which is the arithmetical rate of income

on such a line with sixty minutes running time.

Steam railroad branch lines can seldom afford fast suburban

express train service, although they cater to an intermediate

field. When tracks can be provided for both express and

local trains the long-distance and the suburban traffc can then

be handled in the proper manner, and there is no reasonable

doubt that electricity is the best motive power for the latter

service. In some cases the situation can be met by the elec-

trification of existing suburban tracks and the creation of

additional stations en route; in others it may work out that

the suburban service can best be provided by the construc-

tion and operation of separate tracks by an interurban elec-

tric transportation company, which will give high-speed serv-

ice through quick acceleration between fixed stopping points

along its route and the city terminal.

In the neighborhood of large cities the attempt is made to

give suburban service—which in this case is also interurban

within 10 to 20 miles of the urban terminal—by the through

trains of a steam railroad trunk line. Such trains are fre-

quently late on their schedules, and as they usually form part

of a trunk line system, they are only incidentally operated for

the benefit of the suburban cities traversed. It is safe to say

that trunk line suburban service depending on through trains

rarely has the economic value of the interurban railway,

when it is considered that the latter carries the pas-

senger from any point in one city to any point in

the other, for about half the steam railroad fare, in

more regular and frequent trains and with less an-

noyance from dust and smoke. Many competent steam

railroad managers are now agreed that through and suburban

service cannot be well handled by trunk line trains even

though from six to twelve cars per train may be operated at

morning and night. Special suburban trains cannot well be

added to tracks already burdened with through passenger and

freight traffic.

Whether the conditions justify the building of a high-speed

electric line between cities already served by steam railroad

connections and by trolley cars operating on the highways is

a question which must be determined on its merits in each

specific case. The cost of providing distinctly high-speed

suburban service of the interurban order must be carefully

weighed, the probable traffic analyzed, and existing conditions

thoroughly gone over. If connections can be made with city

systems so that through passengers can be delivered in the

business districts with promptness after the cars leave the

private right of way of the electrified tracks for high-speed

service, much will be gained. Without mentioning specific

projects of this character, it is worth noting that there are

still engineering possibilities not made available for suburban

rapid transit in some of our large urban centers, and it is

extremely probable that the inauguration of such service, in

financially justified cases, will in the long run stimulate the

traffic of the older systems rather than cut seriously into them

as is sometimes feared.
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THE WINONA INTERURBAN RAILWAY

A passenger on the recently constructed interurban railroad

between Warsaw and Goshen, Ind., may get some comfort

from the fact that the portion of his fare usually devoted to

the payment of dividends will be used in the maintenance of

a trade school for the education of children who would other-

TERMINAL AT WINONA LAKE

wise be unable to obtain an education. The Winona Inter-

urban Railway Company operating the line is a branch organ-

ization of the Winona Assembly and Summer School Associa-

tion, which is most widely known through the Winona As-

sembly conducted by it during the summer months at Winona

LONG TANGENTS ON THE LINE OF

Lake, Ind. This assembly is carried on in a manner some-

what similar to the original New York Chautauqua Assembly,

in a park embracing 2100 acres of land lying about Winona

Lake and two miles east of Warsaw, Ind. The trade school

already mentioned is conducted in the park throughout the

year, and the students and instructors in the school together

with other permanent residents, bring the winter population

of the park up to about 1500. The attendance during the

summer, however, is about 450,000 people. It is partly for

the purpose of furnishing better transportation facilities to this

park that the Winona Interurban Railway was organized.

The success of the Winona & Warsaw Railway, which is

operated by the Winona Association between Winona Lake

and Warsaw, facilitated the sale of the bonds for the new in-

terurban line. This small road, after two years of operation,

had earnings sufficient to meet the interest on its bond issue

and a 6 per cent dividend on an amount of capital stock

equivalent to the amount of the bond issue.

The organization of the Winona Interurban Railway Com-
pany, operating the Warsaw-Goshen line, is unique. Fifteen

directors of the Winona Assembly are directors of the rail-

way company, and each holds in trust for the assembly $1,000

of the total of $15,000 of stock issued by the company. The

stock simply represents control and the road was constructed

entirely on a bond issue.

The Warsaw-Goshen line, with which this article is mainly

concerned, is only one division of an extensive system planned

by the operating company to center at Warsaw. The line

already constructed extends north of Warsaw to Goshen, 25

miles. A line south of Peru, 45 miles distant, will be put into

operation within a few months, and plans are under way to

extend lines east of Warsaw to Fort Wayne, 38 miles distant,

and west 65 miles to Valparaiso, Ind. The east and west

line will be built along a direct line from Fort Wayne to

Chicago, while that extending from Peru to Goshen will con-

THE WINONA INTERURBAN RAILWAY

nect the interurban railway systems in the northern portion

of Indiana with those surrounding Indianapolis.

The Warsaw-Goshen line was constructed almost its entire

length on a private right of way, through a rich farming

country averaging in population about 1200 people per mile,

exclusive of terminal cities, of which Goshen has a popula-

tion of 10,000 and Warsaw with 5000 people. It connects

several trunk steam road lines running east and west and
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thereby makes connections for steam road passengers en route

to Winona Lake.

The Electrical Installation Company, of Chicago, carried

out the contract for the construction of the complete railway

system. The contracts for the power house, sub-stations, and

the electrical equipment of the cars, however, were sublet by

the Electrical Installation Company to the Allis-Chalmers

Company, of Milwaukee. Sargent & Lundy, of Chicago, who
designed the power house and

sub-stations, acted as consulting

engineers for the railway com-

pany.

TRACK AND ROADWAY

The line traverses compara-

tively level country, and as a con-

sequence very little excavating

and filling were required to get

a roadbed free from excessive

grades. However, a 12-ft. fill

was necessary at the approach to

a bridge over the Elkhart River,

and at another point on the line

a 11-ft. cut was made. The max-

imum grade on the line is ij4

per cent and is about 1000 ft. long,

long. At one point a 10-degree

curve could not be avoided because of the topography of

the country, but with this exception the line is free of sharp

curves.

The only steel structure on the line is a two-span pony

truss bridge over the Elkhart River, a few miles south of

Goshen. The spans, which rest on concrete footings, are

96 ft. long and are designed to support a train of 60-ton cars.

The only other structure worthy of mention is a 500-ft.

trestle over a sink-hole north of Milford. The Big Four

some points, where the road is built on a gravel deposit,

ballasting is done at very little cost. The gravel is simply

dug out of the right of way and shoveled over on the track.

Chestnut ties 6 ins. x 8 ins. x 8 ft. in size and rails of stan-

dard cross section and 70 lbs. in weight are employed. Out-

side of city limits the joints, which are made with four-bolt

angle plates, are bonded with American Steel & Wire Com-
pany soldered bonds placed on the ball of the rail. In the

UNDER GRADE CROSSING NEAR THE TERMINAL

Railroad, which parallels the electric line, crosses this sink-

hole on a fill which has caused the operating company an

endless amount of annoyance, and to avoid the possibility of

similar trouble it was thought best to trestle over the sink-

hole. The ground at this point is of such a nature that a

20-ft. gas pipe sank into the ground its full depth by its own
weight. The piles for the trestle were 70 ft. long and were

driven into a bed of solid gravel.

The width of the roadbed is 15 ft. and the cuts, including

ditches, are 20 ft. wide. The slopes are all i l/2 ins. to 1 in.

The line is ballasted with 8 ins. of gravel under the ties. At

BRIDGE OVER ELKHART RIVER

towns, however, a compressed terminal bond is used. The
two rails are cross-bonded at intervals of ten poles, or 1000 ft.

Sidings 500 ft. long are located 4 miles apart. At the

present time the switch stands are lighted with oil lanterns,

but it is the intention to equip and wire them for electric

lights.

Two grade crossings are made with steam road tracks. At
New Paris, where the tracks of the Wabash Railroad are

crossed, interlocks are installed. It is the intention to avoid

the present grade cross-

ing with the Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad at Mil-

ford Junction by the

construction of a via-

duct.

THE NEW POWER
STATION

A new power station

was built near the en-

trance to the Winona
Assembly grounds and

adjacent to Winona
Lake. It is constructed

on a plan which permits

future extensions to be

made without interfer-

ence with the operation

of the portion of the

plant already in service.

The building consists of a steel frame with walls of red brick.

The roof, which is liberally provided with skylights, is of cin-

der concrete. The floors are also of concrete., Two trans-

verse fire walls divide the interior of the building into three

sections, a coal storage room containing an elevated stand-

ard-gage track, a boiler room, and an operating room con-

taining reciprocating engines, having below it a basement

consisting of a high-tension bus structure compartment, a

toilet room, and a room surrounding the engine foundations

in which the condensers are located.
,

Near the center of the boiler room a Weber concrete chim-
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ney rises 175 ft. above the floor. The chimney is 8 ft. in

inside diameter and rests on a concrete foundation 22 ft.

square. On each side of it, with their rear walls a few feet

distant from the fire wall between the boiler and operation

rooms, are located two Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers

designed for a working pressure of 150 lbs. Each contains

EXTERIOR OF WINONA POWER HOUSE

3000 sq. ft. of heating surface and is rated at 300 hp. The

furnaces are hand-fired and are fitted with Kelly shaking

grates. In order to obtain the best results from bituminous

coal, which it was intended should be burned, the furnaces

are equipped with coking ovens. The location of the con-

crete chimney with reference to the boilers permitted com-

paratively short flue connections. These are suspended above

the boilers on a steel framework, and are built rectangular in

shape of sheet steel 3-16 ins. thick. Hand-operated dampers

are located in the connections to each boiler as well as in the

main flues on each side of the chimney. In the space imme-

diately in front of the chimney and between the two sets of

boilers are installed two boiter feed pumps, two low-service

pumps and a Cochrane feed-water heater capable of handling

52,000 lbs. of water per hour. A steel framework which sup-

ports the heater several feet above the floor serves also as a

support for the numerous pipes leading to and from the

pumps and heater. The boiler pumps are of the horizontal

outside center-packed plunger type, and the low-service

pumps are of the piston pattern. In ordinary operation of

the plant the low-service pumps obtain their supply of water

from a pumping basin outside the building and discharge

into the Cochrane heater and into the circulating coils of

the water-cooled high-tension transformers, and in addition

in starting up the engines the duty of supplying pumping

water to the condensers is imposed on them. All pf the

pumps and the engine of a steam-driven exciter exhaust into

the feed-water heater, and the exhaust of the condenser

pumps may also be turned into it. In addition to the steam

exhausted into the heater, considerable economy results

through piping into it the return water from the transformer

cooling coils and by draining into it all of the steam traps

connected to the piping system. The boilers have connec-

tions to a common blow-off header which is carried along the

floor of the basement of the operating room. This header,

which is 3 ins. in diameter, leads into a cast-iron blow-off

tank located under the ground near the east wall of the boiler

room, which tank in turn is drained into the lake.

Steam from each boiler passes through a 6-in. main into a

12-in. steam header supported by brackets on the operating

room wall about n ft. above the floor of the boiler room.

This header is divided into two sections by a 12-in. gate valve

at its central point. Mains from two of the boilers and a

main to one of the engines are connected to each section.

The main header is supported in a manner that allows of

considerable expansion and contraction. At its central point

near the gate valve it is anchored firmly to the supporting

bracket. At the other four brackets it rests between roller

bearings and is held firmly in position by a pressure on the

top obtained through heavy coil springs below the supporting

bracket. The manner in which the large steam mains are

brought to it also allows of considerable movement without

inducing strains in the piping. Partly with this idea in view,

the header is dropped down several feet below the top of the

boilers and the large steam mains are brought to it by long,

sweeping bends. Each of the boiler leads has one horizontal

and one vertical bend in it, while the engine supply pipe

BOILER ROOM, SHOWING COKING OVENS

contains two vertical bends of large radius. These latter

mains, which are 7 ins. in diameter, pass upward through the

adjacent wall and into a separator immediately over the throt-

tle valve of the engine. With the exception of the condenser

pumps, which obtain their steam direct from the engine mains,

all of the steam auxiliaries are connected to a 4-in. auxiliary

steam header located directly above the main steam header,

which in turn is connected to both sections of the main

header.
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The probability of future extension of the station deter-

mined to a great extent the arrangement of the apparatus in

the engine room. The generating units were of course

placed as close to the boilers as possible, and the switches

and transformers for each unit were located opposite the gen-

erating units to maintain the unit system followed from the

boilers to the high-tension buses in the construction of the

station. The exciters, the sub-station apparatus and the

switchboard, however, were located near one end of the build-

ing in such a position that when the contemplated future ex-

tension is made to this end of the building they will be cen-

trally located. The relative location of the switchboard and
the auxiliaries, moreover, places the switchboard operator in

a position from which he can observe the behavior of the

exciters and the rotary converters.

Electrical connection between the different units of the

station is made by means of high-tension buses located in an

Stack

CROSS-SECTION OF POWER HOUSE

the roof of the boiler room just behind the concrete chimney.

These exhaust mains are provided with the Blake relief valves

located near the low-pressure cylinders and terminate in

Wright Cyclone exhaust heads.

Each of the jet condensers is provided with a direct-acting

air pump of the vertical type which at normal speed will

maintain a 26-in. vacuum when the condenser is handling

20,000 lbs. of exhaust steam per hour. Injection water, which

at the rated capacity of the condenser must not be above 70

deg. F., is obtained through a 30-in. injection pipe from an

intake well located 60 ft. east from the building. A 36-in.

pipe connects this well to an intake cribw200 ft. out in the

lake. The well, which is 10 ft. in diameter and 21 ft. 6 ins.

deep, is of somewhat peculiar construction. The barrel is of

hollow concrete blocks resting on a cast-iron cutting edge.

After being constructed above the ground it was sunk by the

open dredging process and was then provided with a concrete

L-shaped brick and concrete bus structure in a portion of

the basement of the operating room.

Each of the two generating units installed at the present

time consists of an Allis-Chalmers Corliss engine direct con-

nected to a 600-kw Allis-Chalmers generator. The engines

are of the horizontal, cross-compound type with cylinders 20

and 42 ins. x 48 ins. They are designed to be operated

with 140 lbs. indicated steam pressure and at a speed of 94
r. p. m. At 850 ihp, which is their most economical loading,

and with a vacuum of 26 ins., the guaranteed consumption is

14. 1 lbs. of dry steam per ihp. In emergencies, however, they

are capable of developing continuously 1500 ihp, and they will

care for momentary loads of 1700 ihp. It is interesting to

note in this connection that the first engine installed upon
being started for the first time was operated continuously for

161 hours.

The low-pressure cylinder of each engine exhausts into a

Dean jet condenser located in the operating room basement

between the foundations for the high and the low-pressure

cylinders. In case of emergency, however, the engines may
be exhausted direct to the atmosphere through 16-in. steel

exhaust mains which extend vertically from the floor through

floor and roof. The discharged water from the two con-

densers is carried through a common 16-in. lateral to a 36-in.

discharge leading to the lake. This main discharge pipe is

installed in such a manner that it can readily be extended

along the head of the generator foundations to make connec-

tion with the condensers of units to be installed in the future.

THE GENERATORS

The generators are of the Allis-Chalmers engine type, and

generate three-phase current at 25 cycles and 2300 volts.

Engine fly-wheels 18 ft. in diameter and weighing approxi-

mately 47,000 lbs. facilitate parallel operation of the two

machines. The generators themselves are 16 ft. in diameter.

The three leads from each pass through the foundations of

the generators and up through the floor and through pipes

into the tops of the 33,000-volt step-up transformers. The
high-tension leads from each set of transformers are carried

over an iron pipe framework to a distant-controlled high-

tension oil-switch, and after passing through this they drop

into the basement again and to the high-tension bus structure.

The step-up transformers are of the oil-filled, water-cooled

type, and are of 200-kw capacity each. Pipe connections and
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valves at the base of each set of transformers permit the oil

to be drained from them into suitable drains in the basement.

The cooling coils, which are of copper, are placed near the

top of the tanks and, as has already been stated, obtain their

supply of water from the low-service pumps in the boiler room

and discharge into the Cochrane heater.

The high-tension bus structure in the basement, after extend-

ing almost the full length of the building, near the west wall

makes a right-angled turn in order to reach the transformers

of the sub-station and of the auxiliary apparatus. When the

west extension to the building is made the bus structure will

be extended west so that the whole structure will be T-

shaped. The structure is built of repressed brick with con-

crete barriers. The three compartments are built one above

another and the bus-bars of No. 2 bare copper wire are sup-

ported on Locke No. 408-B high-tension insulators. Near the

east end of the structure the taps are taken off the buses for

the outgoing high-tension lines. These after being carried

through a high-tension oil switch are heavily insulated and

enter vertical ducts in the wall of the building which lead to

the lightning arrester compartment, built above the roof trusses

at the northeast corner of the building. Specially constructed

walls. Two pieces of bituminized fiber i l/2 ins. and 4 ins. in

diameter, respectively, are placed concentric inside a shorter

piece 6 ins in diameter. The three pieces are held separate

from each other by wooden bushings, and the whole is placed

in a 12-in. vitrified tile in the wall of the building. The high-

tension wire enters through the central conduit.

The auxiliary and sub-station apparatus in the west end of

the station consists of a 300-kw Allis-Chalmers rotary con-

verter with reactance coils, transformers and oil switch, the

steam-driven exciter already mentioned and a motor-driven

exciter set, together with a transformer and oil switch. Space

Allis-Chalmers three-phase transformer which lowers the

voltage to that required for the motor. The rotary converter

transformers are of the oil-insulated self-cooling type, and
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are of 110-kw capacity each,

to the converter througfh a

1 KNERAL VIEW OF INTERIOR OF GENERATING STATION

has been left for an additional rotary converter, and this, to-

gether with the necessary transformers and oil switches, will

be installed immediately. The motor generator exciter set

consists of a 75-hp, three-phase, 375-volt induction motor
direct connected to a 50-kw, direct-current, 120-volt Allis-

Chalmers generator. Current for the motor is obtained from
the high-tension buses in the. basement. Leads from these,

after passing through an oil switch, go to a 75-kw oil-cooled

The secondaries are connected

set of reactance coils having 3

rating of 45 W. V. A.

THE SWITCHBOARD
The switchboard con-

sists of thirteen panels of

blue Vermont marble. No
high - voltage apparatus

whatever is mounted upon

it, as all of the instru-

ments connected to the

high-tension system ob-

tain their current through

potential and current

transformers.

OILING SYSTEM
The main engines and

other apparatus in the sta-

tion are oiled by means

of a central gravity oiling

system. From a tank 7 ft.

long and 2 ft. 6 ins. in di-

ameter, located just under

the roof in the boiler

room, oil pipes lead to the

bearings of the different

apparatus. All surplus oil

drains through a system

of pipes to a Turner gravity separator and filter in the base-

ment of the operating room. After passing through the filter

a duplex pump forces the oil into the elevated storage tank.

COALING FACILITIES

The station has direct track connections with the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad and indirect connections by way of the electric

line with the Big Four Railroad at Warsaw. A trestle per -
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mits steam road coal cars to be switched into the south sec-

tion of the building over the coal storage space. The track

enters the building through an opening provided with Kin-

near rolling steel doors and terminates in an Ellis bump post.

The track in the building is supported on 32-in. steel girders

EXTERIOR OF SUB-STATION AT GOSHEN

LOW-TENSION LINE

Outside corporate limits of towns, the single 3-0 grooved

trolley wire is supported by a bracket pole line 21 ft. above

the track. The poles, practically all of which are chestnut,

are 30 ft. long. They have 7-in. tops and are set 100 ft. apart.

The butts of these poles, as well as those of the high-tension

line, are treated with Carbolineum. A single cross-arm car-

ries two No. 9 iron extra BB telephone wires and a 700,000-

circ.-mil aluminum feeder. In corporate limits the feeder is

INTERIOR OF GOSHEN SUB-STATION

about 12 ft. above a concrete floor which is at the same level

as the boiler room floor. Only cars with hopper bottoms are

accepted by the company, and the contents of these are easily

dumped into the storage space under the track, from which

it is hauled in trucks into the firing

alley.

STATION LIGHTS
The station is well lighted by arc

lamps suspended from ornamental

brackets bolted to the walls and by

clusters of incandescent lamps placed

on the walls and at other convenient

points.

THE HIGH-TENSION LINE
After leaving the station the high-

tension wires, consisting of No. 4

copper conductors, are carried on a

separate pole line to two sub-sta-

tions, one at a point midway be-

tween Warsaw and Goshen and the

other at the southern limits of

Goshen. The high-tension poles are

35 ft. long and are spaced 125 ft.

apart. The three conductors are

carried on a single cross-arm 10 ft.

long, which is secured to the pole

by means of a brace of angle iron

in addition to the usual bolt at the

gain. Two of the 408-B Locke in-

sulators are located on one side of

the pole at a distance of 36 ins.

apart, while the remaining one is

on the end of the cross-arm nearest the track. The lines

are transposed every 10,000 ft. Through towns the high-

tension line follows the track, but in corporate limits, and at

highway crossings as well, extra high poles are employed.

Where telephone lines are crossed, suitable baskets serve to

protect these latter lines in the event of breakage of the high-

tension conductors.

covered with insulation, but is otherwise bare. At intervals

of ten poles, or 1000 ft., it is tapped in on the trolley line by

means of regular feeder clamps and 2-0 lead-in wires. Gar-

ton lightning arresters are located on every twentieth pole a

\BLE ARRANGEMENT OF GENERATOR AND TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS

few feet below the bracket arm. These are grounded both to

the rail and to a "pg-in. gas pipe driven in the ground. At
intervals of one-fourth mil*, and at sidings as well, telephone

jack boxes are located on the poles.

SUB-STATIONS

The two sub-stations are of similar construction. The
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brick buildings measure 31 ft. 6 ins. x 28 ft. inside, and are

intended for an ultimate installation of two 300-kw rotary

converters. The high-tension wires enter what might be

termed a lightning-arrester tower over the rear portion of

the building through entrances similar to those used in the

walls of the power house. After passing through disconnect-

ing knife switches and the lightning-arrester choke coils the

high-tension conductors drop down the rear wall of the build-

ing to the bus-bars and the hand-operated oil switch located

on the main floor. They then drop to the 110-kw Allis-

Chalmers step-down transformer on the floor underneath the

bus-bars. The secondaries of the transformer pass through

a reactance coil and then descend into the bituminized fiber

conduits leading underneath the floor to the pit in the center

of the rotary converter frame. The direct current leads from

the converter return underneath the floor to the switchboard

at the center of the building and then rise to the top of the

building and leave through exits just below the high-tension

entrances. The relative location of the apparatus, it may be

observed from the plan presented, is such as to require the

least amount of wiring. The wiring, in fact, makes one con-

tinuous loop of the station and in no case doubles back on

itself.

ROLLING STOCK
At the present time four interurban cars are in service on

the line, but six additional ones have been ordered. The most
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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS IN SUB-STATIONS
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notable feature oi the car bodies is their width, which is 9 ft.

4 ins. over all. The inside width is in fact only a few inches

narrower than regular Pullman cars. The seats, which are

provided with arm rests, are 40 ins. long and seat comfort-

ably two people above the average size. Comfort to passen-

gers was the prime reason for adopting this unusual width of

cars. The cars are equipped for single-end operation. They
are 57 ft. 8 ins. long over bumpers and have seats for

fifty-four passengers in addition to the usual benches in the

was followed in covering the heater pipes along the sill plank.

A wood footrest extends out from the top of the sill plank

over them, and the usual grated pipe covering between seats

is straight and is screwed to this footrest. This construction

not only removes the liability of shoes being burned by the

pipes, but also prevents thoughtless or careless passengers

from spitting on and behind the pipes. The cars are fitted

with Christensen straight air brakes, and in addition are pro-

vided with Peacock hand brakes. The bodies are mounted

.-fag--->|*.tt^' lip-MK-

Q
FLAN OF CAR FOR THE WINONA INTERURBAN RAILWAY

baggage compartment. This compartment is separated from

the motorman's cab by a bulkhead which was built largely

with the idea of adding strength to the car body. A sliding

door is placed in the bulkhead, but with the exception of this

one all the doors in the car are hinged. The toilet room in

the rear of the passenger compartment is provided with a

Duner flush water closet which is supplied with water from

upon Baldwin trucks having a wheel base of 6 ft. 10 ins.

These are provided with 36-in. steel-tie wheels and treads

2,Y2 ins. wide and flanges measuring iy& ins. deep and 1% ins.

wide.

The electrical equipment of the cars was furnished by the

Allis-Chalmers company. The four 75-hp motors are con-

trolled direct by an Allis-Chalmers controller in the cab.

AUXILIARY AND S I ' I: STATION APPARATUS IN GENERATING STATION

a tank overhead. An enameled zinc lining *In imitation of

white tile greatly improves the sanitary condition of the toilet

room. The passenger compartments of the car are finished

in inlay mahogany and the floor is covered with inlay lino-

leum. Particular attention was given the lighting. In addi-

tion to a meridian lamp in the ceiling opposite each pier post,

ornamental electroliers supplied with round frosted incandes-

cent bulbs are placed on the deck sills immediately over

each seat.

A Peter Smith hot-water heater is located in the rear por-

tion of the baggage room. A somewhat unusual practice

The design of the controller, which is provided with two

blow-out coils, is such that current is cut oft from the motors

even when the car is starting without any burning of the con-

tact fingers. An unusual feature of the controller is that

which by the use of the reverse handle permits the motor

cut-out switch to be operated without removing the controller

cover.

Particular attention was given to the wiring under the car.

This is all in iron pipe conduit. Before being drawn into the

conduit, however, the unusual precaution was taken of draw-

ing the wires into cotton hose. The conduits are run from
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the controller to the motors and resistances with as few

bends as possible. Each of the two 2]/2 -\n. pipes carrying

four resistance cables terminate near the rheostats in a spe-

cially designed junction box. The single wires leading to the

proper rheostate terminal continue from the box in i-in.

cotton hose and in pipe conduit. The motor leads terminate

in a specially designed junction box attached to the center

sill of the car. The choke coil in the trolley circuit is

shielded by an iron box and all the leads from it, including

that one going to the lightning arrester, are in conduit.

CAR HOUSE AND REPAIR SHOPS

At the present time the equipment is being cared for in the

shops of the Winona & Warsaw Railway Company. How-
ever, plans are being completed for enlarging the shops either

by the construction of additional buildings or by utilizing a

building now used as a generating station.

OPERATING FEATURES

The cars are geared to 50 m. p. h., but a speed of one mile

in 48 seconds has been attained. The run of 25 miles be-

tween Warsaw and Goshen is consequently made without dif-

ficulty in one hour, so that with single-car trains only two cars

are required to maintain a one-hour schedule, which is oper-

ated. In the winter months the interurban cars run only to

Warsaw, but during the summer season when the Winona
Assembly is in session they will continue on to Winona Lake,

where a loop terminal is provided. The scheduled speed is

practically the same as that of the paralleling steam road, but

partly because this road runs but three trains each way per

day and because of the facilities for handling baggage offered

by the electric line, the steam road receives almost no local

patronage from traveling men having several pieces of bag-

gage. The electric line is so located that the cars pass the

principal hotels in the terminal cities as well as in the small

towns. Arrangements have been made whereby trunks are

received at these hotels and are put off immediately in front

of the doors, so that when he uses the electric line the travel-

ing man is relieved of the necessity of paying one or two

dollars in transfer charges. Baggage up to 150 lbs. is carried

free, and the point is made to carry trunks on every car. H.

per cent reduction from the regular round-trip rate. Chil-

dren between the ages of 6 and 12 are given a one-half rate.

School tickets with no limit as to the age of the purchaser

are also sold at one-half the regular rate. The use of school

tickets is limited to the hours between 7 a. m. and 5 p. m.,

and a certificate is required from the school superintendent

1 * it<
p»» tin

STANDARD CAR USED ON THE WINONA INTERURBAN RAILWAY

S. Hickey, general superintendent of the system, was for-

merly a steam road man, and regards this convenience to

traveling men as of the utmost importance. For weights in

excess of 150 lbs. the excess charge is 20 per cent of the

ticket fare.

The regular fare is approximately 2 cents per mile. How-
ever, round-trip tickets good for thirty days are sold at a 10

INTERIOR OF STANDARD CAR

or teacher. At the present time freight in car-load lots can-

not be handled because of lack of facilities, but express cars

have been ordered and it is the intention to build up an

extensive freight traffic. An independent station and ticket

office is maintained at Warsaw, but at Goshen the company

and the Northern Indiana Railway Company have a union

station. At Milford the station is in a hotel, and at another

point a restaurant man acts as agent. New stations will be

built at New Paris and Waterford, and small way stations or

shelters will be built at all of the cross-roads as required by

law in Indiana.

The general offices of the company are at Winona Lake

and are in charge of H. S. Dickey,

general superintendent, to whom
this publication is indebted for

much of the information in this ar-

ticle. R. M. Murray as engineer

of the system has general supervi-

sion of construction work, while

the power house and rolling stock

are under the immediate charge of

Charles Sigler, master mechanic.

Sol C. Dickey, president, and J. F.

Beyer, vice-president of the system,

are active in the supervision of the

operation of the road.

Probably the most out of the or-

dinary operating feature of the

road is that it is not operated on

Sunday. From a financial stand-

point this is largely due to the fact

that Sunday operation would detract from the moral atmos-

phere of the Winona Assembly, and this is regarded of more
importance than the slight increase of revenue that would be

derived from Sunday operation, especially as the road has

shown net earnings from commencement of operation largely

in excess of fixed charges under the present plan of operating

but six days in the week.
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OPERATING COSTS OF THE MODERN AUTO-BUS *

BY H. VELLGUTH,
Secretary of the German Street Railway Association

Despite the fact that auto-buses have been widely used in

European cities for three or four years past, the writer has

been unable to secure any useful data on their operating cost

until within the last nine months. Part of the information

thus obtained was extracted from the published reports of

German omnibus companies, but by far the most valuable

material has been secured either by oral intercourse or per-

sonal observations on the spot—particularly as regards condi-

tions in England.

For convenient reference the writer has classified the com-

panies investigated and given the principal features affecting

their operation in condensed form, as follows

:

GERMAN UNDERTAKINGS

Dettmansdorf-Marlow, in Mechlenberg, length 3.8 miles;

macadam paving; fairly level except grades of 1.32 and 1.18

on some 700-m stretches ; two Daimler buses (one as reserve)

rated at 16 hp to 21 hp at 700 r. p. m. to 800 r. p. m., with

four speeds from 2.9 miles to 11 miles; actual maximum

speed attained, 13 miles; weight, 3.9 tons empty; two com-

partments, one seating five second-class and the other eight

third-class passengers, together with two extra seats near the

driver; medium speed, 9.3 miles; no stops; in operation since

Aug. 1, 1904; operating report covers twelve months to Aug.

1, 1905; five daily trips, totaling 14,118 miles; operated by the

management of the Mecklenburg State Railways at Schwerin.

Partenkirchen-Mittenwald-Walchensee-Kochel, length, 32

miles; good mountain road; steepest grades, 5 per cent to

$y2 per cent for a distance of 2.8 miles and 5 per cent for 1.7

miles; three N. A. G. buses (one reserve) of 20 hp to 24 hp

capacity at 1300 r. p. m.; four speeds ranging from 3.1 miles

to 21.7 miles; open construction of automobile character and

roof for baggage ; carries fourteen passengers
;
weight of bus

when empty, 1.9 tons; running speed, including stops, 9.3

miles; in operation since June 1, 1905, and run only from

June to the end of September ; two to eight trips per day in

each direction; operating report covers June 1 to the end of

September, 1905 ; total run, 20,901 miles ;
operated by a

Munich stock company and the postmasters in Partenkirchen,

Mittenwald and Walchensee.

Southofen-Hindeland, 4.7 miles long; Bavarian govern-

ment road not well suited for automobiles
;
grade up to 7 per

cent; two 28-hp Daimler passenger vehicles; weight, 4.5

tons empty ; four speeds from 3 miles to 13 miles; twenty-one

seats; one 21-hp freight, rubber-tired vehicle; weight, 3.5

tons empty; maximum speed, 11 miles; carries 3 tons and

has four speeds ranging from 3 miles to 11 miles; both

styles of cars capable of ascending 12 per cent grades; six-

teen daily passenger trips in summer and fourteen at other

seasons; freight service according to requirements; opened

on Aug. 1, 1905; operating report covers Aug. 1 to Dec. 31,

1905; in 184 days 11,441 passenger-miles were run and 2416

freight-miles; operated by the Royal Bavarian Traffic Min-

istry and the local postmasters.

ENGLISH UNDERTAKINGS

In London some 500 to 600 gasoline buses are now in ser-

vice, the earliest ones having now run about twenty-one

months. The paving is very good and is largely wood. The

streets are mainly level. There are also about forty vehicles

distributed in Hastings, Birmingham and Bath. One would

* Abstract of an article in the Sept. 6 issue of the "Archiv fur Eisen-

bahnwesen."

suppose that where so large a number of vehicles is in use

it would be easy to secure the desired operating costs, but

unfortunately this is not true, for most of these buses are

owned by large companies whose securities are material for

active speculation, hence the operating officials have been

chary in giving out figures. However, a paper read by Mr.

Manville before the London Automobile Club early this year

provoked such attention, owing to the unfavorable light in

which he placed the auto-bus as compared with the tramway,

that the friends of the former were forced to produce real

operating statistics.

AUTO-BUS STATISTICS

From the experience gained in Germany and England the

writer has prepared a number of tables covering the approxi-

mate costs of auto-bus service for certain conditions as shown

by the following figures

:

COST OF A CITY INSTALLATION TO GIVE 620,000 CAR-MILES
ANNUALLY

According to London conditions, 29,360 car-miles a year

requires twenty-one vehicles, of which six must be kept as

reserve. The daily work of a bus is therefore equal to 620,-

000 -f- (15 X 365). or 1 13.4 miles.

A—Cost of Installation

21 cars at $4,500 each without tires $94,500.00

21 sets of tires at $637.50 each 13,387.50

21 X $1,500 for storage, shops, operating capital, etc.. . 31,500.00

Total $I39,387-S0

B—Operating Costs

Per Car Mile Total
General management 01 $6,250.00

Car men 0344 21,500.00

Inspection 0028 1,750.00

Gasoline 052 32,500.00

Lubrication and lighting 012 7,500.00

Tire replacement 056 35,000.00

Maintenance of vehicles 044 27,500.00

Insurance 003 1,875.00

Total operating cost 2142 $133,875.00

C—Financial.

Interest at 4 per cent, sinking fund I per

cent 01 1 16 $6,969.50

Depreciation of vehicles (without tires) for

every 124,000 miles, $4,500 036 22,500.00

Depreciation and maintenance of building,

1.5 per cent of $20,000. 00048 300.00

Depreciation of shops and equipment, 16

per cent of $6,250 0016 1,000.00

Total 04924 $30,769.50

Grand Total

Operating cost 2142 $133,875.00

Interest and depreciation 04924 30,769.50

Grand total .26344 $164,644.50

The use of double-deck vehicles with thirty-four seats will

therefore cost per seat-mile .26344 34, or $.0774 cents,

and 30 per cent use, $.258 cents per passenger-mile. This

latter figure must be the fare to realize 4 per cent on the

investment. The average fare, based on street railway ex-

perience that there are four passengers per car-mile, would

be .26344 -4- 4, or $.06586. The corresponding costs per

seat-mile on a street railway paying 4 per cent on the invest-

ment, giving the same service with cars seating twenty-four

to thirty-seven passengers, and under German conditions,

would vary from .00848 cents to .01308 cents, as against

.02548 cents for the auto-bus.

For a country service with open vehicles weighing 1.9
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tons and carrying fourteen passengers, the minimum costs

would be as follows for the conditions given herewith :

Length, 7.44 miles; schedule, 120, 60 and 40 minutes for a

daily service between 5 a. m. and 9 p. m., equivalent to 43,400,

86,800 and 130,200 car-miles annually.

A—COST OF INSTALLATION.

43,400 Car-Miles 86,800 Car-Miles 130200 Car-Miles

Per
Car
Mile.

Total.

Per
Car
Mile.

Total.

Per
Car
Mile.

Total.

2 cars (1 reserve), 3 cars (1

reserve) and 5 cars (2 re-

serve) — at $3,750 each
$7,500

900
3,500

1,250

1,350

$11,250

1,350
3,750
1,500

1,400

$18,750

2,250
4,250
1,750

1,750

2, 3 and 5 sets of tires at $540

Miscellaneous and operating

SI 4.500 $19,250 $28,750

B—OPERATING EXPENSES.

Management, legal, stationery

Cost of two, four, six drivers,

including all appurtenances,
at $3,750

Maintenance of cars
Lubrication and lighting ....

New sets of tires for every
10,168 miles at $4,500 each

Fire and accident insurance

.

.0172

.0172

.0300

.0480

.0120

.0440

.0030

$750

750
1,312.50
2,100
525

1,925
131.25

.0108

.0172

.0300

.0480

.0120

.0440

.0030

$950

1,500

2,625
4,200
1,025

3,850
262.50

.0076

.0172

.0300

.0480

.0120

.0440

.0030

$1,000

2,250
3,937.50
6,300
1,575

5,775
393.75

.1714 $7,493.75 .1650 $14,412.50 .1618 $21,211.25

C—INTEREST, DEPRECIATION AND SUMMARY.

Sinking fund 1 per cent.,

Depreciation of cars, $3,750
for every 93,000 miles

Depreciation of buildings, 2

Depreciation of shop equip-

Total C

.0164

.04

.0012

.0044

$725

1,750

50

200

.0108

.04

.0008

.0028

$962.50

3,500

57.50

240

.0108

.04

.0008

.0020

$1,437.50

5,250

62.50

255

.0620

.1714
$2,725
7,493.75

.0544

.1650
$4,760
14,412.50

.0536

.1618
$7,005
21,211.25

.2344 $10,218.75 .2194 $19,172.50 .2151 $28,216.25

According to these figures the seat-mile would cost $.2344,

$.2194 or $.2151 -7- 14 equal to $.0167, $.0156 or $.0153. As-

suming an average seat use of 50 per cent, the cost per pas-

senger-mile would be $.0334, $.0312 or $.0306.

It appears that on the smallest railway systems the total

cost per car-mile runs from $.096 to $.160. The higher fig-

ure is based on a one-hour headway and the lower on a more

frequent schedule. Under the same seat-use conditions as

before (an average of seven passengers), the cost per pas-

senger-mile would vary from $.0137 to $.0228. It will be

seen that in this case also the auto-bus is the more expensive.

If the investigation is carried further it appears that the auto-

bus does not compare favorably wherever the headway is less

than two hours.

+++

A GUIDE TO CINCINNATI

Robert Lee, superintendent of the Cincinnati Traction

Company, has compiled a pocket booklet containing a com-

plete guide to the city. All streets, public buildings, flats,

apartment houses, interurban railways, railroad depots, hos-

pitals, places of amusement, parks, hotels, colleges, banks,

etc., are located and the nearest street car line indicated.

The book is to be distributed among the conductors of the

Cincinnati Traction Company so that they may direct pas-

sengers to any points and be able to answer questions about

the city.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION BY FACILITIES OF

RAPID TRANSIT

Lynden Macassey, M. A., LL. D., secretary of the late

Royal Commission on London Traffic, recently presented

some interesting facts and statistics upon this subject at the

meeting of the British Association at York. According to

Dr. Macassey the only permanent and comprehensive cure

for concentrated population in modern cities is by adequate

provision of means of rapid transit. Instances are cited from

Liverpool, in certain of whose suburbs the houses erected

between 1900 and 1903 increased 85 per cent, while within

the city they decreased 40 per cent; from Leeds, where corre-

sponding changes occurred following electrification; from

Brooklyn, nine of whose outside wards increased in popula-

tion between 1890 and 1900 100 per cent, while in the central

wards the increase was only 18 per cent, etc.

The tendency of industrial progress is toward urban aggre-

gation, as most industrial establishments naturally gravitate

to the cities, principally on account of the special facilities

afforded for sale and distribution, though fortunately few

require location within the actual commercial center. The
resulting direction of growth depends largely upon the dis-

creet location of the railway and tramway lines. This is

demonstrated clearly in the cases of Boston and St. Louis,

as well as in that of London.

The 693 sq. miles known to-day as Greater London con-

tain an estimated population of 7,150,000. Without ade-

quate means of internal transit it is, however, evident that

there must be severe congestion in the central districts, and

without comprehensive means of transit great local concen-

tration in outside districts, when only a few are opened up

for residence. Both of these conditions are found in London

to-day. In "Inner London" there is a population of 1,500,-

000, and no less than 25.4 per cent of it is living in over-

crowded conditions, that is, with two persons per room in

tenements of one to four persons per room. The lower East

Side of New York is still more thoroughly congested. There

are below Fourteenth Street and east of the Bowery

455,000 persons piled on 979 acres, 465 persons to the acre,

or one-fourth of the population of Manhattan Borough act-

ually living in one-twelfth of the area of the island, and this

district was increased by 34 per cent at the last census. This

section is made up largely of foreigners, and so far rapid

transit facilities have not reached it, but when this is done

the author did not think they could resist its dispersive

force.

The three qualities of transportation service which affect

the various classes of the community are (1) "time" of the

journey from the place of residence to work
; (2) the "cost"

of the journey, and (3) the "convenience" of the agency of

transit, in other words, its accessibility, frequency of service

and comfort of traveling, etc. In America the dispersive

power of the uniform 5-cent fare is that which is relied upon

;

but uniform fares have been tried and have failed in Ger-

many and will always, in the speaker's opinion, under Eu-
ropean conditions.

The speaker then defined the functions of the different

means of transit, viz, surface tramways for the short haul,

subways or elevated railways for the medium length of haul,

and suburban railroads for the longer distances. For effect-

ive distribution the systems should be worked in harmony as

in Boston.

The Ohio State Railroad Commission has notified all the

electric railways in the State that they will be expected to file

their freight and passenger schedule and tariffs by July 16.
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MEETING THE COMPLICATIONS WHICH FOLLOWED A

FIRE IN THE POWER HOUSE OF THE DETROIT,

YPSILANTI, ANN ARBOR & JACKSON
RAILWAY

A recent fire in the power house of the Detroit, Ypsilanti,

Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway at Ypsilanti, Mich., empha-

sized the necessity of installing oil-cooled transformers in a

part of the building separated by fire walls from the engine

CASE OF BURNED OIL-COOLED TRANSFORMER

rooms, and taxed the ingenuity of the management to devise

means for keeping the systems in operation.

About 9 130 o'clock on the day of the accident a 500-kw
transformer located in the basement of the power house was
discovered to be on fire. The station was shut down imme-
diately ,and the city fire department called. Three lines of

hose were turned on the outside of the transformer case to

prevent it getting hot and bursting, for in such an event the

burning oil would have flown over the basement floor and
caused the fire to spread. When the fire was finally extin-

guished, at 12 o'clock, it was found that the direct-current

switchboard near the transformer had fallen down, that the

alternating-current board was badly cracked, and that the

insulation had been burned off the lead-covered cables con-

necting the machines, switchboards and transformers for a

distance of 30 ft. from the burned transformers. The frame-
work carrying the high-tension switches had also been de-

stroyed. C. M. Bange, master mechanic of the system, began
at once the work of restoring the service. At 1 130 o'clock

one 250-kw direct-current machine was put into operation.

At 5 :30 o'clock a second one was started. Three 200-kw
transformers were obtained from a sub-station, and with the

aid of these two 250-kw alternating-current machines were

started at noon Tuesday. The following Friday all of the

eight generators in the station were in operation.

In order to get the machines in service as soon as possible,

some interesting emergency features were resorted to. The

direct-current instruments and switches were mounted on a

temporary wood board and the direct-current cables from

which the insulation had been burned were laid out on top

of the main floor and temporarily insulated by encasing them

in two-inch linen fire hose. A temporary high-tension frame

for the stick type switches was also constructed. When the

station was shut down several cars were left dead on the line.

Wagons were put into service by the company to carry the

passengers into the larger towns.

Examination of the transformer in which the fire occurred

disclosed the fact that the coils were not injured beyond

being water soaked, although the corrugated case was dam-

aged beyond repair. The fact that the oil burned at the

surface only and that this surface was kept above the coils

TEMPORARY FRAME FOR HIGH-TENSION SWITCHES AND
HOSE IN WHICH THE BURNED CABLES WERE PLACED

by water thrown in by the hose saved the coils from injury.

The water-soaked coils were first dried out by surrounding

them with steam pipes for three days, and the drying was

finished by sending a small current through them for a

period of two days. For the corrugated transformer case

there were substituted two cases without corrugations, an

inner one filled with oil and an outer one in which water is

kept circulating by means of a hose. The transformer en-

cased in this manner was kept in operation for a month or

more. At an average of about 50 per cent of full load it ran

at a temperature of approximately 120 degrees. Mr. Bange
has designed a permanent case for the transformer that will

hold about six barrels of oil. The oil will be cooled by water

pipes, all the joints in these being outside of the case.
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STREET RAILWAY PARK SERVICE AT BURLINGTON, VT.

The location of Burlington, Vt, on a strip of land about

2 miles in width, extending from the mouth of the Winooski

River to a point 6 miles south, along the east shore of Lake

Champlain, renders it one of the most attractive cities in

the East. Under such favorable conditions as to surround-

ings, the incentive to park development has been strong, and

the lines of the Burlington Traction & Military Post Street

Railway Company are an important factor in rendering the

city's pleasure grounds accessible to the population of the

community. This year the estimated population of Burling-

ton is 22,000, but within a three-mile radius of the city hall

are 30,000 inhabitants.

The principal parks served by the company are Battery

Park, Fort Ethan Allen Park and Queen City Park. The

first-named pleasure ground is a broad esplanade with military

bastions overlooking the lake front near the shipping district.

The Adirondack Mountains are visible directly across the

lake. This park is a quiet spot without amusement features,

but on account of its accessibility from the business district it

is largely patronized. Twenty-minute service is given to this

resort and also to Fort Ethan Allen Park, which is the most

noted recreation ground at the north of the city.

Two typical photographs of Fort Ethan Allen Park are

shown herewith. The park covers an area of about 15 acres,

and about 57 acres in addition have been set apart for public

use in the future. The park belongs to the city, no admission

being charged for its use. A handsome stone gateway and

the stone tower shown were given by the Society of the

American Revolution. The beauty of the grounds and the

THE TOWER, ETHAN ALLEN PARK

superb view from the memorial tower have drawn many pas-

sengers thither on the street railway, who would otherwise

fail to reach the spot. A 5-cent fare is charged, and on the

return trip transfers are given to any other point reached by

the company's lines. The tower is located on the original

farm owned by Gen. Ethan Allen, and it is 24 ft. square at

the base, 18 ft. square at the neck and 40 ft. high. It was
dedicated on the 128th anniversary of the Battle of Benning-

ton. It is planned to establish a fleet of rentable boats on

the river in the near future, to increase the attractiveness of

this park.

Twenty-minute service is also given to the village of

Winooski, where excellent views may be had of the Green

Mountain ranges, the fare for the trip being 5 cents. The
Military Post line handles a large passenger traffic over a

6-mile route between Burlington and the government post at

Fort Ethan Allen, via Essex Junction. Twelve troops of

THE PINNACLE, ETHAN ALLEN PARK

United States cavalry and two of artillery are stationed here.

At the south end of the city is another natural recreation

spot called Queen City Park. This also has a twenty-minute
service, double-headers being run to and from the park on
Sundays. A single fare is collected. A large summer hotel

is located 011 the grounds, and the place is inhabited by num-
bers of cottagers who make the trip daily to and from the

city by trolley. Swings, rustic chairs, tables and other picnic

facilities for visitors' use are provided. A large golf course
is served by the same line. The company also publishes a

neat folder, describing the attractions of the parks on its

system.

REVERSING A COMPOUND-WOUND MOTOR;

In connecting a compound-wound motor to operate in both
directions, unless precautions are taken to prevent it there

exists the liability of having the two field windings assist in

one direction and oppose in the other. This condition is

especially likely to obtain when reversal of rotation is effected

by reversing the field. In such cases the precaution consists

in being certain that both field windings are reversed. In
railway work, however, the motor used is generally a ma-
chine adapted from generator duty and the starting device
is an ordinary car controller, which effects reversal of rota-

tion by reversing the armature on moving the reverse lever

to reverse position. With such a controller, then, it is neces-

sary to simply connect the trolley, ground and resistance

wires to their respective controller posts. Connect the arma-
ture terminals to posts Ai and AAi or to posts A2 and AA2
and the series field winding to the corresponding controller

field posts. The shunt field is connected permanently across

the line. The controller then handles the armature and series

field as if they were the windings of a series car motor and
it does not handle the shunt field winding at all. The only

precaution to be taken is that the two field windings be so

connected in the first place that they turn the armature in the
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same direction. Where the car controller used is the one

that reverses the field instead of the armature, as in some of

the older types of controller, the only change necessary is to

connect the motor series field wires to the controller armature

posts and vice versa. Where there is any doubt as to the

regularity of connections, the series winding can be omitted,

the controller field posts jumped and the machine operated

as a simple shunt motor.

FIELD COIL ROASTING

A contributor writes that at the time the editorial on

"Testing Motor Fields" was published in the Street

Railway Journal for Sept. 1, he was experimenting

along the same lines, hoping to find a test to tell the dif-

ference between a good set of fields and a bad one. These

experiments, conducted with a differential voltmeter applied

across the standard and test fields carrying current in series,

the latter being subjected to a mechanical pressure of about

200 lbs., seem to indicate that a well-roasted field is easily dis-

tinguished from a perfect

one. While it is easy to

distinguish between these

extremes, there is an in-

termediate condition
which is not readily

reached by tests such

as those made. Thus,

four new coils against

four new ones gave a dif-

ferential deflection of o.

Each of the new sets bal-

anced against a suspected

set gave a differential de-

flection of two volts (four

GE-1000 coils, current 30

amps, Weston 50-volt dif-

ferential meter). On bal-

ancing good and bad coils

against each other one at

a time, the entire differ-

ential deflection of 2

volts was found to be due

to deflection of two coils,

the remaining two showing perfect. The coils were then

ripped open and all looked bad enough, there being no

doubt about roasting in all. Each coil winding was then cut

in the center, to divide it into halves, 200 lbs. weight laid

on each coil, and the insulation tested between the severed

sections with a 500 voltmeter on a 480-volt line. The two

coils indicated low by the differential voltmeter showed zero

insulation at 480 volts; the two that showed up well in the

differential test showed perfect insulation at 480 volts, al-

though it could be seen that the cotton insulation, the only

kind on the two good ones, was parched. While the tests so

far are too insufficient in number to draw conclusions, it

would seem that the field insulation might be considerably

deteriorated without immediate bad effect on the operation of

the motor. This possibility suggests that where sparking in-

dicates roasting, first, eliminate other probable causes, such

as error in the set of the brushes or loose or open frame

parts; then try the motor and if it still sparks, go after the

fields and armature with the testing machine, and where

there is doubt, with the naked eye.

SCENIC LINES IN ITHACA

To the Ithaca Street Railway and its progressive manage-

ment is due much of the picturesque development Ithaca has

enjoyed in recent years. Renwick Park is now accessible

by the company's lines ; Cornell Heights, a beautiful residence

section to the northeast of the city, was opened through its

enterprise, and many of the wonderful Ithaca views only

available to the pedestrian and hill climber in former years

are now made possible to all. One of the most romantic

trolley rides imaginable is the ride locally known as "The

Loop." The visitor to Ithaca at this time will notice a num-

ber of new closed cars on this section of the company's sys-

tem which were built in Philadelphia at the works of the J.

G. Brill Company and are exact duplicates of other cars now
operating on the lines in Ithaca. The complete itinerary of

cars over "The Loop," starting from the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road station, is through the city of Ithaca to Cornell Uni-

versity Campus, a distance of 2J/2 miles, the maximum grade

being about 13 per cent ; Cornell Heights is next reached, the

return journey being made to the southerly terminus of the

The Ohio Supreme Court has held that cities may grant

street railway franchises where part of line is on right of way.

SEEN FROM CAYUGA HEIGHTS. ITHACA, N. Y.

road, thus completing the loop ; the entire distance is about

4Y2 miles. Cascadilla Glen, Fall Creek Gorge and "Inspira-

tion Point," as their names will imply, are the particular

beauty spots of the ride. The accompanying illustrations tell

at a glance the extraordinary beauties of this country. The

open summer cars which are portrayed therein run over that

portion of the system known as the Cayuga Heights Railway,

skirting the lake for the entire distance, through Cayuga

Heights, another residential suburb of Ithaca, and on to Ren-

wick Park, situated on Cayuga Lake. This line has a con-

tinuous grade of about 10 per cent and is operated largely—as

is the Cornell Heights loop—as an excursion road during the

summer months. In addition the patronage derived from the

students and faculty of the University has a great bearing on

the receipts of this line. Another branch of the system is the

Cayuga Lake Electric Railroad, running from the center of

the city to Renwick Beach Park, a distance of 2 miles. Un-

like other lines in the vicinity, this line is practically level and

its chief source of revenue is the summer park travel.

The open cars mentioned are also of Brill manufacture; the

closed cars are of that builder's standard construction and

measure 18 ft. 10 ins. over the panels
;
length over the crown

pieces and the vestibules is 28 ft. 3 ins. ; width over the sills,
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7 ft. Joy2 ins. The type of truck is the No. 21-E with a

wheel base of 7 ft. ; motors installed are of 40-hp capacity

each. Specialties of the builder used on these cars are seats,

sand boxes, angle-iron bumpers, gongs, signal bells, etc.

MILAN GOLD MEDAL FOR B. R. T. SOCIAL WORK

William H. Tolman, the vice-president of the jury on

political economy at the Milan Exposition last summer, who
has just returned to the United States, has announced that

the gold medal for "social economy" has been awarded to the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit for its arrangements for the comfort

of its employees in the way of reading rooms and clubhouses

at the various car houses. M. le Mercier, the chief engineer

of the French railways in the East, who was the judge, was

much interested in the photographs exhibited by the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit, depicting the comforts enjoyed by motormen

and conductors in their leisure hours. As is well known to

readers of the Street Railway' Journal, the principal club-

house of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Benefit Association is in

East New York, at Broadway and Fulton Street, and there

are eight smaller clubhouses, situated in the company's car

houses in various parts of Brooklyn.

The Y. M. C. A. of the Los Angeles-Pacific Railway em-

ployees at Sherman—an institution that has flourished be-

cause of the enthusiasm of the men themselves and the gen-

erous aid given them by the company—was given another

benefit in the form of proceeds from a balloon route excur-

TRACKLESS TROLLEY AT MILAN

One of the interesting features of the Milan Exposition

was the daily practical operation of a trackless trolley built

by the Societa per la Trazione Ellectrica, of Milan. The
same company had already built a number of these vehicles

for both freight and passenger work, notably the Spezia-

Portovere line described in the Street Railway Journal of

May 12. The illustration shows how easily an omnibus of

this type can be steered on the roadway without leaving the

wire, even at speeds up to 25 km (15 miles) an hour. In

ROUTE OVERLOOKING CAYUGA

sion on Sept. 21. The trip included all resorts on the route,

in cars donated by the company and under special direction

of an extra committee of the railway Y. M. C. A.

view of the little capital available for constructing standard

electric railways in Italy, the excellent roads of that, country,

this method should find wide application there.
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SKiXAI. l!OX

A SIMPLE ELECTRIC SIGNAL SYSTEM

A great fault of most signal systems for electric railways

lies in their complexity, since the more complicated the ap-

paratus the greater is the possibility of failure. It was the

recognition of this fact that led to the invention of the Nacliod

system, made by the United States Engineering Company, of

Philadelphia. In this method the necessary elements have

been reduced to the minimum number, there being only one

line wire, no moving parts in the trolley switch and a relay

perfectly sealed in an oil tank.

The system is for single-track electric railways, or for

double-track lines wherever it is necessary to converge them

for a distance into single track. It

indicates automatically the pres-

ence and direction of a car on the

block of single track, by signal

lights at the turnouts forming the

terminals of the block.

The equipment, in duplicate at

each end of the block, consists of

a signal box, Fig. 1, containing the

lights
;

Fig. 2, the relay ; and an

overhead trolley switch, Fig. 3, lo-

cated in each branch of the wire.

A single overhead wire runs the

length of the block, connecting the

boxes.

On an unoccupied, or "clear"

block, white signal lights are al-

ways burning. The signal is auto-

matically set when a car enters a block, by the passing of the

trolley wheel under the switch on the wire. This temporary

bridging of the two parts of the switch by the metallic

trolley wheel, which is done without movement of the switch

itself, actuates the relay. The white lights are thereby ex-

tinguished, and a cautionary green light is displayed at the

entering end of the block, and a red light, a danger signal, at

the other end. When the car passes out of the block its

trolley runs under a switch similarly situated, extinguishing

both lights and leaving the block clear, with the white lights

burning.

The signal box with the lights is mounted on a pole about

100 ft. in advance of the entering car, as it passes under the

switch, so that the motorman must see the green lamp light up

before he proceeds. This gives him prima facie evidence that

the red danger signal is displayed at the far end, since the two

lights are in series ; and one cannot burn without the other.

By a simple counting mechanism in the relay any number of

cars up to fifteen may enter the block in succession and

occupy it at the same time, and cars may be continuously en-

tering and leaving, but the lights will remain so long as there

is a car on the block. The signals will indicate clear only

when the number of contacts at the leaving end equals that

on the switch at the entering end.

To prevent change of signals at the distant end, when a

car has entered the block, a cut-out magnet is arranged in

that relay to open the circuit and render that trolley switch

inoperative. Should a motorman for any reason improperly

enter a block against a red light—which indicates an ap-

proaching car—his car cannot change the signals as pre-

viously set. This is important in placing the responsibility

for an accident caused by such an occurrence; and the motor-

man's knowledge of the fact that he cannot destroy the evi-

dence of his passing the light will restrain him from attempt-

ing to disobey the signal set.

The circuits are arranged so that, on the resumption of

power after a temporary interruption, the signals will reap-

pear, indicating the same as before the interruption.

The signal box shown in Fig. 1 is of cast iron, in two

parts. It is weather proof. All abutting surfaces are pro-

vided with dustproof felt gaskets. The upper part, bolted to

the pole, contains the three signal lamps and the lenses,

which are provided with hoods to prevent false illumination

from outside light. There are also hoods in the interior, con-

fining the light of each lamp to its own lens. The five in-

coming wires pass into the case from below through water-

tight bushings, and are provided with enclosed fuses. The

entire front is hinged to give access to the lamps and fuses.

The lower part of the box, containing the oil, hangs from

the upper by studs and encloses the relay, which is remov-

able as a unit. All connections from the relay to the lamps

above are made by spring contacts, so that merely by taking

off four nuts a relay may be removed and another substituted

without disturbing the wiring in any way.

The relay shown in Fig. 2 controls the circuits of the signal

lamps, and is actuated by the short-circuiting of the switch

by the trolley wheel. In other systems it has often happened

that a relay properly installed and adjusted has failed through

the gradual loosening of screws and nuts induced by the

constant hammering of the magnets. In this signal the relay

consists of a number of magnetically operated switches com-

pletely immersed in a tank of oil and effectually sealed against

the entrance of all foreign matter. The oil cushions the

otherwise violent magnet blow so the parts cannot get out of

adjustment through vibration. Among the mechanical ad-

vantages is the replacement of pivots by direct acting, short

stroke and powerful plunger magnets. This construction re-

sults directly from the use of oil switches. Without these,

multiplying levers would be required to increase the breaking

distance on account of the arc. The ratchet and pawl

mechanism is self-locking. The continuous lubrication pre-

vents wear, while the breaking of circuits under oil obviates

burning of the contacts. The adoption of oil for insulating

and cooling purposes has become quite general with some

FIG. 2.-THE RELAY

classes of electrical apparatus, and its application to signal

work should prove of the highest benefit.

The trolley switch, Fig. 3, is made of two pieces of light

angle-iron placed back to back, with insulating blocks bolted

to the ends. To these are secured two flexible metallic con-

tact strips set at 45 degrees to the horizontal, one connected

to the trolley wire, the other to the signal box. In operation

the contact strips are bridged by the trolley wheel, they being

formed to receive the wheel gradually and to avoid shock.

The trolley wire is raised above the path of the wheel for the

length of the contact strips. The switch is without moving

parts, does not project below the trolley wire, nor does it

require cutting of the latter. There are four switches for
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each block, placed in advance of the frog. Their position

overhead permits automatic action, and yet precludes tamper-

ing with the signals by unauthorized persons.

An important advantage, as already mentioned, is that this

system requires but one line wire. The manufacturer recom-

mends No. 12 iron wire, weatherproof insulation. Where the

poles are rather well filled with wires, the hanging of several

additional lines for a signal system entails quite an expense.

It is evident also that, besides the saving in cost of wire and

labor in erecting, the liability to accident to one wire is less

than to several. The current in the line is one-half ampere

when the signals are set. The line must be well protected

Kuhlman Car Company's plant in Cleveland will be delivered

shortly. Additional proof of increased business is shown in

yet another order for rolling stock of the typical closed type,

the order being placed with the American Car Company.

The single-truck type of semi-convertible car illustrated has

been seen a number of times in these columns, and has found

great favor in Tennessee, where the climate demands a car

that is light and airy, the winters being for the most part

short and mild and the summers long. The cars in the pres-

ent instance measure 21 ft. 4 ins. over the end panels and 30

ft. 4 ins. over the vestibules; width over the sills, 7 ft. 10^2

ins. Included in the framing are side sills 5 ins. x 8 ins., the

FIG. 3.—TROLLEY SWITCH FOR SIGNAL SYSTEM

with lightning arresters, which are not included in the signal

equipment furnished.

The installation of this method comprises only the string-

ing of one line wire, the hanging of four trolley switches, the

erection of two signal boxes on poles, and making taps ac-

cording to the diagram furnished. .

end sills measuring ^
l/2 ins. x 8 ins. ; the window system per-

mits of a seat 36 ins. long and an aisle space of 22 ins. The
inside finish of the car is of mahogany. The Brill No. 21-E
truck on which the car body is mounted has a wheel base of

7 ft. 6 ins.

RAILWAY ACTIVITY IN CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

The Chattanooga Railways Company, which is a consol-

idation of the Rapid Transit Company and the Chattanooga

Electric Railway Company, is now actively engaged in put-

ting its road in first-class shape and planning extensions to

its system. The entire work involves an expenditure of at

least a million and a half dollars. The Market Street, Mis-

sion Ride, Chickamauga Park and Oak Street lines were re-

laid last summer with new rails and ties embedded in con-

crete; a 7-in., 80-lb. rail, laid in concrete, is now standard

with the company, and all the lines are being thus equipped

as rapidly as possible. The same amount of activity has

marked the company's building operations, car shops costing

PROGRESS OF OPERATIONS ON VARIOUS PENNSYLVANIA
BORES

Operations were recently begun in tunnel A of the Penn-
sylvania extension under the East River. This tube is the

least advanced of the four, and the men are just now be-

ginning to get out of rock into sand and gravel. This is the

northernmost of the tubes. Tunnel B has gone out furthest

into the river bottom from the Manhattan shore, the shield

having progressed 900 ft. from the shaft near First Avenue.
Tunnel C is about 600 ft. out from the shaft, and tunnel D
nearly 900 ft. Tunnel A is only 150 ft. long.

The company has adopted a number of devices to protect

the men from the ill effects of compressed air. The latest of

these is an independent supply of compressed air for every
lock. In case of fire or accident in a lock

nearer the shore than the one in which
the men are working, the men will con-
tinue to receive their air as though
nothing had happened.

SINGLE-TRUCK, SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CAR FOR CHATTANOOGA

about $85,000 and a car house costing about $140,000 now as-

suming definite proportions ; these buildings are of concrete,

brick, stone and steel and absolutely fireproof. By next
spring it is expected that cars will be running over the several

new divisions of the road now planned.

A number of Brill grooveless-post semi-convertible cars

have been pressed into service on the Mission Ridge line, and
ten more of the same type now being constructed at the G. C.

The Rochester, Syracuse & Eastern and
the Rochester & Sodus Bay Railroads have
entered into an agreement with several

other roads in New York State to adopt
the mileage-book plan in the sale of tickets

for trips on the road. Under the agree-

ment each one of the roads will sell $12
worth of tickets for $10, with the under-

standing that the conductor will not de-

tach less than 10 cents worth of coupons at one time. None
of the books will be accepted for use on the city lines. Be-

sides the roads mentioned, those which have entered the

agreement to issue the books are the Syracuse Rapid Transit

Company; Auburn & Syracuse Electric Railway; Fonda,

Johnstown & Gloversville Railway; Schenectady Railway;

Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway; Elmira Water, Light &
Railway Company.
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LEGAL DEPARTMENT*

THE DOCTRINE OF "LAST CLEAR CHANCE"

A rule of law which is denoted by the phrase "Last Clear

Chance" cuts a very considerable figure in determining the

liability of street railroad companies for damages in accident

cases. Concisely stated, the doctrine is that a "plaintiff may
recover damages for an injury caused by the defendant's

negligence, notwithstanding the plaintiff's own negligence

exposed him to the risk of injury, if such injury was more im-

mediately caused by the defendant's omission, after becoming
aware of the plaintiff's danger, to use ordinary care for the

purpose of avoiding injury to him." As street railway com-
panies and the public have equal rights in the streets, and as

persons are compelled to cross tracks upon which cars

are practically in perpetual motion, complex and unique situ-

ations of fact are constantly arising. Under such circum-

stances it is only just to hold that an injured person had not

subjected himself to all the possibilities growing out of an

original slight act of negligence. On the other hand a rail-

road company should not be held liable under the "last clear

chance" doctrine if its employee had acted with ordinary com-
mon sense and prudence in an emergency with which he was
suddenly confronted.

The tendency is to administer the doctrine rather strictly

against street railroad companies, and the recent decision by
the Appellate Court of Indiana, in Indianapolis vs. Bolin

( June, 1906, 78 N. E. 210) affords an illustration. It ap-

peared that plaintiff turned to go across a street car track-

when the car which struck his vehicle was 225 feet away and
beyond an intersecting street. The car was running at the

rate of 20 miles per hour, and when about 60 ft. from plaintiff

he discovered its excessive speed. He then quickly attempted

to turn his horse aside and avoid a collision, but failed. When
plaintiff first saw the car he underestimated its speed because

of the distance, and assumed that it was far enough away to

enable him to cross. No effort was made by the motorman
to check the speed of the car prior to the accident, and it ran

140 ft. or more after the collision before it was stopped. It

was held that plaintiff was not guilty of contributory negli-

gence as a matter of law.

The following language from the dissenting opinion by

Judge Comstock, in which one of the other judges concurred,

contains a strong plea for the exemption of the company from

liability.

"The motorman was not bound to anticipate that appellee

would turn upon the track. When the appellee turned, the

danger became imminent upon the hypothesis that he would
continue across the track. The car was then 60 ft. off. It

required this distance to stop the car. This gave the motor-
• man no time to apprehend the dangerous situation in which
the appellee had placed himself. Up to the time of plaintiff's

entering upon the track, no danger was to be apprehended

from the speed of the car, for the accident occurred between

crossings. The motorman had as much reason to anticipate

that appellee was in time to cross the track in front of the

moving car as had the appellee to believe that he could do so.

If two parties are contemporaneously in fault and by their

mutual negligence an injury ensues to one. the doctrine of

'last clear chance' does not apply. Robards vs. Indianapolis

St. Ry. Co., 32 Ind. App. 297; Everett vs. Los Angeles, etc..

R. Co., 115 Cal. 105, 43 Pac. 207, 46 Pac. 889, 34 L. R. A. 350.

If it had been apparent to the motorman that the horse was
frightened or that appellee for any reason had lost control of

the horse and was in danger, then it would have been the

duty of the motorman to stop the car if possible. Citizens'

St. Ry. Co. vs. Lowe, 12 Tnd. App. 54, 39 N. E. 165, and cases

cited. The doctrine under consideration applies when it is

apparent that the party is in a position of danger from which

"Conducted by Wilbur Larremore, of the New York Bar, 32 Nassau Street.

New York, to whom all correspondence concerning this department should

be addressed.

he cannot extricate himself. C, C, C. & St. L. R. Co. vs.

Kl^e, 154 Ind. 430, 56 N. E. 234; Krenzer vs. P., C, C. & St.

L. R. Co., 151 Ind. 587, 43 N. E. 649, 52 N. E. 220, 68 Am.
St. Rep. 252; Dull vs. C, C, C. & St. L. R. Co., 21 Ind App.

571, 52 N. E. 1013. To justify the application of the doctrine

in this case, the motorman must have had the 'last clear

chance' ; that is, evident and last to have avoided the danger

after he had learned of it and knew that the safety of appellee

depended solely upon him. Daily observation of human con-

duct does not lead to the conclusion that sane adults will

place themselves in positions of open danger. The motor-

man was not required to assume that the appellee would court

danger or disregard all prudence, and when appellee's danger

became apparent there was not time and space to stop the

car."

Nevertheless, there is strong ground for holding that one

may attempt to cross a street railroad track, a car being 225

ft. away, without being guilty of contributory negligence as

matter of law. It is argued, with much point, that a person

using the street is not bound to anticipate that a street car

will be run at an excessive rate of speed or that it will not

be under such control that it may be stopped within a dis-

tance of 225 ft. With regard to the "Last Clear Chance"
doctrine, a distinction may be drawn between street railway

and steam railroad cases. (See Illinois Cen. R. Co. vs.

Ackerman, United States Circuit Court of Appeals, 144 Fed.

959-) •

CHARTERS, FRANCHISES AND ORDINANCES
ARKANSAS.—Waters and Water Courses—Obstruction—Street

Railroads—Liability.

An ordinance of a city authorizing the construction of a street

railroad required that the company should construct its tracks

with suitable bridges, drains, or pipes at all gutters, so as to per-

mit a flow of water under the same. The constructing company
built the roadbed across a depression or drain which crossed a

street without putting in a culvert, and thus forced more water
to pass under a bridge over a creek, which was also partially ob-

structed by the placing of a bent under the bridge to strengthen

the same, after which the creek became still more obstructed by
brush and dirt, whereupon, during a heavy rain, it overflowed and
caused damage to plaintiff's building. Held that the railway com-
pany having altered the flow of the water, it was bound to see

that the creek should not become further obstructed and to pro-

vide against its overflow from such obstruction.— (Ft. Smith
Light & Traction Co. vs. Soard, 96 S. W. Rep., 121.)

GEORGIA.—Carriers—Street Railroads—Transfers—Mistake in

Transfer—Unreasonable Conditions—Threatening Expul-

sion—Damages—Trial—Instructions—Evidence to Sustain.

1. Although a street railway company may not be required by

law to carry a passenger on any other line than the one over

which the car originally boarded runs, still, if such company holds

out that it will, when fare is paid on the first car, issue a trans-

fer giving the right to ride on other cars of its lines, a request for

a transfer is an acceptance of this offer, and the delivery of the

transfer completes a contract under which the passenger is en-

titled to demand the right to ride on both the original car and
the transfer car; and the amount paid to the conductor of the

first car is the consideration for the right to ride on each car.

The right to ride on the car to which the passenger is trans-

ferred is in no sense a gratuity.

2. If a mistake is made by the conductor of the first car in

issuing a transfer, and the passenger presents the transfer to the

conductor of the second car and gives a reasonable explanation of

the mistake of the conductor of the first car, the conductor of the

second car must at his peril determine whether the passenger is

entitled to ride upon the transfer, notwithstanding it does not

upon its face show such right.

3. A condition on a transfer issued by a street railway company

that "the holder, by accepting, agrees that, should any contro-

versy arise as to its validity, holder will pay fare and call at com-

pany's office for correction," is unreasonable and void.

4. A threat by the conductor of the second car to expel a pas-

senger on account of a mistake in the transfer slip is a legal

wrong, giving the passenger a right of action against the company,

notwithstanding there is nothing insulting in the words or manner

of the conductor, further than a mere threat to expel might be

deemed an insult.
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5. In an action brought to recover damages for a threat to

expel a passenger from a street car, who presented a transfer to

the conductor which was defective through no fault of the plain-

tiff, but who, under the facts of the case, was entitled to a ride

on the car, the measure of damage is not limited to the amount
paid to prevent an expulsion, but general damages may be re-

covered as for an inexcusable trespass, even though there be no

aggravating circumstances connected with the threat of expulsion.

6. While the evidence demanded a finding in favor of the plain-

tiff so far as the right to recover was concerned, the erroneous

instruction in relation to the worldly circumstances of the parties

was of such a character as to require the granting of a new
trial — (Georgia Ry. & Electric Co. vs. Baker, 54 S. E. Rep., 640.)

ILLINOIS.—Street Railroads—Transfer of Franchise—Legisla-

tive Recognition—Constitutional Law—Due Process of Law

—

Ordinance Providing for Universal Transfers on Street

Railways—Courts—Jurisdiction of Federal Courts—Federal

Question.

1. The effect of the incorporation in 1861 of the West Division

Railway Company to take over, so far as related to the West
Side in Chicago, the rights of the South Side Railroad Company,
which held a franchise to operate street railroads on both the

South and West Sides, together with the act of 1865 ratifying

all transfers of rights between the two companies and the subse-

quent action of the City Countil since that time in dealing with

the two separately, was, at least prima facie, to entirely segre-

gate the companies and to divest the South Side Company of all

rights and incidental obligations on the West Side.

2. A city ordinance requiring a street railroad company to ac-

cept transfers issued to passengers by other companies, in no

way connected with it, and to carry such passengers over its lines

without charge, is unconstitutional and void as depriving such

company of its property without due process of law ; and it is

immaterial that the requirement is reciprocal and that in opera-

tion the effect of the ordinance might be to increase business to

such an extent that the companies would suffer no loss.

3. A suit to enjoin the enforcement of an ordinance requiring

a street railway company to carry without pay passengers hold-

ing transfers from other car lines is cognizable in equity on the

ground of preventing a multiplicity of suits and is within the

jurisdiction of a Federal court, where the invalidity of the ordi-

nance is alleged on the ground that it deprives the company of

its property without due process of law in violation of the Federal

Constitution.— (Chicago City Ry. Co. vs. City of Chicago. Eckels

et al. vs. Same. In re Universal Transfers, 142 Federal Rep., 944.)

IOWA.—Taxation—Street and Interurban Railroads.

Code Supp. Sec. 2033a, requires that any railway operated on

the streets of a city or town by other than steam power, which
extends beyond the limits of such city or town to another city

or town shall be known as an interurban railway. Sec. 2033b

makes all the statutory provisions relative to railways in general

applicable to interurban street railways, and Sec. 2033c declares

that any interurban railway shall, within the corporate limits of

any city or town acting under a special charter upon such streets

as it shall use for transporting passengers and such freight, as it

may carry in its passenger or combined baggage cars only, be

deemed a street railway and subject to the laws governing street

railways. A company owning street railways systems in two
cities connected them by an interurban line in such a manner that

the interurban traffic passed over but one or two blocks of the

existing street railway lines, and in the main traversed only its

own tracks which were not within the city limits. The accounts

of the interurban line and the existing street railway systems

were separately kept ; the only apparent connection between the

two, other than common ownership, being the giving of transfers

from each line to the other. Held, that the entire system should,

for purposes of taxation, be regarded as an interurban line.

—

(Waterloo & C. F. Rapid Transit Co. vs. Board of Sup'rs of

Blackhawk County et al., 108 N. W. Rep., 316.)

MASSACHUSETTS.—Eminent Domain—Elevated Railroads-
Damages—Set-Off of Benefits—Status—Evidence—Admissi-
bility.

I. St. 1894, p. 764, c. 548, Sec. 8, provides that the location of a

railway on any public way shall be deemed an additional servi-

tude, and entitles persons having an estate in such way or abut-

ting premises, and who are damaged by reason thereof, to recover

compensation in the manner provided. Sec. 9 declares that an
owner on the street through which the elevated way is constructed

shall be allowed damage only to the amount that his estate has
been damaged more than it has been benefited or improved in

value. Held, that owners of land in the street and abutters on it

are obliged to set off all benefits that might be the subject of an
assessment of betterments if the railway were a public improve-
bent erected under a statute at the city's expense, notwithstanding
the different rule provided by Sec. 11 for the assessment of dam-
ages for taking private land outside of ways.

2. In a proceeding under St. 1894, p. 761, c. 548, to recover

damages caused by the location and construction of an elevated

railway, evidence is not admissible for the purpose of showing
damages to business conducted on the property affected, but only

to show the diminution in value of the property for use in the

business.— (Peabody et al. vs. Boston Elevated Ry. Co., 78 N. E.

Rep., 392.)

MISSOURI. — Street Railroads — Leases — Ordinances — Con-
tracts Between Companies—Construction—Creation of Prin-

cipal and Agent—Creation of Partnership—Lease—Opera-
tion—Companies and Persons Liable for Injuries,

r. A municipal ordinance authorizing enumerated street railway
companies and their successors and assigns severally to sell, con-

vey, or lease their property rights, privileges, and franchises to.

any of the companies enumerated, or to a company designated, its

successors and assigns, and authorizing the company acquiring

the property rights and franchises of the enumerated companies

to hold the same during the term of the ordinance, authorizes a

purchaser of the property and franchises of the enumerated com-
panies to lease the same to the designated company without the

special consent of the municipality, notwithstanding Const. Art.

12, Sec. 20, forbidding a street railway transferring its franchise

without first obtaining the consent of the municipality.

2. A street railroad company entered into a contract with an-

other street railroad company, which recited that the former, in

consideration of the covenants of the latter, leased its railways,

etc. The contract divested the former company of the posses-

sion and use of its properties for forty years in consideration of

a specific rent to be paid by the latter company and the per-

formance of other duties in the nature of rent, and provided for

the restoration of. the property to the former at the end of that

term and for re-entry if the latter defaulted in the performance of

its covenants during the term. The contract did not provide that

the latter should conduct the business in the name or for the

benefit of the former, except as in so far as the former was bene-

fited by the consideration to be paid by the latter. Held not to

establish an agency, whereby the former company was principal

and the latter agent.

3. The contract did not make the two companies partners.

4. The contract was a lease.

jj. A contract entered into by one street railway company with

another street railway company provided that in consideration of

the covenants made by the latter company the former leased its

railway to the latter. The latter company agreed to pay an annual

rental to operate the railway of the former at its own expense

and make the necessary repairs, to pay all the floating debts of

the former, together with assessments of all kinds, and to apply

all money not needed for current liabilities or interest turned

over to it by the former, or on hand at the date of the lease,

or received by the former thereafter from the rent of useless

property to the improvement of the demised property. Held, that

the former company was not bound to turn over to the latter com-
pany any money received by the former from any source, so that

whatever rent the latter paid would not be repaid to it.

6. Since Rev. St. 1899, Sec. 1187, expressly authorizes a street

railway company to lease its property, and since Sec. 4160 pro-

vides that when technical words having a peculiar meaning are

used in a statute they shall be understood according to their

technical import, a street railroad company leasing its property

and franchises to another street railroad company is not liable

for an injury to a passenger resulting from the negligence of the

employees of the latter company; the word "lease" importing a

contract by which one person divests himself and another person

takes possession of property for a term.— (Moorshead vs. United

Rys. Co. et al, 96 S. W. Rep., 261.")

MISSOURI.—Sales of Other Property—Evidence—Value—Emi-
nent Domain—Sufficiency—Appeal—Questions Reviewable

—

Waiver in Trial Court—Inconsistent Position—Opinions

—

Value of Property—Harmless Error—Admission of Evi-

dence-— Withdrawal from Jury — Witnesses— Cross-Exam-
ination — Scope — Eminent Domain — Proceedings — In-

structions—Measure of Compensation.

t. In condemnation proceedings, sales of similar property to

that involved, made in the neighborhood about the same time, is

admissible on the question of damages.
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2. Evidence as to the amount which the condemning party had
paid for other land in the neighborhood purchased for the same
purposes as the land sought to be condemned was inadmissible.

3. In condemnation proceedings, wherein evidence was intro-

duced as to the amount paid by the condemning party for other
lands in the neighborhood, the evidence held sufficient to show
that such other lands were purchased for use in connection with
the land sought to be condemned, or that the vendors knew such
fact.

4. Where, in proceedings to condemn land, the landowner, on
exceptions filed to the report of commissioners, opened the case
and offered evidence as to the amount paid by the condemning
party for lands in the neighborhood purchased to be used for the
same purposes as those for which the land involved was sought
to be condemned, the condemning party, by introducing evidence
of prices paid by it for other property, did not preclude itself

from complaining on appeal that the admission of evidence as to

the price paid for other land was error.

5. In condemnation proceedings, there was no error in permit-
ting the owner to give his opinion as to market value where it

appeared that he was familiar with the property and its location

and had been for a number of years.

6. In condemnation proceedings, it was proper to admit evi-

dence showing an increase in the value of property in the neigh-
borhood by reason of the acquisition of property by certain cor-

porations, where such holdings were acquired prior to the con-
demnation proceedings.

7. In condemnation proceedings, while it may be proper to show
a failure to agree upon the amount to be allowed for the property,
it is not competent to go into details of the negotiations for the

purchase, or to show different amounts offered for the property
by the condemning party.

8. Where, in condemnation proceedings, a witness testified as

to what price the corporation had offered for the property, prior
to the institution of condemnation proceedings, but the testimony
was withdrawn from the jury by an appropriate instruction, the
error was cured.

9. In condemnation proceedings, there was no error in admit-
ting testimony to show the elements of the value of the property
by reason of its being located near certain railroad tracks and
suitable for switching purposes.

10. In condemnation proceedings, it was proper to exclude the
testimony of a witness that he had offered to sell defendant prop-
erty near the location of the land involved for certain amounts,
and that he had declined to take it.

11. In condemnation proceedings, it was proper to exclude ques-
tions to defendant on cross-examination as to certain other prop-
erty being offered to him in the neighborhood for specific

amounts, and that he declined to take it.

12. In condemnation proceedings, the court instructed that
"fair market value" meant the price which property would bring
when offered for sale by one willing, but not obliged, to sell,

and bought by one willing, but not obliged, to buy ; that it did not
mean the price which property could bring at forced sale, but
what it would bring in the hands of a prudent seller, at liberty

to fix the time and conditions of sale. Held, that the instruction

was not erroneous, because of the statement as to "a prudent
seller," etc.

13. A general rule, in estimating the compensation to be allowed
on condemnation of a parcel of land, is that reference should be
had to the use for which the property is suitable, having regard
to the existing business or wants of the community, or such as
may be reasonably expected in the immediate future.

14. In condemnation proceedings, the court instructed that, in

determining the value of the" land in controversy, the jury might
take into consideration its location, the uses and purposes for
which it was suitable or adaptable, considering the location, and
having regard, not only to the existing business wants of the
community, but to such uses as might be reasonably expected
in the near future, together with all the surroundings and condi-
tions as shown by the evidence; that the jury might take into con-
sideration other bona fide sales of property in the vicinity and
similarly located ; and that in determining the uses and purposes
for which the property was suitable or adaptable the jury were
not confined solely to the use, if any, made of the land at the
time it was taken. Held, that the instruction was proper.

15. In condemnation proceedings, the condemning party re-

quested an instruction that "the market value" of property means
its actual value, independent of the purposes for which it is to be
used by the condemning party; that is, the fair market value of
the property, as between one who wants to purchase and one who
wants to sell, not what could be obtained for it in peculiar cir-

cumstances, when greater than its fair price could be obtained,

nor its speculative value, nor the value obtained through the ne-

cessities of another, nor, on the other hand, is it to be limited to

that price which the property would bring when forced off at

auction under the hammer; that the question is, if defendant
wanted to sell his property, as to what could be obtained for it on
the market from the parties who wanted to buy and would give

its full value. Held, that the instruction amounted to a detailed

explanation of the term, "market value," cautionary in its char-

acter, and, certain features of it not having been fully embraced
in other instructions, it was erroneously refused.— (Metropolitan

St. Ry. Co. vs. Walsh et al, 94 S. W. Rep., 860.)

MISSOURI. — Railroads — Location of Road — Filing Profile

Map—Abandonment of Chartered Route—Eminent Domain

—

Condemnation of Railroad Right of Way—Evidence—Aban-
donment of Location—Condemnation Proceedings—Appeal

—

Presumptions—Presentation of Questions in Lower Court

—

Pleading—Parties.

Rev. St. 1899, Sec. 1056, requiring a railway company, before

constructing any part of its road, to file a profile map in the office

of the County Clerk of the route intended to be adopted in that

county, is not satisfied with a profile map of a part or section of

the route in the county.

2. A railroad corporation has no right to willfully abandon any
part of its chartered route, notwithstanding Rev. St. 1899, Sec.

1 161, declaring that, if a company does not begin the work of

construction within two years and finish it within ten years, it

shall forfeit its corporate charter, provided that, if the company
has in the meantime built a portion of its road, it may retain

and operate that portion.

3. Where a railroad company seeks to condemn land for a rail-

way from Kansas City to Swope Park, relying on a charter to

build a road from Kansas City to Lees Summit, the burden is on
the company to show that Swope Park is on the line of the char-

tered route from Kansas City to Lees Summit.
4. Where a railroad charter authorized the construction of a

road from Kansas City to Lees Summit, it is not authorized to

condemn land for a road from Kansas City to Swope Park, even

if Swope Park be on the line between Kansas City and Lees Sum-
mit, where the whole record shows a purpose only to build to

Swope Park.

5. Where a petition in condemnation proceedings alleges that

a railroad charter authorized the construction of the road from
Kansas City to Swope Park, and that a profile map of "said rail-

road" had been filed in the office of the clerk of the county court,

but the evidence showed that the charter was for a road from
Kansas City to Lees Summit, the failure of the property owners
on appeal to incorporate in the record the profile map which was
introduced in evidence does not raise the presumption that it

was in compliance with the charter.

6. In condemnation proceedings by a railroad, where the answer
alleges that the petition does not aver that the owners of all par-

cels of land sought to be condemned, lying within the county,

have been made parties defendant, the objection that it is not

alleged that no agreement could be made between the railroad

company and those who were not made parties cannot be first

made on appeal.

7. Rev. St. 1899, Sec. 1264, providing that in proceedings to

condemn land the owners of all such parcels as lie within the

county or circuit shall be made parties defendant, providing that

it shall not be necessary to make any persons parties defendant

unless they are either in actual possession of the premises to be

affected or have a title appearing of record, is mandatory, and
not to be construed as merely directory, in order to harmonize

with Sec. 1267, providing that any number of owners resident

in the same county or circuit may be joined in one petition.

—

(Kansas City Interurban Ry. vs. Davis et al., 95 S. W. Rep., 881.)

NEW YORK—Street Railroads—Franchises—Police Regula-

tions—Power of City—Constitutional Law—City Charter

—

Relocation of Street Railroads—Validity—Impairment of

Contract—Mandamus—Scope of Remedy—Change of Loca-

tion.

1. Where a city granted a franchise to a street railway com-
pany, authorizing it to construct, maintain, and operate a street

surface railway in the streets of the city, such franchise, though a

contract between the city and street car company, was subject to

the police power of the city to regulate the manner in which the

street should be used.

2. Geneva City Charter, Laws 1897, p. 444, c. 360, Sec. 65, as

amended by Laws 1905, p. 1032, c. 462, provides that if any street

in which a street surface railway is now or shall hereafter be
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operated shall be paved, repaired, or altered, etc., the board of

public works shall have power to require the railroad corporation

operating such street surface railway to change its grade and line

to conform to such alteration or improvement in such manner as

the board shall designate, at the expense of such railroad com-
pany. Held, that such provision was not unconstitutional, as an

impairment of the contract rights of a street railroad operating

its line on the north side of a street under a franchise acquired

from the city, though the required change of location would neces-

sitate a large expenditure on the part of the railroad company.

3. Where a street railway was under a legal obligation to change
the location of its line on the demand of the city's board of pub-

lic works, preliminary to the improvement of the street, the city

was entitled to compel such change by mandamus.— (People ex

rel. City of Geneva vs. Geneva, W., S. F. & C. L. Traction Co., 98
N. Y. Sup., 720.)

WASHINGTON.—Eminent Domain—Necessity- -Public Purpose
—Evidence—Power for Electric Railway—Location.

1. A corporation organized to construct and operate electric

street railways in two cities and a connecting electric railway

will not be denied the right to proceed, to condemn land to be

flooded in connection with a water power to create electricity

because it has not obtained franchises from the cities and a right

of way between them, and so has not shown that the power will

be needed for a public purpose; but it is enough that it has ob-

tained the greater part of its right of way, that it is negotiating

with the cities for the franchises, that the terms thereof have
been practically agreed on, and that it is proceeding diligently

with such matters
;
nothing being shown that will prevent ulti-

mate accomplishment.

2. Though the articles of incorporation show that some of the

objects for which a corporation was formed were purely private,

it may exercise the power of eminent domain ; its petition and
testimony showing that it desires to condemn for the purpose of

obtaining power to carry on its business as a public carrier.

3. The general statement in the testimony of the president of

an electric railway company, purposing to erect a dam of a cer-

tain height to create power and seeking to condemn land which
the dam will cause to be flooded, that all the power which could

be developed by the dam would be required, and that if the com-
pany could get along with less it would be satisfied to take less,

is sufficient, without any estimate of horse power required or

proposed to be developed, in the absence of controverting evi-

dence, to justify the finding that no more was proposed to be

taken by condemnation than the necessities required.

4. Under Laws 1903, p. 366, c. 175, Sec. 2, providing that an

electric railway company may appropriate property for right of

way or for any corporate purpose, and imposing no limitation as

to location, it may condemn land for power purposes, however
distant from the railway.— (State ex rel. Harlan vs. Centralia-

Chehalis Electric Ry. & Power Co., 85 Pac. Rep., 344.)

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE
ALABAMA.—Street Railways—Injuries to Pedestrian on Track
—Complaint—Allegation of Negligence—Negligence—Want-
onness—Contributory Negligence—Defense—Trial—Instruc-

tions—Assumption of Undisputed Facts—Infants—Injury to

Pedestrian on Track—Errors in Instructions—Cured by
Other Instructions—Duty to Request Instruction—Ignoring

Facts.

1. A complaint in an action against a street railway company
for the death of a child struck by a car, which alleges that a car

ran against the child, and that he died by reason of and as a

proximate consequence of the negligence of the company in or

about the management of the car, sufficiently charges simple neg-
ligence in the management of the car.

2. A complaint in an action against a street railway company
for the death of a child struck by a car, which alleges that the

company wantonly caused or allowed the car to run against the

child, and thereby wantonly and intentionally caused the death
of the child, sufficiently charges an intentional wrong.

3. Contributory negligence is no defense to a count charging
the intentional killing of a person.-

4. It is not reversible error to assume in an instruction an un-
disputed fact.

5. A child between 7 and 14 years of age is prima facie in-

capable of exercising judgment and discretion, but evidence may
be received to show capacity.

6. An instruction in an action against a street railway com-
pany for the death of a child struck by a car, which, after
hypothesizing the failure of the motorman to do all that a rea-

sonably prudent motorman would have done under the circum-
stances to save the life of the child, fails to further hypothesize
that the failure proximately caused the injury, is erroneous.

7- An error in an instruction in an action against a street rail-

way company for the death of a child struck by a car, arising
from the failure to hypothesize that the failure of the motorman
to do what a reasonably prudent person would have done under
the circumstances to save the life of the child proximately caused
the injury, is cured by an instruction that if the motorman failed,

after he became aware of the peril of the child, to do all in his

power with the means at hand to save the child, and that the
death was the proximate cause of such failure, the motorman
was guilty of wantonness, authorizing a verdict for the plaintiff,

though the child was guilty £ of contributory negligence.

8. Where the complaint in an action against a street railway
company for the death of a child struck by a car charged that
the company was guilty of simple negligence, and of wantonness
and an intentional killing, and the court charged that plaintiff's

case was made out on the jury being satisfied that either the
first or second count of the complaint was true, it was the duty
of the company to request a charge explanatory of the effect of
contributory negligence on the count charging simple negligence,
if it deemed that important.

9. Mere capacity on the part of a child under 14 years of age
to know danger is not necessarily sufficient to make him guilty of
contributory negligence in doing a thing which would be negli-
gence in one of mature age.

10. An instruction in an action against a street railway com-
pany for the death of a child struck by a car, which ignores the
duty of the motorman to keep a lookout for persons on the track,
is properly refused.— (Birmingham Ry., Light & Power Co. vs.'

Jones, 41 S. Rep., 146.)

ARKANSAS.—Evidence—Opinion Evidence—Rate of Speed

—

Instructions.

1. In an action for injuries sustained by plaintiff in a collision
between his vehicle and a street car, the testimony of a witness
that the car was running at the usual rate of speed that cars
traveled along that street, and that it was a pretty good rate as
it was down grade there, was competent.

2. Defendant requested an instruction that a street car has a
right of way paramount to that of ordinary vehicles, but that
such right does not prevent others from driving along or across
its tracks when they will not interfere with the cars. Such part
of the instruction was refused, but the court gave the remainder
of the instruction, that if the employees in charge of a car see
one driving upon the street by the side of the car track and in
the direction from which the car is approaching, they have a
right to presume that he will not attempt to cross the track, and
that they may go on without checking the speed of the car until
they see he is likely to go upon the track, when it would become
their duty to give extra alarm, and as a last resort to check the
speed of the car or stop it. Held that that part of the instruc-
tion given contained all proper information for the jury.— (Little
Rock Ry. & Electric Co. vs. Green, 93 S. W. Rep., 753.)

ARKANSAS.—Street Railroads—Injuries to Person on Track-
Contributory Negligence—Question for Jury—Trial—Instruc-
tions—Objections—Sufficiency—Appeal—Submitting Issue to

Jury—Harmless Error.

1. In an action against a street railway company for injuries
received in a collision with a car, it appeared that plaintiff alighted
from a car on the side next to a parallel track, and on stepping
thereon he was struck by a car. Held that whether he was guilty
of contributory negligence precluding a recovery was, under the
evidence, for the jury.

2. A general objection to an instruction defining the measure
of damages, in an action for personal injuries, does not reach the
objection that the court erred in including as an element of dam-
age pecuniary loss, in the absence of evidence of such damage.

3. The error in submitting to the jury, in an action against a
street railway company for injuries in a collision with a car, the
issue of the incompetency of the motorman because of the ab-
sence of evidence on the question, was not prejudicial, where, in

obeying the instructions, the jury found that he was negligent.

—

(Ft. Smith Light & Traction Co. vs. Carr, 93 S. W. Rep.,990.)

CONNECTICUT.—Street Railroads—Rights of Street Car and
Traveler—Care of Traveler—Trial—Trial by Court—Find-
ings of Fact—Evidence—Best Evidence—Appeal—Correction
of Findings—Application—Objections—Injury to Traveler in

Collision—Findings—Evidence— Sufficiency,

r. The rights of a street car and a traveler are equal, and the
right of each must he exercised with due regard to that attach-
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ing to the other, and so as not to interfere with it unreasonably.

2. The driver of an ordinary vehicle is justified in proceeding

to cross a street railway track in the face of an approaching car

only when he has reasonable ground for believing that he can

pass in safety where both he and those in charge of the car act

with reasonable regard to the rights of each other.

3. A finding of the trial court, in an action against a street

railway company for the death of a traveler in a collision with a

car, that each party to the collision was in fault and that the fault

of the decedent contributed to the injury, is a conclusion of fact,

and must stand, unless inconsistent with other facts found.

4. In an action against a street railway company for the death

of a traveler in a collision with a car, the court found that dece-

dent was struck by a car while attempting to cross the track;

that the view of one traveling toward the track was almost shut

off until he came within 50 feet of the track, and partially ob-

scured until he came within 30 feet; that the accident occurred on

a warm day, when there had been no frost for 48 hours, and the

tracks were in their usual condition ; that the motorman had never

run a car on the track before the day of the accident ; that he tes-

tified that by applying the brake and on its failure reversing the

power he could stop a car within 10 feet, if the rails were in good

condition ; that the car was running on a slight downgrade at

the rate of about 20 miles an hour; that the motorman at a dis-

tance of about 250 feet from the place of the accident saw the

head of the horse approaching; that he sounded his gong and

shut off the power, but made no other effort to slacken the speed.

Held that the findings were not inconsistent with a finding that

each party to the collision was in fault, and that the fault of the

decedent contributed to the injury.

5. Where, in an action against a street railway company for

the death of a traveler in a collision with a car, a copy of a re-

port of the accident, made to the company, was by stipulation of

the parties given the position of the original report, the copy

was the best evidence of the contents of the report, and the motor-

man who made it could not be asked whether it contained any

statement that the rails were slippery, so that he could not bring

the car to a stop before the collision.

6. Where the objections to an application to rectify an appeal

by making changes in the finding are apparent on the face of

the application, a motion to dismiss the application is improper,

and the place to urge the objections is in such brief as may be

filed in opposition to granting it.

7. The court, on appeal, will entertain the application of appel-

lant to rectify the appeal by making changes in the findings with

respect to matters to which he has not otherwise presented ex-

ceptions.

8. As an application to rectify an appeal by making changes in

the finding is in its nature a summary proceeding, the court on

appeal will consider a deposition taken in support of the applica-

tion, though not finished until the day before the opening of the

term.

9. A finding, in an action against a street railway company for

the death of a traveler in a collision with a car, that the decedent

saw and heard the car before he stopped his team before entering

on the track, was promptly inferred from proof that decedent had

the opportunity to see and hear the car.

10. A finding, in an action against a street railway company
for the death of a traveler in a collision with a car, that decedent

could have remained where he stopped his horse, from 6 to 10

feet from the track, on the approach of the car, is properly drawn
from a finding that decedent on approaching the track drove his

horse at a walk, which gait was maintained until he saw and

heard the car when he stopped the horse from 6 to 10 feet from

the track.— (McCarthy v. Consolidated Rv. Co., 63 Atl. Rep.,

726.)

ILLINOIS.—Carriers—Injury to Passenger—Question for Jury

—Trial—Evidence—Failure to Object—Motion to Strike

—

Damages—Personal Injuries—Aggravation of Condition

—

Pleading—Declaration.

1. In an action against a street railway company for injuries to

a passenger, held, that the question whether plaintiff was injured

through the negligence of defendant was one for the jury.

2. Where, in an action for injuries, no objections were made
by defendant to the introduction of certain evidence, a motion to

strike such evidence on the ground that it failed to show that

the conditions were caused by the accident was properly over-

ruled.

3. In an action for injuries to a passenger, held, that the ques-

tion whether her physical condition had resulted from the acci-

dent was one for the jury.

4. The fact that injuries caused through the negligence of an-

other were aggravated by an organic tendency existing in the

person injured does not preclude recovery.

5. Allegations of the declaration in an action for injuries that

plaintiff was hindered and prevented from transacting and at-

tending to her affairs, and lost and was deprived of great gains

and profits which she might and otherwise would have acquired,

was sufficient to warrant the introduction of evidence that plain-

tiff earned on an average of $300 a year making dresses, etc.

—

(Chicago Union Traction Co. et al. vs. May, 77 N. E. Rep., 933.)

ILLINOIS.—Limitation of Actions—Commencement of Action-
Amendment of Pleading—Master and Servant—Injuries to

Servant—Vice Principal—Instructions—Assumption of Risk

—Command of Master.

1. Where an original and amended pleading, in an action for

injuries to an employee of a street car company, declared on the

negligence of the company in failing to furnish proper assistance

and in furnishing an incompetent gripman of a cable train, and

were filed within two years after the injuries occurred, additional

counts, based on the same grounds of negligence, and filed after

the expiration of two years, were not barred by limitations,

though the original and amended pleading stated the cause of

action defectively.

2. In an action for injuries to an employee of a street car com-
pany, evidence that he made complaint of the insufficiency of his

help in moving cars to the company's foreman in charge of the

barns, and that the foreman instructed him to go ahead and he

would soon send help, was sufficient to authorize an instruction

that, where a master confers authority on an employee to take

charge of a class of workmen, the employee in directing the men,

is not a fellow servant, and his directions are the commands of

his master.

3. Where the employee of a street railway company was or-

dered to move cars in the car barns without proper assistance,

on a promise that he would be furnished assistance, he did not

assume the risk of injury, unless the danger was so imminent

that no man of ordinary prudence would engage in the work.

—

(North Chicago St. Ry. Co. vs. Aufmann, 77 N. E. Rep., 1119.)

ILLINOIS.—Trial—Instructions—Preponderance of Evidence

—

Appeal—Prejudice—Modification—Misconduct of Attorney-
Curing Error.

1. An instruction that the preponderance of the evidence is not

alone to be determined by the number of witnesses testifying to

a particular fact or state of facts, but that, in determining the

same, the jury "should" take into consideration the opportunities

of the several witnesses for seeing and knowing the things of

which they testify, their conduct and demeanor while testifying,

their interest or lack of interest, if any, in the result of the suit,

the probability or improbability of the truth of their several state-

ments, etc., was not erroneous in that it peremptorily required

the jury to consider only the elements outlined, and excluded the

element of the number of witnesses.

2. Where in an action for injuries to a passenger on a street

car, the issue litigated was whether plaintiff was injured by the

car from which he was alighting being prematurely started, or by
reason of her attempting to alight from the car before it stopped,

and there was nothing within the issues requiring submission of

the question whether the carrier had exercised such care as it

reasonably could consistent with the mode of conveyance adopted,

defendant was not prejudiced by an instruction that, if plaintiff

was a passenger on the car as alleged, and had paid her fare, de-

fendant was bound to exercise the highest degree of care and
foresight for the safety of passengers consistent with the practical

operation of its road.

3. It was not error for the court to modify an instruction that

the jury should not infer from the giving thereof that plaintiff

had been injured, or that defendant was liable, so as to charge
that the jury should not understand or assume that the court

intended to express any opinion on the issues involved.

4. The sustaining of an objection by the trial court to a re-

mark made by plaintiff's counsel, and a direction that the jury

should disregard the same, cured the error.— (Chicago Union
Traction Co. vs. Yarus, 77 N. E. Rep., 1129.)

INDIANA.—Street Railroads—Use of Street—Reciprocal Rights
Crossing Track—Negligence—Speed of Car—Question for

Jury—Assumption of Diligence—Contributory Negligence

—

Evidence—Last Clear Chance.

1. Where a street railroad company is authorized to operate
its tracks on a city street, both the street car company and those
traveling on the street in vehicles are required to use the street

at all times with just regards to the rights of the other.
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2. The driver of an ordinary vehicle may proceed over a street

railroad in front of an approaching car when, and only when,
he- has reasonable ground for believing that he can pass in safety,

if both he and those in charge of the car act with reasonable re-

gard to the rights of others.

3. Where, in an action for injuries to the driver of a vehicle

in collision with a street car, it was charged that the car was
being run at a high and dangerous rate of speed, which was the

cause of the accident, the issue so tendered was for the jury to

determine with reference to existing conditions and circumstances.

4. A traveler on a street, on which a street railway is operated,

is entitled to assume that the street car company will exercise

at all times with just regard to the rights of the other,

ordinary care and diligence to prevent a collision with his vehicle.

5. Plaintiff turned to go across a street car track when the car

which struck his vehicle was 225 feet away and beyond an inter-

secting street. The car was running at the rate of 20 miles per

hour, and when about 60 feet from plaintiff he first discovered its

excessive speed. He then quickly attempted to turn his horse

aside and avoid a collision, but failed. When plaintiff first saw
the car he underestimated its speed because of the distance, and
assumed that it was far enough away to enable him to cross.

No effort was made by the motorman to check the speed of the

car prior to the accident, and it ran 140 feet or more after the

collision before it was stopped. Held that plaintiff was not guilty

of contributory negligence as a matter of law.

6. The doctrine of "last clear chance" is applicable to an action

for injuries to the driver of a vehicle which occurred in a col-

lision with an approaching street car.— (Indianapolis St. Ry. Co.

vs. Bolin, 78 N. E. Rep., 210.)

INDIANA. — Negligence— Pleading— Negativing Contributory

Negligence—Injury in Another State—Application of Stat-

utes—Trial—General Verdict—Operation and Effect—Spe-
cial Verdict.

1. A complaint for negligent injury to personal property must
show that the plaintiff was without fault.

2. Where a complaint for negligent injury occurring in another
State to personal property is filed in tlie courts of Indiana it must
negative contributory negligence of the plaintiffs, though such

negation is not necessary at common law, and though it will be

presumed that common law is in force in the other State.

3. Acts 1899, p. 58, c. 41, providing that in all actions for dam-
ages brought on account of the alleged negligence of any person,

copartnership or corporation causing personal injuries or the

death of any person, it shall not be necessary for the plaintiff in

such action to allege or prove the want of contributory negli-

gence on the part of plaintiff or on the part of the person for

whose injury or death the action may be brought, applies only

to cases relating to personal injury or death, and does not change
the rule of pleading in actions for injury to personalty.

4. Where a complaint for injury to personalty averred that

when plaintiff's covered spring wagon laden with heavy freight

and a large amount of various kinds of produce, and being drawn
by a team of three mules, then and there being driven for the

plaintiff by a competent and experienced driver, with due care

and prudence, eactwardly and along and over the track of de-

fendant street railway in a public highway, it was struck by one
of defendant's cars, there was a sufficient negation of contribu-

tory negligence on plaintiff's part.

5. A general verdict finds all the material allegations of the

complaint to be true.

6. Special findings control only when there is an irreconcilable

conflict between them and the general verdict.— (Cincinnati, L.

& A. Electric St. R. Co. vs. Klump, 77 N. E. Rep., 869.)

INDIANA.—Street Railways—Action for Injuries—Question for

Jury—Burden of Proof—Contributory Negligence—Driver of

Vehicle—Negligence—Trial—Appeal—Failure to Reserve Ex-
ceptions—Admission of Evidence—Instructions—Record

—

Questions Presented—-Special Findings—Inconsistency with

Verdict—Operation—Persons Near Track—Care Required of

Railroad.

r. In an action against a. street railway for injuries to plaintiff

in a collision between her vehicle and a car, the question as to

plaintiff's contributory negligence in driving on the track held one
for the jury.

2. Tn an action against a street railway for injurie sto plaintiff

in a collision between her vehicle and a car, the burden was on
defendant to show contributory negligence.

3. One driving along a street railway track in daylight has the
right to suppose that, if a car is approaching from the rear a

proper lookout is maintained and that ordinary care will be ex-
ercised not to injure him.

4. Where a question as to negligence or contributory negligence

is so presented that jurors, as reasonable men, might fairly differ

as to the deduction to be drawn, the question is for the jury.

5. The admission of testimony will not be reviewed on appeal

where no exception appears to have been reserved to the ques-

tion by which the testimony was elicited.

6. In an action against a street railway for injuries to plaintiff

in a collision between her vehicle and a car, the complaint in its

preliminary allegations characterized as negligence a running at

high speed, and a failure to sound the gong, but the allegation

concluded with a charge of negligence in running the car upon
and against plaintiff's buggy. Held, that an instruction submit-
ting the doctrine of last clear chance was not outside the issues.

7. Where neither the language nor substance of instructions

complained of can be found in the briefs, they will not be re-

viewed.

8. In order to justify judgment on special findings notwith-
standing the general virdict, the answers must make out a case
of such antagonism on some vital point as not to be capable of
being removed by any evidence admissible under the issues.

9. Where a motorman saw one driving a vehicle in the same
direction turn on the track ahead of the car in order to pass a

wagon, he was not at liberty to continue to proceed at a high
speed without sounding the gong.— (Indianapolis St. Ry. Co. vs.

Marschke, 77 N. E. Rep., 945.)

INDIANA.—Carriers—Injury to Passenger—Action—Question
for Jury—Instructions.

1. In an action against a street railroad for injuries to a pas-
senger, held that the question whether she was guilty of con-
tributory negligence in descending to the lower step of the car
and making ready to alight when it should come to a full stop
was for the jury.

2. In an action against a street railroad for injuries to a pas-
senger, the court instructed that a higher decree of care is im-
posed on street railways than on steam ones, and that if plaintiff,

on giving her ticket to defendant's conductor, notified him that

she wished to be put off at a certain regular stopping place, it was
the duty of defendant to carry plaintiff safely there, and that its

duty was not discharged until it had set her down as safely as

the means of conveyance and the circumstances of the case would
permit. Held, while the opening statement of the instruction

was not commendable, the instruction was not erroneous.—(Wa-
bash River Traction Co. vs. Baker, 78 N. E. Rep., 195.)

INDIANA.—Carriers—Injury to Passengers—Negligence—Com-
plaint—Sufficiency—Relation of Passenger and Carrier—Ap-
peal—Harmless Error—Errors in Ruling on Demurrers

—

Release—Pleading—Prima Facie Proof—Husband and Wife
—Rights and Liabilities of Husband.

1. A complaint, alleging that a street railway car negligently

approached a switch at a dangerous rate of speed and negligently

ran into the switch at such dangerous rate of speed, and that by

reason thereof the car left the track, thereby negligently throw-
ing a passeneger from her seat and injuring her, sufficiently

charges negligence as against a demurrer.

2. A complaint alleging that a street railway car negligently

approached a switch at a dangerous rate of speed and negligently

ran into the switch, and that by reason thereof the car left the

track, thereby negligently throwing a passenger from her seat

and injuring her, sufficiently charges the negligent derailment of

the car.

3. A complaint alleging that plaintiff took passage on a street

car at a designated point to be carried to another designated

point shows the relation of carrier and passenger.

4. Where, in a personal injury action, the answer tendered the

issue of payment and settlement and a paragraph of the reply

was a general denial, the overruling of a demurrer to another

paragraph of the reply, alleging that there was no consideration

for the settlement, was not prejudicial to the company, since the

evidence pertinent to the issue was admissible under the answer

and the denial in the reply.

5. The exhibit filed with an answer in a personal injury action

was a copy of a check and a voucher showing that it was on

account of damages and reciting: "The indorsement of this

voucher by the payee constitutes a release in full " The reply

averred that the plaintiff did not enter into any contract or in-

dorse the check or voucher, or authorize any one to do so for

her. Held that the agreement relied on by defendant could not

become effective until the check and voucher were indorsed by

the plaintiff or some one authorized by her, and the reply suf-

ficiently pleaded that that was not done as against a demurrer.
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6. Proof of a derailment of a street car and a resulting injury

to a passenger thereon raises a presumption of the carrier's negli-

gence amounting to prima facie proof, making it incumbent on

the carrier to produce evidence to rebut the presumption, and

that the accident could not have been prevented by the exercise

of the highest practical care.

7. A husband is legally bound to pay a bill for medical treat-

ment incurred in the treatment of his wife unless she agree to

pay it herself, and where a wife was injured by the negligence

of another and a physician was called to treat her, the husband

had a right to recover the expense incurred in addition to any

damage that might result from the loss of services of the wife,

and any amount received in settlement of the claim of the wife

and her husband for that purpose was, in the absence of a special

agreement to the contrary the property of the husband.— (Indiana

Union Traction Co. vs. Kinney, 78 N. E. Rep., 203.)

INDIANA.—Appeal—Pleadings—Review — Record — Railroads

—Killing Stock—Right of Way—Failure to Fence—Com-
plaint—Appeal—Exceptions to Conclusions of Law—Scope

—

Trial— Findings of Court—Exceptions—Effect—Covenants

—

Covenants Running with Land—Railroad Right of Way

—

Agreement to Fence—Deeds—Covenants.

1. An appellate court, in reviewing the sufficiency of a com-
plaint, may refer to the entire records and briefs of counsel on

both sides, in order to determine on what theory the complaint

proceeds.

2. In an action against a railway for the death of plaintiff's

cow, plaintiff alleged that the grantor of plaintiff's lessor con-

tracted to convey a right of way to the railroad company by a

written contract containing a condition precedent requiring the

railroad company to build a sufficient fence along the right of

way before taking possession of the land, that such grantor sub-

sequently sold the adjoining land to plaintiff's lessor by a deed

conveying all rights and covenants running with the remaining

unsold portion and that plaintiff had leased the land from such

purchaser, that the railroad company failed to fence as required

by the covenant in its contract, and negligently left paints and

oils on its right of way accessible to plaintiff's cow, from which

she drank and died. Held that the cause of action so alleged was
not founded on the deed to the railroad company, which was not

alleged to contain the covenant to fence, but was founded on the

written contract, and was therefore sufficient.

3. Where an exception was reserved to the court's conclusion

of law at the time such conclusion was stated, such exception was
sufficient to raise any question which might be presented thereon.

4. An exception to the court's conclusion that plaintiff was en-

titled to recover from the defendant a certain sum of money
operated as an admission that all the facts had been fully and

correctly found.

5. A covenant in a contract for the sale of land to a railroad

for a right of way, by which the railroad agreed, before taking

possession of the land, to construct a sufficient fence along the

same as n condition precedent, operated as a covenant running

with the land, for the failure to perform which the railroad was
liable in damages to a tenant of a subsequent grantee of the ad-

joining land.

6. It was immaterial that such covenant was not carried for-

ward into a deed conveying such right of way to the railroad

company.— (Indianapolis Northern Traction Co. vs. Harbaugh,

78 N. E. Rep., 80.)

INDIANA.—Carriers—Liability for Injury of Free Passenger

—

Action for Injury to Passenger—Instructions—Appeal—Re-
view—Harmless Error—Pleading—Variance.

1. A passenger on an electric car, although carried free, is still

a passenger, and the carrier owes him the duty of exercising such

skill as is consistent with the situation and the service undertaken

and the greatest possible care for his safety, and any negligence

by which the passenger is injured is actionable.

2. Defendant, an electric street railroad company, offered the

free use of three of its cars to take members of a women's con-

vention for a ride about the city. The offer was accepted, the

plaintiff's ward became one of the passengers, and was injured

in a collision. The cars were operated by the regular employees

of defendant. Held that in an action to recover for the injury

an instruction that defendant was liable for want of ordinary

care, and that the burden of proof to show negligence rested on

the plaintiff, was at least sufficiently favorable to defendant.

3. Under Burns' Ann. St. Ind. 1901, Sec. 394, which provides

that no variance between the complaint and evidence shall be

deemed material unless defendant was actually misled to his

prejudice, and which also requires the defendant to call attention

to the fact, and authorizes the court to order the pleadings

amended to conform to the proof, where no objection on the

ground of a variance was made during a trial, the action of a

court in construing the complaint in its charge as covering the

case made by the proof, even if such construction was erroneous,

did not constitute error prejudicial to the defendant, since the

court had power to order the complaint amended.— (Indianapolis

Traction & Terminal Co. vs. Lawson, 143 Fed. Rep., 834.)

INDIANA.—Appeal—Complaint—Attack — Street Railroads —
Care Required—Sufficiency—Injuries to Travelers—Negli-

gence—Contributory Negligence—Evidence—Question for

Jury—Instructions—Trial—Assumed Facts—Care Required.

1. A complaint cannot be successfully attacked for the first

time on appeal, unless there is a total failure to allege some fact

essential to the existence of a cause of action in addition to

uncertainty or mere inadequacy of overments.

2. Where a complaint is tested for the first time on appeal by
an assignment of error, it will be held sufficient if it contains

facts enough to bar another action.

3. It is the duty of a street railroad company in the operation

of its cars, when it sees a person in peril from which he cannot

extricate himself, to so act as not to increase the danger; and
if it fails to exercise such care, and its failure results in injury,

it is liable therefor.

4. Where, in an action for injuries to the driver of a vehicle

from collision with a street car, a paragraph of the complaint

averred that, because of a ditch along the side of defendant's

track, there was not sufficient room for plaintiff to drive without

driving on the track, and that defendant's servants in charge of

the car could by the exercise of reasonable care have discovered

plaintiff's peril in time to have avoided plaintiff's wagon and in-

juring him, but that after discovering plaintiff's position they

negligently ran such car at a high and dangerous rate of speed

until it struck plaintiff's wagon, causing the injuries complained
of, it was sufficient as against attack for the first time on appeal.

5. In an action against a street railroad company for injuries

to the driver of a vehicle caused by a collision in the street, evi-

dence held to require submission of the question of defendant's

negligence and plaintiff's contributory negligence to the jury.

6. An instruction charged that it was a motorman's duty to

exercise reasonable care to discover any person or vehicle on
or near the track in front of the car which he was operating, and
if he discovered a vehicle in charge of a person upon the track

or so near as to be likely to be struck by the car, and he had
reason to believe that the person was unconscious of his danger
or unable to avoid it, it was the motorman's duty to use every

reasonable effort to stop the car, and if he failed to do so his

employer was guilty of negligence justifying a recovery. Held
that such instruction was not erroneous, as assuming that the

car could have been stopped.

7. In an action for personal injuries, an instruction was not

erroneous because it omitted the question of plaintiff's contribu-

tory negligence, where such issues were fully covered by other

instructions.

8. Where, in an action for personal injuries caused by a col-

lision between a street car and plaintiff's vehicle, there was no
evidence that the car was stopped, or any attempt made to stop

it, before the collision, an instruction was not erroneous in that

assumed such facts.

9. Where plaintiff, because of a ditch in the side of a street,

was compelled to drive his wagon partially on defendant's street

car track for some distance, and defendant's motorman, as he

approached plaintiff from the rear, could have seen plaintiff's

perilous position in time to have prevented the collision which

followed and the consequent injury to plaintiff, the motorman was
properly charged with the exercise of the highest degree of care.

— (Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Co. vs. Smith, 77 N. E.

Rep., 1 140.)

IOWA.—Trial—Instructions Not Warranted by Evidence

—

Street Railroads—Injuries to Persons on Track—Children

—

Action—Instructions—Care Required — Instructions— Con-

formity to Facts and Evidence.

1. An issue in respect of which there is no evidence or upon

which a recovery could not be had should not be submitted to

the jury.

2. In an action against a street railroad for the death of a

four year old child, the court instructed that ordinary care is

that degree of care and prudence that a reasonable and prudent

man would exercise under similar circumstances, and that it was
the duty of defendant's motorman to exercise ordinary care.

Another instruction stated that it was the motorman's duty to
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use ordinary care in doing all he reasonably could to slacken the

speed of the car, or to stop it, after it was apparent or would
have been apparent to a prudent and cautious man that the child

was about to cross the track, so that it was reasonably probable
that, unless the speed of the car was checked or the car stopped,

there would be a collision. Held that, in the absence of a re-

quest for a more explicit instruction, defendant could not com-
plain of the first one on the ground that it might have led the

jury to believe that defendant discharged its duty toward the

child by the same care which ordinary persons use under ordinary

circumstances, irrespective of the fact of decedent's tender years.

3. Where the motorman of a street car saw a child cross the

track in front of the car going in a direction that would carry

him out of danger of collision as it would appear to a reasonably

prudent man, taking into consideration the size of the child, the

motorman had the right to presume that the child was not in

danger, and was not required to slacken the speed of the car or

stop it, unless from the actions of the child it was reasonably

apparent, or would have been so to a reasonably cautious man,
that the child was intending to recross the track dangerously near

the car.

4. Where, in an action for the death of a child run over by a

street car, it appeared that decedent was struck by a handhold
fastened to the side of the car and thrown so that his head
struck the rail between the trucks, there was no error in refusing

to instruct with reference to the duty of defendant to equip the

cars with a fender.— (Hanley vs. Ft. Dodge Light & Power Co.,

107 N. W. Rep., 593.)

KENTUCKY.—Street Railroads—Collision with Pedestrian-
Right to Cross—Instruction—Notice from Standing Wagon.

1. A requested instruction in an action against a street railroad

company for injury to a boy who suddenly jumped from behind

a covered wagon standing beside the track and, starting to cross,

was struck by a car, that defendant did not have the exclusive

right to the part of the highway covered by its tracks where the

injury occurred, and plaintiff had a right to cross said tracks,

is objectionable as seeming to indicate that plaintiff had a right

to cross at the time and under the circumstances shown.

2. The mere proximity to a street railroad of a standing wagon
is not notice as matter of fact to a motorman that some one is

behind it who may suddenly attempt to cross the track.— (Cor-

nelius vs. South Covington & C. St. Ry. Co., 93 S. W. Rep., 643.)

MASSACHUSETTS.—Street Railroads—Use of Streets—Care

Required—Trial—Instructions—Province of Jury—Invasion

Request to Charge—Refusal.

1. Where a street railway is lawfully using a street for the

operation of its cars, it is only bound to exercise the care required

of an ordinarily prudent and careful man under similar circum-

stances to prevent injury to a traveler also using the street.

2. In an action against a street railway company for injuries

to a traveler by a collision, a request for a ruling that the traveler

was not guilty of negligence as a matter of law in attempting to

drive across the track, if he judged at the time this could be

safely done because of the distance of the car from the point

where he must cross, was properly refused as invading the prov-

ince of the jury.

3. It is not error to refuse a request to charge which was ade-

quately covered by the instructions given.— (Rubinovitch vs.

Boston Elevated Ry. Co., 77 N. E. Rep., 895.)

MASSACHUSETTS.—Carriers—Passengers—Injuries — Negli-

gence—Question for Jury—Contributory Negligence—Rules
Regulating the Transportation of Passengers—Effect—Proof
of Rules—Waiver of Rules—Evidence—Declaration of Ser-

vant—Appeal—Harmless Error—Erroneous Exclusion of

Evidence.

1. Evidence in an action against a street railway company for

injuries to a passenger riding on the front platform of a car, re-

ceived while attempting to alight in consequence of the sudden
starting of the car, examined, and held that the question of the

company's negligence was for the jury, in the absence of proof

of rules relating to passengers riding on the platform and evi-

dence that the passenger knew of such rules.

2. Evidence in an action against a street railway company for

injuries to a passenger riding on the front platform of a car, re-

ceived while attempting to alight in consequence of the sudden
starting of the car, examined, and held that the question of his

contributory negligence was for the jury, in the absence of evi-

dence of rules relating to passengers riding on the front platform

and evidence that the passenger knew of such rules.

3. Where a carrier establishes a rule either prohibiting passen-

gers from riding on the front platform of its cars, or stating that

if passengers ride on the front platform they do so at their own

risk, a passenger, who with knowledge of the first rule, inten-
tionally violates it, or with knowledge of the second rule chooses
to take the risk, cannot recover for an injury thereby received.

4. That a street railway company had established a rule pro-
viding that if passengers chose to ride on the front platform of
a car, they did so at their own risk, may be proved by the tes-

timony of a passenger riding on the front platform of the car
and suing for injuries received while alighting from the car.

5. Where a passenger knew that on certain cars of a street

railway company there was a notice stating that passengers
choosing to ride on the front platform did so at their own risk,

it was not necessary for the company, in order to defeat an action
by the passenger for injuries received while alighting from the
front platform of a car, to prove that he also had seen such
notice on the particular car on which he was riding.

6. That a street railway company regularly permitted passen-
gers to ride on the front platform of its cars, did not show a
waiver on its part of a rule providing that if passengers chose
to ride on the front platform, they did so at their own risk.

7. Admissions of liability made by a servant who is not a gen-
eral agent or while not engaged in the performance of a duty
are inadmissible to bind the master.

8. Proof that a motorman stated immediately after an accident
to a passenger sustained while attempting to alight from a car
that he was under the impression that the passenger had pre-
viously left the car was admissible in support of the passenger's
claim that he was thrown off by the sudden jerk of the car occa-
sioned by the negligence of the motorman.

9. Where, in an action against a street railway company for
injuries received by a passenger while attempting to alight from
a car, there was a failure to show a violation of any duty owed
by the company to the passenger the erroneous exclusion of evi-

dence proving a statement made by the motorman immediately
after the accident, was immaterial.—(McDonough vs. Boston
Elevated Ry. Co., 78 N. E. Rep., 141.)

MASSACHUSETTS.—Death—Actions for Causing—Negligence
of Deceased—Burden of Proof—Street Railroads—Injuries

to Pedestrians—Contributory Negligence—Dangerous Place
Defective Hearing—Evidence.

1. In an action against a street railway for the death of a
pedestrian struck by a car while deceased was walking along
the track, the burden was on plaintiff to prove that deceased was
in the exercise of due care.

2. Where deceased was killed by being struck by a street car

while he was walking on the track, the fact that the walking was
better there than in the highway was no excuse for his assuming
such dangerous place, when he could have walked on the high-
way with safety.

3. Where deceased, at the time he was killed while walking
on defendant's street car track, was 78 years of age and very
deaf, his want of hearing made it incumbent on him to be more
alert in the use of his other senses.

4. Deceased, a man of 78 years of age and very deaf, was killed

by being struck by a street car running 8 or 10 miles per hour on
a wet track while deceased was walking along the track. He
was first seen walking beside the track some 500 feet away from
the car, and soon after he was seen walking between the rails,

which he continued to do until he was struck. The motorman
sounded the gong, and one of the witnesses testified that it

seemed to him that the motorman was doing everything possible

to bring the car to a standstill. During the time deceased was
visible he did not once look around to see whether a car was
coming. Held that deceased was guilty of contributory negli-

gence as a matter of law.— (Adams vs. Boston & N. St. Ry. Co.,

78 N. E. Rep., 117.)

MICHIGAN.—Carriers—Street Railways—Negligence—Injuries

to Passengers—Action—Declaration—Sufficiency.

A declaration in an action against a street railway, alleging

that defendant negligently permitted a live electric wire resem-
bling a rope to be suspended from the roof of the car whereon
plaintiff was a passenger, and at the rear platform, and that, be-

lieving such wire to be a rope, plaintiff's hand come in contact

therewith, that he received a shock of electricity "and was un-
able to release his hands from contact with the wire until re-

lieved by the power being shut off," and that, without any fault

or negligence on his part, he was injured, etc., was sufficient to

support a judgment based thereon.— (Hopkins vs. Michigan
Traction Co., 107 N. W. Rep., 909.)

MISSOURI—Street Railroads—Negligence—Height of Trolley
Wire.

For an electric railway company to permit its trolley wire at

a point where its line crossed a railroad to sag several feet below
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the height of twenty-two feet above the railroad track, required

by Rev. St. 1899, Sec. 1179, whereby a brakeman on top of a

freight train on the railroad was injured, is negligence, making
it liable for the injury.— (Smedley vs. St. Louis & S. Ry. Co.,

93 S. W. Rep., 295.)

MISSOURI.—Carriers—Care in Transporting Passengers—In-

jury to Passenger Alighting from Street Car—Appeal

—

Harmless Error.

1. A carrier of passengers is bound to exercise the care a very

prudent person would exercise under similar circumstances.

2. It was the custom of a street railway company to stop its

cars to receive and discharge passengers at a switch, about fifty

feet from an interesecting street, though an ordinance required

the stopping of cars for taking and discharging passengers after

crossing intersecting streets. A car on which a passenger was
riding stopped at the switch. The passenger, using ordinary

care, undertook to alight, and the car was started before he

could alight, causing him to fall. Held that the company was
liable for the injuries received.

3. Where instructions present the theory of the defense fully,

and are favorable to the defendant, it has no ground to com-
plain that error was committed in refusing other instructions

asked.— (Gilroy vs. St. Louis Transit Co., 92 S. W. Rep., 1152.)

MISSOURI.—Street Railroads—Operation of Cars—Crossing

Accident — Contributory Negligence — Last Clear Chance —
Trial—Instructions—Curing Error—Injury to Persons on

Track—Last Clear Chance—Evidence.

1. Where plaintiff desiring to cross a street car track, imme-
diately after the passing of a west-bound car, attempted to cross

the track without waiting until the west-bound car had pro-

ceeded far enough to be out of his line of vision so that he could

see a car approaching from the west on the opposite track by

which his vehicle was struck, and he was injured before he had
time to cross the track, he was guilty of contributory negligence.

2. Where the motorman of a street car could have stopped his

car and avoided a collision with plaintiff's wagon if he had used

reasonable care and kept a vigilant watch ahead on the first

appearance of danger, plaintiff was entitled to recover for the

injuries sustained, notwithstanding he was guilty of contribu-

tory negligence.

3. In an action for injuries to plaintiff in a collision between

a street car and his wagon, an instruction objectionable as ignor-

ing the defense of contributory negligence was cured by other

instructions that though defendant's agents failed to sound any

bell or gong and did not stop or slow up the car and avert the

collision, and did not keep watch for persons on or approaching

the track, and did not stop the car in the shortest time and space

possible on the first appearance of danger, still, if plaintiff saw
the approaching car, or, by looking, could have seen the car in

time to have kept his horse and wagon off the track, and avoid

the collision, and failed to see or heed what he saw. then plain-

tiff could not recover, etc.

4. Where two persons on the front platform of a street car

by which plaintiff's wagon was struck, testified that they saw
plaintiff's horse on the track 150 feet distant from the crossing,

and that the motorman made no effort to apply the brakes until

the car had run from 75 to 100 feet from the point where the

horse was first seen on the track, and the car, after it struck

the wagon, did not run its length, such evidence was sufficient to

justify an inference that if the motorman applied the brakes when
he first saw, or, by the exercise of ordinary care, would have seen,

the horse on the track, the car would have been stopped in ample

time to have avoided the collision.— (Rodgers vs. St. Louis

Transit Co., 92 S. W. Rep., 1154.)

MISSOURI—Carriers—Injuries to Passenger—Evidence—Negli-

gence.

1. In an action for injuries to a person attempting to board

a street car, where it is shown that the usual signal for starting

the car was given at such a time as to cause injury to the plain-

tiff, the presumption is that it was given by the conductor.

2. Where other persons had boarded a street car before the

plaintiff, and she attempted to board it while it was still stand-

ing, the conductor's failure to see her, and his act in starting

the car while she was attempting to board it, was negligence.

—

(Kohr vs. Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., 92 S. W. Rep., 1145.)

MISSOURI.—Street Railroads—Personal Injuries—Persons on
*

Track—Evidence—Weight—Negative Testimony—Operation

—Signals—Ringing Bell—Duty to Warn Person on Track

—

Contributory Negligence—Infant—Personal Injuries—Dam-
ages—Evidence—Admissibility—Appeal—Disposition of Cause
—Reversal—Remittitur.

1. Testimony of a bystander that no bell was rung as a train

approached a boy standing on the track is not devoid of proba-

tive value as against the testimony of those riding on the train

that the bell was rung.

2. Where the gripman on a street railroad train saw a boy
standing on the track a distance of 60 feet ahead, it was his duty

to ring the bell to warn the boy of the train's approach, and his

failure to do so was negligence for which the company was liable.

3. Whether a boy seven years old was guilty of contributory

negligence in stopping on a street railroad track without looking

to see if a car was approaching is a question for the jury.

4. In an action by an infant to recover for personal injuries,

testimony of his father that he paid the physician who treated

the infant a certain sum was inadmissible.

5. Error in_ the admission of evidence that the father of the

infant plaintiff, in an action for personal injuries, paid a certain

sum for physician's services cannot be cured by a remittitur of

the amount stated to have been paid, but the entire judgment
must be reversed; such evidence tending to show the seriousness

of the injury, thereby affecting the amount of damages recovered.
— (Butler vs. Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., 93 S. W. Rep., 877.)

MISSOURI. — Carriers — Injury to Passenger— Instructions—
Damages—Personal Injuries—Excessive Damages.

1. In an action against a street railroad for injuries to a pas-

senger, the petition alleged that the car in which plaintiff was
riding was permitted to run upon a curve at an excessive and
dangerous rate of speed and to strike the curve with sudden and
unusual force, and there was evidence that the car did strike

the curve with violence. The court instructed for plaintiff that,

if the car struck the curve with violent and unusual force, etc.,

plaintiff was entitled to recover, and instructed for defendant

that plaintiff was required to prove by the greater weight of evi-

dence that her injuries were caused by the car entering the curve

at a rapid and excessive speed, and by striking the curve with

violent and unusual force. Held that the instruction given for

plaintiff was not erroneous on the ground that it did not ex-

pressly require the jury to find that the car was being run at a

"rapid, excessive, and dangerous rate of speed."

2. Where, in an action for injuries, plaintiff's physician testified

that plaintiff was confined to her bed for three weeks and that

his bill amounted to $226 and that plaintiff's neurasthentic con-

dition would be permanent and that she could stand on her feet

only a short time and could only walk a little, and one other

physician testified that he was of the opinion that plaintiff would
recover, but it would take some time, while a third thought that

she would recover in a month, a verdict for $5,500 was not

excessive.— (Chadwick vs. St. Louis Transit Co., 93 S. W. Rep.,

798.)

MISSOURI.—Carriers—Injuries to Passengers—Negligence

—

Evidence—Instructions.

Where, in an action against a street railway company for in-

juries to a passenger while attempting to board a moving car

which he had signaled to stop, the evidence made out a prima
facie case, which entitled him to go to the jury on the question

of negligence in suddenly increasing the speed of the car, instruc-

tions on the theory that if the passenger was guilty of contribu-

tory negligence in attempting to board the car he could not re-

cover, though the employees in charge of the car saw his perilous

situaton and made no effort to stop the car and avoid the injury,

were erroneous for one who negligently places himself in a posi-

tion of peril does not thereby license another to negligently injure

him.— (Coleman vs. St. Louis Transit Co., 93 S. W. Rep., 920.)

MISSOURI.—Street Railroads—Injuries to Pedestrians—Cross-

ing Accident—Presumption of Care—Contributory Negli-

gence—Care after Discovery of Danger.

1. Where deceased, before attempting to cross defendant's street

car tracks, was partially concealed by certain wagons on an inter-

vening track, the motorman was entitled to presume that de-

ceased would look and see the car before going on the track, and

was not bound to anticipate that deceased was likely to go onto

the track in front of the car.

2. Where deceased, a full grown man, approached defendant's

railroad track from behind a wagon which so obstructed his view

that he could not see whether or not a car that he knew was liable

to be coming was actually coming, and entered on the track with-

out looking or pausing until the obstruction to his view had
passed, he was guilty of contributory negligence, precluding p.

recovery.

3. Where deceased stepped onto defendant's street car track

from behind a wagon loaded with boxes, which prevented defend-

ant's motorman from seeing him, the first appearance of danger

was when deceased emerged from behind such wagon, and the

motorman, having then done everything in his power to prevent
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the accident, was not guilty of negligence.— (Hafner vs. St. Louis

Transit Co., 94 S. W. Rep., 291.)

NEW JERSEY.—Carriers—Alighting from Street Car—Con-
tributory Negligence.

1. A standing trolley car is an invitation for a passenger to

alight, and he has the right to assume that the car will not be

moved, without signal or notice to him, while he is openly and

expeditiously so doing.

2. It is not negligence per se to rise from a seat and step to the

side of a slowly moving open car which is coming to a stop, for

the purpose of getting upon the runboard to alight when the car

does stop.— (Davis vs. Camden, G. & W. Ry. Co., 63 Atl. Rep.,

843.)

NEW YORK.—Carriers—Injury to Passenger—Negligence

—

Proximate Cause.

A passenger, owing to the crowded condition of the car and

platform, was obliged to stand on the first step of the car, and

to maintain his position he held to the stanchions on the side of

the steps. A fellow passenger on the platform, while attempting

to pass to the bumper on the rear of the car, came in contact with

the passenger, causing him to loosen his hold on the stanchions,

and throwing him to the ground. Held that the proximate cause

of the injury was, not the negligence of the company in permit-

ting the car to become overcrowded, but the act of the fellow

passenger, for which the company was not liable.—(McVay vs.

Brooklyn, Q. C. & S. R. Co., 99 N. Y. Sup., 266.)

NEW YORK.—Carriers—Street Railroads—Injuries to Passen-

gers—Negligence—Proximate Cause—Question for Court.

1. A passenger on a street car who was smoking struck a

match, and then threw it away while lighted, so that it ignited

the frock of a female passenger, which blazed and caused a panic

in the car, because of which plaintiff either was thrown, pushed,

or jumped from the car and was injured. The motorman then

stopped the car and acted promptly in the emergency in extin-

guishing the fire. Held that such facts were insufficient to estab-

lish negligence on the part of the railway company.
2. The fact that the passenger was permitted to smoke on the

front seat of the car, in violation of a rule of the company, was
not the proximate cause of the injury.

3. Where there is no dispute as to the facts, the question of

the proximate cause of an injury is for the court.— (Fanizzi vs.

New York & Q. C. R. Co., 99 N. Y. Sup., 282.)

NEW YORK.—Street Railroads—Injuries to Travelers—Con-
tributory Negligence—Evidence.

Plaintiff, the driver of a mail wagon, was injured by a street

car striking the step of his wagon as the car was rounding a

curve. Plaintiff knew the rear end of the car would swing out,

and he stopped when the part of the car which struck the wagon
was 65 feet distant from him. Plaintiff's horse was under com-
plete control, and the car approached slowly, leaving plaiiftiff suffi-

cient time to have pulled in nearer the curb, and if he had driven

close to the curb, so that the hub on the left side of his wagon
projected over the curb, there wouldhave been a clear space of

15 inches at the place of the collision between plaintiff's right

hub and the nearest point approached thereto by any part of the

car. Held that plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence,

precluding a recovery.— (Waters vs. United Traction Co., 99
N. Y. Sup., 763.)

NEW JERSEY.—Corporations—Extension of Period of Exist-

ence—Special Acts—Street Railroads—Right to Occupy
Street—Lease—Corporate Existence of Lessor.

1. Act April 21, 1876 (P. L. 1876, p. 235, Gen. St. p. 972), pro-

viding that it shall be lawful for any corporation at any time
before the expiration of its charter, or of the period named in

its certificate of incorporation, to file with the Secretary of State

a cernncate declaring its desire to extend the period of its exist-

ence not exceeding 50 years, whereupon its period of existence

shall be so extended, should be construed as not giving to spe-

cially chartered corporations existing before the passage of the

statute the right to continue to enjoy beyond their charter exist-

ence exceptional powers, privileges, or franchises given them by
their original charters, and as so construed the statute is not
objectionable as a violation of Const, art. 4, Sec. 7, par. 11, de-

claring that the Legislature shall pass no special act conferring

corporate powers.

2. Under Act March 14, 1893, Sees. 1, 2 (P. L. 1893, p. 302;
Gen. St. pp. 3235, 3236), authorizing the incorporation of traction

companies, and providing that such companies shall have power
to enter upon any street or highway upon which any street rail-

way is constructed, with the consent of the persons oper-

ating the same, and maintain and operate such railway, etc., a

traction company which enters upon a street containing street

railroad tracks, and operates such tracks by the consent of and
under lease from the company which constructed the tracks, is

entitled to maintain the tracks in the street, even though at the

time of the lease the lessor's corporate existence had ceased by

the limitations of its charter.— (Mayor, etc., of Jersey City vs.

North Jersey St. Ry. Co., 63 Atl. Rep., 906.)

NEW YORK.—Evidence—Admissions by Agent or Employee

—

Negligence—Master and Servant—Injuries to Servant—Suffi-

ciency of Evidence.

1. In an action against an electric company for death of its

street lamp trimmer, killed by an electric shock while in the per-

formance of his duty, testimony of a witness that a former super-

intendent of the company had condemned the hoods of the lamp,

and that he heard him say that the hoods were no good, that they

were not safe, is not admissible against the company.
2. Evidence in an action against an employer for death of an

employee, killed while trimming an electric lamp in the course

of his duty, held insufficient to sustain a verdict against defendant.
— (Gardner vs. Schenectady Ry. Co., 98 N. Y. Sup., 1034.)

NEW YORK.—Street Railroads—Injuries to Traveler—Contribu-
tory Negligence.

A passenger on alighting from a street car passed behind the

car, and started to walk diagonally across an adjoining track,

when he was struck by a car approaching from the opposite direc-

tion. Had he looked he could have seen the approaching car,

which was a short distance from him, and approaching rapidly.

His waiting for a moment until the car had passed would have
avoided the accident. Held that he was guilty of contributory

negligence as a matter of law.—McGreevy vs. New York City

Ry. Co., 98 N. Y. Sup., 1024.)

NEW YORK.—Appeal—Disposition of Cause—Effect of Change
in Facts.

Where there was no error in the trial of an action for personal

injuries, but the jury awarded damages on the theory that plain-

tiff would suffer paralysis as the result of his accident, the prob-

ability of that result resting on the opinion of a physician, who
stated that the paralysis would occur within a period of two or

three years from the date of the accident or not at all, and that

period has substantially elapsed before the hearing of the case

in the Court of Appeals, an affirmance of the judgment will be

without prejudice to the right of defendant to move for a new
trial.— (Fogel vs. Interborough Rapid Transit Co., 77 N. E. Rep.,

T022.)

NEW YORK—Street Railroads—Persons on Track—Negligence
Evidence.

Defendant's car was proceeding south in a thinly populated part

of New York on a dark night at a speed of 5 or 6 miles an hour.

Plaintiff's decedent appeared in front of the car either on the

opposite track or between the two tracks driving certain cows.

As soon as he was seen, the motorman, who was looking in his

direction, attempted to stop the car and rang the bell, but de-

ceased paid no attention to the bell. When the car was 20 feet

from him, he attempted to cross the track on which the car was
proceeding, and before the car could be stopped he was struck.

Held insufficient to establish negligence on the part of the rail-

way company.— (Beirne vs. Union Ry. Co. of New York Citv,

99 N. Y. Sup., 584.)

NEW YORK.—Street Railroads—Injuries to Persons on Tracks
Contributory Negligence—Care Required as to Persons
Crossing Street—Action for Injuries—Instruction.

1. Where, in an action against a street railroad for injuries to

one struck by a car while crossing the track, it appeared from her

evidence that she looked each way for a car before leaving the

curb, but then proceeded across the street without again looking,

she failed to show affirmatively freedom from contributory negli-

gence.

2. A motorman is not required to use the highest degree of care

to avoid an injury to one crossing the street, but only ordinary

care.

3. In an action against a street railroad for injuries to one
struck by a car while crossing a street, an instruction that if

defendant's servant did not have the car under control, and the

injuries were caused by defendant's negligence, plaintiff was en-

titled to recover, was erroneous as ignoring the question of con-

tributory negligence.— (Solomon vs. New York City Ry. Co., 99
N. Y. Sup., 529-)
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NEW YORK.—Carriers—Injuries to Passengers—Platforms-
Warning—Evidence.

1. Where a subway platform was constructed according to law,

and the space left between the edge of the platform and the cars

was necessary to a safe passage of the cars along the platform, the

carrier was not guilty of negligence merely because of the exist-

ence of such space, rendering it liable for injuries to a passenger

who fell into the same while attempting to board a train.

2. Where a cai rier of passengers maintained a subway station

platform with a space 9 ins. wide between the edge of the plat-

form and the subway cars, it was bound to give such timely warn-
ing to passengers about to board the cars as ought to be and
naturally would be heard and understood by the passengers who
were giving ordinary attention to their surroundings, though it

was not bound to give a specific caution to a particular passenger.

3. In an action for injuries to a passenger while boarding a

subway train, by falling into a space between the depot platform

and the train, evidence that no warning of the existence of such

space was given. Held insufficient to sustain a finding to that

effect.— (Coogan vs. Intcrborough Rapid Transit Co.. 99 N. Y.

Sup., 382.)

NEW YORK.—Trial—Motion to Dismiss Complaint—Evidence,
How Considered—Street Railways—Negligence—Injuries

—

Contributory Negligence—Sufficiency of Evidence.

1. Where, in an action for injuries through negligence, defend-

ant moved to dismiss the complaint on the ground that plaintiff

failed to show himself free from contributory negligence, that it

affirmatively appeared that he was guilty of contributory negli-

gence, and that no negligence had been "made out against de-

fendant, it was to be assumed that plaintiff's evidence was true,

and he was entitled to the -most favorable inference deducible

from the evidence.

2. Where it appeared that, while plaintiff was standing on the

hub of his wagon, bending over and lifting out a heavy stone, he

was struck by a street car, which was approaching at a high rate

of speed; that no signal was given until the car was within a foot

of the plaintiff ; that no car had passed upon the track for 20 rain

utes, and that, even if plaintiff at the time of getting on the wheel

of the wagon had looked up the street, he could not have seen

the car by reason of the fact that it was then on a cross street-*-

it could not be said as a matter of law that he was guilty of

contributory negligence.-^(Volosko vs. Interurban St. Ry. Co..

99 N. Y. Sup., 484.)

Jenks and Miller, JJ., dissenting.

NORTH CAROLINA.—Street Railroads—Collisions—Injury to

Traveler—Contributory Negligence—Question for lury

—

Trial—Instructions—Evidence to Sustain—Operation of Cars

—Care Required—Injury to Traveler in Collision with Car

—

Evidence—Instructions—Obligation of Traveler and Street

Car on Street—Injury to Traveler in Collision with Street

Car.

1. Evidence in an action against street railroad company for

injuries received by a traveler in a collision with a car examined,

and held that the question of his contributory negligence was for

the jury.

2. Where there was no evidence that plaintiff lingered on the

track, an instruction authorizing a verdict for the company on the

traveler's failure to turn off the track when called on by a ser-

vant of the company was properly refused; there being no evi-

dence that the traveler was injured by failing to turn off the

track.

3. Where a street car is moving at a lawful rate of speed, and a

traveler comes on the track, the company is required to use ordi-

nary care, giving the signals, lowering the speed, and stopping the

car, if reasonably necessary, and where the car is properly

equipped and the equipments are used with reasonable prompt-

ness, the company will not be liable for an injury sustained, but

where the car is moving at an excessive rate of speed, and by

reason thereof the signals cannot be given or the appliances used

/ the exercise of ordinary care, the company will be liable for an

injury, because it has, by the excessive speed, brought about a con-

dition which it cannot control.

4. Where, in an action against a street railroad company for

injuries to a traveler in a collision with a car, the evidence showed
that the car was run at an excessive rate of speed, a requested

instruction declaring that the company, on the traveler suddenly

driving his wagon across the track, was only required to use ordi-

nary care to avoid injuring him. was properly modified by adding:

"and the car was not running at an excessive rate of speed."

5. The running of a street car at a rate of speed in excess of

that fixed by a municipal ordinance is evidence of negligence.

6. A traveler and a street car have in common the right to use

the street, but, as the car must run on the track or not at all, the

traveler must change his course and use the unoccupied portions

of the street and thereby give way to the car to prevent a collision,

and the servants operating the car must move it at a reasonably
safe speed, and equip the car with signals and means.

7. Where a motorman in charge of a car sounded the gong, or

where the car approaching a traveler made sufficient noise to be
heard by him before he attempted to cross the track, and notwith-
standing either the sounding of the gong or the noise of the car,

he undertook to cross the track when the car was so close that a

collision could not, by the exercise of reasonable care, be avoided
by the company, he was guilty of contributory negligence, pre-

cluding a recovery.— (Davis vs. Durham Traction Co., 53 S. E.

Rep., 617.)

PENNSYLVANIA.—Street Railroads—Injury to Pedestrian-
Negligence—Evidence—Negative and Positive—Contributory

. Negligence.

1. Where a person crossing a street car track is run over by an
electric car, whose lights have gone out, rapidly moving down a

steep grade, the question of the company's negligence is for the

jury.

2. Where persons looking for a street car in the direction from
which he is coming, declare that the car which is directly in their

sight had no headlight burning and was in complete darkness,

their evidence was not negative in distinction to positive evidence.

3. Where a person is injured while crossing a street car track,

and testifies that he stopped, looked, and listened before passing on
the track, and was struck by a car which he did not see, because
the lights were out and no headlight was burning, the question of

his contributory negligence is for the jury.— (Cox vs. Schuylkill

Valley Traction Co., 63 Atl. Rep., 599.)

RHODE ISLAND.—Carriers—Injuries to Passengers—Setting
Down Passengers—Invitation to Passenger to Alight.

1. In an action for injuries to a passenger, evidence that a

depression into which she stepped on alighting from the car had
been there for a long time, that at the time of the accident grad-

ing was being done to level up the ground adjacent to the rails

near by, that the defendant had established a white pole as a

stopping place near the point of the accident, and that the depres-

sion was hid from view as she sat in the car, was sufficient to

import notice to the defendant of the unsafe condition of the

ground and to make out a prima facie case of its negligence.

2. The stopping of a street car and call of the conductor,

"Butler Hospital," was a sufficient invitation to a passenger to

alight and to justify her in believing that she could alight with

safety.— (Tilden vs. Rhode Island Co., 63 Atl. Rep., 675.)

TEXAS.—Witnesses—Impeachment—Inconsistent Statements

—

Damages—Personal Injuries—Evidence—Self-Serving Dec-
larations—Carriers—Injury to Passenger—Instructions.

1. Where, in an action for personal injuries, a physician testi-

fied for (defendant that prior to the accident he examined plain-

tiff for life insurance and found it impossible to recommend plain-

tiff as a "perfect physical man," it was proper to permit plaintiff

to show the questions asked plaintiff and answered by him on
such physician's examination, which tended to discredit the state-

ments of the physician.

2. Where, in an action for personal injuries, plaintiff claimed

that the accident had caused a certain injury, and the evidence

showed that such an injury might exist from birth, it was proper
to permit plaintiff to show that, prior to the accident, his answer,

in an application for life insurance, that he had never sustained

such an injury as that in question, had been attested as truthful

by the examining physician.

3. An instruction that it is the duty of a carrier to exercise, for

the safety of passengers, the highest degree of care which very

prudent and careful persons, skilled in the business, would use

under lik ecircumstances, and that failure to exercise such care

constitutes negligence. Held that the instruction was not open

to the objection that the carriers are only required to exercise

that high degree of care that very prudent and careful persons

would exercise under the same circumstances, and that the charge

imposed a higher duty than the law required.

4. Where defendant's evidence was sufficient to warrant a find-

irj that plaintiff jumped from defendant's street car while it was
in motion, it was error to instruct that, if plaintiff was guilty of

contributory negligence in alighting from the car, and such negli-

gence proximately caused the injury, plaintiff was entitled to

recover, since, if he was guilty of negligence in alighting under
the circumstances, the negligence was the proximate cause of his

injuries.— (San Antonio Traction Co. vs. Parks, 93 S. W. Rep.,

130.)
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FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE

The Money Market Wall Street, Nov. 14, 1906.

The stringency in the money market has continued during the

greater part of the week, rates for both call and time loans ex-

ceeding last week's high levels. The further heavy losses in

cash sustained by the local institutions as a result of the tremen-

dous volume of .business being carried on in all parts of the

country, together with the requirements for crop moving pur-

poses, have left the New York. City banks in a position that made
it imperative for them to curtail their accommodations for specu-

lative purposes, and a large part of the week's supply consisted

of out-of-town money which was attracted by the high interest

charges prevailing at this center. The statement of the Clearing

House banks published on last Saturday made a poor exhibit.

Not only was the surplus reserve entirely eliminated, but for the

third time during the year a substantial deficit was created. It

was thought in some quarters that present conditions warranted

the adoption of additional relief measures by the Treasury De-

partment, but this belief was not shared by Secretary Shaw, who
refused to take any action until the general business interests

of the country demanded Federal aid. During the past week or

ten days the inquiry for money at the principal Western cities

has decreased considerably, indicating that the requirements for

the grain movement have been almost satisfied, but much of the

money that would ordinarily flow to New York will now be

diverted to Southern points for the movement of cotton. This

latter movement is now quite heavy, and will continue for some
weeks to come. It is not likely, therefore, that there will be any

material lowering of rates in the near future, especially as rates

for money at New York and London are about on a parity, and

any ^decided easing off in the money rates here would probably

be followed by exports of gold to Europe.

The situation abroad, and 1 specially at London, has not changed

appreciably. The Bank of England has been slow to replenish

its gold reserve, but at the same time it has not found it neces-

sar3' to advance its minimum rate of discount above 6 per cent.

London has resold to our bankers a large amount of American

stocks and bonds, which so far have been paid for by exports

of grain and cotton. The decline in the price of the latter com-

modity has stimulated foreign buying, and the bills offered in

the foreign exchange against those shipments have been suffi-

cient to prevent any material advance in exchange rates. The
tone of the exchange market, however, has been decidedly strong,

considering the extremely high rate for money in the New York
market. Money on call has loaned at 4 per cent and at 20 per

cent, the average rate being about 8 per cent. The demand for

time accommodations, and especially for the short maturities,

ruled fully 1 per cent above those prevailing in the preceding

week. Sixty and ninety-day money command 6 per cent and a

commission, bringing the total charge to borrowers up to 7^4 per

cent, while four months' money was not obtainable under 7

per cent. For the long maturities 6}4 per cent was asked, but

offerings at that figure were comparatively small. Mercantile

paper was unchanged at 6 to 6^ per cent for the best names.

The bank statement published on Nov. 10 was disappointing.

Loans decreased $7,292,700, due to the shifting of loans from the

banks to other institutions. The loss in cash was nearly twice

as large as indicated by the preliminary estimates, and amounted
to $8,831,300. The reserve required was $4,267,400 less than last

week, which, deducted from the loss in cash, reduced the reserve

by $4,562,900, which wiped out the surplus and created a deficit

of $1,514,125. In the corresponding week of last year the deficit

was $2,428,800, compared with a surplus of $8,894,550 in the

week of 1904, $6,138,425 in 1903, $18,328,350 in 1902, $10,103,825

in 1901, and $4,606,050 in 1900.

The Stock Market

With the State election removed from consideration, the move-
ment of prices on the Stock Exchange has been governed by the

developments in the money market, and these were of a charac-

ter to adversely affect speculative sentiment and resulted in a

lower level of prices. The selling did not have the appearance

of necessitous liquidation, but rather the reduction of holdings

owing to the heavy carrying charges, and the belief that the

stocks can be recovered at a lower level before the end of the

year. It is obvious that monetary conditions are opposed to any

extension of speculative operations in high-priced stocks, and

public interest has turned to mining shares, in which there has

been an increased business. The large increase in the produc-

tion of copper has not been sufficient to meet consumptive re-

quirements, and at ruling prices for the metal all the copper pro-

ducing companies are making enormous profits and adding to

the real value of their shares, regardless of speculative opera-

tions in them. The output of gold and silver is steadily being

enlarged, and as this adds to the volume of wealth these stocks

are growing in favor. Saturday's bank statement was a poor

one, and the Clearing House banks are now $1,514,125 below the

legal reserve limit. Secretary Shaw has announced that he will

not come to the relief of the money market until assured that

the commercial interests of the country are in danger of embar-

rassment from a scarcity of funds, but there is upwards of $25,-

000,000 in the Federal Treasury available for use should any

emergency call for treasury relief.

The demands of railway employees for higher wages must be

conceded or strikes are to be expected, and with the present

congested condition of the roads any labor trouble that would

retard the movement of freight would be a business calamity.

The stock market has to confront the fact that the unprece-

dented prosperity of the country requires the use of practically all

the money in the country, as well as that conditions abroad

preclude the possibility of any help from that quarter at the pres-

ent time. Europe has shipped to this side a large quantity of our

securities which have been paid for by our exports of grain and

cotton. Everything but the money market encourages optimism,

and many of the dividend payers are now selling at prices which

should attract the attention of investors.

The local traction situation is practicalh unchanged, but there

was good buying of all issues on the recent decline, and a con-

siderable short interest is said to exist in Brooklyn Rapid Tran-

sit stock. Dividend talk on this issue continues, but it is rather

premature. Earnings of all lines are holding up, and the con-

tinued growth of population is one of the important influences.

Philadelphia

About the only feature of the market for the traction stocks

during the past week has been Philadelphia Rapid Transit. The

selling of the stock which characterized the dealings at the close

a week ago, was continued on a somewhat larger scale, and

although excellent support was rendered at times, it was not

sufficient to check the downward tendency. Opening at 27 T
4,

the price ran off to 24/8 and closed at the lowest. Fully 20,000

shares of the stock changed hands. Trading in the other trac-

tion issues was comparatively quiet, and while some irregularity

was displayed, the net changes for the week were unimportant.

Lehigh Valley Transportation preferred sold to the extent of

725 shares at 25 to 25^. Philadelphia Traction sold at 97^4 and

97 J4 for odd lots, and United Companies of New Jersey brought

prices ranging from 254 to 2SS
lA- Other sales included Ameri-

can Railways at 51V2 to 52; Consolidated Traction of New Jer-

sey at 77?<; to 78 ;
Philadelphia Company preferred, 48^ to 48^ ;

Railways General at 5J4; Interstate Railways at 121, and Union

Traction at 64V2 to 64 T4-

Baltimore

The market for tractions at Baltimore was somewhat more

animated than in the preceding week and prices generally dis-

played firmness. United Railway issues again led the list in point

of activity, about $60,000 of the 4 per cent bonds changing hands

at 88% and 89. The new funding 5s sold to the extent of $35,000

at 89^4 and 89%, while the income certificates brought 69*4 and

6934 for about $50,000. United Railways free stock was firm,

600 shares changing hands at 15*4 and i5 J/2 . Other transactions

included City & Suburban 5s at no T4, Norfolk Railway & Light

5s at 98J4, Norfolk Railway & Light stock at i8 r
.4, and Wash-

ington City & Suburban at 104.

Other Traction Securities

Only a moderate volume of business was transacted in the

tractions in Boston, and apart from Boston Elevated, which de-
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clined from 155 to 154, prices generally held firm. Boston &
Suburban common sold at 13, and upwards of 900 shares of Boston

& Worcester common sold at 28% and 28 ; Massachusetts Electric

common advanced from 18 to 18 1A on the exchange of 500 shares,

and the preferred brought 69. West End common sold at 93^
to 94, and the preferred at iog l/2 . Traction stocks at Chicago

were practically neglected, trading being confined to a few issues.

North Chicago, after selling at 35^ early in the week, advanced
to 38, while Chicago Union Traction common sold at 4Y2. South

Side Elevated brought 90 T < and 91.

Security Quotations

The following table shows the present bid quotations for the

leading traction stocks, and the active bonds, as compared with
last week

:

Nov. 7 Nov. 14

American Railways 52 52

Boston Elevated 155 154

Brooklyn Rapid Transit 80% 77 !/8
Chicago City 100 170

Chicago Union Traction (common) 4% 4%
Chicago Union Traction (preferred) .• 14 14%
Cleveland Electric — —
Consolidated Traction of New Jersey 77 77%
Detroit United 88% 86

Interborough-Metropolitan, W. 1 38 36l/2

Interborough-Metropolitan (preferred), W. 1 79 76 1
/4

International Traction (common) 66 —
International Traction (preferred), 4s 88 —
Manhattan Railway 144 142

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (common) 17% 18%
Massachusetts Electric Cos. (preferred) 67y2 69

Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (common) 23 25

Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (preferred) 64 65%
Metropolitan Street 106 106

North American 88% 88%
North Jersey Street Railway 28 28

Philadelphia Company (common) 48% 48%
Philadelphia Rapid Transit 26 24%
Philadelphia Traction 973^ 971/3

Public Service Corporation certificates 65 65

l ublic Service Corporation 5 per cent notes 95 95

South Side Elevated (Chicago) 90% 91

Third Avenue 123 120
Twin City, Minneapolis (common) Ill HO
Union Traction (Philadelphia) 64*4 64

Aletals

According to the "Iron Age," October was a record-breaking

month so far as the production of pig iron was concerned. The
high output is reflected in the estimates of capacity of the fur-

naces in blast on the first of the month, when they were running
at the rate of over 500,000 tons per week, the first time that that

mark has ever been passed in the history of the American iron

industry. Thus far there are no indications that the rise in the

price of pig iron lias in any way curtailed consumption. Car
builders have added some large commitments, and some good
bridge building orders have been taken.

Copper metal continues in urgent demand, and prices for all

grades of the refined metal rule firm. Lake is quoted at 2ij4 to

22 l/2 c. ; electrolytic at 21 */2 to 22c, and castings at 21 r4 to 21 ^c.

CONNECTICUT TROLLEY BUILDING

The work being done in Connecticut at the present time in the
way of building electric railways seems to have been overlooked
in the flood of petitions being prepared for presentation to the
Legislature in January, as previously mentioned in the Street
Railway Journal. As an instance of work now in hand may
be cited the completion by the Consolidated Railway Company of
its new line from Norwich to Central Village, by which a com-
plete trolley connection was made from New London to Wor- .

cester, Mass. The new link of road passes through Jewett City
and Plainfield, and for a part of the way makes use of the steam
tracks of the Norwich & Worcester Railroad.
Another road demanding attention is the line from Thomaston

to Waterbury. The Connecticut Railway & Lighting Company
has agreed to meet this road, proceeding north from Waterbury,
before July 1 next. A plan is being revived to extend the Bristol
& Plainville Tramway Company's line from Terryville to Thomas-
ton, and a charter will be asked for by Waterburians for an elec-
tric railway from that city running northeast to Milldale and

connecting there with the line running across the State from
Springfield, Mass., to New Haven.
The Shore Electric Railway also must be considered, as work

has been begun on the line from Stony Creek to Essex, by way
of Saybrook. This will be the longest strip of trolley road in the

State, and is believed to be in some way an outgrowth of the

efforts of the Consolidated Railway Company. The new road

will probably be completed next year. The grading from Essex
to Saybrook will be completed this fall.

Work on the electrifying of that portion of the Consolidated

Railroad between Meriden and Middletown, it has been decided

by General Manager J. K. Punderford, will begin in the early

spring and be rushed to completion.

The Lebanon Street Railway Company, which has just per-

fected organization and which holds a franchise to construct a

trolley line from Fitchville to Lebanon, will try to get additional

franchise rights from the Legislature before beginning building

operations. The Company will ask for a charter to build from
Lebanon to Manchester, thus providing for a continuous trolley

from Norwich to Hartford. The distance from Fitchville to

Lebanon is 11 miles, and from Lebanon to Manchester, 15 miles.

It is estimated that it will cost approximately $500,000 to con-

struct the road.

INTERBOROUGH-METROPOLITAN REPORT FOR QUARTER

Earnings of the Interborough-Metropolitan Company for the

quarter ended Sept. 30 made an unfavorable showing as com-
pared with the preceding quarter, but presented some improve-
ment over the corresponding period in 1905. After the payment
of interest and rentals, including the dividend on the unex-
changed Metropolitan Street Railway stock and the dividend on
the Interborough-Metropolitan preferred stock and taxes, there

was a balance of $469,862, compared with a balance of $843,625
in the preceding quarter and a deficit of $83,023 in the same time

last year. Dividends on Interborough stock amounted to $787,-

500, so that there was a deficit for the quarter of $317,638, com-
pared with a surplus of $56,125 in the quarter ended June 30 of

the current year. Detailed earnings follow :

1906 1905 Changes
Gross earnings $10,247,805 $9,607,005 Inc. $640,8:0

Operating expenses 4,971,272 4,988,588 Dec. 17,316

Net earnings $5,276,533 $4,618,417 Inc. $658,116

Other income 268,748 275,840 Dec. 7,092

Gross income $5,545,281 $4,894,257 Inc. $651,024 <

Interest and rentals (including 7 per

cent per annum on unexchanged
Metropolitan Street Railway Com-
pany stock and 5 per cent per

annum on Interborough-Metropoli-

tan preferred stock) $4,492,198 $4,412,672 Inc. $79,526

Taxes (excluding special franchise

taxes of New York City Railway

system, in litigation).' 583,221 564,608 Inc. 18,613

Total interest, rentals and taxes $5,075,419 $4,977,280 inc. $98,139

I'.alance $469,862 *$83,023 Inc. $552,885

Dividends on Interborough Rapid
Transit Company stock 787,500 700,000 Inc. 87,500

Deficit $317,638 $783,023 Dec. $465,385

* Deficit.

NEW YORK CITY RAILWAY COMPANY
(And Its Allied Companies)

Consolidated statement of income for the three months ended Sept. 30,

1906, and Sept. 30, 1905:

1906 1905 Increase

Gross earnings $5,755,784 $5,701,908 $53,876

Operating expenses 2,838,974 3,021,141 ft82,167

Net earnings $2,916,810 $2,6S0,767 $236,043

Other income 119,677 115,998 3,678

Gross income $3,036,487 $2,796,765 $239,722

Deductions from income (excluding spe-

cial franchise taxes in litigataion) 3,018,612 2 989,608 29.004

Net income $17,875 *$192,843 $210,718

* Deficit, | Decrease.
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MONTREAL STREET RAILWAY REPORT FOR YEAR

The annual report of the Montreal Street Railway Company
for the year ended Sept. 30, 1906, has just been issued. An in-

teresting exhibit is a series of curves, which show that in twelve

years the gross earnings have increased $1,997,709, or 181 per

cent. Operating expenses $1,197,908, or 186 per cent. Net earn-

ings $799,802, or 177 per cent. During the same period, the num-
ber of passengers carried, both cash and transfer, have increased

67,935,738, or 206 per cent.

For the past several years the company has paid out in divi-

dends practically its entire surplus for the various years. For
instance, in the last year the earnings on the stock were equal to

10^2 per cent, while 10 per cent was paid in dividends. As a

result of these dividend expenditures, the profit and loss surplus

account has increased but slightly and on Sept. 30 last, amounted
only to $524,770.

During the last year the company did not increase its out-

standing bonds, which amount to $2,509,368, but it did increase its

loan from the Bank of Montreal $833,975. This loan now

ing of the shareholders has been called to authorize the directors

to take action in the matter.

The company has paid to the city of Montreal the usual prop-

erty and business taxes and tax on earnings, $191,696.59; ac-

count snow cleaning, $15,031.13; making a total of $206,727.72.

The general operating report follows:

1906 1905

Gross .$3,100,487 $2,707,474

Expenses 1,850,720 1,650,566

Net $1,249,767

546,064

$1,056,908

363,739

Surplus

Dividends
$703,703

700,000

$693,169

691,667

Passengers carried

$3,703

76,356,099

$1,502

66,631,206

The general balance sheet as of Sept. 30, 1906. :ompares as

follows

:

LGross Receipts Z.Operating Expenses

3. Operating Expenses °/> or Earnings

1.900000

1 B00.000
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3. Earnings per Car Mile
I.Revenue F%ssenc£hs. 2. Total
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.68000000
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Earnings

4 05
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3-15
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DIAGRAMS ACCOMPANYING REPORT OF MONTREAL STREET RAILWAY COMPANY

amounts to $1,483,975. Part of the amount from the increased

loan was used in new construction and the purchase of additional

equipment.

Since the close of the last fiscal year, it has been decided by
the company to issue $2,000,000 new stock at a premium of 75
per cent, and also to make the par value of the company's shares

$100 instead of $50.

This has been done in order to provide funds for the floating

debt and for betterments and extensions of the system. It was
believed necessary to issue the stock at such a premium as to

take care of the interest charges so that they will not be too

great a burden on the net revenue.

President Forget, in presenting the report to the stockholders,

made these general observations :

Owing to the growth of the city, several new extensions to

the tracks of the company have been constructed during the year
and the rolling stock and equipments have been increased to keep
up with the requirements of the traffic.

During the year an agreement was entered into with the parties

owning the stock and bonds of the Montreal Terminal Railway
Company to purchase their interests.

In order to provide funds for the floating debt of the com-
pany, and for additions to the plant and property and extensions
of the system, it will be necessary to issue further securities, and
your directors have seriously considered this mailer, and are of
opinion that in view of the large expenditures necessary al the

present time for renewals of the company's tracks and equip-

ment, that either bonds should be issued or stock at such a pre-

mium that the interest charges will not be too great a burden on
the net revenue of the company. For this purpose a special meet-

ASSETS -

1906 1905

Road construction and equipment $8,392,547 $7,971,544
Stores 347,3H 187,470

Real estate and buildings 1,973,810 1,810,721

Accounts receivable 70,607 82,544
Montreal Park & Island Railway ad-

vance 215,664 229,755
Cash 40,202 56,411

Fire insurance fund 266.000 266,000

Stocks and bonds of other companies. . . 1,572,399 1,223,265

Total $12,878,540 $11,827,709

LIABILITIES
Capital stock $7,000,000 $7,000,000

Bonds 2,509,368 2,509,368

Bank of Montreal loan 1,483,975 650,000

Accounts and wages payable 396,354 232,222

Accrued interest 34.568 34,568
Accrued taxes 187,235 156,551
Employees' securities 15,371 T4,389
Unclaimed dividend L957 1.957

Unclaimed tickets 37,874 30,728
Suspense account 163,007 115,302

Dividends payable 175,000 175,000
Fire insurance fund 341.245 304,930
Contingency act '7,817 81,626

Surplus • 524.770 521,067

Total ' $12,878,540 $11,827,709
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FENDER TESTS CONTINUED IN MASSACHUSETTS

The tests of car fenders made under the direction of the Rail-
road Commissioners of Massachusetts, at Newton, were continued
Friday, Nov. 9. Messrs. Jackson and Bishop, Prof. Swain and
Inspector McLarin represented the Commission. A number of
railroad experts were also in attendance. Three devices not
hitherto tried in this series of tests and the wooden plow-
shaped fender that was tried three weeks ago were the only ones
experimented with. Friday, Nov. 16, the Commissioners will

give an opportunity for tests of other devices for saving life in

front of street cars.

The first fender tried consisted of a projecting platform that
could be tilted downward on the track when tripped by the mo-
torman, and a flexible dashboard protector. Six times the car
with this fender attached ran down upon a lay-figure stuffed with
sand, and even- time, except the first, the figure wis picked up
practically unharmed. A wheel-guard, offered by the same in-

ventor, proved pretty successful.

The next trial was of a fender that has been in use to some
extent in Providence, Attleboro and Pittsfield. A metal-frame
scoop projects in front, where it may be tilted down on the track
on pressure of a plunger by the motorman, while an apron of
flexible metal strips protects the dashboard. Running this fender
at the small dummy, which had been placed erect between the
rails, it picked the dummy up and caught it on its rebound so
that it was carried along in the scoop, with feet scraping the
ground, but free. A second trial against the same dummy had
much the same result, except that the head was scraping instead
of the feet. On the rebound, the figure was carried along with
side and head dragging. With the large and small dummies
prostrate, in various positions between and over the rails, there
were four trials, in each of which the figure was picked up un-
harmed excepting the last, when the fender "jumped," passed
over the figure, but pushed him so nearly outside the range of

the wheels that only one hand was amputated.

BUFFALO & LAKE ERIE TRACTION CO.

The Buffalo, Dunkirk & Western Railroad and the Lake Erie

Electric Traction Company have been merged under the name of

the Buffalo & Lake Erie Traction Company, with $3,900,000

authorized capital stock, in shares of $100 each. This stock will

be exchanged dollar for dollar for the $3,500,000 stock of the

Buffalo, Dunkirk & Western Railroad, and the $400,000 stock of

the Lake Erie Electric Traction Company. The last named com-
pany was incorporated at Albany on Oct. 29, 1906, as a consoli-

dation of the Lake Erie Traction Company and the South Shore
Suburban Railway. The new company is organized according to

the plan of Parker, Hatch & Sheehan, of New York, for the estab-

lishment of a through electric line from Buffalo via Dunkirk to

Erie, Pa. The directors are: Louis B. Grant, president; Peter

C. Schutram, vice-president; Marshall J. Dodge, treasurer;

Charles H. Werner, secretary; William J. Bagnell, James A.

Byrne, Arthur McCausland, Rudolph W. Yates and John W.
Searing, all of New York City.

+++

PROPOSED ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OUT OF ATLANTA

More than 250 miles of electric railway are proposed to be

built out of Atlanta by three companies. Of these companies the

Atlanta, Griffin & Macon Electric Railway has surveyors in the

field locating two routes to Macon, one of which will be selected.

This railway will touch Hopeville, Forest Park, Jonesboro, Hamp-
ton, Griffin and Forsythe, terminating at Macon, and will par-

allel the Central of Georgia Railroad, but will reduce the mile-

age of the present shortest rail connections with Macon, 88 miles

by the Southern Railway, a number of miles. The franchise

granted by the city of Atlanta to the company is for a period of

32 years and requires the road to give bond in the sum of $25,000

to commence the work within one year arid to complete it in two
years. Already there is a movement on foot in Macon and
Albany to construct an electric railway between those two cities,

and the promoters of the Atlanta, Griffin & Macon Electric Rail-

way have been invited to join hands with the projectors of that

road, but as yet no deal has been consumated. Another inter-

urban line now in the chrysalis stage is the Atlanta & Carolina

Electric Railway, which will extend from Atlanta to West Point,

a distance of 86 miles, and from Atlanta to Commerce, in Jack-

son County, via Lithonia, Conyers, Lawrenceville and Jefferson.

and from Commerce to Anderson, S. C, making the total mile-

age 170 miles.

New work is not confined to the projected interurban lines,

however. The Georgia Railway & Electric Company is prepar-

ing to add to its system extensions of its suburban lines. As soon
as the county commissioners widen Peachtree road from Brook-
wood to Buckhead, an improvement already decided upon, the

electric railway, will be extended on to Buckhead, a distance of

4 miles. The line to East Point will also be extended to Hope-
ville, making this flourishing suburb a link in its suburban chain

The Decatur line will be built on to Stone Mountain via Clark
ston, putting these two places in direct communication with At-
lanta and adding 10 miles to the Eastern branch of the Georgia
Railway & Electric Company. These extensions will add a total

of 18 miles to this company's system. In addition to this, the

Georgia Railway & Electric Company is spending $600,000 this

year in laying double tracks along its present lines and in addi-

tions to its power plants.

A STATEMENT BY MR. MELLEN REGARDING THE NEW
ENGLAND INVESTMENT & SECURITY CO.

The first official information to be given out about the newly
formed New England Investment & Security Company is con-

tained in a letter from Charles S. Mellen, president of the com-
pany and of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, to

the banking firm of Mackay & Company, of Boston. The letter

states that the New England Investment & Security Company is

a voluntary association formed on June 25. Its officers are

Charles S. Mellen, Nathaniel Thayer, of Boston ; Charles F.

Brooker, of Ansonia, William Skinner, of Holyoke ; Robert W.
Taft, of Providence ; Edwin Milner, of Providence and Moosup,
and D. N. Barney, of Farmington. Its capitalization is $10,000,-

000 in 4 per cent preferred shares and $10,000,000 common shares.

It holds in trust stocks and bonds of the Worcester & South-

bridge Street Railway Company, Worcester Railways & Invest-

ment Company, Springfield Street Railway Company, Springfield

Railway Company, Berkshire Street Railway Company, Western
Massachusetts Street Railway Company, Hartford & Worcester

Street Railway Company. It also holds 5000 shares of stock of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company.
These are the trolley properties formerly owned by the New
Haven system until the enactment of legislation in Massachu-
setts making illegal the ownership by steam railroads of compet-

ing electric roads. The trustees named for the new corporation,

among whom are two Providence men, are all directors of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford.

Mackay & Company have notified stockholders of the Worces-
ter Railways & Investment Company, as previously mentioned in

the Street Railway Journal, that the firm has purchased a

majority of the shares in that company and has exchanged them
for preferred stock c '. the New England Investment & Security

Company, offering the stockholders the privilege of exchanging

their outstanding holdings at the rate of 20 shares of Worces-
ter Investment Company stock for 21 shares of the 4 per cent

preferred stock of the new holding company. President Mel-

len's letter is enclosed with the circular of the banking corpora-

tion. The letter concludes

:

Provision is made in its present capitalization fur the acquirement of

certain other securities which have not as yet been exchanged for the pre-

ferred shares. The company's intention is to acquire only securities from

which the income will fully meet the dividend requirements of its preferred

shares. But in order that the interests of the preferred shareholders shall

be fully and amply protected, the Consolidated Railway Company, by in-

dorsement, has guaranteed the punctual payment of semi-annual dividends

at the rate of four per cent per annum, and also $105 per share and accrued

dividend in the event of liquidation.

This guarantee is further protected by a three-party agreement between

this company, the Consolidated Railway Company and the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, under the terms of which the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Raiiroad Company agrees to in-

demnify the Consolidated Railway Company against loss resulting from
such guarantee, as follows:

"The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company hereby

requests the Consolidated Railway Company to make such guarantee upon
such consideration and agrees that it will indemnify the Consolidated Rail-

way Company against loss upon said guarantee."

This, in the opinion of our counsel, J. H. Benton, Jr., under whose
direction and supervision all steps and proceedings relating to the forma-

tion of the company have been taken, is in effect a valid and binding

obligation of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company,
which, of course, like other valid and binding obligations, takes precedence

of payment of dividends upon its stock.
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INCREASED SERVICE PROPOSED BY THE NEW YORK

CITY RAILWAY COMPANY

In accordance with the recommendations of the State Railroad

Commissioners, the New York City Railway Company has an-

nounced that as soon as men and equipment are available, it will

increase its service about 10 ptr cent. This increase will be con-

fined largely to the long-haul lines, as the service on the principal

crosstown lines is already as large as can be run during the

rush hours.

In this connection it is of interest to refer to the efforts of the

company to secure the best help available by offering high wages.

The wages paid by the company have always been high, but

despite this fact and the recent increase effective the latter part

of September, the company has been unable to secure the type of

men which has been set as absolutely essential to successful op-

eration by the operating department. The schedule of wages

now in effect provides as follows : First year motormen, $2.25 a

day; second year, $2.35; third, fourth and fifth years. $2.45; after

five years, $2.60; conductors, first year, $2.15; second year, $2.25;

third, fourth and fifth years, $2.35; after five years, $2.45.

PHILADELPHIA RAPID TRANSIT MAKES SUBWAY
ASSESSMENT

Another assessment of $5 per share was declared upon the

stock of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company by the direc-

tors of the company at a meeting held Monday, Nov. 5. The as-

sessment is payable Dec. 10, and will' add $3,000,000 to the treas-

ury of the corporation for the completion of the eastern section

of the Market Street subway. This is the second stock assess-

ment the Transit Company has ordered this year. The first was
made on June 5, payable July 10. It was in paying this money
that the 55,000 shares of John M. Mack and his associates passed

into control of the syndicate which recently purchased their

holdings. President Parsons made the. announcement of the

order for the assessment, and in discussing its purpose said:

"The money to be realized from this stock assessment is to be

used in completing the Market Street subway. That work is

progressing rapidly, and it was decided by the board that the

necessary funds to continue the work of construction could be

readily realized by stock assessment. It is payable on Dec. 10."

Officers of the Rapid Transit Company said the time of opening

the elevated line and western section of the subway was not con-

sidered at the meeting of the directors. The construction work
on the elevated line has been greatly hindered by the delay in

delivery of materials for the passenger stations. It is hoped to

have the line ready for traffic during the holiday season.

PLANS FOR MONO-RAIL ADVOCATED IN NEW YORK

A proposition has been outlined to the committee on plans of

the Rapid Transit Commission for the building of a mono-rail

line from the Atlantic Avenue ferry in Brooklyn to Coney
Island. F. B. Behr, the inventor of the mono-rail, stated to the

commission that the road could be built within twelve months of

the signing of contracts, and that the question of financing the

road would be undertaken by a corporation he could form as

soon as the franchise was granted. As an evidence of good faith

in this regard, he turned over to Alexander E. Orr, the presi-

dent of the board, a letter from J. S. Bache, a banker of New
York, offering to furnish at least part of the necessary capital.

More than a score of Brooklyn improvement organizations sent

representatives to the hearing to argue in favor of the building

of the road, It was pointed out that the system would relieve

the Brooklyn Bridge to a great extent, as it would accommodate
between 40,000 and 50,000 people during each rush hour.

The detailed route suggested is from the ferry out Atlantic

Avenue to Rogers Avenue, to Flatbush Avenue, to Nostrand
Avenue, thence via East Nineteenth Street and Emmons Avenue
to Coney Island. Another route via Hamilton, Third, Seventh,
and Benson Avenues has also been mapped out, and it may be

that both lines will be built providing the authorities give their

permission. In explaining his plan to the board, Mr. Behr said

that specially designed cars, capable of holding 170 seated and
80 standing passengers, would be used. lie said his company

would guarantee to maintain an average speed of 65 miles an

hour, including stops. lie said that it is possible to run cars

with perfect safety at a speed of between no and 120 miles an

hour. He proposes to have but four stops between the ferry

and the island, and all trains will be expresses, stopping at but

one of the stations. In this way the high speed can be kept up
.on all trains.

PROGRESS ON CHICAGO CAR BILL

The Chicago Council committee on local transportation, Maj'or
Dunne and representatives of the traction companies, have practi-

cally agreed on six of the thirty-four sections of the traction

ordinance submitted by the Chicago City Railway and the Chi-

cago Union Traction Company. The clause providing for three-

supervising engineers was not regarded with favor by Mayor
Dunne, who said he objected to taking away from the City

Council the power to regulate the character of improvements to

be made after the lines are rebuilt. The question of the power
to be granted to the engineers will be taken up at a future meet-
ing. On the Mayor's objection the clause permitting better con-

struction than specified in the ordinance, on the approval of the

supervising engineers, was stricken from the ordinance. The
Mayor thought of the possibility of the roads being constructed

in such an expensive manner as to handicap the city in purchas-

ing them later.

FRANCHISE EXTENSION ON BASIS OF LOW FARE
DEFEATED IN DETROIT

The referendum on the ordinance to extend the franchises of

the Detroit United Railway Company at the election held last

week, resulted in the defeat of the proposal of the company.
Under the proposed franchise the rates of fare were to be ten

tickets for 25 cents during 5 hours of the day and six tickets for

25 cents the other hours. The cheap tickets were to be good be-

tween 5 and 8 o'clock in the morning, and 4:30 and 6:30 o'clock

in the evening. The franchise was to endure eighteen years.

The company put its new rates into operation several weeks be-

fore election for a temporary trial. Mayor Codd, the Republican
candidate, whose name was coupled with the franchise, was de-

feated by more than 3000 plurality, while the cheap-fare fran-

chise has been defeated by an overwhelming vote of 28,823 to

13,316. There seems to have been a strong feeling against bind-

ing the city to any agreement with the railway company for so

long a period as eighteen years.

STREET RAILWAY PATENTS

[This department is conducted by Rosenbaum & Stockbridge,
patent attorneys, 140 Nassau Street, New York.]

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED OCT. 30, 1906

834,263. Load-Brake Apparatus; Francis L. Clark, Pittsburg,
and Walter V. Turner, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed Feb. 27,

1905. Relates to what is known as "light" and "load-brake" ap-
paratus adapted to be adjusted to give either heavy braking
power on a loaded car or light braking power on an empty car.

An additional reservoir is provided adapted to be cut in with
the usual auxiliary reservoir for heavy braking, and an addi-
tional brake-cylinder of larger size, which is used in place of
the smaller brake-cylinder when the combined reservoir capacity
is cut in for heavy braking.

834,281. Tongue Switch
;
George M. Ervin, Johnstown, Pa.

App. filed June 6, 1905. The switch tongue has a circularly-

enlarged heel portion formed with flangeways for both tracks and
retaining devices engaging the enlarged portion to hold it to its

seat, said device being releasable from the surface of the switch.

834.280. Railway-Track Structure; George M. Ervin, Johns-
town, Pa. App. filed June 6, 1905. A railway-track structure
having a base portion provided with a pocket, and a removable
surface portion seated therein, said portions having interfitting

hook members, the bottom of the surface portion and the bottom
wall of the pocket being curved.

834,302. Trolley wheel; Henry L. Humphrey, Monroe, Mich.
App. filed Nov. 13, 1905. Consists of a ball-and-socket bearing or
journal for the wheel upon which it revolves freely and is free

to turn or tilt laterally a limited distance.
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834.336. Automatic Electric Braking; Louis H. Thullen, Edge-

wood, Pa. App. filed Dec. 22, 1903. A motor has its armature

geared with an axle of the car and means located in the roadhed

for closing a circuit including the armature and field of the

motor, which circuit is normally open.

834,379. Switch-Throwing Device; Thomas A. Gerlach,

Harvey, 111. App. filed July ri, 1906. A double-acting switch-

operating mechanism comprising a lever and a spring moving
with said lever and reversing the direction in which its force is

exerted when the lever is moved, said spring being connected at

one end with said lever and at its other end with a switch member.

834.403. Street Railway Switch Opening and Closing Device;

Ephriam A. Peterson, Rockford, 111. App. filed Jan. 6, 1906. A
cable having both ends adjustably secured to the switch-point

leads through holes in the web of the rails to the outside thereof

where a lug is secured to the cable. Levers at either side of the

car are adapted to selectively engage the lugs and thereby throw

the switch in either direction.

834.404. Signaling System ; Frank B. Rae, Ridgvvood, N. J.

App. filed Aug. 5, 1901. An arm projecting laterally from the

trolley harp carries a suitable contactor which engages certain

contacts along the trackway for signaling purposes.

834,432. Tongue Switch; Richard P. Williams, New York,

N. Y. App. filed June 28, 1904. The switch tongue had at its

heel a depending projection terminating at its lower end in a

circular horizontal flange of larger diameter than the body por-

tion of the projection.

834.439. Railway Switch Mechanism ; Frank L. Young, Boston,

Mass. App. filed Nov. 8, 1905. The switch mechanism is inclosed

in a casing and heating pipes are disposed therein.

834.440. Means for Keeping Switch and Signal Apparatus

Free From Snow and Ice ; Frank L. Young, Boston, Mass. App.

filed April 7, 1906. The switch mechanism is inclosed in a casing

in which gas burners are disposed.

834,466. Switch Operating; Newton T. Gould, Sacramento,

Cal. App. filed April 27, 1906. Details of construction of a de-

pressible lever for throwing a switch point.

834,473. Noiseless Car Wheel; Israel Hogdand, Indianapolis,

Ind. App. filed March 16, 1905. Packing material is interposed

between the tire and the wheel proper.

834,636. Electrical Contact for Trolley Systems of Electric

Railways; Wesley T. Oviatt, Stratford, Conn. App. filed Aug.

29, 1905. Spring-pressed jaws engage the outer periphery of the

trolley wheel at intervals for signaling purposes.

834^689. Rail-Bond; Charles R. Sturdevant, Worcester, Mass.

App. filed July 7, 1905. A solid metal terminal plug is driven

into a bottomed hole in the rail and the outer edges of the hole

upset to hold the plug therein.

834.690. Rail-bond; Charles R. Sturdevant, Worcester, Mass.

App. filed July 7, 1905. Modification of the above. Relates to a

special tool for upsetting the outer edges of the bottomed hole.

834,704. Electric Fluid Pressure Switching and Signal Ap-

pliance; Walter J. Bell, Los Angeles, Cal. App. filed June 3,

1905. Consists in combination of a switching element, a piston

for moving said element, a signal, fluid pressure means for oper-

ating the signal including two valves connected to each other,

and means connected with the piston for alternately moving the

valves.

834.717. Car Fender ; Francis M. Frederick, Oak Station, Pa.

App. filed Aug. 1, 1906. The fender has wheels which travel

upon the rails and are held in contact therewith by gravity.

834,796. Brake for Railway Trucks and Other Vehicles

;

Joseph Gouldie, Brayton, England. App. filed March 14, 1906.

Tappet rods pivoted to the brake-shoe engage a cam having a

series of inclined surfaces separated by slight humps or pro-

jections whereby each successive notch that the cam is moved
transmits greater thrust to the tappet rods.

PERSONAL MENTION

MR. ALBERT SPIES, who for a long time has been editor of

"Cassier's Magazine," has resigned his position.

THE FRIENDS OF MR. JOHN HARRY STEDMAN, of

Rochester, will regret to learn of the death of Mrs. Stedman

recently.

COL. GEORGE E. DUNN has announced his intention to

retire from the New York State Railroad Commission the first

of the year.

MR. JOHN HACKSTAFF has been appointed general super-

intendent of the Atchison Railway, Light & Power Company, of

Atchison, Kan.

MR. GEORGE A. BERRY, until recently engineer of company
forces of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Com-
pany, has severed his connection with that company, and has

been elected vice-president and general -manager of the Hicks
Locomotive & Car Works, of Chicago, 111. Mr. Berry in his

new capacity will have sole charge of the plants and business of

the company, and will make his headquarters in Chicago.

MR. G. TRACY ROGERS, president of the Binghamton Rail-

way Company, Buffalo Southern Electric Railway and a direc-

tor in the company which is constructing the McAdoo Hudson
River Tunnel, has been elected a director of the Longacre Elec-

tric Light & Power Company, which was recently absorbed by

the Manhattan Transit Company, the object of which absorption

was to utilize the electric franchise of Longacre Company in con-

nection with the various privileges covered by the charter of

Manhattan Transit.

MR. W. M. EATON, vice-president of the Rochester Railway
& Light Company and of the Rochester Railway Company, has re-

signed to re-enter the services of Hodenpyle, Walbridge & Com-
pany, of New York. Mr. Eaton was in charge of the Rochester

Railway & Light interests when they were controlled by the

Hodenpyl, Waldridge and Clark syndicate, and after their sale to

the Vanderbilt-Andrews syndicate, consented to act as general

manager and vice-president of the companies. In August of last

year, he turned over the duties of the managership to Mr. R. M.
Searl and has since been acting as vice-president only.

WILLIAM H. CAMPBELL died very suddenly at his country

home at Highland Mills, Orange County, a few days ago. Mr.
Campbell went to Larchmont, N. Y., from Peekskill in 1884, when
the place was a mere hamlet, and began the development of prop-

erty. He was one of the organizers of the Larchmont Street

Railway, and constructed its lines between Larchmont and Stam-
ford, Conn. When the Larchmont company sold out a few years

ago to the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Com-
pany, he disposed of all his interests in the company.

MR. F. H. HEBBLETHWAITE, C. E„ has become connected

with J. G. White & Company, Ltd., of London, as superintendent

of reconstruction of the Para Railway & Lighting Company,
Para, Brazil, and will sail immediately via London, to take charge

of the work. Mr. Hebbelthwaite spent eight years in Brazil as

engineer of the Southern Brazil Railway, and later as contrac-

tor for various public works in the State of Amazonas, and man-

ager of the Manaos Railway, which he built for a New York
corporation. Since then he has been on the engineering staff of

the Brooklyn Rapil Transit Company, and has recently been en-

gaged on power house engineering in New Jersey for the electri-

fication of the West Jersey and Sea Shore branch of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, described in this issue.

MR. C. B. FAIRCHILD, JR., formerly associate editor of the

Street Railway Journal, has consummated plans for starting

a new publication to be devoted to the electric traction field and to

be known as "Electric Traction Weekly." It will be published

by the Kenfield-Fairchild Publishing Company, of Cleveland,

Ohio, and will be devoted to the practical side of urban and in-

terurban construction, maintenance and operation. The organiza-

tion of the company is as follows: President and manager, H. J.

Kenfield, formerly Eastern manager of the "Street Railway

Review" ;
vice-president and editor, C. B. Fairchild, Jr. ; secre-

tary and associate editor, Geo. S. Davis, formerly Cleveland rep-

resentative of the Street Railway Journal; treasurer, F. L.

Heath, of Hastings, Mich. The paper will make its appearance

about Dec. 1.

MR. EDWIN B. KATTE has been appointed chief engineer

of electric traction of the New York Central & Hudson River

Railroad. Mr. George A. Harwood has been appointed chief en-

gineer of electric zone improvements, exclusive of electric trac-

tion and signals. Mr. John D. Keiley has been made electrical

engineer. Mr. Carl Schwartz has been appointed engineer of

power stations. Mr. J. L. Hoist has been appointed engineer of

structures and will have charge of the design and erection of all

steel in the electric zone, excepting in the Grand Central ter-

minal. He will also be in charge of the design of all buildings

not in charge of associated architects, and the design of all

masonry and miscellaneous structures north of the south bank of

the Harlem River. Mr. W. F. Jordan has been appointed ter-

minal engineer and will have charge of the design and construc-

tion of the Grand Central terminal and other work in connection

with the electric zone improvements south of the south bank of

the Harlem River, except the structural steel design of the Grand
Central Station and other work in charge of the associated

architects.
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Increase In Wages
Our news columns during the last twelve months or so

have contained frequent references to increases in wages

paid by different street railway companies, especially those in

the largest cities. These increases have been due partly to

the general prosperity of the country which has made labor

scarce, and partly to the increased requirements and stan-

dards in force among street railway companies, especially

those in the larger cities, which have also tended to decrease

the number of available employees. In New York City it is

estimated that the increase in wages recently adopted will

amount to an added yearly expense of between $250,000 and

$300,000, and in Boston to about $160,000. In other words,

the New York City Railway Company must carry between

5,000,000 and 6,000,000 more fare passengers and the Boston

Elevated over 3,000,000 more fare passengers next year for

the sole benefit of the men on their cars.

The sums mentioned above, although great in their aggre-

gate, should not properly be considered as direct additions to

the operating expenses. In one sense they are. In a larger

and broader sense, however, they are investments in increas-

ing the efficiency of the company. The effect in the long run

will be not only to develop a stronger esprit de corps but

also to strengthen the company by the employment of men

of a higher grade. All employees must realize that more is

expected of them than in the past, and this fact should in-

evitably result in a betterment of conditions. The exact

extent to which this policy will be of benefit to the company

and the public cannot easily be estimated in figures; never-

theless, anything which improves the service is bound sooner

or later to develop more business.

The requirements for admission to the uniformed staff of

any of the largest companies in this country, such as the

New York City Railway Company, or the Boston Elevated

Railway Company, are practically as severe as those for

enlistment in the regular army of the United States, while

the wages on the whole, considering the difference in living

conditions, are considerably larger in street railway work.

The service of many railway companies includes provision for

medical attendance, pensions, etc., such as are offered by the

government, while the incidental advantages in street rail-

way work, such as time off, personal liberty and continuous

employment in the same city, are much greater than in army

life. The ultimate result of building up in this way an effi-

cient staff of platform labor under conditions which appeal

to intelligent men, and the probable effect of this policy on

the future prosperity of the companies involved are worthy of

consideration.

Similarity of Steam and Electric Railway Shop Practice

It must be admitted that electric interurban railway prac-

tice has been developed to such a point that it resembles steam

road practice in very many features. In the maintenance of

rolling stock department, about the only difference is that the

care of the electrical apparatus is substituted for the work

done on the locomotive in the round house. Steam road

practice has been gradually developing for years and has

reached quite an advanced state. Under such conditions it

would be supposed that a few years ago, when the electric in-

terurban railway began to develop, master mechanics of in-

terurban lines would have copied steam road ideas on the

maintenance of equipment. This, however, has not been

done to the extent that appearances would seem to warrant.

In many instances the electric railway master mechanic has

been more content to begin at the bottom and work out for

himself ideas already developed in steam road shops. In

regard to car body construction, for example, for several

years interurban car bodies have been approaching in design

and construction the steam coach. At the present time there

is very little difference between the two types of cars either in

appearance or weight, and practically the only difference is in

the increased length and width of the steam coach. In both
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these details, however, the electric railway car or coach is

getting closer to the steam car.

In the matter of trucks also the tendency has been the

same. The fact that the motor must be hung on the trucks

of the electric car necessitates a few different points in the

design of the two classes of trucks, but other than for these

the construction is very similar. In minor shop details, such

as painting, the use of babbitt metals, oils, and other supplies,

electric railway men seem to have preferred to experiment

for years rather than follow methods adopted by steam roads.

It seems reasonable, therefore, that in certain directions of

this kind steam railroad practice might be studied to ad-

vantage.

Steel Rails

The paper and discussion at the last meeting of the New
York Railroad Club on steel rails are suggestive of the trou-

bles accompanying the proper maintenance of the permanent

way and the tendencies of the time towards the modification

or annulment of these troubles. Attention was called to an

old John Brown rail that had done good service for thirty-

four years, and how other rails of more recent date had

failed when laid beside it. The contrast between the two was

further emphasized by the microstructure of the metals. In

the one there was a low carbon content of but 0.33 per cent,

while in the latter rails the carbon rose to 0.62 per cent. In

the one there was fineness of grain, in the other coarseness,

yet as subsequent tests showed, mere fineness is not a sure

guarantee of increased durability. There must be a hard-

ness, a high limit of elasticity and a fineness of grain result-

ing from finishing at the proper temperature, all combined in

order to obtain the best possible results.

To achieve this the carbon has been raised in the rail just

as it has been in the wheel, until an exceedingly hard ma-

terial is obtained, with a high limit of elasticity and a low

percentage of elongation. This metal is far better adapted

to resist the abrasion and indentation of the wheels than the

softer qualities that gave such excellent results when wheel

loads were lighter and the requirements less. It has taken

much time and possibly more argument on the part of those

who had the courage of their convictions to bring engineers

to approve of specifications calling for so high a percentage

of carbon that the product must necessarily be hard and

unyielding. To rise to carbon at 0.90 per cent from 0.33 per

cent is a long step, and fears of brittleness would seem to

be well founded. But brittleness may be due to other causes

than high carbon. Mr. Job reiterated the well-known fact

that in "the Bessemer rail the hardness, with the proportion

of phosphorus usually present, cannot be increased much

beyond present practice without causing undue brittleness,

hence advantage has been taken of the basic open-hearth

process by which phosphorus and sulphur can be nearly

eliminated." It is this elimination of sulphur and phosphorus

or at least the prevention of its segregation that calls for the

cropping of the ingot down to sound metal prior to rolling.

Mr. Job does not seem to think that there is much in the

"flow of metal," as such, to account for the breaking down

of the rails, but his statement that favorable results have

been obtained with rails of 0.90 per cent carbon leads one to

think that a high limit of elasticity so as to be able to resist

the effect of a highly concentrated wheel load is a good thing.

With low carbon rails, a wheel of great hardness has such

an advantage at the point of contact that even a static load

will produce a permanent indentation, so that we can look

either for a flow of metal, if it can flow, or a cracking if this

cannot take place.

Most of the matters discussed are troubling the electric

roads but little at present, but with the increase of speed and

wheel loads the time is rapidly approaching when they must

share these burdens with their brethren engaged in steam

and heavy traffic work. As a starter the paper that has here

been under review is full of suggestions and information.

The Publicity Agent

While street railway men cannot perhaps be fairly accused

of hiding their lights under a bushel, it is still a fact that in

two particulars a little more study of the value of publicity

might bring happy results. Very many roads, especially in-

terurban lines, now advertise freely in the local papers and

take other means of bringing their advantages before the

public eye. Seldom, however, do they come to the point of

having a general agent charged especially with keeping in

close touch with the public personally and through the press

so that every one may have a kindly eye on what the road is

going to do next instead of abusing it as a condemned mo-

nopoly that grubs for nickels and says nothing.
{

We believe

that there are numberless cases in which a passenger and

publicity agent in one or two persons, as the case may be,

could do an immense amount of good and bring in returns

far above his salary. In the first place, the experiment where

tried has very generally succeeded. In the second place, it is

bound to succeed if carried out through the proper man.

One of the first duties of the publicity agent is to act as a

solicitor of traffic. The steam roads have developed this

branch of their business very fully and successfully, and their

experience should weigh heavily in street railway policies, in

this matter as elsewhere. They have found that an active

passenger agent and a shrewd press agent mean bigger traffic.

The case of the tramway is, of course, somewhat different,

but close and agreeable relations between it and the public

are even more important than in case of the steam road.

Take for instance the cultivation of through traffic over in-

terconnecting lines, to which we have many times directed

attention. In. the big systems of the Middle West this field

is being worked successfully. Most cities, however, have the

opportunity and lack the results.

They have about them a really elaborate network of lines

which might, and do not, get the traffic that comes from in-

terconnection. One wishes, for instance, to run out to that

interesting suburb, Pogueheim, a dozen miles distant and

well known to be reachable, if not accessible, by electrics.

He knows the Blink Avenue line runs out in that direction,

and asks the first conductor for information. Conductor

thinks he crosses a line that goes somewhere out that way, at

unknown intervals of time. He next goes to the starter, who

sympathetically advises a ride out to the car house and fur-

ther inquiries there—and so on until the inquirer seeks the

steam railway station and waits for the first train. Now a

proper passenger and publicity agent would see to it that every

starter, and conductor, for that matter, had a compact and

carefully worked out schedule of times and connections so

that he could tell at once that the way to Pogueheim was

via Blank Avenue, transfer (free) at Steenth Street to west-

bound car (every seven minutes), change at Schweinhurst to

blue north-bound car (runs on quarter hour), twenty-one
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minutes to Pogueheini, and there you are ! Still further, the

agent would see that every real estate agent in beautiful

Pogueheim was kept posted on changes of time and provided

with schedules so that his every victim should go via electrics.

If electric routes were kept steadily before the public the

amount of general travel outside of the rush hours could be

very greatly increased in many localities. In some cases

roads do prepare schedules, but as a rule they arc not kept

up to date and are more honored in the breach than the

observance. Again, every change of schedule or improve-

ment of service ought to be widely known. If a road inau-

gurates a new transfer station it should get some degree of

credit for it. As it is the only unofficial notice is generally

in a local paper to the effect that the Blank Street road after

many protests from indignant citizens has at last put a trans-

fer station at Waggles Road, where it should have been put

five years ago. If the publicity agent were wide awake there

would be a quarter column explaining the new transfer sys-

tem and its convenience to the dwellers in that locality, so

that the public should understand that the road was well dis-

posed and meant to extend all reasonable facilities.

Relations With the Daily Press

It is a most important thing in the railway business

to make the public understand what is generally the fact,

that the road intends to give everybody a square deal and

that if it has sometimes to deny requests does so regretfully

and with good reason. In this particular nothing counts for

more than friendly relations with the newspapers and a readi-

ness to give them information. Take the matter of accidents,

for instance, which are bound to happen on the best managed

roads. If the reporter of the local paper knows that he will

get an absolutely reliable statement of facts from the road he

will be the less likely to publish a half column of hysteria

from excited bystanders. If he finds that the road will dis-

pense no facts beyond a very evidently guarded disclaimer,

he cannot be blamed if he grows suspicious and starts a

search that gives sensationalism its opportunity. Many a

time sentiment against a road is worked up to a serious pitch

merely because a secretive policy is assumed to be an un-

friendly one. Right here is the value of a proper campaign

of publicity that will make evident the good feeling that

should exist between the community and one of its most

useful institutions. If any man stops to think of it he is

getting in his two or three or five miles' ride a bigger equiva-

lent for his nickel than he can find anywhere else, and there

is something wrong with the advertising work of the road if

he is not made to stop and think of it. A great deal gets into

the newspapers merely to make copy at so much per line,

and this matter may just as well be helpful as harmful if

there is somebody to look after it a bit. Every road does

things and experiences things that are of legitimate public

interest, and there is seldom good reason for keeping them

to itself. Let the publicity agent do his duty and comment

can be made friendly most of the time. Most roads are too

cautious in taking the public into their confidence. Very

often, as we have indicated, the passenger agent and the

publicity agent may wear the same hat. The main thing is

to have some one who makes it his business to keep closely

in touch with the public that uses his line, and to win them

over to a friendly point of view. The task is not so hard as

it sometimes seems, but it cannot be accomplished by one

who is badgered about twenty-five hours per day by the petty

details of operation—it should be the especial work of a com-

petent man, amiable and resourceful.

Relations With the Public

To those entrusted with the management of large corpora-

tions the present restlessness of the public as evidenced in the

latest political campaign is a source of no little anxiety. The

baleful influence of yellow journalism is making it harder

than ever for those in control of the policy of transportation

companies to retain or even secure the confidence of the less-

informed portion of the public, and the agitation of self-seek-

ing demagogues has, in some parts of this country at least,

attained proportions which no large street railway company

can afford to ignore. Since the cooling down of the muni-

cipal ownership bugaboo in Chicago and its decisive defeat in

Seattle, this phase of the popular unrest has not been as

prominent, but there are still reasons why street railway man-

agers should not cease endeavoring to put themselves right

with the public and assist in the formation of its opinions from

time to time.

There is no denying the fact that the fundamental cause of

most of the present social unrest is the considerable increase

in the cost of living during the past decade. It is most

gratifying to be able to point out on the basis of solid facts

that, as a very general rule, the prices charged for electric

railway transportation have decreased rather than increased,

as the prices of other necessities of life have advanced.

Every one who stops to think of the matter must realize at

once that the purchasing power of a nickel in street railway

transportation is constantly enlarging. The extension of

present urban systems into suburban communities, the addi-

tion of transfer privileges, the purchase of swifter and more

comfortable rolling stock and the enlargement of private or

semi-private right of way mileage all contribute to the im-

proved service and greater facilities offered the public for a

single^fare than was the case ten years ago. Bearing these

facts in mind we must confess that there is little reason for

complaint against the service and general policy of many
companies, yet no election is held without the usual crop of

demagogic howls about "traction grabs," "street railway

trusts," etc., etc. We believe that the plain, hard, meaty

facts of the service now given in comparison with that of

some years ago ought to be presented to the public in cases

where the road is not being rightly understood, either through

the newspapers, by addresses, or even by succinct, pithy no-

tices in the cars. For this service the publicity agent is of

great assistance. Given good service, and a disposition on

the part of the management to put its reasons for various

policies in cold, pointed type, and there will be less of this

irresponsible agitation which is of such immeasurable damage
to the good will assets of a misrepresented company. On
some roads it is becoming a frequent practice for the officials

to come in frequent touch with the public through the press

and through various social clubs, and lectures are sometimes

given on certain features of the system which are of general

interest. All these man-to-man and straight-from-the-shoul-

der meetings, as well as the course suggested in the previous

editorials, help to clear away the fog of illusions created by
the self-seeking demagogue, and are the basis of lasting good
will. The power of straightforward publicity is yet to be

appreciated at its full value.
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY POWER AT RUTLAND, VERMONT

The city of Rutland, Vt., with a population of about 12,000

inhabitants, is the commercial center of the southern part of

the Green Mountain State. The electric railway, light and

power service, as well as the gas supply of the community, is

now controlled by the Rutland Railway, Light & Power

Company, which is headed by G. Tracy Rogers, of Bing-

hamton, N. Y., as president; Leo H. Wise, of New York

City, vice-president ; C. H. West, of Rutland, secretary and

treasurer, and David Fox, Rutland, general manager. For a

city of its size—including a suburban population of about

10,000 in the towns of Fairhaven, Castleton and West Rut-

land—the street railway service is unusually effective, and an

important factor in this condition of affairs is the new power

development of the company in the valley of East and Otter

Creeks, from 6 to 1 1 miles from the city.

Fig. 1 is a general plan of the territory served by the com-

pany. The local trolley service in Rutland is handled by a

double loop known as the "North and South Belt" lines, while

fers are given to points east of Center Rutland and vice-

versa, from the loop cars. The company's present trackage

is 25 miles in length.

Fig. 1 also shows the extensive hydraulic development that

the company has planned in connection with its power sys-

tem. In the heart of the mountains, at an altitude of 1600

ft., lies the Chittenden Reservoir, with a drainage area of

15 sq. miles, and an area of about 800 acres. The storage

capacity of this reservoir is 135,000,000 cu. ft. of water. Five

miles southwest of the Chittenden reservoir another storage,

of 63,000,000 cu. ft. has been created in a 320-acre reservoir

known as the East Pittsford, which has a drainage area of

9 sq. miles. About a mile and a half south of the lower

end of the East Pittsford reservoir a power house has been

erected as shown in Fig. 2, at Mendon, and a steel penstock

connects the lower reservoir with this plant. As yet, power

is developed only at the Mendon end of the water course,

but in the future it will be a simple matter to establish a sec-

ond plant between the two reservoirs. The available head

between the upper reservoir and the power house is 697 ft,

the suburban service is taken by a through line running 16

miles westward to Fairhaven. At Castleton Corners a branch

line runs to Lake Bomoseen, one of the most beautiful sheets

of water in the Green Mountain district. A heavy park

traffic is handled between Rutland, Fairhaven and the lake

in the summer season, the fare between Rutland and Lake

Bomoseen being 25 cents in each direction. The North and

South Belt lines enable the visitor to obtain an excellent

idea of the city for a single 5-cent fare, transfers being given

freelv from one line to the other. Each loop contains about

3 miles of track, and the running time is twenty minutes,

with a twenty-minute interval between cars. On the South

Belt the car passes in full view of Mt. Killington, which has

an altitude of about 4000 ft. In the future an extension of

about 8 miles to Whitehall is planned, as shown on the map.

The company owns twenty-six cars at present, of which fif-

teen are of the open type. Four large double-truck interur-

ban cars are in service, equipped with four GE-64 motors

each, and there are ten double-truck, fifteen-bench open cars.

Sixty-lb. T-rail is used in the tracks. The company makes

a specialty of renting cars for excursions, picnics and dances.

Besides the transfers from one belt line to the other, trans-

but at present only 222 ft. is utilized at the wheels. The

balance of 475 ft. represents the head between the upper

reservoir and the lower one.

The estimated annual rainfall in the area which drains into

the two reservoirs is 45 in. About 70 per cent of this has

been found to run off from the Chittenden reservoir. The

water in the upper reservoir is held back by a dam 750 ft.

long and 54 ft. in maximum height. One hundred ft. of the

dam is occupied by a waste weir, the balance serving a single

retaining wall. The dam is of earth with a masonry core

wall except at the waste weir, where it is built of stone

masonry. The core wall extends to within 3 ft. of the top of

the earth embankment. The East Pittsford dam is 585 ft.

long, including a 111-ft. spillway. The balance is earth em-

bankment, which is 31 ft. high. The crest of the spillway

is 5 ft. below the top of the earth embankment. All but 52

ft. of the embankment contains a masonry core wall which

extends from the foundation to within 3 ft. of the level of

the embankment. The core is 30 ins. wide at its top, and

the embankment varies in width from 12 ft. at the top to 108

ft. in the deepest portion. The crest of the spillway is built

of concrete and overlaid with stone on both the up and down-
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stream faces. The upstream face of the embankment is also

paved with stone to a point several feet above the water line,

and in the deepest section the downstream face of the dam
is lined with rock. Beneath a gate house on the embank-

ment is a 5-ft. steel pipe which cuts through the embankment
about 15 ft. below the flow line, the gate house well is lined

with brick, and into this well water from the forebay enters

over a rock with a two-to-one slope.

Waste water is carried through the dam and discharged

into the bed of the creek on the downstream side by a 24-in.

steel pipe. Both the pipes are provided with valves, and

that of the 60-in. pipe is water-operated. The 60-in. pen-

stock is 8000 ft. in length, and it terminates in the cases of

the turbines at the power house. The thickness of the pipe

sheets varies from 'J4 in. at the upper to y% in. at the lower

end, and both inside and out are coated with tar and pitch.

The lower part of the penstock is coated with cement, on

the inside, and the entire penstock is covered by an earth

trench which has a minimum depth of 15 ins. The pipe line

is lap welded and double riveted in all seams toward the

latter end of the run, and it is lap welded with a single row

of rivets at the head of the run.

An important feature of this plant is the large percentage

of the available flow of the area drained which is stored.

The natural flow of the stream itself is too small to be of

great value for all the year round use. The topography

of the country permits the storage of so much of the rainfall

FIG. 2.—RUTLAND RAILWAY, LIGHT & POWER COMPANY'S
POWER HOUSE

that after due allowance is made for evaporation and seepage

enough remains to furnish ample power all the year round.

About Jan. 1, 1907, the old steam plant of the Rutland City

Electric Company will probably be thrown entirely out of

commission. At present the railway load is the principal

burden of the Mendon plant.

The pipe line is carried along the side of the station,

branches being taken in to the wheels. Water hammer is

eliminated by the installation of a regulating tower 220 ft high,

having a tank of sufficient capacity to relieve the wheels of

fluctuations of pressure in the pipe line. The tank is supported

by a steel tower mounted on concrete foundations, a standpipe

being carried up from the penstock to the tank. The tank is

15 ft. in diameter and 50 ft. high, the riser pipe being 36 ins.

FIG. 3.—EXTERIOR OF POWER STATION

in diameter. It is built of riveted steel plates with a hemis-

pherical bottom, and is frost-proofed by a wooden casing.

The top of the standpipe and water tower is 17 ft. above the

flow line of the lower reservoir. The space between the frost-

proofing and the steel tank is supplied with heat by a steam
pipe running from a heater located in the power house, to pre-

vent freezing of the water in the winter time. Both the

standpipe and the water tank are of double structure, each
having an inner and an outer part with a space between.
The exterior of the standpipe has a diameter of 5 ft. 8 in.,

the inside diameter being 3 ft. The outer tank is 18 ft. in

diameter. There are 265 sq. ft. of heating surface disposed

of in 2-in. steam pipe in the annular space between the outer

and inner pipes and tanks. In case of a sudden increase in

the loading of the power house generators the stored water
in the tank at the top of the standpipe is sufficient to prevent

more than a small drop in head. In case of a sudden reduc-

tion in load the surplus energy of the water column is ex-

pended in overflow from the inner to the outer tank of the

standpipe. This overflow then passes to the tail race beneath

the power station through the outer pipes. The bottom of

the tank is surrounded by a platform which is reached by
climbing the lateral braces on one of the columns.

The power house is a brick structure with concrete founda-
tions, concrete roof and steel trusses. There are no purlins

in the roof construction, as the concrete slabs were molded
in forms set up on the ground, and after hardening were

transported to the site of the power house, removed from the

forms, hoisted to the roof and attached to the steel trusses.

After being leveled the joints were pointed up with cement
and a finished covering of roofing felt and asphalt compound
installed. The roof slabs are 4 ft. wide, 8 ft. 6 ins. in length

and over 3
T < ins. in thickness, reinforced with 3 ins. of No.

10 expanded metal, and are composed of one part cement,

two parts coarse, sharp sand, and three parts clear crushed

stone or gravel. Considerable gravel was used in the con

crete work for foundations, floors and roofing for the build-

ing, as gravel was readily obtainable from the beds of two

creeks which flowed, one on each side of the power house.

The sand for construction purposes was also conveniently

located, as a bank was found close to the power house site

and on top of the adjoining hill. In order to utilize this sand
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it was only necessary to install a sheet-iron chute, which

deposited the sand at the desired location.

The power house is 37 ft. 3 ins. x 79 ft. 9 ins. over all. A
concrete pit 10 ft. wide and 14 ft. deep below the floor level

runs along the side of the station nearest the pipe line. Each

turbine receives its water through a 30-in. supply pipe which

connects the wheel casing with the penstock. These pipes

FIG. 5.—STORAGE BATTERY INSTALLATION

pass through the upper part of the pit, and the lower part is

used as the tail race. At the downstream end of the station

the pit connects with an open conduit which leads the dis-

charged water into the bed of the creek once more. The

power house contains room for four turbine and generator

units, but as yet only three machines are installed. Each of

these consists of a 400-kw, 13,200-volt, 25-cycle, three-phase

General Electric revolving field generator

direct coupled to a horizontal double-dis-

charge 90-in. turbine manufactured by the

S. Morgan Smith Company, of York, Pa.

In each wheel the water enters through an

opening in the case which is placed be-

tween the supporting beams. The run-

ner discharges into two elbows and two

draft tubes, which prevent unbalanced end

pressure. The center of each wheel is 12

ft. 6 ins. above the level of the tail water,

and 18 ft. above the bottom of the pit.

Type Q Lombard governors are used.

The exciters consist of two 45-kw, 125-

volt dynamos, each of which is direct

driven by a 34-in. horizontal turbine de-

signed for 725 r. p. m. and controlled by

a Lombard governor. An 18-in. branch

pipe supplies the exciter wheels. Fig. 3

represents a rear view of the power house

and a side of the steel frame which sup-

ports the relief tank and standpipe, and

Fig. 4 shows the interior of the station.

Indicating devices for recording head

pressures, head of tail water, etc., are installed and an

indicating and recording tachometer is provided for

each wheel. From the generators and exciters cables

run in clay conduits beneath the concrete floor to

the switching apparatus, which is located behind the

switchboard panels shown in Fig. 4. Each generator has

an oil switch operated by a handle on the front of the

corresponding panel, and the outgoing transmission lines are

also provided with oil switches. There are two three-phase

lines of No. 4 copper carried on separate poles with about

100 ft. between the parallel circuits over the 4 miles between

the Mendon power house and the main distributing sub-sta-

tion at Rutland. The poles are of chestnut and from 30 to

45 ft. in length. Each of the outgoing circuits passes from

the oil switches to a choke coil, thence to the lightning ar-

resters shown in Fig. 4 on the wall behind the switchboard,

and out of the building through porcelain tubes in the wall.

The oil switches are mounted in concrete cell compartments.

Besides the generator, exciter and line panels the switchboard

carries a regulator panel with a Tirrell regulator for voltage

control mounted upon it. All of the cables in the building

are encased in lead coverings and each has a capacity of

twice the load under which it normally operates. The power

house lighting circuits are entirely encased in iron conduit,

forty 16-cp incandescent lamps being used to illuminate the

station. The porcelain tubes which carry the 13,200-volt

lines through the building are spaced 18 ins. apart on centers.

The station wall is 13 ins. thick except at abutments, where

the thickness is 30 ins. A hand-power traveling crane sweeps

the entire generating room. The lines are transposed twice

between Mendon and Rutland. There are two twelve-hour

shifts daily at the Mendon power house.

The old power house of the Rutland City Electric Company
contains about 1000 hp in steam and electrical equipment,

and there was also an old street railway plant at West Rut-

land which was shut down in December, 1905. It contained

400 kw in 500-volt generators.

Power is now distributed from a main sub-station at Rut-

land and from one at Castleton Corners, to the street railway

trolley circuits. The Rutland sub-station is a one-story build-

ing, 30 ft. x 32 ft., with concrete foundations and floor, brick

walls and a roof of concrete and expanded metal. The floor

is 6 ins. thick and the roof y/2 ins., supported by 55-lb.

INTERIOR OF THE RUTLAND RAILWAY, LIGHT & POWER
COMPANY'S POWER HOUSE

I-beams 18 ins. high, cross-laid with others 8 ins. high and

18 lbs. weight per linear foot. A concrete block addition is

now being made to this sub-station to house a motor gener-

ator and frequency changer set to be used in connection with

the company's lighting business. The Rutland sub-station

contains three 125-kw, 13,200-volt to 380-volt transformers, and

two 150-kw, 600-volt rotary converters, the usual oil switches

and switchboard instruments. A short distance away is a
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battery house containing 280 cells supplied by the Gould

Storage Battery Company, of New York. The battery house

is 30 ft. x 56 ft., is one story high, and has a roof of con-

crete slabs with expanded metal, laid on 60-lb. rails used as

rafters, with 6-ft. centers, and covered on top with tar, felt

and gravel. The floor is of concrete, 3 ins. thick, and the

walls are of brick. The capacity of the battery is 400 am-

pere-hours, with an 800-amp. capacity for twenty minutes

and 900 amps, for five minutes without injury to the plates.

By means of a rectifier and booster sets the battery is ar-

ranged to absorb the fluctuations of both the railway and a.

c. power systems. An interior view of this battery house is

shown in Fig. 5.

The Castleton sub-station is connected with the Rutland

sub-station by a single three-phase line of No. 4 copper, 12.5

miles in length. In the Castleton sub-station are three 150-

kw transformers and two rotary converters of 150-kw and

200-kw capacity respectively ; the blowers in both the Rutland

and the Castleton sub-stations are motor-driven. The con-

tractor for the power station, sub-stations and their equip-

ment was J. G. White & Co., of New York. The first cost

of these to the company, exclusive of the hydraulic develop-

ment, was about $125,000. The engines were made by French

& Bryant, of Boston. The standpipe and tank were designed

by the Chicago Bridge & Iron Works.

DEPRECIATION AS APPLICABLE TO ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

In view of the attention which is being given to depreci-

ation among American electric railway companies, it may be

interesting to refer to the extent to which the subject has

been considered by electric railway, companies in Europe.

The practice of Continental roads was summed up in a paper

presented in 1904 at the Vienna meeting of the International

Street and Interurban Railway Association by Mr. Hasel-

mann, manager of the Aachen Street Railway Company. Mr.

Haselmann's report, considerably abstracted, follows

:

DEPRECIATION ON THE RAILWAYS OF CONTINENTAL
EUROPE

The electric railway companies of Continental Europe are

practically unanimous of the opinion that a depreciation fund

is necessary. Nearly all of them have such a fund and

recognize the necessity of making annual appropriations to it.

The replies received explain the necessity of this fund in

different ways, such as: "to replace certain parts of the in-

stallation which do not wear out each year" ; "to take care of

the annual depreciation on different parts of the installation"
;

"to avoid an exaggerated operating expense charge in certain

years, in other words, to secure uniformity in the results of

opration in different years." Most of the companies prefer

to take care of this situation by the establishment and main-

tenance of a depreciation fund. A very few companies pre-

fer tn accomplish the same result by means of amortization

of the account. The former method is preferable for it re-

tains a statement in the balance sheet of the first cost of the

equipment.

The next question is to what extent the establishment of a

depreciation fund is required by law, by the charter of the

company and by its own by-laws. Prussia and Switzerland

seem to be the only countries which have taken legal cog-

nizance of this question. In these countries the question of

the establishment of a depreciation fund by the railway com-
panies has been left by statute to the local authorities, al-

though they have not usually exercised jurisdiction. They
have, however, in the case of the following companies:

Aachen, Barmen, Hanover, Konigsberg and Geneva, but in

most instances with the consent and approval of the company
affected. The states of Alsace-Lorraine and Baden have also

imposed certain obligations of this kind on the Strassburg

Street Railway Company. In certain other cases the charter

or franchise prescribes certain payments to the depreciation

fund, but in most instances there is simply a provision that

such a fund must be established, all details being left to the

company. This silence in the charter or franchise on this

subject is explicable by the fact that for business reasons and

in their own interests the street railway companies in Con-

tinental Europe have generally established funds of this char-

acter. Again, it is possible that omission of any refer-

ence to this subject in many charters may also be attributable

to the difficulties of outlining a satisfactory system for the

establishment of such a fund in enterprises of such new
character as electric tramway companies.

Among the companies whose franchises include clauses

calling for the establishment of depreciation funds are those in

Crefeld, Leipzig, Linz, Liegnitz, Munich, Nordhausen, Riga,

Solingen, Wurzburg, Zurich and Zwickau. In these cases

the clause was introduced in view of the ultimate purchase

of the enterprise by the municipality. Other companies have

incorporated in their constitutions certain regulations on this

subject to agree with certain statutes. Examples are Berlin,

Brussels, Czernowitz, Dessau and Lyons. Similar regula-

tions adopted by the municipal council of Mannheim are in-

corporated in the by-laws of the municipal road in that city.

In addition many street and interurban railway companies
have adopted the practice of having a depreciation fund and
making regular payments to it, although not so required

by law.

The next point to be considered is the basis of payments to

the depreciation fund. Briefly, those companies which have

adopted regular percentages of the investment cost of the

property have adopted certain percentages applicable to the

following main divisions : track construction, overhead and
conduit construction, rolling stock, power station.

An important point is the difference between depreciation

and repairs. A distinction should certainly be drawn. The
Tessin Company says : "We charge to the depreciation fund
the cost of entire renewals, and charge to the repair account
partial renewals, the latter being part of the operating ex-

penses. While in some cases this plan might not be entirely

logical, yet any attempt to divide a charge between repairs

and renewals would be apt to introduce confusion into the

accounts, and the personal equation of the accountant and his

point of view would enter so largely into the matter that the

hard and fast line mentioned is perhaps more satisfactory."

This consideration is interesting and shows how useful it

would be to limit, so far as possible, discretion in the

division of charges between the maintenance and depre-

ciation accounts. This, in fact, is the crux of the whole
question which is now under consideration by the Interna-

tional Street and [nterurban Railway Association, viz: the

proper distinction to draw between maintenance and depreci-

ation.

One method of maintaining a depreciation fund is by cred-

iting annually to that fund certain percentages of the cost

values of the different portions of the equipment. Table I.

shows the various percentages charged off by the. different

companies which follow this method of keeping up a depreci-

ation fund. These percentages' vary as follows: Track con-

struction, 1 per cent to 10 per cent; feeder system, 1 per cent

to 8 per cent; rolling stock, 1.25 per cent to 10 per cent;

power station, 2.5 per cent to to per cent.

Table II. gives a list of six companies whose depreciation
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fund is maintained by annual payments based on percentages

on the entire investment. As will be seen, the percentages

vary from 1.5 per cent to 3.5 per cent.

Table III. is a statement of four companies whose depreci-

ation fund is maintained by payment of percentages of the

gross receipts.

From what has preceded, it will lie seen that it is difficult

to formulate any rule or derive any basis for calculating the

proper amount to be charged off for the depreciation fund.

One method of attacking the question is to pro-rate the pay-

ments over a period based upon the life of the different parts

of the system. A summary of the lives of various portions

of the equipment as calculated by five companies, all mem-
bers of this association, is presented in Table IV. Even

here, however, it is a question as to the extent to which the

lives of the parts should be determined from present stan-

dards of wear. According to the managers of the systems of

Cologne and Linz, the fact that portions of the equipment

may become obsolete more rapidly than they wear out should

also be considered as a factor in calculating their life, because

conditions may arise under which existing portions of the

equipment, which may not yet have been covered by amor-

tization or a depreciation fund, have to be replaced by more

modern and more economical apparatus. It is questionable,

however, whether this is not stretching the principle too far.

If the new apparatus is so much more economical than the

old as to justify an abandonment of the latter, should not the

difference in cost be properly considered as a capital charge?

Referring again to Table IV., it will be noted that the

lives of parts estimated by the different companies do not

correspond in all cases. This is logical. The wear on

track is due largely to the density of traffic and number of

wheels run over it, while in other portions of the equipment

depreciation is more a question of time. Every one will

recognize, therefore, that the main object before the associ-

ation is not so much to determine an absolute basis for the

payments to the depreciation fund as it is to establish certain

principles which have received the sanction of experience and

TABLE I.

Statement or Companies Whose Depreciation Fund is Maintained by Payments of Percentages on Separate Divisions of the

Equipment.

Percentages Charged Off. Is the

Depreciation
Fund These

Credited Percentages
NAME OF COMPANY Track With the

Construction. Power Amount Prescribed
Feeder System. Rolling Stock. Station. of Sales by

of Old
Material ?

Aix-la-Chapelle i-5 1 .0 Motor cars 2 .

5

4.0 Yes Authorities.

Trail cars 1.25
Freight cars 1 .25

Barmen 2-2.25 Poles 1.5-2.0 Motor cars 5 . 0-5 .

5

5 -°-5 -5 No Authorities.

Trolley wire 5 . 0-6 . Trail cars 1. 25-1. 50
Feeders 1 .0-1 .25 Freight cars 3.0-3.5
Cables 3.0-5.0

Cologne (?) (?) 8.0 (?) No The city.

1
- 5 1 .5 3-° No Statute.

Frankfort I 5 -° 5 •° 6.0 7.0 Yes The city.

Glasgow 10.0 Poles and rosettes 3.0 7-33 5.0 No Authorities.

Leipzig I 2 .0 4-o 8.0 8.0 Yes Franchise.

(?) Motor cars 2 .0 (?) Yes Statute.

Tra'l cars 1
.

5

Poles and rosettes 3 .

5

Motor cars 7 . (?) No The city.

Trolley wire 8.0 Trail cars 5.0
Cables 5.0

Nuremberg I •w 5 . 0-8 . (?) 5.-8. Yes The city.

2 .0 3-° 10 .0 6.0 No Society.

Riga 1 .0 2 .0 4.0 4.0 Yes Franchise.

TABLE II.

Statement from Roads Whose Deprecation Fund is Maintained by Percentages

on the Entire Invf.stment.

NAME OF" COMPANY.
Percentage
Charged.

Is the

Depreciation
Fund

Credited
With the

Amount
of Old

Material?

These
Percentages

Are
Prescribed by

Berlin II

Erfurt
1.5
2.0
1.5
3.5
1.6
2.0

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

The company

.

The company.
Authorities.

Franchise.
Franchise.
The company.

Solingen—City system

TABLE III.

Statement of Four Companies Whose Depreciation Fund is Maintained by Pay-

ment of Percentages of Gross Receipts.

NAME OF COMPANY. Percentage-

Charged.

Is the
Depreciation

Fund
Credited
With the

Amount
of Old

Material?

These
Percentages

Are
Prescribed by

Crefeld 6.0
5.0
6.0
10.0

Yes
Yes
(?)

No

Franchise.
Franchise.
Franchise.
Franchise.

Munich
Solingen Suburban system

TABLE IV.

Life in Years of Different Parts of Equipment as Estimated by Different

Companies.

NAME OF Track Feeder Rolling Power
COMPANY. Construction. System. Stock. Station.

Brussels I 25 Poles 25 25 25
Feeders 25

Trolley wire 10
Elberfeld 15 8-10 Motor cars 15

Trail cars 20
Heidelberg Double track 25 10 Motor cars 17 (?)

Single track 17 Trail cars 25
Lvons 15 25 15 15

20-25 (?) 15-20 (?)
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which will allow different companies a latitude in determin-

ing the size of their payments to the depreciation fund.

Table V. shows the amounts in cents per car-mile which

the companies designated charged off to their renewal funds

:

Company.

Cents

per
Company.

Cents

per

ipei .96

1.68

2.24

Aix-la-Chi

Berlin .1.

Berlin II.

Dessau 1.48

Frankfort 1 1.2

Frankfort II 1.2

Hamburg 56

Hamm 1.40

Leipzig 1 1.872

Leipzig II r.2

Liegnitz 472
Manheim 2.16

Nordhausen 1.6

Nuremberg 1 2.4

Solingen 1.72

Wurzburg 1.

Czernowitz 2.5

Geneva 0.8

Lyons 1.23

Zurich 1.32

Twenty-one companies credit their depreciation fund with

the sums received from the sale of old material. Those

which follow this policy are : Aix-la-Chapelle, Crefeld, Des-

sau, Dresden, Elberfeld, Frankfort I., Frankfort II., Geneva,

Glasgow, Hanover, Heidelberg, Leipzig I., Leipzig II., Linz.,

Liegnitz, Lyons, Nuremberg I., Riga, Strassburg, Zurich and

Zwickau. The greater part of the remaining companies carry

these sums to the credit of their operating expenses. The
remainder carry it as a credit to either their cost of first

installation or as a credit to some other account.

Table VI. is a suggested form of keeping track of the

amounts to be charged to the depreciation fund .

This report will be concluded by reviewing briefly the prin-

ciples determined by the writer's study of this question.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The maintenance of a depreciation fund by annual pay-

ments is to be recommended for every street and interurban

railway company. It is necessary when there is no sinking

fund to cover the original investment.

(2) In electric railway operation the depreciation fund

should supply the money necessary to renew (a) track con-

struction, (b) the distributing system, (c) rolling stock, (d)

power stations and, where conditions require, (e) miscel-

laneous.

(3) The depreciation fund can be charged with the cost of

renewals (not including labor) for work of considerable im-

portance, such as (a and b) entire sections of track and over-

head construction; (c) complete cars, car bodies, trucks, mo-
tors; (d) engines, boilers, and important parts of the steam

equipment. All other repairs and renewals ought to be

charged to the operating expenses.

4. The depreciation fund ought to be credited with (a) the

sums secured from the sale of old material, (b) interest

earned by the fund itself, and (c) by an annual payment based

out of operating expenses.

5. The amount of the payments mentioned aoove under (c)

paragraph 4 depends upon local conditions, but should be

based upon the following considerations :

(a) For track and overhead construction, probable life and
ton-miles or car-miles run, quality of material, resist-

ance to wear, section used, condition of track, expense
of maintenance, traffic conditions in streets, profile,

guarantees supplied by the manufacturer, greater or less

magnitude of the work, etc.

(b) Rolling stock: Condition of car bodies, car-miles run,

number of cars and motors kept in reserve, and their

probable length of usefulness, based largely upon whether
they are of old or new design.

(c) Power station, date and character of installation, amount
of machinery kept in reserve, output, hours per day in

use. ,

6. The percentages or amount of the annual payments
ought to be revised at regular intervals. This revision ought
to take into account any changes in the art and in price.

7. The depreciation fund ought to be kept distinct from the

other funds of the enterprise.

8. The sums assigned to the depreciation fund, when they

are not to be immediately utilized, should be employed in the

purchase of interest-bearing securities.

9. Payments to the depreciation fund can be reduced or

first Cost
Value in

Francs.

Value of New
Apparatus Reduced

' by the Sale of
Old Apparatus

Annual Payments

In Per Cent
of the

Cost Value.

Track constuction, rails lies, switches,

cross-overs*, roadway, etc

Overhead constuction poles

Overhead conductors*, cables, etc

,

Cars—Motor cars, trail cars, baggage cars,

etc ;

Generating apparatus—Boilers, engines,

generators, storage batteries, etc

Rails 750,000
Less 350,000

400,000

Poles 200,000
Less 25,000

175,000

Wires 100,000

Less 50,000

50,000

First cost . . . 600,000
Less 200,000

400,000

Apparatus . . 250,000
Less 50,000

200,000

1 .9% of 750,000 fr.

1.0% of 200,000 fr.

4.0% of 100,000 fr.

1.7% of 600,000 fr.

4.0% of 250,000 fr.

*To the main track and sidings.

Teeders, trolley wires, etc.

50% of the cars in reserve.
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suspended when the total reaches an amount considered suf-

ficiently large.

10. A certain sum ought, however, always to appear as

a liability in the balance sheet, even where the company

will not have the benefit.

11. During prosperous years the payments to the depreci-

ation fund can be increased.

DISCUSSION

In the discussion of this report the fact was brought out

that the German Street Railway Association was studying

the question of the proper percentages, and it was therefore

decided to postpone action on this subject until a decision

should be reached by this latter association. At the subse-

quent meeting of the German association, however, the at-

tempt to fix definite percentages for different portions of the

installation was abandoned.

SUBJECT OF DEPRECIATION IN ENGLAND

The Municipal Tramways Association, of Great Britain,

has also discussed the subject to a considerable extent. The

subject was first brought before the association in 1902 by

James Dalrymple, who suggested percentages varying from

4 to 8 per cent on the cost value of the equipment of the line.

It has been more recently considered at the fifth annual meet-

ing of the same association held Sept. 19 to 21, this year,

when G. W. Holford, general manager of the Salford Tram-

ways, presented a paper on the subject. In British muni-

cipal accounts, the capital account is amortised yearly, as in

our own. Mr. Halford did not take up the subject, there-

fore, from the standpoint of the balance sheet as with a pri-

vate company, but more with regard to the provision of a

fund to cover the cost of renewals which will be required in a

municipal tramway undertaking before the period for which

the borrowing powers have been allowed should expire.

In regard to rolling stock, he believed that, taking into con-

sideration the period generally sanctioned by the Board of

Trade of Great Britain for the repayment of money borrowed

by municipalities to cover this expenditure, there will not be

required within that period any abnormal expenditure for re-

newals, provided careful attention is paid to the maintenance

of the rolling stock. Under these circumstances the rolling

stock should outlive the period of the borrowing power.

Respecting buildings, these also, he thought, should cer-

tainly outlive the period of the loans, and the British stand-

ardized accounts already provide for their proper main-

tenance out of revenue account.

Overhead equipment can also be maintained out of reve-

nue ; that is to say, the poles should outlive the loan period,

provided that they are painted at regular intervals, and al-

though the trolley wire, etc., will require renewal from time

to time, the cost of this periodical renewal is not a very seri-

ous item when the price obtainable for copper as scrap ma-

terial is taken into consideration.

He therefore confined his attention to the remaining por-

tion of the equipment, that is, track construction, and its

probable life, which he estimates at approximately twelve

years. That is to say, where the traffic is not less than every

five minutes it would average about fifteen years, and on a

line of a heavy traffic ten years. This life depends largely

upon joint maintenance and future improvements in the art

of supporting the joints may, and probably will, increase the

life of the rail.

Out of sixty municipal tramway enterprises in England, the

following, or nineteen in number, have established no depre-

ciation fund : Ashton, Barking, Belfast, Blackburn, Bourne-

mouth, Chester, Colchester, Darlington, Doncaster, Glouces-

ter, Keighley, Kilmarnock, Lincoln, Lowestoft, Maidstone,

Pontypridd, Rochdale, Southend and Wigan.

The following, or fifteen in number, charge off all of the

net profits to a depreciation fund, and the amount of such fund

on March 31, 1906, is given after the name of each city:

Amount
City. of Fund.

Aberdeen £,14,379

Birkenhead 11,465

Bradford 48,469

Brighton 2,766

Burnley 1 1,796

Bury 4,342

Halifax 10,221

Leicester 27,558

City.

Preston

Reading
Rotherham ....

Southampton Not stated

Stockport 5,94i

Walsall 6,163

Warrington 220

Amount
of Fund.

£4,000
• 5.H5

4,980

Table VII. shows the companies with the number of cars,

miles of track, which charge off a fixed amount to the depre-

ciation and renewal funds, as well as the total amount of such

fund on March 31, 1906:

TABLE VII.

vtement of companies which charge flxed amounts or percentages to

Depreciation Fund.

NAME OF
COMPANY.

No.
of

Cars.

No.
Miles
of

Track.

Ayr 17 7i
Bolton 86 42

Darwen 15 7*

39 8f
Glasgow 783 158!

Huddersfield. . 70 3°
Kirkcaldy 7i

270 94!

Manchester. . . 542 142

Sheffield 257 66

Southport 26 192
Sunderland.. . . 64 19!
Wallasey 35 12

Annual Contribution to

Depreciation and
Renewal Fund.

3% less cost of renewals
Track £360 per mile

Overhead 5%.
Cars, etc., 10%.
Depots, 3%.
£170 for cars

Intend to use all profits

Track £500 per mile

Poles, etc., 3%.
Cars, 7i%-
Depots,

3% of total capital expenditure

3% on cars and tools

Track, £11,565
Overhead, 2%%.
Cars, 5%.
Depots, nil.

Track, £400 per mile

Overhead, £50 per mile.

Cars, 5%.
Depots, nil.

£20,000

£1-053
£6,400
1 .47d. per car mile

Total
Amount
of Such
Fund on
March .31,

1906.

928

The following have no fixed amount, but the total depreci-

ation fund on March 31, 1906, is given after the name of each

city:

Amount
City. of Fund.

Blackpool £6,342
Dundee 20,992

Great Yarmouth 1,200

Hull 63,000

Bford 5,636

Liverpool 214,398

Newcastle 28,658

Amount
City. of Fund.

Newport . . . . £1,000
Northampton 2,070

Oldham 2,375

Salford 30,439

West Ham 10,092

Wolverhampton 13498
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THE DISEASES OF STEEL WHEELS

It frequently happens in the operation of a car that some

trouble will be hastily diagnosed as a wheel defect or disease

that may properly belong to some other part of the mechan-

ism, just as one organ of the human mechanism may suffer

in sympathy with a diseased part, or a pain may manifest

itself in a place remote from the real seat of the trouble, as

acute indigestion may develop intense pain in the chest or

back. So when steel wheels are failing abnormally it is not

always safe to jump to the conclusion that it is the fault of the

wheel itself.

For example, sharp flanges are frequently attributed to

inequality in the hardness of the metal of the two wheels on

the same axle. It is easy to say, if the treads are not of the

same hardness, the softer one will wear away more rapidly,

and that its flange will be crowded against the rail by its

larger mate ; a soft flange would run sharp under such condi-

tions, and therefore, as the flange does run sharp the wheel

must have been soft. So the circle of logic is complete, the

wheel is condemned, the maker is asked to replace it, and the

process is repeated until it dawns upon the man in charge that

possibly the real ailment may be elsewhere. As a matter of

fact, it is doubtful whether any one of the thousands of claims

of soft wheels causing sharp flanges was ever sifted to the

bottom to ascertain whether there really was any difference

in the hardness of the wheels or not. Probably when this is

done the result will be a surprise, as it may indicate there

was no difference between the two, or that the more badly

worn wheel was the harder.

Hard spots do, however, appear in steel wheels and ties,

but they can more frequently be traced to the service to

which the wheel has been subjected rather than to inherent

qualities of the steel itself. Steel as now made and rolled into

I ___J_

FIG. 2.—SLAG FLAW IN STEEL TIKE, SHOWING FOLD OF
METAL NEAR THE SURFACE OF THE TREAD

ties is remarkably homogeneous, and we have a metal avail-

able for tires that was undreamed of forty years ago. So,

while no claim can be made that the hardness and wearing
qualities of all parts of a wheel will be identical, to say

nothing of those of the same lot, the differences are slight and
can scarcely be 'counted upon to affect the wearing qualities.

There is, however, a wide difference between wheels of the

several makers, and care should be taken that no two are put

upon the same axle. The carbon content and resultant physi-

cal conditions range between very appreciable limits, running

from .55 to .70 per cent. Of course wheels of these varying

characteristics cannot be expected to run well together. But,

when an off-hand diagnosis of variation of hardness is given

in explanation of abnormal wear or performance, the state-

1

4

"

ttlTT

B3HMHHI
FIG. 1.—SPECIMEN OF BURNED STEEL

ment should not be accepted until proof of its soundness is

produced.

It must not be supposed, from what has been said, that

variations of hardness do not occur. The temperature to

which a tire is heated, its manipulation under the hammer and

FIG. 3.—SLAG CRACK IN STEEL TIRE

the rolls, as well as the finishing temperature, have much to

do with the final physical condition. In short, as a general

proposition, it may be stated that the finer the grain the better

the physical and mechanical properties of the steel. This

fineness depends primarily upon the finishing temperature and

the annealing temperature. So carelessness in attending to

either of these two points will cause changes of structure that

in turn will vary the hardness in the way so often claimed

and so seldom proved.
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The same carelessness of manipulation that may result in a

variation of the hardness of one or a lot of wheels, if ex-

tended to the heating of the tire, preparatory to rolling, may
produce very bad results. It causes a burning of the metal,

reducing the carbon content locally, and after melting the

pure iron that is so produced may develop an oxide of iron, as

in the dark spots shown in Fig. r. These spots cannot be

FIG. 4.—FERR1TE SHELL ABOUT STEEL TIRE

seen with the naked eye, but must be looked for with a micro-

scope of high power. Ordinarily they are too small to be indi-

cated even by a trace in a chemical analysis, though they will

manifest their presence in a tensile test through a weakening

of the metal by a percentage much above their own proportion

of the cross-section of the material. External inspection is of

no use in detecting this defect, and the testing of one tire from

a lot offered for shipment will do no good; for it is usually

a case of individual treatment affecting a single tire only, or

possibly a few heated at the same time.

The shelling out of steel tires, like the similar phenomenon
in the case of cast-iron wheels, is due to a defect of the ma-

terial's structure. It is more apt to appear in wheels made
direct from castings than in tires rolled from a section of an

ingot. In the steel casting it is exceedingly difficult to pro-

duce a blank entirely free from blow-holes and quite impos-

sible to detect their presence in the finished wheel, when
they do not reach the surface, without destroying the whole.

So, when such a defect exists and the metal is subjected to a

rolling or hammering process, these blow-holes are squeezed

out into fine thin lines, forming an incipient crack dow n in the

body of the metal that eventually will reach the surface and

cause a fracture. When it causes merely a chipping off or

shelling out of a small piece from the tread it is called by the

latter name; but the same kind of original defect may result

in a broken flange. When the steel casting is not subjected

to any mechanical treatment after having been poured the

wearing qualities are invariably deficient and the wheel is

uneconomical, though of ample strength to sustain the

stresses imposed.

Shelling-out of steel tires is also apt to occur where they

have been subjected to a heat treatment subsequent to their

original finishing, whether this be done in the course of

making them into wheels or prior thereto. This treatment

may be an overheating by which the metal is burned, or it

may induce such stresses and internal strains that fine cracks

are formed on the surface or down in the body of the tire.

These latter cracks eventually reach the surface and show
themselves either by the loosening of a small piece, which is

called "shelling out," by the breakage of a flange or, more
rarely, of the rim.

The final and more common cause of shelled-out and

cracked tires is probably slag in one form or another. In

making the ordinary tire, the top end of the ingot is cut off in

the usual way to remove the piping and segregation occurring

immediately below it, together with the slag gathered in and

on the upper portions. A saving of metal is gained in com-
parison with that necessarily removed for rails and plates

by cutting the ingot across in sections and punching a hole

through the center.

The material removed in punching this hole cuts away
around the piping and may remove the segregated portions

entirely, so there is an inducement to use a larger proportion

of the ingot for tires than would be possible were not this

central core removed. The result is that in crowding up

towards the top of the ingot for material for tires, metal is

apt to be cut off in the sections for use that has either en-

trapped some slag within or is coated with it on the outside.

In the hammering and rolling to which the metal is sub-

jected in the making of the tires, this slag is driven into the

interior and, having been squeezed into a fine hair line, forms

the incipient and invisible crack no inspection can detect, and

which afterward, by the rolling action of the wheel, is to

elongate, reach the surface and manifest itself in shelling-out

or cracking.

Again chemical analysis is of little use. The particles of

slag are usually too minute to show even a trace, though

they are frequently quite sufficient to cause a difference of

FIG. 5—SLAG SPOTS IN STEEL TIRE

20 per cent in the tensile strength of two specimens taken an

inch apart from the same piece of metal.

When the slag occurs in the body of the tire it usually

appears as a thin streak, forming a lamination with a number
of branches that give it a rough appearance. Sometimes it

will show as a single stem, but usually there, are two or more
together and approximately parallel as though formed by a

single bubble of slag that had been divided by the pressure of

the sound metal and the two or more parts so formed rolled
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out in parallel lines. At other times the slag will appear in

the form of small flattened dots arranged in parallel lines

with more or less regularity. But whether in continuous or

dotted lines, the direction is generally parallel to the surface

of the tread.

When the slag occurs at or near the surface of the tread,

the appearance is quite different. It will then show in folds

and twists illustrating the directions of flow of the metal into

which it has been forced or with which it has moved under the

direct action of the rolls or hammer. Sometimes such slag

flaws drop down, practically at right angles to the surface,

and again they are so twisted that they shoot off into the

metal at all conceivable angles. Such flaws do not neces-

sarily develop into visible cracks any more rapidly than those

that are buried more deeply and lie parallel to the surface.

In fact such flaws have often been found in what appeared

to the eye to be perfectly sound portions of a tire that had

developed shelled-out spots in other places. In this connec-

tion it may be stated that the mere fact that but one or two

shelled-out spots have appeared on the surface of a wheel is

no sign of that being the only defective portion. If such ?»

tire is examined, it will usually be found that the slag flaws

extend throughout its whole extent, at least near the surface,

so it is defective through and through. It is therefore only a

matter of time when the whole surface would be mottled with

shelled-out spots if the running could be continued until that

time.

While slag flaws and their later development, the crack or

the shelled-out spot, are peculiarities in the way of a disease

that belongs to the steel tire, the trouble has not as yet mani-

fested itself to any great extent upon electric railways. The

metal of which these tires are made, is exceedingly strong

and durable. Running as it does with a carbon content of

more than .60 per cent in American tires the tensile strength

will range from 110,000 lbs. to 124,000 lbs. per square inch of

section. It is also very hard, and naturally the cold rolling of

this metal to elongate the flaw takes time and power. The
power can be obtained only in connection with a wheel

pressure on the rail, so that light equipment suffers but little.

The spot most affected in railway service is under the tenders

of large engines, where the wheels are small and the loads

excessive. On locomotive driving wheels the trouble is rare,

probably due to the employment of carefully selected material

and the large diameter of the tread, by which each portion is

bi ought into contact with the rails less times per mile than is

the case of those under the tender. With heavy electric cars

running on city streets the trouble with shelling-out will be

more frequent, and this frequency will be increased by the use

of short wheel bases and numerous crossings, by both of

which the blows received by the wheel will be increased, the

one adding to the intensity and the other to the frequency.

A combination of the two naturally will lead to the quickest

results. In concluding this portion of the subject it may be
stated that when a shelled-out spot appears in a steel-tired

wheel the owner may look for slag with the almost absolute

certainty of finding it.

It often happens that when a steel-tired wheel has been in

service for a time the rim will be rolled over into the form of

a head on the outside. This may or may not lie indicative of

a softness. All steel tires have a certain amount of ductility

ranging from 10 to 18 per cent of elongation in a tensile test

specimen. The rolling and pounding to which the wheel is

subjected in service naturally causes the metal to flow, and
the only direction in which such a flow can take place is

toward the outer face of the rim where a head may be formed.
The heavier the car and the greater the amount of pounding
fhe sooner the head will be formed, while the more ductile the

material the larger it will become before it finally cracks and
splinters off.

Sometimes this formation is helped by the heat treatment

accompanying the making of the tires. It often happens that

a very thin shell of ferrite or pure soft iron is formed around
the outside of the tread. The result is that this is quickly

rolled out into a head when it is put in service, as it is very

ductile. Where this ferrite extends to any great depth the

rate of wear and the rolling out would be correspondingly

rapid, but this rarely occurs and the ordinary steel structure

will be found at once. It is never found in tires that have
been turned before using. This ferrite shell is also apt to be

broken by slag enclosures that quickly scale off after the

manner of shelling-out, but such spots are usually very small

and can only be seen by an immediate inspection before the

surface has had a chance to be rolled out smooth. Under the

microscope this ferrite appears as a thin white band outside

the steel, and is shown in Fig. 4.

From what has been said it will be seen that, while
the diseases of steel-tired wheels are very insidious and
difficult to detect until they have reached their full de-

velopment, they do not involve any serious menace to

the property equipped with them. That they seldom
occur is due to the care with which the product is made,
and that they can be obviated is evident, provided the

same care is extended all along the line of the manufacture
of the steel and the rolling into shape. This is evidenced
by the rarity of the manifestation of these diseases, for a

search through thousands of new wheels might, and probably
would, fail to bring a single case to light. It is this fact,

coupled with the good wearing qualities of the wheel, its

safety and its capability of keeping a car at work and out of the
house for wheel repairs, that has led managers to regard it as

an economical one for heavy urban and interurban service.

TESTING FOR LIVE AND GROUNDED CAR PARTS

Car parts normally intended to be charged in operation
may become grounded and cause irregular action therefrom;
similarly, car parts normally intended to be grounded in

operation may produce complications as a result of becoming
charged. Thus, the resistance metal of a starting coil is

normally charged in operation; if it becomes grounded, the
starting current will pass to rail without reaching- the mo-
tors and any effort to start the car will blow the fuse or
breaker. The operating controller frames are normally in-

tended to be grounded so that should internal controller in-

sulation become defective the frame will not become charged
and shock a person touching it and a grounded part at the
same time. The first condition of ground is dangerous, be-

cause the resistance hangers and supporting bolts become
charged and able to shock or burn a pitman working under
the car; also under special conditions passengers in the car
may be shocked. A charged controller frame jeopardizes
the safe handling of the car by the motorman and is a litiga-

tion-breeding menace to passengers boarding and alighting.

In case of either charged or grounded condition, the exact
location of the fault can be determined with a voltmeter.

To test for a grounded part, connect one end of the voltmeter
to trolley and use the other end to explore the suspected
area and its connections, after all intentional ground connec-
tions to that area have been disconnected. The instant the

exploring end touches a grounded part, the voltmeter will

deflect, because current from the trolley passes through the

meter to and through the fault to earth. To test for a charged
part, ground one end of the meter and explore with the other.

Contact with a live part will cause deflection because the live

part becomes grounded through the meter.
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PROPOSED SUBWAY SYSTEM TO CONNECT THE BROOK-

LYN AND WILLIAMSBURG BRIDGES

For nearly half a generation efforts have been made to

relieve the passenger congestion at the New York end of the

Brooklyn Bridge caused by the home rush of the many thou-

sands of Brooklynites employed in New York. The ter-

minal facilities have been enlarged several times, so that now

elevated trains are operated on 55 seconds headway and the

surface cars form an almost continuous chain broken only

by the eight loading loops at the New York terminal. All

of the elevated cars over this bridge, including the local ser-

vice, are operated by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company,

while the surface cars are operated by the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit Company and the Brooklyn & Coney Island Railway

Company.

It was hoped that the completion of the Williamsburg

number of surface cars operated is far below the maximum.
In fact, traffic congestion began at this bridge from the day it

was placed in service. The continuation from the Williams-

burg Bridge roadway on the Manhattan side is Delancey

Street, which has been widened up to the Bowery for park-

way purposes.

It is apparent that if the two existing bridges had some

form of railway connection, passengers desiring to ride over

either would not have to go to the terminals, and thus the

congestion at those points would be reduced. To accomplish

this purpose alternative plans were proposed as follows:

Brooklyn interests advocated an elevated railway through

several East Side streets as far as the Brooklyn Bridge; New
York residents, particularly those of the East Side, bitterly

opposed the suggestion for an elevated railway, and favored

a subway route that could go also through streets not avail-

able either for elevated or surface operation.

KEY

Rejected Elevated Loop —

Proposed Subway Systc

Elevated Railways

Present Subway

.MAI' OK PART <>F MANHATTAN' ISLAND AND li R< )( > KLYN. SIKiWINC I ' K I- S K N'l AND I ' R< > 1
'< >S K 1) RAPID TRANSIT LINES

Bridge with its four surface tracks and elevated railway

structure would afford great relief to the older bridge. This,

however, did not prove to be the case. The Williamsburg

Bridge simply opened a new territory which hitherto had

been served chiefly by the ferries. The old bridge is in the

center of New York's down-town business district, which

through its many sky-scrapers has an abnormally high busi-

ness population for its small area. The new bridge termi-

nates in the "East Side" tenement district, almost a mile from

the offices and stores. Owing to franchise difficulties be-

tween the city authorities and the local railway companies, the

elevated tracks on the new Williamsburg Bridge are not con-

nected to either of the elevated systems in New York and

Brooklyn. The New York surface cars run over the two

tracks on one side of the bridge, carrying passengers to the

plaza at the Brooklyn terminal, while the Brooklyn local

bridge cars run on the two tracks on the other side to the

New York end, but as there are no loops at either end the

After several hearings, the New York Rapid Transit Board,

at its October meeting, definitely rejected the elevated scheme

and ordered specifications prepared covering the down-town

subway route shown in the accompanying map, presented by

George S. Rice, chief engineer to the commission. This de-

cision was based very largely on a report submitted by Mr.

Rice on Sept. 13, 1906, of which an abstract appears in the

following paragraphs

:

ELEVATED RAILWAY PROPOSAL

The suggested elevated railroad connection was to start at

the Williamsburg Bridge, pass through Delancey Street to the

Bowery, thence through the Bowery and Park Row and

North William Street to the Brooklyn Bridge. Surveys

were made of the elevated structure as it exists along the

Bowery and Park Row, and designs for a structure to take

care of the travel between the bridges. On Delancey Street

it was proposed to construct an elevated railway with columns
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about 22 ft. apart near the curb of the parkway, occupying

the center of the street. Along the Bowery and on Park

Row it was considered preferable to reconstruct the elevated

railway instead of adding new columns by so strengthening

the structure that it would have been capable of caring for

a double-deck railway, the lower level carrying the local

tracks and the upper deck the loop tracks. Provision was

also made to have the upper deck removed eventually with-

out disturbing the lower tracks.

A station was contemplated at the intersection of Delancey

and Allen Streets, the Bowery and Grand Street, and another

at Chatham Square, all conveniently connecting with the

present stations on the Third Avenue Elevated Railroad

;

also a station on Park Row near Duane Street, to connect

with the Brooklyn Bridge terminal. The cost of this struct-

ure was estimated at about $1,800,000 for construction. The

values of abutting property was estimated at about $14,-

000,000, and taking \2 x/2 per cent of this as an ap-

proximate value of the damage caused along the whole route,

according to Mr. Rice, the total cost of an elevated connection

traffic between New York and Brooklyn. The subway sys-

tem as laid out has the advantage of distributing the passen-

gers in both boroughs and carrying them to or near their

destinations instead of unloading them at one or at a few

stations a long distance from the goal of the greatest number
of passengers. The elevated scheme, it was thought, would

cause a congestion of traffic at the few stations available.

In the plan submitted by Mr. Rice, the subway lines form

a complete system of connection between the two bridges

and with provisions for future connections in Manhattan
Borough and with additional routes between Manhattan and
Brooklyn, namely, on Fourteenth Street, Maiden Lane and
Old Slip, as well as at Brooklyn Bridge.

The route for Manhattan is laid out as follows : Beginning

at Williamsburg Bridge, it passes through Delancey Street

to Center Street, through Center Street to Brooklyn Bridge

;

under Park Row to William Street, and through William

Street to the neighborhood of Wall Street; from Centre

Street and Grand Street, through Grand Street and Des-

brosses Street to Washington Street, through Washington

Cross-Section of Four Track Subway. Street Ry. Journal Cross-Section of Two Track Subway.

SECTIONS OF PROPOSED INTER-BRIDGE SUBWAY

would be $3,550,000. This elevated loop, after the necessary

legal steps had been taken, could have been built in one year.

LINES OF TRAVEL

Some studies were made during the greater part of August

in connection with the travel and lines of distribution of the

passengers on the Manhattan side of the Brooklyn and the

Williamsburg Bridges. It was found that during the two

morning and evening rush hours, from 7 a. m. to 9 a. m.

and from 5 to 7 p. m., respectively, about 20 per cent of the

people using the Brooklyn Bridge depart from or arrive at the

bridge entrance upon the subway, elevated and surface cars.

The remaining 80 per cent walk to and from the bridge

entrance. Of these latter 65 per cent are from the districts

to the east, south and west of the bridge entrance. The re-

maining 15 per cent come from the north through Park Row
and Center Street. This 15 per cent is the only class that

would be accommodated by an elevated loop through the

Bowery and Park Row.
At the Williamsburg Bridge about 40 per cent of all people

using the bridge in both directions cross it in the New York
cars. Of the remaining 60 per cent, 25 per cent would be

accommodated by the elevated loop. The remaining 35 per

cent come from territories north, south and east of the bridge

entrance.

THE PROPOSED SUBWAY SYSTEM

A subway connecting the Williamsburg and Brooklyn
Bridges would be made a part of the comprehensive system
laid out by the Rapid Transit Board and set forth in its

1905 report. Any part of it could be constructed as addi-

tional rapid transit facilities where demanded by the increased

Street and Liberty Street to William Street; from Centre

Street and Canal Street, through Canal Street to Wooster
Street, thence through Wooster Street and Washington
Square East and University Place to Fourteenth Street,

through Fourteenth Street to Greenwich street, and through

Greenwich Street and Washington Street to Desbrosses

Street. The estimate for this portion of the subway route is

as follows

:

BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN
A 4-track subway from the Williamsburg Bridge ter-

minal, which is now under construction, to the

Brooklyn Bridge $3,400,000
Change of Brooklyn Bridge approach to connect to

subway '. 750,000
A 2-track subway from the Brooklyn Bridge through
William Street to a point north of and near Wall
Street 700,000

A 2-track subway on Grand Street and Desbrosses
Street, from Centre Street to Washington Street. . 1,530,000

A 2-track subway on Liberty Street and Washington
Street, from William Street to Desbrosses Street.. 2,100,000

A 2-track subway on Washington Street from Des-
brosses Street, through Greenwich Street, Ninth
Avenue, Fourteenth Street, University Place,

Washington Square East, Wooster Street and Canal
Street to Centre Street 5,600,000

Easements (estimated) 2,000,000

Total $16,080,000

In Brooklyn, the plans .submitted show a loop connection

between the two bridges, with provision to connect with the

future lines from Manhattan, as mentioned above. The route

in Brooklyn is laid out as follows: Beginning at Brooklyn

Bridge, descending from the elevated tracks on the bridge,
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utilizing the bridge storage yard parallel with Washington

Street for the descent, it passes through Washington Street

to Fulton Street ; thence through Fulton Street and Wil-

loughby Street, and Flatbush Avenue Extension to Fulton

Street; through Fulton Street to Lafayette Avenue; through

Lafayette Avenue to Bedford Avenue; through Bedford Ave-

nue and Bedford Avenue Extension, and across Williamsburg

Bridge plaza to the Williamsburg Bridge. The connection

from the elevated tracks at the Brooklyn end of the Brooklyn

Bridge to the subway in Fulton Street is a new addition to

the system, and was not included in the routes previously laid

out by the Board.

The estimated cost of constructing the lines as described

above is as follows :

BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN
A 2-track connection from the elevated tracks on the

Williamsburg Bridge to the subway at the intersec-

tion of Bedford Avenue and Broadway $420,000
A 4-track subway on Bedford Avenue and Bedford
Avenue extension, from Broadway to Lafayette

Avenue 2,520,000

A 4-track subway on Lafayette Avenue from Bedford
Avenue to Fulton Street 2,050,000

A 4-track subway on Fulton Street from Lafayette

Avenue, through Flatbush Avenue extension, Wil-
loughby Street and Fulton Street to Myrtle Avenue 1,830,000

A 2-track connection from the subway at Myrtle Ave-
nue and Fulton Street to the elevated tracks on the

Brooklyn Bridge 410,000

Easements (estimated) 200,000

Total $7,430,000

Any part or the whole of this subway, in both Manhattan

and Brooklyn, can be constructed in two years after the time

of letting the contracts.

Attention is called in Mr. Rice's report to the fact that

the greater part of this subway loop has been presented to

the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court for its decision,

in lieu of the consents of the property owners, and it is ex-

pected that a decision will be rendered about the end of this

year.

It is interesting to add here that on Nov. 20 the New
York State Railroad Commission at a hearing in New York
City issued the following statement with reference to the

"L" loop.

"No favorable action has been taken on the board's sug-

gestion for the construction of an elevated connection be-

tween the New York ends of the Brooklyn and Williamsburg

Bridges. The construction of such a connection would
enable the operation of elevated trains in both directions over

these bridges, and the present location of elevated structures

in the Borough of Brooklyn is such that trains could be so

operated as to make a circulating medium through the busi-

ness and outlying residential sections of that borough. The
method of operation would obviate delay and inconvenience

caused by the transfer now made at the Brooklyn end of the

Brooklyn Bridge, and prevent the congestion which now
occurs at the New York end of both bridges in certain hours

of the day."

On the same day a meeting was called by several civic

organizations in Brooklyn to consider ways and means for

hastening the budding of an inter-bridge connection. Par-

ticulars of this meeting will be published in the next issue of

the Journal.

The United Railways Company, of St. Louis, has inau-

gurated a new express car service over the St. Charles line.

The express makes two round trips daily. The new car has

all modern improvements and is said to be one of the finest of

its kind.

STEEL RAILS*

BY ROBERT JOB

Twenty or thirty years ago steel rails did not cause the

difficulty which is found with the present product. This con-

dition, which is only too familiar to every railroad man, is due

to a number of causes.

In the first place, a vastly greater tonnage is handled to-day

by the mills, and the same care is not used in the preparation

and cropping of the ingots, while in the rolling much higher

finishing temperatures are maintained, resulting in coarser

structure with relatively rapid wear. In many cases the com-

position is better to-day than formerly, yet in spite of what

under present practice would be considered dangerous com-

position, it is a well-known fact that the old rails gave gen-

erally excellent service, this being due iarjgly to thorough

working of the steel down to a low finishing temperature.

In Fig. 1 we see the structure of an old 67 John Brown rail

rolled and laid in 1864, and in track for thirty-four, years.

The composition was as follows

:

Per Cent
Carbon .- 330
Phosphorus 039
Manganese .390

Sulphur 030
Silicon 070

The sections of photomicrographs throughout this paper

are taken from the center of head and are magnified fifty

diameters.

:rtT

FIG. 1 FIG. 2

Fig. 2 shows the structure of an 80-lb. rail of somewhat the

same general composition as that above, namely:

Per Cent

Carbon 396
Phosphorus 072

Manganese 660
Sulphur 033
Silicon 286

This rail was rolled a few years ago and gives a good in-

dication of the far greater coarseness of structure of present

practice. Under the same traffic the one has given long ser-

vice while the other would cut out rapidly.

Fig. 3 represents about the coarsest structure obtained at

present practice, 90-lb. section, the composition being:

Per Cent

Carbon 620

Phosphorus .094

Manganese 1.000

Sulphur .033

Silicon 100

Such a rail wears relatively rapidly, tending to brittleness

when the steel is unsound.

Fig. 4 shows about the average of the better grade of pres-

ent practice, 90-lb. rail. Structure of this character is much
tougher and safer than that indicated by Fig. 3.

* Abstract of paper presented at the meeting of the New York Railroad

Club, Nov. 16, 1906.
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On noting the vast differences which have been shown, the

question at once arises, why is not the former close-grained

show wearing structure produced to-day? Is the change due

merely to the insistent efforts of the mills for higher tonnage

or do other elements enter into the case. The answer is

complex. In the first place the increased weight of the pres-

ent sections of 90 or 100 lbs. per yard instead of 60 or 65 lbs.

has radically upset the ratio between the various components

of the area of the rail, that is, head, web and flange. The
former is far thicker and of much greater mass than formerly,

while the other parts in many cases have increased but little

in thickness or even have decreased. As a result of these

changes the flange gets to the lowest temperature at which

it can be rolled long before the head reaches the same tem-

FIG. 3 FIG. 4

perature, so that even though the flange be fine grained and

tough, as fine even as was obtained in the old practice, the

crystals of steel in the head may be very coarse, since they

were growing in size from the time that pressure upon them

in the rolls ceased until the steel at that point had fallen

below a dull red heat. This condition would mean relative

rapid wear and brittleness.

From the above it is evident that in order to get fine grained

structure clear to center of head two courses are open. First,

to rearrange the proportions of the rail in such manner that

each component part shall reach the critical temperature at

more nearly the same time, as in the old sections, or, secondly,

to change the heat treatment given the steel, either during

the rolling or subsequently. By the first method the large

crystals would be prevented from forming, while by the sec-

ond, even though formed, they would be broken up by the

reheating.

In some mills it is common practice to hold the rail before

the last pass with the object of giving greater toughness and

better wearing qualities to the steel owing to the finishing

at a lower temperature. Unluckily the plan is of little benefit,

since thereby a fairly fine granular structure is produced to a

depth of only about an eighth of an inch from the surface.

This, in service, is quickly worn away, exposing the coarse

structure beneath. The general character is clearly shown in

Figs. 5, 6 and 7; Fig. 5 represents the condition immediately

at the surface of a 90-lb. rail
;
Fig. 6, y% in. from the top of

head, and Fig. 7, in. from the top, or at about the center of

head. What is needed is thorough working of the steel

throughout its mass at a temperature as near as possible to its

critical point.

Annealing will remove the coarse granular structure and

give an appearance similar to Fig. 8, but will also lower the

elastic limit and produce a rapid wear. Unfortunately, an-

nealed rails, with their freedom from brittleness and from in-

ternal strains, are of hardly more than theoretical interest,

since they cannot be obtained in any considerable quantities

under present conditions.

The form of section also has a decided influence upon the

mechanical strength of the rail, that is, with steel of precisely

IO
1

3

the same composition and degree of porosity one section will

tend to support loads better and show greater freedom from

crushing and splintering than will another section of the same
weight per yard. This square-headed rail like the A. S. C. E.

section will hold its angle for only a comparatively short time

under heavy traffic, and it is also a matter of frequent observa-

tion that when porosity of the steel is present, rails of the

square-headed type have a much greater tendency to sliver

and crush along the outer edge than do rails with a more
angular head, the reason evidently being that the mass of

metal supporting the edge is very much less in the former

than in the latter. A typical case of this breaking down of

the outside edge of an unsound rail of the A. S. C. E. section

is shown in Fig. 9. This rail, and a number of others rolled

FIG. 7 FIG. 8

at the same time, had gotten into this condition after service

of only two months, while other rails in the same lot and

immediately adjoining the defective ones were unaffected.

Etching of the surface showed, as seen in this figure, that the

difficulty was due to defective manufacture, unsound steel,

while those which gave good service were found to be practi-

cally free from porosity.

The appearance of the fracture of a rail which has failed

owing to overloading is distinctive, and is shown in Fig. 10.

The fracture generally takes place immediately over a tie, due,

of course, to the repeated straining of the metal beyond its

elastic limit. At first, merely a hair crack is found. This,

with repeated bending, gradually extends into the rail and

the broken surfaces become smooth and darkened by oxida-

tion, as shown in the figure. Finally, the remaining metal is

too slight to support the weight of a passing load, and the

final fracture occurs. We have taken one of these light rails

from the track, broken it under the drop, and found one of

these typical cracks developing over each tie, showing clearly

the need of close watchfulness in the maintenance of track

subjected to heavy traffic. The rails here exhibited were of

79-lb. weight.

We have referred above to the necessity of avoiding poros-

ity and unsoundness of steel if good service is to be obtained.

Curiously enough a frequent characteristic of nickel steel is

somewhat allied to this condition. It is a matter of general

observation that nickel steel rails have not given the service

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.
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which was anticipated and hoped for, but that there has been

a tendency to sliver and to have a life not at all proportioned

to the cost. Several years ago while investigating some of

these rails we came upon a condition which seemed to account

fully for this unfortunate behavior. The rail had the follow-

ing composition

:

Per Cent
Carbon 530
Phosphorus 093
Manganese 940
Sulphur '. 040
Silicon 082
Nickel 3.480

Upon taking a portion of this rail at center of head/etching

and magnifying fifty diameters, we found that the greater part

of the area was exceedingly fine uniform structure, as shown
in the upper left-hand part of Fig. 11; there were, however,

occasional patches of metal in which relatively large silvery

granules appeared, as at the lower right-hand part of the fig-

ure, showing that the nickel had evidently not thoroughly

melted and diffused through the heat. Consequently the

strength of the metal under lateral stress was deficient owing

FIG. 10

to the seam lines, although if subjected to direct longitudinal

force as in the ordinary tensile test it undoubtedly would have

been normal and high.

The important question remains, how can better rails than

are now secured be obtained. We have already suggested

that by modifying the section of the rail a finer granular

form with its inherent toughness and tenacity may be ob-

tained. By insisting upon cropping of ingots clear to sound

metal, a'nd by testing a rail-butt which is certainly known to

have been taken from the top of an ingot, so that if marked
unsoundness be present, the heat may be rejected by the drop

test, a reasonable degree of soundness can be secured, and

slivering and crushing largely prevented. By increasing the

hardness of the rail as much as is compatible with the charac-

ter of the roadbed, the rate of wear may be decreased, but we
believe that further aids are necessary and can before long be

obtained. Bessemer rail has filled an important need, partic-

ularly in the days of light, easily rolled sections and light

wheel loads. Under present conditions, however, there is

urgent demand for harder, tougher steel. In the Bessemer
rail the hardness, with the proportion of phosphorus usually

present, cannot be increased much beyond present practice,

say 0.60 or 0.65 per cent carbon, without causing undue brit-

tleness, and hence advantage has been taken of the basic open

hearth process by which phosphorous and sulphur can be

nearly eliminated. With these elements of brittleness largely

removed the proportion of carbon has been increased safely

and with very favorable results to nearly 0.90 per cent, thus

securing great hardness, together with great tenacity and a

very low rate of wear. Bessemer rails will undoubtedly con-

tinue to be used for the lighter sections and in locations where

traffic is light, but we believe that under the more exacting

conditions this quality will before long disappear, replaced by

the harder, tougher steel of the basic open hearth process.

WHAT IS AN ENGINEER-CONSTRUCTOR ?*

Managing Er

GEORGE A. DAMON,
eer of the Arnold Compa Chicago

( hie prominent element of modern industrial life is bigness.

We have large business corporations, combined railway sys-

tems, extensive manufacturing concerns and comprehensive

enterprises in all lines of commercial activity. Another dom-
inant element is efficiency, which may be taken as the key

word of modern business life and engineering practice. The
constant aim is not cheapness in construction or equipment,

but effectiveness, the greatest return for the outlay. These

two elements chiefly have brought about a condition in which

we have the necessity for a technical organization ready to

produce large results in an effective way. Between the desire

for bigness and efficiency and its fulfilment, is the field of

operation for the creative and constructive abilities of the

engineer-constructor.

An engineer-constructor is an organization, and not an in-

dividual. It makes possible the most effective combination

of technical theory with practical experience, and provides

for the use of "team work" in connection with the designing

and building of properties. The engineer-constructor should

be prepared to carry the proposition through from beginning

to end without technical assistance from outside the organ-

ization. To be most effective, such an organization should

have at its command the technical knowledge and experience

of the past ; the ability to analyze situations, and discover the

truth from conflicting testimony ; the imagination to conceive

unprecedented results and courage to overcome obstacles

;

the ambition to improve existing systems, and the honesty to

spend money without favor or graft; and finally loyalty to

itself and to its client, which will protect in every way the

interests of all concerned. The expression that "the team

plays as one man" suggests the comparison of the ideal en-

gineer-constructor organization to a modern football team,

and, as this idea grows upon one, considerable instruction and

inspiration can be found in the analogy.

All the things that might be said in regard to getting to-

gether and developing a winning football team could be ap-

plied equally well to the building up of an organization to do

the work of an engineer-constructor. To carry the illustra-

* Abstract of paper pres

Society of Engineers, Nov.

:nted before the Electrical Secti.

16, 1906.
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tion further, suppose that the candidates for this new kind of

team are lined up
;
they will be found to include a civil

engineer, electrical engineer, mechanical engineer, structural

engineer, sanitary engineer, chemical engineer, gas engineer,

fire protection engineer, hydraulic engineer, mining engineer,

architect, industrial expert, statistician, purchasing agent,

construction superintendent, operating engineer and account-

ant. The efficiency of such an organization for the purpose

for which it is created depends upon, first, the perfection of

its individual parts; second, upon the skill with which these

parts have been brought together; and, third, upon the ab-

sence of any unnecessary friction during operation. Such an

organization should not be the maker or manufacturer of any

equipment, nor be connected with the exploitation of any

system of apparatus, nor interested in the introduction of any

patented devices. In its highest stage of development it will

not be connected except in a technical way with the financial

interests which control the enterprise.

In playing an entire game from start to finish, different

men will have the ball in nearly every play, but the precision

of the team work should be so perfected that every man will

be in every play. To assist is fully as important as actually

carrying the ball.

To show the possibilities of such an organization, let us

pick out a team for the building of some large proposition,

for instance, the design and construction of a steam railroad

locomotive repair shop, involving the expenditure of from

two to three million dollars. The selection of men with

their chief duties will then be as follows

:

Industrial Expert.

Designing layout of shops.

Planning method of handling work.

Arrangement of tool and transportation equipment.

Electrical Engineer.

Providing power and lighting equipment.

Laying out transmission systems.

Planning telephone and signal systems.

Mechanical Engineer.

Design of power plant.

Plan of heating and ventilating.

Laying out air, gas and steam systems.

Structural Engineer.

Building foundations.

Designing steel structures.

In charge of reinforced concrete construction.

Architect.

Designing building superstructure.

Choice of fixtures.

Laying out landscape work.
Civil Engineer.

Directing grading.

Testing of soil.

Construction of track.

Sanitary Engineer.

Design of sewage system.

Construction of waterworks.

Choice of plumbing.

Purchasing Agent.

Selecting markets for material.

Checking bills of 'material.

Arranging for delivery of material.

Constructing Superintendent.

Organization of construction force.

Consideration of time element in construction.

Settling labor difficulties arising in connection with construc-

tion work.

Operating Engineer.

Consideration of economies in operation.

Securing reliability in operation.

Insuring effectiveness in operation.

Accounting Department.

Keeping pay rolls.

Making record of costs.

Preparing progress reports.

The line-up of the team may be shown by Fig. 1. Here

are eleven men, each one selected for his particular ability

to solve the problems suited to his individual training and

experience. Each man has won his position as the result of

a gradual growth which has demonstrated his reliability and

resourcefulness. Many of these men have played this game
before, and together, and are always eager for a proposition

which will tax their strength and skill.

OO OOOOO
ELECTRICAL CIVIL STRUCTURAL INDUSTRIAL ARCHITECTURAL SANITARY MECHANICAL

o o
PURCHASING

o
ACCOUNTING

o

-LINE UP OF AN ENGINEER CONSTRUCTION TEAM FOR
BUILDING A RAILROAD REPAIR SHOP

Let us watch the play. First will come a number of pre-

liminary studies, showing the proposed sizes, designs and

relative arrangements of the buildings. There will next be

forthcoming a carefully prepared report, showing the ad-

vantage of the finally selected arrangement, and the sug-

gested construction of each of the buildings, together with

a description of the equipment required. An important part

of this preliminary report is an approximate estimate of cost,

based upon a careful consideration of all the items involved

in the construction. *

With the general layout and the preliminary report and

estimate approved, the next move is to prepare the plans and

specifications. To indicate the scope of this work, the fol-

lowing illustrative classification is shown, the numbers being

the key which is placed in each drawing, specification, data

sheet, report, or letter which may be originated as the work

progresses.

CLASSIFICATION FOR BATTLE CREEK (MICH.) SHOPS, GRAND
TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM
Contract No. 74. General Index

Sections of Classification

74,600—General equipment.

74,700—Power-plant equipment.

74,000—Organization.

74,100—Building struct

74,400—Track.

A—Yard.

B—Power house.

C—Store house.

D—Oil house.

E—Office building.

F—Locomotive shop.

G—Forge shop.

H—Iron foundry.

I—Pattern shop.

J—Frog shop.

74.000—Organization.

74.001—Contract.

74.002—Home-office fixed charges.

74.003—Legal expenses.

74.004—Preliminary reports.

74.005—Surveys.

74.006—Engineering.

74.007—Accounting.

74.008—Construction tools.

74.009—Construction-office supplies

74.010—Temporary construction.

74.011—General construction labor

74.012—Superintendence.

74.013—Insurance.

74.014—Traveling and living e:

penses of representatives.

74,016—Tests.

74,016—Preliminary operation.

74.SO0—Tool equipment.

K—Car machine shop.

L—Truck shop.

M—Coach and paint shop.

N—Freight car shop.

O—Planing mill.

Q—Dry kiln.

R—Scrap platforms, sheds, etc.

S—Turn-tables.

T—Yard crane.

U—Pipe tunnel.

Classification

74.605—Piping system (except

heating system).

74.606—Lighting system.

74.607—Power system.

74.608—Telephone and signal

74,609—Transportation systems:

Transfer tables.

Turn-tables (large).

Yard cranes.

74.700—Power Plant Equipment.
74.701—Machinery foundations.

74.702—Coal and ash-handling appa-

ratus.

74.703—Grates and stokers.

74.704—Boilers and settings.

74.705—Breeching and connections.

74.706—Stacks and draft equipment.
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Detailed Classificat

74.100—Building Structures.

74.101—Preparation of site.

74.102—Excavation and fill.

74.103—Piling.

74.104—Foundations.

74.105—Superstructure masonry

74.106—Structural steel and

work.

74.107—Carpenter work.

74.108—Mill work.

74.109—Roofing.

74.110—Sheet metal work.

74.111—Plastering.

74.112—Painting and glazing.

74.400—Tracks.

74.401—Preparation of right of

74.402—Grading.

74.403—Tie and track laying.

74.404—Switches and special v

74.405—Ballasting.

74.406—Fencing.

n—Continued

,707—Heaters, superheaters and
economizers.

,708—Water-softening plant.

,709—Pumps.
,710—Air compressors.

,711^Engir.es.

,712—Condensers.

,713—Piping and covering.

,714—Generators, compensators,

transformers and exciters.

,715—Switchboard and generator

leads.

,800—Tool Equipment.
,801—Line shafting and all shaft-

ing and motor supports.

802—Forge shop blast and exhaust

ducts.

803—Individual cranes and hoists.

804—Traveling cranes.

,805—Work benches and material

racks:

74.407—Cattle-guards, cros

signs, etc.

74.408—Bonding.

74.600—General Equipment
74.601—Drainage system.

74.602—Plumbing and locker

74.603—Water system.

74.604—Heating system.

ORGANIZATION CHART

74.806—Fire protection apparatus
(except piping).

74.807—Foundations for machine
tools.

74.808—Machine tools.

74.809—Erection of machine tools,

countershafts, etc.

74.810—Planing-mill shavings ex-

haust system.

The plans should preferably be drawn upon one size of

paper and every drawing should be numbered to correspond

to the classification. A border and a standard title printed

by a draughting room outfit gives a finished appearance to

each drawing. Specifications can now be printed very

quickly, and when at least twenty copies are required they

can be produced in this way as cheaply as by carbon copies,

or the better method of blue-printing from a typewritten

record.

In purchasing, the engineer-constructor should find some
advantage over an occasional buyer. He is in the market

constantly, is favorably known by the manufacturer of stand-

ard equipment, and buys apparatus delivered f. o. b. cars,

doing all erection work as far as possible with his own ex-

perts, and calling on the factory for assistance only when
necessary.

There should be the greatest unity between the engineer-

ing, the purchasing and the construction department. The
plan of organization to secure the results is shown by the

diagram Fig. 2. It is always better to have the construction

superintendent in the office while preliminary decisions are

being made and bills of material are being prepared.

Throughout the entire progress of the work, systems are

in use to keep all concerned informed as to each move. The
construction office is advised by the home office as to the

material ordered and as to the probable delivery of this ma-

terial. The home office is advised as to the receipt of ma-

terial on the job, as well as to the progress of the construc-

tion work, and any reports and advices as to the labor situa-

tion. To accomplish the former copies of contracts for ap-

paratus and orders for material are sent to the superintendent

in charge of construction. Such reports and orders contain

exact information as to the material covered by them, as well

as to the time at which this material is expected to arrive on

the work. A card system in which are entered all orders and

contracts is used in the home office, and is designed to follow

up and secure prompt delivery of all material, and apparatus.

In case of any changes in time of delivery of ma-

terial, the construction superintendent is advised in

advance, and is thus in position to make any alter-

ations necessary in his program. The importance

of promptly delivering the material on the job can-

not be overestimated, and the value of a system

that will provide for the delivery of the materials in

accordance with an approximate schedule previously

arranged for will appeal to all interested in con-

struction work.

Practically all of the material is ordered by the

home office. In case, however, it is more advan-

tageous to order small quantities at the seat of the

work, such orders are issued by the superintendent,

a copy of all such orders being sent to the home
office, after which they are recorded and handled in

all respects similar to orders issued from the office.

Records of all material received on the job are

kept by the superintendent in the form of a material

report. These reports are written out in a dupli-

cate book as each shipment is received, and one copy

is sent without delay to the main office. This

serves to keep the home office very closely in touch

with the field work, so far as the receipt of material

is concerned.

In construction work consisting of a great many items,

such as will be found in railroad shops, it is very desirable to

know with a fair degree of accuracy the exact progress of the

work. Certain lines of work, such as the delivery and in-

stallation of machinery, are dependent upon the progress of
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other work, such as the completion of the buildings and

foundations. In order that this information may be always

at hand, progress reports from the work are received at stated

intervals, usually two weeks apart, giving in detail the pro-

gress of the work under each classification head. This in-,

formation is kept in form for convenient reference, and is

useful in a variety of ways. Not only do these reports keep

the engineering force in touch with the progress of the work,

making it possible to more efficiently insure the work coming

in proper sequence, but they also provide the information

necessary to make decisions as to changes in detail, in case

such are found necessary after the work has been begun.

These progress reports, together with a record of moneys ex-

pended for material and labor at any date, give timely in-

formation as to the actual cost of the work as compared to

the estimated cost. As such reports are made on the work

under each classification heading, any variation of the cost

from the estimate is at once detected. This is of importance

to the constructor who proposes to complete a certain im-

provement within a definite estimated cost, and to the client's

tion represented on the chart at the time the last entry was
made, as well as the amount of work that was done during

the various classifications during each period considered.

Moreover, it is at once evident that, during the period of

the fifth payroll, about 10 per cent of the work on the engine

pits, 20 per cent of the concrete superstructure, 36 per cent

of the brick work, 15 per cent of the sills and coping, 40 per

cent of the windows and small doors was completed, and no

work was done on the smoke-jacks and ventilators, none on

the roofing, and none on the sash operators and foundations.

In other words, these progress reports become the graphical

history of the job. After having made out the necessary

reports covering both the material and the labor that have

been used on the work, it is a very simple matter to embody
these results in the chart. A copy of this chart is then sent

to the main office, where it remains until the time for the

next report, at which time it is sent back to the job for the

additions that have occurred during the period.

In addition to these some other curves, showing the pro-

gress of the work, may be of interest. These contain in

PROGRESS REPORT CHART
/?CCOl/A/r *6 (One oai/dinq of a cqroupj
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NOTE - The area of the chart $ square inches, represents the total estimated cost

The area of shodeot port/on in square /nches. represents 'he percentaqe of totat estimated cost to date

FIG. 3.—TYPICAL PROGRESS SHEET

official who may be charged with the responsibility of pro-

tecting a definite appropriation.

Wherever it is possible, curves or diagrams are used to

represent the condition of affairs of which record is to be

kept. A chart showing the progress of the work on building

construction is easily made, and shows very clearly at a

glance the exact condition of the work at any time. Such a

chart is shown in Fig. 3, which indicates the progress of the

work on one of the buildings at the time of completion of

the fifth payroll. On this chart the base represents the total

estimated cost, and is divided into the various classifications

covering the cost of this particular building. In this case

these classifications cover excavation and fill (about % per

cent of the total cost), concrete footings and piers (about

6% per cent of the total cost), while the other divisions, such

as engine pits, underground heating ducts, concrete super-

structure, and so on make up the total cost of the building.

At the end of each two-weeks period, the total expense that

has been incurred during the two weeks previous is plotted

under each classification head, and this area on the chart in-

dicated in such a way as to designate the progress made dur-

ing the particular period in question. A glance at the chart

will show the total amount completed under each classifica-

graphical form a record of the number of workmen employed

on the work at all times, together with information as to the

number of carloads of material received, the weather condi-

tions, and other matters of interest.

Progress photographs are taken of the work at intervals

of about two weeks. These show at a glance not only the

general progress of the work, but many construction details

as well which are of interest and value. These photographs

are of standard size, and mounted on cloth, so as to be bound

in convenient form for reference. All the reports just re-

ferred to, viz., the progress reports, charts and diagrams,

while very easily obtained, and requiring but little work in

their preparation, supply a great deal of valuable informa-

tion, and are of worth far exceeding the trouble and expense

contracted in securing them.

Although every facility is provided for keeping the main

office and the construction office in close touch, it should not

be understood that the engineering is done at arm's length,

and that all plans and specifications are devised and com-

pleted by an engineering force in the office to be sent down

to the construction superintendent on the job for his execu-

tion. A competent engineer is in charge of all construction

work, and spends a certain amount of time in the field, thus
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putting him in close touch with the situation, and enabling

him to more efficiently direct the detailed engineering work
that is done in the main office.

It would be a big mistake to think that such an organiza-

tion as is outlined could be got together and perfected in its

work in a short time. A winning team is not made in a

week, a month, or even a year. It takes time to find the

men, to break in raw material to perfect the plays, to develop

a system, and to create a loyalty both inside and outside the

team. In the case of the engineer-constructor parallel it will

probably take years, and it is evidently for this reason that

this very inviting field is occupied by so few organizations

who are really prepared to do the work justice. Football

players have learned the benefits of concentrated co-oper-

ative efforts when applied to their sport much sooner and

better than have technical teachers and graduates recognized

the same truths as applied to their life work, and yet the

advancement of technical progress is certainly more im-

portant than the perfection of the game of football. The
technical student of to-day is to be congratulated upon having

before him such a splendid opportunity in a field which has

not been worked harder than that occupied by the engineer-

constructor.

It will be instructive to study the development of at least

one company which is now prepared to play at this new game

of engineer-constructor.

Ten years ago the president of this company was a consult-

ing electrical engineer,—an expert on electrical questions,

and in a consulting capacity only. Then came the natural

addition of mechanical problems,—still in a consulting ca-

pacity. The introduction of the system of rotary converters

for electric railway work, and of an improved system of

power plant construction, made it necessary to take two con-

tracts in which the results of these two systems, which were

advised by the consulting engineer, were guaranteed. Thus

a contracting company was formed and a construction de-

partment organized. This move developed the fact that the

same brains which made the plans for an installation could be

mixed with some enterprise and business ability, and thus

actually bring about a complete result.

This worked so well that other contracts for complete elec-

tric systems were sought and secured, sometimes as en-

gineers, sometimes as constructors, occasionally as both.

Civil, structural, architectural, industrial and hydro-electric

departments were added as the business grew. Systems of

carrying on the work were perfected as experience dictated,

and weak parts were made stronger. To-day this company

has on its payrolls a technical force of over eighty men, and

often employs on its construction enterprises thousands

of skilled mechanics, experienced foremen, and unskilled

laborers.

Most of the work of this company is done on the basis of

"cost plus a percentage," that is. the work is done at actual

cost, and then the engineer constructor gets a percentage fee

for his services. By an arrangement such as this, the

client or purchaser is relieved of the necessity of organizing

a technical force of his own, or of employing a number of

individual specialists. If the actual construction work is

turned over to the engineer-constructor, then the client is

relieved of the inconvenience of obtaining proposals and

awarding contracts to a large number of separate contractors,

with the attendant delays, conflicts and "extras," which the

closest supervision will hardly avoid.

The difference between the "cost plus a percentage" and

the "cost plus a fixed sum" plans is not generally understood.

If an engineer-constructor is thoroughly trained in drawing

plans, has sufficient actual experience to make a reliable esti-

mate, is absolutely honest in all things, and has complete con-

trol of a competent construction organization, then the "cost

plus a percentage" arrangement is the better; but if the work
is planned by an engineer and architect, and the actual build-

ing work is turned over to a separate construction organiza-

tion, thus maintaining the old relationship of engineer and

contractor, then the "cost plus a fixed sum" plan, no doubt,

has advantages. The "percentage" plans express a shade

more of confidence between the client and the builder than

the "fixed sum" basis.

If the duties of making a preliminary report, preparing a

careful estimate, drawing up the plans and specifications, pur-

chasing the materials, building and structures, erecting the

equipment, and installing the machinery is turned over to one

reliable engineer-constructor organization on a "cost plus a

percentage" plan with the privilege to the client of canceling

the arrangement at any time, if the progress, quality, or cost

of the work should prove to be unsatisfactory, it is hard to

conceive of a more effective way of getting results, and it is

very probable that much of the important work of the future

will be done upon this basis.

Such a business as has been outlined can only be built up

by the demonstration of unquestioned ability, and the pos-

session of not only absolute honesty, but also of those qual-

ities which insure what has become known as the "square

deal."

NOTES FROM SAN FRANCISCO

As regards the work that is being done at present in San

Francisco on the lines of the United Railroads, General Man-

ager Mullally is quoted as follows: "We have more than

1300 laborers at work restoring roads and laying track in this

city, and we have a force of 200 down on the San Mateo

suburban line fitting it for high speed. Everywhere the work

is being rushed. Men are at work repairing the cable road-

bed on Powell Street, just as the California cable road had to

be repaired. That road, like the east and west lines over the

hills, will be restored as rapidly as possible. We are putting

in a connection at Haight and Market Streets, and building

a trolley line out Haight Street as rapidly as possible. By
Dec. 10 the Haight Street trolley will be in operation as far as

Scott.

"We have forty-two of the new Chicago cars, and within

two weeks we shall have a dozen new suburban cars com-

pleted. They are big ones, to accommodate forty-eight pas-

sengers. Trolley cars are now being run on Sacramento

Street, between Fillmore and Devisadero Streets. By Feb. 1

the Powell Street cable cars will be running, and probably

the Jackson and Washington lines will by that time be recon-

structed for the proposed cable system, necessary to the hill

district on those streets, as far out as Steiner, where connec-

tion will be made with the trolley system."

The new loop at the Ferry Building at the foot of Market

Street has been completed and is now in successful operation.

It has resulted in relieving greatly the congestion at this

important terminal. Two inside tracks are used for storing

cars and for additional switching. It is also planned to

install two inner loops, somewhat on the plan of the ter-

minus at the Brooklyn Bridge in New York, the cars of the

different lines being assigned to their particular loop.

The Valencia Street line has been placed in operation, the

old rails being used for present operation. Two lines run

over Valencia Street—the Twenty-Ninth and Noe Street

line and the San Mateo Cemetery line. These both connect

with Market Street and give ready access to the ferries.
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After the Sutter Street line is finally in shape, work will be

started on the Polk and Larkin Streets line.

The steel car described in the Street Railway Journal

for Oct. 13 has been received and will be put in service as

soon as it can be fitted up. The car was made by the Pressed

Steel Company, of Pittsburg, and was ordered as an experi-

ment. If it proves a success it may become the standard

type of car to be ordered in the future.

The United Railroads has installed temporary lights along

Sutter Street, and soon will have the lights as far as Valencia

Street, on Market Street. As soon as possible the company

will install permanent lights on ornamental poles. The light-

ing of these streets by the company is the result of the agree-

ment entered into by the company in return for the permit

to use the overhead trolley system. The officials say that

the cost of maintaining the lighting system will more than

pay for what the permit would be worth to the city.

Plans are now being made by the United Railroads to take

care of the rush during the holidays. The Tenth Street line

will be put in operation to take care of the shoppers from

the Mission who wish to get to the new retail district of the

city. The new cars will start at Brannan Street and run

along Tenth Street, across Market Street at Polk Street, and

then on by way of Polk and Grove Streets to Larkin Street

and on to Post, where they will turn and reach Sutter

Street by way of Polk Street. They will run out Sutter to

Devisiadero Street. This plan the officials hope to have in

full swing before the holidays.

The United Railroads has resumed service on the Cali-

fornia Street and Cliff House line, which runs from Presidio

Avenue and Sutter Street via California Street and Bakers

Beach to Sutro baths and the ocean. The road has been shut

down since April 18.

The Parkside Transit Company, organized by the Crocker

and other interests of the Parkside Realty Company, has

made preliminary petition to the Board of Supervisors for

a twenty-five year franchise to construct and operate a street-

car system over the following route : From the juncture of

Ocean and Corbett Avenues through private ground to Nine-

teenth Avenue, and crossing the latter, in a westerly direc-

tion to what would be the line of Market Street extended

;

along Market Street's western terminus ; thence through pri-

vate ground northwest to the Great Highway. Also along

portions of W, V and T Streets and Thirty-Third, Thirty-

Fifth and Forty-Sixth Avenues. Also along Nineteenth

Avenue from H Street to its southern terminus. At a meet-

ing of the Board on Nov. 5 the realty company was granted

the temporary right to lay tracks and run cars upon a gridiron

of streets in the Sunset District, including the entire stretch

of Nineteenth Avenue. The application of the transit com-

pany for a permanent franchise is still before the Board, how-

ever.

La Campania Industrial Jalisciense, of Guadalajara, is re- .

ported to have closed a contract through B. Targa, its elec-

trical engineer, with Geo. Ulrich, a contractor, for the con-

struction of an electric line running from Epigmenio Gon-
zalez Street, through Calle de Presa to Agua Azul, thence to

Alameda, Independencia and Moro Street, passing in front

of the cemetery to Atemajac. From there it will proceed on

to La Experiencia Street This entire portion of the line is

situated in one of the most beautiful and picturesque parts

in the entire country. The large avenues passing through great

groves of trees form one of the most interesting bits of

scenery, equally appealing to local residents and tourists.

A MOLD FOR BABBITTING BEARINGS

The Columbia Macbine Works & Malleable Iron Com-

pany, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has recently brought out a very

simple babbitting mold which is especially useful for bab-

bitting the bearings of railway motors. Many of these molds

have already been sold to electric railway companies.

The body member of the mold is a semi-cylindrical struc-

ture trunnioned on a base plate. The interior of this struct-

ure is adapted to hold the journal to be babbitted. After the

journal is in position the top plate is locked over the recess

and the entire trunnioned portion raised to a vertical position,

both operations being performed with the handle. The bab-

bitt metal then is poured through one hole at what is now the

MOLD FOR BABBITTING BEARINGS AND COMPLETED
BEARINGS

top of the semi-cylindrical section, while the air escapes

through another vent at the same end. After restoring the

mold to the horizontal position, the cover is unlocked and the

babbitted bearing removed.

COURT TO HEAR CONEY ISLAND CASE IN DECEMBER

A hearing in the case of a five-cent fare to Coney Island

over the lines of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com-
pany before the Court of Appeals in Albany, is set for Dec.

3. If it is determined by this court that the company has

not the legal right to demand a ten-cent fare to Coney Island,

the Brooklyn Rapid Transit will be called upon to redeem the

thousands of receipts for fares which it has been issuing to

those traveling to the Island since the compromise was

effected with the company by the acting Mayor last August.

It has been estimated that the establishment of a five-cent

fare to the Island would mean an annual loss to the com-

pany nf $500,000.

The Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railway on Nov. 6

shipped its first carload of through freight in connection

with a steam road. It was a carload of cabbage from Racine

to St. Louis. It goes from Chicago via the Illinois Central,

it being the only steam road that has so far consented to do

business with the new electric road, and the first to issue

a joint tariff. It is said to be the first joint tariff on record

between a steam and an electric railroad, and was secured

only after a hard fight. It may be the entering wedge to

securing more such tariffs in the future.
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TRAIL CAR OPERATION OF THE NEW YORK CITY

RAILWAY

The New York City Railway has in operation on its 125th

Street line two multiple-unit trains, each made up of two cars.

One train is fitted with the Westinghouse air brakes and the

other with Christensen air brakes, both with a train pipe so

that the brakes can be applied to both motor car and trail car.

It is the intention of the company to test train operation of

this kind on both its uptown and downtown crosstown lines.

As soon as terminal facilities are completed on certain down-

town lines, like the Twenty-Third Street and the Thirty-

Fourth Street lines, the company proposes to transfer these

multiple-unit trains to these lines and conduct an elaborate

service test with them.
—

ANOTHER IMPROVEMENT IN SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CARS

Any improvement in the Brill semi-convertible car merits

attention, as the type is among the foremost of the day and

has been furnished to many of the important systems through-

out the country. During the eight years of its use the gen-

earl arrangement of the system has remained as originally

planned, but the details have been altered several times to

simplify the construction and improve the method of opera-

tion. Last year an important change was instituted which

eliminated the grooves in the posts formerly necessary to

guide the trunnions controlling the movements of the sashes,

and the type has since been known as the "grooveless-post"

semi-convertible. The principal feature of this arrangement

consists of a pair of bow-shaped flat-steel guides extending

from the letter plate at the mouth of the pocket to the lower

ventilator rail ; the upper sash is connected to these guides

by small roller attachments. The sashes are joined by brass

tongue-and-groove slides attached to the stiles which allow

the lower sash to ride upon and connect with the upper, and

thus require but one motion to raise both sashes. The
sashes, therefore, being held together and suspended, as it

were, from the guides within the pocket, it was only necessary

to place parting strips on the posts to prevent dislodgement

of the lower sash when drawn down. The parting strip, or

parting bead, is a piece of wood in. thick which is screwed

SECTIONAL VIEW OF SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CAR POST, SHOW-
ING OMISSION OF PARTING STRIPS

to the side of the post and extends from the window sill to

the curtain roller. It is so called as it serves as a distance-

piece between the sash and the curtain. The parting strips

have proved somewhat objectionable for two reasons: first,

they must be removed to take out the sashes, and secondly,

the appearance is not altogether satisfactory on account of

not providing a finish to cover the ash posts.

A change in the details of construction has been recently

adopted which obviates the parting strips and adds much to

the utility of the system as well as to its appearance. The
sash lock bolts are made a trifle longer and arranged to ex-

tend y% in. when retracted for the purpose of serving as

trunnions or guiding pintles. The grooves in which these

trunnions move are l/2 in. wide and run nearly straight up the

post and as high as the top of the upper sash when the sash

is lowered. These grooves are of the same width for their

entire length and there is but one groove to each side of the

post. It will be understood then that the sash trunnions and

grooves accomplish the same purpose as parting strips. The
sash locks are made to be readily removed, and by taking one

off the lower sash can be lifted out ; the upper sash is detached

as heretofore by unscrewing the guides.

The new arrangement permits the posts to be veneered on

both sides to accord with the finish of the car. The builders

formerly endeavored in a number of cases to improve the

appearance of the posts by finishing the sides with the same

material as the rest of the interior woodwork, but because of

the parting strips were unable to do so satisfactorily. They are

therefore much pleased with the new arrangement, which

makes it possible to hide the ash posts completely with veneer

instead of stain. Another advantage gained by omitting the

parting strips is the narrower and more graceful appearance

SHOWING APPLICATION OF IMPROVEMENT IN COMPLETED
CAR

of the posts. The parting strips are y2 in. thick, therefore

the thickness of the posts is reduced from to 2Va ms -

The illustrations will assist in understanding the improve-

ment and its relation to the general plan. Attention is

directed to the sectional view of the post in which the sash

lock bolts are shown in their retracted position serving as

trunnions; the absence of parting strips will also be noted.

Sash lock stops are set in the grooves at convenient intervals.
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The view is of the post immediately above the window sills.

As stated before, the grooves for the trunnions are the same

width for their entire length.

The improvement described applies also to the Brill con-

vertible car, which has the same window system as the semi-

convertible and in addition has flexible metal panels arranged

to slide on guides attached to the posts, into the same pockets

which contain the sashes when raised.

AN ECONOMICAL BELL

One objection to the use of electric bells in connection with

push buttons on electric cars for giving stop signals is that

the batteries are worn out so frequently that the service given

is often unreliable. A bell adapted for this service, and which

is claimed to have a current consumption of 80 per cent less

than the ordinary one, is the closed-circuit low-voltage

Schwarze universal type manufactured by the Schwarze Elec-

tric Company, of Adrian, Mich. On a large railway system,

ELECTRIC BELL FOR STOP SIGNALS

aside from the greater reliability of the stop signal system

when equipped with a current-saving bell, the actual cost of

the batteries saved must not be overlooked. The advantages

of such a bell are at once very evident. The bell is con-

structed on a principle quite different from that of other bells.

A horizontal armature pivoted at its central point carries the

bell clapper, which oscillates between two gongs. When
current is supplied to the bell, magnets under each end of the

armature are excited alternately and cause the clapper to

swing between the gongs.

This company manufactures several other bells built on the

same principle and adapted for use in connection with signal

systems in shops, power houses and highway crossings (using

high-tension current), telephones, loud-ringing extension ser-

vice for magnetic telephones, in fact, for any service where an

electric bell can be used.

•»

Transfers from United Railways cars to Suburban cars and

vice-versa will be issued to passengers beginning Jan. 1, when
the United Railways Company, of St. Louis, will take control.

Plans will also be adopted to decrease traffic over the down-

town loop on Fourth Street, between Locust and Olive

Streets, and to save time by shortening routes.

MULTI-TERMINAL RAIL BONDS AND TRACK DRILLS

Forestalling the now rapidly growing demand for large

capacity rail-bonds and bonds with greatly increased contact

areas, the American Steel & Wire Company has produced a

new line of which one style, the "Triple Terminal" bond, is

shown in the accompanying cut.

One-half-in. copper studs, two, three or four to a terminal,

are compressed into corresponding bottomed holes drilled

into the outside of the head of the rail. The contact areas

thus provided are several times the maximum areas possible

for single-stud bonds. Under repeated hammer blows the

TRIPLE TERMINAL BOND

copper at the orifice of each hole becomes so dense and the

two metals are forced into such intimate contact that the

bond holes are sealed completely and permanently. Just

within the opening to each hole a groove in the steel, cut

with a milling tool, permits the copper under compression to

form an anchoring ring which also effectively supplements the

external sealing of, and positively excludes all moisture from,

the holes.

The number of terminal studs is proportionate to the capac-

TRACK DRILL

ities of the flexible conductors, which are made in all sizes

up to 1,000,000 circ. mils, so that the carrying capacity of a

single bond may equal that of the rail to which it is attached.

In the new track drill exhibited at the convention by this

company, and illustrated herewith, is offered a tool for which

railway men have been insistently calling. This tool is

rigidly attached to the rail and bores rapidly holes which are

always cylindrical, accurate in diameter, and placed at a
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uniform height in the web of the rail. It is fastened to the

rail by powerful clamps which are so quickly adjusted or

detached that car service need not be delayed. The drill is

operated by a double-acting lever, has ball bearings, positive

automatic feed and a quick return.

The same manufacturers have also developed a complete

line of multi-spindle drills operated through mechanisms

which are merely r;odifications of the effective devices used

in the track drill just described. These drill simultaneously

two, three, or four holes and are used to prepare the rails for

the multi-terminal bonds mentioned above.

MORE CARS FOR GRAYS HARBOR, WASHINGTON

The Grays Harbor Railway & Light Company, operating

between Aberdeen, Hoquiam and Cosmopolis, Wash., is

drawing up plans for the continuation of the tracks in Ho-
quiam and Aberdeen to better the purely local traffic. Each
extension will be about one mile long. The railway manage-

INTERIOR OF COMBINATION CAR

x ins. The seats are 37 ins. wide; the aisle space is 24

ins. The inside finish of the car is in cherry. The trucks

have a wheel base of 4 ft. The tracks carry four 55hp

motors.

+++

THE?VALUE OF A WORKING EXHIBIT

At the late Columbus convention much money was spent

on exhibits by the different manufacturers. Inquiry devel-

oped the fact that many of them thought that orders could

not be expected from railway officers and purchasing agents,

as they had no time to examine into the merits of the devices

exhibited. The consensus of opinion seemed to be that the

main object of an exhibit was to have a place to sit down
where the salesman could become acquainted with the buyer

PLAN OF MATTHEWS' COLUMBUS EXHIBIT

ment also caters to a large class of passengers who ride

solely for pleasure and whose enjoyment has been greatly

enhanced since the company laid out its amusement park.

The beautiful nature of the site chosen for this enterprise did

not require very skillful treatment to be readily formed into

a perfect natural play-

ground. A feature of its

broad acres is the enclos-

ure for deer and elk.

To provide for increased

traffic the company has

added a combination pas-

senger and smoking car

made by the John Ste-

phenson Company. The

new car is similar to the

two cars shown in the

illustration, lately pur-

chased from the J- G.

Brill Company. Cars of

the passenger and bag-

gage type, of the latter company's manufacture, are also oper-

ated. The latest car—like its predecessors—has the groove-

less-post semi-convertible window system and is mounted on

No. 27-G1 trucks. The length over the end panels is 31 ft. 8

ins., and over the vestibules 41 ft. 1 in.; width over the sills,

including the sheathing, 8 ft. 6 ins. ; size of the side sills, 4 ins.

and thus facilitate the securing of an order the next time he

called at railway headquarters. While this view has some

truth in it, at least one exhibitor found that large sales can

he made on the spot provided the devices offered for sale are

displayed to show immediately the utility of the article and

[NTERURBAN CARS IN SERVICE ON THE GRAYS HARBOR ELECTRIC RAILWAY

convince the buyer then and there of his great need for it and

the money to be saved by its use. The example in mind is

that of W. N. Matthews & Brother, of St. Louis, who did not

have a very prominent space, but whose exhibit was so inter-

esting that even the immediate financial results were entirely

satisfactory.
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This exhibit covered 400 sq. ft. and contained four half-size

corner poles installed with all of the appliances that make up
a good lineman's job. Four 600,000-circ-mil cables were

used, and the advantages of employing the Kearney cable

clamp in preference to the old style "cut and make up" corner

were very clearly shown. The plan, of the exhibit reproduced

in the cut shows in the upper left-hand corner an old "cut

and make up" corner with its great waste of expensive cable,

labor and time. The money value of the copper wasted on a

corner like this is said to outweigh the cost of the eight

clamps necessary to accomplish the same result better. It

is stated that the cost of this corner, including waste cable,

extra labor, tape, blow torches, solder, broken saw blades and

gasoline, would pay for making the three other corners shown
and in less time than one could be made by the old system.

Another saving that is effected by the tise of this cable

clamp, and a loss often little suspected, is the "line loss"

which occurs in the best-made splice or tap. It is impossible

to make a perfect soldered or mechanical joint, as there is no

way to get the solder to penetrate all parts of the joint. This

"line loss" goes on continually and adds up as the years

roll on.

The pole in the lower left-hand corner illustrates one way
of getting the same results as on the one above it without any

waste time, labor or material. Eight cable clamps are used

and the strain is taken off of them directly to the guy stubs,

which relieves the cables of any strain at the turn. The
stubs were anchored by 6-in. Stombaugh guy anchors.

The two poles on the right show a method of "bridle guy-

ing" that is an idea of James R. Kearney, the inventor of the

clamp. In this instance the strains on the cables are taken

from the clamps to the cross arms and transmitted through

eye-bolts to the stub by means of a "bridle" or "Y" guy,

Mr. Kearney has this method in general use on the corner

poles of the Topeka Railway Company, of Topeka, Kan.

'f nis method of guying has many advantages which become

apparent upon examination of the diagram. It cuts out the

use of glass insulators on the inside of the cross-arms and

needs but one strain insulator and one-half the guy wire.

The strain is more evenly distributed.

ELECTRICALLY-WELDED RAIL BONDS

The Electric Railway Improvement Company, of Cleve-

land, is successfully introducing its method of welding rail

bonds by current. The company is doing bonding work on

the Cleveland & Southwestern Railway, the Cleveland Elec-

tric Railway and several other well-known roads. The outfit

ELECTRICALLY WELDED BOND

consists of an inverted rotary converter and a step-down

transformer mounted on a small four-wheel car as shown in

the illustration. The rotary converts the 550-volt direct cur-

rent from the trolley to 350 volts alternating current, which
is then stepped down by a 16-kw transformer to 5 volts at

about 2000 amps.

To weld a bond, two copper plates with high-resistance

carbons are placed next to the continuous strand bond to be

attached, and a brass cap formed around the terminals. The
capped portion is then clamped to the rail and the current

turned on until the brass melts and adheres to the rail and

bond. About two minutes are required to apply both ends

of a U-shaped bond.

The car has a jack under the floor so that if found neces-

COMPLETE WELDING APPARATUS

sary the vehicle can be raised, then swung on the jack as a

pivot and rolled from the tracks. To make the car self-

propelling a clutch connected to the shaft of the converter

can be thrown in to transmit power by bevel gears to the

wheels whenever the car is to be moved along the track.

^» —
ELECTRIC RAILWAY MILEAGE IN MICHIGAN

According to a statement made by Railroad Commissioner

Atwood, of Michigan, there are 819 miles of electric railway

in operation in that State. The Detroit United Railway leads

with 279 miles, and the Michigan United, which includes lines

out of Lansing, Kalamazoo, Battle Creek and Jackson, com-

prises 151 miles. There are 83 miles of electric roads sur-

rounding Grand Rapids, 87 in the Detroit, Ypsilanti & Ann
Arbor line, and 66 in the Detroit, Monroe & Toledo system.

PORTLAND TERMINAL PLANS

South Portland property amounting to $325,000 has been

purchased by the Oregon Electric Railway Company for ter-

minals and warehouses. The property consists of thirteen

city blocks lying along the right of way, mapped out for the

Oregon Electric Railway Company, and is close to the

Southern Pacific's Yamhill Division tracks. The property

just bought will in all probability prove ample for all terminal

purposes contemplated by the new traction road, and will

give it an excellent entrance into the city from the south, as

in some cases, where surveys run from one street to another,

private right of way must be used to avoid the sharp corners

of streets. G. P.. Moffatt & White, of New York, are financ-

ing the road, and William S. Barstow is the consulting en-

gineer.
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FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE

Wall Street, Nov. 21, 1906.

The Money Market
Although the monetary situation, both here and abroad, has ex-

perienced a decided change for the better during the past week,

the improvement has not been reflected in any material decline

in rates for money in either the New York or London money
markets. At the close of a week ago call money was lending in

the local market at 20 per cent, but the heavy influx of funds

attracted here from out of town caused a sharp reaction to below

5 per cent, but as soon as the supply of funds from that source

ceased, the rate again advanced to 12 per cent. Time money
likewise eased off about y2 per cent at the beginning of the cur-

rent week, but later hardened, and at the close the prevailing bid

quotations were 7 per cent for 60 and 90 days, 6}/> per cent four

months and 6% per cent for five and six months. The higher

quotations were due in part to the increased activity and strength

in the securities market, the demand from Stock Exchange houses

being more urgent than for some time past. The New York
City banks, however, have not been disposed to put out their

funds, especially for fixed periods, despite the fact that their

position has been materially strengthened during the week. The de-

mand for money to finance the grain crops has not only ceased, but

money is again moving to this center from Western cities. Dur-

ing the week ended Nov. 17, the local banks gained substantially

(in the currency movement, this being the first gain recorded by the

banks since early in August. In addition to this the local insti-

tutions are gaining cash on their operations with the sub-treas-

ury, the gain so far this week amountng to nearly $1,300,000 as

compared with a loss of $1,231,000 in the preceding week.

Against this, however, must be reckoned the demand for money
to move the cotton crop, which is now progressing on a large

scale, the preparations for paying the December 1 interest and

dividend disbursements, which promise to be larger than in the

corresponding period of 1905, when they exceeded $56,000,000.

In addition, the January 1 disbursements, which will probably

break all previous records, must also be provided for. The situa-

tion at London rules somewhat easier in tone, but there has been

no appreciable change in discount rates. The Bank of England

maintains its minimum rate at 6 per cent, although it has been

strengthened to some extent by the arrivals of gold from South

Africa, and by the release of more than $1,000,000 American
gold by the Bank of France. This gain in gold by the Bank of

England has been partly offset by the shipments of $2,500,000 of

the yellow metal to Brazil, and it is expected that further ship-

ments to South America will be necessary.

Local bankers are gratified at the progress made by the cur-

rency reform committee, which has been in session in Wash-
ington, D. C. It is likely that the plan decided upon by the com-
mittee will be introduced in Congress during the coming session

and pushed by the banking interests of the country.

The bank statement published on last Saturday was better

than generally expected. Loans decreased $6,100,400. Cash in-

creased $2,817,300, or more than three times as much as indi-

cated by the preliminary estimates. The reserve required was
$1,068,500 less than in the previous week, which, added to the

gain in cash, wiped out the deficit of last week and created a

surplus of $2,371,675. In the corresponding week of 1905, the

surplus was $2,915,150; in 1904, $9,589,700; in 1903, $3,911,350;

in 1902, $19,529,975 ; in 190T. $14,486,925, and in 1900, $7,669,775.

The Stock Market

Developments during the week were of a character favorably

to influence speculation in securities and prices moved upward
in a rather sensational manner under active short covering, and on

buying, due to the more favorable monetary situation. The
recent downward movement eliminated all weak, long accounts,

and resulted in placing stocks in strong hands and the creation of

a large short account. The decline in the call money rate from
20 to under 5 per cent, followed by the very encouraging action

of the bankers convention in adopting a plan for currency reform,

which will be introduced in Congress and pushed aggressively by

the banking interests of the country, caused a change in specu-

lative sentiment, and if the plan becomes a law it will give elas-

ticity to the currency and obviate the necessity of treasury relief

measures whenever stringency develops in the money market.

The news from Washington stimulated active buying of the

standard shares and carried prices to a higher level. Other in-

fluences were the more favorable railway labor situation and the

persistent rumor of important developments in connection with

the future of the St. Paul road. The heavy buying of the stock,

coincident with the movement in Union Pacific, was attributed to

financial interests identified with the latter, although the rumor
that control of St. Paul will go to the Southern Pacific is re-

garded with skepticism. The Hill stocks advanced sharply on

reports that the Great Northern will increase its capital and

give to its shareholders the privilege of taking the new issue at

par. The rumor that the Great Northern will purchase from the

Northern Pacific the latter's interest in the Burlington was also

a factor in creating a better feeling. In the industrial list, Amal-
gamated Copper was prominent and the price was advanced on

heavy buying. The declaration of a dividend of $20 per share by

the Calumet & Hecla led to the expectation that dividends on

both Anaconda and Amalgamated will be increased before the

end of the year. The United States Steel stocks have ruled

strong and the buying is generally regarded as accumulation.

Sharp advances were recorded for American Smelting, the rail-

way equipment shares, United States Rubber and Virginia Iron,

Coal & Coke. The coal stocks all made substantial gains, and

Delaware & Hudson was bought on a rumor of important de-

velopments pending.

The local traction stocks were active and moved with the gen-

eral market. Brooklyn Rapid Tnnsit was bought on the assur-

ance of a new express service to the seashore in the near future

and on the statement that the company is rushing work on im-

provements with all possible speed. Opinion is more friendly to

the Interborough shares and little attention is paid to talk of an

investigation of the methods of the local companies by the new
State administration. Public interest in mining stocks has not

abated, and new companies are being floated in a manner which

cannot fail to bring a day of reckoning. The enlarged production

of gold, silver and copper, and the urgent demand for all metals

furnishes a safe basis for investment in good mining stocks backed

by responsible and well-known people. Speculation in stocks will

now be governed by developments in the money market. The
latter is not in a condition to warrant speculative activity without

bringing about higher rates for money.

Philadelphia

Philadelphia Rapid Transit continued to furnish the over-

shadowing feature in the market for traction shares during the

past week. Dealings in the stock were considerably larger than

in the preceding week, while the price sustained a severe decline.

Opening at 25^4. the stock declined under heavy selling and al-

though excellent support was rendered at times, it was not suffi-

cient to check the downward movement. The close was at 23%,
the lowest price recorded for this stock for a long while. Up-
wards of 23,000 shares were dealt in. Another striking feature

of the trading was the weakness in Union • Traction, of which

more than 2000 shares changed hands at from 64% to 62%.

Otherwise the trading was quiet and prices were not materially

changed. Transactions included American Railways at 52, Con-

solidated Traction of New Jersey at 77^4, Philadelphia Traction

at 97J4, United Traction of Indiana at 35, Philadelphia Company
common at 48% to 485-2, Philadelphia Company preferred at 48^
to 48^, and Lehigh Valley Transportation preferred at 2454 to 25.

Baltimore

Trading in the Baltimore market for traction shares was rather

quiet, but without significant price changes. United Railway 4s

sold at 8954 to 88^6 for about $40,000, and the certificates repre-

senting income bonds deposited brought 69^4 to 69%- The new
refunding bonds sold at 89% to 89% for small amounts. Balti-

more City Passenger 5s sold at 103, and City & Suburban 5s

brought 110^2. Other sales included Charleston Street Rail-

way 5s at 106^4, Norfolk Railway & Light 5s at 98% to 97% to 98,

and United Railways free stock at 15H to 15^.
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Other Traction Securities

Trading in the Chicago traction shares was extremely quiet,

and apart from the pronounced strength in Metropolitan Ele-

vated Railway issues, which was based upon reports of record-

breaking earnings, prices showed very little change from those

prevailing at the close a week ago. Metropolitan common, after

selling at 25, rose to 26^ and closed at 26, while the preferred

advanced from 66 to 68J4. South Side Elevated sold at 91 and

at 90 for odd lots, and small amounts of North Chicago Street

Railway changed hands between 40^ and 37. Northwestern Ele-

vated sold at 25. In the Boston market interest centered largely

in Massachusetts Electric issues, both of which were fairly active

and strong. The common, after an early advance from 1854 to

19^4, ran off to i8j4, while the preferred advanced from. 69 to

yoYz and closed at 69%. Boston & Worcester common was

fairly active at prices ranging from 28^ to 27 and back to 27*4.

while the preferred sold at 80. Boston Elevated declined from

I54 IA to 153H. but later recovered to 154. West End common
sold at 93^4 an<3 at 94 and the preferred at no.

Security Quotations

The following table shows the present bid quotations for the

leading traction stocks, and the active bonds, as compared with

last week : Nov. 14 Nov. 21

American Railways

52

52

Boston Elevated

154

al54

Brooklyn Rapid Transit

77%

78%
Chicago City •

170

150

Chicago Union Traction (common) 4% 4%
Chicago Union Traction (preferred) 14V2 15

Cleveland Electric

—

—
Consolidated Traction of New Jersey

77%

77%
Detroit United

86

86

Interborough-Metropolitan

36y

2 36%
Interborough-Metropolitan (preferred)

76%

76%
International Traction (common) a66% 65

International Traction (preferred), 4s

86%

86%,

Manhattan Railway

142

143

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (common)

18%

19

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (preferred) 69 69%
Metropolitan, Elevated, Chicago (common) 25 26

Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (preferred) 65% 66

Metropolitan Street

106

106

North American

88%

8S

North Jersey Street Railway

—

—
Philadelphia Company (common)

48%

48%
Philadelphia Rapid Transit

24%

23%
Philadelphia Traction

97%

97%
Public Service Corporation certificates 65 65

Public Service Corporation 5 per cent notes 95 95%
South Side Elevated (Chicago)

91

92

Third Avenue

120

121

Twin City, Minneapolis (common)

110

110%
Union Traction (Philadelphia)

64

63%

a Asked.

Metals

According to the "Iron Age," the leading sellers of lake ores

have booked orders for the full output of their standard grades

for the season of 1907-1908, and in certain Bessemer grades

some premiums over the prices recently established have been

paid. The Eastern pig iron markets continue quite active. The
markets for domestic and foreign foundry irons are stiffening,

and the spot demand remains keen, in spite of the very high
prices. Steel continues very scarce and is stiffening in price.

There has been a heavy business in steel bars during the past

week.

Copper metal continues strong and unchanged at 22]4 to 22 l/ic.

for lake, 21Y to 22c. for electrolytic, and 21^2 to 21 7/%c. for

castings.

BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT SUBSIDIARY COMPANY
EARNINGS QUARTER ENDED SEPTEMBER 30

The "Wall Street Journal" has gone to the trouble of corn-
combining the separate reports for the quarter ending Sept. 30,
1906, of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company, Nassau Elec-
tric Railway Company, Brooklyn, Queens County & Suburban
Railway Company, and the Coney Island & Gravesend Railway,
operating a majority of the line controlled by the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company. During the quarter the combined gross
earnings of the four companies increased only 6.48 per cent
over those of the same quarter in 1905. Larger percentage in-

creases in operating expenses and fixed charges more than wiped
out this increase in gross, causing a decrease in the combined
surplus after charges of 19.33 per cent. In all probability, the

troublesome times the Brooklyn Rapid Transit experienced in

August over the 5-cent fare to Coney Island question is in a large

measure responsible for this poor showing. The gross earnings
of the four companies for the quarter compared to those of the

corresponding 1905 quarter and the increases are as follows

:

Incr eases
x

1906 1905 Amount Per Cem
Brooklyn Heights . . $3,754,535 $3,508,181 $246,354 7.02

. . 940,195 911,118 29,077 3.19

&
, 422,931 391,535 31,396 8.03

Coney Island & Gravesend. 38,396 31,154 7,242 23.24

Totals .. $5,156,057 $4,841,988 $314,069 6.48

The operating expenses f the compa tries for the t\mo quarters , with in

creases, are as follows:

, Incr eases
(

1906 1905 Amount Per Cent
Brooklyn Heights . . $1,940,900 $1,722,144 $218,756 12.70

526,532 462,193 64,339 13.92

Suburban 228,238 174,008 54,230 31.16

14,517 12.036

1_
Totals . . $2,710,187 $2,370,381 $339,806 14.3:5

The total net income of the compan ies for the tw quarters, with in-

creases, are as follows:

, Incr eases ,

1906 1905 Amount Per Cent
Brooklyn Heights .. $1,863,145 $1,814,715 $48,430 2.67

442,936 468,152 t25,216 f5.39
Brooklyn, Queens County &
Suburban 201,629 219,303 tl7,674 t8.07

Coney Island & Gravesend 24,438 19,333
'—

Totals . . $2,532,148 $2,521,503 $10,645 .42

t Decrease.

After deducting charges, tr. the companies for the twe quarters,

with increases, compares as follows:

, Increases N

1906 1905 Amount Per Cent
. . $521,767 $668,7,74 t$147.007 t22.00

174,299 217,893 143,594 t20.09
Brooklyn, Queens County &
Suburban 90,162 100,616 f10 654 no. 39

Coney Island & Gravesend.. 12,558 2,890" 9,668 334.53

Totals $798,786 $990,173 t$191,387 t!9.33

t Decrease.

The revenue from these four companies, says the "Journal,"
comprises the larger portion of the revenue of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit. The revenue derived by it from other sources
during the quarter is not known and consequently its total earn-
ings cannot be given. As it is also not possible to eliminate the
charges between the parent company and subsidiaries, making it

impossible to show just what part of the amounts under the head-
ing of charges reverted to the treasury of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit, the earning power of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit stock
cannot be ascertained.

OBSTRUCTION REMOVED TO NEW $8,000,000 BRIDGE
TERMINAL IN NEW YORK

Mayor McClellan, of New York, stated Monday, Nov. 19, that

the city had finally adopted the plan which was originally pro-
posed by Bridge Commissioner Lindenthal to build an immense
loop terminal at the Manhattan end of the Brooklyn Bridge,
which will be a railroad station and an office building in one.

The Mayor said that all the legal formalities had been complied
with and the injunctions which were obtained by several people
whose property is to be taken have been dissolved. The esti-

mated cost will be approximately $8,000,000.

According to the plan, the term inal will extend from William
Street to Centre Street, and from Chambers Street to the pres-

ent terminal of the bridge. It is proposed to erect a building
which, from an architectural standpoint, will be one of the most
imposing in the city. There will be two separate stories of

loops for the operation of elevated trains. Under these will be
loops for the surface cars. The plans are so designed as to

provide for a distribution of the traffic, which will practically

eliminate all congestion during the rush hours. Almost every
line will have a platform for itself, and people boarding and
those leaving cars will not come in contact with each other.
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NEW BUILDINGS FOR LINE AND TRACK DEPARTMENTS
IN BROOKLYN -INCREASED SERVICE

Plans have been adopted and ground is soon to be broken for
the new central station which the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com-
pany is about to erect for its line and track departments on the

west end of the block bounded by President and Carroll Streets
and Nostrand Avenue. The new structure, or rather group of
structures, will extend practically the whole block front on Nos-
trand Avenue and back some 400 ft. on each of the side streets.

Fireproof construction is to be adopted, and the cost of the build-
ings is estimated at about $300,000. While the 211 ft. of frontage
on Nostrand Avenue will have practically the effect of a single
handsome commercial structure, the plant itself will be divided
into three buildings, running east from Nostrand Avenue. In the
two yards between the buildings will be service tracks and sid-

ings connected with the surface tracks in the avenue and again
connected by a loop at the rear of the center building.

The south building will be assigned to the track service de-
partment. It will contain the roadmaster's offices for the entire
system on its avenue frontage, and back of them locker rooms
and tool rooms for men of the department. On the second floor

of the building will be an electrical workshop and a paintshop.
The center building is designed for the joint service of the two
departments and will be chiefly used for storage. It will be 50 ft. x
168 ft., and back of it will extend storage decks for another 150 ft.

These storage decks will be divided into compartments and as-

signed for the storage of reserve supplies of sand and cement,
ties and poles, wire and cable and the like. In order that these
heavy supplies may be handled expeditiously a traveling crane
will reach each compartment and the surface-car tracks at the
end of the loop. The second floor of the center building will be
devoted to a giant blacksmith shop and this will be connected with
the second floor of the other two main buildings by heavy en-
closed bridges, making the entire second floor of the plant suit-

able for the mechanical exigencies of the two departments.
The north building will house the line department. The ground

floor is designed for offices, with extensive wagon rooms in the
rear. On the second floor will be more offices, a drafting room,
horse-shoeing room, and the stalls for the 230 horses of the de-
partment. All of the stable facilities are to be of the most
modern type. Concrete sanitary floors are to be laid throughout,
the walls porcelain tiled and a complete flushing and cleansing
system introduced.

Just east of this north building will be a three-story structure
also of fireproof construction and of similar architectural appear-
ance, which is to be devoted to the emergency line wagons for
the district. The arrangement of this structure will be similar

to that of a firehouse. The ground floor will be given over to the
wagon stand, with its quick-hitch devices, and the stalls for the

team that hauls the wagon. The second floor will contain the

dormitories for the wagon crew, while the third is to be arranged
as an attractive home for the foreman and his family.

This whole group of yards and buildings where not enclosed
from the street by the structures themselves is to be bordered by
a high brick wall. Against this wall will be the oil house and the
housing accommodations for the tower wagons and reserve
trucks of the two departments. They are to be so placed as to

be ready of access at all times.

Work on the excavations for this group of buildings is to be
pushed during the winter and it is hoped to have them in use by
early summer. The two departments have been located in upper
Herkimer Street, but these accommodations have been so cramped
as to offer a severe handicap to the proper administration of

these branches of the service.

Announcement has recently been made by the company
that a greatly increased elevated and surface car service

will be put into operation on the South Brooklyn Railroads.

Trains on the Sea Beach line are hereafter to be operated sepa-

rately from Park Row, Manhattan, during non-rush hours and
on a 15-minute headway. The increase in population upon what
has hitherto been solely regarded as a short-cut line for Coney
Island business makes this change possible. Many new houses
have sprung up in Gravesend farm lands and have begun to give
the Sea Beach road a permanent winter patronage. During rush
hours, when the headway in Adams Street is at a minimum, sepa-
rate operation of Sea Beach trains is out of the question. A
Sea Beach car was formerly attached to the West End Coney
Island trains and slipped off at Fifty-Eighth Street. Under the
new schedule the West End trains will be lengthened and run
independently from Park Row. Bath Beach trains and Sea

Beach trains will be coupled together in rush hours. All of

these trains branching off through New Utrecht Avenue will run
express through Fifth Avenue in rush hours. In order to give

a better service through this last street at busy times, a short

line local service is to be installed, running between the Bridge
and Thirty-Sixth Street only and making all stops. All mid-
night service will remain unchanged. All of this new service

on the elevated lines represents the limit of service on a double-
track line. With a third track in Fifth Avenue a bettered ex-
press service would immediately be possible. The new surface

car service involves four lines.

WAGES INCREASED IN BOSTON

Under the provisions of a new order promulgated by the direc-

tors of the Boston Elevated Railway Company Friday morning,
Nov. 16, and which goes into effect with the opening of the new
year, 5300 men employed by that company on its elevated and
surface lines are to receive an increase in their daily pay, the

increase varying in different instances from 10 cents to 25 cents

or more. The total amount of the increase as announced means
an annual additional expenditure for salaries of upward of $160,-

000. This new wage scale in no way affects the present system
of reward for good conduct, which has been in vogue for the

past few years, and which in itself entails an expenditure of

about $60,000 a year, nor the pension system, established three

years ago, by which aged and infirm employees are guaranteed a

sufficient sum to keep them from want when unable to work.

The new wage scale, as contained in the official statement, is

as follows

:

SURFACE LINES

Conductors and Motormen Per Day
First and second year $2.30

Third, fourth and fifth year 2.35

Sixth to tenth year 2.40

Eleventh to fifteenth year 2.45

Fifteenth year and later 2.50

ELEVATED LINES

Brakemen Cents per Hr.

First and second year 19

Third, fourth and fifth year 19%
Sixth to tenth year 20

Eleventh to fifteenth year 20%
Fifteenth year and later 21

Guards

First and second year 21%
Third to fifth year 22

Sixth to tenth year 22%
Eleventh to fifteenth year 23

Fifteenth year and later 23%

Motormen
First year 23%

Second year 24%
Third, fourth and fifth year 26

Sixth to tenth year 26%
Eleventh to fifteenth year 27

Fifteenth year and later 27%

All other blue uniformed men, as well as elevated station

masters, get, according to their length of service, a correspond-

ing increase. In addition to the increases for the regular men,

the company also announces that all extra men on both elevated

and surface lines will at the same time receive an increase of

25 cents per day in their guaranteed minimum pay. Thus an

extra surface conductor or motorman, who is now guaranteed

$10.50 a week whether he works or not, provided he reports for

duty as required, will be guaranteed by the new arrangement

$12.25 per week. If he works, he will naturally be paid according

to the regular established rate.

The company has also recently established a class of men who
are known as instructors, men whose duty it is to instruct the

new men taken on by the road. These men receive 10 cents a

day additional pay, so that a surface conductor or motorman
who becomes an instructor, and who also benefits by the annual

reward, may receive as high at $2.65, and an elevated motorman

$2.90 per day. For snow work and extra hours as high as 40

cents per hour is paid, according to the labor performed.
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ARGUMENT BEFORE THE UNITED STATES SUPREME

COURT IN CLEVELAND CASES—OTHER MATTERS

Considerable interest is felt in Cleveland as to the forthcoming

decision of the United States Supreme Court on the injunction

suit of the Cleveland Electric Railway Company against the city

and the Forest City Railway Company, to prevent the new com-

pany from taking possession of Central Avenue, Erie Street and

Quincy Street. The hearing took place at Washington last

Monday and Tuesday, when the attorneys for each side presented

their arguments. Judge William B. Sanders, for the Cleveland

Electric, argued that the Garden Street extension did not expire

in March, 1905, as decided in the lower courts, but that the com-
pany has the right to occupy the streets in controversy until July,

1914. This was the contention in the lower courts, and its being

brought up again indicates that the attorneys have considerable

faith in their claim.

City Solicitor Newton D. Baker, of Cleveland, followed Judge
Sanders. His brief was in effect a refutation of the claims made
by the old company. He argued that the rights of the Cleveland

Electric did expire on March 22, 1905, and that the decision of

the Circuit Court should be affirmed. D. C. Westenhaver, repre-

senting the Forest City Railway Company, took up the thread

where Mr. Baker left off and said that the Circuit Court did

not err in its decision, as claimed by the plaintiff. He went fur-

ther and said that the decree of the lower court should be modi-

fied so far as it holds that the Cleveland Electric has any prop-

erty right in its poles, tracks, wires and appliances on the streets

in question, after its right to maintain them had expired. At-

torney J. W. Warrington, of Cincinnati, made a strong plea in

favor of the Cleveland Electric.

While the plan for a referendum vote on the question of which
of the companies shall have the right to operate was defeated by

the City Council, it is said that Mayor Johnson has a plan to

submit the question to a vote of the people as soon as the decision

of the Supreme Court shall have been handed down, no matter

which way the decision shall be. This plan will provide that if

the Cleveland Electric wins on the seven-tickets-for-a-quarter

proposition, he will work for its acceptance, but on the under-

standing that the Forest City Railway shall be left in undisputed

possession of all the territory it claims to possess and that all

litigation shall be withdrawn. On the other hand, if the Forest

City wins, then the Cleveland Electric is to be willing to turn

its property over to a holding company based upon the value of

the stock as affected by the Supreme Court decision. If that

decision should be in favor of the Cleveland Electric, then the

value will be $85 or higher, and if against it, the value is to be

$70 or lower. The consent of both companies to the terms
would be necessary to carry this idea into effect.

Preparations are being made to resume the hearing of the case

against the Forest City Railway, attacking the validity of all its

franchises on the ground that Mayor Johnson is financially in-

terested in it. Some interesting testimony has already been
brought out as to the favors the Mayor has shown the company.

J. J. Stanley, vice-president and general manager of the Cleve-
land Electric, and C. F. Emery, also of the company, have submit-
ted bids on two lines in fhe village of Newburg Heights, offering

to carry passengers at a fare of 2 cents. The bids were made per-
sonally by these two gentlemen, and it is claimed that the com-
pany has nothing to do with them. The Forest City Railway
Company made a bid at 3 cents, and its officers are now com-
plaining that the bids of the other men were made to block their

company. They say that if they get the franchises the forfeits

of $10,000 will be lost voluntarily and the lines will never be
built. John J. Stanley, however, declares that he will build the
road he bid upon if given the franchise only to operate within
the village limits. He said he could not state whether it would
connect with the city lines if he builds it.

The Forest City Railway Company has placed its cars in opera-
tion on a 15-minute schedule on the lines completed.

NEW YORK CENTRAL SEEKS SUBWAY LINE IN

NEW YORK

Information to the effect that the New York Central Railroad
is considering the building of a two-track subway through Fifty-
Third Street, from its tracks on Park Avenue to the proposed
freight subway to be built on Eleventh or Twelfth Avenue, to
take the place of the surface tracks on the former thoroughfare,
was contained in a report of Chief Engineer George S. Rice,

made to the Rapid Transit Commission Thursday, Nov. 15, and

concerning principally the building of the subway for freight

trains under one of the west side avenues mentioned. The re-

port says in part

:

"At Fifty-Third Street the New York Central officials wish to

construct a two-track spur running east to connect with the

Grand Central yard where Fifty-Third Street runs into the same,

and operate this spur and part of the line along the river front

north of Fifty-Third Street partially as a passenger railroad.

This would greatly increase the efficiency of the New York Cen-

tral in handling its suburban traffic.

"It may be doubtful whether such a subway could be con-

structed under the terms of Chapter 109 of the Laws of 1906, but

it could certainly be constructed under the provisions of Section 32

of the Rapid Transit act. I have indicated in the accompanying
plans the beginning of such a subway at the northern and western

end thereof. The detailed plans for such a road, if approved

by this board, could readily be prepared."

Mr. Rice proposed two alternative routes for the accommoda-
tion of the trains now operated over the Eleventh Avenue surface

tracks. One route follows the present lines south to Canal and

West Streets, and proceeds thence down West Street to Frank-

lin. The other route is under either Twelfth or Thirteenth Ave-
nues and Marginal Street to West Street, and thence south un-

der West Street. The engineer estimates the cost of the first-

named route at $29,700,000 and the second at $33,150,000, with an

additional cost of $850,000 for spurs to wharves and warehouses.

SUBWAY PROPOSALS IN PITTSBURG

For some months Pittsburg has been agitated by the plans

devised for increased transportation facilities. Among these

plans were those advocated by the Pittsburg Railways Company,
now operating all the lines in the city ; a syndicate planning to

build subway lines and another syndicate planning to build ele-

vated lines. Quietly has the Pittsburg Railways Company gone

about its work, and the plans it puts forth are known only as

applying to general betterments. On the other hand, the

schemes of the underground and elevated company promoters

have been set forth more blatantly during the intermision when
their cases were not being pleaded at the State House. Out of

all this preliminary skirmishing, as it were, has finally come an

application to the Council from the Pittsburg Subway Company
for a system of underground lines. It was introduced by M. F.

Savage, of the Twenty-Third Ward, and was immediately re-

ferred to the rapid transit commission of Councils. This com-
mission is a standing committee of Councils ; it can make no

official recommendation, but it can thresh out the ordinance,

suggest amendments and get it before a committee of Councils

that has authority to make recommendations.

It has been made plain by the syndicate in a letter to the rapid

transit commission of Councils that it is willing to accept cer-

tain amendments; that it feels also that certain concessions are

due the company, and that it ought to be given a good fran-

chise. The company last summer made application for a fran-

chise and asked the city to prepare the ordinance. As the city

did not intend to build the subway system, it referred the matter

back to the syndicate, telling it to state what it wanted, what it

would give in the way of concessions, and when the project

would be carried out. More exploiting followed, and finally there

came into existence an organization known as the Rapid Transit

Commission, not the Councilmanic organization, but including

in its membership representatives of the Chamber of Commerce
and other civic bodies. What this commission did has never

been made public. Meanwhile exploiting of the subway project

continued. And now comes the ordinance prepared by the syn-

dicate, but not until after another statement was made, in the

form of a pamphlet, to the rapid transit commission of Councils.

The ordinance calls for a franchise for 100 years, authorizing

the construction of a tunnel loop downtown and to a point near

Luna Park, from there over surface routes to the East End and

also various feeder lines—constituting one of the greatest trac-

tion and subway systems in the country. What it will cost to do

this is variously estimated at from $15,000,000 to $30,000,000.

F. T. F. Lovejoy is president of the company; Arthur O. Ford-

ing, general counsel ; E. K. Morse, chief engineer ; M. M. Gar-

land, a director.

Meanwhile the promoters of the elevated roads are understood

to be quietly at work perfecting their plans preparatory to plac-

ing proposals before the Council. Just when these proposals

will be submitted depends, so it is said now, upon the closing of

certain legal preliminaries at Harrisburg.
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NEW YORK NEEDS MORE ROADS SAYS STATE
RAILROAD COMMISSION

The New York State Railroad Commission held a session

Tuesday, Nov. 20, in New York, at which many problems were
considered. The overcrowding of cars on the surface and ele-

vated roads in all the boroughs of the greater city was discussed

in a report made by the Commission. Its recommendation • for

the third-tracking of the Third Avenue elevated was repeated,

and it was suggested that the elevation of the tracks of the sur-

face roads over Sands Street, Brooklyn, would do much to re-

lieve the congestion on the Brooklyn Bridge, making possible

the operation of 25 per cent more cars across the bridge. The
Commissioners also declared that it was absolutely necessary to

lay tracks through Livingston Street as soon as possible. As for

conditions on the elevated system, the Commissioners said

:

"No favorable action has been taken on the board's suggestion

for the construction of an elevated connection between the New
York ends of the Brooklyn and Williamsburg Bridges. The con-

struction of such a connection would enable the operation of

elevated trains in both directions over these bridges, and the

present location of elevated structures in the borough of Brook-
lyn is such that trains could be so operated as to make a circu-

lating medium through the business and outlying residential sec-

tions of that borough. The method of operation would obviate

delay and inconvenience caused by the transfer now made at the

Brooklyn end of the Brooklyn Bridge, and prevent the congestion

which now occurs at the New York end of both bridges in cer-

tain hours of the day.

"The third-tracking of the Second and Third Avenue elevated

roads from points in the business center in lower New York to

129th Street would add 50 per cent to the carrying capacity of

these roads in the rush hours, relieving the present overloaded

conditions of the trains of these railroads, as well as materially

reducing the crowds in the subway."
After quoting figures to show that the growth of New York is

rapidly exceeding its rapid transit development, the report says:

"If the present prosperity of the country continues and no
material additions are made to the facilities and trackage of the

railroads in Greater New York within three years, traffic con-

ditions will be such as to materially affect the business conditions

and growth of the city. The contemplated subways which may
be constructed and put into operation within the next five years

will not properly accommodate the increased travel which will

exist at the time of their completion."

MEETING OF THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION

The subjects arranged to be discussed at the meeting of the

Central Electric Railway Association, being held this week, are

as follows

:

1. The discontinuing of free transportation, and to what limit

shall same be issued.

2. Impressions from the Columbus Convention.

3. Limited service: does it pay?
4. Automatic couplers.

The date of the meeting was Nov. 22, and the place the Al-
gonquin Hotel, Dayton. The Ohio Railroad Commissioners were
invited to be present to consider the first subject. A matter to

be considered was the annual meeting of 1907.^
NEW YORK CITY CARS TO BE VESTIBULED

Announcement has been made by the New York City- Railway
Company, which operates all the surface lines in Manhattan and
the Bronx, that all its cars will be equipped with vestibules soon.

The news was communicated in the following notice

:

"Special notice to all concerned

:

"All of the cars of the system will be equipped with vestibules

as soon as they can be obtained from the manufacturers.
"The advisability of taking this action has been under consid-

eration for several years, but decision in the matter has been de-
ferred until the present time, as it was feared that such inter-

ference with the motorman's vision would result in an increase
in the number of accidents to pedestrians and collisions with
vehicles."

ILLINOIS CENTRAL FILES TARIFF OF ELECTRIC RATES

The Illinois Central Railroad has filed with the Interstate

Commerce Commission a tariff of through rates on freight be-

tween points on its line and those of the Chicago & Milwaukee
Electric Railroad. This is the first tariff ever published showing
an agreement between a steam and an electric road to interchange

freight and make through rates. It has been the policy of the

steam lines to refuse to go into any traffic alliances with electric

roads. Recently the officials of the Chicago & Milwaukee Rail-

road consulted informally some members of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission as to whether steam roads could be compelled
to interchange freight and make through rates with electric lines.

It is understood that the Commissioners expressed the opinion

that steam and electric lines were on a parity under the law, and
suggested that the Chicago & Milwaukee road tender a proposi-

tion for interchange of freight and through rates to some steam
road. This proposition was made to the Illinois Central for

through rates on vegetables and other farm products. It ac-

cepted the proposition, and has just filed the rates in accordance
with the law.

ROME, GA., SYSTEM SOLD

The street railway and electric light properties at Rome, Ga.,

controlled by the City Railway Company, have just been acquired

by the Louisville, Ky., syndicate, represented by S. S. Bush, who
is in charge of the syndicate's properties at Jackson, Tenn., and
Pascagoula, Miss., as general manager, but who has his office at

the Columbia Trust Company, Louisville. The Rome properties

have for a year past been undergoing rebuilding, including a new
concrete power building, with Curtis turbine, condensers, water-

tube boilers, super-heaters, economizers, Custodis stack, etc., and
the extension of trackage. It is the purpose of the new owners
further to extend the mileage so that they will have 11 miles in

operation by spring, and to duplicate all machinery at the new
power plant and to remodel the old plant, which is in the center

of the city, for car house, shop, supply depot and offices; also to

inaugurate a "new business" department for a big extension of

light and power business. The company also acquired "Mobley
Park" and the Driving Park and will develop both. Rome and
the suburbs reached by this system take in a population of 25,000,

and the city is growing rapidly.

CHICAGO TRACTION MATTERS

A second conference between Mayor Dunne and other city

representatives and representatives of the traction companies held

Nov. 15 to discuss the traction ordinance submitted to the city

recently by the traction companies, resulted in the revision of

several sections of the ordinance. In every instance the changes

are minor ones.

Mayor Tom Johnson, of Cleveland, spent the greater portion of

a day in Chicago during the week in consultation with Mayor
Dunne and his traction counsel, Walter L. Fisher. Mayor Dunne
stated that the conference in general related to 3-cent fares,

municipal ownership, subways and methods of determining the

values of street railway property, but he refused to go further

into details.

A report of a contemplated merger of the Chicago Edison Com-
pany with the Illinois Tunnel Company resulted in an investiga-

tion of the proposed deal by the Council committee on gas, oil,

and electric light. At the meeting of the committee William G.

Beale for the Chicago Edison Company admitted that the com-
pany had no authority to lease its rights. He said, however, that

he expected the stockholders would get an offer for their stock

and that they had a right to sell it if they wanted to do so.

Attorney Henry S. Robbins, on behalf of the North and West
Chicago street railway companies and protective committees, fin-

ished his arguments Nov. 15 on the pleas filed by counsel for the

Yerkes estate. The matter at issue is a claim of fraud in con-

nection with Yerkes' ownership of $6,750,000 of bonds of the

Chicago Consolidated Traction Company. Attorneys Clarence

Knight and A. J. Hopkins for the Yerkes estate had questioned

the right of the clients of Mr. Robbins to bring the suit. Mr.
Robbins argues that to determine first this technical question will

delay the receivership. Judge Arthur L. Sanborn, of Wisconsin,

who has been hearing the arguments, took the case under advise-

ment. It is expected that he will give his decision within a

month.
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STREET RAILWAY PATENTS

[This department is conducted by Rosenbaum & Stockbridge,

patent attorneys, 140 Nassau Street, New York.]

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED NOV. 6, 1906

834,961. Emergency Stop; William H. Balch, Brooklyn, N. Y.

App. filed Sept. 6, 1905. When air is admitted to an upright cyl-

inder, a piston head is forced downward to drive a rod into the

ground.

835,006. Means for Operating the Switches, Frogs and Signals

of Electric Tramways ; Leonard Atkinson, Christchurch, New
Zealand. App. filed April 18, 1906. A hook on the car engages a

cam in the roadbed for the purposes, etc.

835,087. Rail Joint; Thomas Wignall and John O. Kridel-

baugh, Hynes, la. App. filed Jan. 22, 1906. The abutting ends

of the rails are mitered and seated in a chair which exactly con-

forms to the contour of the rail.

835,103. Device for Reversing and Automatically Blocking

Trains on Electrobynamic Traction Railways
; Julien Dulait

and Leon Rosenfeld, Charleroi, Belgium. App. filed Feb.

8, 1905. Supplemental conductors or rail divided into sections

insulated from each other and connected to the reversing-rail, so

that one section of the blocking-rail is electrically connected to

the next preceding section of the reversing-rail.

835,110. Combined Rail Jo'int and Tie; Charles J. Larson,

Galesburg, 111. App. filed July 9, 1906. The tie is provided with

a broad end which is grooved to receive the abutting ends of the

rails. The tie also has undercut grooves to receive laterally ex-

tending flanges on the fish-plates.

835,132. Rail Joint; Horatio G. Gillmor, Bath, Me. App. filed

March 25, 1905. The chair has upwardly projecting flanges and
locking wedges, each having a projection upon one of its faces

adapted to engage with a surface of a flange of the chair.

835,270. Car Brake; Theodore F. H. Zealand, Edgewood, Pa.

App. filed March 17, 1906. Relates to that class of brake in

which the braking pressure is determined by the load of the car,

and consists of live and dead brake levers and mechanism adapted
to exert upward pressure on the car body, said mechanism form-
ing a compensating connection between the live and dead levers.

IT Tun u«-H

PATENT NO. 835,419

845,384- Electric Signaling System
; James S. Anderson,

Ames, Neb. App. filed June 16, 1906. In case of accident to a
bridge a weight is displaced which actuates a semaphore. Means
are also provided for sounding an alarm in an approaching loco-
motive cab.

835.410. Signal; Charles R. Dowler, Lamar, Col. App. filed

Jan. 12, 1906. In case of abnormally high water at a bridge, a
signal is actuated by a float in the water.

835.411. Circuit-Breaking Device; Charles R. Dowler, Lamar,
Col. App. filed Feb. 9, 1906. Weights are buried at intervals
in the roadbed at points where washouts are liable to occur,
which weights fall by gravity to actuate suitable signals in case
of such an emergency.

835,419. Alternating Current Block Signal System; Max R.
Hanna, Schenectady, N. Y. App. filed April 26, 1906. The block
sections are energized by alternating current and the signals
are operated by secondary circuits therefrom through polyphase
relays which are actuated by separate currents from different
block sections.

83S.456. Tie-Bar; Joseph F. McKechnie, Eleele, Territory of
Hawaii. App. filed June 5, 1906. Brackets for engaging the

rails have slots therein for the engagement of a bar having hooks
at each end, one of the brackets having an integral, and a key
adapted to engage the lug and the adjacent hook.

835,463- Brake-Shoe
;
Anthony G. Olberding, Cincinnati, Ohio.

App. filed Sept. 25, 1905. Consists of a steel back having a series

of diagonal U-shaped straps struck down therefrom and a cast-

metal body joined to the back by the metal passing over and
around the straps.

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED NOV. 13, 1906

835,493- Cut-Out; Rollin A. Baldwin, New Haven, Conn.
App. filed Sept. 8, 1905. An inexpensive means for automatically

cutting into circuit a second signal lamp in case the first lamp is

burned out or otherwise fails. Is adapted particularly for lamp
signals of street railways.

835,532 - Railway Switch Mechanism
;
Toylar Jackson, Kansas

City, Kan. App. filed Sept. 26, 1904. Details of construction of

a pair of switch actuating levers mounted at each end of the

car, to throw switches at either side of the track.

835,565- Noiseless Railway Crossing; George D. Shoop, Rock
Island, 111. App. filed April 30, 1906. Provides a wheel-flange
bearing spanning the space between spaced tread portions of rails

and adapted to support the wheels of cars by engagement with
the flange portions thereof. The flange bearing is so formed
that a continuous bearing for the wheels either at the tread or
flange portions is afforded.

835,587- Rail Joint; William C. Weaver, Elizabethville, Pa.
App. filed March 23, 1906. The ends of the rails are cut diagon-
ally and are received in a chair which embraces the base and
web of the rail. The fastening pins pass through the web of
the rail and the chair and consist of a body with a head at one
end and a vertical transverse opening at the other in which a
pivot-pin is inserted. A cam lever is attached to the pivot-pin.

835,605. Train Annunciator; Edward A. Everett, Detroit,
Mich. App. filed May 8, 1906. Lever mechanism of an an-
nunciator drop adapted to be actuated by feeble impulses in a
relay magnet.

835,728. Contact Spring for Trolley Harps
; John Hensley,

Huntington, Ind. App. filed March 22, 1906. V-shaped spring
washers are interposed between the jaws of the harp and the
wheel in order to secure good electrical contact.

835.730- Railroad Tie
; James S. Killen, Darlington, Ind. App.

filed May 14, 1906. The tie is made of suitable plastic material
and is longitudinally grooved to receive a metallic bar to which
the rails are secured.

835.731- Trolley for Electric Railways; Ezra F. Landis, La
Salle, N. Y. App. filed Sept. 11, 1905. The trolley wheel has a
T-shaped groove and specially formed springs are mounted in

the annular extensions of the groove, which springs slide in the
groove and close over the trolley wire to hold the same upon the
wheel.

835,821. Trolley-Pole Clamp; Hugh W. Fellows and Ira A.
Cammett, Los Angeles, Cal. App. filed Sept. 15, 1905. The pole
is inserted in a pair of jaws which are forced toward each other
by means of a cam lever which has gear teeth thereon engaging
a wedge-shaped rack.

835,845- Railway Switch
; James Biggs, Fontanet, Ind. App.

filed July 6, 1906. Details of construction of a switch permitting
a train to freely pass from the siding to the main track in both
positions of the switch.

835,896. Means or Appliance for Operating Railway and
Tramway Points, etc.; William Taylor, Stapleford, England.
App. filed May 10, 1906. Comprises a controlling handle con-
nected to one element of a three-armed lever pivoted from a

base-plate, a switch rod attached to a second element, a rod
pivoted to a third element of the ehree-armed lever and carrying
at its other end a roller-weight turning thereon and an inclined
bearing supporting the roller-weight.

835,909- Section Insulator for Trolley Roads; Charles M.
Means, Punxsutawney, Pa. App. filed April 9, 1906. Depending
from a supporting base is a pair of hangers with specially formed
porcelain bushings to furnish the insulation.

835,9i7- Sand Delivery Box for Railway Cars ; Jacob Roe-
diger, St. Louis, Mo. App. filed April 20, 1906. Consists of a
hollow main member having a sand-inlet, an air-inlet and a sand-
outlet, and a detachable side plate having a deflector and a guard
integral therewith whereby said last-named members may both be
withdrawn from said main members when said side plate is re-

moved.
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835,951. Signaling on Railways ; Charles M. Jacobs and Robert

J. Insell, Reading, England. App. filed July 2, 1900. The engine

is provided with a depending arm which makes electrical con-

nection with a special rail, and signal and alarm circuits are

thereby completed to a point in the engine cab.

836,042. Switch-Block for Trolley Tracks ; Robert Johnston,

Springfield, 111. App. filed March 5, 1906. A trolley switch hav-

ing stationary track members, a turnable track member adapted

to match the stationary track members respectively, a plate

secured on the turnable track member and overlapping the adja-

cent parts of the stationary track members and blocks secured

on said plate and having members adapted to lie across the ends

of the stationary track members which are in disuse.

836,062. Circuit Closer for Trolley Signals ; Alexander Bevan,

Providence, R. I. App. filed Feb. 6, 1906. A casing mounted
above the trolley wire has a depending arm adapted to be en-

gaged by the trolley wheel to operate switch mechanism for the

signal circuits.

PERSONAL MENTION

MR. HARRY B. HANE, of Marion, Ohio, has been elected

secretary of the Columbus, Delaware & Marion Railway Com-
pany, in place of Mr. Walter A. Black, of Dayton.

MR. WILLIAM H. FORSE, JR., auditor of Indiana Union
Traction, has been appointed assistant treasurer of that com-
pany, succeeding Mr. William C. Sampson, resigned.

MR. W. J. HAMMER, consulting engineer, of New York, has

just been awarded the Elliott-Cresson medal by the Franklin

Institute, of Philadelphia, for his collection of incandescent elec-

tric lamps.

MR. J. J. SLOCUM has been elected a director of the Man-
hattan Railway Company, of New York, to succeed Mr. Russell

Sage, deceased. The other directors have all been re-elected to

serve for the ensuing year.

MR. GEORGE H. EARLE, president of the Real Estate Trust

Company, of Philadelphia, has resigned as a director of the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company. Mr. Earle also recently

resigned from the board of directors of the United Railways In-

vestment Company, due to the pressure of his other business in-

terests.

MR. H. MILTON KENNEDY, at one time connected with

the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company as traffic manager, and
more recently identified with the scheme in Brooklyn which has

for its end the disposal of ashes and street cleaning by hauling

them over the street railway lines, has been appointed secretary

of the building bureau of Brooklyn by Borough President Coler.

MR. CHARLES M. JACOBS, consulting engineer of the

Pennsylvania, New York & Long Island Railroad Company, and
who as such has had charge of the entire work of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad tunnel under the North and East Rivers and
Manhattan, has been retained by the French Government in the

undertaking of building a tunnel under the River Seine, from
Rouen to Havre.

MR. CLINTON WHITE, of the Massachusetts Railroad

Commission, has returned from a trip through several of the

Western cities, in an effort to obtain information for the en-

lightenment of the Commission with reference to what the lead-

ing street railway systems are doing with fenders, wheel-guards

and other safety devices. Mr. White was away about twelve

days, and was accompanied by Assistant Clerk Allan Brooks.

He went from Boston direct to Buffalo, thence to Niagara Falls,

Toronto, Detroit, Cincinnati and Indianapolis, studying street

railway usages and devices in each city. The information which
he has obtained will be used by the board in conjunction with

data obtained by recent tests and experiments with fenders and
wheel-guards on the Newton & Boston Street Railway Com-
pany's testing ground on Homer Street, Newton, on the basis of

which the Commission is required by a legislative act of last win-

ter to prepare a report and recommendation as to the advisability

of requiring street railway companies to equip their cars with
fenders and other safety appliances. The Commission expects

to give one more test, on Friday, Nov. 23. After that it will

devote its attention to getting the report formulated, with the

expectation of offering it to the Legislature, as ordered, early in

January.

M. G. STARRETT

MR. M. G. STARRETT has resigned as chief engineer of the

New York City Railway Company and has been appointed con-

sulting engineer of the company and its leased and allied lines.

The office of chief engineer of

the company has been abol-

ished. Mr. Starrett has been

connected with the New York
City Railway Company since

1896, when he was appointed

assistant chief engineer, and
has occupied the office which

he has just resigned since

1899. During the ten years

which Mr. Starrett has been

connected with the system, the

two present power stations

and all of the sub-stations of

the company have been built,

and the greater part of the

underground conduit electrical

lines now in operation were
installed. The Ninety-Sixth

Street, or main, power station of the company was the first

of the large electric railway stations of the country to employ
polyphase transmission with sub-stations, and was the first in

which generators as large at 3500 kw were used. The problems
connected with this work were of a complicated character on
account of their novelty, and their successful solution by the en-

gineering department of the New York City Railway Company
established the practicability and desirability in large installations

of the distribution from a single station rather than from a num-
ber of smaller stations. Previous to his connection with the

New York City Railway Company and its predecessor, the Met-
ropolitan Street Railway Company, Mr. Starrett was for five

years chief engineer of the Brooklyn City Railway Company, and
had charge of the electrification of that company's lines and the

erection of its two power stations at Kent Avenue and Fifty-

Second Street. Prior to moving to Brooklyn, Mr. Starrett was
assistant engineer of the West End Street Railway, of Boston.

MR. THOMAS F. RYAN has resigned as a director from ah
the railroad and industrial corporations with which he has been

associated, and hereafter will retain his official connection only

with some of the financial and fiduciary institutions with which
he is identified. The reason given by Mr. Ryan for this action is

that his accumulating interests and responsibilities render it im-

possible for him to attend so many directors' meetings and
properly to discharge his obligations to the stockholders con-

cerned. Mr. Ryan was a director, all told, of about twenty-five

railroad and industrial concerns. The chief of these were the

Interborough-Metropolitan Company and a number of its sub-

sidiary companies, the American Tobacco Company, the Consoli-

dated Gas Company, and the Seaboard Air Line Railway. The
other companies from which Mr. Ryan is said to have resigned

are the Bethlehem Steel Company, the Central Crosstown Rail-

road, the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Company, the

Cuba Company, the East River Gas Company, the Electric Storage
Battery Company, the Fulton Street Railroad, the Havana To-
bacco Company ; the Hocking Valley Railway, the International

Cigar Machinery Company, the Metropolitan Securities Company,
the New York Carbide & Acetylene Company, the New York City

Railway, the Pine Products Company, the Thirty-Fourth Street

Crosstown Railway, the Union Bleaching & Finishing Company,
the Union Elevated Railroad of Chicago, the United Lead Com-
pany, and the Universal Accountant Machine Company. The
financial and fiduciary institutions with which Mr. Ryan is con-

nected as a director include, besides the Morton Trust Company,
the National Bank of Commerce, of which he is vice-president

;

the American Surety Company, the Industrial Trust Company of

Providence, the Newport Trust Company, the Union Exchange
Bank, and the Washington Life Insurance Company. He has for

a long time been intimately connected with the affairs of the

Metropolitan Street Railway, now one of the subsidiaries of the

Interborough-Metropolitan Company, and from the time of the

death of Mr. W. C. Whitney until the merger of the surface lines

with the subway and elevated systems he was by far the most
conspicuous figure among the financiers identified with the local

traction companies. In commenting on Mr. Ryan's action the

New York "Times" said that his retirement from the Inter-

borough-Metropolitan Company—the holding company of all the

Manhattan traction companies—will be regarded as the most
important change brought about by the wholesale resignations

announced by Mr. Ryan.
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Official Inspection Trips

The increased amount of traveling which is falling to the

lot of many street railway officials in these days signifies that

the field of electric railway practice is becoming world-wide

in its scope and is a distinct evidence of healthful progress.

While it is pre-eminently the function of the technical press

to spread abroad much information which would otherwise

probably never reach the busy official, it often happens that

the purchase of car equipment by a company, the adoption of

special methods of operation or the need of a close personal

conference with the manufacturing engineers calls for a trip

away from home which is in the long run thoroughly broad-

ening. Sometimes an article in a technical journal may be

the fundamental cause of such a trip, for it is frequently the

case that a large company contemplating new equipment de-

sires to send its officials to points where advance information

may be gleaned from others' experience.

No progressive manager in these days fails to approve the

good work done by the convention trip, as far as department

heads can be spared. Legitimate traveling of any kind is

enlarging to the official horizon, and it ought to be a cause

for satisfaction that so much can be learned from the opera-

tion of even differently constituted systems. An occasional

trip to the factory is one of the most stimulating things

which a motive-power official can do.

Conventions and Traffic Stimulation

That the meeting of a great convention in a city means a

very considerable stimulation of traffic on the local trolley

lines is understood, and it is a question if it is not desirable

for street railway men to use their influence more than in the

past to induce national organizations of one kind or another

to meet in their territory. The boards of trade in many
American cities are keenly alive to the business which accom-

panies a large convention, and we believe that street railways

ought not to be backward in letting their advantages be

known at times when conventions are in prospect.

Even in large cities, delegates of conventions will be found

sprinkled around in the local street cars at all sorts of times

and places, when a meeting is in progress. At the conven-

tion of the American Medical Association in Boston, this last

summer, the business was of sufficient consequence to lead

the Boston Elevated to establish a temporary short interval

car service between the Mechanics Hall building and the rail-

road ticket validation offices in the business district; and

during the convention this fall of the Bridge and Building

Railway Superintendents in the same city, trolley parties

through the historic portions of the Hub and its suburbs

were a part of the regular program. Good car service is

more of a factor in the success and enjoyment of a conven-

tion than is ordinarily realized. The best time, of course, to

put in a plea for a meeting in a given city is either at or soon

after the convention of a year ahead ; then neat booklets in-

cluding a pithy description of the rapid transit facilities, along

with the songs of praise which tell of the general advantages

of a city, can be circulated, or perhaps the personal influence

of some responsible official of the company can be brought to

bear, together with that of the board of trade. And when

the convention arrives a great deal of traffic can be stimulated

by the judiciously prepared and distributed circular and news-

paper advertisement. Both regular and special cars should

be vigorously patronized during a convention, if the proper

effort is made to bring them to the attention of visitors,
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Commutator and Brush Inspection Through Trap Doors

Within the last few years the general tendency in car con-

struction has been to make no provision for trap doors in

the floors over the motors, and thereby force the motor in-

spector to do all his work from the outside of the car. There

is a good reason for this plan. Shop workmen are sometimes

not very particular about whether they soil the car or not,

and even if they should think of it, the fact that by sitting

down on a seat when in their overalls they may rub quite an

amount of grease into the plush would not prevent some

of them doing so. Even when shop men try to be careful,

more or less dirt remains in the car after they have been

working on the motor through the trap doors. Again, the

presence of trap doors detracts quite a little from the ap-

pearance of the interior. This is especially the case when the

floor is covered with inlay linoleum, as is frequently done

with interurban cars. The doors necessitate cutting the

linoleum and it is very difficult to make a neat-appearing fit

around them.

But when car bodies are mounted low on the trucks it is

very difficult to make a satisfactory inspection of the com-

mutator and brushes from the outside of the car. Sometimes,

too, it is highly desirable to observe the action of the brushes

while the motor is operating, and there are frequent occasions

when it would be of great advantage if the commutator could

be seen from above. Under the circumstances it might be*

well to make a compromise in the matter of trap doors and

provide small openings in the floors just large enough so that

the commutator and brushes could be seen through them.

There would, however, be no necessity for these openings

being more than 6 ins. or 8 ins. square, or they might be

made circular. These holes would not interfere at all with

the arrangement of the seats or of the floor framing, and

they would not be large enough to offer any encouragement

to the repair man to try to change or adjust brushes from the

inside of the car.

The Transposition of High-Tension Wires

An inspection of the data regarding high-tension lines as

published in the souvenir issue of the Street Railway Jour-

nal shows that, while it is the practice on some systems to

transpose the high-tension wires at frequent intervals, on

others no transpositions at all are made. Throughout all

portions of the country practice is about equally as indefinite.

Those who transpose the wires do so from a theoretical stand-

point rather than from actually observing any ill effects in

systems where the wires are not transposed. In fact, from

an operating standpoint, it is safe to say that the effects of

transposition are in practically all instances unnoticeable.

This fact has led many to believe that the expense entailed

and the trouble occasioned in making transpositions was not

warranted and they have erected their lines without them.

But a theoretical consideration proves beyond a doubt that

when the wires are run straight there is an unbalancing or

an inductive effect. However minute this effect, it exists

nevertheless, and since it does exist an extra amount of fuel

is required to get a certain amount of energy to the other end

of the line. The additional amount of coal used is, of course,

very small. It may amount to only a few shovelfuls per

day. The question of how to construct the lines should be

reduced to the question of whether or not the cost of this

very small amount of fuel is greater or less than the interest

and depreciation charges on the additional investment re-

quired in transposing the lines.

But difficulties are encountered in solving the problem.

While very little trouble is experienced in figuring out the

extra investment in the line, it is almost impossible to arrive

at definite results as to the amount of coal saved by transpos-

ing the wires. The price of a few tons of coal per year would

pay investment and depreciation charges on several trans-

positions, and these few tons per year would amount to only

a few extra shovelfuls in the course of a day. This amount

is so small that tests of the whole plant would be productive

of no reliable data. On the other hand, too much theory

would be involved and too many assumptions would have to

be made in any attempt to compute the additional amount of

coal necessary.

However, if close attention were given to the problem,

some method could no doubt be devised to arrive at results

that would show conclusively whether we are warranted in

going to the expense of making transpositions. In the mean-

time, since we know definitely that no harm results from

making transpositions and we have every reason to believe

that economy results from them, it appears that it would in

most instances be advisable to make them.

Obscure Causes of Traffic Obstruction

The obstruction of street-car traffic in large cities is due to

a number of causes, most of which are quite generally recog-

nized by operating departments. Some of these can be dealt

with effectively, and others cannot be altered as long as

urban conditions remain as they are. Delays at drawbridges

and on account of heavy snow storms or excessive rainfall

cannot be helped in most cases, and the loss of time incurred

by vehicular and pedestrian interference is exceedingly diffi-

cult to reduce. Hence it is held in some quarters that it is

almost useless to prepare closely-figured time tables for con-

gested routes, but even if this be true, some sort of a schedule

is necessary to prevent confusion in the less crowded districts.

Several less familiar causes of delay were brought out by

Air. Timothy Connell in his car-service paper, published this

week. It is well known that cars must not arrive late at

different points en route between terminals if the traffic is

to be handled smoothly, but it is not so well appreciated that

overspeeding of the schedule is a direct cause of delay to

following cars. Irregular though the demands of different

districts may be, there is always a sort of gravity flow of

passengers toward the trolley lines in a large city which

accumulates steadily and tends to swamp the accommoda-

tions in case the cars are not properly spaced in time inter-

vals. It would be most interesting and instructive if it were

possible, by balloon for example, to overlook all the streets

of a great city at once and note the centrifugal and centri-

petal movements of traffic at night and morning, as well as

the lateral movements of prospective riders toward the street

railway tracks at different hours. It is surprising what a

clear idea of the traffic in a busy street can be obtained from

the upper stories of a high building. For example, only a few

days ago the writer of these lines watched from the seventh

floor of an office building the work of several police officers
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in clearing a path for a block or two for the fire department

apparatus responding to a call, and the clearness with which

the whole complicated situation could be appreciated sug-

gested the idea that at times it would be well for street in-

spectors to study the traffic from such a point of vantage. On
the street itself the inspector is a part of the confusion; his

range of vision is necessarily limited; whereas if now and

then he could look down upon the traffic instead of looking

at it sideways, it might be very suggestive. A plan is almost

always more easily grasped than an elevation.

Overspeeding in the populous parts of a route leaves an

excessive headway to the following cars and tends to over-

crowd them as long as the flow of traffic towards the car

lines is even. Hence it is most important that cars be run

on schedule, rather than ahead of time, thereby leaving heavy

freights to the succeeding cars. In this connection the proper

spacing of cars where they combine with other routes at junc-

tion points deserves careful treatment. Then there is the

perennial and well-nigh threadbare question of excessive

stops. We have so often pointed out the impossibility of

rapid transit with long stops every few hundred feet that

only a few words need be said at this time on the matter. A
suburban line where in some parts of the route the cars stop

three or even four times a minute is an unmitigated annoy-

ance to its passengers. The sum of the whole question is

simply that the public desires rapid transit, as does the oper-

ating company. In some way the public must be brought to

realize that stops cannot be made at every block—at least in

the suburbs—and sometimes between, without destroying all

attempts at a decently fast schedule. If the public can be in-

duced to consent to the reduction of even a few stops on reg-

ular lines it will be better served in the end.

In the Age of Concrete

The once simple matter of building material has come to be

a serious puzzle. Lumber, not many years ago to be had for

a nominal price, has risen to a figure that renders its use

for substantial structures at times almost prohibitive. Each

year sees it growing rarer and there is very small prospect

that it will for many a generation become perceptibly

cheaper as a building material. Within a comparatively short

period it has really shown signs of passing from being a

general structure material to a mere finishing material.

Frame houses there are building in plenty, but such timber

and such framing! Stone and brick have risen enormously

and the labor cost of handling brick has so increased as to

make a huge increment of cost. Hence the immense increase

in the use of concrete, which now occupies a very important

place in the building world. In view of the extent to which

this material is being employed in the construction of power

stations, car houses and sub-stations, a discussion of some of

its properties may not be out of place.

In the first place it is perhaps desirable, though needless in

the case of those who have had experience with concrete, to

utter a word of warning that when formed en masse concrete

cannot be left to build itself. It requires perhaps a little

more careful engineering than other building materials, since

it does not possess its full structural strength when put in

place and varies very greatly in properties according to its

composition. One can have as sorry an object lesson in

jerry building with concrete as with any other material, and

unless we mistake greatly the opportunities for receiving it

increase daily. Precious little is accurately known about the

theory of cement from the chemical standpoint, as witness

the radical change of view made necessary by some very re-

cent researches. On the purely practical side one finds a

great variety of grades which for the most part are indistin-

guishable in quality save by testing. Any experienced

builder can pass upon lumber or brick, but the shrewdest

judge may fail on concrete until he has tried it thoroughly.

One cannot easily escape the chance of low-grade concrete

save by eternal vigilance. This, in fact, is a necessary failing

with any material formed in bulk and of somewhat dubious

quality until after a considerable interval of time.

It takes no little skill and experience to draw proper speci-

fications for concrete and its reinforcement, and while the

product is admirable for many purposes, it does not meet all

the requirements for a universal building material. The in-

creasing use of concrete block in various forms seems one of

the most hopeful directions for improvement. The last word

has not been said in this matter yet, and we look for very

great progress in the way of lighter and cheaper structural

units, possessing the desirable qualities of brick for general

use at a lower cost both for material and labor. There are

many possibilities, too, in the composite structures involving

the use of both block and molded concrete with reinforce-

ment when necessary.

It is not merely the modern steel-framed building that is

in question, for with the increasing scarcity of lumber and

the rapidly rising costs of brick and labor the general build-

ing problem is getting very serious. More and more private

houses are being constructed of concrete in one way and

another. The methods, however, that have been worked

out for office buildings need modification for this wider use,

and in spite of the capital work already done there is plenty

of room for improvement. The attention of engineers should

certainly be directed toward working out the very great possi-

bilities of composite structures, especially with reference to

buildings of the smaller classes. The mere matter of fire

risks should compel a study of all the various possibilities for

replacing wood in general structural work by fireproof ma-

terial. It would richly pay the fire insurance companies to

back an exhaustive investigation of the question. The losses

of a single year on wooden buildings are more than enough

to cover the cost of determining a radical change in the

interest of both safety and economy. Our American cities,

at least as regards the suburban portions, are mere tinder

boxes, and a conflagration like that in Baltimore shows the

danger of the old and the relative safety of the new construc-

tions with overwhelming force. So long as timber even of

the poorest quality is cheaper by a considerable margin than

other building material it will be used at whatever risk. It

is only by the persistent development of recent methods of

building in the direction of low cost that the general use of

fireproof construction can be secured. Much, therefore, as

we value the work of the past few years in improvement, we
cannot refrain from reiterating that the work is only half

done while a very large class of structures still remains

economically untouched and given over to dangerous pre-

cedents.
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STANDARDS OF CONSTRUCTION OF THE FORT WAYNE
& WABASH VALLEY TRACTION COMPANY

The engineering department of the Fort Wayne & Wa-
bash Valley Traction Company has within the last few years

developed standards of construction which embody its latest

practice in interurban and steam railway work. As the stan-

dards are well typified in the construction of the line recently

100-ton electric locomotives, as are all the bridges now being

erected by the operating company. In the city limits of

Fort Wayne is the only other steel structure on the line.

This bridge, which is also used as a wagon and foot bridge,

crosses the St. Joseph River.

Where small streams are crossed by the line, concrete

culverts are invariably employed. These vary in size from

those with barrels 2 ft. in diameter to one located near Bluff-

BRIDGE OVER THE WABASH RIVER AT BLUFFTON

built between Fort Wayne and Bluffton, Ind., a description

of some of the features of this road is of general interest.

The Bluffton line is owned by the Fort Wayne, Bluffton

& Marion Traction Company, which, in turn, is controlled

by the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company.

This latter company, moreover, has
gto cofwta ^

had charge of the construction of

the road and is operating it at the

present time. It is through the

courtesy of C. D. Emmons, general

manager, and H. L. Weber, chief

engineer of the Fort Wayne & Wa-
bash Valley Traction Company,

that this publication is enabled to

publish the following account of

the line.

The road extends due south of

Fort Wayne a distance of 25 miles.

Bluffton, the southern terminus, is

a city with a population of about

6000 people. The only intermedi-

ate towns of consequence on the

line are Ferguson, Yoder, Ossian

and Kingsland, each of which con-

tains only a few hundred inhabit-

ants. The surrounding farming

country, however, is rich and the

farmers are, as a rule, prosperous and of a class having fre-

quent occasion to use the interurban system.

The line is constructed on private right of way throughout

its entire length, and for the greater portion of the distance

it parallels the tracks of the Lake Erie & Western Railroad.

In the region through which the line was constructed the

ground is generally level, so much so, in fact, that a compara-

tively small amount of grading was necessary. One of the

two steel bridges over which the track is carried crosses the

Wabash River at Bluffton. It consists of two spans each 115

ft. long and was designed to support a loading of a train of

ton with a 12-ft. barrel. The general design of the culverts

is shown in an accompanying drawing. The plans shown are

for a fill of 1 ft. For every additional foot of fill 3 ft. was

added to the barrel of the arch. It may be noted in the

drawing that the smaller culverts, those up to 4 ft. in diame-

Seciion R-S.

STANDARD PLAN FOR FLAT RAIL TOP CULVERT

ter, were constructed with circular barrels. The company
had on hand a quantity of old 56-lb. standard section rails,

and considerable economy in masonry construction was

effected by utilizing these in the construction of "rail-top

culverts." The rails were used to reinforce the flat top of the

culverts by laying them on concrete retaining walls parallel

to the track and with 18-in. centers.

With regard to the width of the roadway steam road

practice was approximated more closely than is the custom

in interurban railway construction. In cuts on either side

of a 16-ft. roadway are ditches 2 ft. in depth and 2 ft. wide
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at the bottom. A width of 16 ft. at the top of fills assures

of practically no ballast being wasted by falling down the

banks.

Throughout the length of the road the track is ballasted

with 8 ins. of broken rock under the ties. Oak ties of stan-

dard size, 6 ins. x 8 ins. x 8 ft. are used and 70-lb. A. S. C.

E. section rails in 30-ft. and 33-ft. lengths are employed.

The joints are laid broken and are made by means of Cam-
bria standard angle-plates and six-hole and four-hole con-

tinuous rail joints. In cities, however, 6-in., 72-lb. and 7-in.,

70-lb. rails are used.

Sidings are located at intervals of about 3 miles. These

are of the stub end type and measure 150 ft. long in the

clear. They are provided with throw switches and are

lighted by electricity.

The maximum grade is about ij^ per cent, while there are

no curve outside of the city limits greater than 4 degs. The

engineering department of the operating company has given

considerable attention to the question of the construction of

curves and the alignment of the trolley at the curves, and NEAR BLUFFTON

—!—ii—

1

|—olo'i—(- 4!-3L(£-

:

1 II

D-K = Footing depth

PLANS OF STANDARD CONCRETE ARCH

LIGHTNING ARRESTFR TOP AND METHOD O
MAKING FEEDER TAP

specific field instructions giving full directions

for laying out curves are issued in blue-print

form. In general curves are spiraled and are

constructed for a speed of 50 m. p. h. The
length of the spiral is 60 ft. for each degree of

curvature. The inner rail is not depressed,

but all the super-elevation of the outer rail is

obtained by raising it above its normal level.

This is shown in the diagram on page 1036,

taken from the sheet of field instructions for

laying out curves. The sketch also shows the

method of aligning the trolley. This is al-

ways kept in the perpendicular erected at the

center line of the track, and the deviation from

the normal position is obtained by multiplying

the gage of the track by the elevation of the

outer rail and dividing the product by the

height of the trolley above the rail.

As in practically all new work in Indiana,

bracket trolley construction is employed.

However, on curves for three or four poles

span wire construction is resorted to, as
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shown in one of the illustrations. On tangents bracket arms

are 7 ft. long, but on curves a 10-ft. arm is required because

of the method adopted in the alignment of the trolley.

WAY STATION AT COUNTRY LINE

VIEW SHOWING DEPTH OF BALLAST AND TROLLEY
CONSTRUCTION ON CURVES

The poles between Fort Wayne and a point a few miles

north of Bluffton are all 40 ft. long and carry high-tension

cross-arms for two circuits arranged in a triangle. A devi-

ation from the usual practice is made in the location of the

cross-arm carrying the feeder and telephone wires in that arm.

This is placed just below the bracket arm instead of above it.

The position of the cross-arm, together with the fact that the

feeder is located on the side of the pole

nearest the track, made possible the

stringing of the feeder from a car with the

least amount of labor. The feeder is car-

ried the full length of the line and is

tapped in on the trolley at intervals of 1300

ft. by means of a special feed-in hanger.

The method of making the tap is well

shown in an illustration on page 1035,

which also shows the manner in which the

lightning arrester lead is tapped on to the

feeder. The arresters, which are placed

four to the mile, are grounded by means

of a No. 4 bare wire to a plate on the

bottom of the pole.

All stations, section houses, stock

guards, outhouses and signs have been

erected according to adopted standards.

The standard stations are constructed in

sizes measuring 8 ft. x 8 ft., 8 ft. x 10 ft.,

10 ft. x 12 ft., and 12 ft. x 14 ft. The one

shown in an accompanying illustra-

tion is of the smallest size, and cost

G.=»4'8M"

Super-Elevation = 5%=E.

A.B.-r- G.-K.

20'-=- 4' S'A= 4.28

K. xE=a.6.

5Hx4.23=23%=a.b.

1-

m

1

a J-& B>

M—= Super-Elevation x 4.28= 23}*"

J

|

Line
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Trolley

with

If*

Is

Super-Elevation

STANDARD CROSS-SECTION, SHOWING RAIL ELEVATION
ON CURVES

complete approximately $85. The roof, which has a pitch

of 1 to 3, has an overhang of 3 ft. To prevent break-

age of glass the windows are covered with a heavy wire

mesh. The shingled roof is painted red, while the body is of
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lemon yellow with white trimmings. Inside the station is a

switch for operating the "car stop" signal lamps on a pole

near by. All highway crossings are protected by means of

"watch, look, listen" signs of the trian-

gular type usually found at steam road

crossings. In addition to a pole number
every fifth pole has painted upon it the

distance in miles to each terminal.

POWER SUPPLY AND SUB-STATIONS

A new power station, the plans of

which were published in the Street Rail-

way Journal, Oct. 13, 1906, is being built

in Fort Wayne by the holding company,

and eventually this station will supply

power to operate the line. At the present

time power is obtained from an old gener-

ating station in Fort Wayne. The only

sub-station on the line is located at Yoder,

a small town 11 miles out of Fort Wayne
and 14 miles distant from Bluffton. The
single high-tension line from the gener-

ating station in Fort Wayne is carried on

beyond the Yoder sub-station to Kings-

land, which is about 5 miles north of

Bluffton, with the idea of eventually in-

stalling another sub-station near the

southern terminus. The plan upon which the sub-

station is erected provides for the employment of one

man as sub-station operator, passenger and ticket agent.

The rear of the low brick building is occupied entirely

At the present time only one of the two 300-kw rotary con-

verters for which the station was designed is installed. All

of the apparatus is installed in one room, and its arrangement

FORMERS AND SWITCHES IN THE YODER SUB-STATION

may be seen by referring to an accompanying reproduction.

The high-tension wires at 16,000 volts and 25 cycles enter the

rear wall of the building through Locke wall insulators, and

after passing through knife disconnecting switches drop to

ION OF THE APPARATUS

by the sub-station. On one side of a central passage-

way leading from the sub-station room to the front of the

building is the passenger waiting room and on the other side

is a freight room. The switchboard in the sub-station is so

located that the breakers and instruments can be observed
from the passageway which serves as an office.

the hand-operated oil switches immediately below. The out-

going leads from the oil switches are carried on an iron pipe

framework to oil-cooled transformers installed over a con-

crete pit underneath the floor. This pit extends across the

building in such a manner that the walls serve as a foundation

for the rotary converter, and all of the leads between the
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converter, the transformers and the switchboard are carried

in it in such a manner as to be easily accessible should occa-

sion ever require. The switches, transformers and rotary

converter and practically all of the apparatus in the sub-

station is of General Electric manufacture.

Aside from its construction features, the line described is of

additional interest because of the fact that it forms a part of

a more direct route between Indianapolis and Fort Wayne

I'HEIGHT AND TICKET OFKICK SI ' l!-STATION AT VODER

than that over which through service is being given at the

present time. The present route by way of Kokomo, Peru

and Wabash is 148 miles. The new route by way of Ander-

son, Muncie and Bluffton, of which the line described is the

northern section, is about 20 miles shorter.

NEW POWER STATION AT BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

One of the most modern stations in England is that re-

cently completed by the corporation of Birmingham and

formally inaugurated Oct. 10. The station was designed by

R. A. Chattock, city engineer, and is designed to supply d. c.

power to the tramway system within two miles of the gener-

ating station, 5000-volt three-phase alternating-current sup-

ply to sub-stations in the outlying districts of the city, and

direct-current supply at 220 and 440 volts for commercial

lighting and power. The building is 275 ft. long and is

divided into three sections, viz: the engine room 100 ft. wide,

the boiler room 89 ft. wide, and the economizer house 47 ft.

wide, all of which extend the entire length of the building.

Space has been provided for additional equipment. The

present installation has a capacity of 11,500 kw, divided into

7000 kw d. c. and 2400 kw a. c. The ultimate capacity will

be 26,500 kw, divided into 13,000 kw d. c. and 13,500 kw a. c.

ENGINES

There are six Bellis engines with cylinder dimensions of

25 ins., 36^2 ins. and 55 ins. x 33 ins. stroke, each driving a

1500-kw generator, four of which are d. c. type and of the

Dick-Kerr make, and two are alternators supplied by the

British Westinghouse Company. In addition there are three

1000-hp Bellis engines, each operating a 625-kwj British West-

inghouse alternator, and two 180-hp engines of the same

make driving General Electric exciters. Steam is supplied at

180 lbs. pressure, superheated from 100 to 150 deg. F. The
engines are arranged to run under condensing conditions,

but provision has been made for exhausting to the atmos-

phere on emergency through automatic exhaust valves.

Piston valves are fitted to all cylinders, the high-pressure

valves being of the variable expansion type, operated from

the governor through a special relay gear by which the cut-

off is adjusted to the most economical position. On this

plan the power is carried at the higher

loads by automatically varying the cut-

off, and at the lower loads by throttling,

a combination which has been shown to

give the best economy on all loads.

Extra heavy fly-wheels are used and

have a stored energy of 3400 and 4600

ft. tons for the d. c. and a. c. sets re-

spectively. The engines are designed to

regulate within 2 per cent from zero

load to 25 per cent overload.

Oil is supplied to all the bearings un-

der a pressure of 20 lbs. to 30 lbs. per

sq. in. from oil pumps, in duplicate,

worked from the high-pressure slide-

valve eccentric. The oil is distributed

through a continuous system of pipes

and channels, and the oil escaping from

the bearings drains down into an oil well

in the crank pit, from which the oil

pumps take their supply. Not only is

the oil distributed to the governors, but

there are also flow and return pipes in

connection with the tail bearings of the

electric generators, so that these, too,

are supplied with oil under pressure. The oil pumps are of

the simple oscillating type, without valves or packings.

Each main engine is provided with its own surface con-

densing plant, arranged alongside the engine, each plant

being proportioned to maintain a vacuum within 3 ins. of

the barometer of the condenser with the engine on full load,

the vacuum being specified not to fall below 25 ins. at the

maximum load of the engine with cooling water at a maxi-

mum initial temperature of 85 deg. F. The cooling water is

obtained from the adjacent canal, there being a large inde-

pendent pumping installation for this purpose. The water

is distributed to each condensing plant through a circular

system of flow and return pipes in the engine house. The

exhaust steam before entering the condenser passes through

a "Baker" grease extractor, a sluice valve being fitted be-

tween oil separator and condenser, so that the condenser

may be laid off for cleaning while the engine exhausts to

atmosphere. The steam, however, will still pass through the

separator, which acts as a silencer. There are 1767 three-

quarter-inch brass tubes, an aggregate length of 4 miles of

tubing in each condenser, presenting a total cooling surface

of 4200 sq. ft. The air pumps are on Edwards' patent prin-

ciple, three-throw, with pumps 18 ins. diameter by 12 ins.

stroke, running at a normal speed of 80 r. p. m., arranged for

speeding up to 120 r. p. m., so as to enable each set of air

pumps on emergency to serve two main condensers. An
interconnecting air-pump suction main is provided for linking

up any air pump to each condenser. The air pumps are

alternately steam and motor-driven, the two methods of driv-

ing being thus equally divided throughout the engine house.

These condensing plants and lubricating systems were de-

signed and constructed by Bellis & Morcom, equally with

the main engines. •

The three 500-kw engines, also supplied by Bellis & Mor-
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com, are of' their triple-expansion type, and generally similar

in design to the larger units. The cylinders are 17 ins., 24

ins. and 2>7
lA ins., with a piston stroke of 18 ins., and the

engines run at a speed of 250 r. p. m., driving alternating-

current machines. These three engines exhaust into a com-

mon surface condenser, which is a duplicate of the plants

supplied by the larger engines.

GENERATORS AND AUXILIARY MACHINERY

The four 1500-kw Dick-Kerr direct-current generators

already mentioned are sixteen-pole and are compound

wound. It is intended to use these machines as ordinary

shunt machines for the lighting supply, and as compound

machines for the traction supply, the necessary alterations in

the connections being effected on the direct-current switch-

board.

Two 500-kw steam turbo-generators, built by C. A. Par-

sons & Company, have also been installed. These turbines,

has ceased, and consists of a shunt-wound motor driving a

compound-wound generator. It is also proposed to install a

200-kw rotary converter and bank of transformers to enable

the extra high-tension alternating-current supply to be cou-

pled to the low-tension direct-current supply, in order to avoid

running a steam plant on both classes of supply at times of

light load. It is also proposed to install a large storage bat-

tery, equipped with reversible booster, for equalizing the load

upon the direct-current generators used for supplying the

tramway system.

CRANE
A large overhead electrically-driven four-motor crane, built

by Jessop & Appleby Brothers (Leicester), Ltd., is installed

in the engine room. The motors for this crane are series

wound and were supplied by the British Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company, Ltd.

SWITCHBOARD
The switchboard problem was quite complicate the

ENGINE ROOM, BIRMINGHAM

together with two exciter engines, are coupled to a surface

condenser and set of motor-driven air pumps, supplied by

W. H. Allen, Son & Company, Ltd. The generators coupled

to them are shunt-wound direct-current machines, giving a

pressure of 460 to 520 volts, and each has an overload capac-

ity of 10 per cent.

The 1500-kw British Westinghouse alternators are of that

company's standard type, three-phase, 25 cycles and 5000

volts. The three 500-volt machines are of similar make
and type.

The rest of the electrical machinery includes two mo-
tor-driven balancers, each of 100-kw capacity, for dealing

with the out-of-balance current on the local lighting network

;

two 25-kw motor-driven three-wire boosters of the same man-
ufacturers to give the necessary increase in pressure on the

hunk main supply to the Dale End and Water Street gener-

ating stations, and a 200-kw motor generator, all built by the

Phoenix Dynamo & Manufacturing Company, Ltd. The 200-

kw motor-generator is installed for giving a direct-current

supply to the tramway system off the direct-current lighting

bus-bars during light load at nighttime after the main traffic

variety of current supplied, by the location of the power sta-

tion at some distance from the center of distribution and by

the nature of the site, which necessitated locating the switch-

boards across one end of the building in order to bring out

the large number of feeders properly to the distributing con-

duits. The space available was so limited that it was decided

to make it double-decked, and in part in two rows facing

each other.

Each of the main 1500-kw d. c. generators is connected to

its panel in the switchboard gallery by nine 91 7/17 cables,

three positives, three equalizers or lighting negatives, and

three railway negatives. All switches are mounted on the

generator panel, which is 7 ft. 6 ins. in height, and is built up
of three sections of 2y2 -'m. black enameled slate, on account

of the weight of the gear mounted upon it, and of the force

required to operate the heavy switches. Each of these panels

has the somewhat unusual width of 4 ft. 6 ins. on account of

the number of switches required, the size of the copper con-

nections, and the large clearance maintained between oppo-

site polarities and between copper and earth, this being held

up to 4 ins. on all bus-bar and main machine connections,
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wherever possible. This unusual clearance, which exceeds

that on much a. c. gear of twenty times the pressure, has

been considered advisable in this case on account of the

enormous arc and consequent risk to fitters or operators

which would arise in case of a fault across the bars. It also

enables insulated spanners to be inserted between the copper

conductors at the back to reach any of the heavy contact

clamping nuts with minimum risk when the bars are alive,

which is more or less essential, as many points of the board

with connections to several sets of bus-bars cannot ever be

completely killed at any one time.

All switches and circuit-breaking devices for these heavy

BOILER ROOM, BIRMINGHAM

currents, as well as for all currents on this board from 2000

to 10,000 amps., are of the British T. H. Company's laminated

lever or brush toggle types, with finely laminated copper leaf

contacts firmly bedded on the opposing surfaces by heavy

pressure generally set up by powerful toggle action. When
arcing may occur on opening the switch, these brush con-

tacts are protected by solid copper to copper auxiliary con-

tacts, further protected in the case of the circuit breakers by

the usual quick-opening wide-break carbon to carbon con-

tacts.

The alternating-current switch gear is considerably more

simple than the d. c. gear, owing to the comparatively small

amount of current required for the same power, the much
simpler conditions of distribution to be met, and the conse-

quent absence of boosters, simplicity of the bus-bars, and so

forth. The a. c. transmission work in Birmingham is un-

usually free from complications. There are to be" seven sub-

stations, each to contain converters feeding the lighting and

traction systems.

The current is taken from the group of feeder switches

through brick flues or uptakes above the engine-room floor

to the switchboard gallery, on which are mounted the feeder

bus-bars and oil switches in similar artificial stone compart-

ments. These switches are of the hand-operated type,

mounted directly behind their panels, and for economy of

space are of the triple-pole type, all three poles being handled

in one compartment.

The switchboards and instruments were designed and built

by the British Thomson-Houston Com-
pany, Ltd., with the exception of the indi-

cating instruments, which were made by

Elliott Brothers, the whole being carried

out to the specifications of R. A. Chat-

tock, chief engineer of the electricity de-

partment of the city of Birmingham.

BOILERS

The boilers were supplied by Babcock

& Wilcox, Ltd., and are of their well-

known "Land" pattern water-tube type.

There are ten boilers, each having 6182 sq.

ft. of heating surface, constructed for a

working pressure of 180 lbs. per sq. in.,

and containing 280 tubes, arranged in

twenty sections, each section have four-

teen tubes 18 ft. in length.

Each boiler is fitted with a Babcock &
Wilcox superheater, capable of imparting

150 deg. F. of superheat to the steam pro-

duced by the boiler, containing also 898

sq. ft. of heating surface, and consisting of

eighty-eight solid drawn steel tubes, V/2

ins. in' diameter, bent U shape, and con-

nected at both ends to wrought steel

boxes or manifolds. The upper box or

manifold is connected to the cross drum

on the top of the steam and water drums.

The middle manifold is connected to a

wrought steel box on top of the steam and

water drums, forming a steam outlet for

the superheaters. Each of the boilers is

also fitted with a Babcock & Wilcox

patent double mechanical chain grate

stoker, each double stoker consisting of

two 5-ft. x 10-ft. stokers, giving a total

grate area of 100 sq. ft. Each grate con-

sists of an endless chain of short cast-iron

grate bars linked together and actuated by passing over drums

at the front and rear, the front drum being revolved by a

worm and worm wheel.

Each boiler, including mechanical stoker and superheater,

is estimated to evaporate 24,000 lbs. of water per hour with

yA-\n. natural draught, and assuming coal of at least 10,000

B. T. U.'s.
FEED PUMPS

The boiler feed pumps were supplied by G. & J. Weir, Ltd.,

Cathcart, and consist of four of this firm's well-known single

direct-acting pumps, series III. type, each 9>4 ins. diameter

by 12^ ins. steam cylinder by 24-in. stroke. Each pump is

capable of delivering 8000 gallons of water per hour at 12

double strokes per minute. These pumps are single-cylinder,

double-acting and vertical. The steam is used expansively

and the cut-off can be regulated from the outside while
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the pumps are working, thus re-

ducing the steam consumption.

CONVEYORS
The overhead coal bunkers in

the boiler house are capable of con-

taining 2000 tons of coal, and a

very complete system of coal con-

veying gear has been installed by

The New Conveyor Company,

Ltd., for feeding these and at the

same time for dealing with the

ashes from the boiler fires. The
method of dealing with the coal

and ashes is briefly as follows

:

Coal may either be brought in

by barges on the canal which runs

at right angles with the boiler

house, or by means of carts. If

by the former means, the coal is

discharged by hand on to a 24-in.

band conveyor of the Robbins type

which runs the full length of the

basin. This conveyor is capable

of dealing with 60 tons of coal per

hour when running at a speed of

200 ft. per minute, and has its top

rollers of cast iron spaced out 5 ft. apart, and the bottom roll-

ers spaced about 10 ft. apart. The end drums are 30 ins. di-

ameter. All spindles and shafts throughout this conveyor

CABLE CONDUIT, BIRMINGHAM

D. C. SETS AT BIRMINGHAM

are supported by gun metal bushed bearings of an extra

heavy pattern.

About 50 ft. from the delivery end of band conveyor the

latter is inclined upwards at an angle of about 20 deg. in

order that sufficient height may be obtained for the weighing

machine. This machine is of the Klein make and is entirely

automatic in its action, recording the amount of coal brought
in by the barges. The weighing machine discharges into a

collecting box on the ground level, from which coal is led

by means of chutes to the cavity bucket conveyors. When
coal is carted into the station the carts are unloaded directly

into this collecting box, and do not pass over the band con-

veyor already described.

The gravity bucket conveyors are two in number, each 690
ft. long, but provision has been made for fixing a third con-

veyor (for use in the coal store) at a later date. They are

fed by means of the shoots from the collecting box through

patent automatic fillers, and have each a capacity of 60 tons

per hour when traveling at about 45 ft. per minute. They
consist of steel buckets built of %-in. plate suspended from
pins in the chain at intervals of 2 ft., and are free to swing
in any direction. The chain is of an extra heavy type, being

of the double-strand stamped steel pattern, and is supported

from the path rails by rollers at intervals of 1 ft. At each

corner where the direction of travel is changed, heavy cast-

iron wheels (turned on face) are fixed to reduce friction to a

minimum.

Briefly, the run of conveyors is as follows: On receiving

coal from the fillers, the conveyors rise through weather-tight

casings to a height of 46 ft. above the canal. They then

turn at right angles and run parallel with the ground for a

distance of 110 ft., passing over the canal and ash bunkers

to a point immediately inside the walls of the boiler house.

They are supported on this plane by a built weather-tight

bridge, which in turn rests on the main ash bunkers. Inside

the boiler house they again turn upwards fot' another 20 ft.

and resume their horizontal travel, passing over the coal

storage bunkers, which are about 240 ft. long. The driving

gear is situated at the top corner of the boiler house next the

canal, and consists of heavy cut steel wheels driven by means

of motors, the whole being mounted on a solid framework of
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steel and cast iron. At fixed points over the bunkers trip-

pers are arranged so that coal may be discharged into any

bunker at will.

On reaching the end of the coal storage the conveyors

descend to the basement and pass back in front of the boilers,

receiving the ashes on their return journey. On reaching

STEAM PIPING

The high-pressure steam section consists of wrought steel

lap-welded pipes 12^-in. and 10^-in. external diameters by

3/g, in. thick, 8^-in. and 7^-in. external diameters by 5-16

in. thick, 6]/2 -in. and 5*/2-in. external diameters by in.

thick, 4j^-in. 3j4-in. and 2^-in. external diameters by 5

SI I >E Y I E\\ CONVEYOR END VIEW ( >E CUNYEYOl

the canal end of the house the conveyors again rise to the

level of the weather-tight bridge and, passing back under the

coal strand, deliver their ashes into either of the two ash

bunkers, which are situated one over the roadway for loading

into the carts, and the other over the canal for loading to

barges. Conveyors on delivering their ashes descend to

original level and arc again ready for loading with coal and

going through the same cycle of operations again. The ash

bunkers mentioned above are each constructed of mild steel

and are supported by a heavy framework of built joist suit-

ably braced and stiffened, each bunker having a capacity of

60 tons of ashes.

The motors driving the plant are of the Electric Construc-

CONVEYOR FROM INSIDE OF BOILER ROOM

tion Company's make, one 16-hp motor being used for each

960 ft. of gravity bucket conveyor, and one 6-hp motor for

the 300-ft. long band conveyor. The shoots from the ash

and coal bunkers are made of J^-in. mild steel plate, and at

the top of each, for the purpose of cutting off the supply, is

fitted a patent double-swing door operated by levers and

hand chain.

gage thick. The 12-in., 10-in., 8-in and 7-in. pipes have solid

welded flanges faced spigot and faucet, and the smaller sizes

stamped steel flanges screwed and expanded on, faced plain.

All joints are made with Taylor's corrugated coarse type

copper joint rings and Dixon's graphite, while the bolts are

of special quality steel, machined under head to insure a

perfect fit. All branches are electrically welded on.

ECONOMIZERS

The economizers are of the Green special high-pressure

type, suitable for a pressure of 200 lbs. to the square inch,

and each section consists of 1280 tubes, arranged in four

separate machines, each containing 320 tubes. Each machine

is divided into three groups, the groups of pipes being

coupled together at the top and bottom by copper expansion

elbows. The economizers are fitted with the usual safety and

blow-off valves, the vertical pipes are 9 ft. long and 4 9-16

ins. diameter. The main flue dampers are so arranged that

any one of the economizers can be isolated for cleaning pur-

poses without stopping the whole installation. The scrapers

of the four machines are worked by means of a motor and

counter-shafting. The total heating surface, of the pipes is

12,800 sq. ft., and the capacity 8000 gallons.

One chimney stack has been erected-for the first equipment

and the foundations of a second stack have been put in up to

the floor level of the economizer house. The stacks are 15 ft.

internal diameter and 230 ft. high, being lined with fire brick

for a distance of 50 ft. from the base.

CIRCULATING WATER PUMP HOUSE
The circulating water pump house is equipped with two

20-in. steam-driven centrifugal pumps and, one 12-in. motor-

driven centrifugal pump, supplied by W. H. Allen, Son &
Co., Ltd. The steam pumps are fitted with exhaust steam

grease separator, surface condenser, and Edwards' type air

pump. The pumps deliver their water into a system of

piping supplied by John Spencer, Ltd., .the pipes being ' of

riveted steel, 24 ins. in diameter, and running completely

round the engine house. ,M |
The make-up water required from the town mains is passed

through an exhaust steam feed water heater of the Berryman
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type, into which the exhaust steam from the feed pumps is

discharged.
SUB-STATIONS

Of the five sub-stations, the Camden Street sub-station is

the first that has been completed and put to work. The

description of this sub-station may be taken to apply to the

other sub-stations mentioned above, the equipment in each

being identical in design, though necessarily somewhat varied

in arrangement and capacity as the sites and the require-

ments in each district have necessitated. The whole of the

equipment, with the exception of the storage batteries and

the combined balancers and boosters, was supplied by the

British Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,

LAYING MAINS ON THE SOLID SYSTEM, BIRMINGHAM

Ltd. The rotary converters are each of 300-kw capacity out-

put. At present two of these are arranged for giving a

direct-current railway supply, at a pressure of 550 volts. Air-

blast transformers and storage batteries are used. The latter

were supplied by The Electrical Power Storage Company,

Ltd., and consist of 256 cells, arranged across each side of the

three-wire cable network, 19 cells at the end of each battery

being used for regulating purposes.

The ultimate capacities of the five sub-stations range from

1500 kw to 3700 kw.

CABLES AND FEEDER DISTRIBUTION

The cable work at the Birmingham installation has been

carried out by Callender's Cable & Construction Company,

Ltd., and is of a very extensive character. One of the en-

gravings shows the central portion of the basement under

the engine room connecting the switchboard with the other

end of the building. This portion of the building has been

divided into three subways with a series of stone shelves

built one above another into the side walls. One shelf is

provided for each generator for each of the four cables con-

nected to it, viz., positive, negative, equalizer and shunt wind-

ings. The d. c. cables are insulated with vulcanized rubber

and are fireproofed with asbestos braid. The a. c. cables are

of the three-core, paper-insulated, lead-covered and armored

type and are carried in a separate subway.

The feeder system outside the station is divided into dis-

tricts corresponding to the various generating and sub-sta-

tions; each section is fed by three-wire feeder cables, pro-

tected by fuses in the station and coupled solid to the net-

work in underground boxes or feeder switch pillars. The
positive railway feeders are of standard construction. The
negative feeders, however, are triple concentric, this style

having been used in order that adjustments may be made in

the resistance of each cable and the potential drop adjusted

to suit the traffic. Pilot and telephone cables, the latter giv-

ing communication between the power station and the feeder

switch pillars, are included in the equipment.

The whole of the cable work in the streets is laid on the

well-known Callender system, as shown in the engraving on

this page. The low-tension cables are of the paper insulated

vulcanized bitumen type, carried on pot bridges in earthen-

ware troughs which are run solid with bitumen. The trough is

galvanized steel wire armoring which is laid over the lead and

is connected to earth every 100 yds. by means of a cast-iron

pipe fixed vertically into the ground beneath the cable and

packed with loose coke. ^
PAPER ON SCHEDULES AND TRAFFIC IN BOSTON

Practical car service was the topic discussed by the New
England Street Railway Club at its meeting of Nov. 22, which

was held as usual at the American House, Boston. Vice-

President Potter was in the chair, on account of the absence

of President Winsor. The speaker of the evening was Tim-
othy Connell, supervisor of time tables of the Boston Ele-

vated Railway Company.

After pointing out the need of suiting car service to the

requirements of the traveling public, with due regard for the

commercial interests of the operating company Mr. Connell

urged the importance of considering the traveling habits of

the residents of the various districts served and noting the

hours during which they make the greatest use of the cars.

In Boston and its vicinity the character of the travel may be

classed somewhat as follows :

4—6 a. m. Light traffic, employees of markets, restaurants,

janitors, porters, etc.

6—7 :30 a. m. Increased traffic, laboring and mechanical work-
ers.

7 130—8 130 a. m. Maximum traffic, store and office employees.
8:30—9:30 a. m. Merchants, professional men, decreasing vol-

ume of traffic.

9:30 a. m—3:30 p. m. Shoppers, tourists, etc., normal and
profitable traffic.

3:30—6:30 p. m. Homeward traffic and rush hours.

7—7 :45 p. m. Theater and concert traffic, inward bound.
10— 11 :30 p. m. Theater and concert traffic, homeward bound.
Night cars. Light traffic.

This night traffic, while not directly profitable financially,

is a great accommodation to those by whom it is patronized,

and is a necessity. In the end a large indirect revenue- is

derived by a generous policy in regard to night cars, for

people are inclined to settle in those districts where cars are

available at all hours, even though they may have no occasion

to use the night cars, and the increase in population thus at-

tracted helps materially in upbuilding the day traffic, amply

repaying the company for the night cars.
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This completes the general plan of car service for week-

days, except that custom demands a slight change on Satur-

day afternoons, when a great many return home at 1 o'clock,

instead of between 5 and 6 p. m. as on other days ; and other

changes have to be made to meet any abnormal demand for

transportation which may arise. On Sundays and holidays

the periods of traffic change considerably, requiring a totally

different schedule to meet the travel, of which the direction

and time are totally different from that on the ordinary week-

day. The business section is practically deserted, and the

tide of traffic is directed toward the residential districts, or in

the summer, to the country and seashore resorts. On these

days even more attention is required than on weekdays, since

the traffic is much heavier at times, being compressed into

fewer hours, chiefly from 1 to 10 p. m., but varying somewhat

according to the weather conditions.

During the hours of normal traffic on the Boston Elevated

system, from 10 a. m. to 3 p. m., there are constantly in use

716 surface cars and 96 elevated cars, the latter comprising

twenty-four trains of four cars. In the rush hour between 5

and 6 p. m. this number is increased to 1375 surface cars and

150 elevated cars, the latter comprising thirty five-car trains.

During this hour the cars carry from 70,000 to 75,000 persons

on an average. To show the difficulties arising from traffic

congestion, on Boylston Street in the space of one-seventh of

a mile between Arlington Street and Berkeley Street, during

the rush hour mentioned 239 cars pass each way, or 478 cars

total in both directions. These cars have an average head-

way of only fifteen seconds and an average spacing of 150 ft.

On Washington Street, between Adams Square and Hanover

street, one-eighth of a mile, 34 cars pass during the rush

hour, or one car every eighteen seconds. At the corner of

Washington Street and Sumner Street 300 cars pass in the

several directions; at Dewey Square, 250; at the Dudley

Street transfer station, 225, and at Sullivan Square 235 cars

all pass during the hour. The greatest efforts to preserve an

efficient service have to be made by the operating department,

and to see that the cars, hindered as they are by vehicles and

other obstructions, are kept moving with some degree of

regularity.

Whoever maps out a car service should be perfectly fa-

miliar with every district covered. Close, personal observa-

tion at all hours of the day is essential. Conductors' rec-

ords are to a certain degree valuable helps in ascertaining

the amount of the traffic, but on account of the constant shift-

ing of passengers at transfer points these may be misleading

as to the distribution of travel. Observation at such points

of vantage is most desirable, and it is not necessary to traverse

the entire lengths of all the routes to get the information de-

sired to make the service both agreeable to the public and

profitable to the company. It is not sufficient in laying out

a car service to confine one's attention merely to one district.

The proper spacing must also be considered, where cars com-

bine with other lines at junctions, since to neglect this will

lead to an erratic headway and an uneven service. The cars

from different points should enter upon a trunk line at proper

intervals.

Even though an apparently perfect schedule may be laid

out with a view toward giving the utmost satisfaction to the

public and at the same time prove the greatest commercial

success to the company, still this same schedule when put into

operation may be so poorly run as to suit neither the public

nor the company. This disarrangement may be ascribed to

some of the following causes.

1. Low voltage.

2. The slow or indifferent motorman, who does not fore-

see the conditions which he is likely to meet, nor familiarize

himself with the traffic which he is likely to encounter at

times of abnormal travel. He has more headway than be-

longs to him and consequently his car is overcrowded

—

through his failure to keep up, and he is continually arriving

behind his schedule.

3. Comment might also be applied to the conductor who
allows his platform to become overcrowded, without any

effort on his part to move forward the passengers in the car.

Delays thus occur in the stops, when passengers get on or off.

Cars are sometimes delayed by the overspeeding of a pre-

vious car through a populous part of the route, which leaves

an excessive headway to the following car, which is in con-

sequence overcrowded. The schedule ought to be as closely

as possible adhered to. Starters should be prompt, even to

the quarter minute, in starting cars. Alertness and prompt-

ness to start on signal would result in a smoother car service

and fewer complaints from the public. Other causes of ob-

struction are vehicles on the track, adverse weather condi-

tions, drawbridges and grade crossings. Some of these de-

lays are totally unavoidable, but they must be offset as far as

is possible.

Disarrangement of car service tends to bring down blame,

not to say great annoyance, upon the management of the

company from dissatisfied patrons who claim they are not

given sufficient accommodation in the way of transportation.

To satisfy these patrons, more cars than are necessary must

at times be run, at an additional expense not justified by the

revenue. Fewer cars would be required to do the work if the

schedule were properly adhered to.

With regard to the remedy hinted, in cases of unwarrant-

able obstruction to car traffic caused by vehicles, police offi-

cers when patrolling their routes should be compelled to pay

some attention to these causes of obstruction, and to see to it

that drivers of vehicles do not thus infringe upon the rights

of the great traveling public.

One of the greatest detriments to that rapid transit which

is the chief desire of the public to-day is the prevalent fre-

quency of stopping places, especially on lines where the

headways are very close, in such cases retarding the move-

ment of the cars to such an extent as to more than offset in

time lost the supposed advantages gained by the nearness of

stops. Hence in establishing stopping places, it would be

well to consider what effect they will have upon the running

time schedules, when weighed with the supposed increase in

the number of patrons. On lines where the headway is very

frequent, much less service would be required if the cars were

properly operated as to time and regularity of intervals, as

this would insure a proper and even distribution of passen-

gers, instead of the first car being crowded with those follow-

ing practically empty.

On account of large increases in the package and freight

business into Toledo, the terminal station on Huron Street,

Toledo, is being enlarged by the erection of another floor,

which will be used for office and storage. It is stated that the

amount of package freight handled in and out of Toledo is

increasing at the rate of 2,000,000 lbs. per month over that

handled last year.

The Spokane & Inland Railway Company, controlled by

the Inland Empire Electric Railway Company, of which Jay
P. Graves, of Spokane, is president, has installed a four-

train service between Spokane and Waverly, 35 miles south

of Spokane. The equipment is the latest approved pattern

and the roadbed is one of the best in the Pacific Northwest.
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CONVENTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL STREET AND
INTERURBAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION AT MILAN

The biennial convention of the International Street and

Interurban Railway Association was held on Sept. 17 to 21

this year at Milan in connection with the International Ex-

position in that city. It was one of the most interesting in

the history of the association, not only on account of the

actual business transacted but also because of the excursions

to the novel electric railway installations in the neighborhood,

in which the delegates participated.

More than four hundred members of the International

Street and Interurban Railway Association, as well as many
ladies, accepted the invitation of the Italian government and

the municipality of Milan to participate in this meeting. In

addition the governments of Germany, Austria, Belgium,

Bulgaria, Denmark, Spain, France, Greece, Hungary, Italy,

Norway, Roumania and Russia were officially represented at

the convention by thirty-nine delegates, signifying thus an

increased interest in the work of the body. Among the gov-

ernments represented at Milan, it might be well to cite par-

ticularly that of Denmark, which appointed its Minister of

Public Works to attend in person.

FIRST SESSION

At the opening session there were present, in addition to

the actual members of the association, a considerable num-
ber of representatives of the national, city, provincial and

municipal governments, among whom might be mentioned

His Excellency Mr. Dari, assistant secretary to the Minis-

ter of Public Works ; Mr. de Castiglione, representing the

parliamentary deputation of Milan; Mr. Bianchini, chief in-

spector of the Italian State Railways ; Senator Gavazzi, repre-

senting the city of Milan ; President Salmoraighi, president

of the Chamber of Commerce, etc.

In this opening session Mr. Janssen, general manager of

the Brussels Tramways, and president of the association, wel-

comed these gentlemen who had honored the session with

their attendance. The Assistant Secretary of State, Mr.

Dari, replied, assuring the delegates of the great interest

which the Italian government took in the deliberations of the

association. After a speech from the representative of the

city of Milan, Mr. Janssen yielded the chair during the first

session to His Excellency Mr. Dari, as honorary chairman.

The first question of the day was that relating to electric

traction on interburban lines, on which Eric Gerard, the di-

rector of the Montefiore Electrotechnical Institute, of Liege,

had prepared a paper. As Mr. Gerard was unable to be

present at the meeting, the paper on this subject was pre-

sented by M. Thonet, general manager of the Societe d'Enter-

prise Generale de Travaux of Liege.

Mr. Gerard first referred to the remarkable results secured

by electricity in the operation of city tramways, which had
led to the general adoption of this motive power on inter-

urban lines and to a study of its application for the service

of steam trunk lines. This latter application has advanced
slowly, for the principal difficulties which are to be con-

quered are not of a technical character. On the other hand,

the interurban lines which had been equipped electrically

with success are numerous, and it is not difficult to foresee

that electricity will be generally adopted on lines of this

character.

An examination of the lines already equipped shows a

great variety of equipment. Direct current, polyphase and
single-phase systems and their combinations have been put
in operation. This variety of methods .has disconcerted many

people. None of the systems is absolutely superior to the

other; each particular case has to be made an object of special

study. Mr. Gerard then reviewed briefly the different sys-

tems and considered their advantages and disadvantages. He
then referred to the test now being conducted in Sweden
under the auspices of the Swedish government, in which 20,-

000 volts is being used on the trolley wire. Three companies

have apparatus under trial, the Westinghouse Company with

a 25-ton locomotive equipped with 150-hp motors; the Sie-

mens-Schukert Company with two 36-ton locomotives, each

with three no-hp motors, and the Allgemeine Elektricitats

Gesellschaft several motor cars each with two 120-hp Winter-

Eichberg motors. He also referred to the Oerlikon 14,000-

volt converter locomotive and the Rouge and Faget experi-

ments with permutators. He also referred to the electric

locomotive built by the Alioth Company for the Paris, Lyons
& Mediterranean Railway and equipped with Auvert & Fer-

rand rectifiers, and also to the work which is being carried

on with gasoline motor cars.

Mr. Thonet, having presented the report of Mr. Gerard,

which treated the subject from a technical standpoint, dis-

cussed certain economical considerations which entered into

the question. He remarked that the problem of electrifica-

tion of systems ought to be studied in a different manner
from that which concerned the equipment of lines in cities,

where the population is such that there is a continuous and
heavy traffic, and on interurban lines which require only cer-

tain trains per day operating on a definite schedule. Another
consideration is the carriage of freight, which on lines of

heavy traffic ought to be done by trains composed of many
cars, so as to render the operation as economical as possible

and to allow the collection and distribution in the evening

at the different stations of cars loaded during the day time.

Most interurban lines have one large city terminal and serve

a scattered population, and it is certain that the electrical

equipment of such lines increases the number of pas-

sengers and is more desirable even for freight traffic. Out-
side of the question of traffic that of expense of operation

ought also to be considered. It has been shown that electri-

fication reduces the total consumption of fuel, water, oil, etc.,

as well as the expense of maintenance. With the same ex-

penses, therefore, the service and consequently the passen-

ger traffic can be increased. Mr. Thonet then cited the

Mersey Railway, which since the electrification of its lines

has been able to reduce the cost of train-mile from 76

cents to 31 cents. These results are brilliant and encourag-

ing. Mr. Thonet concluded by requesting that for the next

meeting of the association a request should be made from all

the companies which had introduced electrification on their

lines, for figures on the results and the advantages which

they had secured from the change and the precise details

of the cost of introducing electric traction.

The association approved the suggestion and the president

announced that the question of electrification on interurban

and suburban lines would be taken up again at the next

convention.

E. A. Ziffer, civil engineer of Vienna and president of the

Bukowina Interurban Railway, then presented a paper on gas

engines and producers. An abstract of this paper was pub-

lished on page 479 of the Street Railway Journal for

Sept. 29, 1906. There was no discussion.

The afternoon of the third day was reserved for a

visit to the principal electrical factories of Milan. In

the evening at 6 o'clock the delegates were entertained at

a banquet offered by the Italian government and presided

over by the assistant secretary of the Minister of Public

Works.
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SECOND SESSION

The chairman of the second session was Mr. Salmoraighi,

president of the Chamber of Commerce of Milan

The first question was the discussion of the proposed rating

of motors, presented by Messrs. Kapp, of Birmingham

;

Rasch, of Aix-la-Chappelle
;
Blondel, of Paris; d'Hoop, of

Brussels; Macloskie, of Berlin; Swinburne, of London, and

Wysling, of Zurich. This report was published in the Street

Railway Journal for Sept. 22.

Prof. Kapp, who was formerly secretary of the German
Institute of Electrical Engineers, presented the report in

person. He remarked that the commission had retained as

far as possible the regulations already adopted by the Ger-

man Institute of Electrical Engineers for stationary motors.

Since the adoption of these rules, however, the science had

made important advances, especially as regards methods of

measurement, and the code proposed to-day contains a num-

ber of improvements. After a discussion offered by Messrs.

Julius, of Haarlem ;
Pedriala, of Brussels, and Pirani, of Rome,

the association voted unanimously to adopt the recommenda-

tions suggested by the commission.

Mr. Ulbricht, delegate of the government of Saxony, con-

gratulated the association on having taken the initiative in

the adoption of a rating for street railway motors. He appreci-

ated particularly the definitions which had been determined

upon. He remarked that owing to the development of gas-

oline omnibuses he hoped that a similar set of rules on rating

would be adopted for internal combustion motors. The pres-

ident .stated that this subject would be taken up at an early

meeting of the executive committee of the association.

The second paper taken up was that relating to the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of sectionalizing the overhead

.system. Two reports on this subject were presented, one by

Mr. Rasch, professor in the Polytechnic Institute of Aachen,

the other by Mr. Piazzoli, manager of the Palermo Electric

Railway Company. An abstract of these papers will be

found in the Street Railway Journal for Sept. 22 on

pages 436 to 438.

These two papers were not discussed, but the association

expressed the wish that the different companies should make
tests to determine the practicability of sectionalizing the over-

head system and connecting the sections, as outlined in Mr.

Rasch's paper.

Mr. Geron, of Brussels, then presented a paper on the de-

sign of car bodies, published on page 478 of the Street Rail-

way Journal for Sept. 29.

Mr. Heude, official delegate of the French government, ex-

pressed himself as completely in accord with the conclusions

of Mr. Geron. He hoped that the association would pass a

resolution limiting the minimum width of the car body rec-

ommended by the association at 2.3 meters (7 ft. 6 l/2 ins.).

Mr. Grialou, manager of the Lyons Tramway Company,
also approved the recommendations of Mr. Geron arid the

suggestions of Mr. Heude. He remarked that with cross

seats a slight increase of 10 cm to 15 cm ("5 ins. to 7J/2 ins.)

in the width of the car permitted an increase of practically

one-third in its capacity, because it was then possible to seat

four people in a row instead of three. He thought that

where cars are not obliged to run on the lines of another

company it is desirable to allow the greatest latitude in the

choice of dimensions in order to secure the greatest possible

width.

Mr. Koehler, of Berlin, thought it undesirable for the

association to suggest to the authorities that they permit in

the future widths of 2.3 meters or even of 2.4 meters. These
width of tread and in base and height of rails and the use of

There was another question in regard to cars which was a

very serious one. In nearly every city in Europe the types

of cars are entirely different. It would be highly desirable,

as in the United States, to reach a greater uniformity than

at present. The height of the car is also an important ques-

tion, and Mr. Koehler expressed a wish that this would be

taken up at the next meeting.

Mr. Ulbricht, the official delegate of the Saxon government,

called the attention of the association to the importance of

defining the safe minimum clearance between cars when pass-

ing each other.

Mr. Geron expressed himself as in accord with the sug-

gestion that the dimensions of cars should be taken up at the

next meeting, not only from the standpoint of width but also

from that of the other dimensions.

The afternoon was devoted to a visit to the Exposition.

About 4 o'clock the delegates reassembled at the Belgian

section of the Exposition, where they were officially received

by Count von der Burch, commissioner general of the Belgian

government to the exposition. They were invited by him to

inspect the different portions of -this section, especially that

reserved for railway and tramway apparatus.

In the evening the delegates visited, upon invitation, the

power station of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company,

which, as is known, operates the lighting and tramway system

in Milan. Here they listened to an address by Mr. Semenza,

chief engineer of the company, on steam turbines and their

application to electric service.

The entire day of Wednesday, Sept. 19, was given up to a

trip to Lake Maggiore upon invitation of the North Milan

Railway Company. A special train took the delegates to the

lake, where there was an excursion by boat. After four hours

another train took the party to Como, where in the evening

they were tendered a banquet by the two Italian associations.

THIRD SESSION

The chairman of the third session of the association was

Mr. Saldini, who represented the municipality of Milan. At

this meeting two papers on track construction were presented,

one by Mr. Dubs, manager of the Marseilles Tramways, the

other by Mr. Busse, chief engineer of the Berlin Tramways.

'Mr. Dubs' paper was presented in abstract on page 434 of the

Street Railway Journal for Sept. 22.

Mr. Busse's paper was devoted especially to the method of

track construction followed in Germany. He dwelt first on

the desirability of keeping the tramway service, so far as

possible, independent of the general vehicular movement on

the street. This is best secured by operating over a reserva-

tion, but unfortunately such a plan is not often feasible. It

should be the aim, however, of the companies to avoid, so

far as possible, the construction of tracks in well-paved

streets, because a good paving naturally attracts other ve-

hicles to the use of the street. Streets paved with asphalt are

especially to be avoided, not only for this reason but because

of the difficulty of keeping up the pavement where it abuts

against the rails and also because in narrow streets lined with

high buildings, the rigid track construction required with this

paving increases the noise, which is much greater than on a

street with a good block pavement. Where tracks have to be

laid in asphalted streets Mr. Busse recommended block paving

between the rails. Another suggestion was the installation

in broad streets of refuges in the center of the street at which

the cars could stop. The great increase in number of auto-

mobiles in the streets accentuates the desirability of this plan.

In referring to rail sections, he recommended an increase in

width of tread and in base and height of rails and the use of

longer ties. He then called attention to electrically-operated

track tools, especially grinders for taking out rail corruga-
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tions and electro-magnetic chippers for breaking up concrete

sub-construction. He stated that the use of picks in breaking

up the concrete was undesirable, as it loosened the connec-

tion between the rail and its concrete base for considerable

distances. The result was that repairs when conducted in

this way very often did more harm than good. According to

the speaker, the concrete ought to be broken only by special

apparatus designed for the purpose. He was also opposed

to mixing concrete by hand and recommended electrical mix-

ers. Hand mixing is not apt to be thorough, and the result

is that the concrete will have weak spots. The joint question

is by no means settled, and might be considered for the mo-

ment to be in a stationary condition. There is room for con-

siderable study upon this problem, and experience with new
systems of joints is greatly needed. Another point upon

which information is greatly desirable is that relating to rail

corrugation. This subject is receiving the attention of both

manufacturers and users of rails.

Mr. Grialou, of Lyons, suggested that if the subject of

track construction was taken up at the next meeting, a com-

parison be drawn between rigid construction on concrete,

such as is generally employed in Germany, and the more

flexible construction on ties preferred in France. He be-

lieved the latter reduced rail corrugation. Taking up then

the question of joints, he thought that a special investigation

ought to be made on the relative expenses of maintenance of

different types. He remarked that joints which are good

mechanically are often those which are the most expensive to

renew.

Mr. Van Bogaert, delegate of the Belgian government,

referred to a remark of Mr. Dubs, who stated in his report

that a soft metal angle-plate was more desirable than one of

harder metal. He stated that the International Railway

Congress at Washington had reached the opposite conclu-

sion. He added that American practice had shown that very

hard steel angle-plates of 80 kg (176 lbs.) were more desir-

able than the 55-kg (121-lb.) angle-plates usually employed

in Europe. He added that the Belgian government was pro-

posing to conduct a test on angle-plates designed to fit the

contour of the rail exactly. He concluded by stating that

American practice tends toward the use of staggered joints,

that is, not having the joints in one rail directly opposite

the middle of the other rail, but slightly in advance of the

opposite joint.

Mr. Busse, of Berlin, replied that he was not in favor of

broken joints. During a number of trips which he had made
in America he had noticed that tracks laid with broken joints

gave double the number of shocks. These shocks are natur-

ally less in America than in Europe on account of the better

methods of supporting the cars on trucks used there. It

was decided to take up the subject again at the next meeting.

Mr. de Burlet, general manager of the Societe Nationale de

Chemins de fer Vicinaux, of Belgium, then presented a paper

on "Interurban Track Construction," printed on page 433
of the Street Railway Journal for Sept. 22.

In the discussion on this paper Mr. Resal, of Bordeaux,

stated that he had recently been obliged to replace a short

section of track equipped with the overhead system with the

conduit system. All the rails were welded with the Falk

joint. The track was removed by cutting the rail into lengths

of from 40 m to 50 m (130 ft. to 160 ft.), and he believed

that it was possible to handle rails of this length on the street.

The question of transportation from the mill, of course, was
a different matter. He believed, however, from his experi-

ence in Bordeaux, that it might be possible to utilize to ad-

vantage longer rails or at least a joint which could be put on
the rails before they were placed in the streets.

Mr. Liebmann, of Magdebourg, said that in the track con-

struction of interurban lines it is generally thought that the

heaviest rail is the most easy-riding. He believed that the

weight of the rail had less to do with the riding than the other

accessories, especially the ties. He especially recommended
long and well-ballasted ties as a factor in reducing the cost of

maintenance.

Mr. Julius, of Haarlem, said that on a number of lines he

had recently changed the joints from opposite joints to

broken joints. The riding of the cars was much more easy.

Mr. Thonet, of Liege, requested information on the sub-

ject of steel and reinforced concrete ties, which have recently

been used to some extent on tne Italian government lines.

It was decided to take up this subject again at the next

convention.

In the afternoon the delegates accepted the invitation of

the Tessin Company to participate in an excursion to the

Chartreuse de Pavie.

FOURTH SESSION

The chairman of the fourth session was Mr. Janssen, presi-

dent of the association.

The first paper presented was on the use of wattmeters

and other current recorders for cars by Mr. Wattmann, man-

ager of the municipal tramways of Cologne. An abstract of

this paper appears on page 435 of the issue of the Street

Railway Journal for Sept. 22.

In the discussion Mr. Koehler, of Berlin, referred to the

statement of Mr. Wattmann that it was desirable to publish

the names of the motormen making the best records in the

economy of current required to operate their cars. He said

that such a plan might produce a spirit of emulation and

bring results on a small system where all the motormen
knew each other. On a large system he thought that this

kind of mention would not be sufficient, but would have to

be supplemented by prizes of some kind. But, to make these

prizes of any effect, they must have some intrinsic value, and

their cost would naturally reduce to a considerable amount
any advantages secured in cutting down the consumption of

current by the motorman. On the other hand, there are inher-

ent objections to the award of prizes by the management to

employees. This was shown by the experience of the Ger-

man State Railways, where prizes were formerly given to

those employees who made the best records in economy of

coal and oil. But there was so much dissatisfaction and so

many claims for rewards from individuals who thought they

were entitled to recognition that the plan was abandoned for

an increase in wages accorded to all employees when the

record reached a certain figure.

Mr. Wattman, in replying to Mr. Koehler, admitted that

on large systems the difficulties suggested might be encoun-

tered, especially as any sentiment of dissatisfaction and dis-

content might be encouraged and utilized to the disadvantage

of the company by the socialistic party. He thought that

disputes might be more numerous, however, if certain indi-

viduals were given an increase in wages in lieu of a

prize.

Mr. Paulus, of Nuremberg, thought that the distribution of

prizes for economy was an argument against the claims of

the socialistic party, as it recognized the principle of personal

reward for good service.

Mr. Grialou, of Lyons, believed that in their desire in

economize current motormen might be inclined to operate

their cars recklessly and so cause more accidents than other-

wise. He believed also that the motorman would not he so

careful in maintaining schedules.

Mr. Wattmann replied thai his experience had not indicated
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any increase of accidents due to the adoption of car watt-

meters.

Mr. Battes, of Frankfort, said that current recorders had

been adopted on all of the cars in his city, and that on an

annual cost per current of from 600,000 to 700,000 marks

($150,000 to $175,000) an economy of from 17 to 20 per

cent had been secured. He had never noticed on his sys-

tem the objections mentioned by Mr. Grialou; on the con-

trary the number of accidents had decreased and schedules

had been maintained much better. He added that there was

a tendency to attach too great an importance to gradual

acceleration, and as a matter of fact he was taking off part

of the resistances used on his cars. He was also opposed to

rewarding motormen for economy of current. He thought

that in many cases such prizes would be detrimental to the

service, because the motorman who was the highest on the

list as far as current consumption was concerned was often

undesirable from every other. On the other hand, a first-

rate man from other standpoints often could not quite reach

the same record for current consumption accomplished by

others. It was to avoid all these reasons for discontent that

the Frankfort Tramways have always been opposed to any

system of bonuses.

Mr. Stahl, of Diisseldorf, agreed with the remarks of Mr.

Battes, and he also said that, while all the cars in Diisseldorf

are equipped with current recorders, no increase in the num-

ber of accidents or difficulty with maintaining the schedule

had been noted.

Further discussion on this point was postponed until the

next meeting.

The next subject discussed was that of braking. Two
papers were presented, one by Mr. Petit, chief engineer of

the National Railway system, of Belgium, in favor of air

brakes, the other by Mr. Scholtes, manager of the Nuremberg

Tramways, in favor of electric brakes. These papers are

published in abstract on pages 431 -and 432 of the Street

Railway Journal of Sept. 22.

In the discussion Mr. Grialou, of Lyons, referred to a re-

mark of Mr. Petit that one of the principal disadvantages of

the electric brake was its dependence upon the trolley line,

and said that he thought that the electric brake was more

easy to operate than the air brake. The only advantage of

the latter is its automatic action in case of a parting of the

coupling in trains consisting of motor cars and trail cars.

Mr. Pedriali, of Brussels, said that Mr. Petit in his report

referred to the electric brake as operating less rapidly than

the air brake. His experience did not confirm this point.

It was generally accepted for several years that cars equipped

with electric brakes would not stop rapidly. The cause was

in the motors, whose commutators would get greasy, but

modern motors are so well designed that braking with them

can be effected with the same rapidity and reliability as with

air. He concluded by adding that the conclusions proposed

by Mr. Scholtes were perhaps a little too extreme. He be-

lieved that it would be desirable not to adopt any resolutions

on the subject.

Others who took part in the debate were Messrs. Watt-

mann, of Cologne; Dix, of Munich; Soberski, of Nuremberg;

Koehler, of Berlin, and Thelemann, of Diisseldorf. No
action was taken on the recommendations made by Messrs.

Scholtes and Petit.

The final paper presented at the meeting was on maximum
speeds for interurban lines. This paper was presented by

Mr. Krasa, chief engineer of the Czernowitz interurban rail-

way, and appears on page 479 of the issue of Sept. 29.

The final session of the association was concluded by the

business meeting. After the report of the secretary and

treasurer, the association elected as an honorary member
Mr. Nonnenberg, who had been its devoted secretary from its

organization up to 1902, but who had been obliged to resign

active work in connection with the association in that year

on account of his numerous business engagements. The

association then elected to the executive committee C. de

Burlet, general manager of the Societe Nationale des Chemins

de fer Vicinaux, of Belgium; Ch. Thonet, general manager

of the Societe d'Entreprise Generate de Travaux, of Liege;

W. Hahner, general manager of the Strasburg Tramways,

and K. Poetz, general manager of the Hamburg Tramways.

In the afternoon the delegates accepted the invitation of the

Edison Electric Illuminating Company and of the Monza
Tramway Company to visit the beautiful royal park at Monza.

The following day the delegates divided into two groups,

one to inspect a series of tests conducted on the Westing-

house single-phase system with which the Brembana Valley

Railway has recently been equipped, the other party to visit

the Valtelina three-phase road.

In the evening the delegates again united as guests at a

banquet offered by the city of Milan.

-MM

CONCRETE PILE CONSTRUCTION NOTES

In the Street Railway Journal of Nov. 10 editorial

reference was made to the use of concrete piles in power-

house construction. In this connection a few particulars of

some recent work on the foundations of a brick freight house

in Boston may be helpful in a practical way to street railway

men, considering the use of concrete piling on their own
properties.

The work consisted of driving 191 standard 16-in. Simplex

concrete piles varying in length from 19 ft. to 39 ft. accord-

ing to the nature of the ground, which consists of from 15 ft.

to 21 ft. of loose top soil overlying a stratum of stiff, blue

clay. The piles are capped with reinforced concrete footings

along the wall lines, and with plain concrete footings at those

points where interior columns carrying the roof are sup-

ported. The superstructure is a one-story brick freight

house, 512 ft. x 50 ft., subdivided by lateral partitions into'

four panels, and so equipped that each panel is practically a

separate freight house in itself. The walls and roofs are

carried by the piles, the floor itself being supported upon the

ground between the column footings and the outer walls.

At the request of the Building Commission of the City of

Boston, a pile chosen at random by the Commission was

subjected to test after it had remained in the ground one

month, and the concrete cap resting upon it had set for ten

days. The pile tested happened to be the one least liable to

stand a fair test, being several feet shorter than the others

in the immediate vicinity, and showing a record of a smaller

number of hammer blows than the other piles in the same

panel. The actual load for which the pile was designed is a

portion of the roof load plus the weight of a wooden column

and the concrete footing, aggregating in all about ten tons.

The test consisted in loading the pile with steel rails in

increments of about 4.5 tons until an appreciable settlement

took place. No appreciable settlement occurred until the

load had reached 21.4 tons, when a settlement of .007 ft. was
observed. The load was then gradually increased to 35 tons,

or 3.5 times the load to be carried by the pile, and a settle-

ment of .059 ft. was observed.

The method of installing these piles consisted in each case

of driving a hollow steel cylinder, 16 ins. in outside diameter

and y% in. thick, with a blunt detachable point to the re-

quired depth and filling the cylinder with concrete consisting
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of 1 part Portland cement, 2y2 parts sand and 5 parts i^-in.

crushed stone, the concrete being mixed wet enough to insure

puddling and the proper filling of all voids. A special design

of bucket was used, which dropped 3.5 cu. ft. of concrete

into the form at a time in such a manner that the concrete

rammed itself effectively. When the form was filled it was

pulled out of the ground, leaving in place a rugged mono-
lithe column 16 ins. in diameter from top to bottom and pre-

senting a highly frictional surface to the surrounding earth,

with an end bearing area of 201 s. ins.

A simple empirical formula for determining the safe load

for this type of pile is

:

2WH 2WHa
B = +

P+i (P+i)Af
where

B = safe bearing value of finished pile in tons.

P— penetration at last blow in inches.

p = average penetration of all blows in inches.

f= coefficient adapted from practice= 40.

A= end area of pile in square feet.

a — side area of pile in square feet.

W— weight of hammer in tons.

H = height of fall in feet.

HOW TO ANALYZE TRAIN TESTS

BY SIDNEY W. ASHE

A speed-time curve may be truly termed "the railway man's

indicator diagram." Given a series of speed-time curves ob-

'

tained from service tests and the corresponding values of

energy consumption as determined with a recording watt-

meter, and from this an experienced railway man is able to

learn nearly all that is necessary about a given equipment.

From such speed-time curves the following facts are at once

apparent

:

The maximum speeds

;

The schedule speed;

The average speed between stops

;

The speed passing curves;

The initial rate of acceleration;

The rate of braking

;

The distance traversed;

The duration of station stops

;

The ability of a motorman in manipulating the air brakes

;

Whether the resistance points of automatic control are

properly calculated;

Whether the limit switch or throttle relay is properly ad-

justed
;

Whether there are delays at stations or on the road

;

Whether the motorman coasts sufficiently;

What maximum distance could be traversed in a given time

with the equipment under consideration;

What tractive effort is exerted while accelerating

;

What braking effort is exerted by the brake shoes.

In the above list the writer has assumed that the train

weight and the profile and contour of the road is at hand.
Such information is usually in possession of the railway

operator. Should the operator possess a set of characteristic

curves of the motor he will be able with ease to determine
whether the rate of acceleration used is the most economical.

From wattmeter readings may be determined the effective

or heating value of the current and also the energy consump-
tion in watt hours per ton mile.

To show how the results of an operating test may be
analyzed the writer submits herewith a report prepared in

connection with a series of tests made upon elevated cars.

The test about to be described was performed upon a single

car equipped with unit switch control operated by a very

competent motorman. The car was equipped with the latest

and most approved devices, being an instruction car. It

was operated over the Fifth Avenue line of the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company, a profile of which is given in Fig.

1. In order to make the test an instrument was used which
recorded speed with extreme accuracy. This train testing

was described by the writer in the Sept. 8, 1906, issue of the

Street Railway Journal.

REPORT SUBMITTED
It is interesting to study the results of a train test made by

the writer upon instruction car "999," owned and operated

by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, Mr. Hussey being

the motorman in charge. This excellently equipped car,

operated by as competent a motorman as Mr. Hussey, cer-

tainly should represent ideal service conditions. With a car

equipped with automatic control, the proof of the ability of a

motorman must be largely determined by the manner in

which the air brakes are manipulated. Referring to the V-T
curves, Fig. 2, obtained from this test, considering the brak-

ing portion, the fact is at once apparent that the curves are

smooth, changes of speed are regular, and the rate of ac-

TABLE I.

Stations.

Atlantic

Ave.

to

St.

Marks

PI.

St.

Marks

PI.

to

Union

St.

Union

St.

to

3rd

St.

3rd

St.

to

9th

St.

9th

St.

to

16th

St.

16th

St.

to

|

20th

St.

20th

St.

to

25th

St.

25th

St.

to

36th

St.

Distance in miles 0.26 0.33 0.31 0.34
31.4

0.25
30.4

0.23
32.2

0.58
39.8

8:8

Maximum speed (m.p.h.)..
Speed pass'g curves (m.p.h.

.

26.0
10.2

33.6 31 .'(P 32.0

Run. time between stations.

.

70.0
12.0

61.0
12.5

57.0
12.0
20.05

1.14

60.0
9.0

63.0
9.5
17.90

1.16

56.0
15.75
19.50

1.19

48.0
15.5
24.1

1.43

129.
15.

11.1

1.38

Average sp_-ed between sta...

Initial rate of acceleration

(m.p.h. p.sec.)

13.4

1.23

19.43

1.38

18.61

1.25

Total Distance= 2 . 59 miles.
Total Time = 544+ 101 J=645}.
Schedule Speed=2.5'J X52S0/U45J XI .47= 14.21 m. p. h.
Where 1 . 47= conversion factor converting feet per second to miles per ht

celeration reasonably high, showing excellent control of the

air by the motorman. Considering the acceleration portion
of the V-T curves, the changes in speed are uniform, the

acceleration remarkably constant, showing the operation of

the control excellent, the operation of the limit switch satis-

factory, and the proportionate cutting out of resistance prop-
erly calculated. In the original record a few slight irregular-

ities occurred in the curves, but these were so insignificant

as not to be worthy of consideration. It may also be noticed
that the speed at which the motorman piloted his car around
curves was well within safe limits. Concluding the prelim-
inary remarks it is safe to assume that this combination of

car and motorman typifies high operating conditions.

CONSIDERATION OF SPEED VALUES
The speed-time curves, Fig. 2, show the variation in speed

over the Fifth Avenue Line on the way from New York
between Atlantic Avenue and Twenty-Fifth Street. The dis-

tance between stations, the maximum speeds, the speeds

around curves, the rate of acceleration, the schedule speed,

the station stops, and the running time between stations are

given in Table 1.

The schedule speed for the run indicated was 14.21 m. p. h.

Comparing this value with regular service conditions, the

writer feels that the value would be lower if the car had been
run in connection with a regular train, for the station stops

were of short duration, varying from 9 to 15^ seconds, the

passenger load was light and was practically constant.

Moreover, the motorman maintained the power "on" in al-
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most every case until within a few seconds of applying the brakes. Further-

more, the car consisted of a single unit and the conductor was in close con-

nection with the motorman.

Concluding, the re is every evidence to indicate that a schedule speed of 14.21

m. p. h. is about the very best possible to obtain with this equipment over the

conditions of grade and curvature that exist between these stations, namely,

Atlantic Avenue and Thir-

ty-Sixth Street.

The average speed be-

tween stations varies be-

tween 11. 10 and 24.10 m.

p. h., creating a mean
average value of 18.07 m.

p. h.

ACCELERATION VALUES

Referring to Table 1, it

may be noted that the ini-

tial rate of acceleration

varies from 1.14 to 1.43

m. p. h. per second. The
latter value of 1.43 occurs

when the train is leaving

Twentieth Street. At this

point there is a down
grade of 0.9 per cent. Be-

tween Atlantic Avenue
and St. Marks, near At-

lantic, there is per cent,

grade and a curve does

not occur until the train

has covered over half the
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distance to the next station. At this point the rate

of acceleration was 1.23. The only similar condition

of grade occurs at Sixteenth Street. The rate of ac-

celeration at this point was 1.19. The values 1.23 and

1. 19 compare favorably. The question naturally arises as

to whether it would not be more desirable from an

economic standpoint to accelerate at a higher rate, have

a larger period of coasting and obtain in this manner the

same schedule with less energy consumption. To investigate

this point more fully, consider the characteristic curves for

the motor with which the car was equipped, Fig. 3. Taking

the one-hour rating as the only safe working basis for a

motor, reference to the temperature curve "a" shows that at

60 minutes, one hour, the current value is approximately 270

amps. The tractive effort for this current value is 3000 lbs.

These values are for 33-in. wheels and a gear ratio of 19 152.

Although the diameter of the car wheels on the motor truck

of the "999" was 31.6 ins. and the line voltage was approxi-

mately 575 (average) while accelerating, the value of 3000

lbs. tractive effort is sufficiently close for the purpose at

hand. The total car weight including passenger load was

practically 81,000 lbs. The additional equipment in this car

was considered as practically equivalent to the weight of a

trailer that would be allotted to each motor car. As the car

is equipped with two motors the tons per motor are

81,000/2000 X 2 — 20 -25-

Consider the run between Third and Ninth Streets, as there

are no curves but a grade of 1.143 per cent. The resulting

tractive effort per ton after a consideration of grade and train

resistance is 119.1. This tractive effort would produce an

acceleration of (119.1 X .01098 = 1.29).

Tractive effort per ton = 3000/20.25 = -f 148.0

Tractive effort per ton (grades) 1.143 X 20 = — 22.9

Tractive effort per ton (train res.) = — 6.0

Total resultant -f- 119.1

Formula for resultant train acceleration

:

a = .01098 (t — c — f ± g)
Where a = acceleration in miles per hour per second,

t = tractive effort per ton of motor,

c = equivalent traction due to curves in pounds per

ton.

f = equivalent traction due to train resistance in

pounds per ton.

g = equivalent traction due to grades in pounds per

ton.

(See Ashe & Keiley Electric Railways, page 26.)

The acceleration value obtained from actual test was 1.25

and the value calculated above is 1.29, showing that the

average current while accelerating was slightly under 270

amps.

This check shows that the motors are of the proper horse-

power capacity for the service which they have to perform.

As a matter of fact the total train weight could be slightly

heavier, as the motor mounted under a car has much better

ventilation than when mounted on a stand, and its temper-

ature curves are determined as in Fig. 3.

Granting that the motors are of the proper capacity the

question arises as to whether the rate of acceleration could

not be raised slightly and the same schedule performed (as

previously stated) with less energy consumption. To discuss

this condition the through acceleration must be determined.

Through acceleration A = V/T.
Where V = average speed between stations and T = run-

ning time between stations.

Between Third and Ninth Streets

:

V = 18.61 miles per hour.

T = 60 seconds.

Therefore,

A = 18.61/60 = .3101 (termed Am).

The correction for this value to apply the curves (Fig. 4)

in Mr. Cary T. Hutchinson's paper presented before the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers would be ex-

tremely small, about 1 per cent. The Am would reduce to

approximately A = .313. Referring to Mr. Hutchinson's

curves showing the relation between through acceleration A
and initial acceleration a, it may be noted that for a level

track, no curves, with an initial acceleration of 1.5 and a

through acceleration of .3 the watt hours per ton-mile are 97,

whereas with a value of a, of 2, the value becomes 94. For

a value of 1 for a, the watt hours per ton-mile are 114.

Considering the through acceleration of the example under

consideration of .313 for A, the variation between a — 1 and

a = 1.5 is still greater. Remembering that the maximum
acceleration obtained was for Twentieth Street, where a value

of 1.43 occurred, and that this was due to a down grade of

.9 per cent, it would seem that it would be advantageous to

raise the rate of acceleration slightly. This is advised on the

assumption that Mr. Hutchinson's curves apply to the partic-

ular motors used, and also because there is such a wide

variation in the energy consumption between the initial ac-

celerations of 1 and 1.5 for a through acceleration of .3. For

the same through acceleration, namely, .3 (between the value

of a of .2 and .3), the small saving in energy consumption

would hardly justify the increased motor capacity necessary.

CONCLUSION

From the above results the writer would advise having

performed a series of tests using different gear ratios deter-

mining the watt-hour consumption per ton-mile for different

schedules with a view to selecting a more economic initial

acceleration, for this given through acceleration.

PROPOSED EUROPEAN TRACTION SYSTEM EMPLOYING
RECTIFIED SINGLE-PHASE CURRENTS

The Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean Railway is carrying out a

series of tests at its Paris shops on a new type of electric rail-

way apparatus developed by Messrs. Auvert & Ferrand. This

method includes what is called a "regulating rectifier," taking

single-phase current from the line and supplying direct-cur-

rent voltage to the train motors on the Ward-Leonard motor

system.

In principle the rectifier is said to resemble a permutator,

one of which is described later in this article, except that the

commutator revolves instead of the brushes. It con-

sists of a group of commutators connected in sections

of a revolving ring winding, and is driven by a synchronous

motor. Like the permutator, it does not require a driving

motor capable of handling the total power, as the rotation is

only required for collecting and not for generating the trans-

formed current. The apparatus is, therefore, considerably

lighter than a motor-generator of corresponding output. The
sections of the rotating winding are roughly compared to

auto-transformers whose steps are so connected to the com-

mutator segments that the alteration of the relative position

of the two sets of brushes controls the mean voltage of the

direct-current side of the apparatus. Thus, all regulation of

the voltage supplied to the train motors driving the train, and

consequently their speed, can be effected by shifting the

brushes of the rectifier entirely without the use of rheostats.

The resulting rectified current is pulsating, but an impedence

coil placed in the circuit to some extent improves its wave

form. The system has not as yet been tried under actual

traction conditions, but the Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean Rail-

way's shop experiments have been made with a 400-kw set,

consisting of two regulating rectifiers each having two com-
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mutators with four lines of brushes. To approximate traction

conditions, the load consisted of four series-wound traction

motors which were belted to generators to measure their out-

put easily. The rectifiers were geared together and driven by

a small synchronous motor at 750 r. p. m., the input current

being supplied from a single-phase transformer at 160 volts,

25 cycles. The voltage on the continuous-current side could

be varied from 20 to about 250 volts and the overall efficiency

of the converting system was found to be 93 per cent at the

latter and 68 per cent at the former voltage. Some further

tests have been carried out at the Alioth Company's works

near Basle, where the reversibility of the apparatus was

demonstrated, indicating not only the possibility of regener-

ative braking but the use through the medium of similar ap-

pliances of sub-station batteries on the single-phase systems.

It is reported that in neither of these tests was the slightest

trouble experienced with sparking.

On account of the reference in the description above to the

permutator, which has been developed abroad for converting

alternating currents to direct currents, it may be of interest to

describe in detail the construction and operating principles

of a standard form of permutator such as is made by the

Societe Anonyme Egyptienne d' Electricite.

The input side of the machine resembles the stationary

primary winding of an induction motor, while the winding

of the output side, which is arranged adjacent to the primary,

is connected to a commutator similar to that of an armature

of a direct-current generator. These two windings of the

machine are stationary. The current in the polyphase pri-

mary winding produces a revolving field which penetrates

into the secondary armature winding. This field generates a

counter e. m. f. balancing the primary voltage, and it gener-

ates in the stationary armature conductors an alternating e.

m. f. which bears to the primary e. m. f. the effective ratio of

the turns of the corresponding windings. By means of

brushes on the commutator which rotate in synchronism with

the revolving field a unidirectional e. m. f. is obtained from

the stationary armature.

As shown in Fig. 1, the permutator looks like a vertical

turbine. It is provided with a stationary magnetic circuit in

the lower part of the structure. The commutator, shown near

the top, is also stationary. The brushes, however, revolve,

the two slip rings

serving as a path for

the unidirectional cur-

rent from the arm-

ature.

The brush rigging

is driven synchron-

ously by a derivation

of the main flux from

the primary. Fig. 2

indicates the mag-
netic circuits of the

machine and shows

the circular electro-

magnet to which the

brush rigging is di-

rectly attached. It is

evident that this movable concentric iron mass with its wind-

ing may be caused to operate like the rotating secondary of

an induction motor. The induction motor action is employed

in accelerating the brush rigging from rest, but during nor-

mal running the wiring of the electromagnet is fed with

direct current from the machine itself, therefore making this

secondary winding revolve synchronously without slip.

An advantage of this machine is that the small mass of the

revolving parts can rapidly be accelerated to full speed, and

FIG. 2.—DIAGRAM OF MAGNETIC
CIRCUITS

the time consumed in synchronizing the machine is inappre-

ciable in comparison with that necessary with a rotary con-

verter. The starting and speeding up of the machine present

no more complication than with a regular induction motor.

The direct current in the movable secondary winding not only

causes the brushes to revolve synchronously but serves to

supply the exciting current

to the machine, which on its

input side, therefore, oper-

ates like a synchronous mo-

tor. Thus the machine

starts as an induction motor

having a rotor of minimum
inertia and assumes the char-

acteristics of a rotary con-

verter after having been syn-

chronized. The ratio be-

tween the alternating and di-

rect voltage can be placed at

any value desired. The pri-

mary can be wound directly

for the line voltage, thus dis-

pensing with stationary

ilI ^TTfl
transformers.

A diagram of the circuits

of two permutators arranged

for operation either in par-

allel or in series is shown in

Fig. 3. In the secondary cir-

cuits of each machine there are placed series transform-

ers which allow a possible variation of the direct e. m.

f. from 230 to 270 volts. The regulation of voltage is

obtained as follows : The three auxiliaries have their

secondary windings in series with the alternating-current cir-

cuits of the permutator, their primary windings being con-

nected to a three-pole commutating switch. When this

switch is in its middle position, the primary windings of the

Three-Phase Line 5\

FIG. 1.—SECTION AND SIDE
ELEVATION OF A PER-

MUTATOR

FIG. 3.—CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF TWO PERMUTATORS ARRANGED
FOR SERIES AND PARALLEL OPERATION, CHANGING

THREE-PHASE TO DIRECT CURRENT

auxiliary transformers are short-circuited, and the machine

operates as though it were connected directly to the main

transformers shown. When the switch is in its other posi-

tions the primary winding of each phase is connected to one

or the other pole of the secondary corresponding to that

phase or to one of the other phases, which adds in series or

in opposition a voltage of a corresponding phase or -|-6o deg.

or —60 deg. apart, with the result that the five positions give

the variations noted above.
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Experiments have shown that the permutators can be syn-

chronized in about three seconds. The rapid acceleration

and synchronization is due to the small inertia of the revolv-

ing parts, and to the strong synchronizing currents produced

in the brush rotating winding. The currents in the rotor

at starting are not considered as dangerous as are those in

the field windings of a rotary converter. The starting current,

with the load circuit open, has been observed to be about 75

per cent of the full-load current.

It is evident that when the rotator is brought up nearly to

synchronism as the secondary circuit of an induction motor,

and then synchronized by means of current from the revolv-

ing brushes, the machine may assume a polarity opposite to

that desired. The polarity can easily be reversed, however,

by simply opening and closing the switches and allowing the

machine to slip one pole. The inconvenience of such interrup-

tions and re-establishments of the current is not noticeable at

the machine or at the alternator supplying current to the ma-

chine, even when the comparative capacity of the generator

is small. If the permutator in service should fall out of step

there would be no injurious effect on the remainder of the

installation. However, the synchronizing power of the ma-

chine is so great that there is no danger of its dropping out

of step even when working under heavy loads of irregular

character.

ADVERTISING WHALOM PARK

BY H. K. BENNETT,
Advertising Agent Whalom Park and the Fitchburg & Leominster Street

Railway Company

The question of advertising—the ways and means, when,

how, and in what amount it should be placed to secure

traffic for summer parks—is a broad one, and there are few

indeed who would agree exactly as to the methods to pursue

Ij^jj AUGUST \jvjm
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The Green City

AMONG THE PINES

SPECIMEN NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS

even though they had the same general ideas. My experience

with Whalom Park and its interests as to the best methods, is

through various forms of advertising set forth in a concise

and readable way, so that the public is informed at all times

as to just what is going on. Newspaper advertisements

should be as attractive as possible. By this I mean they

should convey as much intelligence to the reader as though

they placed the most alluring bargains dear to the shopper's

mind.

The newspapers are a medium whose value cannot be over-

estimated in the slightest degree. During the summer season

we carry twelve papers published within a radius of 25 miles.

Nine of these are weeklies issued about the middle of each

week. Several papers have editions for towns adjacent to

their seat of publication, and in this way the most remote

resident of the district knows that Whalom Park is on the

map and doing business. With these papers it is necessary,

of course, to keep a week ahead of the attractions, sometimes

no small item with which to contend. Coupled with the

advertisement is a short but comprehensive "reader," always

acceptable to the average country editor, in which are briefly

outlined the plans of the week, and incidentally calling atten-

tion to the regular advertisement. Flyers containing an-

nouncements of special events such as balloon ascensions

and the like are also judiciously distributed in these towns

in advance of the attraction. Each week billboards, fences,

barns, etc., throughout the towns and along the roads are

systematically covered, as well as the routes of other rail-

roads, both steam and electric, so that it is impossible to

come within 25 miles of Fitchburg without seeing "Whalom,
the Green City among the Pines," confronting you in a pleas-

ing manner. As a rule the advertising is changed weekly.

In the three local papers there is, of course, more latitude

both as to actual advertising and reading notices. On a

Saturday, for instance, it is my policy to double the usual

space. By this I do not necessarily mean that the advertise-

ment itself contains double the amount of reading matter, but

simply as to space occupied. In other words, the setting of

a 4-iri. double-column advertisement inside of a 6-in. three-

column space lends an individuality that cannot be obtained

SPHINX

A TYPICAL POSTER, USUALLY PRINTED WITH RED OR BLUE
LETTERING

in any other way and which cannot be overlooked. These

advertisements are changed every week both as to style and

matter. As a hobby perhaps, 1 build my own advertisements,

the advertisement leaving my hands just as it is to be repro-

duced in the papers as to composition and ruling. This

eliminates any possible disagreement as to what was desired.

It is intended to individualize the advertising by using forms

which are attractive and distinct from the common run of

newspaper advertising. Plenty of white space around or in

connection with an advertisement, much said in the fewest
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possible words, coupled with attractive ruling, is an iron-

clad rule with me.

Each day new reading matter is furnished the local papers,

constantly bearing in mind that it must be fresh and con-

taining material worth the time in reading, and that the last

day of the season must see as attractive advertising and

reading matter as the first. This is one kind of ammunition

•that must never give out. Once properly educated the public

looks for this kind of news and follows its advice.

The city as well as the country towns are covered by

billboard work, and small one-sheet boards are scattered in

places of advantage. We do nothing in window advertising

as local merchants are not in favor of using their window

space for other than their own use. However, I believe that

this is practicable where it can be done without friction.

All cars carry dasher and deck signs on either end advertis-

ing present attractions. In this connection let me emphasize

the absolute necessity of a few well-chosen words displayed

in as large type as is practicable so that the sign can be read

with the car in motion 100 ft. away. A favorite form is made
up as follows

:

White paper with i-in. red or blue border, with as few

words as possible and these alternating with red and blue ink.

This makes a very neat and easily-read poster, the colors

attracting the attention. This feature of coloring can be

varied to suit the individual taste. But in all events, have
the type large and say little. Car advertis-

ing I consider to be the best method next to

the newspapers.

We issue a theater program of four pages

in which are displayed present and coming
events, together with views in and around
the park. In contrast to many park pro-

ductions of this kind, it is almost devoid of

advertising, but three firms being favored

where a hundred knock for admission, as it

is our policy to prefer neatness to revenue.

To reach various organizations the ac-

companying circular letter was prepared in typewriter fac

simile this season for the first time. It was sent to all so-

cieties, including churches, in the zone affected by the park,

and as a result we were favored with several parties that

fastidious. Holler skating

the more general forms of advertising for patronage.

In general, my principle is to present concisely in an at-

tractive and novel way what you have to offer, bearing in

mind that the average reader is not going to wade through

a mess of uninteresting' matter but wants to see it all at a

glance. Make it as personal as you can by a liberal use of

APHRODITE

-IDE FOR LIFE.

Pay To

FlTCHBURC, MASS.. Aug. 13-18, 1906.

Whalom National Bank

The General Public

Aphrodite " and "The Slide For Life

No. 1M6 3. & £. St. Railway Co.

ONE OF THE NOVEL ADVERTISEMENTS

catchy personal phrases such as "You and Yours," and thus

appealing to them from the start. You cannot sell goods

without advertising and letting the people know what you

have, and it is just the same with summer parks. You must

continually keep before the public eye, never breaking faith

either in your advertisements or "readers" by flights of

WOOD DISCS FOR RR< iTKCTI KG ARMATURE WINDINGS

imagination on your attractions,

fact, and the rest is easy.

Keep within the bounds of

into consideration the vai

dollar's? and bants sAia!
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and is played
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FACSIMILE OF LETTER SENT TO SOLICIT EXCURSION
PARTIES

would not have been reached in any other way. The letter

contains facts, not fancies, sets forth the advantages of going
to Whalom Park, and in fact is concise and truthful. It was
aimed to appeal in a personal way so that those reading it

would be impressed more favorably, perhaps, than through

A METHOD OF AVOIDING SHORT CIRCUITED

ARMATURE COILS

The practice of rolling armatures around on wood or con-

crete floors it is safe to say results in far more damage to

the windings than a few precautionary measures would cost.

In the shops of the Indianapolis & Northwestern Traction

Company at Lebanon, Ind., it resulted in an unusual number
of short circuits, due to the fact that the housing for the

bearings or the head at the pinion end is removed only when
the pinion is taken off. This head threw half the weight of

the armature on the coils at a point where they emerge from
the slots. To avoid injury to the coils as well as fa-

cilitate the handling of the armatures Leverett M. Clark,

master mechanic of the system, has made a number of wood
wheels or discs of the same diameter as the head on

the pinion end. The discs, which are of wood, are very in-

expensive, and when applied result in lifting the armature

clear of the floor. Since the discs have been put into service

there has been quite a decrease in the number of short cir-

cuits. The thought occurs that discs similar to these might

be used with armatures not having the head at the pinion

end. In this case it might be necessary to devise a disc for

the pinion end split in halves and so constructed that the

halves when put in place could be clamped together quickly.
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TOWER AND CONSTRUCTION CAR OF THE PHILADELPHIA

RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY

Owing to the rapid extension of suburban lines with runs

which when released immediately assumes a central position.

This prevents the possibility of allowing the switch to remain

closed for any length of time, and thus eliminates the danger

of the tower rising out of its guides or frames. The result is

that as long and only as long as the operator holds the

switch in will the tower rise or fall. By means of a sliding

miter gear the motor can be thrown out of connection with

the hoisting mechanism in case of accident. The tower can.

then be raised or lowered by hand. The gearing is so pro-

portioned that one man can easily operate the tower.

•HILADELPHIA TOWER CAR FOR SUBURBAN LINE BEARING AND CHAIN FOR LIFTING AND LOWERING THE
TOWER

too long for the ordinary tower

wagon, the lines and cables de-

partment of the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Company has built

a tower car to do on these sub-

urban roads what the usual tower

wagon does in the city streets.

As shown by the accompanying

cuts, the tower is located centrally

in the car and of such width as

to permit passage past it between

the ends of the car. The tower

is raised by means of a 2-hp mo-

tor which makes 1200 r. p. m. and

acts through a Linley worm gear

and a train of spur gears. In this

way the speed of the tower is re-

duced to about 5 ft. per minute,

or in other words, the tower is

raised to its maximum height in

that time.

The lift is effected through a

5-16-in. twisted link chain, pass-

ing over two idlers and winding

on two spiral grooved drums

placed at opposite sides of the car

which make about three revolu-

tions to complete the lift. The

drum is so set that at least one-

half turn of the chain will always

remain on it. In this way the

pull does not come directly on

the studs attaching the chain to

the drum when the tower i

PHILADELPHIA TOWER CAR IN SERVICE, SHOWING EXTENSION PLATFORM

raised above the car.

The motor is controlled by means of a double-throw switch,

The leaf, or platform, is turned on what might be termed

fifth wheel, formed by a 3-in. x 3-in. angle-iron bent into
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a circular track, and is centered by means of a pin passin

through the top of the tower. Supported by the cross chan-

nels on the under side of the leaf is a 5-in. wrought-iron

wheel, fitted with a roller bearing. This wheel runs on the

angle-iron track, carries the weight of the leaf and reduces

friction to such an extent that again one man can easily swing

STDE VIEW OF THE PHILADELPHIA RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY'S TOWER CAR FOR SUBUI !AN WORK

the leaf into any desired position from the top of the car. necessary to place the cleats and rollers at the rear of the
On account of the extreme overhang of the leaf, it was found leaf so that they might travel on the under side of the angle^
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iron track and thus distribute more uniformly the load which

would otherwise come upon the center pin.

As it is often convenient to be able to swing the leaf to

either end of the car, trolley sockets have been installed at
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PLAN VIEW OF GEARING ARRANGEMENT IN TOWER CAR

either end. The base can readily be lifted from one socket

and placed in the other. In stringing new wire, the reel is

mounted inside of the car and the wire is passed over sheaves

through the framing of the tower. This enables the car to

receive its power from the wire being erected.

The car body has a length of 28 ft. 6 ins. over all and -a

width of 8 ft, which permits it to carry four extra reels of

trolley wire besides the necessary material for construction

work. The maximum height to the top of the leaf when
the tower is raised is 17 ft. 8 ins. from the rail. When the

leaf is extended as shown in one of the engravings, the over-

hang is 12 ft. from center pin to the end of the leaf, but men
with safety can reach a distance of 15 ft. from the center line

of the rail. This permits them to reach the curb line on the

average street.

The annual report of the Secretary of State of Ohio shows

that within the past year forty-eight electric railway com-

panies have been chartered, with an aggregate capital stock

of $9,340,000. Increases in capital stock aggregate $56,676,-

000 almost as much as the steam roads, but it is said that the

investment is really greater. This shows that additions and

extensions to existing roads and mergers of small into large

systems have really been the interesting phases of the electric

railway business in Ohio for some time.

Murray A. Verner, the Pittsburg traction magnate, has

received word from Vilna, Russia, that he has been granted

the sought concession to construct a street railway system,

using the trolley, under a seventy-five-year arrangement. Mr.

Verner says he has a syndicate organized ready to take up

the work. The population of Vilna is 300,000.

SMALL VERTICAL, HIGH-SPEED ENGINES

An instructive paper on small vertical engines was recently

presented before the Detroit Engineering Society by F. R.

Still, chief engineer of the American Blower Company. The
following is an abstract of his remarks

:

To most people, a small engine is something to be avoided

if possible. It generally requires constant attention, frequent

adjustment, is extravagant in steam consumption, and is diffi-

cult to get at to adjust or repair. Efforts have been made

to mitigate these evils by various schemes in design and

lubrication, but usually the designer became so wrapped up in

the one particular feature which started him into the design,

that he lost sight of the other and more important details,

never after being within speaking distance of them.

From experience and close observation it was decided that

fully 80 per cent of the small engine troubles are due to

improper lubrication ; whereas only about 10 per cent are

due to inadequate proportions and finish of the working

parts, and the other 10 per cent to the neglect or ignorance

of the operator. Being so satisfied that these conclusions

and deductions were correct, it was decided to carry them

into effect, if with no other result than to prove their fallacy.

To get away from any fixed notions, and to gain new ideas

from the practice of others and, further, to give "an oppor-

tunity to criticise somebody else," an engineer designer of

long experience in some of the best shops in this country was

engaged. Before him were spread these ideas, also what he

was expected to accomplish. This briefly was as follows

:

1. An engine that could be sold with a guarantee that it

would run three months or more without requiring any at-

tention except the filling of the sight feed cylinder lubricator.

2. An engine that would be economical in the use of steam

and oil.

3. That could be easily adjusted and not liable to easily

get out of adjustment.

4. That could be used anywhere and for any purpose that

an engine can be used for.

5. That had ample bearing and wearing surfaces to make

it long lived and unlikely to overheat at full load.

6. That it should be constructed of the best materials for

the purpose intended.

7. That it should be devoid of any semblance to "freaks"

of every sort; and not be so costly to build as to make the

selling price prohibitive to the average buyer.

Being so thoroughly impressed with the importance of a

good system of lubrication, the first step was to work out

something more effective than previously used. It does not

take much thought to arrive at the conclusion, that if metal

does not run on metal, but is always separated by a heavy

film of oil, there can be very little wear. The problem then

settles down to the production of the necessary heavy film.

In looking over the many systems for lubricating engines,

the most rational seemed to be forced lubrication by a pump.

But experience shows this has many defects. The oil being

under pressure necessitates extreme care in adjustment, as

any bearing being looser than another vents the entire sys-

tem and destroys the desired effect. Again, any foreign ma-

terial that may get into the small tubes or grooves which are

an essential part of this system will be rammed in tight by

the oil pressure.

To overcome these objections it was decided to adopt a

gravity flow, the oil being lifted by a pump to the top of the

frame, from which elevation it would flow downward by

gravity. In this way large tubes can be used; the velocity

of the oil will be rapid, the volume of oil in circulation will be

much greater, it will not be necessary to have the bearings

tight, neither will they all have to be adjusted exactly alike,
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and any foreign matter will be washed out, instead of being

rammed in.

Being satisfied that this came close to the ideal way of pro-

ducing the flow of oil, the next step was to distribute the oil

along the bearing and wearing surfaces to separate them

completely by that all-essential film.

For ages it has been common to groove the upper or lower

half of the journal box or perhaps both. There are as many
ideas on the proper way to groove a box as there are people

in the business, and there are evidently many more who have

no ideas at all, judging from the way it is sometimes done.

Considering the question from a mechanical standpoint, it

is at once apparent that an oil film takes up space, so a

bearing cannot be tight or the oil cannot get in unless it is

forced in at a pressure greater than is exerted on the journal.

The thicker the film, the more space there must be between

the metals, hence a loose bearing is desirable if it does not

cause pounding. When the crank is on the downward

stroke, it pushes the journal away from the upper part of the

bearing. The shaft is also rolling in the direction the crank

is traveling. Hence, the oil should enter at the beginning of

the gap which intervenes between the shaft and bearing and

thence be rolled up into the remaining space by the rotation

of the shaft. The gap naturally begins at one side of the

circumference of the shaft, so the oil grooves should most

naturally be on the sides. After the crank passes the lower

center of the up-stroke, oil should flow in from the groove

on the opposite side in the same way. These grooves can

thus be made large, say from *4 in. to }i in. in width and

the whole length of the bearing metal.

The same scheme is applicable to the oiling of the main

bearings, crank pin, crosshead pin, eccentric and governor

weight pin, and it works to perfection, better even than was

ever thought possible.

To gain some idea of the way it is working, it may be in

order to point out a few cases. Cards were sent to nearly all

the purchasers of these engines, asking them to have their

engineer answer the questions printed thereon. The ques-

tions were as follows

:

Size of engine? When installed? Revolutions per min-

ute? Steam pressure? How often has oil been added since

starting? Quantity of oil added each time ? How often have

adjustments been made? Where have adjustments been

made? Replies were received in nearly every instance, and

with the exception of five or six, they all ran over five months

without any adjustments or additional oil.

There were many other problems in the perfection of this

system which had to be worked out, that were, perhaps,

equally as interesting in connection with this oiling system.

For instance: After the oil has performed its usual func-

tions it must be filtered, cooled and the water separated from

it. Any of the usual methods of filtration were found unre-

liable, as they all allow pieces of lime or grit to pass through.

After much experimenting it was found that a plain closely-

woven cloth suspended by four hooks from each corner of

the frame, hanging just below the crank and above the oil in

the base, gave the best results. All the oil dripping down
from above lodges on this cloth and passes through to the

reservoir below. Any foreign matter is left on top and has

no tendency to leave the upper surface. Simple as it is, it has

been surprisingly effective. As an extra safeguard a fine

copper wire screen of ample area was attached to the pump
suction and another to the discharge, both being easily re-

movable for cleaning.

Another source of possible trouble which had to be guarded
against is the loosening of core sand from the frame. No
matter how much care may be exercised in cleaning a casting,

some sand is sure to stick for a while, loosen later and cause

serious trouble. To prevent this the frame is painted inside

with two coats of thick white enamel. It took a lot of ex-

perimenting to get an enamel that would stand the heat,

moisture and oil without softening, but it was finally pro-

cured.

The pump first adopted was of the plunger type, actuated

by an eccentric on the shaft. It was thought too compli-

cated, however, and was abandoned for a gear pump. On
the shaft is a large bronze worm with coarse teeth into which

meshes a small spur gear attached to a shaft supported at

an angle of about 45 deg. The pump gears are within a case

attached to the outside of the frame close to the bottom of

the base, where they can be gotten at at any time.

The discharge pipe from the pump is 0.75-in. diameter,

and extends up inside of the frame to the top, where it dis-

charges through a sight feed glass, so the engineer can easily

see if the oil is flowing properly. The oil then empties

through a wire screen into a small tray, through the bottom
of which latter project the various oil tubes nearly to the top

of same. Each tube has a fine slit cut down the side of it to

the bottom of the tray, so as to equalize the flow of oil into

them all. In adjusting the engine for this system no bearing

should be so tight as to make it impossible easily to slide the

connecting rod or shaft along parallel with its axis.

The success attained with these engines, while largely due
to the perfection of the oiling system, could not have been

attained if it alone had been the only thing carefully de-

veloped.

First, good material of the proper kind has to be used,

and all the pins, rods, shaft, piston, valve, cross-head shoes,

etc., must be ground on centers to a true diameter and
smooth finish. The shaft is a forging with suitable counter

weights fastened on. The connecting rod is a drop forging

finished bright. The cross-head is cast steel having brass

shoes, wedge shaped and adjustable at the top and secured

with lock nuts. The cross-head pin is a special composition

of a very fine grain and hard enough to take on a very smooth
finish. This pin in combination with the brass used will not

cut. The brasses have been set up as tight as they could

be driven on a dry pin and the engine run all day without

the least signs of cutting.

The piston, rings are roughed out, cut, drawn together and
clamped. They are then ground to the cylinder diameter.

The crank pin brasses are lined with the best quality of Bab-
bitt metal, peened in and scraped to a perfect surface. Ad-
justment of these brasses is accomplished by two tap bolts

turned out of hexagon steel, threaded on the lower ends.

Above the nuts the tops of the bolts are turned down to a

smaller diameter and threaded again for a lock nut. The two
tops are joined together by a yoke-shaped washer which is

between the nut and lock nut to prevent either of the bolts

working out if one of the lock nuts should loosen.

The fly wheel is so designed that the greater part of the

weight comes in a plane close to the end of the bearing,

thereby relieving to a great extent any strain on the shaft.

The enclosing panels are held in place by a single milled

thumb-screw, thus overcoming the necessity for taking out

a dozen or more screws to get off the cover plates.

Due to the high speed, small clearance and a well-fitting

valve and piston the steam consumption has been brought
down to an average of less than 37 lbs. per hp-hour for a

6x6 engine, with 100 lbs. pressure, when running 50b r. p.

m. with full load. It is rare that the same economy is at-

tained with other engines of the same size, as most of them
take from 60 to 80 lbs. per hp-hour. They are machines,
and as such are not "fool proof," but they can carry a heavy
load, run at high speed, do with less attention and still per-

form their duty better than the majority of engines.
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COUNTERWEIGHT DEVICE FOR ELECTRIC CARS IN

SYDNEY, N. S. W.

The accidents occurring from runaway cars on steep

grades in Orange, N. J., London and elsewhere, and the pro- ,S

posed electrification of the cable lines in San Francisco have g

called renewed attention to the methods of controlling the

speeds of electric cars on grades by counterweights, such as

have been installed in San Francisco, Portland, Providence,

and Sydney, N. S. W. The first three have been described s

in this paper, and an account of that at Sydney, by Percy

William Shaw, M. Inst. C. E., is given in a paper recently

presented before the Institution of Civil Engineers, of Lon-

don, and just published in the printed proceedings of that
g

body. This line was completed and opened for traffic in u

November, 1903, and was constructed under the direction of «

H. Deane, chief engineer for railway construction, with Mr.

Shaw as supervising engineer for tramway construction and =

Thomas Rhodes, assistant engineer.

The line is an extension of the Balmain Tramway, at Syd-

ney, to the Darling Street wharf, and has a grade of g
l/2 per

cent for 200 ft., and 12.1 per cent for 440 ft. Although

FIG. 2.—CROSS SECTION OF SHEAVE PIT

electric cars are frequently run on steeper grades with ad-

hesion only, it was not considered by the railway commis-
sioners, who control the tramways in New South Wales,

advisable to build lines on grades steeper than 8.3 per cent,

or 1 in 12. The cars on this line run on a 20-minute head-

way.

As shown in the plan in Fig. 1 and in the two sections, the

conduit for the balance weight is laid at the side of the trol-

ley track and is covered with ferro-concrete plates. The
grade is uniform at 11.8 per cent, or 1 in 8.48. The rails

weigh 60 lbs. per yard and are mounted on stringers 10 ins. x

5 ins. x 15 ft. in length, which are imbedded in concrete and
held down by iron dowels. The carrier sheaves for the cable

are 12 ins. in diameter and spaced 30 ft. apart. The gage of

the rails is 2 ft. 6 ins.

The service track is laid with 83-lb. rails on a concrete sub-

base 6 ins. in thickness. The rails are anchored down by
means of two short lengths of T-iails bolted on to the bottom
flanges 6 ft. from the end of each rail and are kept in gage
by tie-rods bolted to the yokes. The latter are 3 ft. 9 ins.

apart. Carrier-sheaves similar to those in the counterweight
conduit are located at intervals of 30 ft.

The sheave-pit at the top of the incline is illustrated in

cross section in Fig. 2 and contains a 6-ft. sheave, set in a

pit 12 ft. 4 ins. x 9 ft. 1 in., and 5 ft. 3 ins. in depth below
the surface of the street. The sheave is built in halves, so

that if an accident should occur it can be taken up through
the trap. Guiding sheaves 15 ins. in diameter are set on each
side of the end sheave to lead the cable on to it, and are pro-
vided with guard hoops to prevent the cable from being
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jerked off in the event of slack being formed by unevenness and has a hemp core. It weighs 1. 1 lbs. per foot. The cable

in the tension of the cable. installed in 1903 was removed in February, 1906, when a

The terminal-pit, Fig. 3, is 23 ft. 6 ins. in length and is new cable of the same size and manufacture was installed to

provided with a removable floor covering. It contains a replace it.

hydraulic buffer, to be described later, for cushioning the The hydraulic buffer at the foot of the balance-weight con-

LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF TERMINAL PIT.
CROSS SECTION AT SUBWAY MANHOLE

i-IG. 3.—CROSS SECTION OF TRACK AND LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF TERMINAL PIT

descent of the weight. This pit, the sheave-pit at the top of

the incline, and the entire length of the subway are lighted by

thirty 16-cp lamps, which in the subway are spaced about

30 ft. apart.

The buffer car, which is connected by the cable through

the counterweight, is illustrated in Fig. 5. It is built of tim-

ber with standard running gear, and is permanently attached

to the cable by a grip consisting of a i^-in. pin and shackle

with a ij4-in. square shank. The grip shank, which passes

through the J/^-in. cable slot, is a steel plate % in. in thick-

ness, 12 ins. wide at the bottom and 18 ins. wide at the top.

It is clipped at the top to a 2%-'m. shaft held in brackets

bolted on the under side to the framing of the buffer car.

duit is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 6. The cylinder is of cast

iron 10 ins. in outside diameter and 4 ft. in length. The
piston stroke is 3 ft. 6 ins. The inside of the cylinder, as

shown in the sectional plan, is provided with two rectangular

parallel wrought-iron feathers which are bolted to the inside.

These feathers are 3 ins. in width by i J/2 ins. in thickness at

the back end, tapering to l/2 in. at the front end and run-

SIDE ELEVATION. END ELEVATION

IG. 4.—CROSS SECTION OF TRACK, SHOWING SHEAVES FIG. 5.-SIDE AND END ELEVATION OF BUFFER CAR

A helical spring of the shaft is interposed between the upper

end of the grip shank and the upper bearing of the frame-

work, to take up any shocks. The grip shank is also free to

swing sideways and adjust itself in the cable slot.

The cable itself was manufactured by Felton & Guilleaume,

of Germany. It is % in. in diameter, is composed of six

strands each consisting of twelve wires 0.071 in. in diameter,

ning from cover to cover. The piston is 9 63-64 ins. in

diameter with two rectangular waterways 3 ins. in width by

\y2 ins. in depth, cut longitudinally on each side to work

along the feathers in the cylinder. The clearance between

the piston and the cylinder is equal to an area of 0.25 sq. in.,

;ind the full waterways have an area of 6 sq. ins. As the

piston advances, the waterways are gradually diminished by
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the tapering feathers, causing gradual increase in the pres-

sure behind the piston, which finally brings it to rest.

To bring the buffer forward again, after being pushed in

by the counterweight, cast-iron weights are attached to a

crosshead on the tail-rod of the piston by means of chains

running over pulleys at the front end. The weights are in

three sets, attached to the ends and center of the crosshead

respectively. The center weight is divided into a main

weight and a jockey-weight, the latter being suspended from

a 6-in. pulley running in guides which rides on the center

chain. The jockey-weight is lifted by the chain before the

main weight, and thus acts as a spring in taking up the first

shock on the chain. The cylinder is automatically fed with

water by gravitation from a small tank fixed at the top end

of the terminal pit, and a brass non-return ball-valve is fitted

on the pipe close to the cylinder. A small valve attached to

the top end of the cylinder is provided for the escape of air

which accumulates inside the cylinder, and which should be

PLAN OF HYDRAULIC BUFFER .

FIG. 6.—PLAN AND SECTIONS OF HYDRAULIC BUFFER

regularly released to prevent it from collecting and displacing

the water to an extent that might prove disastrous. The con-

sumption of water has been very small, the meter at the time

that Mr. Smith presented his paper not having yet registered

100 gals.

The counterweight itself consists of a car with a steel fram-

ing, weighted with lead and fitted with timber buffers. It is

mounted on four wheels, 19 ins. in diameter, with two axles

4 ft. 3 ins. apart. It weighs 11 tons. It is not intended to

balance the cars, but merely to offer sufficient resistance to

enable them to be safely controlled by their own brakes in

descending the incline and to offer some assistance in ascend-

ing. As the cars weigh loaded an average of about' 15 tons

each, the effect of the balance weight, cable weight and cable

friction is to reduce the effective descending grade to approxi-

mately 3.54 per cent and the effective ascending grade to

5.02 per cent.

The speed of the cars on the incline is usually not more

than 5 or 6 miles per hour, and as a precaution against the

cars being driven too fast over the top of the hill, where they

leave the buffer-trolley, and where the reduced gradient tends

to accelerate their speed, the top of the hill is made a regular

stopping place.

The United Railroads, of San Francisco, is soon to begin

operating 250 new cars, especially designed for San Francisco

requirements. They will be somewhat like the new Chicago

cars in use on Sutter Street, but instead of the smokers'

space being merely the longitudinal seats at the rear end of

the car, the new models will have separate end compartments,

like those provided for smokers on the big suburban cars on

the San Mateo line. The smokers' section will be partitioned

off and the windows can be kept open most of the time.

HEAVY ELECTRIC TRACTION AT THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS

A paper on the subject of "Steam vs. Electric Railway

Operation for Trunk Line Traffic" was presented at a meet-

ing of the American Society of Civil Engineers on Nov. 21

by Joseph Mayer, a member of that body. It contained a

comparison of the relative advantages of direct-current and

single-phase operation for the equipment of the Lake Shore

& Michigan Southern Railroad from Buffalo to Cleveland,

together with estimated cost of construction and operation.

As an appendix to the paper Mr. Mayer described a new
type of overhead conductor upon which he has applied for

patents. It consists of substituting for the usual copper con-

ductor in the catenary construction a soft steel rod, circular

or figure-eight in section, whose diameter could be made to

vary with the train speed and the oscillating weight of the

collector. For a speed of 80 m. p. h. and a rigid collector

weighing 25 lbs. above the supporting springs, the speaker

recommended a rod 1% ins. in diameter. According to the

speaker, with this rod the suspenders can be spaced 12 ft.

apart without risk of compression when the sliding bow
passes. Calculation shows that the center deflection of such

a rod is only 1-9 in. The up-and-down oscillation of the

collector increases the pressure on the contact conductor 22

lbs. when it passes the suspender, and it decreases the press-

ure 11 lbs. when it is at the center of the span. The pressure

when at rest may be made 20 lbs. The maximum pressure will

then be 42 lbs., and the minimum 9 lbs. The largest bending

strain per square inch in the rod will be so small that it will

be safe even with welds of mediocre quality. The collector

roller might be considerably heavier than 25 lbs. without risk

of breaking the contact rod. With a \Y\-m. contact rod,

therefore, it is easy to design a rolling collector which has

abundant strength and is very durable, thus greatly diminish-

ing the cost of maintenance. This rod is supplied at inter-

vals with expansion joints which are spanned by flexible

copper bonds.

Mr. Mayer's conclusions on the value of conductors of this

kind were as follows

:

A iJ4-in. contact rod suspended from one rope hung in 300-ft.

spans, by suspenders 12 ft. apart, sags only 1-9 in. at the center

of each 12-ft. span. The current collector, if moving with a

speed of 80 miles an hour, will oscillate up and down about 1-9 in.

while passing under a 12-ft. span. This oscillation produces with

an oscillating weight of 25 lbs. a variation of contact pressure of

33 lbs., which the rod is amply able to resist. The suspenders

are never in compression, and the contact rod need not be sup-

ported on springs ; a simple hinged connection answers every

purpose : and a thin tension rod with eyes, or even a wire, may
be used for a suspender. The current collector may be a heavy,

strong and durable roller such as has been shown to be satisfac-

tory by past experience.

A contact wire suspended from ropes with 300-ft. spans re-

quires two ropes in inclined planes to prevent excessive lateral

motion caused by the wind. The suspenders must be stiff trian-

gular frames. The contact wire must be connected to the sus-

penders by springs arranged so that they will always operate

properly. The wire must be under tension to enable it to resist

the pressure of the sliding bow. This tension will vary greatly

with changes of temperature. The variation in the temperature

of wire exposed to the sun and carrying a variable and consider-

able current is, in the northern United States, 140 degs. F., or

more. It is not possible to adjust the wire so that it will be

satisfactory at both extremes of temperature. It will either

stretch and occasionally break at the lowest temperatures, or be so

slack in summer that the collector will jump and cause sparking

and excessive strains. If the springs which are necessary at the

suspenders do not operate properly, or as intended, the oscillating

motion of the collector will be jerky and will cause alternately

excessive and defective contact pressure, endangering the wire

and causing sparking. The breaking of the wire may be accom-

panied by the rise of the sliding bow above it, and the destruc-

\
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tion of a number of suspenders, causing the fall of the wire and
possibly fatal disaster. The current collector cannot be a sub-

stantial roller; it must be an elastic sliding bow, so as to reduce

the oscillating weight to the smallest possible amount. It will

be difficult to design a tolerably satisfactory sliding bow, and it

will cause at best a large cost maintenance. The only advantage
of the wire is its larger conductivity for alternate currents and
the consequent saving in the cost of feeders. In short, a contact

wire and its accessories make a complicated, short-lived and un-

safe structure, expensive to maintain, while a contact rod is

simple, safe and durable.

In the discussion which followed the paper, Frank J.

Sprague referred to the desirability of using higher potentials

than those at present employed in d. c. work, but advocated

a third rail and direct current in preference to alternating

current with overhead conductor. In his comparison of the

two systems he said

:

"The third rail offers certain hindrance to the ordinary

maintenance of track, but overhead construction is inelastic,

and the laying of additional tracks or changes in grade and

alignment require radical and expensive alterations in perma-

nent overhead structures. Derailments will crush one form

of conductor to the ground, but may equally well knock down
the supporting structures of the other and put all tracks out

of service. In wrecking, the third rail offers some obstruc-

tion to the throwing of the equipment to one side, but con-

ductors overhead may interfere with the operation of crane

booms. With two or more tracks snow cannot well be piled

up between them when the space is occupied by third rails,

but on the other hand overhead conductors are a source of

danger to train men, and subject to the troubles of sleet

formation."

He did not believe that snow and sleet would cause com-

plications with the third rail at frogs and switches, while he

did believe that an overhead high-potential conductor would

prove objectionable at overhead street and highway bridges,

in tunnels and at low bridges, and as possibly intercepting the

train operator's view of semaphore signals. He also com-

pared direct-current and single-phase motors and locomotives

for heavy electric traction conditions, and stated that the

weight and cost of the motor equipment is much higher for

single-phase than for direct current, that the cost of perma-

nent working conductors per mile of track is fully as high,

and that the cost of a central station would be somewhat

greater because of the reduced capacity for weight of ma-

terial for single-phase generating apparatus. He also thought

when extended systems are considered the increased cost of

the sub-stations for direct current with their transformers and

rotaries would be more than offset by the increased first cost

and the cost of operation of the motor equipment on the a. c.

system when each is installed with equal regard to perma-

nency.

The Chattanooga Railways Company's publicity depart-

ment is getting out, once a week, a very attractive little folder

called the 'Weekly Trolley," which is distributed by means

of pockets on every car. This folder contains the schedule

of every car on each line, giving the time when a car can be

looked for at prominent points along the various lines. In

addition to the schedules the folder also offers suggestions

as to transfers and gives the points at which they are good on

each line. For the benefit of strangers there is a complete

list of the various theaters and points of amusement in the

city, with instructions as to what car to take to get there.

The Columbus, Delaware & Marion Railway Company has

announced interline ticketing arrangements with the Scioto

Valley Traction Company and the Indiana, Columbus &
Eastern. Tickets are sold between any points on these lines.

MEETING OF THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION

The last meeting of the year of the Central Electric Rail-

way Association was held in the Algonquin Hotel, Dayton,

Ohio, Nov. 22. The meeting was well attended and an ani-

mated discussion took place on the four subjects announced

in the Nov. 24 issue of the Street Railway Journal.

These were on "Automatic Couplers," "Discontinuance of

Free Transportation and to What Limit Shall Same be Is-

sued," "Limited Service, and Does It Pay," and "Impressions

from the Columbus Convention."

MORNING SESSION
In calling the morning session to order President E. C.

Spring stated that for a time it was considered inadvisable

to hold the meeting, inasmuch as the date occurred so soon

after the Columbus convention, but as it was to be the last

meeting of the year it was afterward thought best to hold it.

He spoke of the resignation of Secretary John H. Merrill,

who resigned to take the management of the Choctaw Rail-

way & Lighting Company at South McAlester, Indian Terri-

tory. Since his resignation Treasurer W. F. Millholland has

been attending to the duties of secretary.

Mr. Spring expressed himself as well pleased with the

manner in which the Central Electric Railway Association

had been recognized by the national associations. In a letter

to the association Prof. B. V. Swenson, secretary of the

national association, had expressed his appreciation of the

many courtesies extended by the Centra! Electric Railway

Association on the occasion of the Columbus convention.

The election of A. W Brady as vice-president of the national

association, President Spring said, showed that the Central

Electric Railway Association was being recognized outside

of its own sphere. He stated that the executive committee

had deemed it best to hold the January meeting of the asso-

ciation at Indianapolis. At this time the election of officers

and the annual banquet would be held. He urged all mem-
bers to attend both the banquet and the meeting. One fea-

ture of the meeting would be the assemblage of special cars.

The Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Company had ar-

ranged for these cars to be placed on a track opposite the

Claypool Hotel, and the company was making preparations

in other ways to take care of those attending. An effort was
being made to have as speakers at the banquet the Governors

of Ohio and Indiana ; T. E. Mitten, president of the Chicago

City Railway; H. H. Vreeland, president of the New York
City Railway Company, and W. A. Bancroft, president of the

Boston Elevated Railroad Company.

On President Spring's request for the sentiment of the

association there was considerable discussion as to whether

or not ladies should be invited to the annual banquet. Opin-

ions were expressed by several, tending to confirm the belief

that the members in general favored the banquet being a

"stag" affair. With regard to the election of officers, Presi-

dent Spring said that according to the constitution the presi-

dency went to Indiana.

President Spring felt assured that the association had a

bright future. In its brief existence it had done things that

at first appeared impossible. It had, however, tried some

experiments that were not feasible and which could not be

carried out.

At the conclusion of the president's remarks the financial

report of the association was read by Acting Secretary W. F.

Millholland. The report showed a substantial balance in the

treasury.-

AUTOMATIC COUPLERS
After the presentation of the treasurer's report the first of

the four previously announced subjects, that of automatic
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couplers, was taken up. The discussion was opened by W.
T. Van Dorn, who drifted more particularly into the question

of the standardization of coupler heads and of the height of

automatic couplers to permit cars of different systems to be

coupled. In the course of his remarks he said that the im-

portance of strength of the draft rigging was not well enough

appreciated. The argument was sometimes made that when

cars were operated with the multiple-unit control so much
strength was not required in the draft rigging, but this idea,

he said, was a mistake, as had been shown by experience.

The advantage of a tight lock was emphasized, and he

urged the adoption of a standard length of coupler.

In reply to the question of J. C. Rothery, general manager

of the East Liverpool Traction & Light Company, as to what

special advantages automatic couplers possessed over pin

couplers for use on cars operated on city streets where sharp

curves are encountered, Mr. Van Dorn stated that they coup-

led the cars closer and eliminated practically all of the play

between the coupler heads, which was highly necessary in

multiple-unit operation. Safety in coupling was also ob-

tained; in using radial draw-bars with the ordinary heads

the man making the coupling was exposed to a great deal of

danger.

In reply to an inquiry as to the proper length of draw-bar

Mr. Van Dorn said he thought that a length of 4 ft.

or 4 ft. 6 ins. between the face of the draw-bar head and the

swivel would meet most conditions. The adoption of such

lengths would enable manufacturers to keep couplers of stan-

dard lengths in stock, instead of making them to each order.

W. H. Evans, master mechanic of the Indianapolis Trac-

tion & Terminal Company, said that the railway people were

more concerned with a standardization of the height of the

draw-bar head. In Indianapolis they had a special coupling

bar to be used in coupling cars the draw-bars of which were

at different heights.

Mr. Van Dorn stated that, while the Van Dorn draw-

bar allowed for a variation in heights of about 3 ins., the

question of a standard height was out of the manufacturers'

field and was for the operators to decide.

E. F. Wickwire, of the Ohio Brass Company, stated that

his company had an automatic coupler which he desired to

show to those in attendance. He called upon Charles H.

Tomlinson, the inventor of the coupler, who showed a coup-

ler together with a working model, and explained many
of its points. For his coupler he claimed that it was strictly

automatic and no setting was required; that it would couple

on any curve the cars could go around ; that there were no

loose parts to be lost, and that it was interchangeable with all

types manufactured at the present time. Of automatic coup-

lers in general he said they were indirectly a protection

against fire, as when cars were stored in houses the couplers

could be thrown in alignment so in case of fire all that was

necessary was to back the cars against each other, when they

would couple automatically and the whole train could then

be pulled out.

Mr. Tomlinson thought a length of 4 ft. 6 ins. between the

face of the draw-bar and the swivel would answer most re-

quirements. The buffer of the car, however, should have its

center of curvature at the swivel.

AFTERNOON SESSION

At the opening of the afternoon session President Spring

announced that, owing to an important meeting, all of the

members of the Ohio Railroad Commission had found it im-

possible to accept the invitation to be present, but that O. P.

Gothlin, a member of the commission, was present and would

open the discussion on the subject, "The Discontinuance of

Free Transportation, and to What Limit Shall Same be

Issued."

Mr. Gothlin on taking the floor assured the association of

the commission's appreciation of the invitation to attend the

convention, and he added that he thought that within a short

time the executive officers of the interurban railroads would

receive an invitation to be present at a special meeting of the

commission. This meeting would be held partly for the

purpose of getting acquainted, but there were in addition sev-

eral subjects the members of the commission wanted to dis-

cuss with the interurban people.

Before opening the discussion on free fares Mr. Gothlin

stated that any opinion he might express was simply an in-

formal one. He then read section 8 of House Bill 78, which

states that the Ohio laws concerning passes should not be

construed to prevent the giving of free transportation to

ministers of the gospel, to homeless and destitute persons, to

officers of charitable institutions when traveling on official

business, to employees of the railway, or to dependents of

employees ; and that the laws did not prevent the interchange

of passes between officials of different roads. Another sec-

tion stated that nothing but money could be accepted as pay

for transportation. Mr. Gothlin said that it was the senti-

ment of the commission that no railway officer was justified

in giving free transportation to newspaper men or others

not specified in the act.

In reply to the question by J. C. Rothery as to whether or

not the laws applied to street railways, Mr. Gothlin said that

any railroad whose lines extended beyond the limits of a city

would come within the limits of the act.

Concerning automatic couplers, Mr. Gothlin read section

2 of House Bill 242, which required common carriers to have

their cars equipped with them. This applied to interurban

railways and was in force at the present time, but if the

equipment was of such a nature that it had been found im-

possible to comply with the law, leniency would be shown the

interurban companies. He said that the question of auto-

matic couplers was one of the subjects that the commission

wanted to discuss with the interurban officials at the proposed

meeting. He stated, further, that the Ohio Railroad Com-
mission did not assess penalty for violations of the law, but

that it simply instructed the Attorney General to bring suit.

With regard to the question of free transportation F. J. J.

Sloat, general manager of the Cincinnati Northern Traction

Company, said this was a matter for each road to decide for

itself. Hard feelings were often created by the discontinu-

ance of passes, but they usually died in a short time. He
stated that his company took care of the newspapers by mak-

ing contracts with them after bids had been submitted. They

were paid in mileage books of a value equivalent to the money

value of the advertising.

J. C. Rothery told of the attitude on the pass question as-

sumed by his roads. On the lines of the East Liverpool

Traction & Light Company no free transportation was issued.

As general manager he himself paid his fare. No free trans-

portation was issued to any county or State official. He
thought every road should be willing to pay cash for every-

thing it received, and should demand cash in return. He
thought a badge should be a pass for an employee. He paid

cash for his advertising and expected the newspapers to pay

cash in return for transportation.

F. D. Carpenter didn't think the question of to whom to

give free transportation was left for the traction officials to

decide. The law stated definitely to whom passes could be

issued, and he intended to be a law-abiding citizen. At the

present time his road, the Western Ohio Railway, issued an

annual fifty-two ride ticket to employees.
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At the conclusion of the discussion regarding free trans-

portation President Spring called upon H. P. Clegg, presi-

dent and general manager of the Dayton & Troy Electric

Railway Company, to open the discussion on "Limited Ser-

vice, and Does It Pay?" Mr. Clegg said he had never con-

sidered the operation of limited trains from a paying stand-

point. On his road he had operated them more because it

was a duty as a common carrier to give the best service possi-

ble. He thought some managements should consider this

duty more seriously. He said he had noticed that on some
roads the schedules were altered at different seasons of the

year, seemingly exactly to fit the demands of travel. He did

not think managements had a right to do this, and character-

ized such views as narrow minded. On his road it was the

policy to operate more cars than were needed. This not

only took care of the present existing travel, but it invited

additional travel.

As to the reasons for maintaining limited service, he said

there were different kinds of passengers, and the only way to

accommodate all was to maintain the two kinds of service.

He gave patrons the opportunity to take their choice, as a

merchant usually does with a customer.

He thought managements had something else to do than to

make dividends, and that by doing that which was only neces-

sary they often invited attacks from the city officials and the

boards of health, and caused officers to step in and tell them

how to run their properties.

General Manager H. A. Nicholl, of the Indiana Union

Traction Company, said that on his system limited trains

were alternated with locals. He found from the records that

limited cars earned about 25 per cent more than locals. An
excess fare of about % cent per mile was charged on the

limiteds. The fact that all the divisions of his system were

paralleled by steam roads necessitated the operation of limited

cars to an extent, but there was a certain class of people

that demanded better cars. He had never known an instance

where people were not willing to pay excess fare when greater

speed and better cars were offered. He thought local con-

ditions determined the necessity of putting on limited cars,

and he did not believe they were necessary on the very short

roads.

C. N. Wilcoxon said that until about one year ago no

attempts of any consequence had been made to operate limited

cars on the Cleveland & Southwestern system. On one

division they are now run at three-hour intervals. Between
Cleveland and Oberlin they are run every two hours. On
the Cleveland & Wooster division four limiteds are run in

each direction per day. The limited cars earned slightly more
than the locals.

F. D. Carpenter said that his system, the Western Ohio
Railway, had operated limited cars for about two years. Last

January the service was. extended from Dayton to Toledo.

He believed there was business in the field that had not yet

been reached, and that if the service were given the people

would always ride.

In reply to a question of the comparative expense of

operating limited and local cars, Mr. Clegg stated that his

company had found the current consumption and the cost of

maintenance of the equipment considerably less, and this was
largely due to the elimination of the stops.

The discussion of the last subject, "Impressions from the

Columbus Convention," was opened by H. A. Nicholl, who
said that, although he had been attending the annual conven-
tions for several years, he could not recall an occasion when
he had seen a finer collection of exhibits or a greater attend-

ance. He thought the attendance at the various meetings

was better than on previous occasions, and that the papers

had been presented by stronger men.

President' Spring said a wonderful interest had been stim-

ulated throughout the country regarding interurban opera-

tions in the Middle West. Some Eastern gentlemen whom
he took on a 230-mile interurban trip during the convention

were absolutely surprised at the way the roads were laid out

and the facility with which the car they were on was trans-

ferred from one system to another. He said the papers at

the convention were extremely interesting. That on "Selec-

tion of Trainmen," by Clarence E. Learned, had impressed
him deeply. He urged others interested in this subject to

, read the paper, as it dealt with the matter in a unique way
and was by a man thoroughly competent to handle the sub-
ject. The paper on track construction had likewise given
him a clear conception of the subject with which it dealt. He
thought the industrial display was without parallel.

Before adjourning the meeting President Spring took oc-

casion to express the thanks and appreciation of the associa-

tion to the Ohio Railroad Commission and to Mr. Gothlin, its

representative at the meeting, for the interest shown in the

association.

The nominating committee for the coming year, as an-
nounced by President Spring during the meeting, was com-
posed of J. O. Wilson, treasurer Cleveland & Southwestern
Traction Company; F. D. Norveil, of the Schoepf syndicate

lines in Indiana; S. D. Hutchings ; G. H. Kelsey, superin-

tendent of power Indiana Union Traction Company, and C.

M. Paxton, secretary and traffic manager Dayton & Troy
Electric Railway Company.

The management of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago Electric

Railway has decided to enter into active competition with
the steam railroads for express business. Unable to secure

an ordinance to bring express into the city, the company has
arranged to take the express packages to its station at Fifty-

Second Avenue, where the trucks will be unloaded into ex-

press cars and the contents distributed over the line. With
this end in view the company has established an express

package station in the building at Jackson Boulevard and
Franklin Street. It is intended to collect the packages
throughout the city and to Lake them in a large automobile to

the outlying station, where they can be loaded into the cars

of the company. It was stated yesterday that the express
rates would be about 50 per cent of the tariffs which are now
in effect on steam roads, and it is expected to build up a large

business. Recently the electric line has been engaging in

the milk traffic, and is said to have cut into the business of the

steam roads to a serious extent. A very large area in Illinois

will be served by the new express arrangements. The main
towns reached are Maywood, Bellewood, South Elmhurst,

Lombard, Glen Ellyn, Wheaton, Warrenville, Wayne, Au-
rora, Batavia, Elgin, Dundee, Carpentersville, St. Charles

Geneva, Oswego, Yorkville and Glenwood Park.

According to "l'Elettricita," it has been agreed between
the Oerlikon and Siemens-Schuckert works to commence
immediately the plant for the electrification of the whole
length of the St. Gothard Railway. The section from Zurich

to Lucerne is to be constructed first as an experiment. This

first section is the only one at present approved of by the Fed-
eral Railway Department, but it is stated that a syndicate has

offered to convert at their own cost the whole part of the

line which is situated in Switzerland by 1909, and to transfer

it to the Swiss government on terms yet to be agreed upon.
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AN ELECTRIC SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE

The American Locomotive Company has recently com-

pleted a 37^-ton electric switching locomotive for the Gen-

sander, operated by one centrifugal pump, No. 22 air com-

pressor.

The platform and framing is of 10-in. steel channels and

3-16-in. floor plates. The cab is of the steeple type and con-

sists of one main cab and two auxiliary

cabs. Some of the principal dimensions of

the locomotive are : Length over all, 31 ft.

1 in.
;
width, 9 ft. 6 1

/^ ins. ; total wheel base,

22 ft.
;
driving-wheel base, 6 ft. 6 ins.

;
height

over the cab, 12 ft. i}i ins.
;
height with the

trolley down, 13 ft.; diameter of the truck

wheels, 36 ins.

F COMPLETED LOCOMC

CARS FOR CAMDEN & TRENTON
RAILWAY

The car shown in the accompanying illus-

tration is one of seven lately added to the

lines of the New York-Philadelphia Com-
pany of New Jersey. The new cars

will operate between Camden and Tren-

eral Electric Company. The locomotive is

designed for operation on a 250-volt circuit.

The maximum tractive effort is 15,000 lbs.,

and the instantaneous draw-bar pull for

starting purposes is 18,800 lbs.

The running gear consists of two of the

builder's four-wheeled, arch bar frame

trucks with cast-iron floating bolsters. Each

truck is equipped with two 175-hp GE 68-B

direct-current motors. The latter are in- SIDE VIEW OF CAMDEN & TRENTON CAR

ton and are primarily for the betterment of the sub-

urban traffic between Philadelphia and the numerous Jer-

sey towns reached by the company's lines. One class

of passengers who will feel the benefit of this new rolling

stock are the business men who travel daily to Philadelphia

andwho require a convenient schedule and comfortable means

of transportation. In the latter respect the new cars leave

nothing to be desired. Smoking compartments are a neces-

END VIEW OF TRUCK INTERIOR OF CAMDEN & TRENTON CAR

side-hung, with half the weight carried on the axle and half

by nose suspension from the truck frame.

The locomotive is arranged for single unit control and is

fitted with trolley and third-rail shoes. It is equipped with

General Electric Company's straight air brakes and Leach

sity on a road whose traffic is composed largely of the class

of passengers mentioned, and the present cars are no excep-

tion to the rule; the usual longitudinal seats are furnished in

this compartment. The length of the car, its steam-coach

roofs and straight sides, coupled with the big windows, wide
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aisle space and commodious seats—the three latter attributes

of comfort being brought about by using the Brill grooveless-

post semi-convertible feature—give to the car a very sym-

metrical and imposing appearance. The cars are painted in

a rich carmine with gold lettering and striping. The in-

teriors are of cherry. The trucks employed are the No. 27-

Fi with a wheel base of 4 ft. 6 ins. Four 40-hp motors

were installed on each car. The weight of one car and

trucks with motors is 45,000 lbs. The cars measure 34 ft. 4

ins. over the end panels and over the vestibules 43 ft. 9 ins.

;

the length of the smoking compartment is 8 ft. "]Y\ ins.

;

width over the sills, including the sheathing, 8 ft. 8 ins.

;

height from the floor to the ceiling, 8 ft. 5 ins.

SOME INTERESTING FEATURES OF CARS FOR BUENOS-

AIRES

A big export shipment recently left the works of the J. G.

Brill Company for Buenos Aires, South America; the order

was placed through J. G. White & Company by the Com-
pania Lacroze, and consisted of seventy-five single-truck

grooveless-post semi-convertible cars and ten double-truck

cars having the same window system. The smaller cars

have a length over the end panels of 21 ft. 4 ins. ; over the

SINGLE-TRUCK CAR FOR BUENOS-AIRES

crown pieces and the vestibules, 30 ft. 4 ins. ; width over the

sills, 7 ft. 10^ ins.; height from the rail over the trolley

board, 11 ft. 9)4 ins. The double-truck cars measure 31 ft.

over the end panels and 41 ft. over the crown pieces and ves-

tibules; width over the sills, including sheathing, 7 ft. io>^

ins. The type of single truck used is the No. 21-E with a

wheel base of 7 ft. 6 ins. ; the type of double truck, the No.

27-E1 with a wheel base of 6 ft. 6 ins.

The interiors are unusually handsome, being finished in

mahogany, inlaid
;
push buttons will be found at every post.

duties, passengers will have the means of reporting the delin-

quent at headquarters. On each corner of each vestibule is

placed a lens, behind which is a colored glass—one of four

colors—illuminated by an incandescent light, the color scheme

designating the destination of the car. Each car is equipped

with independent motor-driven brakes. All the wiring in the

cars was done in concealed loricated conduits. The illustra-

tion shows the larger type of car equipped with folding gates,

while the single-truck car has folding doors. As a matter of

fact both types of cars were shipped with the folding gates

and also the folding doors, the former for use in the summer,

the latter in winter, when a warmer and more weather-proof

compartment is desirable. The cars were built in sections so

they could be knocked down for export shipment.

p
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DOUBLE-TRUCK CAR FOR BUENOS AIRES

A novel feature is the installation of two electric fans at

diagonally opposite corners of the car for service during the

hot summer months. Another innovation is a metal pocket

into which is slipped the conductor's badge. This receptacle

is so located as to be easily seen by passengers entering and
leaving the car. The pocket allows the number of the badge
to be clearly read, the presence of the badge indicating, of

course, that if the conductor does not properly perform his

NEW PRUSSIAN REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF ELECTRIC

STREET RAILWAYS

The new regulations issued in Prussia concerning the con-

struction and operation of electric railways constitute one of

the most important events in electric operation in Germany
for a long time. These regulations are not law in the actual

meaning of the word, since laws can be made only by Par-

liament and the executive, but as in other countries the sec-

retary or minister of the appropriate department has author-

ity to formulate certain rules for the guidance of inferior

authorities. The fundamental law for all street railways is

still the Prussian secondary railway law (Kleinbahn-gesetz)

of 1892.

It is an old experience that a good law can be very op-

pressive when interpreted in too literal or unfavorable a

manner, and vice versa, a very strict statute is comparatively

unobjectionable when enforced along the lines of common
sense. This condition is particularly true when the law is

so drawn as to leave a great deal to the discretion of the local

authorities. This was the case with the law of 1892, which
allowed the governing bodies (called in Prussia the "Technical

Inspection Authority for Secondary Railways") a large

amount of latitude. These inspection or regulating boards

were made up of the managers of the government steam rail-

road lines in whose districts the street railways were located.

Early in their history this plan was not objectionable. It

soon became evident, however, that the interurban lines would
have to adopt standards in construction and operation more

like the steam lines than the street railway

companies. The regulations for interurban

lines were therefore carefully codified in

1898.

In the meantime the street railways de-

veloped to such an extent that their con-

struction and operation became highly spe-

cialized and it was found that the inspecting

commissioners, who were trained along

steam railroad standards, could not well be

left in sole charge of their administration.

Moreover, this portion of their duties was
considered by them as a side occupation.

They could give only a small part of their time to this work,

and it frequently happened that their personnel would change.

There were sometimes three commissioners in one year. The
result was the issue of numerous burdensome orders which

did not secure the purpose in mind, namely, that of safety

in operation.

This condition of affairs led the street railway companies to

petition the Prussian Minister of Public Works in 1900 to
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make the regulations more strict, so that those in charge of

their administration would have less freedom in their inter-

pretation. This was done because the street railways thought

it would be better to obey a few burdensome regulations and

know just what they were than to be obliged to change their

rolling stock and equipment almost any moment. This re-

quest was granted and the new rules have just been issued.

As a whole they give general satisfaction. The more im-

portant are published below

:

In general, grades shall not exceed 1 to 15, but steeper grades

for short distances shall be permissible if operating safety is

demonstrated by experiment.

Lines on public streets must be laid with girder rails or com-

posite rails with flanges high enough to give a running tread

for street vehicles. Exceptions are permitted. In general, curves

shall not be less than 15 m. (49 ft.) radius, but exceptions are

permitted. Where the conditions permit, the outer rail should

be elevated.

On straight track the grooves shall be at least 30 mm (1 3-16

ins.) but not wider than 40 mm (1 9-16 ins.), except that they can

be wider on curves according to the gage. If they become wider

through wear, the rails can be kept in service until worn out.

All rails, switches and other parts of the track on public streets

must be so laid that they will not interfere with traffic.

(These regulations are a considerable improvement over the

former ones. The latter often demanded that a rail should not

project above the pavement, and vice versa. The strict execu-

tion of this rule cost the street railway companies a great deal of

money, as they were obliged to keep making repairs continually.

Formerly the pavement maintained by the railway company,

usually for a space 30 cm to 60 cm (2 ft. to 4 ft.) outside

of the rails, was in much better condition than that maintained by

the city. The result was that most of the wagon traffic would

travel on the track, thus making it wear out more quickly than

other parts of the roadway. Under the new rule it will not

be necessary for the railway company to undertake repairs as

soon as the pavement sinks a little, but it can take its own time.)

In conduit operation, the conduits may be placed in the middle

of the track or under one rail. The slot on straight track must

not exceed 30 mm (1 3-16 ins.), and on curves 45 mm (1^ ins.)

in width.

The stopping places are to be regulated by the local conditions

and must be made known in some appropriate manner.

(This last rule obviates an evil that had almost become gen-

eral. Somebody discovered that the safety of street railway

traffic was increased if the cars stopped at the "near" corner of a

street crossing. This idea was exploited in the newspapers, and

the authorities in many cases ordered all cars to make this stop.

One difficulty which resulted was that the companies had erected

expensive waiting pavilions on the opposite corners. These be-

came useless. Moreover, in very large cities it was found that in

the rush hours there were blockades caused by cars which were

obliged to turn into the cross street, stopping on the corner.

According to the new rule the railways have full permission to

place the stopping places wherever local conditions require.)

The distance from the center of the track to the curbstone

must be at least one-half of the greatest width of the car. On
switching and on double-track sections the distance between cen-

ters of rails must be at least 400 mm (16 ins.) more than the

greatest width of the cars. On curves this same distance must

be observed where local conditions permit.

Iron bridges maintained by the railway company must be ex-

amined at least every five years, and records of these tests must

be kept.

Span wires suspended from the sides of houses must be pro-

vided with means for deadening sound and preventing rattling.

The railway company must at all times have sufficient auxiliary

power to take care of extra-heavy traffic and unfavorable traffic

conditions without disturbing the operation seriously. In the

case of damage to machinery the reserve must be sufficient to

maintain the schedule of a working day. If the railway has no

power station, but purchases its power, these regulations apply

to the station selling the power.

All wheels excepting those on the middle axles of three-axle

locomotives and cars must have flanges. At speeds up to 25 km
(15H miles) per hour, these flanges, assuming they are used only

on girder rails, may be worn down to 12 mm (y2 in.) in height

and 8 mm (5-16 in.) in thickness. At higher speeds and with

T-rails the size of flanges is fixed by the engineering commis-

sion for trunk line railways.

The thickness of the wheel tires where the weight per wheel is

3 tons must be at least 16 mm (§4 i'1 -). and for greater wheel
weights at least 18 mm (11-16 in.). On all other rolling stock

the tires may be worn down to 14 mm (9-16 in).

All rolling stock, except construction cars, must have spring

couplers at both ends.

Track scrapers shall be used on all cars. Their height above
the rails shall not exceed 6.5 cm (2.5 ins.) where all of the pave-

ment is asphalt; 8 cm (3.1 ins.) where pavement is either asphalt

or stone ; and in no cases, even on outside lines, must it exceed

10 cm (3.9 ins.).

The car steps must permit easy entrance and exit. The lower

part of the body must have no sharp corner projections. When
possible a hand rail should be attached to the side of the car to

assist in getting on or off.

(This last rule is a great relief to the railway companies.

During the past few years the regulating authorities often

requested that the steps should be as high as possible. In fact,

a minimum of 380 mm (15 ins.) was prescribed for loaded cars

with worn-down wheel tires, corresponding to a height of at least

460 mm (18 ins.) for an empty car with new wheels. The ob-

ject of this rule was that persons who fell in front of the car

would not be caught by the step. It is possible that in very in-

frequent cases casualties have been avoided in this way, but it is

certain that more persons have been injured from entering or

leaving cars on account of a high step than would have been the

case if the steps had been lower. Such high steps, even when
the car is standing still, are very inconvenient, especially to stout

and infirm persons.)

All motor cars must have at least two independently operating

brakes, one of which must be. mechanical, such as air brake, elec-

trical short-circuiting brake, or electro-magnetic brake. All cars,

except freight cars, must have a hand brake.

When more than one trail car is used the braking arrangement

must be such that the motorman can apply all brakes throughout

the train at once. Exceptions are permitted by the commission

in certain cases where the operating conditions are very simple.

Simultaneous train braking may also be required with one trail

car if the traffic conditions are severe.

All brakes should operate as noiselessly as possible, be actuated

from either end of the car, and of such capacity that a car with

full load on a dry rail at a speed of 10 km (6]4 miles) per hour

may be stopped in a length of 6 m (19^ ft.) from the application

of the brake-shoes. The commission reserves the right to make
severer regulations when it appears necessary.

Motor cars and locomotives must be fitted with effective Sand-

ers.

The car platforms must be furnished with suitable doors or

gates. On demand of the commission, vestibules must be placed

on interurban cars, and the motorman's place separated from the

passenger compartment.

The seating space to be allowed per passenger must be at least

490 mm (ig]4 ins.) wide, except that cross-seats may be some-

what narrower when allowed by the commission.

All cars must be lighted, and, if fitted for electric illumination,

there must also be auxiliary lighting. The commission can also

specify when the cars must be heated.

Every car must be fitted with some means of signaling between

the conductor and the passengers and also with the motorman.

Business advertisements, as a general rule, should be placed

only inside the car, but not on the windows. Exceptions outside

the car are the dasher signs, and, for the interior, such window
signs as are in the form of cut or etched work on the glass. This

is also regulated by the sense of the commission.

Every motorman's stand must have a gong or other means for

attracting attention.

Every car must have the following information clearly indicated

on its exterior: First, the owner; second, the car number, and,

in the case of passenger cars, this number must be placed once

at each end and on each side
;
third, on all cars, the weight of

the car, including axles and wheels, and except such loose ap-

paratus as may be needed for the equipment
;
fourth, on freight

and express baggage cars, the carrying capacity; fifth, the time

the last inspection was made. The interior and the platforms of

passenger cars must contain a record, in addition to the car

number, of the number and kind of seats in each compartment.

The electrical apparatus on motor cars must be inspected every

six months. The entire car must be inspected throughout at least

every two years and trail cars at least every three years. This

form of inspection covers the raising of the car body from the

trucks and the taking out of axles and bearings for testing their

strength. Detailed reports must be made of such examinations
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and submit ed lo the inspecting officials. The date of this general

overhauling must be marked on every car.

If cars ire operated more than 20 km (12J/2 miles) an hour,

the track must be inspected every day. At lower speeds the in-

spection must be made at least every tbrce days. If the rails

are in pa^ed streets, the inspection periods will be prescribed by
the official commission.

All motor cars must be furnished with headlights unless other-

wise permitted.

The first car of the train must carry on the front and sides the

destination signs, and the one on the front must also be visible

at night. Exceptions to this rule are also permitted. The ca-

pacity of a car is regulated by the seating capacity. Local au-

thorities are allowed to permit more than the regular capacity of

the car in emergency cases.

During the intervals that the cars or trains are standing at

terminals, they must be thoroughly ventilated.

The maximum speeds of trains, as a rule, shall be 30 km
(19 miles) for gage of 1435 mm (4 ft. 8}'< ins)

; 30 km (19 miles)

for 1000-mm gage (3 ft. 3
lA ins.) ; 25 km (15.5 miles) for 750

mm ( 2 ft. 5; 2 ins.) gage; 20 km (12.4 miles) for 600 m (2 ft.)

gage, and 15 km (9.3 miles) for rack railways. Higher speeds

than these are allowed only with the permission of the Minister of

Public Works, if it is shown that ,the traffic conditions justify

them.

The Commission reserves the power to enforce lower speeds

where the traffic is very heavy or there are severe grades, or

such speeds may be changed for definite periods. The maximum
speeds fixed are to be lower also at curves or other places where
safety demands it.

The following rules are given for crossings and connections of

street railways

:

Cars must stop at such places, according to conditions, un-

less there is a solid procession of soldiers, funerals, mail wagons
or fire department trucks. Aside from switching and stopping-

places, trains and individual motor cars must be at least 20 m
(65 ft. 8 ins.) apart when traveling 16 km. (10 miles) an hour;

30 m (98 ft. 6 ins.) when running at 20 km (12.4 miles) ; 60 m
(197 ft.) at 25 km; and 100 m (328 ft.) at 30 km (19 miles).

Exceptions are made by the Commission.
Every motor car must have one motorman, and unless cash

fare boxes are permitted by the Commission or no fare tickets

are given out during the trip, there must be one conductor.

Every trailer shall have a separate conductor whose duty it shall

be to have the sole right to operate the hand brake on his car

if the train braking arrangement should fail. Exceptions are al-

lowed by the Commission.
Motor cars standing on the track must be constantly in the

care of one of the employees. The brakes must be applied, and

on electric motor cars the controller handle must be removed.

The operation of a street railway can be suspended for longer

than 24 hours by the local police with the consent of the Com-
mission only under the following conditions: (a) When work
must be done on or under the streets which will prevent the run-

ning of cars, (b) When on account of festivals, public proces-

sions or other reasons an unusual number of people would cause

blockades at certain parts of the line.

In case of accident, the management must conduct an examina-

tion to discover all the facts in the case and determine on the

proper measures. Managers must make immediate reports of

accidents involving death, or serious injury to persons, heavy

damage to structures or rolling stock and of service interruptions

greater than 24 hours. Smaller service interruptions and such

accidents which involve no serious injury to persons or property,

can be reported within such times as are set by the Commission.

The management of the railway company must keep a record of

all accidents and traffic interruptions in the order of their occur-

rence, giving the time, place, cause, and what was done in rela-

tion thereto. Jacks and other tools useful in accidents should be

quickly obtainable.

(This last regulation is a concession to the railway companies,

as formerly the local authorities frequently demanded that emer-

gency tools should be carried on the car. Now it will only be

necessary to place such tools at convenient intervals along the

route, for instance in stores.)

A record must be kept of all employees in outside service, in-

cluding full name, age, place of birth, address, date of employ-

ment and discharge, and service number. This record must fur-

ther contain a list of all penalties inflicted as discipline, together

with other data which will show the technical ability and relia-

bility of the parties in question. These records must be sub-

mitted to the Commission for inspection whenever demanded,

and during the time of employment of any employee his record

musl not be made either illegible or destroyed either in whole
or m part without permission. The truthfulness of the data in

the record must be vouched for by the operating manager.
All outside operating employees must be given a code of printed

or written rules for their guidance. The Commission, to whom
these rules are to be submitted, may object to such regulations

which it does not believe fully concern the safety of street railway

operation.

This Commission also has the right to demand a test of any
employee engaged in outside work, and to have him discharged if

in its opinion he is not technically capable or reliable enough for

the work. This right of the Commission is to be incorporated in

all service contracts.

All employees engaged in outside service must be at least 21

years old, have passed satisfactorily the examinations and ex-
perimental running tests to show their reliability, and must not

be afflicted with any serious bodily trouble. In country districts

where the operating conditions are simpler, the Commission may
permit a lower age limit, but not less than 18 years, for such
outside employees who are not entrusted with the operation of

machines or cars or with the rights and duties of an inspector.

All employees must carry a badge or other device.

Including days of rest, no motorman must work more than a

monthly average of 10 hours a day, and conductors and brake-

men not more than 11 hours. Under simple operating conditions

the average daily work may be extended to 13 hours. Under no
circumstances shall one shift be longer than 16 hours. Working
shifts of such length are only permissible when no hard work is

required and there are several interruptions for rest. Every
employee in the traffic service must have at least two holidays a

month. Under simple operating conditions there need be only

one holiday a month. A holiday shall be taken to mean an
absence from service of at least 24 hours. The last condition

may be modified somewhat on interurban railways with light

traffic. The schedules for regulating the hours of work of all

car service employees must be exposed in the offices of the man-
agement and placed before the Commission on demand. The
Commission must also be informed at all time of the responsible

managers of the railway companies, even where the change is for

a very short period.

Every car and waiting room must have exposed a copy of the

latest schedule of the fares and the local police regulations for

passengers on the railway.

Immediately after a train reaches the terminal the cars must
be examined for lost articles. Such as are not immediately re-

turned to the losers must be carefully preserved, and as soon as

time permits handed to the manager.

These regulations will go into effect Jan. 1, 1907.

Simultaneously with the foregoing regulations a suggested

set of police rules for street railways was drawn up. At the

present time the railways are already under police regulations,

but these vary greatly in different cities. The principal

rules of the new code are as follows :

Damage of street railway property and anything that will inter-

fere with the railway service is forbidden.

Heavy wagons or drays must not be driven on the track in a

longitudinal direction if there is sufficient room between the side-

walk and the track. (This is a very important regulation.)

When the warning signal is given, all pedestrians, riders, driv-

ers, cyclists and others must leave the track at once. This regu-

lation does not apply to soldiers marching in solid ranks, funerals

and similar processions, mail wagons and fire trucks.

When a car stops, all vehicles or persons on horseback must
lower their speed to permit passengers to enter and leave the car

without danger.

No one is allowed to board a car upon which the conductor has

placed a sign indicating that the car is full ; cars must not be

entered or left on the wrong side.

Passengers who, through drunkenness, sickness, disorderly con-

duct or other reasons are obnoxious to their fellow passengers,

must leave the cars or waiting rooms upon the demand of the

conductor or attendant.

Smoking or the carrying of lighted pipes, cigars or cigarettes

is only permitted on outside seats or in cars or compartments

specifically reserved for smokers.

Loaded firearms and packages of baggage which, on account

of size, odor, or uncleanliness may be dangerous or obnoxious to

the other passengers, cannot be carried on the cars. The passage-

way through the car must not be obstructed by bundles.
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Dogs and other animals may be taken only if they can he carried

on the lap and w ithout annoying the passengers. Hunting dogs
may be carried by special permit.

Passengers who create disturbance or disobey the rules after

explanation by the conductor or station attendant must leave

immediately.

When vehicles, cyclists or pedestrians are on the track the mo-
torman must give the warning signal in time, move slowly and
stop if necessary to avoid damage of property or injury of persons.

On leaving his car the motorman must remove the controller

handle, apply the hand brake and do anything else which may be

necessary to prevent the car from moving of its own accord or

being started by wrong parties.

Aside from the exceptions made by the Commission, as duly

announced, passengers must not be accepted above the normal
seating capacity of the inside and outer seats. Disobedience of

this rule, so far as it is not covered by a more severe penalty,

will subject the offender to a fine of 60 marks ($15) or impris-

onment.

LONDON LETTER

{From Our Regular Correspondent.)

The work of the electrification of the portion of the London,

Brighton & South Coast Railway between London Bridge and

Victoria stations is now in active operation. It will be remem-
bered that this is the electrification scheme which is being done

on the single-phase system under the direction of Philip Daw-
son, of Kincaid, Waller, Manville & Dawson, and the contract

for which was given to the Allgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellschatt,

of Berlin, though arrangements were entered into for the manu-
facture of a large portion of the material necessary in Great

Britain. The work of erecting the iron lattice girders to support

the catenary construction of the overhead system has commenced,
and as this is the first work of this kind in Great Britain it will

arrest considerable attention. The whole of the work is ex-

pected to be completed in less than a year and the system should

be in electrical operation towards the end of 1907.

Last month we reported that Mr. Day, electrical engineer of

Bolton, had been appointed to the vacancy at Sunderland. While
the report was correct at the time, it now transpires that after all

the offer was withdrawn, as there seems to have been some mis-

understanding regarding his age, an age limit having been im-

posed. Mr. Day is therefore continuing his post at Bolton.

Mr. C. F. Jenkins recently read a most interesting paper be-

fore the Institution of Civil Engineers on single-phase electric

traction. A previous paper on electric traction on railways by
Messrs. Mordey and Jenkin was read before the Institution in

1902, and the object of this paper was to bring the previous ac-

count up to date and to show how far the conclusions then ar-

rived at had been modified, and to describe the equipment re-

quired for single-phase working. It was stated that little ad-

vance had been made in continuous-current working, though the

voltages had risen in certain instances. In three-phase work
there had not been much advance, and the principal points of

interest were the Zossen experiments, the operation of the Val-

tellina line and the adoption of three-phase working for the

Simplon Tunnel. A list was then given of the single-phase lines

now in operation or under construction. It was stated that ex-

perience had confirmed Mordey and Jenkin's previous conclusion

that single-phase equipment is the only system which can satisfy

all the requirements of a general system. A thorough descrip-

tion of the different types of motors, method of control, perma-
nent way, equipments, etc., was also included in the paper, and
the whole mechanical and electrical design was carefully analyzed,

making the paper one of particular value.

We have frequently referred to the motor omnibuses in Lon-
don, some seven or eight hundred of which have recently been

operating in the streets, practically in all parts of London. These
omnibuses appear to have now fallen upon rather bad times, as

the police have taken up the matter of noise and smell in rather

a vigorous fashion. For the past year London has patiently

borne with the tremendous noise which these motor buses have
made, and also with the foul smoke which many of them
emit on their passage through the streets. The commissioner of

police warned the different companies operating these buses some
months ago, and recently he has put this warning into practical

operation, a large number of the buses being peremptorily ordered

off the streets and licenses refused to all buses until they come
up to the necessary requirements. These requirements are some-

what difficult to determine, so far as noise is concerned, but the

authorities, as they have had examples of some of the new motor
buses before them, which are practically smokeless and noise-

less, are adopting a firm attitude, much to the perturbation of

the motor omnibus companies. The result, however, is un-

doubtedly good and has already made a great improvement in

the comfort of pedestrians. In this connection it might be well

to say that the company which was recently formed in Man-
chester for operating motor buses in the suburbs of Manchester,

has stopped business and is winding up its affairs. There has

been in that city so much objection to motor buses which has

resulted in such drastic action by the authorities, that the com-
pany has had to cease operations.

Trouble has been threatening in Belfast for some time, owing
to a dispute between Mr. Nance, the general manager, and the

men. The men have taken exception to one or two dismissals by

the general manager, and instead of Mr. Nance's hands being

strengthened by the corporation, the tramways committee have
interfered and are in certain ways trying to curtail Mr. Nance's

powers. It looks as if Belfast would either have a strike on its

hands, or that the tramways committee would endeavor to run
the tramways itself, making Mr. Nance only a figurehead.

Whether Mr. Nance's decision in discharging certain men be

correct or not, it will certainly lead to immense trouble in the

future if the committee is to interfere in all such labor matters.

Either Mr. Nance must have a free hand to manage the tram-

ways as he thinks best, or else the committee, if it lacks con-

fidence in Mr. Nance, should get someone in whom the members
have confidence. The city of Glasgow should form an object

lesson to Belfast in its trouble, one of the best things that Mr.
Young, the late general manager of the Glasgow Corporation

Tramways, ever did, being to insist that this management 'of the

tramways was supreme as long as he held the position of general

manager, and that local politics would find no position in such

management. This would appear to be the only sane way to

manage a large tramways system where thousands of men are

engaged in the work, and it is to be hoped that the city authori-

ties of Belfast will open their eyes to this necessity before it is

too late.

There seems to be strong local feeling against the proposed

tramway between Largs and Wemyss Bay, and meetings have
been held to give expression to the opposition. It would appear

as if there is no real object in having a tramway between those

two places, as Wemyss Bay is an entirely residential town, chiefly

for wealthy business men of Glasgow, who use it as a summer
residence. There is already connection between the two places

by means of steamers, so it seems unlikely for the present that

there will be any tramway system in that vicinity. Lord Kelvin,

whose residence" is on the proposed route, intended to have been

present at the meeting, but being unable to be there he wrote, stat-

ing that he considered the amenity of the district would be en-

tirely ruined by a tramway. From the writer's own intimate

knowledge of the district, it would appear to him as if the propo-

sition was entirely a foolish and unnecessary one.

As is well known, Edinburgh has been on the horns of a

dilemma for many years regarding its tramway system, which
everyone who visits Edinburgh knows is operated on the cable

system. Edinburgh, like most other cities, has grown consider-

ably since the adoption of the cable tramways and it is being

found year by year that the cable system is a most
inflexible one as regards extensions, and it is imperative

that certain extensions should be undertaken. Electricity is,

of course, the only cure, but just how to apply it so as to work
in with the already existing cable system is the difficulty. The
tramways, though belonging to the corporation, are operated by

the Edinburgh Tramway Company and this company has now
signified its willingness to electrify the Gilmore Place route, pro-

vided the cost of extension is limited to £13,000 per mile and to

pay the 7 per cent on this outlay as per the existing contract.

The city authorities believe that the work cannot be done for

this price, so that the matter is still the subject of negotiation.

Other routes are also being dealt with between the tramway
company and the corporation, but no definite decision as to the

best method has yet been arrived at. It will be remembered that

the Kingsland Company offered to install its underground sys-

tem on certain portions of the line, but it is now pretty well be-

lieved that the corporation cannot accept this offer as the tram-

way company decided not to accept any system of electric traction

except the overhead in its offers to the corporation.

The London County Council is now definitely committed to

the promotion in Parliament of the huge scheme for the supply

of electrical energy in bulk to a new area covering London and
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district to the extent of 471 square miles, which will involve the

building of generating stations and distributing apparatus amount-
ing to about £4,000,000. There has been great discussion at

the meetings of the Council, and its action was not by any means
unanimous, eighty members of the Council voting in its favor out

of a total of 114 present. This decision has practically been

forced upon the London County Council by its own action last

year when its bill at that time was refused by Parliament, or the

private committee, on the understanding that it was not compre-
hensive enough. It would appear from the report of the com-
mittee at that "time that a more comprehensive bill introduced

this session would be favorably considered, and if the London
County Council was not to promote such a bill it is practically

assured that one of a similar nature would be promoted by a

private company, so that it will be seen that the Council have to

take action of some kind. It has given rise to a lot of comment
in the daily press, many of the newspapers being naturally

strongly opposed to this action of what are termed the progres-

sives in the London County Council. Some of the newspapers

have got opinions from most of the boroughs comprising Lon-
don, and as most of these boroughs have either got municipal

plants of their own or have private companies operating in their

boroughs, a great diversion of opinion has been created. It is a

matter of general opinion, however, that the bill will prove suc-

cessful this year. Many economists in London are fearful of

such a large amount of money being spent, especially as .the

London County Council Tramways department has been spend-

ing money very freely during the past few years, and it was in-

tended during the next year to spend further large sums. The
borough elections, which have recently taken place, have opened
the eyes of London County Council members to the fact that the

Moderates' are more powerful than they anticipated. This party

has once more asserted itself and won many of the borough elec-

tions, making a majority of Progressives in the next London
County Council, whose election takes place next year, somewhat
problematical. As one of the results of this bill, the London
County Council has thought fit to curtail, to a very large extent,

the tramway work for which it was intending to ask rights during

the present session, and instead of spending something like

£2,000,000 next year on electrification of tramways, chiefly in

the north of London, a sum not exceeding £250,000 will be

spent. It is to be presumed that the Council does not see its way,
in view of the position which it occupies with regard to the

power bill to such large expenditures on the tramways as well.

Many of the tramway schemes, therefore, have been withdrawn
for the present, and attention will be chiefly paid to the com-
pletion of such lines as the powers have already been granted for,

and some connecting lines which are imperatively necessary.

Among the most important of the schemes abandoned for the

present is the one which was proposed for a complete new tram-

way system from the Marble Arch to Kilburn and Cricklewood,

though there is still in the list, for which the Council intends to

apply for powers, a scheme for a system of tramways in Hamp-
stead Road, Tottenham Court Road and various streets in the

Bloomsbury district, about which there is so much opposition.

The Embankment tramways are nearly completed, and the last

steel rail has already been laid.
,
The process of lopping the

trees, necessitated by the height of the cars, has also been under-
taken, much to the discomforture of those who are strongly de-

sirous of preserving the present condition of the Embankment at

all hazards. The actual work of construction of these tramways
has only taken a little over nine weeks, reflecting much credit on
Dick, Kerr & Company, the contractors, and before the end of

the year the service will be in operation. The new electrified

line from the Angel at Islington to the Highbury station is also

now completed, so that electric cars can now be taken from the

Strand through the subway and by Islington to Highbury.
Some further particulars are now available regarding the elec-

trification of the Midland Railway Company lines between Lan-
caster and Heysham Harbor. The Lancaster line is about 8
miles in length, and it will be equipped on the single-phase over-

head system, with 6600 volts on the line, and step-down trans-

.

formers on the motor coaches. Messrs. Siemens Brothers have
already received orders to supply one motor coach, together with
two trailers and controllers and wiring. The motors are to be
of the commutated series type with special commutation poles for

reducing the sparking. The output of each of the two motors is

180 hp, with an efficiency of 83 per cent. The motor will be
geared to the car axle through single-reduction gear by which a

maximum spf?d of 55 m. p. h. will be attained. The overhead
trolley wire will be supported by catenary suspension and prob-
ably no feeders will be required, as the current will be supplied

direct from Heysham at the end of the line. The current will

most probably be taken from the existing power station at Hey-
sham Harbor, which already furnishes current for the station and

docks at Heysham Harbor.
The Wakefield & District Light Railway Company and the

Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramways Company, Ltd.,

have initiated a new enterprise by the purchase of Lofthouse

Amusements Park, which is situated about midway between Leeds
and Wakefield. The park is sixty acres in extent, and it is the in-

tention of the tramway companies to erect bandstands, refresh-

ment rooms, dancing halls, layout grounds and bowling greens,

etc., etc., and to make the park generally attractive. The popula-

tion of the district is a large one, and there are many small towns
in the vicinity, so that it is expected to attract a large patronage.

So far as the writer knows, this is the first attempt in Great

Britain to provide an attraction of this kind so as to increase

tramway traffic receipts.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., of London, have been awarded the

Grand Prix at the Milan Exhibition for their various exhibits.

The exhibit consisted of a marine type boiler, fitted with patent

steam superheater and patent mechanical chain grate stoker; a

silent gravity bucket conveyor, working model ; a model of their

land type of boiler, fitted with patent steam superheater, and a

collection of wrought steel steam piping and boiler parts. As
there are many Continental manufacturers of boilers, this award
should be particularly gratifying to Babcock & Wilcox, whose
boilers are now in use all over the civilized world.

We referred last month to the fact that' the Darlington Council

had determined to abandon all halfpenny fares and to make the

minimum fare one penny. We ought now to record that, so far

as statistics show for the short time the penny fare has been

operative, that it has been a great success, and the receipts have
already gone up in a really wonderful fashion. .This would again

prove that halfpenny fares for cities of moderate size are an abso-

lute mistake. It is interesting to note in this connection that the

tramways committee of Leith has been considering a general re-

vision of the tramway fares, and has agreed on the abolition of

halfpenny fares, with the exception of two stages in Leith Walk
and Great Junction Street, for the retention of which there are

very special reasons.

Sir Charles Petrie, at the final meeting for the municipal year

of the tramways and electric power committee of the Liverpool

Corporation, stated that the tramway system had gone on satis-

factorily during the past twelve months. The receipts had con-

tinued to increase, though not in the same ratio as in previous

years. During the nine months of this year up to Oct. 1, they

had carried 91,373,978 passengers, an increase of 1,758,500 over

1905. The increase in cost had been £7,858, the total received-

being £422,159, and the mileage run was 9,068,266, an increase

over the previous year of 22,356. The car-mile earnings dur-

ing the first nine months averaged n.i7d., against io.o/)d. in the

corresponding period of 1905. The average length of the penny
stage in Liverpool was 2 miles 699 yards, and the average fare

per mile 42d.

From a statement presented to the tramway committee of the

Belfast Corporation by the city accountant, the total revenue

from the new electric tramways undertaking for the six months
ended Sept. 30, exceeded £93,000, and deducting the total ex-

penditure of £51,537, there remained a gross profit of £41,685.

After providing for fixed charges amounting to £33,440, there

was a profit of £8,200 clear of all liabilities on the half-year's

working. The tramway manager, in a report accompanying the

statement, calculates on this basis a clear net revenue of nearly

£15,000 annually. He points out that the late tramway com-
pany's gross profit for the half-year's working was only a third

of that earned by the Corporation. The receipts worked out at

8.54d. per car-mile run.

The revised parcels carrying scheme of the Manchester Tram-
ways Committee has been put into operation. Only light parcels

up to 14 lbs. weight are carried, and there will not be any col-

lection and delivery by vans. The parcels will be conveyed by

ordinary cars between the hours of 9 and 6, except Saturdays,

when the service will close at 4 o'clock. The charges are 2d.

for any parcel up to 7 lbs., and 3d. for parcels exceeding 7 lbs.,

but not exceeding 14 lbs. Parcels may be handed at any stopping

place to the guard of a tramcar, and will be left by him at the

nearest depot to their destination, whence they will be delivered

by messenger. In the meantime the conductors have forwarded

a protest to the tramways committee against the excessive work
imposed, claiming they cannot possibly do this new work and

carry out their regular duties properly.

A. C. S.
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ARGUMENTS IN THE CLEVELAND INJUNCTION CASE

The blanket injunction case against the Forest City Railway

Company, in which it is claimed that its franchises arc invalid,

was heard in Judge Philips' court last week. In opening his

argument, Judge W. B. Sanders said that it was admitted that the

company was organized by the Mayor and that he is financially

interested. In violation of his oath the Mayor had granted him-

self a franchise, said Mr. Sanders. Attorney W. H. Boyd, open-

ing the arguments for the Forest City, said that two claims were
set up in the demurrer, the first being that the Cleveland Electric

does not have legal capacity to sue, and, second, that the petition

does not state a cause of action. He stated that he would make
his fight upon the right of the company to bring the suit. Mr.

Boyd said that this is a public matter, and if the franchise was
granted illegally, the Cleveland Electric did not have the right to

bring suit for the protection of a private right. The granting of

a franchise affects all the people and their private rights, and it

is for them to bring suit. If there is any cause of action, he said,

it is that the Mayor is financially interested, but he did not con-

cede that this is a cause, as the Mayor is responsible to the people

for any wrongs committed, and there is a public remedy.

Attorney T. H. Hogsett made an argument rebutting these as-

sertions. He said the Cleveland Electric had a right to bring the

suit as a corporation. There are two classes of injuries, he said,

one to the public and the other to the individual. The attempt

of the Forest City Railway Company to appropriate the tracks of

the Cleveland Electric on any street would be classed as an

individual wrong, as distinguished from something that would
affect the public in general. He argued that the franchises are

illegal, because the Mayor is financially interested in the company,
as has been admitted. The general principle of public policy

applies to this case, said the attorney. When a grant is made to a

company in which a public official is interested, it tends to a

breach of confidence and the grant is tainted with illegality. Pre-

cedents were quoted to show that the Mayor's interest is illegal.

It is not necessary that there shall be a probability of profit from
the interest. The possibility of loss is equally important in show-
ing a financial interest, and the value of the franchise to the man
who makes himself liable for the money invested in an enterprise.

The Cleveland Electric is not limited to a suit as a taxpayer, said

the speaker, but may bring suit in a private capacity to protect

its rights, which, it is claimed, have been infringed.

D. C. Westenhaver, for the Forest City, continued the argu-

ments that the Cleveland Electric has no right to bring a suit of

this kind. As the State is a party to the granting of a franchise,

the State should bring suit in case legal proceedings are

necessary. The Cleveland Electric, he said, had no right to thrust

itself between the State and the Forest City, parties to this con-

tract, and seek to break it. Newton D. Parker, City Solicitor,

also made an argument, supporting the part the city took in the

matter and defending the franchise granted the new company.

An ordinance, passed in 1863, provides that "any officer or

member of the City Council, who shall be interested in the profit

of any contract or work for the city, shall be guilty of an

offense." The hopes of both sides seem to center on the inter-

pretation of this ordinance.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC TO OPERATE ALAMEDA SYSTEM
ELECTRICALLY

The reports that have been in circulation for some time regard-

ing the introduction of electric traction on the local lines of the

Southern Pacific ferry system at Oakland, Cal., have recently been

confirmed, so far as the Alameda mole system is concerned.

General Manager Calvin, of the Southern Pacific Company, at

San Francisco, states that he has received instructions from the

East to proceed with the work at once, and already has issued

orders for the purchasing of the supplies and machinery necessary

for the work.

The present plans include the replacing of the steam system

with electric traction on all the lines running out from the

Alameda mole. These lines, covering 14V2 miles of track, consist

of the narrow-gage line to High Street, the Alameda broad-gage
line through Alameda to Fruitvale and on to Melrose, and the

Oakland broad-gage line running to Fourteenth and Webster
Streets.

General Manager Calvin informed a representive of the Street

Railway Journal that the direct-current overhead system would
be used, and the present tracks and roadbed utilized by bonding
the rails. The work will entail an expenditure of $1,250,000, and

will take seven or eight months for installation. Mr. Calvin stated

that a site for the power house had been selected at Alameda
Point, where the present round-house is located, and that in all

probability steam-turbine generating units will be installed.

The type of car to be used is similar to that used on the Colum-
bus, Delaware & Marion line running out of Columbus, Ohio, and
will have a seating capacity of eighty-four passengers. The largest

passenger coaches in the present steam car service have a capacity

of sixty-four passengers. About sixty of the new coaches will

comprise the first installation. They will be equipped with a

roller, diamond-frame trolley similar to that used, so successfully

on the Key Route system.

The work is to be under the direct supervision of A. H. Bab-
cock, electrical engineer for the Southern Pacific Company. Mr.
Babcock, who successfully installed the third-rail system for the

North Shore Railroad about three years ago, has been engaged
for some time in investigating for the Southern Pacific the ques-

tion of electric traction on the Oakland side of the bay, and is at

present in the East in connection with the new work.
After the Alameda system is placed in operation the work of

transforming the Oakland pier lines running to Oakland and
Berkeley will be taken up in the same manner. In all probability

some extensions will be made to the existing routes, so as to more
thoroughly cover the rapidly growing resident districts on the

east side of the bay. Every endeavor will be made to make the

new electric system the most modern that can be installed, and
especial attention will be paid to speed and efficiency.

THE PURCHASE OF RHODE ISLAND PROPERTIES BY THE
CONSOLIDATED COMPANY

Of the many reports circulated about the purchase by the Con-
solidated Railway Company for the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad of the interest of the late Edgar K. Ray in

the electric railway properties in Rhode Island, the one credited

as reliable says the company has acquired practically all the

stock of the Woonsocket Street Railway, Columbian Street Rail-

way, of Pascoag, and Providence & Burrilville Street Railway
and a controlling interest in the Milford, Attleboro & Woon-
socket Street Railway. The total mileage of these systems is 72
miles, the capital stock approximately $1,000,000 and the funded

debt more than $600,000.

A WINTER RESORT

The management of the Hartford & Springfield Street Railway,

encouraged by the success of the resort at Piney Ridge during

the past summer, has plans in preparation for a winter resort,

which will in all probability prove as attractive as did Piney

Ridge in the summer. The company has secured a lease of the

land fronting on Depot hill, owned by Francis B. Allen, upon
which a huge toboggan slide will be built, and other features

will be introduced, which will be in the nature of a continuous

winter carnival with all accessories excepting the ice palace.

The toboggan slide will be the principal attraction for a start,

work on the building of which has already begun. A platform

20 ft. high is being built, and the slide will extend from the top

of the hill to the bottom, a distance of 1800 ft. The slide will

consist of two trenches, in which the toboggans will be operated,

thus making it impossible for the cars to leave the slide. Be-

tween the two slides a row of poles to support several arc lights

will be put in, and it is expected the electrical display will be

among the features of the resort. A pavilion or waiting room will

be built at the top of the hill for the convenience and comfort of

the patrons. —
TRAIL-CAR OPERATION IN NEW YORK CITY

In the short article published last week about the two two-car

trains now being tested by the New York City Railway Company
on its 125th Street line, an error was made in referring to the

make of brake equipment on one of the trains. One train is

equipped with General Electric multiple control and General Elec-

tric emergency straight air brake. The other is provided with

Westinghouse unit switch control and Westinghouse SME or

emergency straight air brake. The emergency straight air brakes

have the advantages of straight air in manipulation, but provide

for positive, immediate and automatic action in case the train

should break in two. For this reason they are very desirable for

short electric trains.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSIONER'S REPORT

ON RAILROADS

The Interstate Commerce Commission recently published its

annual abstract of statistics of railways in the United States for

the year ending June 30.

On June 30, 1905, the report shows that the total single-track

railway mileage in the United States was 218,101.04 miles, or

4,196.70 miles more than at the end of the previous year. The
operated mileage for which substantially complete returns were

rendered to the Commission was 216,973.61 miles, including

7,568.95 miles of line used under trackage rights. The aggre-

gate length of railway mileage, including tracks of all kinds, was

306,796.74 miles. This mileage was thus classified : Single track,

216,973.61 miles, as just mentioned; second track, 17,056.30 miles

;

third track, 1,609.63 miles; fourth track, 1,215.53 miles, and yard

track and sidings, 69,941.67 miles. These figures indicate that

there was an increase of 9,723.40 miles in the aggregate length

of all tracks.

The number of railway corporations for which mileage is in-

cluded was 2167, of which 1169 were classed as operating roads,

including some miscellaneous industrial roads. During the year

railway companies owning 3,802.02 miles of line were reorgan-

ized, merged, or consolidated. The corresponding figure for the

year 1904 was 5,600.18 miles.

EQUIPMENT
On June 30, 1905, there were in the service of the carriers 48,357

locomotives, the increase being 1614. These locomotives, ex-

cepting 947, were classified as: Passenger, 11,618; freight, 27,-

869, and switching, 7923.

The total number of cars of all classes was 1,842,871, or 44,310

more than last year. These figures do not include cars owned
by private commercial firms or corporations. The number of

passenger-miles per passenger locomotive was 2,048,558, showing

an increase of 100,174 miles, as compared with the previous year.

The number of ton-miles per freight locomotive was 6,690,700,

showing an increase of 233,854 miles.

The reported number of employees was 1,382,196, equivalent to

an average of 637 employees per 100 miles of line. These fig-

ures show an increase in the number of employees as compared

with the year 1904 of 86,075, or 26 per 100 miles of line. The
total number of railway employees was apportioned approxi-

mately as follows : For general administration, 54,141 ; for main-

tenance of way and structures, 448,370; for maintenance of equip-

ment, 281,000, and for conducting transportation, 595,456. The
total amount of wages and salaries was $839,944,680.

CAPITALIZATION OF RAILWAY PROPERTY
The par value of the amount of railway capital outstanding

was $13,805,258,121, equivalent to a capitalization of $65,926 per

mile. Of the total capital stock outstanding $2,435,470,337, or

37.16 per cent, paid no dividends. The amount of dividends de-

clared during the year was $237,964,482, being equivalent to 5.78

per cent on dividend-paying stock. Of the total amount of stock

outstanding, $6,554,557,051, 9.72 per cent paid from 1 to 4 per

cent; 14.77 per cent from 4 to 5 per cent; 10.74 P er cent from

5 to 6 per cent; 8.79 per cent from 6 to 7 per cent, and 11.68

per cent from 7 to 8 per cent. The total amount of funded debt

(omitting equipment trust obligations) that paid no interest was

$449,100,396, or 6.36 per cent. Of mortgage bonds, $326,863,401,

or 5.43 per cent ; of miscellaneous obligations, $54,214,525, or 6.89

per cent, and of income bonds $68,022,470, or 26.81 per cent, paid

no interest.

The number of passengers was 738,834,667, this item being 23,-

414,985 more than for the year ending June 30, 1904. The
passenger-mileage, or the number of passengers carried 1 mile,

was 23,800,149,436, the increase being 1,876,935,900 passenger-

miles. The number of tons of freight reported as carried (in-

cluding freight received from connections) was 1,427,731,905,

which exceeds the tonnage of the year 1904 by 117,832,740 tons.

The ton-mileage, or the number of tons carried 1 mile, was

186,463,109,510, the increase being 11,941,019,933 ton-miles. The
number of tons carried 1 mile per mile of line was 861,396, in-

dicating an increase in the density of freight traffic of 31,920

ton-miles per mile of line.

The average revenue per passenger per mile for the year end-

ing June 30, 1905, was 1.962 cents. For the preceding year the

average was 2.006 cents. The average revenue per ton-mile was

0.766 cent; the like average for the year 1904 was 0.780 cent.

The earnings per train-mile show an increase both for passenger

and for freight trains. The figures show a slight increase in the

average cost of running a train 1 mile. The ratio of operating

expenses to earnings for the year 1905 was 66.78 per cent. For

1904 this ratio was 67.79 Per cent.

The gross earnings of the railways in the United States from

the operation of 216,973.61 miles of line were $2,082,482,406,

being $107,308,315 greater than for the year 1904, and for the

first time exceeding the two billion piark. Their operating ex-

penses were $1,390,602,152, or $51,705,899 more than in 1904.

The operating expenses assigned to the four general classes

were: For maintenance of way and structures, $275,046,036;

maintenance of equipment, $288,441,273; conducting transporta-

tion, $771,228,666; general expenses, $55,319,805; undistributed,

$566,372. Operating expenses averaged 6,409 per mile of line,

this average showing an increase of $101 per mile in comparison

with the year 1904.

The total number of casualties to persons on the railways for

the year ending June 30, 1905, was 95,711, of which 9703 repre-

sented the number of persons killed and 86,008 the number in-

jured. The number of passengers killed in the course of the

year 1905, was 537 and the number injured 10,457. In the pre-

vious year 441 passengers were killed and 91 11 injured. There

were 341 passengers killed and 6053 injured because of collisions

and derailments. The total number of persons other than em-

ployees and passengers killed was 5805 ;
injured, 8718. These

figures include the casualties to persons trespassing, of whom
4865 were killed and 5251 were injured. The total number of

casualties to persons other than employees from being struck by

trains, locomotives, or cars was 4569 killed and 4163 injured.

In 1905, 1 passenger was killed for every 1,375,856 carried, and

1 injured for every 70,655 carried. For 1904 the figures show
that 1,622,267 passengers were carried for 1 killed, and 78,523

passengers were carried for 1 injured.

HAMILTON STRIKE DISORDER

Saturday witnessed a serious turn in the strike situation at

Hamilton, Ont, of which mention has been made before in the

Street Railway Journal. On that day several cars were de-

molished and a number of persons injured in a clash between

strike sympathizers and the troops. At a late hour street cars

were running at intervals under heavy guard, but they carried no

passengers, and continued to be targets for fusillades of stones

and bricks from side streets and alleys. Drastic as were the

measures taken by the authorities it was plain that the mob spirit

had not been broken. The crowds began to gather at dusk. The
authorities saw that trouble was brewing, and made their prepara-

tions accordingly. A concerted effort was made by the police and

soldiers at 8 o'clock to clear the streets, and they succeeded only

with considerable difficulty.

COMPANY INCORPORATED TO BUILD BETWEEN
CLEVELAND AND YOUNGSTOWN

The Cleveland, Alliance & Mahoning Valley Railroad Com-
pany has been incorporated to build an electric railway to con-

nect Cleveland with Youngstown and a number of important

points in Pensylvania. The nominal capital stock of the com-
pany is $10,000, but this will be increased to $2,500,000 when it

is financed. James W. Holcomb, of Cleveland, is one of the

chief promotors, and it is said that J. R. Morley, president of

the Stark Electric, is also interested, as well as other leading

railway men and capitalists. The plans include a line from

Cleveland to Alliance, where connection will be made with the

Stark Electric, operating between Canton and Salem. An east

and west line will then be built, filling in the gap between the

latter point and the Shenango & Mahoning Valley lines. With
the proposed lines from Barberton west to Seville and the Cleve-

land & Southwestern branch from that point to Mansfield, now
under construction, there will be a through east and west line

between Mansfield and Sharon and Newcastle, Pa. A private

right of way has been secured in Cleveland from the city line to

the Kinsman Street line of the Cleveland Electric at its junction

with the 105th Street line. This will be the most direct line

into the heart of the city that has yet been secured by an in-

terurban company. From the city limits to Hudson, 18 miles, a

private right of way has been secured, and from there to Ravenna,
about u miles, the old roadbed of the Cleveland & Pittsburg

will be used. It is now ready for laying ties, and the right of

way is 66 ft. wide. From Ravenna to Alliance rights of way are

held under option.
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SITES SECURED FOR BALTIMORE TERMINALS

The Maryland Electric Railway Company has finally succeeded

in securing sites for the eight terminal stations which it will

build for the use of the United Railways & Electric Company.
These stations will cost from $150,000 to $200,000 each. They
are planned to house 100 electric cars of the largest type. The
stations are to be leased by the United Company at an annual
rental equal to 6 per cent a year on the actual cost.

Contracts for two of them—one on Edmondson Avenue and
one at Electric Park—have already been awarded, and these are

now in course of construction. The first will be used to provide

for the cars of the Edmondson Avenue, the Ellicott City and the

Gwynn Oak lines. The second will take care of the western

division of North Avenue, the Mount Washington and the Emory
Grove lines. The remaining stations to be built and the lines

they will provide for are

:

York Road, corner of Arlington Avenue ; York and Frederick

Roads, Towson and the Guilford Avenue lines.

Druid Hill and Fulton Avenues ; Druid Hill and Linden Ave-
nues, Gilmore, Carey and Preston Street lines.

Lombard and Seventh Streets, Highlandtown ; River View,
Sparrows Point, Middle River and Fairmount Avenue lines.

Harford Road, near tollgate ; Harford and Gorsuch Avenues
and Lauraville lines.

North Avenue and Gay Street ; eastern division of North Ave-
nue, Gay Street and Belair Road lines.

Preston Street extended and Eighth Street, Orangeville ; east-

ern division of Preston Street, Wilkins Avenue and Federal

Street lines.

Plans for all of the stations are now in the hands of architects

and will soon be submitted to the company for approval. Bids
will then be asked for their construction. It is expected that

most, if not all of them, will be ready for the service next
summer.

PUBLIC OFFICIALS WHO HAMPER DEVELOPMENT

Conservative interests in Philadelphia resent the course of

action taken by the Philadelphia Trades League in ignoring the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company in its consideration of tran-

sit matters and seeking to bring about changes which it has
deemed advisable by imposing conditions which rightfully have
no place in the present scheme of organization of the city. Com-
menting on the situation, the Philadelphia News Bureau recently

said

:

"That there is congestion and that the Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Company has violated the strict letter of the law as

passed by ordinance of Councils is without doubt. Very few
railway corporations, street or steam, could to-day comply strictly

with every legal requirement imposed upon its operating depart-

ment. Physical conditions would not permit them to do so.

"If the Rapid Transit Company was compelled to operate all

of its lines on a 5-minute headway schedule, the rolling stock

would have to be doubled and the congestion where traffic is

greatest in the center of the city would be such that the cars

would be stalled on Chestnut, Market, Walnut and Arch Streets

from river to river.

"The phenomenal growth of the city and its traffic has been
such that it is really a marvel that the service has been conducted
as well as it has been under the conditions as the company has
found them. This is the operating problem, and the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Company is entitled to a liberal consideration in

its treatment.

"During the past four years the Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Company has carried 1,559.99-0,057 passengers over approximately
280,000,000 miles of street railways.

"While a strict interpretation of the city ordinances would
compel a night line service of 20-minute headway, such a demand
for all sections of the city would be unjustifiable. The operating
cost that would be imposed would be unjust, and before the
Mayor and Councils seek to impose the penalties that are liable

for the failure to comply with the law, this and other similar

questions must receive serious consideration.

"Modern railway engineering has devloped to such an extent
that the people demand rapid transit of the very best methods.
Until the Market Street elevated and subway line is completed
from end to end and the Broad Street subway constructed and
both lines placed in operation there will be difficulty in moving
the traffic."

OAKLAND TRACTION MERGER

About the first of November the Berkeley Traction Company
was incorporated with a capital of $200,000, for the purpose of

giving a more complete and extended street car service to various

sections of Berkeley. The directors were Louis Titus, Walter
H. Leimert, Duncan McDuffie, P. L. Tompkins and C. C. Young.
Now a merger has been made with the Oakland Traction Con-
solidated, the new company being known as the Oakland Trac-
tion Company. The directors of the new company are : E. A.
Heron, H. Wadsworth, F. W. Frost, F. M. Smith, F. C. Havens,
Samuel J. Taylor and W. H. Martin. The capital stock is $17,-

925,000, all of which has actually been subscribed. Of this

amount, the holdings of the Oakland Traction Consolidated are

represented by all of the preferred stock, which is 70,500 shares,

and 105,750 shares of common stock. The rest of the common
stock, 3000 shares, is represented by the holdings of the Berkeley
Traction Company. The preferred stock is to pay dividends of

6 per cent per annum. In all, 89.81 miles of railway are owned
by the new company, together with numerous valuable franchises,

rolling stock and power houses. The officials state that North
Berkeley is to have a new car line, to be operated on Grove
Street, north of University Avenue, to the town line, tapping the

Pacific Improvement Tract. This line will give the Peralta Park
Improvement Club the transportation facilities it has petitioned

for and will also tap a section soon to be opened between Cor-
donices and Cerrito Creeks.

EVENING TECHNICAL COURSES AT COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK

The board of extension teaching of Columbia University an-

nounces a series of nine evening technical courses which will be

given at the university this winter, beginning Dec. 3, and lasting

twenty weeks. The courses are under the immediate direction

of Prof. Walter Rautenstrauch, of the Faculty of Applied Science,

and are to be given by professors and instructors of the univer-

sity and other persons especially qualified. Moderate fees ($7.50

to $15) are charged, and most of the courses are for two evenings

a week. The courses are as follows

:

Engineering Physics : as illustrated in the mechanical plants of

modern buildings. (1) An elementary study of physics; (2) a

practical study of steam and electrical machinery, heating, venti-

lating, water system, wiring, elevators, etc., included in the plant

of Columbia University. For two classes of students : those

wishing an introductory study of physics as preparation to ad-

vanced study in electricity, steam, etc., another winter ; those de-

siring practical training for positions as superintendents of build-

ings, engineers, janitors, etc.

Elementary Mathematics : those parts of arithmetic, algebra,

geometry and trigonometry used in technical work. Practice

with engineering hand-books, tables, etc.

Drafting : a beginner's course ; fits for positions as draftsmen

;

reading of drawings, etc.

Strength of Materials : a lecture course for those who design or

manufacture machinery, or modern structures. With this course

should be taken either the first or second of the two following

courses in design.

Machine Design : advanced drafting, computations, and design-

ing for persons engaged in the design and manufacture of ma-
chinery.

Structural Design : advanced drafting, computations, and de-

signing for those who do structural work.

Electrical Engineering: a course especially for those engaged
in electrical work of any sort.

Steam Engineering: a course for those engaged in the manu-
facture or management of steam machinery of any sort.

Special Engineering Problems : a study of any special elemen-
tary or advanced engineering problems desired by the student.

Individual instruction will be arranged for such a period of time

as the special problem may demand.
The courses will be given in the buildings of Teachers' College,

Columbia University, at West 120th Street and Broadway, which
affords necessary lecture rooms, laboratories, drafting rooms,
etc. A complete catalog of these courses will be sent on request

by addressing Evening Technical Courses, Extension Teaching.
Columbia University. Personal information may be secured
Tuesday and Thursday evenings, between 7 .30 and 9 o'clock,

from Benjamin R. Andrews, Room 111, Teachers' College.
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"JIM CROW" LAW CAUSES TROUBLE IN MONTGOMERY

One of the most disagreeable phases of the negro question yet

presented to the citizenship of the South was illustrated in a

striking way on the .streets of Montgomery on Friday, Nov. 23,

when the Montgomery Traction Company, operating all the lines

in the city, was compelled to suspend service for half a day be-

cause of an attempt on the part of the city to enforce a very

drastic and unreasonable "Jim Crow" law. The press reports have

carried full details of this unfortunate circumstance, but they do
not indicate how it was received by the people as a whole. The
statement is true, that while the Council adopted the measure

by a respectable majority, the action was not endorsed by any

appreciable number of the citizens at large.

The law says that the street railway shall provide separate and

distinct cars for the negroes and the whites. It is made a penalty

for the whites to be found in cars set aside for negroes or for

negroes in cars set aside for whites. There is also a penalty for

failure to provide signs on the sides of each car indicating which

color is allowed to ride therein. The law would entail in its

enforcement a considerable expense to the company, and it is

believed by many to be unconstitutional, in violation of the 14th

amendment, because of discrimination against some race or color.

It was openly opposed by the Mayor, who vetoed it, and has been

condemned by a large number of leading citizens. It is not a fact

that Montgomery or Alabama has a negro question. The negroes

are law abiding and conservative and make no trouble, and so far

as their patronage of the street railways is concerned they have

shown every disposition to sympathize with and meet the situa-

tion, for they seemed to feel that the races should be separated.

The operation of the law was finally suspended as a result of

the injunction secured from the city court, and the case will now
be fought out on its merits.

INCREASE IN PAY IN PHILADELPHIA

The board of directors of the
,

Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Company decided last week on an increase of 5 per cent in the

wages of its 7500 motormen and conductors, to take effect Dec.

1. This means an additional outlay of about $270,000 a year.

The men are now receiving 20 cents an hour. Two years ago

they got an increase of 5 per cent.

EXTENSION OF OAKLAND TRACTION SYSTEM

Some extensions of the street car system of the Oakland Trac-

tion Company and the train system of the Key Route, both owned
by the Realty Syndicate of Oakland, Cal., have been announced.

If the present plans of the Realty Syndicate are carried through

there will be a Key Route line running from Fortieth Street to

North Berkeley, through the middle of the college town, half way
between East and West Berkeley. There will also be a cross-

town electric car line running from the new Claremont Hotel,

probably down Russell Street to the bay, and there will be a con-

tinuation of the present Piedmont line of the Key Route, extending

into the hilly suburbs and tapping a region not reached by any
car lines.

The Realty Syndicate has finally secured a clear title to a large

tract of land lying just north of the town line of Berkeley, and in

order to increase the value of this property it is proposed to send
into the untapped region a branch line of the Key Route, thus

affording home builders in the new tract easy facilities for reach-

ing San Francisco and Oakland. This new line will probably run

out Sacramento Street from Fortieth Street, following during its

latter course the old right of way of the horse-car line which con-

nected the old Town Hall with Peralta Park. Sacramento Street

seems the most probable route, as it has been found almost im-
possible to get a right of way for the Key Route up Walnut Street.

When the Claremont line of the Key Route is carried out to the

new Claremont Hotel there will be built, as an adjunct to this

branch, a new cross-town line of the Oakland Traction—a line

which will connect the hotel with the bay and the Southern Pacific

and Santa Fe stations in West Berkeley. In this way guests at

the big caravansary will be afforded every opportunity to con-
nect with all the arteries of transportation.

The Piedmont line, which already goes out Piedmont Avenue,
will be extended in the near future. The surveys have been made
and the line will run farther into the Piedmont hills.

PERSONAL MENTION
MR. WILLIAM CUMMINGS, general manager, and Frederick

W. Woodcock, auditor, have resigned from the Muncie & Portland

Traction Company. Mr. E. J. Skehan, formerly with the Chicago
& Milwaukee Electric Railway, has been appointed to succeed

Mr. Woodcock.

MR. J. H. PARDEE, general manager of the Rochester &
Eastern Rapid Railway Company, of Canandaigua, N. Y., has been
elected secretary of the Street Railway Association of the State

of New York, to take the place made vacant by the resignation of

Mr. C. B. Fairchild, Jr. Mr. Pardee has been an active member
of the association for a number of years, and is general manager
of the Rochester & Eastern Rapid Railway Company, the Ontario
Light & Traction Company and the Canandaigua Gas Light Com-
pany.

MR. F. A. HEWETT resigned as superintendent of the railway

department of the South Jersey division of the Public Service

Corporation, of Camden, on Oct. 15, and has been appointed

superintendent of railways of the Pottsville Union Traction Com-
pany, of Pottsville, Pa. Mr. Hewett has been connected with the

railway properties in Camden belonging to the South Jersey
division of the Public Service Corporation and its predecessor,

the Camden & Suburban Railway Company, for the past twelve
years, and a number of methods employed by him on this line

have been described in the Street Railway Journal.

FOLLOWING THE DEATH OF MR. F. A. TUCKER, gen-

eral superintendent of the Omaha & Council Bluffs Street Rail-

way Company, announcement was made that the office of general

superintendent has been abolished and in its place has been cre-

ated the offices of superintendent of transportation, which officer

will have full charge of the transportation end of the company's
business, and a chief engineer, who will have full charge of the

mechanical department and under whom will be a superintendent
of roadway and electric lines ; master mechanic in charge of the
shops and superintendent of power stations. As a result of these

changes Mr. R. A Luessler, who has been secretary, has been
made assistant general manager; Mr. Louis C. Nash, superinten-

dent of transportation ; Mr. William Musgrave, formerly road
master, assistant superintendent of transportation; Mr. H. B.

Noyes, chief engineer; Mr. J. J. Gorman, superintendent of

tracks and roadway; Mr. Thomas Wood, master mechanic, and
Mr. D. W. Gilbert, superintendent of power stations.

MR. RICHARD EMORY, general manager of the Santa Clara
Interurban Railway Company and the San Jose & Santa Clara
Railway Company, of San Jose, Cal., died very suddenly in that

city Sunday, Nov. 25. Mr. Emory was an able and capable man-
ager, and was at different times connected with the systems in

Baltimore, Nashville and Milwaukee. In fact, he began his street

railway career in Baltimore, where he served for eight years, be-
ginning at the bottom. In Nashville, whither he went from Balti-

more, Mr. Emory acted as superintendent and general manager of
the Nashville Railway and the Cumberland Electric Light & Power
Company, continuing in the service of the receivers of the street

railway company at their request for several months after he had
accepted a place with the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light
Company. After a short term of service at Milwaukee, Mr.
Emory resigned from the company to become connected with the
Appleyard interests in the management of their Ohio properties.
Here he remained until financial manipulation forced the prop-
erties into the hands of receivers.

MR. R. S. CAMPBELL has resigned as general manager of
the Utah Light & Railway Company, of Salt Lake City, Utah,
and Mr. Joseph S. Wells has been appointed acting general man-
ager as his successor. Mr. Campbell has been with the company
since its inception and will now become connected with the Camp-
bell & Sons' department store, managed by his son, Mr. R. L.
Campbell, and the Campbell Commercial Company, wholesale
grocers. Mr. Campbell has also purchased the P. H. Lannon
ranch, in Payette Valley, Utah, and has organized to operate that
property the Campbell Fruit & Stock Company. In the future
Mr. Campbell will devote his entire time and attention to these
concerns, and for this purpose will open an office in Salt Lake
City. On the evening of Nov. 17, the employees of the Ogden
division of the company presented Mr. Campbell with a handsome
silver-mounted cup as a token of their esteem. On one side is the
inscription: "Mr. Robert S. Campbell, November 15, 1906." On
the other side is a plate on which is engraved: "Presented by the
employees of the Ogden division of the Utah Light & Railway
Company as a token of their appreciation of your kindness to us
and your interest in our behalf during your regime as general
manager."
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TABLE OF OPERATING STATISTICS
Notice. These statistics will be carefully revised from month to month, upon information received from the companies direct, or from official sources.

The table' should be used in connection with our Financial Supplement " American Street Railway Investments," which contains the annual operating
reports to the ends of the various financial years. Similar statistics in regard to roads not reporting are solicited by the editors. * Including taxes,

t Deficit.

Light Co.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
Binghamton Railway
Co

CHICAGO, ILL.
Aurora, Elgin & Chi
cago Ry. Co

CLEVELAND, O.
Cleveland, Painesville

& Eastern R. R. Co

Lake Shore Electric

DALLAS/TEX.
Dallas Elec. Corp'n.

DETROIT, MICH.
Detroit United Ry

.

DULUTH, MINN.
Duluth St. Ry. Co.

EAST LIVERPOOL, O
East Liverpool Trac-
tion & Light Co.

ELMIRA, N. Y.
Elmira Water, Lt. &
R. R. Co

EL PASO. TEXAS.
El Paso Electric Co.

FT. WAYNE, 1ND.
Ft. Wayne & Wabash
Valley Tr. Co...

Sept., '06

95,394

88,269
770,3911

7111,514

Mil, .Mill

25,470
94,870
87,855

233,930
2,113,047
1,1)7(1.1182

125,851
107,5,80

WIN, 7110

(1111,754

62,028
7 ' ,448

473

29,41
115,11115

207,037
185,3111

511.41111

48,72.8

539,133
4411.41-1'.'

17,792
15,32

1114,4211

•164,450

83,568
82,690

1.(110,7411

871,731

483,998
447,4112

4,863,

4,305,992

67,763
56,974

570,470
489,1174

117,731

114,11411

1(14,742

154,513

35,905
24,980

3(10,128

281,901

106,81
85,855

81' 1,1 7(1

7011,7114

31,821
24,700

306
2(11,31(11

B S

47,97
44,858

409.252

381,009

15.014

13,21

42,70(1

311,717

55,250
358,438
31(1,(174

40,621
23,030

293,380
195,872

*14.729
* 13,290

*J 10,355
(-107,012

31,642
26,343

304,
261,

*42,599
*37,056

*361,729
*318,719

*11,266
*9,736

*121,91S
*106,61S

*58,316
*53,254

*(138,778

*546,097

*325,357
*282,

*2,906,

*2,551,475

35,198
" 27,110
297,920
253,403

17,310
164,492
163,615

44,352
47,62'

115,080

112,190

*25,144
*15, 11(14

*246,752
*184,406

61,794
51,099

5011,(10(1

434,952

*50,982
*33,962

+ 502,22(1

*375,005

"*17,125
- *15,209
*]S5,123
*18S,47-

47,422
43,411

3(11.142
31-15,505

15,102
12,238
51,1(19

48,138

138,421
123,5(15

, 1 08,453
9111,355

14.(182

12,405
97."
78,30(1

24,857
22,38(1

221,703

187,626

46,425
42,544

303,077

270,349

6,52(1

5,585
72,513
57,832

25,252
*> 2H.437

371
325,(134

158,641
K15.423
,'157,00'

,754,517

32,565
29

272.544
236,27

13,919
1 37,225

93,200

23.27')

17,020
411.001.

10,701

9,315
113,37(1

97,495

45,018
34,756

312,17:

265,752

25,357
24,011

2113,580

263,514

14,696
9,491

121,234
72,915

23,1(17

204,370
207,"""

24,772
24,450

1111,407

140,188

20,450
20,404

183,751

182,03-

1,914
22,715
22,601

15,449
15,51

182,925
182,190

95,716
92.38-

9411.30

921,574

17
17

158,045
152,790

12,118
12,243
30,(131

37,616

4,356
3,786

46,47
41,93

4,167
4,167

50,000

38,331

150,773
128,202

37,790

27,879
1 1(0.8-4

25,075

22.140
I 111,324

86,712

4,637
3,671

49,71)8

35,231

13,9211

1811,037

143,438

' (12,925

I 73,035
10077(1(1

832,943

14,705
12,482

113,

11,201

4,777
12,431

4,707

6,405
5.529

00,90 1

55,550

15,415

14,074
174,295
147,-18

Company. Period.

Total

Gross

Earnings.
Operating Expenses. Net

Earnings.

Deductions

From

Income.

Net

Income,

Amount

Avail-

able

for

Dividends.

GLENS FALLS, N. Y. 3m , Sept. '06 238,212 110,227 127,985 52,091 75 8
Hudson Valley Ry Co.. 3

" '05 217,093 92,869 124,824 67,764 571060
9

" '06 477,161 273,343 203,818 186,084 17,734
'05 424,952 248,914 176,038 195,265 tl9,227

HANCOCK, MICH. lm , Sept. '00 22,689 *1 1,781 10,908 3,896 7 012
Houghton County St. 1

" '05 20,338 *11,203 9,135 3,713 5,422
12

" '06 219,981 * 144,501 75,475 46,486 28 989
'05 170,196 *169,112 1,084 42,588 T41.503

1 ra
, Sept. '06 52,536 *34,437 18,098 7,792 10,307

HOUSTON, TEX. '05 45,432 *24,401 21,031 9,042 11,989
Houston Electric Co. '06 573,851 *3I18,55" 205,29(1 96,756 108 539

12
" '05 492,070 *294,400 197,670 103,522 94^149

KANSAS CITY. MO. lm , Sept. '06 476,756 224,968 251,788 144,600 107,188
Kansas City Ry. & Lt. 1

" '05 208,31c 218,295 135,967 82,328
4

" '01 1.8753)98 934,209 940,889 573,950 366,939
4 " '05 1,697,894 844,769 853,125 543,705 309,421

LEXINGTON, KY.
Lexington & Interur= lm , Sept. '06 61,507 33,391 28,115

9
" '06 397,068 256,035 141,034

MILWAUKEE, WIS. , Oct., 312 631 152 170 160 461 9" 451

Milwaukee Elec. Ry.
1™ '05 280>i2H 128/763 151773 80l076 7l'697

& Lt. Co 1 ,502,890 884 369
-' (100 333

1 m , Oct., '06 56,607 23,747 32,861 28,257 4,604
Milwaukee Lt., Ht. & '05 50,475 19,845 30,629 21,331 9,299
Tr. Co 10

" '06 592 271 229,029 363 24'' 267,501 95 741
10

" '05 514,702 214,140 300,562 210,097 90465

lm , Sept. '06 534,151 236,926 297,225 114,758 182,467
MINNEAPOLIS MIN. 1

' '05 454,062 176,032 278,030 103,208 174,822
Twin City R. f. Co .

.'

9
" '06 4 217 438 1 951 050 2 266 388 1 004,153 1

>(1''"35

9
' " '05 3^482^088 1,578,150 1,904,538 897,008 1007529

lm ., Sept. '06 281,822 157,689 124,133 40,610 83,523
MONTREAL, CAN. '05 249,789 141,681 108,107 21,063 87,045
Montreal St. Ry. Co .

.

'06 3 070,70,8 ] 844 458 1 23'' 31

1

474 85C 757 461
12

' '05 2,m:i,m 1*672,719 ll020,897 288,'452 7321446

NORFOLK, VA. 1 m Sept. '06 133,184 78,172 55,012

Norfolk & Portsmouth '05 1 17*157 71,17£ 45 978

Tr. Co 9
' '06 1,1 041435 4161047

9
' '05 1,003,470 614J95 389,275

Oct., '06 230,006
PHILA., PA. 1

' '05 2171456
American Rys. Co.. 4 * 1,038,544;o6

05 945,412

ST. LOUIS, MO. ., c .,
'06 831,460 *486,713 198 02f

United Railways Co. 1
' '05 758,710 *439,144 319>)li( 198'84C 120726

10
' '06 7,008,284 * 1,1155,091 2,952,591 1,981,425 971,165

10
" •05 7,014,783 *4,472,239 2,542,544 1,990,697 551,847

lm ., Sept. '06 49,805 *31,812 17,993 11,529 6,464

SAVANNAH, GA. 1
' '05 48,721 *29,044 19,678 10,561 9,117

Savannah Electric Co. 12
' '06 628,149 *379.39( 248,754 133,262 115,492

12
' '05 574,022 *336,383 237,639 126,791 110,848

TACOMA, WASH. lm ., Sept '06 78,246 *30,020 48,221 17,979 30,241

Puget Sound Elec. Ry. '05 55,143 *25,820 29,323 15,088 14,235

Co 12
' '06 719,419 *343,083 376,336 195,378 180,958

12 " 05 551,816 *309,001 242,815 178,926

., Sept '06 72,727 *47,681 25,046 12,141 12,905

Tacoma Ry. & Power 1™ '05 60,555 *39,667 20,878 11,127 9,751

Co 12
' '06 759,879 *544,757 215,121 138,085 77,036

12 '05 632,250 *434,987 197,263 131,817 65,446

TERRE HAUTE, IND lm ., Sept '06 78,820 *39,074 39,746 14,066 25,680

Terre Haute Tr. & 1
'

;o5 54,988 *30,715 24,273 10,829 13,443

Lt. Co 12
* 762,345 *450,848 311,49t 150,919 160,577

12
' '05 604,687 *394,953 209,734 118,334 91,400

lm ., Sept '06 182,283 *91,143 91,095 42,253 48 842

TOLEDO, O. '05 163,643 *83,081 80,562 42,636 37,926

Toledo Rys. & Lt. Co 9
;

'06 1,511,073 *781,817 729,25f 381,454 347,802
'05 1,407,782 *719,650 688,132 382,194 305,938
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Fastening the Car Body to the Trucks

As the trucks and motors of the average interurban car

weigh approximately as much as the body, it appears that it

would be of advantage to tie the trucks and the body together

in such a manner that the trucks would have to be lifted

before the body could turn over sideways. As usually

mounted, the center pins and the shoulders of the center

bearings are all that hold the trucks and body together.

When the centrifugal force in rounding curves is great

enough to throw the body alone over, there is danger of the

center pins breaking. If, however, the body were held down

solidly to the trucks the weight of the trucks would no doubt

hold the body in place in many cases and thus serious acci-

dents would be avoided. Even in case of derailment the

heavy trucks would tend to hold the body right side up.

Safety plates are sometimes placed on the car side bearings

in such a manner that they extend under the chafing irons

of the truck bolster, but often they are not of sufficient

strength to be of any service in emergencies. Even if these

plates did hold, the stress of the car body would be transmit-

ted through the truck bolster, and as this rests on the elliptic

springs the car body would tip quite a distance before the

stresses would tend to lift the truck. It might be a better

method to have the pull of the car body fall directly on the

transom bars, or, perhaps, the center bearing could be de-

signed so as to take the pull before the body had tipped very

much.

Comparison of Brake-Shoe Wear and Oil Consumption

With the present indefinite methods for measuring the

wear of brake-shoes as well as the consumption of oil in jour-

nal and armature bearings, it is impossible to compare with

any degree of accuracy the results obtained on different roads.

The wear of brake-shoes is usually given in car-miles. The

term means very little, as is shown by the wide range of

mileage obtained on different roads. For one thing, it does

not take into consideration the number of stops made with

the shoe. There may be an average of ten stops per mile on

one road and less than one on another. The weight of the

car is likewise ignored. A term that would be very much

more definite in its meaning would be "ton-stops per pound of

wear" of the brake-shoe. The ton-stops could be obtained

by multiplying the weight in tons on the wheel by the num-

ber of stops made. The adoption of the term would of course

require a knowledge of the number of stops made by the car.

These could be obtained with quite a degree of accuracy by

averaging for a few days the number per mile of each class

of cars on the road, or probably an inexpensive instrument

could be devised to record them. However, the term "ton-

stops per pound of wear" is still indefinite, as the speed at

which the car is running when the brakes are applied is not

taken into consideration. The wear of any shoe is of course

approximately proportional to the energy lost by the car when

it is stopped, and this is proportional to the square of the

speed. At some future time the brake-shoe question may be

regarded of such importance that effort will be made to

obtain the wear of brake-shoes in terms of energy absorbed.

For the present, however, we certainly need a better standard

of comparison than is in use, and the sooner one is adopted

the quicker we can compare with some degree of definiteness

the wearing qualities of different brake-shoes. Then the su-
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perintendent of every system will not feel compelled to give

every shoe on the market a long test before adopting a stan-

dard, but can get a good idea of the shoe he requires by

noting the wear of the different shoes on other roads. The

consumption of oil is also commonly given in a term with

little meaning. The greater the weight on a bearing the

greater, of course, is the quantity of its lubrication. A better

term than that used at present would be the "ton-miles"

which would be obtained by multiplying the weight in tons

on the journal by the distance in miles. The desirability of

such a term was pointed out in a communication which ap-

peared recently in this periodical.

Disfiguring the Interior of Cars

The appearance of the interior of many cars looks as if

the designer never expected that registers, fire extinguishers,

emergency tools and other miscellaneous apparatus were ulti-

mately to be placed in the car. At any rate, no provision is

often made for them, so that these different devices and ap-

paratus when once in place frequently destroy the general

effect of inlay mahogany finish, gracefully curved lines in the

ceiling, expensive leaded art glass and smaller details of

architecture which have cost considerable money.

The register probably does more to disfigure the car than

any other piece of apparatus. Frequently no provision at all

is made for hanging it. In other cases the base must be

dropped two or three inches below the top of the door open-

ing in order to get it above the door. Again, on account of

the presence of moldings the register has to be hung two or

three inches out from the woodwork. No matter what the

color of the interior finish may be, the registers are almost

invariably painted black. In the design of a car provision

should certainly be made for the register. Ample space

should be left above the door so that it can be hung properly,

and moreover this space should be left clear of moldings so

that the register can be fitted up close against the woodwork.

In many cases it might be possible to build the bulkhead with

a recess in it so that the register would not extend out so far

from the woodwork. And probably if the case of the register

were painted or stained to approximate the color of the in-

terior finish of the car it would not stand out so prominently.

While designing the car a little thought regarding the loca-

tion of the fire extinguisher would sometimes result in a

better appearing interior. This extinguisher usually has a

polished brass barrel and almost invariably is supported on a

red cast-iron bracket in one corner of the car. These colors

do not harmonize with inlay mahogany, weathered oak and

most other finishes used in the interior of cars. The glass-

covered case for the emergency tools also very often detracts

considerably from the appearance of the interior. With a

little forethought this case could be built into the finish as a

part of the car in such a manner that it would not look out

of place.

After the car has been put into service the management

sometimes adds to its disfigurement by screwing notices or

framed signs indiscriminately to the bulkheads. When such

signs are used, they are frequently made of a size not adapted

to fit in any available place, and the finish and color of the

frames often do not accord with the general decorative

scheme.

Of course if it were not possible to avoid these incongruities

which grate on the nerves of those passengers with a sense

of the fitness of things there would be a reasonable excuse

for their continuance. But as a very little additional time

taken in designing the car would improve so much the general

effect of the interior, there seems to be no plausible excuse

why they should not be avoided.

Direct-Current Steam Turbines

Until one considers the question with a little care, it ap-

pears rather surprising that the great majority of the appli-

cations of the steam turbine to heavy power service have

been made in alternating-current plants. There would cer-

tainly seem to be a large field for direct-current turbo units

at the present time, particularly among the smaller railway

power plants where the load-factor is poor and the water

supply costly. A number of turbo generators of the direct-

current type are now in service, and if the natural difficulties

pertaining to a decidedly new machine can be overcome

—

and we believe that they can—there ought to be an extended

use of such machines in work where the direct current holds

sway.

The one troublesome point about any high-speed direct-

current machine is the commutator. It is no easy matter to

collect anywhere from 1000 to 4000 amps, at 600 volts with

carbon brushes and without serious vibration or even flash-

ing at speeds of 4500 or 5000 ft. per minute peripheral ve-

locity. For this reason opinions vary as to the performance

of the turbo-generator in actual service, and there is no doubt

that there is still much to be learned about the design of such

machines. In a certain sense the machine is in an experi-

mental stage as yet, and its manufacturers have done wisely

to refrain from extensive efforts to introduce it indiscrim-

inately, preferring to test its behavior under a wide variety of

circumstances, with the object of perfecting all details before

exploiting the apparatus. It is almost inevitable that the

first few purchasers of new types of machinery should some-

times encounter unforeseen operating troubles, which in due

course of time are pretty sure to be overcome by the manu-

facturers. It is well to remember that the design of commu-

tators and fields is now one of the best understood features

of dynamo work, and within the last few years the sparking

problem has been brought under very close control. We see

no reason why the direct-current turbo-generator should not

be produced in perfectly satisfactory form in the light of

present designing skill. It may be necessary in some cases

to employ the inter-pole method of field winding to intro-

duce certain reactances to absorb sudden and tremendous

magnetic fluctuations as the load shifts instantaneously from

zero to 100 per cent overloads, or even to utilize the magnetic

blow-out principle in severe cases of flashing. The smaller

turbo-generators placed in service in train lighting and rail-

way power stations apparently have given a good account of

themselves, though little has thus far been made public on

the subject. It is certainly too early for sweeping conclu- ,

sions, but there is no question about the field of application.

The problem is, to our minds, more an electrical question

than one of mechanics. The use of steel bands on the com-

miatators of such machines holds the bars in place even under

the heavy centrifugal strains of rotation. As far as the tur-

bine end is concerned, the same advantage of economy at

light loads and compactness should hold as well with d. c. as
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with a. c. machines. It is well to remember that many oper-

ating steam engineers are entirely unused to high-speed ma-

chinery, and that considerable care must be taken in operat-

ing a turbine in parallel with old engines, which may not be

able to hold up their loads, as severe drains come upon the

power house. We believe that as far as there is any uncer-

tainty in the d. c. turbine situation, the status of affairs will

have cleared up pretty well within the next year or so, giving

the railway world a standard machine which promises great

usefulness.

A Substitute for the Rotary Converter

In last week's issue we gave an outline of the principles of

a new form of rectifier for alternating current now being

built for use on a locomotive on the Paris-Lyons-Mediter-

ranean Railway, of France, and a more extended description

of a somewhat similar piece of apparatus called a permuta-

tor, which has been in use for a considerable length of time

abroad for the conversion of alternating into direct currents.

Neither has yet been employed in this country, so far as we

are aware, although for certain purposes they possess strik-

ing advantages. But little has yet been made public in re-

gard to the rectifier first mentioned, but the permutator may

be described as a synchronous converter, of which the

brushes rotate in step with the rotary magnetic field. Physi-

cally it resembles more than anything else an induction

motor, of which the armature is permanently clamped, and

from which armature leads are brought to a stationary com-

mutator about which the brushes rotate. Inasmuch as there

is no need of providing for the rotation of the secondary

winding, it can have a core common with the primary, form-

ing thus what is practically a rotary field static transformer.

Inside this structure is a simple revolving armature, merely

big enough to spin the brushes. This is wound like an ordi-

nary rotary converter, and starting as an inductor motor

under the influence of the primary field, runs synchronously

when up to speed as a self-excited motor. The permutator

then acts like any synchronous commutating machine, and

is reported to give very excellent results. The fact that

the rotating part of the machine, l;eing merely brushes

and driving motor, is very light makes it possible to put

the permutator into action with great rapidity and with

very small expenditure of energy. A few seconds suffice to

bring the brushes to speed, and then the main secondary

winding goes into action and the machine delivers direct cur-

rent up to its full capacity. Like an ordinary rotary, it may

go in on the wrong polarity and then has to be put right in

the usual way.

A most valuable feature is the fact that the transformation

ratio may be made anything that seems desirable, since the

secondary winding and the primary are independent, some-

thing after the fashion of an auto-transformer, instead of

being connected, as in the case of the ordinary rotary. Hence

the primary can be wound for any voltage which can be con-

veniently insulated in a static transformer, and the secondary

winding can deliver any direct-current voltage that the com-

mutator design will permit. In fact there is no good reason

why the main windings of such a machine could not be oil-

insulated like any other transformer, so that the line voltage

used in the electrical distribution could be turned directly

into the primary without any intermediary whatever. In

ibis respect the permutator has the advantage even over a

motor-generator. The secondary voltage of the permutator,

however, is determined by the transformation ratio for which

the machine is wound and hence must fluctuate with the pri-

mary voltage. It can easily be regulated, on the other hand,

by the means generally available for regulating the secondary

voltage of a transformer. Since the power factor of the

permutator can be made very high, as in the case of the

static transformer in general, the conditions of commutation

can be kept fairly favorable and permanent, and the efficiency

can also be kept high, especially at partial loads. The

energy required by the rotating parts is not stated, but it is

obviously much less than in the case of the massive arma-

ture of the ordinary rotary. The vital question regarding

the permutator is of course the commutation as in every

device for commutating an alternating current. We should

think that the conditions of the magnetic circuit were not

altogether favorable for sparkless commutation, but on the

other hand, they are at least as good as in a series a. c. motor,

the commutation, of which we are assured on all sides, is

quite unexceptionable..

Of course commutator design in such a machine requires

a good bit of skill, since, while in theofy the trans-

formation ratio may be anything, as a matter of fact, the re-

quirements as to voltage per conductor in the commutator

and the feasible current density in the brush contacts are

decided inconveniences in design. The former, in particular,

imposes limitations on the magnetic circuit that may be at

times very burdensome. Frequency, perhaps, is rather less a

stumbling block in the permutator than in other commutat-

ing devices. Altogether the machine is certainly most in-

teresting and promising. It can undoubtedly be built much

lighter for a given output than any form of machine now

in use, and by this is especially fitted for electric railway loco-

motives which use a. c. on the line and d. c. in the motors.

In efficiency it should surpass even the rotary, and other

conditions being equal should also be materially cheaper.

Just why American engineers have not taken an acute in-

terest in the permutator it is difficult to say. Perhaps the

revolving brush feature is mainly responsible for this neglect.

This portion of the machine presents, of course, an ap-

parent inconvenience since it cannot be worked over without

shutting down. By stroboscopic methods it is possible,

however, to inspect the action of the brushes while in mo-

tion and it certainly is far from impossible to provide means

for the adjustment of the brushes with respect to the "com-

mutator. We fancy that the brush difficulty would be far

less formidable in practice than it seems at the first glance,

although it is a very wide departure from anything already

familiar on this side of the water. Both the permutator and

other forms of rectifier which dispense with a heavy revolv-

ing shaft deserve to be studied in this country, since if they

give the results claimed for them they will work something

very like a revolution in the customary methods of obtain-

ing d. c. from a. c. If good, they will prove valuable ; if bad

and subject to very serious drawbacks, the fact should be

ascertained at once. Fortunately, the Paris-Lyons-Mediter-

ranean locomotive on which the latest form of rectifier is to

be tried will soon be put in commission, and further particu-

lars will soon be available as to its operation and exact

construction.
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SOME OPERATING FEATURES OF THE KINGSTON
CONSOLIDATED RAILROAD COMPANY

The city of Kingston, N. Y., is a prosperous community of

about 30,000 population, situated on the west bank of the

Hudson River, 88 miles north of New York and 53 miles south

of Albany. Among the chief industries are cement works,

lime kilns, brick yards, foundries and cigar manufacturing.

Most of the cement, lime, brick and great quantities of blue-

stone from the nearby Catskill Mountain quarries are shipped

by water, but the city also has direct connection with the

West Shore and Ontario & Western Railroads, and reaches

the New York Central by ferry to Rhinecliff, on the opposite

shore of the Hudson River.

Kingston is well known to thousands of Catskill vacation-

ists, for in that city connections are made with the Wallkill

Valley and Ulster & Delaware Railroads, which between them

After the consolidation some of the track was taken up, but

this was done so judiciously with regard to the future growth

of the city that no new construction has been required since.

Unlike so many other public service corporations, especially

in larger cities, this company enjoys the friendship of the

public to an unusual degree. The cultivation of this sen-

timent has proved profitable not only from the traffic stand-

point but also in the settlement of damage claims. For-

tunately, the latter are rare despite single-track operation and

the numerous grades of a hill city.

PARK BUSINESS AND PLEASURE RIDING

The endeavor of this company to serve the public faithfully

also finds expression in its manner of fostering park traffic.

Much has been written pro and con on the wisdom of a

railway going into the park business, but it is difficult to see

why a proper appreciation of the public's pleasure needs

A VIEW OF A PORTION OF KINGSTON POINT PARK AND THE BOATING LAGOON.
AT THE LEFT

PART OF THE CONCERT STAND IS SHOWN

traverse the greater portion of this charming mountain re-

gion. In recent years, Kingston itself has become an im-

portant summer resort, as it is pleasantly situated in a water

and mountain district yet offers most of the conveniences of

a large city. The country is rich in historical associations

of pre-national times, thus presenting opportunities for many

interesting excursions. Even "the house visited by George

Washington" is not lacking.

The street railway system is owned by the Kingston Con-

solidated Railroad Company, which gives a ten-minute ser-

vice over the 10 miles it operates. One is rather astonished

to learn that a town of this size should have had two com-

peting railways. Yet this was the case for several years,

even though the new line was not profitable before con-

structing an expensive subway to cross the West Shore

Railroad. However, in 1901, the newcomer bought the

older line under the present name, and since then the

traction service has been conducted on a business basis.

should not be converted into a favorable factor of a railway's

income. Kingston Point Park operated by this company is

a good example of a place where Nature's work has been

improved to make it highly attractive for pleasure seekers

without the glare and blare that has become characteristic

of so many modern parks. For a long time the Point was

simply a scrubby rock-covered peninsula projecting into the

Hudson River. A few years ago, however, the Ulster &
Delaware Railroad extended its line to the end of the penin-

sula, where a transfer station and dock was built for passen-

gers from and to the Hudson River Day Line boats. The

Kingston company, realizing the possibilities for traffic in-

herent in this location, soon began to lay out what has since

become one of the prettiest parks on the Hudson River.

Even those who love Nature unadorned will find satisfaction

here, as part of the land was left in its original wildness for

the sake of contrast.

A peculiar feature in connection with this resort is that a
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large portion of the visitors come via the numerous excur-

sion boats plying up and down the Hudson. Nevertheless,

these outsiders have the same privileges granted to them as

those who come via trolley and steam railroad. It is not

unusual for people to travel three or four hours by rail or

water to spend some time at the Point.

For the convenience of patrons a casino has been erected

on the dock. The lower floor of this building is used for the

sale of light refreshments and the upper floor has benches and

tables for picnic parties bringing their own supplies. Further

back in the grounds is a large hall for social and business

gatherings. There are also numerous summer houses, rustic

shelters, benches and tables throughout the grounds, besides

an artistic music stand near the lagoon. The customary

amusement features are few in number, since visitors find

their chief pleasure in strolling through the park, boating

among the islands in the lagoon or in listening to the band

music. A merry-go-round, Ferris wheel, photograph gallery

and a few slot machines comprise what may be termed the

"artificial" attractions. No alcoholic drinks are sold on the

grounds, nor are excursions carrying them in stock allowed

to land. Hence undesirable elements are excluded and the

cost of police is small:

An idea of the financial scope of the business at this park

can be obtained from the following table, which gives the

results of the seasons of 1902 to 1906, inclusive. The park

opens in May and closes in October, but the business during

these months is very small.

CLASSIFICATION OF RECEIPTS AT KINGSTON POINT PARK
1902 1903 1904 1905 1906 Total

Gate receipts $967.64 $1,510.48 $849.81 $841.35 $1,045.50 $5,214.78

Pavilion 1,109.97 934.58 962.99 1,015.03 1,448.83 5,471.40

Photograph 92.62 100.00 100.00 90.00 100.00 482.62

Merry-go-round 1,389.50 1,523.50 1,219.25 1,389.85 1,798.25 7,320.35

Boats 1,083.51 1,093.80 '727.05 653.70 896.25 4,454.31

Landings 236.00 309.00 202.50 93.40 72.00 912.90

Slot machines 10.09 40.43 29.54 169.68 18.80 268.54

Laughing gallery 112.81 112.81

Ferris wheel 79.33 193.10 272.43

$4,889.33 $5,511.79 $4,203.95 $4,332.34 $5,572.73 $24,510.14

One thing that will be noted .from the foregoing table is

the drop in receipts during 1904 and 1905. This was due to

the most unexpected quarters. Fortunately, the uniformly

good record of the Hudson River boats now has brought the

excursion business up to its former importance.

Visitors to the Point from other towns often take the elec-

1 HE HUM' LANDING AND ANDSOME PAVILION AT THE END OF KINGSTON
POINT PENINSULA

a corresponding decrease in the river passenger traffic, which

suffered heavily for the two years following the great "Slo-

cura" disaster in New York harbor. This shows that an

occurrence of such character often makes its effects felt in

A NIGHT VIEW IN KINGSTON POINT PARK

trie car for a trip to Kingston and Rondout. After leaving

the park the trolley lines lead along Rondout Creek until

they turn sharply to climb the hills to Kingston. Half way

between Rondout and Kingston is the City Hall, from whose

high tower one can enjoy an extensive view of the Catskill

and Shawangunk Mountains, of New York, the Berkshire

Hills, of Connecticut and Massachusetts, and a large part of

the Hudson Valley. Among the historical buildings are the

Dutch Reformed Church, first built in 1659, and the Senate

House, erected in 1676 by Colonel Wessel Ten Broeck, where

more than a century later the State constitution was adopted,

Kingston then being the capital of New York State. The

trolley route follows that taken by the

British soldiers when they landed at the

Point in October, 1777, and marched to

Kingston to destroy it by fire. The city is

now the county seat of Ulster County and

contains quite a number of interesting

public and educational structures.

RELATIONS WITH EMPLOYEES

If "charity should begin at home," cor-

dial relations with the public ought to find

their inception at the car house, that is,

such feelings must first be cultivated with

the employees who are the company's in-

termediaries with its patrons. Careful

selection and training has resulted in se-

curing for the Kingston company a class

of car men of good physique and intelli-

gence. An evidence of the way the man-

agement looks after its men is afforded by

the fact that it has made arrangements to

furnish ice free during the summer to all

of its employees from the crop which

it will harvest this winter on the lagoon in Kingston Point

Park.

About a year ago the company started for its car men a

benefit association which has since proved very successful.
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All matters pertaining to dues levied and benefits allowed are

determined by a majority of the three trustees. These

trustees hold office for one year but may be removed any

time during their term by a three-fourths vote of the mem-

SNMW PLOW IN SERVICE

Conductors place all cash, tickets and transfers in plain

canvas bags. These are securely closed with a simple metal

clasp and then dropped through the top of an old safe which

has been remodeled for that purpose. As there are two

divisions on the line—Colonial and

Kingston—the bags of one division are

distinguished by the imprint of a red star.

Since the Kingston system is single

track, precise instructions are given on

the card reproduced herewith to all crews

with regard to turn-outs, lay-overs, leaving

times, etc. This schedule provides for six

cars on the Kingston City division and

seven cars on the Colonial division.

SHOP DETAILS

In the past the Kingston company did

practically no shop work beyond car paint-

ing and minor repairs. It has recently

purchased some machine tools, however,

and now is not obliged to send work to

outside machine shops. The new tools

Colonial Division.

!ar No.

1 Passes on all switches up, turns in from
Marius Street through Palmer House,
passing on all switches down.

2 Passes on all switches up and down, leav-

ing Point on 20 minute time.

3 Passes on all switches up, turns in from
Marius Street through Palmer House,
passing on all switches down.

4 Passes on all switches up, skips Bongartz

skipping Cedar

6 Skips Lindsley up. Leaves Mari
on 20 minute time.

7 Skips :

at Ma

When on 20 minute time, cars lay 10
minutes at Marius Street.

When on 20 minute time (when the
Kingston City is running through) a

Kingston City Car will always be
passed at Power House Switch.

bership. New trustees elected must receive more than one-

half of the entire votes of the association, each member in

good standing being entitled to one vote.

The trustees' decisions with regard to as-

sessments and benefits are final. They

can allow whatever benefits their judgment

dictates, but their power is limited by stat-

ute as follows : Dues in no case are to be

more than 50 cents per month and benefits

paid must not exceed $10 per week. At

the time the association was started the

company contributed a nest egg and an-

nounced its willingness to make up any

deficits. Thus far, however, the organiza-

tion has been entirely self-supporting.

FARES AND TICKETS

The uniform cash fare is 5 cents, but

fare tickets are sold at the rate of twenty-

one for one dollar. The company encour-

ages the sale of these tickets throughout

the city, as it increases riding and brings

the cash in advance. Ticket sales amount

to about 3.4 per cent of the total receipts

from passengers. There are six transfer

points, and, as cars are operated on a ten-

minute schedule most of the day, the transfers are usually

punched for a fifteen-minute period. Complimentary trans-

portation is issued in the form of small books containing

tickets of the type illustrated on the next page.

20's and 4ffs.

INSTRUCTION CARD FOR CAR CREWS

TYPICAL SUMMER CAR USED IN KINGSTON

consist of the following: A boring mill, manufactured

by the Betts Machine Company, with a capacity for wheels

up to 44 ins. diameter; a 150-ton wheel press from the

Schaffer Manufacturing Company; a 12-ft. engine lathe fur-
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nished by J. J. McCabe, of New York, and a "Yankee" tool

grinder made by the Wilmarth & Morman Company, of

Grand Rapids, Mich. All of these tools are operated through

belting driven by a 10-hp motor.

The company has determined also to do armature rewind-

ing. As there are at least twelve cars in operation every day,

it has been found that armature repairs are required fre-

quently enough to keep one winder busy all the time. While

the difference in cost between the old and the new methods

is not considerable, injured armatures are now returned to

service more quickly and the absolute assurance exists that

only the best repair materials are used throughout. The ad-

vantages of home work would disappear, of course, if the

EMMM ESE31

KINGSTON FARE AND COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS

CAR TICKETS
j

IN CONVENIENT BOOK FORM

Can be Purchased of

CONNELLY DRUG CO., Broadway and Strand.

ELTINOE & SCHOONMAKER, 328 Wall Street.

B. W. JOHNSTON 26 East Strand.

CHAS. L. McBRIDE, 634 Broadway.

21 FOR $1.00

differential screw type operated with a ratchet. The jack

proper is screwed into a wooden block which rests on a

platform furnished with wheels to permit easy transportation

of the jack up and down the pit. At the top of the jack is a

plate for carrying the semi-circular iron segment which holds

an armature scoop. The latter is made of iron but has no

sharp edges which could cut into the insulation of the arm-

ature coils.

ROLLING STOCK AND PAINTING

There are thirty-eight passenger cars, twenty-four of which

arc nine and ten-bench open cars and fourteen are 16-ft.,

REDUCED FACSIMILE OF TICKET ADVERTISING POSTER

SCALE 'A "=/'

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF WHEEL PIT FOR CHANGING
WHEELS AND AXLES FOR SINGLE-TRUCK CARS

management were not in position to keep strict supervision

over the labor and the material.

The master mechanic of the company has devised a neat

wheel pit which has proved a great labor saver in changing

sets of wheels of single-truck cars. Vertical brick arches

extend outward from the pit at the place where the wheels

are to be changed. The area enclosed by these arches is

covered by the shop flooring except for the removable pieces

corresponding to the positions of the journal boxes. When
it is desired to change a pair of wheels the car is run over this

pit and then jacked up about 4 ins. After this is done, the

6-ft. section of track spanning the diameter of the arch is

lifted out of the way, and the axle, wheels and journal boxes

are lowered as a unit. The construction dimensions of this

pit are shown in the accompanying plan and section.

The pit jack shown in one of the illustrations is a home-
made tool assembled by the master mechanic. It is of the

18-ft. and 22-ft. closed cars. All of these were built by the

Pullman Company. The car equipments are fairly evenly

divided between GE-800, GE-1000 and Westinghouse 49 mo-
tors. All of the cars are single-truck, and as the service is

not severe, split gears have been found to give entire satis-

faction.

The only special car is a home-made vehicle used in sum-
mer as a 2500-gal. gravity sprinkler, and in winter as a snow-

plow, the same truck being used for both purposes. Two
35-hp motors are used on this car. The snow-plow is illus-

trated in two accompanying illustrations, one of which shows
it in active service and the other in the shop freshly painted

and fitted up ready for the coming winter. The plow itself

is of sheet steel y2 in. thick. Rotary brooms have not been

found necessary, as the plow is kept on the line with the first

indication of snow.

The company believes in the monetary value of keeping
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up rolling stock in first-class condition. Cars are repainted

every year, the summer cars being looked after in winter and

vice versa. The paint shop accommodates four cars at a

time. The average cost for the last four years has been as

follows

:

Year Ending
June 30. Total Cost. Cost Per Car.

1903 $1,515-57 $40.00

1904 1,547-35 40.08

1905 1,623.12 4271
1906 1,703-77 44-83

GENERAL DATA

Thus far the year 1906 has proved one of the most profit-

able in the history of this company. The number of car-

miles for the nine months ending Sept. 30, 1905, was 428,316,

compared with 395,533 car-miles for the same period this

HOME-MADE ARMATURE LIFT

year, but the number of passengers carried increased in

greater proportion, namely, from 1,991,018 to 2,224,808,

making about 5 passengers per car-mile in 1905, and 5.2 pas-

sengers per car-mile in 1906. Outside of the regular passen-

ger receipts, which last year amounted to $122,500, the com-

pany receives several hundred dollars annually from char-

tered cars, carrying mail, advertising and the sale of power.

The park figures have already been given. The advertising

is let out to a single party, the concessionaire paying a fixed

sum and securing most of the advertising from local mer-

chants, rather than the great national advertisers. The total

receipts for the first nine months of 1906 were $109,170, as

against $97,044 for the corresponding period of 1905.

On the whole, the operating expenses for nine months

were the same as for the corresponding period of 1905, in-

creasing only from $57,937 to $58,555. Comparing this with

the greater increase in the gross earnings, it will be found

that while in 1905 the operating expense was almost 59.7 per

cent of the earnings, it dropped to 53.6 per cent in 1906. The
influence of weather conditions appears from the fact that

for nine months in 1905 the cost of removing snow and ice

was $439.38, while in 1906 it dropped to $106.65—practically

THE SNOW-PLOW READY FOR ANOTHER WINTER

one-fourth. A similar pleasing reduction was made in the

figures covering damages and the legal expenses in connec-

tion with them from $3,665.52 to $663.90. The latter figure is

certainly remarkably low in view of the mileage operated, the

numerous hills, six grade crossings and the crowded park

IN THE ARM ATU RE-WINDING ROOM

thetraffic of the summer months with open cars. During

entire year 1905 there was but one fatal accident.

The Kingston Consolidated Railroad is owned very largely

by local capitalists whose personal interest in the operation
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of the line has enabled the management to keep the system

up to a high notch of efficiency. The general manager and

first vice-president of this company is C. Gordon Reel, who
has held this position since 1902, shortly after the Kingston

lines were consolidated. Mr. Reel is very much interested in

the employees' benefit association, and acts voluntarily as its

treasurer. The other officers of the company are: Presi-

dent, Charles M. Preston, New York; second vice-presi-

dent, A. M. Day, Danbury, Conn.
;
treasurer, Abraham Has-

brouck
;
secretary, Augustus J. Phillips, Kingston, N. Y.

;

superintendent, G. B. te Bow, Kingston ; master mechanic,

C. J. McNelis; chief engineer, M. J. Sullivan. The directors

are Messrs. Preston, Day, Reel, Phillips and Hasbrouck,

together with August Belmont, New York ; Howard Chipp,

Kingston ; Hewitt Boice, Kingston, and George Hutton,

Kingston.

— -

AN OPEN AIR SECTIONALIZING SWITCH FOR HIGH-

TENSION LINES

An open air high-tension switch, which is comparatively

inexpensive to install, has been designed by M. J. Kehoe,

engineer of the Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction

Company. Several of the switches have been in use on

the high-tension lines of the company for some months, serv-

ing to sectionalize the lines in the event of trouble.

The switch has the advantage over the forms of high-

tension switches, in that the insulation of the line is main-

tained. In fact the wires are carried through it, and the

terminals are supported on standard line insulators. The

HIGH-TENSION SECTIONALIZING SWITCH IN SERVICE

accompanying illustration shows the switch installed at the

sub-station at Roanoke, a few miles southwest of Fort

Wayne, Ind. Four poles support heavy cross-arms at the

top, and below these is bolted the framework carrying the

switch proper.

The high-tension wires of one side of the line are lead over

top cross-arms and down to three fixed brass bell-mouths,

supported on line insulators. The wires of the other side of

the line terminate in three brass rods, mounted on insulators,

which are themselves carried on a wood frame. This frame

is supported on four long arms, pivoted at their lower ends

so that the frame may be thrown backward or forward.

When thrown forward the terminal of the brass rods enter

the fixed bell-mouths and the circuit is closed. Throwing
the frame to the rear causes the rods to recede a foot or

more from the bell-mouth and the circuit is opened.

When a 13,500-volt circuit is broken, the length of each

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF HIGH-TENSION SECTIONAL-
IZING SWITCH

of the three arcs is not more than 6 ins. The small arc is

largely due to the fact that the inertia of the rotary con-

verter on one side of the line keeps the voltage up approxi-

mately to that of the generating machine during the period

that the circuit is being broken.

The switch is primarily a line-sectionalizing switch and is

not intended to take the place of oil switches in power

houses or sub-stations. One point where it can be used to

advantage is at a junction where two or more high-tension

lines diverge after having been carried on one pole line for

several miles. When trouble occurs on one of the lines be-

yond the junction, it is frequently necessary to cut the cur-

rent off at the power house from all of the paralleling lines

before repairs can be made, because of the fact that inductive

effects in the paralleling lines may result in a dangerously

high potential in the one-line cut-out. Open air switches of

the type described when placed in each of the lines at the

junction point, however, will remove the necessity of cutting

out any of the lines other than the one being repaired.

The fact that the switch is comparatively inexpensive to

install makes possible its use at frequent intervals in a high-

tension line, so in case linemen find trouble on the line they

can cut off the current at the nearest switch and make re-

pairs without delay. When so installed danger of misunder-

standings as to whether or not switches are thrown off in

the power house is avoided. The lineman making the re-

pairs can often see for himself that the switch is open. The
switch was manufactured for Mr. Kehoe by the Ohio Brass

Company.
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TESTS OF THE WARD-LEONARD-OERLIKON ELECTRIC

LOCOMOTIVE

The Oerlikon Machine Works, of Switzerland, have re-

cently made public the results of certain tests conducted on

the Ward-Leonard-Oerlikon electric locomotive, of which

several accounts have been published in the Street Railway

Journal. The Oerlikon Company builds all classes of elec-

tric locomotives, and recommends this type under two condi-

tions, viz: (1) When the profile is irregular so that recu-

peration can be secured either in one or both directions of

running, and (2) when it is desirable to economize power

and when there are frequent stops.

Up to July, 1906, this locomotive had been in regular

service for two years on a section of the Swiss Government

Railway between Wettingen and Affoltern. The ton kilo-

meters hauled during that time were 631,209, equivalent to

434,000-ton miles. The single-phase voltage used was 15,000.

During the two years in which the locomotive has been in

operation no repairs of any kind have been required. The

only change made in the equipment has been that the ma-

chine was originally

built for 50 cycles.

After some of the runs

had been made it was

decided to change the

frequency to 15 cycles.

The only alteration re-

quired in the locomo-

tive was to rewind the

stator of the induction

motor. This fact shows

the flexibility of this

type of machine to dif-

ferent conditions of

service, such as the

character of current

available.

The locomotive on

which the tests were

made weighs from 44

to 46.5 metric tons and

is capable of a tractive

effort of from 600 kg

to 4000 kg (1320 lbs.

to 8800 lbs.) at speeds

of from 70 km to 36 km

(44 to 22J/2 miles) per hour. Twenty-five cycle current is

considered by the manufacturers as "standard" for this type

of machine, but, as stated, frequencies of 50 cycles and 15

cycles have been used satisfactorily.

The voltage of the single-phase current may also be regu-

lated by local conditions. With 6000 volts on the trolley

wire the current is taken directly to the motor-generator

group, and the weight of the locomotive complete is 44 metric

tons. When, the trolley wire potential is above 6000 a trans-

former is used. The weight of the locomotive is then in-

creased to 46.5 metric tons.

The weights of the two types of locomotives, and prices

quoted for them by the manufacturers are approximately as

shown in the table at the top of the next column.

The motor-generator group, with the exception of the pri-

mary side, is the same in both equipments. It consists,

briefly, of a single-phase induction motor whose armature is

mounted on the same shaft as the armature of the d. c. gen-

erator and of the exciter. The latter machine also serves as

a starter as will be described later. The common shaft runs

A—ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
6000 Volts and 15,000 Volts and

25 Cycles 25 Cycles

Weight, Price, Weight, Price,

Kg. Francs Kg. Francs

Motor-generator, with ex-

citer, controller and rheo-

stats 15,180 40,500 15,180 40,500

Four d. c. motors 8,000 25,700 8,000 25,700

Collector, high-tension switch,

ammeters, voltmeters, light-

ning arresters, lighting ap-

paratus and wiring 560 4,100 560 4,100

Transformer, with blower,

compressor, compressor

governor, tools, etc 1,360 4.2J0 3,960 10,700

Total for electrical

equipment 25,100 74,500 27,200 81,000

B—MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
Two trucks, with wheels,

1 meter diameter, locomo-

tive body and cab 19,000 23,000 19,000 23,000

Total 44,100 97,500 46,200 104,000

or 97,020 lbs. or $19,500 or 101,640 lbs. or $20,800

FIG. 1.—DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF LOCOMOTIVE

K—Trolley wire.
St—Trolley.
B—Lightning arrester.
H—High-tension circuit-breaker
A-Ammeter.
V—Voltmeter.
WG—Single-phase motor.
GG—D. C. generator.
F—Exciter.

T—Transformer.
An—Switch.
MP—Motor-compressor for air-brakes.
MV-Low-pressure pump for air blast.

GR—Regulating resistance for speed.
AW—First half of controller (for starting).

UW—Second half of controller (for changing connections).
MI. Mil, Mill, MIV-D. C. motors on axle.

S-Rail.

at 730 r. p. m. The rated power available at the shaft is 520

hp, and the maximum is 1100 hp. The railway motors are

also the same in the two equipments. They are wound for

independent excitation and are provided with artificial venti-

lation and encased to keep out the dust and moisture. They

are designed for 900 volts and a maximum speed of 1200

r. p. m. The continuous output available for each motor is

95 hp. Each, however, is capable of working up to a maxi-

mum of 200 hp, measured at the rails and including the gear-

ing, which is in the ratio of 1 : 3.5. Fig. 1 .shows the dia-

gram of connections.

To start the locomotive, the motor-generator is first put in

operation. This is accomplished through step V of the con-

troller by which the secondary of the 10-KVA transformer

is connected to a special transformer cod on the exciter,

which is in series with its armature, so that the exciter

operates as a single-phase series motor and brings the motor-

generator up to the normal speed. When this is accom-

plished the stator winding of the motor of the group is con-

nected to the single-phase line current by means of a high-
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tension switch. In the next position, step IV. of the con-

troller, the field coils of the d. c. generator are connected to

the poles of the exciter, whose series starting coil has been

cut out and which now runs as a shunt dy-

namo auto-exciter. The exciter then supplies

current to the field coils of the generator part

of the motor-generator, and also to the field

coils of the railway motors. These two circuits

include regulating resistances, which are con-

trolled by a lever with a common contact point.

We have now to consider the other two posi-

tions of the controller cylinder. These steps

change the connections of the exciter ; in one

position the current passes through the field

coils of the railway motors in one direction and

in the other position in the reverse direction.

As the direction of the current from the gen-

erator remains constant, these two positions of

the controller give direction to the operation

of the locomotive. Variations in speed are

made by varying the resistances in the field

circuit of the generator and in the field circuits

of the motors. Recuperation of energy is se-

cured by means of the rheostats of the field circuits of the

motors, through which the voltage at the brushes of the

most economical results are secured if at first the voltage of

the motors is varied and afterward it is kept constant.

Figs. 3 and 4 show acceleration curves for a train weigh-
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-STARTING WITH 170-TON TRAIN ON LEVEL

motors can be made greater than the voltage at the poles of

the generator. The motor-generator then revolves at a

higher speed than would be called for by

synchronism, and the single-phase motor of

the group pumps back current into the line.

Fig. 2 shows characteristic curves of the

locomotive when operating under normal

conditions. In this diagram the speed

curve is shown as a function of the tractive

effort for different drawbar pulls of the

locomotive, such, for instance, as would be

required by a train on various percentages

of grades. The d. c. motors are usually

run at a constant voltage of 900, the excit-

ing current being varied to secure changes

in speed. Nothing would prevent, of

course, obtaining different speeds by vary-

ing the voltage applied to the motors, but

in this case the draw-bar pull of the locomo-

tive would be limited by the maximum volt-

age available. For normal operation, therefore, it was con-

sidered undesirable to change the voltage of the motors.

It is otherwise, however, in accelerating the train, when the

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OF LOCOMOTIVE UNDER NORMAL
CONDITIONS, D. C. VOLTAGE CONSTANT AT 900

ing 170 tons. In Fig. 3 the acceleration occurs on a level,

and in Fig. 4 on a grade of 1 per cent.

In Fig. 5 are assembled the maximum
tractive efforts developed at the commence-

ment of a period of acceleration, with the

corresponding electric characteristics. Al-

though in this diagram the field strength of

the motors is assumed to be constant and at

a maximum, different tractive efforts are de-

veloped by varying the voltage at the poles

of the d. c. armature of the motor-generator

group. It is also possible to obtain from

Fig 5 the values of the constant losses

of the motor-generator group when run-

ning without load, that is, 28 kw, as

well as the current absorbed without

load, 34.5 amps., for a voltage on the

trolley wire of 6000. The amount of

power consumed under different loads

as well as the power factor of the

single-phase motor are shown at different speeds in Fig.

In Fig. 5 it is possible to obtain the same values for the

A
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TIG. 4.—STARTING WITH 170-TON TRAIN ON 1 PER CENT GRADE

locomotive in a stationary position, the generator being dif-

ferently excited, according to the different degrees of start-

ing desired. Finally, these same values are also shown in
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Figs. 3 and 4 during the period of acceleration of a train of

170 tons on grades of o and 1 per cent.

As for the recuperation of energy by electric braking, it can

be shown that on a level the energy which can be recuper-

ated in reducing the speed of a 170-ton train from 65 km to

An,,
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Iractive Effort at Wheel Periphery « *»• J

FIG. 5.—MAXIMUM TRACTIVE EFFORT AT COMMENCEMENT OF
ACCELERATION

27 km (41 to 17 miles) per hour in S2 V^ seconds will be about

3 kw-hours, and the power recuperated by keeping the speed

of the same train constant at 65 km per hour on a 1 per cent

grade is 63 hp.

CAST-IRON WHEELS AND THEIR CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

BY JAMES ANDREWS

In a general way the quality of a cast-iron wheel may be

read from its chemical composition, though too great de-

pendence should not be placed upon this method of deter-

mination because the temperatures- of pouring and annealing-

have very decided effects upon the results that are obtained.

When the iron comes down from the cupola the major por-

tion of the carbon, for example, is in the combined state

and then, as it cools after having been poured, the larger

portion of it passes from the combined to the graphitic con-

dition. The amount that is so changed depends upon the

temperature at which it is poured. Hence even though the

total carbon in the iron is known, the varying proportions in

the tread and plate cannot be definitely determined without

destroying the wheel. The only point that is known to a

certainty is that the ratio of combined to graphitic carbon is

higher in the chill than in the tread. Uncertain as the data

obtained from a chemical analysis may be, it must not be

thought that they are of no value, for they point to certain

facts that, within limits, serve as a guide.

At this point it may be well to utter a word of caution

regarding the making of analyses. Where accurate. work is

desired the carbon content should always be obtained by the

combustion and not by the color test. It is much slower,

but it is accurate, while the color test, depending as it does

upon the keenness of vision and the judgment of the chemist,

is liable to all sorts of error. If, however, a comparison be-

tween two wheels is to be made and speed is a prime

requisite, the color test may be used, but the two analyses

should be made by the same chemist in order to eliminate

as far as possible the personal equation from the work. As

an example of how a reputable chemist may err when de-

pending upon the color test, a certain one made such a test

of a piece of steel and reported it to contain 0.45 per cent

carbon. It was known that the steel must have a higher

percentage than this, and the chemist was instructed to make

a combustion test. This was done and a carbon content of

0.65 per cent reported. This is, of course, an extreme case,

but is cited as an awful example and of methods that are to

be avoided.

With analyses accurately made, some wheel makers even

then consider that to base an opinion on the

relative amounts of combined and graphitic

carbon in the tread and plate is but to de-

ceive oneself.

Total carbons in two wheels may be ap-

proximately the same, yet the graphitic car-

bon in the tread of one may be ten times as

much as in the other. For example, a case

in point is that of wheels having totals of

3.56 per cent and 3.42 per cent of total car-

bon respectively. Analysis showed that the

first had 1.50 per cent of graphitic carbon and

the second but 0.16 per cent, while the ratios

of combined carbon was reversed, one having

2.06 per cent and the other 3.26 per cent.

On the basis that these analyses were correct,

these variations would indicate that the metal

was very cold when the first wheel was poured

and very hot for the second one. Setting aside the. analysis,

for a moment, the probability is that the first wheel, with the

high percentage of graphitic carbon, would have the greater

tendency to develop seams and cracks at the throat of the

flange than would be the case with the second, because iron

that is poured cold does not have the same cohesive strength

as the same mixture would have when poured.

Wheel makers say that this has been demonstrated time

and again, so that when wheels show a tendency to crack in

the hub the trouble is done away with by simply laising the

pouring temperature, and it seems a fair and natural conclu-

sion that what is true of the hub and plate is also true of

the flange and tread. With these facts in mind it is reason-

able to expect that the first wheel of those under considera-

tion is the more dangerous of the two.

It is quite true that objection may be raised to these con-

clusions on the ground of the paucity of the experimental

data upon which they are based. Very little, for example, is

known of the actual tensile or cohesive strength of the chilled

part of a cast-iron wheel. Test specimens from this part of

the wheel are difficult and expensive to obtain, and few there

be that have been made. Of these few at least one showed the

high tensile strength of 36,000 lbs. per sq. in., but there are

no data available as to its composition.

It is, of course, useless to make a comparison between the

carbon contents of the tread and the plate of a wheel; for,

while the totals should be approximately the same, we know,

offhand, that there will be a wide variation in the proportions

of the combined and graphitic.

With the total carbon the case is different, and here it is

profitable to make comparisons between different wheels. If

test bars from the wheel mixtures are used for the purposes

of the analysis, a comparatively uniform physical condition

can be maintained and then uniform chemical conditions will

give uniform results. If these conditions vary the results

should at least be comparable.

In order to have a basis to work upon the two wheels al-

ready referred to will be taken. Their chemical analysis,

as reported, is as follows in percentages

:

No. 1

Plate ..

Tread .

No. 2

Plate .

Tread .

Total Graphitic Combined Phos-

Carbon Carbon Carbon phorus

. 3.70 3.30 .40 .33

. 3.56 1.50 2.06 .417

3.40

3.42

.71 .37

Man-
Silicon Sulphur ganese

.80 .123 .45

.12 .47

.14

.73
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The statement has already been made that, owing to the

evident temperatures at which these two wheels were poured,

the No. 1 is the more dangerous, yet when viewed solely from

the standpoint of total carbon this same wheel (No. 1) should

give not only a slightly better chill but also a slightly stronger

wheel, a complete reversal having been made by the foundry

treatment.

With a practically uniform content of phosphorus and

manganese, the discussion of these two wheels may be con-

fined to the comparative effects of the other three elements.

Years of experience seem to have demonstrated that the

allowable range of the silicon content lies between 0.60 and

0.70 per cent. Some specifications set the limits from 0.60

to 0.80 per cent, though, even then, it is claimed that the

nearer the working is kept to 0.60 per cent the better it will

be for the wheel. Good wheels have, however, been made
with the silicon content as low as 0.53 per cent, but 0.80

per cent is the top notch of the allowance that can be made
in the other direction.

On the silicon basis the No. 1 wheel will be much weaker

than No. 2. The chill will be deeper but softer and will not

wear as well. And here let it be understood that the state-

ments regarding the comparative hardnesses of chills is in-

ferential only. A statement is made that one chill is harder

or softer than another because of variations in the wearing

qualities that have appeared. The one that wears the more

rapidly is called the softer and is supposed to be so, yet no

actual tests for hardness, so far as is known, have ever been

made of car wheel chills to ascertain just what their relative

conditions in this respect may be. Wheelmakers are, never-

theless, working on the basis that these assumptions are

correct.

With the sulphur there is another state of affairs. The
lower content in the No. 1 wheel points to a stronger metal

than in No. 2, yet the probability is that the chill will be

softer and not wear as well, for the presence of sulphur is

thought to add to the hardness.

But these two elements cannot be considered independently

of each other or of the carbon, manganese and phosphorus.

Take No. 1, for example. With the carbon at only 3.70, the

silicon at 0.80 is much too high. For such an upper limit as

this the total carbon should be at least 4.00 or better more,

while the sulphur would be improved at 0.19 or 0.20, since

0.80 per cent of silicon means a soft, weak wheel, while 0.12

in sulphur also stands for softness, while 3.70 of carbon is

not sufficient to counteract either or both of them. So that,

if this 3.70 carbon had been combined with about 0.67 of

silicon and from 0.14 to 0.16 per cent of sulphur a much
better wheel would have been produced both in strength and

hardness, the foundry treatment of the metal having been

the same in both cases.

Again, if this silicon at 0.80, which makes for softness,

had been combined with from 0.19 to 0.20 per cent of sulphur,

which makes for hardness, a fairly good chill would _hav&

been produced; while the raising of the carbon to 4.00 or

4.10 per cent would have given a strength to have counter-

balanced these two high percentages of silicon and sulphur,

both of which have a tendency to cause weakness. This

statement is made in order to show how the probable quality

of a wheel may be varied by a variation of its chemical con-

tents, the foundry practice remaining the same.

Turning now to wheel No. 2, the proportions of the total

carbon to the silicon and sulphur are much better than in

No. 1, yet better results would have been obtained had the

silicon been lower. If this had been down to between 0.57

and 0.60, instead of up to 0.65, there would have been more
of strength as well as hardness.
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In this wheel the carbon is altogether lower than it should

be allowed to fall in a wheel, while both silicon and sulphur

are above the minima of what can be safely used. Hence, in

this wheel it would be well either to reduce the silicon or

raise the carbon.

For the reasons that have thus been set forth, namely, the

bad relative proportions of carbon, silicon and sulphur,

coupled with the very evident fact that the iron was too cold

when poured, it can be stated that the No. 1 wheel would

be a dangerous one to use. Here, then, is a wheel unsafe

for traffic and unsafe in a way that no inspection can detect,

and rendered so by the combination of bad composition and

careless foundry practice. As for the former, there is some
chance to guard against it by a proper mixing and melting,

but for the latter there is no protection save the vigilance of

the man in charge.

As for wheel No. 2, the relative proportions of the silicon

and sulphur to each other are about right, the softening ten-

dency of the one being counterbalanced by the hardening

tendency of the other. As for the carbon, it is a trifle low

for the percentages of the other two, though this is, in part,

overcome by the fact that the wheel was poured very hot,

which has added strength and freedom from seams.

In a resume of this discussion it may be stated that:

Cold pouring produces a liability of seams in the tread and

tends to weaken the iron, while the opposite effect is pro-

duced by an elevation of the temperature.

A high percentage of silicon produces a soft, weak wheel.

A low percentage of sulphur is liable to cause softness.

A high percentage of carbon adds to strength and, if prop-

erly poured, to hardness.

In the application of these principles to street car wheels

much tentative work had to be done because of the varying

conditions of the service as compared with that of steam

roads. For example, certain wheels had been made of the

following average composition

:

Per Cent.

Total carbon 3.77
Graphitic carbon 2.74

Combined carbon 1.03

Phosphorus 353
Silicon 68
Sulphur 175
Manganese 44

The mileage obtained with these- wheels was large and

satisfactory and the wear low, but when they were put to

work in city service and brought into contact with hardened

manganese switch points and crossings they developed a

decided tendency to chip at the flange. In order to correct

this for this special class of service the composition was
modified so that it averaged as follows

:

Per Cent.

Total carbon 3.80

Graphitic carbon 2.94

Combined carbon '. . . .86

Phosphorus 356
Silicon 65
Sulphur 174
Manganese 52

In this change, it will be observed, the total carbon was

kept about the same, though slightly increased, and the

analysis gives the relative value of the combined and graph-

itic for the plate, that of the tread being the reverse and vary-

ing, as already indicated, with the temperature of pouring.

The silicon and sulphur were lessened and the manganese
increased. The result of this combination of changes was
that the wheel was both strengthened and hardened at the

flange, and the trouble with chipped flanges done away with

to a great extent. There was, however, a slight reduction in

STREET RAILWAY JOURNAL.
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the mileage. In order to meet this failing the composition

was again changed and made as follows

:

Per Cent.
Total carbon 3.86

Graphitic carbon 2.94

Combined carbon 92
Phosphorus 358
Silicon 70
Sulphur 178
Manganese 48

In this change there was a reduction of the manganese
and an increase of the sulphur, by which an additional hard-

ness would have been obtained had it not been for the slight

increase of silicon by which a softening tendency was in-

troduced, while the increase of carbon was made in order to

check any weakening that might be produced by the other

modifications. With this change the capability of obtaining

the original mileage was restored, while the capacity to resist

chipping was retained.

It has not been the intention to show here that a chemical

composition is the panacea to be used in order to obtain the

best of wheels, for that idea was disclaimed at the outset, but

merely to indicate a few of the possible influences of that

composition upon the quality of the wheel that is produced.

Foundry practice is an all-important item that must be taken

into consideration, and changes in that may scatter to the

winds the best made fromulse of the chemist and metallurgist.

For that reason it would be exceedingly inadvisable for a

railroad company to issue specifications bearing upon the

chemical composition of the wheels that they are to purchase,

for that can best be left to the manufacturer. At the same
time it would be money well spent to investigate the quality

of the wheels that fail, in order to reach an intelligent con-

clusion as to the actual causes of such failure. At the same
time the manufacturers might well turn their attention to a

determination as to whether there is really a difference in the

hardness of chills or not
;
and, if so, whether it is the harder

or the softer chill that is possessed of the best wearing quali-

ties. We have jumped to the conclusion that the harder the

chill the better the wearing quality, and we mix our metals

and fix our chemical composition and arrange our pouring

temperatures with that idea in view, and this despite the fact

Sty I a .. ^O..Cy.f.l:.jyj>XQjl..?^±OW
Truck....3)_0</.!b.h£t

Length Bodyj3.^»3/i".Ower alLsJ.^vT/i
Width ^.'P.''

Rail to Floor _

Weight

Capacity AcL-Zl^..-- 1"

CAR RECORD, DETROIT UNITED RAILWAY

A CAR LOCATION RECORD SYSTEM

The track department of the Detroit United Railways em-

ploys almost 200 work cars of various types. As the railway

system embraces about 600 miles of track, with numerous

stations and sidings where work cars were kept, a systematic

record of their location was found necessary. To accom-

plish this, John Kerwin, superintendent of tracks, has put

into use a novel system by which the location of any car may
be found at once. A large blackboard covering two sides of

an office is ruled off into large and small rectangles. Each

rectangle is provided with two small hooks on which cards

bearing the names of sidings and also of car numbers may be

hung. The cards are made of manila board about }i-in.

OLDING CAR LOCATION CARDS

thick. Those for sidings measure 2 ins. x 7 ins. and are hung

in the large rectangles, while those bearing the numbers of

all the cars located on the sidings are about half as long as

the station cards and are hung in the smaller spaces opposite.

A small card bearing a number is hung over the car card

to indicate the day of the month that the car was placed on

the siding. To assist in identifying cars, general data re-

garding the car are printed on the back of the car cards,

OAK GROVE
STATION CARD, DETROIT UNITED RAILWAY

that the hard-chilled wheel wears away more rapidly and

gives a shorter mileage than the softer steel wheel ; that on

skidding it wears flat more quickly ; and that it cuts away
more rapidly under the brake-shoe and emery wheel. This is

offered as a suggestion, to which is added the query as to

whether the subject is not of sufficient importance to investi-

gate and find out whether we have been guessing rightly or

wrongly. Certainly it does seem worth trying.

The sixth annual ball of the International Railway Em-
ployees Association was held at Convention Hall, Buffalo,

on the evening of Tuesday, Nov. 27, 1906, and was a very

successful affair.

such as the style of car, of the truck, the dimensions, weight

of the car, etc.

To be of value the car cards must be changed daily to cor-

respond with the movements of the cars. It has been found

that a daily car report showing the movements facilitates

this work.

The Worcester Polytechnic Institute has placed an order

with the Cincinnati Car Company for the body of the car

which is to be used for tests in connection with its new elec-

trical engineering laboratory. The car will be built along the

lines of the modern interurban, except that it will not have

seats, leaving room for the various pieces of apparatus with

which tests are to be made.
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THE COMING OPENING OF THE ELECTRIFIED DIVISION

OF THE ERIE RAILROAD BETWEEN ROCHESTER

AND HIT. MORRIS, N. Y.

Last summer, Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company

were retained by the Erie Rairoad Company to install a

complete equipment to cover the passenger service of that

portion of the main line of the Rochester division lying be-

tween Rochester and Avon and the branch between Avon

and Mt Morris, a total distance of about 34 miles of single

track, besides sidings. In the issues of the Street Railway

Journal for July 14 and Aug. 25, details were published of

the rolling stock and overhead construction, respectively, but

it is now possible to give further data. When the work is

done, the Erie Railroad will have the distinction of being the

first steam railroad in this country to operate a single-phase

railway by the multiple-unit system, as the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad will employ locomotives.

All the power will be supplied from a single sub-station

at Avon, N. Y., about 18 miles from Rochester and 15 miles

from Mt. Morris. This station will receive current at 60,000

volts from the Niagara, Lockport & Ontario Power Com-

pany, at Niagara Falls. This company's transmission line,

which extends to Syracuse, and is being constructed in dupli-

cate, crosses the Erie Railroad at Mortimer, about 5 miles

south of Rochester, and from that point the Power Com-

pany is building a branch about 14 miles long to supply

the Avon sub-station.

The sub-station is now practically completed and the elec-

trical apparatus which it is to contain is being shipped by

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. The

machinery consists of three 750-kw transformers of the oil-

insulated, water-cooled type, transforming the 60,000-volt

three-phase current to a 11,000-volt single-phase current,

which is to be fed directly to the catenary trolley wires. The

usual accessory apparatus is also supplied, such as bus-bars,

oil switches, choke coils and lightning arrester apparatus,

together with the necessary pumps and piping for properly

handling the insulating oil and cooling water into the trans-

formers.

The trolley and messenger wires are supported by the

bracket-type of overhead pole construction. The poles are

of heavy chestnut, averaging 8 ins. in diameter at the top.

The brackets consist of steel T-bars 10 ft. long, supported

near the outer ends by two truss rods reaching to the top of

the pole, to which they are fastened by a pole clamp designed

expressly for this heavy work. Upon the outer end of each

bracket is mounted a heavy triple petticoat porcelain insu-

lator, supported upon a malleable iron pin bolted to the

bracket. The insulator, in turn supports the messenger

cable.

Difficult problems were encountered at Avon and Roches-

ter in supporting these trolley wires over the tracks through

the railroad yards, and a new style of overhead span wire

construction was designed to overcome the difficulty of car-

rying such heavy trolley construction through a railroad

yard where it is impossible to place poles between tracks.

In other places it was found necessary to resort to steel

bridges to accomplish this end, but the system of "Tripar-

tite" steel poles and double spans adopted is believed to be

fully as effective a type of construction as the former, as it

meets all the conditions, is far cheaper and much quicker to

erect. The bonding of the 80-lb. rails used on the electrified

track is now nearly completed.

The six 54-ft. cars described in the Street Railway Jour-
nal of July 14, are now at the Buffalo shops of the Erie

Railroad where the equipment is being applied. Each car

carries four 100-hp motors, one on each axle, besides a

transformer and the Westinghouse electro-pneumatic system

of multiple-unit train control. The trolleys are of the pneu-

matically-operated pantagraph type. The cars will be or-

dinarily quartered at Avon in a new car and repair house, to

be built of fireproof brick and reinforced concrete with Kalo-

mein windows and frames and rolling steel doors at each end.

A suitable concrete pit is also being constructed at one side

of the Rochester yard where the cars can be inspected while

lying over at the terminal station.

The schedule now under contemplation provides for an

hourly service between Rochester and Mt. Morris in both

directions.

The Erie Railroad Company has also authorized West-

inghouse, Church, Kerr & Company to proceed at once with

estimates for the complete electrification of the entire

Rochester division between Rochester and Corning, and

work upon this is now being actively carried on. It is con-

fidently expected that the coming month of January will wit-

ness the completion of the first single-phase system on a

steam railroad.

POWER PLANS OF THE CLEVELAND & SOUTHWESTERN

During the last three months the Roberts & Abbott Com-
pany has had a corps of engineers investigating most thor-

oughly the power situation of the Cleveland & Southwestern

Traction Company. This company now has 135 miles of

operating track, is building 44 more, and the stockholders

largely own the Ohio Central Traction Company, making a

total of 209 miles to be supplied.

This investigation has been carried on entirely from the

standpoint of power-house extension with a view to determin-

ing : first, the necessity of such power house
;
second, its

economic location.

In carrying out this investigation various locations for

various kinds of power houses were considered, as follows

:

(1) location of additional power house at site of present

power house; (2) location of new power house in the coal

fields, both near and far from the present system of railway;

(3) the building of a power house to use fuel oil and locating

the power house on the pipe lines of the Standard Oil Com-
pany; (4) building a gas engine power house for natural gas,

to be located on the pipe lines of the natural gas companies

along the line of the electric railway; (5) building a gas

engine power house to be located at the gas wells and trans-

mit the power to the railway company's system, and (6)

building a gas engine power house to be fed by producer

gas, the station to be located at any convenient railroad ship-

ping point near the electric railway system.

The first cost, total operating expense, the cost per kilowatt-

hour, and the interest and depreciation on each of the above

types of power house at each of the locations as outlined

have been made up into charts so that the financial status

of each of the various methods can be determined at a glance.

In addition the cost and operating expense of the various

locations and types of construction have been itemized and

brought together in combination charts, so that all of the

plans can be readily compared, thus demonstrating what, for

this particular railway system, should be the future power-

house policy.

The Ft. Wayne & Wabash Valley Traction Company, on

Dec. 1, issued a new form of interchangeable mileage book,

different in a large measure from all other forms in use by

steam or traction lines. The new book is for 1000 miles,

sells at a rate of iU cents a mile and is valid when pre-

sented by bearer or a party of two or more.
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CONTRACTS FOR THE USE OF TERMINALS—

I

With the increase of interurban electric railway companies

the question of an equitable contract for the use of terminal

facilities becomes an important one. Very few interurban

lines own their own terminals, but enter the streets of the

principal terminal city or cities over the tracks of the local

city railway company. The terms under which this right is se-

cured are extremely varied as to their character. In some cases

the interurban crew continues on the car and the fare is

divided in a certain ratio. In other cases a city crew takes

the car and a payment is made to the interurban company for

the use of the car on a mileage basis. To illustrate this wide

difference in the terms of terminal contracts the following

examples may be quoted, all based on a local fare of 5 cents

:

Class I. Interurban company furnishes car and pays crew;

city company supplies track and power. Payment made on basis

of fares.

Case 1. City company receives 5 cents per passenger carried

on the interurban cars, but honors transfers without charge.

Case 2. Same as Case 1, but does not honor transfers.

Case 3. Same as Case 2, but city company receives only 4

cents per passenger.

Case 4. Same as Case 2, but city company receives only 3

cents per passenger.

Case 5. Same as Case 2, but city company receives only

2y2 cents per passenger.

Note—In practically all instances, under cases 3 to 5, it is

provided that these agreements apply to through passengers only

As a rule, after the interurban cars pass the city line they are

not allowed to carry local passengers, or if they do the entire

fare goes to the city company. The full 5 cents goes to the city

company also, under these circumstances, when a passenger leaves

an outbound car before reaching the city limits and before paying

another fare.

Case 6. The city company receives 2 J/2 cents for local pas-

sengers carried on the interurban cars and 1 cent for through

passengers ; also 4 cents per car-mile for power and the use

of the track. This meets the point covered in the previous

note.

Class 11. City company furnishes track and power and pays

crczv. Interurban company furnishes use of car. Payment made
on basis of fare.

Case 1. The city company keeps the entire 5 cents and gives

transfers.

Case 2. Same as Case 1, except that the interurban com-

pany receives 1 cent per passenger.

Class III. Same as Class I, except payment made on car-mile

basis.

Case 1. The interurban company keeps 100 per cent of the

fares but pays city company per car-mile the average gross

receipts per car-mile earned by the local cars of the city

company on that route. This figure is determined monthly.

Through passengers are given free transfers, but transfers to

local passengers have to be redeemed by the interurban com-

pany at 2y2 cents each.

Class IV. Same as Class II, except payment made on car-mile

basis.

Case 1. The interurban company receives 2 cents per car-

mile for the use of its car and its maintenance.

Case 2. The interurban company receives 1 cent per car-

mile for the use of its car and its maintenance.

This tremendous variation in terms does not necessarily

signify that any of the contracts cited above is unfair to

either the city or interurban railway company. For exam-

ple, it is easy to conceive of a case with a very short haul

on the city system where the city company would be glad to

give the interurban company 2]/2 cents for traffic which would

not otherwise exist. On the other hand, it is not difficult to

imagine an instance where the advantages to be derived from

carrying passengers directly to a very desirable terminal

would be so great that it would be good policy for the inter-

urban company to turn over all of its local fares to the city

company for the terminal privileges. The object of this ar-

ticle is not to discuss the proper payments to be made for

different services, because these vary so greatly with the

conditions, but to throw some light if possible upon the best

form of contract covering a service of this kind. To this end,

attention will first be directed to seeing whether the experi-

ence of steam railroads offers any enlightenment on this

subject. A certain degree of comparison between steam and

street road conditions may be found in this matter of ter-

minal charges. There are not only many steam railroad

agreements covering the use by one company of another

company's terminal, but also, owing to the necessity of

through billing of freight, agreements have been made be-

tween trunk lines and feeders, covering the- division of

charges on business brought by the latter to the former under

conditions corresponding in some measure with those by

which the interurban electric company brings business to the

city company.

Steam railroad terminal agreements vary as widely in their

nature as leases for property. Beginning with the simple

landlord and tenant arrangement, such as is illustrated by the

Chicago & Terminal Railroad Company, the contracts run

by the various changes and degrees through to the practically

partnership agreement such as is illustrated by the case of

the Savannah Union Station. In the first case mentioned the

property is owned absolutely by one corporation, the land-

lord, and is used by other corporations, the tenants, who pay

fixed annual rentals based upon presumptive traffic. In the

latter case the property is owned jointly by the railroads

using it, through ownership of the stock of the Union Station

Company, and the expense is divided, according to the amount

of use, upon a wheelage basis. Where the privilege of the

terminal includes also the use for a considerable distance of

tracks extending into the terminal, the contract usually pro-

vides for two classes of charges by the lessee company, one

of these as a trackage charge, and the other as a terminal

charge. The trackage charge may be based on revenue or

on wheelage. The latter or trackage charge is the one under

which the New Haven Road uses the Grand Central Sta-

tion in New York City, and. the former by which it uses the

tracks leading to that station. Here the terminal charge

proper is a certain percentage of the fixed and variable ex-

pense of the terminal, and the New Haven proportion is based

upon the cost of the station, varies in extent with its

use of the terminal, and is adjustable from time to time as

this use changes. In addition it pays the New York Central

Railroad for the use of the latter's tracks to the Forty-Second

Street terminal a certain proportion of its revenue earned by

the trains while on this track.

Another example of a contract based upon the interest on

the investment or partnership basis is that between the Chi-

cago & Eastern Illinois and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis Railroad. The former company uses the

latter's tracks between Pana and East St. Louis. These tracks

were reconstructed and strengthened some time ago, and the

terms of the lease read that the lessee company shall pay

the lessor "on the basis of interest on the valuation of that

part of the old road used, plus the cost of the new road, each

company to bear the expenses of maintenance on the usual

wheelage basis." Still another example of partnership basis

is the contract between the Lake Shore Railroad and the

New York Central Railroad for use of the Buffalo terminal,

where each company pays a proportion of the net expenditure

for fixed charges, maintenance and operation, determined by

the number of cars of the Lake Shore and of the Central
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accommodated at the station. An arbitrary scale is applied

to equalize the cars employed in local and in through traffic.

On the other hand, examples of charges on the car basis

or ton basis are frequent. Two which differ slightly might be

cited. The New York, Ontario & Western Railroad uses the

tracks of the West Shore from Cornwall to Weehawken, as

well as the West Shore terminal at Weehawken. For this

service it pays a fixed sum per train of standard size with an

addition thereto for increased size of train; it pays for the

use of the Weehawken terminal agreed sums per ton of

freight and per passenger accommodated. The Michigan

Central Company has a like use of tracks from the Niagara

River bridges into Buffalo, for which it pays an agreed sum
per freight car and an agreed proportion of passenger reve-

nue. For its accommodations at the freight and passenger

stations at Buffalo the payment for passenger accommodation

is based on the passenger car and not on the passenger. The
freight payment, like the West Shore and Ontario & Western

contract, is based on the ton.

Steam railroad contracts of this kind are at times further

complicated by so-called switching charges, or switching ar-

bitraries. The tendency at the present time in the making

of new contracts, however, is to value the property to be

used jointly, fix a definite rate of interest to be paid propor-

tionately by each company, and then have repairs, mainten-

ance, up-keep, depreciation and sinking funds taken care of

by a cost charge based on units of equipment moved.

ARBITRARY OR CONSTRUCTION MILEAGE

The second class of steam railroad contracts mentioned as

being related to electric railway terminal contracts embraces

those relating to a division of through freight charges, and

occurs in cases where a short feeder line delivers car-load

freight to a trunk line. If this division of charges was made
on a purely mileage basis the proportion due the feeder line

would be a very small percentage of the whole, and as the

operating expenses of the feeder lines are usually high per

car-mile compared with those of the trunk line, and as a pre-

mium is very necessary to induce the construction of these

feeder lines, the custom has arisen of granting such lines an

arbitrary or constructive mileage. Another reason for this

practice is that the shipper from a point on the short railroad

must have the same rates to his market as the shipper from

an equal distance located directly on the trunk line. If he

has not an equality of rate he will have to do one of two

things; either go out of business entirely, or move his ship-

ments to an originating point on the trunk line. Admitting,

then, that the rate must be equal or nearly equal, and as-

suming that the short line is 10 or 20 miles long, the complete

haul is 200 or 300 miles and the freight is $20, to divide this

sum on a basis of actual mileage would be annihilation to the

little company. The latter is consequently granted a mini-

mum constructive mileage, say 50 miles, and the charges are

pro-rated upon this basis.

STATUTES ON THE JOINT USE OF TRACKS

Returning now to the street railway situation, the laws in

certain States provide for the adjudication of trackage privi-

leges by some authority; in other States the consent of the

existing company must first be obtained, while in still others

the municipal or State authorities have the power to grant

running rights over another road up to a certain maximum
distance.

Thus, according to the Massachusetts State law, the board

of aldermen, or selectmen, of any city, after notice and a

hearing may, if they decide that public necessity and con-

venience so require, authorize any street railway company to

enter upon and use the tracks of any other street railway

company which it may meet or cross. Such authority does

not take effect, however, until approved by the State Board
of Railroad Commissioners, after a hearing to all parties in

interest. If the street railway companies are located in more
than one city or town and the owners thereof cannot agree

as to the public necessity for such joint use, the matter is

decided by the State Board of Railroad Commissioners. If

the companies cannot agree as to the compensation for joint

use, that is also fixed by the Board of Railroad Commission-
ers, which board also has the right to "fix the manner and
stated periods of such use, or the mode of connection of the

tracks."

Section 29 of the Ohio State Code provides that authority

to construct or extend a street railway within or beyond a

municipal corporation can be granted only by the municipal

council by ordinance, but in establishing a new route no au-

thority shall be given by the municipality to occupy the

tracks of any existing street railway for more than one-eighth

of the entire distance between the termini of the newly estab-

lished route.

Section 102 of the New York State Railroad Law provides

that

—

No street surface railroad corporation shall construct, extend

.
or operate its road or tracks in that portion of any street, avenue,
road or highway in which a street railroad is or shall be lawfully-

constructed, except for necessary crossing * * * without first

obtaining the consent of the corporation owning and maintaining
the same, except that any street surface railroad company may
use the tracks of another street railway company for a distance

not exceeding 1000 ft. * * * It shall have the right to lay its

tracks * * * wherever the court, upon an application for

commissioners, shall be satisfied that such use is actually neces-

sary to connect main portions of a line to be constructed or
operated as an independent railroad, or to connect said railroad

with a ferry or with another existing railroad, and that the public

convenience requires the same, in which event the right to use
shall only be given for a compensation to an extent and in a
manner to be ascertained by commissioners to be appointed by
the courts, as is provided in the condemnation law, or by the

board of railroad commissioners in cases where the corporations
interested shall unite in a request for such board to act. Such
commissioners, in determining the compensation to be paid for

the use by one corporation of the tracks of another, shall con-
sider and allow for the use of the tracks for all injury and
damage to the corporation whose tracks may be so used. * * *

In the District of Columbia the street railway charters pro-

vide for joint trackage arrangements when the routes coin-

cide, upon agreement between the companies, and for an

appeal to the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia upon
disagreement.

In San Francisco, the board of supervisors have the power
to regulate street railroads, tracks, and cars; to compel the

owners of two or more of such roads using the same street

for any distance not exceeding ten blocks to use the same
tracks, and to divide equitably the cost of construction and

expense of maintenance thereof between the owners.

In the next issue the provisions of city and interurban

contracts will be taken up.

The Columbus, Delaware & Marion has completed a hand-

some pavilion at Glenmary Park that is intended for use the

year around. It is 120 ft. by 100 ft. in dimensions and con-

tains a dancing floor with a walk 20 ft. wide on three sides.

On the fourth side a well-equipped stage for amateur the-

atricals has been arranged. Basket ball and other games
have also been provided for. A kitchen furnishes all the

necessities and parties may have caterers from the city fur-

nish any service desired. The building is well heated and the

cars may be run into a shed connecting with it, so that stormy

weather will not hinder a visit at any time.
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CORRESPONDENCE

THE WEAR OF STEEL RAILS

Editors Street Railway Journal :

In the discussion of Mr. Job's paper on "Steel Rails" be-

fore the New York Railroad Club, it seemed that the in-

terest of the members was not fully up to the importance of

the subject and that much more might have been said re-

garding this matter, both from the standpoint of the data

already available and also from those which should be ac-

quired. In one particular at least, the importance of the

feature of cropping the ingot down to sound material can-

not be too strongly insisted upon. It is the possible failure

to do this that may account for a goodly number of the

broken rails to which attention was called by one of the

speakers. Where rails are breaking by the thousand on a

single system there is no use in raising the cry that "it is

one of those things that no fellow can find out," for it is

not the case and there is no doubt some very good reason

for it if the requisite time and the ability are only put upon

the work of its determination.

Take the matter of cropping the ingot to sound steel, for

example. "Sound steel," in the true meaning of the term,

does not" signify that the ingot shall be cropped merely to

the bottom of the piping so that the metal shall appear sound,

but that it shall be cut down to the bottom of the segrega-

tion that usually starts where the piping leaves off ; and that

the metal of the ingot that is used shall not only appear but

be sound. Failure to do this will cause the segregation to be

rolled out into the web and produce a brittleness that is

more than apt to cause a crack that will run back into the

rail. Examples of this are often found, and it is not so long

ago that a large street railway system found that certain of

its heavy girder rails were cracked in the web. When the

plates were removed these cracks extended back from 6 ins.

to 6 ft., while the opening at the end of the rail was often

2 ins. or 3 ins. A chemical examination of these rails showed

a segregation in the webs of every one of them, with the

natural inference that they were brittle. The same phenome-
non has been repeatedly observed in the T-rails of steam

railroads. Certainly this emphasizes the necessity of crop-

ping to sound metal.

If the opinion of the author of the paper to the effect that

there is not much in the idea that a "flow of metal" does not

take place in the head of the rail, it would seem to be rather

difficult to account for some of the phenomena that we meet
in the rails that have failed. Where rails splinter and the

edges of the head chip off, it might perhaps be difficult to

prove a true flow, though it would seem to be still more
difficult to prove the converse, namely, that no flow did take

place. Take, however, the case of a rail that has been sub-

jected to an exceedingly heavy traffic, where the edge of the

rail in the head is simply rolled over. It frequently happens
that the metal of the head that is so formed is hard and
solid, and as far as the eye can see, in a cross-section, it is

integral with the main body and shows no sign of crack or

flaw, though it is quite possible that these might appear if

examined under the microscope. Whether this is so or not,

to all intents and purposes it is a case of "flow," and there

must be an unbroken metallic connection between the bead
and the head or the former would not be held so firmly in

position. Further than this the metal of the head exhibits

the symptoms of having been subjected to a flow, in that it

is noticeably harder than the uninjured or unaffected metal

of the head. In this it resembles wire. Here, after the cold

drawing, it is necessary to heat and anneal, else fractures

and defective material would result. So in the case of the

bead on the side of the head of the rail, it rolls out or flows

to a certain point and here the distortion to which it has

been subjected has caused such a change of structure that

it becomes brittle and can be rolled or made to flow no

further. Then the edges splinter off and we have a piece

of metal quite unyielding and which would not have the

physical characteristics of a test piece cut from the undis-

torted metal of the head, especially in the matter of bending

or elongation under a tensile stress.

Again, in the matter of rail corrugations, in regard to

which so much guessing has recently been done in your

columns. If the surface of the rail is struck with a ham-

mer and indented, there is a flow of metal. So if there are

high and low spots on the head, producing the so-called cor-

rugations, there must be a flow of metal in some way except

where actual abrasion produces this serious variation, and

we might go on to enumerate other cases of apparent flow,

and where distortion can hardly be explained on any other

basis, such as the hammering down of rail ends at joints.

With these facts in mind, and with the added one that

"flow" seems to be the easiest and most natural explana-

tion that we have, it is a pity that some definite reason was

not given why we should eliminate the possibility of flow

from the causes of rail failures, and why a higher carbon

content and a higher limit of elasticity of metal should be

advocated, when this increase is the very thing above all

others that will tend to decrease flow. That is, it will raise

the resistance so that the point at which permanent set takes

place is above the point of stress, for there can be no flow

until the limit of elasticity has been passed and the power of

the metal to recover its normal dimensions above the stress

has been removed, has been destroyed.

Aside from these items in which the rate of rail failure

depends upon the combination of chemical composition,

treatment of the metal in the course of heating and rolling,

and the loads and stress to which it will be subjected in

service, a point was brought out in the discussion that is

sadly neglected in practice, and that is the proper handling

of the rails prior to placing in the track. Carelessness in

unloading is the cause of a large percentage of rail failures

by cracking. When rails were of light sections and only 30

ft. long, they could be handled more easily and their very

flexibility tended to make the men more careful. The old

tram-rail of the horse car was so flexible that it could easily

whip itself into crookedness if it were not handled gently

and men found it to be more readily carried if they broke

step than where they kept step in moving about. But now,

the case is different. The girder rails of 100 lbs. or more

to the yard are exceedingly rigid, and any bending at all

imposes so great a fiber stress upon the metal that a perma-

nent kink is readily obtained. The great weight of these

rails, especially where attempts are made to use them in 60 ft.

lengths, is a temptation to rough handling. This is espe-

cially true in unloading operations. They are raised over

the side of the car and frequently dropped to the ground

from heights of from 6 ft. to 8 ft., especially where they are

being distributed for laying. Striking as they may at the

center or the ends, there is hardly a chance that they will

not receive a kink as the result of the fall. The removal of

this kink does not help the metal and we have a point, es-

pecially prepared by that ever-active demon, carelessness, at

which we may look for a crack. Hardly better than this is

the practice of lifting long rails at the center where the ex-

cessive overhang at each end may well produce a stress in
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excess of the limit of elasticity and cause a bend that ulti-

mately makes for failure.

Finally, it seems that under the present conditions of rail-

road operation, too much care cannot be taken to ascertain

not only what is best in chemical composition and manipu-

lation of rails, but also to the causes that contribute most

markedly to both the length and brevity of rail life.

George L. Fowler.

A LOW-VOLTAGE SHOP CIRCUIT

Detroit, Mich, Nov. 23, 1906.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

There are several other solutions to the problem of obtain-

ing a low-voltage shop circuit by tapping the transformers,

besides that described and illustrated in Fig. 2 on page 949

of your issue of Nov. 10. The connections shown in Fig. 1

on that page will give a neutral point which may be either

stable or unstable, depending upon the way in which other

connections are made. If the high-tension sides of the trans-

formers are connected delta, the neutral will be stable.

If a certain voltage is impressed on two transformers con-

nected in series on both high and low-tension sides, they will

not necessarily divide the voltage equally. For instance, if

two 1100 to no-volt transformers have their primaries con-

nected in series across a 2200-volt line (Fig. 1), and their

secondaries also in series, they will give 220 volts across the

two secondaries, but there may or may not be no volts across

each secondary. Now if one of the transformers is short-

FIG. 1 FIG. 2

circuited, its voltage will drop to zero, and the other trans-

former will take the full voltage. That is, there

will still be 220 volts on the secondary circuit, and the point

A is an unstable neutral.

If, however, the secondaries are connected in multiple

(Fig. 2) the secondary voltage will be no, each transformer

will have 1100 volts across its primary, and the point A will

be a stable neutral of the primary system. If one trans-

former is short circuited now, it will short circuit the system.

When transformers are connected star, primary and sec-

ondary, on a three-phase system, the same sort of thing

happens, as the line voltage between any two wires is the

vector sum of the voltages of the two transformers connecting

into these wires. In this case the transformer voltages are

not necessarily equal, even though the line voltages are ex-

actly equal. However, if the high-tension windings are con-

nected delta and the low-tension star, the transformer volt-

ages are fixed and the potential of the low-tension neutral is

fixed with respect to the rest of the low-tension system.

Hence the neutral is stable. F. O. Blackwell points out this

fact on page 150 of Vol. I. of "High Tension Power Trans-

mission." If an unstable high-tension neutral is grounded, a

ground on one line wire will short circuit one transformer

and run up the voltage on the other two, but will not short

circuit the system.

The following are some of the conditions under which the

neutral point of the low-tension windings of three single-

phase sub-station transformers, connected star on the low-

tension side, will be stable.

(1) When the high-tension windings are connected delta.

( 2) When the high-tension windings of both power house

and sub-station transformers are connected star and neutral

grounded if either of the following conditions hold:

(a) If the low-tension sides of the power house transform-

ers are connected delta.

(b) If the low-tension sides of the power house transform-

ers are connected star, and if the neutral of the transformers

is connected to the neutral of the generator.

Fig. 3 shows the condition given under 2a. In this case

the voltage on each of the step-up transformers is fixed, on

account of the connections on the low-tension side. This makes

the high-tension neutral stable, and grounding this neutral

fixes the potential of the high-tension lines with respect to

the earth. At the sub-station the transformer voltages will

be fixed because each transformer is connected between its

high-tension line and ground, and so gets the voltage of the

corresponding power-house transformer modified by line and

rail drop. This fixes the potential of the low-tension neutral

with respect to the rest of the low-tension system and so

makes the neutral stable.

In case 2b (see Fig. 4) the step-up transformer voltages are

fixed by the generator, since each transformer is directly

across one of the generator windings. This makes the high-

tension neutral stable, and by grounding this neutral and also

the sub-station high-tension neutral, the sub-station trans-

former voltages are fixed as before ; and so the low-tension

neutral is made stable.

Of course the neutral of a star-connected generator is sta-

ble, so when rotaries run directly from such generators the

low-voltage trolley can be connected to the generator neutral.

The shop circuit voltage under each of the conditions men-
Povver House Substation

p Fl fwj Transformers

tioned would have a slight fluctuation, as the neutral is kept

stable magnetically, but this variation would probably not be

more than a few per cent from half of the d. c. rotary voltage.

That is, the regulation of the shop circuit would depend not

only upon all of those things which determine the regulation

of the main d. c. voltage, but also upon the resistance of the

ground circuit between the power house and the sub-station.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 2 on page 949 of the previous

letter would probably give somewhat better results than any

of those mentioned above, because the stability of the neutral

is determined by the low-tenrion windings of the sub-station

transformer alone. F. K. Brainard.
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ROLLING LIFT BRIDGES

Chicago, U. S. A., Nov. 26, 1906.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

Our attention has been called to the issue of the Street

Railway Journal for Sept. 15, 1906, where, under the head-

ing of "Bridges for Electric Railways," and the sub-heading

"Movable Bridges," page 400, the author, C. C. Schneider,

says

:

Lift bridges are generally used for small spans where the local

conditions are not favorable to a swing bridge.

Bascule bridges have proved very unsatisfactory for spans up

to 200 ft.

This statement is an error, for the reason that more than

ninety swing bridges have already been removed, discarded,

scrapped and replaced by modern Scherzer rolling lift

bridges for the principal electric railways and railroads in

the United States, England, Ireland, Holland, Russia, India,

Egypt, Argentina and other countries throughout the world.

The Scherzer rolling lift bridges constructed include the

largest, the longest clear span, the widest, the most rapidly

operated and the most important movable bridges in the

world. They have been so successful and satisfactory that

they have invariably led to repeated orders from the same

railroad companies.

Swing bridges, like horse cars, are going out of use. It

is now generally recognized that swing bridges are an ex-

pensive anomaly in the science of engineering. They are

fundamentally wrong in principle, compelling the spanning

of two inadequate channels where only one adequate channel

is required. They occupy and obstruct the middle and best part

of the navigable channel, delaying vessels and consequently

delaying railroad, street railway and highway traffic. They

encroach upon and obstruct valuable land, water and dock

space. They must always be built narrow so as not to com-

pletely block the navigable channel. The swing bridge has

been found to be a poor asset. It must be discarded and

removed at great expense as soon as a growth of traffic re-

quires additional tracks, because two swing bridges cannot

lie built along side of each other. Swing bridges must be

built a long distance apart so as not to strike each other

when revolving. The rails on a swing bridge are loose,

shifting and dangerous. The swing bridge does not block

the roadway when open. Frequent disastrous accidents

result from these deficiencies of the swing bridge. All these

deficiencies are obviated by the modern Scherzer rolling lift

bridges, which are also more economical in cost of con-

struction, maintenance and operation.

The Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Company,

By Theo. Kandeler, Consulting Engineer.

FLANGES FOR INTERURBAN CARS

New York, Nov. 20, 1906.

Editors Street Railway Journal :

The table of wheel dimensions on the interurban roads of

Ohio, Indiana and Southern Michigan, published in your

issue of Oct. 13, discloses one curious condition. This is

that the same shape of flange seems to be used, regardless of

whether steel or chilled iron wheels are employed. Such

practice is a useless waste of metal, except as affording a

greater amount of wear for sharp flanges, a doubtful ad-

vantage, because excessive sharpness of flanges merely means

excessive waste of the metal of the tread in trimming. Extra

metal is not needed in the steel tire for strength, because the

flange of a steel-tired wheel can be safely counted upon as

being four or five times the strength of one of cast iron.

Another striking point shown in the table is the narrowness

of the treads used. The reason is, of course, the necessity of

running over city tracks, but the effect cannot but be dis-

astrous upon the frog points. With the thick flanges used

and the necessary clearance between the wheel and the rail

the flangeway and guard rail distances must be fully up to

that of the steam roads, or at least 1% m -» so that the over-

hang of a 2^-in. wheel tread must be very slight and the

danger of a drop and a pound on the frog point correspond-

ingly great. Evidently this part of interurban car develop-

ment has not yet reached its final point, for care must be

taken of the rail as well as the wheel A suggestion in this

connection would be to widen the tread to a point suitable

for T-rail construction, keep the flange thickness and height

down to street requirements, use a steel wheel for strength

and reduce its flange dimensions to accord with the require-

ments of safety if it can be learned what that may be.

Steam Railroad Engineer.

THE EVERYBODY BUSY PRINCIPLE

Nov. 25, 1906.

Editors Street Railway Journal:

In his letter in your issue of Nov. 10, Shopman mis-

quotes my letter in your issue of Sept. 8 when he refers

to me as saying that everybody can be busy when the man-

ager is around. I did not say that. I said that a great many
managers will claim that everybody is busy when they are

around. This remark was made to me at the time I was en-

gaged by the company with which I am now connected.

These conditions did not exist for long after I was given

charge. I also said that one who is experienced in shop

methods could see a good many things that escape

the observation of some managers. The best master me-

chanics always show the manager the worst side of their

shop, because, as a rule, when the manager makes his tour

of inspection he is not looking for the bright side. If his

visits are few, everything must be satisfactory, but when his

visits are often, there must be something wrong, and any

master mechanic that has the welfare of the company at

heart will conduct his department as though it was his own.

He will not allow anything to occur that he would like to

conceal from the manager. I am glad to note by the latter

part of the Shopman's article that he is industrious. If all

men felt as he writes, I am sure that the electric railways

would be better off. Master Mechanic.

The commercial bodies of Los Angeles have appointed a

joint commission to investigate the subject of street car

wrecks in that city and in Southern California, their causes

and proper remedial measures. The commission's chairman

is J. G. McKinney. The other members of the commission

are C. M. Staub, Eugene Germain, J. H. Polk, Robert M.

Garvin, Fielding J. Stilson, C. D. Willard and Rev. Burt

Estes Howard. To gather statistics here and in other Ameri-

can cities on the number of accidents, the killed and the in-

jured, for purposes of comparison, is the first task to which

the newly-organized commission has set itself. Its exact

plans, however, are not divulged. Said Chairman McKinney
recently: "We are going into this matter as thoroughly as

possible, and, when we get through, I believe we shall be

able to point out exactly where the trouble lies, and then

the fault can be rectified. We expect to have officers of the

various local electric railway companies before us for exam-

ination and to ask them to give us information to assist us."
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PRACTICAL VIEWS ON BRAKE RIGGING

BY FRANKLIN M. NICHOLL

There are few questions before the operating department

of greater importance to-day than that of proper brake effi-

ciency of cars, when considered with the cost of maintenance

of the entire braking apparatus. Much has been said and

written on the subject of brakes in general, but it is the

intention of the writer to discuss the most common forms

of brake rigging, and only so far as they are applied to

doujble-truck equipments. The conditions involved are so

numerous and of such extent that widely varying effects are

produced, which render costs for comparative purposes of

little value.

Beginning with that part of the truck brake rigging nearest

the source of power there are two common forms of brake

yoke in common use, viz : the radial bar, which is placed at

one end of the truck, and the straight bar, which is placed

near the truck bolster and operates over the motor. To
these brake yokes are attached the main or pull rods leading

from the floating levers at the center of the car. These two

forms are connected with the upper ends of the vertical

truck levers, and are used with brakes placed either between

the wheels or on the outside of the wheels at the ends of the

truck.

There are advantages and disadvantages in each form of

bar. The radial bar type affords more room for the repair

of the motor in the shop, and with short wheel-base trucks it

allows the motor to be raised for inspection or for sand-

papering of the commutator, while the motor is in operation.

On the other hand, the roller arrangement of the radial bar

will inevitably work over to one side, thereby applying more

pressure to one set of wheels than /the other, and locking and

binding the brakes on curves. The writer knows of cases

where the radial bar, which must radiate with the truck, has

caused very serious difficulties and even expensive accidents.

There can be no question but that
1

the proper place from

which to pull the brake yoke is at a point as near as possible

to the point of radius of the truck. This can best be accom-

plished with the straight bar type and by the lengthening of

the wheel base of the truck. The chief objection—that con-

nected with the opening of the motor lid—can be overcome.

Where the operating conditions require the use of very large

motors upon a comparatively short wheel-base truck, and

where the wheel-base cannot be lengthened or the bolster

narrowed, the question of the opening of the motor lid should

be one of secondary consideration, because the possession of

an effective brake and one which will be absolutely safe under

any and all conditions is of as much importance as the motor.

There is another objection to the straight type of bar in

that the main brake rod, which extends from the center of

the car and passes over the top of the motor, will sometimes

come in contact with the motor under heavy passenger loads.

But this trouble can be almost entirely eliminated by making
the brake rod and device heavier at this point, and thereby

prevent the sagging of the brake yoke and the main rod

over the motor. Release springs of the proper capacity

should be provided to draw back into normal position the

brake yoke levers after an application of the brakes, and, in

the case of a straight yoke, to draw it well back against the

bolster so as to allow of the opening of the motor lid when
the car is not in operation or the brakes are not applied .

As to truck levers, various forms, ratios and systems are

used. Nearly every truck builder has a different method to

meet his particular ideas and design of truck. Some builders

even go as far as to use the levers for the additional purpose

of supporting the brake shoes, with detrimental results to the

use of the lever as a lever. Without question the live and

dead lever system of brake levers is the most practical and

satisfactory, since it is the simplest form of construction, most

effective, and provides easy and quick adjustment in taking

up the wear of the brake shoes. This system can be used

with either the inside or outside-hung brake, but with large

motors and short wheel base it is better adapted to having

the brake shoes hung outside the wheels.

The proportioning of the arms of a truck brake lever is

governed entirely by the clearance limitations of the truck

and equipment. This ratio is generally figured by the truck

builders; the most common, however, are 3 to 1 and '4 to I.

The former ratio is preferable with outside-hung brakes,

which provides more space for the operation of the levers

and, with either the inside or outside-hung brake, enable's the

brake shoe to be placed nearer its correct position on the

wheel. With the use of hand brakes the amount of leverage

should be increased, and in connection with inside-hung

brakes the wheel-base of the truck should be arranged to

give ample space for the operation of the increased leverage.

It is important, with inside-hung brakes, to keep the brake

levers well back and away from the brake heads, as the

accumulation of mud and ice between them would cause

excessive pressure to be applied at the top of the shoe.

The proper vertical position of the brake shoe on a wheel,

to obtain an even-wearing shoe with maximum effectiveness,

is at a point on a horizontal line drawn through the center of

the axle. This line should pass through the horizontal center

of the brake shoe or head. With the shoe thus placed it

stands to reason that with the proper amount of wearing or

bearing surface of the brake hangers and the proper length

of hangers there would be little or no chattering of the shoe

and hangers, since the rotative action of the wheel, in either

direction, would have equal effect upon the wearing of the

shoe.

As to the great question of inside as against outside-hung

brakes, the writer recommends the former for the following

reasons

:

First—All trucks are designed to carry excess weights and

strains in the center of the truck, and as the strain of the

brakes is the greatest they should be applied at or near that

center.

Second—Greater brake efficiency is obtained by direct ap-

plication of the pressure at right angles to vertical levers, and

in line with horizontal wheel centers. This feature is most

practicable with inside-hung brakes.

Third—Chattering of the brakes is reduced to a minimum
and tilting of the track entirely eliminated.

Fourth—Ease of brake adjustment is secured, due to the

wear of the shoes at the most effective point.

Fifth—Brake beams become unnecessary and each shoe is

independent of the others.

Sixth—The truck has a better appearance and less space is

required for the radiation of the truck.

Seventh—The construction of the rigging is simple, so that

it will require less attention and repairs.

Eighth—The riding of the car is more comfortable.

The Toledo Railways & Light Company will shortly have

a sight-seeing car that will be operated much as the "touring

car" is in Cleveland. It will make special trips over the city

for the purpose of giving visitors and strangers an oppor-

tunity of seeing the principal points about Toledo at a nom-
inal fare.
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INTERESTING CAR FOR TOPEKA, KANSAS BIG EXPRESS CARS FOR THE PALOUSE LINE

The four closed cars shipped last month by the American

Car Company to the Topeka Railway Company contain some

interesting features. The "Detroit" platform provides the

only means of exit and entrance for passengers, the front

platform being used exclusively as a motorman's compart-

ment. It will be seen from the illustration that the side

sills are extended to the crown piece at the front end of

car to form the platform support, which is contrary to the

usual custom of having a dropped platform at the front end

and supported by the usual knees. The screen doors on the

"Detroit" platform are especially interesting; they are oper-

ated by rods (shown in the cut) which connect directly with

the motorman's compartment. These screen doors effectu-

ally solve the problem of preventing passengers from board-

ing or leaving the car before it is brought to a standstill. A
screen guard is placed on top of the dasher opposite the en-

trance, extending about one-third of the way around plat-

form. The bumper shield will also be noticed at this end of

the car. The door leading to the passenger compartment is

of the "Accelerator" type. The window system provides for

both upper and lower sash to drop. The trucks are of the

No. 21-E type with a wheel base of 8 ft. The following are

the chief dimensions : Length over the end panels, 20 ft.

8 ins. ; over the vestibule sheathing, 30 ft. 8 ins. ; width of the

The only cars remaining to be shipped on the order for

the Spokane & Inland Railway, the passenger cars of which

were described in issue of Nov. 10, are the 50-ft. express cars,

and these at the present writing are in the yards of the J. G.

Brill Company ready to go forward. In appearance the cars

INTERIOR OF EXPRESS AND FREIGHT CAR

TOPEKA CLOSED CAR, WITH DETROIT PLATFORM

car at the sills,, 7 ft. 9 ins. ; width over the posts above the

belt rail, 8 ft, 2 ins. The side sills measure 3^4 ins - x 6/4

ins., with %£-in. x 8-in. plate; end sills, 3^4 ins - x ms ->

and the center sills, 3
r/> ins. x ^ l/2 ins.

were made to harmonize as much as pos-

sible with those for passenger service.

Looking at the interior view, the sliding

door in the motorman's compartment is

shown as slid back, exposing to view the

swing door to the left and the front of this

compartment. A similar door is located at

diagonally opposite corners to the rear of

the car, the arrangement being the same at

both ends. This additional means of en-

trance, besides being of great convenience

to the motorman in enabling him to

throw his switches without getting down
on the track, serves as an added con-

venience in the handling of long materials. The emer-

gency cord will be noticed in connection with the air-

braking system, and on the opposite side the means em-

ployed by the conductor for signaling to the motorman.

There is also a speaking tube connecting the two platforms.

CARS FOR THE NORTHERN TEXAS TRAC-

TION COMPANY AND JOHNSTOWN, PA.

The St. Louis Car Company has recently

completed an order for ten cars for the

Northern Texas Traction Company, which

operates all of the city lines in Fort Worth,

Texas, and in addition an interurban line,

running 30 miles east to Dallas. The new

cars are of the semi-convertible type, both

the upper and lower sash dropping into

pockets inside the inside lining. The

bodies are 22 ft. long, and the interiors are

finished in cherry. The same car builder

also has added ten closed cars to the equip-

ment of the Johnstown Passenger Railway Company, which

operates the city lines in Johnstown, Pa. The new cars have

20-ft. bodies. They are intended for single-end operation

only, and are provided with a closed vestibule on the front

end and an open dash at the rear. The seating is of the

longitudinal cane type.

FREIGHT AND EXPRESS CAR FOR THE SPOKANE & INLAND RAILWAY

The air cylinders, instead of being placed under the center of

the car in the usual manner, are swung in cradles, one at each

end, back of the pilot.

The chief dimensions are: Length over the bumpers, 50

ft. ; width over the sheathing, 8 ft. 6 ins. The framing con-

sists of side sills 5% ins. x Sji ins., plated with ^-in. x 8-in.
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steel ; the end sills measure 8% ins. x 14 ins. The needle

beams are composed of 8-in. I-beams, double trussed.

A NEW TYPE QF SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CAR FOR A
MASSACHUSETTS ROAD

The Laconia Car Company, of Boston, has recently built

for the Norfolk & Bristol Street Railway Company, of South

Walpole, Mass., several cars which are a

radical departure from the ordinary type of

semi-convertible car. When closed for

winter service, they differ very little from

the ordinary closed cars, but when open

present more the appearance of the regular

open cars than the ordinary convertible car.

They are changed from closed to open by

removing the window frame, which has, in

addition to the glass, a steel panel at the

bottom, and when these window frames are

removed, the side of the car is completely

open from the letter board to within 12 ins.

of the floor. The window frames are re-

moved in the summer by taking out the

iron sash retainers, held in place by cap

screws, fastened through the window posts. Screens

are used which are held in position by these same

equipped with Christensen air brakes, General Electric No.

1000 motors, Consolidated heaters, Eureka sand boxes,

Pfingst fenders and Wilson trolley catchers, and are mounted

on Laconia No. 8-B-3 high-speed double trucks, having

patented swing bolsters and fitted with Laconia 33-in.

wheels. ,

ST. LOUIS CAR COMPANY AS AUTOMOBILE BUILDER

The St. Louis Car Company is now building the Ameri-

CAR AS USED FOR WINTER SERVICE

iron sash retainers. Each window is fitted with panta-

sote curtains, which run in grooves in posts, having special

REMOVING ONE OF THE WINDOW FRAMES

pinch-handle fixtures of the Curtain Supply Company make.

The dimensions of the car are as follows: Length over

corner posts, 30 ft. 2 ins.
;
length over dashers, 39 ft. 10%

ins.; length over bumpers, 40 ft. ioj4 ins.; length inside,

29 ft. 6y2 ins. ; width over sills, 8 ft. 2 ins. ; width over eaves,

8 ft. 4% ins.
;
height, bottom of sill to top of running board,

8 ft. iv% ins.; height from rail to top of running board, 11

ft. 934 ins. The cars are finished in red birch, with twenty-

two Wheeler reversible seats upholstered in rattan, and are

LACE SCREENS IN

can Mors car in a plant in St. Louis, employing about

300 men. The machine is practically a duplicate of

the French automobile of the same name, the main devia-

tion from the French model being the widening of the wheel
tread to adapt the machine to the rougher roads in this

country. Three models are being built for the 1907 trade

—

14 to 18 hp, 24 to 32 hp and 40 to 52 hp. The frame of all

of the models is of pressed steel, thoroughly braced by four

cross-members and gusset plates at the corners.

The 24-32-hp car, which will probably be built in the

greatest numbers, has a wheel base of 106 ins. The engine
is of the four-cylinder vertical type, the cylinders being 4%.
ins. diameter and the stroke 5^ ins. Ignition is accom-
plished by two independent means, a make-and-break and a

jump spark system. Splash lubrication is employed.
The sliding change-speed gears permit four forward and

one reverse speeds. All of the shafts in the gear case are

mounted on annular ball bearings. The
gear case itself is of aluminum, split hori-

zontally. A universal joint is placed in

the countershaft on each side of the dif-

ferential gear, and the outer sections car-

rying the sprockets run on ball bearings.

Roller chains of 2>4-in. pitch and % in.

wide, drive the sprockets on the rear

wheels.

The machines are built with lomousine,

demi-limousine, and touring car bodies.

Runabouts are also constructed.

Unlike many other automobile manu-
facturers the St. Louis Car Company
builds the chassis and body complete.

The bodies are built in a shop devoted to

this purpose alone. All of the trimmings entering into the

construction of the car as well as the canopy top are made by
the company. ,

At a special meeting of the stockholders of the Sao Paulo

(Brazil) Trarnway Light & Power Company, Ltd., held a few

days ago, the propositions to increase the capital stock of the

company from $7,500,000 to $8,500,000 and to increase the

directorate from nine to ten members were ratified.
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SOLDERED RAIL BONDS WITH PERFORATED TERMINALS

Railroad engineers have for a number of years recognized

the desirability of using a soldered rail-bond, but have ex-

perienced serious difficulty in properly soldering the bond

to the rail, and in the tendency of the bond to peel off,

caused by the difference in the coefficient of expansion of

the steel and copper.

In experimenting with soldered bonds, Walter G. Clark, of

the Clark Electric & Manufacturing Company, of New York,

found that if the terminals were made sufficiently thin the

\ 1

SOLDERED KAIL-BUND WITH PERFORATED TERMINAL

copper would expand and contract without any tendency to

peel. He also found that if the bond terminal was pro-

vided with openings for the admission of solder and the es-

cape of gas, the solder flowed well between the rail and

bond terminal and thoroughly united the bond to the rail,

overcoming the difficulties heretofore experienced.

A bond with these features was finally perfected by Mr.

Clark and is now made by his company. Some of the dis-

tinguishing points will be noted from the accompanying

illustration. It may be said also that the terminals are increased

in area and reduced in thickness to a point where expansion

and contraction do not pull them loose from the rail.

A NEAT SPLICE PROTECTOR

To provide a ready means of complying with the require-

ments of the National Electric Code and afford neater and

safer molding work than has heretofore been possible an

COMPLETED BRANCH, SHOWING APPLICATION OF THE
SPLICE PROTECTOR, BUT WITH THE CAP REMOVED

ingenious splice protector for use wherever it is desired to

make a branch or tap in a molding line has been devised by

Jordan Brothers, of New York. This protector affords

a solid, substantial soldered and insulated splice and

provides a fire and waterproof porcelain protection at the

point where the insulation resistance of the rubber covering

on the wire is impaired by the unavoidable splice. As it is

held in position by the capping of the molding and is prac-

tically invisible, no whittling of molding or capping is

necessary. There are no exposed wires at the point where the

splice is made and no chance of capping nails being driven

through the splice. Its use makes all work uniform, as one

branch is an exact copy of others. The splice protector is

made for two or three-wire branches or any combination

thereof. A completed branch or tap with capping removed

is shown in the accompanying illustration.

A NEW WHEEL GAGE

J. E. Osmer, master mechanic of the Northwestern Ele-

vated Railroad, Chicago, employs a wheel gage of special de-

sign to determine when wheels are worn to the point where
they should be 'discarded or turned. The gage, which is

about 5 ins. long and 3^ ins. high, consists of two pieces of

metal, one sliding on the other. With the sliding portion

FIG. 1.—THICKNESS OF WORN FLANGE DETERMINED BY
READING THE LEFT GRADUATIONS FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
BY 1/32 IN., AND DEPTH OF CUT BY READING RIGHT

GRADUATIONS FROM RIGHT TO LEFT BY 1/32 IN.

FIG. 2.—MEASURING VERTICAL WEAR AND HEIGHT OF
FLANGE BY 1/16 IN., AND LIMIT OF TREAD WEAR

FIG. 3.—DETERMINING CONDITION OF A WHEEL HAVING
A BROKEN RIM

the thickness of a worn flange may be determined and read

direct from a scale. A second scale shows the amount neces-

sary to be turned off the tread of the wheel to true up the

flange. When placed in another position on the tread of the

wheel the gage shows the height of the flange and also the

limit of wear for the tread. Another scale on the gage is

used to measure the depth of flat spots. The gage has been

patented by Mr. Osmer and is now sold by the Eureka Gage
Company, of Chicago.
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FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE

Wall Street, Dec. 4, 1906.

The Money Market
There has been no material change in the monetary situation

during the past week. The demand for money from local sources

has not been large, owing to the inactivity in the securities mar-

kets but the heavy losses in cash sustained by the New York

City banks on their operations with the Sub-Treasury, and the

delay in redepositing the funds disbursed for interest and divi-

dends on Dec. 1, have served to keep rates for practically all

classes of accommodations at a high level. During the week
ending Dec. r, the local institutions sustained a loss of nearly

$3,000,000 on the interior movement, thus reducing the surplus

reserve to a comparatively low figure. Since then the banks have

lost nearly $6,000,000 more as a result of the heavy transfers to

San Francisco in connection with the fruit crop movement, be-

lated payments by the insurance companies of losses sustained

by the earthquake, and the requirements of railroads resulting

from the same cause. Other important factors have been the

unusually light government disbursements and the large cus-

toms collections, which are always heavy around the holiday

season. Money on call at the Stock Exchange during the week-

ranged between 4 per cent and 32 per cent, the average rate for

the week being about 8 per cent. In the time loan department

business has been practically at a standstill, the banks and other

lenders being unwilling to enter into contracts for fixed periods.

The inquiry, however, has been extremely light, borrowers not

being disposed to pay the high rates asked by lenders. Sixty-

day money loaned at 6 per cent, plus a commission, bringing the

total charge to the borrower up to 8 per cent. Ninety-day funds

were obtainable at 7*4 per cent, four months at 7 per cent, and

five and six months at 6 l
/2 per cent. Commercial paper was

quiet, although a somewhat better demand was reported from

out-of-town purchases. Rates remained unchanged at 6 and 6}4

per cent for the best names. A feature of the week has been a

drop of about Y2 cent in the price of sterling exchange to 4.85.05.

Rumors of gold imports were in circulation at the close, but the

belief is quite general that a movement of the yellow metal from

Europe to this side is an impossibility at the present rates for

money and sterling exchange. The European money markets

have improved, especially at London, where conditions are much
easier than for some time past, owing to the re-establishment of

the Bank of England's reserve account to a level that compares

favorably with the corresponding periods of former years. As
a result of this improvement London's open market discounts

have worked easier, but it is not expected that the governors of

the Bank of England will make any change in the official dis-

count rate until after the first of the year. Money is reported in

active demand in Germany. At the close of the week there was
nothing in the situation to warrant the belief that money rates

will rule decidedly lower until after the year. Government
finances are improving, the surplus for the seven months ending

Nov. 30 last amounting to $14,776,000, as against a deficit of al-

most as large an amount in the corresponding period of last

year. Secretary Shaw has decided to relieve the situation by an-

ticipating the payment of all government interest up to May 1,

1907, thus releasing about $12,000,000. Payments will be made
on Dec. 15. Government collections for customs, etc., are likely

to continue heavy until after the holidays, while the Jan. 1 in-

terest and dividend payments must also be taken into considera-

tion.

The bank statement published on last Saturday showed a sur-

plus of $1,449,125, which compares with a surplus of $2,565,375

in 1905, $8,539,075 in 1904, $6,305,300 in 1903, $9,973750 in 1002,

$6,607,675 in 1 901 and $10,865,675 in 1900.

The Stock Market

The past week was lacking in any important developments

calculated to add to or detract from the market value of securi-

ties. Speculation was of normal volume and was dominated by

the monetary possibilities and other factors which, on the sur-

face, were of a somewhat adverse character. It can hardly be

said that good news passed without recognition, but at the same
time it must be admitted that such a favorable influence as the

Union Pacific report failed to stimulate speculative activity in the

leading shares. The bank return on Saturday was decidedly ad-

verse, and it indicated that money will rule pretty firm during

the first half of the month. Interest centered, however, in the

President's message to Congress, which was made public on

Tuesday. Prior to its publication there had been apprehension

that the Executive would take a radical position on certain mat-

ters, but the text of the document showed it to be very much more

moderate than had been anticipated. While it may be termed a

reform document, its recommendations regarding labor, control

of coal lands, corporate legislation and an income tax are not of

the kind to challenge public opposition, while the declaration

against public ownership of railroads cannot fail to exercise a

beneficial influence among conservative investors. There is no

reason, therefore, why the market should anticipate any bad

news from Washington during the short session. With this ap-

prehension removed, the price movements will depend upon ordi-

nary developments. These all make for optimism, as earnings are

of a volume to encourage a better feeling. As an offset to the

large increase in gross returns, there must be taken into account

the increased operating cost due to higher wages and the advance

in prices for all materials used in railway construction and im-

provement. So far as prices are concerned, the market has

shown remarkable stability.

The so-called Hill stocks have been prominent, and there has

been considerable talk of further important developments in con-

nection with Northern Pacific and Burlington. The industrial

shares have followed the lead of United States Steel and Amal-

gamated Copper. In the case of the first named, there is talk of

an increase in the dividend on the common stock at the directors'

meeting next month, while the phenomenal demand for copper

metal is a strong point in favor of Amalgamated and all other

copper shares. At the close of the week New York Central was

a conspicuously strong feature, the stock rising sharply on the in-

crease in the dividend rate to a 6 per cent annual basis. The

Lake Shore also increased its dividend rate from 8 per cent to

12 per cent, while the Michigan Central was put on a 6 per cent

basis, as against 5 per cent heretofore.

The local traction shares are held in abeyance pending devel-

opments which will indicate the practical policy of the new ad-

ministration regarding public utilities. So far as known, the

companies will be given a "square deal," and if this is assured

the different companies will make rapid progress in the line of

new work to reach and provide facilities for the development of

the new suburban properties being opened on Long Island and in

upper Manhattan. Taking the market as a whole, it appears to

be in a position where the price movement will depend more upon

the rates for money than upon any possibility of adverse devel-

opments in the general situation. While prices are fairly high,

these only reflect the greatly added value growing out of the

enormous expenditures for additions and improvements during

the past five years. With a culmination of the speculative mining

craze the public will return to the old standard issues, the value

of which does not rest upon promoters' promises, but rather

upon the growth and development of the country.

Philadelphia

The dealings in the Philadelphia traction issues were consid-

erably less active during the week and prices continued to show

heaviness. The noteworthy feature was the weakness in Phila-

delphia Rapid Transit, which declined \y2 points to 2\ l/2 , but

subsequently there was a recovery to 22%, on the withdrawal of

Mr. Earle's resignation as a director of the company. About

8000 shares of the stock changed hands. Otherwise the trading

was dull and without significant price changes. American Rail-

ways sold at 52 and 5i!4 for odd lots. Philadelphia Traction

ran off from 97 to 96>4, and Union Traction, after selling at 63,

declined to 62^. Other sales included Philadelphia Company
common at 48^2 and 48, Philadelphia Company preferred at 48, .

United Companies of New Jersey at 254H, and Fairmount Park-

Transportation at 1454.

Baltimore

The feature of the Baltimore traction issues was the increased

activity in United Railway issues. The 4 per cent bonds brought
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89 for upwards of $40,000. and about $110,000 of the incomes

brought 69^4 and 6gY2 . The refunding 5s opened at 88% and

advanced to 89^2, but later declined to 86^, ex-coupons. The
first coupon on the refunding 5 per cent bonds was paid on Dec. 1,

and the December coupons on the United Railway income bonds

were exchanged for the new funding 5s, as provided for under

the plan. The free stock sold at is lA for 100 shares, and 500

shares of the deposited stock brought 15^. Other transactions

included Lexington Street Railway 5s at 102^, Washington City

& Suburban 5s at 104, Norfolk & Portsmouth Traction stock at

27, and Macon Railway & Light 5s at g8.

Other Traction Securities

Trading in the Chicago market was somewhat more active than

heretofore, and prices generally displayed an advancing tendency.

The most striking feature of the trading was an advance of 7

points in North Chicago stock, from 35 to 42, on purchases of

odd lots. West Chicago sold at 31. Chicago Union Traction

changed hands at 5, while the preferred advanced from i6 J
/i to

17^4. Metropolitan Elevated common was substantially higher,

with sales at 26V2 to 27*4 and the preferred sold at 71 and 72^.
Trading in the Boston market was rather quiet, but prices gen-

erally ruled firm. Boston & Worcester common advanced from

26 to 2674 on the exchange of about 700 shares. Massachusetts

Electric common rose from 19 to 19?^, but lost fractionally at the

close, while the preferred advanced from 6g J/2 to 70 T4 and held

all of the gain. Boston Elevated sold in small amounts at 151

and 152, West End common at 94 to 93^ and the preferred at

no.

Considerable traction stock has changed hands on the Stock

Exchange at Cleveland within the past week, yet there has been

no particular flurry. The announcement that the Forest City

Railway Company had declared a dividend created some interest,

but did not affect the stock, which was bid at 92 and offered at

95. Delay in announcing a decision of the injunction suit in the

United States Supreme Court did not affect Cleveland Electric

stock, which has shown some weakness within the last few days.

The highest point reached in November was 68>3^ and the low-

e » gSJi

Security Quotations

The following table shows the present bid quotations for the

leading traction stocks, and the active bonds, as compared with

last week

:

Nov. 28 Dec. 5

American Railways 52 51

Boston Elevated 151 —
Brooklyn Rapid Transit 79 79%
Chicago City 150 150

Chicago Union Traction (common) 4% 4%
Chicago Union Traction (preferred) 16% 16%
Cleveland Electric — 63%
Consolidated Traction of New Jersey 77% 77

Detroit United 84% 81%
Interborough-Metropolitan 36% 37

Interborough-Metropolitan. (preferred) 75% 76%
International Traction (common) — —
International Traction (preferred), 4s —
Manhattan Railway 143% 143%
Massachusetts Electric Cos. (common) 19

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (preferred) 69 —
Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (common) 26 26%
Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (preferred) 66 70%
Metropolitan Street 106 106

North American 89% 91

North Jersey Street Railway — 30

Philadelphia Company (common) 48 48%
Philadelphia Rapid Transit 22 22%
Philadelphia Traction 97% 96%
Public Service Corporation certificates 65 65

Public Service Corporation 5 per cent notes 95% 95

South Side Elevated (Chicago) — 90

Third Avenue 121 123

Twin City, Minneapolis (common) 109 109

Union Traction (Philadelphia) 63 62%

Metals

According to the "Iron Age" the iron and steel markets are

firm and quite active, and a number of further advances have

been recorded. The scarcity of pig iron is more pronounced

than ever, and threatens to cause the closing down of important

mills. Despite the congested conditions of the rail mills a fair

volume of business is being booked. The American Bridge Com-
pany took 50,000 tons of work in November, and has since added

5000 tons for the Philadelphia Rapid Transit. An extension for

the Brooklyn Heights Company will call for from 5000 to 7000

tons.

Copper metal continues active and strong. Lake, 22*4 and

22%c. ; electrolyte, 22^ and 22^jc. ;
castings, 22 and 22V2Z.

NOVEMBER ELEVATED TRAFFIC IN CHICAGO

Two of the Chicago elevated railroads, the Metropolitan and
the Northwestern, made new high traffic records in November.
The daily average number of fares collected by the Metropolitan

during the month was 152,471. This is nearly 10,000 a day larger

than its former best average, made in October, this year, and is

more than 20,000 larger than the average for November, 1905.

The road is now handling 113 trains a day in and out of its own
downtown terminal 'station. The Northwestern "L" collected an

average of 93,238 fares a day during the last month, or nearly

5000 a day more than the October figures this year, and 9600, or

11.S per cent more than its average in November last year. The
South Side "L" carried an average of 94,281 passengers daily

during the month, an increase of 2.3 per cent over its traffic in

November last year. The road's Englewood extension is oper-

ating in good shape, but the additional business from that source

does only a little more than counterbalance the losses occasioned

by substitution of the electric for the cable service on the South

Side surface lines.

The following figures show the daily average number of pas-

sengers carried by the three roads during November and com-
parisons with other months :

METROPOLITAN
1906 1905 Increase Per Cent

January 129,720 116,013 13,707 11.81

February 135.570 121,177 14,393 11.09

March 138,169 124,853 13,316 10.70

April 137,447 124,996 12,481 10.00

May 136,735 125,164 11,571 9.24

June 138,974 124,579 9,395 7.54

July 123,370 113,578 8,792 8.69

August 123,512 116,395 7,117 6.11

September 126,975 124.427 2,548 2.05

October 142,671 131,990 10,681 8.09

November 152,471 132,276 20,195 15.26

SOUTH SIDE

Tanuary 92,406 84,569 7,837 9.15

February 95,077 88,173 6,900 7.83

March 95,466 91,384 4,082 4.47

April 95,756 91,901 3,855 4.19

May 97,159 39,971 7,188 7.98

June 101,770 93,941 7,829 8.32

July 92,976 85,272 7,704 9.03

August 88,539 85,288 3,251 3.81

September 89,749 90,476 *727 0.80

October 93,577 92,824 753 0.81

November 94,281 92,156 2,125 2.30

NORTHWESTERN
January 81.191 73,728 7,463 10.12

February 83,572 78,773 4,799 6.09

March 85,154 90,500 4,654 .
5.78

April 84,244 79,779 4,465 5.59

May 81,748 77,863 3,885 4.90

June 80,165 75,837 4,328 5.70

July 73,308 67,488 5,820 8.62

August 73,176 68,938 4,238 6 14

September 77,508 74,307 3,201 4.38

October 88,344 80,642 7,702 6.55

November 93,238 83,597 9,641 11.53

* Decrease.

John J. Eagan has filed a petition with the Board of Super-

visors of San Francisco for a twenty-five-year franchise for an

electric railway over the route of the Geary Street cable system,

with a branch line along Point Lobos and Cliff Avenues to a point

near the Sutro baths and museum. Mr. Eagan promises that

"cars shall be propelled without the use of overhead trolley

wires," and further states that his is not a conduit system.
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PRESIDENT WINTER OF B. R. T. MAKES STATEMENT
OF BROOKLYN PROBLEMS AND WHAT HAS BEEN

DONE TO SOLVE THEM

At a meeting last week in Brooklyn of the Municipal Club, held

at the Crescent Club, President Winter, of the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company, made a comprehensive statement of the prob-

lems with which the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company is con-

fronted and of the efforts made by the present management to

improve the service and the physical property. It is one of the

most forceful presentations of the problems confronting a street

railway company ever made, and contains much that is of in-

terest because of the method of treatment adopted, plainly to state

the conditions governing the conduct of the company's affairs.

Appended is an abstract of Mr. Winter's remarks

:

"Probably no place in the world of equal importance has a

more fractious child under the name of traction facilities than

Brooklyn. As is sometimes the case with black members of the

flock, the iniquities of this unhappy offspring, if I may be per-

mitted to suggest, are not all of its own gathering. Some were
inherited, some acquired, some only apparent because inherent to

the situation, and some, let me confess, well deserving the con-

demnation bestowed upon them.

"However this may be, in whatever proportion the complaints

of an unquestionably suffering public should be divided between
remote and immediate causes, whether in this case or that, the

fault lies with the company, the public or some apparently in-

curable condition, the crying need and possibility of improve-

ment is too plainly in sight to be ignored. This is fully recog-

nized by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, and for four

years it has been earnestly striving to bring the property in all its

parts as nearly as possible to a standard of efficiency equal to the

requirements, and this means up to that of any other traction

property in the country.

"In pushing forward the work pursuant to that policy, diffi-

culties of every degree have been encountered. Many. yet con-

front us, some of them steadily increasing with the growth of

business. Some have in part, only, been overcome, and some, I

am glad to say, are numbered with the past.

"It is my purpose to take advantage of this occasion by dwell-

ing upon the ground that has been covered during the past four

years. I am well aware it is that which is yet undone and when
and how it is to be disposed of, that concerns us all at this time.

But I trust a very brief resume will not be without interest and

possibly be accepted as the best assurance I can offer as to the

future policy of the company. Money talks. And you will bet-

ter understand the situation, perhaps, when I say that within the

period mentioned there had been expended on Brooklyn Rapid
Transit properties for

New cars $10,000,000

Generating power houses 4,400,000

Underground conduits 1,600,000

Sub-stations 1,600,000

Shops, car houses, yards and additions to elevated

structure 5,200,000

Elimination of grade crossings 250,000

New paving, miscellaneous additions and improve-

ments 1,750,000

Making an aggregate investment of new money in the proper-

ties of upward of $24,000,000.

"Every dollar of this has come from outside sources, save the

amount of discount on bonds sold, which must be taken from the

earnings of the company.
"If, from the boiling caldron of our transit woes, there could

be extracted the essence of the mass, I fancy it would consist of

the two following propositions : All Brooklyn roads lead to the

bridge, and the very well known but sometimes disregarded axiom
in physics, that you can't make two material substances occupy

one space at the same time. A certain amount of room is not

only convenient for transportation, but absolutely necessary, and
when the channel is full, the limit is reached.

"It is also a question if the recognition of the fundamental

causes of much of our troubles in Brooklyn and the exercise of

consistent efforts to secure remedies do not too often give place,

in the heat of annoying occurrences, to angry and futile protests

against agencies which are subject to conditions for which they

are not responsible, and are powerless within themselves to cor-

rect. Still these evils can, in a great measure, be corrected, and
the first step in that direction must be a recognition of the fact

that we are trying to handle a twentieth century business with.

nineteenth century accommodations. Brooklyn was not laid out

in the expectation that nine-tenths of the interborough travel of

a city of 1,500,000 people would demand passage across the river

at one point. It is no reflection on the foresight of the engineers

of the New York and Brooklyn Bridge that there are now moved
over the structure, in one hour of the rush period, 50 per cent

more people than were carried in an average day of the first full

year of its operation. Nor that the cars are switched and pas-

sengers handled through terminals arranged to supply the com-

paratively provincial requirements of that year, the capacity of

which was long since so far outgrown as to make the spectacle of

the Brooklyn Bridge in rush hours a scene without parallel at

any point of traffic congestion in the world. Picture in your mind

New York and Brooklyn as they were when the existing Man-
hattan terminal was completed, in 1883. Recall the horse cars

still in general use, single truckers hobbling along through the

streets at the rate of 4 or 5 miles an hour. The elevated was still

a novelty, the subway yet unthought of. New York had a popu-

lation of less than 1,400,000, Brooklyn scarcely more than half

that number (720,000).

"Of the 450,000,000 carried by the Transit Company in the last

year 150,000,000 crossed the bridge, against 8,529,840 in the year

1884, the first full year of its operation, and 17, 177.053 in the year

following. In 1890 the tide had swelled to 37,676,411 and in 1897,

45,542,627, so it will be seen with what astonishing strides this

traffic has pushed forward during the last nine years, an ad-

vance of 230 per cent.

"Now, when we naturally rebel against the bridge erush with

its daily horrors, and wildly hurl our impotent maledictions upon

whomsoever they may alight, let us remember that with all this

growth and change and improvement, with this almost incredible

increase in the volume of public travel, the Brooklyn Bridge with

its terminal stands the one undisturbed monument of the past.

"The point of all this is not to impart information to the mem-
bers of this club concerning the existence of an overtaxed and

utterly inadequate bridge terminal, nor to paint the daily vicissi-

tudes of interborough travel ; who here does not know them from

experience, but merely by the use of these striking comparisons to

fix your attention on one of the vital defects of your transit sys-

tem and impress upon you the hopelessness of material relief in

that quarter until it is cured.

"So we come back to the two propositions I have referred to:

The geography of Brooklyn is determined. The physical law

won't give way. The carrier is daily trying to come as near to

putting two things in one place as due consideration for safety

will allow. The limit under present conditions is reached."

SUBURBAN LINES PLANNED AT BALTIMORE

Plans are being made by the United Railways & Electric Com-

pany for several new suburban lines next summer. In addition to

the new line to Roland Park, out the St. Paul Street-Merryman's

Lane Boulevard, surveys have been made for four more. 1 he

new work will be done by the Maryland Electric Railways Com-

pany, which was organized for the purpose of providing car houses

and" feeders to be leased to the United. The new lines planned

are: St. Paul Street and Waverly Avenue, out the new St. Paul

Street-Merryman's Lane Boulevard to Roland Park. From

Orangeville to Highkmdtown, on Eighth Street. From Towson

to Timonium, out the York Road. From Lakeside to Cockeys-

ville, over private right of way, and connect at Timonium with

the line from Towson. From the terminus of the present Wil-

kens Avenue line to Halethrope and Elkridge.

The franchise for the latter line is owned by the Baltimore,

Halethorpe & Elkridge Electric Railway Company. Work on the

new boulevard line has already been started.

Work on the line from Towson to Timonium will probably

begin in a short time. This line will be about 2 miles long, and

will be an extension of the present road to Towson. It is proposed

to connect with the line to be built from Lakeside to Cockeysville.

Surveys for the latter have been in progress for some time past.

The United now operates a line from Roland Park to Lakeside.

The new line from Orangeville to Highlandtown, on Eighth

Street, will give this section a north and south road, and will con-

nect with the lines running through Highlandtown to the excur-

sion resorts. Of the new suburban lines the one from Lakeside

to Cockeysville is about 7 miles long. If all these lines are built

and are double tracked, as now proposed, it will mean that 32

nmiles of track will be added to the United's system, which 011

fljan. 1 last totaled about 386 miles.
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SUPPOSED TRANSFER FRAUDS IN COLUMBUS-
CONVICTION IN BROOKLYN CASE

For some reason certain persons in this city have been collect-

ing transfers from the local road and a few days ago detectives

secured 35,000 of them and turned them over to Vice-President

E. K. Stewart. An advertisement for transfers was inserted in

one of the local papers, the statement being made that as soon

as 1,000,000 were secured, they would be sold to secure funds

with which to purchase a wheel chair for a crippled boy. In-

vestigations are being made and if it is found that the transfers

are being collected for fraudulent purposes, prosecutions will

follow.

In this connection it is of interest that twenty-eight conductors

of the Broadway division of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com-
pany were recently discharged from the company as a result of

their being connected with a scheme to defraud the company, in

which an ex-employee acted as intermediary. The man who acted

as go-between has been convicted and sentenced to a term in

the penitentiary.

PASSENGER TRAFFIC RECORD IN NEW YORK NOV. 26

The Interborough Rapid Transit Company carried on its ele-

vated lines and the subway a total of 1,486,777 passengers No-
vember 2^, the largest number for any day ever carried by the

system or by the separate companies. The number carried by the

elevated and by the subway, as compared with the traffic on the

corresponding day in 1905 is as follows

:

, Increase. ^

1906. 1905. No. %
Elevated 9^7Mi 828,908 88,235 10.64

Subway 569.634 486,310 83,324 1713

Total 1,486,777 1.315,218 171,559 13-05

The total increase in revenue for the day was $8,534.

Although the number of passengers carried by Jhe New York
City Railway Company, operating the surface lines, is not given,

it is stated that the increase was in the same proportion as for

the other lines. Consequently the total number of passengers

carried in Manhattan on November 26 ils the largest on record.

Owing to the holiday shopping crowds and to other reasons,

officials of the Interborough-Metropolitan Company believe the

city's elevated and subway lines will soon carry in a single day

i.soo.ooo passengers.

RERORT OF THE WORCESTER COMPANY

The Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Company, the oper-

ating company of which the Worcester Railways & Investment

Company, now owned by the New Haven, is the holding company,
earned net for dividends in the fiscal year ended Sept. 30, 1906,

$266,094, equal to 7'< per cent on the $3,550,000 capital stock.

These are the largest earnings shown by the company during the

past six years. The income account for the last two years com-
pares as follows :

1906. 1905.

Gross earnings $1,523,964 $1,379,015

Operating expenses 909,674 821,679

Net earnings $614,290 $557,336
Fixed charges 348,196 361,312

Balance $266,094 $196,024
Dividends, 5

T < per cent 195,250 195,250

Surplus $70,844 $774

OHIO INTERURBAN RAILWAY MANAGERS AND RAIL-

ROAD COMMISSIONERS CONFER

At an informal conference between the executive heads of

Ohio interurban railway systems and the Ohio Railroad Commis-
sion, at Columbus, Ohio, Tuesday afternoon, Dec. 4, many subjects

relative to the operation of the Ohio interurban systems and their

compliance with the Ohio railway law were discussed. The Com-
mission sought information regarding the operation of the roads,

and the officials present asked many questions relative to their

obligations under the new law.

One of the most important questions under consideration per-

tained to the precaution taken by electric roads at steam road

crossings. The officials of all the roads said they had stringent

rules requiring a full stop on approaching a steam road crossing.

Some of the rules require this stop to be made 100 ft. away from

the crossing, while others allow cars to run up to within 20 ft. of

the crossing.

During this discussion, L. C. Bradley, general superintendent of

the Scioto Valley Traction Company, entered an emphatic com-
plaint against the attitude of steam roads relative to these cross-

ings. F. W. Adams, of the Toledo, Fostoria & Findlay Electric

Railway, also complained of this attitude of the steam roads. He
said that his road carried an average of 2000 passengers a day,

which is more than is carried by any of the steam roads that his

line crosses, yet the steam roads have little regard for the safety of

his passengers, and his company is compelled to take all of the

precaution.

O. P. Gothlin, member of the Commission, said there was no

law compelling steam roads to recognize an electric line crossing,

but he suggested that such a law be enacted. It developed in the

discussion that most of the interurban roads of the State, in order

to secure crossing rights, had entered contracts with the steam

roads, that the latter's lines should at all times be kept clear, and

relieving them of all responsibility.

The Commission asked numerous questions regarding the rules

governing the operation of the cars of the various companies, and

it developed that practically all of the interurban roads in the State

operated as far as possible under steam road rules. Norman McD.
Crawford, vice-president in charge of operation of the Indiana,

Columbus & Eastern Traction Company, said that his company
was at present preparing a standard code of rules which it ex-

pected to put into effect on all of the lines of the Schoepf syndi-

cate. F. D. Carpenter, of the Western Ohio Railway, said that

his company expected to operate under the general code of rules

adopted by the American Railway Association. The Commission

was asked if it expected to formulate a code of rules for the

operation of the electric lines, and the members said they did not,

but that they would endorse any code of rules that met the re-

quirements of the law as to safety for passengers and efficiency

of service.

Mr. Adams, of the Toledo, Fostoria & Findlay, asked if the

Commission had any instructions to give relative to the issuance

of free transportation. In answer to this, Commissioner Hughes
read section 8 of the Ohio railway law, which tells to whom free

transportation may be given by the railroads of the State. The
question was raised whether the law prevented the issuance of

passes to any persons, as this section does not state that free

transportation is not to be given to anyone else not designated in

the section, but the Commission held that this was covered in

another section, which prevents the granting of any discriminatory

rates or favors to any person or persons.

Commissioner Gothlin read the law requiring station buildings

at all regular stops, and asked the interurban officials what they

expected to do in this regard. General Manager George Wysall,

of the Columbus, Delaware & Marion Electric Railway, said that

if this section was applied to the interurbans of the State a great

many stops that are now made would have to be eliminated. He
said that shelter houses were being put up by his company at

nearly all of their stops, but he did not think that the interur-

bans, on account of the nature of the service they furnish, should

be held to that law. The Commission has withheld its ruling

on that point.

J. B. Foraker, Jr., vice-president of the Indiana, Columbus &
Eastern, said his company proposed to erect suitable stations in all

of the cities and towns through which its lines pass. In cities the

size of Columbus, he said, the company expected to erect com-

bination stations and office buildings that would cost practically

$1,000,000 each.

Traction officials attending the meeting were : J. B. Foraker,

Jr., Norman McD. Crawford, A. F. Schoepf, W. S. Whitney and

A. W. Jordan, of the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern; Charles F.

Smith, Cleveland. Painesville & Eastern; L. C. Bradley, Scioto

Valley Traction Company ;
George Wysall, Columbus, Delaware &

Marion ; F. W. Adams, Toledo, Findlay & Fostoria ; F. J. Stout

and F. W. Coen, Lake Shore Electric ; C. W. Kamp, Tiffin, Fos-

toria & Eastern ; R. J. Wells, Dayton & Union Traction Company

;

F. D. Carpenter and C. C. Collins, Western Ohio Railway; C. M.

Paxton, Dayton & Troy Electric; Fred. J. Green, Springfield,

Troy & Piqua, and L. P. Stephens, Columbus, New Albany &
Johnstown.
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TRAFFIC REGULATION ATTEMPTED IN CHICAGO BY

POLICE-OTHER MATTERS

Through the agency of Dr. Maurice Doty, city transportation

superintendent, a corps of police has been pressed into service to

deal with the handling of vehicle traffic. Nov. 30 this plan was
tried for the first time, and the forty mounted men upon whom the

work fell found themselves confronted with a serious problem.

Drivers who have known little restraint were inclined to be re-

fractory, and only did as they were told when threatened with

arrest. Details of policemen were also stationed on the busiest of

the down-town platforms of the elevated railroads during the

rush hours the evening of the same day to prevent overcrowding
of the cars. This action was taken by Chief of Police Collins

only after receiving positive assurance from Corporation Counsel

Lewis that the city was authorized to take such repressive meas-
ures against the companies. The result was that hundreds of per-

sons were late in reaching their homes, being compelled by the

policemen to wait on the wind-swept platforms until the heaviest

part of the rush hours was past and the cars afforded more room.

A down-town subway, which in reality will be an underground
street of the same width and uses as the surface streets at pres-

ent, may be provided for in the traction settlement ordinance.

Alderman Milton J. Foreman contended for such a provision in

the pending ordinance at the meeting of the local transportation

committee last week, and his views were favorably received.

Alderman Foreman suggested that the subway could be used for

various municipal purposes if made the width of the street.

But half of the subway, he said, would be needed by the street

car system. The other half could be used for sidewalks, con-

duits, gas and water mains, and any purpose the city might de-

sire. Mayor Dunne thought the suggestion a good one, and in

the final draft of the ordinance this provision may be inserted.

The reading of the amended ordinance submitted by the trac-

tion companies has been completed. Walter L. Fisher, the city's

traction lawyer, will redraft the ordinance in accordance with the

committee's instructions, leaving blank the amounts to be in-

serted for compensation and values of the present tangible prop-

erties. It is proposed to settle on all other provisions of the

ordinance before taking up the financial end. It is on this that

the widest difference of opinion is likely to develop..

While none of the lawyers would discuss the result of the con-

ference held in New York the fore part of the week with the

financiers who are back of the rehabilitation scheme, it was re-

ported that an agreement had been tacitly reached on the license

question, and that a draft of that provision will be submitted to

the committee this week. The agreement is said to be satisfac-

tory to both Mr. Fisher and the traction interests. This clause

will be taken up at the next meeting of the committee, which will

be called by Chairman Werno for some day next week, and
thrashed out.

Officials of the Union Elevated Loop have obtained a long

petition to be presented to the City Council local transportation

committee in support of their ordinance providing for extensions

on the platforms along the tracks. The document is declared to

contain the signatures of owners or tenants representing 60 per

cent of all the abutting property on both sides of Fifth and
Wabash Avenues and Van Buren and Lake Streets along the

route of the loop road. The ordinance providing for the plat-

form extensions has been pending before the local transportation

committee nearly eighteen months. It is expected it will come
up in a short time, and the petition is to be presented with the

hope that it will influence a favorable report on the measure.

The extensions provided in the measure would be about 40 ft.

long at each end of the platforms now in use. By their erection

it is announced that two trains could load and unload at a time,

thus greatly facilitating the movement of trains on the loop. It

includes a ratification of a contract by which the city would re-

ceive 25 per cent of the gross receipts of the Union Loop, after

the deduction of $250,000 to pay interest on the bonded indebted-

ness. This would be an increase of 10 per cent in compensation.

NEW HAVEN FINALLY GETS RHODE ISLAND SECURITIES

The purchase of the Rhode Island Securities Company by the

Consolidated Railway Company, the holding company for the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Company's electric railway

properties, was practically completed Monday, says the "Wall

Street Journal," and steps have just been taken which put the

practical operation of the Connecticut Railway & Lighting Com-
pany also in the control of the New Haven Railroad.

These two purchases establish the position of the New Haven
as one of the greatest trolley-controlling companies in the country.

Tt will have a trolley service more than 1300 miles in length, with

a gross business of more than $16,000,000 per annum.
This purchase puts the electric lines of both Rhode Island and

Connecticut into the hands of the New Haven Railroad, and in

addition the trolley lines in that part of Massachusetts through
which the New Haven operates are also in friendly hands.

The Rhode Island Securities Company is capitalized for $20,-

000,000 stock, of which $12,000,000 has been issued, and $5,000,-

000 bonds. Of the $12,000,000 stock $10,000,000 was given to the

United Gas Improvement Company at the time of the formation
of the holding company.

CONTRACT LET FOR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF
TEXAS ROAD

J. F. Strickland, president of the Texas Traction Company, has

awarded to the General Electric Company the contract for the

electrical equipment of the company's interurban railroad now in

course of construction between Dallas and Sherman. The con-

tract covers among other things Curtis steam turbines for the

generating station, which will be located at McKinney, complete
machinery for five sub-stations, to be located at different points

along the line, complete equipment for fifteen cars, and rotary con-

verters and transformers. Each of the fifteen cars will be equipped

with four 75-hp. motors, and arranged for operation in a train.

Mr. Strickland is reported to have said that the road will prob-

ably be ready for operation by Jan. 1, 1908.

BOARD OF ESTIMATE WILL APPROVE SUBWAYS

Albert B. Boardman. counsel to the Rapid Transit Commis-
sion, made the announcement at the meeting Friday, Nov. 30,

that in his opinion, the Commission would receive no bids for

the construction and operation of future subways under the

present provisions of the Elsberg law. Mr. Boardman made this

statement in explaining to the Commission the necessity of ad-
vertising as quickly as possible for bids for the subway routes

which have already been laid out.

"If we start in advertising for bids for these routes," said Mr.
Boardman, "we will be in a position to know whether or not the

city will receive bids under the present terms and conditions of

the rapid transit law. If we do not receive bids we will then
have ample time to go to the Legislature and have the Elsberg
bill amended. The failure of the city to receive bids will be one
of the best arguments we can make before the Legislature to

demonstrate the necessity of a modification of the present law."

It was decided to give the Rapid Transit Subway Construction

Company, which is building the Brooklyn subway, an extension of

two months to complete the work. Under the terms of the

contract a penalty was to be enforced for the non-completion of

the contract after Sept. 11 last. Counsel to the Commission ad-

vised the non-enforcement of the penalty provision because the

action of the Commission in changing the original plans to a

four-track subway undoubtedly delayed the work.

Bridge Commissioner Stevenson's invitation to the Commis-
sion to join in with the Board of Estimate in studying the trans-

portation situation in regard to the Blackwell's Island and Man-
hattan Bridges was accepted and the Commission will later de-

cide upon a day to make an inspection trip in special cars.

Controller Metz brought up the question of granting a fran-

chise to the Behr Monorail Company in Brooklyn. Mr. Metz
said that he doubted, in spite of the promises made by the com-
pany, that they could secure consents for the building of the road

through Atlantic Avenue to South Ferry. A lengthy discus-

sion ensued between Mr. Metz and Chairman Orr. Mr. Orr said

that the company had guaranteed to have all the consents and
that the city would practically be put to no expense, because the

company agreed to undertake the burden of complying with all

the legal formalities.
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BROOKLYN LOOP PLANS

Reports were made at the meeting of the Board of Rapid

Transit Commissioners last week, that the Brooklyn loop plan,

which purposes to tunnel under William Street in Manhattan and

run under the East River to connect there with subway, was get-

ting into condition rapidly, although many difficult engineering

problems have to be confronted. This subway is known as

route No. 9. Regarding advertising for bids for subway con-

struction, Controller Metz thought it would be well to adver-

tise for construction and operation as well. His suggestion re-

ceived favorable action.

The Bridge Commissioner asked the board to make a trip of

inspection of transportation conditions in Brooklyn. This in-

vitation was accepted, and it was left to Mr. Stevenson to fix the

date.

On the recommendation of Controller Metz, it was decided to

write to the Interborough Company and ask it to run more ex-

press trains on Sunday.

Bridge Commissioner Stevenson has also asked the members

of the Board of Estimate and Apportionment to make a trip

through Brooklyn and Queens to investigate the transit problem

there in connection with the facilities the city ought to have after

the completion of the new Blackwell's Island Bridge and the new

Manhattan Bridge, No. 3. The Blackwell's Island Bridge will be

completed in December, 1908, and the Manhattan Bridge the

following year. One of the objects of the intended tour is to

avoid the trouble that has arisen over the Williamsburg Bridge

in regard to elevated road crossings, bridge cars and terminal

facilities, as well as subway loops.

+++

ALTERATIONS AT DUDLEY STREET TERMINAL

In order to meet the changed conditions anticipated by the

extension of its elevated structure to Forest Hills, the Boston

Elevated Railway Company has planned a number of important

alterations at the present Dudley Street terminal station. The pro-

posed changes have been approved in a preliminary way by the

Railroad Commission, subject to the approval of Mayor Fitz-

gerald, of Boston, 111 respect to their architectural appearance

and obstruction to light and air.

The proposed alterations provide for a separation of loading

and unloading traffic which is not feasible with the present ar-

rangement of its terminal. Dudley Street will probably become a

way station upon the opening of the Forest Hills extension,

though the plans for the future allow certain trains to be looped

through the terminal as at present, in case it is deemed best not

to send them all through to Forest Hills. All southbound trains

are to stop and discharge passengers for Dudley Street and its

connecting surface cars at a new platform, 350 ft. long, which is to

be built on the west side of the terminal over Washington Street.

Passengers for Forest Hills by the elevated will also be received

here as they come up from the street or from the present surface

cars which discharge at the elevated level after ascending in-

clines from the street. Northbound trains will enter the terminal

as at present, receiving inward-bound passengers from the loop

surface cars and from the street as at present. Two new loading

platforms for surface cars are to be built on the inside of the

present surface car loops at the elevated level. All the platforms

are to be connected, either by the present sub-passages or by two

bridges which are to be built, one at each end of the terminal, to

connect with the new Washington Street platform. It is also

probable that a new piece of third track will be built over Wash-
ington Street, to facilitate the entrance of fresh trains from the

Guild Street car house without interruption of the service. The
present interlocking tower, just outside the terminal, will probably

remain as it is, but the completion of the new Washington Street

platform will cover a short piece of second track which has at

times been used for storage or emergency inspections.

ST. LOUIS CAR COMPANY INCREASES CAPITAL—SOME
OF ITS WORK

The St. Louis Car Company increased its capital stock Nov. 28

from $2,500,000 to $3,000,000, and has merged the Kobusch Auto-
mobile Company, which holds the American rights to the French
"Mors" machine. President Kobusch says that the company has

contracts for $6,500,000 of equipment, and is making contracts

for the delivery of new steam railroad and street cars in 1908.

finished equipment, valued at $1,600,000, is now ready for de-

livery. The increase of the capital was deemed advisable on ac-

count of the company's large contracts, the demand for steam

railroad equipment and the requirements of the electric interurban

and street railway lines.

The St. Louis Car Company is now completing the Kobusch-

Wagenhals motor car, and will deliver it to the Missouri Pacific &
Iron Mountain system in a few days. This car is intended for use

on branch lines of steam railroads, and will be used by the Mis-

souri Pacific & Iron Mountain system in interurban service. It

has been described in the Street Railway Journal.
The company is building sixty-one all-steel cars for the New

York Central for service out of New York. Both the underframe

and the superstructure are of steel. Six of the cars are completed,

except for the interior painting and finishing. All the cars will

be delivered in New York by March 1.

The company is fulfilling contracts for 250 cars for San Fran-

cisco, 250 cars for Los Angeles, 150 cars for Boston and several

hundred cars for different South American cities. Many of these

cars are now ready to be shipped.

The company is completing an extension to its plant of

a brick structure measuring 225 ft. x 255 ft., to be used as an

erecting shop. The completion of this building will add consider-

ably to the capacity of the plant, as it will provide floor space for

seventy-five cars. A portion of it will be utilized for mounting
motors and for other electrical work.

The company also has recently completed a sill mill, which
measures 60 ft. x 310 ft. A standard-gage track runs the full

length of the structure through the center. The mill is being

equipped with about twenty tools, all provided with individual

motor drive. These machines will be so located that the rough
material received at one end of the mill will pass through the

machines successively, and will be in a finished state when the

opposite end of the mill is reached. All of the heavier material

of the bottom framings of the cars will be finished in this mill.

TRANSFER OF OSKALOOSA PROPERTIES

Final transfer of the property and holdings of the Oska-
loosa Traction & Light Company, controlling the street railway,

electric light and heating facilities, has been made to the Oska-
loosa & Buxton Electric Railway Company. The organization

of the two companies remains intact and the properties will be
operated independently of each other, although under one owner-
ship. Immediately following the transfer of the property new
directors for the Oskaloosa Traction & Light Company were
elected as follows: W. H. Kalbach, W: R. Lacey, Wesley
Garner, C. E. Lofland, W. I. Neagle, W. W. Williams, George
Kalbach, Frank B. Shafer and Sam Baldauf. The election of

officers resulted in the selection of W. H. Kalbach, president; W.
R. Lacey, vice-president, and Wesley Garner, secretary and
treasurer.

Contemporary with the sale of the property a car was operated
over the line of the Oskaloosa & Buxton Interurban Electric

Railway. The construction of this line has been carried out by
the Engineering Construction & Securities Company, of Chicago,

of which S. A. Kimberly is president, C. A. Ross, vice-president;

C. B. Judd, treasurer, and H. T. Bonfield, secretary. Ground
was broken for the grading of the line July 23.

FRANCHISES AND RIGHTS OF IMPORTANT LINE TAKEN
OVER

Announcement has just been made that Allan W. Paige and

associates have bought the franchise and rights of way of the

Troy, Rensselaer & Pittsfield Electric Railway Company for

$58,000. The line, which is as yet only on paper, covers a stretch

of 52 miles. The franchise and rights of way were bought, it is

understood, for the Connecticut Railway & Lighting interests.

After the transfer of the charter and rights of way had been made,

Allan W. Page was elected president of the company; W. H.
Sterling, of Brooklyn, vice-president; Alexander McKeogh, of

New York, secretary, and H. L. Merritt, of Montclair, N. J.,

treasurer.
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A STEAM RAILROAD DECISION WHICH AFFECTS
INDIRECTLY THE ELECTRIC ROADS

The State Railroad Commission of Ohio has decided that be-

cause a railroad issues commutation rates on one part of the

system, it is not bound by law or precedent to sell the same class

tickets on any other portion. Charles U. Shryock had brought
charges against the Baltimore & Ohio, which formerly sold com-
mutation tickets between Zanesville and Fraziers. Because the

sales had dropped off the tickets between these points were discon-

tinued, although tickets were sold between Zanesville and other

points. Mr. Shryock charged discrimination. The Commission,
in its decision, said that a railroad company had the right to make
rates within the legal limits between certain points, providing

that all people buying such tickets were treated alike and that

such tickets be sold to all people applying for them. Discrim-

ination lies in the act of refusing to sell to one or more persons

when others secure the advantage. But the company also has

the right to withdraw such rates when it sees fit. The Commis-
sion, however, intimated that railroad companies should exercise

care jn the issue of such rates. This decision would seem to sus-

tain the steam roads in making rates between certain points in

competition with the electric roads. The Hocking Valley Rail-

road Company and some others sell what they call twin tickets

between points where they come in competition and in no other

places. Of course, the reason is plain, and whether discrimination

could be made out by a passenger living out of this district is a

question.

TALKING TO THE ROANOKE PUBLIC THROUGH THE
NEWSPAPERS

The Roanoke Railway & Electric Company has adopted the

policy of reaching the public through advertisements carried in

the daily press, and in accordance with this plan has recently be-

gun a series of talks, the first of which was printed in the local

papers at Norfolk, Nov. 27. It has seemed advisable to reprint

this first talk in its entirety, as it deals with the reasons why the

policy was adopted, and so it is appended

:

ELECTRIC TALKS—NO. 1

Until within a very recent period the so-called "public utility" companies

of this country pursued a policy of secrecy toward the public. To-day they

realize that such an attitude is a mistake. They find that a far better

business policy is to tell the public all about it—to conduct their business

openly and to take the people into their confidence.

The Roanoke Railway & Electric Company is among the first concerns of

the kind in the United States to welcome this new policy of publicity. The
Roanoke Railway & Electric Company, together with its predecessor, has

been doing business in Roanoke for eighteen years. It has seen Roanoke
grow from a modest liTtle town to a city of 30,000 people—the third largest

city in the Commonwealth of Virginia. More than that, it has helped

materially to stimulate that growth. We are going to tell you some of the

ways in which it has done that. We are going to tell you what this com-
pany has done for the people and for the city of Roanoke. And we are

going to tell you what we are planning to do—and to do as rapidly as

possible—to benefit the city and its people. But the main thing to-day is

this:

We are here to stay—to stay as long as Roanoke exists as a city. We
believe this city is only at the threshhold of its career as one of the great
and prosperous communities of its section. We see great possibilities for

its development just ahead. We ^re on the ground to foster that develop-
ment, and to grow with it.

We want to give the people of Roanoke

—

The best electric traction service.

The best electric lighting service.

The best electric power service

commensurate with the demands of a city of its size and progressiveness to

be found anywhere. To do this we want the co-operation of the people of

Roanoke. To every business man and householder in Roanoke we have a
plain business proposal to make. We want care.'ul consideration of that
proposal. We ask for fair and square treatment on that proposal—and we
guarantee a "square deal" on our part.

ELECTRICITY TALKS

Note.—Each day you will find lure something new on the street railway
and electric lighting situation and its relations to the people of Roanoke.
This will interest you. Watch for it—read it—ponder it. Our constant en-
deavor is to serve the best interests of the public.

ROANOKE RAILWAY & ELECTRIC COMPANY,
By J. W. Hancock, General Manager.

INCREASE IN PITTSBURG RAILWAY SERVICE-PLAN TO
RUN TRAINS

The car service on the Pittsburg Railway Company's system
has been increased fully 12 per cent over last year. Since the
removal of the tracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
from Liberty Street, one of the main thoroughfares, and the
placing of the tracks of the company in the center of the street,

the movement of cars in the congested downtown district has
been greatly facilitated and at present the traffic is being handled
with more despatch and in a more satisfactory manner than ever
before in the history of the company.
On Dec. 3 the company contemplated trying an express service

from Penn Avenue and Sixth Street via Liberty Avenue to the
East End district, using a train of four cars with multiple control
and issuing transfers from these express trains to a number of
cross-town lines. The proposed schedule called for 10-minute
headway during the day, and 5-minute headway during the heavy
traffic of the morning and evening. It is hoped in this way to
relieve the local cars on other divisions and open up a way of
better handling the morning and evening rush-hour business.

MANHATTAN RAILWAY STOCKS SOLD

The $4,800,000 new stock of the Manhattan (Elevated) Rail-

way, of New York, offered at auction on Wednesday by Adrian H.
Muller & Son, was all sold at prices ranging from $141 to $143
per $100 share, and averaging, it is stated, about 141^8. Redmond
& Company and J. & W. Seligman & Company purchased jointly

$3,000,000 stock at an average of about 141% ; D- Lapsley & Com-
pany, $650,000 at 141, and the balance was sold to various persons
in smaller blocks of not less than 500 shares. The stock, it is

understood, was underwritten by a syndicate headed by Kuhn,
Loeb & Company at 140, less 2V2 per cent and 1 per cent additional
for any stock they might be obliged to take. As Kuhn, Loeb &
Company purchased only 500 shares of the stock, the company will

receive, apparently, as the proceeds of the sale, about $138^ per
share, or $6,666,000 in all. The amount due the Interborough
Rapid Transit for expenditures under the lease from April i,

1903, to Sept. 30, 1906, was $3,452,183, leaving available about
$3,200,000 for future disbursements. A large part of the stock
sold to Redmond & Company and Seligman & Company has been
resold by them to investors.

CALIFORNIA TRACTION COMPANY

W. J. Barnett, who recently returned to Sacramento, Cal.,

from a trip to the East, in the interest of the California Traction
Company, which is building from Stockton to Sacramento via
Lodi, says that the company had purchased all of its right
of way between Stockton and Lodi and arranged for its steel

rails when the projectors decided that circumstances unforeseen
had arisen that rendered it advisable to abandon the right of
way first chosen and adopt another. The new route will be
situated 1 mile east of the first location, beginning at Stockton
and continuing to Sacramento. It will be 100 ft. wide, whereas
the first was only 40 ft. This enlargement may imply that the
right of way may be intended to accommodate more than one
road. The change of route will be expensive, but the company
feels that it is better to stand the extra cost than to fight to a
finish the various antagonists that have appeared to block the
progress of the road. The Southern Pacific is said to have tossed
a few obstacles athwart the path of the road, and there was
hostility shown by a few of the land owners along the M Street
road near Sacramento. It is said, furthermore, that the matter
of finding an entrance to Sacramento with the least possible
chance of antagonism from roads already here, was one of the
motives that impelled the change of route.

^
The Utah Light & Railway Company, of Salt Lake City, Utah,

has placed an order for 60 miles of 80-lb. steel rails for the im-
provement of its system in that city. The company will, it is

said, expend about $2,000,000 during the next two years on im-
provements and extensions. R. S. Campbell is secretary and
general manager.
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REPORT OF NATIONAL CIVIC FEDERATION ON

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP EXPECTED IN JANUARY

The Public Ownership Commission of the National Civic Fed-

eration, after investigating public ownership both in Europe and

America, has been quoted in the public press to be opposed to

municipal ownership on the grounds that it is unscientific, wasteful

and morally undesirable. This report was subsequently denied, with

the statement that it may have originated from the fact that cer-

tain individuals who are members of the commission, and who
were originally in favor of municipal ownership, have modified

their opinions. The commission was originally appointed to col-

lect statistics upon the subject rather than to formulate con-

clusions, and expects to submit its report to the Federation before

the middle of January.

STREET RAILWAY PATENTS

[This department is conducted by Rosenbaum & Stockbridge,

patent attorneys, 140 Nassau Street, New York.]

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED NOV. 20, 19U6

836,105. Load Brake Apparatus; Clyde C. Farmer, Chicago, 111.

App. riled Feb. 17, 1904. Means whereby the load brake mechan-

ism cannot be brought into operation unless both ends of the car

are loaded, and whereby the entire load brake device will be cut

out automatically when the train pipe pressure reaches a certain

predetermined point.

836,120. Means for Controlling the Movements of a Vehicle

on a Line of Way or Railway; Frank E. Kinsman, Plainfield,

N. j. App. filed March 6, 1905. An automatic train stop in which

means are provided for resetting the automatic controlling means

either after the vehicle has been stopped or after the engineer

or motorman has decided that he can safely proceed.

836,124. LOAD-BRAKE APPARATUS; Harry R. Mason
and Clyde C. Farmer, Chicago, 111. App. filed Feb. 17, 1904.

Provides, in combination with other details, an automatic cut-out

device controlling the communication between the train pipe and

the load-brake mechanism, such cut-out being constructed so as

to operate at a certain pre-determined limit of pressure to close

communication between the train pipe and the load-brake mechan-

ism and to open an escape of pressure to permit the air to ex-

haust to the atmosphere from the load-brake apparatus, leaving

the said apparatus in proper set position.

836,135. Railway Switch; Louis R. Parsons, Raritan, 111. App.

filed March 19, 1906. The switch point has a switch connection

with a rotary member mounted beside the track and rods extend-

ing in each direction and connected to Y-shaped levers, the arms

of which are engaged by suitable devices on the train.

836,153. Signaling System for Electric Railways; Louis H.

Thullen, Edgewood Park, Pa. App. filed June 9, 1906. Relates

to block signal systems having insulated block sections which are

separately energized by local batteries and in which the rails are

also used as a return connection for the alternating-current power

circuit. Has separate relays, one of which is responsive only to

direct current and the other of which is responsive only to alter-

nating current.

836,160. Fluid Pressure Brake; Henry H. Westinghouse, Pitts-

burg, Pa. App. filed Feb. 19, 1904. Means whereby the brake

cylinder pressure may be graded down when it is found that the

brakes have been applied with greater pres-sure than necessary.

836,243. Electrically Operated Railway Signal and Gate; James

G. O. Combs and Isaac D. Combs, Harold, Mo. App. filed April

20, 1906. Depressible tappets are positioned on the usual ties

adjacent to the rail so as to be depressed by a passing train,

thereby closing circuits to special motors which are arranged to

operate the gates of the crossing.

836,362. Braking Mechanism; Noel Bouchard, Longue Pointe,

Quebec, Can. App. filed April 6, 1906. By means of a friction

clutch a system of gearing is actuated by the momentum of the

car wheels to apply the brakes.

836,394. Railway Track ; Edmond Molloy, Philadelphia, Pa.

App. filed March 20, 1905. A bisected rail comprising double-

headed members serrated on their webs and assembled into inter-

locking relation.

836,401. Railroad Tie; Edwin De W. Peugh, Hurdland, Mo.
App. filed April 10, 1906. The top of the tie is grooved to receive

the rails, and on one side thereof an integral lug engages the rail,

while on the other side the rail is engaged by a removable clamp-

ing member.
836,649. Electric Switch Throwing Device; James A. Posey,

Midlothian, Tex. App. filed Aug. 2, 1906. The trolley wheel closes

a circuit to a switch-throwing motor which is adapted to run in

either direction.

PERSONAL MENTION

MR. JAMES T. HARMER has been appointed comptroller

of the New England Investment & Security Company, with office

in Boston, Mass. Mr. Harmer has been connected with New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad in the accounting depart-

ment for some time.

MR. W. B. MOORMAN, of Natchez, Miss., has been ap-

pointed to succeed Mr. F. J. Duffy as manager of the Beaumont
Traction Company. He has been connected with the Southern
Light & Traction Company of Natchez, Miss., and will be suc-

ceeded in his position there by Mr. Duffy.

MR. L. J. SHLESINGER has resigned as superintendent of

motive power of the Indiana Union Traction Company to become
manager of a mercantile establishment in Cleveland, Ohio. Mr.
R. C. Taylor, formerly of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company,
has been appointed to succeed Mr. Shlesinger.

MR. WILLIAM E. MALONEY has resigned as superintendent

of the Manchester (r\. H.) Street Railway, to accept a position

elsewhere. He will be succeeded by Mr. William J. Goldthwaite,

who has recently occupied a similar capacity with one of Tucker,
Anthony & Company's properties at Canton, Ohio.

MR. ROBERT McF. DOBLE, of Colorado Springs, formerly
of San Francisco, has been retained as consulting and supervising

engineer by Messrs. Curtis & Hine, general managers of the re-

cently organized Central Colorado Power Company, in the de-

velopment of its large hydro-electric power projects on the Grand
River, Colorado.

MR. F. R. PHILLIPS, for several years master mechanic of the

Cincinnati, Newport & Covington Light & Traction Company, and
who recently held the same office with the Michigan United Rail-

ways Company, has accepted the position of demonstrator in car

equipment with the Ohio Brass Company. Mr. Phillips' head-
quarters will be Mansfield, Ohio.

MR. JOHN FREEMAN has been appointed superintendent of

the Tuscarawas division of -the Northern Ohio Traction & Light

Company, of Cleveland, to succeed Mr. W. J. Goldthwait, who
goes to Cambridge, Mass., as superintendent of the street car

system owned by Tucker, Anthony & Company. Mr. Freeman
was formerly inspector on the city lines at Akron.

MR. W. F. WHITNEY, for some time general passenger agent

of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railway, has been appointed

general passenger and freight agent of the Indiana, Columbus &
Eastern. Mr. A. W. Jordon, who has been active general pas-

senger and freight agent, will become assistant in charge of all the

lines of the Schoepf syndicate in Ohio. Mr. Jordon has been very

successful with the Ohio business, and his continuation in charge
of the passenger and freight business is a recognition of his good
work.

MR. ARTHUR VAUGHAN ABBOTT succumbed to an at-

tack of pneumonia Sunday, Dec. 2, at St. Luke's Hospital, New
York City, after short illness. Mr. Abbott was born in Brook-
lyn, N. Y., in 1854, being a member of a well-known family of

authors and clergymen bearing his name, and graduated from the

Polytechnic Institute in 1875. He was connected after gradua-
tion with the construction of the East River Bridge and then

became associated with the Daft Electric Light Company, par-

ticipating in a great deal of its early construction of dynamos
and motors and electric railways. In 1892 Mr. Abbott took up
telephonic work on the staff of the Chicago Telephone Company,
for which by June, 1901, when he resigned, he had constructed

twelve new office buildings with their equipments and lines. He
had in the meantime done considerable electric lighting work.

During the past few years Mr. Abbott had been on the engineer-

ing staff of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company, in New
York City, doing also a great deal of work in the field. He was
well known as a writer and author, his principal works being the

well known "Electrical Transmission of Energy," which has gone
through several editions here and in foreign languages, and a

series of six volumes on "Telephony," issued by the McGraw
Publishing Company, the bulk of the matter having appeared

originally as articles in the "Electrical World." Mr. Abbott was
a member of a number of engineering bodies, including the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers, American Society of. Me-
chanical Engineers, and the American Society of Civil Engineers,
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Mounting the Car Body Low

If the car body is mounted high on its trucks, the low,

squatty appearance of the car, as a whole, disappears, and

its elevation a few inches higher than actual clearance neces-

sitates has the further advantage that better access is given

to the motors when the brushes are changed and the com-

mutators are inspected from the outside of the car. More-

over, the motors probably get better ventilation, and, on

account of its distance from the ground, the car body is, no

doubt, kept cleaner.

But there are stronger arguments in favor of placing

the body as low as the wheels and design of the trucks will

permit. Probably the reason having the most weight is the

\ fact that the center of gravity of the car body is kept low.

This has several advantages. In the first place, it lessens

me tendency for the car to tip over in rounding curves at

yrSgh speed. Again, it reduces the swaying and swinging of

t«e car body when passing over irregularities in the track.

JPhis .latter condition occurs because when the wheels on one

side of the truck fall into a depression in the track, the ten-

dency is for the center of gravity of the car body over the

truck to describe the arc of a circle with the rail opposite the

depression as a center. The higher the center of gravity of

the car body the longer of course is the radius of this circle

and consequently the greater is the oscillation of the car

body. The lessened tipping effect on curves is probably of the

greatest importance, since it concerns the safety of the pas-

sengers, and this should always be given careful considera-

tion by operating men. Aside from the benefits of a lower

center of gravity, a car body close to the rail either requires

a fewer number of steps or permits each step to be of less

height. This is, of course, very advantageous, because it

facilitates loading and unloading and of course indirectly

permits of faster schedules. Again, if the car body can be

mounted a few inches lower on the trucks, the trolley wire

can be placed correspondingly lower and thus the cost of

overhead construction is lessened somewhat.

But while many fully appreciate the advantages to be de-

rived from a low car body, a more serious question is, how

to get it low. With interurban cars having trucks with

wheel bases of 6 ft. or more, the limiting feature is usually

the clearance of the wheels. On account of the sharp curves

that the cars must take, it is usually necessary to mount the

body at such a height that the wheels will clear all of the

sills. About 3 ins. is the minimum clearance that can be

allowed with the car body light. With a 36-in. wheel having

a 24-in. flange, the body must necessarily be mounted with

the sills at least 2>9
3A his. above the rails. By employing

wheels of smaller diameter, of course, this height may be

decreased somewhat. But with the larger cars the motors are

often of such a size as to prevent the car body being lowered

to the limit which the wheel clearance permits.

Sometimes the design of the truck is such that it deter-

mines the minimum height of the car body. When ex-

tremely sharp curves are to be taken by the car the wheels

will sometimes have such an extended swing that they

strike the truss-rod, if it is dropped down direct from the

bolster. But any difficulty at this point may usually be ob-

viated by making the truss-rod anchor of such a design that

the rod is brought up to the side sill a foot or more distant

from the bolster. This usually raises the rod high enough to

permit the wheel to pass under it.
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The Fender Question

A recent test of fenders by the Massachusetts authorities

again brings to the front the practical properties of such ap-

paratus. One cannot attach too much weight to the con-

clusions derived from such a test, for after all a dummy is

but an inert mass and it is not easy to judge from experi-

ments upon it just what the effect of the fender would be

upon a human being caught upon the track and trying to

escape being struck. This particular element of motion is a

very serious one indeed, and often explains the failure of

fenders generally supposed to be useful. A standing dummy
may be regularly dropped on the fender comparatively unin-

jured in circumstances where a man might go under the

wheels. A standing dummy has its center of gravity high

above the point of impact of any fender, and when struck

sharply will topple over into the fender. A standing person,

on the other hand, is nearly always trying to get away when

struck, and in many cases would be more likely to be pushed

over forward or sideways and ground under the wheel or

the fender itself. Hence the importance of bringing the

point of impact near to the rail. A fender capable of picking

up a prostrate person or even a prostrate dummy is a good

deal more difficult to design than one built on the assumption

that the thing struck is relatively tall. It is, however, much

less likely to ride over the unfortunate person struck by it.

The depressable fender which normally rides clear of the

track has this advantage, but on the other hand labors under

the drawback that it requires. action on the part of the motor-

man when his mind is occupied with the task of cutting off

the current and stopping the car.

There are other points about fenders of which the public

thinks little. A ten-ton car moving 10 ft. or 15 ft. per second

strikes a very severe blow, and a person thrown against the

dashboard is very likely to be injured. Even a glancing blow

from it is likely to be serious, therefore the effort made in

many fenders to provide effective cushioning between the

scooping edge of the fender and the dashboard. On the

whole the results are fairly satisfactory, but it should be

constantly borne in mind that no fender can be expected to

save every person run down from material injury. There

again comes in the difference between the dummy and the

person. The former may get a rather heavy blow with im-

punity where the other might be very badly hurt. But this

much is evident from these tests as from others, that it is

quite possible to get a fender that will considerably lessen the

danger and that will work successfully in most instances.

The rest depends on the skill of the motorman.

One of the curious features of all fender tests is the fact that

some fenders work well at fairly high speeds and fail at low,

and vice versa. On the whole the operation at low-speed is

the more important, since the motorman rarely fails to reduce

the speed of the car considerably. If a fender is able to

pick up a dummy on the track with success, up to say 5

m. p. h., it is capable of averting the majority of accidents

arising from plain collision with a person. No apparatus

can foresee and prevent some of the curious accidents from

apparently impossible combinations of circumstances, such as

may be culled from the records of an accident insurance com-

pany. Nor does it follow from the use of the best attainable

fenders that there will be an immediate cessation of accidents

causing personal injuries. We do not believe that the pos-

session of a first-class fender will tend to make motormen

relax their vigilance, for an accident is sufficiently unpleasant

at best and few motormen are disposed to take chances. On
the other hand, we believe that a fender inculcates carefulness

on the part of the public, as it is a visible reminder of risk.

In other words, the moral effect of the fender may be quite

as large as the actual benefit secured in reducing accidents;

and by the moral effect we include not only the constant

warning given to pedestrians to keep clear of the cars, but

also the continuous demonstration that the company is doing

what it can to avoid accidents.

Inter-Suburban Traffic

On almost all large urban street railway systems an analysis

of the direction of traffic at different hours of the day de-

velops the fact that it is radial between the city and its

suburbs. But a small proportion of the total volume of busi-

ness is inter-suburban in character. None the less it is desir-

able to study carefully the needs of inter-suburban service,

for it may be made decidedly profitable if handled intelli-

gently.

Some companies pay little attention to their inter-suburban

service, and make no efforts to stimulate this kind of traffic.

The character of the different communities, of course, has

an important bearing upon the car service which should be

provided between adjacent or adjoining suburbs. If the stan-

dards of living are radically different; if each suburb is well

provided with retail trade centers for family patronage; if

there are no particular attractions in the way of recreation

and amusement in one community as compared with its neigh-

bor ; and in general, if there is a lack of intercourse between

the two populations there is not much advantage to be gained

by putting extra cars in service or establishing new routes

with the fundamental object of increasing the inter-suburban

travel. The public pulse must be felt with special care in

such cases.

On the other hand, there are plenty of cases where there

is a real demand for greater facilities of transit. It re easy

to overlook such situations in the stress of providing sufficient

service over the radial trunk routes between the urban center

and the various tributary residential districts. As a rule the

distances between the originating and terminal points of inter-

suburban journeys are much shorter than in journeys be-

tween suburbs and downtown sections, so that the inter-sub-

urban rider is often a highly profitable passenger. Two,

3 or 4 miles are common distances covered in the former

class of business, while from 3 to 10 miles are frequently

traversed by passengers on radial routes upon the payment

of a single fare. Any encouragement which can be given to

short-distance riding is worth extraordinary efforts in its

profitable results.

Few cities have done much thus far with suburban loop

routes, but here is a field well worth looking into. The prin-

cipal difficulty with inter-suburban service as generally given

is its relative infrequency in comparison with the headway

maintained on the direct lines between suburb and city. The

traffic is rarely sufficient to warrant sending a car over the

line oftener than every fifteen or twenty minutes, or possibly

every ten minutes, and where' transfer points and car changes

are involved, waits for connections consume so much time

that the actual period of transit on the cars may be less than
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the delay. In such cases it may take half or three-quarters

of an hour to travel between two points in adjacent suburbs

only 3 or 4 miles apart in air line, and there is no doubt that

many such fares are lost through the decision of would-be

patrons either to walk, patronize rural steam connections, or

ride in hacks or automobiles to their destinations.

Where inter-suburban service exists the traffic must be

carefully watched to see that the facilities afforded are neither

too numerous to be profitable nor too scarce to be equal to

the demands of the traveling public. In this way the number

of cars per hour can in some cases be adjusted to the situa-

tion, and the time table can be changed if it is unprofitable

or inadequate. It is usually the case that an interurban line

passes several important junction and transfer points before

the end of its course is reached, and in such cases the neces-

sary waiting for connections can be mitigated by the posting

of time tables in conspicuous places. The expectation of a

car at a definite time is worth bringing about, in contrast with

the uncertain state of mind which results from ignorance as

to the probable connection. When such transfer points exist

it will frequently be found that the larger part of the passen-

gers do not ride through the entire route, but change from

car to car in the most flexible manner. An excellent solution

of the inter-suburban traffic problem in many cases, there-

fore, is to carry the route finally into the city, enabling the

cars of the inter-suburban line to help handle both the urban

and suburban travel, but in large measure separately.

Some Phases of Street Congestion

Broadly speaking, there is no more important matter for

consideration at the present time by the authorities of our

large and medium-sized cities than the congestion of the

public streets. The subject is also of vital interest to the

street railway, for the reason that, although the most difficult

portion of the surface line schedule on a great urban system

is that which is executed in crowded thoroughfares, the trol-

ley car is one of the most potent means of relieving the

situation. It is a very serious question, after all, if the legis-

lation which authorizes the construction of subways and tun-

nels at the expense of removing surface tracks from im-

portant thoroughfares is wisest. In Boston, for example,

there is at present considerable agitation in favor of attempt-

ing to reduce the congestion of several lateral streets in the

shopping district between the two longitudinal trunk thor-

oughfares of Tremont and Washington Streets, and a num-

ber of recommendations have been tentatively put forth by

the Police Commissioner with respect to limiting the direction

of vehicular traffic, etc. None of these streets most severely

taxed is provided with either surface, elevated or under-

ground electric routes, and no electric cars have been operated

on Tremont "Street between Scollay Square and Boylston

Street since the present subway was placed in full com-

mission.

In this particular case it is gratifying to note that the over-

crowded condition of Winter Street and Temple Place is in

no perceptible degree chargeable to the operation of surface

cars thereon. It is far more likely that a contributory cause

of the congestion of traffic on these lateral thoroughfares was

the legislatively required removal of surface cars from

Tremont Street itself. Reasoning from the particular to the

general, it is hard to see how the removal of any double-track

hue from the surface of a busy street in a large city can do

anything else but increase the congestion of pedestrian and

vehicular traffic on account of the reduced facilities thus

offered for the prompt removal of the large crowds of people

who are delayed in transit on the sidewalks of the lateral

thoroughfares. There is no question of the value of increased

iacilities for underground travel, but with the development

which our great cities are undergoing it is a question if every

possible avenue of car service will not soon be needed, if

indeed it be not needed at the present moment. We believe

that the movement of cars over a fixed path with definite

stopping places, even on a heavily crowded street, tends to

relieve rather than- increase the congestion because of the

vast number of persons which can be removed from the

densely populated section in a given time by street car as

compared with other means of locomotion.

Every new office building erected in the business district

literally brings a small city full of people to a spot each day

where formerly only a village had congregated, and the load

which is thrown upon the street surface below is thereby

enormously increased. The telephone, the pneumatic tube

and the electric car are each working to relieve the situation,

and to cut down the facilities offered by any one of these

devices is to invite additional crowding, until finally the traffic

saturation point of the street is reached, with resulting block-

ades and incalculable loss of valuable time. The removal of

tracks from a longitudinal thoroughfare is, even in the event

of substituting other tracks of greater capacity below or

above the surface, a step of very doubtful far-sightedness.

There is a strong public demand at the present time in some

cities for the removal of surface tracks whenever subway or

tunnel facilities are completed below, but such a view of the

matter places in the long run a premium upon skillful pedes-

trianism and encourages the additional obstruction of the

streets by dead-load merchandise hauled in ponderous truck

wagons with all the unrealized inefficiency of horse traction.

Far better would it be to retain the surface tracks on the

longitudinals with the addition of such rapid transit under-

ground routes for passengers and freight as the conditions

dictate, supplementing the lateral street traffic facilities in

certain instances with new underground or overhead lines and

restricting the directional movement of vehicular traffic on

certain streets in busy hours and removing it altogether from

certain streets in the rush periods if necessary.

Beyond operating its card as close to the schedule as pos-

sible and endeavoring to influence public sentiment in favor

of retaining well-tried lines of transit even though new ones

be authorized, a street railway company can do little to help

the situation. It is often a losing battle to retain a location

in the face of political agitation of the popular mind against

existing facilities, but the day is surely destined to come

when the best interests of the great traveling public will sweep

aside the present tenancy of valuable street space in hours of

heavy traffic by mere merchandise. The interests of a car

full of passengers are many times worth the rights of a coal

wagon or a load of wool as regards transit over the public

highways. Delays in street traffic are cumulative, and the

smooth, steady operation of electric cars is the greatest palli-

ative, whenever it is possible, of the present intolerable con-

gestive conditions in certain districts of our great cities.
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RECENT BRIDGE STRUCTURES ON THE SOUTH BEND

& SOUTHERN MICHIGAN RAILWAY

The South Bend & Southern Michigan Railway Company
has just completed a 35-mile interurban electric railway from

South Bend, Ind., to St. Joseph, Mich., which required the

erection of a large number of bridge structures. All of the

waterways up to 24 ins. in diameter were built of double-

strength vitrified or of cast-iron pipe. All structures above

24 ins. in diameter and up to and including those having a

30-ft. span were built of plain or reinforced concrete. Open-

ings between 30 and 90 ft. wide are spanned by plate-girder

bridges on concrete abutments. All the larger structures

have Pratt truss spans designed to carry a 50-ton car having

double trucks and a 27.5-ft. wheel base. The lower chord of

each end panel and the vertical tie in that panel are built to

receive compression as well as to carry tension stresses.

Otherwise, these trusses

are designed according to

the specifications of the

Massachusetts Railroad

Commission for s u c h

structures.

The line crosses the St.

Joseph River at the edge

of South Bend on a 300-

ft. span Pratt truss high-

way bridge. This bridge

originally had an 18-ft.

roadway, with a 6-ft. walk

on each side cantilevered

out from the floor beams

of the bridge on brackets.

The bridge was formerly

carried on two trusses.

The walk on one side was

temporarily removed and

a third truss erected on

that side of the bridge,

far enough from the ex-

isting truss on that side to

give a clearance of 13 ft.

between the new and old

trusses. The floor beams

of the bridge, which are

built-up I-beam girders,

were then extended to the

new truss and the walk

cantilevered out from the

ends of the extended floor

beams. The ties for the car track were laid on 18-in. I-beam

stringers on the floor beams. The track is protected by steel

guards which divert traffic from the portion of the span carry-

ing the car tracks. The cost of making the addition to the

old bridge was about $8,000, while the estimated cost of the

entire new bridge was $14,000.

A short distance beyond this steel bridge the electric line

crosses under the South Bend branch of the Michigan Central

Railroad in a reinforced-concrete tunnel, the internal angle

between the two tracks being 20 deg. This tunnel is 70 ft.

long and has a 15-ft., three-centered arch span, which has a

rise of 3 ft. 2 ins. The base of rail in the track of the steam

road is 18 ins. above the flat top of the arch. The arch is

reinforced with 15-in., 42-lb. I-beams which are generally

placed 2 ft. apart on centers. Owing to the extreme angle

at which the track of the steam road crosses the structure

the beams toward each end of the arch of the latter are laid

radiating from a common central point. The track of the

electric line is on a 5-per-cent grade at the crossing, but the

roof of the structure is practically level, the difference in

elevation being taken up in the bench walls of the arch, be-

tween which there is a clearance of 13 ft. at the base of the

rail in the track. The extreme skew with tlje track of the

steam road necessitated a wing wall, 66 ft. long, on one side

at one end and a wing wall 88 ft. long on the other side at

the opposite end.

About 8 miles from this under-grade crossing of the Michi-

gan Central Railroad that road crosses the Benton Harbor

division of the Big Four Railroad on a timber trestle, and

the electric line crosses both railroads at this crossing on a

steel structure over the Michigan Central trestle. The track

of the Big Four Railroad is on about a 4-deg. curve and is

depressed 12 ft. below the surface at the crossing. The track

of the Michigan Central Railroad crosses this track nearly

BRIDGE OF SOUTH BEND & SOUTHERN MICHIGAN RAILWAY, OVER ST. JOSEPH RIVER

at right angles, the trestle on which it is built clearing the

track 18 ft. The electric line crosses the Michigan Central

Railroad at an angle of 45 deg. on a through 84-ft. plate-

girder span, with a 66-ft. viaduct at each end on steel towers.

The structure of the electric line crossing clears the steam

roads so they may both be double-tracked, and is 42 ft. above

the track of the Big Four Railroad.

The electric line crosses the St. Joseph River at Berrien

Springs on a steel bridge having eight 150-ft skew Pratt truss

spans. This bridge makes an angle of 60 deg. with the

stream and is built on concrete piers and abutments normal

to the latter. A large dam which is built for a power de-

velopment a half mile downstream from the crossing will

raise the water level about 21 ft. above the normal stage at

the bridge. The piers of the latter had to be built quite high

on that account. Three of them have a total height of 38.5,

40 and 42 ft., respectively; two of the others have a total
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height of 31 and two of 36.5 ft. Both sides of all of them

are battered 1 in. in 24 ins., but their ends are vertical and

the upstream ends have heavy breakwaters.

One abutment of this structure is built as a T in plan, the

stem of the T making an angle of 60 deg. with the cross. The

cross of the T is the main part of the abutment and has a

total height of 35.4 ft. The bank of the stream is good firm

abutment having two wing walls. The concrete was mixed in

the proportion of one barrel of Portland cement to a yard of

gravel.

A number of heavy cuts and embankments also had to

be made in constructing the electric line. The cuts all have

a clear width of 18 ft. at the bottom, and the embankments

are 14 ft. wide at the top. The track is built of 70-lb. rails

CROSS SECTION OF ABUTMENT ST. JOSEPH
RIVER BRIDGE A TRIPLE RAILWAY CROSSING

clay. It strikes the abutment 9.5 ft. above the bottom and

rises on a i-to-i slope. The end of the T-wall is mortised

into the rear face of the abutment. The bottom of the T-

wall is 2 ft. below the ground surface at the abutment, and is

stepped up as the surface rises. This wall is 40 ft. long and

laid on 2640 ties to the mile. Cedar ties are used, except on

curves exceeding 3 deg., on which curves oak ties have been

laid. The rails are laid on tie-plates when cedar ties are used

on curves. The track is ballasted throughout with gravel

which was obtained from pits along the right of way. Out-

side of towns the maximum curve is

degs., and the maximum grade 2.5 per cent.,

except in a few extreme cases.

The electric road has been built largely

for passenger traffic, but as it passes through

a very productive small fruit belt provision

will be made to handle a large amount of

freight. It is controlled by the Northern

Indiana Railway Company, of South Bend.

A. J. Hammond, of South Bend, designed

the various structures built in connection

with the road and acted in a consulting

capacity to the railroad company regarding

the other civil engineering work carried on

during: the construction.

A RECONSTRUCTED HIGHWAY BRIDGE

6 ft. wide. The track of the electric line is carried on its top

and on brackets cantilevered out 5 ft. from each side of the

top. The details of this wall and the cantilevered brackets

are shown in the accompanying cross-section. The manner
in which this wall was built is estimated to have saved be-

tween $850 and $900 worth of concrete as compared with an

June I is the date fixed for the opening

of the Bucyrus extension of the Columbus,

Delaware & Marion Railway. This exten-

sion is being built from Marion, Ohio, to

Delaware, a distance of 18 miles. When
the extension is completed the company

proposes to put on a fast limited service

between Columbus and Bucyrus, a distance

of 66 miles, with stops only at Delaware

and Marion. Two new parlor cars recently built at Youngs-

town will be used in this service. The cars were on exhibi-

tion at the Columbus convention. In anticipation of the

high-speed service the company has been at work for several

months grading its roadbed and putting it in first-class shape.

This work will be continued through the winter.
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RECORDS IN THE REPAIR SHOPS OF THE DETROIT

UNITED RAILWAYS

It is universally acknowledged that permanent repair rec-

ords of the work done in car repair shops should be pre-

served, but in many instances where effort has been made to

keep such data the attempt had to be abandoned because of

the clerical work necessary to file them.

A system of records which requires the expenditure of very

little time, but which takes into consideration practically all

the points of value, is in use in the offices of the Detroit

shops of the Detroit United Railway. Through the courtesy

of Sylvester Potter, master mechanic, this publication is

enabled to present an account of its essential features.

Each car has assigned to it an envelope which measures

10 ins. x ins. and is of heavy manilla paper. The en-

velopes are filed according to the car number, and on the

front are the blank lines shown in Fig. 1. These lines are

filled in with such data as will readily identify the car as

belonging to a certain class or type. In the envelopes are

kept separate cards for the data on the trucks and on the

motors and any other miscellaneous matter regarding the

car. The upper or printed part of the truck card is shown in

Fig. 2 and that of the motor card in Fig. 3. Each is 4 ins.

wide by 16 ins. long, and the lower or blank part folds over

so that the card will fit in the envelope. The fact that the

motors, trucks and controllers are at times changed makes it

short notice concerning any car, the car record envelopes

enable the annual car report to be gotten out without diffi-

culty or delay. This report, in which the information re-

lating to the different

classified ac-

n g to their

cars 1

cord
types, shows the date

each car was put into

service, the length of

the car and the type

of the trucks and mo-

tors under it. The

car record system

also includes a nu-

merical list of the

cars, showing the

numbers vacant.

RECORD OF REPAIRS
The record of re-

pairs consists mainly

of blanks filled in by

foremen or workmen.

Armatures are
changed and minor

repairs are made in

the division shops, but

when extensive re-

CAR

Single or Double End

Body Length .Over All

Number Windows on a side

II Open Cars, give number of Benchi

Kind of Seals

Seating Capacity

Rear Platform

Brakes

Headlight

Heater

Toilet Room „

Kind of Service

Began Service

No. 885
TRUCK

Hake (series)

Rigid or Pivot

Wheels, Dlam.

Wheel Base

Spring Base

Diam, Axles

Solid or Split Gear...

When Now...

Service:

—

DATE UNDEF

Inventory Blank.

Location Date

Make.... '.

Single or Double End

Body Length Over Bumpers Width.

Number Windows on a side
,

If open cars give number of benches

Seating Capacity.

Rear Platform _

Brakes , ....

Headlight... _

Heater— , .„„

Toilet Room _
Kind of Service _ ^-

TRUCKS: Make... - ,

How many

Spring Base .

MOTORS: Make...

How many .

CONTROLLERS: Make

How

FIG. 4.-CAR INVENTORY BLANK

MOTOR No. 200

Make (series)

Axle.Dlam.

Service:- When New..

DATE UNDER CAR No. DATE OUT

FIG. 1.—FILE RECORD ON FRONT OF
ENVELOPE

-TOP OF TRUCK RECORD
CARD

-TOP OF MOTOR RECORD
CARD

necessary to correct the data sheets at frequent intervals.

This is done by sending out to foremen inventory blanks

with the request that they be filled with the necessary in-

formation. The envelopes for "dead" car bodies or those

not mounted on trucks are kept in a separate drawer.

In addition to affording a means of getting information on

pairs are necessary and the car is sent to the main shops on

Monroe Avenue, the inspector makes out a tag stating the

trouble and ties the tag to the car. After repairs are made

notation of what they consisted of as well as of the date they

were completed is made on the back of the tag by the shop

foreman. The foreman then sends the tag to the shop
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office, where it is placed in a file consisting of drawers with

a compartment for each car. Other drawers contain similar

compartments for armature and field repair cards, which are

made out after the armature or field is repaired. In addition

to the type and number of the part required the card contains

a blank space for a short notation of the nature of the work
done upon it and also for the check number of the man who

w„ MONROE AVE. SHOP.

FIG. 5.—FRONT AND BACK OF INSFECTOR'S TAG

did the repair work. As the cards for each armature or field

are all together, the number of the cards in the compartment

is a rough indication of the frequency with which the part is

being returned for repairs. A further examination of the

cards serves to show how the work of each repair man is

holding out.

Record of work done in the paint shop is also made on

separate cards. These simply indicate whether or not the

|H| MONROE AVE. SHOPS

PAINTED

WASHED

VARNISHED

REPAIRED ....

-REPORT ON ARMATURE
REPAIRING

FIG. 7.—REPORT ON CAR
PAINTED, VARNISHED,
WASHED OR REPAIRED

car was painted or washed or varnished, and are made

out by the paint shop foreman, who sends them to the office,

where they are filed in the car envelopes.

The record system, it may be observed, does not go deeply

into details. However, sufficient data are kept to enable

details, should they be required for any period, to be obtained

by following up requisitions, shop orders, and records of each

department of the shop.

ELECTRICAL TEST FOR MOTOR BEARINGS

A subscriber writes that, having had considerable trouble

with motor bearings after they had been put in service on a

car, the following test was adopted. The motors were

40-hp machines mounted on double trucks. With the

truck jacked up, one end at a time, to raise the wheels from

the rail, and the motor jacked up to avoid cutting the axle

bearings, an ammeter was used to measure the current taken

by motors that had been in service some time, the motor

being connected directly across the line. The current re-

quired to overcome the "free" losses of the motor was 16 to

17 amps. In installing a set of new bearings, they were not

passed if the free current exceeded 18 amps. In some cases

the current would be 20 to 25 amps, for some time after

starting, but would gradually decrease to 16 to 18 amps, after

a run of 10 to 20 minutes had distributed the gear grease and

limbered all parts. During these tests all caps were screwed

home to avoid the depot men screwing them tighter and

thereby causing hot boxes. For a steady current exceeding

18 amps, the bearings were examined and those needing it

were scraped.

POWER INCREASE AND CHANGES IN ROLLING STOCK BY
THE LACKAWANNA & WYOMING VALLEY

RAILROAD COMPANY

The traffic on Pennsylvania's noted high-speed electric

railway, the Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley Railroad, pop-

ularly known as the Laurel Line, has increased so rapidly

that the company has found it necessary to install a 2500-kw
turbo-alternator in its power station. To take advantage of

its economy and add to the reliability of operation, the com-
pany will install a 1500-kw rotary to work with this turbo

unit, this being about the proportion of direct current to the

total load demanded of the power station.

To secure greater use from its rolling stock, the single-end

cars which are now operated are being converted to double-

end cars with multiple-unit control. The company is taking

this opportunity to fireproof the cars at the same time. All of

the material required for both the power and rolling stock

changes has been purchased, so active work is now in pro-

gress.

SPLIT GEAR AND SPECIAL SIZE BOLTS USED BY THE
METROPOLITAN STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,

KANSAS CITY

Troubles due to the bolts of split gears breaking and getting

loose have been practically eliminated on the Metropolitan

Street Railway, Kansas City, by the adoption of a special

gear with four i^-in. bolts. The gear was designed by
George J. Smith, master mechanic of the system, after con-

tinual trouble with gears having smaller bolts. A shop man
in attempting to get the smaller bolts tight often slips a pipe

over the handle of the gear wrench, and frequently strains the

SPLIT GEAR USED IN KANSAS CITY

bolts to such an extent that the least additional strain en-

countered in service causes them to break. Often, too, for

fear of breaking them the bolts are not drawn up tight. The
iJ/2-in. bolts of the new gears, however, may be pulled as tight

as possible by one man without danger of breakage.

A total of 440 gears of the new design are in use on the Kan-
sas City system, and none of these has loosened. The gears are

bored three one-thousandths of an inch smaller than the axle,

and the force applied to the nut is depended upon to pull the

halves together.
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CONTRACTS FOR THE USE OF TERMINALS-II

PREAMBLE OF CONTRACT

In the preamble to a contract between an interurban and

a city company providing for terminal facilities it is cus-

tomary to state that the interurban company is operating or

has been incorporated for- the purpose of operating an electric

line from a certain junction point with the city company's

tracks, mentioned in the text, to other outside localities which

are also designated in the contract, and wishes to connect this

line with a certain division of the city system, which is then

also described in the agreement. In cases where municipal

authority is required, the contract usually states that such

authority has been secured, or if not, that the contract will

begin when such authority has been obtained, and that the

two companies will co-operate to secure such consent. If

any expense is attached to securing the consent from the

municipal authorities to running these additional cars, or if

any additional taxes accrue from such operation, it would be

well to specify in the contract to whom the expense or taxes

are chargeable. The grant under the contract to the inter-

urban company is understood to be that of tenant only, and

limited to the passage of cars only over this designated route,

but is sometimes expressly so stated, as in the subjoined clause

from a contract of this kind

:

The grant hereby made by City Company to Interurban Company is sub-

ject to any and all franchise requirements contained in the various con-

sents made by the city of or its local authorities of the right to

construct, maintain and operate a street railroad in First Avenue, and also

subject to the provisions of any and all mortgages given by City Company
or its predecessors in interest now existing upon said railroad and fran-

chise in said First Avenue, but nothing herein contained shall be deemed
as obligating Interurban Company to pay any part of principal or interest

of any such mortgages, all of which are to be paid by City Company. The
City Company does not hereby grant Interurban Company any of the

rights, privileges or franchises belonging to City Company or any title to

its railroad, roadbed and tracks, except the right of passage.

COST OF CONNECTION

This clause should specify which company is to "furnish,

install, maintain and keep in repair," as one contract ex-

presses it, the connection between the two tracks, which
will pay the taxes and with which the title for connection

will rest. If the city company wishes the installation to be

made under the direction of its chief engineer, it should so

specify. Usually the cost of connection is made by the inter-

urban company except where a short piece of trackage is

required within the city. Here it is a common practice to

divide the cost, leaving the title with the city company. In

one case the connecting track has been built by the city

company, which has agreed to supply the renewals, while the

interurban company pays all assessments and taxes, defrays

the expense of all ordinary repairs, including ties, and pays

the city company 10 per cent on its outlay. In this case

the interurban company is given exclusive use of the track

except that the city company has reserved the right to operate

local cars over it by paying 1 cent per car-mile. Possible

desirability in the future on the part of the city company of

using short sections of the track of the interurban company is

provided for in another contract by the following clause :

If at any time the City Company shall deem it wise or expedient to

operate its cars to any point on second party's line, not more than 1 mile
beyond the city limits of the city of as the same are now or

hereafter may be established, said party shall have the right to do so and
to carry on its street railway business thereon, and to use for that pur-
pose the tracks, apparatus, appliances, poles, wires and power of the second
party to the same extent that Interurban Company is hereinbefore given
the right to use the tracks, etc., of the City Company, and said City
Company will pay to said Interurban Company reasonable compensation for

the same. If the parties fail to agree as to such reasonable compensation
for such use of the tracks, property and power of Interurban Company
aforesaid, then the same shall be fixed and ascertained by an appraise-
ment in the manner provided in paragraph "12" hereof. Whenever said
City Company shall so run its cars over any portion of Interurban Com-

pany's tracks said Interurban Company shall have the same control and

authority over them and the same rights respecting them and the em-

ployees operating them, while on its tracks, that the City Company has

over the Interurban Company's cars and operatives when on its tracks,

under the provisions hereinbefore set forth and all the provisions herein

relating to the control, conduct and operation of Interurban Company's
cars while running on City Company's tracks, shall, in that event, apply to

the control, conduct and operation of the City Company's cars.

In another case where this plan was not considered suffi-

cient, the city company reserved the right to purchase during

the continuance of the agreement all tracks of the interurban

company within the city limits "as they are now or hereafter

may be extended, paying the then value thereof, estimated as

free of liens and exclusive of any public franchise or ease-

ment value." If the parties fail to agree upon the value it is

to be fixed by an action in the Circuit Court, and "upon pay-

ment to the clerk of said court of the amount fixed, the

property will become the absolute property of the said city

company, and thereafter during the continuance of this agree-

ment such part of the line of railroad of the said interurban

company shall be considered, as between said companies, to

be a part of the line of street railroad of said city company
herein described, of which said interurban company shall have

the use as herein provided," etc.

In one contract a clause is found by which both parties

agree to have their "tracks, poles, wires and appliances con-

structed, erected and completed" by a certain date so that

the interurban cars can run upon the city tracks on that date.

SCHEDULES AND HEADWAY
This is of course an important question. If there is danger

of congestion the city company is naturally interested in

limiting the number of interurban cars. In cases where no

congestion is feared, however, and the division of fare is

favorable to the city company, it benefits from a short head-

way of interurban cars. This condition exists in the majority

of cases. Most contracts provide, therefore, for a minimum
number of interurban cars, an approval of the schedule by

the city company's management, and provision for the non-

interference of the interurban cars with the local city cars.

One contract protects the city company against local compe-

tition by providing that all the interurban cars shall as part of

their trips make trips out of the corporate limits to a certain

town, "or a distance of at least 10 miles upon the railroad

of said interurban company." Most contracts in which the

headway is specified also contain a clause protecting the

interurban company by providing for an increase in the

number of interurban cars which can be run under the con-

tract, if the exigencies of the service require. In one case

where a maximum under ordinary conditions is mentioned in

the contract, it is provided that this number may be increased

by the interurban company when the earnings per car-mile

are higher than those of the local cars of the city company

operating over the same route, but if the receipts again fall

off the extra cars must be removed. In some contracts the

interurban company must secure special permission from the

city company to run extra or "special" cars.

CHARACTER OF EQUIPMENT TO BE FURNISHED BY THE
CITY COMPANY

A clause on this subject is usually inserted, and generally

specifies that the city company will not be liable for failures

or deficiencies in supplying electric power to operate the cars

of the interurban company or for interruptions in the use of

the line caused by strikes, breakages or mishaps to machinery

or other appliances or by other unavoidable or unforeseen

causes occurring without negligence of the city company or

from interruptions caused by compliance with municipal

ordinances. At times the character of the track and over-

head line is specified, as in the following clause

:
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The tracks of City Company shall at all times be maintained by it in a

suitable and proper condition for the operation of its own cars, and if, for

a,ny reason, the form or manner of construction of said track shall not be

suitable for the operation of the cars of Interurban Company, and Interur-

ban Company shall request changes therein, then and in that case the addi-

tional expense necessary to make the said track suitable for the operation

of Interurban Company's cars shall be borne by said Interurban Company,
provided, however, that no change shall be made other than will conform
to the requirements of City Company and the authorities of the city of

And provided also that when any of the track used by In-

terurban Company shall be rebuilt by City Company of its own motion,

such new track shall be of such size, pattern and construction as shall best

accommodate the traffic of both companies.

To provide against interruptions of current on part of the

line a clause is occasionally inserted that the city company
will install a section insulator at a certain point so that

current can be taken from the interurban feeder if necessary.

In a few contracts special permission is given the interurban

company to operate its snow plows over the portion of the

line used by it to facilitate the running of its cars.

CHARACTER OF INTERURBAN CARS

This clause is intended to secure safe and convenient oper-

ation of the interurban cars over the city tracks. In some

cases dimensions are specified, particularly of wheels, and in

practically all contracts the interurban company is obliged to

intall proper braking and other safety appliances on its cars.

A typical clause of this kind reads as follows

:

All cars furnished by the Interurban Company to the City Company
under this agreement shall be of an approved style of construction, at

least equal to the best type of interurban cars belonging to the City Com-
pany, of a kind suitable to run upon the tracks of the City Company, and
shall be subject at all times to the approval of the City Company as to con-

struction, maintenance, equipment and condition. All cars delivered to the

City Company under this agreement shall be operated and propelled by
electrical power only, unless by consent of all the parties hereto. When-
ever in the judgment of the City Company it shall be necessary to install

upon interurban cars operated over the tracks of the City Company ap-

pliances to secure the safe operation of said cars and such appliances are or

are to be installed upon the cars of the City Company, the Interurban Com-
pany will forthwith install such appliances upon request of City Company.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF CARS

Clauses covering this point are frequently omitted from

interurban contracts, although they are almost as important

as the payment for the terminal privileges itself. All equip-

ment is liable to break down, and it is to the interest of the

city company even more than to that of the interurban com-

pany to have the car quickly taken to the nearest car house

and thus avoid a blockade. One contract which very rigor-

ously protects the interests of the city company, and clauses

from which have been quoted above, practically ignores this

contingency by caying:
In case agreements shall be made between said City Company and said

Interurban Company for storing or repairing any of the cars of said In-

terurban Company in the barns and shops of said City Company, said

Interurban Company shall have the right to pass for that purpose only to

and from the barn or shop selected by said City Company by such

other line or lines of railway of said City Company as shall be designated

by said company, and in so doing shall be subject to all provisions of this

contract that are applicable thereto, but nothing therein contained shall

be construed as an undertaking or agreement by said City Company to

store or repair or permit to be stored or repaired any of the cars of the

Interurban Company in any of the barns or shops of the City Company,
and any such storing or repairing is to be by special agreement.

Another contract provides for this condition as follows

:

In the event it be necessary for any of the interurban cars to be cared
for in the car houses of the City Company, the Interurban Company will

defray the expense incident thereto, such expense to cover such charges
as repairs, cleaning and inspection at cost.

Another contract reads

:

In case the Interurban Company shall desire the City Company to do
or make any repairs to its cars, motors or other equipment, the City Com-
pany agrees to do the same at exact cost of labor and material, with 10

per cent added.

Where the cars are taken over by the city company and
manned by its crews, the clause relating to repairs usually

reads that the city company will be responsible for the cars

received by it and will return them at the point of delivery

in as good condition as when received, wear and tear only

excepted.

Where cars are exchanged between two companies the

duties of each in regard to repairs should be defined either

by stating that "the cost of renewals, repairs and replace-

ments of car equipment shall be borne by the party on whose

tracks, or in whose possession, the breakage, damage or de-

struction occurs," as one contract puts it, or that such ex-

pense shall be charged up to the company owning the car.

Whichever plan is followed, provision should be made for

preventing a blockade by a disabled car.

TERMINAL STATIONS

Several union passenger and more union freight stations

have been erected by city companies for the use of interurban

lines, and the rights secured by the tenant should be clearly

defined. One contract uses the following expression

:

The said passenger and freight terminals shall, respectively, be of such

character and sufficient capacity and so arranged to comfortably, con-

veniently and expeditiously handle the traffic of all interurban and suburban

companies entering the same and the charge to be paid therefor by the

Interurban Company as hereinafter provided shall include the entire ex-

pense , maintenance, heat, light and the necessary employees for the proper

handling of the passenger business of said Interurban Company, including

the handling and exchange of passenger baggage, but not including and

only excepting the labor necessary for the sale of tickets in the passenger

station, should the Interurban Company decide to establish such a ticket

agency jointly with the other companies having the use of such station and

the handling, transfer, exchange and delivery of freight and express mat-

ter. The facilities of the passenger station to include a ticket office and

necessary and commodious waiting rooms, retiring rooms, train sheds,

tracks and platforms, etc. The City Company further undertakes and

agrees to store each night in said terminal or at other convenient or

suitable place for said Interurban Company, not to exceed two passenger

cars and one express car, and upon special occasions, such as the Fourth
of July or State Fair week, not to exceed four passenger cars, without

other compensation than that hereinbefore provided, etc., such use, how-
ever, to be in common with like use of such passenger and freight sta-

tions and terminals by other interurban and suburban street railroad com-
panies who are permitted to use the tracks of said City Company. * * *

* * The use of both said passenger and freight stations and terminals

shall be at all times afforded to said Interurban Company upon terms of

equality, as to the extent and nature thereof and as to the regulations

under which the same shall be had, among all interurban and suburban
street railroad companies having such use and without discrimination in

favor of or against either or any of said companies.

CREWS

It is customary to provide that the interurban crews shall

be "subject to the operating rules and regulations of the city

company" when on the tracks of the latter, or that they shall

be subject to the orders and officials of the city company "in

the same manner and to the same extent as if such cars were

owned by the city company." There is the usual provision

that any interurban employee who is objectionable to the city

company shall not be employed to operate interurban cars

over its line. Where cars are exchanged a clause may be

inserted like the following:
All cars engaged in through service as in this instrument provided, to-

gether with their equipment and the motormen and conductors operating

the same, shall, for the time being, be under the control of the party on
whose tracks the same are operating, and no discrimination in the running

and operation of said cars shall be made by either company against the

cars so coming to it from the other company. Each party shall have the

right and 'privilege of requiring the discharge of any employee of the other

party engaged in or about its tracks, if for any reason such party or its

officers shall be of the opinion that any such employee has violated any of

its orders, rules or regulations; and each party hereby agrees thereupon to

promptly discharge any such employee upon the request of the other party.

DAMAGES TO THE PUBLIC

A contract of the kind under consideration should clearly

specify which company is to be responsible for damages for

negligence caused by the operation of the interurban cars

while on the city streets. This condition is somewhat com-

plicated by the fact that the crews are always engaged and

usually paid by the interurban company, but are operating

under the orders and rules of the city company. A common
practice under these circumstances is to provide that the
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interurban company shall be responsible for such injuries,

with sometimes the addition of the following clause:

. . .and shall indemnify and save harmless said City Company from all loss

damage or expense, including costs and attorney's fees, by reason of tht

enforcement or attempted enforcement against it of any such claim

it being understood and agreed that the conductors, motormen and other

employees of said second party are not to be held or construed in any event

or in any respect to be the agents, servants or employees, at any time or

in any manner, of said first party.

The damage clause in a case where there is an interchange

of cars reads as follows

:

Each company shall hold the other harmless for any and all claim or

claims for damages made by any person or corporation for injuries or

damages of any kind caused by the employees. And in case suit is brought

upon any claim against either company caused by any act or negligence of

the cars or employees of the other, such company shall defend said suit

and pay all damages and costs which may be made against such other com-

pany in such suit or suits.

A contract which provides for the manning of interurban

cars for city crews provides for this point in the following

way

:

That all claims for damages on account of injuries to persons and property

happening on the tracks belonging to the City Company are to be adjusted

and paid by the City Company, except such as may be caused by reason of

defects in cars, apparatus or equipment furnished by the Interurban Com-

pany, for which damages said Interurban Company shall be responsible and

shall pay.

DAMAGES AS BETWEEN EACH OTHER

Upon this point it is customary to provide that the city

company will be responsible for the safe condition of its

wires, tracks and stations. Other clauses sometimes provide

that the city company will not be responsible for interrup-

tions due to strikes or acts of the municipal authorities; others

that it shall not be financially responsible for any delay to the

cars, but shall make every effort to give a satisfactory service.

Responsibility for collisions between cars of the two com-

panies is placed, in one contract, upon the owner of the rear

car unless the front car was backed and it is clearly apparent

that the collision would not have occurred if the front car

had not been backed.

PASSES

Very few contracts provide for employees' or other passes.

One which does so has the following clause

:

The City Company passes are to be honored on the cars of the Inter-

urban Company within the city limits, including conductors and motormen

of the City Company while in uniform or other employees having proper

badges as under the rules and regulations of the City Company providing

for the free passage of its employees. The Interurban Company has the

privilege of issuing a limited number of passes; number not to exr.eed

fifty, good on its interurban cars when on the tracks of the City Company.

A list of such passes issued by the Interurban Company is to be furnished

to the City Company.

PAYMENT FOR THE USE OF CAR

As already stated, most contracts between interurban and

city companies provide for payment for terminal privileges

upon the basis of the division of the local fare according to

an agreed percentage. In some cases, however, the city com-

pany takes the car and pays the interurban company a certain

amount, varying from one cent to three cents per car-mile,

for the use of the car. This amount might be considered as

representing either in part or in whole the expense to the

interurban company of the maintenance of the car and its

equipment. This rate is fixed throughout the life of the con-

tract in some contracts, and is subject to revision by a board

of arbitrators at fixed periods in others.

A somewhat different arrangement has been adopted in

cases where through tickets are sold by both the city and

interurban companies. Here one contract provides for a di-

vision upon an agreed basis of 95 per cent of the fare

received, and the remaining 5 per cent is left as a "floating"

credit; that is to say, it is kept by the company selling the

ticket. This encourages each company to advertise and

otherwise push the sale of joint tickets.

PAYMENT FOR POWER AND OTHER SERVICES

Contracts are often drawn so that the services supplied by

the city company, other than the use of the track and over-

head construction, form the basis of a separate payment.

These services are usually power, greasing, and the removal

of ice and snow. Power is paid for in certain contracts upon

an agreed rate per trip or mile, and in others upon the kilo-

watt-hour basis. Examples of the former method are shown

in the following clauses:

Power is to be paid for by the Interurban Company for all cars operated

by it under this agreement, at the rate of 35 cents per trip, in either

direction. This figure is based on the class of equipment now in use and

any existing equipments of a capacity equivalent to four No. 56 Westing-

house motors, car body not to exceed 33 ft. 3 ins. in length, 43 ft. over all,

9 ft. in width. Medium speed gearing.

The electric current or motive power for the operation of said cars is to

be furnished by the City Company, for which the Interurban Company will

pay the sum of 3 cents per car-mile on double-truck cars and 2 cents

per mile on single-truck cars for each car run and operated. No car, how-

ever, to have more than two No. 3, 30-hp Westinghouse motors or their

equivalent in power.

An example of a clause on the kilowatt-hour basis follows

:

The party of the first part shall furnish electric current of a potential of

not less than 450 volts nor more than 600 volts, the same to be delivered

on the trolley wire along the aforementioned streets from 6 a. m. to 12 p.

m., unless prevented from so doing by some unavoidable accident. * * *

The party of the second part shall pay to the party of the first part the sum

of 2 cents per kilowatt-hour for all electric current furnished as indicated

by the recording indicating wattmeter. The recording indicating wattmeter

is to be read at the end of each month by an agent of the party of the

first part and of the party of the second part, and a bill rendered by the

party of the first part to the party of the second part for the preceding

month, at the above-named rates.

Where the companies wish to provide for a decrease of

charge, based upon a reduced cost of power, the following

clause from another contract, where the power for a certain

section of track used by the city company is furnished by the

interurban company, might answer:

The power so furnished shall be measured by a Thomson recording watt-

meter, or such other form of meter as may be mutually agreed upon, and

said meter shall be located and said power shall be measured at the abutting

point between the trolley wires of said companies near the city's south cor-

poration line. Said meter shall be provided and maintained by and at the

expense of the Interurban Company, and shall be calibrated whenever re-

quested by either party hereto, and if found to run slow or fast more than

3 per cent, shall be readjusted or replaced. The meter shall be enclosed and

kept under lock and key. The readings of said meter shall be reported in

writing daily by the Interurban Company to the City Company. For the

power used in running the cars of both companies over the trucks of the

City Company as measured by said wattmeter, the City Company agrees to

pay the Interurban Company the sum of 2 cents per kilowatt-hour during

the first six months of this contract and thereafter at a cost price to be de-

termined at the end of each six months this contract remains in force, which

said cost price shall be determined as follows : At the end of each six months

this contract shall remain in force, the actual cost of operating and main-

taining said power station of the Interurban Company shall be accurately

ascertained. Said operating expenses shall include all indebtedness incurred

during the preceding six months by the Interurban Company for said power

house, including fuel, supplies of all kinds, repairs, maintenance and re-

placements which do not increase the capacity of said plant, wages and

labor, to which shall be added the sum of $18,000, for interest and depreci-

ation on the investment of the Interurban Company in said power house

and equipment, the aggregate amount of said sum shall be the total cost

of power for the preceding six months. The cost per kilowatt-hour shall be

determined by dividing the aggregate of said cost so ascertained by total

output of current from said power station for the preceding six months

measured in kilowatt-hours, and the unit so ascertained shall be considered

as the cost per kilowatt-+iour for power at the power station; to said unit so

ascertained 10 per cent shall b*e added for loss of power in transmission from

the power station to the wattmeter hereinbefore mentioned. And said unit

of cost with said 10 per cent added shall be the cost of power for the next

period of six months under the terms of this contract, to be paid by the

City Company to the Interurban Company; provided, however, that the

Interurban Company has agreed and does now agree that said unit of cost

so to be paid by the City Company shall not exceed the sum of 2 cents

per kilowatt-hour.

To provide against interruptions of the service the following

clause was inserted

:

And the Interurban Company agrees that the voltage of such current

furnished on any part of said route shall not be less, except momentarily,

than 450 volts. The Interurban Company shall not be liable for any failure

at any time or from any cause to furnish power, but the City Company shall

have the same right at all times to take power from the wires along said

route that the Interurban Company may have. And such power shall be
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furnished during the hours which the Interurban Company may have iti

power station in operation, but nothing herein contained shall require the

Interurban Company to operate its power station for longer hours than may
be required for the operation of the cars of the Interurban Company.

Another power clause reads :

The power furnished to be the same as that provided for the cars of the

first party and to be sufficient to propel second party's cars over the said

route. It is understood and agreed that said first party is to furnish the

electric power for and permit to be operated over its tracks as aforesaid,

all cars that it shall have the legal authority to receive, but that nothing
herein contained shall obligate said first party to receive any cars from
second party in such manner as unnecessarily to interfere with its own
business, or which shall violate any lawful statute or ordinance governing
the operation of the street railways of first party, it being understood that

first party does not guarantee, except as to itself, the right to second party

to carry mail, baggage, express, freight or passengers, over the tracks of

first party, etc.

There remain the two items of greasing and snow removal.

Clauses covering these points between two companies which

run over each other's tracks are as follows:

Calculation of cost on the greasing is to be based upon actual time and
material used by men employed. A daily statement of such cost is to be

rendered by each company to the other, and bill rendered for same monthly,
and settlements made on account of same on or before the 15th of the fol-

lowing month.

Calculation of and distribution of cost on snow and ice account is to be

based upon the cost of snow-fighting equipment to be either sweeper or

plow, $2.50 per sweeper or plow-hour when sweeper or plow is furnished by
the City Company. When snow-fighting equipment is furnished by the

Interurban Company, a charge of 50 cents per equipment-hour (either

sweeper or plow) is to be made by the City Railway to the Interurban
Railway for power. A daily statement and monthly settlement are to be
made as provided for above.

SETTLEMENTS

This is another clause in which a great variety of practice

exists. Four points may be considered in connection with

the settlement, viz: (i) The date at which the payment is

due, (2) the rate of interest on the payment in case of default,

(3) the date at which the terminal privilege ceases in case of

continuous default, and (4) the procedure to be followed by

the creditor company for collecting payment in case it is not

tendered.

As regards point 1, the date, the usual practice is to desig-

nate the 15th to the 20th of each month for the charges which

have accrued during the preceding month, these settlements

to be based upon daily or weekly statements rendered during

the previous month. In a quite large number of cases, how-
ever, a date as early as the 5th has been set, and in some
cases under penalty of immediate forfeiture of privileges.

This date seems unreasonably early. It imposes unnecessary

hardship upon the debtor company and its accounting force

to prepare and approve the vouchers, and secures no sub-

stantial resulting benefit to the creditor company.

As regards point 2, interest, when allowed, is usually reck-

oned at 6 per cent. It is more common, however, to have

the terminal rights cease if payment is not made upon the day

designated for the settlement. Where default with interest

is allowed, cancellation of privileges usually follows thirty or

sixty days after a written notice of default from the creditor

company.

Various methods of expressing the cancellation clause

follow

:

The use hereby permitted of said lines of railway and passenger and
freight stations and terminals is upon condition that each of said account-

ings, settlements and payments shall be made by said Interurban Company
as and when herein provided, and that upon any failure or omission to do

so, and as long as such failure or omission shall continue in whole or in

part, the right to use such lines and stations and terminals shall cease and
be at an end, and said City Company may exclude the cars of said Inter-

urban Company therefrom.

The City Company, its successors and assigns, may, at its' option, prevent

further use of its tracks by the Interurban Company until payment shall

have been made.
Then the said City Company shall have the right to declare this con-

tract forfeited and cancelled, such forfeiture and cancellation to take effect

sixty days after notice in writing, but any such forfeiture and cancellation

shall not cancel the right of City Company to recover by proper action the

amount due and to become due, whether such notice of cancellation is

given or not.

And in such case, the party to whom such payment is due shall have
the right, at its option, to refuse to receive or permit the cars of the other
party upon its tracks until the sum or sums then due or payable is or are
paid, but nothing herein shall be construed as preventing either party from
proceeding at law or in equity to enforce any rignts which said parties have
under this instrument.

Then at the option of said first party all rights of the said second party
under this contract may be forfeited, but the failure on the part of the said
party of the first part to declare a forfeiture of the rights of said second
party for any such breach shall not prevent it, in case of similar breach
occurring subsequently, or if there is a continuation of such breach, from
then declaring such a forfeiture, and neither party shall be liable in dam-
ages under this contract, if unable to secure necessary franchises.

And in case default in such payments shall continue for thirty days,
then and in that case, and as often as such defaults shall occur, first party,
at its option, shall have the right to exclude second party from the use of
the tracks and power of the first party, until all the sums then due or
payable have been paid first party in full, in accordance with the terms of
this agreement. And second party agrees that if it shall, at any time, fail

to pay any sum of money which it shall become able to pay under the
terms of this agreement, and shall remain in default for a period of thirty
days (and in this respect time is of the essence of this contract), it shall at

once, upon request in writing by the first party, cease to use the tracks of
first party, and in every respect cease the operation of its cars upon the
tracks of first party until the amount then due and payable has been fully
paid to first party. Nothing herein contained shall be held or construed to
prevent any party from proceeding, either at law or in equity, to enforce
any rights which said parties have, or may have under this agreement, but
this right to suspend the use of said tracks is in every respect to be held
to be continuous and cumulative and in addition to other legal rights and
remedies for enforcement and performance of this agreement.

AUDITING

Most contracts provide for auditing. One of the simplest

clauses is as follows :

The City Company shall have at all times free access to the books,
forms, papers, tickets and such other records of the Interurban Company to

permit of the correct and complete auditing of the sale and collection of all

tickets and other fares pertaining to this traffic agreement.

A more elaborate form reads :

Said first party shall provide its cars with suitable and proper fare registers,

or other devices or apparatus for checking fares, upon which the conductors
and employees of second party shall correctly register the fares received,
showing the number of fares received and the kind, class or classes of fares,

as provided in this contract, and shall also cause to be kept way-bills and
vouchers, giving correctly the amount received by said second party for all

mail, baggage, express and freight which is carried into or out of the city

of
, or between' any points within said city, over the tracks of said first

party, and said seccmd party shall keep correct and complete books of

account of all its business over first party's lines. Said first party shall have
the right at all times to inspect the said fare registers, devices, or apparatus
for registering fares, way-bills, vouchers, and accounts, and the said books
of the second party showing all receipts by it of fares, payments for mail,
baggage, express and freight, and all passengers carried over first party's
lines, or' any part thereof, and each party hereto shall be entitled to receive
of the other any and all information, of every name and nature, necessary
to properly carry out the terms of this agreement. Said first party shall

also have the right, at all times, but at its own cost and expense, to place
inspectors upon the cars of second party, who shall be carried free within
the city limits.

One contract provides that the city company may provide

inspectors who "shall be entitled to free passage on all of the

cars of the other party, with the right to count or otherwise

ascertain the number of passengers carried and fares collected

on the line of the first party employing such inspectors, and
of obtaining such other information as shall be desirable

from time to time in respect to the performance of the provis-

ions and obligations of this contract."

COMPETITION

Most contracts provide that each company will not build

additional lines to compete with the other company during

the life of the contract, and also will not make similar traffic

contracts with any company competing with the other. In

addition, the interurban company usually agrees that it will

not seek local business on its cars while they are on the city

company's tracks, and that no cars other than those operated

by itself shall be run over the city tracks under the agree-

ment. These two latter points are sometimes covered by pro-

viding that all of the interurban cars shall come from a

point at least 10 or 15 miles (or whatever distance may be

agreed upon) on the interurban tracks.
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Typical agreements of the kind described to protect each

other from competition follow :

The Interurban Company during the continuance of this contract will not

make any effort to obtain a street surface railroad franchise within said

City of , except with the consent of City Company, and will not

within such term, without like consent, build any road within said city,

except as provided for herein, or operate any road within the City of

except over the tracks hereinabove described, without the consent of City

Company, and Interurban Company agrees that the tracks of City Com-

pany to be used by Interurban Company, as aforesaid, shall not be used

for the passage of the cars of any other company except with the consent

of City Company.
The second party agrees for itself, its successors, lessees and assigns, that

it will not ask for any or secure any franchise or franchises or aid or as-

sist any person or corporation whatever in securing any franchise or fran-

chises within the city limits of the City of during the term of this

contract without written consent of the first party, and if said second party,

its successors, lessees, or assigns should make application for any such

franchise within the limits of the City of without written consent of

the first party, then this contract can be terminated at the election of the

first party; and the party of the first part agrees not to extend its lines

outside the City of into any of the territory served by party of the

second part, without the written consent of the latter, and agrees not to

make without like consent any traffic or other agreement admitting into

the City of over its lines any competing or parallel road.

In consideration of the premises, Interurban Company agrees not to enter

or attempt to enter the City of with its proposed railroad, except by

virtue of this contract, and City Company agrees not to construct or at-

tempt to construct any extension of its railroad in competition with pro-

posed railroad of Interurban Company, it being intended that this provision

will not permit the construction of a railroad or the extension of a railroad

by City Company, which shall at any point be within five miles of Inter-

urban Company's proposed railroad.

FREIGHT AND EXPRESS CARS

The future operation of freight and express cars is usually

provided for in the contract, even if there is no immediate

intention of conducting such a "business. A traffic contract

between a city and an interurban road is drawn to last a

long term of years, and such a clause is extremely advisable.

Where it is the purpose of the interurban company to oper-

ate freight and express cars from the start or in the immedi-

ate future, the terms of payment for trackage rights should

be stated in the contract. Those of existing contracts pro-

viding for this feature vary almost as widely as in the case of

passenger cars. They are usually on the trip basis, say 75

cents or more a trip, depending upon the length of the city

tracks traversed, but in some cases are on a car-mile basis

with an additional terminal charge for freight-house facilities,

or the receipts may be divided upon the same basis as the

passenger receipts

A clause covering future operation at an indeterminate

rate reads

:

The provisions of this agreement hereinbefore contained are intended to

apply solely to passenger cars and passenger service, but it is declared to

be the intention of the parties to operate, so far as they lawfully may, cars

for the carrying of goods and property by mutual agreement over the lines

herein before specified, and it is declared to be the intention of the parties

that any revenues received from other sources than passenger traffic in the

earnings of which said parties participate shall be apportioned between the

parties hereto in such proportion as may be mutually agreed.

LENGTH OF AGREEMENT

In this important feature of the contract another wide

variation is also found. One contract calls for a life of five

years with privilege of termination by either party on giving

six months' notice in writing. Another contract can be termi-

nated after a year's notice in writing by either party, and an-

other by a year's notice from the interurban company or six

months from the city company. In most cases, however, the life

is set for the year in which the franchises expire. One contract

sets a terminating date five years after the expiration of the

franchise, with the provision that the contract will lapse if

these franchises are not renewed. The advisability of this

plan is obvious. At the time of the expiration of the fran-

chises the managers of the company will have sufficient

on hand to demand their attention without making their

traffic contracts co-terminous with their franchises. If the

franchises are renewed there will then be ample time to take

up the operating agreements. Another suggestion is to make

the date of termination different from that of the maturity of

the bonds. The reason for this is the same as that for making

the expiration of the contract differ in time from the expira-

tion of the franchise. Many contracts also provide for re-

view of the terms at stated periods.

ARBITRATION

Practically all contracts include a clause providing for the

arbitration of all questions in dispute under the agreement.

Sometimes this clause also includes for arbitration of the

terms under which the contract may be renewed. A typical

clause, in which the latter point is also embodied, follows:

At the end of any ten-year period dating from the beginning of operation

hereunder, either party may notify the other that it desires a readjustment

of the various money compensations between the parties hereto, and if the

parties shall fail to agree upon such readjustment within thirty days, such

question shall be submitted to a board of three arbitrators, one of whom
shall be chosen by City Company and the other by Interurban. Company,

and the third selected by two thus chosen, and a decision of a majority of

the board thus chosen shall be final and binding upon the parties hereto

until the next period of adjustment. Upon neglect or failure of either

party to select an arbitrator as above provided within ten days after such

written notice of the name of the arbitrator chosen by the other party, the

party so selecting its arbitrator and serving such notice shall fix such money
compensations which shall control until the next period of readjustment

hereunder, and in the event the two arbitrators first chosen as above pro-

vided shall fail to agree upon the third arbitrator within fifteen days after

their selection, such third arbitrator shall on application of either party to

this agreement, on five days' written notice of application therefor, be

selected by a justice of the Supreme Court of the State of — residing

in the Judicial District.

Occasionally a clause will be inserted to the effect that

"any and all requests for arbitration are to be sent in writing

by registered mail to the- president or general manager for

the time being of the company addressed, and should state

fully the question or questions to be arbitrated."

Occasionally also provisions for the continuance of the

status quo and for the expense of the arbitrators are covered

by a clause like the following:

But it is expressly agreed that no controversy which shall arise shall

interfere with or suspend the operation of the railways of either of the

parties hereto over the lines of the other; and the question or questions

submitted to the arbitrators, and all business and settlements and pay-

ments, which are to be transacted or made under the terms of this instru-

ment, shall continue pending the arbitration, and shall be transacted and
made in the manner and form existing prior to the arising of such ques-

tion or questions, as if no controversy had arisen. All expenses connected

with any such arbitration, including a reasonable compensation to the

arbitrators, shall be subject to the result of such arbitration, and shall be

borne and shared by the parties hereto in such manner, or in such propor-

tion, as the arbitiators shall award.

There is, in some States, an advantage in introducing in

the contract the names of the arbitrators for each side. It

has been held in Pennsylvania, for instance, that where the

parties to a contract have agreed to a prospective submission

of disputes to a particular referee named, the courts will take

no jurisdiction of the matters in dispute; but it is otherwise

where there is a general agreement to refer to arbitrators to

be chosen at some future time. Where there is a provision

for a submission to arbitrators to be mutually chosen by the

parties, an action will nevertheless be sustained unless the

defendant proves that he offered to choose arbitrators. But

where there is an agreement to submit to an arbitrator named,

no action will be sustained without proof that the plaintiff

offered arbitration before bringing suit. Suit may be brought

if the arbitrator dies or 'is absent, and the provisions for arbi-

tration may be waived by acts of the parties.

An arbitration clause drawn to cover this point reads as

follows

:

If difficulties arise between the parties hereto under this agreement, and

which require an impartial decision, a Board of Arbitration is hereby pro-

vided for, as follows: Each party hereto shall be represented in said Board

by two members, consisting of the following-named persons, tQ wi,t; John
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Doe and Richard Roe; or as alternates, James Smith and Harry Jones,

both of the City of , for the first party, and Peter Robinson and
James Wilson, or as alternates, Robert Brown and William Black, of the

same city, for the second party, and these four in event of a deadlock shall

choose a fifth member. The decision reached by said Board of Arbitration

shall be final and binding upon both parties hereto. Both parties to this

agreement shall have the right to substitute arbitrators or alternates for

those above named.

MISCELLANEOUS CLAUSES

Besides the general clau6es mentioned above, which ap-

pear in nearly all contracts of the character under discussion,

many include special agreements which may have come as

suggestions to the minds to one or other. Thus, in one

case provision was made for a division of any future license

fees which might be charged by the city for the operation

of the interurban cars. In another case that the operation

of the interurban cars should not obstruct or delay the opera-

tion of the city cars longer than would be necessary to dis-

charge and load passengers. In another that breaches of

the contract by either company "cannot be adequately

compensated in damages recoverable in any action at law,

and that the performance of such covenant may be specifically

enforced by injunction or other appropriate remedy."

CONCLUSIONS

Any contract of the kind under consideration in this article

is entered into because it is, or should be, beneficial to both

parties, and although the actual terms agreed upon must in

all cases be the result of compromise, this fact of mutual in-

terest and benefit should not be lost sight of. While it is

difficult to state which company—that operating the city sys-

tem or that conducting the interurban service—receives the

greater benefit for a contract of this kind, all will

admit that each is necessary to the other. But if there

is any preponderance of benefit it would seem to be

on the side of the city company. While it is important

to the interurban company to convey its passengers

directly to the center of its chief terminal city, such a plan

can hardly be considered essential to its existence. A change

of cars for passengers at the junction of the tracks of the

interurban and city roads can be enforced in case the terms

of the latter company for running rights are too onerous

and it is hard to conceive of a city company not making

provision for handling such traffic. Again, the interurban

company always has the possibility of gaining an independent

entrance.

On the other hand, any great future growth of most of the

modern city systems is largely dependent upon their inter-

urban feeders. These roads furnish a continuous though

long-haul patronage both from the country districts into the

city and from the city districts out into the country. This

traffic is in all cases practically created and could not be

obtained in any other way. If a city company cannot build

and own its own interurban feeders it should certainly en-

courage the construction of such lines by others. This

policy will not only increase its own traffic, but if the com-
pany is protected in its interurban contracts by clauses similar

to those cited above under "Competition," it may often be

saved considerable trouble in the future.

CONNECTICUT RAILWAY & LIGHTING COMPANY
ORDERS ROLLING STOCK FOR THE NEW YEAR

The Connecticut Railway & Lighting Company has ordered

for delivery early next year fifteen 30-ft. closed cars from the

Cincinnati Car Company, and for delivery next spring thirty-

one fifteen-bench open cars from the J. G. Brill Company.
All the cars will be mounted on Brill trucks and will have
Westinghouse equipment.

THE TRACTION SITUATION IN INDIANA

Statistics just compiled show that 1650 miles of electric

roads are in operation in Indiana, and that there is now under

construction in the State 746 miles. A number of projects

was commenced during 1906, but none of them is yet in opera-

tion. In fact, only one new road has been started since July.

This is the Indianapolis, Huntington, Columbia City &
Northwestern. Work on the Huntington road is going for-

ward between Vauter Park at the south end of Wawausec
Lake through Benton to Goshen, the grade being nearly com-
pleted and some thirty thousand ties upon the ground. This

road is reported to just have been financed for a distance of

60 miles between Huntington and Goshen, with the under-

standing that the same parties will take the bonds on the road

from Huntington to Indianapolis, making a distance of 156

miles. The roads opened for business since July are the ex-

tensions from Rushville to Connorsville, and Shelbyville to

Greensburg, operated by the Indianapolis-Cincinnati Trac-
tion Company, and the line between Garrett and Kendallville

connecting with Ft. Wayne, and the line between Bluffton

and Marion. By next July lines will probably be com-
pleted between Indianapolis and Louisville, Indianapolis and
Terre Haute, Lafayette and Logansport, Peru and Wabash,
Indianapolis and New Castle, Indianapolis and Crawfords-
ville, Rockport and Evansville, Princeton and Vincennes, and
by Jan. 1, 1908, it is expected roads will be in operation be-

tween Crawfordsville and Danville, Ind.
;
Shirley anl Ander-

son, Greenfield and Maxwell, New Castle and Muncie, New
Castle and Richmond, New Castle and Winchester, and Win-
chester and Portland. During the year the Indianapolis-Cin-

cinnati Traction Company will extend from Connersville east-

ward to effect their connection for Cincinnati. The proposed
road between Wabash and Rochester has been abandoned, as

has also the line between Amo and Danville, Ind.

There are a number of roads projected for 1907, including

the New York-Chicago Air Line, a line from Lafayette to

Crawfordsville, Greencastle and Bloomington, known as the

Educational Route, and a line from Lafayette to Covington
and to connect at Clinton for Terre Haute with branches run-

ning from Attica to Kankakee, 111., to connect with the Reed
Line into Chicago, and another from some point on the main
line to Danville, Ind., to connect for Indianapolis. This line

is being projected by Daniel W. B/>lan and associates. Ex-
clusive of the New York-Chicago Air Line there are pro-

jected 570 miles of road.

At this time there are ten traction roads whose lines run
directly into the Traction Terminal Station, Indianapolis, and
during the year three more will enter, the Indianapolis, Craw-
fordsville & Western, the Indianapolis, New Castle & Toledo,
and the Indianapolis & Western, making a total of thirteen

main line tracks. The following lines and their divisions

indicate the territory covered, tributary to Indianapolis, as

follows: Indianapolis & Eastern, to Richmond, Dayton, Co-
lumbus, Cincinnati, Toledo and all Ohio points

;
Indianapolis

& Eastern, New Castle Division; Indianapolis-Cincinnati,

Rushville Division, to Rushville and Connersville; Indian-

apolis-Cincinnati, Shelbyville Division, to Shelbyville and
Greensburg; Indianapolis-Martinsville Rapid Transit, to

Mooreville, Martinsville, Indianapolis and Plainfield; Indian-

apolis-Danville; Indianapolis & Northwestern, Lafayette Di-

vision; Indianapolis & Northwestern, Crawfordsville Divis-

ion; Indianapolis & Northern, Kokomo Division; Indian-

apolis & Northern, Logansport Division; Indianapolis &
Northern, Peru Division; Indianapolis & Northern, Ft.

Wayne Division; Indiana Union Traction Company, Ander-
son Division

; Indiana Union Traction Company, Anderson-
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Marion-Wabash Division; Indiana Union Traction Company,

Middletown Division; Indiana Union Traction Company,

Muncie Division; Indiana Union Traction Company, Muncie-

Winchester-Dayton Division; Indiana Union Traction Com-
pany, Muncie-Portland Division; Indiana Union Traction

Company, Muncie-Hartford-Ft. Wayne Division; Indian-

apolis, Columbus & Southern, to Seymour.

The Louisville & Northern Traction Company is building

from Sellersburg to Seymour, which will connect with the

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern and the Louisville, In-

diana Southern Traction companies, making a direct line to

Louisville.

The Indianapolis & Western Traction Company is now

building between Brazil, Ind., and Plainfield, which will con-

nect at Terre Haute with the Terre Haute Traction Company,

making a direct line and connecting at Terre Haute with

Clinton, St. Mary's-of-the-Woods and Sullivan.

The line now building between Princeton and Vincennes

will be finished within a few months, and it only remains for

the link to be constructed between Vincennes and Sullivan to

make a through route by electric lines from Evansville to

Indianapolis and at Evansville connect for Mt. Vernon,

Boonesville, Rockport, Richland and Grand View.

Another electric railway line will soon be ready for opera-

tion between Logansport and Lafayette; also the line between

Warsaw and Peru, between Ft. Wayne and Decatur, between

South Bend and Laporte, and LaGrange and Angola.

Owing to the activity in electric railway affairs in Indiana

the American Engineering Company, of Indianapolis, has

announced that it will shortly publish a map of the State

showing all of the proposed lines to date.

SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CARS FOR WALLA WALLA,
WASHINGTON

In the spring of this year the Northwestern Gas & Electric

Company, which operates the street railway system in Walla

Walla and also an interurban line, 13 miles long, to the cities

of Milton and Freevvater, Ore., placed on its lines its first

semi-convertible grooveless-post car built by the J. G. Brill

Company. Subsequent orders for this type of car have fol-

lowed, a shipment consisting of three passenger, two com-

bination passenger and baggage and two trail cars having

lately gone forward to Walla Walla from the works of the

American Car Company. The passenger cars in the present

instance differ from their predecessors only in the matter of

size. They measure 25 ft. 4 ins. over the end panels and 34

The road between Walla Walla and Milton runs through

a fruit and garden belt for the entire distance, the belt hav-

ing an area of about 35 square miles. Most of the freight

carried in the baggage compartments of the new combination

cars, therefore, will consist of fruit and vegetables. The chief

SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CAR FOR WALLA WALLA, WASH.

dimensions of the combination cars correspond generally to

the passenger cars, except in the matter of length, the former

cars measuring 31 ft. 8 ins. 'over the end panels and 41 ft. 1

in. over the crown pieces ; the baggage compartment is 9 ft.

2 ins. in length. The baggage compartment is fitted with the

familiar seats, arranged to fold up, for the accommodation of

smokers.

The trail cars present no unusual features, being of the

ordinary twelve-bench open type and mounted on the Brill

No. 27-G1 trucks. Their length is 34 ft. ^ in. ; width over the

sills, 7 ft. 73/2 ins., and over the posts, 8 ft. 2 ins.

NEW SOUTH WALES TRACTION REPORT

The report of the Railway Commissioners of New South

Wales for the quarter ended Sept. 30, 1906, shows the follow-

ing results compared with the same period of the preceding

year:

Miles open
Revenue
Expenditure
Train miles run

Earnings per train mile

Expenditure per train mile

Percentage

—

Expenditure to earnings

Number of passengers carried.

1906 1905

I26J4

£205,248 ^194,598

£167,988 £160,033

4-077,524 4,035,595

isod

9y4d 9
J/2d

81.85 82.24

• 35,141,791 33,288,264

IN IOWA SINCE 1902

general manager of the Inter-

N PASSENGER AND BAGGAGE CAR

H. H. Polk, president

Urban Railway Company, of Des Moines, Iowa, has written

this paper calling attention to the fact that

an electric road in Illinois referred to in

this paper as having been the first to es-

tablish a freight tariff and to interchange

freight with a steam railroad, was ante-

dated by the Inter-Urban Railway Com-
pany. The latter company has had joint

tariffs with the Chicago Great Western

Railway ever since 1902, and also has joint

rates with the Minneapolis & St. Louis

road and with the Illinois Central Rail-

road.

ft. 9 ins. over the crown pieces. The other dimensions of the

new passenger cars are : Width over the sills, including

sheathing, 7 ft. 11J/2 ins.; over the posts at the belt, 8 ft. 2

ins. The framing consists of side sills 4 ins. x 7^4 ins., plated

with ^8-in. x' 12-in. steel; end sills, 5*4 ins. x 6^ ins. The

truck employed is the No. 27-G1, whereas the Brill cars were

equipped with the No. 21-E single truck.

NEW LINE INTO TOLEDO

The Toledo, Port Clinton & Lakeside Railway Company is

now operating cars into Toledo over its new line, having made

a satisfactory traffic arrangement with the Toledo Railways

& Light Company. Ballasting is about completed and a new
sub-station is being erected near the city limits.
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SURFACE EXPRESS SERVICE IN PITTSBURG

The experiment of an express service on a surface line in a

busy city, with free transfers to all intersecting lines, is being

made by the Pittsburg Railways Company. It is the idea of

President James D. Gallery, who is striving to relieve the

congestion of cars down town.

Pittsburg is peculiarly situated, lying between the Monon-
gahela and Allegheny Rivers, which, coming together, form
the Ohio. The down-town streets run into a narrow neck

of land. All the East End trunk lines reach the shopping

section via Fifth Avenue and Sixth Avenue. During the

rush hours cars have to drift on both streets, and as it was
impossible to put out more cars, new residence section outlets

had to be made. Alongside the Pennsylvania Railroad tracks

runs Liberty Avenue, on which the company operated two

East End routes.

Mr. Callery conceived the idea of changing these routes,

which were not profitable, to a transfer service and giving

up Liberty Avenue for express cars. The latter were put into

car, trailer, motor and trailer. The Westinghouse multiple-

control system with Westinghouse automatic brakes is in-

cluded in the equipment. Motor cars are each equipped with

four 56's. At present low gear is used, but this is being

changed.

Mr. Callery and other officials are pleased with the express

service, and it will probably be made permanent. It has

relieved the crush on other East End routes.

CAR HEATING SITUATION DISCUSSED IN DETAIL BY
THE BOSTON ELEVATED RAILWAY COMPANY.

The Boston Elevated Railway Company has issued an in-

teresting letter in regard to its efforts to secure additional

power during the year in reply to an inquiry by the Massa-

chusetts Railroad Commission touching the matter of car

heating. Within the past year the company has made pro-

vision, either by the installation of generating apparatus of its

own or by the purchase of power from another company (the

Edison Electric Illuminating Company, of Boston,) for an

FOUR-CAR TRAIN FOR SURFACE OPERATION IN PITTSBURG

operation Dec. 3, as noted in the Street Railway Journal

for Dec. 8. The route is from Liberty Avenue and Cecil

Alley out Liberty to Center, to Penn, to Highland, to Center,

back to Liberty, to Seventh, to Penn to place of beginning.

This makes a loop covering 10 miles the round trip. It was

the intention to run four-car trains every ten minutes, but

owing to delays in getting high-speed gear, couplings and

other equipment it was decided to put on twelve two-car

trains—a double-truck motor car seating forty-four and a

trailer seating twenty-eight people. These are run on five-

minute schedules during the rush hours and ten minutes

during the middle of the day. Stops are made at certain

points only.

Until teamsters and the public get used to the new service

very fast schedules will not be put on. The running time at

present is one hour for a round trip until 7 p. m., and fifty

minutes after that hour. This time will be cut down grad-

ually to forty minutes. City officials and newspapers are co-

operating with the company and urging teamsters to give the

express cars the right of way.

Within a week or ten days President Callery expects to put

on the four-car trains. Several trains of this kind have been

tested on different routes. Each train is made up of a motor

addition to its power supply of between 7000 and 7500 kw,

which is an increase of its supply of last year of 20 per cent,

although its traffic increased but 6.2 per cent. Of this addi-

tional capacity 3675 kw is obtained by the erection of two

new stations and the addition of a 2000-kw generator to an

existing plant, 3600 kw being purchased from the Edison

company. It was expected that all of this power would be

available in November, but this has not been the case and the

road is short about 2800 kw of its contracted power. It is

expected that all the delayed machinery will be delivered

shortly and the power produced. In the emergency the road

has endeavored to buy more direct current, but has found

none available.

During the year Messrs. Stone and Webster and Bion J.

Arnold have been independently employed to investigate the

entire system and recommend the best method of still further

augmenting comprehensively the power supply. The reports

of these engineers will shortly be received and acted upon.

In spite of the partial failure in the production of contem-

plated extra power there has been a lack of heat in the cars

only when there have been temporary power plant break-

downs, and then only for short periods in the latter part of a

few afternoons, on week days, with one exception.
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LEGAL DEPARTMENT*

INJURIES TO DOGS

There have been considerable casuistry and quibbling over

the question whether a dog is property. Some courts have held

that a dog does not constitute property ; other courts have said

that he constitutes a qualified kind of property; while the

courts of some of the newer States, that are least embarrassed

by precedent, have looked upon the dog as property in

the ordinary sense. We think the latter view is the only

rational one. (See the discussion of Earl, J., in Mullaly vs.

People, 86 N. Y. 365). Of course the fierce disposition of

certain dogs, and the tendency toward dangerous disease of

all dogs, render the species particularly liable to summary
destruction, under the police power, in the interest of public

safety and comfort. But it is absurd to argue that this factor

should take dogs without the legal pale of property. Private

ownership, with all its incidents, is recognized and upheld in

many things, which are liable to destruction in the public

interest, up to the time when such destruction takes place.

The judicial tendency everywhere now seems to be towards

admitting property rights in dogs, in like manner as in horses,

cows and other domestic animals. The State of Minnesota

is one in which the general property right is upheld, and a

recent decision by its Supreme Court is interesting upon the

liability that may be incurred by street railroad companies for

the killing or injury of dogs. (Harper vs. St. Paul St. Ry.

Co., 109 N. W. 227). It was held that "when dogs are en-

gaged in fighting upon street railway tracks, and are appar-

ently oblivious of an approaching car, the motorman, upon

discovering them in a position of peril, is required to exercise

reasonable care by using proper signals or checking the speed

of his car, to avoid their injury." Upon facts that authorized

the jury to find that the motorman did not use reasonable

effort to avoid running down two dogs that were fighting, a

verdict of $50 for damages against the company was sus-

tained for the killing of one of the animals. This decision

refers to and reaffirms a previous decision of the same court

(Smith vs. St. Paul St. R. R. Co., 79 Minn. 254) wherein,

with excellent common sense, it was held that a motorman is

not required to stop his car, if running at a legal or reason-

able rate of speed, to avoid collision with dogs under ordinary

conditions; that because of their superior intelligence and

quickness of movement a street railway company should not

be held to the same degree of care as to dogs as with regard

to other animals running at large, such as cattle. But in the

case first above cited, in which the veidict against the com-
pany was sustained, it appeared that the car was running at

about 12 or 15 miles an hour, that the motorman made no

attempt to check the speed and did not blow any whistle or

ring any bell. Moreover, as the dog in question was engaged
in a fight, the motorman was held to have been under obliga-

tion of considering that probably ordinary sounds and signals

would be disregarded. Under the circumstances, it was only

just and proper to hold a company liable in damages for the

destruction of a valuable dog. The duty is to use reasonable

care to avoid injury, under the facts of the particular case,

and the question whether such care was used will be one for

the jury.

CHARTERS, FRANCHISES, ORDINANCES, ETC.

ARKANSAS.— Carriers— Ejection of Passenger— Exemplary
Damages—Evidence—Excessive Damages—Trial—Admission
of Evidence—Cure of Error—Instruction—Conformity to

Pleadings—Requested Instruction—Modification by Court.

1. Exemplary damages may be awarded against a street car

company for malicious acts of its servant in ejecting a passenger
from a car.

* Conducted by Wilbur Larremore, of the New York Bar, 32 Nassau
Street, New York, to whom all correspondence concerning this department
should be addressed.

2. In an action for ejection of a passenger from a car, evidence

held sufficient to sustain a finding that the act of the conductor in

ejecting the passenger was wanton, wilful and malicious, so as

to justify the imposition of exemplary damages.

3. An award of $500 compensatory damages and $250 exem-
plary damages for the ejection of a passenger from a street car,

with rude and insulting language by the conductor, and for causing

a passenger's arrest for alleged disorderly conduct, was not ex-

cessive.

4. Where one paragraph of a declaration claimed damages for

the ejection of a passenger from a street car, and another para-

graph claimed damages for causing a criminal prosecution against

him for disorderly conduct, error in the admission of evidence of

the prosecution was cured, where a demurrer to the paragraph
claiming damages on that ground was afterwards sustained, and
the jury was instructed that the passenger was not entitled to re-

cover for his arrest and prosecution, and no request was made for

an instruction warning the jury not to consider the evidence in

determining the question submitted on the other paragraph.

5. In an action for the ejection of a passenger, where allega-

tions of the complaint that the plaintiff was a passenger were not

denied, and the evidence showed that he entered on the de-

fendant's car and paid his fare, which was accepted by the con-

ductor, defendant was not entitled to an instruction that, if he

went on the car with the intention of continuing a previous con-

troversy with the conductor, he did not become a bona fide pas-

senger, even if he paid his fare.

6. In an action for the ejection of a passenger, where defendant

requested an instruction that, if the plaintiff went on' the car with

the intention of continuing a previous controversy with the con-

ductor, he did not become a bona fide passenger and could not

recover damages for such ejection, the defendant was not preju-

diced by a modification of the instruction to the effect that, if he
went on the car with the expectation of being put off, he did not

become a bona fide passenger and could not recover damages for

wounded feelings and pain of mind for being ejected.— (Little

Rock Railway & Electric Co. vs. Dobbins, 95 S. W. Rep., 788.)

ARKANSAS.—Evidence—Relevancy—Res Gestae—Witnesses

—

Examination—Deaf Mutes—Trial—Conduct in General—-In-

spection by Jury—Carriers—Ejection of Passenger—Instruc-

tions—Conduct of Passenger—What Constitutes Ejection

—

Damages—Humiliation of Plaintiff—False Imprisonment

—

Malicious Prosecution—Authority of Street Railroad Con-
ductor to Qiuse Arrest,

r. In an action for the ejection of a passenger, testimony as to

the conduct of the conductor towards other passengers shortly

after the alleged ejection was not admissible, not being a part of

the res gestae.

2. It was not error to take the testimony of deaf mutes through
an interpreter by signs, though the evidence could have been
written, where there was no showing that the interpretation by

signs was not the better method.

3. In an action for the ejection of a passenger for interfering

with the controller of a car, where the testimony showed that all

the summer cars owned by the defendant were built exactly

alike, and that the controllers were the same, it was proper to

permit an inspection of a car and the controller thereon by the

jury, to determine whether the interference was intentional.

4: Instructions that it was the duty of a passenger to conduct
himself in an orderly manner and to refrain from interfering with

the apparatus of the car, and that, if the passenger wilfully in-

terfered with the apparatus and conducted himself in a dis-

orderly manner the conductor was justified in ejecting him, were
not ground for reversal because of indefiniteness, where it was
not shown that they were not cured by the evidence of other

instructions.

5. A regulation forbidding passengers to stand on the front

platform of a street car is a reasonable and proper one, and
where the conductor requested a passenger to go inside the car,

and there was standing room therein, and plaintiff refused to

comply with the request, the conductor was justified in ejecting

him.

6. Where several cars were waiting at a station to be loaded

with passengers, and a passenger, after voluntarily leaving one
car, was told by the conductor that he could not ride on that

car, but was directed to take passage on another car, there was no
ejection.

7. In an action for the ejection of a passenger from a car, where
the evidence shows that plaintiff was not ejected, he is not entitled

to recover damages for humiliation or feelings injured because of

insulting and abusive language by the conductor.

8. A street railroad company is not liable for false imprison-
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inent and malicious prosecution of a passenger by its conductor,

which was beyond the scope of his employment and not authorized

or ratified by the company.— (Dobbins vs. Little Rock Ry. &
Electric Co., 95 S. W. Rep., 794.)

OHIO.—Carriers—Street Cars—Wrong Transfer Ticket— Ejec-

tion of Passenger—Evidence.

1. A passenger on a street railway, who has paid fare and is

entitled to ride over another line belonging to the same company,

and who, having asked for a transfer ticket over such other line,

is given, by mistake of the conductor, a transfer which is not

good over such other line, may, nevertheless, if he has exercised

such care about the receiving and making use of the transfer

ticket as persons of ordinary prudence are accustomed to exercise

under the same or similar circumstances, lawfully insist upon

being carried over such other line without further payment of

fare; and if such passenger, without fault on his part, is ejected

from a car for refusing to pay fare other than by such transfer

ticket, he may recover damages for the tort, and cannot be re-

stricted to damages for breach of the contract to carry him.

2. A failure by the plaintiff to make a statement or explanation

before he was put off the car, would not of itself defeat his right

to recover; but such fact is admissible in evidence as part of the

res gestae as bearing upon the question of the plaintiff's good
faith in accepting and using the erroneous transfer, and as affect-

ing the amount of damages.— (Cleveland City Ry. Co. vs. Conner,

178 N. E. Rep., 378.)

PENNSYLVANIA.—Street Railroads—Paving Streets—Failure

to Pave—Action by City.

1. The portions of streets occupied by a street railway company
must be kept in good condition by it, though there is no express

contract or satutory direction to that effect..

2. In an action against a street railway company by a city to

recover for paving a portion of a street with asphalt, the city

must show that the repairs were necessary, that notice had been

given by the city to the defendant to repair the tracks by paving

them with asphalt, and that the repairing was reasonable, neces-

sary and proper.— (City of Reading vs. United Traction Co., 64

Atl. Rep., 446.)

WISCONSIN. — Railroads — Crossing Other Railroads — Col-

lision of Right—Compensation—Amendment—Necessity of

Crossing—Manner 'of Crossing—Review.

1. Rev. St. 1898, Sec. 1828, Subd. 6, provides that a railroad

corporation shall have power to cross, intersect, join, and unite

its railroad with any other railroad, and that if the two corpora-

tions cannot agree upon the amount, of compensation to be made
therefor, or the points and manner of crossing, the same shall be

ascertained by commissioners to be appointed by the court, etc.

Held, that the railroad desiring to cross is not required by such

section to do any particular act in furtherance of an effort to

agree on a crossing, and, hence, the lapse of nearly a month with-

out any response to petitioner's proposition for a crossing was
sufficient to justify a finding that the parties were unable to

agree.

2. Under Rev. St. 1898, Sec. 1828, providing that any railroad cor-

poration "shall have power to cross, intersect, join, and unite its

road with any railroad heretofore and hereafter constructed at

any point on its road and on the grounds of such railroad corpo-

ration," the necessity of the crossing petitioned for is a matter
to be determined by the Legislature, and is not within the power
delegated to the court or commissioners authorized by such sec-

tion to determine compensation, etc.

3. Where an interurban electric railroad could not enter a cer-

tain city over its proposed route without crossing the tracks of a

street railway company, the necessity of such crossing sufficiently

appeared, notwithstanding the latter's offer to permit petitioner to

use certain portions of its track in entering the city under a con-
tract.

4. Laws 1905, p. 912, c. 497, provides that commissioners ap-

pointed in railroad crossing proceedings shall have power to de-

termine the place at, and the manner in which, grade or other
crossings shall be made, and, on appeal from determination and
award of such commissioners to the Circuit Court, the latter shall

have power to review, revise, modify and affirm such award both
as to the amount of compensation and as to the manner of making
such crossing, etc. Held that, the manner of crossing being re-

viewable on appeal to the Circuit Court from the determination
and award whether petitioner was entitled to a grade crossing

was not reviewable on appeal from an order fixing its right to a

crossing, and providing for the appointment of commissioners,
etc.— (In re Eastern Wisconsin Ry. & Light Co., 107 N. W. Rep.,

496.)

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE.

ALABAMA.—Street Railroads—Personal Injuries—Pleading

—

Allegations of Negligence—Instructions—Negligence—Will-

ful and Wanton Misconduct—Injury to Person on Track

—

Failure to Look and Listen—Proximate Cause—Trial—Ig-

noring Evidence.

1. In an action against a street railroad company for personal

injuries, an allegation that defendant's servant in charge of the

car so negligently conducted himself as to run the car against

plaintiff's intestate was sufficient, and not objectionable as a con-

clusion of the pleader, or for failure to set forth facts from which

negligence could be inferred.

2. In an action against a street railroad company for personal

injuries, instructions that wehther or not the motorman was
guilty of negligence depended upon whether he acted as a reason-

ably careful motorman would have done under the same circum-

stances, and that if a motorman should, by reason of excitement

or otherwise, do something or fail to do something which an

ordinarily prudent motorman would not have done or failed to

do under the circumstances, he would be negligent, while perhaps

misleading, were not reversible error.

3. In an action against a street railway company for personal

injuries, an instruction that, even though deceased went on the

track so near the car that the motorman could not stop in time to

avoid knocking him down, yet if the motorman, after he became
aware of the peril, could have avoiding killing intestate, the act

of the latter in going on the track would not be the proximate

cause of the injury was correct in principle, and, if objectionable

as abstract, was not cause for reversal.

4. In an action for negligence causing death, contributory neg-

ligence of deceased is no defense, if defendant was guilty of

wanton or wilful misconduct, and he may be guilty of such mis-

conduct without any actual intention to inflict injury.

5. If a person goes on a street railroad track in close proximity

to an approaching car without stopping, looking, and listening,

and is run over and killed by the car, it must be presumed that his

conduct contributed to his death.

6. The mere fact that a person is guilty of negligence in going

on a street railroad track in close proximity to an approaching car

does not, as a matter of law, show that his conduct was the

proximate cause of his being struck by the car.

7. In an action against a street railroad company for negligence,

causing the death of a pedestrian crossing the track, in which there

was evidence that the car was operated at a rapid rate of speed

over a populous crossing without signals of approach, and that

the motorman knew the, character of the place and the frequency

with which people were accustomed to pass, charges ignoring the

question of wanton and wilful misconduct of defendant's motor-
man were properly refused.— (Birmingham Ry., Light & Power
Co. vs. Ryan, 41 Southern Rep., 616.)

ALABAMA.—Trial—Order of Proof—Rebuttal—Appeal—Mis-
conduct of Counsel—Assignment of Error—Right to Allege

Error—Carriers—Street Railways—Injuries to Passenger-
Failure to Take Seat—Contributory Negligence.

1. Where, in an action for injuries to a street car passenger,

after defendant had proved that plaintiff was on the car next

day after her alleged injuries, plaintiff was reintroduced in re-

buttal and testified that she went to church the next morning,

not knowing the extent of her injuries, a question as to how long

after that before she went out from home again was objectionable

as not proper rebuttal.

2. Where the court sustained an objection to arguments of de-

fendant's counsel, and defendant excepted, plaintiff was not en-

titled to assign the same for error on appeal.

3. Where plaintiff consented to the giving of an instruction

asked by defendant, which had been refused, plaintiff could not

thereafter assign the same for error.

4. Where an injury to a street car passenger was alleged to have

resulted from defendant's negligence in starting the car with a

sudden and unusual jerk, plaintiff was not guilty of contributory

negligence as a matter of law in failing to take her seat before the

car started, though she had time to do so and there were vacant

seats.— (Cutcliff vs. Birmingham Ry., Light & Power Co., 41 S.

Rep., 873.)

ALABAMA.—Street Railroads—Collision with Vehicle—Per-
sonal Injuries —Action — Complaint— Appeal— Pleading—
Harmless Error—Travelers on Highways—Injuries—Care
Required—Trial—Requests to Charge—Travelers in Highway
—Injuries—Last Clear Chance—Duty of Motorman—Trial—
Instructions Given—Drivers of Vehicles—Death—Contribu-

tory Negligence.

1. In an action for injuries to plaintiff's intestate in a collision
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between his buggy and defendant's street car, an allegation in the

complaint that intestate was in a vehicle on a public highway on

which defendant's cars were moving, near the intersection with

another public highway, was sufficient to show the relation of the

parties from which a duty to exercise care could be inferred.

2. Where an affirmative charge in favor of defendant was given

with reference to a count in a complaint, any error with reference

to a ruling on a demurrer to such count was harmless.

3. It is the duty of operators of street cars to always keep their

cars under reasonable control and keep a diligent lookout for per-

sons who may go or be on the tracks in the streets, and on seeing

any person on the streets in danger of being run upon to use reas-

onable diligence to avoid injuring him.

4. Where an instruction on a material issue is correct, if the

party desires any further explanation as to the facts, it is his

duty to request explanatory charges.

5. If, after the driver of a vehicle by his own negligence has

driven within the zone of danger from a street car, the motorman
realizes his danger and negligently fails to do all reasonably

within his power to avoid a collision, and a collision occurs from

which the driver of the vehicle is killed, the driver's negligence

would not be the proximate cause of his death, and would, there-

fore be no defense to the negligence of the motorman.

6. The motorman of a street car is entitled to presume that a

person traveling on a street will remain on that part of the street

not occupied by the railway, at least until he shows by his actions

that he is going to attempt to cross ; and if the traveler, without

looking to see whether a car is approaching, turns onto the track

so suddenly that it is impossible to check the car in time to prevent

an accident, the railway company is not liable for the conse-

quences.

7. An instruction that a motorman was not required to antici-.

pate that intestate would turn his vehicle before he actually at-

tempted to do so, and if, after he first made such attempt, and

when he got on the track on which defendant's car was running,

the vehicle was so close to the car that it could not have been

stopped by the motorman properly using all the means at hand

to prevent the injury, and proper signals were given as the car

approached an intersecting avenue, the jury should find for de-

fendant, did not cover a request to charge that the motorman
was entitled to presume that intestate would remain on the right

side of the street until he gave some outward indication that he

was going to cross to the left-hand side, which instruction was
erroneously refused.

8. Where deceased drove across a street railway track in front

of a moving stret car, without stopping to look, and was killed in

a collision which immediately followed * he was guilty of con-

tributory negligence precluding a recovery.— (Birmingham Ry.,

Light & Power Co. vs. Clarke, 41 S. Rep., 829.)

GEORGIA.—Writ of Error—Harmless Error—Exclusion of Evi-

dence—Witnesses—Discretion of Trial Court—Examination

of Witnesses—Leading Questions—Evidence—Admissions-
Offers of Compromise—Corroboration—Consistent State-

ments—Res Gestae—Statements—Trial—Instructions—Weight

of Evidence—Carriers—Injuries to Passenger—Action—New
Trial—Grounds—Surprise—Writ of Error—Review.

1. Where the jury found that the plaintiff was not entitled to

recover any amount as damages, the rejection from evidence of

tables of life expectancy, and charge on the subject of the meas-

ure of recovery for diminished capacity to earn money on the part

of a woman who married after the injury, will not require a re-

versal, whether erroneous or not, unless it appears that such

rulings were in some way calculated to affect the finding of the

jury on the qusetion of liability or non-liability.

2. The allowance of questions somewhat leading in form is a

matter within the discretion of the presiding judge, and it will

not be controlled unless abused.

3. If a person who claimed to have been injured while alighting

from a railroad car, in answer to a question by an employee of

the company as to how it occurred, made an admission tending to

show that the injury resulted from the accidental slipping of her

foot in getting off the car while it was standing still, and not from
any negligence on the part of the company's employees; and if

such statement was freely and voluntarily made, and it did not

appear to be an admission or proposition made with a view to a

compromise, it was admissible in evidence, although after making
it she proposed to the agent of the company that a compromise be

made.

4. The mere fact that admissions of a party to a suit may have

been proved, and that they do not accord with the testimony given

by him as a witness, examined by interrogatories, does not render

evidence admissible for the purpose of showing that he had pre-

viously made to another witness statements consistent with his

testimony.

5. Where a young woman 19 or 20 years of age claimed to have
been injured by the sudden jerking of an electric car of a street

and suburban railway while she was in the act of alighting, throw-
ing her against the side of the car, and she testified that after this

she walked into the station and sat down for a few minutes, and
then walked to her destination, which was a house 200 or 300 yds.

distant, and where the evidence showed that upon arriving there

she was observed to look pale, and to be trembling, and was asked

what was the matter, and made a statement as to the manner in

which she claimed to have been injured, such statement con-

stituted no part of the res gestae, and was properly excluded.

6. There was no error in charging that it was the duty of the

jury to scan admissions, if proved, with care, but that, so scanning

them, the jury should give them such weight as they thought such

admissions entitled to.

7. While the charge of the court touching the continuance and
termination of the relation of passenger and carrier between the

parties may not have included all possible cases, either as to the

commencement of such relation or its termination, yet, as applied

to the facts of the case on trial, there was no error in charging

that if the plaintiff boarded one of the cars of the defendant and
paid her fare, under the law she became a passenger of the de-

fendant, and the relation of passenger would exist from the time

she boarded the car until she had reached the place of her

destination, and had been allowed a reasonable time and oppor-

tunity to alight from the car in safety, and that during the con-

tinuance of such relation the law imposed upon the company the

duty of exercising for the protection of her person extraordinary

care.

8. That a plaintiff testified by answers to interrogatories, and
was not present at the trial, and that she was surprised by the

fact that the defendant introduced evidence to show an admission

on her part, furnishes no ground for a new trial.

9. None of the other rulings complained of are such as to

necessitate a reversal.— (McBride vs. Georgia Ry. & Electric Co.,

154 S. E. Rep., 674.)

INDIANA.—Carriers—Injury to Passenger—Pleading—Com-
plaint—Question for Jury—Contributory Negligence—Dam-
ages—Pleading—Evidence—Special Damages—Appeal—Pre-

sentation of Question on Trial—Sufficiency of Evidence

—

Declarations—Physical Condition—Carriers—Injury to Pas-

senger — Evidence — Sufficiency — Appeal — Review — In-

vited Error—Trial—Instructions—Ignoring Issues—Injury to

Passenger—Leaving Conveyance.

1. In an action against a street railway for injuries to a pas-

senger, the complaint alleged that defendant negligently and care-

lessly failed to provide a platform- or safe and convenient place

and means of leaving the car at the point where it was stopped

for plaintiff to alight, and that it negligently failed to stop the

car at the usual place, but ran it to a point where there was a dis-

tance of about 2 or 3 ft. from the step to the ground, negligently

informed plaintiff when the car stopped that she had arrived at

her destination, and failed to assist her in alighting. Held, that

in respect to the failure to provide a platform in the street, and
in running the car beyond the usual place, the complaint showed
no cause of action, but the remaining allegations taken together

constituted a showing of negligence.

2. In an action for injuries to a passenger on alighting from a

car, evidence considered and held, that the question of contribu-

tory negligence was for the jury.

3. In an action for personal injuries, aggravation of an exist-

ing condition is not special damages, and need not be specially

pleaded in order to admit of evidence thereof.

4. Where testimony was received in response to a hypothetical

question, on undertaking of counsel to follow up the question by

proof of facts sustaining the hypothesis, a question as to whether
such facts had been shown could only be reviewed on appeal by

saving the question by a motion, after plaintiff had rested her

case, to strike out the answer.

5. In an action for personal injuries, plaintiff's attending physi-

cian testified that on the night of the accident he was called, and,

being asked to describe plaintiff's condition, stated that he found

her in bed, and that she told him that she had an injured ankle.

Held, that it was proper to overrule a motion to strike the answer

as to what plaintiff said, as the declaration was evidently but in-

troductory to the witness' treatment of the case and made to one

competent to judge as to its truth of falsity.

- 6. In an action against a street railway company for injuries to

a passenger, a witness for defendant testified that he was em-
ployed by defendant and in charge of the car in question. Held,
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that the jury was warranted in finding that the car was operated

by defendant.

7. An appellant cannot complain of an erroneous instruction,

where the error was invited by an instruction tendered by him.

8. In an action for injuries, the court instructed, after referring

to the issues, that, if plaintiff had proved the material allegations

of the complaint, "then she is entitled to recover." The jury were
charged in other instructions that contributory negligence would
defeat a recovery, and that, while the burden of proving it was
on defendant, it might be made out by plaintiff's evidence. And
other instructions which were framed on lines not essentially

different from the first instruction were qualified by the state-

ment that plaintiff was entitled to recover, unless contributory

negligence was shown by a preponderance of the evidence. Held,

that the first instruction was not erroneous for ignoring con-

tributory negligence, as the jury could not have been misled.

9. A passenger on a street car has a right, when the car stops

for him to alight, to assume that the car has been stopped at a

place where by the exercise of due care he may alight in safety.—

(Indiana Union Traction Co. vs. Jacobs. (No. 20,873.) 78 N. E.

Rep., 325-)

MASSACHUSETTS.—Street Railways—Elevated Railroads-
Pedestrian on Street—Obligation to Exercise Care—Personal

Injuries—Cause of Injuries—Question for Jury—Negli-

gence—Proof of Negligence—Sufficiency—Injury to Pedes-

trian on Street—Negligence—Findings—Effect—Statutes

—

Amendment — Construction — Regulation — Statutes —
Certificate of Railroad Commissioners—Effect—Care Re-
quired—Sufficiency.

1. A pedestrian, on the surface of a street, is not bound to wait

until a train on the elevated road over the street has passed, or

until no train is passing overhead, the surface of the street being

supposed to be safe for travel, notwithstanding the structure and
trains overhead.

2. Evidence in an action against an elevated railroad for injury

to a pedestrian on the street, in consequence of a piece of metal

falling from the elevated road into the pedestrian's eye, examined
and held to warrant a finding that the particle which entered the

pedestrian's eye came from the operation of the contact-shoe 011

the elevated road.

3. One suing for a personal injury negligently inflicted is not

bound to exclude the possibility that the accident might have hap-

pened in some other way than alleged, but is required only to

satisfy the jury by a fair preponderance of the evidence that it oc-

curred in the manner in which he claimed it did.

4. Evidence in an action against an elevated railroad for injury

to pedestrian on the street, in consequence of a piece of metal

falling from the elevated railroad into the eye of the pedestrian,

examined, and held to warrant a finding of actionable negligence

on the part of the railroad in failing to provide protection for

pedestrians having occasion to use the street.

5. In an action against an elevated railroad for injury to a

pedestrian on the street, in consequence of a piece of metal falling

from the elevated railroad into the eye of the pedestrian, the jury,

in response to the question, "Was the negligence of the defen-

dant in the failure to use a different contact-shoe, or in failure

to apply to the Railroad Commissioners for approval of the pan,

or both ?" found that the negligence was in the failure to apply to

the Railroad Commissioners for approval of pan. Held, that the

finding was a finding that a pan was needed for the proper pro-

tection of pedestrians using the street, for otherwise there would
have been no occasion for the railroad to apply to the Commis-
sioners.

6. Where a statute is an amendment of and an addition to a

prior statute, both statutes must be considered together.

7. Rev. Laws, c. 112, Sec. 44, makes a street railway liable for

injury sustained in the management and use of the tracks, etc.

St. 1894, p. 767, c. 548, Sec. 18, requires the Railroad Commis-
sioners, on it appearing that an elevated railroad is in a safe con-

dition for operation, to give a certificate to that effect and the

company shall then be authorized to operate it. St. 1897, PP- 499.

502, c. 500, Sec. 2, provides that the company may construct lines

of elevated railway according to the plans approved by the Rail-

road Commissioners. Sec. 21 provides that the company shall

be subject to the liabilities imposed on street railways. Held,
that the Railroad Commissioners be required to approve the plans

of an elevated railroad before the railroad can be constructed and
operated, and their approval is conclusive on the right of the

company to construct and operate the road ; but it is bound to

exercise reasonable care in the construction and operation of the

road.

8. The certificate of the Railroad Commissioners is not within

Rev. Laws, c. ill, Sec. 20, which provides that no advice of the

commissioners shall impair the obligation of railroad corpora-

tions or relieve them from the consequence of negligence, but is

in the nature of a condition precedent, without which an elevated

railroad company cannot proceed to construct or operate its rail-

road, and for want of which it could be restrained from proceed-

ing with the construction or operation of the road as authorized

by St. 1894, p. 768, c. 548, Sec. 29.

9. Where a pan, to prevent the falling of sparks from an ele-

vated railroad on persons in the street, was reasonably necessary,

it was the duty of the elevated railroad either to apply to the Rail-

road Commissioners for their approval of a pan, or to proceed
to put up one without approval.

10. Where there was an appliance, which, in the reasonable

operation of an elevated railroad, could be used to prevent them
from falling to the street and injuring pedestrians there, it was
the duty of the railroad to avail itself thereof, and it was not

enough for it to do all that could be reasonably required to pre-

vent sparks, but it was bound to do all that it reasonably could,

if it was impossible to prevent sparking, to see that no one was
injured by the sparks.

11. In an action against an elevated railroad for injuries to a

pedestrian on the street in consequence of a piece of metal fall-

ing from the elevated railroad into the eye of the pedestrian, the

evidence showed that it was feasible to construct a pan which
would prevent the falling of sparks on persons in the street, and
that it was known that there was a good deal of trouble from
sparking after the road begun operation in June, 1901, and that

nothing was done to remedy it prior to the accident, January, 1902.

Held, to warrant a finding of negligence on the part of the rail-

road.— (Woodall vs. Boston Elevated Ry. Co., 78 N. E. Rep.,

446.)

MASSACHUSETTS.—Carriers—Injury to Passenger—Means of

Transportation—Safety—Cars.

A woman carrying a baby, having boarded defendant's train,

was about to enter the smoking car, when the brakeman told her
to cross quickly over into another car, and in attempting to do
so she fell between the cars and was injured. Plaintiff testified

that the child prevented her from seeing the space betwen the

platforms, and defendant's evidence showed that the curves of

the platform were determined by the shortest curve at which it

was necessary for the cars to pass, and that the best device known
for covering the space between the cars had proved impracticable.

Held, that there was no negligence on the part of the defendant

;

it not having been bound to warn the passenger or to assist her
in crossing.—(Hawes vs. Boston Elevated Ry. Co., 78 N. E. Rep.,

480.)

MASSACHUSETTS.—Street Railroads—Vehicles—Rights in

Street—Care Required—Action for Injuries—Burden of

Proof—Negligence—Contributory Negligence—Question for

the Jury.

1. In general, a street railway company stands in respect to the

use of the street on exactly the same footing as the driver of any
vehicle; each being bound to use due care to avoid collision, and
neither being entitled to assume that the other will keep out of

the. way.
2 In an action for injuries to plaintiff while riding in a wagon

by collision with a street car, the burden was on plaintiff to show
due care on his part and negligence on the part of the street car

company.

3. In an action for injuries to plaintiff by collision between the

wagon in which he was riding and a street car, evidence held to

require submission of defendant's negligence and plaintiff's con-

tributory negligence to the jury.— (Halloran vs. Worcester Con-
solidated St. Ry. Co., 78 N.'E. Rep., 381.)

MICHIGAN.—Carriers—Injury to Passengers—Crowded Plat-

form—Contributory Negligence—Negligence.

1. It cannot be said, as matter of law, that one who had been

taken by a street railway company to an amusement park con-

ducted by it was guilty of contributory negligence in taking a

position near the track in the front rank of the 7000 people about

the platform, after the close of the entertainment, waiting for

cars, from which position she was pushed under a car.

2. Whether a street railway company which conducted an

amusement park, at which after the close of the entertainment

one, who had taken her place in the front rank of the 7000 per-

sons waiting for cars, was pushed under a car, was guilty of neg-

ligence in not making adequate provision by way of railings, bar-

riers, and policemen to furnish protection from the dangers in-

cident to such a crowd, is a question for the jury.— (Cousineau

vs. Muskegon Traction & Lighting Co., 108 N. W. Rep., 720.)
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MICHIGAN.—Master and Servant—Injuries to Servant—Fel-
low Servants—Negligence—Question for Jury.

1. Linemen employed by an electric company were the inspec-

tors and repairers of poles, and a pole, which was defective when
put in on the original construction of a line of wiring, broke,

injuring a lineman. The defect was not discoverable by the tests

ordinarily used. Held that the master was not relieved from lia-

bility on the ground that the negligence was that of a fellow

servant, in the absence of any showing that any of the linemen

in the company's employ at the time of the accident were employed

in that capacity at the time the pole was set in the original con-

struction.

2. In an action against an electric company for injuries to a line-

man, owing to the breaking of a pole when a. feed wire was being

strung along it. Held, that the question whether plaintiff was
negligent in assuming that the pole would stand the strain and

whether the breaking was caused by stringing the wire in a neg-

ligent manner was for the jury.— (Livingway vs. Houghton
County St. Ry. Co., 108 N. W. Rep. 662.)

MINNESOTA.—Street Railroads—Injury to Pedestrian—Con-

tributory Negligence—Evidence,

r. A pedestrian, about to cross two street car tracks on which

he has seen two cars approaching in opposite directions at a

rapid rate of speed, who passes behind one and undertakes to cross

in front of the other advancing toward him, is not bound to

anticipate negligence on the part of the motoneer; but he is not

absolved from the duty of exercising reasonable care to avoid

being struck by the advancing car.

2. His failure to exercise such care constitutes contributory

negligence, and bars his right to recover for consequent personal

injuries.

3. Under the circumstances of this case, the conduct of the

plaintiff is held to have constituted contributory negligence as a

matter of law.— (O'Brien vs. St. Paul City Ry Co., 108 S. W.
Rep., 805.)

•

MISSOURI.—Street Railroads—Collision with Vehicle—Discov-
ered Peril—Evidence—Questions for Jury—Appeal—Second

Appeal—Law of the Case—Instructions—Harmless Error

—

Trial—Multiplicity of Instructions—Operation—Care Re-

quired of Motorman.
1. In an action against a street railroad company for injuries

caused by a collision between a car and a milk wagon, evidence

held sufficient to require submission to the jury of the question

whether the motorman had an opportunity to prevent the acci-

dent after having discovered plaintiff's danger.

2. Where, on a second appeal, the evidence is substantially the

same as that involved in the first appeal, a previous ruling as to

the sufficiency of the evidence to require submission to the jury

will be treated as res adjudicata.

3. In an action for personal injuries, an instruction that the

burden was upon plaintiff to prove by the evidence that defendant

was guilty of negligence, while objectionable because failing to

state that plaintiff must prove this by a preponderance of the evi-

dence, nevertheless was not cause for reversal, where various

other instructions on the same subject required proof by a pre-

ponderance of the evidence, and a view of the fact that defendant

submitted no evidence whatever.

4. Where, in an action for personal injuries in which the issues

were few and simple, the court gave eleven instructions present-

ing every possible phase of the defendant's theory of the case, a

refusal to give a twelfth instruction was sustainable on the

ground that further instructions would tend rather to confuse

than enlighten the jury.

5. The duty of a motorman to check the speed of his car to

avert a collision with a vehicle on the track is not limited to the
* time when the vehicle is on the track or in actual danger of col-

lision if the car goes forward, but it is the motorman's duty to

exercise ordinary care by checking the car as soon as he sees, or

by the exercise of due care may see, a person in a vehicle ap-

proaching the track with the apparent intention of crossing.

—

(Barrie vs. St. Louis Transit Co., 96 S. W. Rep., 233.)

MISSOURI.—Death—Actions For—Physical Condition of De-

cedent—Effect—Release—Damages for Personal Injury

—

Consideration—Effect—Settlement by Decedent.

1. The fact that an injured person was, prior to his injuries,

suffering from a disease of which he subsequently died, and that

the injuries only hastened his death, does not preclude a re-

covery for his death by the persons entitled thereto.

2. An employee, while driving a wagon for his employer, col-

lided with a street car. The employee and employer executed a

release of their claims against the street railroad in consideration

of a specified sum which was paid to the employer. Held, that

the release of the employee was supported by a sufficient con-

sideration and was binding on him in the absence of fraud, in-

advertence, or mistake.

3. An action by minor children for the death of their father,

whether under damage act, Sec. 2 (Rev, St. 1899, Sec. 2864), pro-

viding for an action when a person shall die from an injury re-

sulting from the negligence of any servant, while running a car,

etc., or under Sec. 3 (Rev. St. 1899, Sec. 2865), providing that

when the death, of a person shall be caused by a wrongful act,

that would, if death had not ensued, have entitled the party

injured to maintain an action therefor, the person liable

for the death shall be liable in an action for damages, not-

withstanding the death is barred by the father, before his death,

making a settlement with the wrongdoer.— (Strode vs. St. Louis

Transit Co., 95 S. W. Rep., 852.)

MISSOURI.—Parties—Plaintiffs—Action by Curator—Want of

Capacity—Objections—Manner of Raising—Pleading—Fail-

ure to Deny Allegations—Trial—Inconsistent Instructions

—

Street Railroads—Collision—Injury to Traveler—Negligence.

1. Under Rev. St. 1899, Sees. 598, 599, 602, authorizing a de-

fendant to demure to the petition where it appears on the face

thereof that plaintiff has no legal capacity to sue, which demurrer
shall distinctly specify the ground of objections, and providing

that when the matters enumerated in Sec. 598 do not appear on
the face of the petition the objection may be taken by answer,

and if not so taken, the same is waived, etc., the capacity of plain-

tiff assuming to sue in a representative capacity can be put in issue

by special demurrer where the petition fails to state facts suffi-

cient to show the capacity, and by special denial where the facts

showing the capacity are sufficiently stated, but the question is

not raised in either case by a general demurrer or a general de-

nial.

2. A petition alleged that plaintiff was a minor, and that a third

person, by whom, as his curator, he sued, was his legally ap-

pointed and duly qualified curator. There was no special denial

of the allegation. Held, that the appointment of the curator

would be assumed, and proof thereof was not necessary.

3. Where an action for a personal injury, consisting of a frac-

ture of plaintiff's leg, was tried on the theory that there could be

a recovery for a second fracture occurring some time after the

accident if the same was not caused by plaintiff's own negligence,

an instruction that defendant was not liable by reason of the

second fracture if the same was
1

caused by the negligence of

plaintiff, and that before damages could be allowed plaintiff on
account thereof the jury must be convinced that such condition

was due to the injury, was not in conflict with an instruction

authorizing a recovery for all injuries suffered by plaintiff in con-

sequence of the second fracture, if at the time of sustaining it,

plaintiff was exercising ordinary care.

In an action against a street railway company for injuries to

a traveler in a collision with a car, the testimony showed that the

traveler's wagon was driven for a distance of 600 ft. near the

track, and that the motorman could have seen the wagon for at

least that distance before he collided with it. The car ran at a

speed of 25 miles an hour on a downgrade. No signal was
given bythe motorman, and he made no effort to check the speed

of the car until the collision occurred. Held, that the traveler,

though guilty of contributory negligence, was entitled to recover

because of the negligence of the company.— (Baxter vs. St. Louis

Transit Co., 95 S. W. Rep., 858.)

MISSOURI—Death—Right of Action—Street Railroads—Negli-
gence—Personal Injuries—Statutory Provisions—Applica-

bility—Street Railroads—Collision With Team—Absence of

Light on Car—Evidence—Excessive Speed—Contributory

Negligence—Sufficiency of Evidence.

1. Rev. St. 1899, Sec. 2864, provides that whenever any person

shall die from the negligence of any officer, agent, or employee

whilst running or managing any locomotive, car, or train of cars,

etc., or of any driver of any public conveyance whilst in charge

of the same as driver, the master or he who owns such railroad,

locomotive, car or other public conveyance at the time, shall for-

feit for every person or passenger so dying the sum of $5000.

This was amended by the act of 1905, which specifically mentioned

street cars. Held that, irrespective of the act of 1905, said section

applied to street railroads.

2. In an action against a street railroad for death occasioned by

a collision between defendant's car and decedent's wagon, evi-

dence that prior to the collision the lights on the car were ex-

tinguished by the trolley pole leaving the wire, thereby divesting

the car both of light and motive power, was of itself insufficient

to show negligence.
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3. In an action against a street railroad for death caused by a

collision between defendant's car and decedent's wagon, evidence

that the car was going at a speed of from 6 to 8 miles an hour,

was insufficient to show negligence, in the absence of evidence

concerning the character of the place of the accident, the amount
of travel on the streets there, and of the crossings.

4. In an action against a street railroad for wrongful death oc-

casioned by a collision between defendant's car and decedent's

wagon, evidence held to show contributory negligence on de-

cerent's part.— (Higgins vs. St. Louis & S. Ry. Co., 95 S. W.
Rep., 863.)

MISSOURI.—Street Railroads—Injuries to Person on Track-
Action—Evidence—Sufficiency—Issues and Proof—Contribu-

tory Negligence — Children — Instructions — Damages —
Personal Injuries.

1. In an action against a street railroad for injuries, held a

question for the jury whether the motorman saw, or by the ex-

ercise of ordinary care could have seen, plaintiff standing on the

track in time to have stopped the car.

2. In an action against a street railroad for injuries, contribu-

tory negligence must be pleaded by defendant.

3. In an action against a street railroad for injuries to a child,

he is to be held responsible only for such care as children of his

age, experience and discretion ordinarily use under the same
similar circumstances.

4. In an action against a street railroad for injuries to a child,

it appeared that he was standing on a track at a street crossing

waiting for a car to pass on another track when he was struck by

a car, and the court was requested to instruct that the phrases

"first appearance of danger" and "becoming aware of the danger,"

used in an ordinance read in evidence, and which required motor-
men to keep a "vigilant watch," did not mean that plaintiff was
seen approaching the track by the motorman, but mean that the

plaintiff was then in a position of danger of being struck, from
which he could not extricate himself by the use of ordinary care,

and if the plaintiff had not then reached the track, or a point so

near the same as to come in collision with the car, then the motor-
man had the lawful right to assume that the plaintiff would not

go on or so near the track as to come in collision with the car.

Held, that the instruction was properly refused as inapplicable to

the facts.

5. It was proper to refuse an instruction that plaintiff could

not recover if his injuries were due to mere accident or misad-
venture.

6. In an action for injuries, where it appeared that plaintiff, a

boy seven years of age, had both bones of his right leg broken,

that his leg was crooked by the injury, and that he sustained a

concussion of the brain which rendered him unconscious for nine

days and which affected his nervous system, an instruction au-

thorizing damages for impairment of earning capacity after ma-
jority was proper.— (Wise vs. St. Louis Transit Co., 95 S. W.
Rep., 898.)

MISSOURI. — Appeal — Verdict — Conclusiveness — Car-

riers—Injury to Passenger—Evidence of Relation of Car-
rier and Passenger—Sufficiency.

1. Where the court believes that a verdict was the result of

passion or prejudice, and that the instructions of the court were
disregarded, it is the duty of the court to set the same aside.

2. In an action against a street railroad company for injuries

received by an alleged passenger, evidence examined, and held

insufficient to support a verdict because of the evidence showing
that plaintiff was not a passenger at the time he was injured,

but that he was injured while attempting to board a car while
in motion.— (Lehnick vs. Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., 94 S. W.
Rep., 996.)

MISSOURI.—Carriers—Street Railroads—Injury to Passenger—
Petition—Causes of Action—Trial—Instructions—Submis-
sion of Issues Raised by Pleadings and Evidence—Actions-
Instructions.

1. A petition in an action against a street railway company for

injuries to a passenger which alleges that the company neglected

to stop the car a sufficient length of time for the passenger to

board it, whereby she was injured in consequence of the sudden
starting of the car as she had one foot on the lower step of the
car and held on to a handhold, and that the company, by the ex-
ercise of ordinary care, could have seen her hanging by the hand-
hold and could have stopped the car by the exercise of ordinary
care in time to have avoided injuring her, sets forth two causes
of action, one for starting the car while the passenger was at-

tempting to get aboard, and one for negligence in failing to stop
the car after the discovery of her peril, and on proof of either

the passenger was entitled to recovery.

2. Where, in an action against a street railway company for

injuries to a passenger while attempting to board a car, the peti-

tion charged negligence in failing to stop the car after the dis-

covery of her peril, and the evidence showed that the conductor
saw her peril, and could have, by the exercise of proper care,

stopped the car in time to have avoided the injury, and the testi-

mony of the company was directed to the point as to whether
its conductor did all he could to stop the car after the discovery
of the peril, an instruction authorizing a verdict for the passenger
on a finding that the conductor knew that the passenger was
hanging to the handhold, and was being dragged by the car, and
could, by the exercise of ordinary care, have caused the car to be
stopped in time to have avoided the injury to the passenger, was
not erroneous as authorizing a verdict on a charge different from
that alleged in the petition, and shown by the evidence.

3. An instruction in an action against a street railway company
for injuries to a passenger while attempting to board a car, re-

quiring the passenger to prove in order to recover that she at-

tempted to board the car while it was at a standstill, and that the

employees suddenly started it before she had time to get on

board, was properly modified by adding, unless the jury found
that the conductor in charge of the car saw the passenger hang-
ing to the car after it had started, and failed to exercise ordinary
care to stop the car, and thereby prevent injury to the passenger.

4. An instruction in an action against the street railroad com-
pany for injuries to a passenger attempting to board a car while
in motion, declaring that if the passenger got on the car after it

had started she was not entitled to recover, was properly modified

by adding unless the jury found that the conductor in charge of

the car saw the passenger hanging to the car and failed to ex-
ercise ordinary care to stop it and thereby avoid injury to her.

—

(Foland vs. Southwestern Missouri Electric Ry. Co., 95 S. W.
Rep., 958.)

MISSOURI.—Carriers—Passengers—Contributory Negligence

—

Question for Jury—Damages—Loss of Earnings—Petition

—

Sufficiency—Trial—Instructions—Evidence—Repetition of In-

structions—Injury to Passengers.

1. A passenger standing on the platform of a street car, though
there is room inside of the car, is not guilty of negligence as a

matter of law; but the question of his negligence is for the jury.

2. A passenger, while standing on the platform of a street car,

was thrown therefrom by the jerking of the car. The passenger,

when within about 300 ft. of his destination, went to the platform

to be ready to step off on the car reaching the point of destina-

tion. It was the custom for passengers to leave the car by way
of the platform. Held, that the passenger was not guilty of con-

tributory negligence as a matter of law, precluding a recovery,

though there were unoccupied seats in the car.

3. A petition in an action for personal injuries, which alleges

that, by reason of the injuries sustained, plaintiff has been per-

manently disabled from his labor and his avocation as merchant
and druggist, and has lost or will lose the earnings of his labor

and business, sufficiently pleads loss of earnings.

4. In an action for personal injuries, plaintiff did not .testify

directly as to the value of his earnings, loss of which was caused

by his injury, but his testimony showed that he was compelled
to employ a man to perform the work he was engaged in at the

time of the injury, and that the value of the services of the per-

son so hired did not exceed $50 per month. Held to authorize

the inference that during the time plaintiff was incapacitated for

work the loss of his earnings was at least equal to the amount
he paid another to fill his place.

5. A requested instruction is properly refused in the absence
of evidence on which to predicate it.

6. Where, in an action against a street railway company for

injuries to a passenger, the court charged that it was the pas-

senger's duty to exercise ordinary care for his own safety, and
that if he failed to do so, and such failure contributed to his

injury, he could not recover, it was not error to refuse to charge
that if the passenger voluntarily exposed himself to danger, and
while in that position he was injured, he could not recover.

7. A passenger on a street car was injured by being thrown
from the car by a sudden lurch. The passenger at the time was
standing on the front platform of the car. Prior to the accident

he had experienced lurches at the place of the accident, but the

shock at the time of the accident was more severe. He also

knew of the defective condition of the track at the place of the

accident. Held, that the passenger did not voluntarily expose
himself to danger by standing on the platform

; he having a right

to rely on the implied contract of safe carriage.— (Wellmeyer
vs. St. Louis Transit Co., 95 S. W. Rep., 925.)
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MISSOURI.—Pleading—Defects—Objections to Evidence on

Ground of Insufficiency of Pleading—Trial—Instructions

—

Sufficiency as to Subject Matter—Damages—Personal In-

juries—Instructions—Requests — Modification—Applicability

to Evidence—Instruction Partly Erroneous,

r. The objection that a petition in an action for personal in-

juries is bad because it alleges injuries for which the wrongdoer

is liable, as well as injuries for which he is not liable, without

specifying the amount of damages in consequence of the injuries

for which the wrongdoer is liable and for which he is not liable,

cannot be raised by an objection to the introduction of evidence

under the petition.

2. Where a petition in an action for personal injuries claimed

damages for which the wrongdoer was not liable, an instruction

submitting to the jury for their determination the injuries which

plaintiff claimed to be the direct result of the wrongful act was
erroneous, for failing to state what the issues were, because it

left the jury to form their own conclusions as to the injuries of

which plaintiff complained.

3. An instruction in a personal injury action authorizing the

jury to assess as damages such sum not exceeding the sum de-

manded, as they might believe will compensate plaintiff for the

injuries sustained, and declaring that in determining the amount
they might take into consideration the physical condition plaintiff

was in before the injuries, the physical pain and mental anguish

he had suffered as the result of the injuries, and the physical pain

and mental anguish that they believed he would suffer in the

future in consequence of the injuries, etc., was not objectionable

as permitting the jury to assume that injuries for which the de-

fendant was not responsible were the direct result of the wrong-
ful act complained of, and, if it embraced an item of damages not

allowed, it was the duty of defendant to have asked an instruc-

tion restricting plaintiff's recovery to the damages recoverable.

4. Where there is no evidence on which to predicate an instruc-

tion requested, there was no error in modifying it and giving it

as modified.

5. Where there was no evidence on which to predicate an in-

struction, there was no error in refusing to give it.

6. A requested instruction, stating the law correctly in one

paragraph and erroneously in another, is properly refused.

—

(Fisher vs. St. Louis Transit Co., 95 S. W. Rep., 917.)

MISSOURI.—Negligence — Evidence — Presumption of Negli-

gence—Application of Rule—Allegations of Negligence

—

Necessity of Strict Proof—Master and Servant—Injuries to

Servant-—Operation of Street Car—Failure to Give Signals

—

Evidence—Contributory Negligence.

1. Where, in an action for personal injuries, the facts are such

that inference that the accident was due to a cause other than

the negligence of defendant could be drawn as reasonably as an

inference that the accident resulted from defendant's negligence,

the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur does not apply, and plaintiff can-

not rely upon mere proof of the facts and circumstances, and

require defendant to show that he was not negligent.

2. Where, in an action for personal injuries, plaintiff charges

specific acts of negligence, the proof must support these allega-

tions, and recovery can only be had on the ground of the specific

negligence pleaded.

3. In an action for the death of a servant alleged to have been

caused by negligence of the operatives of a street car in failing

to give warning signals as the car approached the place where
deceased was working on the track, evidence held insufficient to

show that signals were not given.

4. In an action for the death of a servant who was killed by a

car while working at night repairing defendant's railroad track,

the evidence showed that the headlight of the car was burning,

that deceased was standing facing the car as it approached, that

a workman who was about 10 ft. behind deceased called to him
to look out, and that another workman, who was closer to the.

car than deceased was, also warned him and himself escaped.

Held, that as a matter of law deceased was guilty of contributory

negligence, causing the accident.— (McGrath vs. St. Louis Tran-
sit Co., 94 S. W. Rep., 872.)

NEW YORK.—Appeal—Presumptions—Appeal from Nonsuit

—

Street Railroads—Collision with Cyclist—Contributory Negli-

gence—Question for Jury.

1. Where plaintiff suffers an involuntary nonsuit, he is entitled

on appeal to have all questions of fact involved in the evidence

and all inferences which may be legitimately drawn therefrom

construed most favorably to him.

2. Where a person riding a bicycle upon the street in the usual

way reaches a point 20 ft. from a street car track, and sees a

car approaching 150 ft. distant, his failure to stop and wait until

the car passed is not contributory negligence as a matter of law.

3. In an action against a street railway company for death

caused by a collision between a car and cyclist at a street cross-

ing, evidence held to require submission to the jury of the ques-

tion whether deceased was guilty of contributory negligence.—

(Brooks vs. International Ry. Co., 98 N. Y. Supp., 765.)

NEW YORK.—Electricity—Negligence—Evidence—Contributory

Negligence—Question for Jury.

1. In an action for the killing of a horse by electricity by com-
ing in contact with a wire which had been thrown over and hung
from the feed wire of a street railway, where the evidence did

not show how the wire had been placed there, or how long it had
remained, except that it was not there eight minutes before the

accident, the evidence was insufficient to show the railway com-
pany guilty of negligence.

2. In an action for the killing of a horse by electricity by com-
ing in contact with wire thrown over the feed wire of a street

railway while being driven by the plaintiff, whether the plaintiff

was guilty of negligence was a question for the jury.— (Jones vs.

Union Ry. Co., 98 N. Y. Supp., 757.)

NEW YORK.—Carriers—Injury to Passenger—Negligence

—

Evidence—Question for Jury—Contributory Negligence.

1. In an action against a street railroad company for injuries to

a passenger, who, while standing on the running board immedi-

ately after the car started was struck by the footboard of a wagon
standing in the street, evidence held to require submission to the

jury of the issue of defendant's negligence.

2. Where a passenger stepped upon the running board of a

street car, and before he could leave the running board was struck

by the footboard of a wagon standing near, the passenger was
not guilty of contributory negligence.— (Walsh vs. Interurban St.

Ry. Co., 98 N. Y. Supp., 656.)

NEW YORK.—Judgment—Default—Setting Aside—Street Rail-

roads—Operation—Collision with Vehicle.

1. On a motion to open a default judgment, based not only on

affidavits, but on all the proceedings and pleadings and the in-

quest taken by the plaintiff against the defendant, the testimony

given at the inquest will be examnied, and where it does not show
a cause of action the judgment will not stand.

2. Where plaintiff, while standing with his cab 3 yds. from a

street car track, saw a car approaching at half speed, but turned

and drove on the track, and was struck by the car, he is not

entitled to recover for the injuries.— (Costello vs. Forty-Second

St., M. & St. N. Avenue Ry. Co., 98 N. Y. Supp., 648.)

NEW YORK.—Rt lease—Validity—Instructions—Evidence.

Where evidence showed that a release of claims for personal

injuries was signed after considerable discussion as to the amount
to be paid, and there was no excitement, and no threats were in-

dulged in, and the signer had full opportunity to read the instru-

ment, an instruction that, if there was fraud or imposition or

undue influence in obtaining the release, it would not bar a recov-

ery, was error, as not based on the evidence.— (Blair vs. Utica &
M. V. R. Co., 99 N. Y. Supp., 614.

NEW YORK—Carriers—Street Railways—Injuries to Passen-

gers—Negligence.

1. Where, in an action against a street railway company for in-

juries to a passenger occasioned by the rear and forward cars

coming in contact on their rounding a curve, there was no proof

that the cars were improperly constructed or lacked any guard
which could prevent the accident, or that such a contact of cars

had occurred under similar circumstances, or that any accident

had happened from that cause, the use of the cars 'did not justify

an imputation of negligence on the company's part.

2. Nor did it justify a finding that the accident was the probable

result of the conditions shown.

3. Where there was no proof in such a case that the running

of the cars around the curve at the speed attained, or at any

speed, was likely to result in contact of connected cars, nor proof

of any lack of due care in the management of the cars, but there

was evidence, based on experience and experiments, that such a

contact under such conditions was physically impossible, a finding

of actionable negligence was unauthorized.— (Gott vs. Brooklyn

Heights R. Co., 96 N. Y. Sup., 945-

)

NEW YORK—Street Railways—Injuries to Person on Track

—

Contributory Negligence—Question for Jury.

1. While one has a right to walk along an electric car track

on a country highway, he is bound to be ordinarily vigilant with

eye and ear to know of the approach of a car, and to get out of

its way, so as not to stop it, or even make it slow up.
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2. Where plaintiff's intestate, while walking along an electric

car track on a country highway on a clear night, was run over
and killed by a car approaching from the rear, fully lighted and
with a head-light, it could not be said, as a matter of law, that

deceased was negligent in not knowing of the approach of the

car in view of the facts that no bell was rung or warning given,

that electric cars ran over that track about once an hour only,

and that at the time of the accident, a freight train was passing
on a, parallel track, about 16 ft. from the electric car track, in

the opposite direction, laboring up grade, and making much noise.— (Neary vs. Citizens' R., Light & Power Co., 97 N. Y. Sup., 420.)

NEW YORK.—Street Railways—Collision with Team—Con-
tributory Negligence.

Evidence that, when the driver of a covered van was about
the middle of the block driving south, he looked back and saw
a car about 200 ft. away, coming rapidly in the same direction,

and, after continuing to drive in the same direction for some
distance, he turned, and when about three-quarters of the length

of the van was across the track, was struck by the car, fails to

show the driver was free of contributory negligence.— (Kiley vs.

New York City Ry. Co., 97 N. Y. Sup., 375.)

NEW YORK.—Street Railways—Collision with Team—Con-
tributory Negligence.

Recovery for collision of a street car with a team is barred

by contributory negligence, the testimony showing that the driver

saw, or could have seen, the car coming in ample time to avoid

a collision, but kept on and drove directly in front of it, when
it was but 15 ft. or 20 ft. away, and rapidly approaching.— (Will-

iams vs. New York City Ry. Co., 97 N. Y. Sup., 393.)

NEW YORK.—Carriers—Street Railways—Negligence—Injuries

to Passenger.

Evidence that while plaintiff, a passenger on defendant's street

car, started to alight after the car was stopped in response to a

signal given by some one, she was thrown down by the car sud-

denly starting, it not appearing that the conductor knew that she

was alighting, or that a signal to start was given by the conductor

or any one, established a prima facie case of negligence on

defendant's part.— (Gregorio vs. New York City Ry. Co., 97 N. Y.

Sup., 373 )

NEW YORK.—Carriers—Injury to Passenger—Proximate Cause
—Negligence.

1. Opening for only two-thirds its width of the sliding door of

a subway car when it stopped at a station to take on passengers,

the door being operated by the guard by means of a lever, if

negligence, was not the proximate cause of injury to a passenger,

who, while following others into the car, being crowded, put his

hand against the casing of the door to prevent his falling, where-
upon the door was opened wide and crushed his finger.

2. For the guard of a subway car, into which passengers were
coming through a door opened only two-thirds its width, to open
it its full width, whereby a passenger, who, being crowded, had
just put his hand on the casing of the door, had his finger crushed,

was not negligence ; it not appearing that the guard knew or could
have seen where the passenger's hand was,, and there being
nothing to show that it was common for passengers to place their

hands on the door for support.— (Maillefert vs. Interborough
Rapid Transit Co., 98 N. Y. Sup., 207.)

PENNSYLVANIA.—Street Railways—Injury to Person Cross-
ing Track with Wagon—Contributory Negligence.

Under the law of Pennsylvania, as settled by decision, it is the

duty of the driver of a wagon to look and listen immediately be-
fore attempting to cross the tracks of an electric street railway,

and a plaintiff driving a wagon having a hood, which prevented
him from seeing on either side, who looked on first entering the

street, and then, although he saw a car approaching, drove upon
the track without again looking, is guilty of negligence per se,

which precludes his recovery for an injury resulting from a colli-

sion with such car.— (Berger vs. Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.,

141 Federal Rep., 1020.)

TEXAS.—Carriers—Passengers—Injuries—Question for Jury-
Damages—Evidence—Cause of Injury—Instructions.

1. In an action against a carrier for damages for injuries alleged

to have been received by plaintiff while alighting from a car, evi-

dence of contributory negligence. Held sufficient to warrant the

submission of that issue to the jury.

2. In an action for damages for injuries alleged to have been
caused by being thrown from defendant's car. Held that there
was no evidence to conect plaintiff's impaired condition with an
injury previously received.

3. In an action for personal injuries by defendant's negligence,
there was evidence that plaintiff had previously been injured, but
there was an absence of evidence showing that there was any
connection between the former injury and his present impaired
condition. The court instructed, at defendant's request, that if

plaintiff's injury or impaired condition, if any, was "the result of
other cause or causes than that charged in the petition" the jury
should return a verdict for defendant. Held that such instruction
was calculated to lead the jury to give effect to the previous
injury, and was erroneous.— (Nix vs. San Antonio Traction Co..

94 S. W. Rep., 335.)

TEXAS.—Carriers—Injuries to Passengers—Contributory Negli-
gence—Instructions—Writ of Error—Intermediate Appeal-
Sufficiency of Evidence — Determination — Misconduct of
Counsel—New Trial—Newly Discovered Evidence—Review-
Remand.

1. Where, in an action for injuries to a passenger while alight-
ing from a street car, defendant claimed that plaintiff jumped
from the car while it was still in motion and offered evidence to
such effect, an instruction that, if plaintiff was guilty of contribu-
tory negligence in alighting from the car, and such negligence
proximately caused the injury, plaintiff was not entitled to re-
cover, was not erroneous as submitting as an issue the question
whether the supposed negligence of plaintiff, if established, neces-
sarily contributed to his fall about which there was no question.

2. While the Supreme Court cannot review objections that the
verdict is against such an overwhelming preponderance of the
evidence and is so excessive that a new trial should be granted,
appellant is entitled to have such questions determined by the
Court of Civil Appeals before its appeal has been finally decided.

3. Assignments of error objecting to improper remarks of plain-
tiff's counsel in his closing argument to the jury, and to the denial
of a new trial for newly discovered evidence, while presenting
matters which the Supreme Court may review so far as to deter-
mine whether or not they are such as to entitle defendant to a
new trial as a matter of law, can only be passed on by the Supreme
Court after the Court of Civil Appeals has determined how far
such misconduct influenced the verdict, and whether the newly
discovered evidence was of sufficient importance to justify a new
trial.

4. Where the Court of Civil Appeals failed to determine how
far certain misconduct of plaintiff's counsel, assigned as error,
affected the verdict, and whether newly discovered evidence was
sufficient to justify grant of a new trial, and such objections were
further insisted on on a writ of error to the Supreme Court, the
cause will be remanded to the Court of Civil Appeals, with direc-
tions to make conclusions on such points and return them with
the record to the Supreme Court, under the statute providing that,
if the Court of Civil Appeals has failed to file a conclusion of fact
on any material issue properly assigned, and, by reason of such
failure, the Supreme Court is not able to pass on the argument,
the record should be returned to the Court of Civil Appeals, with
directions, etc.— (Parks vs. San Antonio Traction Co., 94 S W
Rep. 331.)

TEXAS.—Street Railways—Injury to Pedestrian—Negligence-
Question for Jury—Trial—Instructions—Requests—Neces-
sity—Applicability to Evidence.

1. Evidence in an action against a street railway company for
injuries to a pedestrian in a collision with a car examined, and
held to justify a finding of negligence in failing to stop the car
after discovering the peril of the pedestrian.

2. In an action against a street railway company for injuries to
a pedestrian in a collision with a car, the court charged that a
violation of an ordinance limiting the speed of cars was negli-
gence. Another instruction stated that the jury could not find
for the pedestrian on this issue, unless they found that the ex-
cessive speed was the proximate cause of the injury. Held, that
as the error in the instructions, if any, was one of omission, it

was the duty of the company to request a more specific instruc-
tion on the question of proximate cause, if it desired one.

3. Where, in an action against a street railway company for
injuries to a pedestrian in a collision with a car, the evidence
showed that had the car not been running at a prohibited speed
the pedestrian would either have gotten across the track without
being struck or the motorman could have stopped the car in time
to have avoided the injury, an instruction that the violation of
the ordinance limiting the speed of cars was negligence, was not
erroneous, as not based on evidence that the excessive speed of
the car caused the injury.— (Northern Texas Traction Co. vs.

Thompson, 95 S. W. Rep., 708.)
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FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE

Wall Street, Dec. I2
f
1906.

The Money Market

Decided strength characterized the local money market during

the past week, rates for both call and time accommodations ruling

at extremely high figures. The strengthening was due to the

extraordinary demand for money in connection with the phe-

nomenal activity in all branches of trade, the transfer of cur-

rency to San Francisco and to Southern points, and the continued

absorption of money by the Federal treasury through collections

of customs. As a result of this heavy drain the local banks sus-

tained a loss of upward of $12,000,000 cash, which not only wiped

out the surplus reserve, but created the largest deficit reported by

the clearing house banks since the panic of 1893. The announce-

ment by the Secretary of the Treasury at the close of last week

that he would anticipate the payment of interest on all Gov-

ernment bonds up to May 1 next, payment to be made on Dec.

15, was rather disappointing, as it offered no immediate relief.

The extremely heavy losses in cash by the banks above referred

to, however, was followed by a second anouncement from Wash-
ington that the Treasury Department would deposit $10,000,000

cash in depository banks at the principal cities, and would also

purchase $10,000,000 of the Government 4 per cent bonds of 1907.

This, together with the prepayment of the $12,000,000 Govern-

ment bond interest will release about $32,000,000 in all, the greater

part of which will eventually find its way to this center. The
action of the Secretary of the Treasury was well received in

banking circles, and it is generally believed that further relief

would be forthcoming should the necessity develop. The money

market at the close developed an easier tendency, call loan rates

declining from 20 and 25 per cent to 7 per cent. Time accommo-

dations, however, held decidedly strong at 8 and 8 J/> per cent

for the short periods, and 7 and 7
T^ per cent for four to six

months. The opinion prevails, however, that rates will gradually

work lower. Mercantile paper has been extremely quiet and

unchanged, 6 and 6) 2 per cent being the minimum for the best

names. A feature of the week was the sharp break in sterling

exchange, resulting from the high rates for money and free

offerings of commercial bills. Rates of exchange are now at a

point where gold can be imported at a profit, but the situation

abroad is such as to make it practically impossible to secure any

considerable amount of the yellow metal for shipment to this side.

During the week $250,000 gold was engaged in London for

import to New York, but no further engagements are anticipated,

as our bankers are not disposed to disturb conditions abroad by

withdrawing gold from the European centers.

The bank statement published on last Saturday was about as

expected. Loans decreased $3,853,500. Cash decreased $12,365,-

600, but as the reserve required was $4,114,300 less than in the

preceding week the surplus reserve was reduced by $8,151,300,

thus eliminating the surplus reported in the previous week, and

leaving a deficit of $6,702,175. The deficit compares with a deficit

of $1,246,525 in the corresponding period of last year, a surplus of

$9,365,200 in 1904, $8,077,975 in 1903, $8,386,900 in 1902, $5,455,025

in 1901, and $5,701,125 in 1900.

The Stock Market

The conspicuous feature of the stock market during the week

has been the unyielding strength in the face of conditions and

developments, which ordinarily make for lower prices. While

speculation has been very largely professional, this has been

qualified by the fact that while the selling represented simply

contracts, the buying was of a different character and implied

accumulation in certain directions. The important influence on

the side of pessimism was the firmness in the money market and

the high rates on both call and time, supplemented by the very

unfavorable bank statement. This condition, however, is usual

at this season of the year, and it is hardly probable that there

will be any really material change for the better before the middle

of January, notwithstanding the relief measure proposed by the

Treasury. The collapse of the somewhat wild speculation in

mining stocks following the break in the stock of one of the

Cobalt properties, will serve to direct attention more closely to

the speculative possibilities of the stock market. The technical

position is undeniably strong, owing to the concentrated manner
in which stocks are held by important interests and wealthy

individuals, and the absence of any liquidation on the part of

these holders is an indication of confidence and expectation on

their part that higher prices will prevail later on. The announce-

ment of the increased dividend on New York Central was .fol-

lowed by a profit-taking in that stock, but this increase seems to

emphasize the new policy on the part of railroad management in

giving to stockholders a more proportionate share of the large

profits resulting from the phenomenal business and the great

prosperity of the country. The crop situation, present and pros-

pective, promises continued heavy tonnage for the railroads. The
Government report on cotton indicates a yield of 12,546,000 bales,

and some private estimates make the total even larger. This

means an enormous business for the Southern roads, a large ex-

port movement of the staple and a conesponding increase in our

credit balances abroad, and this is one reason why money should

work decidedly easier after the turn of the year. The Govern-

ment estimate on winter wheat- indicates a yield of over 503,-

000,000 bushels, based on a DecemDer percentage condition of

94.1, with an increase of a little over I per cent in the area

planted. Conditions in the iron and steel trade show no change

of any importance, and according to current estimates the earnings

of the United States Steel Corporation are equal to nearly 17

per cent on the common stock. There is no apparent abatement

in the demand from consumers, and conditions in the metal trades

are equally favorable. The high price for copper and the enor-

mous demand, especially for electrolytic, has increased earnings

of the copper producing companies to an extent which justifies ex-

pectation of an increase in the dividends on both Anaconda and

Amalgamated. The stock market developed pronounced strength

on the announcement of Treasury relief to the money market,

through the medium of redemption of $10,000,000 of 4 per cent

Government bonds of 1907, and a deposit of a like amount of

public money in the national banks depositories, and also anticipa-

tion of interest payment on all bonds up to May 1, 1907.

The local traction situation is attracting much attention, and

the statements made to the State Railroad Commission for the

last quarter indicate that all these companies are being operated

in a very conservative manner, with favorable financial results.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit has increased its power facilities,

and this has enabled a very large addition to the amount of equip-

ment in service. The fluctuations in these stocks have riot been of

especial moment, and the attack upon the legality of the Inter-

borough merger is* not seriously regarded in financial circles.

Philadelphia

Extreme dullness characterized the market for local traction

issues during the past week. The demand for stocks was unusually

light, but in the absence of any pressure to sell prices, as a rule,

held steady. Philadelphia Rapid Transit, which has furnished the

bulk of the business of late, was unusually quiet, about 1000 shares

of the $25 paid stock selling at 22.y2 and 22, while a few hundred

shares' of the $30 paid stock sold at 27 and 26^- Philadelphia

Company common brought 48^ to 48^2, and the preferred sold

at 48. Small amounts of Philadelphia Traction changed hands

at prices ranging from g6>4 to 97, and odd lots of Consolidated

Traction of New Jersey brought 76 and 76*4. Union Traction

fold at 62^2 and 61^ regular, and at 61^2 ex. the quarterly divi-

dend. Other transactions included Lehigh Valley Transportation

preferred at 25, United Companies of New Jersey at 254-)^ and

2S4
JA> United Traction of Pittsburg preferred at S

QiA> an<3 Rail-

ways General at 6j^.

Baltimore

The dullness in the general securities market was reflected to a

considerable extent in the dealings in traction issues. Trading

included a fairly large number of issues, but in nearly every in-

stance the transactions involved small amounts. Several hun-

dreds shares of United Railway deposited stock brought 15^ to

15, while the free stock changed hands at 14^. The 4 per cent

bonds sold SSJi and 89, and the income bonds sold at from 60%
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to 57J4- The new funding 5s changed hands, prices ranging from

8/34 to 86 J/2 , and back to 87^. Other transactions included

Macon Railway & Light 5s at 98, Norfolk Railway & Light 5s

at 97%, and Lexington Railway 5s at 100%.

Other Traction Securities

The feature of the Boston market was the sharp rise in Boston

& Worcester common from 25 to 29I2, on the exchange of about

1000 shares. The prefered stock failed to reflect the strength in

the common, and ruled weak, transactions taking place at 80 and

78. Massachusetts Electric common showed early strength by

advancing to 20, but subsequently there was a reaction to 19. The

preferred stock held steady at 70. Boston Elevated sold at 153

and 152, and West End common and preferred brought 93^2 and

110 respectively. In the Chicago market trading was very light.

West Chicago sold as low as 22, a decline of several points, and

$40,000 5 per cent bonds brought 90. Other transactions were

:

Chicago & Oak Park Elevated at 5
T4 and 5 3A, preferred at isVs

and 15, South Side Elevated at 90. The various securities of the

Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis, including the pooling cer-

tificates on the first mortgage bonds amounting to $3,060,000,

have been listed on the Cleveland Stock Exchange. Stock of the

Baltimore Terminal Company amounting to $1,250,000 was also

listed. Considerable trading in the stock pool certificates of the

Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis has been done at 13^2, about

the same as on the curb market a week ago. Some small lots

of Cleveland Electric were sold at 66]/$, an advance of % since

Saturday.

Security Quotations

The following table shows the present bid quotations for the

leading traction stocks, and the active bonds, as compared with

last week

:

Dec. 5 Dec. 12

American Railways ..'

51

51

Boston Elevated

—

152%

Brooklyn Rapid Transit

79%

80%

Chicago City

150

160

Chicago Union Traction (common) 4% 4%
Chicago Union Traction (preferred) I6V2 16

Cleveland Electric

63%

63%

Consolidated Traction of New Jersey

77

77

Detroit United

81%

80

1 nterborough-Metropolita.n

37

36%
Interborough-Metropolitan (preferred) 76V8 74%
International Traction (common)

—

—
International Traction (preferred), 4s

—

—
Manhattan Railway

143%

143

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (common)

—

19

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (preferred)

—

69*4

Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (common) 26% 26%
Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (preferred) 70% 70%
Metropolitan Street 106 106

North American

91

90

North Jersey Street Railway '. 30 40

Philadelphia Company (common)

48%

4S

Philadelphia Rapid Transit * 22% f26%
Philadelphia Traction

93%

97

Public Service Corporation certificates

65

65%
P'ublic Service Corporation 5 per cent notes 95 95%
South Side Elevated (Chicago)

90

89%
Third Avenue 123 121

Twin City, Minneapolis (common)

109

105%
Union Traction (Philadelphia)

62%

*60%

* Ex-div. f $30 paid.

Metals

According to the "Iron Age," the pig iron production for No-
vember, a short month, was within 9000 tons of the record-break-

ing total for October. The feature of the market in the past

week has been the cropping out of demand for iron for the sec-

ond half of 1907, and in some districts a good beginning has

been made in contracting for such deliveries. Throughout the

finished material market the changes are still rung on unpar-

alleled conditions, from which, week after week, there is no
sign of relaxation. Chicago reports $1 a ton advance in light

rails and $3 in angle bars. Higher prices have been paid for the

heavier sheets, and there is a prospect of a general advance.

Copper metal continues strong at an advance of T/& to cent

a pound. Quotations are: Lake, 22^ and 23^0; electrolytic,

22 l/2 and 2224c ;
castings, 22% and 22^c,

A SUGGESTION FOR THREE-CENT FARES IN TORONTO

It has been suggested at Toronto that the city give up its per-

centage of the company's revenue on condition that the com-

pany sell eight tickets for 25 cents or three for 10 cents all day

long and seven days a week, instead of at special hours only, as

is now being done. Under the present contract between the city

and the railway company the company pays to the city, first, a

flat rate of $800 per mile of track, and, second, a graded per-

centage of the gross receipts, which, it is estimated, will this year

net the city $360,000. It is admitted that the mileage payment

is only sufficient to meet the cost to the city of keeping the track

allowance in repair, so that it must still be paid. But the per-

centage now goes to reduce the tax rate and actually did reduce

the rate last year by about 2 mills.

The advocates of this new proposition claim that this lower-

ing of the tax rate is effected at the expense of the people who
can least afford to pay it—the great mass of the working people

who are obliged to take the cars to their work. It is figured

that the payment made by the company to the city increases the

price of every ride by almost half a cent ; that the present aver-

age price of a ride is a little over 4 cents, and, therefore, that on

the proposed basis the company could afford to sell three for 10

cents and make the same profit as it is making now.

It is also called to mind that last year the gross receipts of the

railway came to almost $3,000,000, and that when the three mil-

lion mark is past, the city's percentage rate is substantially in-

creased. So that almost by the time arrangements could be made

the eight-for-a-quarter ticket would, provided the city gave up

its percentage, be nothing more than a business proposition which

would leave the railway company in exactly as good a position

as it is now and the mass of the working people of the city in a

much better one.

NEW YORK TRANSPORTATION FIGURES FOR QUARTER

ENDED SEPT. 30

The report of the New York State Railroad Commission for

the quarter ended Sept. 30, covering street railway operation in

Greater New York, given out last week, shows that of an

average of 3,529,142 passengers carried daily in the five boroughs,

2,076,385 are carried daily by the Interborough J Metropolitan lines.

The figures by boroughs, as compared with the same quarter

1905. 1906.

Manhattan '. 179,185,431 191,027,482

Brooklyn

105,703,723

113.072,393

Bronx 7415,446 9,061,647

Queens 6,992,069 7.945.129

Richmond ' 3,038,841 3-574,473

Totals 302,335,510 324,681,124

The Bronx leads in the percentage of increase, with a gain of

22.2 per cent. Richmond comes next with an increase of 17.6 per

cent; Queens, 13.6; Brooklyn, 6.9, and Manhattan, 6.6 per cent.

The average gain in traffic for the entire city was 7.4 per cent.

The detailed figures for Manhattan show that the increase of busi-

ness has been divided nearly equally between the elevated and the

subway, the surface lines showing only a small increase, though

carrying a larger total of passengers than the other two put

together.

The gain of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit system was slightly in

excess of that of the Manhattan elevated or subway, namely,

6,539,943. The system carried an average of 1,099,031 passengers

a day. The Coney Island business, however, caused the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit to pass the 2,000,000 a day mark frequently during

July and August.

The report shows an increase in the number of transfers issued

of 31.2 per cent, the biggest increase being in Brooklyn. The total

number issued in all five boroughs during the quarter was 96,186,-

878, an increase of 22,871,095 over the total for the same quarter

last year. The figures on transfers follow:

1905. 1906.

Manhattan 42,869,075 48,120,781

Brookjyn 24,296,379 40,748,369

Bronx" 4,645,340 5,225,168

Queens 1,214,729 1,555.676

Richmond 290,260 536,884
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REPORT OF MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANIES

FOR YEAR ENDED SEPT. 30

The Massachusetts Electric Company has just issued its seventh

annual report, covering the year ended Sept. 30, 1906. The con-

solidated income account from operations of the controlled com-
panies compares with previous years as follows

:

1906. 1905.

Gross earnings $7,518,240 $6,734,127

Expenses 4.883,552 4456,303

Net earnings $2,634,688 $2,277,824

Charges 1,594,503 L543.SI4

Balance $1,040,185 $734,3™
Dividends 710,406 -372,448

Surplus $329,779 $361,862

The profit and loss account of the Massachusetts Electric Com-
panies compares with previous years as follows

:

1906. 1905.

Dividends on stock owned $710,498 $372,540

Miscellaneous interest on notes 66,651 77,029

Total income $777,149 $449,569

Total expenses 18,395 17,170

Net income . . . . $758,754 $432-399

Interest on notes 157,500 127,400

4 per cent on preferred stock

Surplus $601,254 $304,999

Total surplus 778,173 *I76,9I9

•After $157,500 has been charged out for discount on ccflpon notes.

The general balance sheet of Sept. 30, 1906, compares with the

two previous years as follows:

ASSETS
1906. 1905.

Sundry stocks in treasury $32,860,420 $29,913,784

Stock deposited to secure notes 4,375,000 7,086,000

Cash 183,180 35,938
Notes and accounts rec 1,063,819 1,305,350

Due from operations 687,366 349,408

Cash to pay dividends 2,209 668

Total

$39,171,994

$38,691,149

LIABILITIES

Preferred stock

$20,557,400

$20,557,400

Common stock 14,293,100 14,293,100

Coupon notes 3,500,000 3,500,000

Accounts payable 1,737 2,187

Accrued interest on notes 39-375 39.375
Dividends uncalled for 2,209 668

Discount reserve 121,500

Surplus 778,173 176,919

Total $39,171,994 $38,691,149

President Gordon Abbot says : Favored by a winter of unusual
mildness and by average summer weather, the gross earnings

showed an increase of $784,113, or 11.6 per cent, the gain coming
from all portions of the system. As the earnings per car mile

shared this increase, the gain in net was marked, and if the

charges to operating account of maintenance, accidents, etc., had
borne the same ratio to gross earnings as last year, the final net

figures would have been far larger. It was decided, however, that

a portion of the increase should be put back into the properties,

and so laid up for years in which winter or general conditions

might be less favorable. The average winter expenses for six

years, from 1900 to 1905, inclusive, were $63,000. The actual

winter expenses for 1906 were $24,523 ; the difference of $38,476
was charged into operating expenses and reserved as the nucleus

of a fund for removal of snow and ice.

The amount spent for maintenance was increased by $210,583
over the expenditure of the previous year, and 6 per cent of gross
receipts, instead of 5 per cent as heretofore, an increase of $70,638,

was credited to reserve for accidents. As a result of this and of

the policy of hastening the trial of damage suits, the amounts to

credit of accident reserve was increased by $9,342, while the num-
ber of outstanding suits was diminished by 8 per cent.

The condition of the property is better than at any time in the

past history of the companies.
In last year's report the trustees stated the opinion of experts

to be that $3,555,044 would put the operating companies in first-

class condition. Nothing has occurred in the past year to make the

Board believe these figures will substantially be changed, and

$1,540,999 of the above amount has been spent, divided as fol-

lows :

Track construction $295,612

Track reconstruction 518,293

Cars and electrical equipment 372,059

Wire and bonding 88,979

Power stations 161,095

Land and buildings 74.233

Sundry equipment 30,724

Total $1,540,999

By this expenditure 11 miles of track have been built, 47 miles

rebuilt, 35 new cars, eight plows, etc., purchased and 15 miles of

new wire strung.

The depreciation found by the Railroad Commissioners

amounted to $185,370, which was charged off to profit and loss.

From the amount of reconstruction work done and planned for

this year, it is estimated that $200,000 must be charged off at the

end of the year on this account.

Against the expenditures of the year properly chargeable to

capital, application was made and granted by the Railroad Com-
missioners to issue 1999 shares of stock and $400,000 bonds. The
bonds, together with the $1,390,500 authorized but not issued at

the date of the last annual report, were sold by the operating com-

panies during the year.

In May, 1904, the Lowell & Boston Street Railway Company,
running from Billerica to Woburn, went into the hands of a re-

ceiver, and its operation was discontinued. As it connected at

each end with the lines of the Boston & Northern, it could be oper-

ated to much better advantage by that road than independently;

your trustees, therefore, purchased the securities of the company
at an advantageous price. As its earnings proved satisfactory,

application was made for permission to consolidate it and the

Georgetown, Rowley & Ipswich Company with the Boston &
Northern, and these consolidations went into effect Sept. 28.

Since the last annual report a new and shorter line suitable for

high speed has been completed between Lynn and Salem. Its

earnings since it was opened in May have been most satisfactory.

The first serious loss by fire since the formation of the Massa-

chusetts Electric Companies occurred on the night of Sept. 27,

when the car house of the Boston & Northern, at Chelsea, was
totally destroyed, together with sixty-two cars. Both cars, and

car house were fully insured. New equipment has been ordered

to replace that burned, and the car house is being rebuilt and will

be ready for use in February, 1907.

In conclusion, your trustees repeat the statement made last

year, viz. : that the operating companies are in better position than

ever before to handle their business safely and economically. The
trustees have decided, however, that it is wiser not to resume now
the payment of dividends on the preferred shares, wishing, for

financial reasons, to see the work of reconstruction and the supply

of new equipment carried further, in order that when dividends

are begun there may be no reasonable doubt of their continuance

at the full rate. The trustees are of the opinion that the re-

sumption of current dividends, and the liquidation of accumulated

dividends on the preferred shares, should if possible be dealt with

simultaneously, and they hope that a plan can be devised which

will be satisfactory to the holders of both preferred and common
shares.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Massachusetts

Electric Companies will be held Wednesday, Dec. 19. Five trus-

tees for the three-year term will be elected.

CONTRACT PLACED FOR EQUIPMENT OF INDIANA ROAD

The Indianapolis, Crawfordsville & Western Traction Company,
of Crawfordsville, Ind., has placed contracts for its power gener-

ating and electrical equipment with the Allis-Chalmers Company,
Milwaukee, as follows : For its main station, two 20 and 42-in.

Reynolds horizontal cross-compound Corliss engines, two 700-kw

Allis-Chalmers generators, six 250-kw transformers, 50-kw motor
generator set, three 300-kw rotary converters, nine 110-kw trans-

formers, ten Allis-Chalmers 75-hp railroad motor equipments and
ten air brake equipments.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN CHICAGO

Developments in Chicago this past week include the valuation

placed by the city's commission of engineers on the properties of

the Union Traction Company and the Chicago City Railway Com-
pany, plans for expediting the progress of elevated trains around
the loop, and the announcement by representatives of the Union
Traction and the City Railway Companies that a total of 250

extra cars, all but 50 of which are new, will be added to the

service early in the coming year.

The valuation placed on the properties of the Union Traction

and the Chicago City Companies is $50,994,782, and upon this

basis the negotiations for franchises for both companies

will be concluded. It is stated in some sources that it

is even possible that the matter may finally be thrashed out

before Jan. r. The full report of the commission was made
to the City Council Monday, Dec. 11. It marks more than

six months' work, by B. J. Arnold, M. E. Cooley, A. B.

Dupont and their assistants. The original valuation as placed

by the companies on their properties was placed at $73,555,776.

One point, over which there seems likely to be trouble in agree-

ing, is the question of division of the receipts between the city

and the company. It is said now that this may eventually have

to be submitted to a referendum, in which case matters would be

delayed somewhat. Briefly, the figures give these valuations

:

Chicago City Railway Company, without paving, $20,536,510, with

paving, $22,369,068; Chicago Union Traction Company, with-

out paving, $26,116,237, with paving, $28,625,714. In the Street

Railway Journal for Dec. 22, the figures will be given in detail.

The plan for better conditions on the loop was submitted to

Mayor Dunne at a conference with the presidents and representa-

tives of the four elevated railway companies. The railroad men
declared that it would be impossible to run more trains around

the loop unless the surface crossings at the junction point were
abolished. President Leslie Carter, of the South Side Company,
made a statement of the difficulties now in the way of adopting

through routeing, and the inconvenience which would result to

patrons. He said that at present it is not practical. In an attempt

to meet the situation, B. J. Arnold, for the city, will prepare de-

signs for crossings of double elevations at the junctions where
certain lines connect with the circles of the loop.

In regard to the new cars, of the total number of 250, 100 will

be brand new coaches, delivered to the Union Traction Company,
and 100 to the South Side Company, the other 50 will be cars

rebuilt by the Chicago City Railway Company. President Mitten,

of the latter company, said that cars were already arriving at

the rate of three to five a week, and that before the new year is

much advanced the complete order will be filled. W. W. Gurley,

general counsel of the Union Traction Company, said the new
cars contracted for by that corporation would begin to arrive

about Jan. 10. In the meantime the company will place in opera-

tion a number of cars thoroughly overhauled and re-equipped.

THE SITUATION IN CLEVELAND

In overruling the demurrer of the Forest City Railway Com-
pany to the petition of the Cleveland Electric Railway Company
asking protection to its lines and an injunction on the grounds
that the grants to the former are null and void Judge Phillips,

of the common pleas court in Cleveland, foreshadowed the final

decision to be given in the case, which will be heard on December
17. The court also sustains the right of the Cleveland Electric

Railway Company to bring an injunction suit for the protection

of its property. In other words, the company has a right to take

such steps as will give it justice in the face of the attacks that

have been made by the Mayor and the new companies in which
he has manifested such a lively interest.

The court starts out with the question as whether the alleged

financial interest of the Mayor in the new company would in-

validate the franchises granted, and after stating that it has been
shown that the Forest City Railway Company is endeavoring to in-

terfere with property claimed under right of franchise by the Cleve-
land Electric Railway Company, he reviews the grants themselves.
The first two ordinances were grants to Albert E. Green, one of
them being a franchise on Denison Avenue and the right to joint

use of tracks of the Cleveland Electric in certain places, and an-
other was an extension of the first grant and rights. Both were
assigned to the Forest City Railway Company. Then followed an
ordinance giving the Forest City Railway Company a further
extension of franchise. In one of the cases, No. 99073, it is al-

leged that shortly after his election, the Mayor undertook to

obtain from the city a franchise for a street railway, and that he

procured Green to make application for a franchise on Denison

Avenue, and for the extension applied for later; that he procured

the incorporation of the Forest City Railway Company and that

he also procured Green to make an assignment of the grants

allowed him to the company. The allegations are also to the

affect that he procured further grants and entered into a con-

spiracy with sundry persons to secure franchise and rights for

the company.
Charges of personal and financial interest being admitted in

the demurrer, the court then discussed the relation of the Mayor
to the company and the people of the city. His office is in the

nature of a fiduciary relation and every rule of jurisprudence

forbids that he should place himself in a position antagonistic

to his trust. This rule is accentuated in its application to officers

and agents of a municipality. A public officer represents the

people and all his acts should be for their benefit. The public

is represented only through the Mayor in this instance. When a

public officer acts in his own interests, and without public sanc-

tion, then the public is not bound by his action. This is on the

assumption that when acting in his own interests he is acting

against public interests.

Following this is the "story of the organization of the Municipal

Traction Company, the lease of the Forest City property to it,

and the deal with E. W. Scripps, by which they bound themselves

to indemnify stockholders of the Forest City Railway Company
against loss on their stock, and agreed to purchase the stock

within a certain specified time, at the option of the holders.

The court then discussed the facts as outlined. He said that

the effort of the Mayor to obtain cheaper fares for the people

of the city is commendable, but that when he allowed himself to

become personally and financially interested in any company, his

position became antagonistic to the public welfare.

The second question considered by the court is whether the

plaintiff company has a right to assert the invalidity of the fran-

chises of the Forest City Railway Company for the protection of

its private property. The arguments of attorneys for the Forest
City Railway Company was to the effect that, with the interest

of the Mayor admitted, the franchises received yet gave the right

to go ahead and do the things that are granted by them. The
courts says that, without a doubt, a franchise granted by a City

Council gives a company the right to proceed under its terms.

The decisions of higher courts were referred to in this matter,

but the question is based upon valid franchises. If, as has been
assumed, the Mayor is personally and financially interested in

the company and is incompetent to give the grants attention as a

city officer, they are not binding and give no authority. From
this, the court says that the plaintiff has a right to set up the in-

validity of the franchises as a protection to its property. The
Cleveland Electric Railway Company owns the rails, poles, wires
and other property in certain streets, where it is claimed that the

franchises have expired, and the new company has endeavored to

take possession of these streets. The Cleveland Electric set up
this plea to the demurrer that it has a right, through the in-

validity of the franchises of the Forest City, to protection to this

property.

This decision on the demurrer, while showing the attitude of
the court, places the case where it will be tried on its merits.

The admissions of the Mayor as to the interests mentioned have
been made, but before a final decision can be reached, there must
be proof given in this respect. The overruling of the demurrer
rests on the evidence given by the Mayor and admitted in the

demurrer itself. However, the court has not held the Mayor and
the new company guilty with all the charges brought against
them, and the matters mentioned must be brought out in court
before anything can be done.

Last Tuesuciy W. B. Colver, representing the Forest City Rail-

way Company, bid a 3-cent fare on Giddings revenue from Wood-
land to Quincy. J. J. Stanley offered a 2-cent fare on the entire

length of Sibley and East Prospect Streets, while C. F. Emery
bid for the line from the Superior Street hill to the boat landing
at 2-cent fare. The village Council of Newburg Heights has
granted the franchise on Marcelline Avenue to C. F. Emery, who
offered a 2-cent fare in the village, provided he can make ar-

rangements with the Cleveland Electric for transfers where a

5-cent fare is paid on the local line. The Forest City was suc-
cessful in its bid for a line on Erie Court, none of the other bid-
ders caring to submit an offer.

The alleged charges of bribery against some of the city coun-
cilmen have been under investigation the past few days by the
grand jury. President Andrews, of the Cleveland Electric, has
been summoned to appear before the grand jury and give evi-

dence.
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RESULTS OF MASSACHUSETTS FENDER TEST IN

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS ANNUAL REPORT

Now that the Massachusetts Railroad Commission has finished

its investigation of the efficiency of the street car fenders and life

guards that are at the present time available, there remains only

the work of giving the results of the inquiry to the Legislature in

some form of report. It was the Legislature that started this

special investigation, through a request that the Railroad Com-
mission take the matter up ; and it was generally supposed that the

Board would be likely to offer a special report of its findings

when the new Legislature comes to the State House at the open-

ing of the new year. There is now reason for believing, however,

that the Railroad Commission will make no special report, but that

it will embody what it wishes to say on the subject of fenders and

life-saving appliances in its annual report, which is due to go

to the Legislature, in the routine course, sometime before the end

of January. It was in this manner that the Board made its report

on the subject of signals and other devices intended to prevent

accidents on steam railroads a year ago; and the arrangement

was not only apparently satisfactory, so far as time of appearance

of the matter was concerned, but it was also of general advantage,

for the reason that it allowed the Commission's findings and rec-

ommendations to go out in the annual bound volume, containing

the statements of condition of railroads and railways along with

the Commission's general statement regarding the work of their

Board for the year. As already noted in the Street Railway
Journal the Commission gave several separate days to the out-

door tests and demonstrations on the tracks of the Newton &
Boston Street Railway Company at the Walnut Street car houses

in Newton.

TRANSFER TROUBLES IN BROOKLYN

The passenger transportation figures of Greater New York for

the quarter ended Sept. 30, 1906, as given elsewhere in this issue,

are, in one particular, remarkable. This is in the increase in

transfers issued in Brooklyn for the period covered by the report.

The figures show an increase in passengers carried of 17 per

cent, but an increase in transfers issued of 67 per cent. At the

same time the net earnings per passenger have accordingly in-

creased 12 per cent. Allowing for the natural increase, due to

additional traffic and the increase in transfers resulting from the

recent extension of the transfer system, the figures show a gen-

eral wholesale abuse of transfer privileges. A careful study

of the situation by the company disclosed this fact, also that the

employees were in league in some cases to defraud the company

and that street urchins were trafficking in the slips. One boy who
acted as go-between for conductors of the Gates, Nostrand,

Tompkins, Halsey and other lines confessed in court last week

that he sold transfers for a cent each and another transfer in

return, to conductors all along the lines which he frequented and

thus cleared something like $5 a day. Four arrests of conduc-

tors were made as a result of the boy's confession.

To return to figures of traffic, the total of transfers for the

quarter was 39,050,868, as against 22,634,195 for the same period

last year, an increase of 16,416,673. For the quarter ending Sept.

30, 1905, the cash fares were 94,570,931, and for the same months

this year they were 101,110,874. This was an increase of 6,539,-

943. The startling increase in transfers on the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit, in relation to the increase in cash fares, can be ap-

preciated when compared with the figures of the Coney Island-

Brooklyn Railroad Company for the same periods. The cash

fares of this company increased 798,187, for the quarter ending

Sept. 30, over the corresponding quarter of last year, while the

transfers increased only 48,549. On the Coney Island-Brooklyn

Railroad only one transfer was turned in for every cash

fares, approximately, while on the B. R. T. lines a transfer was

turned in for every 2V2 cash fares.

In discussing the Brooklyn transfer problem one of the officials

of the company said that the main trouble is with the geography

of the city. There can be no one general direction of travel as,

for instance, New York, where starting on the East Side at the

southern end of the city one can travel north and west on the

longitudinal and crosstown lines, or starting west at the upper

end of the city travel east and south. It is possible in Brook-

lyn for a person coming from Manhattan via the Brooklyn Bridge

so to transfer to lines operating over the Williamsburg Bridge

as to return to Manhattan, the time limit of the transfers giving

the opportunity for doing business before their expiration. It

is a common practice for women in the uptown sections of the

borough to come down town, do their shopping or make calls

and return to their starting point for a nickel. Nor, is this all.

Many of them, when they leave a car, get a transfer, and after

eating their dinner take a car again on this transfer, go to the

theater and return again to their homes ; and the sum total of

their transportation for the 12 hours is only 5 cents.

As concerns the company's own employees, the operation from
the same house of lines transferring to each other makes it a

simple matter for dishonest conductors secretly to exchange
transfers and turn them in in lieu of cash fare. With the hope

of doing away with this evil, the practice was followed for a

time of distributing transfers at the last moment, but this was
found not to work well. The company is now planning to install

two registers in each car, one for transfers and one for cash

fares, and in this way hopes to insure itself against dishonesty on

the part of its employees.

NEW YORK RAPID TRANSIT COMMISSION DOINGS

At a meeting of the Rapid Transit Commission last week, the

chief engineer to the Commission stated that he had forwarded
his plans for the depression of the Eleventh Avenue tracks to the

New York Central officials about three weeks ago, and as yet had
not heard from them regarding their ideas of the proper disposal

of these tracks. The secretary was instructed to write to the

railroad officials requesting them to notify the Board promptly
what they proposed to do.

The committee passed a resolution that all plans for proposed

subways should have provisions for pipe galleries, to contain the

pipes for the necessary street service. The contracts to be ad-

vertised for the construction of subways will contain two sections

:

one for the construction of the subway proper, and the other for

the construction of the pipe galleries. This will be done so that in

figuring the rental for operating purposes, the cost of building

the pipe galleries will not be included.

The Board of Estimate and Apportionment having authorized a

bond issue of $675,000 for that purpose, the construction of the

Van Cortlandt Park extension to the present Broadway subway
will be commenced at once. It was stated that even if the initial

steps were taken immediately of advertising for bids for the

three new lines to be built in the near future, bids would not be

received before March 15, 1907:

SOUTHERN PACIFIC TO INSTALL ELECTRIC TRACTION

ON A SAN JOSE LINE

Following the announcement of the plan to install electric trac-

tion on the Alameda mole local train system of the Southern
Pacific Company, as mentioned in the Street Railway Journal
of Dec. 1, 1906, comes the official announcement by General Man-
ager Calvin that one of the two existing parallel steam roads
now running between Oakland and San Jose on the east side of

the bay will be converted into an electric railway. This proposed

plan will be carried out in connection with the construction of the

Dumbarton cut-off across the lower end of San Francisco Bay.

This will reduce the land route into San Francisco by 46 miles,

and avoid the necessity of twice ferrying freight trains, once at

Benicia and once at Oakland, and save a lot of time in delivering

freight to San Francisco merchants. At the same time one of

the two steam roads to San Jose will be done away with, and the

present route by way of Niles will be converted into an electric

road. The new trolley road will be 45 miles long, and will run

through a rich fruit section, which is rapidly thickening in popula-

tion. At first the electric road will run from the Alameda mole
to San Jose. It will be completed and ready for business within

a year from now. The old converted narrow-gage line to San
Jose will be maintained as a steam road, running by way of West
San Leandro. It is reported that the Dumbarton cut-off will be

completed in six months, or, at the outside, a year from now.
The actual distance across the bay at Dumbarton Point is only a

mile and an eighth at high tide. On the stretch of nearly 2 miles

of marsh land to be traversed, but on the west side of the bay
there is a very narrow width of marsh. They will put in a large

drawbridge at midchannel. There the water is about 45 ft. deep.

On each side of the large central column supporting the bridge

there will be a clear space 125 ft. wide, allowing ample room for

passage of all manner of craft that may in the future navigate

that end of the bay.
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CONSTRUCTION WORK BEGUN ON THE LINES OF THE
JOLIET AND SOUTHERN TRACTION COMPANY

The Joliet & Southern Traction Company has begun the con-

struction of 10 miles of track in the city limits of Joliet, 111., and
of 48 miles of interurban track, paralleling the Chicago & Alton
Railroad from Joliet to Dwight, 111. At Dwight connections will

be made with the single-phase system operating between Pontiac

and Dwight and with branch lines to Coal City and South Wil-
mington. The new line to Dwight will consequently make the coal

districts south of the city tributary to Joliet.

The Joliet & Southern Traction Company has, under the gen-

eral railroad law, a fifty-year franchise covering four principal

streets in Joliet. These streets radiate in four directions from the

center of the city to the manufacturing districts, and the lines

constructed on each one of them will furnish an inlet for an
interurban line. The Joliet, Plainfield & Aurora Railroad, which
has been in successful operation nearly three years, and wh/'ch

will be consolidated with the Joliet & Southern Traction Com-
pany, will enter Joliet over one of the new city lines, and the

terminal charge which is now being paid to the Chicago & Joliet

Electric Railway Company will be saved. One division of the city

system will extend in a southwesterly direction through a thickly

settled portion of the city to Rockdale, where connection will be

made with the Illinois Valley Traction Company, now operating to

Ottawa and La Salle. What is called the Des Plaines Street

division, which will extend south to the city limits, will make con-

nections with the interurban line to be built to Wilmington,
Braidwood, Braceville, Gardner and Dwight. The division di-

rectly east out Jackson Street will extend to Highland Park. This
park is owned by the city of Joliet, and up to the present time has
not been provided with street railway facilities. At Highland
Park connection will be made with the Illinois Central Railroad to

Blue Island, and this connection will give a short line between
Joliet and Chicago. The project was financed locally on the

"Cleveland plan," a syndicate of about thirty of the best and most
prominent and wealthy citizens of Joliet and Aurora subscribing

a sufficient amount to carry the project successfully through
to a point where a comparatively smallbond issue only will be

required.

A site for a terminal station will be selected on Van Buren
or Scott Streets, in the vicinity of the postoffice and the new
city hall, where a six-story building will be erected. The ground
floor and second floor will be tised by interurban railway com-
panies, while the four upper floors will be fited up for offices. In

this connection it is pertinent to say that the growth of the city at

the present time is very rapid, and in the last ten years has been

38% per cent. The natural increase in population and the com-
pletion of the various interurban projects in the vicinity of Joliet

will tend soon to make it one of the most important interurban

railroad centers in the Middle West.

SEVEN NEW SUBWAY ROUTES APPROVED FOR MAN-
HATTAN, BROOKLYN AND THE BRONX

The Board of Estimate approved seven subway routes at its

meeting Friday, Dec. 7. The subject of rapid transit came before

the board through a resolution offered by Controller Metz. It was
brief and to the point, as follows

:

We report that alternative bids be invited
; first, for construction

alone, and, second, for construction and operation as follows :

1. Seventh and Eighth Avenues route.

2. Lexington Avenue route.

3. Third Avenue route.

4. Jerome Avenue subway.

5. Fourth Avenue route and Bensonhurst route, in the Borough
of Brooklyn.

6. The so-called tri-borough route south of 138th Street, in-

cluding in addition to the Third Avenue route, Manhattan. Bridge
route, part of route g-C, in Brooklyn; part of route 11-EL, in

Brooklyn, and routes 11-A, 11-B and 11-F (Bensonhurst route).

7. West Farms and White Plains route.

By this action of the board the Rapid Transit Commission now
has authority immediately to advertise for bids on both proposi-

tions of construction alone and for construction and operation.

Borough President Coler assured Mayor McClellan that he had
no doubt that there would be bidders for his tri-borough route.

The Long Island Railroad Company asked for a franchise to

operate a street railroad in Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn. The road's

representative said it would pay what the franchise was worth.
The application was referred to a select committee.

THE COMING ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CENTRAL
ELECTRIC RAILWAY ASSOCIATION

Preparations are being made for the annual meeting and ban-
quet of the Central Electric Railway Association, to be held in

January in the Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis. Effort is now being
made to bring to Indianapolis a number of prominent speakers.

The Governors of Ohio and Indiana will be urged to respond to

toasts and invitations have been sent to T. E. Mitten, president
of the Chicago City Railway Company ; H. H. Vreeland, president
of the New York City Railway Company, and W. A. Bancroft,
president of the Boston Elevated Railroad Company. A com-
mittee has been appointed by President Spring to make nomina-
tions at the January meeting. This committee is composed of

J. O. Wilson, Cleveland; Frank D. Norviel, Indianapolis; G. H.
Kelsey, Anderson ; C. M. Paxton, Dayton, and S. D. Hutchins,
Columbus, Ohio.

THE CLOVER LEAF RECOGNIZES THE ELECTRICS

The Clover Leaf has issued a new junction tariff sheet, for both
passengers and freight traffic, which formally recognizes the so-

called merger traction lines of Indiana, and provides for an inter-

change of business with them. Special permission to issue the
new tariffs was given the Clover Leaf by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The action of the Clover Leaf is regarded by other
steam roads as being revolutionary in character, as both the
Western and Central Passenger Associations have passed reso-
lutions declaring that the steam roads shall not recognize their
electric competitors, either by issuing joint tariffs with them or
exchanging business by traffic agreements. Under this new agree-
ment the Indianapolis & Northwestern Company shipped the first

carload lot of goods to Toledo, Ohio, via Indianapolis and the
Clover Leaf on Dec. 6.

COOPERATIVE INSURANCE MEETING

A meeting of representatives of a number of the leading street

and interurban railway companies and electric lighting companies
was held at the office of the American Street & Interurban
Railway Association, 60 Wall Street, New York, on Dec. 7, to
consider the report of the insurance committee of the American
Street & Interurban Railway Association, and the plans of in-

surance recommended by the committee. The following com-
panies were represented: Cleveland Electric Railway Company,
Rochester Railway .Company, Syracuse Rapid Transit Company,
Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway Company, Schenectady Railway
Company, Rochester & Eastern Rapid Railway Company, Rome
City Railway Company, Oneida Railway Company, Northern
Ohio Traction & Light Company, Toledo Railway & Light Com-
pany, Canton-Akron Railway Company and others, Detroit United
Railway Company and others, Bangor Railway & Light Com-
pany, East St. Louis & Suburban Railway Company, Alton, Gran-
ite & St. Louis Traction Company ; Grand Rapids Railway Com-
pany, St. Joseph Railway, Light, Heat & Power Company and
others, Columbus Railway & Light Company, Lake Shore Electric
Railway Company, Cleveland & Southwestern Traction Company,
Cleveland, Painesville & Eastern Railway Company; Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company, Detroit Edison Company, Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company, Interstate Railways Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

In addition to these companies a number of other* of equal
importance have signified their intention to co-operate in the
movement, but were unable for various reasons to send repre-
sentatives to the meeting.

It was the opinion of all the railway and lighting men present
'

that their companies could successfully carry their own risk
through their own insurance organizations. It was decided that,
sufficient capital having been subscribed to the American Railway
Insurance Company to warrant the writing of insurance on trac-
tion and lighting properties, the organization be completed and
a resolution to that effect was adopted.

A meeting of the subscribers to stock will be called at once,
and directors and officers will be elected. The subscribers expect
to be ready to write policies by Jan. 1 or soon thereafter.
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HUDSON & MANHATTAN COMPANY TO ISSUE $100,-

000,000 MORTGAGE—IMPORTANT STATEMENT
ABOUT EQUIPMENT BY PRESIDENT McADOO

The Slate Railroad Commission has granted permission to the

Hudson & Manhattan Railroad Company, which is constructing

tunnels under the North River, to issue a mortgage of $100,-

000,000. It was explained by Charles A. Collin, who appeared

for the company, that it desired to refund the mortgages of the

companies which had been combined into the Hudson & Man-
hattan Company, and that the assent of 90 per cent of the stock-

holders had been received. It was proposed that the mortgage

should be issued to cover &y2 per cent bonds to the same amount.

Of these, $43,000,000 will be held in reserve to meet the needs of

the future development of the company, and the other $57,000,000

are to be used to cancel the outstanding obligations of the con-

stituent companies, which bear interest at the rate of 5 .and 6

per cent.

President William G. McAdoo, who appeared before the Com-
mission for the company, made some very interesting state-

ments regarding work on the company's property. He said:
' "The two tunnels under the Hudson to Morton Street, on

what we term our uptown line, are already completed. Between
these, up Greenwich, Morton and Christopher Streets to Sixth

Avenue, both tubes are practically finished, with the exception

of 500 ft. in the southern tube. Work is also going on rapidly

between Twelfth and Eighteenth Streets on Sixth Avenue. Work
on the downtown tunnels is very expensive. It is necessary to

bore our way through solid rock, but good progress has been

made. We are working only from the New Jersey side, and

have already punched out 3000 ft. We hope to have finished the

other 2000 ft. by the time the terminal at Church, Fulton and
Cortlandt Streets is ready. This terminal is 400 ft. x 175 ft., and

a coffer-dam has had to be built all around it, which was driven

down 65 ft. into the solid rock. Uptown, at Sixth Avenue and
Thirty-Second and Thirty-Third Streets, where the terminal will

be placed, we had difficulty in getting possession of the property,

but we have now under control most of what we want. We shall

need there an area 200 ft. x 400 ft.

"We shall probably use the third rail, and our cars are to

be fireproof and of steel. They will be of the latest construction,

and we are using every effort to devise means to avoid crushes

on the platforms and in the cars themselves. There will be doors

in the middle of the cars as well as at the ends, and at the ter-

minals we intend to provide separate platforms for loading and
unloading the cars. The history of New York traffic has shown
that accommodations are overtaxed as soon as they are provided,

and we wish to be ready to handle the great increase in the

number of passengers to New Jersey which is sure to occur."

TOLEDO & WESTERN PROPERTY SOLD

J. R. Nutt, of the Citizens' Savings & Trust Company, of

Cleveland, bid in the Toledo & Western property at the up-set

price of $337,574-75 at receiver's sale in Sylvania, a few days ago.

Mr. Nutt represents a syndicate made up of men from various

portions of the country, whose subscriptions amount to $500,-

000. A call of 10 per cent of this amount was issued to pro-

vide for the deposit and first payment and the remainder will be

called for within a short time, if the court confirms the sale. At
present the property will stand in the name of W. L. Nutt, of

Toledo, and the management will be in the hands of C. F.

Franklin. Later an operating company may be formed to take

charge of the business.

Three trust mortgages are assumed by the purchasers. One
of them is for $1,250,000 and covers that portion between Toledo

and Fayette, and the other is for $250,000, the bonds being issued

to build the Pioneer extension. These are underlying securities,

and the third is a consolidated mortgage for the purpose of

taking up the underlying mortgages. Interest amounting to

$38,000 is due and the purchasers will, of course, take care of

this. The road is in fair shape, but the new owners will probably

spend about $100,000 in betterments ; new freight cars and some
other things of the kind. It is said that the road, as it is, will

take care of the interest charges.

Mr. Nutt was the only bidder on the property, although it

was thought that several other bids would be submitted. Others

present at the sale were as follows: Matthew Slush, former
president of the Detroit, Monroe & Toledo Short Line; Harry
Daugherty, of Columbus, representing some of the minority

stockholders; Leonard F. Hotchkiss, representing Charles W.
Scranton & Company, of New Haven; C. W. McGuire, of Chi-

cago ; H. H. and M. B. Johnson, of Cleveland, representing the

creditors' committee; Judge Carlos M. Stone, of the Toledo &
Western, and a number of others. It is said that Harry
Dougherty stated he would ask the creditors to set aside the

sale, but gave no grounds for such intended action.

J. R. Nutt, representing his syndicate, made two different

offers for the property some time ago, but neither of them was
accepted. Cleveland stockholders seemed willing to dispose of

their holdings on the basis proposed each time, but the Toledo
stockholders were opposed and no agreement was reached. Real-

izing the impossibility of getting the stockholders together, the

property was allowed to go to sale under the hammer.
This road has been doing a large freight business. In fact,

it was built with the purpose of making a freight road of it.

It extends from Toledo to Pioneer, by way of Morenci, Mich.,

with a branch to Adrian.

+++

THE SAN FRANCISCO SITUATION

Since the fire in San Francisco there have appeared in the

Street Railway Journal from time to time numerous articles

dealing with the situation that confronted the United Railroad,

and treating of the methods adopted by the company to restore

service. Naturally the methods adopted, of dealing with cases

individually, for the most part, has afforded those unfamiliar with

the city little opportunity to judge just what the conditions are

there now and how far towards completely restoring the service

the work of rebuilding the lines has been carried. To supply just

this information was it that a brief statement has been secured

covering the situation.

Roughly some 2500 blocks of street railway line figured as single

track were rendered inoperative by the earthquake and the fire.

Of this the company now has 2150 blocks restored to regular

operation, a very large number of them new trolley lines con-

verted from what were, up to the time of the fire, cable systems.

Of the 350 blocks of track yet to be restored, the company will

complete the Powell Street cable lines by Dec. 15, and thus re-

duce the unrestored roads by thirty blocks of double lines. This
distance will further be reduced soon by restoration of a section

of the Hayes Street line, thus leaving uncompleted only eight

blocks. By Christmas the remaining 142 blocks of unoperated
lines will be reduced by nineteen blocks, with the completion of

the work of converting the Haight Stret cable line into a trolley

route. Early in February, says Mr. Mullally, vice-president of the

company, the entire remaining trackage will be restored or con-

verted for the service of regular cars. In the burnt district alone

there are 850 blocks of the company's car lines.

A little more than 2800 laborers have been at work on the new
track, supplemented by 160 teams and wagons. The completion of

the Polk, Larkin and Kent Street Crosstown trolley lines, ex-

tending from Lombard and Polk Streets on the north, forty-four

blocks, to Twenty-Sixth and Mission Streets on the south, has

given the burnt district a new route to relieve the congestion of

the Filmore line. In some instances temporary switch-overs have
been made to combine parts of two different lines into one new
route, but these are merely makeshifts to give car service of some
sort pending the completion of other sections of road. So it is

with the Polk and Larkin line now diverging to Grove and wind-

ing round and going across Market so as to connect with the

Tenth Street line. A force of 250 men is at work on Ninth Street

between Market and Mission, rushing the road work so that the

Larkin Street route may be diverged from Grove and extended

straight- across Market Street to Mission, and down Tenth till

the rest of the Ninth Street road shall have been completed.

One thousand men have been hard at work on Polk Street

alone, and now they are to be shifted to some other street. The
city's slow and much-delayed work on a sewer being laid in

Haight Street has kept back tracklaying on that line. Soon
Hayes Street will be done, so that cars can operate from the fer-

ries, out Market, out Hayes, south on Fillmore, and then out

Oak to Stanyan Street. They will return by way of the same
streets except that the inbound cars will run on Page Street in-

stead of Hayes.
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O'LEARY PATENTS ON SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CARS

The St. Louis Car Company has purchased the right to con-
struct cars under reissued patent No. 11,992, known as the O'Leary
patent. This patent was sustained in the decision of the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, in the

suit of John O'Leary and Leroy Vermilyea against the Utica &
Mohawk Valley Railway Company.

MEETING OF THE CANADIAN ASSOCIATION

The semi-annual convention of the Canadian Street Railway
Association was held at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, Friday
and Saturday of last week. There was a goodly collection of

representatives present from companies throughout the Dominion,
the only company of importance not represented being the Ham-
ilton Radial Railway, whose employees are on strike. Among the

papers presented was one entitled "Some of the Methods in

Vogue in Modern Railway Shops," by W. B. McRae, master
mechanic of the Toronto Railway. This paper treated generally

of shop methods.

NEW YORK CENTRAL STARTS ITS ELECTRIC TRAINS
OUT OF NEW YORK

Four passenger trains operated by electricity were run from the

Grand Central Station Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 11, marking the

inauguration of the electrification of the New York Central's sub-

urban lines out of New York. The four trains were Yonkers
locals, over the Harlem division, and they were run by elec-

tricity as far as High Bridge, where a locomotive was attached.

From High Bridge to Yonkers, steam was used, as electrification

beyond High Bridge is not complete. The first train left the

station at 12:11 p. m. During the afternoon, approximately an
hour apart, three other electric trains were sent out. The last

train of the day left a few minutes after 5 o'clock. There was
no attempt made to use the new electrical equipment for the

train service to High Bridge during the heavy evening rush, nor
.were any of the suburban expresses' run otherwise than by
steam. It will be some little time before the new system will be
applied to the regular rush-hour trains, and for some days to

come only eight trains a day will be run by electricity, and all

of these will be Yonkers locals.

ADDITIONAL POWER EQUIPMENT FOR BROOKLYN

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company is reported to have just

placed a contract with the Westinghouse Company for five

I0,000-kw turbines for installation in its New Kent Avenue
plant. This station was designed with the end in view
of installing ultimately nine turbo-units with a total capacity

of more than 65,000 kw, and though the first machine installed

in the plant was placed in operation only a few months ago,

there have since been added two 7500-kw machines, one of which
was placed in service last Monday. Thus, the equipment so far

installed and in operation, totals 20,500 kw in three units

—

one of 5500 kw installed by the Allis-Chalmers, and two of 7500
kw installed by the Westinghouse Company.

STREET RAILWAY PATENTS

[This department is conducted by Rosenbaum & Stockbridge,

patent attorneys, 140 Nassau Street, New York.]

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED NOV. 27, 1906

836,682. Air-Brake System; George R. Henderson and Walter
V. Turner, Topeka, Kan. App. filed Nov. 13, 1902. By means of

this invention the supply of air to the train line when it is

desired to recharge while the brakes are applied is automatically

regulated, so that the train-pipe pressure may be increased at sub-
stantially a predetermined rate regardless of the length and
capacity of the train-pipe or the amount of leakage therefrom,
which rate of increase will be less than that required to release

the brakes.

836,705. Air-Brake Signal System; Thomas J. Quirk, Buffalo,

N. Y. App. filed June 20, 1906. The combination with the brake
and signal pipes of a valve which has differential faces exposed

to the brake and signal pipe pressures, and which is operated by
the brake-pipe exhaust opening between said valve faces and
apply the brakes upon a reduction of pressure m the signal pipe.

836,720. Regulator Valve for Air Brake Systems; Walter V.
Turner, Topeka, Kan. App. filed Jan. 2, 1903. Provides a regula-
tor valve with supplementary controlling valve mechanism to

govern the inlet and exhaust of fluid pressure to and from the
regulating reservoir.

836,870. Track Sanding Apparatus; Nathaniel B. Dodge, Fitch-
burg, Mass. App. filed March 1, 1905. Comprises a chamber pro-
vided with a sand supply port and an exit port, an air nozzle pro-
acting into the chamber and directed toward but not entering
said exit port, a shelf projecting from the wall of the chamber
above the exit port and extending over the end of the air nozzle,
a cut-off valve located at the top of the chamber.

836,895. Electric Block Signal; Walter E. Sands, Brooklyn,
N. Y. App. filed Dec. 29, 1905. A block signal system in which a
depending rod passes between spring plates to thereby close cir-

cuits to audible and visible signals.

836,898. Car Brake; Ollie F. Smith, Valley Head, Ala. App.
filed Feb. 16, 1906. Comprises a push-rod connected to the brake-
shoes and co-operating with the car or engine ahead to apply the
brake when the speed of the train slacks. Means are also provided
for rendering the brake inoperative to permit the car to be backed
or shifted around.

836,973- System of Motor Control; George H. Hill, Schenec-
tady, N. Y. App. filed May 20, 1905. The controller is provided
with an engineer's valve adapted to control the ports of a pair

of small pistons in the controller which move the sliding valves
for the pilot train pipe pressure.

836.981. Train Control System; Charles E. Lord, Cincinnati,
Ohio. App. filed Oct. 1, 1904. Comprises a plurality of separate
pneumatically actuated contacts forming a motor controller, means
for producing an automatic progression of said contacts, a master
controlling valve, and means connected with said valve for check-
ing the progression of said contacts without affecting the con-
tacts already operated.

836.982. Emergency Brake; George Macloskie, Schenectady,
N. Y. App. filed March 21, 1903. Provides a normally closed
relay valve which controls the operation of the brakes, together
with a small normally closed controlling valve, which when
operated by the mechanism in the controller causes the relay
valve to operate to perform its intended function.

836,997. Rail Brake; William C. Schulz, Indianapolis, Ind.
App. filed April 13, 1906. Details of a combined wheel and rail

brake.

837,022. Safety Apparatus for Railways; Granville T. Woods
and Lyates Woods, New York, N. Y. App. filed Oct. 5, 1904. A
pneumatic control system in which the controller must be operated
in a predetermined way so that in case of any irregular move-
ment caused by incapacity of the motorman the train would be
instantly stopped.

837.037- Motor Control Apparatus; Frank E. Case, Schenec-
tady, N. Y. App. filed April 17, 1905. A motor controller of the
separately actuated contact type and a pneumatically actuated re-

versing switch, some of the separately actuated contacts being
operated electrically and others pneumatically, and all being con-
trolled by a master valve through the mechanism of the reversing
switch.

837,154. Railway Signaling System; Louis H. Thullen, Edge-
wood Park, Pa. App. filed May 22, 1905. Pulsating currents are
sent over the closed track circuits to operate the signals.

837,167. Car Axle; Oscar Williams, Charleston, Wash. App.
filed March 27, 1906. The axle is made in two sections, the abut-
ing ends of which are secured in a suitable casing, so that the
wheels on the opposite end portions rotate independently of one
another, whereby the respective wheels in passing around a curve
in the track can travel at different speeds.

837,175. Adjustable Rail Brace; Frank C. Anderson, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. App. filed March 23, 1906. Consists of a brace
adapted to bear against a rail, a wedge-plate, a wedge adapted
to be interposed between said brace and wedge-plate to adjust said

rail laterally and means for holding said wedge and brace in ad-
justed position.

837,192. Means for Preventing Creeping of Rails; Charles
Hayes Caspar, Wilkesbarre, Pa. App. filed April 6. 1906. A
base plate is placed under the rail, said plate having openings
therein spaced apart a distance less than the width of the base
of the rail. The spikes have cutting ribs or tongues on their

inner sides whereby the rail base is grooved when the spikes are
driven home through the openings in the base plate.

837,227. Railway Signaling System; Joseph G. Horazdovsky,
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Cleveland, Ohio. App. filed May 21, 1906. The flanges of the

locomotive wheels displace a supplemental rail to close an alarm
circuit.

837,242. Car Step; John F. Myers, Hiawatha, Kan. App. filed

May 6, 1905. An extensible car step designed for slidable and
adjustable connection with the ordinary car step and adapted
when in lowered position to serve as an additional or lower step

for the convenience of passengers.

837,244. Railroad Signal; John C. Naginey, Bremen, Ohio.
App. filed April 9, 1906. The flange of the car wheel actuates a

slidable cam which has a flexible connection with a shaft on
which a sprocket is mounted, and sprocket-chain and rod connec-
tion with a distant signal.

PERSONAL MENTION

MR. B. F. STANTON, of San Jose, Cal, has been appointed
general manager of the San Jose & Santa Clara Interurban Rail-

way, to succeed Mr. C. C. Benson, who died recently.

MR. F. B. ROYSTER, formerly master mechanic of the Vir-
ginia Passenger & Power Company, of Richmond, Va., has been
appointed superintendent of the Montgomery Traction Company,
of Montgomery, Ala., in charge of the entire operation of the
system. Mr. Royster has already entered upon his duties.

AIR. FRANK H. TAYLOR, formerly vice-president of the

Westinghouse Companies, has been elected vice-president and a

director of the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, of New
York, his duties to relate equally to the manufacturing and com-
mercial sides and ultimately to include many matters now re-

ceiving the personal attention of President Henry R. Towne.

MR. C. L. BAKER, passenger and freight agent of the Dayton
& Richmond division of the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Com-
pany, will sever his connection with the company Dec. 15, to

accept a position with an electric railway in New Jersey. Mr.
Baker has been connected with the Indianapolis, Columbus &
Eastern for several years, having worked up from the position
of a motorman to one which he now holds.

MR. W. F. KELLY, general manager of the Oakland Traction
Company and the San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose Railroad
(Key Route), of Oakland, Cal, was married Dec. 1 to Miss
Edna Wickson, daughter of Professor and Mrs. E. J. Wickson,
of Berkeley, Cal. The marriage took place at the home of the
bride in Berkeley. Mrs. Kelly is a graduate of the University of
California, class of 1898.' Mr. Kelly is a graduate of the Ohio
Wesleyan University.

MR. R. C. TAYLOR, whose appointment to the position of
superintendent of motive power of the Indiana Union Traction
Company, of Anderson, Ind., was noted in the Street Railway
Journal of Dec. 8, has been engaged in street railway work about
ten years, that time divided between the Twin City Rapid Transit
Company and the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company as master
mechanic and mechanical en-

gineer, respectively. Mr. Tay-
lor was born in Brechin,

Scotland, forty-two years

ago, and graduated from the

science- and art school at

South Kensington, London.

When a very young man he

came to America, and was
for five years master mechan-
ic of the West Superior Iron

& Steel Company. His next

position was with the Robin-

son & Cary Company, of

Minneapolis, for which he

acted for six years as me-
chanical engineer. Following

his work with this com- R. C. TAYLOR
pany came in succession his

connection with the Twin City and Brooklyn companies al-

ready mentioned. While Mr. Taylor was in Brooklyn the ele-

vated roads of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit were changed from

steam to electric traction, involving the rebuilding of steam

coaches to electric motor cars, equipped with multiple-unit con-

trol. Mr. Taylor has obtained, or has pending, the following

railway patents : Electric block signal system, air brake appa-
ratus for multiple-unit trains, brake hanger for electric motor
trucks, multiple-unit control for surface cars, curtain fixture for

open cars, method of electric car heating and combined electric

and hot water car heating.

MR. C. LOOMIS ALLEN, general manager of the Utica &
Mohawk Valley Railway Company, the Rome City Street Rail-

way Company and the Oneida Railway Company, has been elected

vice-president and general manager of the Utica & Mohawk Val-
ley Railway Company, the Rome City Street Railway Company,
the Oneida Railway Company and the Syracuse Rapid Transit
Railway Company, succeeding Mr. John J. Stanley, who has held
that title since Mr. E. G. Connette resigned to go to Worcester.
These appointments were made Dec. 6, by the directors of the

four companies interested. This places Mr. Allen in charge of

the electric railway properties from Syracuse on the west to

Little Falls on the east, including the electrification of the West
Shore Railroad between Syracuse and Utica. Mr. Allen is a

native of Syracuse, and was educated at Alfred and Syracuse
universities. He adopted civil engineering as a profession and
was first employed with the Norfolk & Western Railway Com-
pany. In 1892 he went to Syracuse to engage in private practice

as a civil engineer, being a member of the firm of Mather &
Allen. In 1895 he was appointed civil engineer of the Syra-
cuse system and had charge of the reconstruction of the track

and overhead line on some 64 miles of road. Three years later

he became assistant general manager, and in February, 1899, he
became general manager of this company. He resigned from
Syracuse Dec. 31, 1899, to accept the position of general manager
of the Lorain Street Railway in Lorain, Ohio, where he remained
a year and a half. When the Andrews-Stanley interests ac-

quired the property of the Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway,

Mr. Allen was offered and accepted the position of assistant

general manager of that company with Mr. Stanley, and when
Mr. Stanley in May, 1902, returned to Cleveland, Mr. Allen was
made general manager of .the Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway
Company and the Rome and Oneida properties. In 1904 Mr.
Allen was president of the Street Railway Association of the

State of New York.

MR. F. A. HEALY, who has been auditor at Atlanta, Ga., of the

West Point route since 1899, has accepted the position of secre-

tary and treasurer of the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction

Company, of Cincinnati, the Lima & Toledo Traction Company
and underlying organizations, succeeding Mr. F. A. Deverill, who
has returned to the service of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
Railroad Company. Mr. Healy was born in Moline, 111., in June,

1861, moved to Kansas in 1870 with his parents, and spent his

boyhood on a farm. In March, 1880, he entered the office of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad, at Topeka, Kan., and re-

mained with the company until 1888, working his way up to chief

clerk. In that year he was called upon to go to Los Angeles as

chief clerk to the auditor of the Santa Fe lines in California,

where he remained until 1893, when he was appointed auditor,

paymaster and general freight and passenger agent of the Santa

Fe, Prescott & Phoenix Railway, with headquarters in Prescott and
Phoenix, Arizona. In December, 1895, Mr. Healy became con-

nected with Chas. Parsons & Company, of New York, as auditor

and special accountant, and in connection with the law firm of

Hornblower, Byrne, Taylor & Miller, of New York, held the

position of general auditor of the South Carolina & Georgia Rail-

way, auditor of the Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain Railroad,

auditor of the Augusta Southern Railroad, auditor of the Cincin-

nati, Cumberland Gap & Charleston Railway, and expert examiner
of all of the several railroad properti.es in which the above firms

were interested. On the sale of the South Carolina & Georgia

Railway to the Southern Railway, Mr. Parsons retired from active

business life, and Mr. Healy was made assistant auditor, with

headquarters in Washington, with full charge of all prior ac-

counts of all the old consolidated and receivership lines. He was
appointed auditor of the West Point route in December, 1899, and

has been the head of its accounting department since that date.

Mr. Healy organized the Southeastern Accounting Con-
ence and the Southeastern Claim Conference, composed of

all lines east of the Mississippi and south of the Ohio Rivers. He
has been prominent for years past in affairs of the Association of

American Railway Accounting Officers, serving on the passenger

committee two years, disbursement committee two years, freight

committee six years, and was last year elected a member of the

executive committee for two years. Mr. Healy was the first and
only secretary and treasurer of the Transportation Club of Atlan-

ta, and was re-elected for the fifth consecutive year Nov. 6, last.
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The Field of the Interurban [Railway

An interesting editorial recently appeared in a technical

paper outside the street railway field, discussing the sphere

of the interurban railway. A number of excellent points

were brought out in connection with the danger of building

roads either too costly to pay a proper return upon the in-

vestment or too cheap to attract traffic, and the tendency to

purchase very expensive rolling stock was touched upon. In

commenting upon the "needlessness" of interurban lines in

territory already occupied by steam roads we afe inclined to

think that the subject was viewed, with too much discourage-

ment, for the experience of the paSt^few-^years has demon-

strated pretty well that the interurban line really occupies a

place peculiarly its own in the transportation scheme of any

well-populated section.

The article in question stated that there are two large cities

in this country, about 40 miles apart, which are as yet un-

connected by an interurban line, though the project has been

discussed for some time. The steam railroad service between

the two answers the demands quite well, according to the

editorial, and it is suggested that capitalists are a little uncer-

tain of the wisdom of building an electric line between these

two points. In considering this matter it is a little singular

that the closely parallel case of the Boston & Worcester

interurban line, not to mention many others of similar char-

acter, did not at once convince the writer that there may be

an excellent field for an interurban line between two cities

40 miles apart, even though there may be trains over twenty

times a day in each direction from one place to the other on

the steam line. The growth of traffic on the Boston &
Worcester line, for instance, since its opening some three or

four years ago, has certainly justified the existence of the

road, and it is an open question in Massachusetts if the re-

ceipts of the competing steam line have not been increased

instead of diminished since the advent of the interurban. It

is a common custom for the people of each city to make the

journey in one direction by steam and in the other by trolley,

and as far as we have been able to ascertain there has been no

lack of traffic on each system.

The point of the whole matter is that the interurban line

occupies a sort of middle ground between the steam road and

the street railway, and it possesses certain features which no

steam road enjoys, or is likely to enjoy for a good while to

come. For long-distance high-speed travel with sustained

running at from 50 to 65 m. p. h. the steam road enjoys a

traffic which the interurban line can seldom secure. The

facts may as well be acknowledged. But on the other hand,

as distances of travel grow shorter, as the need of transfer

privileges and stopping places becomes more insistent, as the

half or quarter-hourly service at half the steam fare becomes

appreciated, with the added comfort of better ventilation in

summer and equally good ventilation in winter, with a con-

spicuous absence of dirt and cinders and the possibility of a

flexible express service instead of a tedious local service be-

tween intermediate points—then it is plain enough that the

interurban electric line fulfils duties quite beyond the scope

of its older neighbor, and creates new business where none

existed before. The extension of fast freight and express

service to interurban lines more generally is likely to give

still broader proof of the wisdom of building such roads when

the population density and general conditions are favorable.
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Wider Interurban Cars

Either because the managements of interurban systems do

not fully appreciate the disadvantages of the present narrow

interurban cars or because they consider that there are too

many drawbacks to a greater width, not as much attention is

being given to the question of wider cars as would seem to be

warranted. The chief disadvantage of cars measuring about

8 ft. 6 ins. over side sills is the lack of comfort they afford to

passengers. For short hauls and as long as the cars are not

run in competition with steam road coaches, probably this

disadvantage does not cause a reduction in passengers. But

when a traveling man has the opportunity either to occupy

a roomy seat in a steam coach or else be squeezed in between

a window and a neighbor who is trying not to slide off the

edge of a seat or to try and stay on the end of the seat him-

self, and has a very long trip before him, it is safe to say that

he will choose the steam coach. As the tendency of inter-

urban systems is more and more to compete with steam roads

the question of wider cars is a timely one.

A few years ago any attempt to introduce wider cars no

doubt would have met with a vigorous protest from city au-

thorities, but now, largely because it is generally realized that

street traffic would not be interfered with by a few inches of

extra width on a car, it is probable there would be no objec-

tions from municipalities. Many of those who cast votes for

and against ordinances are regular patrons of the electric

lines and enjoy having a comfortable seat, and they would

have influence in silencing any opposition.

But what has been most influential in holding cars down

to their present width is the distance between double tracks

in cities. A great number of interurban lines operate into

terminal cities over double tracks, and proper clearance limits

the width to that of present practice. When designing the

cars for lines which have no such limiting feature, the man-

agements, realizing that mergers or operating agreements

may within a few years be made that will necessitate their

cars operating beyond their own line, feel justified in adopting

the prevailing width of about 8 ft. 9 ins. over all for their

cars. We think that in many instances the importance of a

wide clearance between cars has been overestimated. When
the windows are well barred on the proper side, there is in

fact not much necessity for a wide space between cars travel-

ing in opposite directions on double tracks, as has been proven

by experience in Chicago. On some of the double-track lines

in that city cars 9 ft. in width over all are operated on tracks

with centers 9 ft. 5 ins. wide. In another large city cars are

operated with a clearance of only 3 ins. between them. But

even with smaller clearances, with the usual devil strip, cars

of satisfactory width for interurban service cannot be used.

However, within a few years in all probabilities the ques-

tion of wider cars will be regarded as of so much importance

that instead of building cars to accommodate double tracks,

the tracks themselves will be reconstructed to permit of wider

cars. One interurban railway company to our knowledge is

expecting that this will take place in a short time and is

building its cars regardless of the width of double tracks in

cities. The new cars are in fact 9 ft. 4 ins. in width over all.

This construction permits seats of a comfortable width for

two people, and the seats are provided with arm rests. If

more companies would take a similar stand no doubt the era

of wide interurban cars would be reached within a few years.

The Technical Journal as an Educator

Tht mail has just brought the printed copy of an interest-

ing address delivered by Prof. Hibbard, of Cornell Univers-

ity, to the Society of Mechanical Engineers of that institution

upon the subject of the technical journal as an educator.

We do not wish to be accused of blowing our own horn,

but Prof. Hibbard's friendly appreciation of technical jour-

nals as a class contains so many suggestions as to their value

and proper use that his advice should be of assistance not

only to the students to whom it was addressed, but to the

busy man of affairs as well. We have no claim of omnis-

cience to present in behalf of ourselves or anybody else—it

is merely the fact that it is the business of the technical

journal to record a particular line of human progress that

makes it valuable, and the more thoroughly that is done, the

more useful does the paper become to its readers. We have

no educational hobby horses to ride or technical axes to

grind, but it is our regular task, always strenuous and some-

times wearisome, to find out and record what the world has

been doing in the various phases of street railway practice,

and weekly to present that information in such form that our

subscribers can get at it with the minimum of trouble. And
from one year's end to another there is thus collected to-

gether a very useful mass of information that can be gath-

ered in no other way than by such specialized effort. Some

of it is the record of original research on the part of our

contributors, other parts the carefully selected reports of

papers published all over the world, but all of it, we believe,

of direct applicability to the daily business of somebody in

the field in which we are directing our efforts. The wider

the field covered by a journal the smaller the proportion of

its contents that applies to any highly specialized line of

work. For this reason, even in such a comparatively re-

stricted line as the electric railway industry, every article in

this paper will probably not appeal to the same extent to

every subscriber. Some are written for the financial or legal

interests, others for the operating manager, the designing

engineer, the track man, the accountant, the claim agent or

the repair man. But, as we have said before, the various

departments in electric railroading are so interconnected that

no person actively engaged in the industry can safely confine

his knowledge to any one or two of them, and for the protec-

tion of his own future he should know in a general way the

progress being made in them all.

It is because the technical paper is the living record of

what is being done that Prof. Hibbard earnestly commends

its perusal to students. It is not too much to say that it is

doubly necessary to the student when he lays off cap and

gown and settles down to his life work as employee or em-

ployer. As Prof. Hibbard very properly remarks, student

life is leisure personified compared with the high-pressure

life of the successful engineer or operator. If the habit of

keeping a watchful eye on one's professional papers is not

formed in one's student days it is hard to fix afterward.

And any one who has tried to catch up after even two or

three years with a single branch of modern science or en-

gineering knows only too well what a gruelling task it proves

to be. The reading habit once formed is likely to stick, and

the time required is not so considerable as to be a serious

matter. A single hour a week conscientiously spent on the

literature of one's business or profession will often be of
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very great service—and more time in proportion as it can be

spared. Reading an occasional technical book on the same

subject is necessary and agreeable, but it is only informa-

tion a few months or years old that gets into books, from

the mere mechanical necessities of the case, even supposing

that the author gets to work very busily. The value of

technical books lies in their being judicial summaries of pro-

gress up to near the date of publication—the interim of pro-

gress between books is recorded only in the journals and can

be collated so that the ordinary reader can get at it only by

painstaking investigation and editing. Street railway liter-

ature is simpler than the average, yet it is scattered through

a large number of papers in three or four languages, many of

them utterly inaccessible to American readers through the

libraries, even supposing the reader to be a linguist. Yet

the information to be had is often of direct commercial value.

Here is a case from our own editorial observation. An en-

gineer detected a new and interesting construction in a

brief note in a trade paper. He hunted it down, told a client

about it, and the two brought it up to a constructing engineer

in whose line it lay. He grasped the opportunity and within

a year was doing a large business along the new lines.

Such cases might be greatly multiplied, though this is

quite enough to point the moral. The main thing is how to

use the technical papers to the best advantage. Desultory

glancing over them is not enough. A better plan is to read

the paper at some regular time that forms itself into a fixed

habit. Still better if practicable is it to gather a little group

of co-workers into what the university men call a "Seminar,"

where each man at the meeting—perhaps an hour once a

week-—reports briefly what he has found in a particular jour-

nal or upon a particular topic. Such journal meetings are

immensely helpful in student life, and they have proved

equally so in the few cases among street railway companies

in which they have been thoroughly tried. Then the ques-

tion arises, what shall be done with the journal next? How
shall its contents be recorded for future reference? All sorts

of plans supposed to save time and effort have been tried

—

scrap books, enlarged indices, and card catalogues. The

latter Prof. Hibbard thinks highly of. It is undoubtedly

very valuable, especially where a number of papers have to

be indexed. Our experience, however, has been that in

practical life a card catalogue, unless one has a trained clerk

to look after it, usually gets neglected and breaks down in

the hour of need because some special phase of the subject

outside of its scope has arisen. Every good-sized office

should have one man possessed of a methodical devil, in

whose charge a card catalogue might be safe, but failing his

ministrations, and in the case of most individual readers,

other means must answer. The best thing in the case of a

wide field is that which some branches of science possess in

a yearly volume of very brief and judicious abstracts, usually

issued a year or two late. There are also some very mer-

itorious efforts at regular abstracts on engineering subjects

which should be more accessible than they generally are.

Failing these, and especially in a restricted field covered by

one or a few papers at most, the best thing is the well-indexed

bound volumes of the periodicals themselves. One learns

after a little experience with a particular index, especially

where the articles are recorded by subjects, as in the indices

issued by this paper, and not by titles, to run down topics

readily and promptly in it. The volume indices can also be

supplanted to advantage very often by those issued at longer

periods by the publishers of this arid some other papers to

cover a number of years. Such a comprehensive index will

give a pretty good view of the state of current knowledge

upon any particular topic. The early volumes of any journal

may get sadly out of date in some respects, but they never

will lose their whole usefulness in the art, and in emergency

cases may suddenly become very important.

Cheap Foremen and Master Mechanics

It is a generally recognized fact in the business world that

the best men demand the highest price. Another principle

generally conceded is that low-priced men are often the most

expensive. The truth of these two principles is not recog-

nized by some electric railway managements. When it comes

to hiring a shop foreman or a master mechanic the manage-

ment at times allows a matter of twenty-five or fifty dollars

per month to prevent the appointment of a really capable

man. A great many men who are really unfitted to take

charge of the maintenance of cars, can hold a job of master

mechanic for a year or two, as it takes about that length of

time before neglect and poor repair work will cause a general

breakdown of the equipment. After a time, when enough

cars to operate the road cannot be kept out of the shop, an

investigation is usually made and the deficient man loses his

berth. In the meantime the operating company has saved

a few hundred dollars in foreman's or master mechanic's

wages. Against this, however, must be placed many times

this amount in extra labor and in supplies and materials for

use in the shops. During the interval a few serious accidents

due to defective equipment may have occurred and the cost

of these should also be charged against the amount saved in

foreman's wages. That such conditions exist is evidenced by

the fact that frequently when a capable man is finally put in

charge, after a few months of general overhauling of the

apparatus, the maintenance charge per car-mile takes a sud-

den drop and remains far below what it was under the low-

priced man's regime.

While the less capable men are found out and dismissed in

a short time, there are others of a little higher class who plod

along and by barely keeping the cars on the road manage
to hold their jobs for years. These are even more expensive

than the worse ones who are found out and are "fired" in a

shorter time. While the proneness of the management to

employ cheap help is usually blamed for poor foremen, there

are various ways in which the cheap and incapable man gets

in charge of the shops. Often the applicant runs a bluff

and passes muster. Many were fixtures with the company
when horse cars were abandoned. Again many workmen
have been advanced to authoritative positions who have after-

wards failed to get interested in the work. In most cases by

proper treatment men of the latter class could be developed

into capable ones. When they are advanced, their wages or

salary should be increased sufficiently to make them appre-

ciate the new position and to incite them to give more thought

to their work. If such increases were always made, there

would be more really capable foremen and fewer mediocres.

In general, we believe the responsibilities of the position of

master mechanic should be better appreciated and more vigor-

ous attempts should be made both to put proper men in

charge, in the first place, and to follow this up by such an

appreciation of their work as to keep up their interest in it.
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THE TRACK DEPARTMENT OF THE DETROIT
UNITED RAILWAYS

The track department of the Detroit United Railways dif-

fers from that of many electric railway systems, in that it is

almost a complete organization within itself. Thus, it has

its own shops and yards in a section of the city at quite

a distance from any other department, its own engineer-

ing department, its own cars, which are maintained, with the

exception of the heavy repairs, in its own shops, and in prac-

tically every respect it is conducted independently of the other

departments.

FIG. 1.—STONE CRUSHER USED FOR CRUSHING OLD CON-
CRETE AND BROKEN BRICK

FIG. 2.—DERRICK FOR HANDLING RAILS AND UNLOADING
MATERIALS FROM CARS

It has charge of -all the track work on' about 550 miles of

line, which include all of the city tracks in Detroit and those

of several radiating interurban lines, one of which extends

to Port Huron, 70 miles distant. In addition to track work,

the construction of all buildings is taken care of by this

department, wrecks are cleared, tracks sprinkled and all con-

struction material used by the road is hauled by it. The

organization of the department includes a roadmaster for

each of the interurban divisions, as well as one for the city;

the roadmaster of the city division has under him six division

foremen. All of the roadmasters report directly to John

Kerwin, who as superintendent of tracks has charge of the

track department. It is through the courtesy of Mr. Kerwin

that this publication is enabled to present the following notes.

There are, in addition to the roadmasters mentioned, a su-

perintendent of shops, a bridge foreman, a carpenter foreman

and a foreman for construction cars in the city. About 1300

men are employed in the department, and it has complete

charge of 194 cars used in construction work and in hauling

materials. These cars necessitate the employment of about

thirty day crews and nineteen night crews for city track

work and seven crews on the interurban roadway.

The engineering work of the department is taken care of

by three civil engineers and three draftsmen who are stationed

at the headquarters on Harper avenue, known as the Harper

yards. An area of 10 acres is covered by the yards, and all

of this space is well taken up by the offices, the shops for

FIG. 3.—DERRICK CAR USED ABOUT THE YARD AND IN
TRACK CONSTRUCTION

4.—ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN AIR COMPRESSOR USED
IN DRILLING RAILS

the construction of special work, the repair shops for con-

struction of cars, a store room, a stone crusher, a cement

storage building, and switching tracks and storage space for

material used in track construction. The shops in which the

special work is built are supplied with planers, lathes, shapers,

and other tools necessary in the work, all of which are motor

driven. In the car repair shops, which contain two tracks

provided with pits, only the light repairs are done. When
wheels are to be changed, motors repaired, or other similar

work is to be carried on, the cars are sent to the general

repair shops. A view of the stone-crushing plant, which is

used to crush broken brick and old concrete from torn-out

tracks, is shown in Fig. 1. After having passed through the

crusher, a conveyor carries the crushed material to overhead
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bins. A track is built along one side of the structure and

chutes leading from the overhead bins permit the material to

be loaded into cars with a minimum amount of labor.

City track construction is carried on to such an extent that

to guard against delays it is necessary to keep on hand several

carloads of cement. A building has been erected specially

for storing this cement, and usually eight carloads are kept

on hand. The building has been constructed with an idea

of reducing as much as possible the labor cost of handling

the cement. On one side is an elevated track for the steam

cars from which the cement is unloaded. On the opposite

side is a depressed track for the electric cars which are to be

loaded with the material. Fig. 2 shows the derrick used in

handling rail. The stock of rails is kept within range of

the boom and car tracks run under it on two sides. A great

deal of labor is saved by employing the derrick in loading

and unloading rails and other heavy materials.

In use about the yards and in the city track construction

are several derrick cars of the type illustrated by Fig. 3.

The mast is well braced and the crane is capable of lifting

six or eight tons. The crane motor is located near the center

of the car and the controller for it is in such a position that

the motorman on the car can operate the crane. This type

chief of which is that it is operated entirely by air. The
clutches, the throttles of the engines as well as their reversing

gears, and the bucket dumping device are all controlled by

means of air cylinders and .engineer's valves. The main ob-

FIG. 5.—CONCRETE MIXER

ject of this arrangement is to reduce

the labor necessary to operate the

shovel. Only one attendant is neces-

sary, as the man usually required at

the crowding engine is dispensed with.

The engineer's valves, which are of

the type used in connection with

straight air-brake equipment on elec-

tric cars, are mounted together near

the base of the crane. The operation

of these valves admits air to straight

air-brake cylinders and the pistons of

these cylinders open the throttles of

the engines or operate the clutches.

One valve is used for hoisting the

shovel, one for operating the crane,

one for operating the brake of the

main drum, and another for opening

the lid of the dipper. The governor

of the main engine is also controlled

by the valve operating the clutch on

the main drum in such a manner thatFIG. 6.—MIXER AT WORK IN CITY TRACK CONSTRUCTION

of car is found very useful in loading and unloading heavy

materials, and it is also used to carry concrete from the con-

crete mixer in city track construction.

The derrick car is only one of the several construction cars

built in the shops of the track department. Mr. Kerwin has

just completed a power shovel having several novel features,

when the clutch is released the governor is opened.

The shovel loads 12 tons of gravel per minute and

will handle 1000 yds. at an expense of $11. The floor

framing is of steel and the floor itself is of %-in.

sheet steel. Practically no wood is used in its construction.

It is provided with a 50-hp portable water-tube boiler, to-
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gether with a water tank of suitable size. The main engine

is of 40-hp and the crowding engine of 20-hp capacity. An

8y2 -it. steam operated Westinghouse compound air com-

pressor supplies pressure to storage tanks for operating the

air cylinders. The shovel is shown in Figs. 13 and 14.

The dipper raises 13 ft. above the rail and will dig gravel 4 ft.

below the rail.

Fig. 4 shows an electrically driven air compressor which is

mounted on a car, and which is used in track work. On the

motor shaft is mounted an emery wheel for grinding track

drills and other tools. When the compressor is used for

drilling rails it is removed from the track and the lengths of

section of track to the ground and make hose connections

with a hydrant. In city track work it is customary to station

the machine at one point and to carry the concrete for 1000

ft. or more to the point at which it is to be used by means of

the derrick car previously described. A bucket of the same

capacity as the drum of the concrete mixer is hung to the

crane of the car and the contents of the drum are dumped
directly into this, as may be seen in Fig. 6, which is a view of

the mixer at work upon the street.

Crushed stone for the concrete used in city track construc-

tion is hauled into the city over the company's interurban

lines. A fourteen-car train of stone is shown in Fig. 7. Ten
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Cross Section Midway between Adjacent Ties

TRACK FOUNDATION FOR MICHIGAN AVENUE, WITH S 1 X. GROOVED RAIL

pipe shown in the illustration are coupled up so that air may

be obtained for drills 600 ft. distant from the compressor.

It is customary to operate six or seven track drills from this

one compressor.

Fig. 5 gives a good idea of the main features of another

interesting machine built by the department. This is a con-

crete mixer which has a drum 7 ft. in diameter and which

mixes 35 cu. ft. of concrete at one time. The drum is sta-

tionary and is emptied by means of a chute inside. When
this chute is thrown into the proper position by means of a

spoke wheel and bevel gear it catches the concrete as the

of the cars have a capacity of 25 cu. yds. and the remaining

four hold 6 cu. yds. each. The motor car is provided with

four GE-57 motors with low gears. All of the ballast cars

are equipped with straight air brakes. This train makes one

trip per day to the city limits. The loaded cars are left at

this point in the afternoon and are taken to the point at

which work of track construction is being carried on by

night crews. The cost of the power for operating the train

to the city limits is $8 per day. This charge includes a haul

of 18 miles of the loaded cars and the return of the empty

ones. The combined wages of the motorman and the trolley-

FIG. 9.—CONSTRUCTION (>!• CATCH-ISASINS

latter drops from the top of the drum and conducts it out

through a center opening. The material from which the

concrete is made is carried to the platform above the drum

in a small car which runs on a sloping track. When the ma-

chine is being operated this track is run down from the

platform and along the ground for quite a distance behind the

mixer, and the sand and rock as well as the cement is

shoveled from the ground into the car in the proper propor-

tions by laborers. The car is operated by the one attendant

stationed on the platform. Water is obtained by attaching a

hose to the nearest hydrant, and the proper amount for each

batch of material is stored in a barrel on the platform. The

mixer can be set up ready for operation in about twelve min-

utes, as about all that is necessary to do is to lay the sloping

man are $4.50 per day, and the total cost of the stone delivered

at the point at which it is used in the city is $.58 per cu. yd.

The stone that is taken from the quarry one day is laid in the

track as concrete the following morning.

The tracks of the interurban systems are being ballasted

with 1 ft. of gravel under the ties. The company owns a

gravel pit consisting of six acres of gravel 60 ft. deep. Gravel

is hauled to the point at which it is placed under the track

in much the same manner as stone is handled, and it is de-

livered at a cost of $.27 per cu. yd.

CITY TRACK CONSTRUCTION
The company has experimented with many kinds of city

track construction, but at the present time that shown in Fig.

8 is being followed wherever possible. The most notable
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feature of this construction is the provision for the drainage

of the track. Past experience in Detroit as well as in other

cities has demonstrated the fact that city track, if not prop-

FIG. 10.—CONCRETE BED ON GRAVEL, AND TRACKS LAID
UPON THIS, IN THE DISTANCE

erly drained, will not hold up, no matter how well built. In

the construction shown in the drawing a 4-in. drain tile is run

along the center of the track a few inches below the lower

bed of gravel. At the summits and valleys this tile is run

into circular catch basins built of brick in the center of the

track and provided with cast-iron manholes and covers. The
basins, which are drained into city sewers through 8-in. sewer

pipe, are large enough to permit a man to enter them in order

to flush out the connecting drains should they become choked.

Fig. 9 is a drawing of a cross-section of these catch basins.

This drawing is reproduced only for the purpose of showing

FIG. 12.—CONCRETE MIXER, SHOWING SLOPING TRACK TO
THE PLATFORM ABOVE THE DRUM

the construction of the basins, as the track construction illus-

trated is not at present being followed by the company.

The methods employed in the reconstruction of city track

interfere very little with the schedule of the cars. The track

is constructed in sections about 1500 ft. long. The old track

is not disturbed until a temporary track is laid alongside the

double track. This temporary track is made up of sections

of two T-rails bolted permanently together by means of Y^-'m.

rods on either side of 2 l/2 -in. x 6-in. timbers, which are placed

at about 7-ft intervals. The sections are originally made up

in the yards. When they are to be used they are hauled to

the scene of the work on construction cars and are unloaded

and placed in position by means of the derrick car to which

reference has already been made. But a very short time is

FIG. 11.—TEMPORARY TRACK ON THE RIGHT, GRAVEL BED
READY FOR CONCRETE ON THE LEFT, AND TEMPORARY

TRACK OVER CONCRETE ON THE LEFT

required to bolt the sections together. As the work pro-

gresses after the rear sections have been unbolted they are

lifted by the derrick car and carried to the farther end, where
they are again bolted in position. After the temporary track

FIG. 13.—BOOM AND BUCKET OF AIR-OPERATED SHOVEL

has been gotten ready for service, one of the permanent
tracks is torn out and the roadbed is gotten ready for con-

creting. The concrete mixer is then hauled to the scene of

the work and is put in operation. The fact that the concrete

mixer blockades one track necessitates its being put into ser-

vice only between the hours of 11 at night and 5:15 in the

morning, during which period the schedule of cars is so light

that cars in both directions can be operated over the section
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of temporary track. On top of the gravel sub-base is first

placed an 8-in. bed of concrete. This is allowed to set four-

teen days. During this period temporary track is built over

it, as shown in Figs. 10, 11 and 12, and the work of tearing

out the second track and concreting it is carried on. After

the concrete has been allowed to set the proper length of

lime, a i-in. layer of sand is spread over it and the oak ties

and rails are placed in position. The track is then completed

with a [O-in. layer of concrete, a i-in. bed of sand and the

paving brick. As the work of concreting is carried on only

during that portion of the night when the schedule is light,

two tracks are always available for use during the day, so

that the regular schedule is not interfered with no matter

how heavy it may be. In this connection it is interesting to

note the cost of concreting. The concrete laid in the track-

costs $2.58 per cu. yd. This cost is made up of 1 bbl.

cement. $1.80; V2 cu. yd. sand, $.15; 1 cu. yd. crushed stone.

$.58; labor, $.25. The concrete is mixed in the proportions

of 1, 2' and 4. During the short period of the night that work-

is carried on 120 cu. yds of concrete are mixed by a crew of

fourteen men. The fact that there is a minimum amount of

manual labor connected with the work from the time the

stone is quarried to the time it is lying in the track is largely

responsible for the low cost per cubic yard.

It may be added that it is the aim of the department to carry

on its work in a manner that eliminates as much as possible

the manual labor necessary. This idea is kept in mind in

construction of the special cars as well as in planning the

methods of carrying on the work. It is interesting to note

that the only time the rock entering the concrete is handled

by manual labor is when it is shoveled into the car of the

concrete mixer.

Plans have been made by the Long Island Railroad to build

a new model station at Jamaica, Long Island, and to do

away with all grade crossings in and near the town. Twelve

tracks will come into the station, eight tracks for through

trains and four "stub ends" for the electric suburban trains

from New York. A thoroughfare running directly under

the station platforms will be created by the railroad company,

and every platform will be reached by steps from below.

There is not room for the new station on the site of the

present one, so it is planned to build the new structure nearly

a mile to the west, where the company owns property.

THE SPEED QUESTION IN SCHENECTADY

The problem of maintenance of car schedules with any de-

gree of regularity is a very difficult one in Schenectady be-

cause of the necessarily restricted trackage facilities of the

company. A glance at the accompany-

ing map will show that the easterly net-

work of the city is connected with the

westerly portion by means of one dou-

ble-tracked line passing by the waiting

room. This is located in the down-

town district. Many portions of the

streets served have only single tracks.

This inability fully to double-track the

system and to avoid concentration of

traffic upon busy streets is due to the

narrowness of some of the streets

traversed and also to the very steep

bluffs which occur in that part of the

city which lies directly between the

residence portion and the General Elec-

tric Works. The busiest times of the

day are early morning and late after-

noon, when some twenty thousand peo-

ple have to be transported to or from

the General Electric Company's plant

and the American Locomotive works,

in addition to the usual traffic incident to the business sec-

tion of a city which is by no means light, for the people of

Schenectady have the "riding habit" quite firmly fixed.

When all of these things are considered, it is easy to see

A

LOCATION OF TRACKS IN SCHENECTADY

why the railroad company has desired to maintain high

speeds.

The city ordinances have undergone revision during the

last year, and through an oversight the matter of speeds was

not fully discussed. As a consequence, the old-time limit of

8 m. p. h. crept into the new ordinance and was re-

enacted as a part of the local laws. At the same time, the

company was required to allow local passengers to ride upon

any interurban cars, except the limited cars, while in the city.

These rules obliged the abandonment of a number of express

cars which were run to and from the extreme ends of the

local lines either in the morning or at noon or night, by

reducing their speeds to that of the locals. In fact, none of

FIC, 14—AIR-OPERATED SHOVEL. BUILT BY THE TRACK DEPARTMENT OF THE
DETROIT UNITED RAILWAY
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the cars could be thrown upon full series running points.

General dissatisfaction was the immediate result. It was

asserted that no car was allowed to attain the 8-mile speed

and, hence, no proper and honest effort was being made to

conform to these ordinances.

When conditions had continued till the

feeling became rather intense, the railway

company proposed to the Common Council

that they should witness a test exhibit of car

speeds. The invitation was accepted by a

committee of the Council. The tests were

conducted on the experimental tracks of the

General Electric Company, and occupied

about two hours. The committee's incred-

ulity soon gave way to the conviction that

their ordinance was impracticable, 8 rri. p. h,

as a maximum being designated as a "useless

crawl" and making the average speed in ser-

vice a negligible quantity.

The car used in these tests was a stan-

dard one-truck, 12-ton car, and it was

found that upon practically level, straight track the maxi-

mum rate was about 22 m. p. h. on full series points. The

REPAIRING BY THERMIT IN MONTREAL

During the past year the Montreal Street Railway Corn-

pan has welded fifty broken steel motor frames and thirty-two

RUCK FRAME

conclusion was reached that speeds up to 15 m. p. h. would

be feasible even in downtown districts, while in outlying

portions of town 20 m. p. h. would be per-

missible.

Arrangements were made whereby, a few

days later, a public demonstration was made

upon one of the city lines to show just what

8 m. p. h. really means. Those who wit-

nessed any of these trial runs were quite free

to express their surprise at the slowness of

progress represented by a figure which they

had considered reasonable.

The outcome of this investigation was

a recent revisio/i of the law which states cer-

tain streets bounding an area within which

car speeds are limited to 15 m. p. h. Cars

upon suburban lines outside of these bound-

aries are allowed to reach speeds of 20 m.

p. h. At corners of 90 degs. or less 3 m. p. h. is permitted.

The final action of the City Council has given general satis

faction.

FIG. l.-STEEL MOTOR FRAME WELDED

steel truck frames with thermit, and has also used the same

material for welding on lugs which have been broken from

gear cases. All of the parts welded have

been steel castings and the results have been

satisfactory. Through the courtesy of Nel-

son Graburn, mechanical superintendent of

the company, the accompanying engravings

of a truck and motor welded by this method

in the shops of the company are published.

Fig. 3 shows a broken motor frame and Fig.

1 shows the same frame welded. Fig. 2 illus-

trates two welds made on a broken steel truck

frame. This truck was welded without dis-

mantling it, as the wheels were so banked

with sand that the thermit could not come in

contact with them.

The ingredients used for making the molds

in which the fluid metal is poured are 1 lb. of

flour, 10 lbs. of sand and y2 pint of molasses.

After the core is made it is baked in the oven

for about six hours. It is then taken by the

molder and formed into shape to suit the

weld. Before pouring the thermit the two

parts to be welded are thoroughly cleaned

and holes are chipped through them at dif-

ferent points, so that the thermit can get

through and hold them firmly. The parts are then heated to

a high temperature, after which the molds are put in place.

FIG. 3,—F.ROKEN MOTOR FRAME

The material used in casting is not pure thermit, but 1 lb. of

steel turnings are added to every 10 lbs. of thermit.

During the casting process the motor, truck frame or what-
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ever is to be welded is held rigidly, with the broken part set

in position so that it cannot move. As the metal cast around

the brake is only a band which in most cases is about 1 in.

wide by 1 in. thick, no difficulty has been experienced from

shrinkage, and it has not been found necessary even to anneal

the welded part or put it through any similar process. The

amount of metal lost in casting is about 50 per cent, that is,

the amount of metal in the gates and risers is about the

same, in this class of work, as that cast about the defect.

drain cock inserted in the bottom of the tank, and fresh oil

may be introduced through the lip in front.

As a precaution against "splitting," or the throwing of a

ELECTRIC SWITCHING INSTALLATION IN JERSEY CITY

A large and novel terminal switching system, electrically

controlled from an indicator and operating board, has recently

been installed at the Pennsylvania ferry terminal in Jersey

City of the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey by the

American Automatic Switch Company, of New York. All

of the cars entering this terminal approach through York

Street, and are switched on to the proper tracks by means of

six electric track switches. All of these switches are con-

KA( KS AT IKKSKV L 1 >\\'JN<; SWITCH

trolled by an operator stationed in a tower back of the ter-

minal. The diagram of the tracks and the location of the

tower and the various switches is shown in Fig. i.

The mechanism for throwing the switch tongue is substan-

tially the same as that described on page 1065 of the Street

Railway Journal for Dec. 19, 1903, with the exception that

a "rebound catch," or lock, has been added. This prevents

the tongue from rebounding from the side of the switch bed

when the switch is thrown ; and, by holding the tongue firmly

to the side of the switch bed, does not allow it to be jarred

to a dangerous position by the wheels of a car passing over it,

or by the wheels of a wagon running in the car track.

Fig. 4 gives a general view of the controlling mechanism in

the tower. The number of levers on the operating board

corresponds with the number of track switches to be operated.

By the depression of one of these levers a double break, sin-

gle-pole switch is closed in oil. Current taken from one of

the trolley feeders then flows through a rheostat common to

all switches contained in the cabinet, through the oil switch,

and through the solenoid coil of one of the switch-throwing

mechanisms to ground, thus throwing the track switch. By
removing the pressure of the hand from the lever, the oil

switch automatically opens the circuit and the oil snuffs out

the arc, which would otherwise be considerable. The blades

and clips of the oil switch are protected by arcing pieces,

which are readily replacable. The amount of the current

employed to operate a switch is 15 amps.

Two switches are usually placed in one oil tank, the interior

of whieh is porcelain lined, and either switch can be removed

without interfering with the operation of the rest. When
necessary to charge the oil, it can be drawn off through a,

track switch beneath a passing car, the lever controlling5 that

switch is automatically locked by the trolley wheel of the

car approaching that switch. This is done by tapping into

a contact maker on the trolley wire at a suitable distance from

FIG. 2.-TOP OF OPERATING BOARD

the switchpoint, which closes a shunted circuit passing through

one coil of an electric lock, placed behind the hand lever. This

coil shoots a bolt over the back end of the lever and locks

the lever in position until it is unlocked by the car passing

another contact maker on the trolley wire. This sends a
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current through a second coil and withdraws the bolt. The

locks can be plainly seen in Figs. 2 and 4, and the method of

tapping the trolley wire for the shunt circuit in Fig. 6. The

may be seen on the top of the operating board in Fig. 2.

Upon this board is a complete diagram of the yard. Each

track is represented by a strip of metal, and a miniature

F CONNECTIONS

FIG. 4.—INTERIOR VIEW OF SWITCH TOWER

operation of the system as a whole will be readily understood

by reference to the diagram of connections, Fig. 3.

In order that the operator may know, at all times, the posi-

tion of each tongue, an indicator board is provided. This

switch tongue moves coincidently with the tongue in the yard.

The indicating mechanism consists of four small magnet coils

and an X-shaped armature. One opposite pair of coils is

always in circuit, thus holding the miniature tongue in its

proper position.

Within each box containing the track switch-throwing

mechanism is a plate containing three contact strips, and

TERMINAL SHED

upon the arm of the rod which moves the switch tongue is a

button which forms a ground connection. When the button

is on either of the outside contact strips a small current flows

through one of the two pairs of indicator coils ; but when the
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button rests upon the center strip a ground connection is

made through a small red lamp placed upon the indicator

board beside each miniature tongue. Therefore this lamp

will light if the switch tongue is split, or unable to throw

owing to a stone or other obstruction being lodged between

it and the side of the switch bed, and the operator is notified

FIG. 6.—CONNECTORS ON TROLLEY WIRE

' danger. At the tame time a "stop" signal notifies the mo-

rman entering the yard to proceed with caution. The mo-

rman will then naturally stop Ids car and remove the cause

the trouble, after which the danger signal will cease to

Fig. 5 shows a view of the terminal. The system described

is now been in successful operation for three months.

The Columbu
lias entered into

Company to hai

and Marion, and on Wednesday, Dec

started with a special express car. Tl

Delaware & Marion Traction Company
contract with the Wells Fargo Express

express matters between Columbus

the service was

car arrives in Co-

lumbus from Marion and points north in the morning, and

departs for Marion and intermediate points late in the after-

INTAKE TUNNEL FOR NEW ORLEANS POWER PLANT

A 370-ft. tunnel, 70 ins. in diameter and extending under

two electric railways and seventeen steam railroad tracks, has

recently been completed by Sanderson & Porter for the New
Orleans Railway & Light Company, and will be used by that

corporation as an intake and outlet pipe for its

Claiborne power house at Elysian Fields Ave-

nue and North Peters Street. The tunnel con-

sists of a 70-in. steel pipe which starts at a

central part of the Claiborne power house and

is carried to a concrete intake crib located on

the river bank on the outside line of the levee.

,

The first 115 ft. of this construction passes about

20 ft. below the surface and between the rear wall

of the power house and the side wall of an ad-

joining four-story brick building. This portion of

the work was carried on by excavating from the

surface between two parallel rows of sheet piling.

Commencing at the curb line, the route of the

tunnel is under two street railway tracks and

seventeen steam road tracks, one 48-in. pressure

main and numerous smaller pipes. The neces-

sity for the continuous operation of surface

tracks precluded the possibility of securing the

right to install an intake pipe by the usual

method of excavating from the surface. Had
such a right been procurable, the driving of

sheet piling and excavating to such a great

depth would have been both difficult and expensive.

The center of the tunnel is at grade 18.5, and as the river

level ranges from grade 22 to grade 40 the tunnel construc-

tion had to be carried on at all times below water level. The
character of the soil was such as to permit of work under the

Greathead system and a breast shield 71^ ins. inside di-

ameter and 10 ft. long was used. This shield had a nose

piece about 4 ft. long with cutting edge and also a clear space

of about 6 ft. in which to assemble the permanent pipe. The
shield was advanced by means of six hydraulic jacks of 50

tons capacity each.

The permanent construction of the tunnel consists of half-

inch wrought steel plate, built up of 5-ft. rings, each ring con-

sisting of four sections. An inside butt strap joint construc-

tion was used throughout, one side of the strap being riveted

to the sheet and the other side being drilled and counter-

VERTICAL SECTION SHOWING PROGRESS OF CONSTRUCTION ON INTAKE TUNNEL

noon daily. In addition to this service, express matter is

carried on all of the regular combination cars of the com-

pany. The arrangement furnishes service to Columbus to

every common point in the United States. As a result of its

contract with the Columbus, Delaware & Marion, Wells-

Fargo & Company have opened offices in Delaware, Radnor,

Prospect and Marion, on the electric railway. The contract

in no way, however, conflicts with the freight business on the

electric railway.

bored for standard patch bolts. The sections were assembled

one at a time within the shield and the patch bolts were all

inserted from the inside and screwed tight before forcing the

shield ahead to permit placing the next, the whole making a

steel plate pipe equivalent to a continuous riveted steel con-

struction.

A peculiar feature was that, although the bottom of the

tunnel was always considerably below the river level, no
serious trouble was encountered from leakage. The entire
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255 ft. of tunnel was built in exactly sixty days from com-

mencement, making a rate of about 4^4 ft. per clay.

Another feature of the construction is that the pipe is sub-

divided into two compartments by 'means of a creosotcd wood

diaphragm or partition and the water will How to the power

house through the lower half of the pipe and will be dis-

charged back to the river through the upper half of the pipe.

The capacity of the present installation provides for about

12,000 hp.

The above work was carried on continuously day and night

from the time of commencement by a working force con-

IMPROVEMENTS UNDER WAY AT NEWBURGH, N. Y.

Since the purchase last September of the Orange County

Traction Company, of Newburgh, X. V., by a syndicate

headed by former Governor B. 11. Odell, extensive improve-

ments have been begun under General Manager E. C. Boyn-

ton. As the new owners have authorized liberal expend-

itures in every department of the system, the completion of

the work under' way will result in a model railway service.

A considerable portion of the roadbed has been reballasted

and over 4 miles of the city track furnished with new ties.

THE INDIANA, COLUMBUS &

EASTERN TRACTION CO.

1000 MILE BOOK
No.

GOOD FOR BEARER
OB

TWO OR MORE PERSONS TRAVEL-
ING TOGETHER OVER THE

FOLLOWING LINES:
The Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traitiottt'u.

The Cincinnati \orthern Tradion Co.

Indiana I nimi Traction Co.

Indianapolis A- VnrtlnKsbMii Traction Co.

Indianapolis A- Martinsville Rapid Transit Co.

Iiidi .His Con I 'traction Co.

Indianaimlis ,v Eastern Cailnav Co.

The Indianapolis ,v Western lia'ilwai Co.

The Lima * Toledo Trar.ti 'o.

Ilichi I SI reel ,V liilrnirl.au ItailH.iv i „.

I't. Wayne & Wabash l.illn Trad ion Co.

Minifies Tortland Traction Co.

When officially stamped, and upon the
conditions named in the contract at-
tached to and made a part hereof.

VALID ONE YEAR FROM DATE PUNCHED
Void if more than one date is nnnched.

CONTRACT
This hook is sold at a special contract rate.

Coupons attached to this book will be accepted
Tor passage when presented by bearer or party
of two or more. In consideration ot the reduc-
lion. It is subjectto the following conditions,
which are a part ot the contract, and agreed to by
1 lie purchaser or holder of same. It will be good
for one year from date ol sale as shown by stamp
and punched limit.

1st. No detachments of less than five. (5) miles
will be accepted for passage.
2nd. Coupons foreither passengers or baggage

will not be accepted ii detached when presented.
3rd. It book or any part of same Is lost or

destroyed, no claim for redemption will be
allowed.
4th. If book is presented for a party In which

there are children, detacl -uts for each child
over five years of age, will he made on same basis
as for adults.
5th. Agents will detach baptfage coupons tor

any distance to which baggage N checked. If it
is represented that, more than < person is trav-
eling on the boo k. detachments ot baggage cou-
pons will be made i.,r the iiiimbei of persons anil
weight checked, not to exceed 100 lbs. for each
person
NO FREE ALLOWANCE FOR BAGGAGE

WILL HE MADE ON THE CINCINNATI
NORTHERSPTRACTION COMPANY AND
1IAHGA6E COUPONS WILL NOT BE AC-
CEPTED OR HAVE ANY VALUE ON THAT
LINE. .

6th. Baggage Agents will not check baggage
i baggage coupons unless all preceding coupons

3r passage, if bag-

coupons.
8th. This book or its coupons are not good for

passage to points where trains do not stop reg-
ularly.
9th That baggage checked on this book shall

consist of wearing apparel only ,jind in event of
loss or damage to - „,„. , „„, laim w ill be made in
excess of Fifty ($00.00) dollars.
10th. Our arrangements with other Lines who

honor this book for passage are simply that we
agree to pay them for each coupon honored on
their trains and collected and returned to us, and
in using same for passage on other Lines, it is
subject to their local rules and regulations.

NOTICE TO CONDUCTORS.
Each numbered horizontal line on enclosed mile-

age strip represents a d istance ofone mile, therefore
Conductors must, detach enough Hues, counting
from the top, to cover the distance to be traveled.
Make the detachment In the space between the
line* (not on a Uue). The rubber band used to con-
flue the mileage strip must not be removed to make
detachments lor passage, as the strip can be easily
drhwn out or back, as required, while under the
band. A convenient way to handle the ticket is as
follows; Hold the ticket in the left hand, open the
IrOnteover towards you. draw outnearly enough of

(on t

at the place where the detachment Is
made, compress the cover when adjusted, and at t ne
same time carefully draw the strip towards you
against the straight edge and It will be torn easily
and smoothly.

avoid errors. Conductors should be certain,
detaching, that the straight edge Is adjusted

he proper place.
, nler on the part detached station numbers from

and to which trip is made, giving train number and
date, cancel with punch and turn ii in with collec-
tions.
Conductors must not honor mileage strips unless

attached to cover nor any portion of a 6trip it

already detached when pre-cnted.
Conductors must promptly report any attempt at

improper use of these tickets

.

^Conductors will take up and return this cover
when the mileage strip is used up.

ami si

To:

.ii the
Ent

AGENT STAMP HERE.

COVER AND CONTRACT OF NEW MILEAGE I?< lOK < >E INDIANA. (. Ol.t'M JH\S & EAST KKN TRACTION COMPANY

sisting of a day foreman, a night foreman and three shifts of

excavators, each of these gangs consisting of three men, in

addition to which several mechanics were employed in fitting

and assembling the sections prior to taking them into the

tunnel.

NEW MILEAGE OVER THE INDIANA, COLUMBUS & EAST-

ERN AND ALLIED LINES

The Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction Company and

allied lines adopted last month a new form of interchangeable

mileage, for which there has been a large demand. It does

not do away with the use of the Central Electric Railway As-

sociation interchangeable coupons, but is on a mileage basis

instead of a 5-cent coupon basis, and so is intended to appeal

to those who prefer mileage. The book, which contains 1000

miles, is sold for i*/> cents a mile or a total of $15. This is

$5 cheaper than the mileage of the Central Passenger Associ-

ation of steam roads, which sells for $20. The book is good

for the transportation of the bearer or party, and the general

conditions covering it are adequately set forth in the accom-

panying engravings, showing reduced fac-similes of the cover

and the contract.

An order has been placed with the Cincinnati Car Com-
pany for the car body for the electric car which is to form a

part of the equipment of the new electrical engineering labor-

atory at Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

Six steel girder bridges, built by the United Construction

Company, of Albany, N. V., have replaced an equal number
of old wooden ones. These bridges are close to the

public highway bridges and are single-track, built up on 24-

in. I-beams. The ties project on one side to form the support

of a foot-path which is only intended for emergencies, as

these bridges are only for the railway company's use.

The power facilities are being enlarged By the installation

of two 155-hp Abendroth & Root water-tube boilers, a non-

condensing engine and a 350-kw, 25-cycle, three-phase high-

tension generator. This means an increase of over 50 per

cent in power capacity, as the present equipment is only 600

kw. Mr. Boynton has also designed a brick sub-station for

the interurban division at East Walden. This building can

hold two 300-kw rotaries, but for the present only one 250-

kw rotary will be installed. Pending the use of the proposed

high-tension generators in the Newburgh power station, cur-

rent for this rotary will be purchased from the local lighting

company and transmitted 10 miles to East Walden at 13,200

volts 3 phase, 60 cycles over the railway company's new
transmission line. The same line will be used later for the

company's own current, no change being made in the wires.

The rolling stock is receiving a heavy increase in the form

of five single-truck cars bought from the Rochester Railway

Company, and fourteen Brill semi-convertibles. The Roches-

ter cars are already in service. Two of them are 18 ft. long

and three are 21 ft. long. At present each is furnished with

two 35-hp motors, which will be supplanted by 40-hp motors,
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as the severe grades in Newburgh cannot well be overcome

by the smaller machines. Of the rolling stock from the J.

G. Brill Company, the four double-truck cars will be 28 ft.

long and the ten single-truck cars 20 ft. 8 ins. long. The
larger cars will be equipped with Baldwin trucks, Standard

steel wheels, Westinghouse air brakes and four 40-hp motors

;

the smaller cars will be mounted on Brill trucks with Stan-

dard steel wheels and two 40-hp motors. All of the old cars

have been overhauled and repainted and interurban cars have

been equipped with Root track and snow scrapers.

The company's freight business is an unusually important

factor, as Newburgh and its suburbs are built on a steep hill

which makes animal teaming difficult. The present freight

rolling stock embraces a double-truck motor car, two single-

truck box cars with motors, and four flat trailers. Most of the

freight business is done on the Walden line, but next year

provision will be made for hauling ice, coal, and general

merchandise in the city proper. At present most of the

freight is brought into Newburgh by Hudson River boats or

the West Shore Railroad, which runs along the river level.

The Orange County Traction Company, however, is planning

eventually to build a half-mile extension for freight haulage

from the Erie Railroad, which runs back of Newburgh
on a higher level. This extension, of course, will save a

great deal of haulage over grades.

The company has added to its line repair department a

Trenton tower wagon, and has also adapted an old passenger

car for the same purpose by mounting on it the tower of an

old repair wagon.

The operating efficiency of the system has also been in-

creased by installing about twenty-five telephones at various

points along the city and interurban divisions. The city tele-

phones are in iron boxes mounted on poles, and the inter-

urban telephones in booths. Every employee is furnished

with a key for these boxes, which are used for despatching

(on the interurban division), notification of accidents and

other railway purposes.

The amusement resort operated by this company—Orange

Lake Park—has always been a large factor, but in the future

even more attention will be devoted to the development of

pleasure traffic. A fine theater, capable of seating 1200 peo-

ple, has just been started, and in addition next season will

see a large number of other attractions, such as merry-go-

rounds, circle swings, etc. The lake is very popular for its

boating, and the ride to the park itself is very attractive on

account of the views it affords of Hudson River Highland

scenery. »

As Newburgh is only three or four hours' sail from New
York, there are many excursionists on the Hudson River

boats who can be induced to take the pleasant trip to the

park or visit some of the historic points in the towns. To
encourage this business round-trip tickets will be sold from

New York to Orange Lake
(
Park via the Central Hudson

Steamboat Company at a combination fare very little above

the regular boat excursion cost.

To encourage the use of Orange Lake Park as an all-year

resort, the new boat house is being enclosed with glass so that

it can be steam heated, and thus be made convenient for ice

skating parties, who will find here all means for refreshment.

Both the boat house and lake will be brilliantly illuminated.

The biennial report of the Secretary of the Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania for the two years ending Nov. 30, 1906,

shows 3032 charters issued to manufacturing corporations

within that period ; 176 to street railways and 78 to steam

railroads.

THE FINANCIAL PROMOTION OF ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

BY GEO. U. G. HOLMAN

The misuse of the word promoter brings to mind unsavory

thoughts, but there is no one word in the English language

that so truly expresses the vocation of one who is honestly

trying to produce and to do things of benefit to mankind by

interesting capital. The promotion of new electric rail-

way projects has been and is an essential part of the im-

portant industry which is represented by the Street Railway
Journal. Much greater credit is due the promoter of an

original project for its successful completion than the mere

making of money. For the community in general is bene-

fited, values are created, and the promoter has accomplished

a good to the world by bringing capital and labor together.

THE PROMOTER

We will regard the promoter of electric railway projects as

belonging to two widely different classes : First, what we
may term the "home promoter" is one who is conscientiously

desirous of seeing his project take the form of real rails and

cars, as well as of increasing his personal bank balance; and,

second, the "promoter" who, though called such, is really a

"broker," ready to lend his services to the home promoter in

the latter's efforts in seeking capital. This "broker" is one

who can, or claims he can, secure capital from others to float

the proposed enterprise. It is the former, or the home pro-

moter, whom this article will consider.

What the home promoter of an electric railway proposition

ought to know and what he does know are oft-times widely

separated. Usually he is ignorant of the simplest way of put-

ting his proposition in readiness to begin to reach out for the

the capital to finance his road, although he feels quite sure in

his own mind that it would be a paying investment. He may
have thought of the project for months, and it may be the

current opinion of the town that such a railway should exist,

but that is as far as he goes. In many cases he probably does

not feel capable of taking hold of the tiller and steering the

bark into the wind's eye.

The original promoter of a project deserves much more
consideration than he gets as a rule. He often risks his

small amount of money, his time, his health and the good

opinion of his intimate friends. He must live during the

time necessary to place his plans in tangible and profitable

shape, and the world never seems to allow in its mind a place

for the promoter. He is not even legally protected as

he is in England, where "founder's shares" to the amount of

10 per cent are by law reserved for the promoter.

Recognizing the necessity of the promoter in modern
business methods, it is the purpose of the writer to outline

some directions which should make his path smoother and

bring to him a greater proportion of financial gain from his

undertaking than he sometimes secures.

CHARTER AND FRANCHISES

These are the first desiderata, and where a promoter is

known as a substantial citizen or as an energetic man with

financial backing, the necessary franchises from municipal

and township authorities can be obtained with patience, for-

bearance and time. Next comes the charter or authority of

the State. This is usually readily obtained under a general

statute, and certain State officers issue the certificate of incor-

poration. Early in the promoter's 'career let him tie himself

to a worthy legal counselor. Even if the latter knows little

of the railway law in the beginning, by the time the home
promoter may need his services in order to retain a just par-

ticipation in the profits of promoting an enterprise, the coun-
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selor will usually have been so educated that he will be of

real service.

WHAT TO SECURE IN A FRANCHISE

A franchise should be for a duration of not less than

twenty years, the longer the better. It should include as

little street or road paving as possible. The car headway

—

(
that is, time between one car and the next car following—if

specified at all should be not less than twice the time the

promoter deems necessary ; that is, if a ten-minute schedule is

considered desirable, the minimum schedule specified should

not be less than twenty minutes. The reason for this is that

this extra allowance gives latitude in car operation that may

finally be necessary to make the maximum amount of net

earnings with the least number of car-miles. The gross re-

ceipts may be less in consequence, but the operating expenses

will be much less. Let the promoter guard especially against

onerous street paving. Snow removal should either be ignored

or if mentioned the company should secure the right to

remove the snow from its tracks with "the wings of its plows

or otherwise." There are so many obvious don'ts in securing

a franchise as to make it advisable for the promoter in this

part of his work to seek advice from some one who has had

actual experience with the franchise question.

PRELIMINARY MONEY
The promoter should be sure of sufficient money to pay the

cost of preliminary engineering and expenses. He should

in the first place be sure that the road will absolutely earn at

least 10 per cent interest per annum on the actual estimated

cost of construction. This is for his own subsequent peace

of mind.

We will assume, however, that the proper charter, rights

and franchises have been secured and have been assigned to

the railway corporation and have been approved by counsel.

It is then necessary that all real estate and right of way

should either be under option in writing or that actual title

be secured. Now there is nothing in the way but lack of

funds.

WHAT A PROMOTER MUST DO ON THE GROUND

Before starting on his quest for money the promoter must

know the cost of the proposed construction and equipment.

Consequently, whether he is one man or a group of men,

some preliminary money must be spent for engineering and

expert information upon which estimates of the cost of the

proposition and the probable net income from operation ex-

clusive of fixed charges, such as interest on bonds or pre-

ferred stock are obtained.

A map of the territory to be served by the railway should

also be prepared, showing the population within a few

miles on either side of the proposed line. This line should

be indicated prominently on the map. The tributary popula-

tion to the line should be platted on the map by cross-hatch-

ing with figures adjacent thereto. A drawing prepared in

this way readily shows the business man and banker the

distribution and extent of population. A profile should ac-

company the map. The grades are thus graphically shown.

From the plan and profile the power required and the

possible car service can be worked out by the engineer in the

employ of the promoter, and intelligent data can be derived

therefrom upon which the cost of construction of roadbed

and track, of equipment, of power house and car storage

sheds can be obtained. The population of to-day should be

also compared with that of five and of ten years ago to show

the past and the prospective growth of the communities

served. This should be done in tabulated form so as to ap-

peal to the eye at a glance.

The raising of the preliminary money and the weeks and

months required to ascertain whether the proposition is worth

while, and in preparing the statistics to convince others of

this fact, are what make the promoter of a railway a "laborer

worthy of his hire."

After finding out what the road will cost and that it will be

an interest-earning venture, he may proceed to the financing

of his scheme.

FINANCING IN THE EARLY DAYS
In the first days of public utility propositions the promoter

appeared in many cases as a self-sacrificing sort of individual.

In fact he was a philanthropist. He was not so particular

about being right in the opinion of others that the investment

would return interest and maintain itself in splendid condition

as he was to see the railway actually possess rails and moving

cars and be an operating road. To obtain his object he ex-

pended much time and labor in interviewing his neighbors

who might be benefited by the proposed project and so suc-

ceeded in securing subscriptions to a stock company. When
the company was finally formed he would often be left with

but a very small, if any, interest, and probably would not even

be graciously considered in the election of honorary officers

of the corporation. The road would be built from the very

funds he so arduously got together and finally be passed on

perhaps to even other hands at a receiver's sale. And the pro-

moter-philanthropist found himself sacrificed.

The next group of promoters issued to themselves a small

portion of the stock for services, and were contented with

having but a small voice in the management.

Then came the time when the promoter conceived the con-

struction company and issued all the non-voting bonds or

preferred stock and the common stock to the construction

company in payment for its contract to build the road. In

this way a bright mind saw a way to reserve for the pro-

moter the ownership of the equity in a property, and, what

was of greater value to him, the future profit to be gained by

the possession of the common stock. This entitled him to all

the profits from operation after the payment of operating ex-

penses, maintenance, and the interest on the money raising

mortgage bonds or preferred stock. In most States this

method is perfectly legal.

After a while this original promoter found many imita-

tors. Finally the local banks or capitalists seeing that it was,

after all, their money loaned on a first mortgage of the prop-

erty, by which the road was built, insisted on a participation

in the ownership of the equity which necessarily carried with

it the possible future profits that sometimes developed beyond

anticipation.

EQUAL PROFIT FOR THE PROMOTER AND THE CAPITALIST

It is but right that the capitalist and the promoter should

divide that future profit, but what shall that proportion be?

Every day conditions in other lines of business cause equal

profit for the silent and the active partner. The present day

home promoter has many difficulties before him. His desire

is often as much to see his energy and time result in an

actual operating railway as it is to make money. It

takes months and sometimes years of his time to secure suit-

able franchises from the body politic. It often takes all his

own money, and more often all he can borrow from friends,

to carry on his work ; and with those friends he must share

whatever profit he may make. To-day such a promoter suc-

ceeds more easily if he is a specialist; i. e., an engineer with

commercial instinct and experience; and, as his fee is con-

tingent upon success, this fee necessarily should be a large

one. Obviously half the profits are none too much for him-

self and friends, and the other half for those who finance the

construction. How this works out under varying conditions

we shall see.
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WHAT IS A WORTHY PROPOSITION

After determining the prospective cost and gross earnings,

it is essential to fix upon the financial plan. Where a propo-

sition works out as capable of earning gross receipts of from

20 per cent to 25 per cent of the probable cost of construc-

tion, it will be safe to conclude it will earn net twice the

amount of interest on the bond issue w hich is to finance that

cost.

IMPORTANCE OF FINANCIAL PLAN

Many home promoters have the idea that once the amount

of bond issue is decided upon and the mortgage to secure the

bonds duly executed and filed in the office of the County

Court, that the financial path is easy—that is, they think so

until the rude awakening. Our advice is to defer the execu-

tion of the mortgage as one of the last acts before actual con-

struction. For ten to one the buyer of the bond issue, or the

lender on the bonds, may wish a provision, or provisions,

changed to suit his ideas or the ideas of his attorneys.

In order to obtain capital it is necessary for the promoter

to have the proposition worked out in complete detail, and

when he meets the financial interests to have, if possible, his

engineer with him, or at least a report from an engineer of

standing, upon the feasibility of his project.

There are well defined rules regarding the territory, popu-

lation, mileage and cost per mile, which will not be discussed

here, so that an enthusiastic report derived from very favor-

able and readily substantiated data by the engineer will often

be sufficient. But a proposition of doubtful merit, requiring

close figuring by experienced engineers, is aided materially

by being endorsed by engineers of good repute and favor in

the financial world.

The financial plan is important. The company which has

presumably been incorporated under the laws of the State in

which it is to operate and under the guidance of proper

counsel should be, of course, authorized to issue the securi-

ties both in kind and amount to suit the contemplated con-

ditions. It has often been expedient in changing owners of,

or leasing, existing" railways to incorporate the new rail-

way company under the laws of another State of the Union.

In most States, however, it is necessary to secure the incor-

poration of the company in the State in which it is to operate.

In the old days, to which reference has been made, a

simple joint stock company was formed where every dollar

represented a dollar paid into the treasury in cash. At the

present day most companies are formed, where the laws of

the State permit, with the minimum amount of stock sub-

scribed and on that stock the least amount of cash is paid

into the treasury of the company that the statutes allow.

Then an additional amount of stock and an amount of bonds

already authorized by the State certificate of incorporation

are issued when required, making the total issue of stock in

dollars equal, as a rule, to the par value of the bonds. In-

corporating with the least capital generally saves the pro-

moter considerable bonus tax to the Commonwealth. The

proportion of first mortgage bonds to the company's stock

occasionally varies from this ratio to suit certain contin-

gencies and a ratio of one to two has at times been used.

In some States, as in Massachusetts, the common stock

can be only issued for cash actually paid into the treasury of

the company, or for actual and not book assets. In Massa-

chusetts also the actual amount of stock so issued is under

the supervision of the State Board of Railroad Commission-

ers, which employs engineers and accountants to verify the re-

turns of any corporation. In such cases the amount of bonds

issued per mile of track is, other things being equal, lower

than where the bonds issued alone cover the cost of con-

struction.

AMOUNT OF BONDS PER MILE

The amount of bonds per mile of single track of an elec-

tric railway is never pre-determined by any hard-and-fast

rule. Off hand, the average banker looks for about $20,000

of bonds per mile of single track and an equal amount of

common stock. If the amount is less than $20,000 per mile,

he is naturally attracted to the project on presentation.

Bankers are skeptical of the ordinary "trolley" proposition

where the bond issue per mile of track is greater than $20,-

ooo, and will overlook some lack in other details of presenta-

tion if the bond issue is $15,000 per mile or less. But there

are coming to be more and more exceptions to the $20,000

bonds-per-mile idea, the tendency to-day being to construct a

more solid roadbed and track and to use heavier railway

equipments than was thought possible a few years ago.

What the first purchasers of first mortgage bonds look for

is a low amount per mile of track in a construction proposi-

tion. After the construction stage the amount that the net

earnings from operation exceed the interest on bonds issued

is the criterion. For this reason it should be the desire of

every original promoter of a proposition to have his engi-

neer work out a class of construction that will cost, not the

least amount of money (because his interests lie in the fu-

ture of the property), but the amount necessary for a result-

ing saving in a maintenance charge of less than the interest

on the difference between the good and the cheap construc-

tion.

PREFERRED STOCK

The project will certainly be more readily taken up and

financed by outside capitalists if there be money invested in

it aside from that to be derived from the proceeds of the

bonds, particularly if that first money be supplied by people

living in the locality wherein the proposed railway is to be

constructed. This means faith in the project at home and

instills confidence in the mind of the outsider, besides result-

ing in an minimum issue of bonds. It is, then, quite desir-

able to work out a financial plan embodying preferred stock

to the amount of 25 to 50 per cent of the bond issue if this

stock can be sold to the people at home. This will also permit

the promoter and his friends interested with him financially

to be reimbursed for cash expended in preliminary engi-

neering, for rights of way, organization expenses, etc. An-

other advantage is that the proceeds from a loan on the bond

issue are seldom knowingly permitted by the leader to be in

any way devoted to this really fair and legitimate purpose.

The preferred stock should be made preferred to the com-

mon or general stock, both in respect to assets and as to

dividends. It also should have a voting right. Whether it

is 'made redeemable or not depends upon the conditions of

its^issue, but if made redeemable at a premium of, say, 10

per cent, the feature is valuable to the holder of the control

of the common stock. Stock of this description is really a

second mortgage and a further increase in its issue should be

safeguarded by a two-thirds or three-quarters vote of the

outstanding preferred shares with, of course, the necessary

consent of a majority of the common shares. The adoption

of a cumulative feature depends upon the interests that are

to be served by the issue of preferred stock. If it is possible

to sell this stock without the cumulative feature, it should

be done if the interests of the common shareholders are to

be served.

FORMATION OF THE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
The first step to take after incorporating the railway com-

pany is the formation of the construction company, which is

the vehicle used in the bond-and-watered-stock method of

creating the common stock a full-paid stock. This is done

by the railway company voting the issue of stock and the issue
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of bonds as full payment to the construction company for the

completion of the contract for building and equipping the

railway under certain specifications and a contract that shall

meet the approval of the parties interested, as well as the ap-

proval of the engineers of the purchaser or underwriter of

the bond issue. All the stock and a small portion of the

bonds are technically paid over to the construction company

mi the execution of the bonds.

The way is then clear to negotiate for the cash necessary

to pay for actual construction, the balance of the bonds being

generally left in the hands of the trustee and released by it

as voted by the directors of the railway company.

FINANCING

First-mortgage bonds of a proposition in the stage preced-

ing construction are not sought after by the general public.

The owners and promoters of the project up to this point

have, therefore, to seek an underwriter or a purchaser for

their bonds.

The first thought is to sell the bonds to a banker in some

large city. In this case the large city nearest the proposed

railway is the logical place and if the amount of bonds to be

negotiated is less than a million dollars the nearest city pos-

sesses the better chance of success.

For presentation to a banker it is absolutely necessary to

preserve the whole issue, that is, not to have sold any por-

tion. The reason is that the successful sale of securities by a

banker hinges to a considerable extent on the condition that

no one bond shall be sold for a less price than that at which

he might wish to put out the whole issue. Even if a

few bonds have been sold at a premium, it will usually be

considered a detriment by the banker as offering a likely-

hood or chance that during the many months before the com-

pletion of the project and the issue offered to the public,

for one reason or another, the original holders of a few bonds

might be forced for personal reasons to sell their bonds below

the price that was paid by them. This would always stand

in the way of marketing the balance by destroying the

bankers' market price..

But bankers, unless the proposition is one of unusual merit

and backed by prominent men, or is strongly recommended

by well-known electric railway experts, rarely buy a bond

issue in the construction stage unless the home promoter

virtually hands over the proposition for the sake of seeing it

built, and retains merely a small percentage of stock, or

hardly enough to reimburse him for the money and labor

expended.

IT
UNDERWRITING—TRUST COMPANY—BANKER AND BROKER

A much wiser plan is to secure the underwriting of the

issue at, say, 85 per cent or 90 per cent among men of means

in the locality near the road, or among capitalists in the

nearer cities. The usual bonus of common stock for the

underwriter is anywhere from 10 to 50 per cent. The under-

writing is usually a two-year period and is often extended

another year. A shorter time is unwise, for the aim should be

to show the results of a year's operation on the completed

road before selling the issue to a bond house for a price

equal to or slightly exceeding the loan figure and presenting

10 to 25 per cent of the stock with the bonds. Thus the

underwriters are left with a small cash present profit and a

future profit from their bonus stock. Then on the financial

strength of the acquired underwriting names,
#
and with the

bonds as collateral, a trust company can be secured without

great difficulty, which will advance the money for a two-year

time. The interest on the loan will be from 6 per cent to 8

per cent per annum, depending on the section of the country.

A commission to the advancing institution of from 2 per cent

to 5 per cent in cash for making the loan is the rule rather

than the exception. Invariably a percentage of the bonus or %

common stock is handed over as well. This percentage runs

from 10 per cent to 25 per cent, depending upon the way the

proposition is presented, the personality of the promoters and

of the bank officials, and the pressing need there may be on

the part of the promoters to part with their bonus stock.

Where there is no nearby institution able to furnish the

funds, it is vitally important to procure the services of a

financial go-between or "promoter" (really a broker), of

good' reputation, who will know where there are available

funds in the city which the home promoter has selected for his

search for capital. This broker should know where such a

loan may be effected and the kind of broker to be selected is

one who is well recommended to the home promoter and one

who has made such deals before. The 1 per cent to 2J/2 per cent

in cash to which this local broker or "promoter" is entitled,

is well worth being paid by the owner of the proposition as

it is made solely contingent upon the successful raising of

the funds. Here is where the home promoter is often bested

and be should be sure by personal, thorough investigation,

easily carried out, that the local broker is worthy. Once
being satisfied of his honesty the visiting home promoter

should not hesitate to take him into his confidence. There

are local financial brokers in every city who are acquainted

with the financial paths of their own community -and know
who should be, and, what is more valuable, who should not

be approached. There are also in every large city many
unworthy financial brokers or "promoters." Some of them

carry their offices in their hats
;
others, on the contrary, have

splendid stage settings in the way of gorgeous offices in their

business of "grafting" advance money, but if the man from a

distance will but take the trouble to do so, it is easy to

learn all about the man or men through whom success is

expected, but more often failure results. This agent natu-

rally must have for a week, at least, an exclusive option on

the proposition. He cannot act without it. And the home
promoter, who hesitates to grant this time, should overcome

his scruples.

Some trust companies will advance 75 per cent in cash on

a bond issue without underwriters. But in this case they in-

variably require that the other 25 per cent in cash shall be

deposited with them. The trust company does not want to

see the preliminary money spent in effecting organization,

or securing rights and right of way from the bond proceeds,

and it also must be convinced from a reputable engineer of

the merits of the enterprise. Last, but not least, one must

reckon on handing over a common stock bonus of from 25

per cent to 60 per cent.

In case the bonds are underwritten by capitalists, whether

of the home town or from nearby or distant cities, it is a

help in negotiating for a loan on the bonds to interest the

local financial institution as a lender to even a small extent,

say 10 per cent of the entire issue. The fact that the home
institution stands ready to back the enterprise to the extent

of its capability, may be of material aid in securing loans

from one or more distant institutions. In cases where the

underwriting and even a loan is shared by two or more con-

cerns, the fact that the home bank or trust company is ready

to share in the enterprise is a great help and may finally end

in limiting the underwriting or the loan to the distant in-

stitutions. Banks and trust companies, like men, desire what

others want, and this is the reason for possible success in

the line of procedure just outlined. Let the home promoter

be backed by substantial men of his town, and it is astonish-

ing what weight this has with the distant financier. The
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latter does not then expect, nor ask for, as much bonus from

their representative, the home promoter.

All the way through, the fact that the home promoter, in

the majority of cases, is hard-up financially, and that the

"other fellow" is always in the attitude of expecting a bonus

from the promoter, tells severely against the latter.

If the banker buys the bonds direct from the company

which is yet under the control of the home promoter, he

invariably obtains more than 50 per cent of the voting stock

—

this gives him the control of the company. The banker

then underwrites the bonds himself, if he is confident that

he can market them on a fair first year's showing. As the

banker cannot afford to lock up his capital in any great

amount, he merely turns the bonds and stock of the com-

pany over as collateral to his financial friends, the trust com-

panies or banks, and gives his demand or time note and the

proceeds are credited to the banker's account.

WHAT THE HOME PROMOTER SHOULD EARLY RECOGNIZE

It saves much time and bitter disappointment if the finan-

cially weak home promoter will recognize the fact at once

that he must give up the "control" of his company.

The home promoter always has a natural desire to retain

control of the voting stock, but unless he has money of his

own, or has been able to create a syndicate of friends, who

by a fair cash interest in the property, show sufficient financial

strength to be considered in the division of profits, he will

be compelled to be satisfied with a minority stock interest.

There is always some bonus stock which is reserved to be

used for the good of the enterprise, and this, of course, comes

out of the promoter's share. For this reason the home pro-

moter rarely received his just profit.

Undoubtedly the safest plan is for the home promoter to

go immediately to a reputable engineering and constructing

firm known to be a builder of railways. It is certain also that

if such a concern should view the project with favor, it will

propose to take the road off the promoter's hands by the

payment of an amount in cash or by a participation in the

bonus stock which will appear ludicrously small to the pro-

moter. But nine times out of ten the deal would be more

profitable to him if it is consummated then and there.

The commission dealer in stock exchange securities is the

last place to go with any expectation of financing a proposi-

tion. It is not the kind of banking in which commission

houses deal. Should the home promoter have a letter of in-

troduction to such a concern, it might be able to give him

information of a broker who would be useful in finding the

banker, and any commission involved in such an introduc-

tion would cause the broker to care for it himself.

Of all things let the home promoter beware of the city

"promoter" who has a very attractive advertisement in the

daily newspapers. As a rule he is a type of grafter with

whom the home promoter will lose time, if not money.

PROSPECTUS

The form that a prospectus should take for use in the

presentation of a proposition is important. Usually the home

promoter puts in too much detail. It should always have a

good map of the locality and should contain facts about the

following: Organization and history, location, franchises,

legality, management, construction, probable earnings, local

industries, population, security and officers.

WHERE TO GO FOR MONEY
The promoter will find in the large cities, which contain

financial interests able to participate in the financing of rail-

way propositions, a diversity of opinion. We are in an era

of railway construction never before equaled, and in the im-

mediate past some of the banking institutions of the country

have had left on their hands the securities of really good

operating companies, which they have not been able to sell

to the public at a profit. This, naturally, causes a financial

institution to be conservative with regard to present and

future undertakings. Boston, particularly, has vividly in its

memory a multitude of railways built in Massachusetts which,

as outlined in the preceding portion of this article, were taken

by financial houses with zeal on account of the low issue of

bonds per mile of track. There was no reason for many such

roads, as they did not contain the population along the line

to support the enterprises, consequently many are to-day in

the hands of receivers or have undergone reorganization at

the hands of bondholders. It will therefore be more difficult

to-day in Boston than in many other cities to secure capital

for electric railway construction. Nevertheless, Boston would

be interested in a good proposition of a smaller capitalization

than such a city as New York.

New York houses, with few exceptions, are only interested

in propositions of over one million dollars. The reason of

this is obvious. There is just as much physical labor entailed

in the legal and engineering examinations necessary, nearly

as great expense and quite as much time required by the

financier for the smaller as for a large project. And there is

no dearth of larger projects opening up in swift recurring in-

tervals to fully take the time of those willing to investigate.

New York City institutions, however, are more willing to take

a proposition on its merits and without the financial support

of the home capitalist than any other city in the country. On
the other hand, there must be more "give up" on the part of

the promoter.

Philadelphia'houses undertake propositions in the State of

Pennsylvania rather than from other sections of the country,

but in general require an underwriting of considerable

strength before loaning on the securities. In general, Philadel-

phia houses are satisfied with a smaller bonus from the pro-

moter. New York and Boston are more interested in West-

ern and Southern propositions than any other of the Atlantic

Coast cities.

The financial institutions of the Middle West have been

filled full of undertakings from their own sections of the

country, yet have found time to take on propositions from the

farther West and from the East. St. Louis and Cleveland,

especially, have been very active in financing roads away from

their own territory.

New projects on the Pacific Coast have been handled by

Philadelphia, Pittsburg and New York capitalists largely

through the medium of well-known constructing ej^gineers,

who have been more and more enlarging their banking facili-

ties until one might say each has a banking department of its

own. It might be made an axiom that enterprises should

seek capital in the large cities nearest to the location of the

proposition.

There are a few bankers in every large city who are dealers

in investment securities and who make a specialty of public

utility bonds. These bankers and bond houses rarely finance

the construction proposition brought to them by a home
promoter. It is more in their line to buy the entire issue of

bonds after the road has demonstrated earning power, al-

though they sometimes do take up construction projects when

brought to them by high-class engineering firms. In such

cases the original promoter gets back, perhaps, the money he

has spent, but takes the most of his profit in experience.

Negotiations by the Blair interests to take up the elevated

railway merger in Chicago have recommenced.
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NEW STEEL UNDERFRAME CARS FOR BOSTON

The Boston Elevated Railway Company has recently se-

cured from the J. G. Brill Company, of Philadelphia, fifty

semi-convertible easy-ac-

cess cars for surface line

use. Of these cars thirty-

seven are equipped with

steel underframing and

thirteen with wooden
underframing. Each of

these cars is 44 ft. 10 ins.

over all, 8 ft. 6 ins. in

maximum width and 12

ft. high from the track to

the trolley board. Each

car is to be equipped with

Brill No. 27-E-1 trucks

and 33-in. wheels. The side sills are composed of 18-in. x

JHj-in. plate having riveted to the lower edge a 3^-in. x 3^-
in. x y2 -in. angle-iron. The stringers are composed of 3-in.

I-beams; crossings are of 5-in. channel iron, as are the end

sills.

Each car is to have thirteen windows on each side and

doors at each end 3 ft. 10 ins. long and 1% ins. thick,

operated by compressed air. The flooring of each car

is to be composed of corrugated galvanized iron laid with

the corrugations running transversely, and imbedded in these

corrugations the full length of the aisle will be 18-in. "nailing

strips" of wood 2 ins. wide at the base and 1^4 ins. wide at

the top, around which Karbolith flooring is to be applied,

thus dovetailing the surface into the flooring. To this hard-

wood surface is to be screwed the corrugated wooden flooring

in the aisle, with corrugations running longitudinally. The
side flooring beneath the seats is to be flush with the top of

the corrugated maple 'flooring, filled in at the bottom with

Karbolith fireproof material. The platforms will be flush

with the car floor. Corner posts are to be 3^4 ins. thick and
side posts 2>Va ms - thick, both corner and side posts being

wood covered with 1-16 in. of sheet metal on the outside.

The side sheathing is to be of poplar tongued and grooved

NEW SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CAR FOR BOSTON

STEEL UNDERFRAME OF BOSTON CAR

INTERIOR OF BOSTON CAR

boards and covered with 1-32-in. of sheet metal

up to the height of the belt rail. The inside

finish is to be of cherry, and the ventilator sashes

are to be made of wired glass. All woodwork
is to be coated with fireproof paint.

Each steel car underframe is to be equipped

with two GE-73 motors, and the estimated

weight of the empty car body complete, includ-

ing electrical and air-brake equipment, is 34,000

>s. The wooden underframe cars are estimated

t 28,000 lbs., body and equipment. The prin-

ipal track dimensions are :

Diameter of wheels, 33 ins.

Diameter of motor axles, $
l/2 ins.

Diameter of trailer axles, M. C. B., 5 ins.

Diameter of all journals, 4^4 ins.

Length of all journal bearings, 8 ins.

Truck Base 28' 0" Wheel Base C'l"

Wheel 33"

PLAN OF CAR FOR TUNNEL SERVICE, BOSTON
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Minimum distance of track below lowest point of truck, not in-

cluding brake-shoes, with weight of car-body on same, 4 ins.

Distance from top of rail to top of truck bolster, with empty

car, ins.

Distance from top of rail to top. of center plates, with empty

car, 30M ins -

The trucks are to be fitted with inside-

hung brakes, and provision will be made

to compensate for a radial tire wear of

1 24 i»s. The total wheel width is to be

3>4 ins. and the tread 2 l/A ins., the maxi-

mum weight of brake-shoes exclusive of

head being 35 lbs. each.

The steel underframe cars are to be

used mainly in the East Boston Tunnel.

The lower engraving on page 11 59 shows

a plan of one of the present cars used in

the tunnel, and is practically the same in

dimensions and seating arrangement as that illustrated in the

half-tone engravings.

MORE SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CARS FOR MEMPHIS

The city of Memphi
growth, having double

is undergoing a period of very rapid

its population in the last eight years,

CLOSED CARS FOR THE TERRE HAUTE TRACTION &

LIGHT COMPANY'S SYSTEM

The ten closed cars recently ordered by the Terre Haute

Traction & Light Company, of Terre Haute, Ind., from the

American Car Company have now been running on the lines

in the city proper since last October, and have greatly relieved

the traffic. Much will be done later on toward developing

the company's four interurban lines which enter Terre Haute,

and it is planned to extend the St. Mary's line, now only 5

miles in length, to Paris, 111.

The new cars are of the standard closed type, and the

feature about them is the unusually handsome appearance of

the interiors, which are finished in quartered oak. Panels of

the same material are placed intermittently beside the electric

heaters under the longitudinal seats. The lighting arrange-

ment is a departure from the usual clusters employed, the

lamps being individually placed along the center of the dome

and in almost a vertical position against the upper portion of

the headlining ; the bulbs are of frosted glass. The position

of the bulbs enables passengers to read their newspapers even

when the car is carrying a number of standing passengers

who would otherwise obstruct the light. The type of truck

is the familiar No. 21-E with a wheel base of 8 ft. The

chief car dimensions are as follows : Length over the end

NE OF THE NEW SEMI-C

and it is therefore not surprising to hear that the Memphis

Street Railway Company has lately received from the J. G.

Brill Company another big consignment of semi-convertible

cars, these following closely on, and similar to, cars of the

same type, thirty-five in number, shipped by the John Ste-

phenson Company. The semi-convertible type of car has

proved very acceptable in handling the crowds which fre-

quent East End Park and Overton Park, the patrons of the

lines leading to these resorts being quick to appreciate a car

that will instantly respond to the varying climatic conditions.

Like their predecessors, the new cars are handsomely

finished in mahogany with bird's-eye maple headlinings ; seats

are of the push-over type upholstered in cane; eight-bar

bronze window guards effectually prevent passengers from

putting their arms out of the window or otherwise exposing

themselves to danger. The general dimensions are as fol-

lows : Length over the end panels, 30 ft. 6 ins. ; over the

vestibules, 40 ft. 6 ins. ; width over the sills, including the

panels, 7 ft. 8 J-4 ins. ; over the posts at the belt, 7 ft. 11^2 ins.

;

height from the floor to the ceiling, 7 ft. 9 ins. The truck

employed is the No. 27-GE1. The bottom framing is

the substantial form generally found with this type of car, and

in addition to 12-in. x 2^-in. sill plates, the inside of the sills

have tinder trusses with queen posts. The outside platform

knees are reinforced with angle-iron and the center knees are

composed of angle-irons offset for the purpose.

THE NEW TYPE OF CLOSED CAR

panels, 22 ft. ; over the vestibules, 30 ft. 8 ins. ; width over

the sills, including plates, 6 ft. 3 ins. ; width over the posts at

belt, 7 ft. $y2 ins. The side sills measure 3M ins. x 7 ins.;

center crossings, 3% ins. x 6 ins. ; end sills, 5 ins. x 7 ins., and

the sill plates l/2 in. x 7 ins.

ST. LOUIS CARS FOR CALIFORNIA

The St. Louis Car Company has recently completed a ship-

ment of 100 double-truck cars to the Los

Angeles Railway Company. These cars

were duplicates of those built for the Los

Angeles Railway Company on several pre-

vious orders. They are of the combina-

tion open and closed type, having the

closed portion built between two open sec-

tions. The length of the cars over all is 39

ft. i]/2 ins. The closed compartment is 14

ft. % l/2 ins. long, and has a width of 8 ft. 2

ins. The cars seat forty-two passengers

each. They are mounted on the standard

double trucks of the Los Angeles Railway

Company, manufactured by the car builder.

The car company is also building fifty-two

ars for the Pacific Electric Company, of Los Angeles,

mese cars are similar to cars furnished on previous orders.

The Commissioners have approved the location of the

Niagara, St. Catharine & Toronto at Lundy's Lane.
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.L-SIZE VIEW OI
PLUG FUSE

A NEW INDICATING PLUG FUSE

In electric lighting installations where wires are exposed

to view, it is obvious that the fittings used should be as neat

and compact in appearance as possible. Believing that the

Edison plug cut-out represents the ideal design for this class

of work up to 30 amps., the D. & W. Fuse Company, of

Providence, R. I., has recently devised a plug fuse embody-
ing all the merits of its cartridge fuse,

including its well-known Bull's-Eye

Indicator. This indicating feature is

said to be a new one with 250-volt

plug fuses, and with this new type the

blown fuse is detected at a glance, as

the indicator is visible at all times,

thus eliminating the present practice

of testing for trouble. The general

appearance of the plug is shown in

the accompanying engraving. The

blowing of the fuse is indicated by the

appearance of the black spot within

the circle on the face of the fuse. An-

other important factor in the con-

struction of this fuse is that it can be readily renewed by re-

turning to the factory, thereby reducing the cost of main-

tenance. The fuse meets all of the rigid requirements called

for by the National Board of Underwriters, by whom it has

been listed among their approved electrical fittings of Oc-

tober, 1906.

A LONG LIFE GEAR

On Nov. 1, 1905, the Interborough Rapid Transit Company
of New York placed two different gears in service on car No.

385 of the Manhattan Elevated division, one of which was

of the "Titan" ground-tooth type supph d

by the Atha Steel Casting Company, of

Newark, N. J., and the other of the ordi-

nary cut-tootli design. When both gears

were removed on April 6, 1906, after mak-

ing 20,000 miles, it was found that the cut-

tooth gear had stripped its teeth and had to

be scraped, while the "Titan" showed no

perceptible wear. In fact the opinion was

expressed by a representative of the railway

company that the latter gear was capable

of giving 300,000 to 500,000 miles more.

This successful test led the Interborough

Company to make Atha gears standard on

its Manhattan Elevated division, and sev-

eral are also being installed on the Subway
division. An interesting feature of the In-

terborough test was that the forged-steel

pinion running with the ground-tooth gear

did not wear so fast as the pinion running

with the other gear, from which it seems

that a better gear lengthens the life of the pinion too.

Another comparison covering a trial on a surface car is

given by the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey.

Gears of both styles were placed on car No. 1024 on July 24,

1905. These were run without gear cases and were removed
on Nov. 13, 1905. The cut-tooth gear was entirely worn out,

the teeth having sharp edges, while the other gear showed
no wear.

The "Titan" gear is so hard that it cannot be machined like

tool steel, but each tooth must be ground to templet, thus

securing a much more accurate tooth than is possible with

cut teeth. Although so hard, the material is tough enough

to be bent 180 degs. without a sign of fracture. The gear

hub is of gray iron or soft steel, and is inserted under 35 to

40-ton pressure. This soft hub enables the users of the gear

to bore it easily to fit their standard axle diameters.

The gear is now operated on all classes of electric

railways, such as the Rhode Island Company, the Pub-

lic Service Corporation of New Jersey, the Rochester

Railway Company, the United Railways & Electric Company,

of Baltimore, New York City Railway, Washington Railway

& Electric Company, and the Boston & Northern Street Rail-

way Company.

NEW HAVEN GETS TROLLEY RIGHTS IN CONNECTICUT

Permission has been granted by the New Rochelle Com-
mon Council and the Village Trustees of Larchmont to the

New York, New Haven & Hartford' Railroad to widen its

roadbed to accommodate eight tracks and to operate a trolley

line between these points, completing the company's trolley

circuit from the Harlem River to Boston. The railroad

made its application Dec. 18, and permission was granted

Dec. 19. According to the officials of the road, the company
has already purchased the necessary right of way from the

property owners, and work upon the new road will com-

mence immediately.

A NEW FENDER AND WHEEL GUARD

A fender exhibited at the Columbus Convention which

attracted considerable attention was the Clark automatic,

manufactured by Ira P. Clark, of Hagerstown, 111.. This

fender is made of rope instead of wire or hoop steel, and in

case of collision can readily be restored if injured. As a per-

son is picked up with it the front flies up at right angles with

HOOP STEEL AND ROPE FENDER AND WHEEL GUARD

the side of .the frame and is locked, forming a basket out of

which it is impossible for the person to fall. The view here-

with of fender and wheel guard shows that the slat or grid-

iron style is used instead of the wire netting. This allows

the snow to pass through. The device consists essentially of

four parts—a steel spring arm, the cast-iron socket or guide

that is bolted to the lifeguard or pilot board of the trucks and
into which the shank of the spring arm is placed, the pinion

wheel, which when placed in position engages the rack by
means of a rod, and the rod, which when turned raises or

lowers the arms.
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FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE

Wall Street, Dec. 19, 1906.

The Money Market
The expected relaxation in rates for money resulting from the

relief measures put into effect by Secretary of the Treasury Shaw
failed to materialize during the past week. On the contrary, the

market displayed decided strength, rates for practically all classes

of accommodation ruling fully as high as those heretofore pre-

vailing. The active demand for money in connection with the

enormous volume of business in all branches of trade continues,

which together with the low bank reserves has served to increase

the tension which has characterized the local market for some time

past. The demand for money from stock houses also was some-

what larger despite the liquidation in stocks, and at this time there

is nothing in the situation to warrant the expectation of materially

easier rates until after the turn of the year. General conditions

have improved somewhat during the week, as a result of the pre-

payments of interest on Government bonds, and the deposits of

public moneys in depository .banks throughout the country. For

the week ending Dec. 15, the local banks scored a substantial gain

in cash, and since that time they have gained $2,250,000, which

compares with a loss of $3,500,000 in the corresponding period of

last week, but against this must be reckoned the heavy Jan. 1 in-

terest and dividend disbursements, which promise to break all

previous records, and for which preparations must soon be made,

and the flotation of new stock issues by some of the large railroad

systems announced during the week. Money on call ranged be-

tween 25 per cent and 6 per cent, while the asking rates for fixed

periods were fractionally higher all around. Sixty-day money at

times commanded 8 T
/j per cent, with practically nothing obtainable

under 9 per cent. Ninety-day money was available at % l/2 per

cent, four months at 7 per cent and six months money at 6 l/2 per

cent. A feature of the week has been the further decline in rates

of sterling exchange, which under ordinary conditions would result

in the importation of gold from Europe. The situation abroad,

however, is such as to prevent the shipments of the yellow metal

to this side at the present time. Money throughout Europe is in

urgent demand and rates at all of the principal European centers

are very firm. This is emphasized by the action of the Imperial

Bank of Germany in advancing its discount rate to 7 per cent.

It is generally believed, however, that this advance is only tem-

porary. At London conditions ruled somewhat easier at the be-

ginning of the week, but towards the close the market began to

harden as a result of the shipments of considerable gold to Argen-

tina and Brazil, and the prospects of further shipments to those

points in the near future may compel the managers of the Bank of

England to again raise the discount rate. The bank statement

published on last Saturday was rather favorable. Loans decreased

more than $17,000,000, as a result of the liquidation in the stock

market. Cash increased $1,224,100. The reserve required was $3,-

779,025 less than in the previous week, which, together with the in-

crease in cash resulted in an increase in reserves of $5,003,125.

This increase reduced the deficit to $1,669,050, which compares with

a surplus in the corresponding week of 1905 of $3,961,075 ; $14,546,-

625 in 1904, $14,025,500 in 1903, $8,093,600 in 1902, $5,785,325 in

1901, and $6,325,375 in 1900.

The Stock Market

The stock market was feverish and unsettled during the week

and price changes were very irregular, but on the whole the tone

was weak, and the sharp upward spurts were regarded as more
the result of manipulation rather than of any really-good buying.

The advance which followed the announcement that the Treasury

would release $32,000,000 through anticipation of interest payments

and by deposit of public funds in National banks was followed by

a reactionary movement in security prices, due to selling on the

theory that the relief to the money market would not be sufficient

to offset the calling of loans during the second half of the month,

in connection with the heavy Jan. 1 interest and dividend pay-

ments. Operators for the decline were influenced to sell on the

ground that the proposed issue of $60,000,000 of new stock by the

Great Northern, and expectation of similar action by the Northern

Pacific, will entail a heavy drain upon the money market at a time

when the supply of funds is inadequate to meet the requirements of

even a moderate speculation. Although the sales of stocks aver-

age over 1,000,000 shares a day, a large part of this represents

nothing more than a "swapping of contracts" between the pro-

fessional traders. The volume of commission business is small

and the public evidently finds general business too active and profit-

able to give any consideration to the speculative possibilities of the

stock market. The large decline in the so-called Hill stocks fol-

lowing the announcement by the Attorney General of Minnesota
that he would bring suit to enjoin the proposed issue of new stock

adversely affected general sentiment and the opinion prevailed in

some quarters that the action of the above companies will be fol-

lowed by others, owing to the necessity of providing money for

improvements and additions to equipment. Rights to stockholders

are usually attractive, but present and prospective monetary con-

ditions are a decided offset to such rights, and new issues of

stocks may prove a more serious menace to the money market

than any of the conditions heretofore operative. The large ad-

vance in St. Paul was one of the prominent features of the week.

No new development accounted for this movement, and it doubt-

less represents further accumulation of the stock by the dominant

interests. Near the close of the week, however, the stock reacted

J 3/4 points on the announcement of a new issue of $66,327,100

preferred stock, and $33,183,740 common stock which will be of-

fered at par to stockholders of record Dec. 19. The new stock

will not be issued until after final payment is made for the same
on March 1, 1906. The subscribers in the meantime will receive

5 per cent interest on the instalments paid.

The copper stocks were strong on buying in anticipation of in-

creased dividends on both Anaconda and Amalgamated and on

rumors of plans for control of other large producing companies

by the Amalgamated interests. The heavy trading in Mexican

Central at advancing prices was due to reports that control of the

property is about to change hands and that the Mexican Govern-

ment has secured a large amount of the stock. The break in

Virginia Iron & Coal represented speculative liquidation in a nar-

row market for the stock. It is now, and likely to be for some
time, a specialty market, and the general price movement will be

governed by the ups and downs of a few of the leading shares.

Nothing of any importance has developed in connection with the

local traction situation. There appears to be good buying of

Brooklyn Rapid Transit on all soft spots based on the increased

facilities and prospective larger earnings of the company. On
the other hand the Interborough shares and Third Avenue have

shown some weakness due to the latest attacks upon the merger

and the statements regarding the alleged excessive cost of the in-

stallation of electric power on the surface lines.

Philadelphia

Considerable activity developed in the local traction shares dur-

ing the past week and prices for practically all of the active issues

displayed a declining tendency. Philadelphia Rapid Transit led

the group in point of activity, about 8500 shares changing hands

from 26^ to 22->6, from which it rallied to 23. Union Traction

ruled firmer during the early part of the week at prices ranging

from 6o l/2 to 61 %> but at the close the price yielded sharply on

rather heavy offerings and closed at 58. Philadelphia Traction

were more active than of late, several hundred shares changing

hands at 97 to 96^. Other sales included American Railways at

51^4 and 51; Consolidated Traction of New Jersey at 76; Phila-

delphia Company common at 48 and 48^2, preferred at 48;

Railways General at 7, and United Traction of Pittsburg pre-

ferred at 49.

Baltimore

United Railway issues constituted the chief feature of the Balti-

more market. The 4 per cent bonds held steady, with sales at

885^2 and 88%, but the incomes and the refunding 5s were lower,

the first named declining from S9
lA to 58^, on sales of about

$105,000, while the refunding 5s receded from 87^2 to 86%, on
transactions aggregating $25,000. The common stock sold at 14%
and the certificates representing stock deposited brought 14. Other

transactions included Atlanta Street Railway 5s at io6 TA, Lexing-

ton Street Railway 5s at 100, City & Suburban 5s at 108%, and

Knoxville Traction 5s at 106.
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Other Traction Securities

The settlement of the local traction controversy was reflected in

a more active and stronger market for the Chicago Street Railway

issues during the past week. Chicago Union Traction advanced

from 5 to 6, while the preferred moved up from 18 to 20}%.

North Chicago sold at 40 and West Chicago changed hands at 30.

In the bond department West Division Railway 4^s sold at 87;

West Chicago debenture 6s at 72 l/2 ; West Chicago consolidated 5s

from 62^2 to 75, and West Chicago first mortgage bonds from 90

to 95. The elevated railroad issues were also stronger in sym-

pathy with the stocks of the surface lines. Metropolitan "L"

common sold at 27 and the preferred at 72. South Side Elevated

brought 90 for about 500 shares. There was renewed talk that

after the surface situation had been cleared up, the matter of con-

solidating the surface lines with the elevated roads would be

taken up. In the Boston market, Boston Elevated was quiet but

firm, sales of odd lots taking place at 152 and 153. Boston &
Worcester common has continued the upward movement, the price

advancing from 29^2 to 30^, on purchases of about 1000 shares.

The preferred sold at 78. Massachusetts Electric common, after

selling at 20, declined to 19%, while the preferred declined from

70 to 6gl4. West End common sold at 93, the preferred at 109

and Boston & Suburban common at 13.

Holiday business is probably affecting the stock exchange in

Cleveland to some extent, as trading has not shown as great ac-

tivity as might be expected. Quite a little business has been done

in Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis pool certificates from 12H
to I3*4> and some small blocks of Northern Ohio Traction &
Light, Aurora, Elgin & Chicago have changed hands. Only one

or two very small lots of Cleveland Electric have been sold within

the past week and they went at 66. Forest City still remains

around 91, notwithstanding the probability of an adverse deci-

sion regarding its franchises.

Security Quotations

The following table shows the present bid quotations for the

leading traction stocks, and the active bonds, as compared with

last week

:

Dec. 12 Dec. 19

American Railways 51 51

Boston Elevated 152% 151

Brooklyn Rapid Transit 80% 79%
Chicago City_ 160 150

Chicago Union Traction (common) 4% 5

Chicago Union Traction (preferred) 16 18%
Cleveland Electric 63% 62

Consolidated Traction of New Jersey 77 76

Detroit United 80 79

Interborough-Metropolitan 36% 36

Interborough-Metropolitan (preferred) 74% 73

International Traction (common) — 62

International Traction (preferred), 4s — 85%
Manhattan Railway 143 141

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (common) 19 19

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (preferred) 69% 68%
Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (common) 26% 26 l/o

Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (preferred) 70% 69%
Metropolitan Street 106 106%
North American 90 87%
North Jersey Street Railway 40 —
Philadelphia Company (common) 48 48%
Philadelphia Rapid Transit f26% 22%
Philadelphia Traction ! 97 96%
Public Service Corporation certificates 65% 67

Public Service Corporation 5 per cent notes 95% 96

South Side Elevated (Chicago) 89% 89

Third Avenue •. 121 121%
Twin City, Minneapolis (common) 105% 106

Union Traction (Philadelphia) *60% 58

*Ex-div. t$30 paid.*

Metals

The "Iron Age" says activity has centered during the past two
weeks in the Eastern pig-iron markets, where buyers have taken

hold of covering- requirements for the third quarter. In some
cases these have extended throughout the last quarter, and in

others the second quarter is included. Southern markets have ad-

vanced their prices for the third quarter to $17.50 and $18 for No.

2 foundry, Birmingham. The situation in the South is growing
more serious, through inadequate transportation facilities and
scarcity of labor. Rail makers have been booking some addi-

tional good orders. Eastern plate makers have been forced again

to put up their prices $2 per ton, making the third of a like amount

during the current month.

Copper metal continues in regular demand, especially electro-

lytic, and prices continue to advance. Lake Copper is quoted at

23^ to 23*/2
;
electrolytic at 22% to 23^, and castings at 22% to

22%.

KALAMAZOO, GULL LAKE & NORTHERN ORGANIZES

The organization of the Kalamazoo, Gull Lake & Northern

Railway Company has been completed. The officers elected are

:

J. T. Upjohn, Kalamazoo, president; Martin P. Huyck, Chicago,

treasurer; Edward D. Hosmer, Chicago, vice-president and sec-

retary. The company has already made a large outlay, looking

toward the development of the Gull Lake section and the country

between the lake and Kalamazoo. It is understood that the

financing of the company has all been taken care of. Col. W. V.

Jacobs, the promoter of the road, has made all the preliminary

arrangements and the necessary, capital is said to be all in hand.

COMMITTEES ANNOUNCED FOR CENTRAL ELECTRIC

RAILWAY ASSOCIATION MEETING

Announcement has been made of the following committees to

act at the annual meeting of the Central Electric Railway Asso-

ciation to be held at the Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis, Jan. 24

:

Honorary Reception Committee—Hugh J. McGowan, president

of the Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Company, chairman ; E.

B. Peck and R. I. Todd, first vice-president and general manager,

respectively, of this company; Joseph I. Irwin, president of the

Indianapolis, Columbus & Southern Traction Company ; H. P.

Wasson, George J. Marott and Admiral George Brown. Recep-

tion Committee—W. F. Milholland, secretary-treasurer of the C.

E. R. Association ; Frank D. Norviel, general passenger and
freight agent of the so-called merger lines, of Indiana ; Fletcher

M. Durbin, assistant superintendent of the Indianapolis Traction

& Terminal Company; L. J. Drake and William Bloss. Trans-

portation Committee—J. J. Mahoney, superintendent of the In-

dianapolis Traction & Terminal Company. Committee on Hotel

Accommodations—H. A. Nicholl, general manager of the Indiana

Union Traction Company, and E. C. Spring, president of the C.

E. R. Association. These gentlemen will also have charge of the

banquet proper. Charles L. Henry, president of the Indianapolis

& Cincinnati Traction Company, will act as toastmaster.

THE PLANS OF THE CHICAGO, LAKE SHORE &
SOUTH BEND RAILWAY- COMPANY

The Chicago, Lake Shore & South Bend Railway will be built

over private right of way outside of cities and towns, and through

all of the latter has ordinances by which it will be in control of

its trackage from one end to the other. The road connects at

Kensington, within the city of Chicago, with the Illinois Central

Railroad, with which it has a traffic contract. The overhead

work will be constructed with center poles, creosoted and set in

concrete, with single catenary construction. The power house

will be located at Michigan City. Indiana, on the river, and be

constructed of cement blocks. It is probable, also, that the shops

and car house will be located at Michigan City. At present the

company has all of its franchises, and about 85 per cent of its

entire right of way purchased. Contracts have been made for

grading between South Bend and 12 miles west of Michigan City;

also between Gary, Ind., and Indiana Harbor. The work of

grading will be pushed all winter and the road completed in

twelve months from date. A private right of way 66 ft. wide has

been 'granted through the new steel town at Gary, The company
has io l/2 miles of 70-lb. steel rail on the ground ready to be laid,

and expected to have an engine and seven cars start track-laying

on Dec. 17. All of the steel has been contracted for, deliveries

beginning in January and finishing in May. Nothing but standard

ties will be used in the construction. The road, which will be

operated by the single-phase system, runs from its connection with

the Illinois Central, at Kensington Station, in the city of Chi-

cago, through Hammond, Indiana Harbor, East Chicago, Gary,

Michigan City, New Carlisle to South Bend, Ind., a distance of

about 80 miles. The officers of the company are : J. B. Hanna,
Cleveland, president ; M. H. Wilson, Cleveland, secretary and

treasurer; Edwin Hanna, South Bend, Ind., superintendent; John
W. S. Reigle, South Bend, Ind., chief engineer Cleveland Con-
struction Company, Cleveland, Ohio., engineer power station.
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CHICAGO VALUATIONS—AGREEMENTS TO TERMS BY
COMPANIES

The complete pamphlet report of the values of the tangible and
intangible properties of the Chicago City Railway Company and
the Chicago Union Traction Company submitted to the com-
mittee on local transportation of the Chicago City Council by

Bion J. Arnold, Mortimer E. Cooley and A. B. du Pont, the trac-

tion valuation commission, shows these detail figures:

COMPARATIVE VALUATIONS OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTY OF THE
CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY AND UNION TRACTION

COMPANIES, JUNE 30, 1906.

Chicago City Railway Company.

Commission

Cost to

Reproduce.

rs' Estimate.

Present
Value.

Company's
Estimate of

Present
Value.

$6,455,462
1,750,478
5,784,875
2,359,582
247,407
46,180
29,110

1,309,704
1,095,366

41,268

$4,568,062
1,448,259
4,550,137
1,609,469
198,183
46,180
29,110

1,149,205
1,095,366

41,268

$6,401,837
1,735,639
4,489,842
2,319,543
197,452

38,740
1,583,226
1,446,395

2. Electric power distribution system

3. Cars and car equipment
4. Power plants

5. Tools, implements and machinery
6. Office furniture and fixtures

8. Buildings and miscellaneous structures.

It. Real estate (land)

10. Patent rights

Totals of items 1 to 10, inclusive

11. Stores, supplies and floating tools

Totals of items 1 to 11, inclusive.

12. Legal expenses, carrying charges, broker-

age and contingencies at 10%.. .

Totals of items 1 to 12, inclusive

13. Add paving

Totals

$19,119,432
521,258

$14,735,239
521,258

$18,300,122
505,000

$19,640,690

1,964,069

$15,256,497

1.525,650

$18,805,122

$21,604,759
2,283,826

$16,782,147
1,832,558

$18,805,122
2,091,280

$23,888,585 $18,614,705 $20,896,402

Chicago Union Traction Company.

Commissionc

Cost to

Reproduce.

rs' Estimate.

Present
Value.

Company's
Estimate.

$8,947,783
1,763,046
5,225,367
3,234,872

100,798
32.050
29,593

3,781,046
2,866,178

14,925

$5,747,806
1,407,043
3,398,790
2,027,437
100,798
32,050
29,593

2,845,262
2,866,178

14,925

$10,184,008
2,019,207
3,794,291

3,078,308
215,499
32,050
42,708

3,717,890
3,479,374

14,925

2. Electric power distribution system

4.
' Power plants

5. Tools, implements and machinery
6. Office furniture and hxtures

7. Horses, wagons and miscellaneous

8. Buildings and miscellaneous structures. .

9. Real estate (land)

10. Patent rights

Totals of items 1 to 10, inclusive

Totals of items 1 to 11, inclusive

12. Legal expenses, carrying charges, broker-

age and contingencies at 10%

Totals of items 1 to 12, inclusive

Totals

$25,995,658
487,630

$18,469,888
487,630

$26,578,260
545,314

$20,483,2S8

2,648,328

$18,957,518

1,895,751

$27,123,574

2,712,357

$29,131,616
3,201,402

$20,853,209
2,509,477

$29,835,931
3,037,752

$32,333,018 $23,362,746 $32 s7:i 6S.3

Comparative valuations of the physical properties as shown in

the tables, indicate specifically the present variance in the figures

of the city's experts and those of the companies. The feature of

this part of the report, which attracted the attention of. the

Aldermen at the meeting on Monday, Dec. 10, was that, while the

City Railway Company is only about $2,000,000 higher than the

estimate of the city's engineers, the Union Traction Company's

valuation of its properties is more than $9,000,000 greater.

Based on the assumption that the cable lines of the two com-

panies, with a few exceptions, are still operating systems, the

city engineers declared the present value of the City Railway

properties is $18,614,705, and of the Union Traction Company,

$23,362,746. The City Railway Company submitted a statement

whereby its totals were made $20,896,402, or only $2,281,687 more
than the municipal experts returned.

The Union Traction Company places a valuation of $32,873,683

on its possessions, the city's valuation being $23,362,746, or a

difference of $9,510,937. The total variance of the two companies

and the city, therefore, is $11,792,624. W. W. Gurley, general

counsel of the Union Traction Company, announced, however,

that he considered it but fair for the city also to allow something

for expenditure on bridges and viaducts, and to look upon the
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old North Chicago Company cables as- "going concerns." If

these concessions were made, the Union Traction Company's price

would be even higher.

Compared with the Arnold valuations in 1902, the present esti-

mates are several millions larger. The commission of engineers

explained the difference by reminding the Aldermen that cost of

material and labor is higher now than then, and that new con-
struction, equipment, and related expenses also are relatively far

greater. In 1902, for instance, Engineer Arnold valued the City

Railway properties, including paving of streets, at $11,747,818,

and to-day the Arnold commission's estimate (on the basis, how-
ever, of the cable lines being considered a part of the electric

system) is $16,254,492, the increase in four years being $4,506,674.

In 1902 Mr. Arnold adjudged the Union Traction properties

worth $14,937,089, and his commission this year puts the price at

$20,882,706 (on the basis of an entire electric system), or a dif-

ference of $5,945,617. In every respect, excepting value of tracks

and buildings, the City Railway Company's property is vastly

more valuable to-day than in 1902 ; the exceptions in the case of

the Union Traction Company lie in the lower value of track and
of tools and machinery. The value of the electric power dis-

tributing system, cars and car equipment, power plants, real

estate, office fixtures, horses, wagons and miscellaneous items

has gone up markedly.

ENGINEERS' ESTIMATES OF THE PROBABLE INCREASE IN TANGIBLE
AND INTANGIBLE TRACTION VALUES IN NEXT FEW YEARS.

Chicago City Railway Company.

FRANCHISE PERIOD.
Value of

Physical

Property.

Value of

Intangible
Property.

Total
without
Paving.

*Total
with

Paving.

12 months
18 months
24 months
36 months

$16,782,147
16,782,147
16,782,147
16,782,147

$3,056,813
3,754,363
4,434,273
5,848.335

$19,838,960
20,536,510
21,216,420
22,630,482

$21,671,518
22,369,068
23,048,978
24,463,040

Value of paying, $1,832,558.

FRANCHISE PERIOD.

Chicago Union Traction Company.

Value of

Physical
Property.

Value of

Intangible
Property.

Total
without
Paving.

Total

Paving.

12 months $20,853,629
18 months 20,853. 6'-'9

24 months
| 20,853,629

36 months 20,853,629

$4,293,144
5,262,608
6,218,682
8,161,015

$25,146,773
26,116,237
27,072,311
29,014,644

$27,656,250
28,625,714
29,581,788
31,524,121

Value of paving, $2,509,477.

The tables of franchise valuations contain estimates of valua-

tions at different stages or periods—twelve, eighteen, twenty-four

and thirty-six months hence, or the time within which it is gen-

erally believed the city would take over the lines, should the

present negotiations fail and should the Supreme Court sustain

the statute under which the city would necessarily act. The con-

tract plan for controlling the roads probably might be used in

such an instance, and the value of the franchises would be a

big item in the bill the city would have to pay.

The Arnold commission set the following valuations upon Chi-

cago City Railway franchises for the periods indicated

:

Twelve months $3,056,813

Eighteen months 3754,363
Twenty-four months 4,434,273

Thirty-six months 5-848,335

On Union Traction the intangible values set were:

Twelve months $4,293,144

Eighteen months . . . 5,262,608

Twenty-four months 6,218,682

Thirty-six months 8,161,015

Following the classification of franchises are discussed the subject

of the method of valuing franchises, determination of operating

expense and the final franchise values. These are all most inter-

esting, but the following abstract has been made of them, which

contains all that is essential:

"The method of valuing the franchises which was finally adopted

is based on the assumption that the gross earnings are in pro-

portion to the car mileage on the different parts of the system.

"In the matter of transfers the conditions are somewhat com-

plicated. On the Chicago City Railway the number of transfers

reported is equal to 40.62 per cent of the total number of pas-

sengers carried ; and the percentage for the Union Traction Com-
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pany is 37.72. The principle followed in giving transfers is to

enable a pasenger to go from one point in the city to any other

point, on the same system, using as many transfers as may be

necessary, the journey to be made in the same general direction.

"It has, therefore, been assumed that for every passenger going

in one direction paying a fare and receiving transfers there is a

corresponding fare and transfers received from a passenger going

in the opposite direction. In other words it has been assumed
that the transfers honored cancel each other in the different direc-

tions and may be disregarded in the problem."

The report of the experts, besides the valuations and explana-

tory matter, contained an appendix which included the various

legal opinions of counsel for the companies on the valuation ques-

tion, John P. Wilson and W. W. Gurley writing the opinions for

the Chicago City Railway and Union Traction companies re-

spectively. The report also contained tables showing when ordi-

nances expire, there being an apparent divergence of views on

this knotty matter just as of old.

On Saturday, Dec. 15, at a conference held between the Council

Committee on Local Transportation and Messrs. Gurley and
Mitten, representing the Union Traction Company of Chicago and
the Chicago City Railway Company, respectively, an agreement

was reached regarding the settlement of the traction situation.

The value of the existing street car properties and unexpired fran-

chises, as finally decided upon by the two interests, was fixed at

$50,000,000, which the city, if it should undertake municipal

ownership, must pay the companies in addition to what has been

expended for rehabilitation. Of this amount the Union Traction

Company will receive $29,000,000 and the City Railway Company
$21,000,000. As stated in the Street Railway Journal of Dec.

15, the two companies originally demanded $74,000,000 for their

present properties. The price allowed the Union Traction Com-
pany is about $400,000 more than the highest estimate, inclusive

of paving, which the city experts placed on the property. For
the City Railway the allowance is about $1,300,000 less than the

city experts' maximum figures. A significant provision of the

new ordinance is the division of the net receipts. The under-

standing is that the city will get 55 per cent, and the companies

45 per cent. Estimates place the return to the city under this

plan between $2,000,000 and $4,000,000. It is announced that the

companies will proceed at once to a thorough re-equipment of the

street car service, the features of which will be new cars, new-

rails, the subway, through routes, universal transfers and minor
measures for the improvement of transportation facilities. The
work of rehabilitation and operation will be supervised by a gen-

eral board of three engineers, one of whom the Aldermen and
representatives of the companies agreed should be Bion J. Arnold,

who has acted as advisory engineer to the city throughout the

entire negotiations. Of the other members beside Mr. Arnold,

one will be appointed by the city and the other by the companies.
Both Mr. Gurley and Mr. Mitten said that they wished to submit
the terms of settlement to the interests which they represent, but

they intimated that an acceptance will be forthcoming. They told

the committee that as soon as the ordinance is put in final shape

to be submitted to the Council they will state finally whether they

will accept the terms.

CONSIDERING CHANGES IN SAN FRANCISCO

At a recent conference of various interests, called together by
President Duffey, of the Board of Public Works, to consider how
best to regrade, resewer and repave Market Street with as little

impediment to travel and traffic as possible, it was decided that the

north half of the street should be rebuilt first
;
that while this was

being done the United Railroads should use a temporary track,

which General Manager Chapman agreed to lay immediately
south of the present tracks, for the westbound cars ; and that

vehicles should be allowed to move toward the ferry along the

space left between this temporary track and the sidewalk on the

southern side of the street.

In response to a question, General Manager Chapman stated

that the railroads' intention was permanently to construct the

four double tracks down lower Market Street, as before the fire.

The railroad may, and probably will, have little permanent use
for the outer tracks, the headway of the cars on the main tracks
being sufficient, and more embarrassment to travel would likely

be caused by attempting to run two lines of cars closely parallel,

headed in the same direction, and stopping at every block.

In place of a temporary track on the north side, the railroad
will use its secondary permanent track on the north side for its

westbound cars, while the sc^uth half of the street is being rebuilt.

Mr. Chapman stated that it was the present intention to relay the

tracks with 11 ft. V2 inch between centers, the space now existing

between the centers of the two inside tracks for most of the dis-

tance to the ferry.

City Engineer Woodward asked if it were not the understanding
that the United Railroads should erect a central line of orna-

mental poles instead of two lines along the sidewalks as at pres-

ent. It was stated that the people would not tolerate the double
sidewalk lines as a permanent feature of rebuilt Market Street.

Mr. Chapman replied that the railroad had agreed to erect either a

single or a double line of poles as required, but the authorities

had not yet signified their will in the matter. Mr. Chapman
agreed that if a line of central poles were used the space between
the centers of the two inner tracks would have to be widened a

foot to prevent danger to passengers.

DEVELOPMENTS IN CLEVELAND

Apparently with the idea of protecting the investments that

have been made in the property of the Forest City Railway Com-
pany, the Low Fare Railway Company was incorporated a few
days ago with a capital stock of $250,000. The names of W. B.

Colver, secretary of the Municipal Traction Company; W. H.

Greenlund, I. D. George, J. E. Creed and J. G. Harding appear

upon the incorporation papers. The general opinion is that the

new company will succeed the Forest City, and that all future

grants will be made to it. The fact that W. B. Colver was granted

a franchise for a short strip on East Seventy-First Street would
strengthen this opinion. Mr. Colver, however, states that the

new corporation has no connection with the Forest City Railway
Company or the Municipal Traction Company, and will not lease

its franchises to either. He states that it is to be entirely inde-

pendent of any other company, and that the members of no other

company are interested in it, aside from himself.

Another company incorporated at the same time is the Munici-
pal Construction Company, with a capital stock of $10,000, with

W. S. Hadley, Glen W. Hadley, W. H. Brown, Charles Dauell

and Charles Dempsey as incorporators. None of the men inter-

ested in the new companies seemed to know anything about it,

although its name would indicate that it is related to the move-
ment in some way.

The village Council of Newburg Heights has accepted the bids

of J. J. Stanley, on Harvard Street, and C. F. Emery, on Marcel-

line Avenue, at a fare of 2 cents in the village with transfers to

the Cleveland Electric on a 5-cent fare. The gentlemen said they

did not make the bids as a company, because the difference in

fare might complicate the street railway troubles in the city.

Bids of J. J. Stanley and C. F. Emery for Wellington Avenue,
Superior Hill, Summit Avenue and Carnegie Avenue have been

accepted by resolution of the City Council. All of these routes

were bid in at a fare of 2 cents by the gentlemen, who put up

$10,000 on each one to guarantee that it would be built.

The case of the Cleveland Electric Railway Company against

the Forest City Railway Company was called in Judge Phillips'

court Monday morning, but on motion of the attorneys of the

former was continued until Jan. 7. Some of the attorneys could

not be present and it is understood that City Solicitor Baker
had another case that would keep him busy most of the week.
* City Solicitor Baker filed an answer to the petition of the Cleve-

land Electric the latter part of last week, in which it is denied

that the city had any knowledge of the arrangement between

Mayor Johnson and E. W. Scripps by which the obligation of the

Forest City would be guaranteed. It was also denied that the

Mayor is financially or otherwise interested in the company.
Further, it is asserted, that the Cleveland Electric had no right to

bring suit, as the" time allowed by law had passed before any

action was taken.

- —

The Lynchburg Traction & Light Company's proposed office

building will be separate and distinct from the car house and

shops, although it is being erected on the same lot. The com-

pany laid in Lynchburg the past summer about 1500 tons of

standard A. S. C. E. 70-lb. rail, and built an extension to one of

its lines of about 2 miles, to the Fair and Baseball Grounds. This

gives the company two lines to the Fair Grounds, and while they

are both of single track, with the necessary switches, in rush

times the company operates this as one line, making a complete

belt.
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IMPROVEMENTS 4N DENVER

The Denver City Tramway Company has announced its inten-

tion to spend during the coming year $3,500,000 in improvements

and extensions. This work includes 40 miles of new road, and

provides for lines tp Boulder, Ft. Collins, Greeley, Longmont and

other nearby suburban towns in addition to extensions within

the city. The first line to be built will extend from Sixteenth and

Arapahoe Streets to Globeville, and loop in the business district.

After this work will come the suburban extensions in an order yet

to be announced. An official announcement has also been made
of an agreement with the Colorado & Southern Railroad by which

the passengers on the new electric line of the latter company run-

ning northward will be carried to the heart of Denver over the

tramway system. This means the bringing into direct communi-
cation with Denver that rich belt of country included in Boulder,

Larimer and Weld Counties, a territory that is advancing very

rapidly. The business of this new section, added to the other

communities that are to be brought into direct business dealing

with the city, means a still greater Denver. The electric road to

the north is under way and will be completed by the time that the

Tramway Company is ready to accept the passengers and convey

them over the new line running from Globeville via Twenty-Third

Street to Arapahoe and Sixteenth Streets.

BIDS FOR NEW YORK'S NEW SUBWAYS TO BE

ADVERTISED IN TWO FORMS

At the meeting of the Rapid Transit Commission, Thursday,

Dec. 13, a communication was received from the Board of Esti-

mate recommending that in advertising bids for subways they

be advertised in two ways, one calling for construction alone and

the other calling for construction, equipment and operation. It

was resolved to follow this suggestion in the future. On the

recommendation of the chief engineer, it was resolved to construct

the Lexington Avenue subway on the double-decked plan. In this

way the local tracks would be near the street surface and the

express tracks directly underneath them. This plan is necessary

owing to the narrowness of Lexington Avenue. The express

tracks will be about 35 ft. below the surface, and all the express

stations will be provided with escalators. The board approved the

plans of the Cortlandt Street terminal submitted by the Hudson
& Manhattan Railroad Company.

IMPROVEMENTS AT ROANOKE

The Roanoke Railway & Electric Company has under way a

number of improvements extending to all branches of the service.

It has just installed a new 500-kw G. E. railway unit, direct con-

nected to Corliss engine, and a 500-kw, three-phase A. C. genera-

tor, direct connected to Mcintosh & Seymour vertical compound
condensing engine, and is now putting in a Babcock & Wilcox
400-hp boiler, equipped with the Parsons system of draft. This

will increase the boiler capacity to 2000 hp. The engine and gen-

erator capacity has been increased to 2500 hp, including the above

units. The company has practically relaid all of its outside lines with

standard A. S. C. E. 60-lb. rails, and is double-tracking all of its

main lines in the city with 60-lb. 7-in. T. It is also renewing all

special work with the Lorain Company's standard construction.

An especially interesting piece of T-rail special work has recently

been installed by the company's own track force at Campbell
Avenue and Jefferson Street, the busiest part of the city. The
company also expect to enlarge its car house next year, and will

erect its own office building.

TOLEDO & WESTERN SALE CONFIRMED

On Saturday, Dec. 15, the sale of the Toledo & Western to a

syndicate represented by J. R. Nutt, of Cleveland, was confirmed

by the United States Court. Exceptions were noted, and attorneys

for the minority stockholders threaten to carry the matter up.

They say they asked for a modification of the sale in such a way
that any reduction in the claims would be for the benefit of the

stockholders instead of the purchasers. The court, it seems, did

not see fit to make this modification. It is claimed that the

majority stockholders filed exceptions to the claims of the Allen

estate, Mr. Seagrave, Judge Stone and others within the time

allowed after the order of sale was made, but that later on they

asked a modification of the exceptions that would make the

amounts of the reductions only a few thousand dollars.

The Toledo & Indiana Railroad Company has been incorporated

to own and operate the road. The nominal capital stock is placed

at $10,000, and George Cook, L. J. Milin, F. B. Williams, M. S.

McAletman and J. C. Rexforth are the incorporators. The articles

of incorporation provide for the extension of the road from
Pioneer to the Ohio and Indiana State line.

^»
MR. HUNTINGTON REPLIES TO LOS ANGELES CHAMBER

OF COMMERCE RECOMMENDATIONS

H. E. Huntington, president of the Los Angeles Railway and the

Los Angeles Interurban Railway Company, has replied at con-

siderable length to suggestions made by the Chamber of Com-
merce committee for certain changes in the operation of the

companies' systems. Mr. Huntington has met the issue squarely

from all sides. Where recommendations have been made that are

at all possible of adoption he has signified his willingness to

comply so far as it is possible to do so. Where recommendations
have been made imposing conditions too hard he has emphatically

given reasons why the recommendations can not be met, pointing

out how they would result in disorder or in some cases unreason-'

able expense.

In regard to the filing of accident data within 48 hours of the

occurrence, Mr. Huntington says he cannot see what the effect

of this would be on the minimizing of accidents, but that he would
even comply with the request were details not wanted that would
require the organization of a special force to care for the work.

The point that Mr. Huntington makes in regard to the relation

of speed'to the number of accidents is very interesting. He says

that after a careful study of accidents he is convinced that more
than 90 per cent of the accidents on his lines would have occurred

whether the cars were running 8 or 16 miles an hour.

In regard to the recommendation that cars stop on the near

side of the street, Mr. Huntington says this has been a mooted
question among street railway men for years, but that he is pre-

pared to give the system a thorough trial. He suggests that the

adoption of this rule be accompanied by the passage of an ordi-

nance, as recommended by the Commission, compelling teamsters

to give the right of way to cars. As Mr. Huntington says, one of

the greatest objections to this heretofore has been that teamsters,

knowing that the car would stop on the near side of the street,

have had no hesitancy about driving on to the intersection and
choking traffic in such manner as to make it almost impossible to

operate in congested portions of the city. He says s'gns should

be posted on all street corners calling the attention of the public

to the point where cars will stop to receive and discharge pas-

sengers, and the police department of the city should be required

to give its attention and assistance in directing the public to the

proper stopping and starting points.

The recommendations of the Commission, numbered from VIII.

to XX., inclusive, have been referred by Mr. Huntington to the

proper heads of departments and will receive attention. His ob-

servation on the Commission's recommendations for trainmen are

very pertinent, especially those covering the subjects of relative

responsibility of motorman and conductor. He says

:

The Commission seems, I believe through error, to have drawn a dis-

tinction as to the responsibility between motormen and conductors. They
have, I believe, fallen into this error through the fact that such distinc-

tion is made in steam railway operation, and to have lost sight of the fact

that in the operation of an electric car the responsibility of the conductor

is perhaps as great as that of the motorman.
I will illustrate by calling your attention to the two most deplorable

accidents our roads have ever experienced, viz.: The accident at Oneonta
Park in which the Southern Pacific train struck one of our cars, and the

accident on the Redondo line in August when two of our Redondo line

cars collided. In both of these accidents, if there was any responsibility

on the part of our platform men, it was with conductors rather than the

motormen, and I say, therefore, that in the operation of electric railway

cars, the responsibility is so evenly divided, the results of years of experi-

ence has taught electric railway men that the scale of wages, for platform

men—as conductors and motormen are called in street railway service

—

should be the same.

I wish to suggest, however, at this point, that a scale of wages for elec-

tric cars operated in cities, or in suburban service, such as is paid train-

men on steam railroads, would be absolutely prohibitive. The engineer
driving a locomotive on, a steam railroad is handling a train of cars

weighing many hundreds of tons, having a carrying and earning capacity

of anywhere from ten to forty times as much as the one electric car. Our
platform men are among the best paid in the United States. They are, I

believe, the best satisfied and highest class men in their line of work of

any in the world. * * * A careful personal investigation has satisfied

me that no platform man upon the electric railway system, in which I am
interested in Southern California, has ever been required to work so long
as to unfit him in any way from properly performing the duties assigned
to him.
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PLANS ANNOUNCED FOR IMPORTANT LOS ANGELES-

PACIFIC IMPROVEMENT, WHICH INCLUDE

A TERMINAL STATION

E. H. Harriman has completed plans for extensions and im-

provements for the Los Angeles-Pacific Railroad that will make
Los Angeles one of the most important electric railway centers

in America. The plans include three concrete subways, 5 miles

in length, to carry the new express trains of the Los Angeles-

Pacific through the heart of the northern and western hills of

Los Angeles, and a new $1,000,000 office building to be erected

in the center of the city. The estimated cost of the new subway
is $5,000,000. The main subways will number two. One will

parallel West Fourth Street from Hill Street to Vermont Avenue

;

the other will pierce the Temple Street highlands, joining North
Hill Street to Sunset Boulevard. More than $1,500,000 has already

been expended securing rights of way for the subways. About

$350,000 has been spent procuring on South Hill Street, between

Fourth and Fifth Streets, a site for the new Harriman Building.

Outside the city limits the company will build new lines that

will reduce the time between Los Angeles and Ocean Park to 20

minutes, while Hollywood and adjacent territory will be only 10

minutes away, and the western city limits only 5 minutes from
the city's heart. All these lines, like the main project, are to be

standard gage. To do all this work will require at least three

years and the ultimate expenditure of upwards of $8,000,000.

The subway from Fourth and Hill Streets to Vermont Avenue
will be almost 4 miles in length. It will parallel West Fourth
Street all the way. Its down-town entrance will be from a mag-
nificent ten-story office building and depot located on the present

site of the Masonic Temple on South Hill Street. This building

will be of steel, granite and reinforced concrete, the largest of its

kind in the West. The plans contemplate 1100 office rooms, which
will give accommodations for more than 3000 people. The floor

space will comprise nearly 16 acres. Nine stories in height, be-

sides a basement, the building will have a frontage of 240 ft. on

Hill Street, and a depth of 330 ft. The floor area will be, exactly,

669,000 sq. ft. The first and second stories will be faced with

granite, the upper seven stories with terra cotta. Eight passenger

elevators and two freight elevators will be installed. On the first

floor of the new building will be waiting rooms, a large ladies'

parlor, restaurants, ticket offices, an information bureau and three

store rooms. From the subway into the depot will run eight

tracks and from Hill Street two tracks. Outgoing and incoming

trains will be handled through separate entrances. The accom-
modations and facilities are to be such that ten trains can arrive

and depart every 5 minutes.

All new cars will be equipped with multiple-unit control and
the overhead trolley system will be used. In the concrete subway
will be four tracks. The train service will consist of express

trains of five or six cars each. From the western entrance to the

Fourth Street subway air lines will be built direct on Ocean Park,

Santa Monica and Hollywood. The main line will extend across

private right of way from Fourth Street and Vermont Avenue
to Wilshire Boulevard. There it will enter a second subway, 3000

ft. in length, running through the famous Nadeau vineyard, and
finally connecting with the present lines at the junction of the

line to the Soldiers' Home, and then to Ocean Park. A second
line will extend from Fourth Street and Vermont Avenue to

Sherman Junction, a distance of 5
l/2 miles, making a short line

for Santa Monica and the Westgate line, Midway between Ver-
mont Avenue and Sherman Junction a third road will run through

Hollywood by way of Highland Avenue.

PITTSBURG RAILWAYS COMPANY DISPOSES OF ITS

.AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES

James D. Callery, president of the Pittsburg Railways Com-
pany, announced last week that the company had leased Duquesne
Garden, Kennywood and Southern Parks, for a term of years, to

A. S. McSwigan, A. F. Megahan and F. W. Henninger, all ex-

perienced amusement purveyors, thus taking the company out

of the amusement park business. Calhoun and Oakwood Parks,

which the company also operated in the past, will not be reopened,

but will be sold for building purposes. Mr. McSwigan has had
charge of all the company's amusements and advertising since the

company began business five years ago. He will still be identified

with the company. Mr. Megahan is an old street railway man,

and was formerly manager of Kennywood Park and West View
Park. Mr. Henninger was one of the organizers of the West
View Park Company, of which he is still secretary and treasurer

and a director.

The new company will begin about Feb. 1 improving Kenny-
wood and Southern. The latter will practically be rebuilt. A
new $10,000 carrousal will take the place of the present one, a

$12,000 coaster will be erected and a brilliantly illuminated

tower effect entrance built. The dancing pavilion will be enlarged

or torn down and a new one built. At Kennywood the improve-

ments will include another mammoth dancing pavilion, near the

entrance. The park will then have two pavilions—one for picnics

and the other for private dances. The scenic railway will be ex-

tended, the old mill rebuilt and the roller skating rink enlarged.

In the Wonderland building a number of new free laugh-making
devices will be installed. The lessees will continue Duquesne
Garden, which is a stone and brick building, 140 ft. x 450 ft., as

a high-class resort, with ice skating from November to April.

During the remainder of the year exhibitions, receptions, etc., will

be held.

+++

SIXTY-FIVE MILE INTERURBAN LINE IN TEXAS

Details have been announced of the contracts let by the Texas
Traction Company for the equipment of a 65-mile electric railway

between Dallas and Sherman, Tex., which were briefly noted in

the Street Railway Journal of Dec. 8. The new line will par-

allel the existing steam road between the two cities, and will be

one of the longest electric roads in the State. While the appa-

ratus is standard direct current throughout, the equipment, in

some respects, presents several features of interest.

The country through which the new line is laid out, is flat and
rolling, there being no grades exceeding 1 per cent and a maxi-
mum curvature of but 3 degs. In order to have a clear headway
for operating cars, a private right of way has been established

by the company, so that the run between Dallas and Sherman will

be made in 2 hours and 30 minutes. This schedule includes a

15-minute run within the city limits of Dallas, where the cars must
necessarily be operated at lower speeds. While the main traffic

will be of an express nature, stops have been provided about every

2 miles to take care of the local travel.

Fifteen car equipments will be provided to maintain the

initiative schedule. These will be of the standard interurban

type, each 50 ft. long, and equipped with four GE-73 (75 hp)

standard direct-current motors, equipped with the Sprague-Gen-
eral Electric type M system of multiple-unit control. Each car

will be further provided with General Electric air brakes and
compressors.

Power for the new road will be generated by steam at McKin-
ney, a town located about midway between Dallas and Sherman.
The main power station equipment will include two 1000-kw

Curtis steam turbo-generators, working under a steam pressure of

150 lbs. at the throttle with 125 degs. superheat. The turbines

will operate condensing. Current will be generated at 2200 volts

and 25 cycles, and stepped up for transmission to 19,100 volts.

For exciting the fields, two 35-kw generator sets will be provided.

The three-phase current from each of the turbo-generators will

be transformed in a set of three 330-kw air blast transformers.

One transformer of the same capacity will be installed as a re-

serve. To supply air for cooling, duplicate blower sets will be

furnished, one set being driven by an induction motor, the other

by a direct-current motor. Each blower will have a capacity of

10,000 cu. ft.

One of the special features of interest in the new road lies in

the rotary converter equipment. Six sub-stations will be provided,

including one at the main station and a portable equipment. This

last mentioned sub-station comprises a special car containing a

300-kw rotary converter air blast transformers, and suitable

switching apparatus for cutting into the transmission system
wherever necessary.

Regular sub-station equipments are to be provided at the main
station, and at four points distributed along the railroad. Each
of these sub-stations will be equipped with a 300-kw, 600-volt

rotary converter with the necessary switchboards, oil-cooled trans-

formers and lightning arresters. The sub-stations will be inter-

connected by high-tension transmission lines, operated initially at

19,100 volts. Eventually, however, a transmission potential of

33,000 volts will probably be used, and for this purpose taps will

be provided for Y connection of the transformers.
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RAILROAD OFFICIALS SAY ELECTRIC OPERATION INTO

WASHINGTON IS IMPOSSIBLE-

Formal announcement has been made by officials of both the

Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio Railroads that they can-

not grant the request of the District Commissioners to have the

various railroad companies which will use the new union station

substitute electric motors for steam locomotives within the Dis-

trict, as a means of eliminating smoke and gases. The communi-

cation from the Pennsylvania Railroad was written by the presi-

dent of that company, and that from the Baltimore & Ohio by the

third vice-president. The two railroad officials reported that it is

impossible for them to make the substitution in the method of

motive power from the time of the beginning of the use of the

union station, and stated that it is unlikely that they will substi-

tute the electric motors at any time in the future.

The letter of President Cassatt, of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

says

:

I beg to say that we expect. to open the station next spring or early next

summer, and it would be quite impossible to install an electrical plant by

that time, even if it were reasonably practicable to do so at any time.

The use of electric locomotives by the New York Central Road for the

movement of its passenger trains to and from its station in New York was

necessitated by the impossibility of properly ventilating the tunnels form-

ing the approach to the station. For the same reason the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company will have to use electric power for the movement of its

trains through its tunnels under the North and East Rivers. One railroad

entering Paris has resorted to the use of electric power for the same reason,

but these are the only instances that I know of where electric power is

used for this character of service.

The use of electric motors at terminals is therefore only in the experi-

mental stage, but it is very certain that the shifting and making up of

trains cannot be done as expeditiously by this method.

The public would also be incommoded by the necessity of an extra stop to

change from electric to steam locomotives at the border of the District,

which would be seriously objectionable in view of the high-speed service

which we propose to establish between Washington and the North. As he

tracks leading to the Union Station both from the North and South do not

run through important residential sections of the city, we hope that the

Commissioners will at least wait to see whether the use of steam locomotives

burning semi-bituminous coal shall be seriously objectionable before pro-

ceeding further in this matter, and I hope that 1 may be allowed to add

that we think the Commissioners and the public should give us credit for

providing this magnificent station for the capital of the nation at a cost

far greater than we would have been justified in incurring if we had dealt

with the matter from a purely business standpoint, and that they will not

seek to impose any further burdens than have already been voluntarily

assumed for the credit of the country by the railroads concerned.

The reply of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad showing its reasons

for not taking kindly to the request of the Commissioners for

the substitution is as follows :

The suggestion that electric motors be substituted for steam locomotives

within, the District of Columbia was made before the House committee

during the last session of Congress, and this company at that time ex-

amined carefully into the practicability of (he question. The officers of the

company were convinced by the investigation then made that, under the

conditions existing in the District of Columbia, especially in the Union

Station and the facilities connected therewith, the substitution of electric

motors for steam locomotives would be entirely impracticable in the present

state of development of electric traction, and would also be unsafe. The

officers of the company are still of the same opinion, and cannot, therefore,

undertake to comply with the request of the Commissioners of the District

of Columbia contained in yours of the 16th inst.

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION

The trustees have submitted the sixth annual report of the In-

ternational Railway Employees' Association, of Buffalo, giving a

brief review of the past year. At last year's annual meeting they

announced with regret that the year had been a record breaker

for sickness, and came very near the record for deaths in any

one year. This year the sick benefits paid amounted to only

$4,541, being $1,842.30 less than last year, while the membership

is greater than ever before. There were four deaths this year,

as against six in 1905, four in 1904, and nine in 1903, which is

also a gratifying showing. The membership at the end of the

fiscal year, October, 1904, was 1354 ; at the end of the fiscal year

of 1905 was 1414, and at the end of the fiscal year of 1906 was

1459. While these increases are not large, the fact is explained

because the field is limited to the employees of the International

Railway Company, and after all of the eligible employees are

enrolled, the increase in membership must necessarily be small.

The members in Class "R" (that is the regular class) paid

during the year, for initiations and dues, the sum of $9,114.50, and
received in sick and death benefits and in medical attendance the

sum of $7,210.84. The resulting surplus of $1,903.66 was further

increased by the proceeds of the annual ball, the sale of lost

articles and the interest on investments, so that the net increase

to surplus during the year amounts to $4,082.96, making the total

surplus at present $11,220.33. This satisfactory result of six

years' operation is due to the fact that the railway company pays

for all salaries, heat, light, repairs, laundry and periodicals, and

furnishes free of charge the rooms occupied by the association.

The members in Class "H" (the honorary class composed of

employees who could not pass the medical examination) paid in

$78 and drew out of their own fund $103. The apparent deficit

of $25 in this class is not at all alarming, as the company has

pledged itself to make good any necessary sum after the fund is

exhausted. The. association still holds in its possession $49.50

of Class "H" funds, and when that is used the company will pay

all deficits. Following is a comparative statement of member
ship

:

1904 1905

Total increase during year 851 994

Dropped from roll 791 949

ibership

60

1,354

Membership at end of year 1,414 1,459

The treasurer's comparative report for the year ending Oct. 31,

1905, and the year ending Oct. 31, 1906, shows as follows:

INCOME ACCOUNT, CLASS "R"

Receipts Year Ending Oct. 31, 1905 Year Ending Oct. 31, 1908

Initiations, class "R" $767.50 $865.00

Dues, class "R" 7,929.75 8,249.50

Toilet supply 118.00 97.20

Interest receivable 161.74 296.20

Sale of lost articles 130.49 106.50

Net proceeds of ball ......... 1,260.38 1,679.40

$1o.:;i;t

Disbursements

Sick benefit, class "R"...

Death benefit, class "R"

Medical attendance

—

East Side

West Side

South Side

Niagara Falls, N. Y...

Niagara Galls, Ont
Lockport

$6.3s3.::o

851.00

849.96

849.96

74.97

120.00

10.00

99.96

Net surplus for 1905.

Net surplus for 1906.

POFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
Credit 1905

Net surplus, Oct. 31, 1904 $4,008.66

Net surplus, Oct. 31, 1905

Surplus in income account for the year 1,128.71

Donation from International Railway Company 2,0(10. 00

$7,137.37

4,082.96

Profit and loss surplus, Oct. 31, 1905 $7,137.37

Profit and loss surplus, Oct. 31, 1906 $11,220.33

BALANCE SHEET
1905

Liabilities Assets Liabilities

International Traction Com-
pany 4 per cent bonds

(par value for 1905, $3,000,

and for 1906, $10,000)

Reserve fund (Buffalo Rail-

way Company 6 per cent

debenture bond)

Cash with treasurer and on

deposit

Deposit for locker keys

Honorary members' fund...

Profit and loss (surplus)

$7,937.50

$41.00

74.50

7,137.37

$41.00

49.50
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FREIGHT RIGHTS TO BE UTILIZED IN NEW JERSEY

After a year of inactivity several electric railways are making-

efforts to take advantage of the so-called "trolley freight bill"

passed by the New Jersey Legislature last winter. The Camden
& Trenton Railway has a number of applications pending in the

various municipalities between Riverton and Trenton, and the

Trenton Street Railway expects soon to make application in

Trenton. The Camden & Trenton, if the desired franchises are

secured, will make a specialty of packages and milk, it is under-

stood, as business cannot well be interchanged with the steam

railroad owing to the difference in gage of the lines. The Tren-

ton Street Railway will use the old car stables on Princeton

Avenue for a receiving and delivering station in Trenton, it is

said, and will look after the package and milk business likewise.

Both the Trenton & New Brunswick and the Trenton, Lawrence-
ville & Princeton Railroads make a specialty of this particular

branch, although the former has never worked it up at the ter-

minals. Both these roads have steam charters and do not need

franchise permission to haul freight. The Trenton Street Rail-

way Company (gage 5 ft. 2.V2 ins.) will doubtless enter into com-
petition with the Trenton, Lawrenceville & Princeton Railroad

in the package and milk business, having the advantage of running

along the public highway in front of the houses and farms, while

the latter is located quite a distance from the main highway. In

the matter of through carlots, though, there can be no compe-
tition with the Trenton, Lawrenceville & Princeton Railroad, as

that company's line is standard gage, and direct connections are

had with the Reading Railway tracks in North Trenton.

NORTHERN ELECTRIC COMPANY RAILWAY IN CALIFORNIA

As a result of a recent conference in Chico, Cal., between ex-

Mayor James D. Phelan, of San Francisco, and President H. A.

Butters, of the Northern Electric Company, the route of the

Northern Electric Railway from Chico to Hamilton City was
determined. It is generally understood that the exact route of the

electric railway will be as follows : From the foot of Fifth

Street, at the Southern Pacific depot in Chico, directly west on
the river road for about V2 mile to a point where the Morehead
property, under lease to the Chico Nursery Company, touches that

thoroughfare. From this point the line will be built in as straight

a line as possible through the Phelan land to the site of the old

bridge across the Sacramento River, and thence in a straight line

to Hamilton City. It is now stated that as a result of the suc-

cess of the conference between H. A. Butters and James D.

Phelan, the later will sub-divide all of his property immediately
adjacent to the railroad into small tracts, and in addition to this

will plant 1000 acres to beets. It is also stated that an avenue
and driveway will extend through the Phelan property along the

railroad, and will be planted with shade trees, furnishing a de-

lightful drive from Chico to the river for pleasure parties.

The condemnation suit between the Northern Electric Com-
pany and W. H. Basler has been settled, and now the railway will

have an easy entry to Sacramento. Until the right of way was
secured the Northern Electric was practically blocked from entry
to the city. While it has very much work to do yet on the west
side of the American River, the Basler litigation no little impeded
progress, which the company desires to be as speedy as is possible,

that it may get footing within the city to reach the property it has
already here acquired.

The franchise demanded by the company in Sacramento for a

track on Fifteenth Street to I, and down I to Seventh has been
granted by the City Board of Trustees after a long and some-
what bitter fight. All reference to underground wires was stricken

out, but other concessions by the company were agreed to. On
the final vote the franchise was granted unanimously.
The interurban line of the Northern Electric Company began

service at Marysville on Dec. 3, running eight trains daily each
way between Marysville, Chico and Orrville. Service on the local

lines will be inaugurated within a few weeks.

STREET RAILWAY PATENTS

[This department is conducted by Rosenbaum & Stockbridge,
patent attorneys, 140 Nassau Street, New York.]

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED DEC. 4, 1906

837,312. Point Mechanism for Tramways and the Like; Edwin
Lawrence, Leicester, England. App. filed Nov. 23, 1905. The

switch is operated by means of levers which project into the

grooves of the rails.

837,336. Signal ; Thomas R. Nicholas, Carthage, Mo. App.
filed May 10. 1906. A semaphore signal having a weighted arm
which is normally held in elevated position by a magnet and which
falls to impinge against a detent so as to release the semaphore
arm.

837.356. Brake-Shoe; Alfred L. Streeter, Chicago, 111. App.
filed Nov. 22, 1905. A hard metal insert adapted to trim or dress

the flange of the wheel as the tread of the latter wears away.

837,369- Electropneumatic Brake; Edward A. Wright Edge-
wood Park, and Walter V. Turner, Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed
March 20, 1905. Comprises in addition to the usual standard
automatic air-brake equipment, an electrically-operated valve for
also controlling the supply of air to the brake cylinder and a
double check valve located between the electrically-operated valve
and the triple valve and the brake cylinder.

837,396. Electric Controlling System; Unas J. Fry, Milwaukee,
Wis. App. filed April 9, 1906. Relates to an electric switch and
signal controlling mechanism in which the switches and signals
are made electrically interlocking by the use of special relays and
connections.

837,416. Air Brake; Hugh M. Marsh, Chicago, 111. App. filed
July 16, 1906. In an air-brake cylinder, in combination, a cylinder,
a piston movable therein, an induction port, and an eduction port
openable by the movement of the piston upon a reduction of
pressure within the cylinder.

_
837,434. Rail Joint; Charles T. Taylor, Woodston. Kan. App.

filed March 6, 1906. Consists of lapped tongues integral with
the adjoining ends of the rails, the latter having grooves to re-
ceive the respective tongues, a key for engaging key seats in the
under portions of said tongues and a shoe having longitudinal
flanges to overlap the base flanges of the rail and retain the key
in place.

837454- Steel Rail; William J. Devers, Scranton, Pa. App.
filed June 13, 1906* The base of the rail has an upwardly ex-
tending fin and the tread has a downwardly extending fin, the two
fins being secured together by fish-plates and a U-shaped clamping
member extending through the fish-plates and fins.

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED DEC. 11, 1906

837,930- Operating Mechanism for Derailers, etc.; Stanley W.
Hayes, Geneva, N. Y. App. filed Aug. 29, 1904. A flat base plate
in the same plane as the rails and a bracket rising therefrom, a
vertical target shaft journaled in said bracket and plate, and a
horizontal bell-crank fast on said shaft between the bracket and
plate, one arm of the bell-crank being extended away from the
rails and serving as an operating lever.

837,943- Brake Mechanism; Albert O. Mitchell, Bethleham,
Conn. App. filed July 6, 1906. A loose pulley on the axle winds
up the brake chain when a friction plug, which is fixed on the
shaft through the medium of other elements, is forced against
the loose pulley or idler.

837.965- Fluid Pressure Brake; William H. Sauvage, New
York, N. Y. App. filed Dec. 26, 1905. Comprises an apparatus
whereby a second or auxiliary cylinder may operate its piston to
reinforce or increase the brake pressure after the main cylinder
has operated its piston to take up the slack and set the brake-
shoes against the wheels with an initial pressure of less degree.

837.980. Retarding Valve Mechanism for Fluid Pressure Rail-
way Brakes; Walter V. Turner, Topeka, Kan., and David M.
Lewis, of Raton, New Mexico. App. filed Jan. 29, 1903. Pro-
vides an improved retarding-valve mechanism for brake-cylinder
release, the action of which shall be controlled by and dependent
upon the variations in pressure in the train line from the head to
the rear end of trains.

838,033. Switch-Operating Device; Lewis M. Knowles, Au-
gusta, Me. App. filed March 12, 1906. The switch is operated by
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means of a depressible lever in the roadbed, which has a flexible

connection with the switch point.

838,083. Derailer for Railways ; William R. Cochran, Jr., Del-

phos, Ohio. App. filed May 9, 1906. The derailer is movable on

its support, independent of the rail and is so constructed that a

car passing in one direction moves the derailer to one side, but a

car moving in the opposite direction is derailed.

838,112. Motor Vehicle; Walter D. Hark, Chicago, 111. App.

PATENT NO. 838,112

filed Jan. 20, 1906. Relates to a self-propelled car and has special

reference to the mounting of a gas engine on the trucks.

838,151. Continuous Rail-Joint for Railways; Francis H.

Whomes, Los Angeles, Cal. App. filed Feb. 12, 1906. At the

abutting ends of the rails a plate is inserted having a shape cor-

responding to the tread of the rails and having arms seated in

grooves in the tread of the rails and also having arms at its base,

which extend through the fish-plates on both sides.

838,160. Compound Brake for Cars; William D. Baldwin, New
York, and August Sundh, Yonkers, N. Y. App. filed March 7,

1905. Magnetic clutches on the car axles are directly connected

to operate the brakes, and additional connections lead to the usual

hand levers so that the brake is separately operable thereby.

There is also a solenoid magnet for applying the brakes.

838,177. Electrical Contact Shoe; Thomas Fildes, Richmond
Hill, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 20, 1906. The sides of the shoe con-

verge toward one end, said sides being provided with an opening

extending entirely through the same and beveled in the direction

of their height. Constitutes a scraper to remove ice and snow
from the rail.

838,175. Controller for the Trolley Poles of Electric Cars;

Alfred J. Edwards, Auckland, N. Z. App. filed Aug. 22, 1906. A
weight is contained in a casing, which is normally held in raised

position by latches or detents. In case the trolley pole leaves the

wire, the detents are released and the weight falls to retrieve

the pole.

838,222. Brake-Shoe
; James S. Thompson, Chicago, 111. App.

filed April 3, 1906. The brake-shoe is formed with a bolt-opening

in the body thereof and having a rod located at or adjacent to

the back thereof, said rod being bent at one end to form an at-

taching hook and at its opposite end to reinforce the metal sur-

rounding said bolt-opening.

838,283. Electrically Propelled Vehicle; Russel Thayer and
Joseph Ledwinka, Philadelphia, Pa. App. filed May 24, 1906.

The vehicle takes current from a trolley wire and has depending
rollers engaging track rails to complete the circuit. When the

track is not available the rollers are raised and the vehicle pro-

ceeds on storage batteries.

838,295. Railway Rail; John C. Allendorph, Kansas City, Mo.
App. filed Oct. 23, 1905. Embodies a two-piece rail consisting of

a main rail, which is hollow throughout its entire length, and a

supplemental rail which fits into and supports the hollow rail

and extends throughout the length of the main rail.

838,288. Rail-Joint; Cecil Tymm, St. Louis, Mo. App. filed

April 21, 1906. Portions of the tread are removed and the fish-

plate is so constructed as to take the place of said cutaway por-
tions.

838,316. Brake-Shoe and Method of Making Same; Henry K.
Gilbert, Chicago, 111. App. filed Dec. 19, 1905. A brake-shoe
blank of malleable metal comprising a central section shaped to

receive a holding key, and extended end sections formed by flat-

tening the end projections of the central section.

838,404. Relay; Max R. Hanna, Schenectady, N. Y. App.

filed May 26, 1906. An alternating-current railway signal system,

comprising means for supplying alternating current to the rails of

the blocks, a relay comprising a conducting member, a winding sup-

plied with current from the track circuit arranged to produce a

flux threading said member, and a winding supplied with alternat-

ing current of the same frequency and different phase, indepen-

dently of the track circuit and arranged to produce two fluxes

threading said member on opposite sides of the first flux, and a

signal controlled by the movement of said member.

PERSONAL MENTION

MR. GRIFFIN B. COLEMAN, superintendent of repairs of

the District of Columbia and formerly secretary and manager of

the Metropolitan Street Railway Company, of Washington, is

dead.

MR. A. L. LINDNER, general manager of the Citizens Railway

& Light Company, of Muscatine, la., has resigned his position

with that company, taking effect Jan. 1, 1907. Mr. Lindner has

been in control of the property for three years, and in that time

the business of the company has more than doubled.

MR. J. B. INGERSOLL has been appointed general manager
and chief electrical engineer of the Spokane & Inland Railway,

to succeed Mr. F. A. Blackwell, to whom he has acted as as-

sistant. Mr. Blackwell resigns the offices so as to devote more
time to his other interests. He will, however, continue with the

company as chairman of the board of directors.

MR. L. SPANGLER, manager of the Vienna street railway

system, has been appointed chairman of the electric railway com-

mittee of the Austrian Interurban Railway Association (Local-

bahner Verein). This association has heretofore been made up

principally of steam railroad companies, but has decided to ex-

tend its scope and take up the study of electric railway topics.

GEN. JOHN M. HOOD, president of the United Railway &
Electric Company, of Baltimore, Md., and for many years presi-

dent of the Western Maryland Railroad, prior to its sale to the

Gould interests, died Monday, Dec. 17, after a short illness fol-

lowing nervous break-down. Gen Hood was born in Howard
County, Maryland, in 1843. He served in the Confederate Army
during the Civil War, and was several times wounded. After

Appomattox he took up railroad work, and in 1874 was elected

president of the Western Maryland, then a road with only 90

miles of tracks.

COL. J. W. HARTZELL, promoter of the Vallejo & Napa
Electric Railway and the San Francisco, Vallejo & Vacaville Val-

ley Railroad & Steamship Company, died at Vallejo, Cal., on Dec.

8. For more than twenty years Col. Hartzell has been identified with

many large enterprises in California. He was the projector and
builder of the pioneer electric road of San Francisco, from that

city to San Mateo, built over twenty years ago. Before coming
to California he built several electric roads in Topeka, Kan., and

a large park in that city is named after him. Col. Hartzell had
large interests in Northern California. He was bom at Rock
Island, 111., and was 67 years of age last October.

MR. FENWICK E. LOWE has been appointed superintendent

of the St. Paul division of the Twin City Rapid Transit Company,
to succeed Mr. C. C. Burdick, resigned. Mr. Lowe is a native

of St. Paul. Immediately after graduation from the high school

he entered the employ of the Pullman Car Company, and was
afterwards appointed storekeeper. Later, however, he was pro-

moted to the general managership of the Minneapolis office of the

Pullman Car Company. Last April he took the position of chief

clerk to the general manager of the Rapid Transit Company. Dur-
ing the summer, Mr. Lowe had charge of traffic at Excelsior,

handling the boats and cars during the Grand Army Republic

encampment, and on other occasions when patronage was heavy.

MR. LUDGER TRUDEAU, superintendent of the Montreal
Street Railway system, died on Dec. 12, at his home in Quebec.

Mr. Trudeau had been in the employ of the Montreal Street

Railway for twenty-four years, having entered the service as a

conductor. He became an inspector when the motive power of

the lines was changed to electricity. When Mr. Duncan McDon-
ald, the present manager of the system, went to France to assume
charge of the electric systems centered at Paris, Mr. Trudeau
accompanied him, and was placed in charge of the system of

Bordeaux. Afterwards, Mr. Trudeau went to Alexandria, Egypt,

and became manager of the trolley system there. After being

three years in Alexandria he returned to Montreal. In January,

1904, he was appointed superintendent of the system, replacing

Mr. Luke Robinson, who had resigned, owing to ill-health.
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Permissive Blocking in Suburban Service

One of the most serious questions in the operation of sub-

urban railway lines, steam or electric, on private rights of

way, is the matter of passing block signals at clanger. From

one point of view a train or car should never pass a danger

signal under any circumstances whatever ; from another, this

seems too restrictive in view of the long delay which follows

if a signal is out of order. Suburban blocks are getting

shorter and shorter as traffic increases, so that in some cases

it is possible to see more than one block signal at a time for a

single route control. Traffic is so heavy in some cases that

if a train or car is held up more than a few seconds by a

• signal between stations, the delay becomes cumulative to an

extent that tends to become very trying at the busy terminals.

There ought to be little question about the danger of pass-

ing a block signal set against one on a single-track line, and

Mo argument is needed to demonstrate the serious risk at-

" tending stich a course. It is better to go ahead with a flag

or lantern in such a case than for a car to leave a turnout

or block section point. If the signal system is out of order

it will not take long to find it out. Here is where the tele-

phone and the despatcher can do a great deal to facilitate

the safe movement of traffic without long delays.

On a double-track system, permissive blocking may be safe

on tangent tracks if the train or car comes to a full stop at

the danger signal, and then proceeds slowly and under perfect

control to the next clear signal. The same thing may be

true on curves, but in no such case is it safe to run past a

danger signal at full speed, or even at half speed. This is

sometimes done by cars or trains passing the last signal at a

curve before entering a station, on the assumptions that the

preceding train has reached the station and that the track

between the signal and the platform is clear for a slow-down

and stop, if necessary, by the succeeding cars. In such cases

dependence is shifted from the block signal to the rear brake-

man or electric car conductor, who may go back quickly

enough for flagging, and who may not. Only upon double

track is it safe to allow permissive blocking, and then only

after a full, complete stop has been made.

The Waltham Suburban Plant

The new power plant at Waltham, Mass., which we de-

scribe in this issue, is a comparatively small installation in

point of present capacity, but one of no little interest as em-

phasizing some of the more recent tendencies in the design of

power stations built for both railway, lighting and commer-
cial motor service. The use of reinforced concrete in the

walls, chimney foundation, chimney and roof is quite in line

with the latest modern development in the adaptation of

common structural materials to pleasing designs suited even

to residence districts in the suburbs of large cities. Again,

the provision of open-work lockers and first-class lavatory

facilities marks the further progress of a movement for the

industrial betterment of power-plant workers which is quite

generally being taken up elsewhere.

The selection of turl lines instead of reciprocating engines

is of course a common procedure in these days, but it is

significant that in this installation the capacity of the gener-

ating plant can be increased 250 per cent without much alter-

ation of the engine room, and even then the station will not

be crowded. The compactness of the turbo units is striking

when one realizes that each 500-kw outfit is less bulky than the
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400-kw motor-generator set which supplies d. c. power to

the suburban lines in Newton and Waltham.

A noticeable feature in the boiler room design is the base-

ment underneath, which allows the ashes to be carted away

without the least hard labor, since the teams are driven into

the basement directly beneath the hoppers. The centraliza-

tion of the feed-water heating equipments, the boiler feed

pumps and the tank receiving the condensation of the tur-

bines, into a compact central area in the boiler room is thor-

oughly commendable in its economy of piping and reduction

of complications. Mechanical stokers and large overhead

bunkers, which under ordinary conditions would have been

good practice, were not used in conjunction with the interest-

ing coal-handling system because the cost of the work was too

great when balanced against the advantages. Nothing could

have been gained by storing the coal in bins under cover, as

the amount of coal to be stored outside is comparatively small

and the effect of exposure to rain and snow would be slight.

The outside storage provided for is simply to store coal in

anticipation of a strike or a shortage on cars. Of course the

question of motor vs. steam-driven auxiliaries is one of the

old-time subjects for debate, the solution of the problem de-

pending largely upon the amount of exhaust steam needed for

heating the boiler feed water. The use of a synchronous

motor generator set for railway service is certainly commend-

able in this instance of combined railway and central station

output. All things considered, the plant is well adapted to

the economical production of power through the modern

equipment and combined railway and lighting load factors

which it has, and when it is completed to its full capacity of

4500 kw it will doubtless well serve the needs of interurban

transportation at the west of Boston outside the limits of the

Boston Elevated system. The Newton and Waltham lines

have long needed a typically modern power supply, and it is

reasonable to expect that the new plant at Waltham will in

time entirely supersede the older plants which are still in

harness.

Car Ventilation

This is the season of discussions upon the ventilation prob-

lem. In a recent editorial we indicated a fertile cause of

ventilation difficulty in the too common overheating of

cars. We believe that with this remedied the amount of

complaints would be very considerably reduced, yet there is

no doubt that much of difficulty would still remain. A car

is in itself a rather small space, say 2000 to 2500 cu. ft. in

extent. If it were a room with a small number of occupants,

as in an office, ventilation would be a trivial task to be ac-

complished by the simplest means. Most offices, in fact, have

no means of ventilation whatever in winter save a little

natural draft from windows open a mere crack. Into the car,

however, must be crowded at times more people than would

be found in ten offices of similar area and considerably greater

height, as many, in fact, as can be crowded into the floor

space. Under such conditions vitiation of the atmosphere

proceeds very rapidly and the car becomes stuffy in a few

minutes. Now, bad air does not go out of its own accord,

especially when pocketed in the interstices of a crowded car,

and here lies the root of the difficulty. In a room of ordinary

area and height a fan working far above the heads of the

occupants can change the air several times an hour without

perceptible draft, for the space is fairly high and free, so

that air can be withdrawn very freely. Not so in the car, for

the air must go out, if at all, either directly through the

crowd or barely over its head, and to give really good ventila-

tion must be moved at something like ten times the rate that

would be amply sufficient in an office of similar capacity.

Here is the difficulty in the contracted space in which air

must be moved rapidly to make the requisite change, com-

plicated by the fact that the space is filled with people who

obstruct free flow of the air. If one could run a car with the

doors wide open he would move the air rapidly enough, but

at the expense of creating an intolerable draft. Barring the

front door, the available entrances for air are the windows

just at the backs of the passengers' necks, and the ventilators

in the monitor just over their heads. There is also a chance

for admitting air under the seats about the passengers' legs.

The proximity of the live load to all these entrances makes

drafts well nigh inseparable from any of these methods of

getting fresh air. Has the man who kicks ever seriously

considered these things? We hear now and then of agitation

in favor of compulsory ventilation of cars. If there were a

simple and effective way of getting good ventilation without

drafts it should certainly be applied at once—nay, it would

already have been applied long since. Ventilation on a -rap-

idly moving car is easy, extremely easy, but one cannot open

up holes in the car of the requisite size without direful drafts.

Between these two things a middle course must be steered

and a suitable compromise effected. Let those who kick

put their wits to work and find a practical solution of the

difficulty. It will be no easy task, as all who have tried it,

and they are many, have found to their sorrow. As a pointer

in the investigation it is worth noting that no manner of

ventilating fan can work without giving the air considerable

velocity, which means a draft, and without in fact velocity

enough to draw air rapidly through the interstices of a

crowded car, which implies a yet bigger draft. It can only

be more effective than natural ventilation if it moves the air

more rapidly.

To take up the question seriously one must consider what

constitutes the peculiar offensiveness of a draft. More than

anything else it is a considerable difference of temperature

between the still air and the moving air. Hence, as we before

intimated, less difference between the external and internal

temperatures will tend to decrease the ill effects of a draft

and will render a rapid current of air less disagreeable. One

can open a ventilator in a car heated to 50 degs. or 55 degs.

with comparative impunity, while if the temperature were

65 degs. or 70 degs. the effect would be far from agreeable

to many people. Granting this, the first step toward good

air in a car should be moderate heating, which enables one

to get fresh air in with less apparent draft. Next, where

should the air be admitted? Probably the most effective

point would be the front door, but this would tend to chill

the very front of the car and would practically reduce it to the

outside temperature almost immediately. Entrances under

the seats would tend to chill the passengers' feet, and if at the

heaters would render even moderate heating exceedingly dif-

ficult. This expedient has been many times proposed, but

we have grave doubts whether it could be made to give good

results with any feasible system of heating. Taking every-

thing into consideration, it would seem that the regular ven-

tilators in the monitor give the best chance for getting in

fresh air. People may throw open their wraps in a car, but
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they do not remove their hats and are better protected from

air entering from above than from any other direction. Al!

this sounds commonplace enough, but how often does one

enter a car and find the ventilators doing proper work?

Most, or all, of them will be found closed, whereas the best

chance of letting air enter without noticeable draft is by

opening them all slightly and keeping them so. By doing

this and keeping the rear door open as much as practicable

pretty good conditions can be maintained. In addition to

this much good can be done by systematic and thorough

airing of the cars at the ends of the run or at any time when

possible. A run of two minutes with both doors wide open

would do much in freshening the air, and it is a remedy for

bad air very easily applied. Combined with persistent mod-

erate opening of the ventilators it should be tolerably effect-

ive even during the rush hours—certainly much better than

the usually rather unsystematic though well-intentioned

efforts generally made. If tried in combination with very

moderate heating good results should be secured.

Water vs. Steam in Africa

For more than a decade the Victoria Falls project has been

under discussion. It was almost contemporaneous with the

early stages of the Niagara plant, and falling from time to

time into abeyance, it has been regularly revived with re-

newed enthusiasm. About a year ago it began one of its

periods of activity with greater hopes than ever before, and

only a few weeks since it was announced that at last develop-

ment work had been undertaken and that a contract for the

electrical part of the great enterprise had in fact been awarded

to a well-known German firm. The project is indeed a

mighty one, the transmission of 150,000 hp some 700 miles

through the heart of Africa and its utilization for the mines

on the Rand. Recent London papers, however, contain ad-

ditional information that rather stems the rising tide of con-

gratulation. It seems that the contract in question is not

for the Victoria Falls transmission at all, but for the equip-

ment of a steam-driven central station near the mines, reputed

to be for immediate distribution and stand-by purposes. The

capacity of this station is stated to be 20,000 hp. Whether

this full capacity has been contracted for or not we do not

at present definitely know, but there is certainly no record-

breaking transmission under way yet. The British South

Africa Company has also planned to purchase the larger of

the existing plants which dispense electric power on the

Rand, and clearly intends to go into the electric central sta-

tion business at once. Whether anything has been done to

bring the actual Victoria Falls transmission from out the

realm of promotion into that of accomplished fact has not yet

transpired. The promoters have secured competent en-

gineering advice at all events, but it takes more than a board

of consulting engineers to promote a six-million-pound in-

vestment.

The transmission scheme as at present outlined lacks, so

to speak, artistic verisimilitude. It is bald and unconvincing

as yet. The voltage and the nature of the current to be trans-

mitted are still mere details which are secondary to the stock

subscriptions. A steel tower line is projected, with Nature's

mighty forces at one end and a 20,000-hp steam turbine sta-

tion at the other end. Another curious and diverting feature

is the proposed uSe of a gigantic hydraulic accumulator near

the Rand, capable of taking care of a twelve hours interrup-

tion of service before the steam reserve is called upon. This

is interesting if true, and we hope at some future time to

present the specifications of such an hydraulic accumulator—

they would make mighty interesting reading. In particular

an estimate of cost would be most welcome, together with the

reasons why it is desirable to duplicate the generating plant

twice rather than to use a gas auxiliary which can be quickly

put into action, if an ordinary steam reserve is undesirable

on the score of slow starting unless kept fully under steam.

Another point on which we should like to be enlightened is

the minimum power at Victoria Falls in the dry season. The

drainage basin of the Zambesi is not reinforced like the Ni-

agara basin by the biggest lake area in the world, but is prac-

tically without storage and is not heavily forested, large por-

tions of it being open country in need of irrigation. In times

of flood the available power is certainly enormous, but of late

ihere have been rather discouraging rumors of the power of

the minimum. The facts in the case and the possibilities of

artificial storage have not yet been adequately stated. It is

one of the world's great powers, doubtless, but how great and

how reliable as a source of transmitted powc on a colossal

scale ?

The market for power in the Rand seems to be of a most

promising character. It is rated at hard upon a quarter of a

million horse-power, much of it in use twenty-four hours per

day for pumping and milling. The possible load factor upon

an electric power plant would therefore be very high, whether

the source be water or steam power. In either case the large

and steady load is most advantageous from the standpoint of

economy, and the neighborhood of the Rand is certainly a

good field for a big steam plant such as has been contracted

for. When one can work on a very large scale and the load

is steady a steam plant can profitably furnish power at a very

low figure—low enough beyond question to displace power

generated at the individual mines. The proposed steam plant,

therefore, should be able to make a good profit quite independ-

ently of its possible use as a stand-by plant for a transformer

at some later period. The nature of the demand, the prices

practicable, and the general features of the Rand as a market

can therefore be ascertained precisely and profitably before

the company has committed itself irrevocably to the huge

transmission. .This is an advantage, although it may not

hasten the completion of the whole work. A few years from

now the high-voltage question may be nearer a definite answer

than now. Basing judgment on American experience the

proposed transmission is feasible enough granting a working

pressure of not less than about 150,000 volts. The extra

length of the line is rather a nuisance from the standpoint of

maintenance, but that is all, providing 150,000-volt insulators

are proved to be reliable. Until data on this point are at

hand it is idle to pass an opinion on the financial prospects of

a plant at Victoria Falls. At the present moment it looks

very much as if the major project had seen its own shadow in

the form of a steam plant and after the fashion of the ground-

hog had retreated for another brief nap. Meanwhile the

British South Africa Company is apologizing elaborately for

failing to patronize home industry and leaving German capi-

tal and German engineers to begin the project, if a steam

plant near the mines can fairly be called a beginning. Suc-

.cess to the enterprise, anyhow, whether it ends with steam

or goes on to furnish electric power for the Cape-to-Cairo

railroad.
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THE NEW POWER PLANT FOR RAILWAY AND
LIGHTING SERVICE IN WALTHAM

A new power plant has recently been placed in operation

in Waltham, Mass., by the Waltham Gas Light Company,

which supplies railway power in part to the Newton Street

Railway Company, to the Lexington & Boston Street Rail-

way Company, and the Newton & Boston Street Railway

Company, besides generating central station current for sale

in the city of Waltham itself. The group of suburban street

railways lying in the Newton and Waltham territory has

been somewhat handicapped for power of late, and the gener-

ating plants which have operated these systems have not

been of the latest and most economical design. The new
station at Waltham was therefore built for the double pur-

pose of supplying cheap power to the railway lines above

EXTERIOR OF WALTHAM POWER STATION

mentioned and to produce current for power and lighting on

a thoroughly modern basis of operating economy.

The plant was designed by J. G. White & Company, of

New York, and it is located near the business center of

Waltham on the south bank of the Charles River, where an

ample supply of condensing and boiler feed water is available.

The building is a steel frame and reinforced concrete struct-

ure, 157 ft. long, 80 ft. wide and 65 ft. high above the boiler-

room basement, with a concrete-steel chimney 197 ft. high

and 8-ft. 6-in. inside diameter serving the plant. The

side walls, roof and interior curtain walls are of reinforced

concrete, and the building is a thoroughly attractive structure

in its general appearance. It stands on one side of a street

on which a large number of dwelling houses are located, but

the finish of the concrete and the plain cut, effective orna-

mentation are so pleasing that it is not in any sense a dis-

turbing factor in the appearance of the street. A number of

shade trees are growing on the south side of the station, next

to the street, and the whole building is decidedly inconspic-

uous. The design of the stack is unusually graceful, and

there is no suggestion of the architecturally unlovely brick or

iron chimney in its slender column of gray.

The building is divided longitudinally into a boiler room

and an engine room by a fire wall running through its center.

Beneath both boiler and engine rooms are basement portions

containing various auxiliary piping and pumping equipment.

Coal is stored both in the bunkers above the boilers and in a

yard just outside the plant. The yard has a bottom of tar

concrete and a storage capacity of 3000 tons, while the over-

head bunkers have a storage capacity of about three days'

supply at full plant load. Coal is brought to the plant in

cars over a siding of the Fitchburg division of the Boston &
Maine Railroad. This siding connects with a private track

which runs upon a trestle over the yards, and coal is dumped

by gravity into the yard from the cars. A hopper is also

located beneath the track to receive the coal, which is de-

livered to a crusher in the boiler room basement, whence it

is elevated to the bunkers in a bucket elevator and distrib-

uted by a belt conveyer. The coal-handling machinery was

supplied by the Robins Conveying Belt Company, of New
York City. The crusher is a 24-in. x 30-in. outfit, weighing

7000 lbs. It is driven by a 25-hp, 550-volt d. c. Westing-

house motor. The bucket elevator consists of 85 Salem

buckets spaced 18 ins. apart on centers, and the belt conveyer

is a rubber belt 18 ins. wide and 86 ft. 8 ins. long. These two

are driven by a 15-hp, 550-volt d. c. Westinghouse motor, the

capacity of the conveying system being 50 tons per hour. From
the bunkers over the boiler-room floor the coal passes down

through stationary automatic coal scales of the Richardson

type, each 100 lbs. being weighed and registered as it passes

into the discharge chutes which terminate near the floor of the

fireroom in front of the boilers. As there are four boilers at

present in the plant there are four sets of hoppers, with gates

of cast iron having a maximum opening of 20 ins. x 24 ins.

for delivering and controlling the coal supply to the weighers.

Each weigher is equipped with an agitator operated by

hand, and the crusher is fitted with a shaking screen of

2^2-in. mesh.

The four boilers were each supplied by the Stirling Com-
pany, and each is rated at 354 hp, containing 3540 sq. ft. of

heating surface, three 36-in. x 16-ft. 3-in. steam drums and

348 2>

J
A-'m - charcoal iron lap-welded tubes. The grates are

of the Foster shaking type and the working steam pressure is

175 lbs. The boilers are arranged in two batteries of two

each, and the ashes are discharged by gravity from the ash

pits into wagons which enter the basement and are driven

beneath the ash-pit hoppers, to save an extra handling. The

boiler room is large enough to allow the present equipment

to be doubled, and this work will shortly be ' undertaken.

Each boiler has a 7-in. steam delivery outlet. The chimney

was built by the Weber Steel-Concrete Chimney Com-
pany, of Chicago, and it is one of the highest chimneys in the

State of Massachusetts, outside of Boston proper. The con-

crete of this chimney was made of 1 part Portland cement

and 4 parts sand, and the largest outside diameter of the

chimney is 11 ft. The first 77 ft. above the foundation is

built double with an air space between, the balance of the

height being single. The outer shell of the double part is 7

ins. thick, while the air space between the shell and the inner

shell are each 4 ins. thick. The single-shell portion, 120 ft.

high, is 5 ins. thick. The foundation is reinforced with cross

layers of steel bars placed diagonally and parallel to one

another. The steel reinforcement of the chimney consists of

vertical bars and horizontal rings, the vertical bars being of

sufficient strength to take up all the bending strains caused

by wind pressure. The horizontal rings are placed 3 ft. apart

in the outer shell and single part and 18 ins. apart in the inner
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shell. The ends of the steel bars connecting lengthwise are

overlapped, and the rings are fastened to the steel vertical

bars, with overlapped ends. The air space is connected at

the bottom with the atmosphere and at the top of the inner

shell with the flues proper by means of an expansion joint.

The vertical bars of the chimney reinforcement are bent to

spread out over the base and partly go down below the cross

layers in the foundation, to form a perfect anchorage. The

chimney is guaranteed to withstand a wind pressure of 50 lbs.

per sq. in., which is equivalent to a wind velocity of 100 m.

p. h., and to withstand the influence of the atmosphere, the

Westinghouse vertical engine running at 390 r. p. m., with

2y2 -'m. steam and exhaust outlets. The maximum length of

each turbine, excluding the generator, is about 12 ft. 7 ins.,

the width being 4 ft. 6 ins. The maximum height above the

floor level is 6 ft. 7 ins. Each turbine set weighs 25,000 lbs.

exclusive of the generator, the complete set weighing 45,000

lbs., or 9 lbs. per kilowatt. The maximum length of the

combined unit over all is 21 ft., and the weight of the heaviest

piece of the generator to be handled by the power house

crane was 15,500 lbs. The revolving bipolar field weighs

4,500 lbs. The guaranteed maximum dry saturated steam

AM POWER STAT I

chimney gases and temperature not exceeding 1500 deg. F.

It is equipped with an inside ladder and a three-point plati-

num-tipped lightning rod which extends 5 ft. above the top of

the chimney.

The boiler feed pumps are located in the boiler room at the

level of the firing floor and beneath a feed-water tank of 1740

gallons capacity, which is mounted on a steel framework

about 10 ft. above the floor. The pumps were supplied by

Fairbanks, Morse & Company, of New York, and consist of

two 10-in. x 654-in. x 10-in. outside-packed pot-valve pumps,

each having a capacity of 150 gallons per minute at 50 ft.

per minute piston speed. Each pump was built for opera-

tion on full boiler pressure, and the sizes of the connections

are : suction, 5 ins.
;
discharge, 4 ins. ; steam supply, 2 ins.

;

steam outlet, 2 J/z ins. The water cylinders were tested tight

at 350 lbs. pressure per sq. in.

The present generating equipment consists of two 500-kw,

60-cycle, 2300-volt, two-pole, three-phase, 3600-r. p. m. West-
inghouse-Parsons turbo-alternators. There are two 25-kw,

125-volt exciters, each direct connected to a 7^-in. x 7-in.

consumption at various loads was :

Approx. Full Load. 728 B.H. P. 14.3 lbs. per B.H. P. hour.
] 3,600 r.p.m.

Approx.fLoad 560B.H.P. 14.8 lbs. per B.H. P. hour. [28" vacuum.
Approx. I Load.... 380 B.H.P. 15.7 lbs. per B.H.P. hour.

J 175 lbs.steam

With 100 deg. superheat the guarantees were:

Full Load 12.9 lbs. per B.H.P. hour. 1 3,600 r.p.m.

f Load 13.4 lbs. per B.H.P. hour. I 28" vacuum.
\ Load 14.3 lbs. per B.H.P. hour. J 175 lbs. steam.

These sets are mounted on concrete foundations in the

engine room, and they deliver power to two sets of three-

phase, 2,300-volt bus-bars behind the switchboard from which

the various services of the station are drawn. It was planned

originally in building the plant to install a 400-kw, 600-volt

direct-connected generating unit driven by a reciprocating

engine in the southeast portion of the engine room, but this

has not been done, as it has been decided to install a 2000-kw

turbo-alternator here, to operate at 6900 volts. A 1 500-kw

turbo-alternator will also be installed at the west end of the

engine room. Railway power is at present drawn from a

400-kw motor-generator set which is installed in the engine
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room, and which consists of a 432-kw Westinghouse six-

teen pole, three-phase, 2300-volt separately-excited synchron-

ous motor direct coupled to a 400-kw, 450-r.-p.-m., 550 to 600-

volt railway generator mounted on the same bed plate. A G. E.

induction motor-generator set of 120-kw capacity supplies the

local 550-volt power load of the station. This set is con-

nected with the trolley wire at night after the cars have stop-

ped running, for the purpose of supplying light and small

power to the company's shops and car houses, and also sup-

plies 500-volt power to city power customers during the day

time.

The efficiency guarantees of the railway motor-generator

a 7-in. x 8-in. vertical engine, and two 20-in. hot wells. All

this equipment was supplied by the Alberger Condenser Com-
pany, of New York, and the installation is guaranteed to

maintain a vacuum of 28 ins. of mercury or 2-in. absolute

pressure when the circulating water is supplied at 70 deg. F.

The circulating water for the condensing system is taken from

a well located 50 ft. from the boiler room towards the river,

and connected therewith by an intake conduit 440 ft. long and

10 sq. ft. in cross-sectional area. The discharge conduit back

to the river is of the same area. The circulating pumps are

located in the boiler-room basement next the outer wall.

The circulating water is elevated by a siphon system, the

CROSS SECTION OF POWER STATION

set were, at 100 per cent power factor and normal voltage:

Generator
Synchronous (Including

Motor Friction).

Full Load 93.5 percent. 92.5 percent.

i Load 93 " 91.5

I Load 90 " 88
1 Load 85.5 " 80

The efficiency guarantees of the exciter sets were

:

Full Load 88
. 5 per cent.

f Load 88

i Load 87

\ Load 80.5 '.'

The condensing equipment consists of two Alberger coun-

ter-current surface condensers, one for each turbine, with

2000 sq. ft. of cooling surface each, two 6-in. x 4-in. x 10-in.

horizontal single-stage rotative dry-vacuum pumps, two 8-in.

double suction centrifugal circulating pumps, each driven by

highest point of which does not exceed 32 ft. above the low

water level in the wet well. The Alberger Company also fur-

nished two wet vacuum pumps for the hot wells, whose sizes

are each 5^ ins. x 4^4 ins. x 5 ins.

The condensation from the hot wells is used over and over

in the boilers, make-up water being supplied from either the

river or the city mains by a pump in the boiler-room base-

ment. The condensation from the turbines is delivered to

the feed-water storage tank in the boiler room, after which it

passes through the feed pumps and thence through a Gouhert

exhaust steem feed-water heater of 250 sq. ft. heating sur-

face, whence it is delivered to the boilers. The exhaust steam

from the auxiliaries is used for heating the feed water in the

usual way. A second heater will shortly be added to the

equipment. The hot well and dry vacuum pumps are located

in the basement of the engine room.

A 20-ton crane supplied by the Cleveland Crane & Car
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Company, of Wickliffe, Ohio, serves the engine room. It is

a double trolley outfit operated by hand, with a span of 34
ft. and lift of 35 ft. The runway is equipped with 50-lb.

T-rails.

The piping was installed by the Walworth Manufacturing

Company, of Boston. Standard wrought-iron pipe was used

for all live steam lines, the main and auxiliary exhausts,

low and high-pressure drains, priming, etc. The feed-pump
discharge and boiler blow-off line are of cast iron, as is the

condenser, circulating water, overflow and feed-pump section

piping. Cast-iron pipe was tested in sample bars as follows

:

stalled for the use of the turbines and the tanks and steam

pump connected with it are in place in the engine-room base-

ment. The exhaust riser is drained into the blow-off tank,

and the feed-water heater is drained into the overflow pipe of

the hot well. The trunk exhaust is a 16-in. line running

nearly the entire length of the engine room. The exciters are

supplied with live steam through a 4-in. line having two 2.^/2-

in. branches, one for each engine. A ij^-'m. and a J^-in.

line supply the dry and wet vacuum pumps. Special 3-in.

lines serve the engines of the circulating pumps.
There are two switchboards in the plant, one for the rail-

Hi

PLAN OF POWER STATION

Sample bars having a sectional area of 1 sq. in. cast from the

heat from which the pipe is made were tested with a central

load of 500 lbs., when supported on knife edges having a

clear span of 4 ft. 6 in. An exhaust riser of 16-in. diameter,

made of spiral riveted pipe, is provided as an atmospheric by-

pass on the condenser system. This terminates in a 16-in.

Stirling exhaust lead. The boiler 7-1'n. steam supply lines

deliver into a 10-in. horizontal main from which the~turbines

are fed by 5-in. connections coming up from beneath the

engine-room floor. In some cases loops are installed which
provide an emergency supply to the apparatus served, in case

of trouble on the main supply lines. An oiling system is in-

way service and one for the a. c. generators, power and light-

ing. The railway board contains six 16-in. and four 24-in.

panels devoted to railway and 550-volt power service. The

special feature of the totalizing panel on the railway board is

the use of both a Thomson recording wattmeter and a Bristol

recording ammeter. The direct-current generator for railway

service is equipped with a reverse current relay to prevent the

running away of the machine in case it should be reversed.

At present a 400-kw generator for railway service in the old

plant of the Waltham Gas Light Company is operated in

multiple with the 400-kw motor-generator set in the new sta-

tion, which is but a few hundred feet away.
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The a. c. switchboard contains ten panels. There are two
16-in. panels, one for a Tirrell regulator, and a blank, and
eight 24-in. panels. This board is of blue Vermont marble,

and it has a panel for the two exciters, two 500-kw generator

panels, a synchronous motor panel, an induction motor
panel, also used for tub transformers, and four lighting

feeder panels. Hand-operated oil switches with remote me-
chanical control are provided for throwing any machine or

feeder upon either set of bus-bars. No special attempt is

made to separate the railway and central station loads, the

voltage regulator permitting smooth and close regulation in

spite of the fluctuations. A special 30-in. panel is installed

at one side of the engine room for the control of the various

local lighting and power circuits in the plant, such as engine

and boiler-room lamps, coal-handling motors, etc. A special

motor-driven hoist is provided to enable coal to be delivered

to the company's cars from the storage pile when desired for

SECTION THROUGH BOILER ROOM, SHOWING FEED AND
CIRCULATING WATER SYSTEM

feeding the older plants at Lexington and Newtonville. The
local power and lighting panel contains fifteen switches and

a Westinghouse single-phase integrating wattmeter.

Admirable lavatory facilities with open plumbing are pro-

vided in the plant, with expanded metal lockers for the oper-

ating force. Both hot and cold water are piped to the wash-

ing stands. An office for the chief engineer was also built

in the engine room at the time the plant was constructed.

TESTS OF PLANT

Through the courtesy of Matthew C. Brush, of the Sub-

urban Manufacturing Company, some results of tests upon the

machinery of the new Waltham power station are presented

below

:

The first alternator tested was a 500-kw, 60-cycle, 2300-

volt, three-phase machine, of the enclosed type, having small

brass hand-hole covers in the end shields, which afforded

easy access to parts of the winding. Mounted on the shaft

were two small brass fans, located one on each side of the

rotating member. The normal speed of the machine is 3600

r. p. m. These fans provided additional means for dissi-

pating the heat generated in this machine due to the forced

circulation of air set up through the ventilating spaces and

coils. The tests made included cold resistances, open-circuit

saturation, short-circuit core loss, regulation, high potential,

hot resistance, open-circuit core loss, impedance, and com-

promised open and short-circuit heat runs. The air gap

measured i}4 ins. and was uniform around the circumference

of the revolving member.

In making the saturation and core loss test on open circuit

the turbo-generator was belted to a direct-current motor,

the pulleys of which were so adjusted as to give normal speed

on the generator under test. The machine was run at its

rated speed for a sufficient length of time to allow all variable

conditions, such as friction, etc., to become constant, after

which the following readings were taken :

Motor. Generator.

D.C. Amperes, Am peres, KW. Speed, A.C. Volts Amperes, Core,
Volts. Armature. Field. R.P.M. Armature. Field. KW

525 52 .35 27.3 3,600
525 55 .35 28.8 3,600 395 1.57
525 59 .35 31.0 3,600 795 15.25 3.77
525 64 .35 33.6 1,192 23. 6.3
525 69 .35 . 36.2 3^600 1,600

1,995
30.8 8.9

525 77 .35 40.5 3,600 39. 13.2
525 52 .35 27.3 3,600
525 85 : .35 44.6 3,600 2,300 46.5
525 100 C .35 52.5 3,600 2,700 25.2
525 110 c .35 57.8 3,600 2,865 65! 30.5
525 52 2 .35 27.3 3,600

In making the short-circuit core loss and impedance test

the armature leads were short circuited through an ammeter,

and the field current increased from zero to a sufficient

amount to have the amperes flowing through the armatures

equal to about 150 per cent of full-load current. The fol-

lowing readings were taken:

Motor. Generator.

Amperes,
D.C. Amperes, Amperes, KW. Speed, Armature. Amperes, Core,

Volts. Armature. Field. R.P.M. per Phase

.

Field. KW.

525 52. 3.35 27.3 3,600
525 55. 3.35 3,600 12.2 1.5
525 00.5 3.35 32^3 3,600 126^5 24.5 5.

525 68. 3.35 35.7 3,600 154. 30.2 8.4
525 77. 3.35 40.5 3,600 191. 37.4
525 9.5 3 . 35 5. Belt off.

On account of local conditions it was not feasible to run

the machine under full load, and it was therefore necessary

to substitute a compromise heat run, which consisted of a

one-ninth-hour short-circuit heat run at 125 per cent load

and a one-quarter-hour open-circuit run with fields excited to

give 10 per cent above the normal rated voltage of the ma-

chine. The temperature rises fell with the guarantees. The

rise in temperature by resistance measurement after the over-

load run was determined to be 40 degs. C. in phases I and 2

of the armature, the field winding rise by resistance being

38.4 degs. C. above the surrounding air (25 degs. C).

From the saturation and impedance curves the regulation

was computed in accordance with the recommendations of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the results under

various loads and power factors being:

100 per cent power factor, full load, 2300 volts, regulation 9.8

per cent.

100 per cent power factor, 2000 volts, regulation 14 per cent.

80 per cent power factor, 2300 volts, regulation 23.6 per cent.

80 per cent power factor, 2000 volts, regulation 33 per cent.

A high potential test was made after the heat runs, 5000

volts alternating being impressed for i
J/2 minutes between

armature winding and core, without breakdown or leakage.

Between the field winding and core 1500 volts was impressed.

The efficiency was determined from the C2R losses in the

armature and field and armature iron loss. At various loads,
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normal voltage and 100 per cent power factor the results

were:

From' Test.

i load 85 per
* " 92
* " 94.4
Full " 95.4
li " 96
li " 96.5

Specified.

load 92 per cent

The armature resistance per leg was 0.0506 ohm cold and

0.0575 °hni after the heat run. The field resistance was 1.27

ohms cold and 1.48 ohms hot. The efficiency guarantees

were thus equaled at half load and 0.4 per cent better at

three-quarters and full loads, in the performance of the ma-

chines.

The second 500-kw turbo-generator was a machine similar

to the first, and it was tested in the same way. The results

were so much in accordance with those derived from the first

generator test that it is not considered necessary to reproduce

them here, except in the case of regulation, resistance and

efficiency. The regulation was :

100 per cent power factor, full load to 110 load, non-inductive,

2300 volts, regulation 10.6 per cent rise.

100 per cent power factor, 2000 volts, regulation 16 per cent.

80 per cent power factor, 2300 volts, regulation 25.6 per cent

rise, full load to no load.

80 per cent power factor, 2000 volts, regulation 34.5 per cent.

The efficiency results were

:

The armature risistance per leg was 0.0527 ohm cold and

0.0595 °hm after a run of nine hours at 25 per cent overload,

temperature rise 33.5 degs. C. The field resistance cold was

1.39 ohms; hot, 1.629 ohms (the voltage was 10 per cent above

normal for four hours), and the temperature rise 45 degs.

Two sets of tests were made upon one of the 500-kw tur-

bines, one without superheat and the other with 100 degs.

superheat. The essential results of the test with practically

no superheat are given in the following table

:

SATURATED STEAM TEST—500 KW TURBINE

154.6
55.2
27.33

Throttle procure, lfw ^age per sq. in

H. P. inlet pressure, lbs. gage per sq. in

Vacuum in low pressure outlet by mercury col

Vacugm referred to 30-in. barometer
Barometer
Temperature at superheater outlet, deg. Fahr..
Superheat at superheater, deg. Fahr
Temperature at throttle, deg. Fahr
Superheat at throttle, deg. Fahr
Quality shown by calorimeter, per cent
Speed in r.p.ra
Load in bhp ,

Total net lbs. steam condensed
Lbs. steam per bhp hour
Character of test in per cent of full load

28.
29.23

396.7
28.9
367.8

99.89
3,630

357.6
5,511
15.44
50.

150.7
91.6
27.23
28.
29.23

378.2
12.3

366.5
0.6

100.
3,612

535.9
7,575
14.12
75.

373 .

3

304 ^ 9

This turbine was thus thoroughly in accord with the char-

acteristics of good practice in its excellent economy at frac-

tional loads.

SUPERHEATED STEAM TEST—500 KW TURBINE
Throttle pressure, lbs. gage per sq. in 151 .9

H. P. inlet pressure, lbs. gage per sq. in 55.
Vacuum in low pressure outlet 27.28
Vacuum referred to 30-in. barometer 28.
Barometer 29.28
Temperature at superheater outlet, deg. Fahr 519.3
Superheat at superheater, deg. Fahr 152.9
Temperature at throttle, deg. Fahr 467.2
Superheat at throttle, deg. Fahr 100.
Quality shown by calorimeter
Speed in r. p. m 3,677
Load in bhp 362.1
Total net lbs. steam condensed 5,007
Lbs. steam per bhp hour 13.83
Character of test;in per cent of full load 50.

Thus, by superheating 100 degs. a minimum water rate at

full load of 12.41 lbs. is secured.

The speed variation test on the turbine resulted in the

following figures

:

151.5 146.2
120. 132.9
27. 25.8
27.77 26.59
29.23 29.23

493. 483.4
126.6 119.8
466.6 465.1
100. 101 .4

3,579 3,535
712. 1,066.6

14,507
12.41 13.60
Full 125.

Per cent

Per cent

tion, no load to full load 3.71
tion, full load to no load 3.71

, no load to li load 4.50

, 1J load to no load 4.50

The exciters were tested for efficiency, temperature rise

and operation under load, efficiency and regulation. The

efficiency was determined by measuring the losses in armature

iion, armature copper, shunt and series fields and brushes.

Both machines exceeded the efficiency guarantees. The gen-

erators were operated at normal load until the temperature

became constant. After measuring temperatures they were

heated up to normal before the one-hour 50 per cent overload

run. The commutation was found perfect at all loads from

no load to 50 per cent overload, and there was no serious

sparking at 75 per cent overload. The machines were well

within the temperature guarantees. Immediately after the

overload run an insulation test was made by applying for

one minute 1500 volts a. c. between the windings and the

frame. Both machines withstood this test. They were com-

pounded by means of shunts on the series fields to rise from

122.5 volts at no load to 125 volts at full load, the speed being

2 per cent above 375 r. p. m.. at no load, and decreased in

proportion to the load to 375 r. p. m. at full load.

The efficiencies of one machine are representative :

Full Load. I Load. i Load
Test 89.5 89.6 87.8
Specified 88.5 88. 87.
Armature resistance Cold, .020 ohm, hot (27. deg. rise.

Shunt field resistance Cold, 12.9 ohms, hot (30.5 deg. rise), 14.4 ohms
Series field resistance Cold, .0092 ohm, hot, .0094 ohm.

These tests were all carried out by J. G. White & Company,

of New York, consulting engineers for the Waltham in-

stallation.

The officers of the Suburban Manufacturing Company are

:

President, Samuel L. Powers
;
vice-president and general

manager, Matthew C. Brush; superintendent, W. H. Cole;

chief engineer, Mr. Frizzell.

i Load.
81.5
80.5

022 ohms.

TRANSFERRING PASSENGERS BY WARRANTS

A fundamental principle in handling transfer traffic is that as

far as possible all passenger movement shall be in the same

general direction. On large systems where the routes are

complicated it is often extremely difficult to prevent outward

passengers from boarding inward cars and journeying back

toward their starting point, or to keep inward passengers

from making a journey to the business district for the pur-

pose of making purchases within the transfer time limit and

returning to their homes on a single fare. Transfers to

lateral lines are of course to be regarded as in the proper

uniform direction, but sometimes cases arise where a lateral

line forms a part of both an inward and an outward route,

and it becomes necessary to make a geographical separation

of transfer privileges in order to maintain the proper direction

of traffic.

A case of this kind occurred in the recent opening
,
in

Boston of a new line of surface cars between Park Street

subway station and Harvard Square, Cambridge, via Com-
monwealth Avenue and Cottage Farm. The new line crosses

the Charles River into Cambridge by a new bridge opposite

Cottage Farm station, and outward bound cars run north-

ward over Brookline Street to the Brookline Street transfer

station on Massachusetts Avenue, the latter street being the

main east and west trunk line thoroughfare between Boston

and Harvard Square. From the Brookline Street transfer

station the new line of cars proceeds westward to Harvard

Square. East-bound traffic on Massachusetts Avenue is in

the main inward, so that as far as the operating scheme of

the new line goes it is equivalent to the creation of a long loop
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which joins the main line again about 1.5 mile beyond the

point of departure therefrom, which latter in this case is at

the junction of Beacon Street and Massachusetts Avenue.

Between the Charles River and the Brookline Street trans-

fer station in Cambridge the line carries passengers desiring

to proceed outward to Harvard Square and also inward to

Boston via Massachusetts Avenue. To prevent outward

passengers from Boston from securing transfers back into

the city at Brookline Street, and yet to enable legitimate

inward passengers to do this, conductors have been instructed

to issue warrants to all passengers boarding their cars be-

tween the Charles River and Brookline Street station, pro-

vided that such passengers signify their desire to transfer to

inbound cars at the latter point. These warrants are ex-

changed for regular transfers at Brookline Street and transfer

agents issue inward-bound checks only upon receipt of war-

rants, from passengers on the Cottage Farm route. In this

way the inward traffic originating on the Cambridge side of

the river is equitably handled, and reverse journeys by out-

ward-bound passengers prevented on a single fare.

Another case where warrants are conveniently used is in

times of breakdown or blockade, where it becomes necessary

for a conductor to transfer all his passengers to a forward

car. Sometimes this is done by running the two cars into a

car house on a through track and making a free bodily trans-

fer, but on the street the warrant serves a useful purpose in

recording actually paid fares on preceding cars. Of course,

the transfer problem as a whole on any large road is liable to

be so intricate that the use of substitutes for transfers is to be

avoided whenever possible. For certain special cases like

that outlined above, the warrant affords a relatively simple

solution of the problem of keeping passengers "face front."

RAIL CORRUGATIONS ON THE BOSTON ELEVATED
RAILWAY

The subject of rail corrugation is one of such interest and

also is so replete with difficulties as respects the determina-

tion of its course at the present time that any additional facts

which can be brought to light regarding the experience of

different roads need no excuse for presentation. Believing

that any points hitherto unpublished will be welcome, a repre-

sentative of the Street Railway Journal recently called

upon H. M. Steward, roadmaster of the elevated division

Boston Elevated Railway Company, with the object of get-

ting some of the particulars of the rail corrugation situation

in Boston.

The severity of the service on the Boston Elevated has been

commented upon so many times in this paper that only pass-

ing mention of it need be made here. The maximum speed

of the trains on this system is about 40 m. p. h., and the cars,

loaded, weigh from 36 to 37 tons each. Each car is propelled

by a two-motor equipment mounted upon a motor truck, the

other truck being used as a trailing truck only. About 63.5

per cent of the weight of the car is upon the drivers, which
gives a maximum load of about 11,700 lbs. per wheel. The
rails are 85-lb. T's, and a great variety of compositions have

been tested on the system to secure long life. On some sharp

curves the rails are of manganese steel, carbon rails of vary-

ing percentage being employed on those of larger radii and on
tangents.

No serious corrugations have been found on the straight

track. On short curves corrugations occur, but on account

of the rapid wear of the rails they are quickly worn down
and give little or no trouble. The train speeds are of course

low at sharp curves. The presence of grades does not appear

FIG. 1.—SECTION OF OUTER
RAIL

to be a contributory cause of corrugation, though the slipping

of the driving wheels at times produces a sort of case-harden-

ing effect on the head of the rail, which remains high while

the balance of the rail wears down rapidly. The more

serious corrugations occur on curves of from 500-ft. radius

upward, the maximum length of the wave being about 31 ins.

All the curves are protected by steel guard rails.

Fig. 1 is a sketch showing the depth of the wave or cor-

rugation on the outer rail of the curve on the southbound

track at Rollins Street. The radius of this curve is 1000 ft.,

the gage 4 ft. 9 ins. and the super-elevation 4 ins. The
speeds of trains at this point vary from 25 to 30 m. p. h., and

the depth of the wave is shown as 0.016 ft. (0.192 in.). The
average length of the wave was measured as 2 ft. 7^ ins., and

ra6
„ the length of the service

at time measurements

were taken was 365 days.

Fig. 2 shows the depth

of corrugation on the in-

ner rail of the same curve,

0.015 ft. (0.18 in.). Here

the average length was

found to be 2 ft. 5 7-16

ins., and the length of

service was the same as

on the outer rail. On the average the corrugations found

on the Boston Elevated Railway vary in length from 6 ins.

to 18 ins. Some curves exhibit a tendency for the corruga-

tions to wear smoother as time elapses. The depth to

which the wave is allowed to form before the rail is renewed

varies according to conditions and the roadmaster's judg-

ment, but in general a somewhat greater depth than

shown in Fig. 2 might be tolerated before the rail would be

replaced. No hard and fast practice can be observed, for the

smoothness or roughness of the track in riding over it is a

factor of considerable importance in deciding when to take

out the rail. It is probable that from 30 to 40 per cent

of the rail renewals are caused by corrugations. It has not

yet been found feasible to

do anything to get rid of

the trouble except the

radical step of complete

rail removal. Observa-

tions seem to show that

the corrugation starts on

the inner rail and extends

to the outer rail of the

curve. A fresh outer rail

laid on a curve beside a

corrugated inner rail has been found to acquire waves quickly

;

a new inner rail laid beside a corrugated outer rail has not

been found to acquire corrugations much more rapidly than if

the outer were new; and when both rails are laid new the inner

rail seems to contract the disease first, and it is then passed

across to the outer. So far no microscopic examinations or

strength tests have been made of the corrugated rails to de-

termine the relative hardness of the peaks and hollows of

the waves. The trouble is chiefly a question of rough riding,

joined to the imposition of excessive strains upon the rolling

stock and the rail itself, and the reduction of rail strength

through the irregular wearing down of the stock in the head.

An instance of shortened life may be cited in the case of

an outer and inner rail which had lives respectively of 19

months 18 days and 32 months 13 days before a guard rail

was used at that point, and only 13 months after a guard rail

was installed.

It has also been noticed that the corrugations are deeper

St. tty. Journal

2.—SECTION OF INNER
RAIL
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and longer at points where the speed is greatest, and it

therefore naturally follows that the most serious trouble ex-

perienced from corrugations occurs on the large radii curves.

Where the speed is low *the corrugations are short and

shallow.

Perhaps the most striking point about the Boston Elevated

experience is this established fact that there have been no

serious corrugations on track rails which are not protected by

guard rails. This leads to the conclusion that a probable cause

is the skidding of the inside wheels on curves, a cause which is

greatly aggravated by the bearing of the flanges of the inside

wheels against the guard rail. It is not feasible in Boston to re-

move the guard rail far enough from the service rail so that

there will be no bearing of the flange against the former, for

the reason that it has been found necessary to grease the guard

rails and allow the flanges to bear against them to reduce

noise. If the guard rail could be eliminated—which is of

course out of the question—or if it could be moved back, it

is probable that the corrugation question would, to say, the

least, be of less importance. Thus far there seems to

be no evidence that the conditions of manufacture or varying

chemical compositions have any direct bearing on the prob-

lem, except that a softer rail wears down much more rapidly

than a harder one.

In regard to corrugations on the surface lines, A. L.

Plimpton, civil engineer of the Boston Elevated Railway

Company, attributed them to a number of causes, such as im-

perfect rolling in the mills, loosened rails in track built on

solid foundation, widening of the gage on curves, and im-

perfect elevation of the outer rail. Irregularities in the track

tend to increase the trouble. Corrugations seldom occur in

Boston in straight surface track. The remedy at present

seems to be to grind down the rail, and in some cases to put

in a guard rail to keep the wheel flanges off the rail of the

surface line on curves. Track conditions on the surface are

obviously quite different from those on the elevated division,

which has an unobstructed right of way and every facility for

maintaining the line in permanently even condition.

CARE OF AIR GOVERNORS

BY H. SCHLEGEL

When in order, no automatic regulating device is more

satisfactory than the Christensen air governor, which is de-

signed to keep within predetermined limits the reservoir

pressure on air-braked cars equipped with independent motor-

driven air compressors. The diagram herewith shows the

general connections of the device, the automatic operating

features of which are as follows : When high-resistance

magnet L takes current it pulls armature A to the position

of the figure, thereby causing the main contact to engage,

close the motor circuit and start the motor and compressor

if governor switch K is closed. When high-resistance

magnet R takes current, it pulls armature A to the right,

thereby disengaging the main contacts and stopping the

motor. Only one of the magnets can act at a time. Which
one shall act is determined by the regulator hand, the posi-

tion of which depends on the pressure in the gage of which
it is a part and which is piped to the reservoir. Assuming that

the air pressure is to be kept between 50 and 65 lbs., at 50 lbs.

and under the hand will be in contact with post L, intro-

ducing current to magnet L, and at 65 lbs. the hand will be

in contact with post /-, introducing current to magnet R.

Between these limits the hand makes no contact.

With all parts in the positions of the diagram, closing

switch K allows current to take path T-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10

to ground, thereby starting the compressor. Magnet L
takes no appreciable current because the stretch of circuit of

which it is a part, extending from a through L, a fuse, the

regulator post and hand to tap point 5, is short circuited by

the low-resistance stretch of circuit through the main contacts

and blow coil to the same point 5. When an increase in air

pressure due to the pump working causes the hand to leave

post I, the hand contact will draw no arc because it breaks no

current. As the pressure increases the hand moves toward

post r, touching it when the pressure reaches 65 lbs. Current

then takes path T-1-2-3-4-5-7' - hand - fuse - R to ground,

thereby energizing magnet R, pulling the main contacts apart

and stopping the motor. Since point 5, which is the point

/-Stop Post J'

Street Ry.Jonrnd

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS

at which the path leading to R taps trolley, is on the negative

side of the main contacts, opening of these contacts simul-

taneously opens the circuit of magnet R. As use or leakage of

air reduces pressure, the hand leaves r, but draws no arc

because R is dead. So soon as the pressure reduces to 50

lbs. the hand touches / again, thereby allowing current to take

path T-a - magnet L - fuse - post / - hand - 5-motor circuit to

ground, pulling the armature to the left, causing the main

contacts to engage and start the compressor to raise again

the pressure to 65 lbs. Ordinarily, then, the operating mag-

nets are subjected to but momentary current, because opera-

tion of L simultaneously starts the motor and short circuits

itself, and operation of R simultaneously stops the motor

and open circuits itself, L being in parallel with the main

contacts and R getting its trolley on their negative side.

Moreover, hand t never breaks current because the circuit of

which it is a part is either short circuited or open circuited

before the hand leaves the post.

Under the above conditions the operating magnets should

not bake nor should the regulator contacts burn. That both

of these things do happen can't be disputed, but failure is in

most cases due to abuse, neglect or to wrong connection of

the car wires to the governor wires. If for any reason the

armature is stuck at one end of its stroke, the operating coil

at the opposite end roasts because it becomes subjected to full

line voltage for considerable lengths of time, and is unable to

move the armature and thereby make the circuit change

effective in cutting itself out. For example, suppose that rust

or other foreign particles or some article thrown under the

seat and falling between the armature and R magnet, or want

of alignment of L and R, binds the armature in the position

of the diagram. On closing K the pump will start and store

air, but when the pressure reaches maximum standard the

governor will not cut out because R has not sufficient pull

to overcome the interference; consequently R will take full

current until the circuit is opened by hand.

The same conditions obtain when the line voltage varies

excessively. The voltage may send sufficient current through
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L to cut the governor in, but when the pressure reaches

standard value, R may not get voltage sufficient to cut the

governor out : R will continue to take current, and if t leaves

r in the meanwhile it will draw an arc that causes burning.

If the governor cuts out at maximum standard and use of

air reduces the pressure to the value at which the governor

should cut in, and the voltage should be too low to give L
current enough to do it, L will take current until the voltage

rises or the governor is cut in by hand. Excessive line volt-

age variation is bad for automatics of any kind because mag-

nets cannot be designed to act smoothly at very low voltage

without liability of their acting with excessive impulse at high

voltage.

Confusion of governor car wires will also cause irregular

action, resulting in roasting of coils and burning of contacts.

For example, suppose the trolley and motor wires to be in-

terchanged. If the armature is to the left the motor will start

on closing K, and if the armature is to the right L will pull

it to the left and start the motor. As soon as pressure reaches

maximum and t contacts r, AJ
will pull A to the right, thereby

stopping the motor; but since R now gets trolley from the -|-

side of the main contacts its operation will not interrupt its

own circuit. Accordingly it will take current until reduced

pressure causes t to leave r with an arc that causes burning.

With the motor and ground wires interchanged, closing K
with A to the left will blow the main governor fuse at once

:

And if K is to the right L will pull it to the left and the

main governor fuse will then blow.

As the governor frame and the reservoir pipe leading to it

are insulated from ground, ground trouble should be rare.

Unfortunately, insufficient care is taken to see that this con-

dition is observed. Trouble and expense are taken to put

an insulation joint in the governor pipe, but if the governor

itself is set down on a grounded bolt head or car brace rod

or against the car stove it will be liable to ground troubles.

Of course the trolley and motor wires leading to the governor

are liable to grounds the same as other wires. Two grounds

to the governor frame will form a short circuit that will cause

irregular action even if the governor frame is not grounded.

A ground on a governor, the frame of which is grounded,

will blow either the main governor fuse or one of the little

regular fuses. For example, a grounded blow-out coil will

blow the main fuse, but a ground on, or a short circuit in, one

of the magnet coils may blow only one of the small fuses.

There is too much of a tendency to install governors and

never look at them until they give trouble. They should be

installed free from grounds and protected with a cover. The

main contacts should be kept in good condition and the

regular contacts should be adjusted. Freedom of movement

of the armature plunger should be insured. Fuses of pro-

tecting size should be used. Car wires to the governor should

be laid in some standard easily-identified manner, likewise

the three wires issuing from the governor, so that in event

of disconnection the proper reconnection may be evident.

All parts should be maintained free of leaks.

Y. M. C. A. WORK IN MEMPHIS

BY B. F. BLACK
Secretary Memphis Street Railway Department, Y. M. C. A.

The launching of the Memphis Street Railway Department

on Aug. 26, 1905, by the Central Association of the Young-

Men's Christian Association, with the co-operation of the

Memphis Street Railway Company, marked a new epoch in

the daily routine of the street railway employees of Memphis.

A room 30 ft. x 50 ft. adjoining the starter's office was

turned over by the company for the use of the association.

The street railway company put in tub and shower baths,

hot and cold water, electric lights and steam heat. Two pool

tables, six small tables for crokinole, checkers, dominoes,

etc., three reading-room tables, tjjree dozen chairs, a book-

case 15 ft. x 8 ft. with 300 good books to start with, a small

office 8 ft. x 10 ft. with cabinet for towels, soap and station-

er)'; a desk for the secretary, an organ, 100 song books, 12

Bibles, 29 magazines and periodicals and pictures for the

walls were also furnished, and a secretary in charge was

placed on the pay roll of the company.

With this ecptipment, which cost about $1,800, the men
began to "look in," then to join. Out of about 550 white

employees of the company the association keeps its member-
ship at 400. The annual report for the year ending Aug. 26,

1906, shows

:

Total attendance at rooms 127,757
Number of baths taken 7,000

Books read *
195

Magazines read 7,300

Games of pool played 23,977
Small games used 10,113

Leters written by men 4,800

Religious meetings conducted 41

Total attendance 1,650

Professions of religion made 15

Money raised for the sick by the secretary and members.. . $400
Visits to sick by secretary 55

These figures are given to afford the reader an idea of what

can be done within the walls of one room.

Before this department was established the motormen and

conductors, when off duty, > or while waiting for their run

after being "signed up," had nothing to engage their time ex-

cept the saloons, with their pool tables, crap games, etc.

Pitching crackaloo with nickles was common with many of

the men. The saloon has suffered since the association badge

has been put on 400 lapels. Gambling has gone out of style.

On one occasion a conductor won $5 pitching nickels. All

this has passed away. Hundreds of people in the city speak

daily of the improvement in the character of the motormen
and conductors and their politeness and gentlemanly de-

meanor toward the public. The men are complimented on

their neat appearance.

Before the association opened the men were strangers to

one another. Tbe social features have developed a kindly

spirit for the other fellow. As an extra conductor said, "This

is fine ; a fellow can read, write home, play games, or sit and

rest in a nicely furnished room, all for less than a cent a day."

The regulations of the street railway company necessarily

prohibit certain actions on the part of the men when off duty.

The association says to them : "It is easy to comply with

these rules. Come in and we will employ your time and mind

in a way profitable to yourself, and acceptable to the com-

pany." As many as 600 of the employees and their families

have attended a single entertainment given by the association.

On these occasions the. company furnished free transporta-

tion. Office men, car men, shop men and track men unite

in the association feeling: "After all, we are but men in a

common struggle."

In one case a man—a motorman—was in the hospital for

six weeks. The secretary in charge went to the employees

and officers of the company, collecting money to pay the sick

man's expenses and put him on his feet. Before association

work was inaugurated employees, in some instances, fell sick,

died and were buried before the company knew of the distress

of their families.

Although the department has been established a little

more than one year, it has passed the experimental stage and

its good work is recognized not only by the community and

the employees of the street railway company, but al§9, and

very positively, by the company itself.
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THE EAST SIDE-BRONX TRANSPORTATION QUESTION

IN NEW YORK : I—PRESENT CONDITIONS

At the time the present subway in New York city was

decided upon it was generally regarded as the preliminary

only of a series of rapid transit lines to be constructed as soon

as possible between different sections of the city. Both the

Rapid Transit Commission and the public recognized that in

a city situated like New York, which was growing constantly

in population, the need for transportation would increase

rapidly and that additions to the elevated and subway systems

were absolutely imperative. For this reason the commission

early in 1902 decided upon an East Side subway, and on May
9 of the same year requested its chief engineer to prepare

plans for a comprehensive scheme for rapid transit which

would include a line of the kind. In compliance with this

request Mr. Parsons on Feb. 19, 1903, submitted a report to

the commission, outlining an extensive rapid transit scheme.

In this report he said :

"Tremendous increase in passenger travel on all lines dur-

ing the past year clearly indicates that when the present sub-

way system now under construction from Brooklyn to the

Bronx is completed it will almost be immediately congested,

so that no great amount of permanent relief can be counted

on. In order to meet the growing and imperative demands

for increased facilities, arising from the natural growth of

our city, it is evident that new lines should now be laid down
and put under construction as soon as possible, and that

steps should be taken to improve the existing facilities so as

to permit them to carry the increased burden during the time

when the new lines are being constructed."

It is now more than two years since the present subway

was put in operation from Brooklyn Bridge to West 137th

Street and East 180th Street, and nearly four years since the

paragraph quoted above was written. During this time the

prediction made by Mr. Parsons has been more than realized,

but the additional East Side-Bronx subway recommended by

him seems no nearer fulfilment than at the time it was writ-

ten, so far as the award of actual contracts is concerned.

Both -elevated roads and subway are operating their maxi-

mum number of trains during the rush hours, but so rapidly

has the city grown that it has more than caught up, so far

as its transportation facilities are concerned, with the relief

which was temporarily afforded by the construction of the

subway. In the meantime conditions in the great East Side

district between the Bowery, Fourteenth Street and the

Brooklyn Bridge have been getting worse instead of better,

and according to Dr. Lynden Macassey, late secretary of the

Royal Commission on London Traffic, this section is probably

the most densely populated territory in any civilized city on

the globe.

In view of the agitation now going on in regard to addi-

tional means of transit to relieve this condition, a review of

the present situation, it is thought, will be of interest.

THE ISOLATION OF MANHATTAN ISLAND

Owing largely to the fact that its great business and social

centers, which are located on Manhattan Island, are sepa-

rated by waterways from the other boroughs of Richmond,
Brooklyn, Queens and Bronx, certainly no other American
city and probably no other city in the world is confronted

with so many transit problems as New York. With only two
of these boroughs, Brooklyn and Bronx, is Manhattan con-

nected by bridges, and these bridges in the case of Brooklyn
are limited to two. Transit to Richmond and Queens is con-
fined to ferries, which necessarily must be slow and com-
paratively uncertain and expensive, as it has required the use

of at least two and usually three means of communication.

Hence the history of New York has always shown a marked

tendency of development toward the north.

Bronx Borough is now connected with the business district

on Manhattan Island by the West Farms branch of the sub-

way, one elevated railway and several surface lines, although

the latter cannot be considered as having any influence on the

long-distance transportation between Bronx Borough and the

business sections of Manhattan Island.

NO IMMEDIATE RELIEF POSSIBLE FROM THE OTHER
BOROUGHS

The ferry facilities for Richmond Borough have been

greatly improved since the municipal service was installed,

so that this interborough transit problem may be considered

solved for years to come. That is to say, the present service

is as rapid as it can be made and any growth in traffic could

be quickly met by'additional boats with perhaps another pier.

With regard to Brooklyn and Queens, the work already un-

der way, if rapidly done, is bound to bring some relief; but

for the travelers to and from the Borough of the Bronx,

which for the reasons already outlined is the territory prob-

ably most easily accessible, no ameliorative work is under

construction.

GEOGRAPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

To understand clearly the elements involved in the Man-
hattan-Bronx problem one must bear in mind that Manhattan

Borough is a narrow, densely-populated island whose local

traffic alone is almost if not quite sufficient to tax the capacity

of the longitudinal lines, which naturally are few in number,

owing to the shape of the island. Add to this the great pop-

ulation which has sprung up in the Bronx to the north of

Manhattan and the thousands of suburbanites still further

north who are clamoring for swifter transportation through

these two boroughs, it becomes only too plain that rapid

transit lines even on every longitudinal street in Manhattan

would probably not be sufficient to carry all of the people

who could be comfortably housed north of the Harlem River

and who would like to commute with the business districts

downtown.

A partial solution of the transit problem on the west side

of Manhattan Borough was effected by the opening of the

Broadway and Lenox Avenue divisions of the present sub-

way, Oct. 27 and Nov. 23, 1904, and some relief was afforded

to the Bronx by the installation of the West Farms branch on

Nov. 26, 1904. The West Farms extension, however (as will be

shown later by statistics), carries very much less Bronx traf-

fic than the East Side elevated railway systems, to which there

have been no extensions below 145th Street since 1890. In

fact the difficulties of transit to this district have reached

such a serious pass that both in Brooklyn and the Bronx
manufacturers have removed their establishments to small

towns in New Jersey where the absence of congested dis-

tricts and insufficient transportation prevents exorbitant

rentals and loss of time to employer and employees.

The conditions described have been felt for years and

possibly would have been obviated by this time if the city

of New York had been in position to build two East Side

subways at the time that the present one was begun. It will

be remembered, however, that there were then such serious

doubts of the commercial practicability of a subway railroad

that private capital could not be brought to attempt the task,

while on the other hand the amount which the city could

expend for this work was so limited by the courts that the

Rapid Transit Commissioners were obliged to adopt a com-

promise route for the first subway.
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THE PRESENT SUBWAY
An examination of the map in Fig. 1 will show that from

its start at the Battery up to Forty-Second Street the subway
runs practically through the middle of Manhattan. It then

turns to the west as far as Broadway and Ninety-Sixth Street,

where the west, or Broadway line, runs to Kingsbridge, just

across the Harlem River, and the east, or Lenox Avenue
line, to West 147th Street. From West 135th Street, on the

Lenox Avenue Division, a branch runs to West Farms, first

as a subway and then as an elevated railway. Where this line

crosses under the Third Avenue elevated, at East 149th Street,

a transfer point has been established for Bronx passengers to

the West Side, or vice versa. Despite the express service on

the subway, a passenger from the upper Bronx wishing to

travel to any point in lower New York, East Fourteenth

Street or Brooklyn Bridge, for instance, would save little or

no time by transferring to the subway at that point, because

the route on the subway is much longer than on the

elevated railways. This fact is mentioned to show that the

subway affords no appreciable saving in time for most Bronx
passengers to lower Manhattan. Time-speed curves proving

5 this statement will be presented later,
i-i

H THE PRESENT ELEVATED LINES

55 That part of New York's elevated railway system built on

« Manhattan Island may be divided in two divisions, the Sixth

^ Avenue and Ninth Avenue lines on the West Side and the

£ Second Avenue and Third Avenue divisions on the East

j£j
Side. As no changes are contemplated in the first pair, fur-

X ther reference need not be made to them beyond stating

§ that they begin at the Battery, the southern extremity of

p§ Manhattan Island, where all the elevated lines end in a stub

£j terminal, but unlike the East Side lines they do not extend

h across the Harlem River, which separates Manhattan Bor-

^ ough from the Bronx.

The southern terminus of the Second Avenue and Third

g Avenue lines is also at the Battery or South Ferry, where a

H considerable number of passengers is received from the

w Brooklyn and Staten Island ferries, besides some transfer

w passengers from the West Side elevated railways. From the

^ Battery the Second Avenue and Third Avenue trains are

[3
despatched over the same structure through Pearl Street and

H New Bowery for 1.32 miles to Chatham Square. At that

Z point all Second Avenue trains turn east through Division

•S Street for about 0.25 mile, thence move north along Allen

§ Street for 0.66 mile and First Avenue for 1 mile. At Twenty-

f Third Street the line turns west for 0.34 mile to enter Sec-

ond Avenue, along which it continues for 5.22 miles to 129th

jn Street and Harlem River. The train service on the Second

Avenue division is local throughout.

The Third Avenue line begins at the City Hall and Brook-

lyn Bridge terminal and runs along Park Row for 0.36 mile

to Chatham Square. As only Third Avenue trains are oper-

ated from City Hall at present, Chatham Square is the trans-

fer point for passengers to the Second Avenue line. The

two stations are on the same level but are connected by an

over-grade stairway crossing the east track of the Third Ave-

nue and the west track of the Second Avenue lines. From
this point the line continues north along the Bowery for

about 1 mile and thence along Third Avenue for 6.45 miles

to 129th Street and the Harlem River. Here it turns to the

east to meet the Second Avenue line. This junction is also

a heavy transfer station, since only part of the Second Ave-

nue trains continue to the end of the line. On the Third

Avenue line rush hour express service is given on the third

track between Forty-Second and 129th Streets.

From the junction at 129th Street and Second Avenue both

divisions cross a single7deck bridge and run along the same
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structure in Bronx Borough. Between the river and East

i32d Street the structure is on property leased by the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, which has large

freight yards at this place. From East 1326. Street the line

is continued over the Interborough Rapid Transit Company's
right of way to East 145th Street, where it enters and con-

tinues along Third Avenue to Webster Avenue and Bronx
Park.

COMPARATIVE TRAVEL IN UPPER MANHATTAN AND BRONX
BOROUGHS

To determine the effect of the opening of the subway on

the traffic carried by the different elevated lines to upper

Manhattan and the Bronx, Figs. 2 and 3 were compiled.

Fig. 2 shows the total ticket sales during December, 1904,

June, 1905, and December, 1905, for all stations on the

elevated lines and subway on Manhattan Island above

Forty-Second Street. Fig. 3 shows a similar comparison for

each of the two lines serving the Bronx. It will be noted

from an examination of the December, 1904, line of Fig. 2,

that the total upper elevated East Side traffic (excluding the

Bronx) was then 4,545,990, and for the Bronx stations alone

the ticket sales amounted to 2,507,786. During the same

month of 1904 the ticket sales on the subway stations in the

Bronx amounted to 357,511. By December, 1905, the Bronx

subway travel with the opening of the Mott Avenue and

Third Avenue stations had increased to 947,264, but the

Bronx elevated travel still amounted to 2,482,038. Thus,

in spite of the facilities offered by the subway, the elevated

traffic was practically as large as in December, 1904, showing

a decrease of only about 3.5 per cent.

Turning now to Fig. 2, it is noticeable that the Third

Avenue line, which has a rush-hour express service, actually

increased its traffic by 104,321 between December, 1904, and

1905, while the Second Avenue, which is all-local, dropped

262,944. This latter loss can hardly be attributed to the

opening of the subway, because the latter is too far away

in June, 1903, to 3,385,307 for another summer month, June,

1905, is a little over 10 per cent, but by December, 1905, the

West Side elevated went up to 3,772,911.

It seems strange that the reduction in the number of

passengers carried from the elevated stations in the Bronx
should have been only 25,748 between the months of Decem-
ber, 1904, and December, 1905, but the 947,264 passengers Car-

December 1!HJ5

DeeouilM-r 1!K)4

EIG. 3.—DIAGRAM SHOWING COMPARATIVE TICKET SALES ON
THE SUBWAY AND ELEVATED LINES IN BRONX BOROUGH,

DECEMBER, 1904; JUNE, 1905, AND DECEMBER, 1905

ried in December, 1905, on the Bronx division of the subway
were obtained largely from the building up of a new territory,

and also probably to some extent by attracting some surface

business. The continued overtaxing of the Bronx elevated

lines *is also apparent by comparing June, 1903, when

2,299,707 passengers were carried, with June, 1905, when the

travel was 2,577,714, or only 21,993 less, despite the full

operation of the West Farms or Bronx extension of the sub-

way.

As demonstrating that travel is created purely because of

better facilities, it is interesting to note that the Manhattan

Subway West Side Elevated Lines Second Ave. Third Ave.

5,287,8136 3,772,911 1,367,402
|

3,019,965
j
Dec. 1908

Subway West Side Elevated Lines Second Ave. Third Ave.

L 2,792,013 3,385,307 1,463,253
1

2,569,008 June 1905

Sub-nay West Side Elevated Lines Second Ave. Third Ave.

3,676,351
1

4,154,021 1,630,346 1 2,915,644 Dee. 1904

St. Ry. Journa

FIG. 2.—DIAGRAM SHOWING COMPARATIVE TICKET SALES ON ALL MANHATTAN ELEVATED STATIONS ABOVE
SECOND STREET, AND ALL SUBWAY STATIONS ABOVE THE GRAND CENTRAL STATION

FOR DECEMBER, 1904; JUNE, 1905. AND DECEMBER, 1905

from the patrons of that line. It is far more likely to have

been caused by a shifting of population along the lines of the

subway both on the upper West Side of Manhattan and in

the Bronx. How little the upper East Side lines to the

Bronx were relieved by the construction of the subway is

also shown by a comparison of the travel for two summer
months. In June, 1903, before the opening of the subway,

the Manhattan traffic on both East Side lines from Forty-

Seventh Street north was 3,514,389, yet in June, 1905, eight

months after the opening of the subway, the travel had in-

creased to 3,972,261.

Naturally the West Side elevated lines have been more
affected by the construction of the subway than the East

Side lines. This is shown by Fig. 2, in which the decrease

on the West Side elevated lines above Forty-Second Street

(two months after the partial subway opening) from Decem-
ber, 1904, to December, 1905, was 281,110, or 6.7 per cent.

The decrease in traffic on the West Side lines from 3,744,058

stations above Forty-Second Street (Grand Central Station)

of the subway carried 2,792,013 passengers in June, 1905,

although the total loss in the traffic of the upper stations of

all elevated lines between June, 1903, and June, 1905,

amounted to only 281,452.

A COMPARISON OF THE EAST AND WEST SIDE SCHEDULES
As already noted, all of the rapid transit lines of Man-

hattan and the Bronx converge at the Battery. Of these

lines the Second and Third Avenue divisions serve the East

Side and Bronx ; the Sixth and Ninth Avenue lines, the West
Side ; the subway, the West Side, above Forty-Second Street,

and Bronx from Mott Avenue and 149th Street. The
Second Avenue line is all local to 129th Street, with some
trains through to the Bronx; the Third Avenue has a third-

track express service between Forty-Second and Ninety-

Ninth Street; the Sixth Avenue is all local; the Ninth Ave-
nue line has an express track between Christopher Street
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and 116th Street, and the subway has two tracks giving ex-

press service practically all the time.

To represent graphically these three conditions of running

during the rush hours, Fig. 4 has been prepared. Since the

Sixth Avenue and Ninth Avenue runs resemble respectively

those of the Second and Third Avenue lines, they have been

omitted from the comparison. It should be borne in mind,

however, that as most of the subway patrons are West

Siders, it is fair to base the comparison upon the best service

given to each side of the island and the Bronx. *

Reference to Fig. 4 will show at once that the subway

gives the quickest service for a given distance, even where

it is necessary to transfer at an express station to a local.

For example, to reach West Sixty-Sixth Street via the sub-

via the subway is also shown in Fig. 4, by comparing the

three ways of reaching 149th Street and Third Avenue from

the Battery during the rush hours. The Second Avenue local

requires 39^ minutes ; the subway express, 33^ minutes,

and the Third Avenue express, 34 minutes, assuming that a

passenger starts from the Battery and transfers at Chatham
Square for an express from the City Hall spur. It is ap-

parent, therefore, that the subway affords no saving in time

over the Third Avenue express between the points mentioned.

If the runs to 149th Street and Third Avenue from City

Hall (or Brooklyn Bridge) be compared, it will be found

that 29I/2 minutes are required on the subway and 30 min-

utes on the Third Avenue express.

The foregoing instances have been cited to show how much
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FIG. 4.—SPEED-TIME CURVES FOR THE THREE CLASSES OF SERVICE GIVEN ON NEW YORK RAPID TRANSIT LINES TO BRONX
BOROUGH

way, a passenger to make the quickest time would use the ex-

press train from the Battery to Forty-Second Street, spend

about half a minute to transfer and reach his destination

in 18^2 minutes; whereas a passenger to East Sixty- Fifth

Street on the Second Avenue line would require 22 minutes

from the same point, as he could not take advantage of the

Third Avenue express, which does not stop below East

Ninety-Ninth Street.

Should a West Sider live near an express station, say

West Seventy-Second Street, it would take him only 17

mintues from the Battery, as against 22 minutes to reach Six-

ty-Fifth Street, or 24^ minutes to reach East Eighteenth

Street on the East Side.

A slight saving in time to the Bronx from the Battery

improvement is affected even by a partial express service

such as the one given on the Third Avenue line between

Forty-Second and Ninety-Ninth Streets. Now if the express

track on this line were continuous, as favored by the State

Railroad Commission, and the same average speed maintained

as on the present express division, the resulting time-distance

curve would be approximately as shown on the lowest line in

Fig. 4. The saving to Bronx Park would be at least five min-

utes on account of the delays met by expresses at present being

obliged to follow locals until reaching the third track at

Forty-Second Street. The construction of a similar third

track on the Second Avenue line would also cut down the

time, as at present the Third Avenue express service is badly

congested because few of the Bronx or upper East Side
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FIG. 0.-TIME-CONTOUR MAP, SHOWING PLACES MOST
QUICKLY REACHED IN A GIVEN TIME

residents care to use the slower local service on the Second

Avenue line.

For further explanation to those unfamiliar with the topog-

raphy of Manhattan and Bronx Boroughs Fig. 5 has been

prepared. This is a map of the two boroughs bearing a num-

ber of 5-minute "time contour" lines which indicate the places

reached in a given time from the Battery via the different

rapid transit lines. It is assumed that travelers in every case

use the quickest means of transit to a given station and then

walk at the rate of y/2 miles an hour to their destination. It

will be understood that this is a rush-hour comparison only,

for the upper West Side possesses the advantage of all-day

express service on the subway, while on the East Side the

Third Avenue elevated express trains run only during the

rush hours.

In the foregoing no attempt has been made to compare the

services of the East and West Sides except in regard to time.

This, though important, is only a part of the question. More-

over, the times given are schedule times, and these are in-

creased by delays inseparable from congested conditions.

That the present subway is overcrowded, certainly during the

rush hours, will be admitted by all, and the requirements for

additional transit facilities north are urgent. The advocates

of the extension of the present elevated railway system claim

that the addition of a third track on the Second and Third

Avenue lines would supply facilities for the operation between

Ninety-Ninth Street and City Hall of 50 per cent more trains

during the rush hours. This would very materially relieve

the situation for five years to come, by which time the two

East Side subways might be built. The new subways, when

completed, would undoubtedly afford the relief necessary.

But past experience has been that the needs of New York

for transportation have always exceeded the facilities which

have existed, and if the increase in office accommodation in

the lower part of the city continues at its present rate, it is

hardly safe to say that history will be reversed. That is, in-

dications point to the necessity of the proposed elevated rail-

way extension five or ten years hence, even with the new sub-

ways in operation, as at present.

DENSITY OF POPULATION IN MANHATTAN AND BRONX
BOROUGHS

In the preceding description a brief outline has been given of

the route of the one subway and two elevated railways which

form the present means of rapid transit to the Bronx. How-

ever, it must not be supposed that the problem is simply a ques-

tion of giving better and quicker transportation to the present

inhabitants of the Bronx alone. The point of much

more importance is to make rapid transportation to that

section, the most available to workers in Manhattan, so

convenient that inhabitants of the crowded tenement districts

below Fourteenth Street and along the East River will be able

to live in better and larger quarters at a lower net cost for

rent and car fare than at present. A great part of the working-

people living in these districts is employed in the numerous

shops and stores in the Fifth, Eighth, Fourteenth and

Fifteenth Wards, but these are not so easily reached as

the actual distances would indicate. Most of the East

Side streets are so narrow and crowded with stands and

pushcarts (much of the shopping is done on the street) that

fast cross-town service is impossible. Despite this the cars

are crowded to the limit during the hours of going to and

from work, proving that many thousands of people could

remove to the Bronx or Brooklyn without any additional

burden in car fare. Of course a great many in the very poor

districts walk to and from their work, some to the sweat

shops now in that district, others to the wholesale or retail

centers on Grand Street, Broadway or Sixth Avenue, or to
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the manufacturing districts on the East Side or West Side.

But even to a large proportion of these people an outlet to a

healthy locality accessible by a single fare, as in the Bronx
or in the Eastern District of Brooklyn, would prove attract-

ive, and this would reduce the congestion for those who
remain. A slight relief for the East Side districts has been
afforded by the opening of the Williamsburg Bridge, which
has cut down the time to the Williamsburg section of Brook-
lyn, and if provided with an elevated service might consider-

ably alleviate conditions.

To demonstrate in a graphic manner the varying density of

the population in Manhattan and the Bronx, the accompany-
ing map, Fig. 6, has been prepared. This map shows the

ward divisions with their areas sectioned approximately in

proportion to the population per acre. The figures used are

based on the United States census of 1900, the latest avail-

able, as the 1905 police census is still incomplete.

It will be noted immediately that the lower East Side wards
show a startling difference in the population per acre over the

other sections of Manhattan Island. Taking the figures in

the table for the Seventh, Tenth, Eleventh, Thirteenth and
Seventeenth Wards, forming the greater part of the Ghetto,

the general average is found to be 521 persons per acre, which
is three to four times the density in the upper part cf Man-
hattan Island and about seventeen times that of the Twenty-
Third Ward in the Bronx. If the figure of 1.9 persons per

acre for the Twenty-Fourth Ward in the Bronx is corrected

by deducting from the area of that ward the space occupied by

Bronx, Van Cortlandt and other parks, a much higher dens-

ity of population would be secured, but it would still be far

lower than the Twenty-Third Ward, which is nearer to Man-
hattan Island.

CHARACTER OF THE OTHER WARDS IN MANHATTAN
A description of the character of the other wards will ex-

plain the reasons for the differences in population per acre.

Wards One, Two, Three and Five constitute most of the

downtown business and shipping districts with a small resi-

dent population ; hence the average per acre is low, or only

37.1. Wards Six and Four are similar both in character and

density, being respectively 232./ and 235.7 Per acre. Although
lower than the East Side, in reality their density of the resi-

dent population is almost equal to the latter districts because a

large part of the Sixth Ward is taken up by the City Hall

Park, Mulberry Bend Park, the Post Office and numerous
municipal and private business structures, while the Fourth
Ward is half business, half residential. Ward Seven is also

more densely settled than even the high average of 450.7
would indicate on account of the territory taken up by Cor-
lears Hook and Seward Parks and the shipping interests.

Despite maritime and some other business, Wards Eight and
Nine, with their respective averages of 158.8 and 185.2, are

well settled, but the low average is due in quite a degree to

the absence of tenement houses. Ward Fourteen has an

average of 354.5, but here again the actual density is equal to

the East Side districts, the lower figure being due mainly to

a considerable number of shops. Ward Fifteen is not thickly

settled except in the small area contiguous to the Bowery,
the low average resulting from a large park area and many
business houses. The West Side Wards, Sixteen, Twenty and
Twenty-Two, are mainly residential, and if the park area in

Ward Twenty-Two were excluded the average population per
acre would be about 200. This last figure is of particular in-

terest, as it applies to a district that, though well populated, is

not overcrowded. The congestion line might be considered
as beginning in a mixed flat-house and private house district

when the average per acre oversteps this limit. The three
East Side Wards, Eighteen, Twenty-One and Nineteen, op-

Slwt Ry. Journal

FIG. 6.—MAP SHOWING AVERAGE NUMBER OF RESIDENTS
PER ACRE FOR GROUPS OF SIMILAR WARDS. ONE LINE

TO INCH EQUALS FOURTEEN PERSONS TO ACRE
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posite to the West Side wards just mentioned, do not differ

materially in the class or density of population. The most

northerly and biggest ward, the Twelfth, although showing

the low average of 86.6, is nearer 200, the difference being due

TABLE SHOWING CHARACTER AND POPULATION DENSITY OF
MANHATTAN AND BRONX BOROUGHS BY GROUPS OF WARDS

Section 1 Area Pop. Average

Including in Per Population

Wards. Character of Wards. Acres. Acre. Per Acre.

1 Offices and shipping. . . 154 61.8 1

2 Offices and shipping.. . 81 18.4 [

3 Offices and shipping.. . 95 18. 9 fSection 1— 37.1

5 Offices and shipping. . . 168 49-4 J

Section 2

Including

Wards.
4 Offices, tenements and

shops

6 Offices, tenements and
shops

14 Offices, tenements and
shops

Section 3
Including

Wards.
Tenement.
Tenement.
Tenement.
Tenement.
Tenement.

83 235-7
'

86 232.7 Section 2—274

96 354-5 J

198 450.7
no 653-4
196 5°S-8 Section 3—521
107 599- 2

33 1 395

-

1

Section 4
Including

Wards.
8 Business and residential

9 Business and residential

15 Business and residential

Section 5
Including
Wards.
16 Residential.

20 Residential.

Section 6

Including

Wards.
18 Residential.

21 Residential.

Section 7
Including

Ward.
19 Residential.

Section 8

Including

Ward.

Section 9
Including

Ward.
Residential.

183 158.8 1

322 185.2 [Section 4—155.2
198 121. 5 J

349 I5I-3
jsection 5—176.7

444 202.2 J
3 t t

450 136.3 Section 6-
411 146.5 J

[,481 173.8 Section 7—173.

1,529 123.7 Section 8—123.7

5,504 86.6 Section 9— 86.6

Section 10

Including

Ward.
23 [Residential 4,267 31. St-cti

Section n
Including
Ward.
24 Partly developed 22,255 1.9 Section 11— 1.9

to the inclusion of a large park area, thinly settled islands and

the sparsely settled territory in the extreme northwest, but

which has rapidly increased in population since the opening

of the Broadway arm of the subway. The number of in-

habitants in the wards of Manhattan and Bronx Boroughs

and the population per acre is given in the table.

Since the taking of the census upon which the foregoing

statistics are based there have been reductions in the habit-

able area of Ward Twenty on account of trie space taken

for the new Pennsylvania terminal, and in Ward Thirteen,

owing to the Williamsburg Bridge and Delancey Street Park-

way. Similar areas will soon be taken up in Ward Seven

for the Pike Street or No. 3 bridge, and in Ward Nineteen

for the Blackwell's Island bridge. These facts are men-

tioned to emphasize the absolute necessity of quickly and ade-

quately relieving the ever increasing congestion on Man-

hattan Island.

EXPRESS AND FREIGHT TRAFFIC AGREEMENTS ON THE
CHICAGO & MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC RAILROAD

The Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad Company, of

which Charles W. Merrilies is traffic agent, and which op-

erates through the suburban territory north of Chicago along

the lake shore, extending from Evanston to Racine, Wis.,

and with a branch from Lake Bluff west to Rockefeller,

where connection is made with the Wisconsin Central Rail-

road, has recently closed a contract for carrying the United

States Express Company's express matter and another con-

tract for an interchange of freight with the Wisconsin Central

Railroad.

The contract with the United States Express Company is

similar to that made by the express company with the steam

railroads which carry its express, and by it the express com-

pany is given an entrance into the most important chain of

towns near Chicago, express being taken from the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Company's Evanston branch, which

terminates in Evanston at the southern terminus of the Chi-

cago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad. To handle the business

the company has opened up twenty-four offices—one for each

town of any importance along the road, and has established

agents on salary and wagons at ten of these towns. The

other offices are in stores at the smaller towns, and in such

places the agents are on a commission. The contract is for

ten years. The compensation paid the railroad is the same as

that usually paid the steam road companies carrying an ex-

press company's business, and is based on the gross income

from the express traffic over the road. The contract gives

the United States Express Company the exclusive privilege

of carrying express matter over the road. At the same time

the railroad is free to handle freight in car-load and less than

car-load lots at freight rates. The railroad furnishes the two

express cars which are now in service. An express car is

run every four hours, beginning at 5 130 in the morning and

running until 10:30 in the evening. The car and motorman

are furnished by the railroad and the express messenger, who

also acts as conductor, is furnished by the express company.

The freight traffic agreement made with the Wisconsin

Central Railroad is practically the same as that made between

steam roads. All kinds of freight are interchanged at the

junction point at Rockefeller. The division of the rates and

the tariffs are the same as on steam roads. The Chicago &

Milwaukee Electric Railroad gets pay on tonnage basis in

proportion to the number of miles hauled over its lines. It

is worthy of note that all freight is being handled by steam

locomotives. The local freight tariffs on the road are already

the same as those on the Chicago & Northwestern steam

road, which it parallels. Freight and passenger agents on a

salary have been appointed and offices opened at Evanston,

Waukegan, Zion City, Kenosha and Racine. The billing-

methods are the same as those used on steam roads.

The road is now completed for 4 miles north of Racine,

Wis., passing through the property of the Racine Stone Com-

pany. A number of ballast cars are being provided for haul-

ing this stone to different points along the line for building

and ballast purposes. Gravel for building purposes will also

be hauled.
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CORRESPONDENCE

ARRANGEMENT OF TRANSMISSION WIRES

Schenectady, N. Y., Dec. 21, 1906.

Editors Street Railway Journal;
My attention has been called to your editorial on the elec-

trification of the West Jersey & Seashore Railroad (Street

Railway Journal, Nov. 10) , in which you criticise the ar-

rangement of the wires forming the transmission line, citing

as an objection the placing of the base of the three-phase

triangles uppermost and giving as reason for such objections

the possibilities of foreign bodies finding lodgment thereon.

It might be of interest to your readers to know that this

arrangement was adopted in order to facilitate the work of

the lineman. The West Jersey & Seashore transmission line

is in duplicate and the arrangement used permits the linemen

climbing the poles and working on a dead circuit without the

danger of contact with the live wires, the lower wires being

further away from the pole than would be possible if the

triangles were not inverted. John R. Hewett.

PASSENGER TRAFFIC ON THE NEW YORK BRIDGES

The annual count of the passengers crossing the Williams-

burg and Brooklyn Bridges has just been completed for the

Bridge Department by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit. The
count was made by the company's agents and by conductors

of its cars and of the cars of the Coney Island & Brooklyn

system, and extended from midnight of Dec. 12 until mid-

night of Dec. 13. The weather conditions on that day were

inclement, so the count is not entirely indicative. The day

for counting is set well in advance and is taken as represent-

ative of the bridge traffic for the year. On the Brooklyn

Bridge 183,429 passengers were carried from Manhattan to

Brooklyn in the twenty-four hours, while 207,153 passengers

were carried in the reverse direction, making a total of 390,582

passengers who used the structure on Dec. 12. Of the Man-
hattan-bound passengers, 88,172 crossed the Bridge from 7

o'clock in the morning to 8 130 o'clock. Towards Brooklyn

in the evening rush hours (from 5 to 7 o'clock) 80,648 pas-

sengers crossed the old Bridge on surface and cable cars.

The Williamsburg Bridge is beginning to loom up as a pas-

senger carrier. On that same day and in the same hours the

Brooklyn trolley roads and the local bridge cars carried 47,271

passengers from Williamsburg to Manhattan and 51,221 pas-

sengers from Delancey Street to Brooklyn—a total of 98,492

passengers. These figures do not include the cars of the

Metropolitan system which use the north tracks, but do in-

clude all the lines of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit and Coney
Island & Brooklyn systems.

ONE MAN TO A CAR AT HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

Conductors are dispensed with on the cars of the Hot
Springs Street Railway Company, of Hot Springs, Ark., the

cars being handled by the motorman alone. Both summer
and winter cars are of the end entrance type. Gates prevent

entrance to the rear platform and to the left side of the front

vestibule. Consequently passengers must pass the motorman
in entering the car, and as they enter he registers their fares.

The passengers themselves are supposed to drop their fares in

a cash box near the entrance. If they do not do so the mo-

torman reminds them of the fact when they attempt to leave

the car. Transfers are handed direct to the motorman on

boarding the car.

Several advantages are claimed for the method. In the

first place, accidents to passengers are reduced, there is not

the same tendency for passengers to attempt to board the

cars while in motion at the forward platform as there is for

them to do so at the rear and the liability of getting under the

wheels acting as a check. Again, the motorman can prevent

a passenger from leaving the car while it is in motion. In

fact, motormen are instructed not to permit unloading until

the car has been stopped. The saving effected by the

employment of one man instead of two on a small system

is a large percentage of the earnings. Edwin Hardin, super-

intendent of the company, says the method is satisfactory.

«
DEVELOPMENTS IN CLEVELAND

The Eorest City Railway Company succeeded in getting

one of its cars from the Fulton Road line to the west end of

the Superior viaduct last Thursday, where it was run onto

the Cleveland Electric tracks and across the viaduct, thus

reaching the much-coveted East Side. This was done by

laying a temporary track on Detroit Avenue from a point on

Fulton Road to the Cleveland Electric tracks at the corner

of Detroit and Pearl Streets. From this place east to the

Water Street crossing is free territory, and cars were run

back and forth for the remainder of the time. Cleveland

Electric attorneys, however, secured a temporary restrain-

ing order, barring the Forest City Railway Company from

operating its cars from Water Street to the Public Square

over the Cleveland Electric tracks. On Monday Judge

Phillips granted the older on the ground that the ordinances

making this portion of the track free territory are invalid, be-

cause of the fact that they were signed by the Mayor, when it

is admitted that he was financially interested in one of the

roads.

President Carlos E. Moore, of the Low Fare Railway Com-
pany, is a clerk in the office of the Cleveland Salt Works,

and it has been learned that he is a brother-in-law of A. S.

White, representative of the Eastern syndicate which is en-

deavoring to consolidate the two large gas companies of

Cleveland and purchase the Cincinnati, Covington & Newport

Traction property for the Columbia Company, a West Vir-

ginia corporation. Mr. Moore says he accepted the presi-

dency of the company through friendship for W. B. Colver,

secretary of both the Low Fare Company and the Municipal

Traction Company.

The bid of W. B. Colver for the franchise of a short route

around the Erie Street cemetery has been assigned to the

Low Fare Railway Company. It is supposed that the new

company will apply for extension to this franchise that will

eventually double on some of the franchises that the Forest

Railway Company now holds, so that if they are declared

null and void the new company will be able to purchase the

property that may have been built on those streets and go

right on with the work. It has already been granted a fran-

chise on Giddings Avenue between Woodland and Quincy

Street, with a loop around the Erie Street cemetery.

Now it asks for a franchise extending from the loop down

Brownell Street to Euclid and by way of Euclid to the Public

Square, around the square to Superior Street and west on

Superior Street to Detroit Street. On Detroit Street it wants

the right to run to Hanover Street, where it will connect

with the Forest City line.

It has been announced that Mayor Johnson has withdrawn

from the joint agreement with W. E. Scripps to guarantee the

stock of the Forest City Railway Company, and that M. A.

Fanning, president of the Forest City Railway Company;

C. H. Miller, Herman Schmidt and Otto Leisy, stockholders,

have taken his place.
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STORAGE BATTERIES AND BATTERY PLATES

Batteries for general power service are of three distinct

types—the regulating battery, the floating or line battery as

used chiefly on street railway lines, and the boosted line

battery. The regulating battery is always installed in con-

nection with a booster through which all current flows, both

on charge and discharge. The essential function of the

booster battery is to neutralize fluctuations, charging when

the current demand is light and discharging when the current

demand increases above a predetermined point, thus main-

taining a practically uniform load upon the generating equip-

-DEVELOPMENT OF CONTACT SURFACE FROM
SHEET OF ROLLED LEAD

ment. During hours of very light load the engines may be

entirely shut down and the battery furnish all power required.

The line or floating battery has no booster or other charg-

ing equipment. It is simply connected across the circuit at

points distant from the power house where the pressure drop

under fluctuations is considerable. When the current de-

mand is light the e. m. f. of the line exceeds that of the

battery and current is absorbed. When the current demand

causes the line pressure to drop below the e. m. f. of the

battery discharge takes place, so that voltage fluctuations

FIG. 2.—LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF PLATE FRAGMENT

fre minimized. The boosted line battery as used on long-

lines entails the erection of a separate feeder line direct to

the battery, the voltage of which is raised by a booster in

the power station to any necessary extent above the line

voltage to compensate for drop.

There are two distinct economies in line batteries
;

first,

the savings on cost per kilowatt delivered due to the elimina-

tion of large voltage losses on a given amount of current

transmitted, and the smaller investment in copper conductors

required to transmit, the extreme ampere demand within the

FIG. 3.—PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF PART OF FINISHED PLATE

limits of allowable voltage drop. It is a fact too little appre-

ciated that the first cost of a line battery is often very much

less than of copper feeders sufficient to secure anything like

equivalent effect. As evidence of the extent of these econo-

mies it may be stated that the line batteries installed by the

Gould Storage Battery Company, having frequently saved

their entire cost in less than eighteen months.

The following brief description of the Gould battery plate

and the accompanying illustrations will serve to explain how
this type fulfils the requirements desirable in a storage battery.

The plate is of the Plante type, in which the active ma-

terial—lead peroxide (Pb02)
of the positive and spongy lead

( Pb) of the negative—is formed electrochemically out of the

lead composing the support plate or contact surface.

Fig. 1 is a fragment of a plate showing how the large contact

surface for active material is developed out of a sheet of rolled

lead cut to the size and shape of the plate. This "blank"

is placed between two shafts on which are mounted sets of

rapidly revolving steel discs with

spacing washers. These discs are

pressed against the plate and

moved to and fro, working into the

lead further and further and spin-

ning the metal between the knives

into thin parallel ribs.

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section

of a fragment of a plate, and shows

the web of metal left as a central

conductor and also the diamond-

shaped cross conductors and current distributing bars.

Fig. 3 is a perspective drawing of a small fragment of

finished plate, and very clearly indicates the character of the

construction. The active material is formed out of the lead

composing the contact surface between the ribs, filling the

spaces with closely packed but highly porous active material,

as shown in Fig. 4. Expansion and contraction cannot cause

loosening or falling out of the active elements and the closest

electrical contact is preserved. Fig. 5 shows the double con-

ducting lug by means of which better distribution of current

is secured.

Only chemically pure, densely rolled lead is used, so that

secondary actions leading" to "self-discharge" are therefore

impossible. The plate is absolutely integral ; no lead is re-

moved or added in making it—the blank is merely changed in

form. The ample provision for circulation of the electrolyte

and the large contact surface go far toward securing high

efficiency and long life.

INAUGURATION OF ELECTRIC

MONTEVIDEO
TRAMWAYS IN

The official inauguration was^recently celebrated in the

presence of Senators, Deputies, Municipal Councillors,

judges, press and distinguished members of the business

community of the electric service of the United Elec-

tric Tramways of Montevideo, Ltd. Hitherto no tram-

ways in Montevideo have been operated by electricity. The
work of conversion from animal to electric traction was

carried out by J. G. White & Company, Ltd., of London.

The systems owned by the United Tramways will, when fully

converted, extend to about 78 miles, of which upwards of

40 miles have now been completed and opened for traffic.
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HIGH AND LOW-VOLTAGE POWER TRANSFORMERS

The Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company, of St.

Louis, whose prominent part in the development of large

single-phase motors is so well known, has also given a great

deal of attention to the design and manufacture of a wide

range of power transformers. These consist, broadly speak-

ing, of three types—oil-filled self-cooled, oil-filled water-

cooled, and the air-blast type. The company uses the "shell"

form of construction, believing that this is safer and will

operate for a longer period with less internal losses than the

core type.

The oil-filled self-cooled transformers are built up to 50,000

volts in capacities from 6 kw to 500 kw ; the oil-filled water-

cooled transformers up to 50,000 volts from 100 kw to 1000

kw; and the air-blast transformers up to 15,000 volts from

60 kw to 1000 kw.

The temperature rise on all transformers is guaranteed not

to exceed, at full load, 50 degs. C. above the temperature of

the surrounding air. This is in accordance with standard

transformer specifications. In water-cooled units the temper-

ature rise may be controlled by regulating the amount of

cooling water, and the equipments are arranged to do this

with minimum care and attention. The Wagner Company
did some of the first work in the field of high-tension long-

distance transmission, some of the initial installations of this

character on the Pacific Coast still being in operation. The
company recently had a report from two California stations

stating that these installations have been in daily successful

operation for the past nine years without a single dollar hav-

ing been expended on them for maintenance or repairs.

Each engine is equipped with a device by which the cut-off

on the low-pressure cylinder can be adjusted by hand, while

the engine is in operation. Valves and other working parts

are constructed so that the engines can be operated non-

condensing in case of emergency without injury or strain.

The fly-wheels are 25 ft. in diameter and weigh not less than

200,000 lbs. They are of the Allis-Chalmers segmental type.

The condensing apparatus attached to the engines com-

prises the Allis-Chalmers Company's type-B barometric con-

densers. The condenser is connected direct to the exhaust

nozzle of the low-pressure cylinder, thus obviating losses in

the exhaust pipe. This apparatus is capable of condensing

80,000 lbs. of exhaust steam per hour and producing a vacuum
of 28 ins. at the exhaust nozzle of the low-pressure cylinder.

The injection water pump and dry air pump are direct

coupled to an Allis-Chalmers horizontal non-condensing Cor-

liss engine. The dry vacuum pump is of the vertical type,

and driven from an extension of the engine crank pin. The
suction valve is positively actuated from an eccentric on the

main shaft, and the discharge valves are also driven by an

eccentric on the main shaft, and are adjustable ; the arrange-

ment being similar to the Meyers valve. The injection water

pump is of the rotary type, direct connected to the end of the

engine shaft, and has a capacity of 56 gals, per revolution.

TWO ENGINES RECENTLY INSTALLED IN THE FORTIETH
STREET POWER HOUSE OF THE SOUTH SIDE

ELEVATED RAILWAY, CHICAGO

Two new Allis-Chalmers engines, 38-in. and 80-in. x 60-in.,

of the vertical cross-compound condensing type, have recently

been installed in the power house of the South Side Elevated

Railway, of Chicago, Fortieth Street and State Street. These

engines are equipped with Corliss valve

gear, with steam and exhaust valves

located in the cylinder heads and oper-

ated by separate eccentrics. The valve

gear is arranged to vary the point of cut-

off from to 24 of the piston travel.

The cylinders are proportioned to give

the maximum steam economy at a nor-

mal load of 3000 ihp, but each engine is

capable of developing continuously 5300
ihp with a steam pressure of 165 lbs. per

sq. in., measured by steam gage at the

throttle, and with a vacuum in the ex-

haust pipe of 26 ins. The engines are

designed for a speed of 70 r. p. m. and a

stroke of 60 ins. Each is direct con-

nected to a 2000-kw, 640-volt d. c. gen-

erator. The engines are provided with

governors of fly-ball or inertia type, ar-

ranged to regulate the cut-off in both cvlinders to suit

the conditions of the load on the engines; a separate emer-

gency governor, actuating an automatic stop valve in

the steam pipe, is also provided, so that in the event of the

speed increasing from any cause to above the normal, the

steam will be automatically shut off. The regulation is such

that, with wide open throttle, the speed of the engines will not

rise more than 2 percent above normal at no load, nor fall more
than 2 per cent below normal at the maximum load, so that

the engines are absolutely free from the condition of racing.

GROOVELESS-POST SEMI- CONVERTIBLE CARS FOR
MUSKEGON, MICH.

Peculiar local conditions govern the operation of the lines

of the Muskegon Traction & Light Company, of Muskegon,

Mich. The city is contiguous to many attractive pleasure

resorts bordering on Lake Michigan, most of which are ac-

cessible by trolley, and has received its chief impetus from

these resorts. A large portion of the transient traffic which

the company handles is drawn from Grand Rapids. The
interurban line recently constructed between Grand Rapids

and Muskegon brings large crowds to the latter city, espe-

cially in the summer time. Many of the passengers coming

into the city over this line are bound for Lake Michigan

Park, owned and operated by the Muskegon Company. In

SINGLE-TRUCK, SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CAR FOR MUSKEGON

order the better to handle this traffic the company has recently

placed in operation four grooveless-post semi-convertible cars

built by the American Car Company, of St. Louis, under Brill

patents, a type of which car is a new departure to the city.

The new cars are similar to others of the type which have
been illustrated and described in these columns. They are

20 ft. 8 ins. in length and 29 ft. 8 ins. over the crown pieces

;

width over the sills, 7 ft. 9^ ins., and the interiors are finished

in cherry. All the cars are equipped with the Brill track

scraper. The truck employed is the familiar No. 21-E.
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FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE

Wall Street, Dec. 26, 1906.

The Money Market
There was some improvement in the monetary situation during

the past week. The local demand for money was less urgent as

a result of the continued liquidation in the stock market, and

there was also a falling off in the shipments of funds to San

Francisco and to Southern points. The resources of the New
York city banks were materially strengthened by the relief

measure put into effect by the Secretary of the Treasury, and by

the action of some of the large railroad systems in anticipating

the payment of Jan. 1 bond interest, which made available about

$10,000,000. As a result of these developments the rate for call

money declined sharply, and while the recessions in rates for

money for fixed periods was comparatively small, there was more

disposition on the part of lenders to put out their funds at the

lower level. It is not expected, however, that any material decline

in time money rates will take place in the near future. The clear-

ing house banks have gained a very substantial amount of cash

during the week, but against this must be reckoned the continued

activity in trade throughout the country, and the arrangements

making for the Jan. 1 interest and dividend disbursements, which

promise to be considerably in excess of Jan. 1 of this year, when

they aggregated more than $150,000,000. These heavy payments

are not only likely to keep rates for time funds at near the

present level, but they will doubtless result in a flurry in call

loan charges during the closing days of the year. Until these

disbursements are made, and the moneys are redeposited in the

banks, little change in the situation can be looked for. The
foreign exchange market has ruled heavy throughout the week,

rates for prime demand sterling declining to 4.82%, the lowest

price of the year. Under ordinary circumstances, the low rates

of exchange would result in heavy importations of gold from

Europe, but the situation abroad is such that little gold can be

secured for import. Money is in active demand throughout

Europe, and any attempt on the part of our bankers to secure a

substantial amount of the yellow metal abroad would doubtless

be followed by an advance in official discount rates at the principal

financial centers, and thus compel the unloading upon our market

of stocks and bonds now held abroad. The bank statement pub-

lished on last Saturday was extremely favorable, although some
surprise was occasioned by the small decrease of $483,000 in

loans, in view of the heavy liquidation in the stock market. The
gain in cash, howjver, was substantial, which not only wiped out

the deficit of the previous week, but created a surplus of $3,280,-

900, which compares with a surplus of $4,159,400 in the cor-

responding week of 1905, and a surplus of $15,247,225 in the cor-

responding week of 1904.

The Stock Market

The pronounced weakness in the stock market during the past

week cannot be regarded in any other manner than as a legitimate

reflection of conditions and developments. Close observers of the

speculative situation have been convinced that an upward move-
ment in securities prices could not be successfully carried on while

the money market was in so uncertain a position. While the

strong features of the fundamental position have been, and now
are, very clearly recognized, yet these have been negatived by the

urgent demand for funds. The most important of these are the

proposed additions to capital by some of the leading railroads of

the country. While these are legitimate in that they make pro-

vision for future extensions and improvements, they are none the

less disturbing from the market standpoint, as they make a serious

drain upon capital supplies at a time when money is scarce. The
announcement of the proposed new issue of stock by the St. Paul

was unfavorably received, and was followed by heavy selling of

the stock, which carried the price off sharply, and was also re-

flected in the so-called Hill stocks, all of which recorded material

declines. Reading was also a conspicuously weak feature. In

other quarters of the market the movement was downward, and
while the declines were not as sharp as in the above-mentioned

shares, the recessions, nevertheless, were of a substantial charac-

ter. The closing weeks of the year are always a period of read-

justment. Accounts are being closed, and traders usually place

themselves in a position to start along new lines after Jan. I. In

view of the extent to which prices have declined during the past

month, it is not unreasonable to expect a change, even if tem-

porary, in the first month of the new year. The optimists urge

that the phenomenal business of the country, the large crops and
the general prosperity warrant confidence, and ultimately higher

prices, but on the other hand this prosperity means a greater

demand for money for commercial uses, and a smaller available

supply for speculative purposes. The key to the entire situation is

the money market, and this is likely to be rather uncertain for

some time. At the close of the week, the directors of the Ana-
conda Copper Company announced a quarterly dividend of $1.75

a share, an increase of 25 cents over the previous disbursement,

and making the fourth increase in the dividend rate during the

year.

The local traction situation is steadily improving, with Brook-
lyn Rapid Transit the strong feature. The buying of this stock,

or rather the support which it received, was based on the new
developments which increase the facilities of the company, while

at the same time adding largely to its earning capacity.

Philadelphia

Trading in the local traction shares was upon a somewhat
smaller scale during the past week, and although prices moved
with more or less irregularity, the general tone of the market
was better. Philadelphia Rapid Transit was again the leader of

the list in point of activity, and while the price failed to improve

materially, the buying was much better than of late. Opening
off a small fraction the stock advanced to 23, but later receded

slightly. About 7000 shares were dealt in. Union Traction, which

was under pressure in the preceding week, developed considerable

strength, the price rising 2 points to 60, on purchases of upwards
of 1000 shares. Philadelphia Traction declined J/2 from g6zA to

96, and Consolidated Traction of New Jersey was fairly active at

76. Philadelphia Company common, after selling at 48^ <, ran off

to 48 on light transactions. Other transactions included American
Railways at 51, United Traction of Pittsburg preferred at 49,

and Philadelphia Company preferred at 48.

Baltimore

Increased activity developed in the tractions at Baltimore, and
especially in United Railway issues, which were in good demand
throughout the week. The income bonds were dealt in to the

extent of about $150,000, at prices ranging from 57% to 58, while

the 4 per cent bonds brought 88% and 88% for more than $50,000.

The refunding 5s were comparatively quiet, about $10,000 chang-

ing hands at 86% to 87H and back to 87. Other sales were:

United Railway free stock at 14 and i3 T
.j, certificates 14% and

I3 7A, Norfolk & Portsmouth Traction at 27, Augusta Railway &
Electric 5s at 101 and lOili, Knoxville Traction 5s at 106 and

Baltimore City Passenger 5s at I03>4-

Other Traction Securities

In the Boston market trading has been rather quiet and prices

moved irregularly. Boston Elevated advanced from 151 to 152

on the purchase of odd lots, and Boston & Worcester rose from

29/4 to 30^. On the other hand, Massachusetts Electric declined

from ig}4 to i8 T/2 , and the preferred ran of? from 69 to 68. West
End sold at 93 and 92, and the preferred at 109. The Chicago

market was dull and absolutely without feature. Sales included

Union Traction common at sH and 5J4, West Chicago at 29,

Metropolitan Elevated preferred at 71, Northwestern Elevated

preferred at 64%, and Chicago & Oak Park Elevated at 16.

Security Quotations

The following table shows the present bid quotations for the

leading traction stocks, and the active bonds, as compared with

last week

:

Dec. 19 Dec. 26

American Railways

51

50y2
Boston Elevated

151

151

Brooklyn Rapid Transit

79%

78%
Chicago City

150

150

Chicago Union Traction (common) 5 5Vr

Chicago Union Traction (preferred)

18%

16%
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Dec. 19 Dec. 26

Cleveland Electric 62 —
Consolidated Traction of New Jersey 76 76

Detroit United 79 75

Interborough-Metropolitan 36 34%
Interborough-Metropolitan (preferred) 73 73

International Traction (common) 62 a63

International Traction (preferred), 4s 85% 85

Manhattan Railway 141 140%
Massachusetts Electric Cos. (common) 19 18

Massachusetts Electric Cos. (preferred) 68% 67%
Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (common) 26% 28%
Metropolitan Elevated, Chicago (preferred) 69% 69

Metropolitan Street 106% —
North American 87% 87V4
North Jersey Street Railway 40 40

Philadelphia Company (common) 48% 47%
Philadelphia Rapid Transit 22% 22%
Philadelphia Traction 96% 96

Public Service Corporation certificates 67 67

Public Service Corporation 5 per cent notes 96 96

South Side Elevated (Chicago) 89 89

Third Avenue 121% 119

Twin City, Minneapolis (common) 106 102

Union Traction (Philadelphia) 58 58%

- Asked.

Metals

The "Iron Age" says the buying for the second half of 1907 on

the part of consumers of pig iron has developed in increasing

volume in the Eastern markets and is becoming a feature, too, in

the Central West. Conspicuous among the purchasers are again

the open-hearth steel producers. That consumers should be

willing to contract for delivery so far ahead, at prices which

would have seemed extravagant six months ago, is surprising

proof of confidence in the future, and in some branches seems

hardly in harmony with the outlook for values in finished ma-
terial which powerful interests are striving to hold at old levels.

Only small contracts for bridge work and structural material

have been placed.

Copper metal continues in urgent demand and prices for all

grades are J^c to }ic higher for the week. Lake is quoted at

2.V/2C to 24c; electrolytic at 23% to 23$4c, and castings at 23c

to 23V2C.

THE COMING MEETING OF* THE STREET RAILWAY
ASSOCIATION OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

The executive committee of the Street Railway Association of

the State of New York held a meeting at Buffalo on Friday, Dec.

21, at which it was decided to hold the next quarterly meeting of

the association at the Iroquois Hotel, Buffalo, at 10 a. m., Jan.

II, 1007, the subject of meeting to be "Track and Roadway."
It is anticipated that there will be several papers, and as the sub-

ject is a very important one in railway operation, a large atten-

dance is expected. Notice of the meeting giving the subjects of

the papers will be made in the Street Railway Journal of Jan.

5, they not being available at this time.

LAKE SHORE COMPLETES IMPROVEMENTS

The Lake Shore Electric Railway Company has completed the

work of double-tracking its line between Cleveland and Lorain, a

distance of 20 miles, and is now operating over the line. This

will not only allow better time, but makes it possible to take care

of all the business offered the road with the greatest possible

despatch. The single track has hampered the company for some
time, and the large number of cars that were necessary rendered

operation with despatch difficult. With the additional track,

however, it is probable that a T5-minute schedule will be arranged

in the spring when travel begins to grow heavy. The new 2000-kw

turbine at the Beach Park power house has been tested out and

is almost ready to be put into operation. This will give the road

all the power that is needed. With the completion of the new
sub-station at Dover Bay, the distribution on the Cleveland end

of the line has been improved so that it is in shape for any re-

quirements that may be made. The first shipment of rails for

the Sandusky-Fremont division of the Lake Shore has been re-

ceived. With nearly all of the other equipment on the ground,

the work will now be carried on steadily until the rails are laid.

It has been planned to keep the men at work throughout the

winter or as much of the time as they can work, and it is thought

that the road will be completed by May 1, at the outside.

RULING ON ISSUANCE OF PASSES IN OHIO

The State Railroad Commission has made a ruling on the issue

of passes that seems to apply to interurban as well as steam roads.
In reality, it is said, the ruling was called out by a discussion of

the subject at the recent meeting of the interurban managers
with the Commission. The ruling in effect is that free passes or
special rates can be given for use entirely within the State only,

to ministers, agents of incorporated colleges and charitable so-

cieties when traveling on business, destitute and homeless per-
sons, and for an attendant in shipping live stock, when one is re-

quired, with return transportation. The penalty for violation of

these requirements is a fine that may be as high as $10,000.

While the interurban companies will be glad to rid themselves
of the pass evil, to a large extent through this ruling, it is possible

that they have not been allowed quite as much latitude as they
would like in some cases.

YORK (PA.) COMPANY APPLIES FOR EXTENSION RIGHTS

The York Street Railway Company has purchased for a private

consideration the franchises and all other interests of what are

known locally as the Philadelphia Companies. As a result the

York Street Railway Company will ask from the city the right to

build such lines as were formerly requested by the Colonial Street

Railway Company and the Perm Park Street Railway Company,
both of York, as well as the King Street & Carlisle Avenue
Street Railway Company, the York Intramural Street Railway
Company, the York Railway & Electric Company, the York &
Hanover Western Railway Company and the York & Susque-
hanna Railway Company. Deeds conveying the rights of all the

above companies to the York Street Railway Company have
been made and henceforth the York Company will have complete
control of all the above interests under the one head of the

York Street Railway Company.
As a preliminary the York Street Railway Company has pre-

sented to the Select Council bills covering the new arrangement
and including the Perm Park and the Colonial Street Railway
Companies. The new bills ask for new routes and substitute for

the bonds of $25,000 to be given by the two companies mentioned,

a bond in the sum of $50,000 for the faithful performance of the

agreement made by the York Street Railway Company accord-

ing to the new order of things.

As before, the company agrees to pay to the city 3 per cent of

its gross earnings, to sprinkle the streets, to furnish a car for the

removal of ice and snow, etc. The company also obligates itself

to begin work on the extensions within T20 days from the time of

the passage of the bills and to complete the same within three

years from that date. In these and in all other respects the pro-

visions of the bills are the same as in the ones passed by the

Councils sometime ago and under which the York Street Rail-

way Company is at present working. The extensions cover

nearly the whole of York and include a loop of the suburban

lines in this citv so as to avoid congestion in Centre Square.

INTEREST IN COLUMBUS COMPANY'S MEETING

Unusual interest attaches to the annual meeting of the Colum-
bus Railway & Light Company, of Columbus, Ohio, which has just

been announced for Jan. 10, because of the rumors current of a

deal which concerns the Central Railway Company, over which

the interurban lines operate into the city. As first rumored reports

were to the effect that the Central Railway would become part of

the Columbus Railway & Lighting system, either through lease or

purchase. A report now in circulation is to the effect that through

the Central Railway overtures will be made by the Schoepf-

Morgan syndicate for taking over the Railway & Light Com-
pany's property.

DIRECT CURRENT REPLACES THREE-PHASE ON

SOUTH-WESTERN TRACTION COMPANY'S LINE

It is stated that the Ganz three-phase system has been rejected

by the South-Western Traction Company, of London, Canada,

and will be replaced before spring with the direct-current system

in accordance with American practice. To this end, the company

is understood to have just closed a contract with the Canadian

Westinghouse Company for sub-station equipment and double-

end car equipment with the 93-A-2 motor. The Ottawa Car Com-
pany is building six interurban cars for the company.
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MAYOR DUNNE HOLDS OUT FOR REFERENDUM VOTE

While a consultation of attorneys for the city of Chicago and
the City Railway and Union Traction Companies was in progress
last week, Mayor Dunne made the announcement that before the

measure was brought to a vote in the Council he would ask for a

referendum. The Mayor stated that he had in public addresses
during the last mayoralty campaign stated time and again that

before any settlement ordinance was passed by the Aldermanic
body he would see that it was approved by the people. On this

ground he declared he would have to let the voters of Chicago
pass judgment on the ordinances.

"The traction question is one in which the city, as a whole, is

vitally interested," said the Mayor, "and it is my opinion that

the people should have a chance to pass on it. I favor the adop-
tion of a resolution by the Council to make a referendum im-

perative."

"At the same time 1 feel that 1 would urge the people to ratify

the traction agreements. It seems that the ordinances are to he

put in such shape that they will meet my hearty approval, and if

they do I will not hesitate to advise the voters to stand by them."
This attitude of the Mayor is not taken kindly by the papers

and the conservative interests. The pressing demand is for a

settlement of the controversy at the earliest possible moment so

that the rehabilitation of the properties can go forward at once,

and any measure tending to hinder matters or put off the needed
improvements is looked upon with disfavor. The papers, espe-

cially, are antagonistic to this move by the Mayor, and the

"Tribune" has even gone so far as to conduct a canvass of its

own to learn what the general opinion of voters is on the matter

of a referendum.

There was rather an unexpected turn in affairs at the meeting

of the transportation committee of the Council on Wednesday,
Dec. 19. As the city railway ordinance was being considered.

John M. Harlan, Judge Grosscup's counsel, representing the

people, made a proposal to the committee to postpone the final

disposition of that ordinance until the Union Traction Company
is in a position to accept its ordinance. Mr. Harlan pleaded for

the excision of the clause providing that in the event of the failure

of the Union Traction Company to accept its franchise, the City

Railway will extend its lines to the North and West sides. In

place of the present provision Mr. Harlan wanted one for con-

current acceptance of the ordinances by the two companies.

Walter L. Fisher, Mayor Dunne's special traction counsel, said he

was decidedly opposed to this, and that a final answer should be

made by the Company before Jan. 15 so that the city might shape

its actions accordingly. The committee adjourned without taking

action on the Harlan proposal, most of the Aldermen declaring

their opposition to the plan.

The details of the finances of the companies were also worked
out. As the plan now stands, the 5 per cent interest on the whole
investment allowed the companies will be deducted from the net

receipts, after which the division of profits between the city and

company will be made. Several new clauses were inserted in

the ordinance. One provides that during the three-year rehabili-

tation period 70 per cent of the gross receipts shall be set aside

for actual operating expenses, the remainder of this amount,

after the payment of operating expenses, to be applied on re-

newals. After the rehabilitation period, 6 per cent of the gross

receipts is to be spent on renewals. President Mitten, of the City

Railway, stated that the gross receipts next year will be $18,-

000,000. On this basis the financial scheme will work out in this

way

:

Gross receipts $18,000,000

Operating expenses 12,600,000

Net receipts 5,400,000

Interest (S per cent on $55,000,000) 2,750,000

Net profits 2,650,000

City's share of net profits (55 per cent) 1,457,500

Company's share of net receipts (45 per cent) 1,192,500

In explanation of the $55,000,000 taken as the investment for

1907, it was stated that $50,000,000 is the agreed value of the

present properties and that not more than $5,000,000 possibly can

be spent on reconstruction and new construction next year.

In accordance with the decision noted in the last issue of the

Street Railway Journal to appoint Bion J. Arnold chief engi-

neer of the city's engineering commission, under the supervision

of which the street railway service will he rehabilitated, Mr.

Arnold was formally appointed on Wednesday. His salary was
fixed at $30,000 a year. It was stipulated that as chief engineer

he should "have charge of the preparation of plans and specifica-

tions and the general direction of the entire work." The other
two engineers, one appointed by the city and one by the company,
are to be paid at the rate of $100 a day, not less than $3,600, nor
more than $10,000 a year.

Mr. Arnold's appointment is everywhere conceded to he the
most judicious that could have been made. Not only Mr. Ar-
nold's familiarity with the situation as a result of his acting as
special advisory engineer to the city throughout the entire nego-
tiations, hut the personality of the man and his standing in his
profession insure the ablest possible conduct of the relations be-
tween the city and the company. The newspapers are a unit in

their expressions of appreciation at Mr. Arnold's appointment,
several of them printing long editorials eulogizing Mr. Arnold
for the service he has already performed. Under the caption
"Bion J. Arnold's Service" the "Evening Post" recently said :

"Men mean more than measures in a democracy. Thus, the
association of Bion J. Arnold with the traction agreement
gives that document a trustworthiness that cannot be denied by
the most maudlingly suspicious seeker after 'joker' clauses.
Mr. Arnold has been to Chicago's transportation what Mr. Burn-
ham is going to be to Chicago's civic beauty. He is at the head
of his profession, and he has turned bis talents toward the ser-
vice of his fellow citizen. Not only as an engineer, but also as a
man, he has always had some measure of that wonderful faith
which the people bestow so lavishly upon Theodore Roosevelt.

* * * It is beyond words good that the pressure of such
a man gives the public every assurance that both parties to the
traction bargain are acting in uncpiestionable good faith."

FOREST HILLS TERMINAL PLANS DEVELOP

The Boston Elevated Railway Company has filed with the

Massachusetts Railroad Commission revised plans of its new
elevated terminal station at Forest Hills, and a public hearing
upon the plans was scheduled for Dec. 28. As prepared, the plans

include a surface island platform about 300 ft. long and 17 ft.

wide on the westerly side of Forest Hills Square, a surface plat-

form on private land at the east of the square, two elevated

railway platforms, an elevated railway loop and two opposed sur-

face loops. The elevated platforms in each case are located above

the surface platforms, that on the west side of the square being

planned for unloading elevated traffic, southbound from the city,

and that on the private land at the east side being a loading plat-

form for inbound or northbound elevated trains. The westerly

platform will probably be connected with the Forest Hills station

of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad by a foot

bridge.

About 35 ft. of clear street width will be left between the

westerly surface platform and the west sidewalk of the square,

and in this space no surface tracks are at present contemplated.

About 60 ft. of clear roadway are planned at 'the east of the

island platform, leaving a total width of street of about 100 ft.,

with the object of meeting the objections to the plans first offered,

which left about 48 ft. of roadway.

Southbound elevated trains arriving at the west side of the

square will discharge their passengers and will pass around a loop

to the easterly or loading elevated platform near Morton Street,

going thence into the city. Surface cars coming from Hyde Park
and Roslindale will probably run into the square along the

easterly surface platform, and loop around near Morton Street to

make their several stops at the westerly island platform, before

returning on their course southward. Surface cars entering the

square from the city will virtually make no transfers to and from
the elevated trains, but will transfer to the Hyde Park and Roslin-

dale lines on the surface. They will stop first at the westerly or

island surface platform, which is the loading platform for south-

bound surface lines, and will then pass around by the street loop

to the easterly surface platform, in order to receive such Hyde
Park and Roslindale passengers as desire to continue toward

Boston proper by surface lines. The latest plans fence in only the

track on which southbound surface cars stand while at the island

platform.

An announcement and map are being distributed in Chicago

by the Metropolitan Elevated, calling attention to the nearness of

the company's stub terminal at Fifth Avenue to much of the busi-

ness district. This is part of an effort that is being made to re-

lieve the congestion during the rush hours on the loop, as the
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NEW HAVEN MAKES FORMAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF

THE CONNECTICUT RAILWAY & LIGHTING AND
RHODE ISLAND DEALS

At a meeting in New York, Thursday, Dec. 20, of the board of

directors of the New York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Company, announcement was made of the completion of the pur-

chase by the New Haven Company of the Rhode Island Securities

Company and the Rhode Island Company, operating a system of

electric railways in Rhode Island. The stock and indebtedness

of the Rhode Island Companies, as of Aug. r, 1905, will be paid

for at par, upon payment by present holders of Rhode Island

Securities stock of an assessment of $10 in cash per share. The
directors also announced the taking of a lease practically in per-

petuity of the properties of the Connecticut Railway & Lighting

Company in Connecticut. A purchase has also been made of the

United Gas Improvement Company interests in several Connecti-

cut power companies, and these plants will be turned over to the

Consolidated Railway Company, the corporation which has been

formed to handle the electric properties of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad Company. The company gave out

the following formal statement

:

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railway Company has pur-

chased the capital stock and all of the indebtedness of the Rhode Island

Securities Company, paying therefor in debentures of the Providence

Securities Company (a Connecticut corporation), hearing interest at 4 per

cent and indorsed as to principal and interest by the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad Company at par for said stock and indebted-

ness as of Aug. 1, 1906, upon 1 the payment by present holders of Rhode
Island Securities Company stock of an assessment of $10 in cash per

share.

Upon the completion of this purchase the directorate of the Rhode Island

Company and Rhode Island Securities Company has been changed by a

majority of said directors resigning and representatives of the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company being temporarily elected in

their places pending the permanent reorganization of the directorate.

In pursuance of the above, Mr. Mellen, of the New Haven
Railroad, has been elected president of the Rhode Island Com-
pany and the Rhode Island Securities Company. A. S. May has

been elected treasurer, 'and J. G. Parker, secretary of both com-
panies, these men occupying relatively the same positions with

the New Haven Company.
A purchase has also been made of the United Gas Improvement

Company interests of all the capital stock of the Meriden, Sonth-
ington & Compounce Tramway Company, of the New Milford

Power Company and of the Housatonic Power Company, and
changes in the organizations of those companies have been per-

fected whereby the officers of the Consolidated Railway Company
have been elected and the directorate of the companies changed,

so that a majority of the directors arc now held in the interest of

the Consolidated Railway Company.
The purchase of the Connecticut Railway & Lighting Company,

with all its rights and privileges in lighting and power plants, its

water power on the Housatonic River above New Milford, its

franchises in many of the manufacturing centers, together with

the railway system owned by the Rhode Island Securities Com-
pany, the holding company of the Rhode Island Company, which
itself was owner of the Rhode Island Suburban Railway Com-
pany, the Union Railroad Company and the Pawtucket' Street

Railway Company, is one of the largest transactions ever made in

New England. It gives the New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad Company ownership of about 1350 miles of single track-

age, trolley lines in Connecticut and Rhode Island, from which

the gross earnings a year are upward of .$16,000,000.

Thr total market values of the companies included in the whole
combination, including all the underlying bonds in the constituent

companies, is not less than $130,000,000.

The purchase of the Connecticut Railway & Lighting Company,
it is stated, calls for $975,000 as first payment, rising by $70,000 a

year until it reaches the amount of $1,500,000. This sum will

permit the payment of interest on bonds and other obligations

and about 4 per cent immediately upon the preferred stock and
ultimately a dividend of 3 or 4 per cent upon the common stock.

The 4
T

'2 per cent bonds of the railway and lighting company can

be called at 105 and interest under a recent arrangement made by

the United Gas Improvement Company, of Philadelphia, except

as regards about $t,000,000 of the bonds which did not come into

the agreement. Under the terms of the purchase the bondholders

of the railway and lighting company in return for the guarantee

of the bonds by the United Gas Improvement Company allowed

the bonds to be called at the figure named. This arrangement in-

cludes a provision for the interest on underlying bonds of the

railway and lighting company with mortgage power upon the
subsidiary properties, which amount to about $1,000,000.

The total outstanding stock of the railway and lighting com-
pany, of which, it is understood, the United Gas Improvement
Company had a considerable majority, was $5,535,900 preferred
and $9,464,100 common, a total of $15,000,000, of which none has
ever been returned to the Connecticut Railroad Commission as

paid in cash. The number of stockholders in this State was
twenty-one, out of a total of sixty-six, and their share holdings
amounted to $299,400. The bonded debt consisted of about $13,-

000,000 in 4
z/
2 per cent bonds, a large part of which can be retired

at 105.

The Rhode Island purchase will be vested in the Providence
Securities Company, a Connecticut holding company. To take

over the Rhode Island Securities Company it will issue its own
4 per cent fifty-year debentures to the amount of $20,000,000, to

be guaranteed, principal and interest, by the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad Company. The Providence Se-
curities Company will be controlled by the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad Company as holders of the stock.

PLANS FOR CONSOLIDATION OF OHIO ROADS

Plans for the consolidation of the Cleveland & Southwestern
Traction Company, the Ohio Central Traction Company and the

new Cleveland, Ashland & Mansfield, which are now under way,
have been approved by the directors of the parent company, the

Cleveland & Southwestern. The system, after the merger, will

consist of 207 miles of single track, and will bring towns of the

North Central portion of the State into direct communication
with Cleveland. The new company will be known as the Cleve-

land & Southwestern Railway Company and will have a capital

stock of $10,000,000, of which $2,500,000 will be 5 per cent cumu-
lative preferred and the remainder common stock. A first gen-

eral mortgage bond issue of $10,000,000 will also be authorized.

When the deal is completed there will be outstanding $2,400,000

of 5 per cent preferred stock, $4,700,000 common stock and $5,-

000,000 bonds. For the purpose of building other lines and making
improvements and betterments, there will remain $100,000 pre-

ferred and $2,800,000 common stock and $5,000,000.

Under the basis of exchange agreed upon the new company
will pay for the $2,000,000 preferred stock of the Cleveland &
Southwestern and accumulated dividends of 10 per cent, $2,000,-

000 of the new preferred stock, $200,000 general mortgage bonds
and $200,000 common stock. The holders of common stock will

receive the same amount of common stock in the new company
or $3,000,000. The $3,110,000 bonds will be allowed to stand, the

same amount of new bonds being held in escrow.

For $1,000000 bonds and $1,000,000 stock of the Cleveland.

Ashland & Mansfield, the same amount of stock and bonds of

the new company will be given. The bonds of the present com-
pany will all be retired.

For the $400,000 preferred stock of the Ohio Central, an equal

amount of the new preferred stock will be given, while $500,000

common stock will be exchanged for the $750,000 that the old

company now has in force. The $400,000 first mortgage bonds
will be allowed to stand, the same amount of the new bonds being

held in escrow.

For the immediate needs of the combined property, $290,000

bonds are to be held out and sold. When the properties under
construction are completed and the proposed improvements made,
the company will have no floating debt.

The present Cleveland & Southwestern system has 135 miles of

track, the Cleveland, Ashland & Mansfield 43, and the Ohio Cen-
tral 29, making 207 iti all. So far, there has been no decision as

to power for the Cleveland, Ashland & Mansfield. Whether it

will be operated from the present power house of the Cleveland

& Southwestern or whether an additional power hduse will be

built on the line or at some other economical point has not been

decided. In addition to the street and interurban lines owned by
the Cleveland & Southwestern, it also owns and operates the

Norwalk Gas & Electric Company, at Norwalk.
The officers of the company are as follows : F. T. Pomeroy,

president; A. E. Akins, vice-president; E. F. Schneider, secre-

tary ; F. L. Fuller, treasurer. The directors are : A. H. Pomeroy,
A. E. Akins, F. T. Pomeroy; M. J. Mandelbaum, M. A. Sprague,

L. M. Coe, S. C. Smith, F. L. Fuller, H. Q. Sargent, W. H. Lam-
precht, F. H. Ginn and F. E. Myers The committee that ar-

ranged for the consolidation consists of F. T. Pomeroy, chair-

man; George N. Chandler, F. L. Fuller, F. H. Ginn, M. J.

Mandelbaum and F. E. Myers.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

Engineering in the United States. By Frank Foster. Manches-
ter, England: Sherratt & Hughes; 119 pages. Price, I shil-

ling.

This is a report to the electors of the Earlside Scholarships,

by which certain students at the University of Manchester are

enabled to study abroad and examine commercial or industrial

subjects. The author selected the United States, where he

spent a portion of igo4-'os, partly as a worker in a manufacturing
works and in a power station, partly on a tour of inspection of

mechanical and electrical engineering undertakings. Among the

general subjects which impressed him were the American love

of organization ; number of technically educated men in manu-
facturing enterprises, particularly the electrical

;
high prices for

nearly all commodities
;

specialization, which, according to the

writer, is not an unmixed good ; the use of cheap materials and
finish where none better is required, and the absence of the ap-

prenticeship system. The book is interesting reading, especially

as the observations and comparisons with British practices made
by Mr. Foster are largely in the field of the electrical industry, in

which he thinks that Americans have some things to learn from
the British.

The Immediate Care of the Injured. By Alberi S. Morrow,
M. D. Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders & Com-
pany

; 340 pages ; illustrated. Price, $2.50.

This book is divided into three parts, viz.: The Anatomy and
Physiology of the Human Body

;
Bandages, Dressings and Prac-

tical Remedies, and Accidents and Emergencies. It is designed

to be useful alike to physicians, nurses and laymen, but particu-

larly to those who have to apply medical aid before the arrival

of the physician or surgeon. The volume should prove useful

in claim departments.

Steam Turbine Engineering. By T. Stevens and H. M. Hobart.

Published by The Macmillan Company, New York, and
Whittaker & Company, London

; 814 pages ; illustrated.

Price, $6.50.

This book discusses the application of the steam turbine rather

than its design; that is, it is a consideration of the subject from
the standpoint of the purchaser and user, and so differs from
most of the other treatises on the subject which have taken up
the design and methods of manufacture. For this reason a large

portion of the book is devoted to results obtained with steam
turbines of different types, methods of installation, including

foundations, boiler and superheater surface condensers, statistics

of power stations, etc. The principal turbines described are the

DeLaval, Parsons of different types, Curtis, Rateau, A. E. G.,

with briefer discussions of the Hamilton-Holzwarth, Elektra,

and Union. A chapter is also given on marine turbines. The
book is very fully illustrated and provided with a bibliography,

appendix and index.

Economics of Railroad Construction. By W. L. Webb. Pub-
lished by John Wiley & Sons, New York; 339 pages; illus-

trated. Price, $2.50.

This book is divided into two parts : "Financial and Legal

Elements of the Problem," and "Operating Elements of the Prob-
lem." In the former the writer considers problems connected
with the organization and capitalization of the roads, and dis-

cusses method of obtaining the value of a property and of esti-

mating the volume of traffic. In the latter a comparison is drawn
between methods based on the comparison of earnings per mile

of track and earnings per capita of tributary population, and by

actual estimate of the sources of revenue. The writer concludes

that the latter is practically the only accurate means. In Part II

the book first considers classification of accounts and defines the

different items used by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The subjects of motive power, economics of car construction,

track economics, train resistance, and momentum grades are then

considered. Part III is devoted to the physical elements of the

problem. We are somewhat surprised to find no reference to

electric power or its possibilities in connection with many of the

subjects discussed by the writer, as, for instance, pusher engines.

Even the discussion on train resistance, to which an entire chap-

ter is devoted, relates entirely to steam railroad tests ; otherwise

the book is extremely instructive.

The Management of Electrical Machinery. By. F. B. Crocker
and S. S. Wheeler. Sixth Edition. Published by D. Van
Nostrand & Company, New York; 223 pages; illustrated.

Price, $1.00.

The demand for this manual on the practical management of

dynamos and motors is the best evidence of its worth. The con-

tents of the book appeared first as a series of articles in the

"Electrical Engineer" in 1891 and 1892, and part of the new mat-
ter more recently in the "American Electrician." Since its first

appearance 10,000 copies of the book have been printed. In the

sixth edition some portions, such as that relating to constant-
current motors, which are no longer used, have been eliminated,

while other parts have been expanded. New material has been
introduced on the management of a. c. motors and generators,

and fourteen pages on railway motors. In this chapter the writ-

ers recommend grease as a lubricant for motor bearings, and give

receipts for several different mixtures. In Part III., on the

"Localization and Remedy of Troubles," the plan of giving the

"cause," "symptom" and "remedy" for the different troubles has
been followed. This makes the application of the remedy very
easy. ^

BOOKS RECEIVED

Fowler's Electrical Engineer's Handbook and Directory of Light,
Power and Traction Stations. 725 pages; illustrated. Pub-
lished by the Scientific Publishing Company, Manchester,
England. Price, including postage, 2s. gd. ; with superior
binding, 3s. gd.

STREET RAILWAY PATENTS

[This department is conducted by Rosenbaum & Stockbridge,
patent attorneys, 140 Nassau Street, New York.]

UNITED STATES PATENTS ISSUED DEC. 18, 1906

838,200. Snow-Plow ; Peter G. Minier, Ridgway, Pa. App.
filed Oct. 8, 1906. Pneumatic means for moving the wings of a
snow-plow outwardly and inwardly.

838,430. Railway Switch ; George W. Long, Lindsay, Indian
Territory, App. filed April 3, 1906. Details of construction.

838,495- Block-Signal Apparatus ; Alexander Bevan, Provi-
dence, R. I. App. filed Oct. 25, 1906. A single-track block-signal
system. Has ratchet wheels in the signal boxes, which are en-
gaged by pawls so as to allow a certain number of cars to enter
the block and continue to display the signals until all of such
cars have left the block.

838,520. Air Brake; Benjamin Canell, West Springfield, Mass.
App. filed July 10, 1906. Provides means for partially releasing
the brakes and holding the balance of air retained in the brarke
cylinder and for preventing an overcharge of the auxiliary reser-
voirs.

838,542. Railway Signaling Apparatus ; Albert J. Hitch, Ridge-
town, Ontario, Canada. App, filed Dec. 4, 1905. Special trolley

wires on both sides of the usual track rail and adapted to make
contact with depending rails on the train. Has a special construc-
tion of signal boxes, etc.

838,562. Composite Metal-and-Wood Tie for Railway Tracks;
William H. Miner and John F. O'Connor, Chicago, 111. App.
filed Aug. 2, 1906. A metal tie member, having at each end an
enlarged base provided with a wedging angular or flaring socket
with upright ends formed by transverse shoulders on' the base
portion, diagonally-arranged wood blocks fitting in sockets, and
metal rail seat or cap members having angular wedging or flar-

ing sockets fitting and resting upon the wood blocks and fitting

between the upright shoulders of the enlarged bases of the metal
tie member and provided with integral lips or hooks for securing
the track rails thereto.

838,574. Metallic Tie for Railway Tracks; John F. O'Connor,
Chicago, 111. App. filed Aug. 2, 1906. Consists of a two-part
metal tie, comprising two longitudinally movable metal mem-
bers, each preferably of channel form, provided with oppositely-
faced rail engaging or anchoring plates or devices and with mean's
for securing the two members together and longitudinally ad-
justing them in respect to each other to cause the oppositely-
faced rail anchors on the two members to properly clamp and en-
gage the flanges of the rails.

73/ .575- Tie for Railway Tracks
; John F. O'Connor, Chicago,

111. App filed Aug. 10, 1906. Comprises a series of composite
wood and n."tal ties comprising a plurality of diagonally-extend-
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ing metal tie members, each having at each end parallel base por-
tions extending at an angle to the intermediate diagonal portion,
the parallel base portions of adjacent diagonal tie members being
superposed, one on top of the other, and short wood blocks inter-

posed and locked between the superposed base portions of adja-
cent metal tie members.

838,586. Electric-Car Sign and Signal ; Charles W. Hyder and
Franklin Orth, Burlington, Vt. App. liled April 8, 1905. The ro-

tatable sign box is provided with different compartments with
colored lenses and when the box is rotated to expose a new sign,

a switch or commutator is automatically positioned to illuminate
different lamps so as to change the color of the signal lenses.

838.589- Automatic Switch-Controlling Device; Mahlon
Shaaber and Michael J. Seiling, Reading, Pa. App. filed March
28, 1906. Means whereby a locomotive will always automatically
set a switch so as to remain on the main line, and which will

PATENT No. 838,916

also permit of switching cars to a side line while permitting the
locomotive to follow the main line without the necessity of an
attendant at the switch.

838.738. Track Fastening; Frank J. McGuire, Long Eddv and
Edward L. McGuire, Hankins, N. Y. App. filed Oct. 1, 1906. A
substantially V-shaped brace extending between and attached to
the rails by means of fish-plates and also attached to the ties.

838,742. Trolley Catch; William A. Oates, Los Angeles, Cal.
App. filed April 5, 1904. The trolley harp is pivoted to the pole
and a detent arrangement actuates a spring on the pole to pull
the trolley cord and retrieve the pole when the wheel leaves the
wire.

838,752. Railway Signal
; Barnet Samuels and David Samuels,

Leavenworth, Kan. App. filed May 18, 1904. Comprises an
opaque stationary member indicating two permanent positions,
and a blind pivotally mounted upon said member and adapted to
alternately obscure or cover said positions.

838,773- Railway Car Brake ; Seth A. Crone, New York, N. Y.
App. filed June 1 1, 1906. A brake-shoe head comprising a forged-
metal back wherein is formed a keyway and a separate forged-
metal face-plate secured thereto and adapted to receive the brake-
shoe and its securing key.

838,775- Railway Car'Brake; Seth A. Crone, New York. N. Y.
App. filed Aug. 27. 1906. The brake-shoe heads are connected at

opposite sides of the car truck by means of stay-rods which main-
tain the relation of the heads with respect to each other and to the
wheels and the heads are directly operated by brake-levers, which
incline inwardly and upwardly, the upper ends of the live-levers
being pivotally connected with the operating or draft rods and
the upper ends of the dead-levers being pivotally mounted in the
dead-lever guides supported from the bolster.

838,776. Brake Beam for Railway and Other Cars; Seth A.
Crone, New York, N. Y. App. filed June 11, 1906. The web of
the bead is fluted at its ends to form seats for the lower wrists of
the hangers at about the center of the heads and in line with the
center lugs on the shoes.

838,780. Railway Signal ; George P. Finnigan, Greene. N. Y.
App. filed Aug. 19, 1905. Exhibits a single semaphore signal at
clear, caution or danger positions by single actuating means. Has
a motor and a notched disc, which is engaged by a magnet-oper-
ated detent to control the positions of the arm.

838,820. Interlocking Machine for Railway Purposes; Jacob
R. Struble. Wilkinsburg, Pa. App. filed Oct. 6, 1906. The switch-
throwing levers operate plungers, which each have a rack to drive
a magnetically damped disc. The arrangement is such that free

movement of the plungers is permitted in one direction, but in the
other direction their movement is retarded so that a second oper-
ation is not permitted until after a certain time interval.

838,854. Electric Block-Signal System for Railways; George
P. Finnigan, Greene, N. Y. App. filed Ang. 19, 1905. Sectional

track rails energized by batteries and contact plates between the

rails for establishing alarm circuits to the locomotive. Provides
means by which the signal is sometimes actuated automatically by
the next succeeding signal and at other times directly by a pass-

ing train.

838,900. Rail Chair and Anti-Creeper; Frank L. Rager, Salt

Lake City, Utah. App. filed Oct. 24, 1905. Consists of rail-

holding plates having means for engaging the rail at opposite

sides, and spikes connecting the plates and the rail support and
serving as centers for the plates and having heads arranged to

engage the base of the rail at opposite sides.

838,916. Inductive Bond ; Louis H. Thullen, Edgewood, Pa.

App. liled Feb. 27, 1906. The bond consists of a spirally-wound
copper band inclosed by an ordinary transformer core. The band
has a single terminal and is so connected to the track circuit that

the direct-current flow neutralizes the magnetism of the core and
does not completely saturate it so as to destroy its efficiency as

an inductance to the alternating current.

839,037. Process of Making Brake-Shoes; William D. Sar-

gent, New York, N. Y. App. filed Feb. 20, 1904. The process of

making brake-shoes, which consists in providing a back having
attaching means thereon, placing the same in a mold in which
the said back forms one side, and thereupon pouring in molten
metal to fill the space for the wearing portion of the shoe.

839,072. Rail-Bond ; Frank D. Masterson, Boston, Mass. App.
filed Oct. 2. 1905. In order to prevent the layers of the bond
from separating under the motions of the rails, the patentee has
a strap or tie-band surrounding the layers, which permits their

free movement to preclude their separation.

PERSONAL MENTION

MR. E. E. WINTERS has resigned as assistant to the president

of the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad Company.

MR. R. S. IVES, several years ago superintendent of the

Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad Company, recently re-

turned to that position.

AIR. SAMUEL LITTLE, ex-president of the West End Street

Railway Company, of Boston, died Friday, Dec. 21, at the Hotel
Lenox, Boston. Mr. Little was 80 years old.

MR. C. J. FRANKLIN, who for the past seven years has been
connected with the Tacoma Railway & Power Company, has been
appointed general superintendent of the Portland Railway, Light

& Power Company, of Portland, Ore. Mr. Franklin will fill a

post newlv created. He will work under General Manager F. I.

Fuller.

PROF. WILLIAM M. PUFFER, who for a number of years

has been associate professor of electrical engineering and in

charge of the electrical engineering laboratories of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, has opened an office as con-

sulting engineer at 307 Equitable Building, Boston. Prof. Puffer

will give special attention to expert testimony in law cases, ex-
aminations, choice and layout of new systems, reports and tests

of plants, etc.

MR. O. A. HONNOLD, who has been acting as electrical engi-

neer of the Utah Light & Railway Company, has been appointed

to the office of chief engineer. Mr. Joseph S. Wells has been ap-

pointed acting general manager of the company. Mr. F. L. Morse
is assistant to the president; Mr. F. H. Knickerbocker, secretary,

and Mr. Joseph W. Musser, assistant secretary. The personnel

of the company as now organized is as follows: Mr. W. H. Ban-
croft, president: Mr. P. L. Williams, first vice-president; Mr.
W. S. McCornick, second vice-president ; Mr. L. S. Hills, treas-

urer; Mr. T. G. Webber. Mr. E. Buckingham, Mr. D. E. Burley,

Mr. W. W. Riter, Mr. Heber M. Wells, directors.

MR. T. K. WELLS, for the past year superintendent of trans-

portation of the Manila Electric Railway Company, sailed Wed-
nesday, Nov. 21. on the "Tremont" for the United States. Mr.
Wells has been in ill health for some months past and has re-

signed his position and will return to his home in Syracuse. For
eight years, previous to November last, when he entered the

employ of the Manila Company, Mr. Wells was transportation

manager for the Syracuse Rapid Transit Company. Mr. M. T.

Carty, who has served with the street car company in various

capacities since operation began, will succeed Mr. Wells as super-

intendent of transportation.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

BERKELEY, CAL.—Edward F. Engs, representing the Oakland Trac-

tion Company, has applied to the Board of Trustees of Berkeley for new
franchises to operate cars on certain streets in Berkeley. The sum of $2,01X1

was deposited with the Board to show that the company was acting in

good faith. The rights of way were asked for twenty-six years.

EUREKA, CAL.-It is reported that the La Grange Hydraulic Mining

Company plans to build an electric railroad over the mountains from tide-

water to Redding by way of Weaverville and its mining property.

KENNET, CAL.—Surveyors have been laying out a route south of

here for an extension of the Shasta Southern, which is supposed to be

a branch of the Northern Electric Company, which now operates between

Chicago and Marysville.

MARYSVILLE, CAL.—John Martin, of San Francisco, on a recent

visit here stated that if the Marysville Chamber of Commerce and the citi-

zens of Linda Township would live up to their promises in the matter of

right of way and work on the Linda Levee that he was ready to commence
work on the road at once and prosecute it to completion. Mr. Butters,

president, and Mr. Schneider, general manager of the Northern Electric,

have been in conference with Mr. Martin about the work, and it is under-

stood that work is to begin at once. Work will be commenced on the

Grass Valley and Auburn ends of the road about Feb. 1.

OAKLAND, CAL.—The San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose Railway

Company (Key Route) has applied to the City Council for a franchise

which practically covers the water-front in West Oakland, and also laps

over on the franchise asked for by both the Western Pacific and the Santa

Fe roads. The franchise asked for is for fifty years, and, except for the

stipulation that electricity shall be used for motive power, is similar to

those of the two. other roads named, the applicants promising to grant the

same privileges to other roads as is guaranteed by the other petitioners.

On Dec. 10 the Oakland City Council, sitting as a committee of the whole,

decided that whatever railroad company or companies operate the belt

lines about Oakland must do so in such a manner that all other railroad

companies have equal track privileges in the switching of cars to points on

the belt line. The Western Pacific, the Santa Fe and the San Francisco,

Oakland & San Jose Railway Company all agree to the insertion of

clauses providing for this in the franchises they have asked for. The
Southern Pacific franchise was drawn up with this provision. As to what

company shall be granted a franchise along a line where several have

applied, this question was hardly touched upon. A resolution was passed

by the Council finally continuing these applications until Jan. 2.

ORVILLE, CAL.—The officials of the Northern Electric Company have

announced that the work will be started immediately upon the street rail-

way system in this city. Work upon the new depot will not be started

until the company has filled in the ground at its piesent location.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—The Crescent City Railway Company, in-

corporated in Oakland, has been organized for the purpose of building a

railroad over a franchise extending south of Bloomington, and which was
granted by the Board of Supervisors last spring. The papers have been

filed in the local Clerk's office, and also the incorporation papers of the

Southern California Cement Company, a part of the same scheme.

SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.—The San Bernardino-Urban Railway Com-
pany has been incorporated by local capitalists to build an electric railway

from this city to Rialto, Ontario, Riverside and Redlands. The capitaliza-

tion is $1,000,000, of which $47,000 is subscribed by H. E. Harris, Victor

Smith, A. G. Kendall, O. L. Moorman, and S. S. Draper. It is believed

the corporation is associated with the San Bernardino Valley Traction

Company.

SUISUN, CAL.—An electric railway is projected in Solano County from

Vallejo north, passing through American Canyon, Suisun Valley, and a

mile north of Fairfield, taking an easterly direction to Cement, and
through Elmira, Dixon and Sacramento. While the main line will not

touch Fairfield and Suisun, Mr. Dozier, the civil engineer, states that a

spur track can be run into Fairfield and Suisun and a branch line to

Vacaville.

VALLEJO, CAL.—The arrival in Martinez of several carloads of ties

and rails for the construction of an electric street railway system for the

county seat town of Contra Costa has revived the tumors of the early con-

struction by the East Shore & Suburban Company of an electric interurban

line connecting all of the important towns along the bay shore from
Richmond to Martinez.

MANCHESTER, CONN.—The talk of an electric line to the Green has

again been revived, and it is said that the road will be built as soon as

possible, providing the town makes the necessary concessions to the

Consolidated Road. It is reported that Manager Bristol has ordered a

survey of the proposed route and will present the desires of the company
to the town at a special town meeting.

ALBANY, GA.— It is said that as soon as the negotiations already under
way can be concluded, the Georgia Northern Railway will proceed to make
physical changes necessary for the operation of all its trains by electricity

instead of steam. Power for the operation of the trains will be secured at

Albany, but whether from the Big Shoals plant, on Muckafoonee Creek, or

from another of similar character to be constructed in the course of the

next year or two, remains to be determined.

ATLANTA, GA.—The Macon & Albany Securities Company has been
organized to build electric railways connecting Macon, Americus and
Albany, Ga. The lines will be run in conjunction with the interurban
road from Atlanta to Macon, surveys of which have Oeen made. The
following officers were elected: Nicholas J. Cruger, president; Joseph S.

Davis, vice-president; W. J. Massee, secretary and treasurer; Stuart Davis,
assistant secretary and treasurer; M. Felton Hatcher, general counsel.

ROME, GA.—The City Electric Railway Company of Rome has reor-

ganized under the name of the Rome Railway & Light Company, and is

capitalized at $500,000. An application has been made to the Secretary of

State asking for a new charter. The new charter will be granted for 101

years. The headquarters of the corporation are located at Rome, with a
branch in Louisville, Ky. The incorporators are: S. A. Culbertson, L. W.
Botts, Attila Cox, Harry Wesinger, John L. Helm, James P. Helm, S. S.

Bush, J. D. Stewart, C. E. Claggett, all of Louisville, and J. W. Ewing
and J. E. Dean, of Rome.

LEWISTON, IDAHO.-E. D. Thomas, vice-president of the Commercial
Trust Company, of Lewiston, Idaho, makes the announcement that the
building of the Lewiston & Grangeville Electric Railway between Lewiston
and Grangeville is an assured fact. He is quoted as saying: "Arrange-
ments have been made for the purchase of all supplies, and the contracting
engineers will be on the ground in the very near future. The people who
are buying the bonds are putting $6,000,000 into the project. Active con-
struction work will be under way in sixty or nir.ety days, and will be
rushed as fast as weather permits."

SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—The first car went over the new Springfield-
Lincoln division of the Interurban Railway Dec. 14, making the round
trip with a party of officers of the Illinois traction system. Cars began
running regularly between Springfield and Lincoln Dec. 15.

STERLING, ILL.—The stockholders of the Rock River Traction Com-
pany have authorized the issuance of bonds to the amount of $2,000,000, the

proceeds to be used for the purpose of constructing an electric line from
this city to Rock Island, from Rock Island to Geneseo, also to Prince
ton, and a branch from this city to Morrison. The total distance planned
to be covered is 125 miles. The work will commence next spring.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—E. G. Nichols, of Des Moines, la., is in this

city studying conditions and gathering information and data concerning the
interurban system operating in and out of this city. Mr. Nichols says that it

is the purpose of the interurban line centering in Des Moines to build.

a

terminal station modeled after the Indianapolis station.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—An Eastern syndicate has had representatives

in this city during the past week examining the Indianapolis, New Castle &
Toledo Company's line, now building, and the Indianapolis, Crawfords-
ville & Western Company's line, almost completed, with the view of

purchasing the said roads. These lines radiate from Indianapolis--one to

the east, the other to the west—and stretch across the entire State, making
convenient connection with Ohio and Illinois traction lines.

RENSSELAER, IND.—The South Bend Interurban Company has begun
the construction of an interurban line between Indiana Harbor and Gary.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.—Stone & Webster, owners of the Terre Haute
Traction Company, have announced that a new and modern terminal
station would be erected next year to accommodate the several interurban
lines centering into Terre Haute.

DES MOINES, IA.—PI. G. Gue, vice-president o£ the St. Joseph, Stan-
berry & Northern Railway Company, has just returned from an Eastern trip,

where he went to negotiate for the sale of bonds for the company. He re-

ports that the sentiment among Eastern capitalists is very favorable to the

securities of electric passenger roads, as those have been very successful,

but that electric roads which depend largely upon, freight business for

their revenue are regarded as a doubtful experiment. The directors of the
St. Joseph, Stanberry & Northern Railway Company have recently author-
ized the issue and sale of $1,000,000 of 5 per cent, thirty-year gold bonds,
which it is estimated will build and equip a 40-mile division of the road.'
Des Moines capitalists have recently acquired a controlling interest in this

company.

SIOUX CITY, IA.—The right of way for the Sioux City & Trenton
Interurban Railway has been secured from a point a few miles north of

Sioux City to Ireton, and the company is now negotiating for an entrance
into Sioux City. The company is also trying to come to suitable terms
with the managers of the Sioux City Traction Company for an entrance
into Sioux City over the tracks of said company.

MOUNT PLEASANT, IA.—The business men cf this city have been
approached by representatives of the Cedar Rapids & Iowa City Electric
Railway Company, which is operating a line from Cedar Rapids to Iowa
City, relative to the construction of an extension of this line south from
fowa City through Washington to Mount Pleasant. They were informed
that the company would certainly construct and operate the line providing
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they would be assured by the business men of Mount Pleasant that $90,000

would be raised by the residents of Henry County to aid in the project.

COUNCIL GROVE, KAN.—H. M. Herdert, engineer for Lambrecht
Bros., of New York, will be here shortly from a trip over the proposed
route of the Topeka-Council Grove Electric Railway.

EMPORIA, KAS.—The Toledo parties who are figuring on putting in

a street car line here demand the Emporia electric light plant as the

price of their coming. They say that the street car line will not pay unless

operated in connection with a lighting and power plant. Carlos M. Stone,

of Cleveland. Ohio, who visited Emporia with a view of investigating as to

the feasibility of putting in an electric street car line here, spoke encour-

agingly of the project, provided there could be consummated the com-
bining of the electric lighting plant and the electric street car line.

SHARPSBURG, KY.—The committee having the matter in charge an-

nounced that sufficient funds have been raised to guarantee the survey of

the proposed electric railway from Lexington to this town. The proposed
line will be about 20 miles long and, starting at Lexington, will pass

through Clintonville and North Middletown, terminating at Sharpsburg
and traversing one of the richest agricultural and stock-raising sections in

Kentucky. The promoters, consisting of prominent business men and
influential citizens of the towns named, will meet soon for the purpose of

selecting an engineer to make the survey.

DONALDSONVILLE, LA.—At a regular meeting of the City Council,

with Mayor Chas. Maurin presiding, a resolution was adopted granting

to F. S. Schneideau a franchise to construct an electric railway here. The
conditions of the award is that the work shall begin within the next twenty-

four months, and a forfeit of $3,000 will be posted to carry out the contract.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.—The Pittsfield Street Railway Company has asked

for an extension of the franchise privileges of the company to build from

the present terminus in West Pittsfield to the Hancock line.

CHARLOTTE, MICH.—George Minneham, of Chicago, who has taken

up the work of financing the proposed Albion-Charlotte line, has conferred

with the City Council relative to securing a franchise for the road.

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.—One of the promoters of the Riverside Elec-

tric Railway, which promises to build an electric railway to Grand Rapids

via the river route was in this village recently, and declared to a certainty

that the road will be built. The right of way has been secured, and the

Government has given permission to build a bridge across Grand River at

Bass River. The promoter declares that the project has been completely

financed by an Eastern company, and that in all probability work on the

roadbed will commence next spring, as everything is in readiness. The
Eastern company, he says, will furnish everything, cars and all, and will

hurry the construction when the work is started. The new road will enter

this village from the Fourth Ward, after coming along on this side of the

river from Bass River. The cars will enter Grand Rapids from the West

Side.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.—It is rumored here that negotiations are pend-

ing between the Kalamazoo, Lake Shore & Chicago Traction Company and

the Pere Marquette Railroad Company looking to the sale of the South

Haven to the former company. The purchase price under consideration is

said to be $90,000. Such a sale would complete the company's line from

Kalamazoo to South Haven, and would place Hartford upon the line of the

new road.

HATTIESBURG, MISS.—Work has commenced on the first street

railway in Hattiesburg. Creosoted cross-ties have been distributed along

the route, and the steel rails are on the ground, ready to be put in place.

There will be about 9 miles of track laid at once.

SEDALIA, MO.—A charter has been issued to the Sedalia Light & Trac-

tion Company, of Sedalia. The capital stock is $1,000,000. Lindsay Hooper,

J. L. Motley, R. F. Harris and others are the incorporators.

SPRINGFIELD, MO—The Springfield Club has pledged itself to secure

a franchise through the city right of way to Ash Grove, 18 miles distant,

and to raise a cash bonus of $30,000 for the Kansas City & Springfield

Southern Railroad, which is being promoted by T. P. McDonough, C. C.

McFann and W. B. Forsyth, of Chicago. The agreement provides that

work shall be commenced on the new electric railway within eight months,

and it shall be completed and in operation between Springfield and Nevada,

a distance of 95 miles, within two years. The road will be equipped for

passenger and freight traffic.

HELENA, MONT.—The City Council has passed an ordinance grant-

ing the Helena Light & Railway Company the privilege of making certain

changes in its lines, and also granting the right to make certain exten-

sions. The only negative vote was that of Alderman Wendel, and the only

absentee was Alderman Condon. The ordinance gives the company the

privilege of taking up its line on Clark Street and running its cars up

Lawrence to Harrison. It is also given the privilege of building a loop on

Placer, another on Eighth Avenue, and making an extension on State

Street to Chaucer. In addition to running up Lawrence instead of Clark,

the company is given the privilege of running down Harrison to Knight,

and taking up the tracks on Flowerree and Hayes Streets.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—One section of the Pennsylvania Railroad tun-

nels has now been finished and is ready for the laying of rails. This

section is in Long Island City, beyond East Avenue from the Long Island

Railroad Station, and is known as the "supplementary contract" of S.

Pearson & Son.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—The Sixth and Ninth Avenue elevated lines of the

Interborough are to be extended across the Harlem River to High Bridge

and there connect with the station of the New York Central. When this is
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done a 40-minute schedule from High Bridge to Wall Street for a 5-cent

fare will obtain.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Manhattan and Brooklyn on Friday, Dec. 14,

were joined under the East River. Two tubes cross the river from the

Battery to Joralemon Street. The north tube is the one just finished.

Much work remains to be done on the other.

NEW YORK, N. Y—The plan to connect the Williamsburg and Brook-

lyn Bridges will be made the subject of another public hearing by the

Rapid Transit Commission upon some day in January, which has not yet

been designated. This action was decided on at the meeting of the Com-
mission Thursday, Dec. 13, in spite of the fact that three of the members
were not inclined to take up the subject again. Mayor McClellan, how-

ever, cast the deciding vote in favor of the hearing.

CHICAGO JUNCTION, OHIO.—A company is being organized by VV.

K. Southold to build an electric railway between Bucyrus, New Washing-

ton and Chicago Junction.

HAMILTON, OHIO.—The Cincinnati Northern Traction Company is

now assured a private right of way between this city and Middletown.

Judge Hartkoff has held all the preliminary proceedings in condemnation
against a number of property owners to be regular, and ordered a jury

impaneled to fix the value of the land and the damages.

LIMA, OHIO.—Judge Mathers has refused to grant an injunction pre-

venting the City Council from granting the Schoepf people a twenty-five-

year franchise for their Lima-Bellefontaine line to enter the town. A
franchise allowing the road to enter on Market Street was recently passed,

but was vetoed by the Mayor. Now, it is said the ordinance will be

passed over the Mayor's head.

MASSILLON, OHIO.—Surveyors have completed a second route for

the Massillon & Northern between here and Akron. This route passes

through Barberton, Warwick and Clinton, towns that were missed by the

first survey.

RAVENNA, OHIO.—The deal by which the Cleveland Alliance & Ma-
honing Valley Railway Company secures the old line of the Baltimore &
Ohio between Ravenna and Newton Falls has been closed. This will give

the company a good start on its plans for building.

TOLEDO, OHIO.—The Toledo Railway & Light Company has applied

to the Council for the right to build another track from South Street to

the State Hospital grounds, as far as Detroit Avenue, a distance of more
than two miles. L. E. Beilstein is general manager.

TOLEDO, OHIO.—The management of the Toledo & Indiana deny

that any attempt will be made to finance the proposed Delta-Defiance ex-

tension, and say that they will furnish the money themselves for any ex-

tensions that may be built. They say they have not even been con-

templating a bond issue. Right of way is being secured and other prepa-

rations are being made for building the extension.

TOLEDO, OHIO.—Considerable interest is felt here in the proposed

through interurban service between Detroit and Indianapolis by way of

Toledo. The Toledo & Indiana is planning an extension from Bryan to

Waterloo, Ind. The route, as planned would be over the Detroit, Monroe
& Toledo Short Line, the Toledo & Indiana and the Indiana Union Trac-

tion Company's line. Representatives of the Detroit United will visit this

city within a few days to discuss the matter and to make an inspection trip

over the Toledo & Indiana.

WILMINGTON, OHIO.—Rights of way are being secured in the

southern part of Ohio for a traction line to be run from Wilmington
through Washington C. H. and Circleville to Zanesville, Ohio. From a re-

liable source it is learned that the options are being taken by the Mor-
gan-Dolan-Schoepf syndicate, the owners and operators of the Indiana,

Columbus & Eastern Traction lines and other traction systems in Ohio
and Indiana. The right of way for this line, it is said, has an important

place in the plans for future development of the Schoepf syndicate sys-

tem. It is the plan of the Schoepf people to, some day, extend their sys-

tem from Zanesville east to Pittsburg and Wheeling, and, when this is done,

the line through Southern Ohio and terminating at Zanesville, 50 miles east

of Columbus, will form a part of a short line from Cincinnati to Pitts-

burg and Wheeling, independent of the present route from Cincinnati to

Columbus.

ENID, OKLA.—C. H. Besler, representing Dayton, Ohio, capitalists, has

asked the City Council for a street railway franchise He proposes to

build four miles of track.

GUTHRIE, OKLA.—Oklahoma Railway Company has been chartered to

build a system of interurban electric lines from Shawnee through Okla-

homa City to El Reno and Fort Reno, with a branch line from Shawnee to

Tecumseh, from Guthrie southward through Oklahoma City to Purcell,

and from Yukon to Chickesha. The company's headquarters is Okla-

homa City. Its capital stock is fixed at $5,000,000. The directors are:

Frank Wells, O. R. Rittenhouse, M. G. Barnes, Carlos Combs, J. J. John-

son, Frederick S. Combs, Edward L. Lawson, all of Oklahoma City.

Stockholderss in the Metropolitan Street Railway Company in Oklahoma
City are interested in the enterprise.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Anton H. Classen, president of the Okla-

homa Railway Company, announces that the company has decided imme-

diately to fit up shops and build its own cars. As soon as the weather is

favorable work will be commenced on the West Main Street extension.

SHAWNEE, OKLA.— It has become positively known here that Alfred

Hare, who until recently was president of the Exchange Bank, at Tecumseh,

and who was instrumental in securing and building the Shawnee inter-

COCHRANE HEATERS
66TUBES 99

First rate things for bicycle frames and for lots of other
purposes; also used in Boilers and Feed-Water Heaters.
Rather hard to keep tight at the ends. Fairly good trans-
mitters of heat when new and clean

;
easily turned into

non-conductors by coating the exterior and interior surfaces.
Lime is a good non-conductor, especially the kind known as
boiler scale; so is oil-cylinder oil. Curiously enough, you
always find the oil on one surface of the tubes in feed-water
heaters, and the lime and magnesia deposits on the other

—

never both on one side. Another peculiarity of tubes is

that sometimes they burst, and sometimes they collapse.
In the

COCHRANE
HEATERS AND PURIFIERS

it is thorough oil separation—then water to steam—retain-
ment of condensation—REAL purification—accurate cold
water regulaton, and every facility for operating and
cleaning. There are no tubes in the

COCHRANE
OPEN FEED-WATER HEATERS

HARRISON SAFETY BOILER WORKS
5162 N. 17th Street PHILADELPHIA, PA

Modern Labor-Saving
Machines and Appliances

Adopted by all the Leading
Street Railway Companies

A. G. E. Self-Contained Armature
Banding and Heading Machine

A. G. E. Perfect Armature and
Field Coil Winding Machine

A.G.E. "Factory" Coil Form
A. G. E. Handy Armature Buggy
A. G. E. Giant Car Pit Jack

A.G.E. Reliable Oil Cup
A. G. E. Quick Break Fuse Box

A. G. E. Modern Taping Machine

Cut your labor and expenses in half by equip-
ping your shops and cars with our up-to-date
appliances, in use by the largest railroad com-
panies in the country.

Manufactured and Patented by

American General Engineering Co.
132 Liberty Street. New York, U. S. A.
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Safest

Surest
Strongest
Swiftest

building of the electr ilway

Peacock Brakes
Nothing that will break, nothing that won't work,

gives quadruple power, takes up slack speedily,

works easily on its roller bearings.

Will equip a car for you to prove what we say.

The National Brake Co.

888 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.

WIGMORE BROS. CO.,

Agents for Pacific Coast, Los Angeles, Cal.

See this Drum ?

works on Roller Bcarinus

VulcanPowerShovels
There are many instances where electric power

is cheaper than steam, and several years ago, to

meet the popular demand for electrically equipped

machinery, The Vulcan Iron Works Company de-

signed a shovel with electricity for the motive

power. These shovels have been thoroughly

tested, and the Company now has a number of

them throughout the country working with un-

qualified success. They have all the good feat-

ures of a steam shovel, and can be used in many
places where a steam shovel cannot.

Ask for catalog.

THE VULCAN IRON WORKS CO., 105 Vulcan Place, Toledo,0hio

I. T. E.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
for heavy street railway work
are the best obtainable

Write for Book, "Modern Circuit Breaker Practice"

LOCUST PINS
Standards and Specials J

To any Specifications •

The F. Bissell Company.
TOIJBDO.O.

terurban electric line, is interested

from Shawnee to Oklahoma City.

CHAMBERSBURG, PA.—On Dec. 27 an application will be made to

the Governor by M. C. Kennedy, H. A. Riddle, C. M. Davison, Thomas D.

Kennedy, Thomas J. Breretom and J. H. Tonge for a charter for the Cale-

donia Street Railway Company. The extension will commence at the ter-

minus of the Chambersburg & Gettysburg Electric Railway at Caledonia,

and will run into Gettysburg. The road will be about 13 miles long.

COUDERSPORT, PA.—Estimates of the cost of

York & Pennsylvania Railroad, extending from Shir

Canisteo, N. Y., a distance of 60 miles, from a steam t<

the Nev
House, Pa.,

electric line

DERRY CHURCH, PA.—The car house for the electric railway now
It between Hershey, this county, and Campbellstown, Lebanon
ill be erected on the grounds of the Hershey Chocolate Company.

bui

County,

HARR1SBURG, PA.—Final surveys for the proposed line of the Balti-

more, Frederick & Hagerstown Electric Railway Company are being
pushed. General headquarters for the surveying corps, which has been
enlarged, have been maintained at Frederick, Md. Westinghouse, Church,

Kerr & Company, of New York, have charge of the work.

HARRISBURG, PA.—A charter has been issued to the Alfarata Street

Railway Company to build a line 12 miles long in Huntingdon and Blair

Counties. The capital is $75,000, and the directors are: John Phillips, W.
G. Kenega. H. H,. Knode, G. N. Spyker and S. I. Spyker.

HARRISBURG, PA.—Contractor John N. McCullough has closed his

trolley-grading work at Hershey, this county, for the winter, but will

continue his grading contract on the new trolley system between Baltimore

and Washington.

HARRISBURG, PA.—The Governor has approved the merger of the

Somerset County Street Railway Company and the Pennsylvania & Mary-
land Street Railway Company, under the name of the Pennsylvania & Mary-

land Street Railway Company, with a capital of $410,000, to construct lines

in Somerset County and into Maryland. Judge Kooser, of Somerset

County, has granted the application of the Meyersdale & Salisbury Street

Railway Company for a preliminary injunction restraining the Pennsyl-

vania & Maryland Street Railway Company from putting down its track on

rights of way claimed by the plaintiff in Elk Lick and Summit Town-
ships, Somerset County. Neither one of the contending companies has put

down any track as yet.

JOHNSTOWN, PA.—The City Council has considered favorably on

second reading the ordinance granting a franchise to the Southern Cambia
Street Railway Company, which will use about 1 mile of city highways in

the building of its line from this city to Ebensburg, the county seat. The
ordinance granting a franchise to the Johnstown Terminal Electric Railway

Company was defeated on second reading, but, after a speech by John M.
Rose, the representative of both these companies, it was reconsidered and
passed second reading. Mr. Rose stated that the two measures were inter-

dependent, being backed by the same people, who expected to spend at

least $500,000 in the building of these lines. The ordinance granting a

franchise to the Johnstown, Ebensburg & Northern Electric Railway Com-
pany was referred to committee when called for final passage to give its

backers an opportunity for another hearing. The ordinances granting fran-

chises to the Johnstown, Woodvale Heights & Contmaugh Street Railway

Company and the Arbutus Park Street Railway Company went through

without opposition. A report was received from the City Solicitor and

City Engineer, setting forth that the Johnstown Passenger Railway Company
have no exclusive rights on any street, and that rules for the granting of

privileges to competing companies are clearly set forth in an act of

Assembly.

MEYERSDALE, PA.—A carload of rails for the Meyersdale-Salisbury

electric line has arrived, and preparations for track laying are being made
with all possible haste. The brick work on the power house is nearing

completion, and work on the large car house has been started.

PHCENIXVILLE, PA.—Dr. Charles H. Detwiler, of Royersford, is in-

terested in the promotion of a company to build an electric railway from

Pottstown to Bridgeport, following the Schuylkill River, and passing

through Spring City, Phcenixville and Valley Forge.

POTTSVILLE, PA.—The Pottsville Union Traction Company has pur-

chased 125 acres of land in Tumbling Run Valley for $12,500, and will lay

out a baseball park. The new purchase is located close to the company's
summer park.

ROXBURY, PA.—Geo. B. Cole, Edward McPherson, Frank Holler,

Samuel M. Kitzmiller, of Shippensburg, and Capt. George W. Skinner,

of Chambersburg, are interested in a project to construct an electric line

from Shippensburg to Roxbury, thence through the gap in the mountain by
Gunter's Run to Amberson's Valley, around the knob to Spring Run,
thence to Dry Run and Concord. It is stated that application will be made
at once for a charter.

WEST CHESTER, PA.—Work upon the extensive shops and car house

of the Philadelphia & West Chester Traction Company at Llanerch is

being pushed rapidly. The building will be 216 ft. long and 124 ft. 8 ins.

wide and fireproof. The shops will have two 12-ton electric traveling

cranes, wheel-turning lathe and drill presses. The cost of the improvement
will be about $70,000. The company has received a petition from West
Chester residents to extend its line west about one-third of a mile from

the Green Tree Hotel, on Gay Street, to the westerly borough line, and the

extension will be made, provided an ordinance be- granted, free from re-

strictions. A branch line from Clifton will be extended through the

borough of Aldan. The new terminal station of the company at Sixty-
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Third and Market Streets is nearly completed and the tracks are laid. Ma-

terials for the signal system are ready to be installed immediately, so that

on the opening of the elevated the company's terminal will be ready for

operation. The seven new cars being built by the Jewett Car Company are

expected to be ready for delivery about Jan. 1. They will be operated be-

tween West Chester and the Market Street Elevated terminal.

CHARLESTON, S. C—Work has commenced on the construction of

the Charleston-Summerville Electric Railway, which is being financed by

General A. J. Warner, of Gainesville, Ga.

ORANGEBURG, S. C—The South Carolina Public Service Corpora-

tion, which plans to build an extensive system of electric railway lines in

South Carolina, is rapidly perfecting the preliminaries preparatory to the

meeting of the company to be held in January, at which the plans will all

be considered in detail and policies decided for carrying on the work.

The main line will extend from Columbia to Charleston, and a resurvey

of it is now being made with a view to reducing the grade. It is planned

to operate the system as a high-speed interurban line, combining passen-

ger and heavy freight traffic, the plan being to move standard steam rail-

road cars with electric locomotives. Power will be secured from the

natural water ways along the route, and will be distributed by high-

tension transmission lines through converter stations, and the usual d. c.

feed to third-rail contact. The local short-haul passenger business will be

operated with single-unit control, but the long haul and through business

will be operated with electric locomotives and semi-convertible coaches,

conforming in every other particular to modern steam railroad standards.

The main line will be constructed on private rights of way, but the com-

pany is securing franchises for local street railway service in the towns

through which its main line will pass. These franchises include the right

to sell light, heat and power. Connections will be made at various points

along the line with the Southern Railway, Seaboard Air Line, Atlantic

Coast Line, Branchville & Bowman, Columbia, Newberry & Laurens,

Charleston & Western, Carolina, Blue Ridge, Pickens, Winnsboro Granite

Company and Lancaster & Chester Railroads, all of which operate by
steam, and with the Augusta & Aiken, Charleston Consolidated, Columbia

Electric, Greenville Traction, Rock Hill & Spartanburg Electric, and Union
& Glenn Springs Electric, which operates by electricity. The plan is to

make Charleston the gateway of distribution and interchange of traffic

intended for export or coastwise shipment. Ultimately, connections will

be made with the coal .fields of North Carolina and Tennessee and across

the Blue Ridge Mountains, with a view to securing traffic from the

Central and Western States. The common stock of the corporation will

be $10,000,000, but the amount of bond issue has not been determined.

Construction contracts will be let, and orders placed for machinery and
equipment as soon as the preliminary work has been completed, and the

controlling factors fully determined. C. R. Van Etten, of Orangeburg, S.

C, and J. J. Timmes, of New York, are interested in the company.

NASHVILLE, TENN.—The surveying cbrps of the proposed Nashville

& Chattanooga Electric Railway is about 5 miles from Nashville and ex-

pects to complete the survey from Chattanooga, which was commenced
several months ago, within the next few days.. The Nashville & Chatta-

nooga Electric Railway is backed by a syndicate, which C. H. Fisk, of

Detroit, Mich., has formed, and is the offspring of the project of the Great

Falls Power Company.

SAN ANGELO, TEX.—Parties in this city are looking to the establish-

ment of a street railway system here, to be operated by independent

gasoline motors. Correspondence should be directed to P. O. Box 278,

San Angelo.

SEDRO-WOOLLEY, WASH.—A company has been organized and

work will be commenced at once to secure right-of-way for an electric rail-

way which will run from some up-river point through this city by way of

Burlington, Avon and West Mount Vernon to LaConner. A. W. Lynn, of

San Francisco, is said to be the promoter, and among the Skagit County

men who are active in its organization are A. E. Holland, C. E. Bingham,

J. B. Alexander and H. L. Devin, of this city; Herbert Conner and W.
E. Schricker, of LaConner; Robert Moody, of Burlington, and Thomas
Smith, of Mount Vernon, are said to be the»leaders. Sedro-Woolley will

be the principal place of business of the railway company. The corporation

will have- a capital of over $1,000,000.

SPOKANE, WASH. -Officials of the Spokane & Inland Empire Com-
pany have inspected the route for the proposed line between Moscow and

Lewiston, Idaho. F. A. Blackwell, vice-president of the company, an-

nounces that the engineering corps will prepare at once estimates of the

cost of the 70 miles of line. He indicated it will be only a question of

cost and grades. The line will give Spokane direct connection with the

Snake River.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Isaac W. Anderson, of Spokane, has been elected

chief executive officer of a company backed by Rhodes, Sinkler & Butcher,

bankers, of Philadelphia, for the consolidation of fourteen electric power,

traction and light plants at Eugene, Springfield, Albany, Cottage Grove,
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FINANCIAL

HAY & CO.
165 Fenchurch St. LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND

As a special department of their business, act as accredited Agents
in Europe on Commission, for the Finance of Railways, Public Works,
and Important Concessions, etc., also for the Sale and Purchase of Rail-
way Materials and of Patented Inventions connected therewith.

Their operations include the consideration and adjustment of Capi-
tal, the appointment of Directors and Officials, the preparation of
Prospectuses and the Issue of Shares and Debentures.

In approved matters they negociate Advances on Issued and Un-
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BANKERS:
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W. E. BAKER &. CO.
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Stone and Webster

Engineering Corporation

ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS

84 State Street
Boston, Massachusetts

Electric Railway, Light and Power Plants

DAVID PEPPER, Jr.

ENGINEER ana CONTRACTOR
New Land Title Building Philadelphia, Pa.
Railways, Light, Power and General Contracts

A. L>. REGISTER St GO.,
Successors to PEPPER & REGISTER established 1889

ENGINEERS AND GENERAL CONTRACTORS
112-114-116 North Broad Street, Philadelphia

X\T. H. SCHOTT
engineer

1100-1128 American Trust Building, CHICAGO

Designer and Builder—Central Station Heating, Gas,

Electric Light, Water Works and Power Plants.

Wallace-Coates
Engineering Company

INCORPORATED

ENGINEERS
Design, Construct and Operate Railway, Light

Power, Gas and Hydraulic Plants

IRRIGATION SPECIALISTS

Examinations and Reports a Specialty

355 Dearborn St
Telephone Harrison 5404 CHICAGO

558 Sherlock Building PORTLAND, ORE.

Corvallis, Seaside, Roseburg, Baker City and the traction company at Walla

Walla, W ash., and Pendleton, Ore, Dallas and All any, and gas plants at

North Yakima. Wash., and Lewiston, Idaho. The plants are valued at

$6,(100,000. It is understood others are to be taken over. A. L. Welsh, of

Portland, Ore., is manager of the consolidated properties.

SEATTLE, WASH.—The City Council has passed the ordinances grant-

ing franchises over Westlake Avenue and over Second Avenue, Denny
Way, Third Avenue, Roy, Wall and other streets to the Seattle Electric

Company, over the Mayor's veto.

SPOKANE, WASH.—Conrad Wolfe, of Spokane, president of the United

Copper Railway Company, announces 6 miles of electric railway will be

built from Chewelah, Wash., to the mines, at a cost of $40,000. The line

will be used for hauling ore to the Spokane Falls & Northern Railway,

giving the mines direct connection with the smelter.

SPOKANE, WASH.—The contract for the grading of the Cheney electric

line from Jameson to Cheney has been awarded to Eslick & Hartnett.

Work has already started and is to be completed within ninety days. The
Washington Water Power Company states that it expects to have cars in

operation over the Cheney line by July 1.

TACOMA, WASH.—The Puyallup Valley Northern Rapid Transit Company
has been incorporated, with a capital of $3,000,000, to operate a system of

electric interurban railways from Tacoma to Puyallup, Sumner, Auburn,
Kent and Seattle. The trustees are: Fred. J. Chamberlain, John Mills, F.

S. Martin, W. R. Scott, Charles Fulmer, L. A. Chamberlain, of Puyallup,

and August Von Boeckbn, L. C. Stevenson and H. H. Blackburn, of

Tacoma. The principal office of the company will be in Puyallup. It is

announced that the franchises have been secured for the entire line and the

survey has been made. Present plans are to begin building the line soon

after Jan. 1, The proposed line will be about 40 miles long. It will con-

nect Tacoma with Puyallup and Sumner by the most direct line, and from
the latter place will run north through a thickly populated farming coun-

try to Seattle.
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TERRE HAUTE, IND.—John F. Joyce, of this city, a member of the

incoming Legislature, has prepared a bill providing for a 1-cent-a-mile rate

on interurban lines in Indiana. The announcement has created consid-

erable interest and a strong protest from the Indiana Traction men.
Representative Joyce defends his bill by saying ilia' the Indiana Traction

men have always claimed that interurban lines cotdd be operated at half

the expense of the steam lines, and it would therefore be equitable to pro-

vide a 1-cent-a-mile rate for traction lines and 2-cents-a-mile rate for

steam lines.

PORTLAND, MAINE.—The Portland Street Railway Company has an-

nounced a voluntary increase of pay to its conductors and motormen, the

amount being graduated according to length of service, from 8 cents per

day to one-year men to 20 cents to those who have been in the employ of

the company five years or more.

HELENA, MONT.—The Helena Light & Traction Company has in-

creased the wages of its employees 10 per cent and has entered into an

agreement with the men for three years. The system of suspensions for

infractions of the rules is to be done away with and the merit system

adopted.

COLUMBUS, OHIO.—The Supreme Court, in handing down a decision

in the case of the State ex rel. Prosecutor R. H. Day vs. the Canton &
Akron Railway Company, laid down two important principles. The railway

company is required to sell on its cars round-trip tickets between Navarre

and Massillon at the same rate they are sold at its stations in Massillon

and Navarre. Originally the company did so, but abandoned it, and they

could be had only at the terminal stations. This compelled persons board-

ing the cars at intervening points to pay full fare; of 10 cents each way.

The company had agreed with the city of Navarre for the 15-cent round

trip rate to Massillon, so it seems that the courts affirm the right of a

municipality to impose as a condition of a franchise within their limits a

rate of fare over portions of their lines lying without the municipalities.

HAZLETON, PA.—The Lehigh Traction Company and the Wilkes-

barre & Hazleton Railway Company have granted their men a voluntary

increase of 10 cents a day in their wages, effective Jan. 1. Under the new
schedule, the maximum to be paid trolley men will be $2 a shift, and em-

ployees of the third-rail system $2.20 a shift.

DODGE <Sc DAY Drexel Building, Philadelphia,

P

a.

ENGI NEERS
Operations taken charge of from inception to completion. Preliminary

investigations given special attention
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SANDERSON & PORTER
Engineers^Contractors

Examinations - Reports - De.signs-Spe.cifications
Construction-Equipment-Supervision ano Management
of RAILWAY. LIGHT^POWER PROPERTIES
HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENTS

52 William Street New York

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.—The Chattanooga Railways Company has

announced this scale of wages for its employees: One-year men, 18 cents

per hour; two-year men, 19 cents per hour; three-year men, 21 cents per

hour; four-year men, 22 cents per hour. For the four-year men this in-

crease amounts to ahout 21) cents per day on runs of ten hours, which is

the same as $1.40 per week or $5.60 per month.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—The ordinance has been passed by the City

Council requiring air-brakes on all street cars operating in Milwaukee. It

was amended so that one-fourth of the total number of cars of any com-
pany operating in Milwaukee must be equipped with air-T>rakes within six

months, one-half within one year, and the remainder bwore Sept. 1, 100S.

The fine for not having the cars equipped at the end of six months and a

year is $200 and $500 for each day.

FINANCIAL NOTES
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The statement is made here that a gigantic

merger of all of the electric railway and power company interests centering

in Los Angeles is planned by Edward H. Harriman. The merger will be

capitalized at $100,000,000, and will include the Los Angeles Railway Com-
pany, the Pacific Electric Railway Company, the Edison Electric Com-
pany, the l'acific Light & Power Company, the Los Angeles Gas & Electric

Company, the Los Angeles Railway Company, the Los Angeles Interurban

Railway Company, the Los Angeles & Redondo Railway Company, the

Port Los Angeles, Hueneme & Malibou Railway Company, commonly
known as the Rindge Road, and the street railway companies of Santa

Barbara and Ventura.

BOSTON, MASS.—At the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Electric

Companies trustees for the ensuing three years were re-elected. President

Abbott stated that gross earnings since the close of the fiscal year Sept.

30 have increased 5% per cent over last year. For December to date gross

earnings have shown an increase of 8 per cent over last year. These
earnings compare with an increase of about 11 per cent last year over the

same period in 1904. Asked when preferred stock dividends would be re-

sumed, he replied that he felt confident that the trustees will not begin

dividends until they feel sure that they can continue them without ques-

tion. It has been suggested, and the matter is now under consideration of

counsel that there may be some way of funding the accrued dividends on
the preferred stock. It will probably be taken up at the time when cash

dividends are resumed from the current earnings.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.-The Springfield Street Railway Company, the

Berkshire Street Railway Company and the Worcester & Southbridge Street

Railway Company have petitioned the Railroad Commissioners for the

privilege of increasing their capital stock. No amount, as yet, named.

MONROE, MICH.—The Trust Company of America, with headquarters

in New York, has filed an answer and cross bill in the Circuit Court at

this place in the case of Gorman et al. against tiie Toledo, Ann Arbor &
Detroit Railway, for which receivers were recently appointed. The Trust

Company is trustee for the bondholders of that road. It claims that

$1,500,000 in bonds were issued and that interest on the same is due and
unpaid. It asks that these bonds be decreed to be first lien upon the rail-

road property ahead of all other liens, and that an accounting be had and

the property sold to pay them.

SAGINAW, MICH.-It is reported here that W. N. Coler & Company,
of New York, are forming a syndicate to purchase the Detroit, Flint &
Saginaw Electric Railway, now in the hands of a receiver. Coler & Com-
pany control the Jackson & Suburban Company, which has a close working
agreement with the Detroit, Ypsilanti, Ann Arbor & Jackson Railway.

It is said that if the syndicate purchases the road it will push it to com-

pletion. The Detroit Trust Company as trustee under the mortgage given

by the Detroit, Flint & Saginaw Railway securing the bonds issued on the

road, is trying to locate all of the bondholders. The total amount of

bonds which are issued is $410,500.

TOLEDO, OHIO.—The annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Toledo, Railways & Light Company will be held in Toledo, Ohio, Jan. 17

next, and on the same day and at the same place a special meeting of the

stockholders will be held for the purpose of leasing the plant of the

Toledo, Ottawa, Beach &• Northern Railway Company.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.-An answer has been filed in the Circuit Court

here in the case of the bondholders of the Kenton & Southern Traction

Company against the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana, in which it is sought

to hold the latter company for the payment of the bonds. The answer

states that on Feb. 28, 1903, the Kenton &- Southern authorized the issue of

$600,000 bonds, although at that time it had no right cf way, no roadbed, no

rails or ties or anything else of the kind. The bonds were sold under the

pretext of securing money to build the road. The Dayton, Springfield &
Urbana guaranteed the lease, but never derived any benefit from the bonds

or received any money from them. The Kenton ei Southern was to have

been constructed between Kenton and Bellefontaine, but only a short

portion was built, and that wholly within the town of Kenton. The

Dayton, Springfield & Urbana claims that the bonds are void. The further

claim is made that A. E. Appleyard planned this bond issue for his own
benefit, and that the scheme to have the Dayton, Springfield & Urbana

guarantee them was fraudulent. Although a contract was made with the

Great Northern Construction Company to build this road, it is claimed

that no money was ever paid it for the work.

M A NS F I F.I.I ), OHIO—Thomas W. Latham and associates, of Cleve-

land, have purchased a controlling interest in the Mansfield Railway, Light

WM. M. RANSOM, F. M. HOADLEY, J. M. KLINGELSMITH
Pres Vice-Pres. Sec.-Treas.

R. I. Contract Engineering Co.
Finance, Construct, Equip and Reorganize Electric Railways

144 Westminster Street PROVIDENCE, R. I.

N. J. NEALL, Consulting Engineer
On Lightning Protective Apparatus Practice for Electric Railway Service

12 PEARL STREET, BOSTON

PUTNAM A. BATES
Consulting Electrical Engineer

42 Broadway NEW YORK

Jno.J.Cone A.W.Fiero RobertW.Hunt Jas.C.Hallsted D. W. McNaugher

ROBERT W. HUNT & CO.
Bureau of Inspection, Tests and Consultation ENGINEERS
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Monongahela Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh Norfolk House, Cannon St., E. C, London

Inspection of Rails and Fastenings, Cars, Motors, Etc. Bridges, Buildings
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ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION COMPANY
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Engineers, Contractors
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MONftDNOCK BUILDING, ... - CHICAGO

Okobok A. Kickku X. W. Shed. 8.B. M E Bigoan, M.E.
President Chemist Mnn. Ingpect. Bareau
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'
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J. G. WHITE & COMPANY
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Engineers, Contractors,
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The Arnold Company
ENGINEERS -CONSTRUCTORS
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Concrete-Steel Dams
Power Houses and

General Hydraulic Construction

AMBURSEN HYDRAULIC CONSTRUCTION CO.

176 Federal Street :: :: Boston, Mass.

THE JOHN W. ALLISON CO.

RE-INFORCED CONCRETE CAR BARNS

BRIDGES DAMS POWER HOUSES

Land Title Building, - PHILADELPHIA, PA.

EL M. Byllesby & Co.
INCORPORATED

EISTGrlJSTEERS
DESIGN, CONSTRUCT AND

OPERATE RAILWAY LIGHT, POWER
HYDRAULIC! AND GAS PLANTS

Examinations and reports

AMERICAN TRUST BLDO. CHICAGO, ILL.

LUZERNE ENGINEERING CO.,
Civil, Mining, and Contracting Engineers. Glover Building, Hazleton. Pa.

R. W. Taylor, Manager, Associate Member A. S. C. E.

& Power Company from Rudolph Klebolte & Company, of Cincinnati.

The company owns the local lines, and the road between this city and

Shelby, as well as the electric light property here. Mr. Latham has plans

for a road between Mansfield and Newark, almost directly south through

Mount Vernon, and it is now thought that this will be built. It will open

a territory that has no interurban service at all now, and will also give

the most direct line between Cleveland and Columbus that has yet been

planned. The Cleveland & Southwestern extension from Seville will reach

Mansfield, while the Columbus, Newark & Zanesville would furnish a

route from Newark to Columbus.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.—Reports are current that a New York syndi-

cate is working on a merger of the Springfield, Troy & Piqua, the Spring-

field & Xenia and the Washington Traction Company lines and the Home

Light, Heat & Power Company and the Peoples' Light, Heat & Power

Company, of this city.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.—Receiver Fred. J. Green of the Springfield &

Xenia Traction Company made his final report a few days ago, and a dis-

tribution of 42y2 per cent was ordered. The road has been purchased by a

committee representing the bondholders. First mottgage bonds amount to

$525 816, and the proceeds of the sale were $224,232.75, after the expenses

of the receiver were deducted. Compensation of $2,000 was allowed the

receiver, and his attorneys were given $2,500. As 492 bonds were presented

in payment for the road, only $3,125.50 will be actually distributed. As

soon as interest accounts of about $500 each are paid to John L. Bushnell

and the Cincinnati Trust Company are paid the receiver will receive his

formal discharge. The suit of W. L. Snyder has been settled.

CANADIAN NOTES

CALGARY, ALTA.-W. M. Alexander will apply to the City Council

for a street railway franchise.

VANCOUVER B C—Application will be made to Parliament at next

session by the Burrard-Westminster Foundry Railway & Navigation Com-

pany for power to construct and operate an electric railway to traverse the

southeastern parts of the city, Hastings, South Vancouver, Burnaby, New

and Coquitlam to Port Moody, returning by way of Hastings

agents for the promoters.
Westm
town site. Tupper & Griffin

VANCOUVER, B. C—Notice is given that an application

to the Parliament of Canada at the next

ectric Railway Company, Ltd., for

made

y the British Columbia

•i— firming a certain agreement

uated July 9 1904, made between the company, the Canadian Pacific Kail-

way Company and the Right Honorable Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal

and Richard B. Angus, whereby it was agreed, among other things, that

the British Columbia Electric Railway Company, Ltd., should operate as

an electric railway that portion of the Canadian Pacific Railway extending

from Granville Street, in Vancouver, to a point called Greer s Beach, or

Kitsilano.

EDMONTON, CAN.—The Council has refused an offer of the Canadian

White Company to take over the street railway franchise, and has taken

the first step toward the construction of the electric street railway as a

municipal owned and operated enterprise by framing by-laws for the pur-

chase of the rails.

MONTREAL, CAN.—The Capital Power Company's plant at Des-

cheurs has been purchased for the Hull Electric Company, operating an

electric railway between Ottawa, Hull and Aylmer, which required addi-

tional power.

FREDERICTON, N. B.-James Burgess, M.L.A. ; J. F. Tweedie, M.L.A.,

and John E. Stewart, all of Victoria County, give notice that they will, at

next session of the Legislature, apply for a charter to construct an electric

railway from St. John to Grand Falls. The distance between the two points

is 125 miles and it is proposed to follow the western side of the river to

Andover, then across Perth and follow the eastern side to Grand Falls.

FORT ERIE ( INT.—The Board of Railway Commissioners have ap-

proved of the location of the Niagara, St. Catharine & Toronto Railway

from Fort Erie to Lundy's Lane.

HAMILTON ONT —The members of the Railway Board have made

public their award in the wages dispute between the street railway em-

ployees and the company. The award leaves the men in practically the

position they occupied before the strike, the wage schedule being but a

slight increase on that drawn up by the first arbitrators. The motormen

and conductors originally got 15 cents an hour for the first year, 16 for

the second, 17 for the third and 18 afterward. They demanded 20 cents an

hour for the first six months, 21 for the second six months and 27 afterward.

The award gives the men 16 cents an hour for the first year, 18 for the

second, and 20 for the third; 2 cents extra an hour is to be paid for Sunday

work. Blacksmiths are to receive 20 cents an hour and shop men 15 cents

for the first year, 16 for the second, 17 for the third and 18 afterward. The

agreement is to continue in force until April, 1909.

PRESTON, ONT—The freight car houses.with contents, belonging to the

Gait, Preston' & Hespeler Railway Company, have been destroyed by fire.

= TmmETDETiCTVETERVIcr'cOM^
SPOKANE

WINNEPEG
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AMONG THE MANUFACTURERS

THE OHMER FARE REGISTER COMPANY, of Dayton, Ohio, has

issued a four-page folder, in which are set forth some of its patent claims.

THE INTERNATIONAL STEAM PUMP COMPANY, of New York,

has been compelled, by the steady advance in the cost of raw materials, to

increase the prices of its products.

H. F. VOGEL & CO., dealers in general railway supplies, St. Louis, Mo.,

have been incorporated, and the firm name has been changed to the H.

F. Vogel Contracting & Railway Supply Company. H. F. Vogel is presi-

dent of the company, and Nicholas LeGrand, secretary and treasurer.

THE ST. LOUIS CAR COMPANY has completed an order for eight

fifteen-bench open cars for the Tampa & Sulphur Springs Traction Com-
pany. The cars are 40 ft. long over all. The vestibules are separated from

the body of the car by bulkheads containing three drop sash. The interiors

of the cars are finished in ash.

DOSSERT & COMPANY, of New York, manufacturers of the well-

known Dossert joints and solderless connectors and terminals for wires

and cables, will exhibit a full line of the Dossert appliances, including

many new and novel features, at the coming Electrical Trades Exposition,

Chicago. Their booth will be located in section F, space No. 8.

THE PHILADELPHIA & WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY,
Llanerch, Pa., is installing a complete heating and ventilating equipment

in its new car house, which contains more than 600,000 cu. ft. space. The
apparatus consists of an engine-driven fan with heater and distributing

system furnished by the B. F. Sturtevant Company, of Boston, Mass.

SIX CLOSED CARS have been built for the Pittsburg Railway & Light

Company, of Pittsburg, Kan., by the St. Louis Car Company. The bodies

of the car are 28 ft. long. The interiors, which are finished in mahogany,

are equally divided between smoker and passenger compartments. The
platforms are 6 ft. long, and are provided at each end of the cars.

THE NEW VOLTAX WATERPROOFING COMPOUND, in its

liquid form, is being extensively used on wooden reels. The N. J. Patrick

Company, of Derby, Conn., has recently ordered from the Electric Cable

Company, of New York, a considerable amount of this material. It is said

that the ordinary wooden reel when exposed to the rain absorbs from
5 lbs. to 8 lbs. of moisture.

THE POWER & MINING MACHINERY COMPANY, of Cudahy,
Wis., in conjunction with the Snow Steam Pump Works, of Buffalo, N. Y.,

has opened a new sales office at 719 White Building, Buffalo, where will be

handled the several types of gas generating apparatus, such as the Loomis-

Pettibone system, suction and pressure gas plants, built by the Power &
Mining Machinery Company, and the Snow gas engines, built by the

Snow Steam Pump Works. Seward Babbitt, the sales manager of the first-

named concern, will make his headquarters at the Buffalo office, on' ac-

count of the facility for conducting business from that point.

THE ROBERTS & ABBOTT COMPANY, engineers, Cleveland, Ohio,

has found it advisable, due to its increasing work in the West, to provide

facilities for handling the work to better advantage by establishing an

office at Chicago, and W. D. Ball has been placed in charge of the work
there, with offices in the First National Bank Building. Mr. Ball has been

connected with a great deal of electrical and civil engineering work, prin-

cipally for electric railways and hydraulic plants. The efforts of the Chi-

cago office will be along the same lines on which the Roberts & Abbott

Company has specialized, namely, interurban railways and hydraulic plants.

THE NEWMAN CLOCK COMPANY, of Chicago, specialist in time-

recording devices and maker of the Newman portable watchman's clock,

is distributing as a souvenir of the recent convention of the American
Street & Interurban Railway Association, at Columbus, a picture of the

Ohio State Fair Buildings, printed on coated paper, 18 ins. by 10 ins.

It will be remembered that the exhibits at Columbus were protected by
the Newman system. Both the director of exhibits for the association and
John J. Maloney Detective Agency, which was responsible for the pa-

trolling of the grounds, have acknowledged in letters to the company the

material assistance the clocks were to them in their work.

AMONG THE MANY THINGS OF INTEREST in the December
issue of the monthly bulletin of the Ohio Brass Company is a description

of the new type of open-air, high-tension switch, which has been in use
for several months on the 13,500-volt transmission lines of the Fort Wayne
& Wabash Valley Traction Company. This switch was designed and installed

by M. J. Kehoe, of the Ohio Company. The new switch is not intended

as a substitute for oil-break or other types of switches as usually installed

in sub-stations, but was designed particularly for installation at exposed
points along high-tension lines, where another type of switch would re-

quire an expensive shelter.

THE NEW ERA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, of Kalamazoo,
Mich., has been compelled to reprint its little booklet, "All About Babbitt

Metals." The booklet deals with babbitt metal for all users, discussing the
metal for street railway use under the heading, "New Era Street Railway
Babbitt." The foreword says: If the plan outlined in this booklet is fol-

lowed, it will secure for the consumers of babbitt metals the full value in

STRUCTURAL STEEL
A€\ BROADWAY
* <u NEW YORK FOR EVERY PURPOSE
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A Bad Break
in a motor frame is shown above. Many lines would
call it fatal and condemn the frame to the scrap heap—
or spend good money for poor patches. But

"FERROFIX"
restored this frame to its original strength. It unites

the fractured surfaces with a material that is stronger and
tougher than the metal of the casting and thereby makes
the casting stronger than ever. It's a permanent repair

and a perfect one for breaks in cast iron, brass and
other metals. Ask for details.

The American rerrofix Brazing Co.

1003-1005 Arcade Bldg., - - Philadelphia

service of the money they pay for the metal, by giving them the benefit of

the best competitive prices of reputable manufacturers and making it "im-

possible for an inferior metal to be sold to them for more than its real

serviceable value." It is a little work that superintendents and master

mechanics ought to have.

THE WESCO SUPPLY COMPANY, of St. Louis, Mo., has purchased

the plant of the Davis Electric Manufacturing Company, of Spring-

field, Mass., including all machinery, together with all the finished

and unfinished product, and is removing the plant to St. Louis, where it

will continue the manufacture of the famous "Davis Switches," as well as

all of the Davis Company's other specialties. The five-story factory build-

ing at the corner of Eighth Street and Clark Avenue. St. Louis, has been

leased for a term of years, and is being equipped with the latest and most

modern machinery and icther equipment for the manufacture of these

specialties, as well as tablet boards, cut-out cabinets, switchboards, tele-

phones and telephone accessories.

THE H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE COMPANY, of New York, in order

to handle to the best advantage its large and rapidly increasing business

in the vicinity of New Orleans, will open a branch in that city Jan. 1. This

will consist of a large retail store, offices and warerooms, located in the

large three-story building at the corner of Baronne and Perdido Streets.

This company is well known as the manufacturer of asbestos and magnesia

products and electrical specialties.. W. E. Carpenter, formerly well known
as the local manager of the Western Tube Company, has been appointed as

manager of the New Orleans branch. The company proposes carrying a

large stock of its products constantly on hand, so that shipments can

ordinarily be made from New Orleans stock.

THE PETER SMITH HEATER COMPANY, of Detroit, Mich., manu-

facturer of the "Smith" type of hot water heaters, announces that it has

arranged to have the Electric Service Supplies Company, of Philadelphia

and Chicago, sell the Smith product during the coming year. Heretofore

the Smith Company has been selling its goods direct, and the season just

closed has shown an increase of 100 per cent over last year. In anticipation

of a still larger increase in its heater business, the Smith Company has

purchased additional property adjoining its present plant, and in the

spring will build a two-story addition, 100 ft. x 120 ft. The Smith heaters

have been adopted as a standard by more than 17:3 different railway com-

panies in this country, and their success has been universal. The Public

Service Corporation of New Jersey is the latest to adopt the new magazine

type of heater, and is now having 100 of them installed in its cars at the

Camden shops.

HOMER OF CLEVELAND
COMMUTATORS only
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The Elliott Bros. Electric Co.S.^Sr°oH*
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THE JORDAN COMMUTATOR TRUING DEVICE
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WHY NOT MAKE
YOUR OWN COILS?

We manufacture Coil Forms for all

types of Armature and Field Coils,

and also Armature Coil Presses. We avoid

the use of wrench and thumb screws

in our Armature Coil Forms.

The EXETER MACHINE WORKS
PITTSTON, PA.
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READY SHORTLY
4to Cloth. Illustrated. 463 pp. Price $10.00 Net.

Electric Railway
Engineering

BY

H. F. PARSHALL, M. Inst. C. E.

and

H. M. HOBART
With many Tables, Diagrams and Folding Plate

CONTENTS:
Part I. Mechanics of Electric Traction.

Tractive Resistance at Constant Speed. Acceleration. Trac-

tive Force and the Power and Energy at the Axles. Study

of the Characteristics of Electric Railway Motors and of Sec-

tion Characteristics and the Construction of Load Curves.

Part II. Generation and Transmission of Electrical Energy.

Electric Power Generating Plant. High Tension Transmis-
sion System. Sub-stations. The Distributing System.

Part III. Rolling Stock.

Locomotives and Motor Carriages, and their Electrical

Equipment. Trucks. Index.

McGRAW PUBLISHING COMPANY
Publishers and Booksellers

114 Liberty Street :: :: :: NEW YORK

DIRECT CONNECTED D. C. RAILWAY UNITS
1 —525 K. W. GENERAL ELECTRIC. Type M. P., 10-525-90 R.P.M.

550 volts, direct connected to a 22 and 42 x 42 Tandem Compound

E. P. Allis Engine.

1.—200 K. W. THOMPSON-RYAN. 500-550 volts, 180 R.P.M.. direct

connected to a 14 and 28 x 20 Tandem Compound McEwen Engine.

BELTED RAILWAY GENERATORS
2.—300 K. W. 4-POLE GENERAL ELECTRIC. 400 R.P.M.

1.—250 K. W. 6-POLE WESTINGHOUSE. 450 R.P.M.

3 —200 K. W. 4-POLE GENERAL ELECTRIC. 425 R.P M.

2.— 100 K. W. 4-POLE GENERAL ELECTRIC. 650 R.P.M.

WICKES BROS.
13 7-139 Liberty Street
NEW YORK CITY

FOB IHEMTE DELIVERY

AT LOWEST PRICES

5—21 ft. 9Jn. Reversible Cross Seat.

5—21 ft. 6 in. Longitudinal Reed Seat.

50—18 ft., like cut.

2—28 ft. Double Truck.

All are of most modern type and with motor

equipments. Can start painting at once, and

deliver immediately.

Write for particulars to

Electric Railway Equipment Co.

31st and Chestnut Streets, - PHILADELPHIA

AUTOMATIC ENGINES
AT LOW PRICES.

One

One

-125-H. P. 16" x 36" Corliss, Standard Girder bed pattern.

Wheel 12 ft. diameter x 22" face, in halves.

-200-H. P. 13" and 25" x 16" Armington & Sims tandem
compound. Wheel 8 ft. diameter x 22" face, complete,
with sub-base.

One— 150-H. P. 15£" x 154" Dick & Church centre crank.
Wheels 6 ft. diameter x 16^" face.

One— 120-H. P. 11" and 18" x 16" McEwen tandem compound.
Wheel 64" diameter x 12 J" face.

THOS. P. CONARD & COMPANY
2 South 15th Street Philadelphia

EN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS in the Strbbt Railway Journal you will

confer a favor on both publisher and advertiser by mentioning this paper.

CHARLES E. DUSTIN CO.
11 Broadway :: New York

Street Railway Apparatus

OF ALL KINDS and SIZES

FJIRECT connected units of from
100 to 500 Horse Power with

Standard Engines

gELTED GENERATORS of

all sizes and voltages from 50
to 500 K. W

ALTERNATING UNITS, 25

cycles, 60 cycles and 125

cycles and of every size ....

BABCOCK & WILCOX, HEINE, STERLING, UPRIGHT and TUBULAR BOILERS
ENGINES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION and SIZE

"Write for JVetv Descriptive Catalogue note* being compiled.
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G. E. 800 Ry. Motor*
22 G. E. 800 railway motors, en-

tirely overhauled and ready for
immediate shipment; also a
number of armatures.

500 to 550 Volt Apparatus
500 K.W. (2) General Electric, 4-

pole.

500 K.W. (2) Westinghouse 4-pole.

300 K.W. General Electric, 4-pole.
250 K.W. (2) Westinghouse, 4-

pole.
200 K.W. Westinghouse generator,

direct connected to Westing-
house engine.

200 K.W. General Electric, 4-pole.
150 K.W. Westinghouse 4-pole,
110 K.W. General Electric genera,

tor, direct connected Buffalo
Forge engine.

100 K.W. (3) Westinghouse 6-pole
75 K.W. (2) General Electric 4-

pole.

Engines
17 x 28 x 18 (2) Harrisburg tan-
dem.

16 x 27 x 16 (2) Westinghouse.
11 x 17 x 12 Ames tandem.
9y2 x 16 x 15 Payne tandem.
26 x 60 Reynolds Corliss.
26 x 48 Reynolds Corliss.
20 x 36 Harris Corliss.
18% x 18 (2) A. L. Ide.
18 x 36 Knowlson & Kelley Cor-

16 x 42 Wetherill Corliss.
14 x 36 Lane & Bodley Corliss.
12 x 30 Vilter Corliss.

Send for complete and new
"Bargain List" of Railway Mo-

tors, Engines, Boilers, Alterna-

tors, etc.

JOSEPH H.THOMPSON, Jr.
17 Battery Place New York

R A I

In Stock for Immediate Shipment

180 Tons new 60 lb. A. S. C. E. Steel
Rails and Angles at Baltimore, Md. 200
Tons 7* 82 lb. new Girder Rails at Mobile,
Ala. Street Car Seats and Bodies. We
have 2,000 Scarritt and St. Louis Car Co.
Seats in good condition, which we offer
at $1.00 each. 20 Car Bodies in stock
here, 26 and 28' over corner posts. In-
terior finish very best. Reversible Rattan
Seats WALTER A.

"ZELNICKER"
SUPPLY CO.
IN ST. LOUIS

FOR SALE
For immediate delivery, 4,000

tons 80 and 85 pound new steel

rails. Write to

The Wilkoff Bros. Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa, Youngstown, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio

We buy all kinds of Scrap Iron.

FOR SALE

RAILS
All weights

of NEW and
RE-LAYING

We BUY Old Ralls

ROBINSON & ORR
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Rails For Sale

Quick Shipment
100 tons 70 lb. relaying steel "T"

rails and angle bars.

200 tons 65 lb. relaying steel "T"
rails and angle bars.

900 tons 60 lb. relaying steel "T"
rails and angle bars.

300 tons 56 lb. relaying steel "T"
rails and angle bars.

All sizes of new rails in stock at

our yard. Write or wire us for prices.

Iron City Steel Co.,
1210 Bessemer Bldg. PITTSBURGH, PA

HEW BAILS FOB SALE F°

50 tons 9 inch Grooved Girder,

Penna. Steel Co. Section 260, with

plates—immediate shipment.

4,000 tons 60-lbs. and 70-lbs.

American Society pattern with

joints— shipment about thirty

days

Address "Rails" care of Street

Railway Journal.

IR SALE—Girder Rails

5", 6" and 9" Heights

200 to 300 tons each first-class Re-
layers with Plates, subject to in-

spection. Write

BLOCK-POLLA K IRON CO
506 Missouri Trust Bldg. St. Louis. Mo.

For advertisements under this heading the

rate is 11.00 per insertion jor 50 words or less,

payable in advance; additional words 2 cents

each.

A 1 S lV/T^E city and interurban
f* U~1V1 system in Illinois wants
a first-class man to take charge of car
barn and overhead construction work.
Must be thoroughly competent in all

kinds of motor and general car repairs;
energetic and reliable. Address full

particulars as to experience, references
etc., to "No. 725," care of Street
Railway Journal, New York.

Must be hustler and understand car
barn and track work. One with park
experience preferred. Only men having
successfully filled similar position need
apply. Address, stating your experi-
ence, age, salary received and references,
"No. 755," care of Street Railway
Journal.

-ITt/ANTED—Superintendent of Trans-
v " portation— For Indiana traction
line, 135 miles interurban and 65 miles
city line. Must be experienced in both,
also experienced in freight and express
operations. Address, stating full experi-
ence and information, references and
salary expected, "No. 756," care of
Street Railway Journal.

TT7ANTED—At once, young man as
vv book-keeper for Street Railway
office. Give references. Address "No
750,' ' care of Street Railway Journal

When writing to advertisers

in the STREET RAIL-

WAY JOURNAL you will

confer a favor on both pub-

lisher and advertiser by

mentioning: this paper.

Repairing. Rewinding. Rebuilding

Generators and Motors

We carry a full line of arma-
ture and field coils. We make a
specialty of field and armature
coils wound from"FIREPROOF"
wire. Give us a trial.

CHATTANOOGA ARMATURE WORKS
Duncan Ave. & R. R, St. Chattanooga, Tenn.

400 Second-hand Bridges

4 Tandem Rollers

NEW and SECOND-HAND
Steam Shovels, Concrete Mix-
ers and Contractors' Equipment

Advance Equipment Co.
508 West End Trust Bldg., Phila., Pa.

TROLLEY TIES and POLES
PROMPT SHIPMENTS

Cross Arms, Brackets and Pins

M. H. MAUS & CO.,

420 Walnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IT PAYS to consult this page
whether you have any

second hand equipment to
sell, or want to buy.

FOR SALE
2,500==500,000 c. m. New soldered rail bonds

made by the Ohio Brass Co., for application to the

ball of rail, taken by me in exchange for PLASTIC
PLUG BONDS.

THERE IS A REASON FOR THIS.

DO YOU WANT THE BONDS AT LESS THAN
COST, OR THE REASON ? Address

HAROLD P. BROWN, The Bond Expert,

120 Liberty St., NEW YORK

fANTED POSITION of Superintend
Manager of interurban rail-

way where both passengers and freight
are carried. Would be willing to build
new line if engaged to operate it. Am
married man, age thirty-one, with four
teen years' experience in construction
and operation, last ten full charge as
Chief Engineer or Superintendent. Am
a hustler and can show results in both
passenger and freight departments. Ad-
dress "No. 747 " care Street Railway
Journal.

company as purchasing agent, or as
assistant to general manager: or as
assistant purchasing agent of larger
company. Thoroughly posted as to
prices and manufacturers of all lines of
electrical and railroad goods. Strictly
honest, careful, accurate, hard worker.
Address "No. 752," care Street Rail-
way Journal.

A M open for a position ;

ager of an electric i

i as General Man-
railway, or rail-

way and light company combined. Have
had years of experience in operating
building and reconstructing properties.
No propei ty too large for me to handle.
Will furnish highest personal references.
Address " No. 754," Street Railway
Journal

WANTED POSITION— As Genera
vv Manager or Superintendent of City or
Interurban Road. Have a thorough practi
cal experience in Electric Railway Location
Construction, Reconstruction and Operation.
Have been successful as Superintendent and
Manager. Best of references as to character
and ability. At present Superintendent with
a large system, but desire to change. Ad-
dress " No. 757," care of Street Railway
Journal. i

pOMPETENT electric railway man^ desires position as electrical engi-
neer or superintendent of a first class
interurban road in territory west of
Chicago. Able to take charge of
design of entire electrical and mechani-
cal system on a new line. Technical
graduate. Free after March i. Ad-
dress "No 758," care of Street Rail-
way Journal.

good opening; experienced accountant,
railway statistician and auditor, and
office manager; good education and
appearance; possesses first class execu-
tive ability. Experienced 1 secretary
to executive official of large railway
corporation, both operating and com-
mercial. Highest credentials. Address
"No. 760," care of Street Railway
Journal.

Department of Public Works.

Bureau of Filtration,

Office 710 City Hall,

Philadelphia, November 28, 1906.

Sealed proposals, endorsed "Bids
for Pumping Engines and Coal
Handling Machinery, (Name work
bid upon,)" and addressed to the

undersigned, at the office above
mentioned, will be received until

12 o'clock, noon, on January 4,

1907, for Contract No 93, Pumping
Engines for Lardner's Point Pump-
ing Station No. 3. Contract No.
88, Coal Handling Machinery and
Pockets for Torresdale Pumping
Station.

Specifications, drawings and blank
forms upon which bids must be
made, can be obtained at Room 712

City Hall, Philadelphia

No bid will be considered unless

accompanied by a certificate from
the City Solicitor that the provisions

of an ordinance requiring proposal

bonds when the bids exceed in

amount five hundred dollars, ap-

proved May 25, 1860 (p. 81, West),

have been complied with.

The Director reserves to himself

the right to reject any or all bids, as

he may deem best for the interests

of the city.

J. R. HATHAWAY,
Director.
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20=fT. CLOSED CARS
Rare Opportunity

RELEASED BY BOSTON
ELEVATED RAILWAY COM-

PANY, to make room for double

truck equipment.

Like Cut; fully equipped, in

good operative condition, ready

for immediate service, finished in

cherry, two light circuit, drop

sash windows, mounted on West

End Trucks, two G.E. 800 mo-

tors, K-2 and K-io controllers,

Electric Heaters, Neal Head-

lights, Fenders, Sand Boxes,

Scrapers, etc.

THOMAS F. CAREY, Agent, 70 State St., Boston, Mass.

P.S.—We also offer One Hundred and Fifty (150) 9, 8 and 7-bench Open Cars with the above-mentioned equipment.

NEW YORK ELEVATED RAILROAD PAS-
SENGER CARS AND LOCOMOTIVES
Can desirable for Suburban Roads, and Trolley Trailers

For Detailed Specifications, Photographs and
Prices address

BENJAMIN WATSON, Agent, 66-70 Beaver St., New York
Coffee Exchange Building

GONDOLA CARS FOR SALE
To Electric Railways handling freight

business we offer good flat bottom Gon-
dola Cars and Flats 35 ft. long, with
automatic couplers, and piped for air.

Low prices and quick deliveries.

THi: MA1.ES CO.
26 Cortlandt Street, New York

First National Bank Building, Cincinnati

PROVIDENCE

FENDERS FOR SALE
Twenty-two complete sets in good
second-hand condition. $5.00 each.

Fitchburg & Leominster Street Railway Co.

FITCHBURG, MASS

1 Brand > w Car
Code C.L.A.F., catalogue No. 6. 40' 9" x 8' 6n—30' body.
With or without smoker and toilet. Seats 42 or 44.
Body only, or new air brakes and trucks.

Reduced price. Write for particulars.

Motors, Q. E. 57, and others K. 14, K. 12 Controllers
Send or JOHNSON'S LIST No. 62, Electrical and Steam Equipments

CLEVELAND, 1312 Citizens Bldg.
BUFFALO, 623 Ellicott Square
CHICAGO, 1240 First Nat. Bank
NEW YORK, 111 Broadway
PITTSBURG, 1101 Diamond Bank
TORONTO, ONT., 1003 Traders Bank

Telephones

Main 3426
Seneca 1681R
Central 6942
Rector 1018
Court 1422
Main 1482
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Four Standard Wiring Books

5.
$
5.

Keys for the Practical Electrical Worker
Electric Light, Power, Street Railway, Telephone, Telegraph and

Every-Day Tables. By F. J. ROBINSON.

This is a thorough book on an important subject. The explanations
are simple and concise. The diagrams of connections are very good and
are taken from the latest approved practice. Altogether, a very useful

and handy book for the street railway electrician.

CONTENTS.
Connections for: A. C. Machines. A. C. Switchboards. A. C. Motors.

Recording Watt Meters. A. C. Series Arc Lighting Systems. Trans-
formers. Rules and Tables. General Wiring. Formula for Alternating
Currents. Practical Electrical Units. Different Systems of Wiring.

Connections for: D. C. Generators and Motors. D. C. Switchboards.
D. C. Series Arc Ligliliiu: S.-st.-ms. D C. Rheostats and Controllers.

Lightning Arresters. The Telephone. Telegraph Systems. The Morse
Code and Alphabet.

Cloth. 194 Pages. Mostly Diagrams. Price, $2.00 net-

Alternating Current Wiring and Distribution
By WILLIAM LE ROY EMMET, Member A. I. E. E.

CONTENTS.
Skin Effect. Self-Inductance. Sine Curve. Effect of Transformers.

Power Factor. Reactance of Lines. Step-Up and Step-Down Trans-
formers. Alternating-Current Distribution. Interference of Circuits.

Three-Phase Lines. Two-Phase Lines. Alternating-Current Town Light-

ing Circuits. Underground Distribution. Low-Tension Distribution.

Inductive Load. Effects of Capacity. Synchronous Motors. Rotary
Converters. Induction Motors. Starting Alternating-Current Motors.
General Wiring Formulas.

Second Edition. Cloth. 96 Pages. 33 Illustrations. Price, $1.00 net.

Wiring Handbook
With Complete Labor-Saving Tables and Digest of Underwriters' Rules.

By CECIL P. POOLE.

Chapter I.—Wiring
II.—Determining Wire Siz<

Current Motor Wiring. V
mining the Size of Bus-
VIII.™ Digest of the Und
IX.—Fundamental Formul;

CONTENTS,
erms and Measui t of Feeders and Mains.

III.—Three-Wire Circuits. IV.—Direct
Alternating Current Wiring. VI.—Deter-
- Conductors. VII.— Circuit Connections.
Titers' Rules Applying to Inside Wiring.
Tables.

Leather. Pocket Size. 85 Pages. Illustrations. Price, $1.00 net.

Standard Telephone Wiring
By JAMES F. FA1RMAN.

CONTENTS.
Introduction— Fuller Bichromate Cell, Electric Circuits. Telephone

Apparatus—The Telephone Receiver. Solid Rack Transmitter, Condensers,
Extension Bells. Continuous Ringing, Induction Coils, Generators and
Magneto Bridging Bell Generators, Extension of Auxiliary Bells, Listen-
ing and Ringing Keys, Circuit Bridging Wall Telephone, Standard Series
Wall Magneto Telephones, Lightning Arresters and Heat Coils, Complete
Portable Testing Set. Installation—Wiring and Line Work, Pole or
Housetop Lines, Block Wiring, Inside Wiring, How to Solder Wires with
a Candle, Splicing. Common Battery Systems—Wall Telephones, Desk-
Stand Telephones. Plans, Party Lines, Simple Interconnecting System.
Magneto Systems—Plans. Troubles—Bridging Magneto Systems, Rule
for Good Service, Common Battery, Don'ts. Rules of National Board
of Fire Underwriters.

Flexible Leather Binding. 91 Pages. 74 Illustrations. Price, $1.00 net.

Write for our Catalogs. If it's an Engineering Book we can supply it. Send us your inquiries.

McGRAW PUBLISHING COMPANY
114 LIBERTY ST. Publishers, Importers and Booksellers NEW YORK
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Tf^T HP T T TRT?Tf A TT^T?Q Supply oil as needed, while car is in motion,
)\JL*t 1 J_^U£jlvlV-«/l. 1 VyIVi3 directly to armature and axle bearings,

\
without felt or waste packings. Feed under

absolute control, according to requirements of service
INSTALLED WITHOUT LOSS OF TIME OR LAYING UP OF ROLLING STOCK

Furnished to fit, on receipt of make and style number of motor.

326 SOUTH WATER STREETDetailed information
furnished by JOLT LUBRICATOR CO., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Quick service demands FIRST quality
Brake Shoes.

Our Brake Shoes are all of that quality,

and we can satisfy you as to their efficiency.

Special Mixture Shoes with " Re-en-
forced" Back and Lug.

STANDARD BRAKE SHOE COMPANY
General Offices and Works : AURORA, ILL.

Chicago Office: 315 Railway Exchange

|\A nU MANAGERS'
FAKlY NOTIGE

PARK MANAGERS will find The Billboard the most
helpful medium in seeming their attractions. It will put
them in touch with every form of amusement suitable for
Parks. It pays enormously to advertise privileges in
The Billboard. Last form closes Monday, 12 M Rate,
$2.10 per inch, one column wide.

THE BILLBOARD PUB. CO., Cincinnati, O.

Every Genuine Roller has the name of manufacturer. Siewart Hartshorn , in script on label.

HARTSHORN'S SPECIAL CAR ROLLERS
For street and steam railway cars. Brackets suitable for all classes

of fittings. Used the world over, wherever cars are run.

Special car list sent on request.

STtWART HARTSHORN C0.,Officc and Factory, E Newark, N.J.

New York. 382 Lafayette St. Chicago, 338-344 Wabash Ave.

GALENA- SIGNAL OIL COMPANY
FRANKLIN, PA.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

Galena Railway
:: Safety Oil ::

GALENA COACH , ENGINE (Si

CAR OILS, <a SIBLEY'S PER-
FECTION VALVE <a SIGNAL OILS

<J Made especially for use in Head-
lights, Cab, Classification and Tail-

lights, and for Switch and Semaphore
Lamps. Burns equally well with the

long time as with the one day burner,
with or without chimney, as the

burner requires.

IJ Is pure water white in color; high
fire test; low cold test, and splendid
gravity.

C| Guarantee Cost per thousand miles for from
one to five years, when conditions warrant it.

C| Maintain Expert Department, which is an or-

ganization of skilled railway mechanics of wide and
varied experience. Services of Experts furnished free

of charge to patrons interested in the economical
use of oils.

STREET RAILWAY LUBRICATION
A SPECIALTY

Please write to Home Office for further particulars CHARLES MILLER, President
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A study in brake shoe economy

mntet'ial ustd

a -scrapped-

m iter iaJ- scr-npped

Tt-H + HH-HA
A—Material bought in combined head

and shoe—30 to 50 pounds.
B—Material bought in separable

shoe—20 to 24 pounds.
C—Material scrapped in combined

head and shoe.
D—Material scrapped in separable

head and shoe.
E and //—Comparison of the two

methods.

IO 12 14 16 18 2.0 2.Z 2.4 ZB afl 30 32 34 36 38 40 4a 44 4P 48 50POUNDS

Besides the big saving in material bought, handled and scrapped, the sepa-
rable brake head and shoe system permits the adoption of a standard shoe
that can be used on nearly all your wheels and be interchangeable and
reversible on your brake head. The M. C. B. Christie type, so economical
in steam road practice, meets these conditions admirably. Let us go into

details with you.

American Brake Shoe S Foundry Co., Mahwah, N. J.
170 Broadway, New YorK Western Union Building, Chicago

WE WISH YOU ALL

A

HAPPY NEW YEAR
1907

KEYSTONE BRAKE SHOE CO.

Century Building. 1 W. 34th St., - NEW YORK
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Car Parts

Can't Rattle
if they are fastened

with the

COLUMBIA
LOCK NUT
Easily applied, easily

loosened when neces-

sary, but holds with

a can't-let-go grip as

long as you want it

to do so.

Ask for our Catalog

showing full line.

U. S. METAL & MFG. CO.
25 Broad Street : : NEW YORK

The cut above illustrates our No. 17a

M. C. B. truck for long city cars. This

truck has been adopted as their standard

by a number of large city railway sys-

tems. It has our patented top frame,

which keeps the truck in square and

does away with the large number of

bolts needed in other constructions,

and its center construction is unusually

strong. Prints, photographs and speci-

fications on request.

The Dorner Manufacturing Co.
1157-1159 Monadnock Building, Chicago

TRUCKS, WHEELS, AXLES, TRACK CLEANERS, BRAKE SHOES,

PIT JACKS, ETC., ETC.

RUSSELL ' Electric Snow-Plow
MOST MODERN AND EFFICIENT DEVICE FOR CLEARING

ELECTRIC RAILWAY TRACKS OF SNOW
No other equipment so thorough and successful, Built for

right or left hand running, and to suit con-
ditions of purchaser's road.

Self-contained power, can be operated at high or low speed, and
will clean the track of snow up to 12 feet in depth.

ORDER EARLY and you will be prepared to prevent
serious blockades, keepy our road open and operate
cars on schedule time. Illustrated catalogue upon request

RUSSELL CAR & SN0W=PL0W CO.

RIDQWAY, PA.

The Cincinnati Car Co.

Designers and Builders of every

type of CAR FOR ELECTRIC
TRACTION SERVICE. Draw-
ings and specifications promptly

furnished upon request.

Works and General Offices:

Winton Place, Cincinnati, Ohio
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THE ORIGINAL NON-CHATTERING
BRAKE HANGER Taylor's Patent)

The only safe way—Three parts in addition to

regular hanger and Shoe Head—Easy to adjust.

Over 3,000 now in service. Can be applied to

any truck.
Manufactured by

THE NEW YORK CAR & TRUCK COMPANY
General Sales Office, 29 Broadway, NEW YORK KINGSTON, N. Y.

Baldwin Locomotive Works
BUILDERS OF

Motor Truck for the West Jersey & Seashore Railroad Co.

LOCOMOTIVES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Electric Trucks
Double Truck9 for Street Railway, Interurban and Long Distance
Service. Workmanship in conformity with best Locomotive

practice. Trucks built to meet individual requirements.
Purchasers' designs followed, if desired.

Burnham, Williams & Co.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A-

STANDARD STEEL WORKS
HARRISON BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA

Solid Forged Rolled
and

STEEL TIRED WHEELS
mounted on axles and fitted with Motor Gears

for Electric Railway Service

SPRINGS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

NILES CAR C&h MFG. CO.
Sales Offices—J. A. Hanna Co., 312 Electric Blag., Cleveland. Works; Nil.es, Ohio.
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MOTOR TRUCK
Built for

New York Central Electric Service

Combining cast steel side frames and transoms with corner bracket braces incorporated with tran-

soms, and ends tied with angle tie bars, making a maximum of rigidity with a minimum number
of parts. The spring hanger arrangement is of the locomotive type over the journal boxes. The
truck bolster is of double box construction, of cast steel with integral center plate and carried

on double elliptic springs on a spring plank hung from the transoms. These features are

combined with a compact arrangement of brake rigging.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVECOMPANY
111 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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PRESSED STEEL CAR COMPANY
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OP

STEEL PASSENGER CARS AND TRUCKS
FOR

STEAM AND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
Also Steel and Composite Freight Cars for all Classes of Service

OFFICES

»

Pittsburg New York Chicago Atlanta London Mexico City Sydney, N. S. W.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
1—SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CAR BODY LIKE CUT

Dimensions of Car: Length over Body, 3G4feet 7 3-4 inches; length overjall, 40 feet 7 3-4 inches.

Seating capacity, 44. Top Sash raises. Lower Sash„drops into pocket.

OR CAN FURNISH CAR COMPLETE
ready for operation, immediate shipment, equipped with Peckham 14=B«=3 Trucks and General Electric

No. 1000 motors. If interested, write or wire for price.

THE JEWETT CAR CO. - - Newark, ohio
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St. Louis Car Company
ELECTRIC and STEAM RAILWAY COACHES—TRUCKS

STEEL CARS-SUPPLIES

{St. l^ovxi^, Missouri

The above locomotive type machine fitted truck is especially adapted for high speed
heavy motor service. All parts are thoroughly machined throughout. Solid forged top

frames, made in one piece. Composite side frames. Inside hung brakes. M. C. B.
Journal Boxes.

The above short wheel
base truck was especially

designed for heavy city service. The
short wheel base makes rounding of

short radius curves easy, and at the

same time saves wear on track and
wheel. The frames are solid steel, machine fitted to angle iron end cross bars, making
a very rigid frame.

Before placing your next order for a city or interurban truck, consider the merits

of our No. 47A and No. 61.

Write for Catalogue
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ST. LOUIS CAR COMPANY
ELECTRIC AND STEAM RAILWAY COACHES—TRUCKS

STEEL CARS-SUPPLIES

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

38 fT. COMBINATION OPEN A/MD CLOSED CAR.

34 FT. SEMI-CONVERTIBLE CAR.

61 FT. 6 IN. PARLOR CAR.
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PHILADELPHIA

D J. G. BR.ILL COMPANY
AMERICAN CAR COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

C D

Brill 'Retriever' Signal Bell (Patented).

came weak, so that the weight and friction of a long cord was too much

long clapper with a heavily weighted head, and at the other end a toe

which bears against a trigger. This trigger starts with a small lever-

age, which jumps suddenly to a high leverage, sending the clapper

up against the bell with an astonishing amount of energy. The

pull of the trigger is less than a quarter of an inch, and no matter

how gently the cord is pulled it is impossible to prevent Ja quick,

sharp blow of the clapper, A sand box that does not keep the

sand dry is practically useless. The sand that sticks to the sides

of the hose forms a wick which lets the water, that is splashed up

against the mouth of the hose, up into the box. It is impossible

to prevent the sand-wick forming in the hose, but it is possible to

prevent this wick having any connection with the sand in the box; and

that is exactly how the " Dumpit " box is arranged. The smaller illus-

tration shows that the box has a double hopper, and that the mouth of

THE Retriever Signal Bell

has the remarkable

capacity of retrieving

the cord instantly through

three long cars as well as

through a single car. It does

away entirely with the old and

common difficulty of not re-

covering the slack cord. The
trouble in the past was that

the clapper was not long or

heavy enough and springs be-

for them. The Retriever has a

Brill "Dumpit" Sand Box (Patented)

Sectional view of ]

Side of valve broken away to show mouth of
Hopper and Blade for cutting the sand.

the inner hopper is closed by a

rocker casting. When the sand

is put into the box it fills this

casting, and when the casting is

filled, as the mouth is below

the rim, the sand stops flowing

down into it. When the op-

erator pushes the rocker back,

by foot pedal or hand lever,

the sand flows out in a con-

tinuous stream. The special

points about our box are, first

and foremost, it keeps the

sand dry; second, it is a con-

tinuous flow box; third, it is

easily operated; and fourth,

the construction is simple and

compact.

CARS <5 TRUCKS










